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Vol. II.—No. i] NEW YORK, AUGUST 31, 1888. [Whole Number, 27.

A LETTER THAT NEEDS NO COMMENT.

Dktroit, Mich., Augl'st 21, 1S8S.

GoRMUi.i.v & Jeffekv Mfg. Co. :

Gentlemen— I have just returned from Michigan's L. A. W. Division Meet, and I trust the

comparison I am about to make will be of interest to you. At the Meet in 1887 there were 60 wheels

and only one of them Avas a Champion, and that was looked upon as rather a curiosity. This year at

Grand Rapids nearly all makes of high grade wheels were there, but out of 1 1 2 wheels in the parade there

were 34 American Champions—an increase from [-60 to about 1-3. I can prove that there have been

more American Champions sold in Michigan this year than any other two makes of high grade wheels.

They have given good satisfaction, and I expect twice as many wheels will be sold next year. The-

Champion is used by the best riders, too. Three out of five races at St. John's were won on Champions.

A $250 Marlboro Club Tandem has been discarded for a Challenge Tandem, and found to be decided!)

the best.

\'ours truly.

C. H. SMITH.

ALL CRANK RECORDS PULVERIZED
by John A. Wells on an ordinary

AMERICAN RAMBLER
taken out of stock.

Eagle Rock Climbed Nine Times Tlun-sday afternoon. August 23. Stan was made at 4

I'.M. and finish at 6.23 r. .m., when darkness interfered. This timt^ is a t\\v)-minuLo awragr [k-v trip faster

than Shurman's professional record on a lever machine.

The following gentlemen witnessed and will vouch for liie performaiue : \i. R. Collins, \\ t'sttulJ..

N.
J. ; Henry Walters, 246 New York Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. ; C".eo. J. IMorr. o

(
Washington S;

Chicago; Herman Kneisel, 97 Webster Street, Jersey City. N. J. ; V.. C. Wells, 3(13 Broad Street, Nrwark.

N. j.; Howard A. Smith, Oraton Hal!. Newark. N. J.

We are now delivering l\aml)lers witli a reasonable ilegri'c of promptness.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Catal<Jgue on aijplication.

08314
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The Hew Star Safety
It beats them all on the hills and is as speedy as

any on the road.

Easily Learned and Comfortable Biding,

The Driver is 39 inches Diameter, and front or

Steering Wheel 24 inches.

Catalogue and Prices on application. Address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.

Manufacturers of STAR BICYCLES,
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AA7E would not be understood to claim that there are no good wheels but

Victors. Honesty, which is the best policy, and even policy which is

not always the best honesty, would forbid such a claim, for intelligent wheel-

men know that there are a number of machines in the market that are really

quite ridable.

HOWEVER,
when the question arises, what are the best of the aforesaid good wheels

—

what are the strongest, the lightest running, the easiest hill-climbers, and the

fastest coasters; what machines combine more good, hard-headed, practical

working points than any others?

THEN
we feel called upon to stand up, and, for the information of some who are yet

young in such matters, remark:

VICTORS!
They are wheels for all riders, and each one of the line is at the head of

its class. They have Tangent Spokes, Hollow Rims, Bown's ^olus Ball

Bearings, Spade Handles, Compressed Tires, Square Rubber Pedals, Victor

Saddles, etc., etc. It is a fact that they are

BUILT TO RIDE.

OVERMAN "WHEEL CO., MAKERS,

182188 Columbus Avenue, Boston.
Catalogue free.
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# CYCLISTS
"^Arno x)o isroT atisit the

EXPOSITION,

POS Cl#^

Warwick Perfection
BICYCLE.

4u\ LOOK OUT FOR SAFETY
^\ MANUFACTURED BY THIS COMPANY. X ^ <^
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IS THE WHEEL FOR 1889.
IT HAS MORE GENUINE

Any Wheel on the American or European Markets.

The Following are Some of its Many Advantages

:

ist.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade handle to
apply the brake.

2d.— A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a minimum.

3d.— ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.

—

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength at
the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other handle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

6th.

—

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by removing
a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire,

7th.

—

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim. will wear
longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED NEV'ER TO
COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their circumference.

8th.

—

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the part
where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were made and
sold in England last year.

9th.

—

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the greatest
strain comes.

loth.^

—

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand miles
without oiling or adjustment.

nth.

—

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs used are
India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch in case of its

becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion, and its ease and com-
fort can only l)e appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

12th.

—

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conlorm to the angle of tlie

rider's body.

13th.

—

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be l)roken with ordinary use.

MANUFAt'TURKn UY

-WARWICK CYCIJ-: MFG. CO., SPRINGFll'IJ), MASS.
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Special Offer!!!

NEW MAIL
THE WHEEL OF WHEELS! NOTHING BUT SUCCESS EVERYWHERE!!

Sales larger this year than ever before, and this demand is evidence of its "Worth and Merit. A
Light Roadster Perfectly Made, Interchangeable Parts, and which stands the roughest roads. We are

receiving Testimonials every day of its Perfection and in Praise of the Trigwell Ball Head—

a

delight in Steering, a great aid in Hill-Climbing.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR BUFFALO !

!

1^" Having use for a Few Only Good Second-hand Machines, we will take such in part payment

for New Mails. Here is a chance to get one of these Superb Ball Head Wheels and realize on your

old one, which is getting less in value. Send full description of your old mount—size, condition, etc., and

state what in- your estimation it is worth or your value of it, and we will reply.

Trade off Your Old Wheel while at Buffalo

This is the tenor of Testimonials we get:

Messrs. William Rkad & Sons:

Gents—The New Mail came in good shape. I am very much pleased with the wheel, and
consider it the very best on the market to-day. As I have had two years' experience with the Triowell

Ball Head, on my old wheel, I know it is a good thing, and as essential to the fine running qualities

of a wheel as a Ball Bearing in any other part. Yours truly,

C. R. FLOWER.

Messrs. Wili.l\m Ri-:ai) & Sons: Ne^v York, N. Y
Dear Sirs— I must give you the praise that is due the New Mail. I have been a rider for

the last twelve years, and have been on most every wheel in the market, but have at last struck my
favorite of all—the New Mail, one of which is now in my possession.

It is, without exception, the truest, easiest, and lightest running machine I was ever on.

I was first struck with its handsome appearance, and when I tried it I immediately disposed
of my old one, and purchased this one I now have. I can recommend this wheel above all others, and
you are at liberty to use this. Yours truly,

G. F. PERRIN.
3VX -A. 3Xr XT T* .A. O T Xm.U II JS ,

107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
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All our orders call for
the Ball Head!

Large Handsome Photograph

for 10 cts. in stamps NEW MAIL
Specialties Found in No Other Wheel.

THE NEW MAIL IS HAVING A
EEMAEKABLE DEMAND.

A Superb Light Eoadster.

Sure 'tis a Trigwell Ball

Head Year

!

Trigwell BaU Head.

1,000 miles with-

out oiling or adjust-

ing. Perfect Rigidity

and ease of steering.

Greatest of modern
improvements.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF NECK AND BACK FORK END OF

War-wick's New Perfection Backbone,
GIVING

; Increased thickness and strength at upper end, where is the greatest
' strain. NO SPREADING OF BACKBONE AFTER RIDING.

t3CJ

|3^

t3Cl

1-3

,
¥AE¥IOK'S
NE¥ EIM.
No Seam
outside.

Thickened
Metal

at Bottom.

Not a Buckled Rim Last Year.

To find out what the New Mail
is read the Testimonials of many
of the leading and hardest riders
in the country contained in our
Catalogue.
Send for it before selecting your mount; it

don't cost anything to read it.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, BOSTON.

See Them at PECK & SNYDEE'S, Agents, Nassau Street, New York.

OHAS. SOHWALBAGH, Agent, Brooklyn.

Mr. WILLIAM MURPHY
OF THE

Kings County Wheelmen, of Brooklyn,

MAIL 1,218 MILES IN JIE, Oi TIE

SDDGH LOl ISLAi BOAES,

He Says tlie ^W^lieel is ao
Easy Runner.
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NEW MAIL.

1888 NEW MAIL

No Higher Grade. No more successful wheel ever appeared in the market than the

NEW MAIL LIGHT ROADSTER,
brought out by us last year, of American Manufacture. All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable.

THE ONLY WHEEL
having the Great Improvements of TRIGWELL BALL-BEARING HEAD, which we control. Proved an
absolute success by actual road use of past two and one-half y^ar.s. Perfection Strengthened Backbone
and Forks and Thickened Base Rim. Never, since we have been in the bicycle business, have we received

so many flattering testimonials from all parts of the country as of our last year's NEW MAIL, and as

they are the opinions of well known, and many of them hard riders. Stronger Evidence of the Merit of a

Wheel cannot be offered. j^ST'Since some dealers have made exertions to decry the Ball Head as of no

advantage whatever, we are forced to refer to the fact, emphatically that the true Merit of the Trigwell

Patent may be clearly understood. We wish to impress these facts:

That we control the Trigwell and others caimot use it. Thai the Trigwell is the only Ball Head confining

the balls. That we were the First to adopt the Ball Head, and hence ha\c had the most experience with it,

7knCi\s& declare the Trigwell, which we have used two and one-half years, a Magnificetit Success. Simple for

repair, in case of accident, and more durable than the cone. The best [)roof of this success is our declaration

for the coining year

—

lue do not alter the Ifead'xw a single detail. Every part has been dead right, and no chanp-e

required. Jt^^I^on't book your order for a new mount till sending for Descriptive Catalogue of NEW
MAIL, out February ist. Send your name noiv. Good Agents wanted in every town. Our former

Agents requested to write us at once if wishing to continue, and book their orders for early deliveries.

Price $5.00 Less than Last Year. Can now be seen af our Warerooms.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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WHY, THE WARWICK PERFECTION.

IT HAS

MORE GENUINE

IMPEOVEMENTS

THAN ANY WHEEL

WATCH THE

ON THE

AMERICAN OR

EUROPEAN

MARKETS.

WHEEL PAPERS

This has been the study

of inventors for years. The

Warwick Spring Bearing

Frame is the first and

ONLY satisfactory solution of

this problem. This Spring

Bearing is so constructed as

to take up all concussion,

resulting in the production

of the only absolutely non-

vibratory bicycle. Inside

the bearing frame and un-

derneath the fork is a spring

made of steel and RiJiiUER.

The steel takes the strain

and the rubber takes the

vibration, in such a manner

that the rider, no matter

how rough the riding, does

not feel the least jar.

This is a point that

J^ X cannot fail of in

^

IFOIl ITS SIPEOI^^XjTIES.
ONE,

By means of a set screw the

liEARiNG can be perfectly ad-

justed to the weight of any

rider. For a heavy man

the screw is tightened, which

closes the spring, allowing

it to receive tlie e.xtra weight.

The bearing is simply joint-

ed to the bearing frame,

which gives aa clastic and

easy motion when tiic wheel

comes in coniaci witli rough

siirfacts. .Another device

ho lis tho fi-,tiiio rigid in such

niannoi as to take up all side

strain. Iho cr.ink is de-

tachable. l'>n lhoiou:;h in-

spection, it will lu- the

universal verdict tint tlie

Warwick .Spring Hearing

and Frame is riii'. o\l v per-

fectly constructed Ir.ime on

the market, and the only in-

vention in existence, on

.m ouiin.iry bicycK

which (iverconies ^ ».

concussion and x .^vO'
estimable ap-

preciation.

prevents all

vibration
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UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

E3:a,z?-bfoz?ca_ "^TsTlxeel CI-clTd
AT

Charter Oak Park, Hartford,

SEPTEMBER 12th and 13th.

$2,500 in Pupses and Prizes.

Entries Close September 8th.

Entry Blanks forwarded on application to

ctoseiiph: G-ooiDiMi-i^nsr,

p. O. Box 14, HARTFORD, CONN.

DESIGNING AND ENGRAVING ON WOOD.

Wood Cuts of Portraits, Landscapes, Machinery, Fasiiion Plates, Etc., for fine

Bool("and Catalogue Illustrations.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

IF. Xj. IKZLElsriC,
86 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
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DiTE^w^ :ei^^fxjd

SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT OF ORDERS,
With the celebrated and now universally copied

TRUK TANGKNT ^SVHKKLS,
Of which we were the inventors and originators. The simplest and strongest Safety extant. Actual

weight, ready for riding, 47 pounds. Interchangeable throughout. Dust proof, adjustable ball bearings

to both wheels, crank shaft and pedals. The best selling Safety now on the market. Que agent has

sold.7'7' this season.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Energetic Agents Wanted Everywhere,

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,

Washington Branch, 908 Pennsylvania Ave.
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New Rapid
ROADSTER RiVt TO 1OLIGHT ROADSTER OlLYLIG,

CONTAINING ALL IMPROVEMENTS ESSENTIAL IN HIGHEST GRADE MACHINES.

True Tangent Spokes that do not break,

Thickened Bottom Hollow Rims that do not buckle,

Hollow Detachable Handle-Bars that do not work loose.

Backbones and Forks of the best weldless steel tubing.

Ball Bearings made with the accuracy of watch work.

ROADSTEE

Weight, ^0 pounds

ALL ON;

C/ioiic of Handles and Saddles

Given.

LIGHT EOADSTER

Weight, 36 pounds

ALL ON.

Choice ofHandles and Saddles

Given.

These are the Reasons Why
They climh hills vvitli so lillli- exertion

; coasl so swiftly; do not break up when put through rough work
; give perfect

satisfaction to their owners, and arc so rarely foutui mentioned in second-hand lists.

You Should F»ost Yourself About Xhemi.

SE\D rOK CATAJ.OCIK. AGKNT.H WANTED IN UNOCCl'PIED TERKITORY.
MENTION " THE WHEEL."

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
2 and 4 Hanover St., BALTIMORE, MD. Washington Branch, 908 Pennsylvania Ave.
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QTT..A.IDI?,.J^l<rT.
What's in a name ? Possibly, nothing ; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,

then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, an extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactory Tricycles.

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADEANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

""^s^S^StSm^

"Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky,

The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek,
And no walls but the far-off mountain tops

;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADEANT TEIOYOLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE. JUNE ig, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADEANT TEIOYOLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes.. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SElSriD E^OIi IDESCIiTIPTI^VE] C-A-a?.A.X^OC3-XTE!, FE.BE1.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 eind 4 Hanover Street, IBaltimore, Md.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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LAMPS! LAMPS!! LAMPS!!!
"Xhe melanchioly days have come,

The saddest of the year

;

"Tis a little too ^varm for ^vsrhiskey putnch,
And a little too cold for beer."

BUT
IT IS the most enjoyable season anon for cycle riding. Night falls early, however, and you cannot enjoy the

lu.xury of a spin these cool September evenings without a good serviceable lamp, which will throw a brilliant

light. No lamp can equal the world-wide celebrated

KINGoii==ROAD.
In spite of the most vigorous competition the famous King of the Road Cycle Lamps retain their supremacy and are

pronounced by all cyclists throughout the world to be unquestionably the best Lamps on the market.

Their excellence is due to the thorough workmanship manner in which they are made, only the best tin being used,
and every part securely riveted (no solder to melt), the ease with which they may be placed in a many-spoked wheel, their

large oil-holding capacity, brilliancy and steadiness of their light, which is not liable to shake out, and the following improve-
ments :

I. Adjustable axle bearings of brass. 2. Wind-up burner, by which the light may be regulated from the outside, thus
avoiding the annoyance of opening the lamp. 3. Slide at side for lighting. 4. Patent non-vibrating attachment on head
lamps. 5. Improved ventilation. 6. Ruby side prisms. 7. Instantaneously detachable reflector. This device, which is

found only in 1888 pattern K. of R. Lamps, is invaluable. To detach the ordinary reflector necessitated soiling the fingers,

and some trouble; hence, rather than suffer these annoyances, riders suffered their reflectors to remain tarnished and btack-
ened, and consequently the brilliancy of the light is diminished. With the 1888 patent detachable reflector these incon-
veniences do not obtain, and the full power of the light may always be secured.

We have secured the sole United States Agency for these peerless Lamps, and are prepared to supply the various pat-
terns illustrated herein under our usual guarantee.

As we carry a large stock, we are prepared to supply the trade on the most favorable terms. Discount sheet will be
mailed on application.

THE KING OF THE ROAD, No. 130.

HUB—With patent axle bearing, which keeps the Lamp in

the centre of the wheel without the use of check screws;

instantaneously detachable reflector, and all 1888 improve-

ments.

Size o, with 1^$ in. glass Japanned, $6.00 ; Nickeled, $7. o

Si/.e I, with jK '"• K'^ss Jajianncd, $6.00; Nickeled, $7.50

THE CYCLOMETER KING OF THE ROAD, No. 131.

I (This Lamp, new this season, has been constructed to fill a long fell want of the American

trade. Heretofore to attach a lamp to a cyclometer necessitated removiiiR the axle barrel

from the K. of R. hub-lamj> and hinReinf; the door to the crown, or the alternative of usinn

the ordinary K. of R. head-lamp, the door of which opened only below the crown, thus

making; it difficult to insert a good sized lamp in a many-spoked wheel.

The Cyclometer I,amp is precisely the same as No. 130, except that the axle barrel is

omitted, the door is hin(jcd securely to the top of the dome, thus permittinK it to be opened

out full lenKth and inserted in any wheel. The dome is made 01 extra stout tin. We
strongly recommend this Lamp to all who desire to use Hub Cyclometers with lamps

atuchcd. All 1888 improvements.

Size I, with 3)i.in. glass Japanned, $5.50; Nickeled, $7.00

P^ We will supply any of the popular makes of Cyclometers with these lamps, wih
Cyclometer attachment securely riveted to lamp dome, at the price of the Cyclometer and

Lamp, thus making no charge for the work of attaching. The Lamp may be instantane-

ously detached when not required.

We strongly recommend the I-akin for accuracy and reliability.

THE "POPULAR" KING OF THE ROAD, No. 143.

This is a cheaper grade of the K. of R., constructed on Ihc

same general principles—opening out full, wind-up burner,

axle adjustment, ruby side gla.sscs, but without the patent

bearing and detachable reflector. It is riveted throughout, and

is the most desirable lamp on the market for youths' machines,

and for th<isc who want a good lamp at a mixicratc price.

Size I, with 3'^ in. glass... Japanned, $|.so

THE KING OF THE ROAD HEAD-LAMP. No. 145
)

WITH NON- VIIiRATING ATTACH-
MENT FOR SAFETIES AND

TRICYCLES.

This is the finest Lamp made. The
materials, workmanship and finish arc

of the highest quality It has nickel-

plated joint-arms at the back, held in

position by a stout spiral spring, which

tjivcs the Lamp an easy vertical motion

which prevents its being jolted out.

Owing to this feature it is most desira-

ble for Safeties, Tandems and Cripper

Pattern Tricycles. It has all the i8-8

improvements, including ruby side

prisms, which, however, do not appe r

on cut.

Size o, with 3^ in. glass. Japanned,

$6.50; Nickeled, $8.00.

Size I, with 3X in. glass, Japanned,

$6.50; Nickeled, $8.00.

THE KING OF THE ROAD HEAD-LAMP, No. 127.
!

For use on Safeties and Tricycles or ordinary

Bicycles, where the vibration is not excessive; with

all i888 improvements, except the patent non-

vibrating attachment.

Size o, with 3% in. glass, Japanned, ?5.oo; Nickeled,

$6.50.

Size I, with ^yi in. glass. Japanned, $5.00; Nickeled,

$6. so.

Cycle Agents are invited to send for Trade Price List.

Liberal discounts for quantity.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,

BALTIMORE, MD.
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1888.

Plain and Cone Bearings,

$75.

in

CATALOGUE

A PERFECT WHEEL.
The No. 2 Wheel has ball-bearings all around [of (the Bown Patent)) lateral

adjustment, with two rows of balls on each side of front wheel axle, and two rows

on each clutch stud, and one row on each side of rear wheel axle, with over-lapped

fork fastening to the bearing case, which makes it rigid and firm. Cow-horn shaped

handle bars, spade handles, enamel finish, trimmed in nickel, with tools and tool

bag ; workmanship and material of the best quality. The mechanical construction

of our wheels are identical, and those who purchase the $75 wheel can have the ball-

bearings added at any time, if they desire, by paying the additional cost.

1888.
Ball Bearing,

$100.

FREE.

L. A. W. Run, Baltimore, June 19. 1888. Out of 150 Wheels three only surmounted the hill ; two of these were

Springfield Roadsters, ridden by Messrs. Harris and Decker.

L. A. W. Races, Baltimore, June 19, 1888. The Springfield Roadster scored three victories—.'-mile safety, by

J. Fred Midgley ; half-mile dash and 3-mile handicap, by W. E. MCune.

J. R. Weld, Jr., of Medina, N. Y., writes :

"We believe in the Springfield Roadster out here. In a club of twenty members, sixteen of them riilc ytnir

make of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely safe, speedy, the best hill climber and all around road wheel ever offered to tlic public at a moderate

price.

IBx*ax3_cIfcL SIo-Lxsesr
Merwin, Hulbert & Co.,

E. C. Meacham Arms Co.,

C. F. Stokes,
E. T. Allen;
Kirk BroTrn,
Charles M. Miller, Showing Lever, Pedal, Gear, and Cliitcli from Its Iimer

New York, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 111,

San Francisco, Cal.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.

John P. Lovell Arms Co., New Eng-land Agents, 147 Washing-ton St., Boston.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

No. 9 CORNHILL, BOSTON, MASS.
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A. G. SPALDING & BROS. A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

OUR REPAIR SHOP.
It will not be amiss to call your attention to

our Repair Shop and unexceptional facilities

for repairing wheels. A bicycle is simply a

piece of machinery. So is a watch. Both are

carefully made and contain delicate mechanism.

Tou would not think of taking your watch to a

blacksmith or to a tinker to be repaired ; would

you, now? Nor would any wheelman of sense

think of taking his bicycle to those who are in-

experienced and unskillful in this particular

branch of mechanics. Cycle repairing is an

art not within the reach of many who attempt

to do it. Cycle repairing is not profitable, and

we have gone into it from necessity, not from

choice, as it is essential that we have an expert

repairer to enable us to give our patrons the

best in that line, as in all others. This we are

now ready to do, and if you wish anything

done in a thoroughly workmanlike manner we
can accommodate you.

We not only claim to do repairs as they should

be done, but we also claim to have the best line

of wheels in the world.

The Victor—Bicycle, Tricycle and Safety.

VICTOR CYCLES are not NEW.
Victor Cycles are not CHEAP.

For six years they have compelled the esteem
of the best riders in the land.
Though thousands make up the family of

Victor riders, it is yet an exclusive family, com-
posed only of those who appreciate the fact that
it is genuine economy to buy the best.

As the horseman is judged by his beast, so is

the cyclist by his wheel.

" The appar(;i oft proclaims the man;" and
to-day, he who rides a Victor is looked upon as
a wheelman of judgment. His choice is suf-
ficient proof that he appreciates merit.

WHETHER
Mounting the hill.

Coasting the grade, or
Spinning the long miles.

The X'ktor is nowhere less than Victor.
Its reputation has caused it to be freely copied

;

and it is well known that high grade cycles, in

common with other lines of fine goods, arc
made to suffer by the cheap imitations which
are offered by makers whose chief aim is to

market an inferior article by trading upon the
reputation of those of known merit.

If you are wise you will

Keep up with the Procession.

Your eyes will tell you that all over the land
the old riders—those who have learned to know
a bicycle when they see one, and who will not
ride if they cannot have " the best thing"—are
riding

VICTORS.
Ask any Victor rider

How his machine RUNS,
How it coasts.

How it climbs hills, and see what he says.

VICTORS
ARE
NOT
THROWN
TOGETHER

THEY
ARE

BUILT

Cycling in America havinf;
passed its pioneer peri»d, the
question now is not, " Shall
we ride wheels?" but, "What
wheels shall wc ride?" This
rjucstion h.is been decided to
the complete satisfaction of a
large proportion of the Wheel-
men of this country by their
experience with the Victors,
a line of wheels of the highest
grade, presenting more thor-
oughly good features than
anv others.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Call and examine the wheel.

semi FflK A r,\IAI.O<;i'E.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

241 BROADWAY, I 108 MADISON ST.,
NEW YORK. I

CHICAGO.

A BIG GUT
IN

HOLMES'
SELF-SUPPORTING

Bicycle Hose

ONE HUNDRED DOZEN

TO MAKE ROOM FOR OTHER STOCK
AT

Two Dollars per Pair.

KEGUI.AK PRICE, $2.50.

X/Zf HOLMES SELF-SUPPORTING BI-

CYCLE HOSE are in high repute

with all who have tried them. The

thigh part is of raw material, cool and

comfortable, and so knit as to hold the

stockings in place; at the same time

it relieves any drawing or pressure.

We have them in

BLUE, GRAY,

LEAGUE BROWN
AND BLACK.

MARKED DOWN TO

$2.00 PER PAIR.
Mailed to any part of the Country.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

241 BROADWAY, -

I08 MADISON ST.,

NEW YORK.
- CHICAGO.
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MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.

CALL and INSPECT
— THE —

American Cycles.
The American Champion^

A HIGH GRADE ROADSTER, PRICE, 50-inch, $102.50

The Light Champion^
THE LIGHTEST AND STRONGEST OF THEM ALL, PRICE, 50-inch, $1 17.50

The Ramblep Safety,
THE KING OF REAR-DRIVERS, PRICE, $120.00

The Challenge Tandem Tricycle,
SPEEDY, COMFORTABLE AND EASY RUNNING, PRICE, $180.00

The Ideal Bicycles^Tricycles &;Tandems
THE BEST CHILDREN'S WHEELS IN THE WORLD.

Above wheels will be shown at our bicycle

salesrooms,

26 "V^IEIST 23ci STIRIEIBT.

NEW YORK AGENTS FOR GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

WE CAN INTEREST YOU.
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A. G. SPALDING & BROS. FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

53-

VICTOR SAFETYJICTOE JUNIOR,

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER

THE VICTOR SAFETY.

AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material
and workmanship are used in this wheel.

Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of

wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the

best anti-vibration device ever invented, the
Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which are

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long experience has
proven to be most valuable. It is the hand-
somest, sliongfst and easiest running wheel on
the market, and is built to stand the strain of

American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fifty inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, ^75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest

sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
men's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the
highest grade boys' wheel.

The Youths' Premier Bicycle,
Our specialty in wheels of low cost, is the best
to be had for the money. It is staunch, strong
and well built, adjustable in every part, and a
thoroughly reliable road machine for boys and
youths. Price of 50-inch, 4>6o.oo.

Our In.stalineiit Plan.
The Instai.mknt Plan, as conducted by us,

is the easiest way to own a wheel. We make
most reasonable arrangements, making the
time and amount of payments to suit almost
any pocket-book. Do not lose time by waiting
to save up, but commence riding at once.
Machine given to purchaser as soon as first pay-
ment is made. Call or write and learn particu-
lars.

Kaciii;; Wheels to Hire.
We have a fine stock of racing wheels, sizes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented for ^5.00
per week to responsible parlies.

A FINE LINE OF SUNDRIES, BELLS, LAN-
TERNS, CYCLOMETERS. OILS, ENAM-

EL, TOOL BAGS AND CYCLING
GOC^DS OF EvKKV Dksckiition.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

INCH Rudfre Light Roadster, 1888 pattern; full forks,

spade handles, all Improvements; Lakin cyclometer,
Lillibridge saddle; hardly used; cost $141.75. Will take

$,.5.
52-inch Rudge Light Roadster; good condition, Excelsior

cyclometer; $70.
Rudge Humber Tandem; balls all over, Lakin cyclome-

ter; very good condition; only $r4o.

XXX .care The Wheel.

yELOCE COLUMBTA.—Nearlv new; a bargain at $110.
* Address Asa Webster, 78 West Washington Place,
New York City. 8-31

pOR SALE.—One Eureka Trainer, 2 Dayton Bicycle
^ Stands, j Lamp, i Merril's Bicycle Lock, i Lamson's
Luggage Carrier, i 50-inch Cyclometer; all the above are
like new, and I will sell them for $12 cash, or will exchange
for chickens or ducks. H. S. Johnson, Suffern, N. Y. 9-7

I.rOR SALE.—New Safety Veloce; price $120. Wanted,
*• Columbia Light -Roadster or Victor, 52 or 53 inch, '87

or '«8 pattern; would exchange for Columbia and Victor
and $40 cash. T. Ford, Jr., 193 Clermont .\venue, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. g-7

T ANTERN FOR SALE.—A Columbia Nickel Lantern;
'-' cost §7.50; almost new; will sell for $4. J. L. Miller,
P. O. Box 147, New York City. 9-7

P"OR SALE.—52-inch .American Challenge Bicycle; used
^ two months; good as new; price, $40 cash. R. C.
Douthit. Shelbyville, 111. 8-31

pOR SALE.— 18S8 Rudge Bicyclette; ridden less than 100
*• miles; good as new. John R. Post, Jr., 341 West
Fifty-first Street, New York City. 9-7

pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
'• in excellent condition; new last season; only $45. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19

$-, P —RUDGE Light Roadster and Butcher Cyc'ome-
/ J' ter; in fine condition; extra finish and spade han-

dles. Address J. T. P., 128 Concord Street, Boston, Mass.
9-7

A BARGAIN.—Columbia Tricycle; cost $180; new hill-
''• climbing attachment and lanterns with the same for
$50; can be seen at No. 188 South Eighth Street, Brooklyn.
Alex Wirsching. 8-31

piNE BARGAIN.—52-inch full nickel Harvard in first-
•* class condition ; ball bearings both wheels, cowhorn
bars, spade handles, Kirkpatrick saddle ; used one season.
Price $65. J. W. Stone, Charlestown. Mass. 8-31

pOR SALE.—Veloce Columbia. $110.
'- Geo. Kibbe, Anisterdam, N. Y.

But little used.
8-3T

pOR SALE CHEAP.—One 4q-inch Columbia Light
* Roadster, 1888 pattern, H. finish ; ridden 300 miles.
Too small. Atwood, Pittsfield, Mass. 8-31

$, ,„ FOR SALE.—54-inch Expert Columbia; full
' I"-'' nickel, all ball bearings, '87 pattern, double

grip handles and pedals, all latest improvements ; has not
been run fifteen miles; machine in perfect condition.
Reason for selling, change to Safety pattern. Address
Paul Worth Dakin. Cherry Valley, New York. 8-31

(CYCLOMETERS I LOOK ! !-T akin Hub, 48-inch, $6 ;

V' 5i-inch,$5; 5;(-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;
Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5; 56-inch, $5; three Hill &
Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
^ feet order; ridden but litile. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-
eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 290
Pearl Street, New York City.

ATTENTION !—Wc want more wheels to supply our
'* large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Ofilice
'-' Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle

$~ -p. for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
Zy^ just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

you CAN get one-third more for that old wreck it you
^ put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

T;URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We arc selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine ofTered Guaranteed Soun<l.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bceston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Bceston Humber Cri
second-hand Experts
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Ueeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $135. Rudgc Meteor and Beeslon Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. \Vrite
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Becston Humbcrs. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost ne«
F. E. C, P. O. B.)x 444.

;;rippers $160, were $185. New and
s, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

.'•'or a complete illustrated catalogue of Victor

Wheels, Boys' Wheels, Sundries, Uniforms, Caps,
Helmeti and Cycling Goods ofe-!<ery desct iption, send to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
United Slates A^;cnis for Victor Cycles,

241 BROADWAY, I I 08 MADISON ST.,
NEW VOKK. CHICAGO.

AGIvNTR AND HANIIFACTUKEKS
Exhibiting Bicycles at fairs and other places will find the
Eureka Home Trainer and Bicycle Stand a great con-
venience, besides displaying cycles to the best advantage.

MANlFACTrHKI* IIV

Dealer in Cycles and Sundries,
Ai & 45 Methnnic St., Itriliiroid, I'a.

BAKaAIlSr LIST.

Second-Hand Bicycles, Tricycles,

Tandems, Safeties, Etc,

FOR .SALE IIV

CHAELES SCHWALBACH,
PUOSPEIT PAKK PLAZA. BKOOKLYX, N. T.

Price.

$15 00

70 00

65 00

100 00

no 00

55 00

35 00

50 00

100 00

40 00

60 00

75 00

100 00

65 00

40 00
40 00

60 00

BICYCLES.
48-inch Otto, enamel, straight bars, fair order
47-inch New Mail, enamel and nickel almost new,

cowhorn bars, spade handles, all bearings ball,

all Ai condition, equal to new
48-inch Premier, nickel .ind enamel all in good order,

straight bar, pear handles, ball bearings, tires in
good order

48-inch Rudge Light Roadster, enamel finish all good

,

cowhorn bars, spade handles, ball bearings, Kirk
saddle, Ai order

4S-inch Star, noiseless ratchets, enamel finish, cow-
horn bars, tires good-.

4S-inch Columbia Semi Roadster, enamel finish, cow-
horn bars, ball bearings and pedals. Kirk saddle,
all in best condition

48-inch Expert Columbia, enamel finish, cowhorn
bars, double grip handles, ball bearings, Kirk
saddle, Ai condition

49-inch Columbia Light Roadster, never ridden, used
as sample, 1887 pattern, little shopworn, all balls,
same as new, warranted

50-inch Premier, nickel finish, straight bar, ball bear-
ing, finish and tires in very good order

50-inch Union, enamel and nickel finish all in good
order, plain bearings and pedals, alarm bell

50-inch Columbia Roadster, enamel and nickel finish
in excellent order, ball bearings, tires good

50-inch Expert Columbia, enamel finish. Kirk saddle,
cowhorn bars, ball bearings, double grip handles,
all in best order

51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, enamel and nickel
finish, all ball bearings, 1S87 pattern, not ridden
fifty miles, all Ai '

51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, 1888 pattern, new
in June, only lidden a few miles, everything
modern and equal to new. . . ;

52-inch Expert Columbia, enamel finish, cowhorn
bars, ball bearings, all in .•\i order with Kirk
saddle

52-inch American Challenge, with Harvard King
lamp, drop bars, ball bearings, enamel finish, all

in good order
52-inch American Rudge, enamel finish, cowhorn

bars, ball bearings, fine order
52-inch Rudge Light Roadster, enamel finish, ball

bearings, cowhorn bars, pink of condition
54-inch Expert Columbia, enamel finish, cowhorn

bars, ball bearings, Kirk s 'ddle, all equal to new
54-inch Sansparicl, forks and backbone nickel, spokes

enamel, drop Ijars, ball bearings, bell and lug-
gage carrier included

54-inch Standard Columbia, half nickel, straight bars,
tires in very fair order

54-inch Standard Columbia, same as above
54-inch Ameriian Rudge, enamel finish wheel in

prime riding order, cowhorn bars, ball bearings.
53-inch Columbia I ight Roadster, full nickel, very

handsome, ridden twenty miles, all respects
equal to new. all modern fi.xings

54-inch Standard Columbia, enamel finish, a very
strong and durable machine for beginners

54-inch Columbia Expert, enamel finish, cowhorn
bars, Kirk saddle, ball bearings, all in good
order

56-inch American Club, half-nickel, cowhorn bars,
ball bearings, the whole in good order

56-inch American Rudge, used but little, ranks with
new machine, ball bearings, enamel hnish, Ai
order

56-inch Expert Columbia, enamel finish, cowhorn
bars, ball beari ng s

58-inch Expert Columbia, full nickel, ball bearings,
shows hardly any wear

SAFETY BICYCLES.
Boys' rear driving safety, suitable for boys from

12 to 18 years, new machine, never ridden, abso-
lutely safe 5000

Rear driving Swift safety, enamel finish, prime con-
dition, ball bearings 9000

Two Rudge safeties, both enamel finish, reardriving
and ball bearings, each 8000'

Coventry safety, enamel finish, very good order 90 co

SINGLE TRICYCLES.
Victor loop frame, easy running, good order, 3-track 40 00
Rudgc two-track, good order, rotary machine 40 00
Columbia two-track, fine cond.tion 75 00
Columbia Light Roadster, equal to new 100 00

TANDEM TRICYCLES.
Rudge Rotary two-track, good order 70 00
Rudge Crescent, very fine machine, good order 150 00
Marlboro Convertible, almost new 175 00
Columbia Convertible, cost $250.00, good as new... 200 00
Terms cash. Machines sent C. O. D. on ap-

proval on receipt of freight charges both ways
and cost of cratin^j.

Machines to Rent by the Day, Week or Month.
Repairing a specially ; all work done on the

premises.
SOI.K AGKNT KOR

NEW MAIL, COLUMBIA AND CLUB BICYCLES,

TRICyCLES AND SAFETIES.
All Hranchcs of the Bicycle Business. Riding

Academy with competent Instructor. Perfect,
riding guaranteed.

All Sundries and Parts lor Sale. It will pay
you to send or call before buying elsewhere.

110 00

30 00

65 00

60 00

75 00

75 00

75 00
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JERSEY-FITTING UNDERWEAR CO.
WE CALL SPECIAL ATTENTION OF CLUBS AND ALL ATHLETES TO OUR

CATALOGUE FOR 1888.

JERSEY-FITTING SHIRTS.
LONG SLEEVES,

STANDING COLLAR. FULL PANTS.
Jersey-Fitting Pants.

BICYCLE RIDERS,
LAWN TENNIS PLAYERS,

YACHTING AND ROWING,
BASE BALL AND FOOT BALL,

GYMNASIUM.
League Color, Grey Mixed, Black, Navy, or

any Color.

Plain or Stripe.

LACED FRONT, LONG SLEEVES,
TURN-OVER COLLAR.

KNEE PANTS

LOW NECK,
SHORT SLEEVES.

LONG SLEEVES, LOW NECK

Every Wheelman and Sportsman
will give these garments his ap-

proval when he examines the

Shoulders, Arm Holes and Neck,
as they are made to fit. These
goods a.rft patented, and all infringe- We embroider letters on front
ments will be prosecuted to the full ^f t^is for twenty-five cents each
extent of the law. letter

FOOT BALL. .

' GYMNASIUM.

RACING
TIGHTS

Are knit with a selvedge edge, in two
separate parts from the waist to the feet,

and formed while being knit to fit the
limbs, so the strain upon the garment is

equally divided on e\ery part of the body.
The seam, being aselvedged edge, is small
and flat, and will not rip. Buttoned in
Front, same as Pantaloons, without
Certain Objections.

We offer them to the Trade and Clubs
as something new, and invite all to ex-
amine them.

OUR BICYCLE FULL TIGHTS.

W'l- understand, first of all, these garments must be
eldblic, so they will not bind or impede the free use of the
limbs, and to stand the strain brought upon them. This
can only be accomplished in Ribbed Goods. For this

reason we make all of our goods with a fine rib, elastic
and strong, and from worsted made by the best Manu-
facturers in the country, of 'fine combed wool of a long,

elastic staple, which gives it Elasticity and Strength.

BICYCLE
KNEE TIGHTS.

Made same as full tights, to three
inches below the knee.

Racing Wheelmen tell us it is a loss of
fifteen seconds in a mile to have some
flight irritation from a non-elastic pair of
I loth pants.

LADIES' JERSEY-FITTING
TRICYCLE PANTS.

A NEW THING.

These pants are close-fitting, come three

inches below the knee, are very elastic,

and the most comfortable garment a lady
ever wore. Made in Cream-Colored Cot-
ton, Drab, Red, or any colors in Worsteds.

LADIES' UNION UNDERGARMENT.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

We make the same thing for men, suited to outside
wear, and of the same worsted as we use for Jerseys
and Tights.

Would like to have every Wheelman and Sportsman
see these garments.

LEOTARDS.

RIBBCD
FULL-FASHIONED

STOCKINGS.

We believe there is none bet-

ter.

We send these goods to any
part of the country.

TRADE MARK.

TRUNKS.

Svixl for I'rioo I^l.st.

Each garment bears our Ti"i<l<s Mark, and are endorsed by the best manufacturers of Bicycles and by Professional Gymnasts. In onloriiig

these goods be particular and give full name or style of each garment ordered.

2wa:.A.]SrXJF^^OTXTIiEID BT
HOLMES & CO., 17 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.
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COLUMBIA
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

SHIPMAN AUTOMATIC STEAM ENGINE,

(rucL. Kcnosir-c oil.)

m. J DOUGLAS A CO 'S HuMTiNC, riSMlNC AND

Plcaiuri Boats. Sailing and

Stiah Yachts.

vH^

,^eBN Bf,

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

n. D. GARDEN, MANAGta 6/U^^<i.f^, July 6th, 1888.

Messrs. Pedersen & Buckingham;

1 1-2 Maiden Lzne , N. Y.

Gentlemen:-

I duly received yours of the 24-th ult aind also the medal,

which IS, 1 must confess, the finest and most artistic piece of work-

manship in that line I have ever seen, an opinion shared by everyone

who has been fortunate enough to get a look at it. I will have it

exhibited iii one or two of the prominent stores in the city and when

yonr cuts arrive will have one of these put in the leading city dail-

ies and also in most of the bicycling papers.

The success of your efforts in behalf of the wheelmen of Chicago

will certainly make the Pullman Road Race memorable for many a day.

With many thanks for your attention in this matter and for the hon-

esty and conscientiousness with which you have treated us, I am

Yours very truly,

iDEGO^WlQNfiAYISSt
M^ WON BY^ r1 .., 5 ^K-

Pedersen I Buckinjliaiii, Hew M. PEIZES,

West Shore Railroad.
The Wheelmen's Route to the New York Slate Division L. A. W. l^eet and

World's Bicycle Tournament, at Buffalo.

Wheelmen'.s Special Trains via West Shore Railroad leaving New York, Jay Street, at 5.40 r. m.,

West 42d Street, at 6 p. m., September ist, 2d and 3d.

Rate from New York to Buffalo and Return, $8.50.
Tickets will be sold September ist to 4th inclusive, good returning until September 15th.

Rates from line Stations on West Shore Railroad one fare for the round trip. E.xcursion tickets can
be obtained at West Shore ticket offices.

Special arrangements have been made for taking care of wheels, which will be carried fn e,

Pedals should be removed before loading in the baggage-cans.

Magnificent Sleeping-cars will be attached to the Special Trains September ist.

For Excursion Ticket.s, Sleeping-car accommodations and full information, apply to Mr. G. R.
Bidwell, Chief Consul, 313 West 58th Street, New York City.

II. B. JAGOIC, C. K. LAMBKRT,
G. E. P. A., 363 Broadway, General Passenger Acent

New York City.- •

5 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York City.
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Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ceat second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row.

P. 0. Box 444. New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents

and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-

venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

The next issue of The Wheel will contain the

first three days of the Buffalo meet.

Riders who intend to. go to Buffalo should not

forget to write G. R. Bidwell, 313 West Fifty-

eighth Street, New York, for blank circulars,

that they may obtain a reduced rate.

There was a great pen and ink scuffle in vari-

ous cycling centres in this country during the

past week, and the result is gathered together

and presented to our readers. Our friends have

simply spread themselves, and their letters re-

flect the extra care and thought spent by them.

Our advertising friends have produced some ar-

tistic and telling work, and the cyclist or

would-be cyclist who fails to critically analyze

this paper from cover to cover will miss some-

thing valuable.

In another column we publish the entries for

the Buffalo races. The list is large and of high

quality, and the tournament will be written up

as the most successful ever projected in this

country. We look for a batch of new records,

and, with all our regard for Temple, Lee,.Knapp

and Crocker, we expect our old stand-by,

" Biilie Rowe," to re-establish his claim as the

fastest racing cyclist in the world.

Long Island has her roads improvement, mu-

tual benefit, co-operative cycling organization.

We shall regard the growth of this organization

with peculiar interest, as its success or failure

will determine the question whether the real work

of advancing the sport cannot be best done by

local organization, and the National League sup-

ported and nurtured as an exponent of the

power and extent of cycling, as a menace to

road hogs, hayseed legislators, etc., etc. We
wish the new association a distinct and em-

phatic success. Let the motto be, " no politics
;

economy." We have started the ball rolling

and we expect it to attain a celerity and cer-

tainty of motion which distinguishes planets.

MINNEAPOLIS WHEELMEN'S RACE
MEET.

The first annual meet of the Minneapolis
Wheelmen was held at the Minnehaha Driving

Park Saturday afternoon, August 24. The day
was excellent for racing, and the track in the

very best of condition. The grand stand was
nearly filled with people, all interested in seeing

their favorite win. A band discoursed music
throughout the afternoon, and when some lucky

wheelman crossed the line ahead of his com-
petitors, the tune of "See the Conquering Hero,"

etc., was struck up. The races themselves were
very interesting, and some very good time was
made, although no records were broken. One
of the most interesting was the i-mile novice

race, for which there were eleven entries. W.
W. Hefflefinger won the race and the prize by a

walk-away. The professional i-mile race, two
best in three, was also a good one, as the two
contestants, Grant Bell and F. E. Dingley, were
pretty evenly matched. Bell, however, proved
too much for the latter on the homestretch, and
won the two first heats handily, with a few sec-

onds to spare. The Star wheel seemed to have
the preference, and invariably came in ahead.

Colie Bell covered himself with glory by win-

ning four races with ease. The racing began at

2:30 and did not finish until nearly 6 o'clock.

Summary :

One-mile Novice, eleven entries—W. W.
Hefflefinger, first ; Alec Graham, second ; O. H.
Holby, third. Time, 3m. I4>^s. First prize,

pair knee pants ; second prize, alarm bell.

One-mile Professional, two best out of three

—

First heat, Grant Bell, first ; F. E. Dingley, sec-

ond. Time, 2m 54jt^s., 2m. 56s. Second heat,

Grant Bell, first ; F. E. Dingley, second. Time,
3m. 26s. First prize, $25 ;

second, $15.

Two-mile Amateur Handicap, open, two en-

tries—E. J. Hale, first ; B. C. Lind, second.

Time, 6m. 28J^s. Prize, Derby hat.

One-mile Rover Type Safety, open—Colie

Bell, first ; George Bartlett, second. Time, 3m.
i834;s.

Five-mile Club Championship Stakes, four

entries—Colie Bell, first ; H. D. Loeker, second.
Time, 17m. 6^s., 17m. 17s. First prize, gold
medal.
Three-mile Amateur, open, five entries—Colie

Bell, first ; E. J. Hale, second. Time, lom.
i^-^s., lom. 8s. Prize, gold medal, Leland
stakes.

One-mile Amateur, open, twenty-six entries

—

W. W. Hefflefinger, first ; H. D. Loeker, second.
Time, 3m. 4s., 3m. 7s. First prize, bicycle

lamp.
One-mile Star Handicap, four entries—Alec

Graham, first
;
James Gray, second. Time,

3m. 24>^s., 3m. 30s.

One-mile Tricycle, open to Northwest—George
Bartlett, first ; W. W. HeflSefinger, second.
Time, 3m. 30s. Prize, gold medal.
One-mile Amateur, seven entries—Colie Bell,

first ; W. W. Hefflefinger, second ; H. D. Loeker,
third. Time, 3m. is., 3m. 3s. Prize, opera
glasses.

One-half Mile, boys under sixteen—Morris
Bakke, first; Fred Harrington, second. Time,
im. i^o]4s.

One-mile Consolation, four entries—D. M.
Dynes, first; H. Hunt, second. Time, 3m.
ig}^s., 3m. 20s.

WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUB'S RE-
CEPTION.

The Wilmington Wheel Club held an enjoya-
ble " stag " racket at their club house on Thurs-
day evening, August 23. About seventy-five
wheelmen and their invited guests crowded into
the club parlors and enjoyed three hours of en-
tertainment, consisting of music by tlie "Owl"
orchestra, witty speeches and refroshmciU.
The entertainment commenced at eight with

a pleasant hour's conversation, followed by a
banquet. The feast of reason was led by Mr.
W. F. Kurtz, who opened up with a speech of
welcome, and then called on Mr. S. Wallis
Merrihew, who respondeil to the toast: " Bicycle
Racing on Path and Road." Among other
toasts were; C. F. Thomas, " First l'"xperi-

ences;" W. S. Lelherbiiry, " Hie ycliiig at ^liil-

dletown;" C. II. Sniilh, " I'.xpericnces of an
Old Rider;" J. K. Palmer, "Delaware Roads;"
Victor R. Pyle, " Ihe Ladies." Ilu- reception
was over at eleven.

The Committee of Arrangements who did so
much to make the affair a success consisted of

W. F. Kurtz, S. Wallis Merrihew, J. E. Palmer,
E. D. R. Sutton, Louis Shakespeare, G. B.
Moore, J. D, Kurtz, Clarence W. Pyle and
George W. Gregg. Among those present were:
Captain and Chief Consul S. Wallis Merrihew,
Charles Guldin, of Reading; Charles S. Wilson,
Samuel D. Wilson, Howard L. Pyle, Victor R.
Pyle, J. D. Kurtz, Jr., C. C. Kurtz, George B.
Moore, Albert Jefferis, Thomas Jefferis, Harry
Bartram, Harry J. Willey, ex-Chief Consul J. E.

Palmer, E. D. R. Sutton, R. R. Tatnall, Charles
E. Smith, F. S. Sweeten, W. S. Letherbury and

J. L. Shephard, of Middletown; W. T. West-
brook, Jr., E. B. McNair, Samuel Saring, Lin-
coln H. Merrihew, J. Norris Robinson, Horace
Betts, A. B. Marks, James Geary, Walter L.

Butler, Louis Shakespeare, Willard Vernon,
Lawrence T. Jefferis, B. Frank Townsend, Jr.,

Thomas S. Hurlopk, John S. Bertolette, Charles
Heinel, H. Heinel, George Kirkman, John H.
Danby, J. Barton Cheney, W. F. Kurtz, C. B.
Palmer, F. C. Harold, W. T. Westbrook, Jr.,

Leonard Pyle, Charles I. Kent, Z. H. Lofland,
A. O. H. Greer, John A. Jordan.

E. T. PETTENGILL BECOMES A
BENEDICT.

News has reached us that another wheelman
is about to approach the hymeneal altar.

Mr. E. T. Pettengill, of Washington, D. C,
one of the oldest members of the L. A. W., and
a most active and energetic wheelman for many
years, is the gentleman referred to. His spouse
is Miss Addle S. Clarke, also of Washington.
D. C.

The marriage will take place at the Capital
September 3, and will be a quiet affair, owing to

a recent death in the bride's family. After the
marriage the newly wedded pair will leave for

the North, visiting Watkin's Glen. Niagara
Falls, etc., and spending some weeks at Mr.
Pettengill's old home at Clarendon, New York.
Mr. Pettengill, who was elected Represent^.-

tive of the District of Columbia Division of the
L. A. W. at its last meeting, is well known to

wheelmen generally throughout the United
States. He has been especially active in all

matters connected with the League, and mainly
through his efforts the District Division which
he organized in 1884 has almost doubled its

membership within the past few years.
From 1884 to 18S8, he was the Chief Consul of

the District of Columbia, and helped the League
along in many ways. In March, 18S3, he, with
five others, organized the Washington Cycle
Club, the only League Club in Washington.
He is yet a member, the only one of the orig-

inal six. He had been President of that club
since 1884 when last winter he resigned, other
matters requiring his attention.

In 1884, Mr. P. attended the League meeting
in New York, and was mainly instrumental in

bringing the League to Washington that year.

He has worked hard and earnestly for many
years to help the good cause, and League mem-
bers generally, but especially in the District and
Maryland, will rejoice at his having brought to

so successful a termination a courtship which
for some time threatened to deprive the League
of his services.

. .—.-
One-mile handicap to be decided at N. J. A.C.

Labor Day meet: Krcger, scratch; Caldwell, 25;

Bowman, 30; Baggot, 35; Schumacher, 45;
Brown, 50; Wise, 50; Murphy, 50: Gubelman,
80; Pendleton, 80; Allaire, no; Klu-it, no;
Day, 120.

Mr. W. H. Robertson, 2i)6 Broadway, New
York, carries a complete line of Holmes' jersey

fitting goods, bicycle shoes, caps, shirts, jerseys,

and everything in the line of cycle outlinings.

A correspondent wishes to know the best

route from Peckskill to Warnick, N. Y., and to

Jersey City.

Elliott Mason reports that he frcquonlly lia.s

horsemen call at the Warren Street store for

road books, in orilcr to get information for in-

tended carriage tours.

A cycle would be an invaluable adjunct to any
family living some distance from liie post

odice. Wc all know how anxious \vc arc to get

the mail ascaily as possible, but in the country,

where one is several miles from the post ortico,

a visit twice a week is all wc can indulge in.
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THE BUFFALO ENTRIES AND

HANDICAPS.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

One-Mile Professional Tandem, Open—H. G.
Crocker, Newton, Mass., and Robert Neilson,
Boston ; W. F. Knapp, Denver, and S. G. Whit-
taker, Chicago ; F. W. Allard, Covington, Eng.,
and Jack Lee, Nottingham, Eng.; Jules Dubois,
Paris, France, and Wm. Woodside, Dublin,
Ireland.

One-mile Amateur Bicycle, Novice—Robert
W. Jameson, Rochester; Tom Roe, Chicago;
Kenneth Brown, Cambridge ; W. N. Robertson,
Stratford, Ont.; Joseph J. Kane, Buffalo; O. P.

Starkey, Buffalo ; Frank Carroll, Elmira ; Robert
T. McLaren, Adams, Mass.; Clarence R. Fitch,
Brantford, Ont.; W. B. Milley, Buffalo; F. N. C.
JerMuld, Niagara Falls; Wm. A. Mead, Buffalo

;

B. P. Gage, Warsaw ; W. F. Gassier, Niagara
Falls ; A. J. Menge, New York.
Ten-Mile Amateur Bicycle, L. A. W. Cham-

pionship—Will Windle, Millbury, Mass.; W. L
Wilhelm, Reading, Pa.; W. R. Winship, Chi-
cago; J. Fred Midgley, Worcester, Mass.; Fred
Foster, Toronto, Canada ; G. Minturn Worden,
New York; C. P. Adams, Springfield, Mass.;
W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C; Phil S. Brown,
Washington, D. C; H. L. Kingsland, Balti-
more

; W. E. McCune, Worcester
; N. H. Van

Sicklen, Chicago ; C. J. Iven, Rochester.
One-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap,

150 yards limit—T. W. Eck, 150; H. G.
Crocker, 10; W. F. Knapp, 20; Eddie McDowell,
100; S. G. Whittaker, 30; W. H. Barber, 100;
William A. Rowe; Sidney Eastwood, loo; F. W.
Allard, 30; Jack Lee, 10; Jules Dubois, 40; W. J.
Morgan, 141; Ralph Temple; William M. Wood-
side, 60; Robert Neilson, 60; L. D. Munger, 120;
Joseph West, 150; E. C. Maltby, 120.
One-mile Amateur Bicycle (3. 10 class)—Tom

Roe, Chicago; W J Grubb, Pottstown, Pa.; Bert
Myers, Peoria, Hi.; Kenneth Brown, Cambridge,
Mass.; W H Carman, Norwich, Ont.; E C Rasi-
coe, Woodstock, Ont.; Edward Riebler, Ann Ar-
bor, Mich.; G F Glass, Brooklyn, N Y.;C J Con-
noly, Rochester, NY.; BertC Patchin, Wayland,
N Y.; Charles P Forbush, Buffalo; Frank Car-
roll, Elmira, NY.; Robert I McLaren, Adams,
Mass. ; A C Banker, Pittsburg, Pa. ; F M Brinker,'
Buffalo; Clarence R Fitch, Brantford Ont

'

WGSchack, Buffalo; W B Miller, Bufifalo; FNC
Jerauld, Niagara Falls; Austin Banks, Denver,
Col.; W E McCunc, Worcester, Mass.; B F
Gage, Warsaw; L J Barber, Washington.
Two-mile Amateur State Championship—H J

Hall, Jr, Brooklyn; W S Campbell, Niagara
Falls; E P Cochran, Le Roy; Theo W Roberts,
Poughkeepsie; A H Montgomery, Buffalo.
Three-mile Professional Bicycle, First Heat

World's Championship—H G Crocker, W P
Knapp, T W Eck, Eddie McDowell, S G Whitta-
ker, William A Rowe, Sidney Eastwood, F W
Allard, Jack Lee, Jules Dubois, Ralph Temple,Wm M Woodside, Robert Neilson.
Three-mile Amateur Tandem, Open, Road

Wheels Only— R H Davis, Cambridge, and Alc.x
S Hill, Boston; A C Banker, Pittsburg andW D Banker, Pittsburg; C P Adams, Spring-
field, Mass, and H E Ducker, Jr, Buffalo; W E
Crist, Washington, D C, and Phil S Brown,
Washington, D C; Jos J Kane, Buffalo, and John
J Wclshofer, Buffalo.

Two-mile Professional Rovers, Handicap, 200
yards limit—T W Eck, 200; H G Crocker, 20;W F Knapp, 50; S G Whittaker, 20; Geo Sey-
mour, 150; F W Allard, 10; Jack Lee; Jules Du-
bois, 70; Wm M Woodside, 90; Joseph West, 200.

Three-mile Amateur Bicycle. Rochester vs!
Buffalo. Six men each. To be chosen.
One-mile Amateur Tandem Bicycle, Open

R H Davis, Cambridge, and Alexander Hill, Bos-
ton; J H Hall, Jr, Brooklyn, and LJ Barber,
Washington; A C Banker, Pittsburg, and W D
Banker, Pittsburg; P M Harris, New York City,
and \al H MuUer, New York City; W E Crist!
Washington, and Phil S Brown, Washington.

SECOND l»AV—WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 5.

Two-mile Amateur Bicycle Novice, Robert J.
Jameson, Rochester ; Kenneth Brown, Caml
bridge; Wm. E. Findlcy, New York City ; F.
M. Brinker, Buffalo; Clarence B. Fitch, Brantl
ford, Ont.

; W. B. Millcy, Buffalo
; W. F. Gas-

selcr, Niagara Fails.

One and a Half Mile Professional Bicycle,

Open—T. W. Eck, W. G. Crocker, W. F.

Knapp, Eddie McDowell, S. G. Whittaker,
William A. Rowe, F. W. Allard, Jack Lee, Jules
Dubois, Ralph Temple, William M. Woodside,
Robert Neilson.

Five-mile Amateur Bicycle State Champion-
ship—H. J. Hall, Jr., W. S. Campbell, E. P.

Cochran, Theo. W. Roberts.
Three-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap,

450 yards limit—T. W. Eck, 450; H. G.
Crocker; W. F. Knapp, 30; Eddie Mc-
Dowell, 250; S. G. Whittaker. 30; W. H.
Barber, 250 ; Wm. A. Rowe; Sidney Eastwood,
250 ; F. W. Allard, 80

; Jack Lee, 30 ; Jules Du-
bois, 90; W. J. Morgan, 400 ; Ralph Temple, Wm.
M. Woodside, 60 ; Robt. Neilson, 100 ; S. D.
Munger, 300

;
Joseph West, 450.

Three-mile Amateur Rovers Handicap, 200
yards limit, road wheels only—^W J Wilhelm,
i6o;.RN Davis, 150; Alex S Hill, 200; WD
Banker, 150 ; W E Crist; Phil S Brown, 120; L
J Barber, iSo ; P J Berlow, 160.

One-mile Amateur Bicycle Club Team Race,
Three men each—Worcester Bicycle Club,
Washington Bicycle Club, Buffalo Ramblers.

Five-mile Professional Tandem Handicap,
500 yards limit—H G Crocker and Robert Neil-

son, 120 ; W F Knapp and S G Whittaker, 120
;

F W Allard and Jack Lee; Jules Dubois and
Wm M Woodside, 300.

Five-mile Amateur Tricycle, LAW Cham-
pionship—W I Wilhelm, Fred Foster, E M
Tower, Alex S Hill, W E Crist, Phil S Brown.
Two-mile Amateur Tandem, Open—R H

Davis, Cambridge, Mass, and Alex S Hill,

Boston, Mass ; H J Hall, Jr, Brooklyn, and L J

Barber, Washington
; A C Banker, Pittsburg,

and W D Banker, Pittsburg ; P M Harris, New
York City, and Val H Mulier, New York City

;W E Crist,Washington, and Phil S Brown, Wash-
ington.
One-mile Professional Rover's Handicap, 100

yards limit—H G Crocker, 40 ; W F Knapp, 50 ;

S G Whittaker, 20 ; George Seymour, 80 ; F W
Allard; Jack Lee

;
Jules Dubois, 40 ; Joseph

West, 100.

One-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap, 100
yards limit—Will Windle, 10; Tom Row, 100;
W. J. Grubb, 100; W. L Wilhelm, 70; Bert
Myers, 100 ; H. R. Winship, 100 ; Kenneth
Brown, 70; C. J. Iven, 100; J. Fred Midgley,
50; H. J. Hall, Jr., 50; W. H. Carman, 100; W.
S. Campbell, 60; Frank M. Dampman, 100; E.
O. Basicoe, 60; Fred Foster, 20; C. J. Conolly,
100; Bert C. Patchin, 100; Wm. E. Findley,
100; E. P. Cochran, 100; Chas. P. Forbush, 100;
Robert T. McLaren, 100; A. C. Banker, 100; W.
D. Banker, 70; G. Minturn Worden, 90; Clar-
ence R. Fitch, 100; Theo. W. Roberts, 90; C. P.
Adams, 50; Austin Banks, too; W. E. Crist;
Phil S. Brown, 60; H. L. Kingsland, 70; W. E.
McCune, 70; N. H. Van Sicklen, 90; A. M.
Montgomery, 100; L. J. Barber, 90.

IHIKD DAY— THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6.

Three-mile Amateur Bicycle L. A. W. Cham-
pionship—Wm Windle, W I Wilhelm, H R
Winship, J Fred Midgley, H J Hall, Jr, W S
Campbell, Fred Foster, Robert T McLaren, C
Minturn Worden, C P Adams, W E Crist, Phil
S Brown, H L Kingsland, W E McCune, N H
Van Sicklen, A M Montgomery.

Five-mile Professional Bicycle, Second Heat,
World's Championship—H G Crocker, W F
Knapp, T W Eck, Eddie McDowell, S G Whit-
taker, Wm A Rowe, Sidney Eastwood, H W
Allard, Jack Lee, Jules Dubois, Ralph Temple,
Wm M Woodside, Robert Neilson.
Two-mile Amateur Rovers, Open, Road Wheels

Only—W I Wilhelm, R H Davis, Alex S Hill
W D Banker, W E Crist, Phil S Brown, P J

Berlow.
Five-mile Amateur Bicycle, r6:oo Class—Ken-

neth Brown, R H Davis, W S Campbell, E O
Rasicoc, Edward W Kiebler, Wm E Findlcy, E
P Cochran, Robert T McLaren, A C Banker, W
D Banker, Clarence R. Fitch, W B Milley, H L
Kingsland, W E McCune, L J Barber.
One-mile Professional Tandem Handicap,

lOO-yards limit—H. G. Crocker and Robert Neil-
son, 50; W. F. Knapp and S. G. Whittaker,
80; F. W. Allard and Jack Lee; Jules Dubois
and Wm. Woodside, 100.

One-half Mile Amateur Tandem, Open— H. J.
Hall, .Sr., and L. J. Barber, Alex. S. Hill and
R. H. Davis, A. C. Banker and W. B. Banker
P. M. Harris and \'al H. Mull(;r, W. E. Crist
and Phil S. Brown.

One-mile Amateur Bicycie, Open—Wm Win-
dle, W I Wilhelm, J Fred Midgley, W S Camp-
bell, Frank M Dampman, Fred Foster, Robert
T McLaren, G Minturn Worden, C P Adams,
W E Crist, Phil S Brown, W E McCune, N M
Van Sicklen.

Five-Mile Professional Rovers' Handicap, 400
yards limit—H G Crocker, 40 ; W F Knapp,
140 ; S G Whittaker; Geo Seymour, 300 ; F W
Alia d; Jack Lee; Jules Dubois, 150 ; Joseph
West, 400.
Two-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap, 250

yards limit—Will Windle, 30 ; Tom Roe, 250 ;W I Wilhelm, 160 ; H R Winship, 250 ; Ken-
neth Brown, 140 ;

R H Davis, 130
; J Fred Midg-

ley, 70 ; H J Hall, Jr, 80 ; W H Carman, 250 ;WS Campbell, 140; Frank M Dampman, 250;
E O Rasicoe, 130 ; Fred Foster, 40.

Two-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap, 250
yards limit—Bert C Patchin, 250; A C Banker,
250; W D Banker, 200; G Minturn Worden,
175; Clarence R Fitch, 250; Theo W Roberts,
200; C P Adams, 150; Austin Banks, 180 ; W
E Crist; Phil S Brown, 100 ; H L Kingsland,
t20 ; WE McCune, 120 ; N H Van Sicklen, i8o

;

L J Barber, 150.

Three-mile Professional Tricycle, Open—T W
Eck, H G Crocker, W F Knapp, S G Whittaker,
F W Allard, Jack Lee, Jules Dubois.
One-mile Amateur Bicycle, Buffalo City Cham-

pionship—Joseph J Kane, Frank M Brinker,
Chas P Forbush, W G Schack, W B Milley,
J B Millev.

FOURTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

One-mile Amateur Tandem, open, road wheels
only—R. H. Davis and Alex S. Hill; A. C.
Banker and W. D. Banker; F. P. Adams and
H. E. Ducker, Jr.; W. E. Crist and Phil S.

Brown; Joseph J. Kane and John J. Welshofer.
Half-mile Amateur Bicycle, open—Will Win-

dle, Tom Roe, W. I. Wilhelm, 1. Fred Midgley,
W. S. Campbell, Fred Foster, A. C. Banker. G.
Minturn Worden, C. P. Adams, W. E. Crist,

Phil S. Brown, H. L. Kingsland, W. E. McCune,
N. H. Van Sicklen, L. J. Barber.
Two-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap, 300

yards limit—T. W. Eck, 300; H. G. Crocker;
W. F. Knapp, 30; Eddie McDowell, 250; S. G.
Whittaker, ,0; W. H. Barber, 250; William A.
Rowe; Sidney Eastwood, 250; F. W. Allard, 60;
Jack Lee, 20; Jules Dubois, 60; W. J. Morgan,
250; Ralph Temple; William A. Woodside, 50;
Robert Neilson, 70; L. D. Munger, 250; Joseph
West, 300.

Ten-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap, 850 yards
limit—Will Windle; W. I Wilhelm. 600; H. R.
Winship, 600; J Fred Midgley, 300; H. J. Hall,
300; Fred Foster, 100; Bert C. Patchin, 700; G.
Minturn Worden, 800; Clarence R. Fitch, 800;
C. P. Adams, 300; H. L. Kingsland, 500; W. E.'

McCune, 600; N. H. Van Sicklen, 600; L.
J.

Barber, 600.

One-mile Professional Bicycle, final heat

—

H. G. Crocker, W. E. Knapp, T. W. Eck, Eddie
McDowell, S. G. Whittaker, William A. Rowe,
Sidney Eastwood, F. W. Allard, Jack Lee, Jules
Dubois, Ralph Temple, William M. Woodside,
Robert Neilson.
Three-mile AmateurTandem Bicycle Handicap
—R H Davis and Alex S Hill, 200; H J Hall, Jr,
and L J Barber, 200; A C Banker and W D
Banker, lOO; P M Harris and Val H Mulier,
300; W E Crist and Phil S Brown.
Two-mile Amateur Bicycle, 6:20 class—Tom

Roc, W J Grubb, Bert Meyers, Kenneth Thrown,
W H Carmon, E O Rasicoe, Edward W Kiebler!
G F Class, C J Conolly, E P Cochran, Chas P
Farmer, A J Banker, F M Brinker, Clarence B
Fitch, W G Schack, W D Milley, Austin Banks,
W E McCune, A M Montgomery, L J Barber!
C J Iven.
Three-mile Professional Tandem Handicap,

250 yards limit—H G Crocker and Robert Neil-
son, 30 ; W F Knapp and S (} Whittaker, 40 ; F
W Allard and Jack Lee, 10 ; Jules Dubois and
Wm Woodside, 100.

Tvvo-mile Amateur Bicycle, Open—W I Wil-
helm, H R Winship, Kenneth Brown, J Fred
Midgley, H J Hall, W S Campbell, Fred Foster,
A C Banker, G Minturn Worden, C P Adams'W F Crist, Phil S Brown, W L McCune.
One-mile I'rofessional Rovers Handicap, 100

yards limit—H ,G Crocker, 30 ; W F Knapp, 40
;

S G Whittaker, 10; Geo Seymour, 100; F W
Allard; Jack Lee; Jules Dubois, 40; Joseph
West, 100.

Unicycle Race—Wm W Marshall, W H Barber
E C Maltby.
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THE RACE PATH.

THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.

FINAL LIST OF EVENTS AND PRIZES.

The prospects for the Hartford Wheel Club's
tournament, to be held at Charter Oak Park,
September 12 and 13, are very bright, so much
interest is taken in the meet. The list of entries

already includes the fastest amateurs and pro-

fessionals in this country. The purses and
prizes to be run for at the meet aggregate
$2,^00. The professionals are offered $550 in

cash and a $50 gold medal. Among the prizes

for the amateur events are a Columbia Light
Roadster, presented by the Weed Sewing Ma-
chine Company, a diamond scarf pin, diamond
ring, Colt's shot gun, etc. The following is a

final list of events and prizes :

FIRST DAY, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

One-mile novice—First prize, gold medal
;

second prize, silver medal.
One-mile professional championship of Amer-

ica—First prize, championship gold medal and
$50 ; second prize, $30 ; third prize, $20. Special

purse of $50 added for fast time, divided as fol-

lows : To man leading at first quarter in 39s.

or better, $10 ; at half-mile in im. i8s. or

better, $10 ; at three-quarters in im. 57s. or bet-

ter, $10; at mile in 2m. 35s. or better, $20.

One-mile amateur open-—First prize, Colum-
bia Light Roadster, presented by Weed Sewing
Machine Company ; second prize, Stevens rifle

;

third prize, field glass.

Two-mile amateur 6m. los. class—First prize,

Colt's shot gun ; second prize, fishing set; third

prize, silk umbrella.
One-mile Amateur Rover type R. D. Safety

(no wheel under thirty-five pounds).—First

prize, elegant clock ; second prize, toilet set.

One-mile Columbia Cycle Club handicap

—

First prize, Columbia cup ; second prize, seal

ring.

Five-mile professional lap—First prize, $60 ;

second prize, $40 ; third prize, $25.
Two-mile amateur handicap—First prize,

handsome parlor standing lamp ; second prize,

pair diamond sleeve buttons ; third prize, silk

umbrella.
Three-mile amateur State championship

—

First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver

medal.
One-mile amateur tricycle—First prize, silver

tilting pitcher ; second prize, gold-headed cane.

SECOND DAY, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER I3.

One-mile amateur three-minute class—First

prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One-mile professional handicap—First prize,

$50 ;
second prize, $30 ; third prize, $20.

One-mile Amateur Rover type R. D. Safety
handicap (no wheel under thirty-five pounds).

—

First prize, pair diamond sleeve buttons
; second

prize, pearl opera glass ; third prize, placque
clock.

One-mile Hartford Wheel Club handicap

—

First prize, Columbia cup ; second prize, ham-
merless revolver, in case ; third prize, Smyrna
rug.
One-mile amateur handicap—First prize, dia-

mond scarf pin; second prize, elegant engrav-
ing ; third prize, ornamental table.

Three-mile professional lap^— First prize, $60;
second prize, .$40 ; third prize, $25.
One-mile amateur State championship—First

prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
Five-mile amateur lap—First prize, alligator

traveling bag (furnished) ; second prize, dia-

mond ring ; third prize, jardiniere.

One-mile professional consolation— First

prize, $25 ; second prize, $15 ;
third prize, !|io.

One-mile amateur consolation— First prize,

brass lamp ; second prize, scarf pin ; third prize,

engraving.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS.

No rider with one-mile record better than
three minutes is eligible to the two-mile 6m. los.

class. Any race in which the number of entries

warrant will be run in heats. No Rover type
safeties will be allowed in any amateur event
except those especially for that make of ma-
chine. A limit will be placed on all races ac-

cording to the condition of the track, wind and
weather, and if any race is not run within the

limit such race will be declared off and no purses
or prizes given. Winners of special money in

one-mile professional championshii) of America
shall not be barred from entering professional

consolation race, unless they win a prize in an
open race. Entrance fee for professionals, $2
in each event. Entrance fee for amateurs, $2
for one eventand $1 for each additional event.

Entries close September 8 with Joseph Good-
man, Box 14 Hartford Conn.

W. F. KNAPP'S REMARKABLE
RECORD RIDE.

On August 16, at Coventry, W. F. Knapp
made another attempt to reduce the fifty-mile

bicycle track record. On July 11 Knapp had a
go at the lOO-mile track record, which he beat by
over forty-one minutes. In that trial he made
new records from twenty-six to fifty miles, cov-
ering the distance in 2h. 39m. 48s. On his latest

trial Knapp made world's records from twenty-
six to fifty miles, beating his own previous
records, as well as Ives' times made at Spring-
field in 1886.

Knapp was mounted on a Humber and was
paced by Crocker, Oxborrow and others. Knapp
started about six o'clock and rushed off the first

5 miles in 14m. 14s., and the 10 miles in 29m.
22s. Twenty miles was made in 58m. 44s., and
it is worthy of note that Knapp rode 40 miles
within two hours, and made a two-hour record
of 40 miles, 360 yards. From twenty-six miles
to the finish Knapp was well inside record. He
finished at two and one-half hours, riding 50
miles, 350 yards.
During Knapp's ride the fastest miles were

the tenth and seventeenth, both ridden in 2m.
52s.; the last quarter occupied 43m. 2-5S., and
the last mile 2m. 58s. The five ten miles were
ridden as follows : 2gm. 22s., 29m. 22s., 30m.
5s., 30m. 31S., 30m. 21S. The thirty-fourth and
the forty-ninth miles were slow, 3m. 20s. and
3m. I2S.

Knapp.

KNAPP S TIMES.

English
Record. Holder.

MILES.

1. . .

2. . .

4...

5-

58.

52.

II 47.

14 40 o
6 o 17 38 o

7 o 20 38 o
8 o 23 33 o

9 o 26 30 o
10 o 29 22 o
II o 32 16 o
12 o 35 II o

13 o 38 9 o

14 o 41 3 o

15 o 43 57 o
16 o 46 55 o

17 o 49 47 o
18 o 52 47 o

19 o 55 47 o
20 o 58 44 o
21 I I 38 O
22 I 4 44 I

23 I 7 43 I

24 I 10 30 I

25 I 13 38 I

.0 2 35 1-5 Howell

.0 5 20 2-5 Crocker
•o 7 59 1-5

.0 10 42
13 27
16 9 "

18 57 2-5

21 41

24 24 2-5

27 8

30 55 Dubois
33 41
36 32 2-5

39 244-5
42 20 "

45 10

48 3 3-5

50 52

53 40
56 28

59 15 2-5

2 12-5 "

4 58 "

7 48 "

10 34 4-5

*26 1

*27 I

*28 I

*29 1

*3o I

''^^i I

*32 I

*33 1

*34 1

*35 1

*36 1

*37 1

*38 1

*.39 1

*40 1

*4

1

2
X-

, o o

*43;;;:::2
*44 2

*45 2

*46 2

*47 2

*48 2

*49 2

*50 2

WORLD S RECORDS.

16 34 1 17 19 Ives

19 35 1 20 16 1-5
"

22 39 1 23 13 1-5
"

25 43 1 26 112-5 "

28 49 1 29 07 4-5
"

31 48 1 32 05 3-5
"

34 48 I 35 03 2-5
"

37 58 I 38 01 1-5
"

41 18 I 41 00 "

44 23.. 1 44 05 4-5......
"

47 21. ... .1 47 18 1-5
"

50 17 I 50 34 2-5
"

53 13 1 53 47 2-5
"

5<> 19 I 57 01
"

59 20. ... .2 00 172-5
"

2 23 2 03 303-5
"

520 2 06 48
"

8 20 2 10 04
"

II 26 2 13 25 4-5
"

14 31 2 16 42 2-5
"

17 27 2 19 56 1-5
••

20 36 2 23 23
•

23 31 2 26 44 2-5
"

26 43 2 30 14 4-5
••

29 41 2 33 54
"

* World's records.

HYDE PARK CLUB'S TOURNAMENT.

The Hyde Park Bicycle Club held its first

tournament on Saturday last at the Norfolk
Trotting Park, Readville, Mass. There were
about three hundred persons present. The First
Regiment fife, drum and bugle corps furnished
music for the occasion.

In the 5-mile amateur race, open to all, there
were six starters, who drew positions in the fol-
lowing order: E, A. Bailey, A. P. Benson, P.J.
Berlo, R. S. McCombie, David Drummond and
P. J. Clark. Benson won in i6m. 35s.; Clark
second. Prizes, gold and silver medals. The
team race between five men each from the Hyde
Park and the Rambler Bicycle Clubs proved one
of the most interesting events of the day. It

was for points, first man counting ten, and from
that down. The entries were : Hyde Parks

—

Albert Rhodes, Herbert Jenkins, W. A. Joubert,
W. F. Waddell and E. E. Young. Ramblers—
E. H. Gallup, A. H. Morse, W. W. Scott, P.
Hussey and E. N. Frost. The Ramblers beat
easily, scoring thirty-two points. Gallup's time
was 17m. i6s., and Rhodes was only twelve
seconds behind. Morse was third and Jenkins
fourth. Prize, a silver cup.

In the 150-yard slow race the entries were
P. Berlo, P. J. Clark, D. Drummond, L. Sawyer,
A. P. Rensen, J. G. Sherman and E. E. Young.
Young won, Sawyer second. Prizes, gold and
silver medals.
The half-mile race, open to members of the

Hyde Park Club, brought out Herbert Jenkins,
E. E. Young, H. Matthews, Albert Rhodes, F. C.
Rogers and W. A. Waddell. Jenkins won
handsomely in im. 36s. Rhodes was a good
second and Matthews was third. In this race
Waddell took a header, smashing his machine.
The starters in the two-mile race, open only

to the Hyde Park Club, were Herbert Jenkins,
Albert Rhodes, H. Matthews, H. Andrews,
D. Swallow. Rhodes won, with Jenkins second
and Svi^allow third. There were three prizes of
gold and silver medals. Time, 7m.

In the consolation race, three miles, there was
some of the prettiest riding of the day. The
starters were : P. Berlo, P. J. Clark, E. A.
Bailey, J. G. Sherman, D. Drummond and R.
McCombie. Drummond won easil)'. Berlo
pressed hard for second, but McCombie kept it.

The time for the first mile was 3m. i8s.; two
miles, 6m. 37s., and three miles, 9m. 48s. The
prizes were gold and silver medals.

NEW JERSEY DIVISIOJ^ MEET.

AT ORANGE, SEPTEMBER 21 AND 22.

The annual meetingof the New Jersey Division
of the L. A. W. will this year be held in Orange,
on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 21 and 22. The
Orange Wanderers will be the hosts of the occa-
sion. Details of the programme for the enter-
tainment of the visitors were settled at the spe-
cial meeting of the Wanderers held on Friday
evening. The business meeting will be at 10
A. M. in the Park Rink. In the afternoon there
will be runs to a number of points of interest in

and about the Oranges. In the evening there
will be a Chinese lantern parade, followed by a
"smoker " concert and a supper. The races on
Saturday, the 21st, will include three State cham-
pionship handicaps, open to all afliliated clubs,

and a decided novelty in the stiape of a safety

tandem bicycle race. The committees are as
follows: Reception and entertainment, H. W.
Smith, C. A. Lindsley, C S. French, C. W.
Freeman and R. S. Prindle

;
parade and runs,

C. A. Lindsley, H. W. Smith, C. W. Freeman,
R. S. Prindle, J. M. tJilmour ; races, L. IL
Johnson, T. N. Gray, C. W. Freeman, F. P.

Jewett, J. W. Smith
;

prizes, J. W. Smith.
I.. M. .lolinson, R. ^L Sanger, T. N. tiray;

ailvertising, R. M. -Sanger, T. N. Gray, F. V.

Jewett, C. S. French.

The Hanker hrolhers will repiesenl I'illsburg

:U BiilTalo on a tandem safety bike. "

.AllileUs .iiul the sporl-loviiig people of

(lothaui a.nd viiinilv will ilivide ihemsolvcs on
Labor Day between the Siaien Island carnival

.It West New Hiigliton and ilic Now Jersey

.Athletic Clul) meet at Hergen Point. A 2-nule

bicycle scratch race will be decided at Stiiten

Island between 11:30 and 1^:30, and several

events will be heUI at Hcrgen Point, commencing
at lOA. M.
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TOURNAMENT OF ST. JOHNS
BICYCLE CLUB.

The first race meet of this club was held Au-
gust 17, at St. Johns, Mich. The feature of the

morning was a parade. The rain of the previous

day had softened the track, consequently the

races, which were witnessed by 700 people, were
won in slow time. Summary •

One-mile open—George H. Smith, Flint,

3m. 10 4-5S. ; M. D. Hubbard, St. Johns, sec-

ond. One-half mile hurdle— M. D. Hubbard, St.

Johns, 3m. 2s. ; VV. T. Marr, Saginaw, second;

J. D. Lamont, Chatham, One, third. One-mile,

4.45 time race—Holly Corbin, 4m. 46s. ; A. E.

Dutcher, second. One-mile club champion-
ship—W.D. Hubbard, 3m. 25 4-5S.; Dennis Mar-
shall, second. Five-mile scratch race—George
H. Smith, Flint, 17m. i 1-5S. ; B. E. Keller-

man, Flint, second; H. D. Osborna ; Saginaw,
o ; R. B. Hain, Grand Rapids, o; W. E. John-
son, Bay City, o; Zagel Meyer, Bay City, o.

One-mile coi.solation—C. S. Jones, Battle

Creek, 3m. 13 1-5S.; H. D. Osborne, Saginaw,
second.

In the evening a reception was held at the

residence of R. M. Steel, when a short musical
programme was rendered and refreshments
served. The St. Johns "first annual" was
voted a big success by all who attended.

RALPH TEMPLE ON TRAINING.

On his visit to the Brooklyn club rooms last

week, Ralph Temple gave his views on training,

from which it would appear that the ordinary
racing cyclist really harms rather than benefits

himself during his preparation for a race.

It might be said of the ordinary amateur that

his preparation consists of a slight abstention
from the more injurious dishes, and evenings of

slogging around the race path, varied by trials

against the watch and weight-reducing sweats.
From Mr. Temple's talk we present the fol-

lowing opinions, with the statement that they
are only accurate as far as our memory serves
us.

A man cannot race on the path and ride on
the road at the same time. Road work stiffens

the muscles and prevents the attainment of a
high-speed rate. Hill-climbing is also very bad
practice for path racing. In fact the path
racer must put in all his work on the path.
The object to be gained by path practice is the

development of a well-sustained fast spurt, as
the man who has command of the best spurt
will almost always win on the homestretch. A
man should never leave the path tired. He
should never strain himself or ride in bad form.
It is not necessary to lean over the handles to

get the most, speed out of the wheel and the
rider. Temple sits up all the way.
The rider, in his daily afternoon practice,

should ride two or three miles at a good pace,
and finish ofT with some practice at spurting.
He should spurt 100 yards at first, and gradually
increase the length of the spurt until he has
reached a point when he can ride at top speed
200 or 300 yards or more. Do not try often
against the watch. It is a wrong idea that the
more work one does the stronger one gets. As
a fact, every trial takes something out of a man,
and the racing man should never attempt to
ride himself out except in a race.

The most important thing for a man to learn
is his own system, and the effect of exercise
and food on it. After each day's exercise, dry
the body thoroughly with a towel and then rub
the muscles with the hands, to make them plia-

ble. The final touch isarubdown with whiskey.
Cold bath, or much of the shower bath, weakens
the system and slows the muscles. A sponge
bath is quite sufRcient.

In dieting, stick to simple foods and lea or
ale as a drink. In the selection of machines,

\

the position of the saddle, etc., one must stufly
the thing fiut and decide for one's self.

LABOR DAY RACES AT CAMBRIDGE.

The following is the programme of the union
run of bicycle clubs on I,abf)r Day. Clubs and
riders will assemble in front of the Cambridge
Bicycle Club House, 8i North Avenue, at nine
o'clock. There will be a shf>rt local parade,
when all will ride to Holmes' field, where the
following races will take place: One-mile bicycle,
3-mile bicycle, i-milc tricycle, i-mile ordinary,

i-mile safety. After the races all will ride to

Auburndale, where dinner will be served at the

Woodland Park Hotel. Then there will be
athletic games, baseball, etc. Parties intending
to enter the races will notify the committee as

soon as possible. Tickets to the races can be

had gratuitously upon application to the commit-
tee, Messrs. George A. Perkins, 3 Pemberton
Square, Boston ; A. W. Robinson, 33 Winter
Street, Boston ; William T. Roop, 557 Main
Street, Cambridgeport. Many clubs have been
heard fr.om, and the success of the meet is

assured

CYCLISTS BEAT THE COACHINC RECORD.

Mr. Selby's coach record has not long been
allowed to remain unattacked by the votaries of

road riding. An "Ormonde" safety of the

reputed weight of 35 lbs. was on August 10 rid-

den from the White Horse Cellar in Piccadilly

to the .Ship Hotel at Brighton and back in 7h.

36m. and ig 2-53., thus beating the coach time
by 13m. 40 3-5S. As Mr. Selby employed sixty-

four. Messieurs the West London Cycle Com-
pany thought it no sin to employ four riders to

work the machine through. The team was com-
posed of four well-known members of the Poly-
technic C. C,—viz., Messrs. G. L. Morris, E.J.
Willis, S. C. Schafer and S. Walker. Willis

rode the first stage to Croydon, when the safety

demon, Morris, took over matters to Crawley,
Schafer occupying the saddle to the Ship, where
Walker was waiting to return to Crawley. Willis

then ran on to Croydon, and Morris finished the

job through the traffic to Piccadilly.

There is no doubt that something very sen-

sational might be done over a long distance
with one machine and relays of men, but we are

anxious to see this coach record cut by the

efforts of one rider.— TAe Cyclist.

GREAT RACING AT WOLVERHAMPTON.

An international meeting was held at Wolver-
hampton, England, on August 6, 7 and 8. In

the final heat of the five-mile professional cham-
pionship event. Temple succumbed to Fred
Wood. This race is acknowledged to be one of

the finest ever contested at Wolverhampton.
English did the majority of the pace-making,
and led up to three laps from home. By this

time it was almost dark, and the numbers could
not be made out, and some one calling out that

there were only two laps to go, Howell and
Temple closed, and passing English, a splendid
race, neck and neck, for two laps ensued,
Howell being on the outside and straining
every nerve to get by "the little 'un," but
failed ; the American, riding in grand style,

landed himself at the judge's box half a length
in front, when to their astonishment the bell

rang for the last lap, and F. Wood dashed by,

and went away with Temple after him, but al-

though the latter made up some ground, he was
unable to quite overhaul Wood, who won by five

yards, three yards dividing second and third

and two yards third and fourth.

The one-mile championship was won by How-
ell in 3m. 15s. ; Fred Wood, second by a yard

;

A. H. Robb, Leicester, third. Temple did not
start. In the one-mile handicap, Robb, 20 yards,

landed the first heat ; time, 2in. 44^s., and the

final heat in 2m. 42j'^s. The mile safety handi-
cap fell to Oxborrow, 20 yards ; time, 2m. 45)4s.

Dubois, the French champio'n, in a recent
record-breaking attempt pushed his bicycle

19^ miles in an hour.

CROCKER MAKES WORLD'S RECORDS.

On August 10, at Leicester, England, H. G.
Crocker, of Boston, made a record try up to ten
miles, and succeeded in breaking Rowe's records
at six, seven, eight and nine miles. The timers
were F. G. Walker and C. E. Wart. The track
was in good condition, and the wind but very
slight. Crocker rode a 54-inch Premierr, and
was paced all the way. Below is a summary of

Crocker's effort

:

MILS TIMES. KOWe's TIMES.
MIl.H. M. S. M. S. M. S.

I 2 42 1-5 2 42 1-5 2 29 4-5
2 5 20 2-5 2 38 1-5 511
3 7 5') 1-5 2 384-5 7 48 4-5

4 10 42 2 42 4-5 10 41 2-5

5 '3 27 1-5 2 45 1-5 13 23 4-5
f)* i() 09 241 4-5 16 123-5
7* »8 57 2-5 2 48 25 18 59
8* 21 41 2 43 3-5 21 41 2-5

9*. .

..
24 24 3-5 2 43 2;5 24 2f) 2-5

JO 27 08 2 43 3-5 27 07 1-5

* World's records.

CliOCKER AND THE RECORDS.

After waiting a fortnight for suitable weather,
the American— H. G. Crocker—made an attempt
to lower the lo-mile professional record (2Sm.
5s., by Dubois, at Coventry, on August 24 last)
at the Belgrave Road Grounds on August 3.

Arrangements had been completed for attempt-
ing the achievement during the early part of the
day, when, notwithstanding that the sun shone
out brightly, there was a lot of wind, and after
a consultation it was decided to wait until 5
o'clock in the afternoon. At the hour named,
however, the wind was pretty much as strong;
still Manager Eck was anxious for the Boston-
ian to have a cut at the formidable task,
especially as Knapp, Temple, Morgan and
Woodside were present, prepared to act as pace-
makers. Knapp made the pace for the first half-
mile, and then Temple took his countryman on
at a fine rate of speed for the second half, but
the mile occupied 2m. 38 2-5S., or 3 1-55. behind
Howell's record. Morgan and Woodside then
had a spell in front, and the second mile was ac-
counted for in 5m. 28s., or 3s. to the bad. Thus
early the punishing work began to tell upon
Crocker, who went further in the rear in the
third mile, but, being ably assisted by Knapp in
the next stage, he was only 3s. behind upon
completion of the fourth mile in iim. lis. The
hard work, however, was palpably getting the
best of the Yankee, and, after completing the
half distance in 14m. 3s., or 7s. oehind Howell's
record, he eased up. The track \vas in good
order, and it is safe to state that with favorable
atmospherical surroundings Crocker would have
successfully accomplished his task.— The Cvclist.

TEMPLE WINS THE 20-MILE PROFESSIONAL CHAM-
PIONSHIP.

Just previous to his departure Temple com-
pletely routed the English and American cracks,
and proved himself to be the fastest man on the
other side, if not in the world. The event was a
20-mile championship, which was decided at
Belgrave Road Grounds August i. There were
five prizes, ranging from ;^ioto^i, a champion-
ship belt, and an extra inducement of ^5 to the
man scoring the most nuinber of lap firsts. The
result of the race was as follows, and the Cyclist
thus describes the manner in which it was run :

Ralph Temple, Chicago, 53-in. "Humber"... i

H. G. Crocker, Boston, 54-in. " Premier ".
. . . 2

Jack Lee, Beeston, 55-in. "Humber" 3
R. Howell, Leicester, sS-in. " Rudge " 4
W. Wood. North Shields, 55-in. "Hillman"!! 5
S. G. Whittaker, Chicago, 53-in. "Premier"., o
W. F. Knapp, Denver, 56-in. "Premier" o

" At a merry pace Knapp showed the way from
Temple, Whittaker, Howell, Wood. Crocker and
Lee until reaching the third lap, when Whittaker
challenged, and immediately taking the lead,
he completed the first mile in 2m. 54s., Wood be-
ing second, Temple third and Howell last.
Knapp spurted ahead in the succeeding circuit
and held command for nearly a dozen laps,
when Lee came out with a really fine effort. In
no time the Beeston crack was thirty yards away
from his opponents, whilst when he rode past
the fifth mile in 15m. 49s. he was nearly seventy
yards in advance of Wood, Temple, Crocker and
Howell, with Whittaker and Knapp some twenty
yards further in the rear. A little later on Lee
eased and the lot were soon in close company.
Still the effort was a fine one and loudly ap-
plauded by the spectators. The wind at this
time was blowing exceedingly strong, and no
wonder that the pace slowed down considerably.
Knapp took the lead again, followed by Wood
and Temple, and as the Denver boy kept his
berth ift front he speedily fixed the destination
of the extra ;^5 referred to. Nearing the half
distance. Temple introduced a gallery spurt,
and when ten miles were telegraphed in 34m. 36s'.

Temple was half a length in advance of Knapp
and Wood, Lee now lying fourth, Whittakerand
Crocker next and Howell last. The next sprint
came from Whittaker, but it was only of short
duration, and Knapp took up the pacemaking
until the thirteenth mile, when he dropped down
the ranks and left Wood in possession. At a
comfortable rate of speed the North countryman
showed the way from Temple and Howell, with
the others close up, and fifteen miles we're re-
corded in 52m. 20S. Without change the race
proceeded until sfetttng well into the eighteenth
mile, when Whittaker spurted ahead and the
pace rapidly quickened. The Yankee was fol-
lowed by Wood and Temple, Lee fourth, Howell
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next and Crocker last, Knapp having just

previously retired. The order was the same
when the last mile was entered upon, and at a
cracking pace the lot raced in a cluster, Howell
now lying last. Half a mile from home Whitta-
ker was still irl front, but directly afterwards
Lee put in a splendid spurt, and, taking the
lead, he was followed into the final lap by
Temple, Crocker, Wood and Howell in the order
named, with Whittaker in difficulties twenty
yards away. So they raced at top speed until

about a couple of hundred yards from home,
when Temple shot out, pursued by Lee and
Crocker, with Wood and Howell just in the rear.

The two last named made but little ground, and
though Crocker passed Lee nearing the bend
for home he could not get the best of Temple,
who won a fine race by a foot, a length and a
half separating second and third. Time, ih.

9m. i6s. Immediately upon the conclusion of

the race Wood lodged an objection to all the

Americans on the ground that they had fouled
him by running him wide. The referee, how-
ever, did not entertain the matter, and the plac-

ings were not altered. The usual enthusiasm
prevailed at the finish, and, needless to add,
Temple received a hearty ovation upon retiring."

THE ENGLISH PATH.

At the Belgrave Road Grounds last Saturday
(August 4), Ralph Temple defeated the pick of

English riders in the 20-mile championship con-
test, and thus clearly established himself as the
fastest rider in the world. The "Senator's"
face was brilliantly illuminated when he saw the
little Chicago lad leave the English cracks, and
had only his countryman, Crocker, to beat in

order to secure the verdict. The result also

worked, for the time being, marvelous tem-
porary relief to Woodside's rheumatism, but the
joyousness of the Yankees was eclipsed by the
enthusiasm of the spectators, who hailed Tem-
ple's victory with rounds of cheering.

—

Cyclist.

HOWELL vs. CROCKER.

A lo-mile lap race was decided by these two
men at Wolverhampton, August 4. Howell
secured twenty-four laps to Crocker's sixteen.

TEMPLE SCORES AT AYLESTONE.

A 5-miIe professional lap race was run at

Aylestone on August 4, Temple, Knapp, Crocker
and Howell competing. Temple finished first,

with a score of five laps and one dead heat
;

Knapp second, with five laps ; Howell, one lap.

Time, 15m. 14s.

An English lad named Harris, age fourteen,
recently won a half-mile handicap, with 160

yards start, in the magnificent time of im.
12 3-5S.

G. Lacy Hillier will try for the 50-mile Eng-
lish bicycling championship.

A TRICYCLE TOURING CLUB ORGAN-
IZED IN MALDEN, MASS.

About fifty ladies and gentlemen from Maiden,
Melrose, Wakefield, Everett, Oak Grove, Maple-
wood and West Medford met at Oak Grove
station, on the Boston and Maine,- Monday
evening, in answer to a circular sent out for the

formation of a tricycle touring club. Thirty-

seven machines were represented, and fifty-three

names were subscribed for membership in the

new club. E. N. Heath, of Wakefield, called

the meeting to order. It was voted to call the

organization the Middlesex Cycle Club, and the

following officers were elected: President, Mr.
J. Morris Gorrie, of Melrose; Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. F. K. N. Jones, of Melrose; Cap-
tain, Mr. E. P. J. Morton, of Melrose; Lieuten-

ant, Mr. G. J. McArlhur, of Oak Grove; Com-
mittee on Runs, Mr. E. N. Heath, of Wakefield;

Mr. J. llillburne, of Melrose; Mrs. G. J. McAr-
thur, of Maiden; Mr. W. W. Partridge, of Ever-

ett; Miss M. Kirkwood, of Maplewood. ICn-

trance fees were fixed at $1.50 for tandems and
$1 for single machines.
The object of the club is to create greater in-

terest among both ladies and gentlemen in tri-

cycle touring, and its success is already assured.

Tlie club will lake short runs through the sur-

rounding country.

NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES.

BROOKLYN NOTES.
Another week has passed, and although noth-

ing new has resulted as yet, there is no doubt
this wholesale airing of the League's soiled

linen (in which crusade The Wheel has taken
the lead), and the surprising fellowship de-

veloped among our clubs, which heretofore

have been but barely civil, makes possible, and
even probable, the success of the pet scheme of

many a Brooklyn wheelman—viz., the forming
of a local (Brooklyn) organization, allied much
more closely to the interests of our wheelmen
than has ever been the case with the L. A. W.
A mighty reason calls for the existence of this

local league. The wheelmen of our city are

separated from miles of magnificent riding upon
Long Island by some ten miles of very tiresome
and disagreeable riding, coupled with manv dis-

mounts, generally voluntary, but often other-

wise. The wheelmen of Brooklyn, with the

concerted action possible by means of a local

league, can easily build a cinder path from
Brooklyn to Jamaica, thereby opening the whole
island to us, for an amount no larger than we
yearly pay to the League. We yearly pay $570
to the National League, and this sum, aug-
mented, if necessary, by the large additional

subscriptions such a purpose would undoubtedly
receive, appealing, as it does, directly to the

private and personal interests of the local men,
would construct and mamtain an excellent path
from Brooklyn to the point where good riding
is now found.

In the coming year, what can or will the

League of American Wheelmen do for its

Brooklyn members that will at all compare with
the accomplishment of the Jamaica path? In

the past year—no, in its entire existence—what
lasting benefit has it ever performed that in

local importance would bear a comparison?
And yet we have in the past paid thousands of

dollars into its treasury—enough, I will venture
to say, to have built a path to Jamaica, and
efface the few tortuous experiences through
which a rider has to dig between there and
Patchogue. In a s'omewhat grandiloquent and
illusive way we have many times been told of

tremendous obstacles overcome and lasting bene-
fits scattered through the agency of this League,
yet I ask as a member now, and for the future

if it can be demonstrated it is for value received,

what local returns, or, for that matter, what
national returns, have we yet received for the

year 1888 to justify the expenditure of our
League dues to the amount of over $10,000?
And in continuation, what benefit shall we lo-

cally receive in 1889 to induce us to still remain
in the organization, comparable in any degree
whatever to the benefits resultant to the forma-
tion of the local league? For six, seven or eight

years the League clubs in Brooklyn have been
bound to each other by the bond of a common
League membership, yet never in this time has
there been half the good-fellowship and cor-

diality developed as now exists by reason of

common grievances and common interests.

That this fellow-feeling should be fostered this

fall, not by a continuation of our League mem-
bership, but by the formation of a local league, is

the ruling sentiment in each of the three leading

clubs. Members of the L. I. W. openly declare

their intention of endeavoring to separate the

membership in their club from that of the

League, making the latter optional. From this

point to the formation of a local league is but a

step, and the Hrooklyiis and K. C. VV.'s are most
heartily with us. We will watch closely the

sentiment of the Brooklyn contingent at Buf-

falo, as well as the proceedings at home at the

coming September meeting. It is likely. Brook-

lyn will be well represented at Buffalo next

week, large delegations from each club having
promised to attend. The headquarters of the

Long Islands will be at the Hotel Huron, where
will ce fountl Captain Lusconib and Messrs.

Share, (iiUillan, Wise, Alden, and a dozen or so

"possibilities." Kreger has been unable to de-

vote the necessary amount of lime to pre-

liminary training, and hence will not go over

to Buffalo. This has been considerable of a dis-

appointment to the L. I.'s, who have watched
with pride the brilliant record "Geo." has

made, and who have hoiu-d he would have a

chance to spread himself on the BulTalo track.

Kreger, Wise and Schumacher li.ive entered

the one-mile handicapat Bergen I'oini on Labor

Day. The club run for that dav will be to Mor-
ristown and return.

We have heard startling rumors concerning
the rather hilarious proceedings of three of the

staid and dignified L. I.'s at a certain locality

known as West Brighton, one night last week. In

the background figure fragments of chandeliers,

picket fences, penny doses of electricity, etc.,

with a plentiful sprinkling of Coney Island

nectar.

There is a certain delightful old gentleman (?)

residing about a block from the Boulevard on the

road to Bath, whose treatment of passing
wheelmen is such as to deserve mention. Some
two weeks ago, Morell, of the Long Islands,

having previously injured his foot while in bath-

ing at Bath, was violently knocked off his

wheel while attempting peaceably to pass this

individual and after politely requesting that

privilege. His companions coming up, a

rather fiery discussion ensued, the white
hair and venerable a e of the fellow saving
him, however, from a richly merited chastise-

ment. Since this incident he has shown him-
self still more worthy of the sympathy and good
will of passing wheelmen by digging two deep
trenches at either end of his possessions, making
it necessary for the rider to make a wide detour
in order to avoid a certain fall. Verily the

millennium is far distant while people with such
dispositions are allowed to live. As the pas-

sage before this man's house is legally a path
and not a sidewalk, and according to our in-

formation it is in Parkville where there is no or-

dinance against sidepath riding, we think that

here is an opportunity for the L. A. W. to

impress its usefulness upon us, and earn the

gratitude of the Brooklyn wheelmen who now
suffer at the hands of this interesting citizen,

by the application of our rights in the premises.
Nyx.

UNIVERSAL CYCLING CLUB NOTES.

Our club rooms, which are at 701 Atlantic

Avenue, are fast getting into shape, and we- ex-

pect to have a straw ride to Coney Island early

in October, to celebrate the anniversary of the

club.

Our President, Mr. William Huselton, suffered

the indignity of taking a header last Saturday
by the deviltry of a small boy. He had been en-

joying a run through the Oranges, and was re-

returning by way of Park Avenue, when he
noticed an urchin loudly requesting him to run
over his hat, which he had placed in the road.

Being of an obliging disposition, he endeavored
to accommodate him, and the next instant he

was measuring his length on the road, much to

the delight of the youngster, who had secured
his hat and was fast disappearing down the

road. Upon investigation it was found that a

large stone had been concealed under the hat.

Mr. Huselton thinks it was quite an ingenious
trick, but threatens to make it warm for the boy
if he ever comes across him again.

Various runs were taken last Sunday, several

of the boys going to Orange, while another
party took in Staten Island. Captain Finn and
Fred Miller started Saturday afternoon, intend-

ing to ride to Sinithlown, and Miles and W'ickes

rode out to Jericho on Sunday to meet them on
the way home, but were obliged to return witli-

out them, as they had not arrived by 4 o'clock.

They showed up at the club rooms about 10

o'clock, and reported the roads good as far as

Comae, but beyond that the "walking" was
bad,

William, the dandy Star rider who rode down
the Plaza steps, was with the .'ericho party, and
furnished much amusement in jumping tlie gut-

ters on Atlantic Avenue, and knocking obstruc-

tions, such as stones, etc., out of the path with

the front wheel of his Star.

Maslerson, wiio blossomeil out some time ago
as a century maker, has been laid up for two
weeks, but liopos to be around shortly, and will

go to BulTalo with two of his club mates to rep-

resent this club.

Our Second Lieutenant, tins liusehvm, who
took a very I'ad header in the l\irk last montii,

will ritle a Star, and may be seen at SclnvaU

badi's every Saturday afternoon, getting points

from the ililTerent Star riders of the city.

We will have a club century run 10 I'atohogue

on Labor Day. Kow .

AluUlST 27, lS!>!^.
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CYCLING IN THE QUAKER CITY.

WHERE I'IIILADELrHI.\ WHEELMEN KIDE — THE

GROWTH OF WHEELING CLUB I.IEE

—

THE TRAOE.

A hastily penned letter from ye worthy editor

reaches me on one of my busy days, requesting

a few words in regard to the cycling interests,

favorite runs and touring districts of my home,
and, hence, with a limit on my time, I will make
my bow and proceed to do my best, requesting

no cry of " chestnuts " and trusting that you will

not venture to pummel the editor for any mis-

takes I may be guilty of.

Philadelphia probably ranks next to Jersey

City for a superabundance of unridable streets,

her thoroughfares for the most part being paved
with as abominable samples of cobblestones as

one will meet in many days ; but our city fathers

are waking up to the fact that in order to rid

our city of the name of village one of their first

moves must be to give us better pavements, and,
as a consequence, we already have some few
miles of asphaltum and considerable promised,
but once over these bone-shaking, header-now-
and-lhen bumps in the road, Philadelphia can
give her riders as good riding as any city in the

country.
Starting out through the park, we have nearly

fifty miles of fine riding over splendid park roads,

including thirteen miles along the incomparable
Wissahickon Creek. Rut leaving the park, we
strike at Fifty-second Street the well-known Lan-
caster Pike. What rider does not feel his pulse

beat quicker and instinctively pedal faster as he
bowls over the fine surface of the road ? At all

times it is kept in condition, and from all the
touring in our State and neighboring States I

can truthfully say I have never seen its equal,

even surpassing the roads around Orange.
Riding out, we pass through Ovcrbrook, Wynn-
wood, Ardmore, passing the grounds and build-

ings of Haverford College to Bryn Mawr and
thence on to Rosemont, X'ilia Nova, Eagle,
Devon and Berwynn, to which point the road is

kept in splendid condition the year around, and
although the ride presents many steep grades
one does not mind them on account of the splen-
did surface.

Probably the worst hill is Spread Eagle Hill,

or Devon Hill, although V'illa Nova Hill and the
three grades now known as the " Three Sisters,"

so christened by C. A. Roberts in days gone by,
are all capable of some blowing powers. At
Berwynn we can go on over a fair pike road to

Downingtown, thirty-two miles, and on to Coats-
ville, Lancaster and York, all good riding.

At Paoli a branch is made to West Chester,
nine miles over the old State road, which is gen-
erally in pretty good condition. Another popu-
lar run in this direction is t(j branch off at Bryn
Mawr for Norristown, about sixteen miles from
the city.

Returning, we now have the choice of two
routes, either by way of the Lancaster Pike or
branching off and taking the old Montgomery
Turnpike, which has been repaired during the
past year and now furnishing most excellent rid-

ing. While these routes above mentioned are fa-

vorites, one must not think that we are confined
to this district alone, for to the south wc have
pretty good riding along the Island Road to

Darby, Chester and Wilmington, runs quite
popular with the wheelmen in the southern sec-
tion of the city, but not enjoyed very often by
riders from other sections on account of the very
disagreeable fact that several miles of Belgians
and cobbles have to be traveled.

Crossing the river, wc have runs from Cam-
den to Moorcstown and Gloucester, and to the
north to Burlington and Trenton, the ride from
Camden to Burlington being an exceptionably
fine one, passing over a fine gravel road and
presenting many fine stretches of side i)ath
riding.

The district probably least explored by Phila-
delphia wheelmen is north from the suburbs of
the city, Germantown and Chestnut Hill, al-

though some remarkably fine riding can be
found in this section. If we push on through
Chestnut Hill to Fort Washington we strike
gCKjd roads all the way to Allentown, some
fifty-five miles from home, while if we care to
push on some eighteen miles further over fine

roads we reach Easton. Going in another di-

rection from Chestnut Hill, wc can leave going
down the Pike and striking Gowan Avenue to

township line, turning to the right to Willow
Grove Pike to Willow Grove, thence to the right

to Doylestown, with slight exceptions all good
riding, and for a change returning via Mont-
gomery Square and Conshohocken.

But enough of these various runs. Let us

take a look at the cycling interests in Philadel-

phia. Several years ago, when cycling first

started with us, the wheelmen at large had a

hard road to hoe in order to obtain entrance to

our park. But after much persuasion on the

part of several enthusiastic wheelmen entrance

was obtained under certain conditions. But
what were thej- ? Merelv permission to ride be-

fore S A. M. as far as Lincoln Monument, a little

over a quarter of a mile from the entrance. But
now, thanks mainly to our Vice Consul, Mr. W.
S. Tucker, all the roads are open to wheelmen.
At that time there were only two clubs in the

city, though we now have nine, with a mem-
bership of some 600 or more, divided about as

follows: Philadelphia, 100; Germantown, 35;
Pennsylvania, 165; Tioga, 40; Century, 120;

South End, 50; University, 25; Frankford, 35:
Mount Vernon, 40 ; established, I believe, in

the order above mentioned. Besides this we,

of course, have our quota of the unattached, and
some one estimates the riders in Philadelphia at

some 3,000 ;
probably loo high a number, but

we can only blame our streets that the number
is not double or triple that set down. During
the past year, nevertheless, the increase has
been remarkable, largely due, I think, to the in-

troduction of the safety wheel bringing in many
who have never ridden from timidity, and also

some well past middle age.

Philadelphia has had her quota of prominent
wheelmen, among whose names I now recollect

(all of whom will be recalled not only by all

Philadelphia riders, but also by many outside),

such as Joe Pennell, Eugene M. Aaron, H.
Blakiston, W. S. Tucker, C. A. Roberts, A. H.
McOwen, George Gideon, Abraham Powel',

George N. Osborn, H. B. Hart, Charles L.

Harvey, Frank W. Kohler, and many others.

In track racing we have been slow, for, al-

though we have some good men among us, the

choice seemed to be for scorching and road

racing, and a number of the American amateur
road records are held by the residents of our
city, both on bicycle and tricycle.

A word for the trade : Mr. H. B. Hart, our
worthy pioneer cycling agent, probably holds

the bulk of the trade in Philadelphia, and is well

deserving of the same ; he is congenial and well

liked by every one. He is ever willing to do all

in his power to help in time of need, and is a

man of sterling business qualities. Mr. Kirk
Brown and Messrs. Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co.

are also doing very well in the bicycle line, and
both houses deserve thanks for their kind treat-

ment to all wheelmen. Messrs. B. i.\: D. Craycroft,

a new house in the line, also hope to build up a

good trade, and from their present start have
good reason to expect success, and I wish it to

them all.

A word in closing for the new cycleassociation,

formed of delegates from all the different clubs,

under the title of "The Associated Cycling
Clubs of Philadcli)hia," for the purpose of ad-
vancing the cycling interests and protection of

wheelmen when necessary. They have already
done some good work towards securing better

paved streets, and arc looking forward to several

other points which we trust will bear fruit in the

near future. But I have already taken up more
space than 1 judge is allotted mc, and inclosing

will only say I thank those who have had the

patience to read these lines, and for those who
have given up in despair, I congratulate them.

WeSTI'IELD.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

Hudson County Wheelmen,
June 9 and 10, 1888.

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club.

What's the matter with the Hudson County
Wheelmen ? Well, if you could hear the senti-

ments expressed by the i'cnnsylvania Bicycle
Club members, you would go away with de im-
pression that nulfin was de matter ; and neither
would you wonder at it could you have been
present at the Pennsylvania Club House on
Wednesday evening, the 22<l, when Dr. Johnson
and Messrs. Merseles, Nichols and Kerr visited

the city and presented the club with a large steel

engraving of the " Chariot Race."
The. picture is magnificently framed in a

carved oak frame, while on the top of the frame
is a very handsome silver scroll bearing the in-

scription :

The picture was presented in commemoration
of the visit to Philadelphia on the above date.

The presentation was made in a very neat
speech by Dr. E. W. Johnson, President of the

H. C. W., and accepted on behalf of the Penn-
sylvania Club by I^resident George T. Laing,
after Which speeches were made by Mr. Mer-
seles, Mr. McKinstrey and Captain Supplee.

A party of Wilmington riders visited the city

on Sunday last, having ridden up in the morn-
ing. They e.xpect to enter a team for the 100-

mile road race, as well as at the Buffalo tourna-
ment. The team consists of Captain S. Wallis
Merrihew, F. M. Dampman, F. McDaniels ai'd

E. Elliott. Dampman is one of the fastest men
on the road in this section, and it would not sur-

prise us to see him pull in pretty near front.

Merrihew is riding in good form, and stands a

very good chance of pulling up with the first

few.

Kirk Brown has the promises of the managers
of $250 for prizes, and also has permission to

have the State Fair track fixed up, and so has
decided to hold the races on Monday, September
10. One of the most interesting races should be
between Wells and Middleton on the tandem
tricycle, and Hill and McCloskey on their new
tandem bicycle.

The greatest piece of news in a cycling fact

comes from John A. W^ells. He has torsaken the
Star machine and vows he will never ride one
again. He says he wants a machine that he can
control on down grades better than he can a
Star with a busted brake. Looks as if he was
in earnest from his success on Eagle Rock with
a Rambler.

Mr. L. E. Beitler, of the Century Club, is

working hard in political circles at present ; con-
sequently he is seldom seen on the road.

The race to be held by the Tioga Athletic As-
sociation promises to be quite a success, as
quite a number of parties have already signi-

fied their intention of entering. George Gideon
and Abe Powell, the vets, are going to ride a
Pyscho tandem against Hill and McCloskey.
For the mile championship a racing wheel is

offered as a prize. This should create some
good entries.

Captain Bradley, of the South End Wheelmen,
took quite a serious fall recently, cutting his

face quite seriously and necessitating an applica-

tion of needle and thread in the way of eight
stitches in his forehead.

After a number of unsuccessful attempts to

reach Media, spoiled each time by rain, the plan
was carried out on Sunday, the 26th, by some
thirteen members from Pennsy. The road was
in miserable condition, and the hills both ways
seemed to be all upgrade.

The party touring up through Pike County
when last heard from were drying out after the
severe storms last Tuesday. Frank Kohler
was hiding behind a time table looking up the
next train, while the Deacon was hiding his

modesty behind a sheet and gazing intently at

his well-soaked apparel sizzling before the fire.

Hall was figuring on the possibility of the re-

storative powers of the Seven .Sutherland Sis-

ters' hair restorer, while the balance of the party
had reached that state of " what's the use of

kicking?" No good crying over spilled milk
or wet clothes. They expect to return by Sun-
day, September 2, when look out for fish and
girl stories. Westfield.

JERSEY CITY.

Messrs. Johnson, Kerr, Benedict and De Camp
will doubtless ride "gOats" in the near future.

Baggot, Gubelman, Day and Bowman, of the
H. C. W., will enter races at the N. J. A. C.
grounds at Bergen Point on Labor Day. We
should scoop several prizes with that quartette.

I happened to be in Philadelphia last week,
and took occasion to call on the Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club. You always find those boys the

same fun-loving crowd. And then there's Dal-
let.

By the way, the Hudson Counties hope to

have the "Pennsys" return their visit about
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September 15 and 16. Captain Supplee prom-
ises to have a representative number accept the

invitation, while the H. C. W. vs^ill endeavor to

make them happy on that occasion.

A day or two ago a party of a dozen members
of the H. C. W. took a run to South Beach. The
roads were fine, but somewhat dusty. Every-

thing was fine, even Captain Baggot's new uni-

form. A party of about fifteen members of a

local boat club were also there, accompanied by
a banjo and violin. The oarsmen treated the

wheelmen to a number of choruses, while, on

behalf of the H. C. W., Doc Johnson sang "The
Night I Stuffed a Pig," accompanied by a little

"fever and ague" music on the violin. Doc
Benedict recited "The Prussian Dentist," begin-

ning :

" The roses are red, the violets blue.

Where you see three balls, you'll find a Jew."

The services of a local "Sarony" were secured,

and a photograph taken seated on a bench, one

end of which was resting on the limb of a tree

and the lower end braced against a stump. The
picture resembled a Jersey City horse car when
the conductor insists on seating eleven passen-

gers on each side.

In the Bicycling World oi August 17, "Caviler"

makes the following remarks :
" True it is that

large clubs of purely cycling element have seen

their most prosperous days. The members have
not faded away and blown into thin air. They
are still to be seen as individuals skimming over

the road as of yore. Club runs do not seem to take,

and, though such men as Kendall and Perkins

make strenuous efforts to get the club members
out in force, the effort seems to be futile. They
prefer to go it alone, or in twos or threes." The
italics are mine. The question must arise in the

mind of the enthusiastic wheelman. Is this true ?

The object of the Blank Bicycle Club is to pro-

mote cycling as a pastime. What is the proper
way or ways to promote cycling? What benefit

would an unattached derive from joining a

cycling club, outside the use of the club house,

if it is not largely for the enjoyment of club

runs? Take a man living in Brooklyn, for in-

stance, where there are a number of wheeling

clubs. While on his wheel, he is passed by
thirty or forty members of the Blank Bicycle

Club on a run "around the block." He might
on another day go around the block alone or ac-

companied by a friend, but there is not the same
enjoyment in it for the unattached, and he
makes application for membership in one of the

cycling clubs, really having in mind at the time
the pleasure he expects will come from his at-

tendance on club runs.

I know of a once prosperous bicycle club (now
defunct), the former members of which attribute

the cause of their death to too much social ele-

ment in the club, and not enough cycling enthu-

siasm. You will generally find that new mem-
bers in the clubs are ever ready to attend club

runs, while the older members approach "old
fogyism " by speaking disparagingly of such ex-

cursions; or even, if they remain silent, the

tenacity with which they refuse to attend them
when called speaks volumes. My own opinion

is that one well-attended club run will do more
toward converting non-cyclers to the ranks

—

more for the cause of cycling in general—than
having the same number going out " singly, or

in twos or threes." By all means, whoop up the

club runs.
Coaster.

PENNSYLVANIA L. A. W. DIVISION
ELECTIONS.

AWHEEL INTO PICKWICK LAND.

Geo

W.

I.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.

12.

CIIIKK CONSUL.
A Jessup, Scranton

VICE CONSUL.
R. Tucker, Philadelphia

lUCrRK.SENTATlVES.

G. N. Osborne, Philadelphia..
Kirk Brown, Philadelphia

S. H. Murray, Scwickley
J. B. Kaercher, Pittsburg

Ira A. Dayton, Williainsport. .

S. A. Hoylc, llarrisburg

J. G. Carpenter, Wilkesbarre. .

D. K. Trimmer, York
K. W. Terry, New Castle

E. L. Russell, Blossburg
W. S. Winterstein, Bethleliem.

John J. Van Norl, Scranton...
Total luunber of voles cast. . . .

.305 voles.

.306 votes.

.303 votes.

.302

304
.302 "

. 2y8 "

•304

• 3"2

•3<>4

•303

•303
.286

.301

.
.'. 306.

A well worn road is this. Many are they who
on wheels or other contrivances have gone be-

fore. But courage, good heart, fix lance in rest,

mayhap some wild flower is yet ungathered.
Delight, another week of labor done, to leave the

turmoil of the city, to change for jostling crowds
the quiet of a Kentish lane, for close courts and
sultry streets the free expanse of open common.
Thus onward, passing groups of country folk

trudging along with capacious baskets anon to

be filled, at the expense of much thought and
whispered conference, with necessaries for the

coming week. We glide by a quiet stream that

works a paper mill. On the bank sits an old

man, rod in hand, a picture of smiling content-

ment; and further yet, where the sweet scent of

fresh hay fills all the air, and children's laugh-

ter as they frolic midst it breaks not unpleas-

antly the evening stillness.

Over Dartford heath to Dartford town we
ride. Here the old main road from London to

Rochester is struck, the road the Pickwick Club
bowled along, that footsore little David Copper-
field limped, and that Dickens himself must have
very often traveled. Things are rather too

lively on Saturday evenings at Dartford to in-

duce one to tarry, so after a glance at the old
" Bull Inn," in front of which Watt Tyler began
his exciting but brief public career, the hill out

of town is climbed, a hill made familiar to some
of my readers by one of those artistic treats Mr.

J. Pennell has given us in his wife's charming
book, " A Canterbury Pilgrimage." The sketch,

as are all his, is or rather was perfectly true to

nature— I mean, of course, as regards the

houses, etc.—for whether he performed the

heroic feat of riding that tandem up alone is a

point on which, not being there at the time, I

do not care to commit myself ; but, alas, since

their historic ride certain ugly monstrosities

have risen on the hill, a horror to all such gentle

pilgrims.

In the good company of the Pennells I will

leave my readers till Gravesend is reached, for

truly it is an uninteresting bit of road, quite a

dreary stretch were' it not for the occasional

glimpses of old father Thames, now one broad
sheet of fire, now softly golden with weird hazes

that would have puzzled a Turner as the setting

sun kisses his heaving bosom. But after Graves-
end and its shrimp are fairly left behind, the

country becomes pleasant again, and there, yon-

der, is the wood-crowned top of Gad's Hill

—

Gad's Hill, the home of Dickens, an old square
brick house nearly covered with creepers and
backed by a small, thick wood. A plain, solid-

looking house, it has even been called ugly, but

who could stand and make cold-blooded criti-

cisms on the place ? for Dickens has lived there,

gathered his- treasures in the old house, added
to it here, improved it there, as English people

do to their homes, worked there, died there, and
the past presence of the great heart and ardent

soul has beautified the very bricks.

Up the hill we shall presently look down and
see the lights of Rochester peep out one by one.

Dickens as a boy often came to stand outside

this gate and dream boyish day dreams of how
he would have this house when he became a

man ; how the dream came true, and how he
lived here in honor that he could scarcely even
have dreamed of. Who knows not that?

On the opposite side of the road, in a planta-

tion, used to stand ihe house in which
he wrote much. There he was working away at

the " Mystery of Edwin Drood " on the day of

his death. Across this bit of road, the last bit

of English road that Dickens ever trod—sacred

bit of road—he staggered home to die, and the
" niasfcr hand," as Bret Harte called him, could

give the hungry world no more. Next to the

plantation stands the "John Falslaff " inn, which
will recall to those familiar with Sliakesi)care tiic

adventures of the "great hill of fiesh" on this spot.

Of course, I put up at the "Bull Inn" at

Rochester, the house which Mr. Jingle, with his

brown paper parcel (the heavy luggage lie said

had been sent on by water) reconunctulcd to the

Pickwickian parly in ihese words :
" Good

house, nice beils "— a slalenicnt 1 can very

heartily indorse— aiul anniseil myself in the

coffee-room after supiicr, looking ihrougit tin-

visitors' book, crowded with American names,
curiously enough, the very last being Mr. and
Mrs. Bloss, of Rothester, New Yiu-k. They keep
it up pretty late in Rochester High Street on

Saturday niglits, and thai conviviality which

Mr. Pickwick remarked upon was unpleasantly
in evidence, only soldiers were not in this case
the culprits. It was at the "White Hart," op-
posite (bearing date 1390), once a goodly inn,

but now degenerated into a common beer shop,
that the disturbers of my rest made the welkin
ring. This is the house that chatty Pepys fa-

vored when he came to Rochester. It must have
been a very different place then.

Next morning began sombrously with a
drizzle, so that when I "leant over the balus-
trades of Rochester Bridge, contemplating nature
and waiting for breakfast," a la Mr. Pickwick,
things did not look quite so gay as when that
illustrious man saw them ; and the actual bridge
was gone, another less picturesque having
taken its place. But the ruined walls still stand
there, and the green ivy still clings mournfully
round the battlements. Behind them rises the
ancient castle, its towers roofless, and the mas-
sive walls crumbling away. And the same
heavy but picturesque boats glide slowly down
the stream as when Dickens fixed them fast

forever in the fifth chapter of his immortal
book.

After a breakfast with three latter-day Jingles,
who were like the original only in the nature of

their profession, astart was made to explore the
town. Old, quaint and narrow is the High
Street, the street where the Pickwickian party
gave that remarkable equestrian exhibition
when they started for Dingley Dell, on which
occasion, it will be remembered, after Mr.
Winkle had learned the right side to mount, his

horse drifted up the street, his tail pointing to

one side and his head the other, to the undis-
guised astonishment of Mr. Snodgrass. Very
little changed is the street since then

;
quaint,

low-ceilinged shops, squeezed-up entrances to

courts, and straight, old, formal-looking red-

brick houses meet one at every step, whilst the

Town Hall (time of James I.) and Eastgate
House (time of Elizabeth) gives it a still older
flavor. At the back of the High Street is the
cathedral; "earthy smell—little Saxon doors,"
to quote Mr. Jingle again. Not much of a

cathedral ; looking best from the outside, but
even there patchy and mixed, as if it had seen
rough times.

Round it gather the usual old, out-of-the-

world buildings that are wont to hang onto
cathedrals, and what is more rare, a nice public

garden, with downy lawn and pleasant trees.

Looking out onto this garden is another inter-

esting building known as Restoration House,
Charles II. having lodged there when he re-

turned from his involuntary European tour.

Like most Rochester houses, it is built of red

brick, and the wind and storm of years have
scooped deep holes in them ; but the house, as

a whole, is in a remarkably good state of preser-

vation. Mr. Outram Tristram, writing about
Rochester, after telling us that this very house
is described by Dickens in "Great Expecta-
tions," continues thus : "On the occasion of his

last visit to Rochester, June 6, 1S70, he was seen
leaning on the fence in front of the house, gaz-
ing at it, rapt, intent, as if drawing inspiration

from its clustering chimneys, its storied walls,

so rich with memories of the past. It was an-
ticipated, it was hoped, that the next chapter of
" Edwin Drood " would bear the fruits of this

reverie. The next chapter was never written,"

A walk up to fort-covered, barrack-built and
altogether military Chatham Heights, seeing the
Royal Marines parade for cliurcli. 'Long otliccr

left-wheeletl them, right-wheeled them, tohl

them to stand at ease, when they all stood in tlie

most uncomfortable jiosilion they could think

of ; and finally, when he had made himself i]iiite

hoarse (mem., ho(a)rse marine), handed them
over with a salute to short olhcer, wlio marclied
off at their head as if he had done it all liimself.

After a glance at the Medway below, crowded
with crafl, and at distant Kochester, in the liaze

a confused mass of Imildings, back to tlu-

" Bull" for the great treat of tlie day— namely,
to be shown over the grand old house.

To one who, like the writer, has hesn born
and bred in an atmos|)here redolent of Pick-

wick, till, like Don (Juixoie to the peasantry of

.Spain, tlie great man lias lucome a living re-

ality— nay, iiioie, a personal friend— a visit to

Ihe " Bull" partakes almost of the character of

a devotional act.

"The Bull," apart from all associations of

Dickens and his creations, would still be a

place well worthy of a visit, for except that the
stables have been swept away, .it remains a com-
plete and excellent sample of an o.ld coadiing
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inn. The street front is extensive but unpre-
tentious. A roomy archway admits the visitor

|

to the house and stables. In the cocl retreat ',

which this archway forms, joints and poultry

hang. To the risht is the commercial room
;

on the left, the staircase, coffee-room, bar and a
;

glass case filled with luscious triumphs of the I

cook. We walk up the staircase, down which
[

the impudent Mr. Jingle conducted Mrs.
Budger ; the walls are covered with curious old

pictures collected by the former proprietor, and
reaching the first landing we see before us the

recess in the passage where the outraged Dr.

Slammer stood choking with wrath, waiting for

Jingle's return to the ball-room. The ball-room

is at the end of the passage on our left. We en-

ter, and find it just as described, a long room;
and there are the chandeliers, protected at the

time of our visit by coverings, and looking like

belles in curl papers ; and there is the gallery at

the entrance end of the room where the wretched
musicians were placed to stew, " confined in an
elevated den," as the master hand writes it. All

are there, e.xcept the crimson-covered benches
and the Bulders and Clubbers and Snipes.

Back to the recess in the passage, where a

copy of that pathetic picture, "The Empty
Chair at Gads' Hill " hangs, ^nd througn a small

door Here we find ourselves in a narrow pas-

sage, and get mi.xed up with several little stair-

cases that charge into each other in a most con-

fusing manner. On the left of this is room
sevente>:;n (forgive the prosy recital of an enthu-

siast), the bedroom Dickens used when he stayed

here. It is a small, snug room, away from the

noise of the street, and contains a cane chair,

from the sale at Gad's Hill. Opposite room
number three was his sitting room, looking out

on to Rochester High Street; an old, worn,
easy chair, with leather straps for arms, was his

favorite seat. Sitting in that chair, one felt,

somehow, more than ever in touch with him.
.Many a bright fancy and noble thought has

doubtless been cradled in that most comfortable
of easy chairs. The next room, number four,

will also in the future have a history to be
proud of (?), as Free Lance slept there. Up a few
stairs we find number nineteen, Mr. Tupman's
room, also looking out on the street, and in the

corner a small door leading into Mr. Winkle's
room, where his clothes were abstracted from to

array Jingle (who casually hinted at fourteen

coats coming by water) for the ball, the incident

that led up to the duel. I noticed that the

chambermaid, when we were in Mr. Winkle's
room, bolted the dividing door, as if to prevent
any such pranks in the future, for it is not

necessary to go through Tupman's room to

leave Winkle's. They have a curious cast-iron

bed in one of the rooms, with unique designs
like carved wood. Wellington has slept in it.

So on we went, into room after room, endeared
by fiction or hallowed by fact, along corridors

and queer old staircases, till the maid woke me
from the dream of the past in which I had fol-

lowed her, by saying: "I think I have shown
you all, sir," when I strolled out into the now
sunny street, and still in a dazed condition,

sought the castle garden, there to ruminate
alone. The present Mr. Charles Dickens is a

frequent visitor to the house his father immor-
talized, and as if all this was not enough honor
to be crowded into one building, it is in addi-

tion the headquarters of the C. T. C. The
castle is a fine ruin. The tower itself is 112

feet high, and as it is built on a mound, a grand
view can be had from the top of the Med way,
the country beyond, and red-roofed Rochester
below. The cathedral also looks best from this

vantage point, and away on the hills at the back
of the town Fort Pitt can be discovered, where
the wretched Winkle went to fight .Slammer.
One thing I noticed particularly in the castle

was a well in the centre and a shaft right

up to the lop of the tower, with an aperture at

every floor to pull the bucket through, and yet

the modern builders flaunt their water laid on
every floor as a modern and original luxury.

The castle simply swarms with beautiful pigeons
belonging to the town. They must do a lot of

harm to the ruin.

No visit to I'ickwickland would be complete
without a run up to the "Leather Bottle" at

Cobham (not the Cobham of the Ripley Road),

where the dejected Tupman retreated from a

cold world. Mr. Pickwick and party very
wisely prefaced the search for their friend by a

good dinner at the " Bull," and I felt in duty
liound to follow such an illustrious example.
The sun poured down on the narrow lane to

Cobham, and as it was up hill nearly all the

way, it proved to be a very warm ride ;
even

when I reached the deep and shady wood of

which Dickens speaks, it was still warm, but
altogether beautiful. Gad's Hill lay on the

right
; a view of the back of the house was to be

had at one point. Presently the open park and
ancient Hall were reached. The deer were
cropping the fresh grass as if they had never
left off from the time when this charming spot

called forth that eloquent burst of admiration
from Mr. Pickwick. This is Cobham Hall— it

might be justly called a palace—-the beautiful

property of Earl Darnley. Dickens knew it

well, and it is pleasant to remember how the

noble owner provided his gifted neighbor with
a private l««y, that he might wander in the park
whenever sweet fancy led him. And thus to

Cobham village, a small collection of diminutive
cottages and a good-looking church, and the

little " Leather Bottle " inn, out of which rushes
a bright young fellow wearing the twenty-four
hours gold medal of the Pickwick Bicycle Club.

He turns out to be captain of the good ship
"Leather Bottle," and a very good captain, too.

He is all animation at meeting a brother of the

wheel. "Do come in and have awash—see my
visitors' book ; all sorts of swells come here.

Americans? Bless you, yes. Why, when a

ship stops at Gravesend they come over four

carriage loads at a time. Miss Mary Anderson
came here ; sent her photo. Being a bachelor,

you know, I appreciate that." Running on like

this, he took me over the house, never deserv-
ing more than at the present time the descrip-

tion of clean and commodious that Dickens gave
it. We went into the parlor where Mr. Tupman
was discovered sitting down to roast fowl, etc.,

and looking like anything but a would-be sui-

cide. It is a low room, with heavy beams across

it, and the walls are still covered with curious
pictures, some being pen-and-ink copies of

Cruikshank's illustrations of Dickens' works
;

and there hangs the portrait mentioned of the

accomplished and beautiful American lady, Miss
Mary Anderson. A chair in this room is ven-
erated as being the one that Dickens was wont
to use. "Sit down in it," said my cheery con-
ductor, " if you wish to receive inspiration." I

thanked him and sat down, expressing a doubt,
however, as to whether such inspiration could

be knocked into a wooden head by means of a

wooden ';hair.

I trust my friends have, in some faint meas-
ure, at least, shared with me the pleasures of

our wheel into Pickwickland. Fkkk Lanck.
-•

ALONG THE CONNECTICUT.

THE RED-HEADED GIRL AND THE
LADIES' BICYCLE.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

Di'ar Sir—The roads along the west bank of

the Connecticut, from Northampton to Hartford
—say forty-two miles—are now in excellent con-

dition ; and I recommend them to any lover of

fine scenery who is planning an autumn tour.

On .Saturday last I wheeled from West
Springfield to Hartford and Cheshire (fifty-six

miles), 5:30 A. M. to 7 I'. M., with a three hours'
halt at New Britain, to " talk book." Yesterday
morning, I took a three hours' spin of eight-

een miles to West Haven, in season to breakfast

at 8:30 with a friend, in whose company I spent
the day; and to-day I put in the final forty

miles of the trip—5:30 A. M. to 3:30 P. M.

—

ending at Stamford, where I took train for New
Tork. As I never yet entrusted " No. 234 Jr."

to car or steamboat, I deposited it with " Stam-
son," to hold until I get time to join it again,

and ride to New York.
Near I^ridgeport I met two tourists who had

wheeled from Lancaster, Pa., and were bound
for Boston. Eight miles after leaving them I

found a chain and lock which some bicycler had
drojjped in the road. If the loser happens to see

this note, I will gladly restore his property, and
at the same time mail to him " Newspaper
Notices and .Subscribers' Opinions," a book of

150 jiagcs designed to describe and advertise
" XM. Miles on a Bi." I am also ready to mail
it to any man who did not lose a chain, if he
will send me a request by postal card.

Kaki. Kron.
The University Bi'ii.niNc, Washin(;ion

Square, N. Y., August 27.

Cyclists visiting at Buffalo should look out for

the small space at the Exposition occupied by the

Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company, of

Springfield, Mass. They will ,show but one
bicycle, but that one will be worth inspection.

There is a young man in New York named
Jones. Everybody knows Jones, and a letter ad-
dressed : "Mr. Jones, New York" or "Mr.
Jones. U. S. A.," will reach him all right.

He is of interest to wheelmen just now because
he has a tandem bicycle for sale at an extremely
low figure—a ladies' tandem. I met him in

Union Square the other day and he begged me
in pathetic tones to take it off his hands.

" Oh, I don't want it " I said. " What d'you
think I want with a ladies' tandem bicycle?"

The fact is he seemed so eager to get rid of it

that I grew suspicious.

"I'll tell you what I'll do with you" he con-
tinued. "In addition to the bill of sale, I'll

give you pointers, which, if carefully followed,
will furnish you material for a brilliant society
novel, in less than a fortnight."

" Why, what are you talking about?" said I.

" A ' novel
;

' I don't
"

" Yes, a novel, and a dandy, too; based on my
own experience," said he, eagerly. "And I'll

give you a guarantee that if you follow my in-

structions, and round out and polish up the

results a little, your reputation as a novelist '11

be ringin' round the world afore the summer's
over."
This was a tempting proposition surely; so,

handing him a dollar cigar, I invited him over
to my boudoirs to explain. He gasped a little

as I ushered him into the crimson room, but
iced champagne soon put him at his ease and
freed his tongue. Ten minutes later, under the

melting influence of the Pom Sec, he had his

heels on the centre-table and wanted to use my
hat for a spittoon.

"All right," said I, "anything you like; but
go ahead about the tandem."

" Ah yes, I'd amost forgot the tandem," said

he; " that's so— the tandem; blast it ! yes," and
here Jones shook his head thoughtfully.

"You see it was this way," he went on.

"About a month ago I'd never seen a ladies'

bicycle, nor a tandem, though I'd of'en heard of

'em, and had seen pictures of 'em in The
Wheel. I owned a 52-inch ordinary, and used
to take a spin pretty much every evenin' in Cen-
tral Park. Three weeks ago last Friday, about
dusk, I was whiskin' round by the—the— 1 can't

think of it, but you know "

"Oh, certainly," said I, " everybody knows
where that is—but, go ahead."

" Well," continued he, " to come to the point,

I had the honor of rescuin' a young lady. First

time I ever did such a thing in my life, though,
I assure you."

" Come now !

" said I, " never before?"
"No, honor bright," he persisted. "And she

was a red-headed young lady with a peaches-
and-milk complexion. She was joggin' along :n

the gloamin' in an English T-cart, when the

pony shied at the bicycle stealin' up behind, and
bolted. Of course I flew to the rescue. Puttin'

on one of my old-time spurts, I dashed into the

rear of the flyin' vehicle and took a header that

landed me inside. As soon as I seized the reins

from her nerveless hands, the young lady
fainted—ahem !—in my arms." (Here Jones
halted a moment to blush and to clear his throat.)

" Well," said I, " this is growing interesting
;

go ahead."
"P'raps you won't believe me if I tell you,"

said he, modestly.
"Why not?" I urged; " go on."
" I soon stopped the pony," continued he,

"but the fair driver's head still lay limp and
reposeful on my shoulder, and the only way I

could keep her from fallin' off the seat was to

put my arm about her waist."

"Tthi—tthi— tlhi ! Whatever did the people
think of you ?

"

"That's the worst of it," said Jones; "there
wasn't a soul in sight, and it was growin' quite

dusk ; so dusky that I had to peer right close

into the young lady's face to see whether she
was comin' round. And— I didn't think uncon-
scious folks could smile, did you?"
"No, "

I admitted, "I think not."

"She did, though, all the same ; and when I

peered still closer to make sure she hadn't come
round, blame me if she didn't smile again, and
all this time she was deader'n a doll. I shook
her to try and resuscitate her, and she actually

opened her eyes a little and smiled. Still, she
remained unconscious—funny, wasn't it?

"At length she sat up, as natural and wide-
awake as if she hadn't been unconscious at all

;
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and to cap all, she seemed half inclined to be

angry. It isn't natural for folks to get mad for

bein' saved, is it ?
"

"I think not," I admitted frankly. "Sure
you didn't take advantage of the poor young
lady's unconsciousness to steal a kiss, or didn't

use your supporting arm more than the exigen-

cies of the case demanded?"
" Me !" said Jones. "Good gracious, I hope

you don't think me capable of
"

"No, no. But didn't you mention to her

after the revival the curious phenomena of the

smiles from an unconscious person?"
"I did," returned Jones ; "and she gave me

such a look, and said she thought I must be

romancin'. Finally, she thanked me for res-

cuin' her from a horrible fate, and asked me to

call—again."
" ' Call again ?' Why, how do you make that

out?"
" I f^2</a'«'/ make it out; but that's what she

said, anyway, with an emphasis on the ' again.'

"Of course, I called. Her mother and the

old gentleman thanked me warmly for having
spared them the horrors of heirlessness, as she

was their only child. As for the young lady

herself, come to see her by the soft, mellow light

of a chandelier, she was the most bewitchin'

little puss of a girl you ever saw. Her name
was Belinda. I never fell in love with a girl so

rapid and so helplessly afore in all me life.

" She said she was happy to be the heroine of

the same adventure in which I was the hero,

and that I might call her 'Linda, if I liked, with-

out the Be. This was the first time in my life I

had ever been called a hero, and the way she

said it and smiled made me float right up off the

chair.

"Well, I called and called, and on Monday, a

week ago, I took her to the Casino to see
' Nadjy.' I had begun to feel, by this time,

almost like one of the family. She seemed
greatly interested in cycling, said she always
did admire wheelmen, and—so, at least, I

thought—hinted gently that she would like to

become a wheel-woman herself. At any rate, I

took the hint to heart, but said nothing, intend-

ing to give her a pleasant surprise.

"I sold my ordinary for $50, at a sacrifice;

pawned my watch for |20, borrowed $10 more,

and paid the $80 on a tandem bike, givin' notes

and a mortgage on it for the balance. I

wrestled with it and wrestled with it, with sister

Maude for a dummy, until I could manoeuvre
it all right without tippin' sister Maude over

;

then, with a jubilant heart, called on Belinda

the evening after we had seen ' Nadjy.'

"She looked radiantly happy that evenin',

and more bewitchin', I, think, than ever. I

don't remember whether my feet touched the

carpet or not as I walked into the parlor
;
to the

best of my recollection, however, I walked
through the air. After a while Belinda made
room for me on the sofa, and asked me to read

poetry to her—Browning's.
"'Linda,' said I, as I sat down, 'I have

somethin' to ask you—somethin' I have had on
my mind for some time, and have been eager to

say before.'
" ' Yes, Willie,' she murmured softly, and laid

her hand in mine.
"'Don't turn your face away,' I said. 'I

hope you won't say no.' She didn't turn her

back, however, nor make any reply, but I could

see her little ear turn pink. I thought she was
blushin' because I held her hand, and so dropped
it gently.
"'Will you take a ride with me in Central

Park to-morrow evenin' on a tandem bicycle ?

'

I asked.
"She drew back, surprised-like.
" 'A tan-what?' said she.
" '—dem bicycle,' said L
" 'A (iiz-cycle !

' said she, her face turnin' as

red as her hair. ' A /'/-cycle ! You horrid

wretch ! You think you're funny, don't you ?

Oh, you Iwtriblc monster ! Help ! Papa

!

Help! 'she shrieked. Then she fainted away
as she had done in the T-cart, only she fell

away from me this time.

"Well, the old gentleman came scurryin' in.

"'What have you done, you villian?' he

howled. At his heels came the mother, and be-

hind her trotted the wretched little Scotch ter-

licr that had antagonized mc from the bcginnin'.
" Belinda soon came round.
" 'What is it, my poor darlin' child ?' said her

mother. 'What's he done? Wiiat did he say?'
" 'Wanted mc to ride a /'/-cycle ! Oh, papa !

—

mamma!' she sobbed, hysterically.

" 'A three-wheeler ?' asked the old gentleman.
"'N-n-o,' sobbed Belinda; 'a t-two— a b-bi-

cycle.'
" 'A /Tc/o-wheeler !

' screamed her mother.
'Oh, my poor darlin' I—You horrid monster!'

(meanin', of course, me).
" It was the worst circus I ever struck. Be-

linda fainted again ; her mother shrieked at me
;

the old gentleman raved and swore he'd have
my life. I tried to explain, but they wouldn't
listen. The terrier slipped round and nipped
me viciously on the leg. I was badly rattled as

it was ; I lost my head now entirely, and kicked
the terrier through a big mirror.

"'He'll murder us all!' the old lady now
shrieked. 'Murder! Murder! Police!'

" The old gentleman seized me by the collar,

and with the assistance of his boot and what
was left of the terrier, hustled me to the door
and dropped me out."
Poor Jones ! A tear trickled down his nose

and fell with a thud on the carpet as he con-
cluded, and begged me to make known that he
had for sale at a bargain a ladies' tandem bi-

cycle. Who wants to buy it?

Thomas Stevens.

INTERESTING HISTORICAL
NEAR BUFFALO.

SPOTS

It is by no means remarkable that Buffalo,

situated as it is upon beautiful Lake Erie, and at

the head of a historic river, should afford an ex-

cellent rendezvous for the bicyclist, and should
be chosen as the best place in America for hold-

ing a world's bicycle tournament. The wheel of

the bicycle is like that of the kaleidoscope
;
one

has only to turn it and new beauties reveal

themselves. As the wheelman is a man of mul-
tifarious interests, he is attracted alike by the

beautiful in nature, the romantic in history and
the unique in commerce.
From the wide choice of routes offered him

when he visits Buffalo next September, let us

suppose that he chooses the one along the shore

of the Niagara. The start, perhaps, is at Ferry
Street, the route for the present being Niagara
Street. The broad blue river is hurrying on at

his left, the poplar-bordered shore of Canada lies

beyond, the sky is cloudless, a gentle breeze

sweeps the lake and everything gives promise
of a day of perfect pleasure.

Before the wheel has made many turns the

rider is brought in sight of the oldest house in

Buffalo, at present occupied by the Hon. Lewis
F. Allen, the veteran agriculturalist. This is

one of those quaint old mansions whose history

forms a link between the present and the past.

La Fayette once visited here. During the war
of 1812 the house was the residence of General

Peter Porter, and when on November 11, 1812,

the American works in this vicinity were bom-
barded by the British across the river, a shot

struck the upper part of the Porter mansion,
and a moment later a huge ball came crashing

through the roof while the General was at his

dinner.

A few minutes' ride brings the wheelman to

Lower Black Rock, where Scajaquada Creek
empties into the river. This is another spot

made famous by the war of 1812. On July 11,

1813, the British troops rowed across the river

and made a desperate attack upon the force at

Black Rock. The Americans broke and (led,

hardly stopping to look back till the village of

Buffalo was reached. Thither rode Peter

Porter, with a fierce determination in his hand-
some face. He rallied the American troops, led

them back to the scene of action, and hurled

his entire force upon the enemy. Batih-d and
beaten, the British rushed to their boats. Nino

of iheir number lay dead on the field ;
nearly

twenty were made prisoners ; many more were

lost in the retreat, and, worst of all, their fear-

less leader, Cecil Bisshopp, was morlally

wounded.
Again, on nccember 30, 1S13, British Hoops

made their appearance at Black Rock. This

time they were more successful. The Ameri-

cans met them at the mouth of Scajaquada

Creek, but were almost immediately put to

flight, so great was the difference in numbers
between the two forces. The British then has-

tened down Niagara Street to the village of

lUiffalo, which tlu-y pillaged and burned, leav-

ing only about a dozen houses untouciieii.

Still other memories cluster around this his-

toric spot. Hero, in 1S18, the first steamboat on

the lakes was buill. Tin- timber for lu-r hull was

cut in this vicinity, but the engines were brought
all the way from Albany on huge broad-wheeled
wagons drawn by eight horses. The boat was
a small " side-wheeler," of about 240 tons bur-
then, and named the Walk-in-the-Water. Steam
whistles were the invention of a later time, and
the Walk-in-the-Water was provided with a four-
pound cannon to take the place of such a con-
trivance. Her engines were not sufficiently

powerful to drive her against the swift current
of the river, so other means were resorted to for

starting her on her voyage. Sixteen yoke of

oxen, humorously termed "the horned breeze,"
towed her up the rapids to the lake. This was
repeated every sailing day. Captain Job Fish,

an associate of Robert Fulton, was in command.
The wheelman, remounting his bicycle, soon

finds himself at the great International Bridge,
and a few minutes later is well on his way into

the country. Between the road and the river is

the Erie Canal—the "Grand Canal" of half a
century ago. On the 26th of October, 1825, a
strange procession passed along this water-
course. It was headed by the Seneca Chief, the
first boat on the canal, with Governor Clinton
and other notables on board. The six gray
horses that drew the barge were decked with the
gayest trappings, and the boat itself was fairly

covered with bunting. Next came the gallant

Noah's Ark, with two Indian boys, a pair of

deer, eagles, a bear, and a number of wild birds

on board to represent the Great West, now
opened to commerce. Other boats followed in

the train. At the towns and villages along the
canal celebrations of every kind were held, and
when at last the little fleet reached New York a
keg of water brought from Lake Erie was
poured into New York Bay—a ceremony quite

as romantic, when one pauses to consider all it

implied, as the ancient celebration of the mar-
riage of Venice to the Adriatic.

The wheelman, with the miles slipping easilj"

under him, soon reaches the town of Tona-
wanda, the second hunber port of the world, sur-

passed by Chicago alone. Opposite Tonawanda
is a beautiful island called by the same musical
name. Here are the remains of an Indian
mound excavated by Mr. E. G. Squier, who
found there human bones, fragments of pottery

and a few other Indian relics, which were prob-
ably deposited by the Neuter Nation of Indians.
There are several trees of great age growing
near the top of the mound, and these fully

attest its antiquity.

A fine old mansion, where Daniel Webster
was a frequent guest, is another interesting
feature of the island. The house was built in

1835 by Mr. Stephen White, made notorious by
the famous murder case in which Daniel Web-
ster took so prominent a part. The woodwork
was brought, completed, from Boston. The
walls were two feet thick. Marble mantels
were brought from Italy. People from Buffalo
organized excursion parties to \'isit the new
mansion, so great was the interest excited.

On Grand Island, opposite Tonawanda, was
the site of Major Noah's proposed City of

Refuge for the Jews. Had fond hopes been
realized, the marble domes and towers of a

magnificent city would now add their splendor
to the beauty of nature. Noah had gone so far

as to draw the plans of tile public buildings of

"Ararat," and the drawings can now be scon at

the rooms of the BulTalo Historical Society.

The wheelman has seen much, and learned
much, yet he is now only eleven miles from
Buffalo.

—

Journal.

BOSTON AND ALBANY RAILROAD
RATES ON BICYCLES.

Through the efforts of Mr. Henry !•". Duckcr,
the B. i\: A. R. R. has issued the following
order, which will be apineciated by all cyclists :

BosroN, Mass.. August 15, iSSS.

L'pon receipt of tiiis, Rule No. 0. Book of
Rules and Regulations No. 5 for the (.n>vorn-

meni of train and station baggagonuMi, r.olativo

to the transportation of bicycles, will he changed
to read as follows :

" Bicycles will be received
and forwarded in baggage cars at the rale of

twenty-five cvnls each for distances of twenty-
five miles or less, and for longer distances at

the rate of one-half-cent per mile." The clause
relative to tricycles will still remain in force.

Have it iinderslood with the passenger tlial

bicycles are taken .U their own risk.

Approved.
A. S.' Hanson, j. C. I.kmn,

Geneial fasifni^er A^fitt. General B>ig^>i^e'A^tHl.
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FROM NEW YORK TO BUFFALO. WHEEL GOSSIP.

Chief Consul has arranged with West Shore
Railroad for increased sleeping service and
special baggage cars on trains leaving foot of

lay Street at,5:40 p. m., and foot of Forty-second
Street, North River, at 6 P. M., on September i, 2

and 3.

Wheels will be carried free. Excursion tickets,

New York to Buffalo, with admission to fair

added, $g. Good until September 15. Berths
each wa}', ^2. Remove pedals fiom bicycles

before offering at baggage car.

CALIFORNIA ELECTION RETURNS.

Chief Consul, Edwin Mohrig, San Francisco.

Vice Consul, J. Phil Percival, Los Angeles.
Secretary-Treasurer, Alexander S. Ireland,

Oakland.
Representatives, George H. Frost, Pasadena ;

C. C. Moore, Stockton ; Thomas L. Hill, San
Francisco.

. Representatives from League clubs: San Fran-
cisco Bicycle Club, J. M. Curragh ; Outing
Cycling Club, S. F. Booth, Jr.; Bay City Wheel-
men, J. J. Bliss and C. C. Moore, of San Fran-
cisco.

--*.

POINTS-SAFETIES—LADIES'
BICYCLES.

To THE Editor of The Wheel:
Dt!ar Sir—That cycling has become one of

the most healthy and popular amusements that

the world has known is a statement of fact

which has been so repeatedly made that it will

probably impress wheelmen as /«//>«/;/;,'•. It is

to be presumed, however, that your valued pub-
lication is read by other than acknowledged
lovers of " biking " and I make the assertion for

their information and, perhaps, ultimate benefit.

After satisfying oneself as to the best mount,
and purchasing, hiring or bono-vini^ one, it is a

simple matter to learn to ride. There is noth-

ing left then but for the rider to revel in a sport

the love for which rapidly increases in i^eoiiiet-

rical progression. This question of " mounts " is

becoming a very serious one for the experienced

as well as for the inexperienced rider. I have
yet to see the cyclist whose wheel is not par ex-

cellence. (Certainly complimentary to the various
manufacturers). This gives rise to a discussion

perhaps not second in importance to the severely

mooted L. A. W. Constitution, and the uni-

versal query is, which will be the wheel of the

future—the high or the low ? As a rider of the

former who has tested the hill-climbing qualities

of the latter pretty thoroughly, I think 1 am not

alone in my tendency toward the "safety."

This tendency will unquestionably become more
universal on account of the appearance of the

ladies' bike—a wheel, by the vi'ay, destined to

become extremely popular and revolutionize the

opinions in regard to the ordinary and safety.

Why ? The answer is simple. Picture yourself

riding with a charming lady companion. She,

gliding along on one of those dainty wheels

—

you, toweringal)ove on a " regular !
" Not very

sociable, and it will never do. The only sane
conclusion is that the high wheel must go.

In strolling along the Riverside drive last

Sunday morning, I met two of the most grace-

ful lady bicyclists that I have ever seen—the

face of one being readily recognized as that of a

popular New York actress. The sight was not

only pretty and fascinating, but—alas !—expen-
sive as well, for I, then and there, mentally re-

solved that my next gift to—no matter whom—
should be a ladies' bicycle. Please observe the

moral herein.

Now that the members of the fair sex have
made a start, let every wheelman take an inter-

est in providing himself with a gentler and
more agreeable partner than he has been in the

habit of having. Who can tell what the result

maybe? Let the bachelor tremble. S.

Nkw York, August 28.
.*--•

TWO HUNDRED AND NINETY-THREE MILES IN

TWF.NTY-FOI'R HOURS.

C. Hill, of the Finchley Harriers, made the

above remarkable record, within two miles of

S. P. Mills' record, on August 10. The machine
used was a 4fj-inch Grand Faule, which Mr.

Hill has been riding but a month. Mr. Hill

actually rode 294^^ miles in 24h. 5m. He will

shortly attempt to ride 300 miles in twenty-four

hours, which is his ambition.

Mr. A. H. Overman was present al the recent

Harrogate "camp."

W. F. Miller, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, is off

on a trip to Europe.

A "Union" run will be a feature with the

Boston Club on Labor Day.

Harper s Weekly of last week contained an
illustration of the Buffalo track.

Mr. Fithers, of Fither's Hotel, Sharon Springs,
N. Y., will give special attention to wheelmen.

A. Pellant, an English cyclist, has reduced
the 50-miIe bicycle road record to 3h. 14m. 6 2-5S.

It is reported that Kennedy-Childe will
" stump" this fall for Cleveland and Thurman.

Abbott Bassett, Scrutineer, is ye good old B's
latest title. He assumes it when scrutinizing
the ballots.

John A. Wells has cast his optics on Murder
Lane Hill, near Sewickley, Pa. He will shortly
have a go at the hill.

Several members of the Orange Wanderers
made a trip to Greenwood Lake and back on
Saturday and Sunday.

A. K. Stewart, " Alley " the St. Louis boys
call him, has been stopping over at Gotham a
few days on his way to Buffalo.

Mons. Louis Suberbie, editor of Le Monde
Sportif, is a very tall man, rides a sixty-six or-
dinary and can stretch a seventy.

At Orange, U. S. A., John Wells won the
mountain-climbing contest on bicycles. Dis-
tance, i]4, miles. Time, gm. 32 2-5S.— The Cv-
clist.

W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., is after Nisbett's

July record of 1,600 miles. Mr. Murphy will try
to beat this record during the month of Sep-
tember.

Mr. Gerry Jones, Chairman of the Racing
Board, is so engrossed in business that he will

probably be able to devote but little time or
energy to the League.

A rider touring on Long Island writes that in

a 60-mile run he met the following wheels :

One New Rapid, one Coventry, three Columbia
Light Roadsters and seven Expert Columbias.

—

Adv.
DID YOU, SMITH ?

Will The Wheel inquire if Smith, of Detroit,
did not wheel to the Photographers' Convention
at Cincinnati, in July, 1884?

—

Louisville, Ky.,
Commercial.

Senator Morgan wears as a watch charm a ^'5

English piece of the lime of Charles I., presented
to him by Mr. George W. Atkinson, athletic edi-
tor of the Sporting Life, of London. The piece
is now valued at ^20 on account of the date.

HOWEI.L and WOOD AT TWENTY MILES.

Howell and W. Wood met at Leicester August
II in a 20-mile match race. Howell just man-
aged to win by ten yards in the excellent time
of 60m. 49s.; last mile, 2m. 38s.; last c|uarter,

34 2-5S.

It is rumored that a bicycle club was organized
in Chattanooga, Tenn., about three weeks ago,
and that on the very night of the organization
one of the meinbers ran into a small boy, break-
ing the boy's neck and killing him instantly,
besides fracturing his own (wheelman's) skull.

Knapp has ridden twenty miles not only in an
hour, which of itself would have been hailed as
remarkable two years ago, but has ridden forty
miles in two hours and fifty miles in two and a
half hours. Who will give us sixty in three,
eighty in four and one hundred in five hours?

The Ohio Division, L. A. W., per C. W. Kep-
linger and Frank C. Meyer committee, have is-

sued a neat handbook in pamphlet form contain-
ing the ofTicers of the League, the officers of the
State, the League constitution, the Slate consti-
tution and by-laws and list of local consuls and
League hotels.

The Allegheny County Bicycle Club, Alle-
gheny, Pa., has arranged^ for a three days'
meeting during the county centennial in Sep-
tember. The purses will be large, and among
the events will be professional and amateur

races. Special prizes will be given for amateur
running, leaping and jumping contests.

Riverside Wheelmen.—Several members of

this club left New York at 3 p. M. last Saturday
for a run to Nyack. On Sunday they were
joined by another party, who left the club
house at 4. A. m. Both parties wheeled back to

Gotham together. Mr. John Wood, of the
Harlem Bicycle Company, has joined this club.

A 1-AST GIRL.

Miss Masters, a tricyclienne of Paignton, is so
fast—on a machine, of course, we mean—that
the local bicyclists disappear down side roads
for fear of being "taken on " and beaten when-
ever she appears in sight. That Mrs. Smith
would defeat her, we think, but the Paignton-
ites do not.

The " experiment " of working convicts on the
public roads is to be given a trial in Adams
County, Miss., and if it proves successful the
other counties of the State will "go and do like-

wise." The last Legislature of Mississippi
amended the road law so as to permit this move.
There are only three or four dozen wheelmen
in Mississippi.

Grand Marshal Bidwell's staff in the Buffalo
parade is composed largely of very prominent
League men. Mr. Ducker, curiously enough
and very innocently, announces that the Grand
Marshal has got all the royalty in the cycling
line on his staff. At Baltimore we heard some-
thing about the aristocracy, but now it is roy-
alty. What next?

A party is being made up for the purpose of

chartering a special car from Boston to Buffalo
if a sufficient number is obtained to fill a car.

The cost will be less than regular sleeping-car
rates, with all the advantages of a private car.

Any person desirous of joining this party should
communicate at once with Dr. W. H. Emery,
1177 Tremont Street, Boston. It is intended to

start Monday, September 3.

wheelmen PURSUED BY COYOTES.
Salida, Col., August 13.—Eugene Kreider

and Harry Hickman, two of our local wheel-
men, returned this afternoon from a bicycle trip

to Del Norte and Monte Vista. They started
from Salida Saturday morning, taking the train

as far as Round Hill ; from thence to Del Norte
and back. They wheeled a distance of 180 miles.

They made the distance between Del Norte and
Saguache, fifty-two miles, in four hours, allow-
ing forty minutes for stops. On the return trip,

late on Sunday night, while crossing an eigh-
teen-mile stretch of desert, they were pursued
by coyotes.

—

Denver Keptihlican.

MINNESOTA ELECTION.
On Monday, August 13, the ballots were

opened at Winona for the annual election of

officers of Minnesota Division of the League of
American Wheelmen. The ballots were counted
by Secretary A. W. Laird, and the inspectors
selected John I. Willson and W. H. Elmer.
The voting resulted in the election of the follow-

ing officers for the ensuing year : Chief Consul,
F. M. .Slosson, of Minneapolis ; Vice-Consul,
C. A. Roach, of St. Paul ; Representative, A. M.
Wells, of Redwood Falls, and Secretary and
Treasurer, A. W. Laird, of Winona. The offi-

cers elected are all new men, with the exception
of Allison W. Laird, of Minneapolis, who was
re-elected.

Every voluntary organization is a law unto itself. It

can make and unmake laws at its pleasure. We fail to see,
therefore, the point of The IV/iei-rs argument when it

declares the new constitution to be " unconstitutional."—
iUeyctin^ World.

There is undoubtedly a deal of condensed
erudition in the above. Will Bicycling World
please cogitate over these queries: Is there, or
can there be such a thing as an invojuntary or-
ganization? Is not every organization volun-
tary ? A man is a member of a club, a coterie, a
country and of society by his own volition. Con-
sidering these United States as a voluntary or-
ganization and governed by a constitution, are
there not many things which would be uncon-
stitutional? We use this word in a different
sense than our esteemed Ricycliug World seems
to grasp. By unconstitutional we mean any-
thing that interferes with a man's personal
rights ; with a corporation's private interests

;

it means anything that deprives of certain fun-
damental rights. Thus the attempt of the New

I

York Slate Legislature tocompcl "L" roads to

^

reduce their fare to five cents was unconstitu^

I

lional ; the Chinese iminigration clause is held
' to be unconstitutional by many thinkers. D'ye
1
understand ?
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HERE AND THERE IN NEW JERSEY.

The- long- talked - of and long - looked - for
" safety boom" has got here at last. Oh, yes,

sure ! Why, one of our local dealers has sold

no less than three safeties, two of them being
ladies' machines, within the last two weeks.
It is a positive fact that until the last few weeks
the safety type of machine received the cold

shoulder in all parts of New Jersey, and no-
where was the shoulder any more cold than
through the magnificent riding district of the
" Juicy Oranges " and in Newark. Now, how-
ever, dealers report that safeties and lear-

drivers in particular, are receiving a great deal
of attention from all around, and although no
big sales are anticipated for the remainder of

this season, they will all be prepared for a
heavy trade in i88g.

The first ladies' safety bicycle to be exhibited
in Newark was a Royal Salvo, which was
shown by Howard A. Smith & Co. The firm

have since sold two of these machines to the

Misses Nellie and Nettie Mulford, of South
Broad Street. The machines have given per-

fect satisfaction to the young ladies and are
kept in daily use by them. It will not be a
great many moons before the majority of our
lady riders will use the light and graceful two-
wheeler rather than the trike, with its forty or
more pounds of superfluous weight. Now that

the ice has been broken, so to speak, there is

no telling when or where the " boom " will stop.

The annual 5-mile road race for the champion-
ship of Union County will be held on September
20 or 21, the exact date to be decided upon later.

The affair is open to all riders livine in the
county, and the citizens of Westfield contribute
three medals—one gold, one gold and silver, and
one silver—for. the first, second and third men
in. The race is under the immediate auspices
of the live Union County Wheelmen.

I understand Ed R. Collins has some hope of
winning the Union County road championship,
though what earthly reason he has for thinking
that he can ride against Caldwell is more than
anyone knows but himself. Now, Ed, don't let

anyone mislead you! If you start you will un-
doubtedly be the first man to finish, but the
trouble will be that you will only ride a couple
of miles before you finish. I'll go you a cigar
that you don't come in better than third man if

you ride the whole distance (five miles); another
that you don't finish the five miles; one that you
don't "stay" for four miles; another that you
don't finish three miles, and, still "once more,"
that you won't start in the race. Don't back
water, Ed; take all the odds, and I'll go you an-
other ( a two-fer) that I win them all.

Men are to be set at work to-morrow (Thurs-
day) putting the Roseville track in shape for the
coming Division race meet. The track has been
sadly neglected for a year or more, but a little

hard work will soon restore it to its former ex-
cellent condition.

Chauncey L. S. Walker, whom we claim to
be the "veteran" of New Jersey, started out
from Oraton Hall at 3:30 on Saturday afternoon,
and before dark had covered about thirty miles,
going as far as Caldwell, and riding here and
there on various roads en route.' He rides a 42-
inch pony Star.

A certain young Star rider of Newark started
out to accompany a party of ladies on a run on
Sunday, and it is stated (on the dead q. t., of
course) that, after the ladies had succeeded with
but little trouble in pedaling to the top of one
of the hills en route, they turned around to look
for the c. y. S. r., and just caught sight of him
in the act of gathering himself out of the dust

—

at the foot of the hill. When the ladies go out
again they will have to set a slow pace on the
level to suit their escort, and it would not be a
bad plan to carry along a stout piece of rope to

tow him up the hills.

While at the State Camp, at Sea Girt, last
week the writer noticed (|uite a number of
wheelmen spinning here and there over the pa-
rade ground. The majority of them rode
three-wheelers. The roads and sidc-p;uhs in all

that section of New Jersey are simply perfection
for wheeling, in dry weather, but when it's any-
thing but dry, "steer clear,"

Howard A. Smith and L. J. Manlharn, o[

Newark, cx[)ecl to go to the Hiiffalo meet.

Mr. Bassett, of the Passaic County Wheeling
and Athletic Association, who was so severely

injured on Eagle Rock a few weeks ago, is com-
ing around in fine shape.

The residents of Irvington and Milburn are

beginning to talk over the election day road

race of the "Alphabetical Association," al-

though it is over two months off as yet. The
residents along the course take as lively an in-

terest in these contests as do the cyclers. The
road is in good shape just now, audit is curious

that none of the clubs- use it to any great

extent.

The riders of Deckertown, of whom there are

a respectable number, are about organizing a

bicycle club. Slowly but surely they are falling

into the ranks.

I have heard nothing of any election of offi-

ceis by the newly-organized bicycle club in

Paterson, but presume that the list will be pub-
lished in due time.

Why were not all members of the New Jersey
Division furnished with tickets previous to re-

cent election of officers?

Cyclers riding through Summer Avenue, Ve-
rona Avenue, Taylor Street, Parkhurst Street

and Clinton Avenue, Newark, after dark are

cautioned to keep a sharp lookout for openings
or soft spots, as gas pipes are now being or have
been recently laid in those thoroughfares.

BROOKLYN WHEELMEN AND THE
LEAGUE.

PASSAIC, N. J.

Previous to 1886, wheeling attracted little at-

tention in Passaic, although a club was formed
during the summer of '84, with about a dozen
members. It soon disbanded, however, owing
to alack of interest.

During the spring of 1886, wheeling took a
sudden boom, and the old club, known as the

Passaic County Wheelmen, reorganized with
twelve members, and cycling was boomed for

all it was worth. At the fall meeting the club
had a membership of twenty-five. On January 7,

1888, it had a membership of thirty-eight,

when the club again disbanded and reorgan-
ized under the name of the Passaic County
Wheeling and Athletic Association, in order to

enlarge its membership so as to warrant the
building of a general club house, for which
plans have been drawn up and approved and
contract placed.

There are from eighty to ninety riders in the
city, including the members of the club. The
riding district embraces Paterson, Little Falls,

Pompton, the Oranges and Newark, all of

which are reached by good macadamized
roads and side paths, except the latter,

which is rather hard to reach, as we are
compelled to ride over about two miles of

rough and sandy roads. The roads in the
vicinity of Passaic are being constantly im-
proved, and the principal ones are being mac-
adamized as fast as money can be raised.

The future outlook for wheeling is indeed
very bright, and should not be at all sur-

prised to see the number of wheelmen nearly
doubled during the season of '89.

The ladies of Passaic have not taken to the
cycle as yet, but several of them are discuss-
ing among themselves as to whether they
should prefer a bicycle or tricycle, and I have
no doubt but what the spring of '89 will see
several of the fair sex riding about town
mounted on either one or the other.

A. E. S.

"BICYCLING WORLD'S" HUNDRED-
MILE ROAD RACE.

KNTKll'.S RECEIVED TO DATE.

George M. Nisbctt, New York.
George F. Kahlcr, Milkrsville, Pa.
Fred A. Eldrcd, Springfield, Mass.
Frank M. Daiupman, Honey Hrook, I'a.

Robert T. McLaren, Adams, Mass.
P. M. Harris, New York.
Val H. Mullcr, New York.
Robert Gerwing, Denver, Col.

Roy S. Blowers, Westfield, N. Y.
George Mcliilyro, I*"rio, Pa.

Frank McDaiiicIs, Wiliniiigton, Del.

Clarence A. I'.llioU, Wihiiingtoii, Del.

S. Wallis Merrihew, Wilmington, l>il.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

I desire, in a friendly spirit, to take excep-
tion to your statement in last week's Wheel—
i. e., that secession is impracticable. You give as
reasons that the League is the parent body.
You might appropriately add that the " sins of

the parent shall be visited upon the child." At
the same time, you favor remaining in the
League and forming a local organization as
well. I claim this proposition to be impractica-
ble. While the clubs of my district are all pre-

sumably in a flourishing condition, can they
afford to support two Leagues, pay two rates of

dues, and so on? Most decidedly not. I deny
that we are children of the League. Does the
League take the struggling club, in the first

years of its existence, by the hand and put it on
a paying basis so that it may devote its surplus
revenue to the League? Certainly not. The
child (?) must do its own struggling, and when it

becomes full grown, strong and healthy, why,
then, perchance, the League adopts it (providing
it is financially able to pay its way).
The idea of a League was a grand conception

and grandly carried out, but in the last few
years its degeneration has been slow but sure

—

till to-day we have an organization dominated
by politics and the welfare of its members neg-
lected. We are treated at each recurring elec-

tion to petty struggles and inefficient rendering
of the election laws—every precaution which
would secure a fair representative vote being
seemingly avoided.
But there, I am allowing my indignation

caused by recent events to lead me into an at-

tack upon the League as a whole, which I do not
intend nor wish to do. But there can be no dis-

loyalty in wishing to improve the condition of

wheelmen in the district. How can we better

accomplish this than by forming a local organi-

zation to further such projects as may tend' to

advance cycling? What does the League do
for me, that such an organization could not do ?

Nothing. What could this same organization

do that the League cannot? The answer
(which should reach every Brooklyn wheel-
man's heart) is, build a cinder path to Jamaica.
There are between five and six hundred

wheelmen in Brooklyn members of the League,
paying annually into the League treasury six

hundred dollars, to be spent how ? This money
judiciously spent at home would secure mani-
fold advantages. Sentiment is very pretty, but

it don't pay. We must progress, not deteriorate.

New ideas must prevail and sentiment be laid

one side. Practical results succeed, not vision-

ary promises. Let wheelmen see direct benefits

accruing from their money and you will hold

their interest ; otherwise we are disrupted on a

rock of our own making. Patient waiting be-

comes a forlorn hope, and we spring from our
insecure footing to a new sphere of action. I

think the time is ripe for such a change, and
hope when we stand on the threshold of a new
year to welcome the birth of a local organiza-

tion embracing all the clubs of this city, foster-

ing fraternal feelings and seeking the greatest

good for the greatest number.

Yours fraternally,

H. E. R.WMOND,

L. A. W., S,36S.

ECK, CROCKER AND KNAPP HOME
AGAIN.

Messrs. Eck, Crocker ami Kti.ipp .in i\ ed on

Sunday morning on the l-'iruria, and left on

Monday for Huhalo. Whittakor led the team

and is yet abroad. Eck reports that Howell is

positively not coming over.

This issue of TuE Wiieki., which is the largest

cycling paper ever published in this country, is

from the press of Mr. F. \'. Strauss, 120 Walker

Street, New York, who has been printing Tiik

WiiKKi. since March last. The paper is a model

of tlie highest typographical skill, and we recom-

mend Mr. Strauss to the trade.
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CYCLING IN THE ORANGES.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPORT—CLUB LIFE

—

THE MOST POPULAR RUNS.

It is but a few weeks since one of the most
experienced riders in New Jersey remarked in

substance: "It is the greatest puzzle of my
life why everybody in the Oranges does not ride

a wheel. You have ever)^ possible advantage
;

a good macadam road before every door, and
nearly a hundred miles of splendid streets;

the people are favorably disposed toward
wheelmen ; there is every incentive to adopt
the use of the wheel, and after all the growth of

cycling there is not rapid, considering the ad-

vantages offered. What is the reason I"

Every Orange wheelman will have to admit
the truth of this statement if he considers the

situation for but a moment. Look at the natu-

ral advantages ! Nearly everyone lives on a

good macadamized street, or at least within a

stone's throw of one. The cyclist keeps his

wheel at home ; he can mount at a moment's
notice and ride in any direction. Hills are

easily avoided, so that even the most indolent

can enjoy the exercise with the minimum of ex-

ertion. Evening riding is always safe and
practicable, owing to good surface and lighted

streets. The people generally look with favor

upon wheelmen and treat them courteously.

Every convenience and advantage is at hand,
and yet cycling has not developed with the

rapidity that a comparison of Orange with less

favored districts would naturally lead one to

expect.
To attribute this condition of affairs to a

single cause would be decidedly erroneous, and
it may be seriouslv questioned whether it

would be well to attempt to analyze all the

reasons for the existing state of affairs. There
are wheelmen in the town who lay ernphasis

upon personal reasons ; there are others who
think that insufficient efforts to develop the

sport have been made, and there are still

others who claim that the great natural advan-
tages tend to make wheelmen indolent fair-

weather riders, careless of interesting others in

the sport. While all three reasons may be in a

measure true, I think that the second and third

have much to do with the matter.

Passing immediately to the second reason,

the question naturally arises, " What has been
j

done in the Oranges to develop interest in the i

sport?" I am compelled to answer that com-

|

pared with what might be done very little has '

been accomplished. It is now nearly ten years ^

since L. H. Johnson and ]. W. Smith began to

ride, and yet to-day, in a population of 30,000 in
j

the four Oranges, it is very doubtful if 200
riders can be found.

j

In what may be called the American system,
]

as soon as much interest is manifested in any
object a club is formed to maintain and further

it. It was in 1880, I think, that the first club

was formed in Orange. The Wanderers were
an offshoot of the older Essex club, but they

did not prove very stable, and the organization

so far lapsed that they reorganized in 1884, with
about fifteen members. In the summer of 1885
they had some twenty-five members, and in

|

1887, after absorbing a new club, the East
j

Orange Wheelmen, nearly sixty. In the latter
|

part of 1887 the club suffered from internal

troubles and about twenty-five members with-

drew. New members have since been taken in,

so that to-day the membership is perhaps fifty.

The club has always contained many good
and enthusiastic riders, but very few have been
zealous in making proselytes. In this respect

1

the club has been a true exponent of the riders

of the section. The only attempts they have
[

made to arouse popular interest in the wheel
that I can now recall, were a rink entertain-

ment and two race meets, but only the first of
,

these two was a very marked success. I cite 1

these facts, not by way of criticisms of the club, I

but they show how prevalent the spirit of do-
inK-liltle-for-the-sporl is in the district.

Hut after all, perhaps the failure to display
much energy is due to the third reason—the
indolent spirit arising from the enjoyment of

exceptional advantages. To this is usually at-

tributed the dullness of club life, the meagreness
of club association and the poorness of club runs.

It is notorious the world over that the easy accom-
plishment of an end makes men indifferent to

attaining it. So, in cycling, the strongest.

most enthusiastic clubs and the best riders are
found, very frequently, where the enjoyment of

the pastime is by no means easy. In the

Oranges there are no obstacles to be overcome,
and no dangers to be feared which can best be
met by an organized body. Hence comes the

frequent question, " Of what use is a club ?"

For myself, I believe that a club organization
is a good thing, even if it is not necessary as a

means to secure the rights of wheelmen. Or-
ganization always impresses outsiders as a sign
of strength. By means of it outsiders are the

more readily interested in cycling; interest in

riding is increased among the members; emula-
tion is aroused, and divergent interests are

unified.

It is somewhat curious that with all the fine

roads there have been so few attempts at record-
breaking, though, with road records at their

present figures, no one not long and thoroughly
trained would think of attempting it. But there

are no local records and no attempts made to

create any, except a few club records of the

Wanderers, and the very excellent performance
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, of 150 miles in

twenty-four hours on a tandem. No one seems
to care to establish a record, and consequently
there are none to break. Certain newspaper
correspondents have reported runs which would
be record (and stay record) if the times could
be made, but the figures given are usually im-
possibilities, or else the distances are ridiculous-

ly incorrect. Here, too, are hills of all grades
and lengths, but wheelmen usually shun them.
There are splendid opportunities for competi-
tions, but none of them are embraced. There
is only too, too much of the butterfly spirit.

As to runs, it is so easy to cover any distance

up to ten or even fifteen miles, without going
out of town, that many persons very rarely do
otherwise. The run to Montclair and return is

about ten miles and is very pleasant. The
rider should go over by Harrison Avenue and
return through Watsessing and Harrison Streets.

To Caldwell and return is about seventeen
miles, and, as the hills are heavy, is rather hard
work, but it certainly pays for the exertion.

Pine Brook is some two miles beyond Caldwell
and is also pleasant. By continuing on this

route, Morristown can be reached and a round
trip of fourty-four miles made back to Orange,
returning through Madison, Summit and Mil-

burn. A good run is to Little Falls and return,

some eighteen miles; another, through Paterson
and Passaic, is about thirty.

Turning south from Orange, it is fourteen
miles to Milburn and return, twelve to Irving-

ton and sixteen to Elizabeth. An innumerable
number of runs might be mentioned, but those
indicated are the ones most commonly taken.

For the past four years the Humber tandem
has been one of the favorite wheels, and to its

merits can be traced the riding of many ladies.

The riding of the ladies, however, is by no
means confined to the tandem, many of them
using tricycles as well. In one year Mrs. Smith
has ridden 2,600 miles; Mrs. Porter, 2,300, and
Mrs. Douglas, 2,250. Probably no three ladies

elsewhere have ever aggregated 7,150 miles.

The only fast men in town are L. H. .Tohnson

and Harry Wolcott. The former is at his best

on a tricycle or tandem; the latter has as yet

hardly proved just what he can do. I believe

there is no one else who docs more than a com-
monplace 4m. gait, though there arc plenty who
could easily develop speed if they were not too

indolent.

Much could be done for cycling interests if a

little spirit of healthy rivalry was introduced by
the formation of another club, or the organiza-
tion of a cycling division in the Athletic Club.

The Athletic Club now controls the Roseville

track, and could foster an interest in its use, but
those in authority in the club do not seem to

take much interest in the cycling members.
I have been inclined to criticise because crit-

icism is sometimes beneficial. In spite of draw-
backs, the sport is growing. The advance can
be traced in different ways, but most this year
in the number of middle-aged men who have
purchased Rover type safeties. There is not,

however, the growth that there ought to be in

this or in other directions, and it is certain that

there has been a considerable falling off in the

riding done by the ladies. This ought not to be.

Those who realize the benefits assured by the

use of. the wheel ought to sec. to it that interest

is aroused and mamtained, and that every step
taken is taken in advance.

5.678.

SAN FRANCISCO.

A 2-mile handicap bicycle race, sanctioned by
and under the direction of the Division Racing
Board, will be contested at the Oakland Trot-

ting Track on Friday, August 31, at I o'clock,

for prizes offered by the Golden Gate District

Fair Association. Three prizes will be awarded,
of the value of $50, $30 and |20 each respect-

ively.

The new Board of Officers will hold its first

meeting early in September, elect delegates to

the National Board of Officers, on the basis of

one delegate for each 200 members, and select

the standing committees of the Division.

Its work for the next )'ear should be in the

direction of disseminating information for the

benefit of touring wheelmen by the publication

of a new road book, with a series of maps
plainly showing the routes described. But it

will find its broadest field of labor, and one in

which the most important and enduring results

are to be gained, in the effort to awaken an in-

terest in behalf of the improvement of public

highways.
It is a great undertaking, and results will

come slowly, but the wheelmen may rely.on the

sympathy, and ultimately the co-operation of all

classes of persons, for there is not a community,
town, locality or neighborhood but can appre-
ciate the very evident advantages of good road-

ways.
Those who have seen the excellent work per-

formed on the county roads last spring by the

inmates of the San Francisco House of Correc-

tion, must certainly favor the further employ-
ment of this class of labor for such purposes.

At Folsom a large force of convicts is at present

employed in the construction of a canal, which
is to be of great value to the State. It has been
found difficult to provide employment for the

inmates of the penitentiaries that would not

bring the State, as a manufacturer, into compe-
tition with free labor. Then let these men be
put at work on the public highways.
With the rights of wheelmen now secured,

the League throughout the country is taking up
the agitation in behalf of improved roads. We
in California have not the advantages of the

more populous sections of the Eastern States,

where the power of the League is more concen-
trated and its influence more marked ; but con-

stant, intelligently directed agitation cannot fail

in time to accomplish something.

—

Chronicle.

GEORGIA.

It may interest Northern tourists to know
that in a day's ride from Atlanta, roads inno-

cent of the pressure of a rubber tire can be

traveled. Wondering natives will stare and ex-

claim, at everv farm house; frightened children

will scatter like a covey of birds at the sight of

a bicycle. It is not strange, then, that the
" Critturs " should take to the woods at the

wheelman's silent approach, held by the shout-

ing road-hog, who swears at the disappearing

cyclist with clenched fists and dilating eyes, as

he untangles the old mule and resumes his

journey. This state of things is not the rule,

however, except in distant districts, where only

the hardened and venturesome tourist travels.

Up-hill and down is the rule in Central and
Northern Georgia.
Good roads three or four days after a rain are

impossible. Coasting is the feature of a tour

here, with that exciting uncertainty as to what

is at the bottom— usually a sand bank, which is

the very thing to take a harmless header in.

Wc are fast developing into a cycling com-
munity. Last summer the great Fairburn Road
Race, with twenty entries. Nineteen miles of

the sandy and hilly course lay along the line of

the West Pt. Railroad. Two thousand Atlanta

people, on a moving grand stand of twenty

open cars, witnessed the race. Then we had
the great Piedmont Exposition races last fall, at

which we had Rowe, Crist, Windle, and all the

good ones, distributing an even thousand dol-

lars among them in prizes. We will have races

at the Augusta Exposition, the Rome Exposi-

tion, andthe Columbus (Ga.) Exposition this fall.

The great Buffalo meet is the talk here. We
are all hoping and wishing Billy Rowe success

in his coming races, and look to see him do the

Englishmen and regain his laurels. Our State

records stand as follows : One-mile, T. L.

Ingram, 3m. is.; 2-mile, Homer Reed, 5m. 53s.

;

5-mile, Homer Reed, 15m. 20s. H. R.
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ODDS AND ENDS.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen, of Providence,
held a ladies' run on Wednesday.

A meeting of the Louisville Cycle Club was
held last Thursday night, at which Dr. H. B.
Tileston was elected President; G. E. Johnson,
Vice-President; W. E. Castle, Secretary-Treas-
urer; A. J. Lamb, Captain; Chas. Crush, First

Lieutenant; Phil Allison, Second Lieutenant;
C. G. Lucas, Bugler; and O. F. Woodruff, Club
Liar.

The Woodstock A. A. A. have presented W.
A. Rowe with a gold-headed cane, as a mark of
their appreciation of him.

A. B. Rich will not ride at Buffalo, on account
of business reasons.

Members of the Charlestown Rovers, Lynn
B. C. and Chelsea Ramblers rode to Nahant on
Sunday.

At a special meeting of the Zigzag Bicycle
Club, of. Buffalo, held on Friday evening, it was
decided to place $100 worth of new furniture in

their rooms before the grand fair. Three new
members were elected, William Mead, Harry
Shoemaker and Frank Parsons. The club will

be uniformed with white caps for the parade.
The new silk banner which they will carry was
presented to the club by Mrs. A. A. Berrick and
Miss Sadie Berrick, to whom a vote of thanks
was returned. This club was organized in

April, has a membership of forty, and is rapidly
growing.

Luggage Carrier Smith writes us that he will

run a special freight car of " carriers " over
from Detroit to Buffalo.

THE PSYCHOS.

The Capital Cycle Company, of Washington,
D. C, which, we believe, stands for that pleas-
ant personality which is called Bert Owen, re-

ports great success during the past season with
the Psycho Tandem Safety and Ladies' Safety,
which are manufactured on the other side by
Messrs. Starley & Bros. The Psycho Tandem
is a gracefully-lined wheel, weighing seventy-
four pounds. The ladies' wheel weighs but
thirty-two pounds. Mr. G. R. Bidwell, of New
York, reports that he had several calls for these
wheels during the past season, and that they
seemed to give eminent satisfaction.

The American bicycle check is the latest in
the line of bicycle padlocks. We have exam-
ined it, and can report it as having several ex-
cellent points.

The New York Bicycle Company, besides
handling all new wheels of standard manufac-
ture, carry a full line cycling accessories. Their
oils and enamels are put up expressly for them,
and parties may be sure of getting a satisfactory
article at a very reasonable price. See their list

of machines in this paper.

L. H. Johnson and his daughter will ride a tan-
dem safety bike at Buffalo.

THE POPE MFG. CO. WILL BUILD A TANDEM
SAFETY FOR 1 889.

We are informed on reliable authority that the
Pope Mfg. Co. will bring out a tandem safety
bicycle for 1889.

The League Consuls at Hudson and Stock-
\)ort, N. Y., have done excellent work by the
election, of League boards in their districts. The
boards point out danger, give directions and
distances between points.

Messrs. Buckley, Wells, Blake, Gulick, King,
Hills and Fontaine have been touring among
the Berkshire Hills.

Jesse Powers is not in training this fall.

Jesse has taken up rowing, and reports satis-
factory arm, back and chest development.
Rowing is an excellent exercise in connection
with cycling.

There is an Irving Halsted at Poughkcep-
sie, N. Y. If he is as good a fellow as New
York's " Irv," Poughkeepsie is fortunate.

Messrs. Kennedy and Roberts, of the Pitts-
field Bicycle Club, escorted Mr. and Mrs. Elliott
Mason from Pittsficid to Chatham, on their re-
cent tandem tour in the Berkshires.

EDWIN OLIVER.

<-!
W^ present an excellent likeness of Mr. Edwin Oliver, President of the Lincoln Cycling

Club, of Chicago. Mr. Oliver is one of the " old guard," having commenced riding in New York
in the early days, when the cyclist was regarded by the hoodlum simply as an object on which
to vent his pugnacity. In company with Berry Sanford. Frank Egan, Fred Browne and anumber of others, many of whom are now out of cycling, many a pleasant run was enjoved
Mr. Oliver was one of the organizers of the Citizens' Club, and was prominent in its club 'life
In connection with Mr. Frederick Jenkins, he published The Wheel when it was the officiai
organ, and also published the A juatezir Athlete.

Mr. Oliver left New York in 1885 to take a position as advertising manager on an Albany
paper, and later went to Chicago and became connected with the Gormully & Jeffery Manufac-
turing Company, with which firm he yet remains, as general manager and confidential man
n^ u u

^-'''^e'' rapidly became prominent in Chicago cycling life, and organized the Lincoln
Club the second largest and the most active in Chicago. Mr. Oliver is well read, conversational
and has stored away in his head-piece many of the facts which a traveled and observing manmay gather. **

PREMIER TANDEM SAFETY.

IMPOKTKK : I,; II. JOHNSON, OKANCE, N. J.

On a recent Saturday afternoon, wc had the
pleasure of scorching three miles on a Premier
Tandem in company with Mr. L. H. Johnson.
The wheel was driven from Eagle Rock to Mr.
Johnson's store on Main Street, Orange, at a
fifteen-mile-an-hour gait, and this over l)un)]H'ty
roads and over crossings. The wheel rusluHJ
past everylhing on the road at an aslonishing
pace, and with so liillc cxiMlioii on the part of
the writer that he accused Mr. J. of doing more
than his half of the work.
The Premier Safety weiglis eigluv-tivo pounds,

and costs lj)2oo ; hall pedals, $10 extra. There
is no jarring of the front rider, and either a
gentleman or l.idv can riilc on Ilic front seat

with equal pleasure, the lady mounting and dis-

mounting while the machine is at rest.

Tell me not in mournful numbers
Life is but an emixy dream,

But select some such cheerful numbers as (>5i)(,llie

celebrated ciHiwiiuill), or 206 and 201. These
are the bcsl for artistic penmanship, .uul ihey
are manufactured of course l>y Messrs, Joseph
(mIIoK i'^ Sons, of ()i Joiin Street, New York.
Other numbers of these famous pens, most
suitable for varii>us purposes are, for fine writing,

Nos. 303, 604, and Ladies' 170 ; for broad
writing, Nos. 294, 381), and Stub I'oinl, 840 ; for

general willing, Nos. 404, 332, 390, and 0*04,
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The Smith Machine Co. have a new Rover
type safety ready for the market. The wheels

are 30-32, geared to 62-64 inches. It will be
propelled by the Star lever motion, with a

slight modification. A representative of The
Wheel saw Chickering surmount a hill on this

new wheel which is unsurmountable with a

regular Star.

John H. Wells made an attempt on the Rose-
ville track yesterday afternoon to establish a

tricycle record for twenty miles, riding a

Quadrant racing tricycle weighing about thirty-

four pounds. The track was in such bad shape
that he gave up the attempt on the fifth mile,

his time being 3m. 50s., 7m. 25s., lom. 6s., 15m.

8s., 19m. 23s.

Messrs. Kennedy-Childe, of Hartford, and A.

K. Stewart—"Alley"—a St. Louis wheelman and
one of the proprietors of the St. Louis Spectator—
were in Gotham this week.

A series of cycle races is to be held on the

Danvers, Mass., track on Labor Day, for which
$200 in prizes is offered. Entries must be made
with Hugh Robson, Boston Street, Salem, Mass.

The Great American Small Boy has invented
a new amusement, and true to the instinct of

total depravity which is distinctive of the per-

fectly healthy small boy, he has flavored his

newest fad with personal suffering. The small

boj' is never so happy as when causing
some one pain. He is never so happy as when
he has attached the noisy but not artistic

tomato can to the tail of the inoffensive cur ; he
joys if he can " sick " a cat and a dog ; he rev-

els at two cats over a line, and the harder the

taffied paper sticks to freckly-faced Sammy
Smith, the greater his measure of delight. The
latest victim of the small ooy's propensity is

Mr. Huselton, of the Universal Cycle Club. Mr.
Huselton was perambulating an Orange road.

He met a small boy. Small boy asked him to
" please ride over my hat, mister," the hat lying

in the middle of the road. Now, Mr. Huselton
is a very obliging fellow, and although he could

not quite see the point, he went at the hat. Re-
sult, bad header ; small boy in distance with hat

in hand ; stone in middle of road. Small boy,

of course, with Newtonish absence of mind, saw
stone in road", and not thinking of removing it,

covered it with his hat that Huselton's tire

might not be cut.

AMERICAN BICYCLE
check:.

The Name iiiiil Aildremi may be Enirrnvcd (in I lie Face.

X() ()Tiii:k

:p.^i3lock:
CONVENIENT,

DURABLE,
EFFECTIVE,

SUPERIOR, NEAT,
SIMPLE,

STRONG,
or SECURE.

HANDSOMELY NICKEL PLATED.

Sold at the Xcws-slands in—
THE NEW GENESEE HOUSE,
THE TIFFT HOUSE,
THE MANSION HOUSE,

AND HV DEALERS GENERALLY.

PRICE, . - - 75 Cents.

ROCK BOTTOM IN BARGAIN LIST

New and. Second-hand

Bicycles and Tricycles

FOR S.ALE OR EXCHANGE BY

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON,

401 and 403 MAIN ST., Orange, N. J.

Telephone 89.

No. Size.
In.

Make, Finish, etc. Size. Price.

No. Size.

In.

2 48

6 54
8 56

! 57^
12 ?8

13 30
17 44
27 56

3° 58

3" 58

37 50
40 48

43 54

44 54

5" 59
50a 50

58 40

59 40

61 40

62 36

64 44

65 48
66 50

75 46

77 34
80 48

84 52

86 54

87 54

94 53

97 50

98 52

99 56
102 52

105 54

106 54

J07 56

108 60

1 1 r 50

>3 50

114 50

"5 5"

I "8 55

119 56

1 20 4 4

121 50

122 45

123 3»

124 32

Make, Finish, etc. Cost. Price.

Humber Light Roadster, new,
full nickel ex Rims, B. P., C.

Hbars $147 50 $qo 00

Humber Light Roadster, new,
Trig Ball Head, B. P 150 00 110 00

Humber Lt Roadster, new, B. P. 145 00 90 00
Humber Lt Roadster, new; B. P. 147 50 90 00
Humber Racer, B. P 140 00 45 00
Humber Racer, B. P. . . 14000 4500
Humber Racer, B. P. ..? 14000 4500
Ideal, new 2500 1800
Ideal, new 4500 3600
Premier, Hollow Forks, Balls all

around, C. Hbars, nickel, e.\

Rims 14250 5850
E.xpert Columbia, '85 pattern, C.
Hbars 13500 45 00

Expert Columbia, '85 pattern, full

nickel, C. Hbars 145 00 58 50
American Club, nickel ex Rims . 150 00 67 50
American Club, Balls all round,

Lillibridge saddle, nickel ex
Rims 14500 5400

American Club, nickel e.\ Rims.. 155 00 67 50
American Club, Balls all round,

nickel ex Rims . 150 00 67 50
Duplex, Hollow Forks, balls to

both, full enameled 125 00 40 50
Spalding 150 00 54 00
Vale, nickel B. B. and Forks,
Double Grip Handles, Balls

both 140 00 63 00
Humber Cripper Tricycle, brand
new, latest pattern 18000 16000

Humber t ripper Tricycle, good
as new. latest pattern 18000 13500

Humber Racing Tricycle, weight
48 lbs., elegant road machine.. 180 00 67 50

Humber Racing Cripper, weight
38 lbs. ; do for light road use... 18000 81 00

Traveler Tricycle, for gentlemen
only 180 00 67 50

Victor Tricycle, 1886 pattern 12500 5850
Columbia 3-Track Tricycle 160 00 45 00
Meteor Tandem Tricycle; strong,
durable machine, fine shape. .. 225 00 90 00

Gendron, new 19 00 9 00
Victor, 1886 pattern, fine order. . . 122 50 67 50
Victor, 1886 pattern, fine order,

Lillibridge saddle 1275° 765"
Victor, 1885 pattern, fine order,

nickel backbone and forks 140 00 8i 00
Victor, 1886 pattern, fine order,

nickel backbone and forks 140 00 76 50
Columbia Light Roadster, 1886

pattern M7 50 67 50
Light Rudge, nickel B. B. and
Forks, Ball Pedal 14500 5400

American kudge no 00 5850
Light Rudge, Ball Pedal '47 5" <7 5°
Harvard, nickel B. B. and Forks,
Balls both, Hollow Forks, new
Tires, I illibridge Saddle 147 50 54 00

American Club, nickel, except
rims, C. Hbars, Ball pedals. .. . 147 50 67 50

Coventry Champion, Hollow
Forks, Balls to front, new tires 115 01 45 00

British Challenge, nickel except
Rims, Balls to both. Dropped
Bars 14750 5850

' Coventry National, nickel, except
Rims, Balls all round. Hoi Rims 160 00 40 50

Standard Columbia, old style,

good, strong machine 9000 3000
Standard Columbia, nickel except
wheels, balls, drop bar no 00 35 00

Humber Light Roadster, fine

order, Ball pedals 140 00 70 00
Sparkbrook, splendid order, Ball

pedals 1 !5 00 80 00
Light Rudge. Ball pedals, nickel

except whee's, Lillib saddle... 147 50 60 00
Expert Columbia, Fish saddle,

C. Hbars, Spade handles, Ai .. 14500 7000
Humber Tandem, Crypto-Dy-
namic, 2-spccd gear, fine order 325 on 160 00

Expert Columbia, 1886 pattern,

B. P. nickeled with en.'imeled

wheels 13500 7500
Special Star, Balls to front. Spade
handtes, hollow levers, equal
new 1 20 00 80 00

Rover Safety, Ball pedals, good
order 1 35 o" 75 "o

Rover Safety, Ball pedals, 1888

pattern, .Shop worn only 135 00 100 00

125 48 Standard Columbia, good run-
ning order 87 50 25 00

126 42 Ideal, latest pattern, good as
new 45 00 25 00

127 52 Victor, 1885 pattern, Lillib saddle 127 50 67 50

Every machine on this list is warranted sound and in

perfect riding order. Machines will be shipped C. O.
D., by freight or express, with privilege of examination
on receipt of an amount sufficient to cover transportation
charges, which amount will be credited on the price of the
machine.

L. H. JOHNSON, Orange, N. J.

Secofli-Hani Bicjcles aii Tricycles.

List
No.

325
402

432

435
438
458

459
469
472

474
479
483

Size Make Bearings Finish

Universal Club Ball .... Enamel .

.

American Club Ball Nickel ...

Expert : Ball Nickel . . .

.

Col. Lgt. Rdstr Ball Enamel...
Harvard Ball Enamel...
Expert Ball Enamel . .

.

Victor Ball Enamel .

American Star Plain. . . Nickel
American Club Ball Enamel. .

.

American Star Plain... Nickel.. .

Brit. Challenge Ball.. ..Nickel. ..

Expert Ball Enamel..:
American Star Plain Nickel
Harvard Ball Enamel . .

.

Monarch Rover Ball Enamel . .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Special Star Plain.. , .Enamel. .

.

Expert Ball Nickel
Sp. Premier. . . . Plain Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
Am. Club Ball ....Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel ..

.

Columbia Lt. Rdstr. ... Ball 2-3 Nickel.
2-3 Nickel.
.Enamel. .

.

Enamel. .

.

.Enamel. .

.

.Enamel. .

.

.Enamel
. Nickel . . .

.

.Enamel. .

.

.Enamel...
42 Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel.

Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball

.

Facile Ball..
Brit. Champion Ball . ,

Expert Ball..
Special Star Ball...
Otto Plain.
Royal Mail Ball..
Premier Plain.
Expert Ball.

SpecialStar Cones.
Standard Columbia Cones.
Expert Ball.
Expert Ball .

Victor Ball.

Col. Lgt. Rdsrt Ball,

American Star.

.Enamel

.2-3 Nickel

.Enamel..

.2-3 Nickel

.Enamel.

.

Enamel.

.

..Plain. . Enamel. ..

Sei.i.

FOR
$60 00
60 00
65 00
80 00
50 00
70 00

75 00

35 00
80 00
SO GO
70 00

: 70 00
60 00

. 30 00

95 00

55 00
65 00
80 00
40 00

95 00
90 00
go 00
60 00
90 00
90 00

95 00
50 00
70 00
70 00
00 00

35 00
90 00

35 00
70 00

85 00

75 00

55 00

75 00

65 00
65 00
85 00

35 00

TlilCyCLES.
301 50 Col. Three-track Ball Enamel... 5000
496 .. Spkbrk. Cripper Ball Enamel... 9000
511 .. Victor Tricycle Ball... .Enamel... 6000
526 .. Humber Cripper Ball Enamel... 8000
534 .. HumberCripper Ball Enamel... 9500
548 .. Sparkbrook Tandem.. ..Ball Enamel... 130 00
550 . . Col. Two-track Ball Enamel ... 65 00

554 . . Humber Tandem Ball Enamel ... 1 10 00

555 .. Marlborough C. Tand..Ball Enamel ... 190 oj
556 .. HumberTandem Ball Enamel. .. 150 00
Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oralon

Hall, or they will be shipped to any address C. O. D., with
the privilege of examination, provided the person ordering
remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in

case machine is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

Newark TKi.EiMtoNR 0-j\. Okan(^,e Tei.ei'hone 134.

BILLOTT'S STEEL PEIS
ARR THE MOST

PERFECT.
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There will be several bicycle races at the pic-

nic in aid of Fr. Ford's Working Boys' Home,
which is to be held at Beacon Park on Labor
Day, and this will afford an excellent chance to

young Lyons, Porter, Alexander and Mackie to

try their relative speeds.

The Eastern Road Club will hold their race

on Saturday, September 22.

The Touring Board has fixed the date for the
second annual autumn run of the Rhode Island
Division of the League, Monday, September 17.

Train arrangements and the selection of a route
have yet to be made, but, as last September,
Boston will be the point of departure, and it is

likely that the run will be charted along the
North Shore, with a loop for the ladies and any
who may not care to cover the whole trip.

The Wheel and American Athlete jump upon
the new L. A. W. Constitution with both feet.

It appears to be on a par with some other gems
(?) of League legislation.

—

Lynn Item.

Howell is badly out of form and is not ex-

pected over for the Buffalo tournament. Howell
always is at his best in the spring of the year.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the city. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner

is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

SILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

* * PERFECT.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

14 First Prize Medals.
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

VsTD^dl. S- K:I3VLB.A.LL & CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FROM START TO FINISH.—An ^Illustrated Story in Six Chapters.

CHAPTER II.—"SPECIALS" ON THE ROAD.

CHAPTER III.—THE ARRIVAL AT BUFFALO.

CHAPTER IV.—THE PARADE (AT BUFFALO).

1^0^

CHAPTER v.—SIGHT-SEEING (A'P BIFFALO).

CHAPTER VI.—THF RACES (AT BUFFALO).

While our story faithfully portrays the many incidents to occur at Buffalo, September 4-8, should you miss soi-ini- ilu- same you will be

haunted by remorse and rcRrct the remainder of your life.

MORAL.
Profit by the above and bring your wheel on one of the many excursion trains which will leave foi HulTalo Scpienibcr 2, 3 aiul .|.
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DON'T FAIL

To call at the Headquarters of

44THE • WHEEL, 99

JL.T THE

Exposition Building,

AND HAND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
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OUR TRAVELS.

BY "senator" morgan.

It was just eighteen months ago when the

three individuals now so well known as the

"American bicycle team " set their faces toward
the old world, and, on leaving America's shores,

not a few predicted all kinds of disasters to the

merry crew—Woodside, Temple and Morgan

—

for their temerity in attacking the British lion in

his lair. They attacked him, however, vigor-

ously and successfully, as the cycling racing his-

torian will have to admit in many places in his

story of path and glory, and the success of

Ralph Temple will go thundering down the

cycling ages as possibly the most phenomenal
year's record of any professional or amateur.
Temple was entirely un^cnown to the cycling

world at the time he landed on British soil, yet

we find him in three months a champion of

champions, defeating every English rider of

note and the winner of over sixty first prizes,

the majority of them from scratch in handicaps
from some hundred English professionals. In

May, 1887, he was on the loo-yard start mark,
and three weeks later he was on scratch with
Howell, being the only two scratch men in

England.
The tour of the team opened in Dublin in

April, 1887. Then crossing to Scotland they
competed in races in Glasgow, Edinburgh and
Aberdeen, making sad havoc among the Scotch-

men. In May, the following month, England
was visited, and the team had the honor of com-
peting in the Jubilee three days' tournament,
and received complimentary seats at the famous
banquet given by Mr. Cathcart at Alexandra
Palace, the task of responding to the toast

"America" falling to the team's manager. A
most successful season in England and Wales
followed, the team visiting every important
town, and the successes of the American team
(or the "Yankees," as they were called) was
soon the topic of sporting England, for if there

is one thing an Englishman admires it is muscle,
no matter what nationality the peer belongs to.

The American team concluded their 1887 out-

door season in September, and in October in-

augurated the six days' tournaments in Edin-
burgh, London, Newcastle, Birmingham, etc.

In London the attendance was enormous,
20,000 people being present in Royal Agricul-
tural H.all the last night. In Edinburgh the

last night some thousands were unable to obtain
admission, and the Edinburgh Chief of Police
shut the admission doors three times to prevent
overcrowding, warning Manager Morgan that
he would hold him responsible in case of acci-

dents. It was estimated over 15,000 were
packed in the mammoth Waverly Market.

In Newcastle-on-Tyne the six days was quite
as much a success, and the manager had to ad-
vertise double prices of admission the last night
to check the crowds who would have packed the
building completely. The spring of this year
saw an addition to the team in W. A. Rowe,
who met Howell and Wood and was getting into
something like his old form when he rode to vic-

tory against W. Wood and rode into a careless
spectator at the same time, receiving a broken
bone which necessitated his return to America.
Temple did good work in England, and another
visit to Ireland this June was made, when
Temple and Woodside made short work of the
Englishmen who opposed them there, Temple
winning all three races amid the enthusiastic
cheers of an excited Dublin crowd. "To Ber-
lin " was the next move, and the most important
tournament ever given on the Continent was
held in Berlin, the joint enterprise of the Berlin
Racing Association and the American team.
The death of the German Emperor Frederick oc-
curred while the team was in Berlin, and they
attended the funeral. This sad event brought
the team's German tour to a close, and, after a
brief tour of pleasure, they arrived in Holland,
holding profitable tournaments in conjunction
with Dutch clubs in Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
etc. The return of the team to England, to fin-

ish their tour prior to sailing for America, took
place in July, and August will be memorable for

the fact of Ralph Temple winning the half mile,
ten and twenty miles world's championships,
beating not only Howell four times in succession,
but also the Woods (Fred and William), Lees,
English, and the Americans Crocker, Knapp,
Whittaker, etc. This was a brilliant winding up
for the team, who sailed for America on the
steamship Aurania from Liverpool August 10.

W. M. Woodside, the senior member of the
American team, inherited quite a fortune while
abroad from his late and lamented father, William
Woodside, J. P., Colerain, and, although en-
thusiastic as ever over cycling, only races now
for the pleasure and excitement attendant to the
sport. Morgan declares that this year is his last

in racing, and will probably accept a position
with a rising manufacturer next year. The
team have left behind them a reputation in Great
Britain that will last for some years, and it is to

be hoped that all who follow in their footsteps
will not for a moment forget that America ex-
pects much from them, and that their duty is at

all times to keep the American colors to the front
if possible.

MINNEAPOLIS.

The ballots of the Minnesota Division were
canvassed on the 13th inst., and the result was
the election of the following board of officers :

Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Minneapolis; Vice
Consul, C. H. Roach, St. Paul ; Secretary-
Treasurer, H. W. Laird, Winona ; Representa-
tive, H. M. Welles, Redwood Falls—all new
men, except the Secretary-Treasurer, who has
held the office two years previously. No other
nominations were made, and the election was
practically unanimous. Owing to his increas-
ing business requiring all his time, Mr. Heath,
our former worthy Chief Consul, early an-
nounced that he could not accept a re-election,

or he would have been continued in office with-
out dissent.

The great need of this division is increased
membership, and it is to be hoped that the new
officers will inspire the present members with
so much enthusiasm for work that our num-
bers may be increased four or five fold. There
is plenty of material in the State and hard work
will bring them into the fold.

Local cycling affairs have been very quiet for

some time past, if not longer. The only stir has
been the preparations of the Minneapolis Bicy-
cle Club for their first annual racing meet,
which was held Saturday, August 25. Prelim-
inary to this, as a means of arousing interest, a
lantern parade was given on the previous eve-
ning, in which about 175 wheelmen partici-

pated, with wheels decorated with from two to

ten lanterns and other devices of various and at-

tractive design, preceded by a platoon of

mounted police and a band. The procession
moved through some of the principal streets,

viewed and admired by thousands of spectators
thronging the sidewalks and adjacent buildings.
The races were held on the track just com-
pleted for the Minnehaha Driving Park Associa-
tion. The track, being new and in constant use
for training horses for races to occur the coming
week, was not in the best condition for bicycle
racing, though considerable work had been
done to make it as good as possible for that
purpose.

All the entries, with one exception, were
local men, not more than six or seven of whom
had raced before, consequently a detailed ac-

count of the races would be of comparatively
little interest outside of local circles. The only
professional event was between Grant Bell

and F. E. Dingley, one mile, best two out of

three. In the first heat, both went at a good
pace, Bell winning in 2m. 54^s.; Dingley, 2m.
56s. In the second, Dingley waited for Bell to

make pace, which Bell declined to do, conse-
quently progress was slow for the first quarter.

On the back stretch both rode fast, the wind
being in their backs, but on the home Dingley
slowed up and Bell won in 3m. 26s., Dingley
well in sight. As is well known, Dingley makes
no pretension to speed, long-distance being his

forte. He has had to ride a hundred miles orso
before getting in condition to ride fast. The
next best time, 3m. is., was made by Colie

Bell in the one-mile amateur race. Colie is an
easy and graceful rider, possessed of good
staying powers, as is shown by his winning the

five-mile club championsiiip race in 17m. 6|is.

immediately after riding a mile safety race in

3m. iS}!^s. He is under twenty years of age,

and unless ho overworks or meets with an acci-

dent, will in a few years be heard from well

towards the front.

The only race in wiiich there was a close

finish was the mile consolation, won by Lund in

3m. 20S. Hunt second, by eighteen inches.

The meet was quite a success ; the races were

well managed, one event following another with-
out tedious waits, the spectators were pleased
and interested, and a beginning was made from
which more important events may develop in

the future. Dorson.

CYCLING PROGRESS IN CANADA.

This year, with the exception of one or two
cases, no new riders have come out on the path.
Fred Foster, who has won all the championships,
including the tricycling championship, still

reigns the fastest rider in the Dominion. At
Woodstock, however, Windle appeared and the
pride of Canada drooped alittle. The American
beat him just by a foot. However, hopes re-

vived when he went to Baltimore, but here he
was again beaten. The weather and the long
trip must have affected Foster a good deal, and,
as one who was with him remarked, "'twas too
far South for our Northern constitutions."

Foster has been training at Woodstock for the
past few weeks, and on August 18 rode to

break the Canadian 5-mile record of 15m. 28s.,

he making it now stand at 14m. 52s. He has his

old trainer, Corcoran, looking after him, and is

helped also by riding on the same track as

Rowe, who spent two weeks at Woodstock. He
is riding fast and will give a good account of

himself in September.

Rassico, a Woodstock rider, is also doing good
work and will ride a good race in Buffalo. Car-
mell, Gerrie and Brown are all riding well this

season in Ontario. Quebec, however, has de-

veloped no new men, and at the League meet,
on July I, at Belleville, were represented only
by Messrs. Baird and Robertson. Great things
were expected of the latter, but Foster thor-

oughly convinced him that he could ride al-

though he was beaten twice by Windle.

The race meetings held here have been rather

tame, and, although Ottawa, Woodstock, Belle-

ville and Toronto have held meetings, no re-

markable time has been made.

The Montreal Club, the oldest in Canada,
has developed nothing new, but has managed
to make an excellent road record this season.

They are still associated with the M. A. A. A.
and occupy the rooms of the association.

The Toronto Club has also a good road record
but has brought out no new racing men. In
old days they held the racing honors, but in the

last few years, with the exception of Davis, who
has retired, they are behind on the path this

year. The club numbers about sixty riders and
they occupy a nice set of rooms. Last year they
challenged any club to a 50-mile road race, ten
men a side, which was picked up by the Wan-
derers, the other Toronto club, who proved vic-

tors by some twenty points.

The Toronto Wanderers Club is the largest in

Canada and numbers nearly 200 riders. The
only incorporated club in the Dominion, they
occupy an elegant club-house. They hold all

the Canadian championships offered, through
Messrs. Foster and Brown. The club drill team
is well known and have captured many prizes.

The largest run of the club in attendance num-
bered 109 riders in uniform, on May 24, 1S87, at

Woodstock. In Western Canada, the Stratford

Club has done well, and the London and Wood-
stock clubs have proved very successful. The
Brantford Club, however, has been noted for its

lack of interest, and at the annual meet did not
turn out a single rider in parade.

Parades here arc dropping out, and the

League parade only numbered some 240 riders,

of which the Wanderers had some sixty odd;
Montreal, thirty; Toronto, twenty; and tlie bal-

ance made up of from one to a dozen riders

from other clubs. Last year the parade num-
bered over 500.

Buffalo will attract many wheelmen, and no
doubt two or three score of gray uniformed
riders will go over from this city to see their

club champion, Foster, ridv. " (.')LD TiMKR.
"

ToKON to, August 27.

• ^^.^.

On the East Tennessee and Virginia railroad

is a bill-of-lading clerk who travels on freights,

anil when a train is side-trackcil at some way
station, he jumps out, rides to the next import-
ant stopping-place, so that when the train draws
into tiie depot tlie station-master has every-
thing ready for railroading.
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WASHINGTON.

It has often been said that Washington was a

paradi^e for wheelmen, and the remark is cer-

tainly as near an approach to the truth as can
well be imagined. The first thing that strikes

the stranger who arrives here is the large num-
ber of bicycle riders to be seen on the streets at

all times. You can see them of all kinds and
conditions, from the gray-haired business man
to the most diminutive youngster. Why, every-
body rides, and why shouldn't they ? Here we
have a city which can boast of more miles of

good riding than any city in America ; the

miles and miles of concrete are before you and
if you are not a rider you are indeed unfortunate.

In Washington you may stand on, say, Penn-
sylvania Avenue, about ten minutes past four

on any pleasant afternoon, and count hundreds
and hundreds of machines passing up and
down the broad avenue, and if people who have
an idea that the bicycle is only made for boys
and young men would only come here they
would quickly change their minds. Doctors,

lawyers, clergymen, government clerks, busi-

ness men, and, indeed, some of the men who
make our laws, are enthusiastic devotees to ttie

fascinating pleasure, and they all find the exer-

cise beneficial. The advent of the safety bicycle

has opened a new field, and a great many men
who were afraid to risk the danger of a fall from
a high machine are buying the " donkey " ma-
chine, and the number of new riders to be seen
is really wonderful. But you must not imagine
that the excellent streets claim our entire atten-

tion, and that we are not aware of the pleasures

of a spin "over hill and dale," for I assure you
that we who have ridden long enough to get
over the first delights of the sport are only too

anxious to get away from the concrete occa-
sionally and enjoy a mouthful of country air.

Of the "runs" to be found we have a number
which for good roads and magnificent scenery
will compare favorably with any in the country;

but the trouble is they are all short ones. The
ride to the famous Cabin John Bridge, over the
splendid " conduit " road, is as fine as one could
wish for, and, as it follows the Potomac River
nearly all the way, the views are magnificent.

This is the favorite run for Washington wheel-
men, and every Sunday there is a constant
stream of wheelmen to be seen riding over this

road. The hotel at the bridge is a good one, and
the boys frequently make the run before break-
fast in order to enjoy one of their splendid
meals. Mrs. Bobbinger, the proprietress, is

very accommodating and always makes the

boys wish that there were more hotels like hers.

For a short run, I do not believe there is a more
pleasant one in the world than the ride to the

celebrated National Soldiers' Home. The drives
throughout the Home park are simply perfect,

and the wheelman who cannot find roads to suit

his particular taste must be a monstrosity.

Here vou will find beautiful winding roads
which are smooth as a floor and just undulating
enough to make it pleasant ; a few of the grades
are a trifle "stiff," but there is not one which
cannot be climbed by any fair rider. The Pitts-

burg delegation to the meet at Baltimore can tes-

tify as to the truth of this statement, for if ever a

lot of wheelmen were pleased with a " run " that

Pittsburg party were the ones. The run down
the famous Shenandoah Valley is easily acces-

sible to Washington wheelmen, and a great many
of them have made the trip several times. So
you sec we arc not confined to concrete alone.

Of the clubs of Washington so much has been
written that it would be useless for me to enlarge
upon the subject, for fear that some one would
cry " chestnuts," but we have two clubs which
deserve mention. The Capital Bicycle Club is

one of the oldest cycling organizations in this

country. Its membership embraces some of the

pioneer riders of America, and they have turned

out a number of men who have become famous
in the cycling world. Charles Richard Dodge,
the well-known writer and ex-editor of Outiiii;,

is still a member of the club; Wm. E. Crist, the

celebrated amateur champion, who has won so

many fast races, is also a " Capital " man. They
have one of the finest club houses in this

country, and their members are justly proud of

it. The club have in Captain Demaray one of

the best riders and enthusiastic officers, and the

club runs have been well attended under his

management.
The Washington Cycle Club, although not

so old an organization, are not wanting in

the qualities which go to make up a live

club. Their club house on Twelfth Street
is a model in its way, and is always the

headquarters for visiting wheelmen. Their
reputation for hospitality is well known,
and visitors always find a hearty welcome.
They are a League club, and have within tneir

ranks some of the most prominent League offi-

cials in the Division. They are well-known
locally as a road riding club of no mean ability,

and if a record of their mileage had been kept
it would present a good showing. They are the
only club in the city who admit ladies to honor-
ary membership. This club also has a number
of fast racing men, who generally manage to

bring home a fair share of the prizes wherever
they may happen to go. Talk of changing
their quarters has lately been indulged in, and
I would not be surprised to see them domiciled
in down-town rooms before long.

Washington claims the honor of having the
only ladies' bicycle club in the world. It will

be remembered that the first ladies' bicycle was
brought out in this city early last spring. The
advent of this peculiar machine was soon fol-

lowed by the formation of a ladies' club, and the
organization, which at first did not promise
much, has gradually developed into a club of

about eighty active members. The credit of

bringing this club out is due entirely to the

efforts of Mrs. Harriett Mills, who was one of

the first ladies to master the new machine.
After she had learned to ride she immediately
recognized the advantage of the bicycle over the
cumbersome tricycle, and did all in her power to

induce her friends to take up bicycling as a
healthful and pleasant exercise. Her untir-

ing efforts in this direction resulted in the
formation of the ladies' club. The ladies are
fast becoming good riders and a number of them
have already made long runs into the country.
The club is decided exclusive, inasmuch as they
will not allow gentlemen to accompany them
upon their club runs ; but I have noticed that
when they are out in the evening they are not
so particular, but will allow a husband, brother
Orson to ride with them as a protection against the
wild, untamed urchin and the fresh darkey, who,
I am sorry to say, are no respectors of persons.
Since the hot weather commenced the club have
not been very active, but as the coo! fall weather
approaches the ladies are beginning to return
from the various summer resorts and the regu-
lar weekly runs will be resumed. I am glad to'

see the ladies taking to the sport, and if ladies
generally knew how beneficial it was there
would be a great many more healtl\y looking
girls in America than we have to-day.

One advantage that we of Washington have
over our less favored brothers is the fact that we
can ride nearly every day in the year. The rain

may fall in torrents all morning, and in a couple
of hours the streets are as dry as a bone. In
the winter, when the country around is carpeted
with snow, it only remains upon the concrete a
short time, except in extreme cold weather,
which, happily, we do not very often have in this

locality. Last winter, which was considered an
unusually cold one, we did not have over three
weeks of unridable weather. So you see that

the wheelmen have some right to be proud of
their city. People come here from all parts of

the country who never had an idea of riding
a bicycle, and in a short time they "get the
fever," and commence riding. Every day new
faces are seen among our ranks, and it is esti-

mated that we have from three to four thousand
riders.

There is probably no city in the country where
there is so much hiring of machines done as
here. But the dealers tell me that it is not so
common as it was. They say that a great many
of their customers, who used to think that a ride

on a tricycle was great fun, have deserted the
three-whcclcr, and have purchased safety bicy-

cles. They also say that there is no money to

be made from the rental of machines, as the
damage done the machines eats up the profit.

One prominent dealer informed me a short time
since that he intended to sell out his machines,
and drop hiring from his business.

The inventive genius of man may be seen in a
bicycular way here by the strange craft that is

ridden upon our streets. One old darky has a
machine which he made out of some old wagon
wheels, having rigged up the levers and other
[iarts out of odds and ends. The machine is not
ball bearing and has no nickel plate, but the
owner rides it about the city as serenely as if it

were a full-nickeled, high-grade machine. A
great many of the business houses use tricycles
for delivering their wares. Some of therri have
neat signs advertising their respective trades
painted upon the sides of the baskets which are
attached to the machines. This makes a cheap,
fast and convenient way to get their goods de-
livered, and it also serves as an advertisement.
There is one old fellow who deserves mention.
He has an old style Quicksteed tricycle, which
has plenty of room on front. Over the frame
work he has rigged up a sort of platform, upon
which he carries a stock of fruit, peanuts and
the like. It is a strange sight to a wheelman to
see this ingenious old party riding slowly down
the avenue, with his torch blazing high above
him, calling his wares to the people on the side-
walk. It is a first-class advertising dodge, and
it must pay him. At any rate it ought to, for
such a genius deserves encouragement.
This city has never made much of a showing

in the League, but I am glad to say that the
membership is increasing, and, as the new board
of officers are a hard working lot of men, devel-
opments in the League tending to a large mem-
bership are looked for. Yours,

P.SYCHO.

RACING AT BERGEN POINT.

The second heats of the one and two mile
bicycle open competitions of the New Jersey
Athletic Club were run at Bergen Point last

Saturday afternoon. For some unaccountable
reason for a second time the flyers from New
York and Brooklyn failed to materialize, leav-
ing the contests to the Jersey boys. Undersuch
liberal conditions as a free entry at the post, and
with such valuable prizes as are offered—gold
ring.with sapphire setting, and gold sleeve but-
tons, with diamond settings, for first prizes; gold-
plated timer and diamond set scarf pin for sec-

ond, and sterling silver-headed umbrella and
cane for third— it seems strange that the efforts

of the club to furnish constant bicycle racing
meet with no better response. Surely Baggot,
Caldwell and Bowman are not flyers of such
high degree as to frighten away everything
speedy in New York and Brooklyn ?

For the i-mile the starters were W. H. Cald-
well and M. F. Pendleton, of the N. J. A. C,
and J. E. Day, of the H. C. W. Caldwell was a
sure winner, and Pendleton merely started to

make pace for him for the first and "last laps.

Caldwell rode well, and made the record for the
track as follows : Quarter, 45s.; half, im., 28s.;
three-quarters, 2m. i6s.; mile, 3m. is.

S. B. Bowman and E. P. Baggot, both of the
N. J. A. C, again fought a splendid battle in

the 2-mile race. Baggot made pace for two
quarter-mile laps in 47^s. and im. •?4S.

Then Bowman went to the fore, and run as fol-

lows: Three-quarters, 2m. 23s.; mile, 3m. us.;
mile and a quarter, 3m. 58s.; mile and a half,

4m. 46s.; mile and three-quarters, 5m. 34s.; two
miles, 6m. 17 4-5S., the track record. The race
was a grand one throughout. On the last lap
Baggot made a determined effort and got up
even, but Bowman responded so gamely that he
won finally by two yards.

The winning times now stand: Mile, 3m. 6s.

and 3m. IS., both by Caldwell; two miles, 6m.
24!i{s. and 6m. 17 4-55., both by Bowman. An-
other change in the dates for the running of the
two remaining heats in each competition has
been made. They will be run on Saturdays,
September 8 and 22, and not the Sth and 15th, as
announced in last week's Whf.ix, the change
having been made so as not to conflict with the
New Jersey Division meet at Roseville on the
15th.

Arrangements are now complete.for the great
all-day carnival of sport on Labor Day. The
entries for the athletic sports have been very
large, and the mile novice and mile handicap
open bicycle races have brought out large fields.

The mile race for the club championship prom-
ises to be the event of the day, as Baggot, Bow-
man and Caldwell have proved themselves
evenly matched to a remarkable degree.

'

Jonah.

Rowe tried to beat the Canadian record of
a mile in 2m. 42s., at Woodstock, August 20,
but failed by i 2-55. He rode a quarter mile
in 36 2-5S. On the same day Carman dis-
tinguished himself. He was second in a mile
handicap, and won the open handicap, with
440 yards start, Foster being at scratch.
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CYCLING AT LANCASTER, PA.
In September, 1878, two wheelmen passed

through Lancaster, Pa., on the first bicycles ever
seen here. They came from the West and rode
down the Lancaster Pike to Philadelphia. This
gave to Lancastrians the first practical view of

the possibilities of bicycling, and gave the orig-

inal impulse to wheeling in this section.

Among the first wheelmen were W. F. Rey-
nolds, T- L. Stewart, J. C. Wiley, H. C. Bru-
baker. Dr. Walter Boardman, A. H. Fritchey,

and a few others, who began to ride in 1879.

In the autumn of the same year the first Lan-
caster bicycle club was established, with a
membership of seven.
A month or two later a series of bicycle and

velocipede races were run. The bicycle racers
came from Philadelphia, and rode a mile race
in heats. The fastest heat was run in the sur-

prising time of 4m. 30s. What a contrast be-
tween those old lumbering Standard Columbias
and the modern racer with the remarkable
record of 2m. 2g 4-5S.!

That winter gave birth, at the instance of a
local machinist, Geo. Levy, to a veritable prodigy
in the shape of a 50-inch bicycle, with flat fel-

loes, rubber belting riveted to it for a tire, gas-
pipe backbone, and solid forks bolted to two
bridges at the neck, which were always in a
chronic state of shake. A gas-fitting T for a
neck, with a straight bolt running through it,

furnished the steering. The whole was sur-
mounted with a rather prosaic wooden saddle, and
was an awful kicker.

In the spring of 1880 a large number of new
riders purchased wheels, and cycling obtained a
good foothold. The Lancaster Bicycle Club,
which had died a natural death during the win-
ter of '79-'8o, was reorganized with a member-
ship of fifteen. This institution survived and
flourished for several years, holding a race meet
in June, 1883, which gave a fresh impetus to

the sport. As a natural result, the club re-

ceived large accessions to its membership.
Prosperity, however, proved too much for it, as
internal dissensions led to a split in the spring of

1884, and the formation of a rival club, yclept
Lancaster County Wheelmen. Both clubs soon
fell into a state of " innocuous desuetude," and
club life was practically dead from that time
until 1886. During all this time, however, the
number of individual riders was rapidly in-

creasing. March, '86, witnessed the organiza-
tion of the present Lancaster Bicycle Club,
which laid the foundation for its present pros-
perous condition by renting club rooms.
On June 9, '88, this club held a large tourna-

ment, at which eight races were hotly contested
and $250 worth of prizes given. This tourna-
ment netted the club a snug little sum, and gave
wheeling a tremendous boom. The club member-
ship rapidly increased and new quarters were
rented on the first block of our principal busi-
ness street (30 East King).
The present spacious rooms are elegantly fur-

nished and fitted up, and boast a new pool table
and gymnastic appliances, such as dumb-bells,
Indian clubs, boxing gloves, etc. A large meet-
ing-room, wheel-room, bath-room and back ver-
andah furnish accommodations equal to those of
any club in the city. The rooms are lighted by
electricity and heated by steam. Club member-
ship is forty-five. The officers of the Lancaster
Bicycle Club for '88 are : President, G. Fox
Kahler ; Vice-President, Charles A. Sauber;
Secretary-Treasurer, C. Herbert Obreiter ; Cap-
tain, S. B. Downey ; Lieutenant, D. H. IVIiller;

Bugler, Martin Rudy; Color Bearer, J. B. Miller;
Club Committee, President, Vice-President, Sec-
retary-Treasurer and Captain; ex-officio, W. S.

Gleim.
At present there are about 150 wheelmen in

Lancaster City, and probably 200 more scattered
throughout the county. All makes and styles
of machines are represented, though owing to

the stony, hilly character of our roads the Rover
type machines now seem to have the call. We
have three agencies here and the dealers all re-

port trade excellent, one of them stating that he
had sold more than twice as many wheels this

season than last. The newspapers and popular
sentiment are with us, and everything indicates
that next season will bring forth a still larger
crop of converts to the wheel. This section of
the country has been thoroughly explored and
reported in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Maryland road book. The roads arc fair, roll-

ing to hilly, and have turned out a goodly num-
ber of strong road riders and hill climbers, but
very few racing men. ICuvc.

HARTFORD.

The extremely hot weather the past few
months has prevented any very noteworthy runs
by any of the local clubs, and has cut down the

mileage of many of the cyclometer record
breakers. It looks as if many of the older riders

around here had reached that point when they
stop to think twice before starting out on a long,
tiresome and hot trip.

Just at present the coming races at Charter
Oak Park absorb the cycling mind, and every
Sunday morning a large number of wheelmen
assemble at the park to watch those training for

the races take their practice spins. The track
has been in the very best condition this summer,
and there should be some record breaking there
unless the figures are placed too low at Buffalo.

Harding and Foster are at present the favor-

ites for the Slate championship, but there are
many " dark horses," and there may be some
surprises in store for us.

Backus and Pickett, the New Haven Star
riders, are reported as doing very well, while
Meriden has a new aspirant for track honors in

Tucker, who is said to be a great scorcher on
the road. F. T. Reed, of Hartford, is practising

on the unicycle with a view to lowering the
i-mile unicycle record.

The East Hartford Club has not been doing
much during the summer, but they say that as
soon as the cool weather begins they are going
to have some club meets and scrub races as pre-

paratory work for their fall race meet, which will

take place the latter part of September. Their
track is being prepared for the races already.
Their ball nine has met with very good success,
having won the majority of games played. Last
Saturday, the 25th, they defeated the Columbia
Cycle Club, of Hartford, 16 to 5. Saturday,
September i, they expect to go to Rockville and
try conclusions with the nine in that place.

Serda.

BROOKLYN.

The movement towards local organization has
assumed definite shape. On Monday, 27th inst.,

several wheelmen met at the residence of Mr.
J. D. Huggins, at that gentleman's request, to

formulate a plan of action. There were present
Messrs. J. D. Huggins, G. W. Mabie, M. L.
Bridgman, H. E. Raymond, H. Greenman, C.
Newbourg, M. Furst, E. A. Bradford, W. J.
Clark and L. G. Wilder. After an interesting
discussion of the advisability of forming such an
association and the feasibility of its proposed
objects, the meeting resolved itself into a tem-
porary organization with Mr. J. D. Huggins as
Chairman and Mr. H. Greenman as Secretary.
A motion to perfect a permanent organization
on the lines proposed in the informal discussion
prevailing, the way was cleared for definite

action, and the business naturally arising under
the circumstances was given careful considera-
tion. The sense of the meeting was that the
name should be " The Cyclists' Union of Long
Island," its objects to promote and protect the
interests of wheelmen and improve the high-
ways, its membership to be limited to residents
of Long Island, of the age of eighteen years or
over, and its dues to be %i per year, with no
initiation fee. These main features were de-
cided upon conditionally, in order to give those
present definite data on which to work, as it

was the unanimous sentiment that the thing
should be pushed at once. A committee of five

was appointed, with H. E. Raymond as Chair-
man, who will draw up a constitution and by-
laws and pursue any other courses necessary to

complete the plan of organization, and report at

the next meeting to be held on September 8.

The evening was marked throughout by a quiet
but deep enthusiasm, aiui the feeling was that

they weretreading on safe grounil. There were
two sentiments which were very wisely avoided
during the extensive discussions. The clul)s

themselves were not considered as factors in the
probable support to the union, nor were anv dep-
recatory allusions regarding the L. A. VV. made.
The meeting was called l)y a cyclist of Long
Island, it was attended by cyclists of Long
Island, and it is designed that the union shall

receive its sup|)i)rt from the same. It is not
organized to oppose the L. A. W.

While the talk of secession from the League
and the formation of tlie union have been natur-
ally enough associated as cause and elTect , the
facts in the case dis|)rove this icLition. The
idea, now inherent ii\ our now-booi union, is

an old one. It has been advocated by enthusi-
astic Brooklyn wheelmen in the past, but with-
out results. Its desirability has always been
recognized, but its inception has been gradually
brought to an issue. Before the " recent un-
pleasantness," at a meeting of the committees of
the clubs the idea was strongly presented by
Mr. H. E. Raymond, and received such strong
approval at the time that its ultimata adoption
was assured—an adoption hastened, no doubt,
by the lost faith in the L. A. W., and in this way
only can the relation of the two ideas as cause
and effect be claimed. The question of any
club leaving the League is purely club property.
The union should not and will not interfere in

this connection. Its dealings will be with
cyclists as indi\ iduals, and it will work to enroll

the name of every wheelman on Long Island
because it believes that it will fill a long felt

want ; because it believes it can improve roads
and paths which are now dangerous or unrida-
ble ; because it believes that in so doing it will

bring us friends where enemies have been;
because it believes that it can aid its members
promptly, and, recognizing local conditions,
wisely ; and because it believes it is in accord
with a spirit of " fraternity in the wheel" which
should pervade Long Island from our own City
of Churches to the coast of Montauk Point.

The Committee on Organization, with such
well-known men as Raymond, Bradford, Bridg-
man and Mabie on it, will formulate the ideas
of the union in a concise and intelligent manner.
Their aim will be to present a plan in which
office-seekers can have no place, and which will

encourage nothing but conscientious work by
these who may ultimately be chosen to guide
this union, so'auspiciously conceived.
We have started the ball rolling, Mr. Editor.

What can stop it now ?

H. G.
Brooklyn, August 28, 1888.

PROVIDENCE.

Cycling has had a big boom in Providence
this year, and the class of men who have taken
to riding is particularly encouraging to those
who believe that the wheel is something more
than a plaything. It is estimated that there

are upwards of 200 more riders than in 1887,

making a total of about 500 wheelmen in this

city at the present time. In regard to the

trade, Messrs. Whittier & Co., the largest cycle

dealers in the State, say that business has been
unusually brisk, and they are even now taking
orders for various makes. They have disposed
of about ninety machines of the Rover type
alone, several tandems and tricycles, about
forty ordinaries and a large number of second-
hand wheels of various kinds.

Mr. Campbell, of Campbell & Co., agents for

the Star, New Rapid, etc., reports one of the

busiest seasons he has ever had. Has sold a
large number of wheels. The new Star Safety,

although coming late, has taken well. E. G.

Billings has also had a good business in the

Gormully & JefTery wheels, and at the present

time has several orders booked for the Rambler.
In regard to clubs, we have a large and nour-

ishing organization in the Rhode Island Wheel-
men, which, under command of the genial and
popular Captain, J. L. Spiers, has enjoyed a

great many runs and meets of various kinds,

and by their attractive appearance, gentle-

manly conduct and sociability have done a great

deal to command respect and advance the

cause of cycling in this vicinity. Ami they arc

riders, too. Mr. Hudson's record of 1,200 miles

for June, Mr. Cook's 1,500 on his tricycle in

three months, and Mr. Perkins' century runs

are but samples of what the boys are doing.

The first club run was held .\pril i(>, and since

then there have been a succession of very en-

joyable meets and runs. This club also held very

successful races at Roger Williams Park in June,

and attended the meet of the Mass. v's: R. 1. Di-

vision at Martha's Vineyard, where ihcy were
declared to be the finest ai)pearing club ii) line

during the parade.
The Social Wheelmen, located in South Provi-

dence, is a nourishing club \yith about thirty

members antp is under command of Captain

Waller Caniphell. They have occasion.il runs

and social cniertainmenls.
As for the interest shown in wheeling, we can

congratul.ite ourselves that it was never greater

than at [iresenl, and if indicat.ons do not fail,

next season promises to be lullv e<|ual.

N. II. G.
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FROM PHILADELPHIA TO EAS-
TON, PA.

A right jolly party consisting of some eighteen
representatives from the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club started on Saturday afternoon, the i8th,

from the city for a trip together as far as Easton.

the trip being taken in order to accompany the

party going to Dingman's Ferry for a two
weeks' vacation as far as the above named city.

Heavy clouds and considerable falling moist-

ure put a damper on everything all Saturday
morning, so that the party did not all succeed in

getting off together for Trenton, our stopping
place over Saturday night. Some took the boat

to Bristol and wheeled up the river road to Tren-
ton, while those who attempted to ride the

whole distance were overtaken by darkness and
compelled to train from Burlington. But all met
later at the Trenton House, where our host had
provided what "ye cycler," loves—a good, square
meal and a comfortable place to rest one's

weary bones.
After skirmishing around town for ice-cream

and allowing Street and Fuller time to get a

mash on " Number Five," a visit was paid to

the Trenton Wheelmen, and from their rooms
home and to bed. Within an hour or less all

was quiet and every man dreaming of flies and
mosquitos. I say every man, though Dallet

says there was one exception
; he claims AI.

KohLer woke him up in the night by sitting up
for a second, waving his hands, and with an un-

earthly yell bounded over him and onto the floor

and landed with a thud that not only shook the

foundation of the house but also succeeded in

rousing Mr. K., who announced to his room-
mate his awakening with, "Good gad, I thought
a railroad train was running over me." Well,

after a good sleep, we were disturbed by the

early call at 5 A. m., but our peace was restored

when at 5:45 we all seated ourselves for a sump-
tuous breakfast prepared for us by our good host,

and by 6:30 we were all ready to start on our day's

run under the kind guidance of Mr. White, of

the Trenton Wheelmen.
Our route for the day was along the tow-path

of the Delaware Lackavvana Canal, and it

proved a beautiful ride. Ork one side of us ran

the Delaware River, winding in and out between
the hills, dotted here and there with small

islands, while on our other side the rugged
hills rose up in their grandeur and cast their

shadows over us most of the day. The tow-path
was good in most places, and notwithstanding
the number in the party, a pace worthy of a

macadam road was kept up, only to be stopped

here and there by the sudden spill of some un-
lucky rider or by the sudden appearance of those

sweet, amiable and docile adjuncts to a canal,

a team of mules.
Dave Longaker, not to be outdone by any of

his fellow riders in the search for experiences,

endeavored to see if there were any sharks in

the canal, but neglected to disrobe before com-
mencing his downward tour of inspection ; con-
sequently upon his return to terra firma we des-

patched him ahead of the line to settle the dust.

And thus, by pleasant little episodes (pleasant

(or the other fellow) our trip was enjoyable from
the time of our early start until we reached
Easton, fifty-two miles, for dinner, " mit appe-
dites like de side of de house."

Here, after resting, the parly was obliged to

separate. Frank W. Kohlcr, First Lieutenant
of the club, with Chas. T. Harvey, H. L. H.
Hall, D. A. Longaker, John (j. Fuller, Sam'!
Battersby, F. F. Grugan and W. S. Harper off

for Pike County, while wc poor devils wended
our way home for work on Monday a. m.

Wr;siKiKi.i).

THE CYCLER WINS.

A Sin a(;ainst a iidrsk-iioc;.

Lrnrz, Pa., August 18, i888.

To iiiF. EninjR ot^ TiikWiikki. :

On June 9, eighteen bicyclists left this place

at ten o'clock to attend the tournament at Lan-
caster, taking the pike, a distance of eight

miles. S(juth of the town, a little over a mile,

is Kissel Hill, a long, gradual incline, over
which many a novice crowed after he first suc-

ceeded in climbing to the top. Samuel Reed, of

Lime Rock, conducted the party and was the

first to coast down the hill, keeping the right

hand wagon track to avoid the loose stones at

the side. When nearly at the foot he passed

Joseph Baker, a horse dealer from this place,

who gave him a cut with his carriage whip
across the back, for the reason, as afterwards
alleged, that Mr. Reed nearly run into his con-

veyance. The cyclist jumped off his wheel and
the jockey stepped out of his carriage, but the

wheelmen rapidly came down hill one after

another and Mr. Baker re-entered his carriage
and drove off, considering discretion the better

part of valor. Mr. Reed was going to pass the
matter by, but the wheelmen advised a suit for

assault and battery, which was entered, Mr.
Baker giving bail for his appearance at court.

The case was to come up in August court, but
yesterday it was settled by Mr. Baker paying
all the costs. Those who were near enough to

see said another vehicle could have passed be-

tween Baker and the side of the road, and
actual measurement gave the distance between
Reed's wheel and the telephone pole beyond
Baker's carriage as seventeen feet. The assault

was as unprovoked as anything could be, and
the backing down of the assailant is evidence
that he could feel the sweep of justice that was
coming to avenge him and cost him dear.

L. A. W. No. 19,138.

BUFFALO.

THE HUNDRED-MILE RDAD RACE.

The 100-mile road race to be run from Erie to

Buffalo. September 8, will be one of the greatest

events of the meet. On Tuesday E. M. Bowen,
of Buffalo, showed the men over the road.

Some very pretty arrangements have been made
for the race by Manager Ducker, by which out-

siders will be enabled to see the start and also

watch the racers from a point on the line. On
the night of September 7 a train will leave Buf-
falo for Erie with the racers on board, and also

all others who care to go. For outsiders the

round trip will cost $2.50. At 5 a. m., Erie time,

on the morning of September 8, the riders will

start on their long journey. At Silver Creek the

return train will be stopped so as to afford the

excursionists a second view of the race. Man-
ager Ducker has made arrangements with three

hotels along- the line to furnish the men with
food without stopping. The riders will take it

on their wheels, and eat it as they go along.

Broiled chicken, stale bread, lukewarm coffee,

cocoa and cocoa leaves are to be furnished. At
one point attendants have been appointed to

give the men lightning cold baths. Watchers
have been appointed at every cross-road and
diverging road to keep the men on the right

track, and also to guide them around hills. The
riders will get to Buffalo about l or 2 o'clock in

the afternoon. A few miles around the Driving
Park track will be necessary to complete the

loo-mile run. Local wheelmen have made the

time from Erie to Buffalo in gh. 43m. without
much trouble.

THE I'ARADE.

The grand parade of wheelmen in Buffalo

on September 5 will be composed as follows :

Pacemakers.
R. C. Chapin, Buffalo Bicycle Club.

F. E. Dullard, Buffalo Bicycle Club.
Platoon of Mounted Police.

Band.
Chief Marshal.

G. R. Bidwell, Chief Consul of New York.
Adjutant.

C. W. Adams, Buffalo Bicycle Club.
Adjutant's Aids.

R. B. Hoffman, Buffalo Bicycle Club.

J. L. Daniels, Buffalo Bicycle Club.
Chief Marshal's Staff.

/"irs/ Division.

Marshal.
W. S. Bull, Buffalo Bicycle Club.

Staff.

Ladies and Escorts.

New York State L. A. W. Clubs.

Second Division.

Band.
Marshal.

W. M. Brewster. Treasurer L. A. W., Si. Louis,

Missouri.
Staff.

L. A. W. Clubs and members of L. A. W. from
.States other than New York.

Canadian Wheelmen.

Third Division.

Band.

Marshal.
H. H. Hodgson, New Orleans, La., Chief Con-

sul Louisiana.
Staff.

Unattached Wheelmen.
Juvenile Wheelmen.

Line will form at 9:30 a. m. , Wednesday, Sep-
tember 5, on Linwood Avenue, the right resting
on Summer Street. The procession will move
at 10 A. M. sharp, over the following route,
every foot of the distance (eight miles) being as-

phalt and park road with the exception of one
short block, Linwood Avenue to Ferry, to Maine,
to Chippewa, countermarch up Maine to Ed-
ward to Franklin, to Allen, to Delaware, to

North, to Richmond, to Massachusetts, to the
Front, where a group photograph will be taken
on the slope facing the lake. Residents along
the route will decorate their residences and
lawns. All indications point to the largest pa-
rade of wheelmen ever seen in the world. Re-
turns already received from leading clubs

throughout the country assure a parade of over
1,000 wheels. Clubs and wheelmen should ad-
vise the adjutant at 132 College Street of inten-

tion to turn out, in order to be assigned proper
position in line.

NOTES AND COMMENTS FROM NEW
JERSEY.

By the Stroller.

THE orances.

The dates for the annual meet of the New Jer-

sey Division, L. A. W., have been altered, and it

has been finally decided that it shall take place

on September 21 and 22 (Friday and Saturday),

instead of 14 and 15, as before stated. The
ever-lively Orange Wanderers have the affair in

hand, and will be the hosts on the occasion. A
special meeting of the Wanderers was held on
Friday evening, August 24, and details for the

entertainment of the visitors and other matters

were settled upon. The business meeting will

be held in the Park Rink, Orange, on Friday
morning at ten o'clock. In the afternoon runs
will be arranged to take in all the interesting

points. In the evening a Chinese lantern pa-

rade will be sprung upon the people of the quiet

rural village, and afterward an old-time
" smoker," a musical and literary concert and a

supper will be in order. On Saturday the an-

nual race meet will be held on the Roseville

track. The races will comprise one, two and
five mile scratch and handicap events for bikes,

tricycle races, safety races and a safety tandem
bicycle race, the first of the kind ever seen here.

The programme will include three State cham-
pionships. The committees are as follows :

Reception and entertainment, H. W. Smith,

C. A. Lindsley, C. S. French, C. W. Freeman
and R. S. Prindle

;
parade and runs, C. A.

Lindsley, H. W. Smith, C. W. Freeman, R. S.

Prindle, J. M. Gilmour ; races, L. H. Johnson,
T. N. Gray, C. W. Freeman, F. P. Jewett, J. W.
Smith

;
prizes, J. W. Smith, L. H. Johnson,

R. M. Sanger, T. N. Gray, F. P. Jewett, C. S.

French.

Contractors Spottiswoode and Lindsley have

begun the work of macadamizing Lumber Street

and Essex Avenue, (Grange. Ridge Street has
not been started as yet, as an ordinance in re-

gard to White Street is on the table.

If this ordinance to macadamize the latter street

is killed the surplus dirt from Ridge Street will

be used to round up the former street, but if the

ordinance passes the dirt will have to be carted

away.

A few short years ago a bicycle on the streets

of Newton was as much of a curiosit-y as a white

blackbird, but at the present writing there are

about sixty in the town, owned by men or boys.

Some of the latter are remarkably skillful and
daring riders ; some of them have such thorough

control of their " masheens," in fact, that they

will sometimes stop suddenly when riding

rapidly and let their machines go on without

them. This has been done repeatedly on some
of our hills. As the number of wheelmen in-

creases there is some talk of organizing a bicycle

club. If an organization is formed here it will

be a lively one and will go in for race meets,

hill climbs, tours, etc., at once. This is a fine

section of the country for touring, and our local

riders are continually flitting between here and
PoriJervis
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On Thursday, August 23, a new member of

the Hudson County Wheelmen made a deter-

mined effort to climb the steep grade of Eagle

Rock, ard got as far along as the stone crusher.

This was his first attempt, his mount being an

ordinary. Trying to coast down, using his

brake and also back pedaling, he came to grief,

taking a header, which broke him up consider-

ably and also wrecked his machine. They will

both be out of the repair shop in short order,

however, and then the new member will again

tackle the hill.

The question of sidewalk riding is again

coming to the front in Trenton. According to

the local papers, several offenders have been ar-

rested and fined. "ATired Wheelman," writing

to the Trenton Advertiser, claims that the fines

are unjust, and also refers to the fact that, while

adult cyclers are kept from using the sidewalks,

the children of Mayor Magowan are never inter-

fered with by the police, although they are often

seen riding tricycles on the sidewalks. "A
Tired Wheelman " should remember that adult

cyclers are much more able to take care of them-
selves and machines in the street than children

would be, and he should also read up the State

laws in regard to the privileges to which vehicles

are entitled. If his request to ride " on the side-

walks where there is comparatively little travel
"

was granted, cyclers would soon claim that it

referred to every street in the Union. As far as

riding on the sidewalks
'

' -vhete the roads are abso-

lutely unridable'" is concerned, he will find that

that privilege is allowed by law. His communi-
cation in full, as published in the Advei tiser, is

given herewith :

" Dear Sir : As you and your valuable paper
are among the few who do not treat bicycles and
bicycling with disfavor and scorn, I would like

to use a little of vour space in defence of the

same. Since the recent runaway accident on
East State Street the policemen have been
waging an untiring warfare on the cycling peo-

ple. There have been several cases where per-

sons have been fined, and I consider the fines un-
just in the extreme. Now, Mr. Editor, I would
like to ask the city officials one question.

Would not Mr. Fell's horse have been fright-

ened just as much, if not more, if the wheelman
had been in the road instead of on the sidewalk ?

That is not the real reason why we are being
persecuted so much. It is because there is and
always has been a strong prejudice against us,

which might be becoming in a small town of

about the size of Lambertville, but in a city of

the size of Trenton, with its parks and growing
industries, it is simply small business in the city

authorities to drive us so completely to the wall.

If the police took as great care to keep houses
from being robbed at night as they do to keep
us wheelmen off the sidewalk it would do the
community at large a great deal more good.
But I suppose they think they have got to earn
their salary, and they are going to do it as easily

as possible. We would not ask to ride on the

sidewalk— we would not want to—if the roads
were anywhere near decent ; but they are hot.

I have often seen Mayor Magowan's children

riding tricycles on the sidewalk, but they are

not fined. That's too near home. But most of

our fathers have not got positions under the

city, and for us there is no redress, except to

abandon the sport altogether, and I suppose
that is what we shall be compelled to do. Now,
gentlemen, why not be reasonable ? Why not

let us ride on the sidewalks, where there Ls-com-

paratively little travel, and where the roads are

absolutely unridable—like East State Street, for

instance, beyond Clinton ? We would not ask for

anything'more. We have no wish to ride on
the sidewalk when it is possible to ride in the

road. Yours, etc.,

A TiKKl) WllKKI.MAN."

Residents and property owners along the line

and in the immediate vicinity of Central Avenue,
in (Grange and I<"ast Orange, have sent a docu-
ment to the Newark Common Council protest-

ing against the granting of a franchise to any
company to construct and operate a cable rail-

road on Central Avenue. A similar document
will be presented to the East Orange Township
Committee and to the Orange Common Council.

At the special meeting of the Orange Wan-
derers last week, it was expected that a Captain

would be elected to fill the vacancy caused by

the resignation from the office of Charles W.
Freeman. No election was held, however,

though it is understood that atthe next meeting
Charles A. Lindsley will be elevated to the posi-

tion.

E. T. Runyon has resigned his membership
in the Elizabeth Wheelmen, and has given up
riding.

Mr. Lukens, who was formerly Bugler as well

as Secretary of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, has re-

signed the former position, and Mr. A. Downer
has been elected in his stead. The E. W. have
been adding to their list of members at each
meeting held during the year.

W. Carr, of the E. W., has a new Victor, and
can be seen on the boulevard nearly every day.

F. C. Gilbert and Mr. Dawner, of the E. W.,
made a run to Morristown on Saturday evening,
August 18, covering fifty-seven miles. Starting

from Elizabeth at 4 p. m., they arrived at Morris-
town (twenty-five miles) at 6:30. A stop was
made here for supper. Leaving Morristown at

7:40, they went to Orange via Valley Road, and
a rest was taken on the cool piazza of the Man-
sion House. From Orange the party went to

Newark, and finally reached home at i a. m.

Victor Hesse, a Newark rider of the Spring-
field Roadster, and his fourteen-year-old boy on
an Ideal, 36-inch, rode from the State Camp at

Sea Girt to Highland Beach on Friday, and re-

turned on the following day. The distance each
way *is twenty-five miles, and the roads were
found to be perfect.

DETROIT.

DETROIT BICYCLE CLUB S ANNUAL BATH.

Captain Jacobsen has had poor success this

season in getting the club out for runs. Seldom
would there be more than eight or ten on hand.
But the annual bath scheme was a success,

thirty men participating. Three were from
Flint, Mich., one from Cleveland, and thirty-six

from Detroit. We had to go only five miles to

discover that the fine Canada roads vt-e tell so

much about were fine indeed—so fine that the
strong head wind we were pedaling against
would lift a good share.of the road up to a level

with our eyes.

The day was warm, and we found that it was
a good fojir hours' run to the lake. There was
the same sport on the journey which all wheel-
men enjoy when out together. When Barstow
would tell a story every one had to hear it. By
the way, our man Barstow is getting to be a

good rider. That all-day run of his when he
caught the train with just one second a^XiiX some
over to spare, was phenomenal.
When we got to Kingsville, at 12:30, we

found a good dinner awaiting us, after which
we made a rush for the lake, where we discov-

ered one of the best bathing places on the north
shore of Lake Erie. We think that after a man
rides his bicycle through the dust a thorough
swim does him good. We had a fine bath, and
as soon as Holcomb got his stockings on we
started homeward. On our return we could not

keep together. Several took the cars at Essex
Centre, while the rest came stringing into Wind-
sor as late as 8 o'clock. Holcomb and Smith
got back first, although there was no scorching-

done.
Next year the club will extend an invitation

to all wheelmen to join them in their now fa-

mous annual bath, and we will cx[)ect to see at

least one hundred with us.

There has not much been done the past week
in regard to better pavements, but good things

come slow, and we are content to wait.

Judging from the present talk we hear, there

will be several ladies mounted on bicycles in

Detroit next season.
Bk. Be.

"THE WHEEL'S" CRUSADE AGAINST
RINGOCRACY.

The crusade that The Wheel is making
against ringocracy in the League is creating

quite a stir among League members.
Tin- Ariii.KTE was for so long a time the only

paper that dared to expose the methods cm-

ployed by the wire-pullers who were using the

organization for their own benefit and ag-

grandizement, thai it is refreshing to have such

an inlluenlial paper as 'J'he Wheel wake up

to the actual circumstances of the case.

The most amusing part of the discussion, as

seen in the last issue of The Wheel, is the
effort of the wily Dr. Emery to disown all knowl-
edge of the existence of a ring in the League.

His query, " Would it not be better if all sunk
their personal aggrandizement and work for the
common cause?" is very rich coming from such
a source.

The able Doctor's effort to tear The Wheel's
critique to pieces fails utterly in its object, and
the Doctor's letter is dissected and laid bare in

the same issue in a manner that must make the
Bostonian feel that he has temporarily lost his

grip on the English language.
The Wheel has got all the truth on its side

of the discussion, and we are surprised that a
man of the recognized ability of Dr. Emery
should not have sufficient foresight to keep out
of a discussion in which he is sure to be badly
worsted.-

—

The American Athlete.

THE LEAGUE CONSTITUTION,

We hunger and thirst for knowledge, not from
mere cantankerousness, but just from love of
knowing what we are about. Accordingly we
humbly ask the official editor of the Bulletin, or
the Reconstruction Committee, or Dr. Emery, or
anybody else, under which constitution the
League now lives, moves, and has its being ?

Usually projects of law have a clause, " this act

shall take effect immediately," or " upon its

adoption," or so on.
'

There is no such clause in the new constitu-

tion. However, everybody has taken it for

granted that it went into effect after that sad
mistake of choking off amendment by the votes

of absentees from Baltimore. Under that con-
struction of the situation elections for State

boards of officers have been held in as many as

half a dozen States, certainly, and perhaps more.
Elections are strictly limited to between July 15

and August 15, and what will happen if there is

any parties to elect in say half the State divis-

ions before August 15, we cannot say and will

not now inquire.

The present point is that everybody supposes
the new constitution now to be law. In that

case the old constitution is of course superseded,
dead, defunct, and of no present effect, so to

speak. Therefore our love for information leads

us to ask by what title the present organization
of the League holds its power and emoluments.
It derives no claims from the old constitution,

for there is no old constitution, and certainly

they were never elected under the new constitu-

tion. Ought there to be a new election for

League officers? Or would a simple motion of

validation before the National Assembly pres-

ently to be elected suffice ?

We hope no one will misunderstand us. We
make no attack on the bona fides of the officers,

nor of those who elected them. On the con-

trary, we think some legal way should be found
of so tacking the seats of their trousers to their

official chairs that there can be no judgment of

ouster until the due and timely expiration of

their officials terms. We are only engaged in

criticising a document which was enacted by
proxy votes, against protest. And League
members should understand that we enlisted for

the war only after free expression of opinion
was denied in the official organ. If they really

want to know what the independent thought of

the League is they must look in these columns,
and not in the somewhat too carefully eiliteil

sheet which comes to them from Boston.

Speaking of the elections of the State boards of

officers, we wonder what they are going to do
when they find themselves in otfice. The ofli-

cial organ's last issue says, " Much of the work
that has been heretofore done by the national

organization will hereafter conic upon tho

States." We are happy to take our csteoined

contemporary's word for it, but will it kindly

inform us whethet it has yet read its official copy
of tlie new constitution, and, if so, wlierein it

finds law and warrant for this romarkablo stato-

ment ? Article 1\'., Section i, provides that tiie

League shall " direct and decide in all matters

not provided for in this constitution." That is

to say, all powers and ilutics not delegated to the

State division."* are reserved ' to the League.
Tiie able drafters of this unique constitution, of

course, haii in minil a confederation after tlu"

analogy of the United States when the American
colonies formed themselves into the .'\nierican

union. They delegated certain named powers
to the federal govcmment, but reserved all

powers no( named lo llu-mselves.' The amusing
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committee which conceived and—perhaps—exe-

cuted a confederate government for the League,
reversed this safe and familiar scheme. They
delegated certain powers to the State divisions,

and, as above quoted, reserved all other powers
for the national organization. Exactly vv'hat

powers they did delegate to the State divisions

they did not vouchsafe to tell us in any one
article. But that is mere error of detail, and we
can pick out the delegated powers here and
there. They are directed in various sections to

organize and elect officers, to hold annual meet-
ings, to elect delegates to the national assembly,
and to enact by-laws "not inconsistent with the

national constitution." If they attempt to do
more than this—the opinion of your esteemed
contemporary to the contrary notwithstanding
—they usurp powers reserved to the national

body. And as matter of principle nothing is

better settled than that the national body ought
not and cannot divest itself of its powers and
duties for the benefit of any other depository of

power and duty. The only remedy is to amend
the constitution.

E. A. B.

McCurdy, the professional bicycle rider, has
joined the regular army, and is quartered at

Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

LABOR DAY,
All Day Carnival of Sport

AT THE

N. J. A. C. GROUNDS,
AT

I^OinSTTS

-20010 A. M.—Athletic and Bicycle Races-
entries received.

1:30 P. M.—Open four-oared shell, and single,

tandem, and hurry-scurry canoe races.

4 p. M.—Base-ball, Champion N. J. A. C. vs.

famous Highlands of Philadelphia.

8 P. M.—Illumination of Grounds and Prom-
enade Concert.

Music all day. Caterer on grounds. Trains
leave foot Liberty Street at frequent intervals.

All way trains stop at N. J. A. C. Grounds. All

day admission badges, 75 cents.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT
IN THE

MM GrapMtii Wricalor,
Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND' IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

r^ STANDARD^ ^

l^GRaphit^j
'^fR'^ICTLUBRlCATOl

TRlCVcLE'c^i3^^^i|

aoASMlTHic

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO,, Oratou Hall, Newark, N. J.

Oh, cf>mr, f.'iir Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of politiral comhat-Tnts, clamorinR loud;
Oh, leave thcni to ))itkcr and (|uarrel and jar.

Like the flaLs and the sharps that they frequently arc.

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete.
That heats Time himself, and can never be beat; •

Kor the .SoHMRK Piano, as certain as fate,

I.s
' the ticket " to win, for the year '881

CopyTlKhtbySoaMBBJl Co., ISU. from "The MUdmmmrr rwk," ms*.

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for 1888 in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Rcichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling jjoliticians sur- !

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

!

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

RELATING TO

Seconil-liaii(l llflicds,

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
m. 811 ARCH STEEET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and mak^ of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entij-e satisfaction.

JII.

Cuarantee.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stock of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
nch American Safety (new machine)

nch Ideal ; in jjobd order

nch Otto Special ; in good order

nch Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch Harvard ;
ball bearing.s

; newly finished

nch E.xpert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

nch Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch American Star

nch Special Columbia

nch Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

nch Apollo ; scarcely used

nch Expert Columbia ; full nickel
; 1887 pattern.

nch English make
;
ball bearings

nch Expert Columbia ; nickeled

nch H umber Racer ; new
nch Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

nch American Star

nch Expert Columbia

nch Sanspareil

nch Rudge Lt. Roadster

nch Columbia Lt. Roadster

nch D. H. F. Premier

nch Club

nch Expert Columbia

nch British Challenge

nch Expert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

go 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

go 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern 60 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000
Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to
answer inquiries fully.

Note B.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of
examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO..
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa^
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RIDE A VICTOR.

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. . ISZinSTGrSTO^ST liUnSTITTnSTGr OO,

Coventry Machinists' Company,
LIDyCITEJD.

The SWIFT SAFETY "°^°o^HlS^^.SaV

nP'hck PT TTT^ "P A PT?!? holds the bicycle cX lit; K^±u U JJ 1V21.V^I:/1V Berlin, June loth, 1888.

CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE
May 23d, 1888.

CHAMPIONSHIP OF EUROPE-

T^Vio l\/rA"PT "RPi"PO r*T TT"R holds the tricycle championshipX lie 1VJ.-^JVJ^X3V>^X\.W K^±u%JlD OF EUROPE-Berlin, June nth, 1888.

The MARLBORO TANDEM -^^^^, Vlf. ^^^^^'S^^^t
'"'

HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

NEW YORK AGENT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

239 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Prospect Park Plaza,

BROOKLYN AGENT.
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Bicycle and Athletic Garments.
It is decidedly for the interest of every one interested in Bicycle and Athletic Sports to know where

the most beautiful styles of Fine W^orsted Jerseys can be obtained.

We manufacture all of our own Jersey Cloths, in three Special Weights and in all the Leading Colors

and Mixtures wanted. In Coats, Leotards, Jerseys, Knee Tights and Pants, Full Body Tights

and Pants, Eeinforced and Trimmed, with Hosiery to Match, Supporters, Caps, Etc.

All of our goods are gotten up in elegant shape and at very reasonable prices. Reference to hundreds
of clubs that are wearing our garments.

Circulars sent when advised and correspondence solicited.

Kingston Knitting Co.,
27 Kingston Street, BOSTON, Mass.

jo-inch Royal Mail Lig-ht Roadster, tangent spokes,
etc. , brand new. Cost $135

50-inch Royal Mail, with the noted Trigwell Ball

Head and strengthened base rim. Never used..
54-inch ditto. New
58-inch ditto. New
50-inch New Mail, with Triijwell Ball Head, Perfec-

tion Backbone and Forks, new thickened base
rim, tangent spokes, tied seven times; latest im-
provements. Used but few times; e.\changed for
different size

nch ditto. Slightly secondhand, but good as new.
nch ditto.

" " " " "
.

nch ditto. " " " "' "
.

nch ditto. Used one season only
nch ditto. " " "

nch Columbia Light Roadster. Used but little..

nch ditto. Almo.st new
nch Expert. Splendid order
nch Special Columbia. Good condition
nch British Challenge. " "
nch Rudge. Fine condition
nch Sanspareil. " "

nch Club. " "
nch Rudge. " "
nch E.xpert Columbia. Nickeled
nch Rudge
nch Premier

Kangaroo Safety
54-inch Royal Mail Racer. New
Royal Mail Noted Tricycle. New

Price.

$75 00

95 0°

95 00

95 o*^

95 00
QO 00

95 00
100 00
85 00

85 00
85 00
85 00
85 00
50 00
60 00
65 00
50 00
50 00

75 00
65 CO

70 00

35 00
50 CO
50 00

IOC 00

We are constantly receiving good Second
Hand Wheels. Write lis.

Also, we will take your old Wheel in trade
for a NKW MAIL. Write us.

WM. READ & SONS,

10V 'V7"asT-i i -n gi^oxx. St.,

BOSTON.

wlitn tlie Robins Kest Again,

\Vc shall have demonstrated that

wc have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

1^ /or h-ss money, during ihe season
^ of 1888 than any other dealer

m America.
Send for the mo.st complete Wheel

CnlaloifUf ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
5.) .Mate SI., ( hica'^o, 111.

Official Tailors and Outfitters.

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson Countv Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEniiHO.

New Jersey Wheelmen.
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

3xr i: -XTsr -K- o i=t k: ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

"V\7"E!BB^S

I
andcologne spirit,

SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

-— HOW TO

Buy, Sell or Exchange,
ADVERTISE IN OUR

For Sale, Exchange,

and Wants Column.

Twenty-five Words, - - - Fifteen Cents.

Two Insertions, - - - Twenty-five Cents,

AI.I, ADVK.RTISKMENTS MUST BF. RECKIVED

BY TUKSDAY MORNING.

HUMBER
TRICYCLES.

We have a small lot of the celebrated HUM-
BER TRICYCLES, ranking above all others in

the world. Light weight, 65 lbs., superb

machines, which we are closing out very low
;

only a few. Send for description.

Also a few ROYAL MAIL LIGHT TRI-

CYCLES ; bargains.

WM. READ & SONS,

BOSTON, MASS.

^**^«.A. OLDEST AND LARGEST CYCLE SUPPLY HOUSE
IKT the: XTPfflTEI) ST-A.Ti:jS».

Purchasers taught to ride free. Open evenings. Call or send for Catalogue

of Sundries. Complete Repair Shop.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J. Branch Store, 16 PARK ST., ORANGE, N. J.
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BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

Jl^^'Send for circular.

Discount to Dealers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,

Worcester, Mass.

E. I. HORSMAN,
80 and 82 WILLIAM ST.,

NEW YOEK.

General Agent for the Sale of the

AMERICAN BICYCLES,
Kaunfactured by Gormully & Jeffcry Mfg. Co.

Champion, Light Champion,
Rambler and Ideals, Tricy-

cles, Velocipedes, &c., &c.

SUNDRIES OP EVEKY DESCRIPTION.

Repairing and Nickel Plating a Specialty.

Send Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Billings & Speiit«r Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and tinislied .in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,
warranted a first-class tool in every respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CYCLES FOR SALE.
No Size. MaKIC. BlCAKINC s. Finish. Prick.
1 52 Expert Ball. .. .Enamel.. .$75 00
2 52 Expert. Ball. . . .Enamel. . . 65 00

3 48 Expert Ball. Enamel. . .100 uo

4 5>' Expert, with lamp.. .Ball. . . .Enamel. . .110 ou

S 54 Expert, with lamp and
cyclometer Ball. . . .Enamel. . . no 00

6 S6 Expert, witli lamp ..Ball. . . . Enamel ... 75 00

7 48 Standard, with lamp
and stand Ball, . . . .F.namel.. . 50 00

8 52 Sanspareil Ball. . . .Nickel 6u 00

9 5' Sj)ecial Columbia. ... Ball.
Victor Ball.

. . . Nickel .... 40 00
10 5" . . . . I'",namel. . .100 00
II 48 Victor, witli lamp Ball

.

ICnaincl. . . 120 00
12 52 Harvard Ball. . . . . Nickel .... 6«; 00
'1 56 Royal Mail Ball . . . .I'^namel, . . 85 ou

M 50 Otto Ball. .. .Nickel bs ixj

IS 52 American Club Ball. . . . . Enamel. . . 63 00
lO Kudge Rotary Tandem

Bicycle Ball. . . . I'^nainel ... 125 00

G-eonrge lEi- lECelso.
1205 LINDEN AVE., BALTIMORE, MD.

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co.

We call special attention of all

^

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Let every
sportsjua-ji try thejfi. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES &. CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Dlass.

Please mention this paper.

KEEP YOUR CYCLE CLEAN!
REMOVE THE

RUST, DIRT, GRIME AND GUM.
MAKE IT SHINE BY USING

GLISTENINE.
Price, 25 Ceuts Per Box.

Apply with a Chamois.

GLISTENINE MANUFACTURIN& CO,

Petroleum VASELINE, Jelly.

Grand Medal at the Philadelphia Exposition.
Silver Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Highest Award at London Medical Congress.

Used and approved by the leading Physicians of Europe
and America.

The most valuable remedy known for the external treat-

ment of Wounds, Burns, Sores, Cuts, Skin Diseases,
Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Catarrh, Chilblains,

Sunburns, and for every purpose
where a liniment is needed.

Also when taken internally for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Croup, Diphtheria, Dysentery, etc.

In order that there may be no excuse for buying imitations

of our goods, we put up genuine Vaseline in one,
two and live ounce glass botlics.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
NKW YOKK.

Bargains in Second-liand Wlieels
WRiric

•131 1;. ItaUiiiioro S(i«'«t, H/VI/riMOUIO, Ml>.

STATE SI/.K OF WHEEL WAN TED, AND THEY
CAN SUPPLY YOU AT YOUR 0)WN PRICK.

B^^E,o-.i^iisrs I

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Iricycles.

IW We make a Specialty of taking
Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCKIPTION.
FINISH.—"i" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled

except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. ''3" Balls to
front, cone to rear, plain pedals. "4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—"i" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

No. Size.

28=; 51

286 44
39
51

Name
Special Star,

Special Facile,
Otto,
Special Star,

Cost.
120.00

123.00
35.00
135.00306

334 — Columbia 3 trk. Trike, 166.00

343 52 New Rapid Roadster, 147.50
350 52 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr, 137.50

363 50 Columbia E.xpert, 135.00

364 56 Columbia Expert, 142.50
48 Columbia E.xpert, 122.50

54 Special Club, 13s 00

56 Victor Roadster, 132.50

54 Columbia Expert, 140.00

42 Victor Junior, 55 00
Am. Pony Star, 85,00
Beeston Hbr. Tdm., 260.00
Col. Lt. Roadster, 145.00
Columbia Expert, 122.50
Col. 2-track trike, 165,00
Quadrant, No. 8, 1S5.00
Columbia Expert, 130.00
Columbia Expert, 122.50
British Challenge, 147.00

415 52 Columbia Expert, 132.50

416 56 American Club, 13500
Columbia Expert, 132,50
Columbia Expert, 140,00
New Rapid Rdstr., 132.50
Col. Light Rdstr., 127.50
Columbia Expert, 122.50
Quadrant No. 8, 1S5.00
Premier, 140.00
New Mail, 127.50
Victor Roadster, 130 00
New Rapid Safety, 135.00
Rudge Light Rdstr. 141.25
Ladies' Quad. No. 14. 175.00
New Mail 127 50
Special Club, 160. lxi

— Kan. Safety (36x54) 140.110

55 Columbia Lt. Rdstr. 140. ,>o

51 Special Star, 100.00

365
376
377
385
386

389
390
391

394
397
403
409
410
411

42

55

417
418
421
422

423
425
427
428
429
430
431

433

434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441

443
444
44.'5

446
447
448

449
450
451

453
454
455
457

Price.

$70.00
60.0c
18.00
80.00
65.00

134.00
112.00

75.00
100 . 00
83.00
78.00
82 CO
75.00
55 00
50,00

115,00
95.00
60.00
90.00
125.00
100.00
80.00
70.00
80.00
52.00
75.00
90.00
132.50
go. 00
loo.oo
170.00
50.00
105.00
90.00

135 00
6j.oo
175.00
80,00

1 00 . 00

75 00
95.00
S500

— Quad. No. 15 tTdm.), 250,00 250.00
Columbia Veloce,
Columbia Expert
Horsman,
Columbia Expert,
Rudge Lt. Rdster.
Columbia Expert,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Columbia j-tiack trike

(Ladies' Six^ciaU, 185.00
Springtield Roadster, ioo.o«.>

Victor Lt. Roadster, 142.50
Victor Roadster,
Columbia Expert,
Victor Safety, i,i5oo
(Jenuiiie Hbr. IMm., .'so.iw

VoluiUeer Columbia, io.v.5o

135,011

125.041

3500
127-50
132.50
135.00
I37-SO

125.00
135.00

no. 00
65.00
16 00
78.00
85.00
85.00
9S.OO

Scot!
78. 00
xao.oo
67.00
100. oti

115.00
150.00
So. 00

Ball 4

Plain

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon roceiiit ot $5 any Bicycle on above list will be sciu

C. t). D. for balaiiue, wilU privilcRe of c.xamiilttlioii.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIITG ACCESSORIES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BIcYCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St., New York
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EAGLE ROCK HILL, 12 TIMES WITHOUT A DISMOUNT.

THE

lCRANKWHEE

ON WHAT? 50-iiicli, Geared eanal lo a

52-iiicli Ordinary.

BY WHOM ? J. HARRY SHURMAN, of Lynn, Mass. Witnessed by E. H. Banks, N. Y.; L. S.
Kloz, E. N. Y ; Harry Spence, Newark, N. J.; W. H. White, Newark, N. J., and

C. S. Silver, of Concord, N. H.

WHAT NEXT? STICKNEY HILL, LYNN, MASS. TRY IT. WE COT THERE.
L. A. TV. RUN AT BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88—Out of 150 wheels three only surmounted the hill;

two of these were Springfield Roadsters, ridden by Messrs Harris and Decker.
L. A. W. RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88—The Springfield Roadster scored three victories: 2.

mile .Safety, by J. Fred. Midgley ; Half-mile Dasli and 3-mile Handicap, by W. E. McCune.
J. R. WELD, Jr., MEDINA, N. Y., WRITES: "We believe in the Spiingfleld Roadster out here. In

a club of 20 members 16 of them ride your make of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely Safe, Speedy, the Best Hill-Climber and Ail-Around Road Wheel ever offered

to the Public, at a Moderate Price. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE HIFG, COm No. 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass,

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, = = BROOKLYN.

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles-

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South. Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CUMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesro6ms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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WE TAKE

Oli Mounts in Part Papeit

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

THE

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SecoEJ-haniflieels for Owners

— ON

COMMISSION,

GIVING TFF. BEST CHANGE TO

UNLOAD QTJIOKLT.

WE OPPEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

. WETMORE & CHESTER.
\ Second-hand Victor

Secono-liaiiil lye es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

49 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

H V 1

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAMt

CONDITION.

READ OUR RULES.
Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
cHmb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they m.ay
care, and can remove, them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Notice this Weel('s Reductions.
No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enameled. Not

ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at $85.

No. 176.— 36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price ip30.

No. 180.—54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 181.—Rudge Humber Cripper Tricycle.

New last season. Prime order. Cost $180.

Sacrificed at |iio.

No. 183.—52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price $130.

No. 186.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with
enam. rims and bar. Only $85.

No. 188.—50-in. Victor L. R. '87. Nickel finish.

Perfect cond. Cheap at $100.

No. 190.—54-in. Rudge, Enam. Cowhorn burs.

Hell. Price $60.

No. 191.—54-in. Expert Col. Enam. All balls.

Dropped bars and spades. Price $70.

No. 193.

—

52-in. Rudge Light Roadster. iMiain.

All balls. Cowhorn bars. l.itlK- uscil.

Price I70.

No. 195.^54-in. Rudge. luiani. All balls.

Cowhorn bars. Gootl as new. Price !|!75.

No, 197.— 52-in. Matchless Singer. Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price $90

No. 198.—48-in. Stand. Col. Painted. Price

$40.
Our List, August 28, 1888.

No. 29.—55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22
lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 82.—51-in. Am. Star. Nickel except wheels.
Hyg. saddle. Fine cond. Price $40.

No. 129.^48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 141.— English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to ^bo.

No. 153.— 54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Pric^ $50.

No. 155.— 50-in. Spalding, New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only $go.

No. 162.—52-in. Spalding. All balls. Enam.
Cowhorn bars. Price .$65.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price .I85.

No. 167.—55-in. Yale Light Roadster. Enamel.
All balls. Cowhorn bars. Price $50.

No. 171.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.

Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price

$50.

No. 199.—Humber Cripper Tricycle. Weight,
47 lbs. Perfect cond. Sacrificed at $So.

No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roadster. Nickel
with enam. wheels. All balls. Cowhorn
bars and spades. Looks like new. Price $85.

No. 201.—54-in. Col. E.\pert. Full nickel. All
balls and dropped bars. Prime order.
Only !li!75.

No. 202.—4S-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at 1^75.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 204.— 50-in. Isxport C\>l. Nickel with enamel

wheels. All balls. Price $55.

No. 205.—51-in. Col. Light Roadster, '88.' Nickel
with cnanu-l wheels. . Hardly used. Looks
likes new. (^nly |uo.

No. 206. — 44-in. boy's bicycle. Enameled.
Dropped bars. Lamp. Price l|i30.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price I40.

No. 208.—48 in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Hall wheels. Price $70.

No. 209..—52-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. .\ll

Balls. Fine cond. Price $75. .
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124, 126 & 128 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

AGENTS FOR

THE NEW MAIL 1888.
GREATLY IMPROVED THIS YEAR, MAKING IT A

Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.
All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable. The only Wheel with the Trig-

well Ball-bearing Head. Perfection-strengthened Backbone and Forks, and thickened

Rim. Tangent Spokes, Spade Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, Adjustable Step, etc. Price

$5 less than last year. We also handle the famous IVEL SAFETY. Come in and see

them. Send for circular. Also a full line of Sundries, Uniforms and General Sporting

Goods.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AiaSOIir, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

E^" 'V^Drrxt© fo:c" I'aric© Listi-

KEW TOEK WAEEHOUSE,

Q6 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

New Rapid) Champion, Star and other BU
cycLs and Tricycles

on easy paytoents, without extra
charge except for interest. Prices
from S8 up. Seoond-hand wheels
taken in trade and bo'ieht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms f easy

oTlnterest to every actual or prospectivr
Geo. W. Rodse & Son. 13 G St.. Peoria. lU.

payments-
wheelman.

M[[IWIII, IIULB[I)T & CO.,
26 'VVest 23d Street,

3srE"Vv^ "^"ok-k: cit-2".
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Li j>:Iit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenjfe Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenfj^e Tricycle.
AND SI?N1)KIKS.

1888 Si>3r±33-gf±©l<a- Roadstear
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing .$ioo.oo

We Wish to Call Attention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introducing.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Re»l AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these NoveUies.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
tSuccessors to Jens F. Pedersen)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

t'A Maiden Lane, N. Y,

$3.50.

8.00.

No. 13S8.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, witli Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Cold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$3.50.
9.50.

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Displacement Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. 'm. Gr. tu^'Vkt&oj^,
SOIiE PROPRIETOR AND JTIANUFACTliRER, Saratoga Sprinj^s, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when you order

For BicjclUts, G.ynninsts and
(ilymnnsluins,

CALL'S IMl'UOVED

Elastic Sides Saporters
(jock strap)

With hose or stocking supporter at-

tached, also with pockets for keys or
money. No. 1, plain supporter, 50c.;

No. 'i, with pockets, 75c.; No. .'I, with
stockinjj supporter (no pockets), 80c.;

No. 4. same as cut, $1.00. Order by
number, and Rive tifjht measure top of
Iiips. Post-paid on receipt of price.

S. B. CALL & CO.,
368 Main Street.

Spriucflrlrl, Mass.

Morphlno Habit Cured In 10
days. Nojiay till cured.
STfePHENrdbanon.Ohio.

Singer's Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over loo new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
C.ill and sec our stock hrfni-f /'iirr/iasinf^. I

ADVERTISI-: in our For .Sale and Exchange
j

Column, and

SELL YOUR OLD WHEEL AT ONCE.
Twenty-five words for Fifteen Cents. i

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
AND

TRICYCLES.
Sundries and Repairs.

140 SECOND-HAND WHEELS.

. S. F. HEATH,
ST. PAUL BRANCH : 3 1 6. Roberts St.

MINNEAPOLIS: 417 Nicollet Ave.

B-UL37- ~5ro-a_3r Slxoes o±
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY. Near Ditane.

THEGUKAT LONDON SHOE MAN.
Mv Specialty for thr Summer is theKANGAROO SHOES,

The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call .ind see them .ind a. line line of BICYCLE SHOES.

/CYCLING TOURISTS can avoid soreness
^^ and greatly increase pleasure, by using

the Threefold Elastic, Self-Adjusting Hinge

Cradle or Rocker Saddle.

COPPEK CYCLE SADDLERY,
433 Pearl Street, CLEVELAND, 0.

yooj3-»wiifc
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
-^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 A roll St., Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEIYOEK BELTING « PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

E. &1^.T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

^ ^ INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
rairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
DaUmeyer lieiises.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^p^ More than Forty Yean
Established in this Uttt

of buatuss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu-
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,
swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
ness, Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,
Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Drug^gists.

-<fv!sxs: i»on. Tm:

W E fi C K
PERFUMES AND lAKE NO OTHER.

"Werick's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportim dooJs,

LOWEST PRICES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

THE "BEST" BICYCL[ LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WHITTEN & COm Providencep R, I,

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

Late Sixth Avenue.) Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Champions,
/deals. Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Humbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

REPAIES !

"~
REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Work
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

.^P tAR L & WftSO NSf

.

;; iM JM ENS LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS,

r3X "ARE THE BEST"
V^'/^ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

:"' SPALDING'S YOUTH'S Bl-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

DETACHABLE LUd&AGE CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI.00. Discount to the trade.

c. 131. snvEiarii,
249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit, Micli.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.
CJi

r«

CO

ADAMS & SOS'S TOTTMTTl CHEITINC SUM
.ncreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The (uim is now used liy touring as well as r.iciiig

wheelmen, and it keeps the inoulh moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUUE. PLEASANT. * AIAj FLAA OHS.

S1iotji.1c5l t>& 03a. ssile atj all "Wlieelnxeia-'s I3:e6K3LQ.-va.awC"ti©x*s-
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Crank SAFETY BUNDLE CARRIER.
Bundle Carrier v"

^"Uvww!! ^Ifc^'«^

ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE

As used on the

ordinary.

Price, $1.50

Known on both Continents, 2()c. per pac
age by mnil.

Lighting and Lubrica

ting Oil.

IPilprvlG OIL,

In c|uart can.^

In pint

In bottles.

DUPLEX SCREW-DRIVER.

Made from

the best cast

steel and

warranted.

Z & S. SHOULDER STOCKING SUPPORTERS
.Are so thoroughly well knuu,, that a passing mention is sufficient. Price," 05c. per pair.

BELT SUPPORTERS
Allow for ample adjustment o\er the hips,

HIP SUPPORTERS

To attach to shirt "or drawers, with double safely j,in,

Pric

Price, ;:;c.

BOSTON CLUB CAP.

?^STsUBSTITUT£f^i|

li^AKED ENAMEL

|ipRlCE50

, STANDARD™

^^^bbercemenII
' ''^RcUTSINTlfES|

;*4RRANTE|J
>j„AR»^SMiTH5i|

H. A. S.

Spoke Grip.

Maiie from vlrop-

pt'd steel.

Ilra\v corded atid li;uids. .im- ; ni.-idc in bcsi
'"•"""'

.|i:r.si-;v .siiikTs .wn'
'''"'

'
- - - -

*i 5", KXK1-; p.WIS i\ ckr.AT
Scnl l)\ mad, m.c. L-\ira. \'.A K I l•rl'^•.

n. .s n, , ,s , uns 5« "OWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
\vr1':n{'iii-..s, .s.\ 1) 1)1, |.:s,

''"". ^^" p^i -i-'.

LOCKS, W 11 1 ST I t's•'.•
• .\.i;cn(s ,ind Dr.iUrs in ,dl ihr l.i-.cdin- M.,kr-,,,i I li, y .Ir- .ui,l

SllOlvS, STOCK 1 N'CS

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO,,
ORATON HALL,

sj:\/) lo/f (ATiLixni:. spiaixl nisnxsrs n^ ahems.



Tores Ni^.

THK H^SSTSRir nmOlff TEX«XaRAPH GOMPAHTT.
This eempaaT TBAKSMITS and DELJVBKS meKiagee onl; oa coaiitloBs liBiiMMg lu UftbUitrf , vrtucli tmre baen usented to by ui« lentlar ol tbe foUowlns meatagf
EvoH can be guardad aoBiget. oDly by reveAMng a messatire bock to tbe sending «aH«o tor aoDiparison. and *e •aaapaar vrlll not bold iteeU Uakl« for entm or 4elaft

2n tranabdeaio* or deUTery ot Inurepeated U«sstt{;es, beyond tbe ax>oaut of toUtkyatd Uiereoa. aor tn any case vrtMn 9m etalm » aot presa&c«d In writtDg within Any iUn<
attar sendlns tk« measaee. .

This Is Ml CNB£PKATEI> ICESSAOB. and ts 4eUTer«d by requMt of the tender, vidertbe Midraoos sun** abort

THOS. T. ECKEBT. General Maasger. 4 , . '

y Gu^^^
Reoeiired at 109 SJate Street. Boston. /J(7(I,

d^Utr^t^ ^ j^Me^Oix^M:-

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A li-w >1 ijliih ,ln);/\V'')iii new KikIk'- I'IikIi-ims ;iiii1 [(iiilj;;!: 1 1 iimlici Taiiilcms, iind Jilso a limilcil lUimljtTot shopworn Uiiili;u Hicyclcs at :i icmIiicU'

II. \I. SARKX, \lMri«uer, 152 Coi ijj:ret-;is Street, 13o^^t(jii, Nla^s.

/S THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.
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A LETTER THAT NEEDS NO COMMENT.

Detroit, Mich., August 21, i!

GORMULLY & JeFFERY MfG. Co. !

Gentlemen— I have just returned from Michigan's L. A. W. Division Meet, and I trust the

comparison I am about to make will be of interest to you. At the Meet in 1887 there were 60 wheels

and only one of them was a Champion, and that was looked upon as rather a curiosity. This year at

Grand Rapids nearly all makes of high grade wheels were there, but out of 1 1 2 wheels in the parade there

were 34 American Champions—an increase from 1-60 to about 1-3. I can prove that there have been

more American Champions sold in Michigan this year than any other two makes of high grade wheels.

They have given good satisfaction, and I expect twice as many wheels will be sold next year. The

Champion is used by the best riders, too. Three out of five races at St. John's were won on Champions.

A $250 Marlboro Club Tandem has been discarded for a Challenge Tandem, and found to be decidedly

the best.

Yours truly,

C. H. SMITH.

ALL CRANK RECORDS PULVERIZED
by John A. Wells on an ordinary

AMERICAN RAMBLER
taken out of stock.

Eagle Rock Climbed Nine Times Thursday afternoon, August 23. Start was made at 4

P.M. and finish at 6.23 p.m., when darkness interfered. This time is a two-minute average per trip faster

than Shurman's professional record on a lever machine.

The following gentlemen witnessed and will vouch for the performance : E. R. Collins. Westfield,

N. J. ; Henry Walters, 246 New York Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. ; Geo. J. Pforr, 64 Washington Street,

Chicago; Herman Kneisel, 97 Webster Street, Jersey City, N. J. ; E. C. Wells, 365 Broad Street, Newark.

N. J. ; Howard A. Smith, Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

We are now delivering Ramblers with a reasonable degree of proin[)tness.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Catalogue on application.
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EAGLE ROCK HILL, 12 TIMES WITHOUT A DISMOUNT.

ON WHAT?
r

50-liicli, &earefl epal to a

52-iiicli Ordinary.

BY WHOM ? J. HARRY SHURMAN, of Lynn, Mass. Witnessed by E. H. Banks, N. Y.; L. S.
Kloz, E. N. Y ; Harry Spence, Newark, N. J.; W. H. White, Newark, N. J., and

C. S. Silver, of Concord, N. H.

WHAT NEXT? STICKNEY HILL, LYNN, MASS. TRY IT. WE COT THERE.
L. A. TT. RUN AT BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88—Out of 150 wheels three only surmounted the hill;

two of these were Springfield Roadsters, ridden by Messrs Harris and Decker.
t. A. W. RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88—The Springfield Roadster scored three victories : 3-

mile Safety, by J. Fred. Midgley ; Half-mile Dash and 3-mile Handicap, by W. E. McCune.
J. R. WELD, Jr., MEDINA, N. Y., 'WRITES: "W^e believe in the Springfield Roadster out here. In

a club of 80 members 16 of them ride your mate of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely Safe, Speedy, the Best Hill-Climber and All-Around Road Wheel ever offered

to the Public, at a Moderate Price. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. COm No. 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass,

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospkctt Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles-

- BROOKLYN.
CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. SIcillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South. Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

f||:|ji New York Salesrooms,
' 115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

I The best and only sure way
W to hold machines. Cannot mar
\\ or deface nickel or enamel in

\any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

It^"Send for circular.

Discount to Dealers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,

Worcester, Mass.

E. I. HORSMAN,
80 and 82 WILLIAM ST.,

NEW YOKE.

General Agent for the Sale of the

AMERICAN BICYCLES,
Mannfactured by Gormully & Jeflfery Mfg. Co.

Cliainpion, Light Clianipion,

Rambler and Ideals, Tricy-

cles, Velocipedes, &c., &c.

SUNDRIES OP EYERY DESCRIPTION.

Repairing and Nickel Plating a Specialty.

Send Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNEXT &- HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finishedjin'a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,
warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CYCLES FOE SALe!"
No. Sizu. Make. Bkauin(;s. F'inism. Pkich.

I 52 Kxpert Ball Enamel, . .$75 00

a 52 Kxpert Ball Fnaniel... 6500
3 48 F.xpert Ball Knamel . . . icxd 00

4 51) Expert, with lam|). . .Ball Knamcl.. .110 00

5 54 Kxpert, with lampand
cycloiniaer Ball. . . .Knamcl. . .110 00

6 56 Kxpert, with l.nnp ..Ball Knamel... 7500
7 48 Standard, with lamp

and stand Ball Knamel ... 50 (».

8 5a Sanspareil Ball Ni<kel ixi ck,

g 5» Special Colunibia. . . . Ball Nickel.... 4000
10 5(1 Victor Ball. . luKuncl, . .luo oi)

ji 48 Victor, Willi lamp. . . .Ball ICiiaincl.
, ,iao ix)

13 52 Harvard Ball Nii kel 65011

13 56 Royal Mail Ball . , . . Kn.unel.. . 85 (h.

14 50 Otto Ball ...NiiUcI (15""

15 52 American Club Ball liiianicl.
. . 6500

16 Uudge Rotary 'I'andem
Bicycle Bull Enamel. . ,ias on

1205 LINDEN AVE., BALTIMORE, MD.

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co.

We call special attention of all
I

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS,
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportsman try them. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

manufactured bv

HOLMES & CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

KEEP YOUR CYCLE CLEAN!
REMOVE THE

RUST, DIRT, GRIME AND GUM.
MAKE IT SHINE BY USING

GLISTENINE.
Price, 25 Cents Per Box.

Apply with a Chamois.

GLISTENINE lANUFACTURINd CO,

Petroleum VASELINE, Jelly.

Grand Medal at the Philadelphia Exposition.
Silver Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Highest Award at London Medical Congress.

Used and approved by the leading Physicians of Europe
and America.

The most valuable remedy known for the external treat-
ment of Wounds, Burns, Sores, Cuts, Skin Distaacs,

Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Catarrh, Chilblains,
Sunburns, and for every purpose

where a liniment is needed.
Also when taken internally for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,

Croup, Diphtheria, Dysentery, etc.

In order that there may be no excuse for buyinp[ imitations
of our goods, we put up genuine X'aseline in one,

two anil live ouiue glass bottles.

Chesebrough ManufacturingCo.
MOW YORK.

B^^E,cih.^^insrs I

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Iricjcles.

US" "We make a Specialty of taking
Old Mounts in Part Payment for

Ne-w Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCRIPTION.
FINISH.—"'" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled

except rims. " 3 " Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

B EAR I NOS.—" I " Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls to
front, cone to rear, plain pedals. " 4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. " 5 " Balls to front, cone to rear, ball
pedals.

CONDITIONS.—"i" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "'4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
" 6 " Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

a .1

"Vi 'C "a

No. Size. Name Cost. Price.
u
ca (J

28s SI Special Star, §120.00 $70.00 Ball 4

286 44 Special Facile, 123.00 60. oc I 4

2f)H 1Q Otto, 35.00 iS.oo 4 2

306 SI Special Star, 135.00 80.00 Ball 2

^14 Columbia 3 trk. Trike 166.00 65.00 2 2

U1 S2 New Rapid Roadster, 147.50 134.00 I I

ISO S2 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr, 137.50 112.00 I I

,63 SO Columbia Expert, 135.00 7500 2 a

364 S6 Columbia Expert, 142.50 log. 00 I I

-M 48 Columbia Expert, 122.50 83.00 I 1

,76 S4 Special Club, 135.00 78.00 I 2

177 =6 Victor Roadster, 132-50 82 00 I I

18s S4 Columbia Expert, 140.00 75.00 1 2

386 42 Victor Junior, 55 00 55 00 1 1

38Q 42 Am. Pony Star, 85.00 50.00 Plain 5

3qo Beeston Hbr. Tdm., 260.00 115.00 2 4

W ss Col. Lt. Roadster, 145.00 95-0O S I

1Q4 48 Columbia Expert, 122.50 60.00 2 2

107 Col. 2-track trike. 165.00 go. 00 I 2

401 — Quadrant, No. S, 1S5.00 125.00 1 X

40Q so Columbia Expen, 130.00 100.00 I 4

410 S2 Columbia Expert, 122.50 So.00 1 3

411 s6 British Challenge, 147.00 70.00 I I

4M S2 Columbia Expert, 132.50 80.00 a I

4.6 s6 American Club, 135.00 52.00 a 2

4'7 S2 Columbia E.xpert, 132.50 7S-00 3 I

,,iS S4 Columbia Expert, 140.00 90.00 I 3

,(?I S2 New Rapid Rdstr., 132.50 132.50 I I

422 SI Col. Light Rdstr., 127.50 90.00 1 X

421 S2 Columbia Expert, 122.50 100.00 I a

42s Quadrant No. 8,

Premier,
185.00 170.00 I I

427 s6 140.00 50.00 I 2

128 so New Mail, 127.50 105.00 I I

S4 Victor Roadster, 130.00 90.00 I 3

n" New Rapid Safety, 135.00 135 00 I I

41' SS Rudge Light Rdstr. 141.25 6j.oo 2 4

m Ladies' Quad. No. 14 175.00 175.00 I X

1

H

so New Mail 127.50 80.00 I I

41^ S2 Special Club, j6o.oo ICO. 00 I I

n'''
Kan. Safety (16x54) 140.00 75 00 I >

(17 ss Columbia Lt. Rdstr. 140.00 9S.OO I I

n8 SI Special Star, ItXJ.OO 85.00 Ball 3

4 ^) Quad. No. 15 (Tdm.),
Columbia Veloce,

350.00 950.00 < I

440 — I3S-00 110.00 I I

44" S4 Columbia Expert, 125.00 65.00 a 1

4 4 1 4-' Horsman, 3S.OO 16.00 4 3

444 st> Columbia Expert, 127.50 78.00 3 3

44'; 48 Rudge Lt. Rdster. 133.50 85.00 1 I

44" S4 Columbia Expert, i35.«> 85.00 1 X

147 S2 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr., 137-50 95.00 I 1

,48 Columbia .'-tr.ick trike

tLailies' Special), 18s. 00 80.00 1 X

44<) Springfield Roadster, HVi.OO 78.00 Ball I

4 SO S6 Victor Lt. Roadster, 143.50 lao.oo 1 1

4SI SO Victor Roadster, 135.>» 67.vx> I a

4S? <i4
Columbia Expert, 35 «^ 100. \X» t X

4S4 Victor S.iletv, 1 ;5.vH> t I5.i>^ 1 1

4SS — C.enuino llbr. 1dm., j50.\x-» 150. IX* ^ 1

457 53 Volunteer (. oliimbia, lo.'.so 8o,ixt

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
V >on u-icipl ol $s aiiv r>K V •le on al >i>ve list will be sent

C. 0, 1) loi h.il.iiuc, u nil pi iv ihxc ol exaiiimatuM

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Fl I.I. I.l\l<

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels CYCLING ACCESSOKIES.
WKI IK

l:.'l 10. llalMiiMuo .Slr<><<l, It.V I.TIMOICi:. I>ll>.

STATE SI/I', Ol'' WIII'.I'-.I. WANTI'D, ANH llll'-.V

CAN SIIPI'I.V VtU' A r YOl'U OWN I'UICIC.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
' S Warren SI.. New York
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QTT A -QT?. A -KT-T

What's in a name ? Possibly, nothing ; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,
then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, an extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a. joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactorj'^ Tricycles.

" It is the huui u iicii from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADRANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 18S8.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

" Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky.

The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek,
And no walls but the far-off mountain tops

;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADRANT TRICYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADRANT TRICYCLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SElSriD IFOR IDESCRXI=a?I"VE: C-A-T-A-LOG-XTE, FE,EE-

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 and 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Nld.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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/YCLING IRADE JVEYIEW,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year,

- 5 Gents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdny noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New Yarli.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

Apropos of road improvement, I herewith

enclose a clipping from the Red Bank (N. J.)

Register. It comes from Jersey, where, so far as

I know, there has been no missionarying done
by the League or a Road Improvement Associa-

tion, or any one else. It not only shows that

the country press is waking up on this question,

but it outlines a practical and practicable plan

for road improvement. It is in the line of action

proposed by the Long Island Road Improve-
ment Association, and seems to go several

points better. It is a plan which will commend
itself to the community and to legislative bodies,

and which can be inaugurated and pushed to

enactment, and enforced when enacted, by the

League. D. W. B.
[Red Blink Register.']

The roads throughout the county cannot be

said to be in as good condition as they should be

for the amount of money which is annually

spent upon them. So generally is this the case

throughout the State that at the last meeting of

the State Board of Agriculture it was proposed to

have a general law enacted, changing the pres-

ent method of appropriating the road money
and of electing the road overseers. Under the

present method a road master is occasionally

found who spends the road money honestly and
intelligently, and the roads are benefited in

consequence, but according to the statements

made at the meeting of the Board of Agriculture,

this is the exception and not the riile throughout

the entire State.

In many instances the failure to impreve the

roads is due to a lack of knowledge of the

proper way to make and maintain a road. The
money of a township is apportioned among half

a dozen' or more road districts, each of which

has a considerable mileage of roads which must

be kept up in some sort of shape. Road masters

are not elected with any particular view to their

knowledge and efficiency as builders and re-

pairers of roads. It not infrequently happens

that a skillful road overseer is defeated by a

person who is thoroughly ignorant of the work

he is expected to perform, and who is only

desirous of getting the position in order to have

the handling of the road money. Under such

overseers the road district derives l)Ul little bene-

fit from the money appropriated. A load of clay

or gravel is dumped here and there, a little

patching up is done in places, but at the end of

the year the road is as bad as it was at the

outset.

The measure proposed by the Slate Board was

to have the main roads of the county worked by

some man, appointed by the Board of Free-

holders, or elected by the county, who should

give his entire time to the work. This would
give the townships only the by-roads and minor
roads to look after ; and these roads in each
township were to have an overseer, who, like

the county official, should devote his entire time
to the work. The election of road masters by
districts was to be done away with entirely, and
the amount voted by each township was to be ex-

pended on the various roads, as the judgment of

the overseer should decide. In order to secure

good work and efficient road officers, it was pro-

posed to make the term of office of the road mas
ters as permanent as possible, say from five to ten

years. Such a term of office would make it an
object for a man to acquire knowledge concern-
ing roads, and a conscientious man could in that

time greatly improve the roads of a township
with the money ordinarily appropriated. In

order to insure good work and honest expendi-
ture of the road money, the road officials should
be subject to removal by the town committee-
men, or Board of Freeholders, for neglect of

their duties.

It is certain that some sort of reform is needed
in the manner of dealing with the public roads
of the county, whereby the people will get bet-

ter roads than they have had in the past.

THE GROWTH OF CYCLING IN
DENVER, COL.

Denver's cycling history is interesting. The
first agent here was Mr. George E. Hannan,
representing the Pope Manufacturing Co., from
May, 1880, until the latter part of 1881. In July,

1880, he sold the first bicycle ever brought to this

city to Louis Rice. Your correspondent had the

pleasure of looking over this wheel last week,
while it was in the repair shop of Mr. Hannan.
It had had a new front fork put in, the first re-

pair of any account it has had in eight years' con-

stant usage. It is a Mustang Columbia, 48-inch,

and the rubber tires and bearings are still in the

best condition ; in fact, by looking at the parts

mentioned, and not at the old style of the

machine, you would think it had been run for

perhaps nine months. So much for the life of a

bicycle. In 1880 this wheel was the only one
sold ; in i88r there were fifteen wheels sent out.

In 1882 Mr. George F. Higgins made his

appearance as an agent, and these two gentle-

men had a monopoly of the business until July,

1886, when Mr. VV. L. Van Horn and Wilbur F.

Knapp came out as agents for the Rudge and
Singer's Apollo. At the beginning of this year
Salamon Bros., two gentlemen long connected
in England with wtieeling, opened an agency
here for the Fly Cycle Co., of Coventry. They
also manufacture a high grade ball bearing
wheel for youths. This makes them the only

bicycle manufacturers west of Chicago. But
enough as to the trade.

The first club was the Denver Bicycle Club,

organized May 22, 1882, which ran along with

very hard work until February 4, 1884, when it

disbanded. This was one of the first organiza-

tions of the kind west of the Mississippi. The
next venture was the Colorado Wheel Club,

which was organized in the fall of 1884, and
kept up for two and a half years, disbanding in

July, 1887. In the same month the Denver
Ramblers started up and are running along
smoothly, taking in new members at every

meeting, and turning out lots of good riders,

two of whom, Capt. Robert Gerwing and Mr.

C. C. Hopkins, are at Buffalo and will be heard
from during the races.

The Social Wheel Club, organized January 18,

18S8, although only seven months old, has a

membership of fifty-six, and two of the most
comfortable club rooms in the West. Their

representatives at Buffalo are Mr. A. Banks ami
Mr. Sid. Eastwood ; the latter will enter profes-

sional races only, as his races with Mr. Gerwing
one year ago for a prize of $300 made him a
" pro." Mr. Gerwing has been reinstated by

the L. A. W., and will enter the 100-mile road

race for amateurs.
The roads in the vicinity of Denver are the

best natural ones in the roiiiitry. About ton

miles out, going south, is Littleton, a (iretty

little village of 800 people, where the hotel pro-

prietor furnishes a line meal at reasonable rates.

1 have known boys, barely sixteen years old, to

have made the run from town to the hotel at Lit-

tleton (very near eleven miles by cyclometer) in

forty-five minutes. This speaks for the quality

of the roads. Passing through Littleton until

twenty-five miles from Denver, one comes to

Sedalia, where, if he has any respect for hills, he'll

turn back. But if he is ambitious to become a
Greenwood, he will go on to Palmer Lake,
twenty-four miles from Sedalia, with 2,000 feet

rise in those twenty-four miles. From the lake
to Colorado Springs is twenty-five miles more
(mostly down hill) ; this trip of seventy-four
miles generally takes eight hours riding.

We return to Denver, take the road east, and
twenty miles out come to Brighton. Seven miles
further is Fort Lupton ; nine miles still further,

and thirty-six miles from the city, is Platteville,

while by going sixteen miles further we run
through Evans, and are on the road to Greeley,
fifty-six miles distance from Denver. Dozens of

wheelmen have made this run in less than four
and a half hours—another good word for the

roads. The return trip will take probably six

hoiirs, and the rider has been on one of the best
century run roads in the country.

In other directions from Denver are Golden,
16 miles

; Morrison, 18 ; Louisville, 30 ; Boulder,

36 ; Parkers, 26, and Erie 22 miles, all on differ-

ent roads, half of which are rather hilly, but,

with three or four exceptions, all ridalle.

The riders now in Denver number between
eleven and twelve hundred—a dozen of these

are lady tricyclists— (nothing under a 50-inch

counted), which, in proportion to our population,

would put Denver as the first wheel city in the

Union. The prospects of Denver as a wheel
centre are very brilliant, over 450 wheels having
been sold so far this year. Both the clubs are

booming things for all they are worth, and by
the time our fast riders return from the East we
will be all ready for a big race meet.

«--. Novice.

NOTES AND COMMENTS FROM NE"W
JERSEY.

BY THE STROLLER.
Another, and this time a final, change has

been made in the arrangements for the New
Jersey Division meet. Instead of having the

race meet on Saturday, 22d, as previously an-

nounced, the committee has been obliged to put

it on the programme for Friday, 21st, as the

Roseville Athletic Club, having leased the

grounds for the former date for a baseball

match, have refused to make any concessions to

the Division. The Orange Wanderers, who
have the affair in hand, held a meeting on Fri-

day evening, August 31, and completed all the

arrangements for the business meeting, which
will be held in the Park Rink, Orange, at 10

o'clock on Friday morning, the races to begin

at 3 o'clock Friday afternoon, on the Roseville

track ; Chinese lantern parade over the Orange
streets on Friday night, to be followed by a

"smoker," concert and supper, and for a num-
ber of runs to points of interest on Saturday

morning.
The programme, as arranged for the track

events, is an attractive one, and looks as though

it ought to suit everybody. The events will be

as follows :

One-mile bicycle. State championship.
One-mile tricycle. State championship,
Three-mile bicycle. State championship.

One-mile safety tandem bicycle, <.pcn.

One-mile tricycle, open handicap.

One-third mile ilash bicycle, open handicap.

One-mile bicycle. Orange Wanderers, handi-

cap.

One-mile bicycle, consolation.

One-mile bicycle, championship
County Wheelmen.
One-mile bicycle, ihampionship

Wheelmen.
One-mile bicycle, ili.iuii>ioiisliii>

County Wheelmen.
One-mile bicycle, championship Plainheld Bi-

cycle Club.
The races are in the hands of a competent

committee, comprising Llewellyn H. Johnson,

Thomas N. Cray. Charles \V. Freeman, Frank

P. Jcwett and L VVarren Smith, all ol whom are

sutficiently versed in the ways of the track to do

their share toward smooth running.

At the meeting of the Wanderers on .Vugust

31, Charles . A. Lindsley -was unanimously

chosen as Captain to succeed Charles W. Free-

man, resigned. .A better choice could not have

been made.

W. \'an Wagoner, the well-known Star r.icer, of

Burlington, succeeded a week ago, oi\ the iVoan

Drive at Newport, in coverng ten and a h.dl

miles in .'iini, 5s., being just five seconds better

than the previous record for the ci>ui"se.

Hudson

Kli/abelh

Passaic
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WHY, THE WARWICK PERFE CTION.

IT HAS

MORE GENUINE

IMPEOYEMENIS

THAN ANY WHEEL

WATCH THE

ON THE

AMERICAN OR

EUROPEAN

MARKETS.

WHEEL PAPERS

This has been the study

of inventors for years. The

Warwick Spring Bearing

Frame is the first and

ONLY satisfactory solution of

this problem. This Spring

Bearing is so constructed as

to take up all concussion,

resulting in the production

of the only absolutely non-

vibratory bicycle. Inside

the bearing frame and un-

derneath the fork is a spring

made of steei, and riiihkr.

The steel takes the strain

and the rubber takes the

vibration, in such a manner

that the rider, no matter

how rough the riding, does

not feel the least jar.

This is a point that

j^ X cannot fail of in-

^O

By means of a set screw the

BEARING can be perfectly ad-

justed to the weight of any

rider. For a heavy man

the screw is tightened, which

closes the spring, allowing

it to receive the extra weight.

The bearing is simply joint-

ed to the bearing frame,

which gives an elastic and

easy motion when the wheel

comes in contact with rough

surfaces. Another device

holds the frame rigid in such

manner as to take up all side

strain. The crank is de-

tachable. On thorough in-

spection, it will be the

universal verdict that the

Warwick Spring Bearing

and Frame is THE only per-

fectly constructed frame on

the market, and the only in-

vention in existence, on X
an ordinary bicycle, X
which overcomes x ^
concussion and X <vj/

prevents all ^r <^A'
vibration. X ^^ '^^

estimable ap-

preciation.
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On Labor Day I saw the Misses Mulford bowl-

ing along: High Street at a lively rate, mounted
on their Royal Salvo bikes. Frank Brock, on a

Star, was acting as an escort. These young
ladies are doing a great deal toward populariz-

ing the use of the whirling wheel among the

fair sex in this vicinity, as they are very en-

thusiastic riders and can be seen on the road

whenever the riding is half decent.

The roads in all directions, within a radius of

twenty miles of Newark, are in the very pink of

condition, and cyclers without number are seen

daily taking spins to the Oranges, iVlontclair,

Elizabeth, Springfield, Passaic, Paterson and
other outlying points. The weather could not

be better if made to order, and the scenery,

especially in and around the "Juicy Oranges,"
is now at its best. Those who ride and fail to

"do" the Oranges, this month will miss a treat.

Howard A. Smith did not go to Buffalo after

all, but I see that he very sensibly sent a repre-

sentative in the shape of a full-page advertise-

ment in last week's Wheel.

And, by the way, Mr. Editor, allow me to

remark that I am possessed of a sufficient

amount of self-conceit to think that I know a

good thing when I see it, and I also think you'll

give me credit for knowing whereof I speak
when I tell you that the finest issue of a cycling
journal upon which I ever cast my optics was
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review of

August 31, 1888. The amount of news con-
tained therein has never been equaled in quan-
tity or quality, and covers more ground than any
other paper has ever reached in a single issue.

The composition is clean ; the paper is good
;

the make-up first-class ; and, best of all, the
press-work is a credit to the craft. If you don't
think this worth putting in print, why, use the

w. b.

Quite a number of Wanderers took an enjoy-
able run to Elizabeth and Plainfield on Labor
Day.

The bowling contingent of the Atalanta Wheel-
men, of Newark, began its season's practice on
the Academy of Mu^ic alleys on Thursday even-
ing, September 6.

THREE RATTLING RACES AT THE
N. J. A. C.

From every standpoint, the all-day carnival

of sport given by the N. J. A. C. at iheir grounds
at Bergen Point on Labor Day was a pronounced
success. For the twelve foot and bicycle races
there were over two hundred entries, and the

best of it all was that over ninety per cent, of

them faced the starter. The races were run
without a hitch and on the nick of time. The
shell and canoe races were exciting, and the
ball match a perfect exhibition. The day's sport

concluded with a grand hop at the La Tourette
House, threatening weather having caused this

as a prudent substitute for the promenade con-
cert on the grounds. The bicycle races proved
the events of the day, and resulted as follows :

The i-mile novice race had for starters : M.
S. Ackerman, Plainfield B. C; V. F. Pelin,

N. Y. A. C; F. N. Burgess, Rutherford Wheel-
men ; F. M Brush, N. J. A. C; J. E. Day,
H. C. W.; Fred Gubelman, H. C. W. Pelin set

a lively pace for a couple of laps, after which
Gubelman made the running for a lap. On the
bell-ring Burgess and Ackerman set sail for the
lead. Burgess finally winning by three yards
from Ackerman, who was followed three yards
behind by Gubelman, the rest strung out for

twenty yards. Time, 3m. 9 4-5S.

Wheelmen and spectators voted the i-mile

handicap the best specimen of handicapping
ever witnessed by any of them, and the ears of

the absent L. A. W. O. H. must have tingled at

the encomiums heaped on him after the race

was over. It was as follows : G. W. Kreger,
L. I. W., scratch; W. H. Caldwell, N. J. A. C,
25 yards ; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, 30; E. P.

Ragg'jt, N. [. A. C, 35 ; W. Schumacher, L. I.

W., 45; L. H. Wise, L. I. W., 50 ; W. F. Murphy,
K. C. W., 50; F. G. Brown, K. C. W., 50; W. F.

Pendleton, N. J. A. C, 80; Fred. Gubelman,
H. C. W., 80; E. H. Allaire, P. A. C, no; W.
B. Rhett, N. J. A. C, no; J. E. Day, H. C. W.,
130. Of these Kreger and Rhett were absentees,

and I must own 1 am not sure about Brown
and Murphy, as I was otherwise engaged when
the men were on their marks, and I may have

lost sight of some in ihat bunch and grand rush
on the finish. The limit men set full sail, but
the back markers went after them hammer and
tongs. It was soon manifest that it was to be a

great scramble from start to finish. At the

quarter-mile Allaire got his wheel in front and
made the running, followed by Pendleton. By
this time Schumacher had got through and was
close behind the leaders. Baggot was next,

and the rest followed in a solid bunch. At the

half-mile Pendleton had shoved his Star in front

with Baggot and Schumacher in hot pursuit.

Caldwell and Bowman were working like de-

mons and dodging about to get through. When
the bell rang Pendleton led, with the whole field

in a bunch at his little wheel. The spectators
were roused to the highest pitch of excitement.
The band played a lively jig and the people
yelled. On the racers rushed, closely packed,
and I held my breath expecting the whole busi-

ness to go down in a heap. The homestretch
was reached, and still the bunch was unbroken.
A mad scurry for a hundred yards, and the
dense mass crossed the line. The crowd yelled

itself hoarse, and no one could tell who the

winners were until the judges announced Bag-
got first, Wise second, Pendleton third, Caldwell
fourth. Eight men had crossed the line inside

of five yards. It was without doubt the best
bicycle handicap ever framed in the history of

racing in this country, and the official handi-
capper has added a very bright feather to his

plumage. Time, 3m. 1-5S.—very fair for road-
sters on a cinder track.

The mile race between Caldwell, Baggot and
Bowman, for the N. J. A. C. championship, was
looked forward to with much local interest, and
proved, as was expected, a hard fight. Caldwell
took the lead, and at the end of the first lap led

Baggot by an open length, with Bowman the
same distance behind Baggot. The men main-
tained this position to the last lap, when Bell

put on steam, but Baggot could not gain an
inch on Caldwell, though he increased his lead
on Bowman a few yards. Time, 3m. 3s.

Jonah.
•-+-»-

BROOKLYN.

What is destined to become an immediate and
recognized power in the cycling world of Long
Island has, in the time of a few weeks, passed
through three important stages—its conception,
its execution, its reception. The Cyclists' Un-
ion has come to stay. Its conception and exe-
cution were at the hands of a few, but its re-

ception has been one grand, enthusiastic shout
of approval from the wheelmen at large. Scarcely
a week has passed since the inaugural meeting,
and every one is alive to the issue. It has cre-

ated an excitement and an interest which re-

mains unabated so long as its features present
points for discussion. Its promotors are at

work with blanks for the signatures of appli-

cants for membership, which read :

THE CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND.
Extracts from Constitution.

Membership.—Any resident of Long Island,
at least eighteen years of age, shall be eligible

to membership, and shall become a member
upon his election by the Executive Committee.
Dues.—The annual dues shall be at the rate

of one dollar per year, payable upon the first

days of January and July. There shall be no
initiation fee.

The undersigned desire to be enrolled mem-
bers of this organization, and will cheerfully
support the movement when called upon to do so

At every turn they are greeted with a word of

encouragement, and names are subscribed with
unexpected promptness. The task is a pleas-
ant one, too. Persuasion or argument are not
relied upon to obtain signatures. Every one
seems to know and appreciate the chain of cir-

cumstances linking past events and present
issues—conditions inevitably resulting in local

assertion. Explanations become unnecessary,
as the unhesitating cndorscmcnl and keen in-

terest of tiiose approaclied prove that it is the

right thing in the right place. Altogetlier the

outlook is such as to warrant a feeling of enthu-
siasm which will carry the Union on and up,

strengthening fraternity and dispelling preju-

dice, working one for all and all lor one.

The result of the meeting called Idr the 8tli

inst. is awaited with interest. The Committee
on Constitution and By-Laws will re|)ort ami
furnish food for discussion, as there will nat-

urally be several ideas presented on the best
way to avoid the evils of politics and " ring-
ocracy," the tendency towards which only a
carefully executed document can check. But
the meeting will be representative, ideas will be
given thorough ventilation, and the Union will

probably be established on a permanent founda-
tion—a simple, practical, invulnerable constitu-
tion.

If the Union were now in strong working
order, what a splendid chance to exemplify its

purpose to protect the interests of wheelmen
would be the case of the "path-hog" who
lives on the Bath road. This useful member of
society, not content with throwing Mr. Monell
from his wheel and injuring him, deliberately
digs two trenches at either end of the path in

front of his premises to prevent the passage of
bicycles. Although personally ignorant of any
legal principle involved, it would seem equitable
to demand that the path be restored to its former
entirety, and if it could be proven that it was
done to prevent the uninterrupted passage of
bicycles, which, it is understood, labor under
no restriction in that vicinity as to the use of
side paths, then it would seem we have just
cause to demand immediate redress. Such a
course would be less harsh than to prefer a
charge of assault, and would be more efficient,

if successful, in establishing our claim for recog-
nition. Indeed, if it be deemed feasible, why
could not the Union take that as its first " casus
belli" immediately after its permanent organi-
zation ? It happened on a thoroughfare largely
used by wheelmen, and besides being in itself a
continued menace and hindrance, it is likely to

act as an incentive, breeding open fight in others
residing along the road who may now be inact-
ively opposed to us. It is a matter which con-
stitutionally lies in the province of the Union,
and a few decisive steps taken in the direction
of such abuse will assure that body a title

which is not empty and an influence which is

not impotent. H. G.
Brooklyn, September 5, 1888.

LYNN CYCLE CLUB'S OUTING.

The members of the Lynn Cycle Club left

Lynn Saturday, September i, for Portland, Me.,
taking the boat at Boston and arriving at Port-
land Sunday morning at 5 o'clock. They then
went to the Preble House, where they were re-

ceived by the members of the Portland Wheel
Club, and after breakfast proceeded to the rooms
of the club. Here a very pleasant hour was
spent, when all of the boys mounted their wheels
and started for Prout's Neck, a distance of four-
teen miles, arriving in time for dinner at the
Checkley House. On the way out to the Neck
they came to Spurwick Hill, which no bicyclist
had climbed to the top. Shurman said before
starting that if any one of the boys would ride
down the hill he would climb up, and they thought
they had him sure. So, arriving at the hill, some
of them went down and he after them. Turning
around at the bottom, Shurman went to the top,
much to the surprise of them all, for the hill is

very rough and sandy. They took their de-
parture from the hotel at 4 r. m., arriving back
to Portland at 6:30. After supper they all went
to the bicycle club rooms, which are very fine,

and something that the Portland boys shoukl be
proud of. A very pleasant hour was spent, and
then they all went to Dr. Dow's, where some of
the Doctor's good things were partaken of (all

home made, so the Doctor says), returning to
the hotel at 10 p. M.

Monday morning th^v all went to the famous
Park Street hill. Captain CarsU-y climbed to tlie

top, followed by Allen antl Litllelield. Shurman
then started to break the record, which is twice
up and down. He went six times and stop|KHi,
and then they started for Peak's Island, where
the day was spent sight-seeing. The boys re-

turneii to the city at r. m., where some of tlie

party started for home on the boat, leaving the
rest to come by train. The boys who staVed foi

the train will jiave to tell .where they spent the
evening, for the writer coiiKI not iollow them
all. but ihey.all got around- so as to start for
home at 2 A. m. Tuesday. They all say when-
ever they want a gooii time they will go to Port-
land. Tlie party com|>rised J. H. Young, J. H.
Shurman, A. H. Carslev, V., (\. Hergho t/, f. F.
Allen, J. F. Dow, |. H.'l.ittlefiold, A. VV. Lewis.
A.Wiswell and Hasty. They speak in tlie high-
est terms of the treatnuiit received at the hands
of the Portlanil wheelmen.
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Special Offer!!!

NEW MAIL
THE WHEEL OF WHEELS! NOTHING BUT SUCCESS EVERYWHERE!!

Sales larger this year than ever before, and this demand is evidence of its Worth and Merit. A
Light Roadster Perfectly Made, Interchangeable Parts, and which stands the roughest roads. We are

receiving Testimonials every day of its Perfection and in Praise of the Trigwell Ball Head—

a

delight in Steering, a great aid in Hill-Climbing,

SPECIAL OFFER !

!

1^^ Having use for a Few Only Good Second-hand Machines, we will take such in part payment

for New Mails. Here is a chance to get one of these Superb Ball Head Wheels and realize on your

old one, which is getting less in value. Send full description of your old mount—size, condition, etc., and

state what in your estimation it is worth or your value of it, and we will reply.

This is the tenor of Testimonials we get:

Messrs. William Read & Sons:

Gents—The New Mail came in good shape. I am very much pleased with the wheel, and

consider it the very best on the market to-day. As I have had two years' experience with the Trigwell

Ball Head, on my old wheel, I know it is a good thing, and as essential to the fine running qualities

of a wheel as a Ball Bearing in any other part. Yours truly,

C. R. FLOWER.

Messrs. William Read & Sons: New York, N. Y.

Dear Sirs— I must give you the praise that is due the New Mail. I have been a rider for

the last twelve years, and have been on most every wheel in tlie market, but have at last struck my
favorite of all—the New Mail, one of which is now in my possession.

It is, without exception, the truest, easiest, and lightest running machine I was ever on.

I was first struck with its handsome appearance, and when I tried it I immediately disposed

of my old one, and purchased this one I now have. I can recommend this wheel above all others, and

you are at liberty to use this. . Yours truly,

G. F. PERRIN.

^sTsTDvn. i^^zB^^ni) <fe soisrs,
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
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FIXTURES.

Sept, 10—Race meet at San Francisco. Entries close Sept. i,

with H. Houseworth, 439 California Street.

Sept. 10—Race meet at State Fair Track, Philadelphia

Address Kirk Brown, 18 South Broad Street.

Sept. 12-13—Hartford Wheel Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park.

Sept. 14—Maine Division, L. A. W., meet at Lewiston,

Sept. 15—N. A. A. A. A. 2-mile championship at New
York. Entries close Sept. 5, with Secretary, P. O. Box
3478, New York City.

Sept. 17—Rhode Island Division road run.

Sept.'21-22—New Jersey Division meet and race meet at

Roseville, N. J.

Sept. 22—Easton Road Club's championship club race at

Brighton, Mass.

Sept. 25—Rhode Island Division races at Providence, R. I.

Sept. 27-28-29—United Wheelmen's tournament at Kansas
City and State Division meet.

Sept. 28—New Orleans, tournament.

Sept. 29—Two-mile handicap, Roseville, N. J. Entries

close Sept. 15, with L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halstead Street,

East Orange, N. J.

Sept. 29—Tioga Cycling Club's race meet at Philadelphia.

Entries close Sept. 25, with Isaac Van Deusen, Jr., 2100

Tioga Street, Philadelphia.

Hartford Tournament—Address Joseph. Good-
man, P. O. Box 14. Hartford.

Oct. 4-i;-8—Ladies' North Shore tour.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Rich-nond, Va. Address L. B.

Enslow, P. O. Box 372, Richmond.

CYCLING IN ALBANY.

The progress of cycling interests in Albany
has been very rapid during the past season, and
the sale of wheels never so large, the Pony Star

and safety type predominating ; several tandems
also appearing, the latter having enthusiastic

supporters in R. C. Folger, of the Cyclists' Tour-
ing Club, and wife, who take daily rides in our

beautiful park.

The decided growth of wheeling is due per-

haps entirely to the opening of our park by the

Liberty Bill, and in the morning and evening of

every favorable day numerous wheels of all

sizes and types may be seen circling around the

sand-papered drives, up and down easy grades,

along by the pretty lake, the happy cycler

drinking in life and health in cooling breezes

wafted from the neighboring Helderbergs and
distant Catskills.

Notwithstanding this constant use of the park

drives, an accident to drivers of carriages or

their horses is yet to be recorded, but one of our

number has been run down by an intoxicated

road hog, whose case is still pending in the

courts.

A keen interest is manifested by the ladies,

of whom a large number would ride were some
few to take the initiative. All are waiting for

someone to make a beginning, and even now
one of the fair sex has ordered a lady's bicycle

and will very shortly appear, when it is expected

many more will follow her example.

Club runs were never better attended since

the palmy days of '82, when a turn-out of thirty

or more was the rule, it being almost impossible

during the intervening seasons to get more than

a dozen to attend. Captain Adrien, of the

Wheelmen, in the beginning of the season

offered as prizes two gold medals, one for the

member attending the largest number of club

runs and another to the one making the greatest

mileage. This, together with the extended

agreeable riding weather, has brought out good
attendance and many enjoyable runs have been

taken to Round Lake, Sand Lake, and adjacent

country villages.

Touring has been indulged in to an unusual

extent, many taking their vacations in this

profitable manner both physically and finan-

cially.

The great World's Tournament at Buffalo has

awakened an interest that has scarcely been

equaled, a large parly having been formed and

ere this is seen in print will be enjoying the

hospitalities of Buffalo wheelmen and the many
miles of asphalt and fine roads around that

favored city.

Taking all things in consideration, the past

season has been one of marked interest to the

wheeling class, and every indication points

toward an even more prosperous year to follow.

TOII.HR.

HILL-CLIMBING CONTEST AT HAR-
RISBURG, PA.

There was a hill-climbing contest held here
August 25, which attracted a crowd of about 200
spectators and occasioned no little interest. The
course was laid up the steep hill on Derry Street

from a point on Cameron to the summit. The
ride up the Derry Street hill is a very rough
one, not only on account of the steep grade, but
also on account of the deep ruts and the many
stones scattered over it.

The distance was 1,040 feet, with an average
grade of g feet 10 inches to 100 feet. A special

prize was offered by Captain Fry, of the Harris-
burg Wheel Club, to all members of the club
choosing to contest, of a handsome gold badge
of about $25 value. Only six wheelmen crossed
the line, and three of them failed to reach the

summit. The three successful ones were Geo.
Hutman, im. 42s.; Frank Rohrer, im. 29s.; and
Thomas Carpenter, im. 24s.; the latter winning
the prize. Christian Etter fell from his wheel at

the first breaker, about one-third the distance
up the hill. George Oves failed to reach the
summit, giving up at about one-fourth the dis-

tance from the goal. W. E. Fahnestock passed
the first breaker, but could not scale the re-

mainder of the course. Captain Fry climbed
the hill against time in im. 17s.

About the middle of next month the Harris-
burg Wheel Club will offer three prizes for a
25-mile contest on the Park track, for all mem-
bers of the club. By this long-distance contest
they propose to determine who is the best wheel-
man in the organization.

UNION RUN AND RACES OF MASSA-
CHUSETTS WHEELMEN.

Two hundred Massachusetts wheelmen took
advantage of the holiday feature of Labor Day
Monday, and put in a good day's sport.

The principal event of interest to local cyclists

was the union run of Massachusetts clubs, in

which the Cambridge, Cambridgeport, Charles-
town, Somerville, Jamaica Plain, Roxbury,
Waltham, Dorchester, Brookline, Chelsea, Mas-
sachusetts, Boston and Hyde Park clubs were
represented, besides a large number of unat-
tached men.

Until after 9 o'clock wheels kept coming in

sight near the Cambridge Club house, which
served as a rendezvous, and when the wheel-
men could be counted by hundreds a parade was
started, the Cambridge Club leading off with
about 19 men, then 20 more from the Cam-
bridgeports, 11 Charlestown Rovers, 25 Somer-
villes, 8 Brooklines, 18 Jamaica Plains, 15 Rox-
burys, 11 Walthams, 10 Dorchesters, 7 Bostons,
and a few representatives of Hyde Park, West
Newton, Chelsea and other clubs.

The first stop was made in front of the Cam-
bridgeport Club house. There the men lined up
in front of the club house, and were photo-
graphed. The long line next made its way to

Holmes' Field.

The programme of races and prizes follows:

One-mile bicycle; prize, a nickel-plated hub
lamp, presented by William Read & Sons.
Three-mile bicycle; prize offered by the Cam-

bridge Tiihiine.

One-mile tricycle; prize, a pair of bicycle

shoes, donated by W. B. Everett & Co.
One-mile ordinary; prize, a hub cyclometer,

given by the Overman Company,
One-mile safety; a cup from the Pope Manu-

facturing Company.
In the i-mile bicycle race there were eight en-

tries, numbered in order as follows: J White,

J. P. Clark, A. W. Chamberlain, A. P." Benson,
E. C. Hemeon, W. H. Senter, J. Wilson, Jr.,

and C. Condon. Condon took a header on tile

first start, and, after the men hatl made one l.ip,

they were ordered to start again, Condon alone

staying out. Tlic race was won by Clark in 3ni.

7s., Benson second, 3ni. 8s., and the others fol-

lowing at weary intervals.

The entries in the second event, the 3 mile

bicycle, were E. [. Clark, A. P. Benson, A. H.

Rhodes, J. W.. Wilson, Jr.. and W. II. Senler.

Again accident compelled a second start, Ben-
son colliding with Clark ami buckling liis wIuhI,

a light racer. Its place was (|Uickly liUeil with

a heavier machine and the men were off.

The men came in after the first mile in the

following order: ClarU, Rhodes, Wilson and
Benson, Clark making the mile in 3m. lO^'jS.

The best time for the second mile was dm. 33s.

Wilson fell out here and left the last mile to be
warmly contested by Benson, Clark and Rhodes,
they coming in in the order mentioned ; Benson
in 9m. 52s., Clark in gm. 54s., and Rhodes in
gm. 55s.

J. T. Williams and H. Hales entered the tri-

cycle race, and at the earnest solicitation of
friends "Jack" Seward of the Boston Club, on
Editor Bassett's "carryall," kindly loaned him,
entered and showed that he could go around the
track as much as once. Hales won the race in
3m. 54s.

The i-mile ordinary was hotly contested after
the men got fairly started. The entries were
D. Drummond, J. P. Clark, E. J. Clark and W.
H. Senter. Drummond and J. C. Clark made
the last two laps very interesting. On the home
stretch of the third lap Clark was ahead, but
Drummond put in and crossed the stretch neck
and neck with him. Going around the corner
Drummond got ahead and kept there until the
finish. Clark, however, made it hard work for
him . Drummond's time was 3m. 30s. and Clark's
one-fifth of a second slower.

In the last event Theodore Rothe, J. Seward
and William Newman entered, and Rothe was
an easy winner in 4m. 3s.

The races were over at i o'clock and dinner
was served at the Woodland Park Hotel, Au-
burndale. One hundred and nineteen sat down
at 3:30 p. M. Those who were not vyeary with
their cycling indulged in a few games, and then
made their way home.
The prizes for the races were awarded after

dinner, the officers of the race being as follows :

Judges, Dr. W. H. Kendall, Abbott Bassett and
W. T. Roupe ; referee. Chief Consul H. W.
Hayes ; timers, J. B. Seward, J. S. Sanborn and
E. T. Bigelow.

THE WILLIAMSPORT WHEEL CLUB.

The members of the Williamsport Wheel Club,
who are competing for the mileage and century
run badges and bars, offered by the club, ma-
terially increased their mileage during the past

month. Many of the members have been absent
from home during August without their wheels,
and the general average is not as high as during
July. The balance of time allotted to the com-
petition—viz., September, October and Novem-
ber—will no doubt be taken advantage of by
those who have thus far been in competition.

The record stands as follows to August 3: :

Date Cyclometer Total July Aug.
Registered. Miles. Mil'ge. Mil ge.

H. C. Wheeler.. April 15 2,850 930 3S0
J.W.Bowman.. " 20 1,924 470
E.J.Fisher.... " 20 1,410 630 155
Chas. E. Gohl. . " 21 1,422 280 118

Edw. W. Gohl.. " 21 1,482 962 220
A.C.Wagner.. " 21 1,652 552 175
J.H.Simpson.. " 23 312 112 40
Harry Willets. . " 24 1,070 205 365
F.C.Simpson.. " 27 1,050 500 50

C. N. Hough. ..May 7 1,591 775 16

S. C. Steuber.. . " 7 1,028 200 328
S. T. Bricker. ..June i 556 208 18

C. F. Martin... " 3 652 300 lOO

John E. Colket. " 6 750 214 135

B. C. Updegraflf. " 19 5S5 iSo 215

Total 18,334
. -

Thomas Lloyd offers a gold medal to the

member of the Queens A. A. Club, or any bona-

fide resident of that town, making the fastest

time for a half mile (living startl during this

month on his track.

Messrs. R. F. and E. ^L SchalTner started

from Jamaica at 7.45 a. m. for Patchogue and
return on Labor Day, arriving at Patchogue at

1.30 1*. M., returning by way of Garden City.

Total mileage, 105 miles. Actual riding time,

10 hours, 15 minutes.

TUK N. J. A. C. S.vri'Rn.W K.\CKS.

The third and fourth heats of the open one and
two mile competitions of the N. J. A. C. will be

run at its grounils at Bergen Point, September 8

and 15, at 3:3oo'cKHk. The pvi/.es are very hand-
some to the makers of the lirst, second and third

fastest winning times, and the entry is free at

the post. CaUlwell now holds 3.01 and 3,06 for

the mile, and Bowman 0.174-5 and 6.24 V for

the two miles. Scorchers from this vicinity

shoulil encourage the club in its efforts to pro-

mote cycle racing tiy starting in these competi-

tions.
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BUFFALO.
Writing in the lounging room of the Genesee,

at the close of the first day of the meet, with the

hum of voices around, Buffalo may be written

as a success. To be sure the races this after-

noon were tame, the wind being high, the

track bad, and the events run off between
waits. However, the people are here, the good
feeling is here, and that means success.

The Saturday, Sunday and Monday trains

brought in cyclists from all parts of the country.
The Saturday night train from New York came
near being wrecked. The Sunday night train

brought up a number of cyclists, besides a dele-

gation of rubicund individuals, the latter bound
for the Liquor Dealers' convention, held at Buf-
falo this week.
The Genesee is the League headquarters,

but all the hotels and hundreds of private houses
have wheelmen guests. The.fair buildings and
track are some three miles from the business
part of the city, and are reached by numerous
horse-car lines ; but the cyclist is independent
of these, as the city has some eighty miles of

macadam in perfect condition. It is the best

wheel city we have seen, the riding being more
pleasant than that afiorded by Washington.
The streets are well lined with trees, making
pleasant vistas, are not crowded with vehicles,

and are specially addicted to sudden rises and
long falls, making superb coasts.

The fair buildings were thrown open this

morning, and though many of the exhibits are
incomplete, a good many sight-seers were about.

The main building has especial interest, as it

contains a fine bicycle exhibit by all the leading
firms. The great canvas, " Christ before Pilate,"

is a feature of the art gallery. Outside the main
structures are a large number of tents, and im-
mediately in front of them are the mile trotting

track and half-mile bicycle track, with grand,
open, press and judges' stands, etc. From the

press stand the races can be closely followed
all the way, but the grand and open stands are

some distance from the home-stretch, and the
trotting track and a fringe of humanity on the

outer edge of the cycle track interrupt clear

vision.

To-day might be called Children's Day, as all

boys and girls under twelve are admitted free.

The result is rather startling. From early this

morning to sunset, girls and boys, singly and in

groups, have been wending their ways to the

great fair with eager and happy faces. The
morning comers are invariably accompanied by
lunch baskets and packages of eatables, the

owners of which are evidently out for the day.
The children have simply swamped the Exposi-
tion Building. They look open-mouthed at the

machinery, finger the delicate pottery ware,
forage for picture cards, and are here, there and
all over.

TUESDAY'S RACES.
The track, which has just been completed, is

a disappointment, but Mr. Ducker(and he ought
to know) says that with age it will be the fastest

in the world. It certainly is well shaped, and
we feel that Mr. Duckcr's hopes will be realized.

To-day the sharp tires of the racing wheels
made two-inch ruts in its soft surface. The
wind, too, militated against fast time, blowing
lustily and steadily all the afternoon. Against
it, it was a stiff pump, but in front of it, a grand
swirl.

The races were rather tame, owing to the long
waits, but they will improve from day to day.
There certainly is plenty of good material here,

and the men arc in perfect shape. The profes-

sionals are a grand lot, as a rule, and the ama-.
teurs are of high class.

The event of the day was the brilliant efforts

of Crocker in the mile handicap and 3-mile
championship, the defeat of Lee, Rowe and
Temple, and the remarkable spurt of " Little

Windle"in the lo-mile amateur bicycle event.
Owing to the high wind, the records were never
in danger. There certainly were some fast last

quarters, but there being no quarter-mile post,

they were not recorded. We give below a sum-
mary of the different events.

ONE-MILE I'ROFESSIONAI, TANDEM TRICYCLE
SCRATCH.

I. F. W. Allard and Jack Lees. 3. i6 3-5

a. W. F. Knapp and J . Dubois 3.>7 a-S

J. H. Crocker and R. Ncilson 3-»7 3-5

Allard and Lees, who arc about the best in

the world at this game, "got away quickly, cov-

ered the half mile in im. 52s., and won without
interference. There was a struggle near the

tape, in which Crocker and Neilson were worsted.

ONE-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE, NOVICES.

1. Kenneth Brown, Cambridfje 303 3-S
2. R. W. Jameson, Rochester 3.041-5
3. W. B. Milley, Buffalo 3.04 2-5

i. F. N. C. Jerauld, Niagara Falls

5. C. R. Fitch, Brantford, Ont
6. Tom Roe, Chicago. Ill

7. A. J. Menge, New York City
8. R. T. McLaren, Adams, Mass
9. W. A. Mead, Buffalo
10 F. Carroll, Elmira

•Brown, who is held in high repute in Boston,
held the others safe from start to finish. The
half was reached in im. 30s.

TEN-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE, SCRATCH.

1. W. Windle, Millbury, Mass 3' -37 3-5

2. H. R. Winship, Chicago 31.41 2-5

3. J. F. Midgley, Worcester 31.42
4. Fred Foster, Toronto
5. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago
o W. L Wilhelm, Reading, Pa
o. H. L. Kingsland, Baltimore
o. W. E. McCune, Worcester
o. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago
o. W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C

Van Sicklen broke the wind for the field for

nine and a half miles, he and Wilhelm staying
close together for that distance, pumping along
in the most determined manner. When the

bell rang, Windle, who had remained quiet

throughout, rushed away, and pedaling down
the back-stretch like a demon, left a hundred-
yard gap between himself and the man nearest

him, and finishing leisurely out, won anyhow.
His last half mile, not rushed all the way, and
nearly half of it against a strong, steady wind,
was ridden in im. 18 1-5S. Crist broke a spoke
on the first lap, and retired at two miles. Mc-
Cune stopped at four, Lumsden at five, and
Kingsland at five miles. The times were : i

—

3.02 2-5; 2—6.10 1-5; 3—g.2i 2-5; 4—12.36 4-5;

5—15.41 2-5; 6—19; 7—22.13 3-5; 8—25.31; 9—
28.45 1-5; 10—31.37 3-5.

It promises to be a big meet, and Ducker is

congratulated on all sides for bringing so many
wheelmen together.

The event of Friday is to be a run to Niagara
Falls and return. Those who cannot go on
wheels may train it to the Falls and back at a

special rate of fifty cents.

The private boarding-house fad has been
found to be much superior to hotel life. In the

residence portion of Buffalo, which is the most
beautiful we have ever seen, many wheelmen
are boarding within a short distance of the fair

grounds.

The track is bad—but little better than a

country road. The weather is sunny, blustery,

keen and ridable, but very much against fast

time.

All the people are here : Bidwell, W. W.
Share, Luscomb, Butler, Bull, of the State di-

vision ; C. R. Overman, Ed. Oliver, Messrs.
Yost, McCune, Edward Pope, Schaaf, Will At-

well, Hill, Clark and LeCato, of the trade ; and
Merrill and the Darrow Bros., of the cycling

newspaper world.

Harry Corey makes an efficient judge and
M. C.

Merrill, of the Springfield Union, makes a
bad referee. A referee should be a combina-
tion of intelligence, firmness, energy, politeness,

suavity. Merrill lacks the last two.

The tournament is not being run with Spring-
field precision. The timers manage badly, and
one can tell them nothing.

The Star safety attracts attention.

WEDNESDAY, SECOND DAY—THE
RACES.

The weather in Buffalo to-day is sunny, clear

and cold. A strong breeze blows across the

track, and dissipates all hope of fast time. The
path has been improved on the back-stretch, but
it is still in bad condition, so much so that fast

spurting is dangerous. The races are not yet

run off sharply enough, and this severely tries

the patience of the audience, wlio wax cold as

the afternoon wanes. It has been proven be-

yond a doubt to-day that neither amateurs nor
professionals will race all the way, and all

eventsovcr a mile are positively tiresome. This
feeling is so all-pervading that Morgan, with 400
yards start, won a handicap, .because Temple,
Rowe and Crocker were afraid of each other,

and waited too long. There were some good

short bouts to-day, but these were counter-
balanced by some tiresome events. Knapp and
Crocker showed off their wonderful spurt pow-
ers, and Temple and Rowe had to put up with
second and third places. Temple is no good on
a rough track, but the continued defeat of the
powerful man from Lynn -is getting mysterious.
Knapp, Crocker and the others come out for
almost every event, while Rowe only competes
in special events, yet he is ineffective even in

these. The mile amateur handicap was the best
event of the day. The following is a suramary
of the various events:

TWO-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE NOVICES.
1. Kenneth Brown Cambridge 6.252-5
2. F. M. Brinker, Buffalo

3. W. B. Milley, Buffalo

HALF-MILE PROFESSIONAL SCRATCH BICYCLE.

1. W. F. Knapp i . 23 4-5
2. W. A. Rowe, by a length
3. Ralph Temple, by inches
4. H G. Crocker, by inches
5. R. Neilson

The men got away at a sharp pace, but not
until well down the back-stretch did they make
play for place. Here Crocker dashed away,
with Temple and Rowe after him. The little

pedaler gained rapidly, and looked a winner.
Rowe also moved forward, and looked danger-
ous. The men wobbled all over the home-
stretch, Temple first, Rowe second, Crocker
third, and Knapp fourth. Suddenly the latter

moved forward, and, giving a most magnificent
exhibition of speed, finished all out a winner.
The judges could scarcely separate Rowe and
Temple. Knapp's last quarter is worthy of rank
with the fastest ever ridden.

FIVE-MILE N. Y. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. W. S. CampbeJI, Niagara Falls 18.26
2. H.J. Hall, Jr.. Brooklyn
3. T. W. Roberts, Poughkeepsie
4. E. P. Cochrane, Le Roy, N. Y
The race was processional till bell lap, when

the men easily p'aced themselves.

THREE-MILE PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE HANDICAP.
1. W. J. Morgan, 400 yards 9.05
2. H. G. Crocker, scratch

3. Ralph Temple, scratch

4. W. A. Rowe, scratch

5. W. F. Knapp, 30 yards
6. R. Nelson, 100 yards
7. W. M. Woodside, 60 yards
8. E. McDowell, 250 yards
9. S. Eastwood, 250 yards

The scratch men made off at a good pace, and
quickly got among the field, until Morgan only
looked dangerous. From his long mark the lat-

ter cut out a steady pace. At two miles the
scratch men were within 100 yards of him, and
had they kept up the pace, Morgan would have
been beaten. But the fear of each other and the

efifort to save something for the final rush caused
Temple, Rowe, Crocker and Knapp to ease up
and lose ground. When the bell rang they made
a great rush and came within fifteen yards of

Morgan, placing themselves as above.

THREPZ-MILE AMATEUR SAFETY BICYCLE HANDICAP.

1. R. H. Davis, Cambridge, 150 yards 9-57 4-5

2. P. J. Berlo, South Boston, 160 yards

3. W. D. Banker, Pittsburg, 150 yards
4. P. S. Brown, Washington, 120 yards

Davis had the race well in hand from the start

and was never headed. Brown retired at two
miles without having made any great effort.

ONE-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE CLUB RACE.
1. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago 3.58
2. H. R. Winship, Chicago
3. W. E. Crist

4. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago
5. P. S. Brown, Washington
6. C. J. Iven, Rochester
7. C. J. Connelly, Rochester
8. F. Jamieson, Rochester

The Dearborn Club, of Chicago, won with 20
points; Capital Cycle Club, second, 10 points

;

Rochester Club, third, 6 points. The race was
considered Crist's property, but Van Sicklen
kept dark till near the finish, when he got well to

the front and won by a length. Time for first

half, im. 30 4-5S.

FI\ E-MILE PROFESSIONAL TANDEM TRICYCLE
HANDICAP.

1. H. G. Crocker and R. Neilson, 120 yard 16.201-5
2. J. Dubois and W. F. Knapp, 250 yards

3. F. W. Allard and Jack Lees, scratch

This race gave Crocker another opportunity to

prove his form on the three-wheeler. He and
Neilson gained all the way and won by a few
lengths after a sharp brush with Knapp and
Dubois. Allard and 1-ee, who are out of sorts

on account of the drinking water, never tried

and retired at two miles. The times were: 3m.
74-55.; 6m. 234-55.; 9m. 51 1-55; 12m. 52 i-5s.;and
i6m. 20 1-5S.
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FIVE-MILE TRICYCLE, L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W. E. Crist, Washington 21.47

2. Fred. Foster, Toronto

This was a very tiresome race with an absurd

conclusion. The public sat the four and a half

miles procession, and when the climaxical, hair-

raising last-lap spurt was about to commence,
Foster ran into the rails and Crist fizzled home.
Foster was not hurt, but the feelings of the

audience were.
TWO-MII.E AMATEUR TANDEM BICYCLE.

1. A. C. Banker and W. D. Banlser 6.51

2. R. H. Davis and H. J. Hall, Jr

3. P. M. Harris and Val Muller

The Banker brothers rode in great form and

were never in danger, though Davis and Hall

made the pace very stiff. Harris and Muller

rode third by a furlong. The Bankers exhibited

a fast last lap. Time of first mile, 3m. 44 4-5S.

ONE-MILE PROFESSIONAL SAFETY HANDICAP.
1. F. W. Allard, scratch 3-033-5

2. Jack Lee, scratch

3. Jules Dubois, 40 yards

4. Geo Seymour, 80 yards

Allard and Lee showed the fastest safety pace

yet seen at the meet, and had Dubois and Sey-

mour dead settled at the half mile. After that

Allard and Lee had it their own way, Allard

just holding Lee over the tape.

ONE-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE HANDICAP.

I H. L. Kingsland, Baltimore 70 yards

2. Bert Meyers, Peoria, 111 100 |'

3 H. R. Winship, Chicago 100 "

4 W. Windle, Millbury, Mass Scratch

5. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago 90 yards

6. W. I. Wilhelm. Reading 70 "

7. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago 70 "

8. W. J. Grubb, Pottstown 100 "

9. J . F. Midgley, Worcester 50 "

10. S. Wallis Merrihew, Wilmington go
"

11. Austin Banks, Denver 100

12. W. H. Camman, Norwich, Conn 100 "

13! C. R. Fitch, Brantford 100
"

14. G. M. Worden, New York 90
"

15. E. O. Rasicoe, Worcester 60
"

16. T. W. Roberts, Poughkeepsie 90
"

17. W. S. Campbell, Niagara Falls 60
"

18. A. C. Banker, Pittsburg 100
"

19. W. E. Findley, New York 100 "

This proved a grand race, a field of twenty-

two causing great enthusiasm. Windle, who
was allowed lo yards, went back to scratch and
gave a fine exhibition of handicap riding. Time
of mile, 2m. 47s.; Windle's times, im. 22 1-5S.

and 2m. 50s.

THIRD DAY'S RACES, THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 6.

The meet of Thursday was somewhat of an

improvement over the two previous days. To
be sure it was very much colder, and the wind
blew steady and strong and made it unpleasant

both for sight-seers, officials and contestants.

The poor press men, elevated in an open stand,

were half frozen, and might have actually been

compellea to desert the post of duty had not un-

expected help appeared towards the fag end of

the afternoon. The help came in the shape of a

philanthropist, and the philanthropist was accom-

panied by a bottle. The bottle was soon emptied

and the press men were happy.

The track was no better than on the other

days of the meet, perhaps a trifle more cut up,

and this with the wina made even fair time im-

possible. The attendance and enthusiasm made
a distinct advance, some seven thousand people

watching the races all the afternoon, and of the

30,000 people who attended the fair, almost all

spent a few moments, more or less, watching

the contending cyclists.

The events of the day were Crocker and Neil-

son's wonderful spurt on their tandem trike,

and Temple's victorious spurt in the second

heat of the five-mile professional champion-

ship. Two unfortunate accidents happened.

In the first race of the day, the three-mile L. A.

W. Championship, McCune, KiiiKshmd and -Van

Sicklen look bad headers. McCune was lead-

ing, and while riding at a stiff gait looked

around and took a header. His wheel careened

across the track, throwing Kingsland and Van
Sicklen. McCune and Kingsland were not badly

hurt, but Van Sicklen was thrown with frightful

force against the track, where lie lay as if dead.

He was quickly conveyed to the room of the

press stand and was carefully tended by Tom
Roe, Ed. Oliver, A. G. Bennett and Samuel T.

Clark. Van Sicklen's father was also present.

A physician pronounced it simply a case of

shock and bruise, but a sharp pain in the side

told Van that he was badly hurt. He was re-

moved to the hospital, where the doctors pro-

nounced him out of danger of any serious con-

sequences. F. M. Brinker, of Buffalo, also had
a bad fall in the last race of the day. The fol-

lowing is a summary of the races :

THREE-MILE BICYCLE L. A. \V. CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W. Windle, Millbury, Mass
2. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago
3. H. R. Winship, Chicago
4. J. F. Midgley, Worcester
5 . W. I. Wilhelm, Reading
6. Fred. Foster, Toronto
7 . W. S. Campbell, Niagara Falls
o, H. L. Kingsland. Baltimore fell

o. W. E. McCune, Worcester fell

o. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago ... fell

o. P. S. Brown, Washington
0. W. E. Crist, Washington

Times, 3m. 17 2-5S. ; 6m. 31 2-5S.
;
gm. 27s.

A procession from start to finish, Windle rid-

ing in a modest position from start to finish and
then sailing off, dead settling the field. Crist

and Brown stopped early in the race. The
event was marred by the unfortunate headers to

Van Sicklen, McCune and Kingsland.

FIVE-MILE PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE, WORLD'S
CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. R. Temple 6 points.
2. W. A. Rowe 5 "
3. H. G. CrocKer 4 "

4. Robert Neilson 3 "

s. W. F. Knapp 2 "
6. E. McDowell i "

Time, iSm. 3 1-5S.

This race produced a grand finish. The men
waited until 500 yards from home, when Crocker
dashed off, pursued by Temple and Rowe. The
field turned into the homestretch well evened
up and a great fight took place to the finish.

Temple and Rowe turned wide, Rowe riding
within two feet of the outside rail. Temple about
five feet from the rail and four yards ahead.
Rowe came with a great flight of speed, but
Temple held him safe with a wonderful exhibi-
tion of pedaling and won by two lengths. Ten
yards from home the wheels of Temple and
Rowe lapped, but the Lynn man fell off a trifle,

threw his feet off the pedals, narrowly escaped
a header over the rails and then claimed a foul.

The crowd shouted for Rowe and called " foul
"

vociferously. The question could not be de-
cided at the time and a hearing was held in the
Genesee at 7:30 in the evening.

At the meeting held at the Genesee in the

evening, the judges decided to disqualify Tem-
ple, and he receives no points in the heat, while
Rowe is given first place. While arguing the

matter Rowe raised his hand to Temple, but the

officials quickly interfered.

TWO-MILE AMATEUR SAFETY BICYCLE, ROAD
WHEELS ONLY.

1

.

R. H. Davis, Cambridge
2. P. J. Berlo, Boston
3. W. E. Crist, Washington

Time, 3m. 40s.; 6m. 59 3-5S.

The men began to draw away from each other

in the order named, and continued to grow
farther apart from start to finish, making a very
tame race.

FI\'E-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE, 16-MINUTE CLASS.

1. A. C. Banker, Pittsburg
2. W. D, Banker, Pittsburg

3. S. Wallis Merrihew, Wilmington
4. E. O. Rasicoe, Woodstock
5. W. H. Carman, Norwich, Ont

Time, 17m. 50s.

The time. tells of an uninteresting procession,

with the usual spurt wind-up, in which the

Banker brothers' speed told.

ONE-MILE PROFESSIONAL TANDEM IKU-NCI.K,

HANDICAP.

1

,

Crocker and Neilson Scratch
2. Dubois and Knapp 50 yards

3

,

Allard and Lee Sc»atch
Time, im. 31s ; 2m. 58 3-5S.

The scratch teams went after the handicap
men, but made no impression on them. A
quarter of a mile from home, Knapp and Dubois
were 40 yards ahead antl the race looked like a

gift to them, when Crocker and Neilson shook

off the two Knglishmen, and, with a sploiulid

rush, caught Knapp and Duboi.s near the tape.

The winners were loudly applauded. VVc doubt

if their last quarter lias ever been surpassed in

a race.

ONE-lI.M.l'' MILK AMATEUR T.\NnKM miNClK.

1 . A . C . and W . D . Hanker
.. H.J Hall, Jr., and R. H. Davis
3 W K Crist and!'. S. Brown
4. P. M. Harris and Val Muller

Tiiuf. ml . r6s.

The liaiiUrr bicilhcis won lianilih'.

ONE-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE.

1

.

W. Windle, Millbury. Mass
2. J. F. Midgley, Worcester
3. W. I. Wilhelm, Reading
4. A. E, Lumsden, Chicago
5 . W . S . Campbell , Niagara Falls

Time, im. 42 4-5S.; 3m. =,s.

Wilhelm made pace until the homestretch
spurt, when Windle came away in superior
style, winning easily by 20 yards.

FIVE-MILE PROFESSIONAL SAFETY HANDICAP.
1. F. W Allard Scratch
2 . Jack Lee "

3. H. G. Crocker "

4. Geo. Seymour 300 yards
Time, 17m. 51 1-5S.

This was practically a scratch race, the handi-
cap man coming back to the scratch men at two
miles. On the home-stretch burst, Allard by a
superior effort stalled off Lees' effort.

TWO-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE HANDICAP.

1

.

H. R. Winship 250 yards.
2. A. E. Lumsden 175

"

3. A. C. Banker 250
"

4. J. F. Midgley 70
"

5. F. M. Dampman 250 "

6. Austin Banks 180 "

7. C. R. Fitch 150
"

Time, 6m. 9 2-5S.

Winship, Lumsden and A. C. Banker, who
have developed superior form, had the race to
themselves.

THREE-MILE PROFESSIONAL TRICYCLE.

1. Jack Lee
2. F.W. Allard
3. H.G.Crocker
4. Jules Dubois

Time, 12m. 7 3-5S.

For the first time during the meet Lee seemed
in proper shape, and spurted powerfully and
effectively, fairly running Allard and Crocker
off their legs.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE RACE, CHAMPIONSHIP OF
BUFFALO.

1. J. B. Milley
2. W. B. Milley '

3. W. G. Schack
4. A.M. Montgomery •

5. Jos. J. Kane
o. F. M. Brinker

Time, 3m. 22 1-5S.

Brinker, while riding in second place, looked
back and took a header within twenty yards of

the tape, severely cutting his head.

SATURDAY, FOURTH DAY.

The races announced for Saturday were post-
poned on account of the vile condition of the
track. It had rained all the night previous, and
the down-pour continued until 12 o'clock Sat-
urday, by which time the track was a quagmire,
and the races were declared off until Monday at
10 o'clock.

PHE ROAD RACE.

The following wheelmen were given the \vord
at Erie at 6 o'clock Saturday morning : George
F. Kahler, Millersville, Pa!; Fred A. Eldred,
Springfield, Mass.; Frank M. Dampman, Honey
Brook, Pa.; P. M. Harris, New York; Val. H.
Muller, New York ; Robert Gerwing, Denver,
Col.; Roy S. Blowers, Westfield, N V.; George
Mclntire, Erie, Pa.; Frank McDaniel, Wil-
mington, Del.; -S. Wallis Merrihew, Wilminji-
ton, Del.; G, A. Tivy, St. Louis, Mo.; Frank I.;.

Lenz, Pittsburg, Pa.; P. J. Berlo, S. Boston,
Mass.; Austin Banks, Denver, Col.; C. H.
Metz, I'tica, N. Y. The heavy rains of the pre-
vious night had made the roads very lieavy, antl

the race was not to the speediest, but to the
strongest, and later on to the best walker, for

the niud was so deep as they approached Buf-
falo that the wheelmen were forced to walk.
Checkers had been stationed all along the

route, and as the bicyclists passed they sent
bulletins to the fair grounds, where they wore
eagerly read. At Harbor Creek, which was
passed by the leaders at ():57, Eldrod, Merrihew,
Banks and Tivy were ahead. At Northeast 15

miles were completed, and l^anks, Lenz, Eldred.
Merrihew ami n.Tnipnian were loading. A\
Weslheld Ji) miles li.ul. been covered. Daiup-
nian, McDaniel, (Serwing ami Meriliew. with
the others from two to twenty minutes behind.
Fredonia was passed at 10:16, with the leaders
still in the same positions. Silver Creek, 57
miles, found them still ahead, with the excep-
tion that Leii/ had got into fourth place. .At

ll:!;o, Irvin.n, (H miles, was reached, with Damp-
man, Merriliew and Lenz together, and McDaniel
four minutes behind. At Evans Center, 68'-.
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miles, Dampman and Lenz were leading. Kahler
was five minutes behind them, and the first of

the others forty minutes behind him. Bay View,
which was passed at 2:13, found Lenz, Damp-
man, McDaniel and Merrihew again together in

a bunch. Limestone Hill showed McDaniel and
Dampman leading, with Lenz eight minutes
behind.
The first to be seen coming towards' the east

entrance of the E.xposition grounds were Mc-
Daniel and Dampman, who crossed the bridge
at 3:52. Lenz, Tivy and Merrihew soon fol-

lowed them. The rest of the course lay along
the Park road around the meadow. Dampman
made a spurt then and finished first, with Mc-
Daniel second.
The time and order of finish was as follows :-

H. M. s.

F. M. Dampman 4 04 203-5
Frank McDaniel 4 07 234-5
Frank G . Lenz 4 16 44 4-5

G. A. Tivy 4 20 213-5
S. W. Merrihew 4 22 524-5

The actual riding time of those who finished

was

:

H. M. S.

F . M . Dampman 9 52 2q 3-5

F. McDaniel 9 55 234-5
Frank G. Lenz 10 04 444-5
G. A. Tivy 10 08 213-5
S. W. Merrihew 10 10 524-5

NOTES.

A feature of the fair is the press building, a
large structure devoted to telegraph offices, writ-

ing rooms, etc. We pen this paragraph in the
writing room. An open grate fire of soft coal

difluses a comfortable radiance through the

room and beauty fills the eye. Outside on the

veranda a superb band plays selections from
popular operas. Altogether, it is very comfort-
able.

Gerry Jones, of Binghamton, has a scale ex-
hibit at the fair, and is one of the busiest men
present.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Paillard, Citizen's Club,
Joe Johnson and Miss Johnson, H. C. W., Mr.
W. W. Chester and Miss Harris, Elizabeth, and
Mr. and Mrs. Le Cato, of Baltimore, are at the
meet.

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Wells are here.

THE PARADE WEDNESDAY MORNING.

The parade of Wednesday morning was al-

most as imposing in appearance as that held in

New York, and it was much larger, there being
824 wheels in line at the start, and that number
was increased to 900 or 950 by late arrivals who
joined their clubs on the route. The line

formed at 9:30 a. m., on Linwood Avenue, right
resting on Summer Street. The route was up
Linwood Avenue to Ferry Street, across Ferry
to Main, to Chippewa, countermarch up Main
to Allen, to Delaware, to North, to Richmond, to
Massachusetts, to the Front. At the Front a
group photograph was taken. The route was
over eight miles of tree-lined, finely asphalted
streets, mostly through the finer residence por-
tion of Buffalo. The owners of the many fine

houses on the principal avenues evidently had a
warm corner in their hearts for the cyclists, for
many of the houses were decorated with flags of
all sizes. At one house we noticed a wheel
gayly decorated with flowers and roses.

The parade moved about 10:30, in the follow-
ing order

:

Pacemakers, R. C. Chapin and F. E. Doullard.
Platoon of Mounted Police.

Band.
Chief Marshal, G. R. Bidwell, New York.

Adjutant, C. W. Adams, Buffalo.
Aids, R. B. Hoffman and J. L. Daniels, Buffalo.

Chief Marshal's Staff.

C. H. Luscomb, Brooklyn.
C. S. Buller, Buffalo.

C. S. Davol, Providence.
A. E. Mealy, Baltijporc.

Chas. S. Howard, Iioston.

H. E. Ducker, Buffalo.

R. D. Gardner, Chicago.

First Division.

Marshal, W. S. Bull, Buffalo, and Staff.

New York State Clubs.

Second Division.

Marshal, W. H. Emery, Boston, and Staff,

L. A. W. Clubs and Wheelmen from all States
exrepl New York.

Third Division.

Marshal, A. M. Hill, New Orleans, and Staff.

Non-League Clubs.
Unattached Wheelmen.
Juvenile Wheelmen

First Division.

Marshal, W. S. Bull, Vice-Pres. L. A. W.
Adjutant, M. J. Leonard, Buffalo B. C.

Staff.

Dr. Geo. E. Blackham, Dunkirk, N. Y.
F. B. Graves, Rochester, N. Y.

O. W. Volger, Vice-Pres. Buffalo B. C.
John D. Kellner, Pres. Buffalo Ramblers.

A. T. Lane, Montreal.
Master Teddy Lane, Montreal.
Sam T. Clark, Baltimore.
V. C. Place, Pittsburg, Pa.
Wm. S. E. Pierce, Chicago,
Harry D. Corey, Boston.

Second Division.

Marshal, Dr. W. H. Emery, Boston, and staff.

Third Division.

Marshal, A. M. Hill, New Orleans.
Stafif.

Edwin F. Le Cato, Capt. Maryland B. C.

L. A. B. Roache, Carlisle B. C.
George H. Orr, Capt. Wanderers B. C, Toronto.

Arthur Keitch, Birmingham, Eng.

ORDER OF FIRST DIVISION, NEW YORK STATE CLUBS.

Marshal and Staff.

Ladies and escorts.

New York B. C, 9.

Yonkers B. C, 2.

Brooklyn B. C, 7.

Cortland Wheelmen.
Allegheny County Wheelmen, Friendship.
Long Island Wheelmen, Brooklyn, 10.

Columbia Wheelmen, Stockport.
Buffalo B. C, 100.

Mercury Wheel Club, Flushing.
Kings County Wheelmen, Brooklyn.

Weedsport B. C, i.

Genesee B. C, Rochester, 30.

Niagara Falls B. C, 12.

Walton B. C.

Harlem Wheelmen, New York.
Hoosac Wheelmen, Hoosac Falls.

Albany Wheelmen, 18.

Buffalo Ramblers, 70.

Auburn Cyclers, 4.

Lockport Wheelmen, 20.

Fort Schuyler Wheelmen, 27.

Manhattan B. C, 10.

Riverside Wheelmen, New York, 6.

Universal Cycle Club, Brooklyn.
Y. M. C. A. Cycle Club, New York.

Syracuse Cycle Club, 24.

Elmira Cycle Club, 14.

Wanderers, Buffalo, 5.

Clubs in Second Division.

Band.
New Hampshire, i.

Massachusetts.
New Bedford B. C, 6.

Northampton Wheel Club, 5.

Holyoke B. C, 6.

New Jersey.

Michigan.
Star Wheel Club, Detroit, 10.

Pennsylvania.
McKeesport B. C, 11.

Scranton B. C, 23.

Williamsport Wheel Club, 10.

Bradford B. C, 21.

Pittsburg B. C, 10.
^ Ohio.

Toledo B. C.

Forest City B. C, 8.

Maryland.
Baltimore Ramblers, S.

Centaur Cycle Club, 2.

West Virginia.

Wheeling Wheelmen, 12.

Canadian Wheelmen.
Hamilton, Ont., i.

Wanderers' B. C., Toronto, 20.

Third Division.

I'nattached and Non-League Clubs.

Zigzag B. C, Buffalo, 40.

Rochester B. C.

Binghamton B. C, 15.

Wappinger's Falls B. C, 5.

West End Wheelmen, Rocliester.

Ariel Wheel Club, Poughkecpsie, 4.

The following table shows the number of
wheels in line :

Ordinaries 622
Rover safeties 97
Other safeties 5

Unicyle i

Stars 65
Carrier tandem i

Single tricycles 8

Ladies' bicycle i

Tandem tricycles 22
Tandem bicycle i

Total 823

The parade was a success far beyond anticipa-
tion, and a word of praise for Adjutant C. W.
Adams is not out of order.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION MEET.

The following is a brief record of the business
gone through with at the State Division meet,
held at the Ramblers' club rooms on Tuesday, at

7:30 P. M.:

Members elected to National Assembly—J. C.
Gulick, W. W. Share, W. H. De Graaf, C. S.

Butler, H. J. Gallien, J. R. Adriance, C. H.
Luscomb, J. A. Dakin and L. B. Graves.
Mr. John C. Gulick was elected member of

the Executive Committee.
A provision of the new by-laws which pro-

vides for raising the yearly dues from |i to $1.50
was submitted, and adopted after some dis-

cussion, in which the L. A. W. members of
New York City were referred to as small
potatoes, kickers, etc., by whom we are sorry
to say we know not, as we were unable to
be present at the meeting. Mr. C. A. Sheehan.
Manhattan B. C, made an ineffectual protest
against raising the dues. One of the objects
incorporated in the new by-laws is the improve-
ment of the roads.

It was decided that the Secretary-Treasurer of
the Division be placed under bonds by some in-

demnity company, the expense to be borne by
the Division.
On recommendation of the Rights and Privi-

leges Committee, it was decided that in future
elections in New York State, the Secretary will

cause to be printed in the htilhtin a list of all

candidates, and a blank ballot will be mailed
each member of the Division, who will fill in by
reference to the Bulletin. C. C. Bidwell re-
ferred to the delay in sending out the ballots
for the late elections. He felt compelled to go
ahead since no one else took the initiative.

A TWENTY-FIVE MILE RACE.

CAMliRIDGEPORT CYCLISTS HAVE AN EXCELLENT
RUN.

The second annual 25-mile road race of the
Cambridgeport Cycle Club came off September
3, at two o'clock. The participants started from
the River Street Bridge, and ran through All-
ston, Brighton, Newton, Waltham, West New-
ton and Auburndale, to the sign-boards in New-
ton ; thence to Chestnut Hill reservoir, where,
after making four circuits of the lower basin, a
direct route was taken for the starting point.
The starters in the race were: R. B. McLean,
G. W. Bean, Jr., Charles E. Fay, Charles e!
Leach, Edward LeCroix and Joseph Holmes.
At the signal from President Joshua Sanborn

of the club, the men went off evenly, and upon
reaching the reservoir. Fay, McLean and Bean
were together. Bean then took the lead and
was passed on the first circuit by Fay and on the
last by McLean. Holmes took a header and fell

out of the race. The men finished in the follow-
ing order: Fay, ih. 45m. 35s.; McLean, ih. 46m.
los. ; Bean, ih. 51m.; LeCroix, 2h. 4m. 2s.

;

Leach, 2h. 4m. 3s. The prizes were a gold
medal, given by the club; a pair of bicycle shoes,
given by Captain W. T. Roop, and a box of
cigars, given by Charles E. Fay. There were
also offered as prizes one year's subscription to
the Cambridge Chronicle and the Cambridge
Tribune, and the man who came in fourth was
to take his choice of the papers. LeCroix chose
the Chronicle and Leach took the Triliune.

In justice to Bean, it should be said that he
worked the crank of his machine loose shortly
after the start. Mr. E. P. Craig officiated as
timer. In the evening ihe members of the club
enjoyed a social time in their rooms at the
corner of Main and Pearl Streets, Cambridge-
port.
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THE SOUTH.

Cycling has to all intents and purposes been
dead for some months, and just now the boys
are beginning to awaken from their usual sum-
rrrer lethargy. The Fort Valley, Ga., club (Pro-

fessor Palhill for short) started the ball rolling

August 13 with a race meet. About nine hun-
dred people were present, and saw some fair

sport. The interest centred on Chalfont, of

Atlanta, and Weibens, of Hartwell, Ga. The
honors were easy between them, Chalfont ma-
nipulating the sharp corners of the 8-lap track

in better shape, and winning the lo-mile Georgia
championship, Weibens, however, getting the

start and holding it in the i-mile championship.
Palhill, who engineered the affair, netted about
$90.

Betts, of New Orleans, made a plucky ride of

226 miles in twenty-four hours, and while we
are proud of him, our boys say the record should
not go, as it was all on perfectly level asphalt
and shell roads. The roadrecord, straightaway,
still stands at 102 miles. Six miles of this same
road Percy Stone rode over, and afterwards
said he would not again venture over it in a
buggy.

The outlook for fall and winter races is very
promising. Rome, Atlanta, Columbus, Au-
gusta and Macon all hold races this and next
month. Rome opens first, with about $150 in

prizes ; Columbus offers about f6oo, and more
if they can get Senator Morgan's team to come

;

the others have not yet made definite arrange-
ments. Columbus in 1886 had a track fully

equal to the best of the Eastern tracks, and the
entire meet was most successful in every way.
This year the arrangements will be even more
perfect, and every body who attends is guar-
anteed a royal time for three days.

The trade in wheels has been discouraging

—

few sales, no enthusiasm, and very little money
for the dealers. Durant Brothers, of Atlanta,
who carry a fair stock of American wheels,
report trade poor. Nunnally, of Atlanta, has«a
growing trade in Columbias and children's bikes
and trikes. Ingram, of Columbus, has a small
stock of new wheels and is loaded up with
second-hand Everything considered, he does
perhaps the largest business in the Gulf States
outside of New Orleans. Of the wheels used,
the American is far in the lead, Columbias
second. The ordinary is used almost exclu-
sively. One or two tricycles have shown up,
but quickly retired. The reason is very ap-
parent. A man can walk much easier without,
than have to pusA a trike. On some of the
streets, they can be ridden ; on our average
road, NEVER. Stars were used quite extensively
until recently. We rarely ever see one now.
The Rover type has been used very little, but
the short experience on road riding has sufficed.

They will never take hold much here.

Ned Chalfont is now our fastest rider. A
splendid fellow physically and socially, he is

showing up strong on the track, and can, with
some training, do a little inside three minutes.

Weibens probably comes next. His leg work
is good and he has a good spurt, but lacks judg-
ment and head work. Has ridden close to three
minutes.

Ed and Harry Durant, of Atlanta, are hustlers
on the road, and in a long track race always
show up in front. Reid, of Atlanta, is a giant
physically, but docs not show up well on the

track so far.

Brown and Blond, of Augusta, could do well,

but lack training.

Hill, of New Orleans, is a little better than the
other flyers in that section. Graham and Betts

close second and third.

Tom Ingram, of Columbus, was on the track

from 1882 to i886 at ail the races, and was
beaten once by a header. He has cleaned up
his racer and is showing up well on the track.

If he is beaten this year, the boys will have to

ride way under the Southern record, which
stands at 3m. is.

NEW ORLEANS MEET.

The following are the races set for our meet
September 28 :

One-mile novice.

One-mile championship of the South, open
;

$50 diamond medal.

Louisiana Cycle Club championship, one mile.

Boys under sixteen, wheels not over forty-two
inches, half mile.

State championship, one mile.

One-mile safety.

N. O. B. C. championship, one mile.

One-mile handicap.

Two and one-half mile lap race, open.

One hundred yards slow race, open.

One-mile consolation, open.

BICYCLE RACES AT DANVERS.

The Danvers Cycle Club races, on Monday,
September 3, resulted as follows :

Mile Novice Bicycle.—H. Robson, of Salem.
Time, 3m. 30s.

Half-Mile.—E. A. Bailey, of Somerville, im.
33s.

^

Mile Handicap.—T. M. Budwell, of Danvers,
3m. i8s.

Mile Tandem Tricycle—M. W. Robson and
mate, of Salem, 3m. 39s.

Two-Mile Bicycle.—A. W. Porter, of Newton,
6m. 52s.

Mile Club Race -M. W. Robson, 3m. 28s.

Mile Tricycle—W. M. McCracken, 3m. 35s.

Mile Bicycle.^A. W. Horton, of Newton, 3m.
4IS.

RACE MEET AT BROWNSVILLE, PA.

The Brownsville Cycle Club held their^first
annual race meeting on Tuesday, August 28.

Following is the result of the races : One-mile
novice—N. N. Madera, Brownsville, first, 3m.
43 2-5S.; Charles Herbertson, Brownsville, sec-
ond, 3m. 44s. One-mile open—W. E. Crist,
Washington, D. C, first, 3m. 13 2-5S.; P. S.

Brown, Washington, D. C, second, 3m. 15s.;

Frank G. Lenz, Pittsburg, third, 3m. 20s.
Half-mile, 1:30 class—Frank G. Lenz, first, im.
40s.; Allie P. Steele, Franklin, Pa., second, im.
41 3-5S. Sixth-mile, boys under 12—Willard
Griffin, Brownsville, first, 48 3-5S. Half-mile
open— P. S. Brown, first, im. 31s.; W. E. Crist,

second, im. 31 4-5S.; Frank G. Lenz, third, im.
34s. Mile, 3:30 class—N. N. Madera, first, 3m.
48s.; Charles Herbertson dropped out. Sixth-
mile, open foot race—W. Beazell, Pittsburg,
first, 34 4-5S.; Thomas Higgins, Brownsville,
second, 39J^s. Two-mile handicap—Frank G.
Lenz, 20 seconds, first, 7m. 46 1-5S ; P. S. Brown,
5 seconds, second, 8m. is.; W. E. Crist, scratch,
dropped out. One-mile lap race—W. E. Crist,

first, 20 points, 3m. 14 1-5S.; P. S. Brown,
second, 12 points, 3m. 14 2-5S.

The hill-climbing contest was won by E. S.

Michener
; W. D. Banker, second, by seven sec-

onds.

BICYCLE RECORD LOWERED.

THE

Newport, R. I., August 31, i828.—Mr. W.
Van Wagoner, this afternoon, made a successful
attempt to lower the bicycle record over the
Ocean drive. The distance, about ten and a
half miles, was covered by Mr. Van Wagoner in

41m. 5s. This beats the best previous record by
five seconds.

At Beacon Park, Boston, Mass., Tuesday,
September 4, fully five thousand people wit-
nessed the sports in aid of the Working Boys'
Home.

First event—Bicycle race for novices, distance
one mile

;
prizes, gold medal to first, silver

medal to second. James Clark, first ; G. Con-
ley, second

; W. Ourish, J. E. Higgins, C. E.
Barnard and G, E. Peters, unplaced. Time,
3m. i7>^s.

Second event—Bicycle race, open to all ama-
teurs, distance one mile

;
prizes, gold medal 10

first, silver medal to second. D. Drummond,
of Cambridge, first ; P. Alexander, second ; T.
Conley and J. Clark unplaced. Time, 3m.

This was followed by a baseball match and
general athletics, and, taken all together, was a
grand success.

MLLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARR THE MOST
* * PERFECT.

AT LAST \VK IIAVK A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

s
Prepakkd iKOM Pure American (iR.MMUiK

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WII.I. NOT GUM OR RI'N OFF, AND US I'RACTir AI.I.Y EVKRI.ASTINC.

25 Cents per Itottle. Hy Mail, ;tO tViit.s.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Oratoii HaH, Newark, N. J.

GiLlOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST : Dieter's 7\i/>//' kVIIoU, 50 cents. Served 12 to

I

8 1-. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall.

PERFECT.
I

Brooklyn.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

W. S. Doane, who wheeled across the country
from Denver, Col., arrived in Boston on Satur-

day last.

Messrs. Clark and Bradley, of the South End
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, were in Gotham on
Saturday and Monday.

J. H. Adams won the 25-mile English ama-
teur bicycle championship at Gunsby on August
18, beating Synyer and others ; time ih. 22m. 34s.

S. G. Whittaker, of Chicago, accomplished a

marvelous feat on August 15, riding a " Rover"
roadster bicycle 21 miles 126 yards in the hour.

The same day he succeeded in beating the 5-

mile safety record, his time being 13m. 332-53.

Thos. Lloyd, the Well-known promoter of ath-

letic sports, and owner of the athletic grounds
at Queens, L. I., is arranging for a fall race

meet, to be held on his grounds. With that in

view, he is having the track put in proper con-

dition. The contests promise to be highly inter-

esting.

NEW Jersey's fifth annual meet.

The fifth annual meet of the New Jersey Divis-

ion will be held at Orange on Friday and Sat-

urday, September 21 and 22. The races will be
held at Roseville on Friday afternoon. The
programme will include a lantern parade, a hill-

climbing contest, various delightful runs, and
conclude with a smoker on the evening of Sat-

urday.

HUNDRED-MILE ENGLISH ROAU RECORD.
On August 20 Mt. M. A. Holbein, of the Cat-

ford C.C., succeeded in handsomely beating the
100-mile road record held so long by Mr. E. Hale.
The same route was used, but instead of starting

from Holbeach, Lincolnshire, and riding south
to Hitchin, he rode the reverse way. Monday
was hardly a perfect day for record-breaking,

the wind being troublesome and dead against

the rider for forty miles, and the roads some-
what loose and dusty. Messrs. A. J. Wilson, E.

A. Powell and C. H. Larrette had charge of the
arrangements. Holbein covered 50 miles in 2h.

54m., and IOC miles in 6h. 20m. 26s., beating the

record by i8m. 39s., and finishing up fresh and
well. His mount was a Premier safety bicycle

weighing twenty-six pounds.

The fire of August 23, which came near de-

stroying J. F. Tapley's bookbindery, at 49
Lafayette Place, this city, had a certain interest

to those who are watching the efforts of Karl
Kron to make a start as a bookseller. One of

the works which narrowly escaped the flames
was the " Publishers' Trade List Annual for

1888," a monster volume of 3,000 pages, in the

ceiitre of which are inserted two-thirds of the
pamphlet of " Newspaper Notices," which K. K.

is now mailing gratis to all who make applica-

tion by postal, at Washington Square, N. Y. " It

is without doubt the largest advertisement of a
single book that is until now on record," says
the Publishers Weekly, alluding to the ninety-six

pages reproduced in the "Annual." At the
same time, by a curious blunder, it gives the

title of this book as "Ten Thousand Years on a
Bicycle."

RHODE ISLAND DIVISION MEET.
The Rhode Island Division will give a tourna-

ment to the amateurs only, Sept. 25, and the fol-

lowing list of events is presented. Handsome
gold and silver medals will be awarded to the

first, second and, in some cases, the third men.
One-mile bicycle Rhode Island championship,
i-milc bicycle novice race, i-mile bicycle handi-
cap, 2-mile Safety bicycle handicap, imile tan-

dem tricycle, 3-mile bicycle handicap, i-mile

safety bicycle, 3-mile bicycle special match be-

tween W. A. M. Scott, present 3-mile champion
of Rhode Island, and G. P. Hutchins, champion
of the Rhode Island Wheelmen ; i-mile tricycle

handicap, i-mile bicycle for boys, 18 years old

or under; i-mile club team race (three men
each). These races are for amateurs only, and
will be run under L. A. W. rules. The com-
mittee reserve the right to refuse any entry.

The entries close Saturday, Sept. 22, and must
be accompanied by entrance fees or they cannot
be accepted. The entrance fee in all races will

be $1, except tandem race, where it will be .$2

for each machine, and team race, where it will

be if3 for each team entered. Entries for the
handicap races must fill out the inclosed blanks
and send same to committee. Otherwise they
cannot expect to receive a favorable handicap.
The State championship will be confined to L.

A. W. members of the State of Rhode Island.

The team race is confined to clubs only ; three

men to each, and each man in the team must be
a resident of the city in which the team belongs.
The safety, tandem and tricycle races are for

road wheels only. All safety bicycles will be
admitted the diameter of whose wheels is not
more than 40 inches. Address George R. Mc-
Ausland. P. O. Box 161, Providence, R. I.

THE NEW CASTLE MEET.

The race meet of the New Castle Club, held
August 30, drew a large crowd and was favored
with fine weather. The Banker Bros, rode their'

tandem safety one-half-mile in im. 21 2-5S. W.
I. Wilhelm was unable to ride on account of

illness. The following is a summary of the

events :

One-mile novice—T. W. Shaw, Jr., Pittsburg,

first ; Charles W. iJavis, Youngstown, second
;

time, 3m. 20 4-5S.

One-mile, open—W. W. Windle, Millbury,
Mass., first; W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C,
second ; time, 2m. 50 2-55. W. I. Wilhelm, of

Reading, Pa., and Phil. S. Brown, of Washing-
ton, D. C., started in this race, Wilhelm was
ill and only went one lap, while Brown gave it

up after three-quarters.

T. W. Shaw, Jr., of Pittsburg, won the 3:30
race in 3m. 14 4-5S. ; A. P. Steele, of Franklin,

second.
One-mile 3:00 class—A. C. Banker, first ; W.

D. Banker, second ; F. G. Lenz, third ; time, 2m.

55 3-5S.

Half-mile L. A. W. championship—W. W.
Windle, first ; Wilhelm, second ; Crist, third

;

Brown, fourth ; time, im. 19 1-5S.

Quarter-mile, open—Windle, first ; Crist, sec-

ond ; Brown, third ; time, 38 4-5S.

One-mile Pennsylvania State championship

—

W. D. Banker, first ; A. C. Banker, second
;

Lenz, third ; time, 2m. 51s.

Two-mile lap^Crist, time, 6m. 23s. Brown
started out on the last lap, but lost his pedal and
fell, bruising himself considerably and wrecking
his wheel.
One-mile Rover type safety—W. D. Banker,

first ; Crist, second ; time, 3m. 5 4-5S.

Half-mile, open—Windle, first ; A. C. Banker,
second ; time, im. 18 2-55. F. G. Lenz took a

header in this race, but was not injured.
4-«-»

The election of officers of the .^olus Cycling
Club, of Chicago, was held Monday, September
3, with the following result: President, Mr. G.
Koerten ; Vice-President, Mr. Barr ; Secretary,

Felix Weinberger ; Treasurer, Mr. H. Freeman ;

Quartermaster, Mr. Beygeh ; Captain. Mr. Tom
Bray; First Lieutenant, Mr. Wal Bray ; Second
Lieutenant, Mr. Fred Wittenberg ; Bugler, Mr.
Freeman ; Color Bearer, Mr. Raahe ; Executive
Committee, Messrs. Shuler, Bodch, Uarhurt.

The annual fall race meet and bicycle tourna-
ment of the Tioga Cycling Club will be held on
the new grounds of the Tioga Athletic Associa-
tion Saturday, September 29. The track is one-
third mile, clay and cinder, with banked turns,

and will be put in good condition as soon as

possible. Entries close September 25, with Cap-
tain Isaac Van Deusen, T. C. C, 2101 Tioga
Street, Philadelphia. Entrance fee, fifty cents

per man, each event. Races commence at 3

p. M. Handsome medals to winners. Follow-
ing is the list of events :

One-mile bicycle, open ; first prize, 53-inch

racing bicycle.

One-mile tandem bicycle.

One-mile tandem tricycle.

One-mile tricycle, open handicap.
Two-mile lap race, open bicycle.

One-half mile bicycle, open to Philadelphians.

One-mile 3-minute class.

One-mile 3:2o-class.

One-mile novices' race, open to Philadelphians.

One-mile Rover safety handicap.
One-third mile race for boys under sixteen.

- -- - •

A NOVEL TOURNAMENT.

Parties in New York are arranging for a big

tournament of oarsmen and rowing tricycles in

October next, just before the oarsmen go into

winter quarters. Mr. J. M. Hill, the well-known
theatt'ical manager, is arranging for the event

and will manage the affair, which will last six

days. The intention is to offor purses large

enough to attract all the best oarsmen in Amer-
ica. Teemer, Hamm, McKay, Lee Ross and

other American scullers will be in the long race
of ten hours a day; O'Connor, of Toronto, has
been invited to make one of the entries, and
Bubear and East, English oarsmen, have also

been written to. Should they enter, their ex-
penses to this country will be paid, and they
will receive whatever part of the large purse
they may succeed in winning. Wallace Ross is

expected here daily to look after the preparation
of a number of tricycles for racing purposes.
George Lee says the rowing tricycle is a great
thing. "It can be rowed twelve miles an hour
in a hall," he said, "and it is impossible for one
to extend himself in a small space with four

turns. I think on a smooth and level surface a

good sculler can make one of them go almost as

fast as a good horse can trot."

NEW ORLEANS.

The date of the Division race meet has been
changed from the 14th to the 28th of September,
and on the latter date, everything being lovely,

the following races will be decided: One-mile
novice, i-mile Southern championship (open),

I-mile Louisiana Cycling Club championship,
half-mile for boys, i-mile State championship,
I-mile safety, i-mile New Orleans Bicycle Club
championship, i-mile handicap, 2^-mile lap

(open), loo-yard slow (open), i-mile consolation.

The meet will be, as last year, a compliment-
ary affair, 6,000 invitations being issued. A
fine band of music will be on hand, and, as we
have promises of the attendance of several

Little Rock, Memphis, Atlanta and Greenville
" high flyers," unusual interest is loaned the oc-

casion. Our only drawback is the lack of a suit-

able track, and, while the only available horse

track will be rolled and harrowed and harrowed
and rolled, from the nature of things no great

shakes in the way of time can be expected. I

doubt very much, however, that the matter of

time ever cuts much of a figure in the average
spectator's mind. Last year 2,000 ladies, and
half as many more of the sterner sex, were in

attendance on the races, and the enthusiasm
was as great and applause as deafening as

though 2:2g had been beaten, when in fact 3:12

was the best time of the day; so that I doubt
whether the absence of fast time is very much
of a drawback after all.

The medal for the i-mile championship of the

South is a beautiful and costly piece of work-
manship. It is set with diamonds, and is a

donation from Chief Consul Harry Hodgson.

At a meeting on the 29th, C. C. Hodgson ap-

pointed the following to constitute the Division

Racing Board; R. P. Randall, Chairman; E. A.

Shields, W. H. Renaud, R. G. Betts and C. H.

Fenner.

A team race having been omitted from this

year's programme, the Louisiana Cycling Club
announces that it will challenge the N. O. B. C.

to a 2>^-mile race, to take place on the day of

the meet. Last year the N. O. B. C. had a

"snap," and the L. C. C. boys are anxious to

show them that the snap is not quite so soft this

year.

Quite a stir is being created over the contest

for the Secretary-Treasurership of this little one-

horse division. Until Monday last the name of

W. II. Renaud, President of the Louisiana

Cycling Club, was the only one mentioned for

the position, and it was thought that it would,

as in years gone by, prove a walk-over. But
such is not to be the case. On Monday H. W.
Fairfax, Secretary-Treasurer of the New Orleans

Club, took a notion that he wanted the oflSce,

and fell to work with a vim. Renaud's friends

didn't propose to be left either, and they too .fell

to work, and in consequence we are being

treated to a breeze of spicy and unwonted, but

genuine, excitement. There is no doubt in my
mind as to who is the most capable man, but I

shall do my work here at the scat of the war and
not on paper. The election is fixed for Tuesday,
September 4, and, as it has been a' hard fight,

there's no telling how it may end. Both sides

are holding " dark horses" in readiness, and

—

perhaps—perhaps; but wait, Tuesday will tell

the tale.

Bi.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton

Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best

Cream in the city. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.
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NORTHAMPTON NOTES.

The latest topic among cyclists in this place is

the sidewalk ordinances, and the limits from the

City Hall within which it is dangerous to ride

save on the highway. An unfortunate header,

by which a pedestrian was brought forcibly in

contact with the tire of a little wheel, resulted in

the pedestrian feeling aggrieved (!) and unbur-

dening his mind in a letter to the local paper, in

which he doubted the moral right of there being

ajiy limits within which sidewalk riding was
proper. That brought the matter of the legal

limit up, and careful inspection of the city map
shows that a mile distance from the City Hall

takes in about all the sidewalk that a wheelman
would ever care to use under any circumstances.

Wheelmen striking the city from the direction of

Amherst had best take warning, and dismount
while the police are yet a great way off.

Many wheelmen from Springfield, Holyoke
and vicinity take advantage of the new side-

path between Holyoke and Northampton to visit

the latter city, and even Karl Kron managed to

snatch enough time from his occupation of

sending out 5,000 newspaper notices to run up
one Sunday to Northampton and test the qual-

ity of dinner given at the Mansion House. In

fact, wheelmen seemed to form a majority of

the guests that day.

Sunday, August 26, fifteen of the Wheel Club
started on a club run called for Ashfield. All

went well till about three miles from South Ash-

field ; one of the boys, taking a wrong turn in

the road and striking a long, steep hill, was
thrown badly and rendered unconscious for

some time. He was left in good hands at the

nearest farmhouse, and by 2 p. m. was suffi-

ciently recovered to start homewards. At last

accounts he was progressing satisfactorily, but

will probably after this coast with feet over

rather than under the handle-bars. On reach-

ing South Ashfield, the boys encountered a

little lunch of coffee, crackers and cheese, set out

in the yard of a former member, and, as maybe
imagined, did justice to it. A short run of a

mile and a half brought them to their journey's

end, and by half-past two all were able to enjoy

a more substantial repast. Among the wheels

were a Victor safety and an American Rambler,

both of which excited much interest among the

towns-people. The rider of the former is a

strong man, and although of but a month's ex-

perience as a wheelman, kept well to the front

on the entire run. With roads in good condi-

tion, the run from Ashfield to Northampton is

most enjoyable, barring one hill a little more
than a mile long, which not even Wells or

Greenwood could surmount a-wheel. After the

top is reached, the road is nearly a continuous

down grade for eight or nine miles, and the en-

tire nineteen can be made in two hours and a

half.

Several of the boys expect to attend the tour-

nament at Buffalo, and not a few talk of riding
down to Hartford later on. The latter distance,

forty-eight miles, can easily be made in less

than a day, and it would be a pity not to take
advantage of the nearness of so many noted
racing men. L. B. G.

MARVELOUS PERFORMANCE.

21 MILES 126 YARDS IN THE HOUR ON A ROADSTER
ROVER SAFETY.

At Bordeaux, on August 15, S. G. Whittaker,
of Chicago, beat all French records, his mount
being a light Rover roadster, manufactured by
Starley & Sutton. We append particulars of the

ride, every precaution for the proper authentica-
tion of which was taken in the matter of time-
keepers, judges, scorers, etc.

LAPS.

1. . .

2. . .

4...

5...

6 ..

7...

M. S.

37
1 17

1 57
2 38

3 17

3 54

4 32

LAPS.

32 ..

33- •

34- •
•

35- •
36...

9.,

10.

II.

,

12.

,

13-

14.

15-

M. S.

20 50
21 29
22 07
22 45
23 24

37 24 03
38 24 43
39 25 22

40 26 00
6 27

7 05

7 43
8 20
8 58

9 38
16 10 18

41.

42.

43-

44-

45-

46.

LAPS.

63....

64. . -

.

65....
66. ..

67. ..

68....

69...,
70. .,

71..:

72....

73.-..

- 74-.-

75-

M. S.

41 16

41 ,57

42 38

43 19

44 01

44 42

45 22

46 03
46 44
47 26

48 06

48 47
49 28

76 50 09
77 50 51

17 10 58
18 II 38

19 12 19
20 12 59
21 13 38
22 14 17

23 14 57
24... . 15 36
25 16 15
26 16 55

27 17 35
28 18 14

29 18 53
30 19 33
31 20 12

78.

79-
80.

81.

82

51 32
52 13

52 55

53 36

54 i8

26 38

27 18

27 57
28 37
29 16

29 54
47 30 33
48 31 13

49 31 53
50 32 34
51 33 15

52 33 56

53 34 35
54 35 15

55 35 55
56 36 34
57..'... 37 14
58 37 55

59 38 36
60 39 16

61 39 55
62 40 35—Bicycling News.

83 54 59
84 55 40
85 56 20
86 57 01

87 57 43
88 58 24

89 59 05

90 laps and
145 metres,
one hour.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner

is served in the caf6, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PEBS
ARE THE MOST
* ^ PERFECT.

CYCLE REPAIRING,
FULLY EQUIPPED REPAIR SHOP.

WORK QUICKLY AND NEATLY DONE AT
REASONABLE PRICES.

J". BEDRIR^^,
I 197 Atlantic Avenue,

Near Bedford Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LOOI^ OTJT
FOR

OF THE
Queens A. A. C,

AT
QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Thomas Lloyd, Queens, Queens Co., N. Y.

T?I3CE

AMERICAN BICYCLE

The Name and Address may be Engraved on the Face.

NO OTHER

:p.^^idii.oc:k:
IS AS

CONVENIENT,
DURABLE,

EFFECTIVE.
SUPERIOR, NEAT,

SIMPLE,
STRONG,

or SECURE.
HANDSOMELY NICKEL PLATED.

Sold at the News-stands in

—

THE NEW GENESEE HOUSE,
THE TIFFT HOUSE,
THE MANSION HOUSE, -

AND BY DEALERS GENERALLY.
PRICE, - - - 75 Cents.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite In style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely' mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.

PKKllLKSS TOBACCO WORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

lUXHKSTKK, N. Y.

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant filling and diuabilily. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball an^l

Lacrosse (larments. Sweaters, White and Colored, IMain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Bants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickeri)ockers in all ihe popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforcetl ant! ftilly Irimmeil.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, liuee cpialities, to ni.itch llu- garments. In .ill these

goods we excel. Refereiu-e to hundreds of Ihe hesl (hd)s and riders in tiie country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. KiiisrGhSTOJN" KzisriTTinsTG- 00.
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UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

I3:siJ2±.±o:odL "^Vlxeel 01-ul1d
AT

Charter Oak Park, Hartford,

SEPTEMBER 12th and 13th.

$2,500 in Purses and Prizes.

Entries Close September 8th.

Entry Blanks forwarded on application to

crosEi's: GhooiDiMi^A^isr,
p. O. Box 14, HARTFORD, CONN.

Coventry Machinists' Company,
LinyCITEID.

AT^-L Q'WTT?'!^ Q A T?T?^V holds the safety championship of the
1 He O VV ±Ir J, 0.r\.J? Hf ± JL WORLD—Birmine-ham. Mav 2^d. 1888.

^L^ pr TT"D "P A r*T?"P HOLDS THE BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP OF EUROPE—
1 lit; ^J_/ U 13 lV.tl.V^ll/lV Berlin, June loth, i888.

'PVii^k l\/rA"PT "RO"PO PT TT"R holds the tricycle championship
X lltJ lYl-^i.XVJ-/J-)WXV^^ y^l^UJD OF EUROPE—Berlin, June nth, 1888.

The MARLBORO TANDEM ''''^Tyl^,f.f.'^^:^y7Jut:t''''

HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

NEW YORK AG-ENT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

239 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. SCHWALBAOH,

Prospect Park Plaza,

BROOKLYN AGENT.
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KEEP RIGHT AHEAD.

The Wheel, the Bi- World, the Athlete and Dr.

Emery, of Boston, are in a quadrangular row
over the inwardness, outwardness and wearing
qualities of the new League Constitution. As I

mentioned, some weeks since, the Wheel dis-

sected that remarkable document which is sup-
posed to be the guiding star and beacon light of

all " trooly loil " League members, showing
some of its weak points. The Athlete chips in

its quota by relating some of what it calls the

inside history of the composition of the constitu-

tion, the Bi-World says the Athlete man is no
such a thing and that he dreamed the history,

Dr. Emery enters into a lengthy explanation
which explains nothing that any wheelman cares

about, and the constitution will have to be
patched on the first opportunity. As the gen-
tlemen who fathered this very remarkable piece

of legislation were not inspired at the time of its

inception, it is not to be wondered at that it is

full of flaws and weak places, but that it should
have been railroaded through and adopted with-

out discussion by a ring—there is no other word
to express the situation—is certainly sufficient

justification for tearing the document into tatters

and agitating the subject of reform until it be-

comes impossible for a ring to manipulate and
control the affairs of the whole body. It is not
a defective constitution which the League has to

fear ; it is simply the small ambitions of a clique

of small men of small calibre who desire to be
prominent in some organization. To use a
homely but expressive phrase, " they intend to

be the biggest toads in the puddle," and the real

interests of the body which they govern seem to

come in for a secondary share of consideration.
Keep right ahead. Brother Prial, and the Spec-
tator will support you in the great work.

—

St.

Louis Spectator.

Seconi-Haii Bicycles ani Tricycles.

HJt^J Size Make Bearings Finish ^^^"-
NO. FOR

325 54 Universal Club Ball Enamel.. $6000
ifi'i 50 American Club Ball Nickel 6000
432 48 Expert Ball Nickel 6500
435 55 Col. Lgt. Rdstr. .. .

. Ball Enamel... 8000
438 54 Harvard Ball Enamel... 5000
458 54 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
459 50 Victor Ball Enamel .7500
469 54 American Star Plain... Nickel 3500
472 50 American Club Ball Enamel... 8000
474 54 American Star Plain Nickel.. . 5000
479 52 Brit. Challenpre Ball.. ..Nickel 7000
483 56 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
486 48 American Star Plain Nickel 6000
489 54 Harvard Ball Enamel... 3000
500 32 Monarch Rover Ball Enamel... 9500
503 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 5500
508 51 Special Star Plain... .Enamel. .. 6500
515 54 Expert Ball Nickel 8000
519 48 Sp. Premier Plain Enamel... 4000
520 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9500
521 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9000
522 50 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... go 00
523 54 Am. Club Ball ....Enamel... 6000
524 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9000
530 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr. .. . Ball 2-3 Nickel. 90 00
531 33 Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball.. 2-3 Nickel. 95 00

535 38 Facile Ball Enamel... 5000
544 48 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 7000
545 50 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
547 48 Special Star Ball Enamel... 9000
553 46 Otto Plain. . ..Enamel.... 3500
557 54 Royal Mail Ball Nickel go 00
558 44 Premier Plain.. . . Enamel ... 35 00
559 56 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
560 47 Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel. 85 00
561 51 Special Star Cones. . .Enamel. . . 7500
562 54 Standard Columbia Cones. . ,2-3 NicJ<el. 5500
563 54 Expert Ball Enamel... 7500
564 52 Expert Ball 2-3 Nickel. 65 00
565 54 Victor Ball Enamel... 6500
566 53 Col. Lgt. Rdsrt Ball Enamel... 8500
567 51 American Star Plain. ...Enamel. .. 3500

301 so Col. Three-track Ball Enamel.., 5000
496 .. SiJkbrk. Cripper Ball Enamel... go 00
Sn .. Victor Tricycle Ball... .Kiiamel... 6000
526 .. Humbcr Cripper Ball Enamel... 8000
534 .. HumberCrippcr Ball Enamel... 9500
548 .. Sparkbrook Tandem. . ..Ball Enamel. ..130 00
5SO .

.

Col. Two-track Hall Enamel ... 65 00

554 .. H umber Tandem Ball Enamel.
. .no 00

555 . . Marlborough (;. Tand . . Hall Enamel.
. . 190 00

556 Humber Tandem Mall ICnamcl.. . 150 00
Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oraton

Hall, or they will be sliijipcd to any address C. O. D., witii
the orivilege of examination, provided tl|e person ordorinj,'

remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in
case machine is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

Nl'.WAHK Tltl.Ul'MONK 673. OKANtilt TiCl.ltl'IIONIC IJ4.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

TICTOR SABTY,VICTOR JUNIOR,

YICTOE LIGHT ROADSTER.

THE VICTOR SAFETY.
AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material

and workmanship are used in this wheel.
Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of
wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the
best anti-vibration device ever invented, the
Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which are

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long experience has
proven to be most valuable. It is the hatid-

soniest, strongest and easiest running wheel on
the market, and is built to stand the strain of
American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fifty inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, $75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest
sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
men's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the

highest grade boys' wheel.

The Youths' Premier Bicycle,
Our specialty in wheels of low cost, is the best
to be had for the money. It is staunch, strong
and well built, adjustable in every part, and a
thoroughly reliable road machine for boys and
youths. Price of 50-inch, $60.00.

Our Instalment Plan.
The Instalment Plan, as conducted by us,

is the easiest way to own a wheel. We make
most reasonable arrangements, making the
time and amount of payments to suit almost
any pocket-book. Do not lose time by waiting
to save up, but commence riding at once.
Machine given to purchaser as soon as first pay-
ment is made. Call or write and learn particu-
lars.

Racing- Wheels to Hire.
We have a fine stock of racing wheels, sizes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented for $5.00
per week to responsible parties.

A PINE LINE OF SUNDRIES, BELLS, LAN-
TERNS. CYCLOMETERS, OILS, ENAM-

EL, TOOL BAGS AND CYCLIN(;
GOODS OK EvEKY DE.scRiriioN.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

!u>r a epinpliie illiislrated catalogue of J'ictoi

Wheels, Boys' Il'hcels, Sundries, I'niforms. Caps,

Ilchncts and Cvcliiig Gooi/s o/'cTcrv dcsi / ////<'«, send to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
United States Agents for Victor Cycles,

241 BROADWAY, I I 08 MADISON ST.,
NKW VOUK. tlUCAtil).

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

e ^_INCH Rudge Light Roadster, 1888 pattern; full forks,
JO" spade handles, all improvements; Lakin cyclometer,
Lillibridge saddle; hardly used; cost $141.75. Will take
$1 15-

52-inch Rudge Light Roadster; good condition, E.xcelsior
cyclometer; $70.
Rudge Humber Tandem; balls all over, Lakin cyclome-

ter; very good condition; only $140.
XXX., care The Wheel.

pOR SALE.—One Eureka Trainer, 2 Dayton Bicycle
Stands, i Lamp, i Merril's Bicycle Lock, i Lamson's

Luggage Carrier, i 50-inch Cyclometer; all the above are
like new, and I will sell them for $12 cash, or will exchange
for chickens or ducks. H. S. Johnson, Suflern, N. Y. 9-7

pOR SALE.—New Safety Veloce; price $120. Wanted,
Columbia Light Roadster or Victor, 52 or 53 inch, '87

or '88 pattern; would exchange for Columbia and Victor
and $40 cash. T. Ford, Jr., 193 Clermont Avenue, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. 9-7

T ANTERN FOR SALE.—A Columbia Nickel Lantern;
'-' cost $7.50; almost new; will sell for $4. J. L. Miller,
P. O. Box 147, New York City. 9-7

pOR SALE.—1888 Rudge Bicyclette; ridden less thanioo
miles; good as new. John R. Post, Jr., 341 West

Fifty-first Street, New York City. 9-7

pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
in excellent condition; new last season; only §45. Ad-

dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19

(t »-, C —RUDGE Light Roadster and Butcher Cyclome-
•V / D' ter; in fine condition; extra finish and spade han-
dles. Address J. T. P., 128 Concord Street, Boston, Mass.

9-7
(CYCLOMETERS ! LOOK ! !-Lakin Hub, 48-inch, $6 ;

^-^ svinch, $s; 54-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;
Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5 ;

56-inch, $5 ; three Hill &
Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class
shape. It will pay you to e.xamine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.—Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
fect order; ridden but little. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-

eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 290
Pearl Street, New York City.

A TTENTION!—We want more wheels to supply our
-'*• large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

piCYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office
'-' Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis. Ind.

$^ ^^ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
• J^ just the same, and they are the best ones made.

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

YOU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck if you
put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle

Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
•- New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Bee.ston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

^X/ANTED.—45-inch American Pony Star, of latest nat-
•'' tern, new or second-hand. Chas. F. I'ishcr, Clay-

ton, N. J. 9-14

r^-INCH BARGAIN.— Full nickeled Expert, fine condi-
J 4 tion, extras included. $75, or will cxchan.ge for 4S-inch
nickeled Special Star, new or old. F. A. Little, Meriaen,
Conn. 9-7

170R SALE OR EXCHANGE.—54-inch E.xpcrt. Rud.cc
^ Royal Mail, all sacrificed ; brand new Rover Safety.
.Ml liaH price. Call. L. C. Jandorf, 34 Maiden I.aiio. 9-14

];OR SALE, OR MIGHT EXCHANGE FOR A
' CANOE.—56-inch Expert Columbia Hicvcle, full

nickeled, all ball bearings, good condition. No reasonable
offer refused. Knight L. Clapp, .-So Broadway, New
York. Q-14

irOR SALE.—45inch enameled, .ill hollow. Special "87
'- Star. Balls to front, spade handles, Lillibridtfe saddle;
cheap. W. E. E., 115 Liberty Street, N. Y. City. 9-14

1} ARG.MN.~-52-inch Expert, ball bearings and |>c<lals,
' cowhorn bars, Kirkpalrick .sjuldlc, enamel finish, ex-
cellent order; price $67.50. C. W. Seaman, Lcwisbur^jh,
Pa. 9-14

\xni.L TRADE a 54-inch Columbia Light Ro;ul.stcr,
** oalls all round, lor 4,'i.iiuh Special htar. Address
231 Market Street, Paterson, N. .1. . >, 14

I7OR SALP:. 54-iiuh Rudge Light R.Mulster, all Iv^ll

^ bearings, lamp, etc.; or will exchange for VoUinlccr
Columbia. Address II. H . P. O. Box 40S.

\\^.\Nri'"D. -soinch full nickclWI bicycle. Kxperl prc-
'* forrcd. Klust be cheap for cash. C. W. Seaman,
l.cwisbingli. Pa. g 7

INCH VICTOR BUVCLE -First-clas^comlifion,$S^;
isl $145. Also Uniform, Cyclometer, Lump, etc.,

$jo; cost $75. A. Z. Mvincll, 44 \V esl Forty-sixth Strt-et,

New York. 0-14

VylLI. SELL VKKV CHKM». A .vvinch Rudge Racer,
*• i8Sy patlern. Make an oftcr.. 11. L, H., j,i7 Kasl
117th Sircct, N. V. City. 9-M

5(>'
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RIDE A VICTOR.

m MBGMIS!
Price.

5oinch Royal Mail Light Roadster, tangent spokes,
etc., brand new. Cost $135 $7500

50-inch Royal Mail, with the noted Trigwell Ball

Head and strengthened base rim. Never used.. 95 00

54-inch ditto. New 95 0°
58-inch ditto. New 95 00

50-inch New Mail, with Trigwell Ball Head, Perfec-
tion Backbone and Forks, new thickened base
rim, tangent spokes, tied seven times; latest im-
provements. Used but few times; exchanged for

different size 95 00
nch ditto. Slightly secondhand, but good as new. 90 00

nch ditto. " " " " " . 95 00

nch ditto. " " " "' " . 100 00

nch ditto. Used one season only 8500
nch ditto. " " " 8500
nch Columbia Light Roadster. Used but little.. 85 00

nch ditto. Almost new 8500
nch E.xpert. Splendid order 8500
nch Special Columbia. Good condition 5000
nch British Challenge. " " 6000
nch Rudge. Fine condition 6500
nch Sanspareil. " " 5000
nch Club. " " 5000
nch Rudge. " " 7500
nch E.xpcrt Columbia. Nickeled 65 00
nch Rudge 7000
nch Premier 3500

Kangaroo Safety ; 50 i o
54-inch Royal Mail Racer. New 50 < o

Royal Mail Noted Tricycle. New 100 00

Official Tailors and Outfitters.

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. BEUII & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen.
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

3>J" H "XPV TT O DFt It ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

\Ve are constantly receiving good Secon<I-

Han<l Wheels. Write «s.

Also, we Hill take your old W^heel in trade

for a NKW MAIL. Write us.

WM. READ & SONS,

10V 'V7"as"h i -n gt;oj=L St..,

BOSTON.

iVhen the Robins Kest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

f^, for less money, during ihc season
''

of 1888 than any other dealer

m America.
Send for the most complete W'hrcl

Catalogue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
oi Mal<' SI., <;llI<-a.".o, III.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

-— HOW TO

Buy, Sell or Exchange,
ADVERTISE IN OUR

For Sale, Exchange,

and Wants Cohcmn.

Twenty-five Words, - - - Fifteen Cents.

Two Insertions, - - - Twenty-five Cents.

ALL auvi;ktisk.mknts must i?k keckivkd

BY TUKSDAY MORNING.

HUMBER
TRICYCLES.

We have a small lot of the celebrated HUM-
BER TRICYCLES, ranking above all others in

the world. Light weight, 65 lbs., superb

machines, which we are closing out very low
;

only a few. Send for description.

Also a few ROYAL MAIL LIGHT TRI-

CYCLES ;
bargains.

WM. READ & SONS,

10V "'v^^aslx±a2Lgt033. St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Ol.DF.ST AND LARGEST CYCLE SUPPLY HOUSE
i3xr THE xjisriTaau ST-A-Tisst.

Purchasers taught to ride free. Open evenings. Call or send for Catalogue

of Sundries. Complete Repair Shop.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J. Branch Store, 16 PARK ST., ORANGE, N. J.
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WE TAKE

014 MoMts in Pari Payraent

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

THE

VICTOR
And tlie wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SecoM-lanJ Wheels for Owners

— ON—

COMMISSION,

GIVING THE BEST CHANGE TO

UNLOAD QUICKLY.

¥E OPFEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF— »

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

WETMORE & CHESTER.
It
Second-hand Victor

ieoond-lianil lye es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

49 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

H V 1

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

READ OUR RULES.
Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
climb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine- placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not respon-sible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Notice this Week's Reductions.
No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-

horn bars. Good as new. Price $30.

No. 180.—54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 181.—Rudge Humber Cripper Tricycle.

New last season. Prime order. Cost|i8o.
Sacrificed at fno.

No. 183.

—

52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price I50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price $130.

No. 186.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with
enam. rims and bar. Only !||!85.

No. 188.—50-in. Victor L. R. '87. Nickel finish.

Perfect cond. Cheap at Ifioo.

No. 190.

—

54-in. Rudge. Enam. Cowhorn bars.

Hell. Price $60.

No. ic)i.—54-in. Expert Col. Enam. All balls.

Dropped bars anti spudcs. Price $70.

No. 195.— 54-in. Rudge. I'.nam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars, (jood as new. Price .$75.

No, i()7.— 52-in. Matchless .Singer. Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spatles. Kirk
saddle. Price $90

No. 198,—48-in. .Stanil. Col. I'.iinlcd. I'licc

$40.

No. igg.—Humber Cripper Tricycle. Weight,

47 lbs. Perfect cond. Sacrificed at |So.

Our List, September 7, 1888.
No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roadster. Nickel

with enam. wheels. All balls. Cowhorn
bars and spades. Looks like new. Price I85.

No. 2g.—55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22

lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 82.—5i-in. Am. Star. Nickel e.xcept wheels.
Hyg. saddle. Fine cond. Price $40.

No. 129.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 141.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60.

No. 153.—54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.—50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only .fgo.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price $85.

No. 167.—55-in. Yale Light Roadster. Enamel.
All balls. Cowhorn bars. Price $50.

No. 171.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.

Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price

$50.

No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enameled. Ni>i

ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at $85.

No. 201.—54-in. Col. E.\pert. Full nickel. All

balls and dropped bars. Prime order.
Only 175-

No. 202.—48-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at $75.

No. 204.—50-in. Expert Col. Nickel with enamel
wheels. All balls. Price $55.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 205.

—

51-in. Col. Light Roailstcr, 'SS. Nickel
wiih enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looki
likes new. Only $uo.

No. 206. — 44-in. boy's bicycle. Enameled.
Dropped bars. Lamii. Price I30.

•

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price ^0.

No. 208.—48-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Hall wheels. Price 1^70.

No. 201).— 52-tn. Col. E.\pert. Full nickel. .Ml

balls. Fine cond. I'rice 8(75.

No. 210, — Rover Rear-driving Safety. Not rid-

den iwenty miles. Price $ioi>.

No. 211.—Rover Rcar-driviiig Safety. New.
Price if UH1.
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124, 126 & 128 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

AGENTS FOR

THE NEW MAIL 1888.
GREATLY IMPROVED THIS YEAR, MAKING IT A

Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.
All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable. The only Wheel with the Trig-

well Ball-bearing Head. Perfection-strengthened Backbone and Forks, and thickened

Rim. Tangent Spokes, Spade Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, Adjustable Step, etc. Price

$5 less than last year. We also handle the famous IVEL SAFETY. Come in and see

them. Send for circular. Also a full line of Sundries, Uniforms and General Sporting

Goods.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AliUON, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^^~ "WDri-te f03r I=3r±c© Lxsl;.

Q5
NEW YORK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

New Rapldi Champion, Star and other 6U
cycijs and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge except for interest. Prices
from 88 up. Second-hand wheels
taken In trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with

__^ ^ full particulars of our terms f easy
payments—of~intcrest to every actual or prospectivf
wheelman. Geo. W. Ro0SE & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. Jll.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

ISTE^^AT ciT^y.
AGKNTS rOR

GORMULLY & JKFFERY'S
American Chanipion Bicycle.

American Liglit Chanipion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challeu{>:e Tricycle.
AND SUNIJKIES.

1888 Si>3r±iigf±©lca. Hoads-bei?
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Hall bearing !jio(j.oo

Singer's Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINUS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and sec our slock before piinhnsinx.

ADVERTISE in our For Sale and Exchange
Column, and

SELL YOUR OLD WHEEL AT ONCE.
Twenty-five words for Fifteen Cents.

We Wish to Call Attention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introducing.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOEINGHAM,
tSucccssors to Jens F. Pederscn)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

\V2 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

p..in
8.00.

No. 1388.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holdeis, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, • -

Solid Gold Ciijarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL IIH SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
9.50.

A Perfect Fit Ouarantecd.
Displacement Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N, B.—" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. G-- i^^^^w^soisr,
SOI.E PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURER, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

For BicyclUts, (Jyninasts and
(lyninnsiiinis,

CALL'S LMPKOVED

Elastic Sides Supporters
(jock strat)

With hose or stockiii^r suuporter at-

t.ichcd, also with pockets lor keys, or

money. No. 1, plain supp<irtcr, 50c.;

No. 2. with pockets. 76c.; No. 3, with
stocking supporter (no pockets), KOc;
No. 4, snme as cut. $1.00. Order by
luinibcr. and (jive tight measure top of
hips. I'ost-paid on receipt of price.

S. B. CALL & CO.,
•AM Main Strcot,

SprliiKtlcld, Mass.

Morpliino Habit Curnil in lO
to 'ZO diivH. Nojmy tlU cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS. Lebanon. Ohio.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
AND

TRICYCLES.

1

40 SECOND-HAND WHEELS.

S. F. HEATH,
ST. PAUL BRANCH : 316 Roberts St.

MINNEAPOLIS: 417 Nicollet Ave.

B-n^r TTo-CL^r SlzLoes o£
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Duane.
THEflUK.VT LONDON SHOK MAN.

Mv Specialty for riiii Summer is the

KANOAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call .111(1 see them and a tine line of BICVCI.E SHOES.

CYCLING TOURISTS can avoid soreness

and greatly increase pleasure by ii.sing

the Threefold Elastic, Self-Adjusting Hinge

Cradle or Rocker Saddle.

COPPER CYCLE SADDLERY,
433 Pearl Street, CLEVELAND, 0.

VoojD-EisWiifQ
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
>^HART CYCLE CO.,^

Ao. 811 Arcli St., Pliiladelplila, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Solings
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOER BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

E, &1^,T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer lienses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

iVi ^^More than Forty Vean
*~ ' Established in this lint

tf busitust.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu-
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,
swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting-, Heartburn, Nervous
ness, Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,
Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.1S1S. z^ofL m-xxie:

nnnniiKSiiniinim:

WEfi^K
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

"I Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

IwH Goois,

LOWEST PRIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

THE IfSriiCrCLE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WHITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

Late Sixth Avenue.) , Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Champions,
Ideals, Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Humbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

EEPAIES !

~~
REPAIES

!

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Worlc
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

1 MEN'S LiNEN^COUARSAlflDCUFFSi
il% " O'AREftHE'BEST"
^'/^ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

':^. SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

m\m DETACHABLE \mm CARRIER,

(Patent a; j, lied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI. 00. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Arenue. Detroit. Mich.

cr. o'coisTDsroi?,,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
846 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes ahvayt
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect tit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

^l^m TUTThFRUTTI ^^fjri?"

CLUBS TRUMP

CSC

WHICH WINS?
CO

ADAMS 4 SOB'S TDTTI-FITTI CHEMC GDM
Acreases the .low of saliva ami aids digestion. Tlio (iiim is now usod by touting as well .is racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the niouih moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUKE. PLEASANT. « AJLL FLAVOHS.
SltLO-vxlo. Tdq oii SEble at) alX 'Wlxoelaan.eia.'s H©»<a.Q.^a.aartei?e.
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A LETTER THAT NEEDS NO COMMENT.

Detroit, Mich., August 21, 1888.

GoRMULLY & Jeffery Mfg. Co. :

Gentlemen— I have just returned from Michigan's L. A. W. Division Meet, and I trust the

comparison I am about to make will be of interest to you. At the Meet in 1887 there were 60 wheels

and only one of them was a Champion, and that was looked upon as rather a curiosity. This year at

Grand Rapids nearly all makes of high grade wheels were there, but out of 1 12 wheels in the parade there

were 34 American Champions—an increase from 1-60 to about 1-3. I can prove that there have been

more American Champions sold in Michigan this year than any other two makes of high grade wheels.

They have given good satisfaction, and I expect twice as many wheels will be sold next year. The

Champion is used by the best riders, too. Three out of five races at St. John's were won on Champions.

A $250 Marlboro Club Tandem has been discarded for a Challenge Tandem, and found to be decidedly

the best.

Yours truly,

C. H. SMITH.

ALL CRANK RECORDS PULVERIZED
by John A. Wells on an ordinary

AMERICAN RAMBLER
taken out of stock.

Eagle Rock Climbed Nine Times Thursday afternoon, August 23. Start was made at 4

P.M. and finish at 6.23 p.m., when darkness interfered. This time is a two-minute average per trip faster

than Shurman's professional record on a lever machine.

The following gentlemen witnessed and will vouch for the performance : E. R. Collins. Westfield,

N. J. ; Henry Walters, 246 New York Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. ; Geo. J. Pforr, 64 Washington Street,

Chicago; Herman Kneisel, 97 Webster Street, Jersey City, N. J. ; E. C. Wells, 365 Broad Street, Newark,

N. J. ; Howard A. Smith, Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

We are now delivering Ramblers with a reasonable degree of [n-omptnoss.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Catalogue on application.
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EAGLE ROCK HILL, 12 TIMES WITHOUT A DISMOUNT.

lCrankwheei::

ON WHAT?
P

50-lncli, Geared emal lo a

52-incli Ordinary.

BY WHOM ? J. HARRY SHURMAN, of Lynn, Mass. Witnessed by E. H. Banks, N. Y.; L. S.

Kloz, E. N. Y ; Harry Spence, Newark, N. J.; W. H. White, Newark, N. J., and
C. S. Silver, of Concord, N. H.

WHAT NEXT? STICKNEY HILL, LYNN, MASS. TRY IT. WE COT THERE.
L. A. "W. KUN AT BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88.—Out of 150 wheels three only surmounted the hill;

two of these were Springfield Roadsters, ridden bv Messrs Harris and Decker.
L,. A. W. RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88—The Springfield Roadster scored three victories: a.

mile Safety, toy J. Fred. Midgley ; Half-mile Dash and 3-mile Handicap, by "W. E. McCune.
J. R. WELD, Jr., MEDINA, N. Y., TVRITES : "We believe in the Springfield Roadster out here. In

a club of 30 members 16 of them ride your make of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely Safe, Speedy, the Best Hill-Climber and Ail-Around Road Wheel ever offered

to the Public, at a Moderate Price. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., No. 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

= BROOKLYN.
CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South. Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speed/.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 15 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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I^OinSTTS
RELATING TO

Secoii(l-liaii(l Ibeds,
SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARGH STREET,

Jersey-Fitting TJnderwear Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and 7nake of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

JII.

Guarantee.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ;
nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ; scarcely used

Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

Huraber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster ...

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster • '.

Columbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier :.

Club

Expert Columbia

British Challenge

. Expert (very cheap)

42-inch

44-'nch

46-1 nch

46- nch

48- nch

48- nch

50- nch

si- nch

.'52- nch

52- nch

.js- nch

52- nch

54- nch

54- nch

54- nch

54- nch

54- nch

54-inch

54-inch

55-inch

55- nch

56-inch

56-inch

56-inch

57-inch

58-inch

We call special attention of all

^

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportstnan try them. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size

of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES <&. CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

BICYCLE HOIST.

B^A.i?,cii-^A.insrs I

(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

m^^Send for circular.

Discount to Dealers.

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern 60 00

Humbcr Tandem ; nearly new.. . . 15000

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be |)lcased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note li.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be

sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with the order of a .sum

sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,

Worcester, Mass.

VASELINE, Jelly.

Grand Medal at the Philadelphia Exposition.
Silver Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Highest Award at London Medical Congress.

Used and approved by the leading Physicians of Europe
and America.

The most valuable remedy known for the external treat-

ment of Wounds, Hums. Sores, Cuts, Skin Disias.'s,

Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Catarrh, Chilblains,

Sunburns, and for every purpose
where a liniment is needed.

Also when taken internally for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
(iroup, Diphtheria, Dysentery, etc.

In order that there may be no excuse for buyinp; imitations

of our goods, we put up genuine V.aseline in one,
two and live ounc-e glass boiilcs.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
NKW VOKK.

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles ani Tricycles.

IWWe raake a Specialty of taking

Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New "Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCRIPTION.
FINISH.—"!" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled

except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished. parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls to

front, cone to rear, plain pedals. " 4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—" I " Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

So .£
.c a .t;

No, Size Name Cost. Price. E
V
CC U

?.as SI Special Star, $120.00 $70.00 4 Ball 4

286 44 Special Facile, 123.00 60. oc I 4
2q8 39 Otto, 35.00 18.00 4 2

306 SI Special Star, 135.00 80.00 Ball 2

334 Columbia 3 trk. Trike, 166.00 65.00 2 2

^4^ S2 New Rapid Roadster, 147.50 134.00 I 1

3 so S2 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr, 137-50 112.00 I 1

,6s 48 Columbia Expert, 122.50 83.00 I 2

,76 S4 Special Club, 135-00 78.00 1 I

377 t6 Victor Roadster, 132.50 82 00 1 1

386 42 Victor Junior, 55 00 55 00

38q 42 Am. Pony Star, 85.00 50.00 Plain 5

39° Beeston Hbr. Tdm., 260.00 115.00 2 4

3QI ss Col. Lt. Roadster, 145.00 95.00 I I

394 48 Columbia Expert, 122.50 60.00 2 2

307 Col. 2-track trike. 165.00 90.00 1 2

403 — Quadrant, No. 8,

Columbia Expert,
185.00 125.00 I I

410 S2 122.50 So. 00 I 2

411 s6 British Challenge, 147.00 70.00 r I

416 S6 American Club, 135.00 52.00 2 2

4'7 S2 Columbia Expert, 132.50 65.00 2 I

418 S4 Columbia Expert, 140.00 90.00 I 2

421 S2 New Rapid Rdstr., 132.50 132. .so X I

422 S3 Col. Liaht Rdstr.. 127.50 90.00 I I

42=; Quadrant No. 8,

Premier,
185.00 170.00 I I

427 s6 140.00 50.00 I a

429 S4 Victor Roadster, 130 00 90.00 I 3

430 New Rapid Safety, 135.00 135 00 I I

41' SS Rudge Light Rdstr. 141.25 6J. 00 2 4

433 Ladies' Quad. No. 14 175.00 175.00 I I

434 so New Mail 127 50 80.00 I I

43"; S2 Special Club,
Kan. Safety (36x54)

160.00 l&O.OO I 1

436 140.00 75 00 I I

438 SI Special Star, 100.00 85.00 Ball 2

439 Quad. No. IS (Tdm.),
Columbia Veloce,

250.00 250.00 I I

440 — 135.00 110.00 X I

441 S4 Columbia Expert, J25.00 ^S . 00 a I

443 3« Horsman, 35-00 14 00 4 a

444 S6 Columbia Expert, 127-50 78. 00 a a

44^ 48 Rudge Lt. Rdster. 132.50 85.00 I I

446 S4 Columbia Expert, 135.00 85.00 X X

447 S2 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr., «37-50 95. 00 X a

148 Columbia 2-track trike

(Ladies' Special), 185.00 80.00 I 1

4 SO S6 Victor Lt. Roadster, 142.50 130.00 X I

4';< so Victor Roadster, 125.00 67.00 I a

4 '54 Victor Satety, 135.00 115.00 I X

4';'; — Genuine Hbr. Tdm., 250.00 150.00 a I

457 S2 Volunteer Columbia, 103.50 80.00 X X

4s8 Springfield Roadster, 75.00 55.00
83-00

Plain a

4sq — English Rover Satety .135.00 X X

460 48 C olumbia Semi-Rdsir . 75 -oo 50.00 3 a

4rti SO New Mail, MJ.So 110.00 X I

46a SI Semi-Racor Star, 120.00 55.00 Ball 4

4(M Victor Safety, 130.00 115.00 1 I

4(14 .S4 .\m. Kuiiije, 110.00 60,00 1 4

465 Kudge Huvclettc, 135.00 115. Oi> » *

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon leceiiH ot $s .iiiv Hu'v ,U- oil .1 n>\c list » ill be son!

c. 0. u . for balance, with privilege ot cxaiuiaalion.

Bargains in Second-hand Wlieels
WRITI';

EISE]SrBR-A.]SrTDT BIIOS.,
lai K. Iliillimoio .Str.M't, ll.Vl/l'l MOKK, Ml)

STATIC SIZE OK VVMKKI. W.AN IIU), AND l-IIKY

CAN SUPPLY VOU AT YOUU OWN PRICE.

Wheels Bought, Sold. and Exchanged.

CYCLmG ACCESSOmES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
i 8 Warren St., New York
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QTT-A-3DH^^Di^ rn

What's in a name ? Possibly, nothing ; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,
then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine " not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others ; " of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, an extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactory Tricycles.

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADKANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

"Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky,
The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek,

And no walls but the far-off mountain tops
;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADEANT TKICYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADEANT TEIOYOLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SEIQ-ID FOR IDESOmiPTIVE C.A.T.A.]liOC3-"CrE, FREE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 and 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Nld.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.

I
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CYCLING 1 RADE JVEYIEW,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ceat second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Sntscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL. Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

Mr. Franklin W. Loucks sends us an interest-

ing letter explaining the relations of the League

and the Cyclists' Union of Long Island. Mr.

Loucks points out the benefits of League mem-
bership, the financial and social benefits, which

we have never denied, but, on the contrary,

have emphasized on every occasion. Mr.

Loucks also re-echoes the cry of those best

versed in League possibilities, who are on

record in favor of the idea that local improve-

ments must be the work of local organization.

But it is net necessary, in order to accom-

plish this local work, to drift away from the

League. The question is whether men will con-

tribute to the support of a local organization as

well as to the support of the League. The

problem will solve itself very gradually.

The Juniata Wheelmen, of Huntingdon, Pa.,

have issued a circular letter to all wheelmen in

the Huntingdon Valley, with a view to forming

a local organization for the advancement and

enjoyment of wheeling.

Our Pittsburg correspondent makes men-

tion of a somewhat amusing, but very unfor-

tunate incident of the hundred-mile road race.

Towards the finish a rider was coached by two of

his club mates, who seem to have helped him

somewhat, but who stated that had he ridden a

Victor they would have coached him home a

winner. The man rode a Columbia ; the

coachers were "Victor" agents. We believe

in " trade " patriotism ; in loyalty to the parent

house ; but in this case it was in bad taste—it

was a breach of wheel free masonry—not to aid

a fellow wheelman, and that wheelman a fellow

clubman.

" TIIi: FOKKMOST CYCLING I'Al'l'.R."

No. I. of Volume IL of T/ie W/wel is lying

before us, and we congratulate our enterprising

friend, Mr. F. F. Prial, the editor, upon the neat-

ness and the general useful information con-

tained in its columns. '/'//(' Wlwcl, no doubt, is

the foremost cycling paper published. Mr.
Prial has established his hcachiiiarlcrs at the

Exposition Buildings, HulTalo, which will remain

open during the week of the race meet.

—

Brook-

lyn Weekly Press.

BUFFALO,
In order to hurry our copy down to the publi-

cation office we divided the first day's races at

Buffalo, and were horrified to find that our re-

port of several of the events held on Tuesday
never reached our office. With apologies for

Uncle Sam's mail service we hasten to complete
the record of Tuesday's races.

ONE-MILE PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE HANDICAP, 150
YARDS LIMIT.

1. H. G. Crocker, 10 yards 2.43 2-5

2. W. F. Knapp, 20 yards
3. Sidney Eastwood, 100 yards
4. R. Neilson, 60 yards
5. 1,. D Munger, 120 yards
6. Eddie McDowell. 100 yards
7. W. J. Morgan, 140 yards

ONE-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE, 3:10 CLASS.

1. Bert Meyer, Peoria, 111 2.54 4-5

2. A. C. Banker, Pittsburg 2.564-5

3. E. O. Rasicoe, Woodstock
4. S. Wallis Merrihevv, Wilmington

TWO-MILE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W. S. Campbell, Niagara Falls 6.222-5
2. H. J. Hall, Jr., Brooklyn, by 5 yards

3. C. J . Iven, Rochester
4. T. W. Roberts, Poughkeepsie."

THREE-MILF. PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE, FIRST HEAT
OF world's CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. H. G. Crocker 11.07 2-5

2. W. A Rowe, by 2 lengths

3. W. F. Knapp, by a few inches

4. Ralph Temple
5. Jack Lee
6. Robert Neilson

7. Sidney Eastwood

This was the first heat of the world's cham-
pionship, to be run in three heats. The winner
received a number of points equal to the number
of competitors ; the second man a point less,

and so on. The men rode slowly and watched
each other till a half mile from home, when
they fought for place and made a grand rush for

the tape on the last quarter. Crocker easily

out-spurted the others, and Knapp drew up
from almost last position in the last fifty yards,
and would have beaten Rowe had they a yard
further to go, so fast was he coming at the tape.

THREE-MILE AMATEUR* TANDEM TRICYCLE, ROAD
WHEELS ONLY.

1. W. E Crist and,P. S. Brown 9-482-5
2. A. C. and W. D. Banker, by 50 yards
3. C. P. Adams and H. E. Ducker, Jr

TWO-MILE PROFESSIONAL SAFETY BICYCLE
HANDICAP.

1. F. W. AUard, 10 yards 6.20

2. Jack Lee. scratch, by a length

3. George Seymour, 150 yards
0. Jules Dubois, 70 yards

ONE-MILE AMATEUR TANDEM BICYCLE.

1. A. C. and W. D. Banker 3 001-5
2. R. A. Davis and H. J. Hall, Jr., by 20 yards
3 P. M. Harris and Val MuUer
4. W. E. Crist and P. S. Brown

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER lo.

The races of Saturday were looked forward to

with great interest, as it was expected that an
improved track and no wind would increase the

interest in the events. All the factories and
business houses had promised a half holiday to

their employes and no doubt Saturday would
have been the day of tlie meet. But the rain

came down all Friday night and on Saturday
morning until the track was half a foot deep
with mud, and the competitions were post-

poned till Monday morning, when the events
were run off on the trotting track. The crowd
was greater than on any previous day. The
following is a summary of the events :

One-mile Amateur Tandem Bicycle, open,
road wheels only.—W. E. Crist and P. S. Brown,
won by 30 yards ; A. C. and W. I). Baiikcr,

second by a length; R. II. Davis and Harry
Hall, third. Time, 3m. 4s.

Half-mile Amateur Bicycle, open. — Willie

Wiiulle won by 30 yards ; VV. S. Campbell,
second by 2 yards ; A. K. Lunisden, third by a

yard ; W. I. VVilhclm, fourih. Time, im.

22 3-5S.

Two-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap, 300
yards limit, nine starters.—W. A. Rowe (scralcii)

won by 3 feet ; Ralph Temple (scratch) second
by 5 yards ; H. (". Crocker (soralch) third by a

length ; W. J. Morgan, New York (-'50 yards)

fourth ; the olluis diil iioi liiiisli. Tinu-, 5m.

54 3-5S.

One-mile Professional Bicycle, final heal for

the world's championship.—The starters were :

Rowe, Neilson, Crocker, Knapp, McDowell, East-
wood. It was a procession race. In the stretch
Rowe and Crocker pulled out. Crocker led to

within 200 yards of the tape, when Rowe passed
him and won by 5 yards; H. G. Crocker, second
by 20 yards ; W. F. Knapp, third ; Robert Neil-

son, fourth ; Sidney Eastwood, Denver, Col.,

didn't finish. Time, 2m. 52 3-5S.

One-mile Amateur Tandem Bicycle, handicap,
—A. C. and W. D. Banker (120 yards) won by 5
yards ; P. M. Harris and Val. H. Muller (300
yards) second by 30 yards

;
R. H. Davis, Cam-

bridge, Mass., and H. P. Hall, Jr. Brooklyn,
N. Y., third. Time, 2m. 47s.

One-mile Amateur Bicycle—(Seventh and
eighth races combined).— E. O. Rasicoe. Wood-
stock, Ont., won by a yard; Bert Meyer, Peoria,
111., second by a yard ; C. J. Iven, Rochester,
N. Y., third ; Austin Banks, Denver, Col.,

fourth ; A. C. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa., fifth
;

Kenneth Brown, Cambridge, Mass., sixth
; E.

P. Cochran, Leroy, N. Y., seventh ; W. B.
Milley, Buffalo, N. Y., eighth. Time, 3m. 2s.

One-mile Professional Tandem, handicap.

—

H. G. Crocker and Robert Neilson (scratch) won
by 5 yards ; Jules Dubois, Paris, France, and
W. F. Knapp (30 yards) second by 5 yards ; F.

W. Allard, Coventry, England, and Jack Lee.
Nottingham, England, third. Time, 2m. 56 1-55.

One-mile Amateur Bicycle, open. — Willie
Windle, won by 5 yards; W. I. Wilhelm, second
by 10 yards ; W. E. Crist, third ; W. D. Banker,
fourth ; Kenneth Brown, fifth ; A. E. Lumsden,
sixth. The others did not finish. Fred J.

Midgley, of Worcester, Mass., fell, but was not
seriously hurt. Time, 2m. 58 4-5S.

Mile Professional Rovers Handicap, loo-yards
limit.—Jules Dubois, Paris, France, (40 yards)
won by 2 yards ; F. W. Allard, Coventry, Eng-
land, (scratch) second by 10 yards

; Jack Lee,
Nottingham, England, (scratch) third

; George
Seymour, Boston, Mass., (100 yards) fourth.

Time, 2m. 51 3-5S

One-mile Amateur Bicycle, consolation.—E.

P. Cochran, Leroy, N. Y., won by 5 yards; C.

T. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y., second bj' 100

yards ;
Robert T. M. McLaren, North Adams,

Mass., third. Time, 3m. gs.

The tournament closed with trick riding by
W. S. Maltby, and star riding by John Stout,

the deaf mute.
The officers of the tournament were:
General Director—Henry E. Ducker, Buffalo.

Referee — Howard P. Merrill, Springfield,

Mass.
Judges—T. J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, O.;

George R. Bidwell, New York; W. S. Bull,

Buffalo; Charles H. Potter, Cleveland; Harry
H. Hodgson, New Orleans; C. H. Luscomb,
Brooklyn; Thomas Stevens, New York; Charles
A. Pyne, Woodstock, Ont.

Starter— George M. Hcndee, New Haven,
Conn.
Timers—J. H. Isham, Buffalo; C. H. Kim-

ball, Buffalo; W. N. Watson, Buffalo; H. D.

Corey, Boston.
Clerk of Course—Will L. Fuchs, Buffalo.

Assistant Clerks—Albert F. Reiman, BulTalo;

W. O. Graham, Buffalo.

Scorers—Louis Bruch, BulTalo; John Ilauen-

stein, Buffalo; C. G. Wancnmacher, Buffalo.

Police—John J. VVirtncr, Buffalo; Edward F.

Dold, Buffalo; Frank R. Schwinn, HutTalo.

Umpires— George C. Laub, Buffalo; Otto

Schmidt, BulTalo; Andrew L. Prentiss, ButTalo;

George C. Kempke. ButTalo; S. J. Kelly, Buff.ilo;

Joseph J. Kane, BulTalo.

BUFFALO RETROSPECTIVE.
" rilF WIIF.K.L " AT BUFFALO.

Our special edition took ButTalo by storm,

and it is impossible to recollect all the encomi-

ums heaped upon our special number. It was
the largest American cycling newspaper ever

published, and an ambitious send-otT of X'olume

H. With the aid of the small boy, thousands of

copies were circulated about the fair grounds,

and Thf. Wiikki. was to be seen cveryvVhcre

—

in the press stand, the -grand stand, on the

wheel stands, and in every hole and corner of

the grounds and building. It was a great "go."
nil'. l'AR.\l>K.

It is worth v of note that no person except a

representative of Tiik Wiikki. took pains enough

to count every wheel in the gieat parade. It is

also worthy of remark that no paper, cither

cycling or lay, except TiiF. Wiikki., published a

list of the participating clubs.
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WANTED!
RELIABLE AGENTS

IlSr TUB

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE U. S. A.

FOR THE SALE OF THE

WARWICK PERFECTION WHEELS
WHICH HAVE MORE GENUINE IMPROVEMENTS

Any Wheels on the Ameriean or European Markets.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ISt.

2d.-

3d-

4th.-

5th.-

6th.-

7 th.—

8th.—

9th.-

loth.-

iith.-

Tlie Follotving are Some of its Many Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to apply the brake.

A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a
minim um.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required

—

i. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their
circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the
part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest strain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used arc India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretcli
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of tho rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and canno.t be broken with ordinary use.

e, \ WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. X#f•
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THE CYCLERIES.

The cycle exhibition occupied a considerable
portion of one of the upper floors of the main
building and attracted much attention from all

visitors to the exposition. Messrs. Pope and
Overman had the largest stands.
The Pope Manufacturing Company's stand

occupied a space 100 feet long. It was under
the charge of Messrs. E. W. Pope, Harry Corey,
Elliot Mason, "Bob" Garden, Charlie Joy and
Lienhard, the suave. Their trump card was an
exhibition of "antiques" and of Kron's and
Stevens' famous wheels. These attracted the

attention of the great uninitiated. Among the
wheels on exhibition were Surprise tricycles.

Light Roadsters, Veloces, full-nickeled Veloces,

full-nickeled Light Roadsters, semi-Roadsters,
Experts, single and tandem tricycles and Vol-
unteers.
The Overman Wheel Company's stand, with

C. R. Overman in command, also occupied 100
feet. It was nicely decorated, and the company
showed off the following Victors : Fourteen full

nickeled and fourteen enameled ordinaries ; one
full nickeled and one enameled safety, besides
sundries, etc.

The Coventry Machinists' Company's exhibit,

in charge of A. S. Hill, consisted of two Swift
Roadsters, a 22-pound Swift racing wheel, a
racing Marlboro tiike a Junior Swift, ladies'

Marlboro trike, a Marlboro tandem, a Swift
tandem and a King of Clubs bicycle.

The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany, represented by A. E. Schaaf, had a very
complete exhibit, as follows : Boys' Ideals,

American Light Champions of standard and
nickel finishes, a Champion, half nickeled
Challenge, 44-inch American safety. Challenge
tandem trike with child's seat attached, nick-
eled and enameled Rambler safeties, half nick-
eled Champion, full-nickeled Light Champion,
and Ideal and Challenge tricycles. An heroic
crayon drawing of the firm's well-known trade
mark enhanced the appearance of this stand.
The Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Co.

made a brave display, with George M. Hendee
in charge, while Messrs. McCune and Yost hov-
ered near like guardian angels. The firm showed
a full line of both plain and ball bearing Spring-
field Roadsters in all sizes, besides a case of

sundries.
Mr. W. B. Toulmin, of Buffalo, exhibited a

case of bicycle shoes.
Messrs. Singer & Co. had an attractive stand,

showing off the excellent bicycles, tricycles and
safeties manufactured by this firm.

There were two luggage-carrier Smiths on
hand—Clarence H. Smith of Detroit, and Smith
of Ohio—both having excellent devices for carry-

ing luggage. The new Smith is of the firm of

Smith, Credlebaugh & Co., and hails from New
Carlisle, Ohio. His carrier is the Eureka, price

$1. It can be converted into a shawl strap and
grip.

Messrs. William Read & Sons, W. S. Atwell
in charge, showed eight New Mails, handsomely
finished and good looking wheels. Inside a
wheel rim tacked against the wall was a display of
parts and sundries attractively arranged.
The Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Co. had

one of their new Perfection wheels on hand, a
handsomely finished mount. We noticed a num-
ber of cyclists examining that anti-vibration de-
vice.

A UEUBERATEFOUL.

On both the first and second days there were
two very close bids for second place in tlie pro-
fessional events — so close, indeed, that the
judges had difficulty in placing the men, though
we agreed with their decision in both cases, not-
withstanding the clamor of the crowd. In the
second heat of the professional championship
event, however, we disagree with the referee's
decision that Temple had deliberately fouled
Rowe, and was disqualified from the race. The
stake at issue in this event was ifir.ooo. In his
previous races at the Buffalo meet Temple in-

variably entered the homestretch close to the
inside border, and could not get through. In
the championship event Temple decided before
the race that his only success lay in turning
into the homestretch clear of the field. About
a quarter of a mile from home the men came
with a grand rush, and, assisted by the gale,
they rounded into the homestretch at a pace
possibly never exceeded in a bicycle race. The
men swung wide, with Rowe and Temple on
the extreme outside. Temple leading by a few
lengths. The big Lynn man made a superb

effort, gained inch by inch till within a length
of Temple, and then fell away, taking his feet

off the pedals and wobbling dangerously near
the rails. It was clear that Temple outspurted
every man in the race, yet there is no doubt
that Rowe was dangerously close to the rails

and might not have been able to get through.
In the light of facts there might have been
ground for a claim of foul; but that it was de-

liberate is claiming too much. We think it was
not deliberate, because Temple was always
ahead of Rowe—so far ahead as not to know
where the Lynn man was ; because Temple has
never been accused of tricky riding; and, finally,

if the foul had been deliberate, the judges,
umpires and referee must have seen it at once.
We think a grave injustice was done Temple
in this matter.

FROM BUFFALO TO NIAGARA.

On Thursday, September 6, while at the Buf-
falo meet, it was suggested that we make a trip

on our wheels to Niagara Falls. The party was
to consist of both lady and gentleman riders, and
it was arranged that we start at eight o'clock the
next morning ; consequently, at that hour or
soon after we left our various hotels and met at

the end of Delaware Avenue.
Our party was not limited, and included such

celebrated riders as the two Miss Rumels, on
a tandem, the Misses Ducker, all of Buffalo;

Mr. Frisbie and wife, of New Hayen, Conn.; Dr.
Johnson, of Jersey City, and his charming
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Nevvcane, of New
York. On the rear tandem was the Judge and
his wife, followed by Miss Raisbeck, on a single
tricycle, accompanied by " the Deacon " on his

wheel. Among the bicycle riders were Smith,
of Brooklyn, who, from his apparent knowledge
of the road, was unanimously elected Captain

;

four of the Manhattan Club, of New York City
;

five of the Riverside Club, of New York ; the tall,

handsome bugler, Rauchfuss, of the Harlem
(N.Y.)Club, and Culver, on a safety or "goat," to-

gether with some ten others, made up our party.

Homespun, from Whitehall, had intended
going, but was summoned home on a matter of

business. His not accompanying us so affected

the Manhattans that " Little Charlie " Sheehan
rode all over Buffalo blowing his bugle before
he found us, leaving "Billy" Sheehan and the
" Thistle " to watch the Colonel and prevent him
from taking any unnecessary headers. In fact,

we were afraid we had lost our Charlie, but just

as we left the asphalt road and were proceeding
into the country, from afar in the rear we heard
the bugle, and, looking back, our young man
was seen approaching at a fearful rate. As he
neared us he rode, not like other wheelmen, but
sometimes he would be standing on his saddle,
then, again, cleaning the backbone, then, with
another blast on his bugle, he would make his

wheel spurt forward, and finally reached our
party, with the remark of " What's the matter
with the Judge ?" and " Has the Colonel taken
another header?" (Mr. Editor, you should know
Charlie, of the Manhattans, and hear him play
on the bugle.) [We do know him, and ar*;

happy.

—

Ed.]
We proceeded over a very fair road to

within three miles of Tonawanda, where a halt

was called, and Friend Frisbie passed around
the gum. While we remained at this place,

from a neighboring well cool water was pro-

cured, and Captain Smith was allowed time to

brush the dust from his coat. As we were
about to start again, inquiry was made for the

Colonel. He was finally found, and looking
towards the ladies, acknowledged their pres-

ence, as well as his own, by lilting his hat.

The bugle at last sounded and we proceeded on.

Dr. Johnson and daughter taking the lead of

the tandems, the Judge, with his wife, bringing
up the rear. The road being excellent, a good
pace was kept up until our Riverside bovs ob-

served apples on some trees a short distance

from the road. Captain Smith immediately
called a halt, and a foraging party, with llio

Colonel in the rear, proceeded to the orchard.

They (]uickly returned, with the Colonel one of

the advance guard, the rear being held by the

tall Harlem bugler endeavoring to pacify two of

the farmer's dogs who had interrupted our
friends in their search for fruit. The apples

some of our boys had been fortunate enouuli to

procure were now used to force iho dogs to re-

treat, and this ammunition was very clYective.

We now proceeded on to Tonawanda, arriving

there, a distance of twelve miles, in two hours,
including the stops, making actual running
time one hour and thirty minutes. We found
Tonawanda to be a very pretty place, and as
we all placed our wheels in the shade and threw
ourselves on the grass, I must say I never saw
a more jolly set of people in my life. Everyone
appeared to be happy. The natives gathered in

force, and were much interested in seeing our
ladies mount and ride. We were greatly amused
at some of the questions that were asked us.

At the sound of bugle we mounted our wheels
and resumed our journey on through the town
of Tonawanda to the river road. The view now
beside the river was something very fine, and as
we passed different gangs of men at work loading
and unloading lumber vessels they would cheer
us, and were answered by our party with our
bells and Charlie's never failing bugle. All this

was very encouraging and we felt immense, and
already began to regret that our journey must
be so short ; some suggesting that some other
road be taken on our return. Our pace was
kept up without a break for some five miles
beyond Tonawanda, when a halt was called,

and here the Riversides again discovered apples
in the distance. Another foraging party was
organized, and as there were no dogs apparent
in the vicinity, the Colonel this time led the
charge on the trees, while the Judge endeavored
to purchase some milk at a house by the road-
side. He was not successful, however, and we
were all compelled to content ourselves with
apples alone. Under ordinary circumstances
the fruit we ate at this place would have caused
illness, but this is not the case among those who
ride the wheel. Both ladies and gentlemen
devoured the apples without any bad effect,

showing conclusively that riding is good for

digestion. While we stopped at this spot, on a
bend of the river under shade of a large oak
tree, I could not help but congratulate myself as
being one of the party. We were here passed
by several "scorchers" on bicycles who had
left Buffalo an hour after us and were endeavor-
ing to make the Falls as soon as possible as a

matter of record. Our party was not of that

kind ; we traveled for pleasure.
Our ladies were now in good humor, and as

the Colonel made his appearance from the

orchard with his bodyguard of " Billy" and the

"Thistle," who had accompanied him to pre-

vent his taking a header from a tree, they
clapped their hands with pleasure and the

whole party gave him an ovation. We now
discovered that we had some people with us
who were punsters, and the words apples, besides

and cider were used to such an extent that our
Doctor and several others were threatened with

instant death if they did not desist. The Judge's
wife was particularly persistent in this line until

she was utterly crushed by her honorable hus-

band.
When we resumed our journey the roads

gradually became worse, and our progress was
necessarily quite slow. A continual troop of
" scorchers " overtook and passed us, and one
riding very near our beloved Colonel, he did

not wait for further instructions, but immedi-
ately took a header. The road being exceed-

ingly dusty, when he arose he had the appear-
ance of having been through a Hour mill. He
received no serioiis damage, and apologized to

the ladies as only the Colonel can. As we
passed a house a man informed us we could

obtain some milk. We all alighted and the

Judge was appointed a committee of one to

investigate. He proceeded to the rear door and
was informed by a woman who answered his

knock that he could have some milk in a few

minutes. The rest of the party remained under
the trees anxiously awaiting the return ot the

Judge with the promised milk, which would
refresh us and give us strength to travel over

the hard road before us. In a few minutes he
made his appearance ami reported tlie woman
had discovered the milk she thought she could

give us had been used for another puriiosc, and
so we were obliged to submit to circumstances

anil continue on without it. From this po.ini on
the road was very bad, but finally our advance
guard entered the town "of Niagara. The
" Thistle " of the Manhattans.was here detained

by the tire coming oil the little wheel of his

bicycle. The delay was only for a few minutes,

however, for the Judge's wife produced a siring

from her pocket and the tire was soon repaired.

On reaching the main street we wore joined by

several couples on laniienis, one single tricycle,

and a Mr. Smith and his wife from Washington,
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she riding a ladies' bicycle. We now formed
into line and proceeded to the Spencer House,
where, after a wash and brush up, we entered
the dining room. At this hotel I would advise
all wheehnen to stop, as we had an excellent
dinner. The Colonel, for some reason, did not
occupy a seat at the same table with the Judge,
the Deacon and the rest of the party, but sat at

an adjoining table and would occasionally make
a trip to where the rest were seated. (Our
unfortunate Colonel.) On one of these trips he
collided with a Harlem bugler, who in turn fell

against the waiter with a tray of dishes. The
smash was fearful.

After our dinner we got the sound of the
bugle, mounted our wheels and rode to the park
to obtain a view of the Falls. It is useless for
me, Mr. Editor, to attempt to describe Niagara.
I will say this, however, that, although I have
visited the Falls on several occasions, I shall
never tire of them, and can always see some,
thing new to interest me at ever)' view; and I

believe that our party felt fully rewarded for
having made the trip, although the last few
miles was over a very hard road. Our first stop
was at the Cave of the Winds, under the Falls.
From this we proceeded on to Goat, Luna and
the Sister Islands, and it was on this trip that
our day of extreme pleasure came very near be-
ing turned to one of sadness. It happened in
this way: Captain Smith, with our Charlie act-
ing as guide, and the main party, were ahead,
leaving the Judge and the Doctor, with their
tandems in the rear. As they passed a rather
hard spot in the road, their progress was stopped
by one of the Colonel's little headers. These
had become so frequent that we simply passed
him by without any unusual remark other than
to recommend a little care on his part, as the
road was bad, and a fall over the ridge might
cause his instant death. Doctor Johnson had
proceeded only about thirty feet from where he
left the Colonel trying to remount, when he hap-
pened to turn, and to his horror saw the Colonel
on his wheel making directly for the edge of the
ridge, having apparently lost all control of his
wheel. The Doctor immediately jumped from
his tandem and ran back, and lucky for the
Colonel that he did so, for it was now that he
fell directly over the ridge, and had it not been
for the timely arrival of Dr. Johnson I am afraid
I could not write this little sketch. VVith the
help of the Judge the Colonel was pulled up the
bank, and his wheel was recovered. The signal
of alarm had been sounded, and it was only a
short time before all our party were congratu-
lating each other that our beloved Colonel was
still among us, and not in the Falls or whirlpool
below. After an ample apology on the part of
the Colonel (he always apologizes), he was
placed by Charlie in charge of " Billy" and the
"Thistle," and thus was conducted over the
rest of the road. Hardly had the excitement
caused by the last event subsided before the
Misses Ducker took a header, and received due
consideration from the company. After a visit
to the Sister Islands we returned to the starting
point, and then by way of the little Suspension
Bridge to Clifton, on the Canada side. The
weather up to this time had been very pleasant,
but now it commenced to rain. This did not
detain us, as those who ride the wheel have no
fears of rain unless it makes the road soft.

The ride across the bridge was grand. You
have an excellent view of the Horseshoe Falls,
and, as you look down into the raging currents
below, you can hardly rca ize that you are safe.
Our party was completely carried away by the
grandeur, and the ladies were seemingly over-
come. As we reached Clifton an enterprising
photographer wished to take our pictures, but
we had no time to stop, although I believe the
Deacon did make an attempt to have the Colonel
and the Judge stand for their photos. We now
had a rough ride in the rain to the Whirlpool
Rapids, but we enjoyed it, and, after taking the
car, proceeded below, where we remained
watching the surging- waters for some thirty
minutes, we returned to the bluff, and thence by
the old bridge to Niagara again. It was now
storming so hard that it was decided to have
supper at the hotel, and then return to Buffalo
by train. The supper at Atwood's Hotel was
very good, and, while wc were eating, the
Colonel, who had been lost sight of for a few
moments, entered the dining-room and said he
would like to apologize to the ladies for not be-
ing able to eat any supper. He was allowed to

go, and the ladies sympathized with him. He

was afterward discovered asleep on a lounge in

the parlor. The wheels were kept dry until

train time, then taken to and placed in a special

car, which Charlie, who is a railroad man, had
succeeded in obtaining. The return trip to

Buffalo by train was very pleasant, and we
reached our hotels in

, a splendid condition,

having had a very enjoyable day. L. A. N.

J. H. ADAMS vs. TIME.

On August 22, J. H. Adams went for the loo-

mile record (F. R. Fry's sh. 50m. 50 2-5S.) on
the Crystal Palace track, H. H. Griffin timing.
He started at 2 P. M., and was well paced,
though perhaps a little too fast. Sticking to his

work, and carefully coached and fed by Charley
Wilson, Adams secured his first record at 26
miles, displacing F. J. Nicolas' record made on
the same path on May 28, 1885, and he also took
Nicolas' 27-mile record. At 28 miles he began
to wipe out Charles Potter's figures, made on
24th September, 1S87, at Surbiton, and put on
new records from thence to 37 miles, when,
owing to the wind, the " Long 'un " began to

show signs of exhaustion. He covered 50 miles
in 2h. 43m. 25 2-5S., and again began to cut
records, the 51 to 54 miles, made by G. Lacy
Hillier on the Crystal Palace track on 2gth Sep-
tember, 1884, in the course of his ten hours
match with Major T. Knox-Holmes, being
wiped out, and the 55-mile record made by F.

R. Fry on the C. P. on 27th July, 1883, was also
secured. Adams then stopped for a rest, and on
resuming was evidently in trouble. Led by
Hillier, A.dcock and Brown, he struggled on for

a few miles, but at just over 63 miles Adams
stopped, the heavy winds having fairly beaten
him. Appended are the figures made in the
course of the ride :

MILES. H. M. S.

I o 03 06 4-5. . .

5 o 15 294-5...
10 31 02 3-5. . .

20 1 01 42 3-5..

.

*26 1 20 49 3-5. .

.

*27 1 24 04 4-5. . .

*28 1 27 18 1-2. ..

*29 1 30 31 2-5..

.

*30 1 33 47 2-5...

*3i I 37 12 2-5...
*32 1 40 34
*33 1 43 5t 1-5- ••

*34 1 47 14 3-5- ••

*35 1 50 36 4-5---
*36 1 53 55 3-5-

•

*37 1 57 22 4-5...

40. . ...2 07 29 3-5- •
•

45 2 25 04 3-5...

50 2 43 25 2-5...

*5i 2 47 21 3-5...
*52 2 51 04 1-5...

*53 2 54 47
*54 2 58 38 2-5...

*55 3 02 33 4-5...

56 3 14 52 1-5- ••

57 3 18 33 2-5-..

58 3 22 28 4-5---

59 3 26 28

60 3 30 48 1-5...

61 3 34 55 I-5---

62 3 38 40 3-5. . .

f)3 3 42 41 1-5- •
* World's amateur records.

19 miles 882 yards in first hour.

37 miles 1,378 yards in second hour
54 miles 578 yards in third hour.

Adams rode a 58-inch racing bicycle, built by
his own firm, Messrs. Buckingham & Adams,
the same machine which he rode in the 25-mile
championship.

—

Bicvcluti; A'cws.

RACES AT ROCHESTER, N, Y.

MILE TIME. 5LD RECORD.
M. S. H . M. S.

. 3 064-5..
. 3 04 2-5..

. 3 08
• 2 57 . -

. 3 09 2-5.. 21 07
• 3 15 1-5-

•

24 25

• 3 13 2-5.. 27 52 2-5

3 13 1-5-

•

31 034-5
. 3 16 .

.

34 18 3-5

- 3 15 37 34 1-5

3 21 3-5-

•

40 49 1^5

• 3 17 I-5-- 44 01 1-5

. 3 13 2-5.. 47 15 3-5

. 6 22 1-5.

.

50 37 2-5

3 184-5.- 53 58

3 27 1-5-

-

57 16
• 3 15 3-5- . .2 07 16 1-5

3 31 2-5.. . .2 24 01

3 44 1-5 - . .2 40 33 2-5

• 3 56 1-5-

-

. .2 55 24
. 3 42 3-5-- . .2 59 23
• 3 42 4-5-

•

• 3 02 50

3 51 3-5-- - -3 i() 15

- 3 55 2-5-- -3 10 58
.12 18 2-5. --3 14 30
• 3 41 1-5-

•

-3 18 03
• 3 55 2-5.. •-3 21 32

3 59 1-5-

•

•-3 25 01

. 4 20 1-5.. - -3 28 30

. 4 07 -3 32 07
- 3 442-5-- -3 35 35
- 4 00 3-5. . --3 39 01

The following events were decided at Roches-
ter, N. Y., August 30: Two-mile, 6.45 class, W.
E. McCune, 6m. 45 3-5S. ; hall-mile scratch, J.

F. Midgley, im. 15s.
;

5-mile scratch, J. F.

Midgley ; last quarter claimed as 30 1-5S.
;

i-mile scratch, J. F. Midgley, 2m. 44s.
;
3-mile

handicap, Midgley, 9m. 2s.

- —
JERSEY RACE NOTES.

The third heats of the one and two mile
bicycle races of the N. J. A. C. will be run next
Saturday, the 15th, at Bergen Point, at 3:30
1'. M. Rain prevented the contest last Saturday.

E. Irving Halsted, Baggot, Bowman and Cald-
well were on hand and fine races were expected,
but the storm made a lake of the track. Previ-
ous to the rain, however, Halsted took a warm-
ing up half-mile spin in im. 32s.

On Saturday, the 29th, the Plainfield Bicycle
Club is to have some races in connection with
an all-round athletic competition.

The N. J. A. C. Games Committee is talking
of holding some open bicycle races in October,
in connection with some club athletic sports.

Caldwell, Baggot, Bowman, Gubelman and
Pendelton, of the N. J. A. C. and other clubs,

are training at Bergen Point for the New Jersey
Division and other fall meets.

Jonah.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

writes :F. R. Daley, Spring Green, Wis.,
" Last number was a scorcher."

Frank M. Dampman, winner of the lOO-mile
road race, is a member of the Wilmington Wheel
Club.

Canary, the fancy rider, has secured a six

week's holiday engagement with the Winter
Circus at Paris.

Willie Wood, the English professional, recently

rode 20 miles 1,578 yards within the hour, on
the North Shields track.

The Nottingham cycling clubs are getting up
a testimonial purse to be presented to Jack Lee
on his return from the Buffalo tournament.

Herbert Synyer, England's amateur mile bi-

cycle champion, easily won the Lincoln 50-guinea
challenge cup on August 25. Time, 8m. 34 4-5S.

The Roseville track is in bad shape—rough
and weedy, and some sharp work will have to

be done to get it into shape for the New Jersey
meet.

E. M. Mayes, the London crack, recently won
the one-mile bicycle scratch race, the 1,000-metre

championship and the 1,000-metre scratch race

at Norway.

W. E. Crist, Phil Brown and L. J. Barber, of

Washington, and H. S. Piatt, of Baltimore, have
been proposed as active members in the Mary-
land Bicycle Club.

Eighty-four men competed in the North Road
Club's all-day ride. The wheels were divided

as follows: Safeties, 36; ordinaries, 13; tricycles,

II, and tandem safeties, 2.

Fred J. Osmond, the English crack, made a

flying quarter on a bicycle in 33 4-5S. Osmond
also rode a mile in 2m. 35 3-5S. in an attempt to

beat the mile amateur record.

John A. Wells has investigated the "bogus
telegram" case, and has obtained a satisfactory

retraction in the Bicycling Worid, whose St. Louis
correspondent, " Linneus," wrote the libel.

The highest 1888 records made by members
of the Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attle-

boro. Mass, are as follows: Bell, 2,236;'

Aldrich, 2,326 ; Lamphrey, 2,026 ; Gorton, 1,628
;

Shepardson, 611 ; Horsteneyer, 462.

Richard Howell, while out driving in a buggy
recently, met with an accident, without any
serious results, however. Finding it necessary

to apply the whip to his horse, the beast plunged

forward and quickly deposited him in the road.

MARYLAND DIVISION STANDING COMMITTEES.

Rights and Privileges—Clymer Whyte, J.

Kent Bartlett and A. E. Mealey. Road Im-
provement— S. T. Clark, C. R. Eisenbrandt and
C. L. Mitchell. Transportation—Jas. R. Reed,

Jos. T. Chism and Thos. J. Lindsay.

S. I. A. C. Labor Day Races.—A. B. Rich

won the two-r«ile bicycle race held on Labor
Day at the Staten Island A. C. grounds at West
Brighton; J. H. Hanson, N. Y. Bicycle Club,-

second; F. Pelin, N. Y. A. C, third; P. V.

Caesar, S. I. A. C, o. Rich's time, 6m. 58 2-5S.; .

Hanson's time, 7m. 1-5S.

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS' RIDE.

The North Road Club (English) holds a

twenty-four hours' competitive ride every year.

The lide this year resulted in the following

scores : M. A. Holbein, Premier safety, 266

miles; G. R. White, Grand Facile, 254^
miles; G. Green, ordinary, 234 miles; C. E.

Glover, ordinary, 234 ; H. D. Wall, Grand
Facile, 227>^ miles; C. W. Lea, Whippet, 222>^

miles.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Kings County Wheelmen will ]irobdbly

hold a race meet this fall.

The " Wheel" Bi teai o Ni^mukk.— " She was
a ripper," a subscriber writes.

A. S. Brown has been elected Secretary of the

Elizabeth Wheelmen rvVcA. \. Lukens, resigned.

Mr. Jofeeph Goodman, of Hartford, has com-
piled a book of world's records—bicycle, tricycle,

safely and tandem.

The races which were to have been held at

Philadelphia, on Monday last, were postponed
to Saturday, September 15.

The W. M. Frisbie Company advertise $25
reward for the return of a new Veloce, stolen

from their New Haven store on September S.

Lehr, the German amateur champion, will

compete at all the crack English meetings next
year, and come over to America for the fall

tournaments.

Edgar Brintnall, of Winihrop, Iowa, writes

that he is the only wheelman in his part of the

county. Mr. Brintnall weighs 200 pounds and
rides a 46 inch American safety.

The programme of the New Jersey meet, the

full details of which appeared in The Wheel of

September 2, includes a race meet at Roseviile,

on Friday, 2rst, commencin,g at 3 o'clock.

Col. A. A. Pope arrived at New York on Sun-
day on the Aurania. The Colonel, accompanied
by Mr. Day, manager of the factory at Hartford,
has been abroad for a short business-pleasure
trip.

Should a meet be held in Buffalo ne.vt fall, it

should be the greatest wheel gathering ever held
in this country. Those who went want to go
again, and those who have heard of the good
times are sorry they missed it.

The Atlanta Wheelmen, of Newark, have or-

ganized a bowling team, and would like to hear
from their opponents of last year, the Harlem
Wheelmen's team, or any wheel club team.
They are willing to join a bowling league,

Mr. F. Popper, a prominent German cyclist,

is over here for a year's stay. He thinks very
poorly of our field for cycling, and promises to

contrast German and American cycling after he
becomes acquainted with the latter phase of the
spurt.

In the N. J. A. C. Labor Day i-mile handi-
cap, W. Schumacher finished fourth instead of

W. H. Caldwell. Schumacher, with the par-
donable pride of an amateur sportsman, will not
permit the public to believe that " Little" Cald-
vpell can give him twenty-five yards and a beat-
ing, hence this correction

David B. Hill, who signed the " Liberty Bill,"

and who may be relied upon to help any scheme
of roads improvement, has been renominated
for Governor of New York State. Lieutenant-
Governor Jones has also been renominated.
The Lieutenant-Governor is father of Gerry
Jones, of Binghamton, Chairman of the Racing
Board.

The Queens Amateur Athletic Club, of Oueens,
Long Island, N. Y., will hold their second an-
nual fall games on Saturday, September 29,
1888. The programme will .Ijc a varied one.
Any wheel club wishing to run their own club
races in conjunction with this meet will be
warmly welcomed. Address W. L. Wood, Sec-
retary, Queens, L. I.

The philanthropist who appeared in the press
stand at the Buffalo meet, and saved the press
men from a breezy and frigid death, was a
representative of the Michigan Stove Company,
<)( Detroit, Chicago anil Buffalo. If their stoves
are as satisfactory as the bottled philanthropy
their representative distributed, they are iniiced
' the world's best," as the firm claims.

NEW VUKK 10 MA(;.M(A I- A M S AND I H'.IKOI I .

The Erie Railroad will run special trains to
Niagara Falls and Detroit for the A. A. U.
championships, which are to be held on Wednes-
day, September 19. A train of I'ullnian cars
will leave New York at 5 i'. m. Monday, .Septem-
ber 17, reaching Detroit at 1 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon. Fare for the round trip, .•jpu).

The Brooklyn Club will enter no team in the

inter-club Election Day road race. On the

morning of Election Day the club will hold two
lo-mile road races—one a championship and
one for novices—over the Irvington-Milburn
course. Schoefer has won the one and five

mile championship races, and if he gets one,

two or three in the lo-mile race, he will hold the

road riding championship of his club.

The following men are entered in the 2-mile
bicycle A. A. U. championship, to be held at

Detroit, September ig : Two-mile bicycle race

—

S. H. Rich, S. I. A. C; F. X. Spranger, Jr.,

D. A. C; A. B. Rich, S. I. A. C; P. S. Brown,
Columbia A. C, Washington, D. C; J, W.
Powers, Jr., .M. A. C; A. F. Peck, D. A. C;
E. I. Halsted. N. Y. A. C; J. D. Lamont,
Detroit B. C; W. E. Crist, Columbia A. C.

At a regular meeting of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, held last Tuesday evening, it was moved
and carried that all reference to the League of

American Wheelmen be stricken from the con-
stitution and by-l(iws, leaving it optional for a

member of the Brooklyn club to be a member of

the League. This is undoubtedly good policy.

It is absurd to compel an applicant for member-
ship in a local club to join the national body.

A number of New York cyclists, returning
from Buffalo on the Saturday night train on the
West Shore road, are indebted to Mr. Chas. A.
Sheehan, of the .Manhattan Club, for the assist-

ance rendered in getting wheel accommodation.
" Charley," who will be a great railroad man
some day, got the wheels of the New York party
together, and had them carefully stowed away.
But for his kindly aid, many of the wheels
would have been left in Buffalo.

The editor and his friend and shadow, " Billy,"

were with a pleasant party at Buffalo, at a

private house on Glenwood Avenue, whose
number we will keep quiet, as we all e.Kpect to

stay there next fall. The party consisted of

Messrs. Barkman and Brockway, Brooklyn
Club; W. C. Marion, Kin.-s County Wheelmen,
and Mr. W. W. Chester and Miss " Nita " Har-
ris, of Elizabeth, N. J., the presence of the
lady being a source of much pleasure. Our
host and hostess were incomparable along the

line of hospitalitv, sociability and true gentility.

We had a two hours' chat at Buffalo with our
excellent friend, Doctor Emery, assisted by Doc-
tor Butler, both of whom crammed The
Wheel's head full of facts about workers and
kickers and axe-grinders, etc. Three facts were
dvi^elt upon by the medical men: First, that

there is no ring—at least, they are not cognizant
of its existence ; second, that Doctor Emery
engaged in no caucus meeting at Baltimore

;

third, that the way to accomplish reform is to

buckle on the harness, get in or near the alleged
ring, fight for your ideas, and do some work.
Excellent, all of it.

RACES A'l' YOUNCSTOW.N, OHIO.

'I'he annual meet of the Youngstown (O.)

Bicycle Club was held August 31, the events
resulting as tollows : Half-mile, club, Charles
VV. Davis first, in im. 35s.; i-mile, open, W. 1.

Wilhelm, Reading, Pa., first, P. Stambaugh
second, time 3m. 13 1-4S.; l-mile, club, C. W.
Davis first, 3m. 30 i-2s. ; i-inile, time race, 4m.
igs.. A. J. Nicholas won in 4111. igs., M. J.

Knapp second
; half-mile, open, W. I. Wilhelm

first, P. Stambaugh second, time im. 37 i-2s,

;

2-mile, handicap, P. Stambaugh first, II. S.

Evens second, time gin.

SMITH 1)11) 111) A-\V11EE1. U) lINCINNVM.

On July 26, 18S4, C. H. Smith and B. J. Ilol-

combf, of Detroit, started for CinciuTuiti on
their bicycles to attend the National IMiotog-

raijher's Association. They went via Toledo,
Perrysburg, Fostoria, Findlay. Kenton,. Marys-
ville, .Springhcltl, Dayton and Hamilton, and
arrived in Cincinnati on the morping of the

29th. On their return they went to Columbus,
Upper Sandusky, etc. They rode about 500
miles in all, ami spent eighty hours on their

wheels. At llie lime it was considered (|uitf a

ride, but now llolcduilK .md Siuilli do llicii 150

miles in one day.

The New York S/iir of Wednestlay prints a

wheel romance. It seems tliat Mr. 1". .A. liil-

1am, a Williamsburg wheelman, while touring
in the Oranges, took a header. The dive was
caused by a yiuing lady suddenly emerging
from the woods by which Gillam was riding,

and in order to pn vcni an accident, the wheel-

man downed brake so suddenly that he was
thrown to earth, where he lay in.-;ensible. The
young lady attended the injured cyclist and had
him carried to a near-by farm-house, at which
she and her parents were stopping. The cyclist

remained long enough to propose to his fair

nurse, and so literally tell into matrimony.

I.ML'JK l'.\.NT TO K.\CT.M; I Vi.l IslS.

.\t a late meeting, the American Amateur Ath-
letic Union passed a resolution which provides
that any amateur who competes in games held
under the N. A. A. A. A. rules will lose his

status so far as the A. A. U. is concerned, and
cannot compete in any games held under A. A. U.
auspices Thus we now have two antagonistic
bodies attempting to control amateur athletics

in this country. We presume that both the A.
A. U. and N. A. A. A. A. will recognize as
amateurs all wheelmen who are amateurs ac-

cording to League rules. We shall find out the

exact facts ; meanwhile, wheelmen will do well
to be careful at what games they compete until

the matter is settled.

Karl Kron's 150-page gift book, "Newspaper
Notices of ' Ten Thousand Miles,' " can now be
had by New Yorkers who will make a personal
call at 12 Warren Street, and there sign a receipt
giving name, residence, occupation, club connec-
tion and League number (or else mentioning
the fact of non-membership in League or cy-
cling club). The book continues to be freely

mailed to all who send requests for it to the
University Building, Washington Square. The
number of such requests attendee! to, up to

September 12, was 353. "As the manufactur-
ing cost of each copy is ten cents," w rites K. K..

"the applicant who encloses a three cent stamp
to pay the postage at least meets me half way:
but a mere request by postal card will be at-

tended to all the same."

The Pittsburg Cycling and Athletic Club have
issued a programme of their tall meeting, Sep-
tember 24 and 25, which sets forth the fact that

i^l.ooo will be spent in prizes. Following is a

list of the events: First dav— Half-mile open,
one-mile novice, road wheels ; 100-yard run,

handicap ; one-mile open ; half-mile, 1:35 class
;

440-yard run, handicap ; two-mile Pennsyl-
vania StateChampionship ; one-mile, 3:30 class ;

two-mile open : one-mile safety, handicap.
Second day—One-niilc open : one-half mile
novice ; 220-yard run, handicap : one-mile
handicap; one-mile, 3:10 class; loo-yard run.

open : five-mile Pennsylvania State champion-
ship ; two-mile, 6:20 class ; 8S0 yard run, handi-
cap, and three-mile handicap. It is expected
that there will be quite a large field of entries,

as Brownsville offers an additional attraction in

the way of a race meet on the 26ih.

N. 11. \AN SlrklKN.

From a private letter to X. H. \"an .S ckUn's
brother, who is living at Rutherford, N. J., we
learn that " Yan " is slowly recovering trom the

header he received in the BulTalo races, and ex-

pects to leave for his Chicago home on Saturday.

Mr. \'an Sicklen's parents were at the races, saw
the fall, and have been in constant attendance

at the hospital ever since, Mrs. \'an Sicklen liv-

ing there ami carefully tending her son. "\'an
'

was violently thrown against the tiack. and a

physician on the spot, alter a casual examina-
tion, feared concussion of the brain, 01 even a

broken neck, the chances being one out of

many that a man couki receive such a lall and
not be killed. \'an Sicklen was first able to sit

up in bed on Monil;iy night. He is sutTering

from coinplete shock, and a severe pain and
inability to retain food points to abdominal
trouble. lie is bein.g fed on broths, and is

slowly recovering slieiigth. lie is fully con-

scious of his coiuliliiMi and is anxious 10 gel

home. t)ii the evening ot the accideni, a niim-

bei nt cyclists called at the hospital, and the

telephone was kept busy until late in the nighi,

\'an Sicklen will beaccomiianied home by Mr. aiul

Mrs. C"onkling, of Chicago, who wilT cut shon
their pleasure irip l'^a*t ti> .iccompany " \'an

"

home. 1 he fall happeneil exactly in this vva\ .

McCune was leading. wh<ni Windle, riding nuich

faster, came up. the front wheel i>f Windle's

wheel nicking McCune's rear wheel. McCune

,

fearing a collision, looked back lo see when
Windle was, and it was while looking back tlias

I
he look the header which finally resu'.led in

Van Sicklen's (all.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS FROM NEW
JERSEY.
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A.MO.NG THE (lK.\NGEirK,S.

Charles and Frank Jones, of Orange, started

from that place at 4 a. M. on Labor Day for a
" century " run. They ran to Somerville before

eatin.u; breakfast, after which they covered vari-

ous roads in Somerset and Middlesex Counties,
returning home by way of Bound Brook and
Plainfield. They arrived home at 7 i-. M.

Charles rode a 50-inch Sparkbrook.

The Orange Wanderers have arranged the

following schedule of runs to cover the balance
of the open riding season :

,
LO.VG Kt Ns.

November6.— 10 .\. .M. Plainfield and Elizabeth.

Movember26.—10 a.m. Caldwell and Roseland.
The 24-hour record for cluVi medal will take

place some lime in October.

.\10RMNG KU.NS.

Every Saturday at 5:30 o'clock.

AKTER.XODN RUNS.

September 13.— i;oo. Central Park and River-

side Drive, New York.
September 20.-4:30. Irvington and Newark.
September 27.— 5:00. .Annual lO-milc handi-

cap club road race.

October 4.—1:30. Patcrs(Mi and Passaic.

October ir.—4:30. Llewellyn Park. Orange
Heights and Reservoir.

October 18.— 1:30. Pine Brook and Morristown.
October 25.— 5.00. Cedar Grove and Moun-

tain View.

ki.i/.ai;eth is O.N deci-;.

.\ very important meeting of the " E. W."
was held at the club-house on Tuesday evening,
6th inst., to elect officers in place of several who
had resi.gned. Alan N. Lukens resigned the
Secretaryship, as his business calls him away
from Elizabeth, and Captain S. J. Berry, .Tr.,

resigned the Captaincy owin.g to lack of time to

give to it. The following gentlemen were
elected : A, S. Brown as Secretary, and FredC.
Gilbert as Captain. This left the Second Lieuten-
ancy vacant and W. H. Caldwell was elected to

fill that office, with Albert Lloyd as Color Bearer
and J. C. VVetmore as League representative.
Captain Berry and A. N. Lukens retain their

membership in the club, and have the good
wishes and esteem of their club mates for the
faithful way in which they have worked to ad-
vance the interests of the club

Three of the E. W. members will start this

week for a tour to the " Hub " and return. They
expect to cover about ten days on the round trip.

The club is talking about having a lantern
parade next month which will put that of last

year's away in the shade. The only drawback
in .giving such a parade is the abominable state

of the pavements. A number of the citizens
along the route have offered to decorate and to

induce their neighbors to do so.

Mr. Grymes was elected a member of the club
on Tuesday evening. The total membership is

now seventy.

The Captain expects to take over forty or fifty

men to the Division meet, and the members are
unanimously of the opinion that it will be one
of the biggest runs the club has ever had.

The riding interest of the club is beginning
to have its fall boom. One record of 325 miles
for August is reported, and any quantity above
150. A list of the first ten riders of the club and
their r< rorils will .^c)on be published.

.Ml Elizabeth is rejoicing over the fact of the
' Little Wonder," W. H. Caldwell, having won
the rhampionship of the New Jersey Athletic
Club.

Nothing definite has been stated in regard to

chances for the E. W. putting a team in for the
Election Day road race; but there is small like-

lihood of their slaying out in the cold.

But very little has been said anywhere, in

lact, in regard to this affair, and it would appear
a> though the members of the Association are
getting luke-warm in their interest. Or has the
"Big Buffalo" driven all other thoughts out of

the minds of those interested in our Irvington-
Milburii affair ?

The prospects seem to be bright for a suc-

cessful meet at Roseville on the 21st inst. I

understand some of the big amateurs are to be
on hand. If the Division wants heavy gate

receipts, a couple of professional events would
prove a better card than a dozen so-called "am-
ateur" races. We know that those who call

themselves professionals aie piofessioiials, while
»ve are always in doubt as to the identity of the
" simon-pures,"

PITTSBURG.

After an absence of several weeks your cor-

respondent under the heading "Pittsburg"
again is heard from, but this time from Buffalo.

To .go inlf) detail or description of all things
bicycular that have occurred during the past
week would encroach on your regular corre-

spondent and sta.'^ attendant. Therefore 1 con-
fine myself to more purely Pittsburg items.

Amongst others from our city I noticed J. R.

Kaercher, Seward Murrav, Dexter Murray, \'ic-

tor Place, J. W. McGowi'n, F. G. Lenz, W. D.
and A. C. Banker, W. B. Troy, J. H. Livsey,

etc , added to which were many Allegheny
County wheelmen not seen or spoken to.

The races, so far as concerned our local men,
were a success in every particular especially so

considering the great number of fast men from all

sections, and were it any other place than Pitts-

burg the Bankers would receive highest enco-
miums and be lionized for their various .yood

performances, which, to say the least, were
-ivr good, and the average bein.g better by far

than that of any other two men. 1 heir winnings
summarized are as follows : Five first prizes,

including double fir.~t prizes in four events, four
seconds and tw'o thirds—a total of eleven places
in thirteen races, winning eighteen or nineteen
prizes.

At Lockport, on Friday, they were entered in

five events, taking four first and one second
out of the five, also a special prize. At New
Castle, previous to this, they secured three
firsts and two seconds out of five races entered.
The three places netting thirty-fiTe out of a
possil'/c- tliirty-fh^ht prizes; and to repeat, as was
heard on the grounds, "What's the matter with
Pittsburg?"

F. G. Lenz, in the great "century" run, cov-
ered himself with considerable renown and a
great deal of mud (not the kind newspapers
sling), but good, solid Pennsylvania and New
York clay, by coming in a good third, which
would undoubtedly have been first had he re-

ceived proper management; and just here the
Bankers could have shown the stuff they were
made of, and been loudly praised on all sides,

by pacing Lenz for the last six or seven miles;

but inost men fail at some critical moment, and
that the Bankers did when they allowed " trade

"

to stand between themselves and a club mate—
a good man and honest in his riding, who
bestrode a Columbia, a fact unknown, probably,
to that company—and to say to him " thai, had
he ridden a V'ictor, they, would have brought him
in a winner." As it was, he finished in best
condition of the three, and deserving of a hicher
place.

The Pittsburg riders took a benefit on the fine

streets of this city, and not one here but that
rolled up a large mileage by riding everywhere
in and around the place.

Keystone.

CYCLING AT WORCESTER, MASS.

Worcester, Mass., August 30, 18S8.

There are between four and five hundred riders

in the city, but only eighty are connected with
any club. The interest in bicycling seems to be

1 on the increase. It was in i87<} that a few
riders got together and formed the Worcester
Bicycle Club, which was incorporated in 1886.

Among its members are some men well known
to cyclists— Edw. F. Hill, one of the organizers
of the L. A. W. ; E. F. Tolman, of the bicycle
firm of Hill & Tolman

; Lincoln Holland, agent
here for Victors and Springfield Roadsters.
Among the racing men of the club you will

find a team of three riders that any amateur
team of the same number will find it a hard job
to defeat. They are W. W. Windle, J. F. Midg-
ley, and W. E. McCune, who has recently joined
the club^ J. C. Speirs and C. W. Arnold were
at one time considered the best fancy riders in

the State.

The Worcester Club and the Bay State Club
are the only clu'os in the city, each having about
forty members. The Bay State is a new club
and it is in a prosperous and flourishing condi-
tion, and will make a fine reputation for itself

some day.
There are two firms dealing in bicycles here

—

Hill & Tolman, Columbia agents, and Lincoln
Holland & Co., agents for the \'ictors and
Springfield Roadsters.
The Springfield Roadster, which is made in

the city, seems to be the favorite machine among
the riders here. The roads here are fairly good,
with plenty of hills and sand to keep the riders
from going to sleep. H. H. S.

DETROIT.

Chas. A. and W. F. Sheehan and D. H. This-
tle, from the Manhattan Bicycle Club of New
York, stopped in town over Sunday, and our
l)oys took good care of them.

We expect to see some good racing here on
the Tyth of this month at the .A.. A. A. meet
There is a fine cinder track on the Athletic
Grounds, but the corners are very sharp, and
we can't expect to see any records broken.

Two of our boys came home from Buffalo
filled full of secrets (?) about some P W. B. Can
any one tell us what this P. W. B.-T. T. T. is,

anyway ?*

The Detroit Bicycle Club are talking about
getting new club rooms for this winter, as their

membership is larger than ever before.

We want you to have plenty of room for the
Buffalo report, so we will wait until next week
for more.

Be Be.

'[Hicksssss.—The P. W. B. Society, referred
to by " Be Be," is a religious organization com-
posed exclusively of ascetic wheelmen, who
have banded themselves together in sacred
secrecy to invent and perfect complicated sys-
tems of self torture, that they may attain to the
highest degree of ecstatic perfection. Their
sacred rites of initiation are Druidical and fluid-

ial—largely fluidial. There are three stages;
Darkness, signifying secrecy; smoke, typifying
obedience, and fire, symbolizing bravery The
P. W. and B. is about to extend its operations,
and will organize a body second only to the
Klu Klux, the Thugs or the White Caps in

diablery, secrecy, cruelty, swiftness and cer-

tainty. They are bloodthirsty men, are the P.

W. and B.'s; but when the gore market is short
they quench their insatiate longings with beer.

We are indebted to " \'erax " for this informa-
tion.— Ei).

)

RHODE ISLAND DIVISION'S ANNUAL
RUN ABROAD.

The second annual fall run of the Rhode Island
Division, L. A. W., will be held on Monday, Sep-
tember 17, over the following route, which is

shaped like the figure 8 :

Leave Union depot. Providence, for Boston,
at 7 A. M. Leave Providence depot, Boston, at

9 A. M., and wheel through Collage Farms,
Allston, Cambridge (by Harvard College), North
Cambridge, western Somerville (by Tuft's Col-

lege), Medford and Maiden, to Crescent Beach
(Revere), and southerly along the beaches to

Great Head House (about eighteen miles). Din-
ner there at i v. M.

Leave hotel at 2:30 i'. .M. and wheel through
Everett, Maiden, East Medford, Somerville,
Cambridgeport, Cottage Farms, and return to

Boston (about seventeen miles). Supper at Clar-
endon Hotel, Tremonl Street, at 6:30 p. .m.

Good riding and level roads, especially adapted
If) ladies. Expenses will not exceed $5 per head.
Leave Boston on return for Providence at 8:30
p. M. A special car for wheels will be attached
to each of the above-named trains. All wheels
must be at depot in Providence by 6:45 a. m.

You are requested to notify fieorge L. Cooke
(Box iioi, Providence, R. I.), by postal on or
before September 14, if you intend going, and if

with a lady. If you do not answer by that day,
you will not be considered in making the ar-

rangements.
The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attle-

boro, is invited to join the Division in this

outing.
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AN EMPHATIC PROTEST AGAINST A
LIBELOUS CORRESPONDENT.

San Fkancisco, Sept. 2. 188S.

The coinmiitee of the Bay City Wheelmen to

whom was referred the matter herein below set

forth, with instructions to take such action as

might seem advisable in connection therewith,

offer the foliowino;:

Resolved, That the Bay City Wheelmen, the

largest wheel club west of the Mississippi River,

the club in whose rooms the League of .Ameri-

can Wheelmen in California was first organized,
and which has given to the Division its first

Chief Consul, two Secretary-Treasurers and its

present chief officer, hereby emphatically pro-

test against the article, signed "Sparrow," ap-
pearing in the Bicyctitig IVoild and L. A. W.
Bulletin of August 17, as representing the senti-

ment of the members of the League of American
Wheelmen in California.

That the malicious and cowardly attempt to

falsely represent the retiring Chief Consul of

California before the wheelmen of the country,
merits the contempt and scorn of every decent
man.
That Robert M. Welch, the first Chief Consul

of California, who now retires after two years
and a half of active service, for his successful
•effort in establishing on these distant shores of

the Pacific a powerful and wealthy Division of

the League of American Wheelmen, deserves
the gratitude and consideration of that body at

large, as he already enjoys the friendship and
esteem of the wheelmen of California.

That we have every reason to believe, and do
believe, that "Sparrow" is the same individual
who, being sent to Stockton on behalf of a San
Francisco daily paper to report the annual
Division meet, grossly attacked the judges for

their decision in the i-mile State championship,
and subsequently in the papers of the city

charged them with being corrupted by persons
having money staked on the result.

We further believe him to be the author of

the overdrawn, and in many respects untruth-
ful, article signed "Achorne," also appearing in

the IVond and Bulletin, regarding the behavior
of wheelmen at the Stockton meet.
We therefore warn the editor of the World

a?id Bulletin against this correspondent as a
j

fomenter of discord, and one utterly unworthy
\

of confidence.

Chaklks C. Moore,
Robert A. Smyth,

J. E. Bauer,
The Committee.

BICYCLISTS AT GLOUCESTER.

Gloucester, Sept. 9, 1888.—A large number
of bicyclists from the suburban cities near Bos-
ton came here on the steamer City ui Glouces-
ter on Saturday. Among them were several of
the Charlestown Rovers, Cambridge Bicycle
and Chelsea Cycle Clubs, and some few repre-
sentatives of other clubs. Their ardor was

••somewhat dampened, however, by the heavy
Storm which set in at a late hour on Saturday,
which continued most of the night, and for that
matter has hung around the Cape all of to-day,
with but little rain. The rc>ads are very heavy,
and those who were courageous enough to

make the start homeward must have had a hard
time of it, as the mud, a part of the w.ay at
least, was over the rim of the wheel. Most of
the party spent the night at the Pavilion Hotel,
and quite a number arc still there.

—

Bcston
//eiald.

Howard .\. Smith & Co., Oraton liall, Newark,
N. J., have several immense bargains in second-
hand machines which will surely go before many
days. Give them a call.

If there is anything thai gives [)leasurc and a
feeling of satisfaction and jjcrsonal respect to the
wearer of nice bicycle garments, it is their adapta-
bility to form and figure—in other words, to their
ease and perfect fitting. Such we understand are
the garments made by the Kincsion Knii-iini;
Comtanv, ok Boston, whose advertisement is in

to-day's paper. From their long ex()erience in
|

manufacturing athletic goods, and their reputa-
tion for good taste and square dealing, we are
pleased to call the attention of ouj' readers to

their business. „*

FIXTURES.

Sept. i;—N. A. A. A. A. 2-mile championship ;it New-
York. Entries close Sept. 5, with Secretary. P. O. Bo.\

3478, New York Cit)-.

Sept. 17—Rhode Island Division road run.

Sept. 21-22—New Jersey Division meet and race meet at

Roseville, N. J.

Sept. 21-22—Grand tournament at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Sept. 22—Easton Road Club's championship club race at
Brighton, Mass.

Sept. 24-25—Pittsburg C. and A. meet.

Sept. 25—Rhode Island Division races at Providence, R. I.

Sept. 26—Race meet at Brownsville, Pa.

Sept. 27-28-29—United Wheelmen's tournament at Kansas
City and State Division meet.

Sept. 28—New Orleans tournament.

Sept. 29—Two-mile handicap, Roseville, N. J. Entries
close Sept. 15, with L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halstead Street,
East Orange, N. J,

Sept. 29—Tioga Cycling Club's race meet at Philadelphia.
Entries close Sept. '25, with Isaac Van Deusen, Jr., 2100
Tioga Street, Philadelphia.

Sept. 2Q—Races at Plainfield, N. J.

Sept. 20—Races at Queens, L. I.

Oct. 3—Maine Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Water-
ville, Me.

Oct. 4-S-6— Ladies' North Shore tour.

Oct. 15-20—Si.\-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery
D Armory, Chicago, 111.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Richmond, Va. Address L. B.
Rnslow, P. O. Bo.x 372, Richmond.

THE HUNTINGDON (PA.) MEET.

The first annual meet of the bicyclists ot the
Juniata Valley was held August 2g. The fore-
noon was principally devoted to the entertain-
ment of visitors from a distance, and in the
afternoon a parade took place, in which repre-
sentatives to the number of fifty were present
from Lewistown, Belleville, Cumberland, Bed-
ford, Phillipsburg, Altoona, Tyrone, Hollidays-
burg, Williamsburg, Newton, Hamilton, Mt.
Union, Mapleton, Mifflintown, Port Royal and
Huntingdon. In the afternoon a competitive
race of five miles, from Centre Union to the club-
room, was had. in which there were seven par-
ticipants, to the first three of whom suitable
prizes were awarded, in the order of a handsome
medal, three volumes of literature, and a hand-
some hub lamp. The following is a summary
of the 5-mile race :

Time.

THE POUGHKEEPSIE MEET.
The tournament of the Poughkeepsie Bicycle

Club will be held at the Hudson River Driving
Park on Friday and Saturday, September 21

and 22, under the management of Henry E.

Ducker.

I'ROI^RAMME, KRlllAV, SKt'TE.MBER 21.

One-mile Novice.
One-mile Club Handicap.
One-mile Professional Handicap.
One-mile Amateur open.
One-mile Professional Tandem.
Two-mile 6:20 Class.
Five-mile Open.
One-mile Professional Open.
One-mile Dutchess County Championship.
Three-mile Professional Handicap.

Saturday, September 22.

One-mile Team Race.
Two-mile Professional Handicap.
One-mile Amateur 3:20 Class.
One-mile Professional Tandem.
One-mile Amateur 3 Minute Class.

One-mile Professional Safety.

Five-mile Amateur i6-Minute Limit.
Three-mile Professional.

Two-mile Amateur Open.
One-mile Consolation.

Among ilie professionals who will compete are
Rowe, Temple, Crocker, Knapp, Neilson and
others, besides a number of crack amateurs.
This will be an excellent opportunity for New
Yorkers to witness a first-class tournament
without the fatigue and cost of a long journey.
The Poughkeepsie men are noted for their

hospitality, and we hope many wheelmen within
easy distance of Poughkeepsie will take ad-
vantage of the opportunity to sample it. For
entry blanks and other information address A.

J. Klady, Secretary Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

ORANGE ATHLETIC CLUB TOURNA-
MENT.

UU'VCl.E RAC1';S at R(iSK\II.1,E.

The open fall games of this club will be held
at the Roseville track on Saturday afternoon,
October 6, at 3:30 l'. m. Gold and silver medals
of handsome and costly design will be given to

first and second in each event. The prizes are

now on exhibition at Spalding's, 241 Broadway.

I'KOCK.WtMl-. ii|.- IIANDICAl' EVENTS.
loo-yard run, Running broail jump,
220-yard run, Running high jump,
440-yard run, Pole vault,

l-mile run, Throwing lOlb. hammer,
i-milc walk, 220-yar(l liurclle rare.

IU(\i.l.lNO KVENtS.
1-mile iiandicap, 2-mile haiulic.ip.

The bicycle events will be handicapped by the

L. A. W. oflicial handicapper. Hnirance lee, !j!i

for each event. Entries close September 22,

with I.eroy (". I'airi'hild, K;i-it Cliange, \. j.

J. E. Patterson, Williamsburg 20 48
A. C. Wiliison, Cumberland 23 20
F. T. Perdue, Tyrone 2400
N. T. Brindle, Belleville 24 30
W. Utts, Belleville 24 30
C. H. Davis, Phillipsb.urg 2536
W. F. Miller, Lewistown 30 45

Xame
Machine.
Star.

Sp. Roadster
Sin. Chall'ge

Star.
Star.

Col. Safety
Star.

The race was on a heavy course, the dust be-
ing very deep and retarding the riders to a con-
siderable extent.

Immediately after the race an exhibition drill

was given in the Diamond and over some of our
principal streets by ten of the visiting wheelmen
from Phillipsburg. They were ably marshaled
by Mr. C. B. Holly, and their graceful evolu-
tions on the wheel incited a spirit of determina-
tion on the part of the Huntingdon bicyclists

that will be of considerable benefit to them in

future. In the early evening some twelve of

the wheelmen essayed the task of climbing Fifth

Street to the reservoir. But two of their num-
ber were successful—Mr. A. C. Wilson, of Cum-
berland, and W. Utts, of Belleville. The lantern
parade held in the evening at eight o'clock was a
novel sight to many, and was witnessed by hun-
dreds who had gathered on the principal corners
and streets. After this parade an adjournment,
was had to the festival in Westbrook's Garden,
where all visitors were made welcome.
Although the time was short, and the decision

to hold a meet only made the latter part of last

week, the gathering was a decided success, and
the Huntingdon Wheelmen feel much gratified

I

over their first effort. They did not expect so
i hearty a response to such a short notice, and the

dearth of time in which to arrange a more varied
programme was much deplored.

TIOGA CYCLING CLUB'S MEET.

The annual tournament of this club will be
held at the club grounds, Westmoreland Station,

Twenty-second Street Station of the Philadel-
phia & Reading Railroad, on Saturday, Sep-
tember 29. Track one-third of a mile, banked
corners. Entries close September 25, with Capt
Isaac Van Deusen, 21 i Tioga Street, I'hiladel-

phia, Pa. Entrance fee, fifty cents each event.

Races coiumence at three o'clock. Eveivt.s :

One-mile bicycle, open, first prize, 53-inch rac-

ing bicycle.

One-mile tandem bicycle.

One-mile tandem tricycle.

One-mile tricycle, open handica|i.

Two-mile lap race, oiien bicycle.

One-half mile bicycle, open lo Philadelphiai-.s.

One-mile, 3ni. class.

One-mile 3:20 class.

One-mile novices'' race, open to IMuKidcl-

phians.
One-mile Rover Safely hamlic.ip.

One-third mile race for bovs under 10

••
The .•Vmerican team will visit Chicago in t>c-

lober anil participate in a six-day race at Battery
I) Armory, commencing on the ijlh, The
riders will receive lilly per cent, of the gross
receipts, to be divided at the rate of /oriy,

thirty, fifteen, ten and (ivo pei cent. Morgan.
Dul)ois, Prince, Schock, Rnapp. and Louise

j

Armaindo have already cnlerctl. The race will

be under the allspices of 7'lif Ke/eire.

I'lit \'uioK Al BlO'EVl.o. - The Overman
Wheel Co. are congratulating themselves ovei

the show of strength of the Victors at HulTalo
' In the too-mile road race, four Victors were
amoni; llie first live wheels hon)e.
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HARTFORD.

The Hartford Wheel Club's tournament, an-

nounced to be held at Charter Oak Park on
Wednesday and Thursday, September 12 and

13, caught the tail end of the rain storm that has

been hovering over this part of the country, and

the manager of the meet postponed it a day.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

riiK i>.\RADi-:.

A large number of out-of-town wheelmen were at the

tournament. A heavy shower fell at 2 a. .m. but cleared oft

for the parade, which formed on Capitol Hill at 10 .\. m
and moved in the followinjf order :

I'aci- makers, G. L. Bacon and W. Shaw.
V\'. S. Maltby, on a unicycle.

Weed s Band.
Chief Consul of Connecticut and Staff.

Hartford Wheel Club.
\

Cohimbia Cycle Club, of Hartford.
New Haven Bicycle Club.

Marshal of Second Division, D.J. Post.

Danbury Wheel Club.
Pequonnock Bicycle Club, Bridgeport.
Park City Wheel Club. Bridgeport.

Winsted Wheel Club,
Hartfoni Juniors.
Unattached Riders.

About iwmen were in line. The streets were muddv
but were "ridable. The Hartford Wheel Club and the

Columbia Cycle Club, of Hartford, presented a fine appear-

ance. Captain H X. Chapman, Hartford Wheel Club, as-

sisted the Chief Consul in forming the line. One of the

features of the parade was ihe tricycle ridden by James F.

Hurst, whose little four-v ear-old daughter occupied a

wicker seat attached to the wheel.

THK RACES.

There were 4,'kk> people present at the tirst dav's races.

The track was in line condition, but a strong northwest
wind made very fast time impossible, and made it uncom-
fortable for the audience. The following is a summary of

the events:
O.NE-Mii.K NovKK.-E. A. Tucker, Meriden, lirsl; G. .\.

Pickett, New Haven, second; D. C. Shea, Hartford, third;

A. C. Lawrence, Kast Berlin, o; H. J. Cudworth, Hart-

ford, o. Times, 48Hs., im. iyH^-, 2m. 24;:S., 5m. 2}3S.

O.NE-MII.E PUOIESSIONAL ChA.MIIONSHI I'.— W. A. ROWC,
first; Ralph Temple, second, by a few inches; W. K.

Knapp, third; H. G. Crocker, fourth; Jack Lee, fifth; R.
Neilson, o; W. J. Morgan, o; Jules Dubois, o. Morgan
got away first and made pace till near the quarter, when
Lee pedaled into the lead, but (piickly fell away again,

the tieldriding e.isily close up. At the three-quarter post

. Rowe went (juickly to the front, with the rest in hoi pur-

suit. Turning into the homestretch Temple was a few
feet in the van, with Crocker and Knapp close up. Rowe
steadilv closed the gap, pushed his wheel ahead, but slowly

fell back to Temple's magnificent spurt. Nearing the tape

Rowe made a last great effort and won by a few inches,

after the hottest race he has ever ridden. La.st quarter,

33Ks. Temple immediately challenged Rowe to a match
race for $1,000 a side. Tin es, 4o'/;S., im. .ji>{s., 2m. 17s..

2m. 50^5.
Onf.-Mili; A.mateuk Bicvci.i;, Scratch.—W. Windle, Mil-

bury, first; J. F. Midgley, Worcester, second; W. E. Crist,

third- Fred Foster, Toronto, o; I'. S. Brown, Washington,
D. C, o; H. J. Hall, jr., Brooklyn, o; J, E. Dauchy, West
Winsted, Conn., o. Time, 2m. sfis.

Two-Mii.H Amathir Bicvti.E, 6:10 Class.—L. Foster,

Hartford, hrst; (jeorge Smart, Hartford, second; James
Wilson, Jr., Worcester, third; K. Brown, Boston, fourth.

Time, 2m. sy'/iS., <ira. iiJjS.

One-Mii.h Rover Tvpk Saiem.— W. E. Crist, first; R.
Davis, Cambridge, second; L. Foster, third; P. S. Brown,
fourth. Time. 2m. ssKs.
One-Mii.e Unicvci,e.--T. T. Reid, Hartford, gave an ex-

hibition, 'lime, 3m. 49^8-
O.SE-MII.E BlCVCI.K HaMMCAI', CoLUMMlA CVCLE Cl.Ull.—

F. H. Covel, 150 yards, first; C. W. Loomis, go yards,

second; J. J. Galvin, 80 yards, third; L. B. Ranson, 150

yards, o; H. ^L Pope. 35 yards, o; 1\L Laboie, 120 yards, o;

F. L. Damerey, scratch, o. Time, 3m. 6s.

FivE-Mii.i Pkoip.ssional Lap R.\ce —W. F. Knapj), 10

points; H. G. Crock'.r, 7 points; W. A. Rowe, 6 points;

Ralph Temple, 6 points. Time, idm. 46s.

Two Ml IK Amatkir Bicvci.E Hanuk Ai'.— Fred Foster,
scratch, first; P. .S. Brown, i»j yards, second; E. A.
Tucker. 175 yards, third; James Wilson, 150 yards, u; H. J.

Hall, Jr.. too yards, o; C. P. Adams, 100 yards, o; A C.
Backus. 100 yards, o; W. I. Willielm, .0 yards, o; G. M.
Wordeii. 150 yards, o; J. F. Midgley, 50 yards, o; W.
Harding, Hartford, o. Times, 2in. ssJ^s., 6m. 50s.

Thkkk-miik Bic vcik Statk CiiAMiiONMiii'.— L. Foster,
first; Wm. IJarding, second; H. C. Backus, third; J. E.
Dauchy, o. Time, 9m. 34s.

Cl.-'E-Mii.E .\ma I Ki R Tricvci.k." W. K. Oist, tirst; R. H.
Davis, second, by two yards. Times, 48s., im. 4i;4s., .w.
12s., 3m. o5;S.
W. S. Maltbv gave an exhibition of fancy riding.

U. C. Shea, 150 yards, third; F. T. Reid, 100 yards, o; G.
C. Dresser, 100 yards, o. i

One-Mile A.matkuk Bicycle Handicai'.—S. J. Steele,

Bristol, Conn., 100 yards, zm. 38J:(s., first; W. L Wilhelm,
Re.ading, Pa., 40 yards, second; P. S. Brown, Washington,
75 yards, third; James Wilson, Worcester, 130 yards, o;

Kenneth Brown, Boston, 100 yards, o; Fred Foster,
Toronto, .scratch, time 2m. 45s.; H. J. Hall, Jr., Brooklyn,
go yards.
Three-Mii.k Pkoh'.ssuinal Lah Rack.~W. I'. Knapp,

7 points; W. A. Rowe, 6 points; R. Temple and H. G.
Crocker, dead heat for third place, with 3 points. Times;
One mile, Rowe, 3m. 30s.; two miles, Rowe, ;ni. joj^s.;

three mile.s, Kn.tpp, lom. 30s.

One-.Mile Bicvci h State Cii.v.Miio.NsHir. 1.. Foster,
Hartford, 3m.j2>iS., first; H. C. Backus,New Haven, second;
W. Harding, Hartford, third; D. C. Barnuin, Danbury, o.

Five-mile A.m.^trik Lai' Rack.—P. S Brown, li' points;

W. E. Crist, second ; W. L Wilhelm, tliird. Times: One
mile, Wilhelm, 2111. 4ys. ; two miles, Foster, um. 7s.; three,

four and five miles. Brown, gm. lo^/j's., 12m. 18 ,s. and
15m. 27^-;S.

O.Nt-MiLH Pri)1ls.>1(>n \i., CoiNMji.Ai ION.- K. Ncilsou, 3m.
8J4S ; Jules Dubois second.
One-.mile -Vmatki k. Ci'Nsui .\i ION.—G 1. Whitehead.

Hartfjrd, 3m. igjis.

O.NE-.\iiLK Iandem SAiinv Bicycle.— R. H. Davis, of
Harvard College, and W. E. Crist, ol Washington, gave
an e.xhihition, riding the nine in cm. 44^4 s.. winch is record
lime.

CORRESPONDENCE,

THE LEAGUE AND THE CYCLISTS'
UNION.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The wiiiii moderated on the second day. and then- was a
general improvement in the times. The more noticeable
performances were Kn« )p's win on the handicap mile, the
lime being 2m. 34s., from the 30-yard mark; iJavis' mile
safely bicycle record, am. 4()S.. .ind Crist and Davis' tan-
dem safety record of am. 44 bs. The attendance was larger
than on the first day. The following is a summary of the
events

:

One-Mh.h Amaihir Bi< vci.k, 3:00 Ci.A.ss. L. Foster,
Hartford, am. sal'S.; I". T. Reid, Hartford, second; G. I.

Whitehead, Hartford, third.

Bicvci K i-Mii.R Phohissio.sai. HANDirAT. W F. Knapp,
30 yards, 2m. 34s.: Jules Dubois, 90 yards, .-m. 34;4S.; H. S.
Crocker, :;•) yards, third. 'Iein|ilcand Rowe, both scratch,
started, but dropped out early in the race.

OneMii.k Amaikih Sakktv Hkhi.b Handuai'. R. H.
Davis, scratch, 2m. 46s. ; W. Harding. ic«> yards, second;
P. S. FJriiwn. 100 yards, third; II. J. .Martel, 171; yards, o;

R. W. Benis, i.-". yards. <.: G. L Whitehead, i'». yards, o.

Onk-MiiI' H \k ri i.ri) Wmkki Ci.ir H^sdkm'. I.. l"os

ler, scratch, .m ».; F. L. 1 amcrcy, i.i^ jurds, .«< I'ln'

To THK Euii'KK ui' The Wukki. ;

The tone of the letters of your correspondents
"Nyx"and "Raymond," this week, seems to

make some reply desirable.

Each assumes that the League of American
Wheelmen has failed to be of value to its mem-
bers, and that whatever advantages Brooklyn
wheelmen hope for must be sought through
some other organization.

Perhaps your correspondents are not old

enough members of the League to remember the

many struggles in which the League in earlier

days championed the rights of wheelmen, and
secured the convictions and decisions that have
elucidated and confirmed those rights, but an
instance of recent date inay be named as suffi-

cient answer to the empty cry, " Of what use is

the League ?"

It is only needed to name the " Liberty Bill"

of 1887 to indicate an instance in which the

League secured, through its officeis in this State,

and by help of its able counsel, Mr. Potter, of

the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, a most notable piece

of legislation that not only confirmed our rights

on the roads, but made certain and irrevocable

the privileges in our Park previously granted
vyheelmen on suffrance, and liable at any lime

[
to be withdrawn.

I

Here, certainly, is something the League has
' done quite worth the paltry one dollar a year its

j
members pay.

I Perhaps, too, the road book compiled for the
' League with such laborious care by Mr. Bark-

I

man, of the Brooklyns, and sent free to every

]
member for the year in which it was issued, is

not of some value? Park liders (whose right to

use the Park was secured by the " Liberty

Bill") may not appreciate its value, but no one
who lias ever enjoyed that best of cycling pleas-

ures, "a vacation tour," would be without that

j
va(/t! iinciiin for many limes its cost— /. <., one
dollar a year.

These are two examples <>{ what the League
has done for its members, apart from its more
general benefits. For the present year, its oifi-

I cers in this .Siale are seeking to secure the com-
pliance of highway commissioneis and others

with the law requiring the erection of direction

boards on the roads throughout the Stale—

a

work of iiuitli importance lo louring wheelmen.
For the future, prominent members of the

League have, 1 believe, a project under consid-

eration, lo attempt lo secure sucii a change in

ihe road lax laws of ihe State that the primitive

method of working out the tax by day's labor

be abolished and a more modern and efficient

system be substituted, by means of which good
roads would become the rule rather than ihe

• exception.
The foregoing are such benefits as can be

I

shared equally by members ihrougliout the Slate,

I

as is proper. It would not be right for the

League lo expend its elfurts for the exclusive

advantage of a locality. Would there nol be a

great oulcry if the League should expend its

;

funds for, say, a cinder path from liuffalo lo

Niagara Falls? Is it any more reason to cry

out- agaiii'il the League because it has nol liuill

Hrookivn wlieeimeii a cinder path to Jamaica?

The League is for general purposes ; local needs
must be met and local improvements secured
by local organization. Such is the theory upon
which the newly organized "Cyclists' Union of

Long Island' is based. It proposes to devote
itself to the improvement of the roads of Long
Island. Its members are to be drawn entirely

from residents of Long Island, and its energies
are to be given to the object for w hich it was
organized

; an object that has long been our
greatest need, but the means of securing which
did not seem plain, owing to the antagonism
existing to some extent between the clubs ren-
dering co-operation difficult. Fortunately, this

old-time feeling has almost passed away, owing
to time and the changes in membirship in the
clubs, and now the lime seems ripe for the
dreams of its projectors lo lake visiljle shape.
Every wheelman, and every owner of horse or

vehicle on Long Island, should iiecome a mem-
ber of the "Cyclists' Union," just as every
wheelman should belong to the League of
American Wheelmen.
Each has its place and its proper work lo do,

and each appeals with equal force to the wheel-
man not entirely selfish ; the one consults the
immediate interests of its members, the other
aims at more general and remote ends ; both
are for the interests of all wheelmen, and both
should have their hearty support.

Fraternally,

Fra.nki.in W. LoicKs,
K. C. W.

Bkooklv.n, N. Y., Sept. 7, ;8S8.

The Gormully c^ Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany have recently been making large shipments
of bicycles to Japan. The Japanese are of

small stature and of light weight, so that the
American Ideal bicycles, which in this country,
are used only by youths, are very popular in Yoko-
haina and other Japanese cities among adults,
and amply strong to do the work. The Ideal is

fast crowding out English machines in that most
progressive of the far Eastern countries on ac-

count of its strong and thorough construction
and very reasonable price. %*

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fu'.ton

Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,
twenty-five cents per pint.

The New Y'ork Bicycle Co. adveriise in

another column of this paper a number of high-
grade, slightlj'-used wheels, including several
safeties of the Rover pattern, at very reasonable
prices. This company takes unusual pains to

exclude from its stock any machine that is noi
thoroughly sound and durable— many of their
wheels are practically tu-'o—and will not buy
and sell machines that have been repaired tfv

death. A careful examination of their stock
will certainly establish a proof i)osilive of this

fact.

Messrs. S. cS: J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel cliib.s

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafi^

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite
resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner-
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Messrs. E. L. Cook & Co. adveriise in our
columns a quick drying bicycle enamel, manu-
factured especially for the use of cyclists. The
qualities of iheir enamel are explained in their

announcemeni. They will make advantageous
offers to the trade.

Dieter's 'I'lihU- tl'IIpU, 50 cciils. Served 12 to

8 1'. ,M. iMillon Street, opposite City Hall,
Brooklyn.

L. H. .'ohnson's Premier .Safely Tandems
were the leading sensation at the Buffalo
Tournament. Among the riders of this new
wheel, were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fairbairn,
of Erie, Pa., who rode from th;it city to Buffalo,

'

'/lie hundred miles, on the machine. The
journey was accomplished without accident or
undue effort, in fast bicycling time. A couple
of friends, on a tandem Iricycle, turned back
after alleinpting for half a day lo keep up with
the iwo-wheeler. Mr. Johnson's machine, a
heavy roadster, was ridden in the half-mile
race- by Crist and Brown, and although the\
had never mounisd ii prior to ihc race, they
got a place and a prize, in the very crcdiiabU-
lime of i.28-<4;

'

*^*
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THE CYCLISTS UNION.

On Saturday, September 8, the evening called

for the meeting of those interested in the new
Cyclists' Union, there were present at the house
of Mr. H. E. Raymond Messrs. Mabie, Furst,

Harris, Bradford and Wilder, of the Long
Island Wheelmen ; Raymond, Fullerand Green-
man, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club ; Bridgman
and Austin, of the Kings County Wheelmen

;

Newbourg, of the Prospect Wheelmen, and
Iselin, of the Universal Cycling Club. The
main order of business, the report of the Com-
mittee on Constitution and By-laws, was at once
taken up. As was to be expected, much dis-

cussion ensued, but one by one the extreme ad-
vocates and opposers of the plan of government
submitted by the committee were reconciled to

such amendments as seemed most clearly to

voice the common sentiment of the majority.

Of the nine sections of the constitution as re-

ported, but two escaped mutilation. The net

result of the evening's work was the placing of

the management of the Union in the hands of

an Executive Committee to be composed of

representatives, one from every twenty mem-
bers who may belong to any cycling organiza-
tion on Long Island, or two from any fifty—two
being the limit of representation from any one
organization. The customary civil officers.

President, Vice President, Secretary and Treas-
urer, are to be elected at the annual meeting on
the third Monday in December from the Execu-
tive Committee by the members at large.

The committee reporting the constitution were
continued in office for the purpose of effecting a

permanent organization on the lines of the pro-

posed constitution. As soon as enough names
are received by them to warrant representation

in the Executive Committee, the Union will

begin its actual existence. As nearly one hun-
dred and fifty names were reported as ready to

support the Union when called upon to do so,

this part of the committee's work will take but

a few days. It will then be in a position to

adopt a constitution already passed upon by its

strongest supporters, a constitution which, no
doubt, will have been strengthened in the mean-
time through its publication and the surely re-

sulting criticism.

The men who represented Brooklyn at Buffalo

have returned, and the " stay-at-homes " know it

all. The opinion seems to prevail that the races

were hardly to be classed as good. Some blame
the track, and some the tendency among profes-

sionals to neglect that necessary stimulus to en-

thusiasm, "a race from start to finish." The
parade is praised as being one of the best on
record, and the general pleasures of the meet as

exceeding the Baltimore convention. There
was a report in a local paper that Mr. Class, of

the B. B. C, had mysteriously disappeared on
his arrival at Buffalo with the rest of his club-

mates. This was simply a misapplication of

the term " lost." In the amateur race, in which
he started, he was "lost" on the first lap.

Hence the rumor.

Not long ago the K. C. W. learned from a

reporter of the Brooklyn Times that the Brook-
lyns were organizing a baseball team for a

match game with the Williamsburg braves.

Such was the case, but it was not until after the
idea was abandoned that the Brooklyns learned
that the K. C. W. had heard of it and were
preparing for the contest. On a quiet Sunday
morning run the bat and ball were taken along,
and a little practising done by the old-time en-
thusiasts o' the game. In view of these circum-
stances—the readiness with which the K. C. W.
took up the idea, and the trouble they went to

—

the Brooklyns have collected their ball tofsers,

and will probably cross bats with their oppo-
nents at Prospect Park on Saturday, 15th inst.

A pool tournament will inaugurate the winter
season in the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, after

which they will be in a position to play the
games with the Kings County Wheelmen for a
silver cup, and which were postponed from last

spring on account of the lateness of the season.

Such circumstances as the above are small in

themselves, but powerful in their influences.

So much direct contact between the clubs, what-
soever the immediate cause may be, cannot be
too much encouraged. The more we meet and
exchange thoughts, the more we learn and the
more we exemplify the principle of "fraternity
in the wheel." And what pleasanter or more
effective means to thiS end exist than the meet-
ing in friendly rivalry, be it on the ball field or
on the green cloth resounding with the click of

the ivory balls. H. G.
Brooklyn, Sept. 11, 1888.

E. W. POPE ON THE BUFFALO TOURNAMENT.

Mr. E. W. Pope, who yesterday returned from
Buffalo, said to a AVrrr/i/ reporter that: " The tour-

nament was not quite what might have been
expected. Everything there was good but the
track, which was in very bad condition. If the
track had been in good condition, there is no
doubt that some records would have been low-
ered, as some of the best riders in the world
were in attendance. However, there was a
large field of starters, and the races were fought
for until the scratch was reached. The profes-
sional races were as good as I have ever seen,
although the time was slow. The parade of

wheelmen was the largest I have ever seen,

1,036 riders being in line, and this itself shows
that a great deal of -interest is being taken in

cycling. The riding was excellent, and every
man seemed to know his place. I was a little

surprised at the way in which Crocker showed
up against Rowe, who used to play with him
once, but who seems to have some work to hold
his own with Crocker now. It seemed to me
that all the riders worked against Rowe, for

when they got a chance to box or crowd him
out, they did it. I think Windle is the fastest

amateur on the track to-day, and should not be
surprised if he was as fast as any professional.
No amateur has any business in the same race
as Windle, for he would let his opponents keep
up with him until coming down the stretch,

when he would leave them far behind. One
reason the scratch men in the handicap races
didn't show up better is that there was a heavy

wind blowing all the time. The tournament
was well managed, and everything came off at
the time stated on the programme. Western
riders were a little sore over the treatment they
had received from the railroads, as there were
no excursion rates made with the railroad people
west of Buffalo".

—

Boston Herald.

California's chief consul.

Chief Consul Mohrig has addressed the fol-

lowing letter to the Division members :

" Before entering into the duties of Chief
Consul of this Division, I desire to express my
appreciation of the manner in which the office

has heretofore been filled by my predecessor,
Robert M. Welch. The Division has prospered
under his direction, both in point of numbers
and financially in a manner that allows of no
comparison with any Division in the League.
His clerical labors and correspondence have been
attended to with a degree of precision and
thoroughness that can only be imitated and not
excelled. As a result of his labors the incom-
ing board of officers are enabled to continue the
work of organization of a Division already in

practical working order, and with a treasury
sufficient to meet all demands. His manage-
ment has brought forth criticism, both favorable
and otherwise, from various sources, the most
despicable bearing the nom de plume oi 'Spar-
row' (Z. A. W. Bidletiii, August 17), which only
proves a well-known fact, that 'he who works
the hardest meets the severest opposition.' If

able, at the expiration of my term of office, to

render an account of my charge that will bear
comparison to that of Mr. Welch, I shall feel

that I have done my duty to the League and to

my fellow wheelmen. Yours fraternally,
" Edwin Mohrig."

A BIG month's mileage. ,
Lieutenant L. H. Wise, Long Island Wheel-

men, rode 1,437 miles during August. This is

record for Long Island, beating W. F. Murphy's
record of 1,219 rniles, made in July. G. M. Nis-
bett, N. Y. Bicycle Club, still holds the highest
month's record—viz., 1,500 miles—made in

July. During the month of August, T. M.
Tunison, L. I. W., rode 821 miles, W. Schmid
6og, G. G. Teller 598, and W. Schumacher 519.

Tournament at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—

A

grand bicycle tournament will be held at Pough-
keepsie on September 21 and 22. All the fast

amateurs and professionals will be present, and
a tournament equal to Buffalo or Hartford may
be expected. We hope many New York wheel-
men will attend the meet either on Friday or
Saturday.

Nat J. Fowler, Jr., advertising agent of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, and President
of the Aphelions of Great Head, was last Friday
evening presented with a magnificent imported
clock by his fellow Aphelions, in recognition of

his services as their president during the last

season.

—

Boston Herald.

Fred Bingham, Harlem Wheelmen, is trying
to work up bowling for the off season.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS Nif

ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.*$

THEY COULDN'T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the /)/. World loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free. ^OJStOIX, nVJIa-sjsj.
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GRAND TOURNAMENT
OF THE

Pou^hkeepsie Bicycle Club,

AT

POUMKEEPSIE, NEW YORK,

September 21 and 22.

ENTRIES CLOSE

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEfLIN & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen.
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Chib of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yacliting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stocl^ings, Etc.

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, hrgh

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacros^ Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. KZiaSTGrSTOISr ZSZIsTITTHsTGr CO.

Coventry Machinists' Company,
LIIvJCiaPEID.

/T^-L^ QIAT'TT?'!^ Q A TTTTT^V holds the safety championship of the
1 llxd O YV ±Jr X \D±\,i: n^ X X world—Birmingham, May 23d, 1888.

^•U/2k PT TT'R "P A PTTT? holds the bicycle championship of Europe—
X lie ^X^ VJ XJ XV-^^XL/XV Berlin, June loth, 1888.

^u^ TV/rA'PT "RO"PO PT TT'R holds the tricycle championship
X lit; lYX-^XVX^XJWXVV^ V^I^VJID of EUROPE-Berlin, June nth, 1888.

The MARLBORO TANDEM ^'^^ 1S^ '^^^^^^'^.
-'

HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

NEW YORK AGENT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

239 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Prospect Park Plaza,

BROOKLYN AGENT.

I
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Seconi-HanJ Bicycles M Tricicles.

i?^ Size Make Bearings Finish ^
'

No. ^OR

325 54 American Club Ball Enamel.. $5500
40^ 50 American Club Ball Nickel 6000
432 48 Expert ...Ball Nickel 6500

435 55 Col. Lgt. Rdstr Ball Enamel... 8000
438 54 Harvard Ball Enamel... 5000
458 54 Expert Ball Enamel. .. 70 00

459 50 Victor Ball Enamel . 75 00

474 54 American Star Plain— Nickel.. . 5000
47Q 52 Brit. Challenfre Ball.. ..Nickel. .. 7000
483 56 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
486 48 American Star Plain Nickel 6000

489 54 Harvard Ball Enamel... 3000
500 32 Monarch Rover Ball Enamel... 9500
503 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 5500
508 51 Special Star Plain.. . .Enamel. .. 6500
515 54 Expert Ball Nickel Bu 00

519 48 Sp. Premier Plain Enamel .

.

4000
520 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9500
521 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9000
522 50 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 9000
523 54 Am. Club Ball Enamel... ss °o

524 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 8500
530 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr. . .. Ball 2-3 Nickel. 90 00

531 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball.. 2-3 Nickel. 95 00

535 38 Facile Ball Enamel... 4000
544 48 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel... 6500

545 50 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000

553 46 Otto Plain Enamel... 3500
558 44 Premier Plain— Enamel... 3500
559 56 Expert Ball Enamel... 7000
560 47 Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel. 85 00

561 51 SpecialStar Cones. . .Enamel.. . 7500
563 54 Expert Ball Enamel... 7500
564 52 Expert Ball 2-3 Nickel. 65 00

565 54 Victor Ball Enamel. .. 65 00

566 53 Col. Lgt. Rdsrt Ball Enamel... 8500
567 51 American Star Plain Enamel... 3500
569 54 Standard Columbia Plain Enamel... 2300
570 50 Expert Columbia Ball Nickel 8500
571 50 Victor Ball Enamel... 85 00

574 42 SpecialStar Cones. . .Enamel.. . 6500

301 50 Col. Three-track Ball Enamel... 5000
496 .. Spkbrk. Cripper Ball Enamel. .. go 00

SIX .. Victor Tricycle Ball... .Enamel... 6000
526 .. Humber Cripper Ball Enamel... 8000
534 .. HumberCripper Ball Enamel... 9500
548 .. Sparkbrook Tandem. . ..Ball Enamel. ..130 00

550 .. Col. Two-track Ball Enamel... 6500
554 .. Humber Tandem Ball Enamel., .no 00

555 .. Marlboroush C. Tand. .Ball Enamel. . .190 00

556 .. Humber Tandem Ball Enamel. . .125 00

Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oraton
Hall, or they will be shipped to any address C. O. D., with
the orivilege of examination, provided the person ordering
remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in

case machine is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

Newark Telephone 673. Orange Telephone 134.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable.

112 Onran-ge Stioreei:,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"W^EBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. , New York.

Tlio nUltugN Ji, Spoiu'or Co., llarM'onl, Coiiii., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of llic Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Hicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a tliorough maji-
Mcr and case hardened. Small in size but giants in slrengtli,
warranted a first-class tool in every respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

VICTOR SAFETYJICTOE JUNIOR,

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.

THE VICTOR SAFETY.
AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material

and workmanship are used in this wheel.
Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of

wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the

best anti-vibration device ever invented, the

Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which are

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long experience has
proven to be most valuable. It is the hand-
somest, strongest and, easiest runni^ig wheel on

the market, and is built to stand the strain of

American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fifty inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, $75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest

sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
men's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the

highest grade boys' wheel.

The Yovitlis' Premier Bicycle,
Our specialty in wheels of low cost, is the best

to be had for the money. It is staunch, strong
and well built, adjustable in every part, and a

thoroughly reliable road machine for boys and
youths. Price of 50-inch, $60.00.

Our Instalment Plan.
The Instalment Plan, as conducted by us,

is the easiest way to own a wheel. We make
most reasonable arrangements, making the

time and amount of payments to suit almost
any pocket-book. Do not lose time by waiting
to save up, but commence riding at once.

Machine given to purchaser as soon as first pay-
ment is made. Call or write and learn particu-

lars.

Racing' Wlieels to Hire.
We have a fine stock of racing wheels, sizes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented for $5.00
per week to responsible parlies.

A FINE LINE OF SUNDRIES, HELLS, LAN-
TERNS, CYCLOMETERS. OILS, ENAM-

EL, TOOL BAGS AND CYCLING
GOODS OE Every DEsciuriuiN.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

For a complete illiislraled catalogue 0/ I'ir/ot

Wheels, Boys' Wheels, Sundries, (.hii/ornis. Caps,

Helmets and Cycling Goods ofevery desci iption, send to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Unilod Stales Agi-iUs for Viitur Cycii-s,

241 BROADWAY, I I 08 MADISON ST.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 15 CentsTwo Insertions 35 <«

]\/rUST BE SOLD.—Victor Light Roadster. '88 pattern.
•^'^ A perfect wheel. 27 Warren Street, N. Y. 9-21

pOR SALE.—54-inch New Rapid Roadster. Balls over
•*- ail. Never touched by repairer, and as good as new.
Will be sold cheap; reason for disposal, too small. Ad-
dress at once. Otto Llewellyn Kroppock, Burlington, la.

9-14

pARGAIN.—52-inch Singer's Matchless Bicycle. Almost
'-' new. Cost $175.

' All balls. Cowhorn bars and
spades. May be examined at Manhattan Wheel Exchange,
49 Cortlandt Street. g--^

pOR SALE.— 52-inch LaKin Standard Cyclometer. Run
400 miles. Good as new. Price $6. August Kinne,

Richfield Springs, N. Y. 9-14

pOR SALE.—Veloce Columbia, in fine condition. Price
fioo. George Kibbe, Amsterdam, N. Y.

pOR SALE.—46 inch Expert Columbia, enameled. In
e.xcellent order ; ridden less than 100 miles. Price $80.

H. D. Miles, 57 Chrystie Street, N. Y. City. 9-21

pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
in excellent condition; new last season; only $45. Ad-

dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19

r^YCLOMETERS ! LOOK ! !—T akin Hub, 48-inch, $6 ;'^ 51-inch, $5; 54-inch, ?5; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;
Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5; 56-inch, $5; three Hill &
Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class
shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.—Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
fect order; ridden but little. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-

eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 290
Pearl Street, New York City.

ATTENTION!—We want more wheels to supply our
-'* large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

^ J-J-.
for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them

J just the same, and they are the best ones made$

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

"you CAN get one-third more for that old wreck if you
put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cj-cle

Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, S75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine oiTered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140'. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $i6o. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, lUst out, and let us know what j'ou need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

AXTANTED.—45-inch American Pony Star, of latest pat-
'^* tern, new or second-hand. Chas. F. Fisher, Clay-

ton, N. J. 9-14

pOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—54-inch Expert, Rudge
-•- Royal Mail, all sacrificed ; brand new Rover Safety.
All half price. Call. L. C. Jandorf, 34 Maiden I.anc. 0-14

pOR SALE, OR MIGHT EXCHANGE FOR A
• CANOE.—56-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, full

nickeled, all ball bearings, good condition. No re.isonable
offer refused. Knight L. Clapp, 280 Broadway, New
York. 9-14

pOR SALE.—45inch enameled, all hollow, Special '87
•* Star. Balls to front, spade handles, I.illibridge s.Addle;

cheap. W. E. E., 115 Liberty Street, N. V. City. 9-14

T)ARGA1N,—53-inch Expert, ball bearings and pedals,
^-' cowhorn bars, Kirkpatrick saddle, enamel finish, ex-
cellent order; price $67.50. C. W. Seaman, Lewisburjfh,
Pa.

"

9-14

YYILL TRADE a 54-inch Columbia I.i^ht Roadster,
*'

' oalls all round, for jS-iinh Special Star. Address
221 Market Street, Patcrson, N. .1. 9-14

]70R SALE -54-inch Rudge Light Roadster, all ball
^ bearings, lamp, etc.; or will exchange (or Volunteer
Columbia. .Vddress I(, B . 1'. O. Box 40!!.

-(-; INCH VICTOR BICYCLE First-clas>condition.$85;
j^" cost $145. Also I'nifoMn, Cyclometer, Lamp, etc.,

$30; cost $75. A. Z. Monell, 44 W'osi Forty-sixth Street,
New York. 9-14

\\ni.L SELL VERY ClIEAP.-A sj-inch Rudge Racer.
•* 1SS7 patlern. Make an offer. H. L. B., 037 Kasi
n7tli Slrcct, N. Y. City. 14

$25.00 REWARD
Will be paid for the relui n ot .\ N'cw Coluinl>l.\ Vclocr, No.

850, which was stolen from W. M. FrisDic Comixmy's

store, 16 Crown Street, New Haven, Conn., or for the

arrest of the person who gave his name as John Crouse,

who checked it to Dirniingham, Conn,, on (he 7:>i r. M.

train, Sr|ileiiilirr S, on ll\i- N. 1 1 . .'v O; K. K.
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KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, snd carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

14 First Prize Medals.
PEERLESS TOIJACCO WORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

"WDVE. S- :k:i3vlb-a.ll & co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SEVENTH ANNUAL RACE MEET
OF THE

New Jersey Division, L. i. W.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBEE 21,

AT 3:30 p. M.

ELEVEN SHORT, SHARP RACES, INCLUDING

One-Mil6 Bicycle State Championship,

Two-IVIile Bicycle State Championship,

Safety Tandem Race,

One-third of a Mile Dash,

Club Race.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT
IN THE

MM GmiMlii Liiai,
Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Oratou HaH, Newark, N. J.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 19 WITH

F. P. JEWETT, Secretary,

Main Street, East Orange, N. J. i

-" HOW TO

Buy, Sell or Exchange.
ADVERTISE IN OUR

J^or Sale, Exchange,

and Wants Cohi7nn.\
^,

Twenty-five Words, - - - Fifteen Cents.

~

Two Insertions, - - - Twenty-five Cents.

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS MUST liE RECEIVED

BY TUESDAY MORNING.

When the Robins Kest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
for less money, during the season

of i888 than any oihei dealer
in America.

Send for tlie most coinpU'tc Il7ic,«(

(Malouiic ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSO ill CO.
65 Slate St., Cliica$;o, III.

Oh, cotTic-, fair Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of political combatants, riamoring loud;

Oh, leave them to bicker and quarrel and jar.

Like the flats and the sharps that they frequently arc

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete,
Th,it beats Time himself, and can never be beat:

Tor the .Sohmrk Piano, as certain as fate,

K " the ticket " to win, for the year '88!

ClipjrlKht liy SOIIMKR 4 Co., 18BS. rrnm "Thr Uldi-ummrr furk."

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

^ descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for iSSS in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

ist. celebrated Sohmer piano.

QUICK DRYING BICYCLE *ENAMEL.
This carefully prepared article is manufactured with special reference to the requirements of bicyclists. It is the

result of years of studv and experiment, and is «//</«<j//o«(7/'/i' ///£• /'«/. It not only beautifies metal but protects it from

damage by rust, acids'or alkalies. In putting it upon the' market, the manufacturers feel perfectly confident that its

merits will be appreciated by the great army of wheelmen.
Price, in 4-ounce, white Hint glass bottles, having full directions for. use, and packed, one dozen each, in neat dove-.

tailed cases, $72.00 per gross, or $6.00 per dozen, F. O. B. N. Y. Discount to the trade.
.

Price, 50c. per bottle.

E. L. COOK & CO., Manufacturers, 77 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.
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WE TAKE

Oil Moils in Part Paymeil

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

THE

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SecoMM Wheels for Owners

— ON—

COMMISSION,

GIVING TTTTl BEST CHANGE TO

UNLOAD QUIOl^T.Y.

WE orPEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

Second-hand Cyc es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

WETMORE & CHESTER.
H Second-hand Victor

49 COKTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

H W 1

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

READ OUR RULES.
Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
climb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar pfer month. No tricycles

handleTl on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

YICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Notice this Weelc's Reductions. No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price $30.

No. 180.—54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 181.—Rudge Humber Cripper Tricycle.

New last season. Prime order. Cost $180.

Sacrificed at $110.

No. 183.

—

52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price $130.

No. 186.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with
enam. rims and bar. Only $85.

No. 1S8.—50-in. Victor L. R. '87. Nickel finish.

Perfect cond. Cheap at $100.

No. 190.— 54-in. Rudge. Enam. Cowhorn bars.

Bell. Price -fOo.

No. 191.—54-in. Expert Col. iMi.un. -Ml balls.

Dropped bars and spades. Price .f70.

No. 195.—54-in. Rudge. I'^iani. All halls.

Cowhorn bars, (iood as now. Pi ice .$75.

No. i()7.— 52-iii. Matchless Singer. Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price ^(jn

No. ig8.—48-in. Stand. Col. Painted. Price

$40.

Our List, September 14, 1888.
No. 199.—Humber Cripper Tricycle. Weight,

47 lbs. Perfect cond. Sacrificed at $So.

No. 29.—55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22

lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 82.—5i-in. Am. Star. Nickel except w.heels.

Hyg. saddle. Fine cond. Price $40.

No. 129.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 14J.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60.

No. 153.—54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.—50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only $go.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price $85.

No. 167.—55-in. Yale Light Roadster. Enamel.
All balls. Cowhorn bars. Price $50.

No. 171.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.

Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price

$50.

No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enameled. Noi
ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at $85.

No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roadst&r. Nickel
with enam. wheels. All balls. Cowhorn
bars and spades. Looks like new. Price $85.

No. 202.—4S-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at I75.

No. 204.—50-in. Expert Col. Nickel with enamel
wheels. All balls. Price I55.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 205.—51-in. Col. I.inhi Roadster, 'SS. Nickel

with enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looks
likes new. Only $110.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price ^0.

No. 20S.—4S in. Col. Export. Full nickel. Cow-
iiorn bars. Ball wheels. I'rice f70.

No. 200.

—

52-in. Col. E.'cpert. Full nickel. .Ml

balls. Fine cond. Price $75.

No. 211.— Rover Kcar-driving .Safety. New.
Price .f 100.

No. 212;— 52-in. I'remior. Nickel, with enam.
rims. Cowhorn bars. Balls to front wheel.
Price |(io.
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124, 126 & 128 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

ACxENTS FOR

THE NEW MAIL 1888.
GREATLY IMPROVED THIS YEAR, MAKING IT A

Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.
All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable. The only Wheel with the Trig-

well Ball-bearing Head. Perfection-strengthened Backbone and Forks, and thickened

Rim. Tangent Spokes, Spade Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, Adjustable Step, etc. Price

$5 less than last year. We also handle the famous IVEL SAFETY. Come in and see

them. Send for circular. Also a full line of Sundries, Uniforms and General Sporting

Goods.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

r
AKKON, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^" '^^jc±te f03r Firice Lis-b.

NEW TOEK WAEEHOUSE,

Q5 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

New Rapldi ChamDlon, Star and other BU
:yci,a and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge except for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and b^uprht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog oi

wheels and novelties in sundries with
: full particulars of our terms f easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospectivf
wheelman. Geo. W.Rouse &Son, 13 G St., Peoria, ill.

We Wish to Call Attention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introdncing.

Solifl Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Guld Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeksen & Buckingham,
(Successors to Jens F. Pederseii)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

t'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

8.00

I Solid Silver Cii;arcltcliolders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

Solid Gold Ciuarette-liolders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Displacement Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete

should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY' BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

T & CO., _
S. E. Gr- TijL.~V7^&oisr,

SOIiE PROPRIETOR AND IWAIM UFACTVRER, Saratoga Springs, IV. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

26 'West 23d Street,
iTE'Vsr ^z'oi^-ik: ciT"5r.

.•\GENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicjole.

American Li^lit Champion Bicych;.
American Challenfje Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challeng-e Tricycle.
AND SlINDKIES.

1888 Si)3r±i3.gf±elci I?.oaca.s-b©ar
Plain bearing, .$75. fX)

|
Ball bearing !j;ioo.oo

CYCLE REPAIRING,
STOK,I3SrC3-, ETC.

FULLY EQUIPPED REPAIR SHOP.

WORK QUICKLY AND NEATLY DONE AT
RF.ASONAni.E PRICES.

I*r»otloa,l 3VE«.cla.lxa.ist,
I 197 Atlantic Avenue,

Near Bedford Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. V.

OPIUM
.Hornliinp Habit Cured in 10
to 20 davs. Noj)i
DR. J.STEPHENS. Lebanon.Ohio.

No i)ay till cured.

Singer's Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and sec our stock before purchasing.

ADVERTISE in our For Sale and Exrhanire

Column, and

SELL YOUR OLD WHEEL AT ONCE.

Twenty-hve words for Fifteen Cents.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
AND

TRICYCLES.
SUNDKIES ANO RKPAIKS.

40 SECOND-HAND WHEELS

B-cL;5r "yo-ULur Slxoes o£
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Duane.
THE GREAT LONDON .SHOE MAN.

My Specialty for the Si'mmer is the

KANGAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a fine line of BICYCLE SHOES.

LOOIE^ OTJT
FOR

O?^ THE
Queens A. A. C,

AT

QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Tlioiiiiis I^tovil. Ouoeii>, Oiicciis Co.. >'. Y.

\loor)'mimQ

^6 Nassau)/':
'New yof^$

S. F. HEATH,
ST. PAUL BRANCH : sis Roberts St.

MINNEAPOLIS: 417 Nicollet Ave.

N.Y.
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 AroU St., PlUladelphIa, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYORK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

E. & If, T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

phot6graphic * *

instruments,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satcliel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
rairy. Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Xeiises.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^'More than Forty Years
Established in this lini

0/ business.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,
swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
n;ss. Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,
Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Drug:gists.

.A.1&TS. 3E"On. THDE!

Sportini Goois,

LOWEST PKIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

T«[ "BEST" BICUlf LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $r.oo.

WHITTEN & GOm Providence, R. I.

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

Late Sixth Avenue.) Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, youth 's Premiers, Champions,
Ideals, Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Numbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

EEPAIRS !

~ EEPAIES

!

Fully Equipped. Repair Shop. Work
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

eARL& WI'tSON!
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS

, "ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

^ SPALDING'S YOUTH'S Bi-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDKIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

mm DETACHABLE mmi CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D" passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send'
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI. 00. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Ayenue. Detroit, Mich.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AA ENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

W^K c K
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

> Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sold Everywhere. ^Five Gents Per Bar.

ov^^''ADAMS^ TUTTI-FRUTTI '^S^'^

CLUBS TRUMP

lU

>-

a>

WHICH WINS?

mil & SOB'S mTiFEUTTi CHEiriNCm
acreases the .low of saliva and aids diRoslion. The Gum is now usfd by louring as well iis racing

vheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUKE. PLEASANT. * ALL FLAVOHS.
Blxo-vxlo. iDe 03a- ssile ati all "^la.e©lxxL©3Q.'s I3:©»<3.Q.-u.o.x-b©3rs-
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As Usual, Columbjas.

Cheltenham Beach, Chicago, Aug. 25, 1888.

10 OUT OF 12
Events, including the One and Two Mile State Championships,

won on COLUMBIAS.

New Castle, Pa., Aug. 30, 1888.

8 OUT OF II
Events won on COLUMBIAS.

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN. INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few slightly shopworn new Rudge Tandems and Rudgc Ilumbcr Tandems, and also a limited number of shopworn Rudge Bicycles at a reduction.

H. Nl. SABEN, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, IVIass.

/S THERE AM AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.

i
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A LETTER THAT NEEDS NO COMMENT.

Detroit, Mich., August 21, i:

GoRMULLY & Jef.fery M fg. Co. :

Gentlemen— I have just returned from Michigan's L. A. W. Division Meet, and I trust the

comparison I am about to make will be of interest to you. At the Meet in 1887 there were 60 wheels

and only one of them was a Champion, and that was looked upon as rather a curiosity. This year at

Grand Rapids nearly all makes of high grade wheels were there, but out of 1 1 2 wheels in the parade there

were 34 American Champions—an increase from 1-60 to about 1-3. I can prove that there have been

more American Champions sold in Michigan this year than any other two makes of high grade wheels.

They have given good satisfaction, and I expect twice as many wheels will be sold next year. The

Champion is used by the best riders, too. Three out of five races at St. John's were won on Champions.

A $250 Marlboro Club Tandem has been discarded for a Challenge Tandem, and found to be decidedly

the best.

Yours truly,

C. H. SMITH.

ALL CRANK RECORDS PULVERIZED
by John A. Wells on an ordinary

AMERICAN RAMBLER
taken out of stock.

Eagle Rock Climbed Nine Times Thursday afternoon, August 23. Start was made at 4

I'.M. and finish at 6.23 p.m., when darkness interfered. This time is a two-minute average per trip faster

than Shurman's professional record on a lever machine.

The following gentlemen witnessed and will vouch for the performance : E. R. Collins. \\ cstfield,

N. J. ; Henry Walters, 246 New York Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. ; Geo. J. Pforr. 04 Washington Street,

Chicago; Herman Kneisel, 97 Webster Street, Jersey City, N. J. ;
\'.. C. Wells, 305 Hrt^ad Street, Newark.

N. J.;
Howard A. Smith, Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

We are now delivering Ramblers with a reasonable degree of promptness.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Catalogue on application.
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EAGLE ROCK HILL, 12 TIMES WITHOUT A DISMOUNT.

lCRANKWI-IEETT

ON WHAT? 50-lDcli, Beared eqnal lo a

52-iiicli Ordinary.

BY WHOM? J. HARRY SHURMAN, of Lynn, Mass. Witnessed by E. H. Banks. N. Y; L. S.

Kloz, E. N. Y ; Harry Spence, Newark, N. J.; W. H. White, Newark, N. J., and
C. S. Silver, of Concord, N. H.

«.

Ill

WHAT NEXT? STICKNEY HILL, LYNN, MASS. TRY IT. WE COT THERE.
L. A. W. KUN AT KALTIMORE, ,IUNE 19, '88. Out of 150 wheels three only .surmounted the hill

t^vo of these were S|>ringfi<-lil Roadsters, ridden by Messrs Harris and Decker.
L. A. W. RACES, BALTIMORE, .JUNE 19, '88.—The Springfield Roadster scored three victories

mile Safety, by J. Fred. Midglev; Half-mile Dash and 3-mile Handicap, by W, E. McCune.
J. R. >VEL,D, Jr., MEDINA, N. Y., WRITES: "We believe in the Spiingfleld Roadster out here,

a club of 30 members 16 of them ride your make of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely Safe, Speedy, the Best Hill-Climber and All-Around Road Wheel ever offered

to the Public, at a Moderate Price. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., No. 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prosf^kct Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

= BROOKLYN.
CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 Sontli Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Pi'ioe List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 15 LIBERTY STREET^ SMITHVILLE, N. J,
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ZPOIISTTS
RELATING TO

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STEEET,

Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and ma/ee of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

J II.

CUcirantGe.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists*—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As

the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
42-inch

44-inch

46-inch

46-inch

48-inch

48-inch

50-inch

51-inch

52-inch

52-inch

52-inch

52-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

55-inch

55-inch

56-inch

56-inch

56-inch

57-inch

58-inch

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in f;ood order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

E.xpert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star ;

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster
;
not used

Apollo ;
scarcely used

Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

H umber Racer; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster . .

.

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier..

Club •..

Expert Columbia
British Challenge

Expert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 GO

80 GO

50 00

50 00

ICO 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

go 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

go 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern

Humbcr Tandem ; nearly new... .

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new

Noto A.—The above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be jilcascd lo

answer inquiries fully.

Note 1$.- Any bicycle or tricycle will be

sent C. (). I), to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with llic order of a sum
sullicieiit to pay transportalion (-h.-ugc-s.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co.

We call special attention of all

^

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
poi'ter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei e^oy
sportsniaii try them. Price,
$1.00. Will send by majl on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES & CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

^Send for circular.

Discount to Dealers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO.

Worcester, Mass.

Petroleum VASELINE, Jelly.

Grand Medal at tlic Philadelphia E.xposition.
Silver Medal at the Paris E.xposition.

Highest Award at London Medical Congress.

Used and approved by the leading Physicians of Europe
and America.

The most valuiible remedy known for the cxtern.il treat-

ment of Wounds, Burns, Sores, Cuts, Skin Dis^as-'s,

Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Catarrh, Chilblains,
Sunburns, and for every purpose

where a liniment is needed.
Also when taken internally for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,

Croup, Uii)luheria, Dysentery, etc.

In order that there may be no excuse for buying imilalions
of our goods, we put up genuine Vasehne m one,

two and live ounce glass bottles.

B-/^E,Cih^^in^S I

SECOND-HAND

Bicydss and Iriejdes.

11^° "We make a Specialty of taking
Old Monnts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCRIPTION.
FINISH.—"i" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled

except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. ':;" Balls to
front, cone to rear, plain pedals. "4" Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. " 5 " Balls to front, cone to rear, ball
pedals.

CONDITIONS.—"i" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing k\.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish somevv'hat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
" 6 " Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

No. Size. Name Cost.
285 51 Special Star, $120.00
286 44 Special Facile, 123.00
298 39 Otto, 35.00
306 51 Special Star, 135.00
334 — Columbia 3 trk. Trike, 166.00

343 52 New Rapid Roadster, 147.50 131.00
350 52 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr, 137.50 112.00

365 48 Columbia E.xpert,

376 54 Special Club,

377 56 Victor Roadster,
386 42 Victor Junior,

389 42 Am. Pony Star,— Beeston Hbr. Tdm
55 Col. Lt. Roadster,

390
391-

394
397
403
410
411
416
417
418
421
422

425
427
429
430
431

433
434

122.50
135.00
132.50

55 00
85.00

260.00
145.00
122.50
165.00

Price.

$70,00
60.0c
i8.oo
80. CO
65.00

83.00
78.00
82 CO

55 00
50.00

Columbia Expert,
— Col. 2-track trike,
— Quadrant, No. 8, 185.00
52 Columbia E.xpert,

56 British Challenge,
56 American Club,
52 Columbia E.xpert,

54 Columbia Expert,
52 New Rapid Rdstr.,

Col. Light Rdstr.,
Quadrant No. 8,

Premier,
Victor Roadster, 130.00
New Rapid Safety, 135.00
Rudge Light Rdstr. 141.25
Ladies' Quad. No. 14, 175.00
New Mail 127.50

435 52 Special Club, 160.00

436 — Kan. Safety (36x54) 140,00

438 51 Special Star, 160,00

439 — Quad, No, 15 tTdra.), 250.00

440 — Columbia Veloce, 135.00

441 54 Columbia Expert, 125.00

443 38 Horsnian, 35.00
444 56 Columbia Expert, 127.50

445 48 Rudge Lt. Rdsttr. 132.50

446 54 Columbia Expert, 135.0°

447 52 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr., 137.50

95.00
60.00
90.00
125 .00

80.00
70. CO
52.00
65.00
90.00
132.50
90.00

448

450 56
45« 50

454 —
455 —
457 52

458 —
459 —
460 48
461 56
46J 51

4^3 —
404 54

405

Columbia 2-track trike
(Ladies' Speciall, 185.00

Victor Lt. Roadster, 142.50
Victor Roadster, 125.00
Victor Safety, >35.oo
Genuine llbr. Tilm., 250.110

Volunteer Columbia, 102.50
SpringtioUl Roadster, 75.00
Knglish Rover Sal'ety, 135 tx>

Columbia Semi-Rdstr. 75.00
New M.iil, 142.50
Semi-Racer Star, 120.00
Victor Safety, 130.00
.\m. Kudge, 110,00
Kud"C HioviU-lle, li^..x^

122,50
147,00
135,00
132,50
140,00
132.50
127.50
185.00 170.00
140.00 50.00

90.00
135 00
6.^.00

175.00
80.00
100.00

75 00
85.o.->

250.00
110.00
65.00
14 00
78.00
85.00
S5.00

95.00

So. CO
120.00
67.00

1 15.00
150. Ovi

So , tx*

55.00
83 o^i

50.00
1 IO.iX>

55-0'
115. c^>

bo.vHt

1 1 S ix^

03

Ball

4
Ball

Plain

Ball

Plain

Biill

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon receipt of $5 any Uieyclc on above list will be sen

C. O. D. for balance, with iirivilece "f ev:i'iv>i.i".->n.

Chesebrough ManufacturingCo.
"^"^^^ ^"'^'^-

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels CYCLING ACCESSORIES.
^^'^"' CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

•'•«"« •-'
'

HAirnioK. .... NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
(AN suiM'i.v vt)i' .\T NtuK tuvN ruuK. 8 WaiTen St., N ew York
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What's in a name? Possibly, nothing; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,
then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, an extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactory Tricycles.

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word.

QUADEANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

THE FASTE.ST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

^.-5:.rF,-5C:ifi£i.=''

" Air— I w-ant air and sunshine and blue sky,

The feeling of the breeze upon my check,
And no walls but the far-off mountain tops

;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADKANT TEICYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADKANT TKICYOLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety
Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SE3SriD FOIi IDESCmFTI'VE C-A^T^^LOGXTE, FREE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 an<l h Hanover Street, Baltimore, ISIcl.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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c Trade R]YCLING 1 RADE JVEYIEW,
PuMislied every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdny noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

28 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents

and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

IN CYCLIKG CENTRES.

BROOKLYN.

Local interest seems lately to have switched
off from fast road riding to long distance records.

Each of the three largest clubs has, on various
conditions, offered a medal for the member cov-

ering the greatest number of miles in a year.

In the Kings County Wheelmen the medal was
presented by Mr. Charles Schwalbach. In the

Long Island Wheelmen, President Huggins
donated one for competition among his club

mates, while the riders of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club are striving for the medals offered by the

club through its road officers. Until recently a

record of 800 miles for one month has been con-

sidered excellent, but rivalry among club mates
and clubs has stimulated those competing, and
the record for monthly riding has gradually

crept to astonishing figures. In this respect the

L. I. W. and the K. C. W. seem to have eclipsed

the reputation of the B. B. C. for road riding.

In the latter c'ub the greatest monthly mileage
reported by any one member has been between
700 and 800 miles, and is credited to Mr. Fuller.

When Mr. Murphy, of the K. C. W., rolled up
something over 1,200 miles the thing became
interesting. Within a few weeks we hear that

Mr. Nisbett, of the New York Bicycle Club,

rode 1,500 miles in one month, and that Mr.

Wise, of the Long Island Wheelmen, pressed

the latter record very closely with 1,437 miles

for August. These performances seemed to

have challenged the grit and perseverance of

Mr. Murphy, and he has started in this month
to bring the honor once more to the K. C. W.
On the 15th inst. he had ridden about Boo miles,

at which rate he bids fair to show his little wheel

to the generally accepted local record of 1,500

miles before October I ushers in the finest rid-

ing month of the year.

Yes, it does seem as if the interest in road
racing were waning, and that that phase of the

sport is losing its grip. Usually at this time

of the year the coming road race on I'^lcciion

Day is the all-absorbing topic, preparations for

the event are under way, and even the racers

are picked out by knowing ones. Hiil now it is

at a complete stagnation, and the only special

local news regarding it is the statement in last

week's Wiiicm. that the Brooklyns would not

enter a team- -a statement which is only condu-
cive to a continuation of the present feeling.

Of course the K. C. W. will be ready to dcfeiul

their title, bnl even among their racing blood a

feeling of apathy exists, and unless the Hudson
County Wheelmen come to time it looks as

though there might be no race. But rather
than have the original objects of the Association
defeated in that way, we would not be surprised
to see the Brooklyns come in at the la^t moment
and the Elizabeth Wheelmen change their reso-

lution not to enter a team. Let us hope it may
be so, for it would be a pity to lose this -nspir-

ing and exciting event, simply because this may
be an " off" year in the road racing talent.

It may be, however, that the new Union has
absorbed all available attention from our wheel-
men. Certain it is that its projectors are meet-
ing with success on all sides. One wheelman of

Hempstead rode into Brooklyn for the express
purpose of applying for membership, and if his

action reflects the feeling outside of Brooklyn
the Union will exactly fill the wants for which
it was designed. The club members, too, have
been at work among their fellows. The mem-
bers of the Long Island Wheelmen interested in

the movement have secured the signatures of

fifty-seven names for immediate membership,
which entitles those members to elect two of

their number to the Executive Board of the

Union. In fact, they have already met and
elected as such Messrs. Wise and Halsey. If

the promoters of the Union would desire evi-

dence to substantiate the oft-repeated assertions
made by them that it is not an office-seeking

movement, but a movement looking to results

solely, they have but to point to the fact that

these two representatives sent in by those affili-

ated to the L. I. W. have in no way been iden-
tified with the formation of the Union, save, in

common with many others, in expressing their

unqualified approval of the idea.

Although those at work in the Brooklyn Club
and the Kings County Wheelmen have not been
officially heard from, it is more than likely that

they, too, will soon hand in lists, entitling each
to representation on the Executive Committee,
and with these six representatives, and perhaps
one each from the members of the Universal
Cycling Club and the Prospect Wheelmen, the
Union will shortly don its working clothes and
begin to justify its claims for support.

H. G.
Brooklyn, Septenxber 18, 1888.

CHICAGO.

NEW ORLEANS.

The hottest, bitterest ten-day fight that has
ever upset the wheel world of this locality was
ended on the evening of the 4th inst. by the elec-

tion of Harry W. Fairfax as Secretary-Treas-
urer of the Louisiana Division, L. A. W., by a
vote of 18 against i6 for the opposing candi-
date, R. G. Betts. The fight and meeting was
a memorable one, and deserves to be recorded
in detail, but when I think of certain bits of

sharp practice that decided the fates against us

—on the losing side, you know-^—my blood
tingles, and I find myself unable to wield the

cool, impartial pen becoming a nevifsgather, so

that it seems best that I should s^y but little.

This much, however—the particulars will keep,
and, if necessity requires it, the true inwardness
of several little matters ran, and will, be made
public, and in print it will make some awfully
interesting reading for somebody.
W. H. Renaud, who was to oppose Fairfax,

could not maJte the run, and Betts was substi-

tuted at the eleventh hour. Chief Consul Hodg-
son was also unanimously re-elected at the meet-
ing of the 4th, but for once that office was not

a drop in the bucket as compared to the Secre-
tary-Treasurership.

Our race meet on the 28th promises well.

Being complimentary, a big crowd is assured,
and with a large field of starters also certain, it

needs but fair weather to insure complete suc-

cess.

C. H. Fenner and N. H. Moody, two Louisi-

ana Cycling Club men, tackle the New-Orleans-
to-Haton-Rougc trip, leaving here Sunday next,

i6th. They will do the hundrcd-and-how-
many miles leisurely, and will get there if the

mud isn't too deep. Just now the dirt roails arc

in pretty poor shape, and lar fioin being (it for

touring. Hi.
•

The Rhode Islainl Wlieelnicn will hold a lan-

tern parade on the evening of the 25111 inst., the

date of the I) vision nioel at Piovidencc. All

clubs or individii.ils who intend to lake part in

the [larade should address Captain .1. L. Spears,
Providence Hank Huilding, Providence, R. I.

The Lincoln Cycling Club are all aglow just
now over their opening promenade concert and
reception, which is on the cards for next Tues-
day evening. The programme will consist of a
concert by Rosenbecker's orchestra from 8:30 to

9:30, followed by dancing until 12. The refresh-
ments will be on a very elaborate scale, and the
building and lawn will be handsomely illumi-
nated. The boys intend that their opening of
the social season shall be a marker long to be
remembered, and of a character not easily sur-
passed. Not less than $200 will cover expenses.
Every Tuesday night from now on will be de-
voted to some kind of general amusement, and
two nights a month will be set aside for the
ladies. Altogether this club is hustling, and ex-
pects to keep up the excitement and the boys
together all winter.

The following Friday evening will see the
opening reception of our ancient and honorable
Chicago Bicycle Club, at Jackson Park, where
these inimitable entertainers will no doubt do
themselves proud in their efforts to make life

enjoyable to Chicagoans generally. The pro-
grammes are not yet out, but I presume it will

be the usual dancing and refreshments. The
road book recently published by this club is a
neat and comprehensive affair, and should meet
with a large and ready sale, as it is well worth
the price asked, fifty cents. The Chicagos and
Lincolns will shortly play a pool tournament for

some suitable prize.

Rumor has had the floor for some time in

regard to a consolidation of the Chicagos, Fort
Dearborns and the Lincolns, presumedly at the
instigation of the former. I can say nothing
definite at this writing, as to the ultimate result

of the pending negotiations, though I do deem
the scheme not improbable of accomplishment.
How would a bicycle club with a membership of

one thousand strong strike you, Mr. Editor,

with three separate club houses? " Well, I say,"
as J. O. B. used to put it.

The Illinois Cyclers are booming, as usual,

and will to-morrow endeavor to start thirty or

forty fellows on a centurv, and very likely most
of them will finish. Chief Consul Davis will be
in command and set a pace that many of us
cannot stand. The claim of these lads that they
are the riding club of the city goes. Riggs and
Maas will shortly try to do 250 miles in twenty-
four hours, which I understand Bowbeer will at

once try and eclipse. Maas, Riggs and Bow-
beer will try and make Milwaukee to-morrow, a

nasty run of some ninety miles. Ladies are on
the club bulletin for Monday nights henceforth.

There is nothing especially new with the Fort
Dearborns, excepting that the club is to be con-
gratulated that it induced Charlie Sieg to retain

the Captaincy, for a better man in that capacity
does not reside in these parts. He can push his

Springfield Roadster around the Cheltenham track

to the tune of 3:04, and is always on hand for

anything and everything.

I have been unable to make a census of the

rest of our local clubs, which I am told will foot

up in the neighborhood of sixteen. They are of

all kinds, classes and distinctions, but have not

yet come prominently to the fore.

Thiy year has been the banner year for the

trade, most members of which have doubled last

year's business. The rear drivers, which seem
to have torn things up in the Eastern cities, have
not yet become epidemic here, though quite a

number have been sold. The upright is the

favorite still among cyclers, who confine most
of their riding to the city. Don't think wc don't

read the papers, for we lio; bi.t with seventy-five

miles of boidcvard before our doors, and not a

hill within twelve miles, surely the graceful,

airy and easily handled upright is the machine
for all time. The C.ornndly \' .'elTery Mfg. Co.,

in opening a retail department, advanced the

interests of their Champion and Rambler very

materially, and secured t'heir share of the fastid-

ious club trade thereby. The Columbia people

report an "unprecedented business, while the

Spaldings have disposed of a good many Victor

safeties. .Surbridge it House and Koe have, I

imagine, ilone fairly well, while Slokes, with Ills

Springlielil Ro.idsler, s<-ems complacent over his

first season in the business. The larger portion

of the selling, however, has gone to the Popes

and (.;. vS; I,
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WANTED!
RELIABLE AGENTS

IlSr TUB

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE U. S. A.

FOR THE SALE OF THE

WARWICK PERFECTION WHEELS
WHICH HAVE MORE GENUINE IMPROVEMENTS

Any Wheels on the American or European Markets.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ist.-

2d.-

4th.-

5th.-

6tli.-

7th.-

8th.-

9th.-

loth.-

iith.-

Tlie Follotvirig are Some of its Many Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE wherL-by the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to apph' the brake.

A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a
m i n i IT) um

.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will
wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now^ in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their
circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the
part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest sliain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles wit/out oiling or adjustment.

-THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and (omfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable anrl of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of the rider's l)ody.

-THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and |)()lish, and cannot be i)roken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. #
4#-
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Mr. R. P. Gormully is an expert angler, and
has but just returned from the Province of Que-
bec, where, with his brother, a celebrated Cana-
dian barrister, he roughed it for about a month.
He comes back well browned up, having killed

plenty of the fish and game for which that Prov-

ince is noted.

I think the Buffalo exhibits will at last con-

vince the manufacturers that it is useless to go
to that expense in this country. Unlike Eng-
land, the trade here is so small that the different

home productions are represented almost every-
where, so the wheelman is tolerably familiar

with every novelty on the market before the

season is well under way; and, too, it has been
practically demonstrated that Americans much
prefer to patronize their local agent, who in

most instances is at the same time their friend,

rather than allow the makers to put his commis-
sions in their pockets. When competition gets

as lively here as on the other side and agents go
unprotected, so it becomes a question of who
can offer the largest discount, then, and then
only, will it pay the manufacturer to make dis-

plays.

I hear that Bob Ehlert, who figured so promi-
nently in the McCurdy fiascoes, has returned to

Chicago from South America. Verax.

Chicago, September 15, 1888.

meeting was held at the club rooms of the Hud-
son County Wheelmen on Wednesday evening
to complete arrangements for the entertainment

of the Pennsylvania boys.

SAN FRANCISCO.

JOTTINGS FROM JERSEY STATE.

BY THE STROLLER.

NEWARK.
With the advent of cooler weather the interest

in cyclinghas revived, and the runs of the several
clubs in this vicinity will again be well attended.
The Essex Bicycle Club had no runs during July
or August, owing to the extreme heat and the

absence of most of the members on their vaca-
tions. On Saturday (15) the season was opened
by a run to Milburn, many of the members par-

ticipating. The membership of the club is

thirty. Popularly known as "Old Essex," this

is one of the pioneers of cycling ; has been in

existence since May, 1879, is the third oldest

club in the L. A. W., and is in a flourishing
financial condition. The following schedule of

runs has been arranged for the remainder of

the season; September — 22, 4 P. M., Stone
House Plains; 29, 4 P. M., South Orange and
Irvington; October—6, 4 p. m., Avondale; 13, 4
p. M., Roselle; 20, 4 p. m., Rahway; 27, 4 P. M.,

Montclair; November— 3, 4 p. m., Montrose; 6,

9 A. M., Caldwell and Parsippany, to Morris
Plains Asylum, thence to Morristown for dinner,
returning via Madison.

ELIZABETH.
The Elizabeth Wheelmen took moonlight runs

on Monday and Wednesday nights, and will take
another outing to-morrow (Friday) night, their

destination being Orange, where they will take
part in the lantern parade.

J. F. Decker, Arthur Downer and White
started last Monday week for a wheel-trip to

Boston. White rides a Star and Downer and
Decker, Victors. They rode to New York via

Newark, crossing over to Brooklyn. From
there they pedaled across Long Island to Shel-
ter island, where they took a steamer for Provi-
dence, and from there rode to Boston, through
Rhode Island and the eastern part of Massachu-
setts. When last heard from they were in the

best of health and spirits and having a high,

ge-lorious old time.

The lantern parade of the Elizabeth Wheel-
men will probably be held about the 13th or 15th

of October. The committee is working hard to

insure a successful affair.

President George C. Pennell, of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, is home from his summer's outingat
Ocean Beach. He is looking " immense," and
has just finished his third thousand of miles.

The Captain of the Elizabeth Wheelmen is

anxious for members to send in back records.

W. H. Caldwell will ride for the State cham-
pionship. Gilbert will ride in the }^-mile dash.
G. C. Pennell and D. B. Bonnet will ride in the
i-mile tandem irike, as will Kkige and Baggot.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club is expected to

arrive in Newark via the Pennsylvania Railroad
on Saturday. They will be mcl at tiie depot by

a delegation of local and Hudson County
Wheelmen. An informal reception will be ten-

dered them at the Continental Hotel. A .si)ecial

To THE Editor of The Wheel:
Matters in the wheeling line are in the usual

condition for this time of the year—that is, the

country roads are rather dusty, and the riders

find more pleasure on the fine roads of our
Park.

The Bay City Wheelmen will have another
of their picnic runs to San Mateo next Sunday.
I would recommend some of the Eastern clubs

to try one of these runs. Select a nice place

near the railroad giving a ride of twenty or

thirty miles. Send the lunch by express, and
have some one to receive and prepare it for the

people who go on the run. The expense is not
great, and if you can select a place where bath-

ing facilities are to be had, do so, and you will

be surprised at the amount of pleasure you will

derive from it. We usually have our picnics at

San Mateo, twenty-two miles from this city

D. W. Donnelly, a member of the club, lives

there. He takes the boxes of lunch to the

ground selected, and with the assistance of S. H.
Knapp, Jr., formerly a member of the Harlem
Wheelmen, and other club members who leave
the city before the club run, lunch is soon pre-

pared and all is ready for the hungry road riders

when they arrive. The lunch is arranged in a

grove of trees just by a beautiful natural bath-
ing place. The boys first have their swim, and
are then ready for lunch, which tastes far better

than if procured at a hotel.

The Los Angeles boys intend to make a hard
fight to secure the next Division meet for Los
Angeles. As we understand it, they are already
up in arms, and will come before the next general
meeting with a large prospectus and a substantial

guaranty. There seems to be a difference of

opinion among the riders of Northern and Cen-
tral California as to where the next meet will be
held, but Southern California is unanimous, and
that is a great deal in its favor.

The Bay City Wheelmen's Club celebrated its

fourth birthday on Saturday evening, September
I, with one of its celebrated "smokers." The
new parlor was taxed to its utmost to receive

the members and guests, among whom were
several wheelmen from San Mateo, San Jose,

Alameda and Oakland. The evening was spent
until 10 p. M. with cards, donkey game, music,
declamation and singing, after which all hands
made a voracious attack on eatables and some
of Uncle Robert's punch. Festivities of various
kinds reigned until 2 A. M.

This energetic club now commences its fifth

year of success. Its record is one it is proud of.

It has fairly held and maintained from its first

existence its right to the title, "Masters of the

Road and Path." It holds in its club rooms
every trophy ever offered in open competition
for road racing. Each year it has produced its

championship winners as follows : 1884, Fred
Russ Cook ; 1885, Fred Russ Cook, W. G. Davis
and S. F. Booth, Jr.; 1886, Frank D. Elwell

;

1887, Charles E. Adcock, and again in 1888

comes the sure winner, Frank D. Elwell. In

records, it covers all that have been made on the

road, from individual times to its club century
run, and on the track it holds the lion's share.

The eighth bicycle hop of the Bay City Wheel-
men will be held Friday evening, September
28, at Odd Fellow's Hall. It is the intention

of the Committee of Arrangements to eclipse, if

possible, all previous affairs given by this club.

The Golden Gate Fair Association gave three

very fine prizes for a 2-mile handicap bicycle

race at their meeting. The handicaps were
hardly liberal enough, as Davis was among his

men at one mile and was beaten, simply because
he was out of condition. Seven started. The
limit was at 120 yards. The first half mile was
reached by L. Sears, with Davis closing up and
disposing of his men one after the other, so that

at the end of the first mile lie was fourtli and
only fifty yards behind. On the second mile, on
reaching the one and a half mile post Sears still

led, while Ireland and Davis were " head and
head," and only twenty yards biliiiul. Aiound
the turn and down the stretch for " home,"
both Ireland ami Davis passed the leader, and a

pretty struggle ensued between them, but Ire-

land spurted in the last twenty ) ards and beat
Davis to the wire by about a foot. R. W.
Turner, of the B. C. W., was third, and Sears,

of Oakland, fourth and last, as the other con-
testants had dropped out and quit. Time, 6m.
2o;^s.

SAN FRANCISCO CLUB's RACE MEET.
The race meet of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club, yesterday, was not a success from a sport-

ing point of view. There were few entries, and
a person who knew th,e riders could pick the

winner of every race. Davis would not start

in the 5-mile L. A. W. championship, giving as

a reason that he was not in condition, but the

riders present said it was because he did not
wish to be beaten by Ireland. The latter rode
over the distance alone, a sorry spectacle, surely,

for a championship such as the five miles ; but
it was not the winner's fault. The safety race

was the only genuine contest, and was won by
C. P Fonda—a most popular rider, by the way.
The 2-mile handicap was one of the funniest

affairs I ever saw. The starters were Wheaton,
scratch ; Favor, 165 yards, and Austin, 180

yards. The latter wore a red racing shirt, a

pair of spectacles, a ruddy face, and a smile that

obscured the whole landscape ;
he rode sitting

up straight, and when he passed the stand

the first time everybody in it was convulsed
with laughter, which was repeated each time he
passed. He got second place, and rode much
better than was expected of him. The racing

men, with but three exceptions, rode practically

untrained. We k ok forward with interest to

the visit of "Senator" Morgan's team.
Yours,

California.

San Francisco, September 11, 1888.

SUNDAY CYCLING AT THE HUB.

On Sunday last a larger number of wheelmen
were out than on any other Sunday this season.

Early in the morning a delegation from the

Massachusetts Club, consisting of Captain Lou
Peck, E. B. Pillsbury, President Amory and
Secretary Ryder, went to the wharf of the Port-

land Steamship Company and met Secretary

Chase, Dr. Dow, the newly elected Chief Consul

of Maine ; Messrs. Hannaford, Merrill, Dow,
Simonds, Ayer, Brown and Sawyer, who were to

be their guests for the day. About 9 o'clock, the

Massachusetts boys and their guests mounted
their wheels and rode over the best roads of

Dedham and Milton to the Blue Hills, where a

halt was called. The party, leaving their ma-
chines at the base of Blue Hill, mounted it on

foot. Then a start was made for the Massa-

poag Lake House at Sharon, where dinner was
had. Here were met a large number of the

Cambridge Bicycle Club, under command of

Captain Perkins. They had started from the

classic shades of Harvard for Sharon, where
they were to meet the several members of the

Rhode Island Wheelmen who came to Boston by

road to attend the run abroad of the Rhode Island

Division. A few minutes before 12 o'clock, a

number of wheelmen were seen con\ing down
the road amid a cloud of dust, and Captain

Perkins formeii his men in " company front,"

and when the Rhode Island Wheelmen, escorted

by the Columbia Club, of North .Attleboro, rode

by, they gave ihem a " salute," which was re-

turned by Captain Spiers and his men. Eleven

unattached riders accompanied the Providence

boys from Providence to Sharon, and then took

a train for home. After dinner the party ad-

journed to the front lawn, where Captain Peck

took several photographs of them. Then the

start for home was made, all the Boston boys

going in one parly. Upon their arrival in Bos-

ton, the Massachusetts boys escorted the Port-

land delegation to the Poitland boat.

Sharon seemed to be the gathering point for

wheelmen yesterday. The register at the Massa-

poag House bore the names of tifty-two of

them, while the one at Cobb's Tavern also bore

a large number. Besides the abovo-mcniioncd

visitors to Boston, Captain Robinson and his

Rovers had one in the shape of Mr. C. W.
Walker, of Staten Island, They started out

with him and had a run to Walthatn. There

they look boats and rowed up the Charles River,

tlisembarking a few miles above Wallham,

where a picnic lunch was served. .\ gooilly

luimbei o! the .lamaica Plain Cycle Club rode to

Bailey's, at South Natick, and after dinner they

also took a sail up the Charles. C^ne of the feat-

ures of the day was the "smokery" run." given
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by the Somerville Club. The club had a pleas-

ant run to Middlese.x Fells. The Springfield

Roadster Club rode to Nahant, while the Rox-
bury Club went to Medford. Throughout the

day the course of the Eastern Road Club's

25-tnile road race was gone over by a number of

wheelmen, among whom was Superintendent of

Markers Doane, who desired to find the most
favorable places for markers, members of the

Dorchester Bicycle, Chelsea Cycle and the Cam-
bridgeport Clubs.—B<u/i»! //em/d.

EASTERN ROAD CLUB ROAD RACE.

TO FORM A LOCAL ORGANIZATION
AT HUNTINGDON, PA.

The following cirtfular letter has been issued
by the Juniata Wheelmen :

Headquarters of Juniata Wheelmen, )

HUNTLNGDON, Pa., Sept. I, 1888. [

Dear Sir—The recent meet of the Juniata
Wheelmen, at Huntingdon, having proved such
a success the committee of the above organiza-
tion have decided to ascertain the feelings of

each individual wheelman of the Juniata Valley,

as to the advisability of forming a permanent
association, with headquarters at Huntingdon,
with a view to the holding of occasional meets,
during the riding season, at local points through-
out the valley, and thus increase the interest of

the wheel. The idea would be for the wheel-
men in each vicinity to organize themselves as
a club, under the style and title of the Juniata
Wheelmen, of , and then appoint a repre-
sentative to the General Council, with power to

vote at the regular business meetings. The
annual dues for club membership would be ar-

ranged by each individual body, but the Secre-
tary and Treasurer of the parent body in Hunt-
ingdon would be empowered to levy a per capita
tax of fifty cents per member annually in order
to defray the expenses of conducting the busi-
ness of the association.

The first meet having been held in Hunting-
don it would be in order for the succeeding
meet of the season to be held in some other
centre, which would have to be decided by a
general vote, sent through the mail by each in-

dividual member, and an official casting up of

votes would be held, the result being made
known to each club, and arrangements made
from headquarters to complete the details.

The Executive Committee, in Huntingdon,
have found that for the purposes of their local

organization an entrance fee of fifty cents, with
annual dues placed at one dollar, provides them
with funds sufficient to carry on their project.

Of course in localities where the number of
wheelmen are not so large as it is in Hunting-
don, different arrangements would suggest
themselves to each local club. For instance,
Lewiston, with thirteen members, would neces-
sarily require a larger sum than $1.50 per head
if it were anxious to sustain its local signifi-

cance and at the same time pay its per capita
tax of fifty cents per member to the parent or-
ganization. Our idea in setting forth these sug-
gestions is the outcome of many inquiries we
have received from gentlemen who took part in

our recent venture. We desire, if possible, to
complete an organization which shall have for
its object the providing of a centre in each
locality, throughout the Juniata Valley, where
every visiting wheelman can be sure of finding
" a local habitation and a home."

In localities where the number of riders are
not sufficiently large to form a local club ar-
rangements will be made for such riders to be-
come members of the parent organization in
Huntingdon. In conclusion, it need hardly be
pointed out how important it is that the riders
of a community should be organized as a gen-
eral b(jdy. The recent annual meet of the
League of American Wheelmen held at Haiti-
more fully demonstrated the truth of this asser-
tion. In an instance such as this, or say the
Tournament at Buffalo, which takes place this
month, if the Juniata Wheelmen Association
decided to take part, it might reasonably be ex-
pected, should this idea of a general organiza-
tion become a fact, that out of our total strength
we could mustir a sufficient number of riders
to appear as strong a club, if not the strongest,
of any in the parade.
With this object in view the favor of your

prompt suggestions and advice is most respect-
fully solicited. Yours truly,

W. M. Tehan, President.
U. S. Drake, Sec. and Treas.

A well-attended meeting of the Eastern Road
Club was held last Friday evening at the office

of Captain George A. Perkins, Pemberton
Square, Boston. 1 he preliminary arrangements
for the 25-mile road race were completed, and
the following course was decided upon : Start

at Faneuil House, Brighton, Chestnut Hill

Avenue to and through reservoir, between
basins, and direct, -c'ia Beacon Street ; right,

through Newton Centre, past great sign-boards
and through Newton Lower Falls to Wellesley
Hills ; left, Wellesley Avenue and Great Plain
Avenue to Needham Centre; left, Highland
Avenue, Needham, Winchester and Centre
Streets, nearly to Newton Centre ; right, Parker
Street; left, Dedham Street; lelt, Brookline
Street ; left, Hammond Street ; right. Beacon
Street, to reservoir ; between basins, and make
one and a half turns around the upper basin,
finishing within about thirty yards of "rendez-
vous." The following officers were appointed,
subject to their acceptance : Officers of the

Course—Captain George A. Perkins, E. B. Pills-

bury and President Forbes ; Judges—Jack Sew-
ard, Dr. Marshall and President Amory, of the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club ; Referee—Captain
Lon Peck ; Starter—W. G. Kendall ; Time-
keepers— E. Meyers, J. C. Kerrison : Clerk of
Course—Frank Wilson ; Superintendent of

Checkers—W. S. Doane.
It was reported that Captain Kendall had de-

cided on the following course : Starting from
Faneuil House, Brighton, Chestnut Hill Avenue
to reservoir, pass through gate, around upper
driveway between the basins, Beacon Street to

junction with Washington Street at the great
sign-boards near Newton Lower Falls, turn to

right and follow Washington Street through
West Newton, Nevvtonville, and over the hill to

Brighton opposite the Faneuil House, turn to

right up Chestnut Hill Avenue to reservoir, go-
ing through the gate, turn to right around both
basins, finishing at the reservoir. The 25-mile
race will be started at 2:30 P. ^L, and the sup-
plementary one directly after.

Much interest is manifested by the clubs which
have entered or will enter teams for the 25-mile
road race. The Chelsea Cycle Club has not as
yet decided upon a team, as none of its fast

riders have ridden any this season. The team
will probably be Woodman, McCune, and either

Beazley or Phemister. The Dorchester Club is

the only one of the three clubs that has decided
upon a team. It is composed of Captain Ben-
son, Clark and McCombie, and they have been
doing good training already. The Cambridge
Club team will undoubtedly be composed of

Frank Cannon, Ed Himeon and Charles Fay.

ANOTHER FINE RIDE ON THE
"GEARED FACILE."

On Saturday, September I, Mr. C. Hill, of the
Finchlev Harriers, made a grand effort to beat
the 24-hour record, and would almost cer-

tainly have succeeded but for an unfortunate
accident towards the close of the ride. He was
started from Hitchin by Mr. A. J. Wilson at

midnight on Friday, accompanied by Messrs.
Green and Haffenden, Hill riding the same
46-inch " G. F." which has already carried him
so well in his several long rides. He reached
Holbeach (82 miles) at 6:10, and proceeded over
vile roads to Spalding and Boston, in company
with Mr. P. L. Renouf, reaching Holbeach (131

miles) on the return journey at 10:00. He then
followed the North Road route (24 hours), reach-

ing Narboro' (i5() miles) at 12:18, in company
with Mr. Barmorc, a pacemaker. Returning
77(7 Long Sutton, Wisbech (191 miles) was
reached at 3:00, and Lynn {203 miles) at 4:10.

He thus covered rather more than 200 miles in

the first if) hours, a fine performance, which has
probably not been equaled more than once be-

fore. At this point the 300 miles in 24 hours
seemed certain to be done, but a strong westerly
wind made the return to Wisbech very hard
going, and the pace became slower. However,
Peterborough. 236 miles, was reached at 7:20,

ihe rider thus having 60 miles to do in 4h. 40m.
to beat record. Here he was taken in hand by
Messrs. Elvin and Mills, the latter generously
doing his best to help Hill to beat his own
record, a sportsmanlike proceeding which is to

be commended. Notwithstanding the strong
headwind, a 14-mile pace was kept up, and the

chances of beating record, and even of reaching

300 miles before midnight, were increasing
every minute, when about two miles from Buck-
den, Barmore ran into a horse attached to a

cart drawn partly across the road, and fell

heavily, cutting his chin badly, and, colliding

with Hill, threw him to the ground Hill,

though unhurt, was badly shaken and winded,
and on reaching Buckden abandoned the ride.

He reached Buckden at nine o'clock, having
covered 257 miles in 21 hours. A pace of 13
miles an hour to the finish would have given
him record, which would almost certainly have
been his but for this unfortunate coutrct^nips.—
The Cyclist. -
NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB'S AUGUST

MILEAGE.

Name. August.
G. M. Nisbett 1219
W. E. Findley 600
H. M. Farr 629
E. del Genovese.. 547
J. M. MrFadden . .

.

229
J. M. Andreini .... 451
I. M. Shaw 406
W. F Pendleton... 532

J. H. Hanson 235
C. vom Dorp 173
E. J. Shipsey
E. J. Shriver 24S
W. de Goicouria. .

.

232

48 other members.. 3356

S857

Total to

1st Sept.

5039
2S15

2637

1744
1355
I34I

1250
1250
1025

986
878
822

778
14078

No. of

24 Hrs. Days.

126

132

145

119
138

62

70
108
60

63

78

34
31

35998

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION BOARD
MEET.

The annual meeting of the Board of Officers

of the Massachusetts Div., L. A. W., was held
at Young's Hotel, Boston, last Saturday even-
ing. Chief Consul Hayes presided, and among
the representatives present were Messrs. Ken-
dall, Emery, Bassett, Robinson. Seward,
Grimes, Perkins, Moulthrop and Gaston. Mr.
Robinson was appointed Secretary pro tern, in

the absence of Secretary Lawton. On motion of

Mr. Bassett, fioo was appropriated for the ex-

penses of the Chief Consul's office, and a like

sum for the Secretary's expenses. The follow-

ing committee was appointed to look after the
erection of guide boards on the highways: W.
H. Emery, George Perkins and Irving H. Ken-
nedy.

Delegates to the National Board were ap-
pointed as follows: W. G. Kendall, J. B. Seward,
A. W. Robinson, Sanford Lawton and C. S.

Howard. The Chief and Vice Consul will also

go as delegates.

The following standing committees were ap-
pointed to serve during the ensuing year:
Rules and Regulations—W. H. Emery, Rox-

bury; C. S. Howard, Boston; E. B. Coleman,
Cambridge.

Rights and Privileges— J. S. Dean, Boston;
W. S. Slocum, Newton; G. A. Perkins, Cam-
bridge.
Finance—J. F. Adams, Haverhill; A. L. Bow-

ker, Cambridge; A. A. Mosman, Jamaica Plain.
Towing—A. N. Robinson, Charlestown; W.

G. Kendall, Boston; J. B. Seward, Chelsea.
Improvement of Highways—C. R. Dodge,

Boston; G. H. Perry, Medford; C. W. Fou-
drinier, Boston.

VAN SICKLEN'S FALL.

West Mii.lbury, Mass.,
September 18, 1888.

To THE Editor of The Wheel:
Dear Sir— In the current number of The

Wheel I notice a statement, in the item about
\'an S'cklen, which I wish to correct. I did not
nick McCune's rear wheel, and was not within
ten feet of McCune in any part of the race. This
I can prove by men that were in the race.

McCune and Van Sicklen had taken headers
before I passed them, and it would have been
impossible for me to have done so if as stated.

You will confer a favor if you will make the
above corrections. Yours truly.

W'lI.LIK W. WiNDLE.

[We are glad to make the above correction.
We based our information on the statement of
a gentleman who was helping us report the
races. Mr. McCune's lather also believed that
Windle's and McCune'^ wheels scraped.

—

Ed.]
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FIXTURES.

Sept. 21-22—New Jersey Division meet and race meet at

Roseville, N. J.

Sept. 21-22—Grand tournament at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
|

Sept. 22—Easton Road Club's championship club race at

Brighton, Jilass.

Sept. 22—Detroit Bicycle Club's race meet.

Sept. 24-25-26—Pittsburg C. and A. meet.

Sept. 25—Rhode Island Division races at Providence, R. I.

Sept. 26—Race meet at Brownsville, Pa.

Sept. 27—Meet of Pa. Div. Board of Officers at Harris-
burg, Pa.

Sept. 27-28-29—United Wheelmen's tournament at Kansas
City and State Division meet.

Sept. 28—New Orleans tournament.

Sept. 29—Two-mile handicap, Roseville, N. J. Entries
close Sept. 15, with L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halstead Street,

East Orange, N. J.

Sept. 29—Tioga Cycling Club's race meet at Philadelphia. .

Entries close Sept. 25, with Isaac Van Deusen, Jr., 2100
Tioga Street, Philadelphia.

Sept. 29—Races at Plainfield, N. J.

Sept. 29—Races at Queens, L. I.

Oct. 3—Maine Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Water-
ville. Me.

Oct. 4—Kansas Div. L. A. W. Board of Oliicers meet at

Topeka.

Oct. 4-<-6—Ladies' North Shore tour.

Oct. 10-11-12—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Oct. 11-12—Races at Wilmington, Del. Entries close Oct.
1 with T. D. Brown, Secretary.

Oct. 15-20^—Six-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery
D .'\rmory. Chicago, 111.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Richmond, Va. Address L. B.
Enslow, P. O. Box 372, Richmond.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

It is rumored that Chicago parties have leased

Madison Square Garden, New York City, for a
\

week in October for the purpose of holding a six

days' rowing tricycle contest.

The efforts of the Kings County Wheelmen to

make arrangements to hold a race meet at Wash-
ington Park have fallen through, as no suitable

date could be obtained. The park has a quarter-

mile path, which could be made very fast, and a

monster meet should be held there in the spring.

Senator Morgan, on behalf of Ralph Temple,
has challenged Rowe to a series of three races

for $500 or $1,000 a side—viz., one, five and ten

miles, best two out of three—the first race to take
place at Chicago, October 6, the second on some
Eastern track, on October 13, and the third, if

'

necessary, on the following Saturday.

A meeting was called at the Long Island '

Wheelmen's club-house on Saturday evening
last to discuss the matter of joining the Cyclists'

Union of Long Island. Twenty-si.x men were
present. Mr. George W. Mabie was elected

temporary chairman and G. C. Teller temporary
secretary. There was much enthusiasm and
ihe names of fifty- seven men were sent in to

the Cyclists' Union. The meeting elected G. M.
Halsey and L. H. Wise to represent the Long
Island Wheelmen on the Executive Committee
of the Cyclists' Union.

Allard and Lee sailed for home on the Umbria
on Saturday last. Their visit here was brief

and disappointing. Since their arrival they
have not enjoyed good health, and have never
been in even second-class form. They were
wise to get back as soon as possible, as engage-
ments on this side seem few and far between.

It is rumored that ex-Captain E. G. Whitney,
of the Boston Club, has leased his New Mexican
ranch and will return to the City of Culture.

The Charlestown (Mass.) Rovers, whose mem-
bership has reached the limit of Iwenly-live, are

commencing to feel too big for ihcii' [iresent

(|uarters and are talking new hmisr m- larger

rooms.

Mr. J. O'Connor, whose card appears in our
advertising columns, makes street shoes of ilic

finer grades at reasonable prices.

The Wenck perfumes are fotinil mi all well-

appointed toilet tables. None but tlu- lincsl

extracts and most delicate llavors arc used in

their manufacture.

The Harlem Bicycle Co., 284 Lenox Avenue,
New York, report that cycling is booming in

Harlem this fall, and a large number ot bicycles

and tricycles arc out on hire every litie after-

noon.

THE RACE PATH.
RACING IN PHILADELPHIA.

Saturday. September 15, a bicycle tournament
was held at the State Fair grounds, which not
only proved a success financially, but decidedly
so in the way of interesting races. The track,

a third of a mile, was on account of recent rains
very soft in spots, which prevented any very
fast time being made. The races were under
the management of Mr. Kirk Brown, who was
assisted by the following officers : Judges,
W. W. Randall, W. D. Supplee and R. C.
Swayze; Timers, Jos. H. Lehman, P. S. Col-
lins and A. G. McGlathery; Starter, A. G.
Powell; Clerks of the Course, Geo. D. Gideon,
Thos. Horn and D. A. Longaker.
1 he first event was the i-mile championship of

the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, with E. I. Hal-
sted, S. Wallis Merrihew, C. L. Leisen and W.
Chas. Furnelton. This was won by Halsted in

3m. 37 2-5S., with Leisen second in 3m. 40s. Fur-
nelton fell on the last lap, nearly upsetting Leisen.
The second event was the 3-mile champion-

ship Pennsylvania Division, L. A. W. Starters
—Halsted, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club ; J. W.
Egolf, Spring City ; S. K. Snyder, Reading, and
F. M. Dampman, Honeybrook. Snyder took
the lead at the start, and made a rattling pace
for the first mile, finishing in 3m. 15s., but his
effort told < n him, as before the race was fin-

ished he was distanced, Halsted winning in

lom. 8 2-5S., with Dampman a good second.
The third event, the i-mile championship of

the South End Wheelmen, brought out Charles
Wilson, J.J. Bradley, E. I. Kolb, F. E. Bechtold
and J. H. Draper. For this race Kolb was the
favorite, but Bradley won with ease in 3m. 30s.,

the favorite finishing in 3m. 31 1-5S.

The fourth event was the quarter-mile dash,
with eight starters. Halsted won in great
shape in 40s., Merrihew second in 41 1-5S.

Fifth event, mile race, 3.20 class, with fifteen

entries, brought out ten starters, with S. Wallis
Merrihew, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, as win-
ner in 3m. 9 2-5S., the best time made during
the day

; Wm. Tasci's second, W. I. Grubb third.

Sixth event, the mile novice, had a large field

of entries, but proved a walkover for H. D.
Ludwig in 3m. 21s., followed by Clarence Elliott

in 3m. 22 2-5S.

Seventh event, one-half mile dash, which was
one of the prettiest races of the day, M. .T.

Bailey, Century Wheelmen, S. Wallis Merrihew
and E. I. Halsted, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club

;

Chas. Wilson, S. E. Wheelmen ; Sam Crawford,
F. M. Dampman and S. K. Snyder being the
starters. Halsted won in the final spurt in

im. 26 3-5S ; Bailey, im. 26 4-5S., and Merrihew
a close third.

Eighth event was a walkover for M. J. Bailey
for championship of the Century Wheelmen,
Ninth event, 2-mile lap race, was between

Halsted, Dampman and Merrihew. Halsted
finished first in all the laps excepting the last

one, when Dampman succeeded in passing him.
Time, 6m. 21 1-5S.; Halsted winner with t8

points, Dampman 12 and Merrihew 7.

Tenth event, match race, one mile, between
John A. Wells and Sam Crawford on a tandem
tricycle, and L. A. Hill and J. G. Fuller on a
tandem bicycle, Hill and I'uUer winning as they
liked in 3m. 47 2-5S., the tandein bicycle riders

making the last half mile in im. 25s,

Eleventh event, one mile, 3-minute, was the
most exciting contest of the day. Ten starters.

At the start,' W. I. (irubb, B. Frank McDaniels
and J. J. Bradley gained nearly thirty yards,
the others all being bundled, with Menilu'w
and Dampman shut out in the rear. As soon
as opportunity olTcrctl itself, however, (hey shot

ahead. Merrihew nearly succeeded in catching
Grubb, who finished in ^m. 10s.; Merrihew,
3m. 10 1-5S., and Bradley, 3111. to 2-ss.

Twelfth event was tandem tricycle race, Inn

only one team put in an appearance, John .'\.

We'llsand L. A. Hill. Walkover; lime n()t taken.
Thirtcentli and lin.il event was inlcr-club for

(•ham[)ionship of Philadelphia. Winners of

events l, 3 and 8, H.-iisted, Bailey .ind Kolb,

who look Bradley's place, llalsteil winning
easily in 3m. 252-5S.; Kolb second, 3ni. 2tis.

Bailey slipped his pedal twice in this race, con-

sequently was a bad third.

After the races were over the prizes were dis-

tril)uted in the main I'xhibition Building, aiul

were the finest ever given in IMiiladelphia.

Wi >l I'll'l ii.

JERSEY RACE NOTES.

The third heats of the one and two mile open
races of the N. J. A. C. were run at the Bergen
Point track last Saturday afternoon. The spec-
tators were much disappointed at the non-ap-
pearance of Irving Halsted, who was expected
to break up the monotonous monopoly of the
prizes being carried off by the club cracks.
For the mile Baggot and Caldwell showed

up. The latter, as usual, cut out the pace,
making the first two laps in 4gs. and im. 345-^5.

In the middle of the third lap Baggot put on a
big spurt and rushed three lengths to the front.

Caldwell set s.'^.il for him in rare style, and had
picked up a length when the bell rang. The
third lap was done in 4i^s., a 2m. 46s. clip,

pretty fast for roadsters on a soft cinder track.

This distance separated the two until the home-
stretch, when Caldwell treated the onlookers to

a surprise in the shape of a game spurt, and
won by a foot in 2m. 59 4-5S., the last half of

which was run in im. 25 2-5S.

Baggot also appeared as a starter in the two
miles against Bowman. His exertions in the

mile told too heavily against him, however, and
he only stayed in two laps. J. S. Corbin, of

New York, also rode a lap, but was outclassed.
Bowman won as he pleased in 3m. i6s. for the
mile and 6m. 24jS^s. for the tvv'o.

The record of wins now stands: One mile,

Caldwell, 2m. 5g4-5s., 3m. is. and 3m. 6s.; two
miles. Bowman, 6m. 17 4-5S., 6m. 24^45. and
6m. 24^5. Next Saturday the final heats will

be run, and unless these men and times are
beaten they will divide between them the cuff

buttons, ring, watch, scarf pin, umbrella and
cane. Where are all the New York and Brook-
lyn flyers? Are they dead, or only sleeping?
The N. J. A. C. team for the Division meet

will be Baggot, Caldwell, Bowman, Pendleton
and Gubelman. These men have also been en-
tered in the one and two mile handicaps at the

great meeting of the Orange A. C, at Roseville,

on October 6.

In view of the dispute that seems to exist

between Schumacher and Caldwell, as to who
finished fourth in the mile handicap on Labor
Da)', the League handicapper will no doubt ac-

commodate the rivals by allowing Schumacher
twenty-five yards over Caldwell in the next
handicap in which they meet. It speaks well

for the handicapping that eight men finished so

close together that the order of finish should
occasion such dispute.

Jonah.
--•

CRAWFORDSVILLE, IND., RACE
MEET.

The new (luarier-mile track was finished a

few days before the fair opened, anil, with few
exceptions, the surface favors fast lime. The
races were held on the I2th, 13th anti 141)1,

commencing at 2 l'. m. The following is a sum-
mary of the events of the 12th :

One-mile Novices—Gray, Potato Cveek, first;

Shobe, of Sinclen, second; Crossof Russiaville,

third; Finn, of Crawfordsville, fourlli. Time,
3IT1. 4IS.

One-mile t'liih Championship—Lee, first; Wil-
hets, second; Alfiy, third. Time, 3m. 29s.

The lirst e\ciU on the 13th was the hall-mile

scratch race, which Lee, of Crawfordsville. won
in im. 31s.; ("illkey, Crawfordsville, second; HoU
lingsworth, Russiaville, third; Zimmerman,
Indianapolis, fourth.

One-mile .'^tate Chaiii|iionship— E. Hulman,
Terre Haute, first; .\. H. Taylor. Iiulian.ipolis,

second; T. Lee, Ciaw lonlsville, third. Time.

3m. 13s.

Twoinile l.,ip Race lluliuan, 7(1 points; Hol-

lingsworth, 05,; Taylor, (u, Time, (>ni, 13s,

Friday's piDgranime opened with a 1-mile

scratch race, which Wilheis won in ,5111. 32s;
Alfry, second.

'Two-mile Club Championship— Miry, tun. 42s.

;

Willets, second.

One-mile Consolation Gilkey, ;m. 14s.; .M-

Irv, second.

Crawfoiilsvillr wheelmen are talking of .»

i?-inilc i-oail race, lo be held in October.

Hii-vde racinju is growing here. The races on

Tliuisd.iy were wilnesspil jiy .20,<.hk) people.

RriiniK' Tiki
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RECORD-BREAKING AT LONG EATON.

On Frida\' evening, August 31, attempts to

cut records—^both bicycle and tricycle—were
made on the bicycle track at Long Eaton, and
two riders out of three were successful in their

endeavors. There was some wind, but the track

was in excellent condition, considering the

heavy rains. H. Sansom, of N'otts Castle C. C,
first essayed to beat the half-mile tricycle record.

Herbert Synyer and H. Roberts made the pace
on a tandem, and taking Sansom along at a tine

rate, he was able to cover the first quarter in

394-55., and the full distance in im. 17 3-5S.

The previous standing records were 40 3-5S. for

the quarter, and im. 22 3-5S. for the half-mile.

H. E. Laurie, upon a safety, and A. L. Bower,
of London, upon a tricycle, next turned out with

the main object of breaking the 5-mile record,

and if the going was satisfactory to attempt to

cover twenty-one miles in an hour. F. Lees
and IL Roberts were the first to make the pace,

but afterwards Herbert Synyer, C. E. Taylor,

H. Sansom and various riders of lesser note

took turns. The pace soon proved too warm for

Bower, and being left a long way in the rear he
gave up. This must have been very galling, as

he has been at Long Eaton for some days await-

ing a favorable opportunity to carry out this

performance. Laurie, however, kept on, and at

two miles was nearly six seconds within the

record, and from this point to the finish broke
all records, covering the 21 miles in 59m. 41 4-5S.

In the hour he did 21 miles 200 yards. The
performance is rendered all the more extraordi-

nary from the fact that Laurie is just over sev-

enteen years of age. He commenced racing as

an amateur in August, 18S7, and from that time
to the close of the season he won seven first

prizes, a second and a third. Owing to these

successes, from a limit man he quickly came
back to the scratch, where he now stands.

During the present season he has won twenty-
one prizes, of which thirteen are firsts, and
amongst his performances he carried off the

Bath challenge vase for a 5-mile scratch race.

Mr. P. Coleman, of the N. C. U., was the time-
keeper. The following is the table of Laurie's
times with the previous records :

1 KEVIOIS RECOKUS. l.Al'KIi; S TI.MK.

.Mll-KS.

1. .

2. .

3--

4-

37 4-

37
27

47

• 2 41 2-5

5 31 3-5

, 8 20 2-5

,11 08 3-5

14 4C' 1-5 13 58 4-5
6 17 482-5 i6 48 3-5

7 20 51 19 42 2-5

S 23 53 22 32 1-5

9 26 542-5 25 21 1-5

>o 29 552-5 28 13 1-5

II 32 52 31 04 1-5

12 35 54 33 59 i-5

13

14

15

16

17
18

19.

20.

21.

38 55 36 52 4-5

41 51 2-5 39 49
•44 55 42 42 2-5

47 532-5 45 37 2-5

.50 48 48 28 2-5

•53 44 51 25 1-5

•56 3'J 54 'o

•59 27 5f> 58 2-5
• 59 41 4-5

RACES AT WILMINGTON, DEL.

Half-mile open
;
gold medal, value $10. Sec-

ond, Jersey racing suit, value $8.
Two-mile, 6:20 class

;
gold medal, value .I15.

Second, silver medal, value $5.
One-mile tandem bicycle, open

;
gold medals,

value iSto each, to winners.
One-mile consolation ; cyclometer, value $10.
Entries close October i. Fee, fifty cents for

each event. Track, half-mile trotting track,

rolled smooth. Address T. D. Brown, Secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del.

In connection with the fair the following
events will be held at Wilmington, Del., on
Thursday and Friday, October ii and 12.

THURSDAY, OCroIJI'.k II.

Otie-mile novice; gold medal, value $10. Sec-
ond, silver medal, value ^5.

Half-mile F^eninsula championship: gold
medal, value ^w.

(One-mile safety. Rover ; pair vf rat-trap
pedals, value Jfio. Second, lantern, value ij;5.

One mile, 3 30 class; gold medal, value fro.
Second, lantern, value $5.

Five-mile Peninsula chami>ioiiship ; Associ-
ation cup, value !|;25.

I'RinAV, OCTOIJEK 12.

One-mile open
; gold medal, value $20. Sec-

ond, cyclometer, \alue ifio.

One-mile, 3:00 class
; gold medal, value sfis.

Second, lantern, value I5.
Three-mile lap

; gold medal, value !j!i5. Sec-
ond, cyclometer, value $10.

EAST HARTFORD WHEEL CLUB'S
TOURNAMENT.

The annual race meet of this club will be held
September 29, at 2 p. m., on the East Hartford
bicycle track. Events : i-mile East Hartford
Championship, half-mile handicap in heats, 3-

mile handicap, 2-mile novices, i-mile 3:20
class, I-mile scratch, 2-mile lap race, i-mile
consolation. Entrance fee, 50 cents for each
event, one-half returned to those who finish.

Close September 25 with H. E. Bidwell, East
Hartford, Conn.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Ralph Temple is at his home in Chicago.

The Eastern Road Club will hold their road
races to-morrow over roads near Boston.

There will be races at Wilmington, Del., Oc-
tober ri and 12, over a half-mile smooth track.

Fred Wood, the English" professional, took a
severe header, August 31, at Leicester, badly
spraining his wrist.

The Club cycles scored several wins at But-
falo, the Marlboro trikes and Swift safeties

showing to the front in several hard-fought
races.

No entries for the Tioga meet will be received
after the 25th. See programme in last week's
Wheel, or address George D. Gideon, 17 North
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

W. E. Crist won the 2-mile Amateur Athletic

Union championship at Detroit, on Wednesday
afternoon. E. I. Halsted gave Crist a good
race all the way. Time, 6m. 49 1-5S.

The Irish 50-mile road bicycle championship
was decided at Phcsnix Park September i.

H. Russell, safety, finished first, time 3h. i8m.
15s.; S. J. Thackaberry, ordinary, second,
lime 3h. 19m. 44s.

F. P. Wood, of the Brixton Ramblers, won
the 50-mile English bicycle championship, at Jar-
row, on September i. The times were : Five
miles, 14m. 394-5S.; 10 miles, 30m. 34 1-55.; 15

miles, 46m. 3 T-5S. ; 20 miles, ih. 2m. 15 2-5S.

;

25 miles, ih. i8m. 57s.; 50 miles, 2h. 55m. 123-55.

The medals for the Orange Athletic Club
games, which take place at Roseville October 6,

at 3:30 1'. M., are on exhibition at Spalding's,
and attract much attention. Among the events
are a one and two mile bicycle handicap. Entries
close September 22, with Leroy C. Fairchild,

East Orange, N. J. Fee, $1 for each event.

E. Oxborrow, on a safety, made an attempt to

beat the 20-mile record, Septemlier i, at Cov-
entry. Oxborrow rode 5 miles in 14m. 27^5.;
JO miles, 29m. 25>^s.; 15 miles, 44m. 39s.; 20
miles. 59m. 22s., just six seconds outside record,

and 20 miles 400 yards in Ihc hour, just 70 yards
outside record.

UKTKOIT lilCVCLIi CLL UN I IIJ.Ii 1)A^ .

The following events will be held by the De-
troit Bicycle Club -September 22, at 4 l'. iM. :

Half-mile novices, ^/-miledash, i-mile time race,

time 4m.; I-mile team race between Detroit
Juniors and -Star .luniors, and i-mile club handi-
cap.

Woodside is laid up at Bufifalo with inflamma-
tory-rheumatism. F^ck was. in New Vork on
Monday, and left for Buffalo to draw the !j;i,5oo

,
won by his team at the Buffalo tournament.
Crocker went to Newton, Mass., where his home

, is. Knapp has been spending a few days at

Lynn. All the fast professionals and fast ama-
teurs will reconvene at Poughkeepsie on Friday
(to-day) and Saturday.

KANSAS CITY INTER-ST.VTK TOURNAMENT.

The Missouri Division meet and tournament
will be held at Kansas City, September 27, 2S,

29 and 30. The meet will be inaugurated by a
parade to the race track, starting at 2 p. M.

The first three days will be devoted to racing,
and the last day to runs, etc. All entries must
be sent, not later than September 23, to L. S. C.
Ladish, 816 Central Street, Kansas City, Mo.

J. H. Adams, the English amateur crack, met
with rare success at the Berlin international
meet. Adams won the five kilometres— 3,',s

miles—bicycle scratch race, beating Pundt, Em-
berg and Brambor. Adams' time was 8m. 48s.,

beating Lehr's record by i 4-5S. Adams also
won the 100 kilometres

—

62^4 miles—bicycle

race, breaking all records from ten kilometres
upwards. Times—9 3-8 miles, 28m. 49 4-5S.;

15 5-8 miles, 4Sm. 55 2-5S.; 25 miles, ih. 19m. 8s.;

50 miles, 2h. 4Sm. 45s.: 62 J^ miles, 3m. jSm.
37 4-5S. V

AN ALIMLNIU.M CYCLE AT LAST.

The Aluminium Company has at last pro-
duced an experimental cycle of the highly-
vaunted alio)', which may be seen at its prem-
ises in St. Mary Axe, E. C. We are anxiously
awaiting the report of the sub-committee ap-
pointed last spring by the Societj' of Cyclists to

inquire into the suitability of the new alloy for

cycle manufacture, and we would venture to

suggest to Mr. Briggs that this specimen mount
might with advantage be obtained for exhibi-
tion on the occasion in question. The Stanley
Show authorities should also find a prominent
place for an exhibit of such special interest.

—

7Vn' Cyc/ist.

The Queens Amateur Athletic Club, Queens,
Long Island, will hold their annual fall ineet on
Saturday, September 29, at 3 p. .M. The events
decided on are: Bicycling, one mile for novices,
35-lb. wheels ; i-mile Rover-type safety race
(handicap), road wheels; i-mile heats, for mem-
bers of the Cyclists' L^nion of Long Island who
have signed as members on or before September
26 (road wheels, 35 lbs.); 2-mile handicap, 35-lb.

wheels: consolation race, one mile, for starters

and non-winners; alsp a 220-yard handicap run-
ning race. Entries close with Thomas I.loyd,

Queens, Queens Co., N. Y., Wednesd9.y, Sep-
tember 26, 18SS. Other cycle clubs will proba-
bly run off some of their own events on this

track the same day.

niE ENC.LISir WISH to borrow lE.Ml'LF.

The Cyciist comments at length on the Buffalo
tournament. Speaking of Temple, the Cyclist

claims that, " as a nichii; man, he is English, since
America sent him to us a trick rider, and even
scorned his prowess when told he had in this

country found the trick of speed." The Cyc/isi

has certainly worked up an ingenious argument,
even at the expense of truth. The Americans
looked at Temple's remarkable speed develop-
ment abroad with wonder and admiration. It

is absurd when the Cyclist perorates as follows :

" We hope Temple, Lee and Allard, for Eng-
land, will render a good account of themselves."
Behind it all we read the sentiment, ''Anything
to down Billie Rowe," who is such a dyed-in-the-
wool Yank that even the Cyclist will not claim
him as I'",nglish.

loUKNAMKNT .\T Ci H.U.Mlil S, r,.\.

In connection with the (jeorgia State Fair to

be held at Columbus next month, a three-days
bicycle tournament is to be held, extending over
October to, 11 and 12. The programme in-

cludes the following events:

First Day—One-mile amateur, novice; i-mile

amateur, open; 3-mile amateur, handicap; i-mile

professional, open; 2-mile amateur, safety, open;
half-mile amateur, open.
Second Day—One-mile amateur, handicap:

j

5-mile professional, open; quarter-mile amateur,
open; trick and fancy riding, amateur, open:

;
5-mile amateur, Georgia championship; 2-mile

[
amateur, handicap.
Third Day—Ten-mile amateur, Georgia cham-,

pionship; half-mile professional, open; half-mile

amateur, handicap; i-mile bicycle vs. trotting

horse; i-mile amateur, ride Jind run; i-mile

safety, handicap: i-mile; consolation.
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CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND. jROWE AND TEMPLE MATCHED.

CO IsrSTITTTTIo 3sr

.

Article I.

—

Name and Objects.

The name of this organization shall be "The Cyclists' Union of Long Island."

The objects shall be to promote and protect the interests of its members and to improve the
highways.

Article II.—Membership.

Any resident of Long Island, at least i8 years of age, whose name shall be proposed by one
member of the Union, shall be eligible to membership, and shall be declared elected by the
Executive Committee upon payment of his dues.

Aritcle III.—Dues.

The dues shall be one dollar per year, payable on January i. Members qualifying after

July I shall pay fifty cents for the balance of the year. There shall be no initiation fee.

Article IV.

—

Management.

The management of the Union shall be vested in an Executive Committee.
Whenever twenty or more members of any cycling organization on Long Island shall become

members of the Cyclists' Union, they shall be entitled to elect one member of the Executive
Committee from their own number. One member of the Executive Committee may also be
chosen by the unattached from their own number whenever they shall number twenty or more in

the Cyclists' Union.
Whenever either of the abo^'e classes shall number fifty or more members in the Cyclists'

Union, they shall be entitled to elect one additional member of the Executive Committee.
Members of the Executive Committee shall hold office until the ensuing annual meeting, or

until their successors are elected.

Article V.

—

Officers.

The officers of the Cyclists' Union shall be President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer,
who shall be elected at the annual meeting of the organization by the members at large from the

Executive Committee. No two officers shall be elected from the representatives of any one
organization. They shall hold office for one year, or until their successors are elected. Vacancies
in office shall be filled by the Executive Committee.

Article VI.

—

Duties of Officers.

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Cyclists' Union and of the Executive
Committee.

The Vice-President shall discharge all the duties of the President during his absence.

The Secretary shall conduct all correspondence, keep a correct roll of members, and a record
of all meetings.

The Treasurer shall collect all dues, shall have charge of the funds and keep a correct account
thereof, and make all disbursements approved by the Executive Committee. He shall be prepared
to report at every meeting of the Executive Committee, and shall report at the end of each quarter
to the members at large, as the Executive Committee may direct.

Article VII.

—

Meetings.

The annual meeting of the Cyclists' Union shall be held on the third Monday of December.
A special meeting shall be called by the President at his option, or at the written request of

twenty members.
Notices for special meetings must state the objects for which they are called, and no other

business shall be acted upon.
j

Article VIII.—Quorum.
j

Twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Cyclists' Union.
|

Aritcle IX.

—

Amendments.

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members present at any
meeting of the Cyclists' Union, providing two weeks' notice shall have been given to each member
of the intention to amend.

MEMBERSHIP BLANK,

The \indersigned desire to be enrolled members of

support the movement when called upon to do so.

this organization, and will cheerfully

A meeting between F. L. Alley, backer of
Billy Rowe, and "Senator" W. [. Morgan was
held at the office of the Bicycling World Septem-
ber 20. After waiting some time for an answer
to' the telegram sent by Mr. Morgan to Temple
yesterday, the gentlemen proceeded to business.
Some discussion took place, when the following
articles were signed and witnessed :

Articles of agreement entered into this 20th
day of September, 1888, at the Bicycling World
office, Boston, Mass., by and between William
A. Rowe, of Lynn, Mass., and Ralph Temple, of
Chicago, 111., witnesseth. The above parties
agree to contest one, five and ten mile bicycle
races, on best and best bicycles, for $1,000—§500
a side—and the bicycle championship of the
world, the winner of any two out of three races
to win stakes and title. The first race to take
place in Lynn, Mass., Saturday, the 6th day of
October, 1888. The second race to take place in

Hartford, Conn., or Springfield, Mass., the loth
day of October, and the third race at either
Hartford, Lynn or Springfield October 13, iSSS.
In case a mutual understanding as to the place
of the third and final race cannot be arrived at,

it is agreed to leave the naming of the place to

the referee. One hundred dollars a side is now
deposited with the editor of the Lynn Item, who
shall be preliminary stakeholder. The second
deposit of $200 to be posted on or before Friday,
September 28. The final deposit of .|2oo to be
made on or before October 5, 188S. S. S. Mer-
rill, of Lynn, has been selected as final stake-
holder and referee, his decision to be final, with-
out recourse to courts of law. Each party to be
allowed two umpires. The start of the races to

be from a push-off, and by report of pistol,

Wolverhampton rules to govern. Any point not
covered by these articles shall be left to the
referee for decision. Either party failing to

obey the above agreement to forfeit all mone\'
down, the races, and the title to the champion-
ship of the world.

W. J. Morgan,
For Ralph Temple.

F. L. Ali.ev,

For William A. Rowe.
Witness :

C. W. Fourdrlniek.
Bicycling World.

J. C. Kerrison,
Boston Herald.

Boston, September 20, 1888.

The meeting was very harmonious, both gen-
tlemen being willing to concede one point or an-
other to the other side in order to make a match.
The first race will be run at Lynn on October 6,

and the distance will be five miles. Directly

after signing the articles of agreement, "Sen-
ator" Morgan received a telegram from Temple
saying: "Have first race in Chicago," but the

"Senator" stated that as he had signed the

articles he would stick to the agreement. Mr.
Morgan telegraphed Temple to come t*> Boston
and train for the match. He will put U]) at the

Faneuil House, and train on the reservoir roads
until a few days before the race, when he and
his backer, with Woodside and Corcoran, will

go to Lynn. Rowe and his backer will go to

Poughkeepsic, N. Y., to-night, and then to

Pittsburg, Pa., returning to Boston in about .1

week, when Rowe will go into active iraining.

.ADDRKSS,

H. E. RAYMOND,
118 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn.

.\ novo) r:uc look place September i3beiwoen
.1 horse and a bicycle, from Silver City, N. M., to

Denver, fifty miles. The course was over a rough
mountain road and long stretches of sand. Tlie

wager was for $200 and fifty head of cattle a side.

Kennedy, a professional bicyclist from Denver,
Col., who holds the all-around championship of

the State of Colorado, rode the bicycle. 'The

course was liecidcdly in favor of the horse, as

the bicycle could nol make any tinie in the sand,

rhey started from Silver City at 6 a.,nl The
horse won the race. Time, 3h. 40m. The bi-

cvclc time was 4h. som. '.About ifio.otx) changed
hands in Denver.

Our San Francisco correspondent gives us .1

sketch of the picnic runs held at San Malo,
twenty-two miles from Sun Francisco. These
picnic runs should be very popular in season.

"Traveler," an American cyclist, seems i.i

have si;nt us something out of the usual run on

iMiglish roads and I'nglish wheeling. We coni-

ineiul his paper. " 0\\ llnglish Ro.iMv."
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ON ENGLISH ROADS.

Why didn't I buy an ordinary or a safety out-

right as soon as I had inspected the bicycle

shops in Liverpool or Manchester? If I had. I

should have got a safety. 1 heard of nothing
but safety—safety from morning till dewy eve.

Whenever I entered a shop and incautiously

alluded to the possibility of my riding an up-
right, I was told, with an air of superiority that

made me very tired, that "everybody rides

safeties here. They won't have an ordinary,

you know. They are quite out of style, the old

machines are."

I candidly confess I was about to give up the

ordinary, and purchase a safety'. But one day
I had occasion to take a run on the railway into

the country. On the way we ran parallel with

and close to a fine road, which, from the bicycles

I saw on it, I judged was a popular thorough-
fare for the two wheelers. The road was shut
in by a high wall on one side and a hedge on the

other, or by walls and hedges alternately. That
set me thinking, and when I returned to Liver-

pool I had a special charge all loaded and
primed for the most "superior" of the agents.

I went straight to his shop.
"Pretty roads you have in England?" I said.
" Quite charming."
" Lovely hedges on every side?

"

"Oh, yes. They are very picturesque, are

they not?"
"Quite right," I said: "but I suppose the

hedges are only here and there?"
"Oh, no; they border nearly every road in

the United Kingdom."
Here I pulled the trigger. "If that is the

case, and I should judge the hedges are about a

yard and a half high, be so kind as to tell me
how much of the country one can see on a safety

between these hedges?"
His superiority left him, but only temporarily.

He caught his breath, and came back like this:

"You can see more than you can watching the

big wheel of an ordinary to keep it off the

stones."
" Look here," I replied ;

" I'll oet the price of

a machine I can ride from here to Warrington
(eighteen miles) and back, and never touch my
hands to the bars. Talk about stones, there are
none here."
That settled him—he had nothing more to

say. I went to the other shops with my new
ammunition, and made them all hedge on their

first opinions. Then I purchased an ordinary.
When it was being got ready I asked for a
brake to be put on. " You don't need any," I

was told by the dealer. "Why not? Haven't
you any hills ?" " Yes, but none that you cannot
easily pedal down." When I told him I pro-
posed to throw my legs over and let 'er go if the

road should be good, he expressed great aston-
ishment that one should do such a thing. When
a little later I told him to take off the step, as I

shouldn't need it, he was quite ready to say that
he " would he blowcd " if he knew what I was
up to.

In all my discussions at the shops and with
other wheelmen, I did not meet one who in can-
dor did not admit that the " hedge" objection
was a good one. and that for one going through
the country for the first and last time with a de-
sire to see somewhat more of the scenery than
the road ahead of him, the ordinary is the ma-
chine to use. After riding something like 300
miles on English roads, I can say that one can
ronceive of no greater monotony than to be
•loomed to ride alone on a safely on an English
road—in front the long stretch of while road,
on each side overtopping wall or hedge ; beyond
the hedges the sound of busy harvesters, the
rumble of the mowing or the reaping machine,
the laughter perchance of happy maidens in the
meadows, all these sounds may come to him,
but only like the music from viewless harps that
ring through the chamhcr of dreams. I

was much struck by this real, not fancied, isola-

tion of a safety rider as I was riding near Coven-
try. I had picked up a tourist on a safety, and
we were bowling merrily along. The road was
perfect, as all the roads arc thereabouts, but on
each side was the impenetrable hedge. Beyond
them was some of the prettiest scenery that ever
enchanted the eye. In the distance were the
three tall spires of Coventry Tennyson speaks of
in the opening lines of the poem, " Lady Godiva."
On each side the country rose and dipped in

waves of green with crests of noble forests.
All the expanse was cut up into squares, tri-

angles and curious figures by the hedges that

seemed to run here and there and everywhere.
That is the way it looked to me. I hardly think

it did for -my companion, for he broke in upon
my reverie and took my eyes and mind off the

beautiful vista by exclaiming from the dusty
depths below :

" If you see anything over the

hedges of any special interest just let me know,
please." It seemed to me that the ride would
have been more enjoyable to both of us if he had
been on a tall machine : I know it certainly

would have been for me. - It is impossible to go
into raptures over scenery when you are with a

blind man. My companion was not blind, but

then—well, he couldn't see, that was all. Any
American who wants to secEngland from the

top of a bicycle had better to do considerable

thinking before yielding to the persistent cries

of " safety."

I have said that Englishmen are not practical

riders. By that I mean that they do not seem
to have brought out the powers of the wheel.

You may observe this first in Liverpool, where,
as stated, even the good riding down-town
tempts to little use of bicycles on the business

streets. As soon as you get on the road you
will see this fact more plainly illustrated. You
will come to a long line of wheelmen. As they

dash by, you will notice that but one or two
riders have on knickerbockers. The rest wear
long trousers, either tied around with an elastic

band (a good thing, by the way, to check
the circulation of blood), or with the long hose

drawn over them, as pants are stowed away in

boot tops. The idea of riders going out for a

ride with long trousers on did not commend to

me the common sense of men who are supposed
to have tested thoroughly all the beauties and
pleasures of riding. Time and time again I

met fellows on the road with " longs " on : in

fact, it seemed to me that there was some sort of

taboo in operation against the comfortable
"shorts." Tr.wei.ek.

[CO.XCLUDED NE.\T WEEK.]

ODDS AND ENDS.

An extraordinarv accident happened lo a

Finchley tricyclist near Willesden the other

nifiht. He was riding home with a friend at an
easy pace, when a fine collie dog, out for an
evening run with its master, came tearing down
the road toward the cyclists at top speed, just

missing the driving wheel of the leader. The
dog, with its head down, struck the front wheel
of the second man's Cripper, tore the tire off,

pitched the rider over the handles and split its

own skull open, dying instantly. The owner
was inclined to blame the cyclist, but that was
obviously absurd, as it was the dog that ran into

the wheelman, not the wheelman into the dog.

—

Bicycliii;^ News.

Papa Weston, the father of cycling in .\merica,

and who made himself more famous by his able

defence of the sociable a few years ago, took his

first ride on a tandem last Sunday. His com-
panion was F. W. Hatch, a well-known Boston cy-

clist. Mr. VVeston, relying upon the experience of

Mr. Hatch, decided to coast down Davy Tucker's
Hill, in Milton. The tandem went all right until

half way down the hill, when it came in contact
with a large stone, which tip[)ed the tandem
over, sending the riders in different directions.

Mr. Weston's hand was severely cut, and the

tandem had to be carried home in a team. Papa
Weston declares that he will never mount a tan-

dem again, but will stick to the old sociable.

—

Hosloii Hciahl.

Willie Windle writes us that ho was in no way
contributory to Van Sicklen's fall. This is W'il-

lie's first letter to the press, and we gladly give
it publicity.

THE TI<)(;.\ MEET.

Manager (ieorge Gideon writes that a large
number of fast amateurs have already entered
for the Tioga race meet, which will be held at

Philadelphia—Westmoreland Station on the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and Twenty-second
Street Station on the Philadelphia and Read-
ing—on Saturday, .September 29. There is a long
list of events on the cards, and the sport will be
worth a good day's journey.

Crist, Kingsland, Banker brothers, Halsted,
Dam'pman, Merrihew, McHaniels and many
other fast men will be seen at the Tioga meet.

Henry F. Campbell, a Providence wheelman,
on Saturdav last made five consecutive ascents

of College Hill, the previous record being four
ascents.

London Ptiuch, in its issue of August 29, con-
tains the following joke: " Tri. before you bi."

The comic papers are always getting off such
new thingsl

.\ PRE-.\DAMITE D.\NDV-HORSE.

A veritable eye-opener in the shape of an anti-

quated specimen of cycle has recently been un-
earthed by some inquiring Scotchman, which
should prove of considerable interest to the pres-
ent day makers of the steel steed. The machine
referred to, which is now delighting large num-
bers of riders and others who have inspected it

in its place in the Glasgow Exhibition, consists
of a bone-shaker or dandy-horse of pre-adamite
construction, and which yet contains in its

amusingly crude and elementary workmanship
the elements, both as regards the design and
general principle, of the most modern safety
bicycle. Although put together in the most
clumsy manner and built with huge pieces of
iron and timber, it is nevertheless a rear-driving
machine. Two equal sized wooden wheels are
connected by a gigantic beam on which the
rider sits, the back wheel is fixed and driven by
two levers, while the front is loose and steered
with handles exactly as is the modern safety.

Some unknown genius, generations before his

time, must have wasted valuable talents, and
been well laughed at, in all probability, as well,

for his pains in producing this marvel of in-

genuity, and we can well imagine him trying in

vain to convince a skeptical public of its merits.
It is said that during the recent visit of the
Queen to the exhibition, Prince Henry of Batten-
burg was greatly smitten with the old mount,
and it is further related that as he was ordering
a brush from Messrs. Hinde Brothers to be
made out of the teeth of a kangaroo he had him-
self shot, he was overheard to express a wish to

have the antediluvian velocipede up to Balmoral
to practice on.— Wheeling.

WHITEWASHING PROl-ESSIONALS.

The League of American Wheelmen has rein-
stated as an amateur G. M. Hendee, amongst
others. It becomes a question with us whether
the amateur law can be considered to be applied
here, and how far the N. C. U. will be justified

in upholding the agreement. There has been
some talk, based upon how stable a foundation
we do not know, of the reinstatement of L. E.
Myers, the running man, but we do not think
for one moment that the A. A. A. would ac-
quiesce in such an absurdity. Once a profes-
sional always a professional, and the reinstate-

j

ment of L, E. Myers would not be one whit

I

more absurd in our view than is the reinstate-

ment as an amateur of George M. Hendee, who
fairly, squarely and like a man cast aside all

I

Ducker's promateur buncombe and made him-
self a professional cycler. Mr. Hendee may

!
never race again, but he is reinstated by the
L. A. W., and can take part in any amateur con-
test, and there is nothing to stop his riding a
cycle as an amateur. Already an American
journal has hinted that it will be W'. .\. Rowe's
turn next, and when Rowe is once again an
amateur (American sample), why not Temple
and Woodside and Morgan? If these "ama-
teurs" take it into their heads to visit England

I

once again, the N. C. I'.'s course is clear. It

will have to persuade Dick Howell, Fred W'ood,
Jack Lee, F. W. Allard and one or two other
professors to permit it to " reinstate " them, and
whilst the race-giving clubs return the entries of

the American "amateurs" the newly-baked
(English "amateurs" will doubtless accommo-
date them—men and money ready at the " Ama-
teur's Head," and no more paper talk wanted.
The Union inust gravely consider this question,
and it is one upon which the A. A. A. might
well be consulted, for should anj' effort be made
to whitewash Myers the two English. associations
will be in exactly the same position. The rein-

statement of Mr. Hendee is //// fail nceompli.

Mr. L. E. Myers may be an amateur again by

I

this time.

—

Bieycling News.

The editor of the Bicycling N^ews suffers from
[ hallucination. L. E. Myers has not asked for

reinstatement,, but on the contrary is willing to

arrange a match race with any professional
'pedestrian who will run straight. W. A. Rowe-
has not sought reinstatement, as far as we know.
It is more likely that the American amateur rule
will be liberalized than that Woodside, Rowe,
Morgan, Temple and others will be reinstated.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club will hold a

lantern parade September 28.

Fostoria, Ohio, has forty-four wheelmen and
a Harrison and Morton bicycle club.

Windle, Crist, Rich and Klugc have entered
the Orange Athletic Club's handicaps.

The wheel used by Mr. Hill in his 24-hour
road ride—293 miles—was a "Geared Facile."

Johnston, the famous pacer, covered a flying

quarter in 2q%s., at Hampden Park, Septem-
ber 14.

The Nashville Bicycle Club's 30-mile handi-
cap road race, open to Tennessee wheelmen, is

being held to-day.

Ralph Temple writes: "Your article on 'A
Deliberate Foul,' in your issue of September 14,

meets with my hearty thanks."

The Board of Officers' meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania Division, L. A. W., will be held at the
Lochiel House, Harrisburg, Pa., September 27,

at 7:30 P. M.

The Buffalo Exposition closed last Friday
night. The newspapers report the managers
as highly gratified with the attendance and
financial success.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold a 25-

mile handicap road race over the Irvington-
Milburn course some time in October, to select

members for the inter-club team.

We print elsewhere the constitution of the
Cyclists' Union of Long Island. We advise all

wheelmen to cut out the membership blank and
send in their names and the names of their

friends

There have never been two men more equal
in ability than Temple and Rowe. Temple is

the best spurter, but cannot stand much pun-
ishment. Rowe's spurt fails in the last twenty
yards of a race.

The Lincoln Club formally inaugurated its

new club house, at 235 La Salle Avenue,
Chicago, on Tuesday evening. There was a
promenade concert from 8:30 to 9:30, and danc-
ing from 10 to 12.

Remarkable Safety Ride.—On September i

,

H. A. Laurie, of Worcester, England, rode a
Safety 20 miles in 56m. 58 2-5S ; 21 miles, 59m.
48 4-5S., and 21 miles 125 yards in one hour

—

all world's records.

Mr. L. D. Aylett, a wheelman of Birming-
ham, Ala., has been traveling North with his

wife. He is a strong advocate of roads im-
provement and has done considerable local

work in that direction.

The Prospect Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, held a
club run to Coney Island last Sunday. On Sun-
day, 23d, they ride to Roslyn, starting from
Schwalbach's at 7 a. m. A cordial invitation is

extended to all wheelmen to join in the run.

N. H. Van Sicklen is slowly recovering from
the header taken at Buffalo, and has been re-

moved to his home. Van is still very weak and
apathetic, and takes but little interest, in what
goes on about him. The doctors deny any
specific injury, either external or inte(;nal, and
base the patient's condition on the violent shock
and nervous disarrangement.

The Pajvtuxet Wheelmen held their regular
quarterly election last Friday evening. They
had a full meeting and a very enthusiastic one.
The officers elected were as follows : President,

E. F. Bradford ; Vice-President, H. E. Smith
;

Secretary, G. S. Harris, Treasurer, H. G. Lee;
Captain, L. D. Burlingame ; First Lieutenant,
A. C. Burnham ; Second Lieutenant, W. IL
Waterman. A room committee was appointed,
and also a social committee, a new committee,
which is expected to do good work.

Mr. A. T. Doe and Mr. J. F. Diemer, two
Elizabeth, N. J., wheelmen, spent last week in

touring through Rhode Island and Massachu-
setts. They took the boat from New York to

Providence and thence by wheel to North Attle-

boro, Mass., and then as far west as Uxbridge;
from Uxbridge to Boston and then north
through Lynn, Swampscott and Marblehead to

Salem. They passed through about forty cities,

towns and villages, and had a most delightful
time, arriving home on Saturday.

The League "Cabinet" has a queer concep-
tion of its province. It conceives its duty to be
to submit everything that comes up to a sort of

filtering process, and then present it to the at-

large members in whatever form it deems
best. This is a very excellent plan, generally
speaking, but there are times when the Cabinet
should sit with arms folded and permit itself

to be instructed. At Baltimore it had
nothing further to do than to sit idly by until

the at-large meeting had recorded its opinion,
pro. or con., on the proposed amendments.

Speaking of the men who managed the Buffalo
Tournament, the Buffalo Commercial Advertise-!

speaks of Henry E. Ducker as follows :

" Then there is manager H. E. Ducker, of the
world's bicycle tournament, probably the best
posted gentleman on cycling matters in the
country; he, too, deserves abundance of praise
for the very successful manner in which he
has conducted one of the most pleasing and
entertaining features of the fair. He may be
properly called the ' tireless man '—always full

of information and a good word for all, Mr,
Ducker is a native of Massachusetts, but has
resided in Buffalo for over a year, and the local
bicyclists feel that they couldn't keep house
without him."

The Lynn Daily Bee, in its issue of September
17, perpetrates an outrage on its readers. Under
the caption, " Rowe Heads Them All," it pre-
sents a two-column cut of three racing men,
which is the most abnormal thing we have ^ver
seen. The cut is accompanied by the following
statement, all of which is false :

" In his race at Buffalo, Rowe had to defeat
single-handed the whole field of riders. They
tried tricks never before practised on the track
to keep him from winning. One of the riders
would spurt at the beginning of the race to

wind Rowe, and then at the last quarter, by
crowding together, Billy was unable to pass
them in some of the races. In the race that
Temple fouled Rowe the field was well bunched
with Temple on the outside, so far out that Billy

could not pass him. The judges saw the trick.

and did justice to Rowe in giving him the race.

In the i-mile championship, Rowe ran away
from them at the commencement, keeping far

in advance, so no trick could be played. The
riders knew well that they could not win by
fair means, and therefore they tried foul. Rowe
showed his superiority over them all,"

An attempt has been made by several cycling
papers to make it appear that secret meetings
were held in Room 213, of the Carrollton, at

Baltimore, and that these meetings were in the

interest of what is termed "the ring." It is

very true that there were secret meetings in

Room 213. Every standing committee that had
any business to transact used this room. It is

the fate of the Secretary to have his quarters
used as a committee room at every gathering of

the kind. The Reorganization Committee did

meet there, and they did consult with the
" Cabinet " concerning the changes proposed in

the new constitution. They heard Louisiana
and the smaller States, and they made the

changes asked for. They even discussed Mr.
Shriver's proposed amendments, but the Cabinet
was against all of them. Let it be known that

the Cabinet is composed of the officers and the

chairmen of the standing committees. This
body has no power to act, but as it is generally

composed of the representative men of the

League it is consulted in all' important work.
Did anybody ever hear of a large organization in

which the few did not work while the many
shirked? It is an undoubted truth that the

workers of the League are not numerous. They
may indeed constitute a ring, but if the ring

serves the best interests of the League who shall

condemn it? That the rank and file have con-
fidence in the leaders of ihe League is attested

by the fact that they are elected each year with-

out contest. The Cabinet idea is a good one. It

brings the best men of the League together for

consultation. If it results in a " ring " it still

can well exist until ring rule proves detrimental

to the best interests of the League.

—

Bicvcliiig

World.

The attempt made by several cycling papers, by
which is meant The Wheel, to make it appear
that secret meetings were held at the Carrollton

Hotel, Baltimore, seems to have been successful,

for the Secretary-Editor reports in black and
white as follows: "It is true that there were
secret meetings in Room 213." The Secretary

even states that Mr. Shriver's proposed amend-
ments were discussed, but the "Cabinet was
against all of them." Ah, very true. .\nd so

they were discussed—and probably no plan of

action was decided upon ? The Secretary also

admits that there is a " ring." Enough said.

SILLOTT'S STEEL PENS •»

ARR THE MOST

PERFECT.m

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUII & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen.
Roselle Ramblers,
liuntinjjton Hi-Club.
Ilderan Hi-Chib ol Her-

fjen Point.
Yonkers R.C.and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

I»l \ N II 1 'A(vril KKKS OK

Bicycle, Tennis, YacliUno- and Toiirisl Snils,

CapvS, Stockin.ii's, lUc. .

OUR ''IjiX:DGX:R'' FOUNTAIIff PSN

Consists of best quality of Hard Rubber Case, handsomely engraved, fitted witii superior quality of GoUl Pen. Prii'O, complctts }m.r><>.

Send for illustrated circular. Liberal lei ms tii agents. I,. I. MFG. CO., LiOIlSI^ ISlaUd City, ' N. Y.
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THEY COULDN'T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and Mc Daniel had to take first and second in the Bz. IVorld loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most reliable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. KZUSFCBrSTOnSr JECnSTITTHsFGr CO.

CLUB CYCLES
AT BUFFALO WON

9 First Prizes, 12 Second Prizes,

6 Third Prizes.
The MARLBORO TRICYCLES and

SWIFT SAFETIES Swept the Boards.

SEND FOR SECOND EDITION OF 1888 CATALOGUE.

The Coventry Machinists Co., Ld
239 COIaXTIVIBUS AVE., BOSTON.
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THE CITY CYCLIST.

Out from the city, out from the throng,
Silent and swift we are sweeping along,
Leaving behind us all trouble and care.

Longing to breathe the pure, life-giving air
;

Free from the smoke that is laden with death.

Slowing the pulses and clogging the breath.
Where pestilence ever—by night and by day

—

With long, bony fingers is grasping its prey

—

The young and the aged, the pauper, the peer,

Life can be called but a lottery here.

On where the sun— set in deep amethyst

—

Is seen in its glory, and not through a mist,
Where frolicking streams gambol on to the seas.

Where forests of emerald wave to the breeze
;

Where the chirp of the chaffinch, the song of the
thrush,

Thrills through the air from each blossoming
bush.

And the light-hearted lark, springing up from
the corn.

Swells its aerial song as it welcomes the morn.

Oh ! sweet to the soul that is chained to a desk,
To revel in sunshine and scenes picturesque.
To feel, while our spirits are boundmg in glee,

Tnere's something to live for besides ;i^ s. d.;

O Nature! sweet Nature! thy charms can impart
A solace to sorrow, new strength to the heart.
Expanding our sympathies, filling the mind
With flickering fancies, which linger behind
And brighten the moments our duties between.
When again we resume our diurnal routine.

Handel Barr.— The Cyclist.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe
and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite
resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'Hole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,
Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the. City. Fifty cents per quart,
twenty-five cents per pint.

-~ HOW TO

Buy, Sell or Exchange,
ADVERTISE IN OUR

For Sale, Exchaitge,

and Waists Cohim7t.

Twenty-flve Words, - - - Fifteen Cents.

Two Insertions, - - - Twenty-flve Cents.

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED
BY TUKSDAY MORNINO.

ATsTEBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

The BlIIiiigN & Speiioc^r Co., IliirH'uid, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of llic Wlicclniaii's I'aviirilc, Hillinn'.s

Patent Hicyclc Wrenches, 4 and 5 inclies Innp; when closed.

Well and favorably known on two coniinents.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

VICTOR SAfETY.VICTOR JUNIOR,

TICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.

THE VICTOR SAFETY.
AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material

and workmanship are used in this wheel.
Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of

wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the
best anti-vibration device ever invented, the
Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which are

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long experience has
proven to be most -valuable. It is the hand-
somest, strongest and easiest riiniiing wheel on
the market, and is built to stand the strain of

American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fifty inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, $75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest

sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
men's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the

highest grade boys' wheel.

The Youths' Premier Bicycle,
Our specialty in wheels of low cost, is the best
to be had for the money. It is staunch, strong
and well built, adjustable in every part, and a

thoroughly reliable road machine for boys and
youths. Price of 50-inch, $60.00.

Our Instalment Plan.
TtiE Instalment Plan, as conducted by us,

is the easiest way to own a wheel. We make
most reasonable arrangements, making the

time and amount of payments to suit almost
any pocket-book. Do not lose time by waiting
to save up, but commence riding at once.

Machine given to purchaser as soon as first pay-
ment is made. Call or write and learn particu-

ars.

Racing Wheels to Hire.
We have a fine stock of racing wheels, sizes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented for $5.00
per week to responsible parties.

A FINE LINE OF SUNDRIES, BELLS, LAN-
TI;RNS, CYCLOMICTI'.KS, OILS, ENAM-

EL, TOOL HAGS AND CYCLING
GOODS OK Every Descripiion.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

Drop forced of har slecl and linished in .1 llioiouf^h nuui-
ncr and case hardened. Small in size but f^ianls in strenfilh,
warranted a first-class tool in every respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

For a tom/<lete illuslraled catalogue of I'icloi

IVheels, Hoys' Wheels, Siaidries, Cui/on/is, ('«/.f,

Helmets and Cycling (,'oods ofevery desei iption, sen, I to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
United Sl.ilcs Agents foi N'iilor Cycles,

241 BROADWAY, I I 08 MADISON ST.
NKW YOKK.

I
( IIH Ai;o.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 TFords 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

A BARGAIN.—52-inch Royal Mail; ball bearings, ball
pedals, cow-horn bars, spac'e grips, enameled and

nickel, lantern; $70 cash. Williard Kline, Watsontown
PaJ^-l' 9-21

pOR SALE.—A Veloce Columbia, 1888 patent; good as
new; ridden three months; price, $105; reason for

selling, owner to travel next two years. L. W. D., Pitts-
lield, Mass. g_28

DARGAIN.—54-inch Rudge Light Roadster; good as^ new; a sacrifice at $85. Address G., P. O. Box
444, New York City.

OUDGE HUMBER TANDEM FOR SALE.-Rudge
^ Hun-ber Tandem, perfect condition, must be sold at

once; reasonable cash offer accepted. J. W. Garrison,
Garrisons, N. Y.

"pOR SALE.—A Star bicycle which cost $j6o
; good as

new
;
price $85 if taken immediately. W. E. Hubbard,

Brattleboro, Vt. g-28

pOR SALE.—56 inch Expert Columbia, full nickeled, in
excellent condition ; new last season. Address, H.

Elting, New Brunswiik, N. J. 9-28

VyANTED.—Quadrant or other make of Tandem, second
hand, for cash and Victor Safety, '88 pattern, new

August 13 and but little used. Address, E. Shelly, .1517
LaFayette Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 7-21

C END 50 cents, together with your League number and^ name f club, for handsome pack CARDS. Every
description of fine printing. Seving & Co., Baltimore, Md.

9-28

T ADIES' Bicycle wanted to rent or to buy. Address with
^-' description and best terms, Lillie B. MacClean, 108
St. Felix Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

9-21

A BARGAIN.—52-inch 1888 E.xpert, full nickel, perfect
•'*- order, ball bearing all over, pedal cyclometer, K. of
R. lamp, bell, ridden only 400 miles; cost $152.50, for
$125.00. Also a 50 incli Standard; good order; $40.00.
Wm. T. Shannon, 435 Union Street. Brooklyn, N. Y. g-28

pOR SALE.—54-inch Rudge, Lillibridge saddle ; wheels
enameled; balance nickel ; ball bearings front and

rear
;

plain pedals ; tires worn some
; good, durable

wheel. Will sell for $40. Address W. H. G., 421 Engle-
wood Avenue, Entlewood, 111.

"pOR SALE.—54-inch Rudge Light Roadster, all ball
bearings; King of Road Lamp, etc.; good as new,

$70. Address, " Bargain." P. O. Box 498.
9-21

lYfUST BE SOLD.—Victor Light Roadster, '88 pattern.
''-'- A perfect wheel. 27 Warren Street, N. Y. 9-21

pOR SALE.—46 inch Expert Columbia, enameled. In
excellent order ; ridden less than 100 miles. Price $80.

H. D. Miles, 57 Chrystie Street, N. Y. City. 9-21

pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
in excellent condition; new last season; only §45. Ad-

dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19

(-CYCLOMETERS! LOOK ! !-T akin Hub, 48-inch, $6;
^-' 51-inch, $5; 54-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;
Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5; 56-inch, $5; three Hill &
Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in tirst-class

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert iSSS pattern ; in per-
^ feet order; ridd'tn but litile. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-
eter; bell; cost $151.7.;; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 290
Pearl Street, New York City.

A TTENTION !—We want more wheels to supply our
'^ large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New Y'ork Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

DICY'CLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Oflice
'-' Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$ry -^ for Spade I landle; seems small, but we have them
*• O^ just the same, and they ar>^ the best ones ni.ide

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

\/"OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck il you
^ nut on our Spade Handle. Sent (or $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

I^URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ot
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tj'icyclcs, Salelies
and landems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 4S to ;4 inch, lino condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange (or New Wheels. We are selling at I.esstlian

Actual Cost. Every Machine olTrrod Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bocsion Ilumlior I.iglit Roadsters
$uv>, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Bceston Huniher (rippers $i(v, were $185. New and
second-hand Kxperts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Sale-

ties, Special Stars, from $50 10 $uv\ Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston 1 lumber Cripper Tri-

cycles, (rom $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston 1 lum-
ber Tandems, from $(15 ti> Ikx'- I'iscouni lodealei^. Wriie
(or New List, iii-.i oiu, and let us know wh.it you need.
I'"xchanges and Instalments. Complete Slock of Rciwirs for

all Beeston llumhers. I.. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

CT.\RS. Two Special Stars (or sale cheup; almost new^ F. K. C, P. O. Box 444.

$25.00 REWARD
Will he p.iul foi ihe leluin ol .1 N'cxv (,'olumbi.i Xelocc, No.

Si,.., uliiili \\.is sioUn from W. M. l-'iisiiie I'ompiiny's

More, i(> Crown Slreei, New Haven, Conn., or for Ihc

arrest of the person who Rave his name as John Croiisc.

who checked il to Birinintjhain, Conn., on Itu 7;3i-> r. H.

train, September 8, on (he N. II. & D. R. R^
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KIMBALL'S
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
PEERLESS TOHACCO AVORKS.

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

V^nyC- S. IKHDVCB^^LI-. &; CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

( ) F—

Seconi-HanJ Bicycles M Tricycles.

List
Size Make Bearings Finish

No.
325 54 American Club Ball ....Enamel..
4C« 50 American Club Ball Nickel

432 48 E.xpert Ball Nickel

435 55 Col. Lgt. Rdstr Ball Enamel..,
438 54 Harvard Ball Enamel..,
458 54 E.xpert Ball Enamel..,

459 5° Victor Hall Enamel
474 54 American Star Plain... Nickel.. ,

479 52 Brit. Challeng-e Ball.. ..Nickel. .,

483 56 E.xpert Ball Enamel..
486 48 American Star Plain Nickel

489 54 Harvard Ball Enamel..
500 32 Monarch Rover Ball Enamel...
503 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel..,
508 51 Special Star Plain.. . .Enamel. .

,

515 54 Expert Ball Nickel

519 48 Sp. Premier.. . Plain Enamel...
520 54 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
521 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
522 50 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
523 54 Am. Club Ball Enamel...
524 52 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
530 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr. .. . Ball 2-3 Nickel

53' 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball.. 2-3 Nickel

535 38 Facile Ball Enamel-..,

544 48 Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...

545 50 Expert Ball Enamel..,

553 46 Otto Plain Enamel
558 44 Premier Plain Enamel...
559 56 E.xpert Ball Enamel..,
560 4? Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel

561 51 Special Star Cones, . .Enamel..
563 54 Expert Ball Enamel
564 52 Expert Ball 2-3 Nickel

565 54 Victor Ball Enamel.
566 53 Col. Lgt. Rdsrt Ball Enamel.
567 51 American Star Plain Enamel.
569 54 Standard Columbia Plain. . ..Enamel,

570 50 Expert Columbia Ball Nickel..

571 50 Victor Ball Enamel
574 42 Special Star Cones. . .Enamel

301 50 Col. Three-track Ball Enamel... 5000
496 .. Spkbrk. Cripper Ball Enamel... 9000
511 .. Victor Tricycle Ball... .Enamel... 6000
526 .. Humber Cripper Ball Enamel... 8000
534 .. Humber Cripper Hall Enamel... 95 00

548 .. Sparkbrook Tandem. . ..Hall Enamel. ..130 00

550 .. Col. Two-track Hall Enamel... 6500
554 .. Humber Tandem Ball Enamel. . .110 00

555 •• Marlboroueh C. Tand..Ball Enamel. .. 190 00

556 .. Humber Tandem Ball. ^. . .Enamel. .. 125 00
Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oraton

Hall, or they will be shipped to any address C. O. D., with
the orivilegeof examination, provided the person ordering
remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in

case machine is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

Sell
FOR

$55 00
60 00
65 00

. 80 00
, 50 00
, 70 00

75 00
. 50 00
. 70 00

. 70 00
, 60 00
. 30 00

95 00

55 00

65 00
, 80 00
, 40 00

95 00
, go 00
, go 00

55 00

85 00
. 90 00
. 95 00
, 40 00
, 65 00
, 70 00

35 00

35 00
. 70 00
. 85 00

• 75 00

75 00
. 65 00
65 00

85 00

35 00

23 00
85 00
85 00
65 00

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

APHIT^
!T lubricato!
r For *^.,<:

s

"" bI2^.no|^,

,4.JPRICE25Cts. ^

feARK.N^iMffll

Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

HOWARD A, SMITH & CO., Oraton Hall Newarl N. J.

Nhwakk Tki.hi'Honk 675. OkANGK TKI.F.i'llONK I34.

Whfn the Robins Hest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

^ /or less money, during the .season
•^

of 1888 than any other dealer

m America.
Send fertile mo.st complete Wheel

Catdliiuiir ever printed.

THE dOHN WILKINSON CO.
.i . Mnl<- SI., Clilrajro, 111,

Oh, come, fair Columbia, .nnd turn from the crowd
Of political < ombatants, clamoriiic; loud;

Oh, leave them to bicker and quarrel and jar.

Like the flats and the sharps that they frequently arc.

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete.
That beats Time himself, and can never be beat;

For the SoHMRK I'lANO, as certain as fate,

Is "the ticket" to win, for the year '88!

CopyrlRllt bySonMIR* Co., ie»8. rrom "TTtr Mlilxummrr Viirk," \fm.

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for 1888 in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

cS& CSO'

T RADE
MARK

QUICK DRYING BICYCLE ENAMEL.
Thi.s carefully prepared article is manufactured with special reference to the requirements of bicyclists. It is the

result of years of study and experiment, and is mu/m's/ioiwMy Ihc Ins/. It not only beautifies metal but protects it from

damage by rust, acids or alkalies. In putting it upon the market, the manufacturers feel perfectly confident that its

merits will be appreciated by the great army of wheelmen. ..^. ,,, ..
.• .j,

Price in 4-ouncc white flint glass bottles, having full directions for use, and packed, one dozen each, in neat dove-

tailed cases ^72.00 per gross, or !j;6.oo per dozen, Y. O..B. N. Y. Discount to the trade. Price, 50c. per bottle.

E. L. COOK & CO., Manufacturers, 77 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.
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WE TAKE

Oli loots in Part Payment

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBERAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

X H K

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SecoEJMWlieels for Owners

— ON—

COMMISSION,

GIVING TFF, BEST OHANOE TO

[JNLOAII QUICKLY.

WE OFFER

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

¥hat Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 Mors

— FOR—

SeGond-haiid Cyc es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

WETMORE & CHESTER.
\ Second-hand Victor

49 COKTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

•

R£AD OUR RULES.
Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the histal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
cHmb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Notice this Week's Reductions. No. 176.— 36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price $30.

No. 180.—54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price .$35.

No. 181.—Rudge Humber Cripper Tricycle.

New last season. Prime order. Cost $180.

Sacrificed at .fno.

No. 183.— 52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle Enam.
Price $50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price .$130.

No. 18O.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel wiih
enam. rims and bar. Only !||;85.

No. iSS.— 50-in. Victor L. R. '87. Nickel finish.

Perfect cond. Cheap at .fioo.

No. 190.— 54-in. Rudge. I'^nam. Cowhorn liais.

Hell. Price ififio.

No 191.— 54-in. ICxpei t ("ol. Enam. .All li.dls.

Dropped li.cs ,nul spades. Price ,'S;70.

No. ii)5. S-l-in. Riui.ne. I'!nam. .All b.dls.

('(lulioi 11 hai s. (iooil as new. Price $75.

No. 1117. s'-'-in. .Malt liless .Singer. Almost new.
.All balls, ('(uvhiiin bais.ind spades. KiiU
sacMlc . I'l ii 1 |c)i>

No. 198.—4S-in. Stand. Col. Painted. Price

,140.

Our List, September 21, 1888.
No. 199.—Humber Cripper Tricycle. Weight,

47 lbs. Perfect cond. Sacrificed at $So.

No. 29.—55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22

lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 82.—51-in. Am. Star. Nickel except wheels.
Hyg. saddle. Fine cond. Price $40.

No. I2g.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 141.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60,

No. 153.— 54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price -fso.

No. 155.— 50-in. Spalding. New. All l)alls. Cow-
horn bars. Only l|go.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price .$85.

No. 167.— 55-in. Yale Light Roadster. Enamel.
All balls. Cowhorn bars. Price $50.

No, lyt.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.

Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. I*ricc

$5".

No. 173. - 48-in. Riidgc 1.. R. ICiiamclcil. Nut
licldcn <^i.t miles. Saciilircd ,u iJiSc;.

No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roadster. Nickel
with enam. wheels. All balls. Cowhorn
bars and spades. Looks like new. Price IS5.

No. 202.—48-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at $75.

No. 204.— 50-in. Is.xpert Col. Nickel with enamel
wheels. All balls. Price $55.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 205.— 51-in. Col. I.iKhi Roadster, '88. Nickel

with enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looks
likes new. Only Jjtiio.

No. 207.-48-10. Mustang. Price $40.

No. 208.—48 in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Hall wheels. Pi ice ^7<i.

No. 209.— 52-in. Col, Expert. Pull nickel. .Ml
balls. Fine cond. Prjce ijl75.

No. 211. -Rovet Re.

u

-driving S.ifetv. New.
Price ^uu).

No. 212. - 5a-iii. Premier, Nickel, willi enam.
rims. Cowhorn bais. Balls (0 front wlier'.

Piice lfiH>.
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124, 126 & 128 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

AGENTS FOR

THE NEW MAIL 1888.
GREATLY IMPROVED THIS YEAR,- MAKING IT A

Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.
All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable. The only Wheel with the Trig-

well Ball-bearing Head. Perfection-strengthened Backbone and Forks, and thickened

Rim. Tangent Spokes, Spade Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, Adjustable Step, etc. Price

$5 less than last year. We also handle the famous IVEL SAFETY. Come in and see

them. Send for circular. Also a full line of Sundries, Uniforms and General Sporting

Goods.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKKOJSr, OHIO.
MANUP'ACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard aud Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

er° V^ar±-be fOX' IPorice List.

Q6
NEW YORK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

New Rapid) ChamD'on, Star and other 6U
cyci-8 and Tricycles

on easy pajinents, without extra
charge exr^pt for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bouKht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with

; full particulars of our terms nf easy
payments—of interest to every actual or prospective
wheelman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son, 13 G St., Peoria. 111.

T & CO.,
26 'V^est 23d Street,

nsTE-VvT^ OIT^^.
AGKNTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Cliaiii]>ion liicycle.

American Li}>-]it Champion Bicycle.
American Cliallen^ce Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
A N I) S II N I> K I K s

.

1888 SiJaringfielci lioadstear
Plain bearing, $75.00 I Hall bearing $ioo.oo

Singer's Bic7cles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SDITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor.
on sample. No second-hand machines.

Call and sec our stork ln-fon piirchasiti'^.

DVERTISIi in our For Sale and ICxch.-intji

Column, andA
SELL YOUR OLD WHEEL AT ONCE.

Twenly-livc wurds for I'iltccri Cents.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'k

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which fl'e are Now Introdiiciiig.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid ddd Cisrarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOEINGHAM,
(Successors to Jens F. Petlcrscn)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

I 'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

p..i(l

8.00

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Gold Ci.garette-holders. with ReaLAMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$5.1)0

».50

A Perfect Fit Oiiaraiiteed.
Displacement Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete

should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—

" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. Gr- :R_A.'V\rso3Nr,
SOIiE PROPRIBTOK AND MAN CJFACTliREK, SaratoKa Springs, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BKNNIi^TT &• HALE,
112 O^raixg© St)z?e©"b,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

:B-U-77- "ITo-CLnr Sl3_oes of
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Duane.
THK (iKKAT LONDON SHOK MAN.

Mv Sl'KCIALTV FOR THE SuMMER IS THE

KANGAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Madt.

Call .ind see them and a tine lino of TMCVCLE SHOES.

xTo'oiE OTJT
FOR

OF THE
Queens A. A. C,

QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES'e
riioiiia.s Lloyd, OiK-ens. Oiicciis Co.. N. V.

TRICYCLES.
Sundries ano RhaHAiuis.

40 SECOND-HAND WHEELb

. S. F. HEATH,
ST. PAUL BRANCH : 3 1 6. Roberts Si

MINNEAPOLIS: 417 Nicollet Ave.

\loor)-mW\\i

^

^«S
^6 NassaJ
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Ai-cli St., Pliiladelphia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING S PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

E, &1^.T, Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *
^ * INSTRUMENTS,

Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway. N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Camei'as, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Ovitfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine,

^^^More than Forty Yean
Established in this lint

e/ business.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in tt e

back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleuris.,
swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomacli, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
ncss, Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,
Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.<^sxs: :E*<:y:Ei. t3ei3e:

W^Nc K
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

' "Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

gporllni Goois,

LOWEST PEIOES

2 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

THE lESniCULE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WHITTEN & COm Providencep R, I.

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

(Late Sixth Avenue.) Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AG-ENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Cfiampions,

/deals. Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Numbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

EEPAIES !

""
REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. "Work
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

EARL & WILSON
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANOCUFFS

"ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

It VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

^ SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE imm CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI.00. Discount to the trade.

C. HI. snvEiTE:,
249 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

J". o'consriToi?.,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AA ENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 4Sth St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect tit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.
ry>

ov^^ADAMS^ TUTTl-FRUTTI^^r

CLUBS TRUMP

^

WHICH WINS?
CO

AIMS 4 SOB'S TDTTlllTTI CEEITINC GDM
iicrcases the .low of saliva :uul ruils iligesiioii. The Cum is now usoil by touiins as well us racing

.vheelmen, and it keeps tlie nioutli moist, iluis preventing excessive thirst.

PUIIE. PLEASANT, t ALL FI.AVOHS.

SlxoTj-ldL TDe oidl sa>Xe ats a,XX "^Tlxeel in-eix's I3:oo<a.Q.->a.ekartoxTB.
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AT BUFFALO,
OUT OF

25 Regular Bicycle Races

15 WERE WON
O N

GOLUMBIAS.
THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few slightly sliopworn new Kudgc Tandems and Rudgc 1 1 iiniljer Tandcins, and also a limited number of shopworn Rudge Bicycles at a reduction.

H. M. SABEN, IManager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, Nlass.

/S THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.
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A LETTER THAT NEEDS NO COMMENT.

Detroit, Mich., August 21, i;

GoRMULLY & Jeffery Mfg. Co. :

Gentlemen— I have just returned from Michigan's L. A. W. Division Meet, and I trust the

comparison I am about to make will be of interest to you. At the Meet in 1887 there were 60 wheels

and only one of them was a Champion, and that was looked upon as rather a curiosity. This year at

Grand Rapids nearly all makes of high grade wheels were there, but out of 1 1 2 wheels in the parade there

were 34 American Champions—an increase from 1-60 to about 1-3. I can prove that there have been

more American Champions said in Michigan this year than any other two makes of high grade wheels.

They have given good satisfaction, and I expect twice as many wheels will be sold next year. The

Champion is used by the best riders, too. Three out of five races at St. John's were won on Champions.

A $250 Marlboro Club Tandem has been discarded for a Challenge Tandem, and found to be decidedly

the best.

Yours truly,

C. H. SMITH.

ALL CRANK RECORDS PULVERIZED
by John A. Wells on an ordinary

AMERICAN RAMBLER
taken out of stock.

Eagle Rock Climbed Nine Times Thursday afternoon, August 23. Start was made at 4

P.M. and finish at 6.23 p.m., when darkness interfered. This time is a two-minute average pcM" trip faster

than Shurman's professional record on a lever machine.

The following gentlemen witnessed and will vouch for the performance : \i. \\. Collins, Westfield,

N. J. ; Henry Walters, 246 New York Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. ; Geo. J. Pforr. 64 Washington Street.

Chicago; Herman Kneisel, 97 Webster Street, Jersey City, N. J. ; K. C. Wells. 3(35 Broad Street. Newark.

N. J.; Howard A. Smith, Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

We are now delivering Ramblers with a reasonable degree of promptness. .

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Catalogue on application.
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EAGLE ROCK HILL, 12 TIMES WITHOUT A DISMOUNT.

.CRANK WHEEC:?

ON WHAT?
i

P

50-lncli. Geared epal lo a

52-iiicli Ordinary,

BY WHOM ? J. HARRY SHURMAN, of Lynn, Mass. Witnessed by E. H. Banks, N. Y.; L. S.

Kloz, E. N. Y ; Harry Spence, Newark, N. J.; W. H. White, Newark, N. J., and
C. S. Silver, of Concord, N. H.

WHAT NEXT? STICKNEY HILL, LYNN, MASS. TRY IT. WE COT THERE.
L. A. "W. RUX AT BALTIMORE, .lUNE 19, '88.—Out of 150 wheels three oiil.v surmounted the hill;

two of these were Si>ringfield Roadsters, ridden by Messrs Harris and Decker.
L. A. W. RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, '88.—The Springfield Roadster scored three victories: S-

mile Safety, by J. Fred. Midglev ; Half-mile Dash and 3-mile Handicap, by W. E. McCuue.
J. R. WELD, Jr., MEDINA, N. Y., WRITES: "We believe in the Spiiugfield Roadster out here. In

a club of 20 members 16 of them ride your make of wheel, and still we want another."

YOU MAY DRAW YOUR OWN INFERENCE.
Absolutely Safe, Speedy, the Best Hill-Climber and All-Around Road Wheel ever offered

to the Public, at a Moderate Price. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., No, 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass,

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

- BROOKLYN.
CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 Soutli Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfect// Safe, filo "Headers." Speed/.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

116 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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I^OIISTTS
RELATING TO

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 AECH STREET,

Philatlelpliia, Pa.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and >/take of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

J II.

Guarantee.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stock of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
nch American Safety (new machine)

nch Ideal ; in good order

nch OtLO Special ; in good order

nch Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch Harvard ; ball bearings ; newly finished

nch Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

nch Victor; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch American Star

nch Special Columbia

nch Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

nch Apollo ; scarcely used

nch Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

nch English make ; ball bearings* ;

nch Expert Columbia ; nickeled

nch H umber Racer ; new
nch Sanspareil Lt. Roadster ...

nch American Star

nch Expert Columbia

nch Sanspareil

nch Rudge Lt. Roadster .

nch Columbia Lt. Roadster

nch D. H. F. Premier

nch Club

nch Expert Columbia

nch British Challenge

nch Expert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 GO

80 GO

50 GO

50 00

100 00

9G GO

95 00

50 00

90 00

75 00

60 OG

40 00

75 00

65 GG

75 00

QG OG

75 OG

65 OG

75 00

6g 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern 60 ixj

Huinber Tandem ; nearly new 15000

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new loo 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note 15.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportalioti charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co.

No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We call special attention of all '' ^^
Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportsman try theffi. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES & CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

Send for circular.

Discount to Dealers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO.

Worcester, Mass.

Petroleum VASELINE, Jelly.

Grand iMcdal at tlie Philadelphia Exposition.
Silver Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Highest Award at London Medical Congress.

Used and approved by the leading Physicians of Europe
and America.

The most valuable remedy known for the external treat-

ment of Wounds, Burns Sores, Cuts, Skin Diseases,
Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Catarrh, Chilblains,

Sunburns, and for every purpose
where a liniment is needed.

Also when lak<'n intcrnallv for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Croup, Uiphtlicriu, Dysentery, etc.

In order that there may be no e.\cusc for buying imitations

of our goods, we put up genuine Vaschne in one,
two and live ounce glass bottles.

Chesebrough ManufacturingCo.
Ni:\V YORK.

B^^E^ci^^^zisrs I

SECOND-HAND

Sicjclss and Iricjclss.

11^°° "We make a Specialty of taking
Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New "Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCRIPTION.

FINISH.—"i" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled
except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. ''3" Balls to
front, cone to rear, plain pedals. "4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—" I " Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish' somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

.
56

416 56
417 52

421 52
422 53
425 —
429 54
430 —
431 55

433 —
435 52

438 51

441 54

56

No. Size. Name Cost. Price.

365 48 Columbia Expert, $122.50 $83.00
376 54 Special Club, 135.00 78. 00
386 42 Victor Junior, 55 00 55 00

389 42 Am. Pony Star, S3. 00 39.00
3QO — Beeston Hbr. Tdm., 260,00 115.00

397 — Col. 2-track trike, 165.00 85.00
410 52 Columbia Expert, 122.50 S5.00

British Challenge, 147.00 60. co
American Club, 135.00 52.00
Columbia Expert, 13250 65.00
New Rapid Rdstr., 132.50 132.50
Col. Light Rdstr., 127.50 90.00
Quadrant No. 8, 185.00 170.00
Victor Roadster, 13000 85.00
New Rapid Safety. 135.00 135 00
Rudge Light Rdstr. 141.25 6^.00
Ladies' Quad. No. 14, 175.00 175,00
Special Club, 160.00 loo.oo
Special Star, 160.00 85.00
Columbia Expert, 125,00 65,00
Horsman, 35.00 14 00
Columbia Expert, 127-50 73.00
Rudge Lt, Rdstcr, 132.50 80,00
Columbia Expert, 135,00 80.00
N, Rapid Lt, Rdstr,, 137.50 95.00
Victor Lt. Roadster, 142,50 120,00
Victor Safety, i35-oo 115.00
Genuine Hbr, Tdm., 250,00 150,00
Volunteer Columbia, 102,50 So. 00
Columbia Semi-Rdstr. 75,00 50,00
New Mail, 142. 50 iio,cxi

Semi-Racer Star, 120,00 50,00
Victor Safety, 130,00 115,00
Am, Kudge, 110,00 60,00
Col, Lt, Roadster, 140,00 85,0^1

Kudge Hbr. Tdm,, 230,00 175.1x1

Victor Safety, 135, 00 85,00
Kan. Safety (36x34) 140,00 75 o^>

Otto Special, 3501' iS,oo
Coluniliia 3 trk, Trikc, 165. oi> to. 00
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr., 132,50 ua,oo
Columbia Expert, 135, >io 00. ^xi

Univer>al Club, 105,0^1 05 ixi

Special Star, lao.oo 65,1x1

Sjiccial Siar, 1.35.00 80,00
New Rapid Roadster, 14^.50 130.00
Columbia Expert, 1J5.00 65,00
Special Kacile, laj.oo 55.oc

Pony Special Star, 115 00 70.00

443
444
445 48
446 54

447 52

450 sfi

454
—

455 —
457 52

460 48
461 56
462 51

463 —
4C'4 54
46<' 55

467 —
468 —
469 —
470 40

471 —
472 52

473 54

474 so

475 5«

47" 5<

477 52

478 54

479 44
480 45

Plain

Ball

3

B.111

Ball

Ball

Ball

Bargains in Second-hand Wheeis
WRITE

431 K. llaU.imor«< S(r«'«>l, H.-VI-TIMOKK, I»1I».

STATE SIZE OF WHEEL WANTED, AND THEY
CAN SUPPLY YOU AT YOUR OWN PRICE.

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.

Ujion receiin ot $s .my Bicycle on above list will be scni

C. O. D. for bal-ince, uiih privilege of cxuminalion.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIITG ACCESSORIES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COINPANY,

i

8 Warren St., New York
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QTT^A^nDH^A^Dsrr.
What's in a name? Possibly, nothing; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,

then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, an extended bridge over the jnain axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactory Tricycles.

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADEANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

" Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky,

The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek,
And no walls but the far-off mountain tops

;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADRANT TRICYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE, JUNE iq, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADRANT TRICYCLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to se'nd their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SE3SriD FOK 3DESCIiII=TIArE C-A.T^^3L.OC3-XJE, FREE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 and 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, IVId.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 008 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ceat second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year,

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdny noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, Mew York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

It's " Go."—When the very stout and exten-

sively English comedian sings his topical song

in "Nadjy," the burden of which is that it's the

"go" of a thing that is the attraction—using

"go" in the sense of dash, brilliancy, snap—he

furnishes an idea that will produce good

results if our race meet committees would

give it proper mental mastication. This fall

there has been a slight approach to a race-

meet boom, started principally by that ex-

ponent of energy and "go," Henry Ducker,

and well seconded by many prominent clubs in

various parts of the country. The boom was

not so great as it might have been, and it is our

purpose to dwell on the causes of its failure to

reach more respectable proportions.

The average race meet, as at present con-

ducted, is a stupid affair, and not for one, but

for many reasons. The grand central reason is

the lack of "go " so highly commended by the

singing comedian in "Nadjy." The events are

not started on time, and when started there are

long waits between events, while contestants are

hunted up or the officials haggle over some

trifle—some new question which has not been

included in their previous and generally limited

experiences. We point out below what factors

most contribute to the success of a race meet.

Transportation.—A meet can never be a

success when it costs time and money to reach

the grounds, or when the means of -trans-

portation are not adequate, or when the journey

is unpleasant. The Buffalo track is easy of access

and IS a success; Springfield was but a few min-

utes walk from the hotel centre and cost neither

time nor money; it was a brilliant success.

Hartford's track is several miles from the city

and is only a partial success. Poughkccpsie's

track is a mile and a half out of town, is reached

by a lumbering, antiquated, ten-cent stage line,

and is a failure. The Roseville track is reached

from New York and Newark only by a dusty

and expensive railroad trip, with a quarter-mile

walk over railroad ties ; it has thus far been a

failure. H a club means to hold annual suc-

cessful race meets, the track must be near the

people, or the means of transportation must be

of the best.

The Grounds.—Having brought your crowd
down comfortably and cleanly, you must seat

them well and give them something to look at.

It is not alone the racing events that make a race

meet, but a blending of several feelings. The eye

must be rested by a green field, with spick and
span fences and rails. The mind revolts from a

bare patch of brown earth or weed-grown field

and tumble-down fences ; anything that indicates

decay is a blot. If the field is brightened up by a

bit of color here and there, in the shape of a flag or

club device or banner, so much the better; and

if the prizes are displayed in front of the grand

stand more interest is excited. If not too expen-

sive, music should be provided, for obvious

reasons.

The Programme.—Owing to the sad fact that

race meet commitees have fallen into a rut, the

public has been surfeited by one and two mile

handicaps. In making up programmes it should

be kept in mind, first, that in these days almost

all scratch and class events are decided by last

lap spurts; and even in handicaps the interest

does not climax until the last quarter. The race

committee should not compel the audience to

sit through a 5-mile race, watching a 17m. pro-

cession and a 38s. brush; on the contrary, it

should get as many of these brushes out of the

men as possible. This fall, the introduction of

Rover bicycle, both single and tandem, and

single and tandem tricycle events, have some-

what varied the monotony of the bicycle events.

The most interesting races have been found to

be short handicaps, run in heats. If you have

twenty men entered in a mile handicap, you can

have five heats of four men each, the first and

second men to compete in the second trial heats;

this will give ten men to run in two heats of five

men each, the first and second in each to run in

the final, giving four men in the final heat. The

interest in the first trials is great, in the second

trials greater, and in the final, greatest. In this

half-mile handicap, we get eight rushes for

place. A model programme should consist of a

short handicap—say one-half or one mile— to be

run in heats; a long handicap—say three or five

miles—to be run in one heat, and a scratch

event, all of them bicycle. There might also be

events for Rover type bicycles and tandems, and

a single or tandem tricycle scratch or handicap

event. There should always be a sensational

event, consisting of the meeting of the local

cracks in a scratch event, and there is usually a

national. State or county championship on the

programme. A variety might be introduced in

the form of a team race between local clubs, a

ride and run race, or obstacle race, or a cross

country race; but the main events should be the

heat handicaps. Have less events and more

valuable prizes.

Promptness.—The events should be run off

with military promptness. A first bell should

make ready the men and a second should call

them all to the post, a start being effected as

soon as possible. Irregularity and slowness are

the greatest drawbacks to the success of a meet.

The results should be announced quickly and

correctly. Not to give full reports to the specta-

tors is an insult to them. They must bo iiuulo

intcrested in the value of different times and

the pace of different men. "Contemporaneous

human interest " must exist between the specta-

tors and the racing men, olhcrwiso the races fall

flat.

Tili'.ATRic-Al, Ek1''ECT.—A luiiulrcil liilK' lliin.i;s

that ,uo lo m.ike success are incUuhd uiuUi this

head. We lliitik thai (he prcliitiln.n \' ii.ir^ulcso

popular in Aiisli.ilia miKhl I"' iiUioiliucd in

this i-oiinli\'. This should incrcdc ihc pro

gramme, and should be participated in by all the

cyclists present. A large crowd of cyclists cir-

cling round a smooth track make a brave show.
The racing men should dress in better taste

than they do at present. We have never seen a

poorer display of taste than that shown by our
racing men. A man should take pride in his

appearance and endeavor to make the best

showing possible. Many of the suits worn on
the track are positively sloppy, ill-fitting, and
sometimes indecent.

Officials.—A different method of appointing

officials should be adopted. The important

positions of referee, judges, timers, umpires,

scorers and clerks of course should be filled by

experienced men, and not by personal friends

and followers of committee men, or people

whom the committee wish to honor ; these

should be relegated to the honorary positions of

ushers, marshals, etc. The chairman of the

committee, who is practically the manager of

the meet, should see that the track is kept abso-

lutely clear of all interlopers. In reporting race

meets in the future we shall base our criticisms

on the above points.

Our always clear-headed Brooklyn correspond-

ent, H. G., explains the relations between the

Cyclists' Union of Long Island and the League
of American Wheelmen. Those members of

the League who stand aside waiting for time to

prick the Cyclists' Union bubble, will learn that

the new organization is not based nor built upon
dissatisfaction and disagreement, but upon a

real desire to get more pleasure out of wheeling.

It is, at this late date, very generally conceded

that the real 7uork, by which is meant the im-

provement of roads, the protection of wheel-

men's rights, etc., etc., must be accomplished

by local organization. Those who have studied

the growth of the League, its abortive efforts to

understand itself and utilize its power for some-
thing more than the conservation of wheelmen's

rights and the extension of transportation privi-

leges, those students of the League must fore-

see that with local needs local organizations will

spring up, and every such association means
loss of money and power to the national body.

They must see that time will find the League a

great national body, tens of thousands strong,

with little real power for good, but simply a

great factor, standing for wheel good-fellow-

ship, and overpowering the lay mind with the

immensity of wheeling. The only plan which

could hold the League in its present position is

just in its incipiency

—

i. e., decentralization, giv-

ing more money and more power to State

divisions. As soon as there is cause for a local

organization in any State, the State division

should spread its wings over it and direct and

liclp its operations. Tiiis has not been tione in

New York State, which has not recognized the

existence of the Long Island Cyclists' Union,

nor has it been done in Pennsylvania, where a

local organization is being fornu-d .>i Hunt-

ingdon.

At the fall meeting of the New York and New
.'orsey Road Racing Association but four liclc-

gates out of eighteen were present, of which

three represented Brooklyn clubs. The clubs

who have selected men to represent ihciii in the

Road Racing Associatioh should know why

lluir dclo.nates were not present at this iinport-

•uu nu-eling. It can scarcely be true that the

interest in these local contests, wiiich h.tve been

among llu' most interesting events of the year,

hns so suddenlv l.ilUii a\\ .i\ . It is true tliat sev-

ci.il chilis li.nc lost the services of their crack
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WANTED!
RELIABLE AGENTS

IlSr THE

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE U. S. A.

FOR THE SALE OF THE

WARWICK PERFECTION WHEELS
WHICH HAVE MOEE GENUINE IMPROVEMENTS

Any Wheels on the American or European Markets.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ist.

2d.-

4tli.-

5tl..-

6lh.-

71I1.

—

.Slh.—

gtli.

lolh.

I ith.

Tlie Follotving are Some of its Many Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to apply the brake.

A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a
minimum.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will
wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their
circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the
part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest strain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES aie detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of llic rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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men, but this will only serve to improve the

chances of those clubs who have hitherto had

little opportunity to show to the front. The
places of those men will soon be filled by new
riders, and if the members of the Association

will only work up a little enthusiasm just at this

time, when it is most necessary, the Association

will thrive for many years with pristine vigor. We
remember the enthusiastic meeting at which the

Association was born. Let President Edwards
call another meeting, at which it is to be hoped

that the club representatives will all be present

and revive the interest in the American blue-rib-

bin road event. We think it would enhance the

interest if a prize were offered the first man of

each team, irrespective of his position in the

race.

A PROMINENT WHEELMAN SAYS.
A prominent wheelman said to us the other day :

" These
wheel papers do the cause of cycling- more harm than good.
They do not strive to advance the cause, but bend all their
energies to growling at those who are giving their time and
talents to the good vtor'k."— Bulletin.

Almost all the stupid rumors and statements

we have ever read or heard emanated from that

mysterious individual, the "prominent wheel-

man." The cyclist who is generally referred to

as "a prominent wheelman" will generally be

found to be a sort of meandering gas-bag, a

wholesale manufacturer of such things as "So-
and-so says," "Did you hear that Jones?" "I
have it on good authority," and " We on the in-

side," etc., etc.—a comet-like peace destroyer,

a meddlesome tattler with a nucleus of space

and a trail of rumors, innuendos and unintelli-

gent criticisms. No one would speak of Presi-

dent Kirkpatrick, or George Bidwell, or Emery,
or Luscomb, or Dean as "prominent wheel-

men;" it would be a waste of language. De-

cidedly, the ' 'prominent wheelman" is not promi-

nent ; he only thinks he is ; he clutches on to

the coat-tails of prominence and is only within

telephone distance of desirable notoriety. We
almost forgot to state that the "prominent
wheelman" generally does «(?/ subscribe to any
cycling paper. The particular prominent wheel-

man under discussion thinks that the wheel

papers do the cause of cycling no good, but bend
all their energies to growling at those who give

their time and talents to the good work. When
the " prominent wheelman " runs up against the

newspaper man and attempts to tell him his

business, he is trying to imprison a blizzard in a

snuff-box, to control a cyclone, to outblow a

sirocco. No doubt it would be very sweet, but

very imbecile, to slather every prominent cyclist

with sweet sentences, but that is not newpaper-

ism ; the newpaper man is not in the wholesale

confectionery line. He has eyes, generally four,

and judgment, with a pen or pencil behind it

all. Let us remark, in conclusion, that no

cycling writer has written more trenchant criti-

cism or conducted more bitter newspaper battles

than good old Brer Bassett.

IN CYCLING CENTRES,

EASTERN ROAD CLUB'S TWENTY-
FIVE MILE RACE.

J. V. CI.AKK, U(llU;lIKSnCK CI.UI!, WINS—A SIOKIOUS
ACCIIJENT.

The annual 25-mile road race of the Eastern
Road Club, which is the blue ribbon road event
in the eyes of Boston wiicelmen, was decided
on Saturday last. The course was as follows :

Start at Fancuil House, Brighton ; Chestnut
Hill Avenue to and through Reservoir, between
basins, and direct via Beacon Street ; right,
through Newton Centre, past great signboards,
and through Newton Lower Ealls to Wellesley
Hills; left, Wellesley Avenue and (jreat Plain
Avenue to Nccdhatn Centre; left, lliglijand

Avenue, Needham, Winchester and Centre
Street, nearly to Newton Centre: right, Parker
Street ; left, Dedham Street ; left, Brookline
Street ; left, Hammond Street ;

right. Beacon
Street to Reservoir and make one and a half

turns around the upper basin, finishing within
about thirty yards of the rendezvous.
The Chelsea Cycle Club entered as its team

Captain Woodman, Messrs. Beazley and Mc-
Cune, while the Dorchester Club was repre-
sented by Captain Benson, Messrs. Clarke and
McCombie, and the Cambridgeport by Frank
Carman, Ed Himeon and Charley Fay.
The rainy weather of the past few weeks had

put the roads in miserable condition, and the

threatening weather on Saturday afternoon un-
doubtedly kept many people from witnessing
the race.

A few minutes after three the team came up
to the scratch, and at 3:11 Doctor W. G. Kendall
gave the word, McCune getting off first. Chest-
nut Hill Avenue was ridden at a rapid pace,

McCune leading to the bridge at Beacon Street

Hill, where he was compelled to dismount.
Meanwhile Carman came up and took the lead,

but before getting to the top of the hill gave
way to Benson, Clarke and McCune, who rode
to Needham in the order named. At Needham
a dog upset Beazley, and McCune also came a

cropper over the fallen cyclist.

Both riders mounted their wheels and rode
to Newton Centre, where McCune, who was
suffering from a sprained ankle, took a car-

riage, and Beazley rode by the nearest way
to the Reservoir. After that Clark made
pace for the rest, and at the foot of the Res-
ervoir Clark was in the lead, with Benson
and Fay at his heels. A few minutes later

Carman and Woodman came down the hill.

The first time around the basin Clark, Benson
and Fay did some good work, while Carman
and Woodman almost closed the gap. On the

last quarter Fay tried hard for position, and
superior riding of Clark put him across the line

first, with Benson second, thus scoring seven-
teen points for the Dorchester Club. Fay fin-

ished third, scoring seven points for his club.

Carman finished fourth and scored six points,

while Woodman, the' only one of the Chelsea
Cycle Club who finished, crossed the line fifth

and scored five points. Himeon crossed last

and scored four points, which made the Cam-
bridgeports' number of points seventeen, and
made the race a draw.
The times of the men were: Clark, ih. 36m.

15s.; Benson, ih. 36m. 30s.; Fay, ih. 36m. 45s.;

Carman, ih. 37m.; Woodman, ih. 45m. 45s.;

Himeon, ih. 48m. 45s.

TRICYCLE AND TANDEM RACE.

A few minutes after starting the bicycle races,

Mfssrs. A. S. Hill, of Coventry, and M. S.

Thomas, of England, mounted on tricycles, and
Dave Drummond and Peter Berlo and the

Bailey brothers, of Somerville, on tandems,
came to the scratch to start in the supplementary
tricycle and tandem race. They got away at

3:17, the Bailey brothers leading, with Hill

hanging on to their rear wheel, with the others

a tew feet behind. From here to the finish it

was a sure race for the Baileys and Hill. Be-

fore the finish, Bailey brothers crept away from
Hill and finished in ih. 7m. 15s. Hill finished

the twelve miles in ih. 13m. 45s. As the other

tandem party were seen going around the basin,

the Baileys rode out and met them. Turning
around, they made pace for Dave and Pete,

who finished in ih. 13m. 30s. The pri/cs for

these races were gold medals.
Owing to the race having resulteil in a lie, the

cup remains the property of the Chelsea Cycle

Club.
The officers were as follows : Judges.—J. B.

Seward, Kirke Corey and V.. P. Craige ; Referee

—

Dr. W. II. Emery ; Starter— Dr. W. G. Kendall
;

Timers—Messrs. Alwell and Kerrison ; Clerk of

Course—Mr. Wilson, of the Newton Cycle Club
;

Superintendent of-Course, W. Forbes.

— -•• —
PENNSYLVANIA AND HUDSON

COUNTY WHEELMEN.

On Saturday, Seplcmher 22, a party of jolly

wheelmen from the Pemisy Iv.inia Cliil) ciune by

special carlo Newark, where the I ludsoii County
boys had assembled to meet them at the 7 o'clock

train. As usual, when the (Quakers come lo

town, it raincil ; but llie shower was soon over,

and, unloading the wheels from the train,
mounting and starting by lamp light, the party
of forty were soon e/i route for Orange by way of
Central Avenue. The stately figure of Dr.
Johnson was seen leading the cavalcade on a
tricycle—we know it was the Doctor, for he
burned Bengal lights all the way out, making
the road as light as day.
At the Windsor, in Orange, another com-

mittee was in waiting, and when the word was
passed, "Here they come," red lights were
burned and a bomb exploded (it would have
done credit to an anarchist pow-wow), and these
mild-mannered friends aided the Hudson boys
in painting the town orange. Dinner was
served here, forty-seven men sitting at a long
table, while the officers and a few guests sat at
a table that made a T at the head. Hearty ap-
petites aided the waiters in clearing the plates.
As course after course disappeared, conversa-
tion became louder, and laughter and merri-
ment kept time to these good spirits, till Dr.
J hnson rapped for order and made one of his
famous speeches of welcome to the visitors.

Responses from President Lang and Captain
Supplee were made on the part of the visitors,
and after a few more speeches the fun broke
loose. Lyle played the banjo and sang songs
that have yet to be equaled. Johnson, as toast
master, called upon various dime museum
freaks, as he called some of his men—the
"Bearded Lady," responded to by Nichols;
"He of the Sunset Head," by Herr Tom Smith,
of the Citizens, who told of

'

' The Baptism of the
Two Adults," and Johnson finished off by singing
his favorite song, "The Night I Stuffed the
Pig." The party remounted and all rode back
to the Park Hotel, Newark, where some got a
night's rest and some didn't, owing to the fes-
tive nature of some of the boys.
Sharp at eight the next morning the men as-

sembled, and were led by a body of the Jersey
men from Newark to Jersey City. The route
made famous by '

' Sheridan's Ride " was taken

;

this is none other than the plank road, war-
ranted to be made of the best hemlock. One of

the Jersey leaders was overheard telling Captain
Supplee what Jersey was noted for—her Gutten-
berg, Hokokus,Weehawken and Hoboken, what
thousands of acres of salt meadow land she had,
what fine slaughter-houses, what excellent and
honest city government in Jersey City, and the
beauties of Snake Hill; his greatest claim seemed
to be laid on her famous mosquito coast defenses
and the Jersey City Athletic Club.
At Jersey Heights the visitors were met by

more Hudson County men and shown through
the handsome club-houses of the Hudson County
Wheelmen and Jersey City Athletic Club. From
there the party, now numbering fifty-seven,

rode to Bergen Point, took ferry to Port Rich-
mond and from there to South Beach, where
dinner was served, covers being laid for seventy-
six men. The dinner was good, and among
other delicacies Philadelphia chicken and Phila-
delphia ice-cream were served to please the
taste of the visitors. The only event to mar the
pleasure of the dinner was occasioned by a
mosquito biting one of the visitors through the
sole of his shoe. After dinner a 100-yard (.lash

was run, each club putting in three men. The
Pennsylvania team was Kohler, Chambers and
Supplee; H C. W. team, Mc.Ara, Grithths and
Gubleman. It was run in one heat and finished

in following order : Griffiths first, Kohler second.
Chambers third. Six protests were entered, but
the referee threw them all out and gave the race
as above.

Returning, the men wheeled to Fort Watis-
worth, thence to St. George, where the Kr-iok-

lyn Club, twenty-three strong, were met, and all

took the boat for New York ; as a matter of fact

they did take the boat, and the string band bin
aided in the general jollity, line fair damsel
on the upper deck threw suntlowers down upon
the handsome (Jiiakers.

Broadway presented a novel sight when the
boat got in, as all the wheelmen mounted and
rode up Broadway to Cortlandt Street and
thence to the ferry to put wheels aboard their

special car. Supper was eaten at Everett's,
where more speaking and club chat was in-

dulged in, and then the whole parly went over
to Pennsylvania Dei^U aiul saw the Pennsyl-
vania boys otT. In his p.irling speech Mr. Sup-
plee said had it nol been the seventh ilay In-

would have bioiight more shining lights with
him.
Crocker, Neilson and Knapp.'ol the .American
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Team, were found aboard the train and invited

into the Pennsylvania car. Below we give the

personnel of the party :

Pennsylvania Club : George T. Lang, Presi-

dent; W. D. Supplee, Captain; C. A. Roberts,

E. B. Newcomer, Frank Detwiler, S. B. Cham-
bers, Robert Patterson, F. H. Lippincott, J. H.
Lehman, W. S. Delp, William P. Street, Jr.,

George D. Firmin, H. Meyer and Bernard Clark.

Hudson County : Dr. Elliott Johnson, Charles

Edge, E. R. Grant, W. Robertson, j. J. Griffiths,

C. Rollfe, D. Mitchell, E. P. Baggot, W.Saulter,

V. Meyer, George Bowling, J. VV. Cornwall, H.
Strugnell.J.E. Dav.C. E. Kluge, H. A. Benedict,

T. F. Merceles, W. E. Eldridge, G. Heine, N. E.

Fury, George Betcher, F. Keer, F. J. Gubleman,

J. Wilson, W. Miller, H. Morse, C. Nichols, E.T.
McLaughlin, J. Hartman, O. B. Borneman,
R. A. McAra, H. Nichols; and S. White, Jr.,

Thomas C. Smith and Elliot Mason, of the Citi-

zens.

This visit was a return of one made by the

H. C. W. to Philadelphia last June. A strong

feeling of friendship exists between the clubs,

and these visits foster yet kindlier feelings.

Sand Snite.

JERSEY CITY.

The Hudson Counties had about twenty-eight

members at the Roseville meet on the 21st.

Three firsts and two seconds were secured by
Hudson County boys at the races.

One paper, in giving an account of the meet,

stated that the " Jersey City Wheelmen " were
present. Who are they ?

We had the pleasure of having twenty-four

members of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club with

us on Saturday evening and Sunday last. A
delegation of Hudson Counties met the
" Pennsys " at the P. R. R. station in Newark,
where they arrived shortly after seven o'clock

p. M. They were escorted to the Windsor Hotel

at Orange, Doc. Johnson doing the firework act

en route. The supper at the Windsor Hotel

was enjoyable, and the following was the

MENU :

Bicycle Broth. Scerm Oil Soup.
Fish.

Ball-bearing Cod.
Roasts.

Cow Horn Beef. Hollow Frame Lamb. Tangent Turkey.
Entrees.

Spade Handle Stew. Dallet Duck. Doc. Johnson Hash.
Vegetables.

Enameled Celery. Bettcher Pretzels.

Whoop-de-doodle Kerr.
Dessert.

Penna. Bi. Club Pudding. Hudson Co. Wheelmen Pie.

Wines.
Bay Rum (diluted).

At the termination of the supper. Dr. Johnson
gave the address of welcome to the Philadelphia

boys, to which Captain Supplee happily re-

sponded, followed by Mr. Lang. Several

"freaks" from a New York dime museum
were on exhibition, and Billy Lyle rendered

several songs with banjo accompaniment.
Messrs. Thomas Smith and Elliott Mason, of

the Citizens' Club, were present. The former
convulsed the boys with several well-told anec-

dotes. When the fun was at its zenith a halt

was called and we started for Newark, where
the Pennsys put up for the night and were
brought to Jersey City the next morning. The
start for South Beach, S. L, was made from our
club rooms at about ten o'clock. On arrival at

our destination wc were grouped for a photo-

graph. Captains Supplee and Baggot lying on
the grass in the foreground, with their calves

gracefully entwined among the spokes of their

wheels, while in the background could be seen
" Appetite Joe," better known as Billy Muller,
" Picture Frame Kerr," " Nichols, the Bearded
Lady," and "Corpse." After dinner we strolled

about the grounds, and finally started an im-
promptu " Fall Athletic Games of the H. C. W."
A 100-yard foot-race was proposed ; four entries

from each club were secured, prominent among
them being the two dwarfs, Baggot and Supplee,
each measuring six feet, thirteen inches. At
the word "go," (iriffiths, known among his pals

as " Lengthy Jack," caught his pedals first and
won by l-ico feet, the two Caps coming in neck
and neck. The time as taken has been ques-
tioned, but the timekeepers were reliable, and
we have recorded the time given by them as

7 5-9S. for the ifX) yards. My private opinion is

that the 100-yard track shrunk, owing to the

rain the night before.

The start for home was made at 3:30, and the
party was given an opportunity to inspect Fort
Wadsworth and view the Narrows. At St.

George we took the ferry to New York. On the
way over from Staten Island, a boat supposed
to be the steamer City of New York turned out
on better acquaintance to be the J. B. Schuyler.
We rode up Broadway to Cortlandt Street and
down to the ferry, where we left our wheels and
walked to Everett's Hotel, where a light lunch
was awaiting us. None of the boys were suf-

fering from hunger, with the exception of Cap-
tain Supplee. I don't want him to know that I

noticed it, but "Appetite Joe" and myself
counted forty-seven dishes piled in Iront of the
Pennsy's Captain, and he afterwards asked for a
bill of tare. Another pleasant hour was spent
at the table, when we started for the P. R. R.
station at Jersey City, and after ten minutes of

roof-loosening cheers, given most heartily by the
members of both ciubs, our Philadelphia friends
left for the Quaker City, leaving behind them a
feeling of personal friendship in the heart of

each one of us. May the time soon come when
we will again have the pleasure of their com-
pany among the rolling stones of our Jersey
City streets.

I sincerely regret. Brother Prial, that you
were unable to accept the invitation extended
you to be present on that occasion, as, in my
opinion, " you missed it."

Coaster.

SUNDAY CYCLING AT "THE HUB."

The condition of the roads and atmosphere of
Sunday last kept the " fine weather" riders in-

doors, and, therefore, there were not as many
wheelmen on the road as is usually the case on
a Sunday. The feature of the day was the run
of the Boston Bicycle Club to old Squantum.
At 10:30 o'clock Capt. Kendall, with all his bad
weather riders and Lieut. Newman, Charley
Clark and Messrs. Burns and Haley, mounted
on their new tandem safety, left Trinity Square
for a ride to the rendezvous. A slow pace was
set to Meeting House hill. At the summit of
the hill Mr. Myers, of the Boston club, was met,
and joined the party, which preceded to Adantic,
where a short stop was made. Then the cyclists

pioceeded to Squantum, where they met the
associate members of the club, who had sailed
over from City Point in the yacht Queen Mab.
Directly after dinner all started for home.

Capt. Perkins, of the Cambridge club, man-
aged to get a goodly number of his men to take
a trip to Hough's Neck, and Capt. Robinson, of
the Charlestovvn Rovers, turned out his usual
number of riders for a run to Cobb's tavern at

Sharon.
Capt. KiiTiball, of the Somerville club, and an

extra large number of his men, left their club-
house early in the morning for a run to Echo
bridge. At Allston they stopped at the residence
of Mr. C. W. H. Sanborn, who had invited them
to take lunch. Arriving at Echo bridge the
party busied itself in examining it, while the
club bugler blew a blast on his trumpet, and
seven distinct echoes were heard.
A very fair representation of the Jamaica

Plain Cycle Club rode to Marblehead, and the
Roxbury club went to Bailey's, South Natick.

—

Boston Herald

.

NEWSPAPER NOTICES AND SUB-
SCRIBERS' OPINIONS

OF "TEN THOUSAND MILES ON A lilCYCLE."

This is the title of a pamphlet of which Karl
Kron has issued 5,000 copies to advertise his
book

;
the pamphlet also contains specimen

pages of "X. M. Miles," contents table, preface
and indexes, also "the instructions and argu-
ments of the publisher to his three thousand co-
partners."
One cannot but admire the prodigious assidu-

ity, the masterful collective faculty and manage-
ment of details which have enabled Karl Kron
to compile the matter contained in this adver-
tising pamphlet. The author has collected both
the good and the bad things said of his remark-
able book, and arranged them in such fashion
that the reader, if he has any intelligence, can
quickly pass judgment on its merits or de-
merits.

From the table of conten.ts we republish a few
lines which arc keynotes of the various opinions
written of the book: "Magnitude, Lowncss of
Price, Literary Style, Egotism, Individuality,

Eccentricity, Comprehensiveness, World-Wide
Scope, Laudation at London, Condemnation at

Coventry, Appreciation at the Antipodes, A $5.00
Book for .'j;2.oo, A "Free Advt.' of Cycling in

General," etc., etc.

Besides the collected press notices and sub-
scribers' opinions, the pamphlet contains por-
tions of chapters of " X. M. Miles," such as that
on " Curl," " Castle Solitude," " On the Wheel,"
"White Flannel and Nickel Plate," "My 234
Rides on ' 234,' " " Kentucky and Its Mammoth
Cave," " In the Down-East Fog," etc., etc.

Karl Kron appeals to the readers of the pam-
phlet as follows :

" Dea?- Sir—Though this book, which I now
present to you, is avowedl)' an advertisement of

a larger volume, I hope the magnitude and
unique quality of the 'ad.' may command your
perusal, and that you will find the pages read-
able enough to make the pamphlet seem worth
recommending, as a literar)- curiosity (at least

to those of your patrons who are interested in

riding or driving), especially as I mail it gratu-
itously to all applicants. It contains more
printed matter than the ' 75,000 words ' which
were promised by the original prospectus for

'Ten Thousand Miles' itself; and the speci-

men pages culled from that book are numerous
enough to enable the writing of an intelligent

review thereof. Indeed, I do not suppose many
reviewers of the book looked at as many of its

pages as are now presented to you, for the great
size of it discouraged them in advance. Whether
you notice the pamphlet or not, I shall be glad
to have you give it to an acquaintance who may
be interested in cycling, or to your local libra-

rian ; while, if you do print a paragraph about
it, a copy of same will be very acceptable for
possible quotation in later editions.

" Of the 3,600 subscriptions volunteered in

advance, from 852 towns, as a guaranty to en-
sure the book's publication, 414 were pledged in

130 towns outside the United States. Subscrib-
ers in 72 towns of Great Britain and Ireland
numbered 160; in 17 towns of Australia and
New Zealand, 115. These facts are mentioned
as evidence that a notice of the pamphlet may
have interest to some of your readers, even if it

does not induce them to send a post-card to

America and procure a copy."
The pamphlet is an interesting and unique

production. It will be sent free upon applica-
tion to Karl Kron, The University Building,
Washington Square, New York.
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OSMOND'S GRAND MILE.

On Wednesday, September 12, Fred J.

Osmond, of the Brixton Ramblers Bicycle Club,
created a new amateur mile record on the
Crystal Palace Track. Timekeeper, Mr. G.
Pembroke Coleman, the official timekeeper of

the N. C. U.; starter, Charley Wilson. The
track was in grand order, but it was late before
the rider could get down, and the evening
mists were rising, though there was, happily,
no wind.
Osmond first went for the Flying Quarter,

and exactly lied his former record, doing 33 4-5S.

After a rest he came out and went to the start-

ing point, Douglas McRae going from thirty

yards, and F. P. Wood starting some way
further round to pick him up for the second
quarter.

At the crack of the pistol Osmond got off, but
slovenly, but piling it all on he collared McRae,
who led him at a rattling pace to the quarter
mile, when Osmond passed him and went in

pursuit of Wood, who led him capitally to the

half mile. Here he should have been picked up
by Sydney E. Williams, but, owing to a misun-
derstanding, the West Kent man was a bit too

far away and Osmond went the third quarter
alone. When he got up to Williams the latter

brought him along in grand style, and Osmond
beat the record, doing 2m. 31 4-5S.

As it is an open Secret that the track is a good
ten yards over the distance, the performance is

a grand one, and, with a little better luck in

catching on to the pacemakers; the Norwood
liyer will easily beat 2m. 30s.

The starting quarter occupied 37 3-5S. ; half-

mile im. 14s., which exactly ties W. A. Illston's

Coventry record, made /// (/ half-iniU' race, on

July g, 1887; three-quarters im. 53 4-5S., which
ties Furnivall's record ; and full mile, 2m.
31 4-5S., which beats Furnivall's 2m. 32 2-55'.,

accomplished August 23, 1886, at Long Eaton.
—Land and Water. I
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THE RACE PATH.
FIXTURES.

Sept. zg^Tioga Cycling Club's race meet at Philadelphia.
Entries close Sept. 25, with Isaac Van Deusen, Jr., 2100
Tioga Street, Philadelphia.

Sept. 29—Races at Plainfield, N. J.

Sept. 29—Races at Queens, L. I.

Oct. 3—Maine Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Water-
viUe, Me.

Oct. 4—Kansas Div. L. A. W. Board of Officers meet at

Topeka.

Oct. 4-=;-6—Ladies' North Shore tour.

Oct. 6—Temple-Rowe i-miie match race at Lynn, Mass.

Oct. 6—East Orange A. C. games at Roseville, N, J. One
and two mile handicap. Entries close September 29,

with L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halstead Street, East Orange,
N.J.

Oct. 6—Wakefield, Mass., 25-mile road race.

Oct. 9-10-11—Tournament at Quincy, 111.

Oct. 10—Temple-Rowe s-mile match race at Springfield or
Hartford.

Oct. 10-11-12—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Oct. 11-12—Races at Wilmington, Del. Entries close Oct.
I with T. D. Brown, Secretary.

Oct. 13—Temple-Rowe lo-mile match race at Hartford,
Springfield or Lynn.

Oct. 15-20—Six-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery
D Armory. Chicago, 111.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Richmond, Va. Address L. B.
Enslow, P. O. Bo.K 372, Richmond.

THE POUGHKEEPSIE TOURNEY A
FAILURE FINANCIALLY.

Fortune did not smile on Manager Ducker's
efforts at Poughkeepsie on Friday and Saturday
last, and, notwithstanding good advertising, the
amateur enries were poor, and the attendance
scarcely reached 2,000 for both days. This is

not to be wondered at, as the Hudson Driving
Park is nearly two miles from the centre of the
town, and the facilities for reaching it, with no
street cars or trains, is meagre in the extreme.
It is strange Manager Ducker should select

Poughkeepsie in preference to the well-tried

people of Springfield and other places. Ducker
is said to be nearly |(i,ooo out of pocket over the
venture, as he was financially responsible, but
this is placing it too high, as the professionals

rode for "gate," and are out their expenses.
The visitors were treated well by the local club,

and the amateurs were generous enough to

waive claim to some prizes, in order to lighten
Manager Ducker's burden. The professionals
rode well and deserve credit for same, knowing
they were not getting one cent for their hard
work. The chill of Buffalo seemed to pervade
the atmosphere, and Poughkeepsie will wait
long before another such aggregation of talent

will disport themselves before her chilly citizens,

who failed to enthuse.
The officers of the meet were : Judges, H. W.

Bullard, George Sweet, G. T. Cluett and C. F.

Cossum
;
timers, George Halliwell, Frank Tracy

and James Myers; umpires, Alexander Klady,
W. A. Caire and Prof. Hamill; starter, F. J.

Schvvartz.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

The following is a summary of the events de-

cided on the first day :

One-mile Novices.—H. D. Betts, Poughkeep-
sie, first; E. T. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie,
second, by five lengths; Jesse Colwell, Roch-
dale, third. Time, 3m. 15s.

One-mile Cluh Handicai'.—J. Van Benschoten,
50 yards, first; Theo. W. Roberts, scratch, sec-

ond, by ten lengths; W. H. Boshart, 130 yards,

third. Time, 2m. S7'A^-
One-mile PkoI'ESsionai, Handicap.—R. A.

Neilson, 50 yards, first; W. F. Knapp, 30 yards,

second, by a length; W. A. Rowe, scratch, third;

H. G. Crocker, 20 yards, fourth. Time, 2m. 46s.

FivE-Mii.E Amateur Scratch Race. —W. I.

Wilhelm, Reading, Pa., first; L. Foster, Hart-
ford, Conn., second; W. E. Crist, Washington,
D. C, third; T. "W. Roberts, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
fourth. Time, i6m. 2<)3i(s.

Tiirkk-mii.e Pkoikssional Handicai'.—W. F,

Knapp, 70 yards, first; W. A. Rowe, scratch,

second, by a length; H, G. Crocker, 50 yards,

third; R. A. Neilson, no yards, fourili. Time,
9m. 20S.

One-mile Amateur Hicvclic, S( katcii.—W. I,

Wilhelm, first; W. E. Crist, second; L. Foster,

third. Time, 3m. 5s.

One-mile Protessional Tandem Bicycle
Handicap.—H. G. Crocker and R. A. Neilson,

scratch, first; W. J. Morgan and T. W. Eck, 150

yards, second. Time, 3m. JS}<(s.

Two-mile Amateur Bicycle, 6:20 Class.—
L. Foster, first; J. Van Benschoten, second; H.
Von der Linden, third. Time, 7m. 2j;{'s.

One-mile Professional Bicycle, Scratch.—
W. A. Rowe, first; H. G. Crocker, second; W. F.

Knapp, third. Time, 2m. 4i^s.
One-mile Championship of Dutchess County.

—J. Van Benschoten, first; T. W. Roberts, sec-

ond, by six inches; H. Von der Linden, third.

Time, 3m.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

One-mile Team Race.—Reading Bicycle Club,
first; Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club, second; time,

2m. Si^s. The Reading Club was represented
by B. Wallace and E. E. Alley, and the Pough-
keepsie Club by J. Van Benschoten and W. H.
Boshart.
Two-mile Professional Bicycle, Handicap.—

W. F. Knapp, 50 yards, 6m. i^s.; W. J. Mor-
gan, 150 yards, second; H. G. Crocker, 20 yards,
third.

One-mile, 3:20 Class.—J. Van Benschoten,
Poughkeepsie, 3m. 15s.; L. Foster, Hartford,
Conn., second; H. Von der Linden, Pough-
keepsie, o; H. D. Betts, Poughkeepsie, o; E. T.

Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, o; Jesse Colwell,
Rochdale, o; Ed. Winans, Poughkeepsie, o.

One-mile Professional Tandem, Handicap.—
H. G. Crocker and R. A. Neilson, 2m. 49^3.;
W. F. Knapp and T. W. Eck, second.
One-mile Bicycle, 3:00 Class.—J. Van Ben-

schoten, 3m. i7ji(s. ; H. Von der Linden, second.
One-half Mile Bicycle, Professional.— H.

G. Crocker, im. y])4s.; W. F. Knapp, second;
R. A. Neilson, third.

Five-mile Amateur Bicycle, 16:00 Class.—
W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, i8m. 2834^5.; L.

Foster, Hartford, Conn., second.
Three-mile Professional Bicycle, Scratch.

—W. A. Rowe, 9m. 3iJ^s. ; H. G. Crocker,
second; W. F. Knapp, third.

Two-mile Amateur Bicycle, Scratch.—W.
E. Crist, Washington, 6m. j^s.; W. I. Wilhelm,
second.

NEW JERSEY DIVISION RACE MEET.

Although the weather clerk favored the Orange
Wanderers and the New Jersey Division with a

bright, windless, sunny afternoon for their race
meet of Friday last, a miserable fifty-yard

stretch of mud interfered with the success of

the meet, and late in the day, when sufliciently

churned by the passage of many wheels, it

almost turned the meet into a burlesque.
It had been raining for several days, and

though efforts were made to get the track into

proper condition, it was yet damp all the way,
and fifty yards of the backstretch was nine-inch
mud of a holding nature. This mud gave added
variety to the various contests, even if it did in-

terfere with time, for the problem of each race
was not who would win, but whether the men
would get through the mud or not. On the first

round they generally got through in brave
shape ; on the second it was a tug, and on the
last they generally dropped into the mud or
gracefully dismounted.
The track is three laps to the mile, and can be

made very fast. Not more than three hundred
people were present. The press stand was over-
crowded ; there were some unnecessary delays
between events, and the track was overrun in the

most disgraceful manner. One youth from the

backwoods had a unique racing shirt, cut
V-shaped, showing off his boyish chest. He
should have been ruled ofl the track. The fol-

lowing is a summary of the events :

Ont'-mile BicYt-r.E, State Ciiampionship.—
S. H. Bcwman, N. ]. A. C, 3m. 30.34s.; E. P.

Baggot, Hudson Co. VV., second by seven yards
;

C. E. Klugc, distanced; H. 'VV. Peck, Plainfielil,

o; F. M. Burgess, Rutherford, o; A. A. Zim-
merman, Freehold, o. Bowman led all the

way, and securing a good lead on the last lap

could not 1)0 overiaken by Haggol, who is a

superior spiirter. It was eiuirely a head vic-

tory, and the "vegetarian" deserves credit.

One-mii.ic Bicycle Handuap, Passaic Coun ty

W. AND A. A.—W. E. Sluiit, scratch, 3m, 4i)s.

;

Charles Finch, 90 yards, second ; B. F. Spencer,

50 yards, third ; R. H. Blake, scratch, o ; I'rcd

Biillcrwoilli, So yards, o.

One-mile Safety Tandem Bu'Y( i ! IIamh-
CAl'.— I.. H. lohnson, Orange, and W. 11. Cald-

well, Elizabeth, 4m. 1 i-jis.; L. A. Hill and K. I.

llalsled, i'hihulelphia, second by twenty-live

yards. The (Juaker City men had a liard lirivc

of it through the mud, and were beaten by
twenty-five yards.
One-mile Bicycle, Elizabeth Wheelmen

Championship. — W. H. Caldwell, 3m. 36s.;

L. B. Bonnett, second by forty yards ; A. T.
Downer, distanced ; F. C. Gilbert, o.

One-mile Handicap, Orange Wanderers.—
H. T. Dodd, 125 yards, 3m. 47 4-55. ; Fred Brod-
esser, 175 yards, second by eight yards ; C. A.
Lindsley, 150 yards, third

; E. J. Decker,
scratch, out at two laps ; C. W. Freeman, 175
yards, o ; C. H. Foiles, 200 yards, o.

Two-mile State Championship.—E. P. Bag-
got, H. C. W., 7m. 39 2-5S.; F. N. Burgess,
Rutherford, second by six yards

; H. W. Peck,
Plainfield, third by fifteen yards ; C. E. Kluge,
out at one mile ; Joseph Powell, o. Burgess led
at the mile in 3m. 46 2-5S.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap, Hudson County"
Wheelmen.—S. B. Bowman, 35 yards, 3m.
304-5S.; F. J. Gubelman, 75 yards, second by a
long way

; J. E. Day, 135 yards, third by a yard
;

C. E. Kluge, scratch, o.

One-third Mile Dash.— E. I. Halsted, N. Y.
A. C. and Pa. B. C, 59 4-5S.; W. H. Caldwell,
N. J. A. C, 614-5S.; W. F. Pendleton, N.Y.B.C,
third; A. A. Zimmerman, Freehold, o; J. V.
Pierson, Bloomfield, o; F. B. Monell, Brooklyn,
o; W- J. Masterson, Brooklyn, o; C. E. Kluge,
H. C. W., o; E. P. Baggot, H.C. W., o; Joseph
Powell, Smithville, o. Halsted sailed away in

good style, and led easily trom start to finish.

One-mile Plainfield B. C. Championship.—
M. S. Ackerman, 3m. 58 4-5S.; F. P. Van Buren,
second.
One-mile Tandem Tricy'cle.—Caldwell and

Bowman, 5m. 13 2-5S.; Kluge and Johnson, sec-

ond. By the time this event was called the mud
had commenced to become bellicose. On their

preliminary ride round the tandemons found
they could not get through the mud, and it was
agreed that they should dismount, push their

wheels across the bog, remount and ride on.
On the first lap the boys got through all right;

on the second Johnson ran ahead, and left

Kluge to push the wheel; on the last lap John-
son and Kluge rode too fast into the mud, and
the big fellow dived over Johnson's head into

the slime. Of course, this was much more in-

teresting than an actual race, and a number of

level-headed spectators, including a large propor-
tion of small boy, adjourned to the mud patch
to watch the fun.

One-mii.e Consolation.—F. N. Burgess, 3m.
5615s.; A. A. Zimmerman, second, by six

yards.

After the races a number of riders tried the

mud, but all succumbed to the king.

Lamb, of Smithville, who has a record of 2.46,

made at Roseville, was present with a Star
safety. He has grown stockier, and should
show 2.40; but the boys say he is lazy, and likes

the good things of life too well to train.

Joe Powell and C. E. Kluge, two brilliant Star
performers of by-gone days, rode in third-class

form.

Five doctors were present—Sanger, Gray,
Johnson. Cooley and Brown.

'Jonah " made the welkin ring when the N. J.

A. C. men scored heavily. Jenkins coached the

N. J. A. C. boys with professional excellence.

Brer. Barknian helped The Whiel report the

races. Eye-Glass Chester was present, and rep-

resented himself as reporter of the New Jersey
,1/('S(//iifo Bitf.

In the evening a lantern parade was held on
the principal streets of Orange.

mi.i.-ri.iMiiiNi; contest.

On Saturday several runs were held, and in

the afternoon a hill-climbing contest was held at

Eagle Rock, at which aliont seventy-five wheel-

men were present. The course was a measured
mile from Branihall .\venue 10 and over the

crest of tlie inouiitaiii, heing identical willi the

one ridden by Hal W. CWeenwood, of .St. l.ouis,

when he made his recoril of 701. 37 2-5S., on July

28. The course was in excellent condition,

muclt belter than when Greenwood rode over it.

There wore seven slaiters—J. \'. L. Pierson,

Hloomfield Cyclers, 52-inch Light Columbia; C
I.. Leisen. Pennsylvania Bicycle Club. 45-inch

.Star; Everett Townseiul. l.>rangc Wanderers,
53-inch Columbia Roadster; Frank Hrock, of

Newark, 42-incli Pony Star ; J. R. Sultcrly,

Tienion Bicycle Club, sa-incli. Expert Columbia;
Fred Coningsby, Mrooklvn Hicycli; Club, Victor
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safety: Edgar J. Decker, Orange Wanderers, 50-

inch Springfield Roadster. All except Pierson

rode as novices, never having been in an open
contest before. The start was made at 4:05,

Pierson getting the first push-off; the rest were
started at intervals of three minutes in the order

named. The first prize was won by Fred Con-
ingsby, in the very fast time of 7m. 43s.; Leisen

came in second in Sm., 17s., and Decker third

in gm. 15s. All the others fell before the finish,
'

the grade being too stiff for them. Charles A.

Lindsley was starter, Frank P. Jewett timer at

the start, and Llewellyn H. Johnson and Thos.
N. Gray timers at the finish.

.\ 2-mile handicap will be decided at Albany,

N. Y., October 6, at 3 i'. .m. Entries close Oc-
tober I with H. R. Swenev, 5 Elk Street, .Albanv,

N. Y.

PROVIDENCE RACE MEET.

JERSEY RACE NOTES.

ONE MI IK.

Halsted 2.56 1-5

Caldwell 2.59 4-5

3.01
...3.06

TWO MILKS.

Halsted 6.07 1-5

Bowman. . . .6.17 4-5

....6.24^j:

The cry of the \. J. A. C. Cycling Committee
for a flyer to come out to Bergen Point and
prevent the monopoly of the prizes by home 1

talent was answered by the appearance on Sat-

urday of Irving Halsted, who treated the spec-
[

tators to two very pretty exhibitions of riding

in beating the track records, and himself to two
first prizes in the shape of a pair of handsome
cuff-buttons and a sapphire ring.

In the mile he had Caldwell for an opponent.
The Jerseyman made pace until a lap and a half 1

from the finish, when the New Yorker rushed
to the front and held an advantage of two
lengths to the finish in 2m. 56 1-55.—the best

record for the track and a very fast performance
for a roadster on a cinder track.

Twenty minutes later (Bowman having gen-
erously waived the rule that the 2-mile should
follow the i-mile immediatelyjBowman, Baggot,

{

Halsted and Caldwell faced the starter. They
|

started in this order and maintained it for a
mile, which was done in 3m. 6s. A lap and a

half from home Bowman succumbed to the pace
and fell behind, while Halsted put on steam
for the lead. .'\s they entered the last lap, Hal-
sted led Baggot two lengths, and Baggot was
three to the better of Caldwell. The final rush
made a 4i>^s. quarter. Baggot made a hard

i

fight and a good gain, but was beaten a length.
]

Caldwell did some rapid pedaling and got
j

within a length of Baggot. The time—6m.
t

7 1-55.—beat the track record 10 3-5S. Halsted
,

was heartily cheered by the spectators and con-
gratulated by the losers.

This finished the series, with the following re-

sult :

This gave Halsted first prizes in the one and
twtj; Caldwell second and third in the one; and
Bowman second and third in the two.

If I am not mistaken these are the best records

ever made on cinder paths in this vicinity, and
the fact that they were made on a roadster adds
to the credit of Halsted's performances.

At the N'. J. State meet, Caldwell, Baggot,
Bowman, Pendleton and Gubelman—the N. J.

A. C. team—scored six firsts, three seconds and
a third. In the five open events they scored
five firsts, two seconds and a third.

Caldwell and Bowman will ride in the 2-mile

at Plainfield on Saturday.

Caldwell would like very much to settle his

contrr>versy over the fourth place in the Labor
Day handicap with Schumacher, by allowing
him 25 yards in a mile on roadsters on the

N. L .\. C. track any time before the season
closes. If any Long Island men wish to back
Schumacher on these conditions for a medal, I

am sure I can get some N. J. A. C. men who
will do the same for Caldwell. The losing

backers will, of course, pay for a medal, the

value of which shall be determined on before-

hand.
Jonah.

A number of wheel events will be held at the
yueens (L. I.) track to-morrow, commencing at

3 r. M.

In connection with the State Fair, the Rhode
Island Division, L. A. W., held its race meet at

Providence on Tuesday, September 25, the vari-

ous events resulting as follows:
One-mile Bicycle, Rhode Island Champion-

ship.—Entries, William Van Wagoner, New-
port ; B. T. Bruce, Providence ; W. A. M. Scott,

Providence ; G. P. Hutchins, Providence. Scott

won in 2m. 59 2-5S. ; Hutchins, 3m. 5 4-5S.; Van
Wagoner, 3m. 8 i-js.

One-mile Tricycle Handicap.—Entries, P. J.

Berlo, South Boston, 15 yards ; Charles H.
Weld, East Greenwich, 50 yards. Weld led all

the way round quite easily, and finished in 3m.
20s.; Berlo, 3m. 31 2-5S.

Three-mile Bicycle Handicap.—The entries

were : R. H. Davis, scratch ; Kenneth Brown,
Cambridge, 35 yards ; P. J. Berlo, 40 yards

;

J. P. Clark, Dorchester, 50 yards ; Arthur W.
Porter, Newton, 60 yards ; C. A. Fenner, Mil-

bury, 70 yards. Brown and Fenner did not ap-

pear, and the others turned up with Davis on a

Rover. Davis passed Clark, who dismounted
with some trouble with his wheel, and mounted
again. Davis passed Berlo between the dis-

tance pole and the tape. Porter coming in first.

On the second mile Berlo passed Davis before

the half was reached, and the latter then sur-

rendered the race and dropped out. His saddle

and handle-bars were not in trim, through some
handling of the wheel previous to the race.

Newton easily finished first, but kept up a good
pace. Clark and Berlo had a pretty battle from
the quarter on the third mile, and came down
the home-stretch neck and neck, Clark finally

getting over the tape first with Berlo alongside
of him. Times, gm. 55 1-5S.; lom. 23 2-5S.;

lom. 23 3-5S.

J. West, of Birmingham, England, champion
one-legged rider of the world, raced against
time to break his record of 3m. 6s. He failed to

do it, finishing in 3m. 49s. West gave a pretty

exhibition, and his mounting of his racer with-

out assistance was a notable feature of it.

The fourth event was a i-mile safety, road ma-
chines only, with R. H. Davis, Wm.Van Wagoner
and W. A. M. Scott entered. Davis won a close

race, with Van Wagoner second and Scott third.

Scott protested Van Wagoner. Scott found his

opponent an uncomfortable man to pass, as did

Davis, owing to Van Wagoner's erratic riding,

but the protest was not allowed. Times: 3m. 5s.

;

3m. 5 3-5S.; 3m. 7s.

The next event was a i-mile boys' (sixteen and
under) bicycle race, with A. W. Hutchins, H. B.

Scott, Joseph Burk and A. W. Porter starting.

Porter won easily, with Hutchins second and
Scott third. Times: 3m. 24 i-5s.; 3m. 25s.; 3m.

33 3-5S.

The seventh event was a i-mile bicycle handi-
cap, with P. J. Berlo, 15 yards ; G. P. Hutchins,
Providence, 20 yards

; J. P. Clark, 25 yards
;

Arthur W. Porter, 25 yards ; C. H. Weld, 30
yards ; C. A. Fenner, 30 yards ; E. Lafoe, He-
bronvillc, 60 yards ; William Martin, Warren,
175 yards. Martin, who had the big start given
him by the handicapper, held his own nearly to

1 the three-quarter pole, when the rest overtook
him, and they came down the home-stretch to-

gether. Just this side the pole Hutchins took a
header, throwing him out of the contest, though

; not injuring him seriously. It was the only ac-

cident of the tournament. They finished with

I

Clark first. Weld second, and Martin a close

third. This was one of the closest races of the

meet. Times: 2m. 57 4-5S.; 2m. 591-5S.; 2m.

59 2-5S.

J. West, the one-legged rider, then gave an-
other exhibition, this time on a Rover racer, but
he only succeeded in doing his mile in 3m. 49s.,

the same as on a tall machine.
The 1-mile tandem race had for entries J. P.

Clark and P. J. Berlo; R. H. Davis and part-

ner; E. S. Dayton, G. A. French, Fairhaven; G.
P. Hutchins, W. O. Scott, Providence. The
race was a pretty one, the notable feature of it

being the work of H utchins arid Scott on a road-
ster Quadrant, while the others were light ma-
chines. Berlo and Clark finished first, Hutchins
and Scott second. Times: 3m. 123-5S.; 3m.

15 3-5S.; 3m- 20 2-5S.

The novice race had O. E. Darling, Provi-

dence; Leonard J. Berlo, South Boston; Arthur
Cummings, Newport; George .Gondreau, War-
ren; Ralph Childs, Warren; William Martin,
Warren; Arthur Barrus, Warren; E. R. Phillips,

Providence; A. W. Hutchins, Providence,

entered, and thej' all turned up at the tape. Phil-

lips won handilv, Berlo second, and Flutchins
third. Times: 3m. 16 3-5S.; 3m. 18 3-5S.; 3m. 24s.

The tenth event was a 2-mile Rover (road ma-
chine) handicap. P. H. Davis, scratch; Ken-
neth Brown, 25 yards; P. J. Berlo, 25 yards,
and W. A. M. Scott, Providence, 50 yards, were
entered. Berlo dropped out on the first mile,

and Scott, when near the finish in the last mile,

also gave up with a loose pedal. Davis and
Scott were making a splendid race of it, Scott
pushing the leader hard and keeping neck and
neck. Davis finished alone in 6m. 41 4-5S.

The last event was a i-mile bicycle team race,

with the following-named teams: Rhode Island
Wheelmen—G. P. Hutchins, E. R. Phillips, B.

T. Bruce; Bristol County Wheelmen—Ralph
Ghilds, Wm. Martin, A. W. Barrus. The Rhode
Island Wheelmen had by far the best team; in-

deed, the younger men of the Bristol County
Wheelmen are deservi.ng of credit for entering
and making a race of it. The times for the
three R. I. W. men, who all finished first, were
3m. 12 2-5S., 3m. 29s., 3m. 29 2-5S. Bruce fin-

ished a splendid first on his \'icior Rover,
Hutchins second, and Phillips third.

The tournament as a whole was successful,

and was witnessed by a large number of people,
but the ev-ents were run off rather slowly and
things dragged a little, especially at the begin-
ning.

The officers of the meet were as follows : Ref-
eree—Charles S. Davol, Warren, fudges—Ab-
bott Bassett. Boston; W. W. Stall,' Boston; W.
H. Emery, Roxbury. Timers—C. H. Howland,
J. L. Spiers, J. W. McAuslan. Assistant Timer
—W. A. Bennett. Starter—H. L. Perkins.
Clerk of the Course—J. C. Davis. Assistant
Clerk of the Course— F. E. Donle. Handicap-
per—H. L. Perkins. Scorers—C. M. Stamels,
C. E. Lincoln, H. O. Hilton.

TRACK NOTES.

The dates of the Rowe-Temple races are Oc-
tober 6, 10 and 13.

Harry Hall, Jr., is training on a Star racer
weight twenty-three pounds.

The Kansas Division meet is being held at

Kansas City on Thursdaj-, Friday and Saturday
of this week.

S. G. Whittaker has put the safet)- records
ahead of the ordinary figures from four to

eleven miles.

Woodside arrived in New York from Buffalo
on Monday. He has entirely recovered from
his attack of rheumatism.

The records have been altered very much this

year, especially on the other side. When the

English get through revising the figures we will

publish a complete table of records.

Mr. and Mrs. Peterson, of Christiana, want to

make a match at a mile on tandem tricycles with
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smith, of London. It is

probable that the match will be arranged.

A 2-mile bicycle handicap will be held at the

Warren A. C. games at Wilmington, Del., Oc-
tober 6. Entries close September 29, with W.
F. Kurtz, 212 Finch Street, Wilmington, Del.

Temple arrived at the Faneuil House, Boston,
on Tuesday. He will train at the Chestnut Hill

Reservoir for his races with Rowe. W. J. Mor-
gan will also train at the Reservoir for the Chi-
cago six-day bicycle race.

A 2-mile bicycle handicap will be held at the

Y. M. Ci A. grounds, 150th Street, near Mott
Haven, New York, on Saturday, October 6.

Entries close September 29, with George Poole,
6'39 Walton Avenue, New York City. Games at

2:30 V. M.

ENGLISH I'ROFESSIONAL MILE lilCYCLK RECORD.

On Wednesday, September 12, A. H. Robb, on
a " Rudge " ordinary, made an attempt to beat

the mile professional record—viz., 2m. 35 2-5S.

Robb finished the quarter in 40 2-5S., the half in

im. 17 1-5S., the three-quarters in im. 55s., and
the mile in 2m. 33 4-5S., beating record.

W. J. Morgan publishes a lengthy letter on the

Rowe-Temple foul at Buffalo. While it is to be
expected that Morgan, as Temple's manager,
would object as a matter of course, still much of

what he says of the judges and referee at Buf-
falo is true. The decision that Temple had
deliberately fouled Rowe was most unjust.
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Rowe will ride his last race with Temple,

when he will retire, winner or loser. Of course

we all know that Crist, Rich, Rowe and other

cracks are always on the retire, but, Patti-like,

they still keep at it. Rowe seems determined

to leave the path, go into business, and live the

life of a model benedict.

Our old friend "Jonah" can smell a match
race months away. He is anxious to promote a

gentleman amateur sporting match race between

W. H. Caldwell, N. J. A. C, and W. D. Schu-

macher, Long Island Wheelmen, the latter to

receive a handicap of twenty-five yards. We
hope the match may come about.

Willie Windle, the fastest amateur now on

the path, has applied to the New York Athletic

Club for membership.. Willie will doubtless be
j

elected to membership, as the New York Ath-

letic Club is always in search of first-class ath-

letic material. Any man who shows first-class

form is boarded at Travers Island all summer at

the club's expense.

The following events will be decided at

Queens, L. I., to-morrow : One-mile novices;

2-mile handirap; i-mile heat race, for members
of the Cyclists' Union of Long Island; i-mile

handicap, rover-type wheels. No racing wheels
will be allowed in ordinary wheel events. A
special prize will be given if track record of

2m. 59 4-5S. is broken.

The Orange Athletic Club games to be held

at Roseville, October 6, promise to be exception-

ally interesting, as over 200 entries have been
received, and about fifty men are expected to

start in the two wheel handicaps. The club,

which has a membership of 600, has just signed
papers for a new property, on which a quarter-

mile track will be built.

The Poughkeepsie(N. Y.)meet, held Friday and
Saturday last under Mr. Ducker's management
was a financial failure, thcmain cause being the

lack of quick transportation to the Hudson Driv-

ing Park, which is over a mile out of town, and
is reached only by a stage line. The events of

the meet were Rowe's mile in 2m. 41XS., and
Crocker's half in im. ly^^s. A good amateur
was discovered in Van Benschoten.

TIOGA MEET HANDICAPS.

Among the events to be decided at the Tioga
meet, to be held at Philadelphia to-morrow, are

the following handicaps : One-mile Tricycle

—

Crist and Kingsland, scratch; Brown, 40 yards;
Wells, 100 yards. One-mile Safety—Crist, scratch;

Wilhelm and Kingsland, 25 yards ; Halsted, 35
yards; Brown, 45 yards; Taxis, 90 yards; Pear-
son, Wells and McDan:els, 100 yards; Egolf,

Welt and Furnelton, 125 yards.

SAFETY RECORDS AT LON(", EATON.

On September 12, H. E. Laurie made amateur
safety records from one-quarter to a mile. The
times made were as follows :

Laurie's Time. Pkevious Record.
M. s. M. s.

Quarter 0.393-5 0.402-5
Half 1.171-5 1.22
Three-quarters 1.56 2.03
Mile 2.363-5 2.374-5

RACES AT HUNTINGTON, L. I.

The Long Island Live Stock Fair Association
announced two cycle events to be run on the

Fair Grounds on Ttiesday and Thursday of last

week. Owing to the rain both events were de-

cided on Thursday, September 20, with the fol-

lowing result:

One-mile Championship of Queens and Suffolk

Counties.—N. F. Waters, Brooklyn B. C, 3m.
40s.; S. C. Ebbetts, H. B. C, second.

One-mile, 3:10 Class.—F. G. Brown, K. C. W.,
3m. 27s.; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., second;

N. F. Waters, Brooklyn B. C, third. In the

3:10 race there were three prizes. The track

was rough an^d muddy, although the Fair people
did all in their power to made it ridable.

FIFTEEN-MII.E RACE AT lIAKRISliURC, I'A.

The first bicycle race ever contested in Harris-

burg took place on Saturday last, over the half-

mile trotting track, under the auspices of the

Harrisburg Wheel Club. The distance was
fifteen miles. Some 400 people were present.

The contestants were E. L. Fry, F. Roher,

George Oves, T. J. Carpenter, Miles Fry, W.G.
Schooley, George Ilutman, II. W. Stone, Carl

Duke, Elmer McFarland and William Froelich.

Schooley, Fry, Roher and Oves alternated in the

lead. ilutman dropped out on the sixth lap,

Schooley on the seventh, Duke on the ninth,

Froelich and Stone on the eighth, McFarland
on the tenth. Miles Fry on the eighteenth and
Carpenter on the twenty-sixth. E. L. Fry fin-

ished first, Roher second, and Oves third.

WHITTAKER MAKES WORLD'S RECORDS ON A
SAFETY.

On September 11, at Long Eaton, S. G. Whit-
taker beat the safety records from two to eleven

miles, and beat Rowe's and Crocker's world's

records from four to eleven miles. The follow-

ing table will show the value of Whittaker's

efforts :

Whittaker's Times. Rowe's Times,
miles. m. s. miles. m. s.

I 2.411-5 4 10. 412-5

2 5-182-5 5 13-234-5

3 7-59 6 16. 123-5

4 10. 40 1-5 7 18.59

5 13. 221-5 8 21. 412-5

6 16.07 9 24.262-5

7... 18.523-5 10 • 27.071-5
8 21.38 II 29.513-5

9 24.222-5
10 27.052-5
II 29.502-5

Australian cyclists are preparing for a two
days' amateur championship meeting, which will

be held at Melbourne November 17 and 24. The
aggregate value of the prizes is ;^65o. Here are

some of the novel features of the meet: Riders
entering in six events or more will receive a dis-

count of 20 per cent off entrance fees; satin

jackets must be worn in every event; every com-
petitor must wear long sleeves, plain white
knickerbockers and black socks; competitors
running in colors other than those advertised
will be fined los., and in default of payment of

fine will not be allowed to start. Any purchaser
of a IS. ticket to the grounds will have a chance
to win the undermentioned prizes: First prize,

piano, valued at £'^0; gold watch, value ^15;
lady's silver watch, value ^^5. Among the odd
events are: One-mile obstacle novelty race,

grand parade around the track of road riders

and racing men, i-mile third-class American
bicycle lap race, 2-mile ladies' bracelet bicycle

race.

CRIST AND HALSTED AT CARLISLE, PA.

The second day of the fair opened September
26 with favorable weather. The chief features

were the bicycle and horse races. The first

bicycle event was a 3-mile race, open to all.

The entries were E. I. Halsted, of New York,
and W. E. Crist, of Washington, D. C. The
gold medal was won by Crist by a short dis-

tance. Time, 7m. 53j^s. The next event was
a lo-mile race, open. In this the first prize was
the Arnold silver cup, valued at $125; second,
Souder medal, valued at $50; third, gold medal;
fourth, silver medal. Entries were W. E. Crist,

of Washington; E. I. Halsted, of New York;
E. F. Frey, of Harrisburg; Ernest Emmert, of

Hagerstown, and Elmer Wagoner, of Carlisle.

Crist and Halsted gave the other contestants a

start of one minute. Frey led for the first nine-

teen laps, but on the homestretch Crist and Hal-

sted made a spurt, the former winning by a

short distance over the latter. Frey took the

gold medal and Emmert the silver medal.
Time, 39m. 3i>^s.

ENGLISH PROFESSIONAL SAFETY RECORDS—
TWENTY-TWO 'I'O THIRTY MILES.

On Wednesday, September 12, at the Coventry
track, E. Oxborrovv started for the 20-niile rec-

ord with the intention of going on for the fifty

miles, should he be successful in the former.

Starting at 4:30 r. M., he completed the first

mile in 2m. 39 2-53. He was not, however, in-

side record until the twenty-second mile was
reached. From this point upwards he main-
tained his lead, and coni|)lcled thirty miles in

ih. 28m. 29s., beating the ordinary record by

twenty seconds. His mount was a Rudge
" Bicyclettc." The following are ilic times ac-

complished :

MLS. II. M. S.

I o 2 39 2-5

5 o 14 09
10 o 28 50 3-5

15 o 43 264-5
20 o 58 00 2-5

22 *i 3 54 4-5

23 *i f' 59
* Safety records.

BROOKLYN.

MLS.

24..

25
26

27
28.,

29.,

30

10 07 3-5

13 16 1-5

16 23

19 27 3-5

22 37
25 40 2-5

28 29

I
Ordinrtry records.

The League-Union controversy is spreading.
Mr. F. W. Loucks, of the Kings County Wheel-
men, an old rider and the president of his club,

takes up that side of the question which has not
been championed by the correspondents of the
cycling press. His views are as true as they are
conservative, and in view of the one-sided drift

of opinion, as expressed through various corre-

spondents in The Wheel, their appearance is

most timely. While not being called upon to

answer him, his communication being distinctly

addressed to others, nevertheless, in justice to

our voluntary advocacy of the Union, we feel

impelled to again touch on its relation to the
League.

Neither the exact facts in the case, nor the

general principles involved, seem to justify the
implication that fault was found with the
League because it had not built a cinder path
between Brooklyn and Jamaica. We do not
believe that a single wheelman of Brooklyn,
who has given the matter consideration, could
be guilty of such an absurd thought. The Sec-
ond District represents one-fourth of the Stale,

and about one-twentieth of the League member-
ship, and for it to expect a return of the moneys
expended by the League directly, proportionate
to these figures, would display a lamentable
ignorance of the principles actuating the estab-

lishment of the national body over a territory in

which Long Island plays an extremely insignifi-

cant part. Then there naturally follows the as-

sertion, as made by the Secretary-Editor of the

League, who quotes from Mr. Loucks' letter a

paragraph which is full of wisdom, though we
believe based upon false premises, that the

Union is being fostered by the theft of the life-

blood of the League, that it depends for its suc-

cess upon defection in the other's ranks, and,
further, that the League is being attacked to

that end. It was to be hoped that the Union
could be pushed without further reference to

League affairs, but the Bulletin's assertion of the

above justifies a renewal. In the first place, the

attacks (so called) on the League had no bearing
on the question, as they were begun before the

Union was started, and were based on different

issues. In the second place, the Union dis-

claims a "mushroom" origin, the outcome of

fickle enthusiasm or misguided effort, but looks

back through months to its real starting point.

In 1886-87 the League Representatives of

Brooklyn formed a local board. The idea was
good, but lack of funds precluded the accom-
plishment of the same improvements, which
have always been and are patent to the wheel-
men of Brooklyn as necessary to the healthful

extension of the sport. The only source through
which this board could have derived pecuniary
help—the New York Division— is itself com-
pelled to raise the annual dues to $1.50 in order

to retain the plank of "road improvements"
which was inserted in its platform. Put these

two facts together, and we see why we need in

Brooklyn an organization independent of the

League. And if, in starting this enterprise,

in giving to the waiting that which fills

their wants, these promoters offer advan-
tages which irresistibly induce wheelmen
to leave the League and "trade across

the way," are they to be blamed for it ?

Are they to be accused of a deliberate at-

tempt to draw members from the League,
when, as numerous instances under our per-

sonal observation testify, wlicelmen come vol-

untarily forward and say: " Put down my name
for membership in the Ihiion, I am tired of the

League?" Tlie indications of the past few

months pointed to a decreased renewal list from
the Second District. It is undeniable that the

LInit)n will still further reiluce it. There is

room on Long Island for both organi^rations

without toe-treading, for their purjioses are not

at all antagonistic. But because all the wheeU
nu-n may not fool oallod upon to support /.>//>,

the rosull shoulil be looked at from a purely

business standpoint and atirilnitoi,! to that most
natural of all desires—the desire to get the most
for one's money. Many of the clubnu'n of

Brooklyn are and have been League members
because clul) stipulations made it ii,\{ssaiy. .^nd

if next year such men have tho liberty of a

choice between the l-eaguo and the Unioi\, and
in exercising that liborty sever their allegiance

(?) from the League, should its losses with any
degree of fairness be charged to unfair treat-

ment by the Union, an organization run on bus-

iness prineii^les ?
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On Saturday evening, 22d inst., an enthusias-

tic meeting of the Brooklj-n Bicycle Club's char-

ter members in the Union was held for the pur-
pose of electing its representatives on the

Cyclists' Union Executive Committee. Fifty-

three names had been enrolled. Several nomi-
nations were made and Messrs. H. E. Raymond
and H. Greenman were elected, they agreeing
to serve until the annual meeting in December.
Before the meeting adjourned the issues pre-

sented by the formation of the Union were
thoroughly discussed and the remarks listened

to with interest by those present.

L"N.\TT.VCHED WHEELME.N, ATTENTION 1

Unattached wheelmen who have joined the

Union will be enabled to have one representa-

tive on the Executive Committee as soon as they
number twenty, provided they take concerted

,

action. If those who have not joined, but intend
so doing, will communicate at once with Mr. :

A. T. Hook, care of Law Library, Brooklyn,
sending in their applications, that gentleman
will see that they are properly put through and
will also notify them when their number reaches

j

twenty, stating time and place for holding a

meeting to elect a representative. A few more i

names will accomplish this. Send in j'our
,

applications no7u, with dues for balance of the

year—fifty cents.

Twenty-two members constituted the party of
\

Brooklyns who responded last Sunday morning
,

to Mr. Fuller's invitation for a nice ride across

the " Beautiful Isle of the Bay." The day pre- I

vious Mr. Fuller had gone over the ground,
principalh' to remove sundry small stones scat- '

tered along the highwaj'. and incidentally to

make dinner arrangements for the capacities of

his club mates. Starting later than the sched-
uled time the party struck a lively gait to South
Ferry, but made connection with the 9:30 Staten

Island boat on the New York side. The ride

from St. George to Tottenville, sixteen miles,
j

was done in two hours. The roads were in fair

condition, and about the only invariable ele-

ments in the topography of Staten Island were
there in all their glory, the hills and the dogs.

The only unfair difference between them was
that the former claimed all for its victims, the

latter feasted only upon the temptingly near
calves of the "goat" riders. The hills, how-
ever, were such that an ordinarily strong rider

could take them all, and the roads improved
somewhat after leaving Giffords, which is about
half way across the island. An occasional
stretch of shell road afforded relief, as the side

path riding so abundant on Long Island is con-
spicuously absent in Staten Island. From Tot-
tenville the party crossed by ferry to Perth
Amboy. Hotel Central was waiting with open
arms for the dusty boys in blue, who ate their

dinner with the oft-described ravenous joy of a
'hungry cyclist.

The entire trip was most enjoyable. The
scenery is pleasant to the eye, and it seems

j

strange that this one day's trip is not taken
oitener by our wheelmen. The expenses are
light, as no charge is made on the two Staten
Island ferries for the carrying of wheels. It is

a trip, however, that should not be attempted
by " green " riders with the hope of thoroughly
enjoying it, as several of the above party, who
had not ridden for some time previous, were
badly used up on the return trip. The majority,
however, pulled through in good shape.

H. G.
Brooklyn, September 26. 1888.

DETROIT.

young lady last spring. It's none of our busi-

ness unless he made her acquaintance while out
with his bicycle, in which case we consider it in

the line of bicycle news.

W. K. Bush extended an invitation to the

club to spend last Sunday at his home in Gaines,
Mich., and Messrs. Jacobson, Murphy, Thorn,
Smith, Andrews and Balch accepted it and went
out on the Saturday night train. On Sunday
morning they went "a-wheel " to Swart's Creek
and back in time for as fine a dinner as was ever
set before hungrv wheelmen. In the afternoon
they wheeled to Fenton, where they took the

train for home, as well pleased with their trip as

any they have taken this season. Mr. Bush
spared no pains to make every one have a good
time, and aside from the short time he spent with
" someone else " at Fenton he was with the boys
all the time.

We understand that the minstrel show is off

for the present, owing to several of the club men
refusing to take part in the ballet.

It is reported that John Hanley, mounted on
a 30-inch jigger, run down A. D. Boulby, with
his 60-inch wheel, and the two bikes were hav-
ing a regular fight when Rob Traub came up
and took a header on top of the pair, smashing
things up in general.

Be Be.

ODDS AND ENDS.

The A. A. U. games were a big success at

their grounds on Wednesday last. There were
about 5,000 people present. The bicycle race
was the most interesting event of the day, Crist

and Ilalsted making as fine a 2-mile race as we
ever saw, the Washington man winning by only
six or eight incnes.

Mr. T. T. Roe and wife, of Chicago, were in

town last week. Mrs. R. had her bicycle with
her. and as it was the first ladies' bicycle ever
seen in Detroit, it attracted great attention.

This is just the time of the year when there is

little interest taken In the wheel in general.
Several of the club boys have taken short runs
all by themselves of late, and we have our sus-
picions in the matter. Take George Lane, for

instance. It looks as though his runs were all

out on the road where he saw that fine-looking

Clarence H. Smith, Southern agent for the

Gormullv & Jeffery Manufacturing Company,
reports a heavy demand for the Smith luggage
carrier. For circular, address C. H. Smith, 249
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

The New York Bicycle Company send us very
encouraging reports of their season's business,

both in perfectly new wheels and those second-
hand. It is worth while for intending pur-
chasers to look through their stock. Their
wheels are bought in excellent condition, and '

particular pains are taken to always keep them
so. We note their prices, in another column,
have been still further reduced, and really A i

machines are offered lower now than ever.

Our correspondent says of the Philadelphia

races: "After the races were over the prizes

were distributed in the main Exhibition Build-

ing, and were the finest ever given in Philadel-

phia." These medals were made by Pedersen
and Buckingham, of New York.

(Special to The Wheel.]

John A. Wells yesterday, September 26,

climbed Irwin's Hill three times without a dis-

mount, and to-day, September 27, broke all

records on Sycamore Street, the longest and
steepest grade roadway ever ridden on a bicycle

—one foot in six and four-fifths for 2,600 feet.

A grand bicycle tournament, under the man-
agement of George R. Bidwell, will be held by
the Berkeley Athletic Club, at Morris' Dock, New
York City, on October 20. The meet will be the

greatest ever given in New York. See next
week's Wheel for details.

G. M. Nisbett, New York Bicycle Club, will

start October i to make a month's record of 2,000

miles. Mr. Nisbett at present holds a month's
record of 1,600 miles.

The entries for the Orange Athletic Club one
and two mile handicaps close to-morrow, Sep-
tember 29. See the medals in Spalding's and
enter. Address, L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halsted
Street, East Orange, N. J.

The Pennsylvania Division Board of Officers

met at Harrisburg on the 27th.

I Races will be held to-morrow at East Hart-
ford, Kansas City, Philadelphia, Plainfield,N.J.,

, and Queens, L. I.

ladies' north shore iKrr.

Arrangements for the ladies' annual North
Shore trip are fast being completed, and it has
already been decided that this year's tour shall

I be begun at 7:30 r. m. Wednesday, October 3,

! when the party will take a train at the Eastern

I

depot and^go to Newburyport, where they will

remain over night. In the morning the party

will mount their machines and ride over the

white shell roads of Newbury, through the Essex
district to Gloucester, stopping a.\ the Pavilion

over night. Next morning the delightfully

romantic tour of the Cape will be begun. A
picnic lunch will be taken along and eaten in

Folly Cave. The riders will return to Gloucester
in time for supper, and remain there overnight.
Friday morning the party will ride to Magnolia
and spend the forenoon at that country place;
from there a ride to Beverly will be taken, and
the evening spent there. Saturday morning
they will ride to and dine at Nahant, and then
the homeward trip will be commenced.

The Maine Division had a meet in Waterville
yesterday, 27th.

At the meeting of the New Jersey Division
Board the following delegates to the National
Assembly were elected : John B. Lunger, Essex
Bicycle Club, of Newark ; F. L.C.Martin, Plain-
field Bicycle Club, and George C. Pennell, Eliza-

beth Wheelmen. The treasurer reported a
balance on hand of §433.

The Citizens' club-house is in the hands of the
decorators.

Mr. George Wilson has called a club run of the
Citizens' Club to Milford, Pa. The party will

leave New York on Saturday afternoon, October
6, and be gone four days.

Chief Consul Bidwell has taken away the cer-

tificate or the Genessee House, Buffalo, N. Y.,

for good and sufficient reasons. The Tifft House
will in future be the League headquarters at

Buffalo.

Rev. T. McKee Brown, Citizens' Club, re-

turned on Saturday last from a three months'
trip abroad. He reports a great boom in cycling
there.

Fred Coningsby rode a Victor safety in the
Eagle Rock hill-climbing contest. Fred is sure
he can beat Greenwood's record, as well as
Wells' nine-times record, and he will shortly try

to break both.

The K. C. W.'s had a club run to Olmstead'ss,

twent)^-three out, on Wednesday night. After
the run supper was served at Y^an Name's, on
Bedford Avenue.

Tom Hall, while training for the road race,

was run into by a runaway horse. The horse
carried a shaft which struck Hall's wheel, caus-
ing him a severe header.

While out riding at Roslyn, L. I., on Sunday
last, W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., collided with his

club mate, Mr. Nellis, both taking headers.
Murphy's fall was verj' severe, resulting in

a sprained wrist, bruised hip, swollen lip, black-
ened eye, cut nose, and distortion of face gen-
erally. Three stitches brought the nose into

proper shape, a few days' care caused the lip to

retire to respectable and natural proportions,

and Murphy is himself again. He will be un-
able to keep up the hunt after Nisbett's i 600-

mile record. When he fell, September 23, he
had a mileage of 1,237 for the twenty-three days.

The Swift safety captured single and tandem
records at Hartford. On the single Davis rode
a mile in 2m. 46s., and on a tandem Crist and
Davis covered a mile in 2m. 44J.4S.

The Kings County Wheelmen will decide a
lo-mile club championship at the Queens (L. I.)

track, on Saturdav.

"around the world on a bicycle," volume n

We have received from the author a copy of

the second volume of " Around the World on a
Bicycle," of which we will give an extended
review next week. Thestory of Steven's journey
from Afghanistan to India has been especially

reserved forX'olume II., and much of the Indian
and Chinese part of the tour, aggregating nearly
one-third the contents of the volume, is all new
matter. At the end of the volume is an itin-

erary, giving the date and sleeping places for

each night of the entire trip around th? world.

The Bloomfield Cyclers, of Bloomfield. N. J.,

have challenged the Elizabeth Wheelmen to

a cross-country hare-and-hounds race, to take
place on Saturday afternoon, October 27. As
the E. W. are the challenged parties, they will

be hares, and will also have the choice of the

course.

Howard A. Smith & Co., Oraton Hall, Newark,
N. J , have one of the most complete repair

shops in the country, being especially fitted up
for difficult repairing.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Karl Kron wants 30,000 buyers for his cycling

cyclopedia.

The Chicago six-day race will commence
October 16.

G. M. Nisbett i'j riding a Demon racing goat,

weight twenty-five pounds.

E. Irving Halsted has applied for member-
ship in the New York Athletic Club.

The Riverside Wheelmen will take part in the

parade of the Plainfield Club on the 28th.

The greatest newspaper genius of the age is a

resident of St. Louis, and his name is Page.

The Wakefield, Mass., Bicycle Club will hold

a 25-mile road race on Saturday, October 6.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club may reconsider

their present intention and enter a team in the

inter-club road race.

Stevens' humorous sketch, "A Wild Chase
for a Pamphlet," has been republished in sev-

eral of our exchanges.

It is doubtful if any remarkably fast time
will now be accomplished on the Buffalo track

on account of the strong wind which comes from
the lake.

The New Jersey Athletic Club will send a
team of racing men to all local meets and games.
Messrs. Caldwell, Bowman and Gubelman are

already on the team.

The Russian military authorities have selected

the Swift Safety, No. i, for use in the Russian
army. The Swift is manufactured by the Cov-
entry Machinists Co., Ltd.

An enterprising London dealer sends out a

procession of boy cyclists wearing green caps
bearing the inscription in gold, " Electrine oils

for cyclists, burning and lubricating."

The Coventry Machinists Company will im-
port a ladies' bicycle. The company has just

received through the Custom House a tandem
bicycle, suitable for a lady and gentleman.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club were guests
of the Hudson County Wheelmen on Saturday
and Sunday last. This exchange of club cour-

tesy fosters kindly feeling ;
it is true wheel free

masonry.

Mr. Joseph D. Huggins, President L. I. W.,
has been taking a two weeks' vacation at Mil-
ford, Pa. Mr. Huggins took the stage journey
from the Gap to Milford, a thirty-two mile
stretch, of which nineteen miles is first-class

riding.

We urge our readers to write Karl Kron for

a copy of his " Newspaper Notices," which they
will find very interesting. A postal card
dropped to Karl Kron, University Building,

Washington Square, New York, will reach the

proper destination

Gerry Jones has resigned as Chairman ot the

Racing Board. The friends of Doctor W. G.
Kendall, Boston Bicycle Club, are advocating
him for the vacancy. Mr. Jones is compelled to

devote all his time to the management of the

business of "Jones, of Binghamton," of which
firm he is a member.

English cycling papers are severely comment-
ing on the dangerous rush which occ'urs at the

termination of important contests, and in which
the crowd takes possession of the track, endan-
gering the life and limb of the competitors. Sev-
eral remedies are suggested, but it seems to us
that a stout fence and an athletic policeman
with a penchant for clubbing would keep the

mob in order.

The cycling scribe of the Pittsburg IhtlUiiii

has a phantasmagoricai idea of some things wc
have written of the Van Sicklcn header. We are

sorry the scribe is wrong, l)ul wc have neither

the time nor inclination to set aright all the

jay quill-drivers and backwoods pen-pushers,
inflated, confused and made ridiculous by a per-

verse fate which drifted theni into the news-
paper world, when their forte is wood-chopping
or some other purely muscular bread-earning
employment.

A NKW CYCI.INC MONTHLY.
We are in receipt of Vol. I., No. i, of the Cyder, a

newcycling monthly publisheil atStamford.Conn.
The Cycler'x^ about the same size as Ot4tin};\ and

contains twenty-four pages. Its publishers sta1;e

that it will present the best of cycling litera-

ture of American and foreign periodicals. It

pays a compliment to The Wheel by republish-

ing "The Red-Headed Girl and the Ladies' Bi-

cycle," " Ralph Temple on Training," and "The
League Constitution," all of which appeared in

our Buffalo number.

The annual fall games of the New York Ath-
letic Club were held at Travers Island on Satur-

day last. Special trains were run between New
York and Pelham Manor, and stages were run
between Pelham Manor and the Island. About
six thousand people were present, and when the

games were in full swing the si/ ht was one to

delight the eye and heart of the out-door man.
The island, which is so situated as to afford

gems of land and water scape wherever the eye
rests, has been made an athletic paradise, with
its boathouses, outhouses, dressing-rooms, cin-

der path, ball field, etc., etc. The ground has been
terraced so that the track is sunk below the level

of the spectators' seats, which are massed about
it in amphitheatrical manner. The sport was of

the highest class, and the people of a fine grade
socially and pleasant to look upon. The crowd
was well handled, and the New York's inaugural
of their athletic island was a success. Among
those present were many cyclists, though we
only noted Messrs. Gulick, Beckwith and Mc-
Cormack, of the Citizens' Club. There was no
cycling event, which the cycling members of the

club should see does not again occur at future
games.

John A. Wells, who was a spectator at the
Buffalo meet, throws a clear light on the Temple-
Rowe foul. It is quite true that Temple was a
few lengths ahead of Rowe entering the home-
stretch, and could the Lynn man have chosen the
inside he would have certainly done so. Mr.
Wells comments as follows on the incident :

"The question as to whether Temple fouled
Rowe in the world's championship race on the
third day seems to resolve itself into one re-

garding the rules of the track. When Temple
entered the homestretch he had a clear lead of

at least three feet, and he rode toward the out-
side of the track, which was decidedly the best
surface, taking a straight but diagonal course to

the tape. Rowe, coming after him with a rush,
rode outside of Temple, either from choice or

from inability to turn the corner short enough
to take the inside. By the time the front of his

wheel had reached Temple's pedal, he found he
had no room to ride between Temple and the

fence, and he took his feet off the pedals as the
only alternative to a header. Temple took the
course that he did deliberately and with the ac-

knowledged intention of forcing Rowe to take
the inside of the track, which was softer. If he
had a right to do this, no foul was committed."—American Athlete.

THE CYCLING CURE.

Dr. Oscar Jennings, a Paris physician, who
has collected a deal of medico-cycle knowledge,
recently expressed himself as follows to a repre-
sentative of Galignani's Messenger :

"When I began cycling I had been taking
short exercise for three months. I had endeav-
ored to make a beginning in fencing, and had
gone so far as to purchase the necessary imple-
ments and pay for a month's lessons in advance.
I had also tried walking. Horse-riding to fa-

tigue had not done what I wanted. To com-
mence fencing at my age was a co7-vee, and, ac-

cording to the initiated, was likely to continue one
for many months. Walking alone was far from
cheerful, and I soon said that nothing short of

the direst necessity would induce me to continue
this mode of taking a constitutional. As a for-

lorn hope, one never-to-be-forgotten day I

mounted a tricycle. At the end of the first ride

I foresaw its possibilities. What it has done for

me mav be judged from two facts—first, I have
lost fourteen kilos, of superfluous fat ; secondly,
I am always ready to rise at 6 a. m., and this, to

borrow a cycling expression, used by no means
to be " my record." Rational cycling, more than
any other athletic exercise, tends to promote the

mens sana i>i corpore sano. There is every reason
to believe that in the near future the medical
profession will take up cycling as they have rub-
bing. Naturally, it will receive a high-sound-
ing name, and doctors will then recognize it as
a method of ' cure.'

"

AN ENGLISH VIEW OF KARL KRON.

Once again that energetic, if eccentric and
egotistical, individual, " Karl Kron," bobs up
serenely with his "Ten Thousand Miles on a
Bicycle." The discretion of our editor saved
the readers of The Cyclist from much of the

monotonoas pages of puffery concerning this

book which its enthusiastic author sent the

rounds of the press both of this country and of

America during the years of its compilation;
but quite enough paragraphs were admitted to

create some sort of an interest in the appearance
of the book, and to stamp the author and pub-
lisher in the minds of our readers as an inde-
fatigable worker to an end. That end was only
partially attained by the appearance of the book
complete, and the work its author has now set

himself to do is to sell 5,000 copies of it. With
this object in view he has now issued for free

distribution a pamphlet of over 150 pages, con-
sisting of carefully compiled " Newspaper No-
tices and Subscribers' Opinions" on his wonder-
ful book, which almost rivals the book itself for

the laborious care of its compilation. We have
no doubt the irrepressible Karl will get through
his edition of 5,000 copies, for he has set his

mind on it, and he is evidently gifted with as

much tenacity of purpose as is proverbially

credited to that breed of dog to which his favor-

ite " Curl " (immortalized in the book) belonged.
He will deserve it truly, and no one will envy
him his task or its results. Our publishers and
proprietors can afford to ignore the spiteful at-

tacks made upon them, which are but the vapor-
ings of a disordered imagination, and for our-

selves, whilst wishing this harmless, laborious

crank a successful end to his exertions, we can
but pity the man, and for his own sake wish so

much intense energy had been expended on a
better object.

BILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARR THE MOST
* * PERFECl

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilileran I?i-Club.
Citizens Club.
I.oiiK Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIi & CO.,

New .lerscy Wheelmen
kosellc Ramhlors.
lluntinj;l"n Hi I'lulv

Uderan Hi-Chit> of Hor-
);en IVint.

Yonkers B.C., ami others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

ixr E -sjsj- TT o n. is: ,

M.VN H rA< Til KKU.S Ol"

Bicycle, Tennis, Yaclitino- and Tourisl Suils,

Caps, Stock iiiii's, lUc.
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THEY COULDN^T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the Bi. World loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Cataloo"ue free

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers "in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. KZHSTGrSTOHSr KIDSriTTI^SrCB- CO.

1
I

Hartford, September 14, R. H. Davis, in the Safet^^ Handicap,
^von froi^n scratcti, in 2m. 46s. on^ a

SWIFT SAFETY.
'Ftiis is tlie l=n:iile Amateur Safety Record for America5

On tlie same day, Nlessrs. Crist and Davis established a

WORLD'S RECORD
03sr ^^

SWIFT SAFETY TANDEM,
Riding a mile ^vitbout pace=makers in 2m. 44^s.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS CO., Ld

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON.
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A DUEL ON CYCLES.

The following paragraph has been going the
rounds of the general press : To even a casual
visitor to Berlin it has been plain of late that a

considerable part of the population have gone
fairly mad over tricycling. The craze began in

April, when the police at last removed the pro-

hibition of tricycling in the city. At first the

rider of the "Dreirad," as the Teuton calls the

machine, appeared timidly in the streets, amid
the jeers of the cabmen, who did all they could
to impede his progress, in more than one case
even running him down. Now, however, he
has triumphantly asserted his rights, and has
become the stock figure of the caricaturist, and
his doings the refuge of the editor wanting
"copy." In all the principal thoroughfares
tricycles may be hired, and to judge by the great
numbers in the streets their owners do a brisk
trade. Ladies as yet have not been able to

brave German prejudice, and are rarely to be
seen on "cycles," and then only at night. As
a natural consequence, tandems are not very
popular. The suicide about a month ago of a
young Berliner, who had won several races,

because his doctor had told him that he must
give up racing, shows how passionately the sport
is pursued. This week, however, the tricycle

has appeared in quite a new light, for it has
been used for the first time in a duel. The
combatants rode out with a number of friends

to a retired spot some five miles north of Berlin.

There 300 yards were measured on the road,

and the two duelists, after taking off hat and
coat, charged madly against eacb other. In the

collision that ensued one was thrown on his side

and had his leg badly damaged ; the other on the
back of his head. As the machine of the former
was hopelessly smashed, honor was declared
satisfied, and, after bandaging the duelists, the

whole party returned to Berlin—the beaten com-
batant on a "carrier" tricycle, while the re-

mains of his machine were towed along by an
obliging friend.— The Cyclist.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'TIole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

ONLY FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTIILV MADAZINH.

S -13. Id s o 3r X "fc> e> nSTo-ij^T-.

Address THE CYCLER PUBLISHING COMPANy.
STAMFORD, CONN,

-— HOW TO

Buy, Sell or Exchange.
ADVERTISE IN OUR

For Sale, Exchange,

and Wants Coltnnn.

- - Fifteen Cents.

- Twenty-five Cents.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 "Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

"pOR SALE.—A 48-inch Semi-Roadster Columbia, in
•* good order; was new last year. Ball-bearing' front
wheel. Will sell for $45.00. Address W. B., P. O. Box
444. 10-5

VXyANTED.—Humber Tandem Tricycle in exchange for
^* Columbia Expert Bicycle, 52 or 54 inch ; first-class

and little worn. Address, T. D. Hodges, 160 Broadway. 10-5

Sacrifice
;

54-inch Columbia Expert, 1887; full
$90. nickel; not run 15 miles; perfect condition; spoke-
grip, luggage-carrier, lock, etc. Cost $150. Leonard
Dakin, Cherry Valley, N. Y. 10-17

DIG BARGAIN.—1888 Springfield Roadster Bicycle^ Ball bearing, spades, ridden about 300 miles, condition
excellent ; make an offer. Bargain, Lock-box 14, Rich-
field Spa, N. Y. 9-28

THERE'S A CHANCE.—Who is looking for a 54-inch
^ * Rudge Light Roadster, at a bargain, balls all around.
King of Road lamp, Kirkpatrick saddle, etc., good as new ?

Address " Bargain," P. O. Box 498.. 10-5

pOR SALE.—A Veloce Columbia, 1S88 patent; good as
new; ridden three months; price, $105; reason for

selling, owner to travel next two years. L. W. D., Pitts-
field, Mass. 9-28

"pOR SALE.—A Star bicycle which cost $160; good as
-*- new

;
price $85 if taken immediately. W. E. Hubbard

Brattleboro, Vt. 9-28

pOR SALE.—56 inch Expert Columbia, full nickeled, in
•' excellent condition ; new last season. Address, H.
Elting, New Brunswick, N. J. 9-28

CEND 50 cents, together with your League number and^ name of club, for handsome pack CARDS. Every
description of fine printing. Seving & Co., Baltimore, Md.

9-28

A BARGAIN.—52-inch 1888 E.xpert, full nickel, perfect
'^ order, ball bearing all over, pedal cyclometer, K. of
R. lamp, bell, ridden only 400 miles; cost $152.50, for
$125.00. Also a 50 incli Standard; good order; $40.00.
Wm. T. Shannon, 435 Union Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 9-28

pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
"• in excellent condition; new last season; only $45. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19

r^ YCLOMETERS ! LOOK ! !—I akin Hub, 48-inch, $6 ;

^-' 53-inch, $5 ;
54-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;

Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5 ;
56-inch, $5 ; three Hill &

Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
fect order; ridden but little. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-

eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 291
Pearl Street, New York City.

A TTENTION !—We want more wheels to supply our
'* large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office
'^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$^ j-^ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
J^ just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck if you
put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle

Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
*- New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Crijiper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, iiist out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 40) Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

CTARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost ne\\
-~

K. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Y^

Twenty-flve Words,

Two Insertions, -

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS Ol*' TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. , New York,

Tlin lUllIiiKN & .Si)«iiv(M- Co., Ilartl'ord, Ooiin., U.N.A.

Maniifailurcrs of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Palt-nt Bicycle Wienclies, 4 and 5 inches long wlien closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

ALL AUVERTISEMKNTS MUST I!K RECEIVED

BY TUl'.SUAV MDUNINO.

TICTORSAFETY.TICTORJDEIOR,

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.

Drop forged of bar sieol ami linisluil in a ihoroiigli man-
ner and case hardeiieil. .Small in si/e bill giants in slrengih,
warranlcil a lirst-class tool In rverv n's|iei t

l''or sale hv all ("vcle m.uuil.ulunT-. .in<l iK.iIcin.

THE VICTOK SAFETY.
AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material

and workmanship are used in this wheel.
Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of
wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the
best anti-vibration device ever invented, the
Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which are

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long e.xperience has
proven to be most valuable. It is the hand-
somest, strongest and easiest running wheel on
the market, and is built to stand the strain of
American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fift)' inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, $75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest
sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
inen's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the
highest grade boys' wheel.

The Youths' Premier Bicycle,
Our specially in wheels of low cost, is the best
to be had for the money. It is staunch, strong
and well built, adjustable in every part, and a
thoroughly reliable road uiachine for boys and
youths. I'ricc of 50-inch, jfiOo.oo.

Our lustulineiit Phm.
TiiK iNST.M.Mi'.Nr Pi..\N. as conducted by us,

is the easiest way to own a wheel. Wc make
most reasonable arrangements, making the
titnc and aiiunint of paytnents to suit ainio.st

any pocket-book. Do not lose lime by waiting
to save up, but comincnce riding at once.
Machine given 10 purchaser as soon as lirsi pay-
ment is niatlo. Call or wrilo and learn particu-
lars.

Riifiiiy AVheols t«> Hire.
We have ;i fine stock of racing wheels, sizes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented lor ^5.00
per week to resjionsible parties.

A ITNl-: I.INI': OF SUNDRIES. HEI.l.S, LAN-
TERNS, CYCLOMETERS, t)lI.S, ENAM-
EL. Ttn)L MACS AND CYCLINC.

GO(n)S Ol.- EVI-KY DlvSCKlI'lU^N.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

For a fompkte il/iistmled eotttlogtif of /V</<>»

Wheels, Boys' Wheels, 'Sundries, (.'informs, (\i/'s.

Helmets and Cyeling (loads ofevery desei if-fion, send to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
I'lliti'd St. lies .Ablins lot \uloi ("vclcs.

241 BROADWAY, I I OS MADISON ST.
NKW \t>KK.

I I llKAi;0.
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KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
I'KERLESS TOBACCO AVORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

ROCHESTEK, N. V.

— OF—

SecoM-HanJ Bicjcles M Trlcfcles.

List
No.

325
40-?

4^'
435
438
458

45Q
474
479
4*i3

486

489
500

503
508

315
519
520
521
522

523
524

530
531

535
544
545
553
558
559
560
561

563
564
565
566

567
569
570
571

574

Size Make Bearings Finish

American Club Ball Enamel..
American Club Ball Nickel ...

Expert Ball Nickel . .

.

Col. Lgt. Rdstr Ball Enamel..
Harvard Ball Enamel..
E.xpert Ball Enamel .

.

Victor ... Ball Enamel
American Star Plain. . . Nickel .

.

Brit. Challenge Ball.. ..Nickel. .

E.\pert Ball Enamel..
American Star Plain Nickel ..

Harvard Ball Enamel .

.

Monarch Rover Ball Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel .

.

Special Star Plain Enamel...
Expert Ball Nickel . .

.

Sp. Premier Plain Enamel .

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
Am. Club Ball ....Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Columbia Lt. Rdstr. . . . Ball 2-3 Nickel
Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball . . 2-3 Nickel
Facile Ball Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Expert Ball Enamel .

.

Otto Plain Enamel
Premier Plain Enamel..
Expert Ball Enamel .

.

Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel
Special Star Cones . . . Enamel .

.

Expert Ball Enamel..
Expert Ball 2-3 Nickel
Victor Ball Enamel.

.

Col. Lgt. Rdsrt Ball Enamel..
American Star Plain Enamel. ..

Standard Columbia Plain Enamel.

.

Expert Columbia Ball Nickel
Victor Ball Enamel .

.

Special Star Cones. . .Enamel..

Sell
FOR

$55 00
, 60 00
. 65 00
. 80 00

. 50 00

. 70 00

• 75 00
. 50 00

. 70 00

. 70 00
, 60 00
. 30 00

95 00

55 00

65 00
80 00
40 00

95 00

90 00
go 00

55 00

85 00
. 90 GO

. 95 00
40 00
65 00

. 70 00

35 00

35 00
. 70 00

301 so Col. Three-track Ball Enamel.
496
5"
526

534
548
550
554
555
556

Spkbrk. Cripper Ball Enamel

.

Victor Tricycle Ball... .Enamel..
Humber Cripper Ball Enamel.

.

Humbcr Cripper Ball Enamel..
Sparkbrook Tandem. .Ball Enamel
Col. Two-track Ball Enamel..
Humber Tandem Ball Enamel.. .110 00
Marlborough C. Tand . . Ball Enamel ... 190 »
HumberTandem Ball Enamel. ..125 00

Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oralon
Hall, or they will be shipped to any address C. O. D., with
the orivilegeof examination, provided the person ordering
remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in

case machine is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

.Vkwakk Tklbihone 673. Okange TeI.EI'IIONE 134

When the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have demon.straled that

we have sold more

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

Graite Mricalor
Prepared from Pure American Graphite

;iliVcLl^cn^^'^AMD
BEARll

jl,PRlCE25CTS.

PVARK.N^

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

^' HOWARD A, SMITH & CO., Oratoii Hall, Newark, N. J.

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

1^ /or less money, during the season
^ of 1888 than any oihei dealer

in America.
Send for the most complete Wheel

CatulDi/ue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON 00.
f>r, Slate St., Cliieafro, III.

Oh, come, fair Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of political combatants, clamoring loud;

Oh, leave ihcm to bicker and quarrel and jar.

Like the flats and the sharps that they frequently are.

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete,
That beats Time himself, and can never be licai.

For the .Sohmrr Piano, as certain as fate.

Is "the ticket" to win, for the year 'H8!

Copyright by SonHER A Co., 1888. from **The mit^umnifr Piirk,''

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

<i cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

ihat although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for i8SS in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

b'a being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piaho.

QUICK DRYING BICYCLE ENAMEL.
This carefully prepared article is manufactured with special reference to the requirements of bicyclists. It is the

result of years of study and experiment, and is iiinjiii-slionahly the best. It not only beautifies metal but protects it from

damage by rust, acids or alkalies. In putting it upon the market, the manufacturers feel perfectly confident that its

im-rits will be appreciated by the great army of wheelmen.

Price in 4-oiince, white flint glass bottles, having full directions for use, and packed, one dozen c.ich, in neat dove-

tailed cases, !j;72.<xi per gross, oT iffi.no per dozen, F. O. -B. N. Y. Discount to the trade. Price, 50c. [icr bottle.

E. L. COOK & CO., Manufacturers, 77 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.
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WE TAKE

Oli Moots in Part Fapeit

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBERAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL, THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

THE

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SecoEiMIMS for Owners

— ON—

COMMISSION,

GIVING THT, BEST CHANGE TO

UNLOAD QUICKLY.

WE OFFER

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from SiO to $15 More

— FOR—

Second-liand Cyc es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

WETMORE & CHESTER.
I Second-hand Victor

49 COKTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

H V 1

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
climb, as compared with

their old mounts.

READ OUR RULES.
No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Notice this Weelc's Reductions. No. 181.—Rudge Humber Cripper Tricycle.

New last season. Prime order. Cost $180.

Sacrificed at $110.

No. 183.—52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.

Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price $130.

No. 186.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with

enam. rims and bar. Only $85.

No. 190.—54-in. Rudge. Enam. Cowhorn bars.

Hell. Price $60.

No 191.—54-in. Expert Col. Enam. All balls.

Dropped bars and spades. Price !f!70.

No. 195.— 54-in. Rudge. Enam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars. Good as new. Price $75.

No, 197.— 52-in. Matchless Singer. Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price $85.

No. 198.—48.in. Stand. Col. Painted. Price

*4".

No. 199.—Humber Cripper Tricycle. Weight,

47 lbs. Perfect cond. Sacrificed at $80.

No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roadster. Nickel

with enam. wheels. .Ml balls. Cowhorn
bars and spa<l('S. Looks like lu-w. PiiceifS^.

No. 202.—48-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at $75.

Our List, September 28, 1888.
No. 204.—50-in. E-xpert Col. Nickel with enamel

wheels. All balls. Price $55.

No. 29.—55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22

lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. I2g.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 141.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame

No. 205.—51-in. Col. Light Roadster, 'SS. Nickel
with enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looks
likes new. Only |iio.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price $40.

No. 20S.—4S-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Ball wheels. Price $70.

tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60.

No. 153.—54-in. Sanspareil. Bail wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.— 50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only $90.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price $85.

No. 171.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.

Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price

$50.

No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enameled. Not
ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at $85.

No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price $30.

No. 180.— 54-in. Stand. Col. ICiiani. Price $35.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 209.— 52-in. Col. E.xpert. Full nickel. .Ml

balls. Fine cond. Price I75.

No. 211.—Rover Rear-driving Safety. New.
Price $100.

No. 212.—52-in. Premier. Nickel, with enam.
rims. Cowhorn bars. Balls to fr'ont wheel.
Price $00.

No. 213.—r4S-in. Am. Star. Knam. Cowhorn
bars. Susp. saddle. Price sfjo.

No 214.—54-in. Expert Col. Nickel, with enam.
wheels. Drop bars. Price ^65.

No. 215.

—

54-in. \ictor. F.nani. New wheels

this year. Price $80.
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12i, 126 & 128 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

AGENTS FOR

THE NEW MAIL 1888.
GREATLY IMPROVED THIS YEAR, MAKING IT A

Light Roadster of the Highest Grade.
All parts Steel Forgings and strictly interchangeable. The only Wheel with the Trig-

well Ball-bearing Head. Perfection-strengthened Backbone and Forks, and thickened

Rim. Tangent Spokes, Spade Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, Adiustable Step, etc. Price

$5 less than last year. We also handle the famous IVEL SAFETY. Come in and see

them. Send for circular. Also a full line of Sundries, Uniforms and General Sporting

Goods.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

MriKlerWorts
AKRON, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Kiibber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^^ yj7'jc±t,e foar IParice List;.

NEW YOEK WAEEHOUSE,

Q5 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, Sew Kapiil, Cliaiiipion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Prices
from 88 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bv^ught and sold.

Send for large iilustrated catalog of

wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our teiTns f easy

uavments—ot interest to every actual or prospectivf

w uaeiman. G ko. W. Rouse & Son . 13 G St.. Peoria, ill.

MERWIN, HULBfRT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

ISTEl'V^ ^y-QE-I^ OIT'2'.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Lij'lit Cliampion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Cliallenge Tricycle.
A N I> S U N I) K I K s

.

1888 Si>x'±3rLg£±elca. ErOaca-stex"
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

m
Ca3

9" td
O CD

o v>

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, SIOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our slock before f>iin/iiisiiii;.

A DVERTISE in our For Sale an.l Exchange
^*- Column, and

SELL YOUR OLD WHEEL AT ONCE.

Twenty-five words for Fifteen Cents.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'r

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Whicli We are Now Introducing.

Solid Silver Cigarette-hoWers, with Real AMBER iMouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece.

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
(Successors to Jeris F. Pedersen)

Manufacturiiig and Importing Jewelers,

Wi Maiden Lane, N. Y.

p. 50
8.on

No. l:'.--<.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

Solid Gold Cisfarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

|3.50
t.aO

A Perfect Fit «uaraiiteed.
Displacement Iiiipossiblc.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete

should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—

" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. Gr- i^-A.A;^so3sr,
SOliE PROPRIETOR AND MAM'FACTl RER, Saralojra Springs, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BKNNETT &- HALE,
112 On:raii-ge S^bareeti,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
.•\ N I)

TRICYCLES.
Sundries and Repairs.

'40 SECOND-HAND WHEELS.

Bix^T- ITo-cL^r SliLoes o±
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Duane.
THEUUE.VT LOXDOS SHOE MAN.

Mv Specialty kor the Summer is theKANGAROO SHOES,
Tt)e Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a fine line of HICYCLE SHOES.

look: otjt
FOR

OF THF,

Queens A. A. C,
.\T

QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Tlioiuas Lloyd, OiH'«'ns, Oiu'»min Co., >'. Y.

Moommf\^^

S. F. HEATH,
ST. PAUL BRANCH : 316 Roberts St.

MINNEAPOLIS: 417 Nicollet Ave.

JOcHNli^

'?^Vf9: m^'
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Arcli St., Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

eARL&WftSON
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS

"ARETHE BEST"
f6:R SALE EVERYWHERE.

j;,,^;^-.rJjl
|
i=;;==!J

I

' ^ ^'J

wV
RUBBER

Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

HEWYOEK BELTING &MCKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

E. & If, T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satcliel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
DaUmeyer ILeiises.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine,

^^°More than Forty Yean
Established in this Unt

0/ business.

Sportini doojs,

LOWEST PEIOES

12 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalog-ue.

Tll[ "BEST" BICYCLt LOCK

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

p VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

Ij^ SPALDING'S YOUTH'S 81-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

SMITH'S DETACHAELE mmi CAHRIER.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu-
ralg-ia, rheumatism, lurabag^o, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,
swelling- of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
ncss, Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,
Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Drug:gi6ts.

.A.1STS. I'ooFt th^e:

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price f t.oo.

WHJTTEN & COm Providence, R, I,

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

Between 124th & 125th Streets.(Late Sixth Avenue.;

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, C/iampions,

Ideals, Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Humbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycies, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

EEPAIRS !

~~
REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Worlv
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, '75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, $1.00. Discount to the trade.C EC. SDVLITHI,

249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit, Midi.

J", o'coinroi?,.
Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,

845 SIXTH AVENUE,
First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.

All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A
full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

W^xc K
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

"Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

c««

c^^'^ADAMS^ TUTTl-FRliTTI '"S^Z"

CLUBS TRU.MP

WHICH WINS?
CO

AIAHS i Si'S TOTTIFRDTTI CflElflBC COM
acreases the .iow of saliva ami aids iliRcstion. The Gum is now used l>y touring as well as racing

vheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive tliirst.

PURi:. PLEASANT. . ALL FL.VVOKS.

SlxoTj-lo- Td© oia. ssile at; all '^^'li.oolxn.en.'s ia:©»<3.q.-uLaix*ti©T*B.
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AGAIN COLUMBIAS.
At Hartford, Conn., September 1 3 and 1 4, riders

of Columbias won
XI OXJT or" X-Z

possible first prizes for Bicycle contests.

An instantaneous i^hotograph, taken at the precise second that Rowe and

Temple crossed the tape, gave the race to E,o\ve by about half a wheel.

Copies of this photograph can he seen at our Boston, New York, Chicago,

and Hartford offices, and at our principal agencies, or will be sent by mail

for 15 cents each. 8

POPE MFC. CO.,

BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO.

9

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few slightly shopworn new Rudge Tandems and Rudge Humber Tandems, and also a limited number of shopworn Rudge Bicycles at a reduction.

H. ]V[. SABEN, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, IVIass.

/S THERE AM AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBTEDLY THE KING OF THE REiR-DRIVERS.

THE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Crank Macliine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDLATE DELIVERY.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, he sure and write for our

Catalogue hefore piu'chasmg.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.^

CI3:iC.A.G-0, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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"We S-bill Hold. O-ixn? O wj_l.

'iea^5TEH

.CRANK WHEB

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

XC^ecox-ds foxr 1^8S.
L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44)^ ;

three-mile handicap ;
five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,

open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :

" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBING RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. C.\talogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. C0.7 NoTs Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, = = = BROOKLYN.

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 Sonth Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speed/.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

'^f|Mlj4'Cj;ti" New York Salesrooms,
" ^^ 115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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IPOinSTTS Jersey-Fitting Underwear Go.

RELATING TO

Second-bud Ihi
SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STEEET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Prices are fixed according to the condition I

and //lake of the machine. I

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

JII.

Guarantee. —We warrant all our second-

liand machines to be free from defects, except

sLich as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
I he stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

VICTOR SAFETITICTOR JUNIOR,

TICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.

We call special attention of all
^

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Let every
sportsvtantry thejn. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES &, CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Bcston, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS. BICYCLE HOIST.
4'.!-inch

44-inch

46-inch

46-inch

48-inch

48-inch

50-inch

51-inch

52-inch

52-inch

52-inch

52-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

55-inch

5S-inch

56-inch

56-inch

56-inch

57-inch

58-inch

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

Expert Columbia ; i888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ;
scarcely used

E.xpert Columbia ; full nickel
; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

H umber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster ;

D. H. F. Premier

Club

Expert Columbia

British Challenge

Expert (very cheap)

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern

Ilumber Tandem ; nearly new.. . .

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new.

00 00

150 00

loo 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to
answer in(|uiries fully.

Note IJ.—-Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. I), to any address, with privilege of
examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
suflicicnt to pay transportation charges.

HURT CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar

\\ or deface nickel or enamel in

\any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

It^^Send for circular.

Discount to Deal'ers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,
Worcester, Mass.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, KTl'.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. , New York.

The lUllinKN .« S|)«n('i-r Co., Ilnrtfortl. Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two conliiuMils.

THE VICTOR SAFETY.
AS in all Victor wheels, only the best material

and workmanship are used in this wheel.
Every wheelman knows, and every purchaser
ought to know, that vibration is the bane of

wheelmen. By the use of the spring-fork, the
best anti-vibration device ever invented, the
Victor Safety glides over rough surfaces and
absolutely does away with all vibration. "The
leader of the safeties," is the verdict of all who
have tried this machine.

THE VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.
An ordinary, in the construction of which fire

employed only the finest material and the most
skillful labor. It combines in its construction
three features which a long experience has
proven to be most valuable. It is the hauil-

soiiiest, strongest and easiest running 7vheel on
the market, and is built to stand the strain of

American roads.

THE VICTOR JUNIOR.
An ordinary of high grade, made in all

sizes up to fifty inches, suitable for youths
and short men. Price, $75.00 for 50-inch, $5.00
for each additional size less. In the largest
sizes it is the best and cheapest youths' and
men's wheel made ; in the small sizes it is the

highest grade boys' wheel.

The Youth's Premier Bicycle,
Our specialty in wheels of low cost, is the best

to be had for the money. It is staunch, stron.t;

and well built, adjustable in every part, and a

thoroughly reliable road machine for boys and
youths. Price of 50-inch, $60.00.

Our Instalment Plan.
The Inst.m.mi'.nt Plan, as conducted by u,-^

is the easiest way to own a wheel. Wo make
most reasonable arrangements, making the

time and amount of payments to suit almost
any pocket-book. Do not lose time by waiting
to save up, but commence riding at once.
Machine given to purchaser as soon as first pay-
ment is matle. Call or write and learn particu-

lars.

Racing- Wheels to Hire.
We have a fine stock of racing wheels, sixes

50 to 57. These wheels will be rented for $5.o<.i

per week to responsible parlies.

A FINE LINE OF SUNDRIES, HELLS. LAN-
TERNS. CYCLOMETERS, OILS. ENAM-

EL. TOOL HAGS AND CYCLING
GOCtDS oi- Evi-.RY Dksckiption.

IJrup forged ul bar .u-cl .iiul liiiisluil in .1 UioihukIi in.iii

nci aiul case lianleiicil. Sm.ill in si/e but gi.iius in siinifjih,

warraiUoil a lirst-il.iss tool in every respect.

Kiir sale by all ('\ilc inamil.u-tuiers and deaU-is.

REPAIRS PROMPTLY DONE.

For a iwiif'.'i-le i//ustr,ifi;i i\it<i/ogiie 0/ I i,tO)

ir/ieeh, Boys' li'/ii-e/s,. Suniiries, L'liiforms, C"ii/.f.

Helmels a 11J C
"1 v.'i'ig (7. < <./.< of'er.-'r . ies. • if-fi.''/ ,

ten. r' ,',
•

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
United Si. lies .'\i;cnts loi Xicloi Cyiics.

241 BROADWAY, I ( 08 MADISON ST.
NKW V(iKls. iiir M.
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QTT A -r>-R. A -KT-T

What's in a name ? Possibly, nothing ; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,
then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering ta/ieel, an extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequentlj^ satisfactory Tricycles

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADKANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, HALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

-ae^

"Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky,

The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek.
And no walls but the far-off mountain tops

;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADEANT TEIOYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIi',
BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTE.S
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADEANT TEICYOLE No. 14. For Lcidies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now thought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thu's beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SElSriD FOR IDESCE.II'TIAT'E C-^T.A.LOC3-XJE, FREE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 arid 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Mel.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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c Trade RiYCLING IRADE J\EYIEW,
Published every Friday mornirm.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year,

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents

and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

To Repeal the Liberty Bill.—A number of

New York City road men, principally members
of the Driving Club, talk of making an organ-

ized effort to repeal the Liberty Bill. The

wheelmen are largely to blame for this feeling
;

not the great body of wheelmen, who appre-

ciate the value of the Park, but a few riders,

generally new men. It is impossible to describe

the monkeyshines of some of the boy cyclists

who frequent the Park drives. They cavort in

front of the Casino, on a small circle specially

built for carriages; they run into drivers from the

rear; they rush across the paths of staid

coaches,^ponderous carry-alls and light buggies;

they race around the circuit, and in fact do their

utmost to make themselves obnoxious. On
Sunday last two accidents happened in the

Park, and fifty men were racing pell-mell

around the circuit. This circuit should not be

used as a race path, and captains of clubs

should at least see the club men do not scorch

there. If the cyclists of New York City could

realize the difficulty of passing the Liberty Bill,

and the immense value of the bill" throughout

the State; if they could realize how hard it

would be to be debarred from the Park, now
that they have once gained entrance to it, they

would be more careful. Almost every horse-

man who drives regularly through the Park can

tell you an incident in which a cyclist came

near running into him or being run into by

him, through stupidity and careless riding.

Grand Fall Tournameni'.—The Berkeley

Athletic Club, an opulent athletic organization

with a luxurious Lyceum in a fashionable quarter

of New York City, has just completed the best

appointed athletic grounds in this country at

Morris Dock. These grounds will be inaugurated

on October 13, with an athletic exhibition, and

on the 20th a grand bicycle tournament will be

held. The tournament is managed by Mr. G.

R. Bidwell, Captain of Bicycling, Berkeley

AthleticClub, and F. P. Prial. The club has built

asplendid bicycle track with fast andsafe curves,

has built luxurious competitors' quarters, and

this tournament is given to find out the interest

taken in bicycling as compared with olhcr sports-

If the result is satisfactory, New Yorkers may
look for several tournaments every year on these

beautiful grounds.

It is sad to relate that cycling life in Gotham
has the appearance of being very dead at present,

but it is to be hoped, very sincerely, that cyclists,

both of clubs and unattached, will boom this

tournament and personally attend it. The

grounds are but fifteen minutes from the Grand

Central Depot, and but a short ride up Sedgwick

Avenue from Macomb's Dam Bridge. The

prizes will be valuable, and it is expected and

hoped that all the racing men will enter.

Until the present athletic war is settled, wheel-

men who compete at any games held under the

rules of the National Association of American

Amateur Athletes, dubbed for brevity the " N.

four A's," will not be permitted to compete at

any games held under the rules of the Amateur

Athletic Union; that is, any person competing

at N. A. A. A. A. games will be held by the

A. A. U. to have lost his amateur status. The

N. A. A. A. A. has until this spring controlled

amateur athletics in this country, the two most

important clubs in the association being the

New York A. C. and the Manhattan A. C.

There has always been considerable ill-feeling

between these two organizations, and this has

grown until there is positive ill-will on one

or both sides, the result being that the N.Y.A.C.

recently determined to dislodge the M. A. C.

from the premier position it had taken in the

N. A. A. A. A.; or, failing in this, to start an

athletic governing body of which the N. Y. A. C.

should be the head. The result of various

causes, on which it is not necessary to dwell, was

the formation of the A. A. U., of which organi-

zation the N. Y. A. C. is the controlling power.

The A. A. U. is composed of some twenty-

eight clubs; the N. A. A. A. A. of two, the

Manhattan A. C. and the Missouri A. C. So

far as we can judge, the N. Y. A. C. is using

the A. A. U. as a cat's-paw to exterminate the

M. A. C. One of the steps in this war of exter-

mination was the passage, by what we believe to

be an unconstitutional vote, of the resolution

declaring that amateurs who competed at N. A.

A. A. A. games would be debarred from compe-

tition at A. A. U. games. We take the ground,

that as both the N. A. A. A. A. and the A. A. U.

both recognize the L. A. W. rules and run all

wheel contests under these rules, cyclists can

compete at either N. A. A. A. A. or A. A. U.

games without imperiling their status. The

President of the A. A. U., however, holds a con-

trary opinion, and writes that bicyclists who
compete at N. A. A. A. A. games are debarred

from competing at A. A. U. games. There is

work here for the Racing Board. It is the duty

of the Board to get a reversal of the A. A. U.'s

decision. Until the war is settled we would

advise all wheelmen not to compete at either

A. A. U. or N. A. A. A. A. games. The A.A.U.

has taken an imperious, dictatorial and offen-

sive stand in the matter.

At the meeting of llic Eastern Road Club,

held at the office of Dr. W. G. Kendall, 176

Trcmont Street, last Thursday evening, to deciile

about the tie in the race of last Saturday, it was
agreed, after considerable discussion, to leave

the matter in the hands of the referee, Vice-

Consul Dr. W. H. Emery. A subscription

paper was starleil for the beiu-fit of Mr. Mc-
Combie, who took a header .Saturday aflcriioon

and is now at the City Hospital. Those who
desire to contriliule can forward their subscrip-

tions to Mr. Willard Forbes, President of the

Dorchcstn ("lub.

HERE AND THERE IN CYCLING

CENTRES.

ALBANY WHEELMEN'S LANTERN
PARADE.

The Albany Wheelmen, reinforced by cyclists
from Troy, Hoosick Falls and Hudson, made a
Chinese lantern parade on the evening of Sep-
tember 28, the first ever attempted in this city.

The procession was formed in front of the club
house, on Madison Avenue, which was taste-

fully decorated with Chinese lanterns and flags,

shortly after eight o'clock, and took up the line

of march up Madison Avenue to Willett, to

State, to Swan, to Washington Avenue, to Lex-
ington Avenue, to State, to Willett, to the club
house. Captain Joseph L. Adrien, of the Al-
bany Wheelmen, was in command, with First

Lieutenant Frank Shields, Second Lieutenant
Herman H. De Rouville, and Color Bearer
N. H. Wendell. Each wheel was more or less

elaborately decorated with Chinese lanterns of
various colors and sizes, flags, colored papers,
etc. Some of the wheelmen had miniature
torches in their caps, and others were protected
from the dews by Japanese parasols. Lanterns
dangled from the cross-bars, and in some in-

stances wooden standards were tied to the
wheels and circles of lanterns and flags thus
held aloft.

There were about sixty wheels in line, and
they were of all sorts and sizes, including tan-

dem bicycles and tricycles. The effect produced
was quite weird and fantastic, and hundreds of

spectators along the route applauded the wheel-
men. While some features of the parade could
have been improved upon, it was the first at-

tempt of the kind in Albany, and as such high-
ly creditable. The Troy contingent numbered
eighteen wheels, in command of Captain F. H.
Norris; A. F. Edmunds, First Lieutenant, and
P. F. Hanley, Color Bearer. The rough pave-
ments made wheeling anything but pleasant,

and the bicyclists were glad to get back to the

club house, where the visitors were given sub-
stantial refreshments and talked over the fea-

tures of the first Chinese lantern parade in

Albany, resolving to have another and much
more pretentious one in the future.

The Albany Wheelmen escorted the out-of-

town wheelmen to the depot to the music of a
" Kazoo " band.
The A. W. are in good condition, and new

members are being received at every meeting.

CALIFORNIA'S ROAD RACE.

The California Road Racing Association held
a meeting on Tuesday evening last and decided
to give the third race on October 8, iSSS, at the

San Leandro course. The Bay City Wheelmen
have won so many points in the first two races
that it will be impossible for any club to take
the trophy from them, so they have decided to

enter into this race a teain of men' who have
never raced before. Chas. Hammer, J. E.

Bauer and H. A. Pogue are the men selected to

carry the gold and scarlet. They are all novices
in the true sense of the word, and the result is

looked forward to with great interest.

The S. F. Bicycle Club held a race meet at

the Oakland track on Admission Day, the prin-

cipal features being poor management and very
tame events. Such alTairs do not by any means
tend to advance the interests of wheeling.

It has been the source of no little comment
that Davis was loo ill to contest the 5-mile State
championship with Ireland, and yet be well

enough to riile three other races with men whom
he knew had not a ghost of a chance against
him. .Surely the " Flyer of the Pacific Coast "

(,to

quote from a locent article concerning hini! w.is

not afraiil of little .Meek Ireland ! Some people
think he was. It is a good iilea for some clubs

to have a race for club members only, as tlu-y

will then be sure of <>//<• of <he prizes.

'Tis generally understood that Senator Morg.m
will visit the coast in J.inu.uy next, witli his

contingent of celebrities, and hold .i lour-d.iys

tournament in the Pavilion. It is to he hoped
that such is the case.

Saiii\.
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WANTED!
RELIABLE AGENTS

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE U. S. A.

FOR THE SALE OF THE

WARWICK PERFECTION WHEELS
WHICH HAYE MORE GENUINE IMPROVEMENTS

Any Wheels on the American or European Markets.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

I St.

2(1.-

4th.-

5th.-

6th.-

7th.-

.Stli.

" 9th.

loth.

1 ith.

i-nh.—

The Following are Some of its Many Advantaf/es

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE wheruby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
luindle to apply the brake.

A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a

minimum.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength

at the part where required

—

i. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE t)eing made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are strctchless in their

circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

l)art where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest strain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used arc India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of liic rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and ixdisli, and cannot be broken witli ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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THE LADIES' NORTH SHORE TOUR.

The ladies and gentlemen who are on the

North Shore Tour of 1888 may be considered as

the favored of the gods if this year's tour

proves as enjoyable as the ride of last year.

The ride this year is from Newburyport to

Boston, the trip occupying four days, October

4, 5, 6 and 7. From the committee's circular

letter we republish the following, stopping to re-

mark that no gentleman on the tour is referred

to as Mr., but as "her husband," so that every
male cyclist on the tour is somebody's husband.
We wish the tourists an enjoyable trip.

" Mrs. Abbott Bassett is chairman of the committee, but
she will oe represented by her husband in all the practical

work of the tour. The chairman will register the names of

Ihe entire party at the hotels, and see to the distribution of

rooms.
" Mrs. Charles Hopkins will make the pace for the party

on the road, though her husband will do all the talking,

and give such orders as may be demanded. By order of

the committee the pace will be slow, and no one will be
allowed to pass the pace-maker, e.xcept on the more diffi-

cult hilb or with her permission.
' Mrs. Dr. Southwell will be quartermaster, and will be

represented by the doctor in all the business that may fall

to the lot of this officer. The quartermaster will have
charge of bag and baggage, and will direct the drag;.

" Mrs. J. Rush Green will be adjutant in charge of the
centre of the line, and, under her direction, her husband
will supervise the riding and transmit orders to and from
the whipper-in and the pace-maker.

" Mrs^ W. W. Stall will be whipper-in, but her husband
will hold the whip. The whipper-in will ride in the rear
to help along the stragglers and give comfort to the weary.

" A drag lor the conveyance of luggage and extra ma-
chines will accompany the party. Thirty pounds of bag-
gage will be allowed each couple.
"The party will assemble each evening and receive

orders regarding the time of rising, for breakfast and for
starting on the following day. It is imperative that these
orders should be received by every member before retiring.
Orders will be issued by the chairman each evening for a
rising call. ' Ohne Hast' is the motto of the party. The
pace will h«e purposely slow. On a long hill, up or down,
tourists may go ahead of the pacemaker, but they must
wait at the foot or summit till the arrival of the entire
pariy. If there is an immediate descent after the ascent
the halt at the summit may be omitted. A code of whistle
signals has been arranged for use on the road.

" The itinerary will be as follows :

" Wednesday, October 3.—Take 6 p. m. train from East-
ern station for Newburyport. A special baggage car will
be attached to the train for the transportation of wheels
and luggage. Machines must be at the station before g !. m.
Car will be ready at 2:30 p. m., on track outside the station.
Fare to Newburyport, $1; five tickets, $4.50. Report at
Wolfe 'I'avern; supper, 50 cents; lodging, 50 cents; break-
fast, 50 cents.

" Thursday, October 4.—Ride through Newbury, Row-
ley, Ipswich and the Esse.K woods, to Gloucester, thirty
miles. Arrangements for dinner will be announced at the
Wolfe Tavern during the evening of the day before. Late
dinner at Pavilion, Gloucester, 75 cents; lodging, 50 cents;
breakfast, 50 cents.

" Friday, October 5.—Around the cape. Dinner at the
Linwood, Pigeon Cove, 60 cents. We circle the cape.
' Ohne Hast.' Late dinner at the Pavilion, 75 cents; lodg-
ing, 50 cents; breakfast, 50 cents.

" Saturday, October 6.—The forenoon at Magnolia. Din
ner at Willow Cottage, 50 cents From Magnolia to Salem
in the afternoon. Supper at the Essex House, 50 cents;
lodging, 50 cents; breakfast, 50 cents.
"Sunday, October 7—Some will ride directly to their

homes, others will go to Nahant or Marblehead.' Definite
arrangements for this day will be made later."

-- —

PASSAIC CITY WHEELMEN'S LAN-
TERN PARADE.

The annual lantern parade of the Passaic
City Wheeling and Athletic Association, held
Friday evening, September 28, was unique and
successful. The weather was crisp and bracing,
and the roads all that could be desired. The
display by private citizens of Chinese lanterns
and fireworks was very general along the route.

After the parade the wheelmen marched to
Sherman's parlors, where a dinner was given,
with music and smoking materials to top off

with. Mr. Granger prerented the prizes with a
few remarks. Robert l^lake was awarded the
prize for the most original display, which was an
-artistic design of lanterns, with flash lights
burning at four corners of a square frame. Mr.
A. E. Sengstack was given the prize for the
most handsome effect, his being the most gor-
geous display of lights in the parade. Other
designs were remarked upon and commended,
among them being Messrs. Hiizard, Banker,
Smitli, Romaine, Shuit, Finch, Clark, Hopper,
I'ligli, Slade and others. After Mr. Granger's
remarks had been indorsed by hearty applause,
he was followed by Mr. Reed, of the I'aterso'i
Club, and then called upon Captain Wellington,
as representing the younger men of the club,
who responded brit fly, and was followed by
Messrs. I'ugh, Blake and Kent. The band (illed

the intervals with music.
President Granger and the Board of Directors

reviewed the procession from the stand at cor-
nel 111' l';iss;ii(' .-uul Grt-gdiv A\finics.

CHICAGO.
I intended to get my letter off Saturday, Mr.

Editor, but before I had time to oil up Bob
Ehterl and Tom Eck walked into my office and
insisted on my listening to them. Bob is look-

ing first rate, and tips the scales at some thirty-

one pounds more than when he left Chicago to

take a position as accountant in a South Ameri-
can railroad office. He has had the while an
enviable trip, having touched at the West Indies
and visited all of the principal South American
cities. There is not, he says, a ridable road in

that continent. All the transportation is done
with horses in packs, so that the roads are mere
footpaths on the open prairie. Buenos Ayres,
where he was located, is a city of 550,000 inhabi-
tants, and offers nothing but narrow streets vil-

lainously paved with cobbles. Notwithstanding
its undesirability from a cycling point of view,
quick-thinking Americans are in demand and
salaries are about double what they are in the 1

States; so, boys (you I mean who plod along for !

a small weekly stipend), there is a chance for

you if you are able to forego the pleasures of
" blood will tell, and steel as well." It was when
that often-referred-to topic—the ladies—was in- 1

troduced that Bob completely melted, and with
\

pathetic gesture and eyes strained toward the i

South Side post-office, feelingly and with much
theatrical effect, regretted his inability to be with i

the luscious, ox-eyed creatures always, whose
hearts were left in the condition of hazel nuts
after receiving a visit from a twenty-ton trip-

hammer at his departure. The picture of the

female portion of South America in mourning is

indeed sad, and Bob, and the dark-complected
charmers as well, will, no doubt, receive the

commiserating sympathies of Chicago generally.

The manufacturers, most of whom I believe

have occasionally felt of the advertising space
of various South American export papers, have
apparently cast their bread on irresponsive

waters. Never mind, we must have gold! hey,
Mr. Editor? [Rawther.—Ed.]
After Bob had impressed me profoundlj with

his belief that all the earth could not affect his

amateur standing, he gave me a chance for a

chat with Eck, who is just now muchl)^ rejoiced

with the seven vvins of Knappy at Hartford out
of a possible ten. He regards the form of the

Denver Dutchman at present as first-class, and
insists on his ability to take scratch with any of

them. Crocker and Knapp will soon be at Craw-
fordsville, where the roads are now in excellent

condition, to make records for any willing manu-
facturer whose head is not too completely blank-
eted to render discovery impossible. I hardly
think the boys will be able to do much with the

champion markers set them by Whittaker.
They will take a big heap of beating. Eck was
on his way to Minneapolis to see about the

divorce suit started by his wife while he was
in England. His comments on this unfortunate

j
affair were to the effect that the whole trouble

was caused by her family, and that all the

charges against him were entirely without
foundation. If the suit is pressed he expects to

thoroughly substantiate his claims.

No special business was accomplished at the

meeting of the State L. A. W. officers Saturday,
except the appointment of Messrs. Sheridan,

Rouse and your humble servant to represent the

State at the February meeting of the National
Assembly. I imagine we shall all accept the

honor, as our expenses will be paid. Verily,

gentlemen, it is there that you do show your
good sense. Your appointees will go. It was
expected that the Committee on Constitution

would have their report ready, but they did not.

The proposed six-day race under the aiisi)ices

of the Referee is getting on, and will pull a good
Held of starters. Besides the entries already

announced, letters from Senator Morgan, .'no.

B. Prince and Frank Dingley advise nie that

they will be lu-re. Prince is training hard, and
if he is able to get into Ills old-lime form, I look

upon him as a man with the largesl mortgage
on victory.

Trade is serene, not slartlingly largo, but

still wheels are selling.

F. Ed. Spooncr, Secretary of Ilu- Lincoln

Cycling Clul), started last l'"ridav nigiit lo make
a 24-hour record, and managed to roll olf 231

miles. lie gets the club medal, while Fernald

takes the second. The competition for the long-

distance medal of this club was completed
SiMulay night, the lionors resting iiiion Billy

Smith, whose cvcloineler regisli-red about 2,500

miles. Viuvx.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

An exceedingly busy day and a swelled head
prevented my sending an account of the visit of
the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club to the Hudson
County Wheelmen on September 22 and 23.

You may smile at my six feet of lazy bones
being busy, but as for the swelled head part,

you "Betcher" (a la Dallet) life it was a fact.

Why, even now, as I think of the way those
Jersey boys treated us, I swell up proudly with
the thought that I was there, and smile with
satisfaction as I hear the stay-at-homes kick
themselves around our club rooms because they
were not with us. And well they may, for if

ever any party of wheelmen were extended a
hearty welcome and treated like nabobs, we
staid old Quakers were, upon our visit to Jersey
City. And I only wish my tongue was as much
at my command as Jimmy G. B.'s is, that I

could have thanked them in proper words. All

I can say is that we fully appreciate their noble
and great treatment, and every member of our
party will ever remember the wearers of the
crimson and white, not for days or months, but
for years to come.

The races held under the auspices of the
Tioga Cycling Club, on Saturday, September
29, at the Tioga Athletic Association Grounds,
were a marked success in every way—good
weather, splendid list of starters, and lots of

fair damsels, and who says they don't always
make sports more interesting ?

Three different clubs from the city were re-

presented at West Chester on Sunday last. A.
G. Barnett, of the Century, had three men

;

Lieutenant Scott, of the Mt. Vernon, the same
number ; while the Pennsylvania contingent
numbered ten men. Pearson, of Millville,

started with the latter party, but failed to reach
the destination. It was unintentional to leave

him behind, but in the early part of the trip 't

was noticed that this gentleman seemed bent on
the idea of leaving some of the Quaker City

boys, if possible ; consequently their muscle
was up with above result.

Quite an exciting meeting is promised at the

regular monthly meeting of the Pennsylvania
Club, as a number of members are up for ex-

pulsion on account of non-payment of dues.

The club has always been too lenient in the

past, and the members have now made up their

minds to quit " monkeying."

Captain Fleming, of the Century Wheelmen,
is at present rusticating in Delaware, and, I

understand, working a ball-bearing reel on the

end of a fishing rod instead of riding, and has
given up his idea of riding for the greatest

mileage. However, he will hold the Philadelphia

championship, unless Edwards, of the South
End Wheelmen, keeps on at his present rate, he
having reached some 4,5(X) miles and more up
to October ist.

Fuller is the sickest man 1 have seen in some
time. He had a nice little sum on Halsted

against Wilhelm at the Tioga races. The finish

was very close, and both Fuller and his opponent
thought Halsteii finished ahead, and Johnny
was already in possession of his money when
the judges announced that Wilhelm was ahead.

Consequently the moncv hail to be transferred;

hence Fuller's illness.

At the last meeting of the .A. C. C. tlie ap-

plication of the Mount \'ernon Wheelmen was
considered, and Messrs. Supjiloe, Edwards ami
liurt were appointed a committee ol three to re-

port al the next regular nu-eiing.

II. B. Hart has had iwoor three ladies' nights

at his school of late, to give tiie fair sex a cliance

to try the new ladies' safety. .All seemed well

pleased with the sport and exercise, and hopes

are entertained th;ii several will ride the wheel

in Ihe spring.
WKsnusiP.

.• •

The manufacturers have found a new mcthoil

of advertisement.. They have renuestcd Dr.

Kendall, Boston Bicycle Club, to get up a

coasting contest, to show the easy-running qual

ilies of wheels. Dr. Kendall will probaldy ^et

lip a contest to be lield on Beacon Street Mill

Bo-iion.
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SUNDAY CYCLING AT THE HUB.

The announcement that Ralph Temple would
visit Chestnut Hill Reservoir Sunday morning
brought an extra large number of wheelmen to

that favorite rendezvous. Long before the time
that Temple takes his morning spin around the

basin a large concourse of wheelmen had gath-

ered at the watering trough, among whom were
Messrs. C. W. Fourdrinier, of the Bicviliiig

Warhl; W. \V. Stall; Mr. Rolhe, of the Overman
Wheel Companj-; G. Minturn Worden, of the

Springfield Roadster Company; Mr. Hill, Cov-
entry Machine Company ; Senator W. J. Mor-
gan; Lieut. Billy Newman, with Charley Clark,

Mr. Ryder and Messrs. Haley and Burns, of the

Cambridge Bicycle Club, the two latter gen-
tlemen riding their safety tandem, which at-

tracted much attention ; Capt. John Lowell, of

the Ro.\bury Club ; Mr. Doane, the man who
rode from Denver to Boston ; Capt. Woodman
and a number of the Chelsea Cycle Club, and
representatives of numerous other clubs.

About 10:30 Temple, attired in a white flannel

jacket, made his appearance on the track, and
on coming to the watering trough he took off the

white jacket and disclosed to view a tight-fitting

blue jersey, with a monogram worked thereon.

'J Senator" Morgan gave Temple the word,
and, as one of the bystanders remarked, "it

seemed to take two revolutions of his pedals and
he was off like the wind." Temple did some e.\-

cellent work, going around the basin in a very
short time. The cyclists at the rendezvous ap-

plauded him every time he passed them. Young
Porter thought he would try his speed with that

of Temple, so he got out on the track and waited
for him to come around. Temple, seeing what
Porter wanted, slowed dovvn a little, and upon
coming up to Porter kindly invited him on,

which invitation was accepted. Up the hill the

pair were followed by a long string of riders,

and Temple continued to coax them on until at

the top of the hill, when he made a tremendous
spurt and left his pursuers far in the rear. Many
of them returned to the watering trough, but

Porter kept on and finished. Upon Temple's
departure, the cyclists got together and began
talking of his fast riding. Most were convinced
that it was the fastest they had ever seen.

Capt. A. W. Robinson and a large number of

theCharlestown Rovers passed through the Res-
ervoir on their way to Dedham. They were all

mounted on dwarfs, and presented a fine ap-

pearance as they rode down the home-stretch.

Shortly afterward, Peter Berlo and Clarke of the

Dorchester club, mounted on the tandem on
which they made such good time at Providence
last week, appeared on the scene, and made the

statement that they were going to try and make
a tandem record for the Reservoir Securing the

services of Mr. Fourdrinier as starter and Mr.
Briggs as timer, the couple started off on their

record-breaking trip. Fairly good lime was
made until half way round, when they put in

some excellent work, passing Dave Drummond,
their pacemaker, and hnishing in the good time

of 3m. us.
The club runs were fairly well attended yes-

terday, while the beaches were entirely deserted

by the wheelmen. The Cambridge Bicycle Club
took a short run around the suburbs in the morn-
ing, returning in time for dinner, and in the af-

ternoon a run to Lily Point Grove was had.

The Middlesex Cycle Club, under the command
of Capt. E. P. J.

Morton, and with Miss Pauline

Hall as its guest, rode to Lexington, where a

fine dinner was served.

—

Boslon J/rrn.'i/.

-
RICHFIELD SPRINGS, N. Y.

]

Some time ago W. A. Barker sent a challenge

I

to Mr. Charles Ayres, of Phoenix Mills, N. Y.

I

Mr. Ayres accepted the same and the race was
!
contested during the fair and resulted as follows:
First heat : Barker, first. Second heat ; Ayres,
first. Third heat : Ayres, first. Mile heats.
Time, 4m. 15s. Ayres rode a Star and Barker a
Safety. The track was in very poor condition,
it having rained the day before and having been
used for running and trotting races, which ac-

: counts for the very poor time.

The Waionthas were so successful with their

race meet this j'ear that they will undoubtedly
hold a grand meet ne.xt year.

Messrs. Hinds, Cole and Bush attended the

I

world's tournament at Buffalo, and they state

that they had a glorious time.

Our flyer, W. D. Shoemaker, is in fine trim,

I and we think that on a good track our " Billie
"

^

could pedal the mile in less than three minutes.
" Billie " has held the W. B. C. championship

' for two years, and also holds the county cham-
pionship.

The records made this year around Cana-
drago Lake, a distance of I2j<( miles, are: W. D.
Shoemaker, 53in.; August Kinne, 54m. Shoe-
maker rides a New Mail and Kinne a \^ictor.

!

Vic.
Sf.pif.mher 27, 1888.

PLAINFIELD BICYCLE CLUB'S ILLU-
MINATED PARADE.

THE RACE PATH.
FIXTURES.

Plainfield, N. J., was given over to an illu-

minated parade on Saturday evening last, with
plenty of colored fire, lanterns, rockets, etc., the
hubbub being caused by the annual Chinese
lantern parade of the Plainfield B. C. Wheel-
men were present from Orange, Bloomfield,
Newark, Montclair and Elizabeth.

The parade started at 9 o'clock, the Plainfield

Club heading the line, followed by a band
wagon, the Elizabeth Club, the other visiting

clubs and the unattached. The Elizabeth Club,
who were present by special invitation, made an
imposing appearance and were cheered all

along the route, which was nearly seven miles
long, over macadam. Over two hundred men
were in line.

After the parade, the wheelmen adjourned to

the club house, where supper was served, fol-

lowed by music and a " smoker."

RACE MEET AT CARLISLE.

j

Oct. 4— Kansas Div. L. A. VV. Board of Officers meet at
[

Topeka.

Oct. 4-S-6—Ladies' North Shore tour.

,

Oct. 6—Temple-Rowe i-mile match race at Lynn, Mass.
' Oct. 6—East Orange A. C. games at Roseville, N J. One

and two mile handicap. Entries close September 29,
with L. C. Fairchild, 15 Halstead Street, East Orange,
N. J.

,
Oct. 6—Wakefield, Mass., 25-mile road race.

;

Oct. 8—California R. R. A. road race at San Leandro
course.

Oct. Q-io-ii—Tournament at Quincy, 111.

Oct. TO—Temple-Rowe 5-mile match race at Springfield or
Hartford.

Oct. 10-11-12—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Oct. 11-12—Races at Wilmington, Del. Entries close Oct.
1 with T. D. Brown, Secretary.

Oct. 11-12 -Tournament at Dallas, Texas. Entries close
with Hugh J. Blakeney, Dallas, Te.xas.

Oct. 13—Temple-Rowe 16-mile match race at Hartford,
Springfield or Lynn.

Oct. 13—Race meet at Danvers. Mass.

Oct. 15—Philadelphia Y. M. C. A. games, one and two mile
handicaps. Entries close October 6 with H. M. How-
land, Y. M. C. A., Philadelphia.

Oct. 15-20— Si.x-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery
D Armory, Chicago, 111.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Rich nond, Va. Address L. B.
Enslow, P. O. Box ^tz, Richujond.

Oct. 30.—Grand bicycle tournament, Berkeley
Athletic Club, at Morris Dock, New York City.

PKt>r.RAl\Ij\lE.

One-mile bicycle novices, scratch.
One-mile bicycle interscholastic, scratch.
Two-mile bicycle intercollegiate, scratcn.
One-mile bicycle. Rover type, scratch.
Half-mile bicycle, scratch.
One-mile bicycle, fiandicap.
Two-mile bicycle, handicap.
One-mile tricycle, handicap.
One-mile consolation, handicap.
Entrance fee. fifty cents for each event- close October

15, with F. P. Prial,P. O. Box 444.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Sixty-second Street, New York. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, i88q—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New
York City.

GOOD SPORT AT EAST HARTFORD.

The following races were contested at the an-

nual fair of the Agricultural Society : One-
mile Bicycle, heals best two in three.—First

heal : W.' I). Shoemaker, first; August Kinne,
second. Second heal; W. D. .Shoemaker, first;

August Kinne second. Time, 3m. 57s.

Handicap, lioys under Fifteen Years.—All

started from the scratch. The heats were half-

mile, best two in three. Firsl heal : Everett

De Long, first ; Henry Tuller, second. Second
heat : Tuller, first; De Long, second. Third
heat: Tuller, first; De Long, second. Time,
2m. 15s.

The W. B. C. novice race was filled but the

contestants failed to appear. It would undoubt-
edly have been a very interesting race, as First

Lieutenant Cole and President Hinds were en-

tered.

In connection with the Slate Fair, races were
held at Carlisle, Pa., Septeniber 21; and 26. The
races between Crist and Halsted were very close,

but Crist always managed to get there just on
the tape. In the lo-mile race, all the competitors
except Crist and Halsted refused to ride unless
they received a mile handicap.
The races excited much interest, and wheel-

men from many neighboring towns and cities

were present. The following is a summary of

the first day's races :

\
Three-mile Bicycle Scratch.—W. E. Crist, lom.

52^s.; E. L Halsted. Won by a few feet.

]

Two-mile Bicycle, Carlisle Wheelmen only.

—

j

W. J. Shearer, 7m. 45^s.; Elmer Wagner, sec-

: ond ; V. L. Emerson, third.

Half-mile without Hands.— E. L Halsted, im.
553|'s.; W. A. Reist, second.
One-mile Bicycle, open.— L. B. Rey, 3m. 34s.;

F. Miller, second.
Three-mile Bicycle, County Championship.

—

j

Elmer Wagner, first ; W. J. -Shearer, second.
• The results of the second day's races were as

i follows :

! Two-mile Bicycle Race.—W. E. Crist, 6m.
!
533/(s.; E. L Halsted, second.
Three-mile, open.— E. L. Fry, Harrisburg,

iim. 39^s.; Ernest Emmert, Hagerstown, sec-

ond.
Two-Hundred-Yard Slow Race.—W. Shearer,

2m. 42%'s.; Frank Maize, second; lime, 2m.
42^s.
Ten-mile Bicycle Handicap.—W. E. Crist,

scratch, 39m. 3i>^s.; E. L Halsted, scratch, sec-

ond bv a few feel.

The Maine Division meet was held at Water-
ville on Wednesday.

A raw, cold wind, on Saturday afternoon last,

kept many of the devotees of bicycling away
from the East Hartford tournament, and only
400 people were present. The men stamped to
keep their feel comfortably warm, and the ladies
wrapped themselves in robes and blankets.
The oflicers of the day were: H. E. Bidwell,

starter; F. H. Crygier and George L. Forbes',
judges; E. O. Goodwin, referee; L. S. Forbes
and H. B. Hale, timers; J. O. Goodwin and H.
Olmsted, scorers; W. Ackley, clerk of the course;
A. A. Forbes and H. Hayden, umpires.
The various events resulted as follows:
One-mii.e East Hakiford Cuami'Ion.siiii>.—

James, 3m. 24>^s. ; Richmond, second; Arnold,
third; Tyrell, o; Snow, o.

Halk-milk Handicap. — First heal, Cowles.
im. 35s.; second heal, Horton, im. 35^s.; third
heal, Whitehead and Dauchy, dead heal, im.
29XS. Final heat: Dauchy, im. 30^s.; While-
head, second ; Horton, third ; Cowles did not
finish.

TiiRHK-Mii.E HANnicAP.—James, lom. 22>^s.;
Whitehead, second, Wakefield, third; Foster,
scratch, slopped at five laps.

Two-Mii.K Bicycle Novices.—Cudworth, 7m.
44>^s. ; Arnold, second; Cowles, third.

One-mii.e Oi'KN. ^ Forster, 3m. 22s.; White-
head, second; Dauchy, third; Horton, fourth.
Onk-mii.e 3:20 Class.—Dauchy, 3m. 24s. ; Wake-

field, second; Cudworth, third.
Two mile Lap R.vce.- Forsier, 22 points;

James, 19 points. James won the last lap. fin-
ishing first in 7m. Ss.

One-mile Consolation.—Snow, 3m. 2,o}^s.\
Tyrell, second; Beane, o; Milieu, o.

Since commenting editorially on the N. A. A.
A. A.-A. A. U. war, we have discussed the
matter with a prominent official of the A. A. U.,
and we believe that bicyclists will be permittet'i
to ride indiscriminately at games held under A.
A. U. or N. A.. A. A. A. rules. Cycle events at
either are always run under L. A. W. rules, and
we can safely advise wheelmen to compete at all

'

games when the bicycle events are run under
L. A. W. rules.
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GRAND FALL TOURNAMENT.

MORRIS DOCK, NEW YORK, OCT. 20,

1888.

The Berkeley Athletic Club, in order to en-

courage bicycling, will hold a grand cycle

tournament at its new grounds at Morris Dock,
on Saturday, October 20, at 2:30 v. m.

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS.

Scratch Events. — i-mile bicycle, novices;

i-mile bicycle, interscholastic; i-mile bicycle,

Rover type; half-mile bicycle; 2-mile, intercol-

legiate.

Handicap Events. — i-mile bicycle; 2-mile

bicycle; i-mile tricycle; i-mile bicycle, consola-

tion.

Entrance Fees.—Enirance fee fifty cents for

each event; close October 15, positivel}', with G.

R. Bidwell, 313 West Fifty-eighth Street, or F.

P. Prial, P. O. Box 444, New York. All entries

must be accompanied by fees.

THE BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB.

What is the Berkely Athletic Club ?

Ihis is the query that greets us on all sides

when we speak of the tournament.
The Berkeley Athletic Club is an opulent and

eminently successful athletic club, with a mem-
bership of several hundred of the " best people"
of Gotham, with luxurious club buildings at 19

and 21 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, and
the finest athletic grounds in the country at

Morris Dock, on the Harlem. Its Board of

Directors are: President, John S. White, who is

also President of Berkeley School; Vice-Presi-

dents, Joseph H. Choate, well known in the law
world, and William H. Spackman; Secretary, J.

Clark Read; Treasurer, James C. Cannon; Mem-
bers of the Board, H. C. Fahnestock, Birdseye
Blakeman, Herman H. Mueller and Chauncey
M. Depew, the only "Chauncey," prince of

after-dinner speakers, bright, brainy and orig-

inal at all times, and first and last a railroad

man. Among the Board of Governors are Mr.
Wendell Baker, captain of short distance run-

ning; Mr. Howard A. Taylor, captain of tennis;

Mr. George R. Bidwell, captain of bicycling,

and Dr. Watson L. Savage, captain of indoor
sports and director of the Lyceum, as the club

building is designated.
On a crisp, autumny afternoon, recently, the

writer inspected the property and considered
the prospects of the club, and discovered that

the Berkeley organization has indisputable
claims to the premiership of all athletic clubs
in this and perhaps any other country.
The inspection commenced at the new

grounds at Morris Dock. Morris Dock, or more
properly, Fordham Heights, is on the east bank
of the Harlem River, fifteen minutes from the

Grand Central Depot, or a few minutes' ride on
the New York & Northern from 155th Street.

Here, on a bluff overlooking the Harlem River,
the club has expended $15,000 on athletic

grounds, and can show for their money the

best arranged and most perfectly equipped
sporting enclosure we have ever seen, and we
have in mind the splendid grounds of the
N. Y. A. C, N. J. A. C. and S. I. A. C.

The grounds are bounded on the river side
by the N. Y. C & H. R. R., with ji station right
at the gate. North of them, facing the
grand stand, is a picturesque bit of wood. On
the northeast is Sedgwick Avenue, a road start-

, ing just at Macomb's Dam Bridge and permit-
ting a ride from the bridge to the grounds in-

side of ten minutes. Just south of the enclosure,
in full view of all visitors, are private grounds,
with flower beds, fountains, granited roads, and
all the features of high-class landscapry.
The quarter-mile track is twenty feet wide all

round ; the curves are built scientifically, and
dished up so that pedestrians and bicyclists may
go a// the way at full speed. The surface can
easily be put into shape for fast bicycle riding,
and is always in condition for running and
walking. Beneath the track is 12,000 feet of
drainage, so that the path is perfectly dry half
an hour after rain. There is a 220-yard
straightaway run on the nortli side of the
grounds. All races finish at a point which gives
ihe spectators the best view. The field is ar-
ranged for foot-ball, base-l)all and all oul-door
sports, and there is room for thirty tennis
courts. The track is banked on the ouisidc

and bordered and railed on the inside. The
field is even, well turfed and presents a pleas-

ing picture.

The accommodations for visitors are on the

most convenient and commodious scale. The
present grand stand will seat 3,000 people,and the

grade of the seats is so steep that everyone can
see without standing up. The capacity for spec-

tators can be increased to 20,000 people. The
track is sunk below the plane which will be
occupied by the spectators, and it is further pro-
tected from the wind by surrounding high land
and tall trees.

Beneath the grand stand will be storage accom-
modations for 150 bicycles Across the field,

directly in front of the grand stand, a pavilion

has been built for competitors. It is worthy of

mention that the accommodations for visiting

competitors at almost all club grounds are insuf-

ficient, dark and often not fit to dress in; but the
accommodations at Berkeley Oval will satisfy

the most exacting, the lockers being roomy, well

ventilated and capable of being locked, insuring
safety, and a r omy verandah in front of the
building enables contestants to witness the
sport when they are not competing.
To describe the Berkeley Buildings, for there

are two of them in Forty-fourth Street, would
take more space than we can spare. They are
in charge of Dr. Savage, a combination of mus-
cular intellectuality, patient, polite and perse-
vering, who examines every member, notes
where he is deficient, as well as where he is over-
developed, and prescribes a course of exercise
calculated to bring the subject in some degree
to a state of physical equality.

The main building, in Forty-fourth Street,

near Fifth Avenue, presents an artistic front.

The entire upper floor, which is a double story,

is devoted to a gymnasium, which is a model of

completeness, being well lighted, well kept, and
furnished—almost superfluously, it would seem
—with gymnastic apparatus, much of it of im-
proved and original designs, concocted in the
fertile physical-culture brain of Dr. Savage.
The main room of the building is the assembly

room, or theatre, which is used by the club, and
is also rented, principally for amateur dramatic
entertainments. Its accommodation is 700. In
the basement are bowling alleys, extending out-
side the building, so that there is no noise; a
boxing room, swimming bath, toilet rooms, with
all the forms of baths, and a plunge bath, the

latter occupying a room fifty-six feet long and
twelve feet wide, finished in white Italian mar-
ble. 'In the basement there are also billiard,

pool and bagatelle tables, facilities for base-ball
and tennis exercise, etc., targets for rifle and
archery practice, an alley for practising the
running long jump, a trap-door in the floor

exposing a landing spot of soft earth.

On- the main floor is a reception room, with
facilities for writing and for taking physical
measurements. Dr. Savage is the presiding
genius of this den. There are also locker rooms,
with 1,000 separate locks. The reading and
music rooms are also features of the building.

The new building, ne.xt door to the main build-

ing, is expected to be largely used by the ladies,

and will also give the club more facilities for

social purposes. .

The grounds and buildings are as perfect as

money and experienced intelligence can produce,
everything being on a practical and perfect

scale. The success of the club is largely due to

President John S. White, who, as President of

the Berkeley School, which is also affiliated with

the Athletic Club, has made it a success, and
will yet make the Berkeley .Athletic Club the

foremost athletic club in the country.
The admission fee is $40, the annual dues .$30 ;

there are no extra fees. Applicants for mem-
bership must be amateurs, at least eighteen years

of age, and satisfactory references as to moral
character and standing must be furnished in all

cases.

The club is actively interested in bicycling,

and has made every accommoilation for cyclists

both at the club buildings and grouiuls. It is to

be hoped this desire to advance the interests of

the sport will be appreciated, anil that every
cyclist in this vicinity will go up to Morris Dock
on the 2olli and see the (inest athletic grounds
and the most interesting bicycle tournament
ever given in New York.

'Ihe Wakefield (Mass.) Club's 25-milf road

race will bo hold to-morroW.

ORANGE ATHLETIC CLUB.

The Orange Athletic Club, with a membership
of 600, a fine club building and the prospect of

first-class athletic grounds, promises to take rank
with the leading athletic organizations of this

country. The club was organized in March,
1886, with a membership of 200. During the
first year, even while the club had no house, the
membership increased to 350, and has now ad-
vanced to 600.

The club house at Halsted Street and Railroad
Avenue, near Brick Church Station, has all the
appointments of a first-class athletic club. In the
basement are six bowling alleys. The first floor

contains a spacious hall, a reception room, bil-

liard rooms and the gymnasium. The second
floor is given up to card, reading and committee
rooms, with lockers, bath, etc. In the rear of
the club-house is the tennis building, contain-
ing two tennis courts, the dimensions being
100 X no feet. The club has just purchased a
plot, and will construct athletic grounds second
to none in the country. With all these facilities

and an exceptionally active board of officers, the
outlook of the club is promising. The club will

always consider the convenience and wishes of

cyclists, and many wheelmen will doubless be
enrolled as members.

the c;ames and ijicycle races.

The athletic games, to be held at Roseville to-

morrow, Saturday, promise to be a success. A
ball game, between two first-class nines, will be
started at 1:30, after which will come the games
and bicycle races, starting at 3 o'clock. The
events have attracted the best athletic talent in

the country, and exceptionally interesting sport
may be looked for. Crist and Rich are at

scratch in the one and two mile handicaps, with
any number of good men on long marks. These
two events will be well worth seeing, and we
hope all local wheelmen will turn out in force.

TIOGA CYCLING CLUB MEET.

Fortune cast her best smiles in the direction of

I

Philadelphia on Saturday, September 29, and
her race meet was a great success. A clear sky,

I dry track and a splendid list of entries brought
everything to this conclusion—perfect success.
The races were held on the new grounds of

the Tioga Athletic Association at Westmoreland
Station, Pennsylvania Railroad. The grounds
themselves are as a picture, and when filled, as
the)' wore on Saturday, with the novice on his

full-nickel wheel, with the rider of past years

I

now satisfied with his goat, and a goodly niim-
1 ber of the fair sex, 'twas a sight worthy of a
i much longer trip than the few moments occupied

I

in reaching the grounds. Mr. L. A. Clarke,

L. I. W., was to act as referee, but was una-
voidably detained in New York and did not
reach the grounds until too late to act in this

capacity, so the position was admirably filled

by Mr. Samuel T. Clark, of Baltimore, assisted
by the following gentlemen : Judges— E. .A.

Gaskell, Prcside^it Tioga A. A.'; II. B. H.ut,
Philadelphia Bicycle Club; W. R. Tucker, Presi-
dent A. C. C, and William S. Hallowcll, Presi-

dent Tioga C. C. Timers—Harold R. Lewis,
Philadelphia Bicycle Club; A. G. McGlathery,
Century Wheelmen ; W. Roberts, President
S. E. W., and F. S. Harris, Philadelphia Bicycle

i Club. Starter—William D. Supplee, Captain
Pennsylvani.i Bicycle Club. Clerks of the
Course—Thomas Hare, Century Whoolnieii ;

Erwin Spain, Tioi^a C. C, and Dr. 1". H. Van
Dusen, Tioga C. C. Scorers— I. R. Lincoln Eil-

wards, ,S. E. W., and Rowland t'

\'ernon Wheelmen.
The races resulted as follows :

One-mile 3:20 Class.— Isaac \"

Tioga C. C., 3m, 1 2-5S.; W. J

town, second; J. H. Draper, Philadelphia, third.

One-third Mile, Hoys untler Sixteen.— Murr.\y
Killiner, Reading, tm. 3s,; C. W. Wngluley,
Philadelphia, second; B. F. Harding. I'hiladcl-

phia, third.

Two-mile Lap Raci'.— II. L. Kingsl.m.l, Bal-
timore, S points; W. v.. Crist, Washinglon, I).C ,

5 points; W. 1. Wilhelm, Reading, 4 points;
S. Wallis Morihow, Wilmington, o; S. K. Shy-
der, o; !•:. 1. llalstc'.l, \. V'. A. C.,o. Time,
dm. 12 2-5S.

One-mile Novices.— First heal, S. II. Draper,
3m. 15 4-5S.; C. A. Dimon, second. Second
heal, I. S. Custer first, J. R. Crause second.
J. K. Scotl and E, Oliv<M collideii in this heat
and both clainiod I'ouls. The judges, being

"vans, Mount

,in Dcusi-n, Jr.,

tirubb. Polls-
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unable to place the blame, allowed both to ride

in the final. Final heat, Draper, 3m. g 3-5S.;

ScDtt, second.
One-mile Tricycle Handicap.—H. L. Kings-

land, scratch, 3m. 35 4-5S. : J. A. Wells, 100

yards, second; won easily.

Half-mile Bicycle Stratch, for Philadelphia

Riders.—First heat, Issac Van Deusen, iin. 42s.;

Chas. Wilson, second. Second heat, J. J. Brad-
ley, im. 29 4-5S.; S. H. Crawford, second. Final

heat. Van Deusen, ini. 28 2-5S. ; Crawford,
second; Bradley, third. E. I. Halsted, who was

j

qualified to start in this event, was requested
not to ride, as he outclassed the others, and he

did not start.

One-mile Tandem Bicycle.—E.I. Halsted and
Louis A. Hill, walked over; time, 3m. 14s.

One-mile Bicycle, Frankford Club Champion-
ship.—Joseph Dyson, 3m. 27 1-5S. There were
si.\ starters in this event.

One-mile Bicycle Scratch.—First heat, W. I.

Wilhelm, 3m. i-ss.; W. E. Crist, second; F. M.
Dampman, o ; Charles Wilson, o

; J. B. Pear-

son, o. Wilhelm took the lead at the start and
was never headed. Second heat, E. I. Halsted
and H. L. Kingsland, dead heat; time, 3m. 13s.

These two made a pretty neck-and-neck race, to

the intense delight of the spectators. Final heat,

Kingsland, 2m. 594-53.; Wilhelm, second; Crist,

third; Halsted, o. This was a hard race all the

way, especially on the last lap. Within forty

yards of home, Kingsland came out from the

bunch and won in the best time of the afternoon.

Halsted finished second, but being compelled to

ride wide, fouled Wilhelm, to whom he readily

conceded second place.

One-mile Bicycle, 3:00 Class.—S. W. Merri-
hew, 3m. 3 4-5S. ; I. \'an Deusen, second; F. M.
Dampman, third.

One-mile Rover Type Safety Handicap.—J. B.

Pearson, 100 yards, 3m. i 1-5S. ; J. W. Egolf,

90 yards, second; E. I. Halsted, 25 yards, o.

One-mile Tandem Tricycle.—H. L. Kings-
land and John A. Wells walked over in 3m.
14 I-5S.

RACING AT PLAINFIELD.

There was held at the local trotting track last

Saturday, under the auspices of the Plainfield

Bicycle Club, an all-round athletic competition,

to which was added a two-mile bicycle race,

which had for starters W. H. Caldwell and S.

B. Bowman, of the N. J. A. C, and M. S. Acker-
man of the P. B. C. Caldwell and Bowman
had it all their own way, see-sawing to the finish,

when Caldwell came away and won by three

seconds in 6m. 37 2-5S. The first mile was run
in 3m. 25s. Ackerman was beaten a long way.

TOURNAMENT AT DALLAS, TEX.

The Dallas Wheel Club have sent out the pros-

pectus of a grand two days' meet to be held
October 11 and 12, in connection with the State

Fair. An eight-lap track has been built espe-
cially for the bicycle races. There will be a
parade on the morning of the nth. The follow-

ing is the programme :

OcTouiii; II.—One-mile Novices, Half-mile
Club, Half-mile Hands Off, Quarter-mile boys
under si.Kteen. One-mile Open. '

OcToiJKK 12.—Two-mile State Championship,
One-eighth Mile Slow Race, Fancy Riding,
One-mile Handicap, One-mile Consolation. Ad-
dress all cf)mmunications to Hugh HIakeney,
Dallas, Tex.

rilK I KK.NCIl CIlAMriONSIIII'S.

The lofj-kilomeire liicycle and long distance
iticycle championships of France attracted much
attention this year. The events were held at

the Mois de Boulogne, near Paris, where the
Grand I'ri.x de Paris is run each year. The
course is ten and a half yards over 2J4' miles to

the lap. Forty-one men entered the bicycle
event, distance 63 miles, Charles Terront, of
Hayonne, winning in 3h. 28m. 15s.; Coitereau,
of .Anglers, second, time 3h. 34m. 42s.; Medin-
ger, of Paris, third. The wheels ridden by the
fir.-il ten men home were as follows in the
nrder of finish: Humber, Humber, Swift .Safety,

II umber .Safety, Rudge, .Swift -Safety, Rudge
ami three Humbers. The long distance tricycle

race, 2^ 'A miles, was won by Fol, of Paris, a
promising racing man but seventeen years of
age; time, ih. 50m. 50s.

THE PITTSBURG TOURNAMENT.

The race meet promoted by the Pittsburg
Cycling and Athletic Club, at their grounds, on
September 24, 25 and 26, attracted a number of

fast professionals and amateurs, who provided
good sport to a rather slim attendance. The
tournament was a success from a sporting stand-
point, but there was little or no financial benefit.

The following is a summary of the races :

MOND.W, SEPTEMBER 24.

One-![.\lk Mh.e Bicycle Scratch.—W. W.
Windle, im. 23s.; A. C. Banker, second; W. E.

Crist, close up.
O.Ni;-MiLE Nox'iCES.—W. D. George, 3m. 20s.;

J. H. Gloninger, second. .

Five-mile Professional Champio.nsiiu'.—
First Heat of Championship Series, W. A. Rowe,
15m. 22 1-53.; H. G. Crocker, second; W. F.

Knapp, third; R. A. Neilson, fourth
One-half Mile Bicycle, 1:35 Class.—W. D.

George, im. 35 1-5S.; S. A. Jessop, second; W.
L. Wright, third.

Two- MILE Professional Lap Race.—H. G.
Crocker, 31 points; W. A. Rowe, 27 points; W.
F. Knapp, 24 points; time, 6m. 42s.

Two-mile Pa. Div. State Chami'ionsiiip.—
A. C. Banker, 6m. 3 1-53.; W. D. Banker,
second; F. G. Lenz, tMrd.
One-mile Bicycle, 3:30 Class.—W. D. George,

3m. 21 2-5S. ; W. L. Wright, second; S. A. Jessop,
third.

One-mile Bicycle, Professional Handicap.—
W. F. Knapp, 30 yards, 2m. 52 3-5S.; R. A.
Neilson, 50 yards, second; W. A. Rowe, scratch,

third; H. G. Crocker, 10 yards, fourth.

Two-mile Bicycle Scratch.—W. W. Windle,
5m. 15s.; W. E. Crist, second; W. D. Banker,
third.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

One-.mile Bicycle Lap Race.—W. W. Windle,

14 points, 2m. 55s.; A. C. Banker, 11 points,

second.
One-half Milf. Bicycle Noa'ices.—W. D.

George, im. 38s.; W. L. Wright, second.
Three-mile Bicycle Professional, Second

Heat of World's Championship.—W. A. Rowe,
8m. 57s.; H. G. Crocker, second; W. F. Knapp,
third.

One-.mile Bicycle, 3.ioClass.—W. D. George,
3m. 19 1-5S. ; J. H. Gloninger, second; W. L.

Wright, third; S. A. Jessop, fourth.

One-mile Professional Bicycle Handicap.—
R. A. Neilson, 50 yards, first; W. A. ^owe,
scratch, second.

One-.milk Bicycle Scratch.—W. W. Windle,
3m. 2-5S.; W. D. Banker, second.
Two-.MiLE Bicycle Professional.—W. F.

Knapp, 6m. 14s.; H. G. Crocker, second.
Three-mile Bicycle Amateur Handicap.—

W. Windle, scratch, 8m. 5gs.; W. D. Banker,
150 yards, second.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

One-mile Bicycle Amateur Handicap.—W.
Windle, scratch, 2m. 58^3.; A. C. Banker, sec-

ond; W. D. Banker, third.

One-mile Professional Bicycle Scratch.—
R. A. Neilson, 3m. 12s.; W. F. Knapp, second;
H. G. Crocker, third.

Two-mile Bicycle Amateur, 6.20 Class.—
W. D. George, 7m. 23.; W. L. Wright, second.
Two-mile Bicycle Amateur Lap Race.—W.

Windle, 6m. 20s.; W. D. Banker, second.
One-mile Proi'essional Bicycle, Final Heat

OF World's Cha.mpionship.—W. A. Rowe, 3m.;
H. G. Crocker, second.
One-milk Bicycle Am.meur Scratch.—W.

Windle, 2m. 55 3-5S.; W. D. Banker, second;
A. C. Banker, third.

One-mile Bicycle. 3.20 Class.—W. D. George,
3m. 23s.; J. H. Gloninger, second; W. L.

Wright, third.

Two-Mii.i, Bicnci.e Handicap, Professional.
—H. G. Crocker, 20 yards, 6m. us.; W. A.
Rowe, scratch, second; W. F. Knapp, third.

F"ivE-MiLE Bicycle L. A. W. Staii; Champion-
ship.—W. D. Banker, i6m. 28s.; A. C. Banker,
second.

ENllLISH 50-.MILE UICYCLE ROAI) RECORD.

On September 18, Godfrey R. White, mounted
on an ordinary, made an attempt to beat the

above ,road record— viz.: 3h. 14m. 6 2-5S.—held
by A. Pellant. White finished the full distance
in 2h. 57m. 47s., beating the record by i6m.

19 2-5S. The wheel ridden was a 54-inch with
I a 22-inch rear wheel, weighing twenty-nine
pounds.

RACING AT QUEENS, L. I.

Some thirteen miles beyond Brooklyn and a

short distance below Jamaica, Mr. Lloyd has
built recreation grounds, which have become
known as the Queens Athletic Grounds; in fact,

a white-lettered, staring sign prevents the
grounds from being taken for anything else.

The enclosure contains a six-lap track and a

smooth-turfed centre field, and is surrounded by
a substantial fence. The track is of clay, with
fair bevelled corners, and when dry and hard
makes a fair bicycling and running track. In

these grounds Mr. Lloyd has from time to time
given athletic and cycling events and not always
with good financial return, so that he must be
given credit for sporting enthusiasm of a practi-

cal and helpful kind.
At the races held. on Saturday afternoon last

it was cold, damp and windy, with the track
slightly holding. Less than one hundred people
were present, due, no doubt, to the threatening
weather. The audience was composed largely

o! Brooklyn cyclists. The events were decided
as follows :

One-mile Novices.—A. A. Zimmerman, Free-
hold, N. J., 3m. 13 1-53.; W. F. Murphy,
K. C. W., 3m. 15 4-5S.; A. J. Menge, Riverside
Wheelmen, third; H. E. Findley, New York Bi-

cycle Club, fourth.

One-mile Rover Type Handicap.—F. G. Class,

Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 120 yards, 3m. 2 1-5S.;

Fred. Coningsby, Jersey City, 100 yards,

3m. 7 2-53.; H. P. Matthews, Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, 100 yards, third ; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W..
100 yards, fourth. Class astonished his friends
with a display of vastly improved form, the time
being excellent for the day and track.

Two-mile Handicap.—E.G. Brown, K. C. W.,

55 yards, 6m. 17 i-5s.; A. A. Zimmerman, Free-
hold, N. J., 175 yards, 6m. 17 4-5S.; J. W.
Schoefer, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 30yards, third;

W. H. Schumacher, L. I. W., 40 yards, fourth ;

F. N. Burgess, Rutherford, N. J., 100 yards,

fifth; L. H. Wise, L. I. W., 50 yards, sixth; W. F.

Murphy, K, C. W., 70 yards, o; C. M. Murphy,
K. C. W., 200 yards, o ; W. F. Class, Brooklyn
Bicycle Club, 175 yards, o; H. P. Matthews,
B. B. C, 120 yards, o; H. Samson, Nyack, N.Y.,

175 yards, o ; N. F. Waters, B. B. C, 75 yards,

o; H. Quartropp, B. B. C, 130 yards, o; H. E.

Findley, N. Y. B. C, 160 yards, o. Schoefer
might have finished first had he been able to get

through.
Two-mile Handicap, Kings County Wheel-

men's Club Race.—W. F. Murphy, 135 yards,

6m. 32 1-53.; C. M. Murphy, 175 yards. Cm.
33 2-5S.; R. Steves, 80 yards, third; H. J. Hall,

Jr., scratch, o. Harry Hall rode a 271b. racing

Star, but was greatly hindered by the curves.

He rode a half mile in im. 35s. and the mile in

3m. 14 I-5S.

Three-mile Handicap, Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

—Schoefer, scratch, 3m. 203., 6m. 41 1-5S.; 10m.
6 2-53.; Glass. 150 yards, lom. 72-5S. ; Matthews,
150 yards, third.

Two-mile Championship, Members of Cyclists'

Union of Long Island.—Heat i: Schoefer, B. B.C.,

3m. 12 1-5S.; Brown, K. C. W., second; Schu-
macher, L. I. W., third; Wise, L. I. W., fourth;

Quartropp, B. B. C, fifth ; Waters, B. B. C,
si.xth. Final Heat: Schoefer, 3m. 13 4-53.;

Brown, second. The medal for this event was
of elegant design The last two men in the first

heat were not permitted to ride in the second
and final heats.

One-mile Consolation.—Wise, 3m. 16 1-5S.;

Burgess. 3m. 16 2-53. ; Findley, third; Samson, o.

The officials were : Referee, L. W. Slocum,
B. B. C; timers, A. B. Barkman, B. B. C, and
W. G. Hegeman, B. A. C; scorers, E. Skinner
and J. F. Borland, B. B. C, and C. F. Ackerson;
general director, J. D. Lloyd.

.Orange Athletic Cluh Handicaps.—To be
run at Roseville October 6. One-mile handicap

—

Windle, Rich and Crist, scratch ; Halsted, 30 ;

Caldwell, 50; S. H. Rich, 50; Baggot, 60; Bow-
man, 65; Wise, 70; Schumacher, 70; Pendleton,

100; Gubelman, 120; Bonnett, 130 ; Simonson,
120, Monell, 130; Pelin, 100; Blaisdell, 120. Two-
mile handicap—Windle, scratch ; A. B. Rich,

scratch; Crist, scratch; Halstead,6o; S. H. Rich,

85; Caldwell, 90; Baggott, 90; Bowman, 100; Schu-
macher, 100; Wise, 130; Pelin, 150; Bonnett,

200.

We are having made a fine cut of Willie

Windle, but owing to an 'accident to the plate

we are compelled to hold itoveruntil next week.
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RECORD BREAKING ON ENGLISH
PATHS.

On Wednesday evening, September 18, the

Long Eaion Recreation Grounds was the scene
of some notable performances by Fred Lees (of

Leicester), C. E. Taylor (of Long Eaton), S. G.

*Whittaker (of America), and E. Oxborrow (of

Coventry). The chief business was the attempt
to beat the world's tricycle record for an hour.
Mr. Pem. Coleman (London) was sent for, and
shortly after five o'clock Lees and Taylor turned
out. Waite and Hudson (of Beeston), were the

first pair of pacemakers, and they went a couple

of laps each. Marriott and Halford were second
to enter the track, whilst Fletcher, of Ilkeston,

and A. Brown, of Nottingham, ably assisted in

keeping the two going. The first mile was out

somewhat, 'out after going five miles Taylor
went ahead, and broke the standing record by
3-5S. In the eighth mile he was 14 4-5S. to the

good. The next mile he established another
record, being 2 3-Ss. in front. After this Taylor
fieemed to fall away, and at the fourteenth mile

he was asked to give up. Seeing that further

pursuit was hopeless, Mr. Coleman left for

London, and after eleven miles Lees was not
able to continue. The eleventh mile was aone
by the professional in 32m. 23 2-55. The times
were as follows :—Taylor's time: One mile, 2m.
50 3-5S.; two miles, 5m. 45 3-5S. ; three miles,

8m. 38 3-5S. ; four miles, iim. 34 3-5S.; five

miles, 14m. 31 3-5S. ; six miles, 17m. 25s. (record);

seven miles, 20m . 24 2-5S. ; eight miles, 23m. is.

(record); nine miles, 26m. 14s. (record); ten

miles, 29m. 45 2-5S.; eleven miles, 32m 33 1-5S.

Lees's time, 32m. 23 3-5S.; twelve miles, 36m.
02-53.; thirteen miles, 39m. 6 2-5S. ; fourteen
miles, 42m. 16 1-5S. Lees would undoubtedly
have done a big thing in the professional line,

as he was running well and had lapped Taylor,
but no timers being at hand, his sterling efforts

were practically valueless after the eleventh
mile.

During the attempt by Lees and Taylor, that

excellent little bicyclist, Whittaker, who had
ridden a mile on a Rudge "Bicyclette" on
Tuesday evening on this track in 2m. 31 4-5S.,

thus beating Osmond's bicycle record mile and
the world's safety, essayed to smash the flying

quarter, and after a preliminary spin round the
course, he commenced his work in a masterly
fashion, and coming along at a terrific speed,
he passed the post in the marvelous time of 33
2-5S. Singular to relate, each of the four watches
timing him agreed. Whittaker seems likely to

do even more wonderful work, and did not
appear the least distressed. Soon afterwards
Oxborrow came out for the half-mile tricycle

record; but, although he was carried along in

fine style by the little Yankee, he could not do
more than im. 17 2-55.

—

Sporting Life.

WHEEL WANDERINGS IN BUFFALO,
DETROIT AND CHICAGO.

TWELFTH REGIMENT OAMES^BICYCLE HANDICAP.

Amateur Military Athletic Games and Recep-
tion, Twelfth Regiment Athletic Association,

will be held at the Armory, Ninth Avenue and
Sixty-second Street, New York, Monday even-
ing, December 17, 1888, commencing promptly
at eight o'clock. The events are all handicaps
and open to all amateurs—-under the rules of

the A. A. U- Handicapping by the official

handicapper, W. G. Hegeman. The events are:

Sixty-yard dash; 440-yard run; 22()-yard hurdle;
i^-milerun; 2-mile bicycle race; i-mile walk;
novice race, j^-mile, for those that never won a
prize in any race, scratch; relay race, i-mile,

open to teams of four men each, from any com-
pany in the Twelfth Regiment; ol)stacle race,

open to all members of the Twelfth Regiment.
Athletes can practice at the Armory, any even-
ing from 6 to 7:30 o'clock, or from 9:45 to 10:45
o'clock. An entrance fee of fifty cents per man
must accompany each entry, and must be sent
to Charles J. Leach, 1'. (). Box 3201, New York.
I'.ntrics close promptly December 8. The right

to reject any entry is reserved. Athlete's ticket

admits lady. Handsome solid gold and silver

medals, manufactured by a prominent jeweler,

will be presented to first and second in each
event. A reception with daTH'InL; \vill follow

the games.

One and two mile bicycle haudicaiis will be helil

at the Philadelphia Y. M. C. A. games, to be
held at Belmont and F,lm Avenues, on Satur-

day, October 13, 188S. iMitrance fee fifty cents;

close October 6, with I'rofessor II. M. Ilowlaiid,

Y. M. C. A., I'hiladelphia.

Given : A two weeks' vacation, a well-filled

pocket-book and a Columbia Expert. What is

the result?

Several members of the Manhattan Bicycle
Club, of New York City, found themselves
studying over the problem during the latter part

of August, while preparations were being made ,

for the big tournament at Buffalo, and three of
I

the party arrived at a favorable solution of the !

problem.
|

These were C. k. Sheehan, J. W. Sheehan and
D. H. Thistle. Being one of the trio, I will

endeavor to entertain the readers of The Wheel
with a brief resume of the method of solution.

Leaving New York Saturday evening, Sep-
tember I, via West Shore road, we arrived at

Buffalo the following morning, where we re

mained during the meet and tournament. Dur-
ing our stay in Buffalo we were entertained by
the Buff'alo Bicycle Club, who, by the way, have
one of the cosiest houses we have ever entered,

having a fine parlor, sitting rooms, committee
meetnng rooms, officers' rooms, wash and bath
and lockers all adjoining.

Directly off these is the gymnasium, which, we
must say, is the best equipped we have yet

seen in a bicycle club house. This room in win-
ter is used as a ball room, and, owing to its size,

it surely must serve the Buffaloswell.

Just a word for Buffalo. Never refuse an in-

vitation given you by them. They are truly

wheelmen, and if anyone can make you feel at

home they can. Among those we had the pleas-

ure of meeting were Dr. Butler, Vice Consul
W. S. Bull, John L. Daniels and many others,

who were untiring in their hospitable efforts.

Buffalo is a paradise for wheelmen, and is just

the place for a tournament. It has many roads
in fine condition, and many pleasant hours our
party spent on them.
Manager H. E. Ducker and his club, the Buf-

falo Ramblers, entertained us royally. We will

remember with.pleasure the acquaintances made
among them and their many courtesies to us.

Leaving Buffalo, we resolved to visit the town
of "luggage carriers," and so look up " Detroit

Smith," but, alas! we found that he had not re-

turned from Buffalo. Here we had the good for-

tune to make the acquaintance of Messrs. C. D.

Hastings and R. H. Roehm, under whose guid-

ance our trio proceeded to "do the town."
A beautiful sail up the river brought us to Belle

Isle Park. Here lies in midstream the park of

Detroit. This park, with its beautiful surround-
ings, is vividly photographed upon our memory.
On one side of the rapidly running stream is the

city of Detroit ; on the other, Windsor, washed
by the clear water of the St. Clair. We are but

ten minutes' sail from either town. Belle Isle

rises with all the beauties of Nebuchadnezzar's
hunting garden, not excepting the feminine
beauty which adorned it. We thought as we
rolled over the roads of that park, so smooth,
fanned by the revivifying breezes and surrounded
by so much beauty, that the Detroit boys have
what we New Yorkers would call a " cinch."

Our admiration rose to enchantment, and, no
doubt, we felt much as the poet did when he
wrote the long-metre hymn commencing

—

" My wheeling^ soul would stay
In such a frame as this " [alway.— Kn.

|

Returning to the city with the Detroits, the

trio sat down to an elaborate dinner at the

League hotel, "The Brunswick."
Here we had as hne a repast as one could de-

sire, with an appetite sharpened by the trip.

When we offered to settle, we honestly expected
to pay a bill of at least a dollar per head, but

being L. A. W. members the charge was but

fifty cents each. I mention this simply to show
one of. the advantages ol hcloiiging to the

Michigan Division of the L. A. W., and to show
thai its members are workers from way back.

Leaving here, we started over tiie smooth
cedar block pavement of the city, taking side-

walks when we found any portion of it unrida-

ble. 'riu'ir privileges are not at all limited, and
well they know how to appreciate anil retain

them. The walks all llnouuli the city are at

their disposal alter 11 i\ m.. Im' they are little

used, as the roails arc all in fair condition.

Rilling out a mile or so we enter upon a fine

drive, wliich New York would be proud to own.
This is the road the wheelmen wore forbidden

upon hv the owners, some time ago, but lluough
their uiiilcd eltorts it was soon opeitcd lo them.

Riding on a few miles, we were overtaken by
the Detroit club men; also some unattached.
We had the good fortune to meet ex-Chief

Consul Johnson. Oh! what a hustler he is, and
how he does work for the League ! No wonder
the boys worked on his side, and for his candi-
date, at the recent election, which was one of

the hottest fights in the history of the L. A. W.,
more votes being cast out of their entire mem-
bership of some 360 than was cast in the New
York Division, with its 2,400 members. Much
credit is due Mr. Johnson for the way he has
managed the affairs of the Division, raising its

membership sorne 300 during his term of office.

Returning over the same road again we made
a trip through the city, visiting the water
works, etc. Returning to our hotel, and while
at supper "Luggage Carrier" C. H. Smith en-

tered, with his two little daughters, of whom
" Clarence " has good 1 eason to be proud.
After supper an enjoj'able evening was spent,

the bovs remaining with us until our train time
and accompanying us to the depot.

To finish on Detroit, one would not expect to

spend such a pleasant time, make so many ac-

quaintances in twelve hours, and find so friend-

ly a feeling existing towards strangers. I must
say it is a credit to the fraternity that we have
an organization of gentlemen.

Leaving for Chicago over the Michigan Cen-
tral road, and arriving there, we at once pro-
ceeded to settle for a week, choosing Engle-
wood, a suburb, as our headquarters. Here we
were quite at home, having visited the Windy
City several times. Our riding was done
through South and Jackson Parks, Garfield,

Drexel and Grand Boulevards, Michigan,
Prairie, Ashland Avenues, Washington Boule-
vard and Garfield Park, on the west side of the

city, Dearborn Avenue and Lincoln Park on the
north side. We took a trip to the beautiful and
wonderful Pullman, known as "The City of

Brick ;" also to Edgewater, another handsome
town just built, and laid out with macadam
roads (« la Orange, N. J.). On all these runs we
were joined by Mr. G. W. Denison, First Lieu-
tenant of the Englewood Cyclist Club, to whom
we are greatly indebted.

Visiting and inspecting the club houses was
one of the features of our trip. To commence
with, the Fort Dearborns' house is a verj- large
brown-stone front, with lawn, tennis court, etc.

The house has two large parlors, pool and bil-

liard tables, library, bath-room, very handsome
card-rooms, spare rooms, lockers, etc., and, al-

together, is far superior to anything yet seen ;

and still they are talking of taking a much
larger house.
What workers these Western fellows are !

Only a while ago the little Owl Club had a fair-

sized house, very pretty and all that ; but such
a move as they did make ! And how they do
get there ! The Secretary-Treasurer's office is

well worth making a note of. A good idea and
way of making the boys pay up has been
adopted by them and the other clubs. Every
member's name, with amount, etc., showing his

standing, is posted in a frame covered with
glass and locked. The club tandem, another
excellent income-producing idea, is rented out

to members by the hour.
A visit to the Chicago Club on Adams Street

was also made. The Chicagos have a suite of

rooms, well furnished, on one of the upper iloors

of an office building. This is the business

men's club. Think ot our having in New York
a bicycle club down town, say opposite the

Stock Exchange !

Next we turned our aileniion to the Illinois

Cycling Club, on the West Side, where we had
the pleasure of meeting Frank V. Newell
anil several other membeis, who very kindly

showed us about their side of town, much to our
delight. The Illinois men have the newest and
neatest club house of all we visited, leaving pool

and hilljard tables in the basement, large par-

lots, card and bath rooms, siied in the rear for

gymnasium and wiieel storage, \vill\ large yard
opening on the side stteel. it being .» eoinei

house. They are also talking ot hotter quarters,

I hear that they are thinking of building. If so,

we can look for a club hiuise that will iuive no
equal in the country.

cbi .mother occasion, wc visileil the new
house of the Lincoln Cyolitig Club. Here we
found a large structure, very well lurnished anil

v(>ry roiimv, with all the well-appointed roonis

of the other club houses. We weie very well

looked after bv a member who was |>rescnl.

due thing we especially noticed in all the
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houses is the frank way the club officials post

notices. They lay down the law on paper, and

are not afraid to post it. The dues are generally

$1.50 per month in the clubs, ard each have an

average membership of iSo.

The larger portion of the members keep their '

wheels home, and only use the club houses for

social purposes.
The wheelmen of Chicago in general are a

social lot, and you will always receive the salute

when riding by. They remarked, however, that

the men at Buffalo did not return the salute, and

they thought it strange. Their remarks are

just. It is only one out of every ten that will

return the salute, and here in New York City it '

is very seldom you will get a return from an- •

other passing wheelman.
Returning to Englewood. Here is a town that

is coming to the front in the wheeling world,

having already a club of some forty members, a

cosy room, etc., and many ways in which mem-
bers can spend a quiet hour. One thing that

keeps them from being heard of is the fact that

they have no Sunday runs, and, its members
working in the city late, they find it impossible

to meet on their wheels as often as would be de-

sirable. They are a gay lot, however, and are

hard workers.
There is one gentleman in Chicago that we

must not forget to mention, and that is Mr. R.

D. Garden, manager for the Pope Manufactur-

ing Company. The success of the Columbia
wheel in Chicago is the result of his efforts.

His office is open in the front of his large store.

He is a busy man, but he has never been known
to be too busy to look up, shake hands with a

kind word of welcome, and make you feel as if

life is worth living. Surely he has the true in-

stincts of a wheelman, and his pleasing and hos-

pitable manners have made him popular with

the wheelmen of the West. The Pope Manu-
facturing Company are to be congratulated on

having him in their employ. One word on Chi-

cago. It is a city of perfection. It can be rid-

den through on a wheel with very little diffi-

culty, having in the worst part (to and from the

bridges over the river) only about si,\ blocks of

stone pavements. The wheelmen go to and
from business on their machines, and in the

office buildings are to be seen numerous wheels
under stairs and in other out-of-the-way places.

The parks and boulevards are far superior to

anything we have East. The wheelmen, as

everywhere else, are a very fine class of men.
It is also very pleasing to see the old gentlemen,
with long, gray beards and slouch hats, riding

astride ordinary mounts, pedaling to and from
business. A word of advice : Never visit Chi-

cago without your wheel.
The return home was made over the Lake

-Shore and New York Central roads. On our
way we met several wheelmen on the train,

among them Captain M. f . Shafer, of the Gene-
see Bicycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y., who
proved excellent company.

In closing, the trio desire to express their sin-

cere thanks to the many wheelmen they met in

Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Detroit, Chicago and
Englewood, and will be pleased to have them
visit them at their pleasant little home at 263
West Seventieth Street, New York.

C. A. S.

Oulbti^ for October is a very attractive num-
ber, the matter being well selected and of suffi-

cient variety, and the illustrations being of a
very high class. Howard P. Merrill contributes
an illustrated article on " One Man's Work for

Cycling," which is a narrative of Mr. Outker's
connection with the sport. Cuts of the Buffalo
Exposition Building, of Mr. Ducker, of Wood-
side, Prince, Rowe, James, Wood, Burnham
and Hendee appear, as well as a view of Hamp-
den Park track, Springfield. Mr. Duckcr's por-
trait is very truthful. Woodside and Prince are
depicted to the life, though why F^rince should
be exhumed at this late day we cannot under-
stand. The full-length portrait of Hendee in

racing costume is a gem, but the moustache
seems false—simply stuck on. Mr. Merrill
should stick to the truth, as there were not
10,000 cyclists present at Buffalo.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen will hold their an-
nual lo-mile handicap road race on Election
Day, at 10:30 a. m., over the Irvington-Milburn
course.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Dean will sail for Boston,
on the Bothnia, on October 14.

ON ENGLISH ROADS.

IcONCLfDED.]

Nor did I see any ordinary rider who seemed
to have a mastery of his wheel. All use steps.

I looked in vain for a stepless cycle, and thought

of the hundreds of American wheelmen who
never use the step. Of course, it does not fol-

low that a man's expertness as a rider is deter-

mined by the absence of a step from his ma-
chine, but. when in an immense population like

England's you see everybody mounting as they

used to mount when the bicycles first came out,

you are led to conclude that there are some
pleasures in wheeling that have not been dis-

covered, and a quick and graceful mount may
be counted among them. But it is taken all

round on the road that a British cyclist seems to

be an unpractical fellow. One of the most fa-

mous roads of England is the iS-mile stretch be-

tween Birmingham and Coventry. On Sunday
it is literally alive with wheelmen, all the hands
in the bicycle factories in the two cities taking

their airing and having a " bit of a scorch."

It is beautifully graveled and as smooth es a

boulevard. On the road is a hill about half a

mile long. The road-bed here is about the best

in the eighteen miles, not a loose stone, water-

course or rut. When climbing it I passed a

party of cyclists going down. Those on the

safeties were coasting, and all the crank men
were pedaling down. It was a stiff grade, and
as the hind wheels went by me, now and then
bobbing up in the air from the pressure on the

pedals, I thought what a header those chaps
would take if they should go over. So, in pure
philanthropy, I shouted to each one: "Throw
your legs over." Only one fellow tried to re-

spond. He got his legs off, but couldn't get

them over the handles ; and so he hung all the

way down, his feet stretched out as if he were
riding a stirrupless clothes-horse. This, I may
say, is the way Englishmen ride all hills.

They "ride" them sure enough. I should think

the word coast means only a sled ride to them.
I infer as rriuch from the reply I received from
a cycler. "You must have some- very pretty

coasts about here," I said.

"Yes, we do, when we don't have open win-

ters," he replied.

A person would think he was in a country
where bicycling was something new, to see the

oversized riders. One generally expects to see

a new rider get a wheel several sizes too large

for him. in his desire to look big, but he equally
expects to see this wear away. But here there

is a procession of 50-inch legs on 54-inch ma-
chines, 2>l4 and 4)^ inch cranks, and saddles

;
five or six inches back from the head. It is no
wonder, possibly, that among so many mistaken
riders the ordinary should be found to go hard
up-hill and wearisome to the legs. I cannot but
think of a chap who met me in Washington,
D. C, last spring. He was about five feet six

inches tall. He was always saying that he was
going to take up the safety. The reason he
gave was that he could not get up the hills on a
crank. I didn't doubt it at all when he told me
he rode a 58-inch machine ! I wouldn't believe

it till he showed me the wheel. He was simply
at the far end of the extreme of impracticable-

ness. The English cyclist isn't quite so far out,

but, like his machine, he needs adjusting.

If anything further should be said to give
emphasis to my first statement, it need only be
along the line of hands-off riding. This con-
venient knack is practically unknown here.

Riding a few feet, maybe, is common enough,
but the idea of going mile after mile hands off

is qiiite undreamed of, and this, too, in a coun-
try where it can be done on nearly every road
without a particle of danger. Anybody who

I
knows what a rest hands-off riding is, after a
day's long ride, may realize in sotne degree
what the English rider misses in not being up
to this little accomplishment. I know what it

is. I have been riding with small English han-
dles, and I believe that if I could not have eased
my hands by taking them off together and rid-

ing thus for miles, I could not have stocjd the

long journeys. That my criticism is not based
upon any superficial observations, I know from
reading the address of Colonel Saville on the

history of cycling as a branch ofnhe army. As
the most ardent advocate of military cycling he
would no doubt have enumerated al-l the advan-
tages of wheels, and yet, in making a compari-
son between the crank and ihe safety, he never

mentioned the ease with which the ordinary can
be ridden hands off, a knack utilizable not only
for pleasure but also for something more impor-
tant in case of war. If Colonel Saville has not
heard of this advantage of cycle riding he has
been kept in strange ignorance. I don't doubt
in the least that the Colonel had never.heard of
it. I am only a second, or possibly a third rate

rider in that city I learned my riding in, and
yet I could cause a general suspension of busi-

ness in the little towns I have passed
through in England by riding hands off and
reading " Baedeker's Guide " or the daily paper,
using both hands to hold the book; and when,
on reaching a hilly town, I coasted down the
hilly streets, hands off, pondering on the fresh

eloquence of Baedeker, there was a complete
paralysis of all the functions of trade and com-
merce. These were only towns, to be sure, but
they were on main roa-ds frequented by hun-
dreds of cyclers. I say this not in glorification

of myself, for where I have ridden most in

j

America such riding is the common thing and
\
never noticed, but simply to call attention to the

I fact that England ought not to be the place to set

the styles in wheels, and I say this, also, not
against the safety, but simply to prevent persons
being deceived into abandoning an instrument
of pleasure that is capable of affording delights

none other possesses. Had I at Liverpool been
seduced into purchasing a low wheel I should
to-day, as I write within sound of the waves on
" Britain's southern shore," be so angered at the
thought that I had lost all the scenery between
the distant north and here that I should feel like

taking the first train back to Liverpool and
;

thumping that dealer; and my crank has done so

much for me, has presented me with such ravish-
ing pictures of valley and field and mountain

I

and meadow, pictures unbarred by any hedge or

j

wall, that I want to say what little I can to keep
: others from missing them. Nor do I hold up to

ridicule the British cycler. He is as good,
obliging and gentlemanly a fellow as any other
portion of the world holds, but his views as to

this and that wheel have been given a wideness
of circulation and a weight of influence to which
I do not believe they are entitled. It is also

j

with a wish to show the English cyclist what he
is missing in leaving undeveloped the capabili-

ties of the ordinary that I have said as much as I

have.
Travelkr.

Con Dwyer, the Australian champion, has
I
been reinstated in the amateur ranks.

Willie Windle scored heavily at Pittsburg. It

is reported that Windle is ill with a severe cold.

i Osmond and Synyer, the two English cracks,

]

are matched to ride a mile at Kennington Oval,
to-morrow, October 6.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco,,

held their seventh annual hop at Odd Fellows'
Hall, Friday, September 28.

G. R. White has lowered the English 50-mile
bicycle road record to 2h. 57m. 47s , an average
of about 3m. 31s. for each mile.

At the Tioga race meet, Kingsland, of Balti-

\
more, showed good form, defeating Crist, Hal-
sted, Wilhelm, and other good men.

W. J. Morgan will engineer a six-day race
I meet at San Francisco in January. The Bay
City Wheelmen have offered the Senator the hos-
pitality of their club-house.

The New York Bicycle Club have engaged
bowling alleys at Fifty-second Street and Sixth
Avenue, for every Friday night during the sea-
son, commencing October 5. All club members
are invited to attend the opening.

Fred. J. (Esmond added another victory to his

already long list of this season by winning the
Kildare Bicycle Club's 5-mi'e cup race, on Sep-
tember 12; lime, 14m. 45 1-5S. The previous
winners of the cup include the following men :

1881, Liles; 1S82, Gaskell; 1883, Liles; 1884.

English ; 18S5, Ball ; iSSfi, Furnival ; 1887, Os-
mond.

Cards arc out for the marriage of Miss Anita
Clifford Harris to Mr. William Williams Chester,
both of Elizabeth, N. J. Mr. Chester is of the

firm of Wetmore & Chester, member of the

N. J. A. C, and well known to many cyclists,

who will congratulate him—especially so if they

]
are fortunate enough to have the acquaintance

1 of the lady.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

F. J. Osmond won the Surrey B. C. scratch

mile, time 3m. 52 r-5s. , and the lo-mile cup race,

time 32m. 35 4-5S.

Mr. Frederick Jenliinsand Miss Ella Gregory,
married, Monday, October i, 1S88, New York.
At home. Main Street and Maple Avenue, New
Rochelle, New York.

The Down-East papers are very generally

publishing the fact that Gerry Jones is to re-

sign as Chairman of the Racing Board, and are

advancing the claims of " Doc " Kendall, of the

Boston Bicycle Club.
'

There is much talk in England of merging the

National Cyclists' Union with the Cyclists'

Touring Club. The N. C. U. has controlled

matters of the race path, and the C. T. C. has
chiefly distinguished itself as a badge-stealing,

cheap-John, coffee-tavern sort of organization.

The Bay City Wheelmen are to be credited

with true sportsmanship. The team of this

club have won so many points :n the first two
road contests promoted by the California Road
Racing Association that no other club could
possibly win the cup. In order to give other

clubs a chance and make a genuine race, the

Bay City men have entered a team of novices
in the race, which is to take place October 8.

We hope they will win.

Messrs. W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake Street,

will hereafter have control of the Chicago
Branch of the New York Belting & Packing
Company. Messrs. Allen have for a number of

years done an extensive business in leather
belting for the account of Fayerweather &
Ladew, and this connection with the largest
rubber belting, packing and hose manufacturers
in the world will no doubt greatly add to their

influence and prosperity.

The Prospect Harriers, the well-known cross-

country and athletic club, of Brooklyn, have
just taken possession of their new grounds at

Washington Park, Brooklyn. They have a fine

quarter of a mile track, suitable alike for run-
ning and wheeling, and superior accommoda-
tion for all athletic sports. All young men in-

terested in athletics are invited to inspect the
grounds, and racing wheelmen are invited to

join the club. Address F. G. Webb, 736a Uni( n
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. J. P. Hall, of Albany, Oregon, left that

place August 5 for a 400-mile trip through
Southern Oregon to Coos Bay and return. He
crossed the Coast Range Mountains twice, and
traveled for 150 miles over a rough mountain

trail, a road on which had never been ridden a
bicycle. He was several times warned not to

do it, the road being considered utterly impas-
sible to bicycle travel. He persevered, riding
most of the way and walking the balance, and
therefore deserves the credit of having ridden
over nearly 150 miles of the roughest of rough
Oregon roads. The machine ridden was a
52-inch i8S8-pattern Columbia Light Roadster,
which stood the test of the trip with the utmost
impunity.

THE RECORD AROUND CHESTNUT HILL RESERVOIR.

Dr. Kendall, has another new idea, which he
is developing for the benefit of Boston cyclers.

For years there has been an animated contro-
versy as to who could ride around Chestnut
Hill reservoir in the shortest space of time. At
least a dozen scorchers of Boston and vicinity

are individually of the opinion that each stands
unrivaled as a reservoir circler. Phenomenal
records from two and a half minutes up have
been claimed, but the accuracy of few have been
established. Dr. Kendall proposes to have what
he calls a record race, to be run under the aus-
pices of the Boston Bicycle Club, and to make it

an annual event. Gold and silver championship
medals of a unique design will be awarded the
fastest riders. The race will probably be run in

about two weeks.

—

Boston Globe.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKKON, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

i^" "Warit© foa? I^arxce Lxs-fc-

NEW YOEK WAEEHOUSE,

65 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, New Itapid, Cliaiiipion, Star
and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exoep for interest. Prices
from i58 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.

Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms .f easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospective
» liaelman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. 111.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

3srE"Vs7" ^z"oi?,k: ciT~y.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEPFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Li^lit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Cballeiij;e Tricycle.
ANW .SIINI) III KS.

1888 SipariixgfxeXcL RoaiCa-stex^
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

1-iall bearing $100.00
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Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKlNllS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Hicyclc lloor,

on sample. No second-hand ni.-ichincs.

Call and sec our slock bi-foir /'ii>r/i<i.ii>ii;\

GIILOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARR THE MOST
* * PERFEC'

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheehnen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. BEUIM & CO.,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and o'tliers.

Broadway and Warren Street,
isr x: \7«7' TT on is: ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

J4o. 1-278.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oiu;

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Wliicli We are Now Iiitroiliiriiiu:.

The high-class workmanship and finish which has ^^ t^Si^;^S!^^i:S^::^iS^AU^^^^
gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
\ to .K-ns ]. PcmU-

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

I ;< Maiden Lane, N. Y.

s.wi

N.., i:iss.

Soli,
I
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No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N, B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge,"

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. a-. i^..iN^"\7vrsoisr,
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Mr. E. I. Halsted has returned to New York,
and the Quaker City wheelmen, among whom I

he has made so many friends, will probably
know him no more. Halsted will ride under
the N. Y. A. C. winged foot in future.

SI\-I).\Y ROWI.Nc; TRICYCLE CONTEST.

The si.\-day rowing tricycle contest, under
the management of C. H. McConnell, at Madi-
son Square Garden, New York, will commence
Sunday night, October 7, at 12 o'clock. The
contestants will ride until 6 a. m., and will ride

every day from 2 to 12 r. m. A number of

prominent oarsmen are entered, and the man-
agement have offered special purses to encourage
the making of big mileages. A grand concert
will be given each evening. The machines will

be for sale at the garden during the races.

Mr. McCombie, who was injured in the East-

ern Road Club's 25-mile road race, lies in a very
precarious condition at the Boston City Hospi-
tal. The cyclers have liberally contributed to

the support of the poor fellow, and through
their kindness the Hirahi is enabled to acknowl-
edge subscriptions amounting to $46, including
the following: Albert A. Pope, $10; John P.

Lovell Arms Company, %y, Springfield Bicycle

Company, .$5; Wnlliam Read & Sons, $5; Over-
man Wheel Company, $5; W. VV. Stall, $5;
Coventry Machinists Company, .$5; N. C. Fow-
ler, Jr., si; X. Y. Z., %i\ G. M. Worden, $1; J.

N. Grimes, $1; W. J. Morgan, $1: Captain F. B.

Kimball, %\.—Boston Herahl.

FROM NEW YORK TO PHILADELPHIA.

Messrs. Newbourg, of the Prospect Wheelmen,
and Newman, of the Kings County Wheelmen,
left New York on Friday, .September 28, for a
trip to Philadelphia on their wheels, taking the

1:30 P. M. boat to Staten Island, riding through to

Tottenville, crossing to Perth Amboy, and then
to New Brunswick, where a short stop was
made; then to Franklin Park, arriving at 6 p. m.

Here we had supper and remained over night.

Starting at 6:20 a.m. Saturday, we made Kings-
ton, "]% miles, at 7 a. .m. Here we had a hearty
breakfast, very much enjoyed. Left Kingston at

8 a.m., passing through Princeton, Lawrence-

ville, Trenton, and arriving at Bristol 12 noon.
Dined at Closson's and left Bristol via the

Bristol Pike at 1:15 p.m., thiough Tullytown and
Frankford to Philadelphia, arriving at Green's
Hotel 5 P.M.. making the trip, St. George, S. I.,

to Philadelphia, in i2>2 hours actual riding
time, and at a total expense of $2.35.
With a few e.^ceptions we found the roads in

good condition, and in fact much better than we
had expected from the description given in Route
64, N. Y. State Road Book.

Permit us, through your valuable columns, to

extend our sincere thanks to the Pennsylvania
Wheelmen, Messrs. Riddle, Randall, Kohler
and Green, for their liberal hospitality shown us,

during our stay in Philadelphia.

Chas. Newkourg.
Wm. Newman.

sudiien dka'l'h ok a \ eteran cyclist.

The C. T. C. Gazette records the death of one of

our oldest and most respected readers, Colonel
Salisbury Simpson, of Portishead, under cir-

cumstances which may possibly be, in some
quarters, turned to the detriment of cycling.

Colonel Simpson was a great enthusiast, and in

his seventy-fourth year of age did his hundred
miles in twenty-four hours. He died very sud-
denly at Moffat, N. B., aged seventy-eight, on
his Cripper tricycle, having traveled from Bris-

tol that day, and, against the wishes of some
gentlemen who were with him, would ride from
the railway station to the hydropathic establish-

ment. The strain was too much, and in a mo-
ment he was dead, while actually sitting on his

machine. This circumstance, however distress-

ing, cannot, we think, be taken to imply that

cycling was the cause of death. For a gentle-
man nearly eighty years of age to other than
drive to his hotel after an all-day railway
journey is in itself phenomenal, and when we
consider that after a journey of this kind the
physical power of even a younger man would
have been more or lesi exhaused, in one so old
the e.xhaustion of the system would be great,
and any fairly strong physical exertion would
be calculated to prove disastrous to the weak-
ened organs. We think, therefore, under the
circumstances, a walk to the hotel would have

been more calculated than a ride to bring about
the sad disaster, and that cycling cannot in any
way be blamed for the unfortunate occurrence.
— The Cyclist.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the caf6, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table ifHole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn.
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per

twenty-five cents per pint.

Fulton
Best

quart.

B-Lxy "ITo-Lxx* Slta-oes of
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Diiane.

THE GRE.VT LONDON SHOE MAN.

Mv Specialty for the Sl'm.mek is theKANOAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a fine line of BICYCLE SHOES.

BICYCLE J^EPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNE:XX &- HALK,
112 Oocan-ge SiDoreet;,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, COMMENCING SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7.

.£>k. I>E!CIIDI3I> PJOTT^HIjT'S-:

6 DAYS' RO^V\riNG RACE
ON THE NEWLY INVENTED

ROADSGULLER, OR LAND-ROWING TRICYCLE.
14 ChampionOarsmen

Are Entered, comprising all the Great Scullers of the

World, as

JOHN TEEMER,
JACOB G. GAUDAUR,
GEORGE BUBEAR,
ALBERT HAMM,
GEO. W. LEE,
JOHN LARGAN,
JAMES A. TEN EYCK,

follow^

WILLIAM O'CONNOR,
WALLACE ROSS,
WILLIAM G. EAST,
JOHN McKAY,
FRED. PLAISTED,
PETER H. CONLEY,
JACOB TEEMER.

$10,000 IN CASH PRIZES.
1 lu Cash Prizes offered are larger than ever com|)eted for

in a rowing tournament, and the race will be a bona fide <on-

n-si between these trained athletes, starling at MH^NIGHT,
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7, and rowing six hours—and daily

thereafter from 2 to 12 v. M. until midnight Saturday.
.

Innes' Famous 13th Regiment Band of 75 Solo Artists

Will Give a Grand Sacred Concert on Sunday Evening, October 7, from 8.30 to 12. Concerts by Innes' Band
Afternoons and Evenings during the Week.

50 ceixiis- I?,esex*-^eci Seal3S, $l-00.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Woi'ds 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

VyiLL EXCHANGE a Premier wheel, 53-inch, in good
* * order, with ball bearings in wheels, and lamp, for a
New Rapid Safety. F. L. Trippe, 128 West Seventy-first
Street, City. ' 10-12

WHEEL BARGAINS.—One Springfield Roadster, ball

bearing, slightly shopworn, $90. Two Springfield
Roadsters, ball bearing, good as new, $80 each. One 52-

inch Standard Columbia, plain bearings, all nickel except
rim, $40. One 3-track Columbia Tricycle, $40. One

j

Springfield Tandem, new tires, in e.xcellent order, $140.
One 54-inch full nickeled American Champion, tires scarcely
worn, ram's horn bar, in A i condition, $80. All the above
wheels are guaranteed in good running order, and cheap
at the prices. The finest and best equipped Repair Shop '

in New York State. Cycle Repairs and iModel-making a
specialty. H. VON DER LINDEN, 48 Market Street,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. lo-n
IVTUST BE SOLD.—48-inch Star Bicycle, in fine condi-
•'''- tion, with nickel lamp; ridden very little. Best ofEer
above $60 takes it. C. P. Fry, 18 West Fiftieth Street,
N. Y. IO-I2
A DEALER, located in section where season is about

j-^ closed, will sell out stock of Wheels at Cost, rather
|

than carry them through winter. Has 52-inch Light Cham-
\

pion, 50-inch Am. Champion, 50-inch Challenge, 44 and 38
i

inch ideals; all new, bright goods. Also, Challenge Tan-
dem, slightly used. Address L. Champion, Utica, N. Y. I

lO-ia
T.rOR SALE.—A 48-inch New Mail, ball head, cyclometer
* and lantern; new last April. Too small for owner
Will sell for $90. Perfect condition. New Mail, Box 444.

10-12

pOR SALE— Light Roadster 55-inch New Mail, 1888 pat-
-*- tern; in perfect condition ; balls all over, including
Trigweli ball head. Price $100. R. H. Davis, Cambridge,
Mass. 10-12
DICYCLES.—Talk about bargains! 54-inch Rudge, I45;^ 54-inch Royal Mail, $45; 52-inch Club, $30; 54-inch
Expert, $25. All ball bearing and A i condition. 170 East
Seventy-first Street. lo-ii
pOR SALE.—A 48-inch Semi-Roadster Columbia, in
^ good order; was new last year. Ball-bearing front
wheel. Will sell for $45.00. Address W. B., P. O. Box
444. 10-5

WANTED.—Humber Tandem Tricycle in exchange for
Columbia Expert Bicycle, 52 or 54 inch ; first-class

and little worn. Address, T. D. Hodges, i-6o Broadway. 10-5

Sacrifice; 54-inch Columbia Expert, 1887; full
i

nickel; not run 15 miles; perfect condition; spoke-
grip, luggage-carrier, lock, etc. Cost $150. Leonard
Dakin, Cherry Valley, N. Y. 10-17
X-TERE'S A^CHANCE.—Who is looking for a 54-inch

j

^ ' Rudge Light Roadster, at a bargain, balls all around.
King of Road lamp, Kirkpatrick saddle, etc., good as new?
Address " Bargain," P. O. Box 498. 10-5
pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,

in excellent condition; new last season; only $45. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. 10-19
(CYCLOMETERS ! LOOK ! !-I akin Hub, 48-inch, $6 ; i

^^ 53-inch, $5 ;
54-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4 ;

Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, .$5 ;
56-inch, $5 ; three Hill &

Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class
!

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.
pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
' feet order; ridden but little. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-
eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 290
Pearl Street, New York City.

A TTENTION !—We want more wheels to supply our
•'^ large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Company, 8 Warren
Street.

UICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Oflice^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind

W^

$90.

, -p. for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
4' - jU jys[ [i,e same, and they are the best ones made
Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.
V/'OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck if you
^ put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.
];URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
In Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Meeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
tics, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $i6o. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

CTARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new^ F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

Orange Athletic Club

Fall Games and

Bicycle Races,
-TO BE HELD AT THE-

ROSEVILLE TRACK, ROSEVILLE, N. J.,

Saturday^ October Gth, at 3 P. IKI,

All the Fast Amateurs Will Compete in the

Athletic Events.

A Splendid Field of Amateurs, including A. B. Rich, Crist, Windlc, Halsted,

S. H. Rich, Caldwell, Bowman, Baggot and others, will

compete in the Bicycle Handicaps.

50 Ceix-bs.

Grand Fall Tournament
-OF THE-

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB.
-AT-

nyHo^Tx^is IDooDs:^ IS^es/^ ^^oz?i5i G±t-^.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, AT 2:30 P. M.

F>ROORAMME
Half-mile Hicycle, Scratch.

One-mile Bicycle, inlerscholastic, open to mem-
bers of New YorlcCity private schools.—Cup
to be won twice before graduating to be-

come the property of winner. '.

One-mile Bicycle, Rover Type Wheels, Scratch.
]

One-mile Bicycle Handicap.— First Prize, Co-
lumbia Cup.

Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.
One-mile Tricycle Handicap.
One-mile Bicycle Consolation, H;indiiap.

One-mile Bicycle Nf)vices, Scratch.

Two-mile Bicycle Intercollegiate, .Scratch.

Filly cents forRaces under L. .\. W. Ruks.
each event.

Entries close October 15, with G. R. Hidwi-11.
313 West Fiftv-eighth Street, or F. V Prial
P. O. Box 444, New York.

Track, four laps to the mile ; specially built for
fast time and safety.

Prizes of exceptional beauty and value to lirsl,

second ami third in each event.
A solid silver cup, presented by the Pope Manu-

facturing Co.. will be the first prize in tiu-

one-mile li;indicap.

Aclmi«sic)ii, = 5() Ceiit?s.

('.vcliHts A<-<'<>iii|iaiilt)(l by Whuvl.s AdniK l<'<l I'rco.

The (iioiindsan- on llu- llailcin K i\iT, about one ;uul a h.ill miles notlhof 155tll .Street. On
111!' dMV nl ihc wu'cs spci i.d li.iius will run i\ii\' lew uiinules on the N'ew

N'ciiU \ \'(ii I lici 11 .Hill \i\v \iiik ( riui.d \ Ihi.lstm River Railroads.

^94S^ IF'ax'e foar RoixxLci T3r±;p, VO. Ceix-bs.
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KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
PEERLESS TOBACCO AVORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

OK—

SecoiJ-HanJ Bicicles and Tricycles.

List
No.

325
4(y2

432
435
438
458

459
474
47Q
483
486
489
500

503
508

515

S'Q
520
521
522
523
524

S30
531

535
544
545
553
558
559
560
S^i

563
564
.^65

666

567
569
570
571
574

Size

54
50
48

55

54
54
50

54
52

56
48

54
32

54
51

54
48

54
52

50

54
52

53

53
38
48
50
46

44
56
4?
5'

54
52

54

53
51

54
50
50
42

Make Bearings Finish

American Club Ball Enamel
American Club Ball Nickel ....

E.xperl Ball Nickel

Col. Lgt. Rdstr Ball Enamel...
Harvard Ball Enamel...
E.\pert Ball Enamel . .

.

Victor Ball Enamel .

American Star Plain... Nickel.. .

Bnt. Challeng:e Ball.. ..Nickel. ..

E.xpert Ball Enamel...
American Star Plain.... Nickel ....

Harvard Ball Enamel . .

.

Monarch Rover Ball Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
Special Star Plain Enamel...
E.\pert Ball Nickel . . .

.

Sp. Premier Plain— Enamel .

.

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel. ..

Brit. Champion Ball Enamel...
Am. Club Ball ....Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel . .

.

Columbia Lt. Rdstr. ... Ball 2-3 Nickel.

Columbia Lt. Rdstr Ball . . 2-3 Nickel.

Facile Ball Enamel...
Brit. Champion Ball Enamel..

.

E.tpert Ball Enamel . .

.

Otto Plain Enamel
Premier Plain Enamel..

.

E.xpert Ball Enamel . .

.

Special Star Ball 2-3 Nickel

Special Star Cones.. .Enamel..

.

Expert ;...Ball Enamel...
E.xpert Ball 2-3 Nickel

Victor Ball Enamel. ..

Col. LKt. Kdsrt Ball Enamel...
American Star Plain. ..Enamel...
Standard Columbia Plain Enamel. .

.

Expert Columbia Ball X ickel

Victor Rail Enamel..
Special Star .Cones.. .Enamel.

Sell
FOK

$55 00
. 60 00
. 65 00
. 80 00

. 50 0°

. 70 00

75 00
. 50 00
, 70 GO
. 70 CO
. 60 00
. 30 GO

• 95 00

55 00
. 65 00
80 00
40 00

95 00
go 00
90 00

55 00

85 00
90 00

95 00
40 00

65 00
70 00

35 00

35 00
70 00
85 00

75 00.

75 00
65 00
65 00
85 00

35 00

25 00
85 00

. 85 00
65 00

301

496
5"
526

534
548
5SO

554
555
556

50 Col. Three-track Ball Enamel... 5000
.. Spkbrk. Cnpper Ball Enamel... 9000

Victor Tricycle Ball... .Enamel... 6000
Humber Cripper Ball Enamel... 8000

.. Humber Crijmer Ball Enamel... 9500
Sparkbrook Tandem.. ..Ball Enamel... 130 00

.. Col. Two-track Ball Enamel... 6500
Humber Tandem Ball Enamel. . .110 00

. . Mariboroutrh C. Tand . . Ball Enamel ... 190 00

.. Humber Tandem Ball Enamel. .. 125 00

Any of these machines may be seen and tested at Oraton
1 tall, or they will be shipped to any address C. O. D., with

the orivileKcof examination, provided the person ordering

remits $10 as a guarantee for express charges both ways in

case machine- is not bought.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

Branch Store, Park Street, Orange, N. J.

Nl'.«,\KK TkLEI'MCSH 67^. Orange Telephone 134.

Whtn the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have dcmonslralcd that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

M fof l':^-'^ moiuy, during the season

of i888 than any oihei dealer

in America.
Send for the most c-omplett; Whid

('al(il()(iHi: ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
:, >tnl<' St., <:lii<-a;'<>, III.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

s Eraite Liiai
J

Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.^ HOWARD A, SMITH & CO.. Oraton HaH, Newark, N. J.

Oh, come, fair Columbia, and turn from tht crowd
Of political combatants, clamoring loud;

Oh, Ic.ivc thcni to bicker .ind quarrel and jar.

Like the flats and the sharps that tlicy fre()iicntly arc

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete.

That beats Time himself, and can never be beat;

Kor the SoiiMKK I'lANO, as certain as fate.

Is "the ticket" to win, for the year *88!

Ciipyrlcht b;SonHKR& Co.. 18«S. rmm ••77)'- .Wi.l../mm'r l;,rk:' 1«S«.

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for i88S in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer &. Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thtirman, Har-

rison and Morton. .

' But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

<§;& cso'

QUICK DRYING BICYCLE ENAMEL.
This carefully prci)arcd article is manufactured with special reference to the reciuiremeiits of bicyclists. It is the

r<'sult of years of study and experiment, and is /^m///,'i//o;;<;/'/v ///,• /'CJ/. It not only beautifies metal but protects it from

damage by rust, acids or alkalies. In pulling it upon the market, the manufacturers feel perfectly confident that its

merits will be appreciated bv the great army of wheelmen.

Price in 4-ouncc white'llint glass bottles, having full directions for use. and packed, one dozen each, in neat dove-

lailed rases, !|;72.oo per gross, or'iffj.oo per dozen, F. (). B. N. Y. Discount to the trade. Price, 50c. per bottle.

E. L. COOK & CO., Manufacturers, 77 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.
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WE TAKE

Oli Mounts in Part Papent

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily pi-oved to us.

WE SELL

SecoEJ-WWMs for Owners

— ON—

COMMISSION,

GIVING TTT?, BEST CHANGE TO

UNLOAD QUICKLY.

¥E OFPEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

SeGond-hand Cyc es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

WETMORE& CHESTER.
H Secohd-hand Yictor

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

49 COKTLANDT STKEET,

NEW YORK cm.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

READ OUR RULES.
Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
chmb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for sejling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderate Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Big Reductions
To Close Stock Before Winter.

No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enameled. Not
ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at ."^75.

No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price %2<^.

No. 180.— 54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 183.

—

52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $50.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big

money. Price $130.

No. 186.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel wiih
enam. rims and bar. Only $75.

No. 195.— 54-in. Rudge. Enam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars. Good as new. Price $75.

No. H)7.— 52-in. Matchless Singer. .Mniosl new.
All bails. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price $80.

No. H)S.

—

.|S-in. .Siaiul. Cnl. I'aiiiled. Price

*35.

No. 200. 48-iii. Singer I-iglil Ko.idMei. Nickel

with enam. wheels. All bulls. (invhoin
bars and spades. Looks like new. I'riccSfSs.

No. 202.—4S-in. special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at $75.

No. 204.— 50-in. E.xpert Col. Nickel with enamel
wheels. M\ balls. Price .I50.

No. 205.— 5i-in. Col. Light Roadster, 'SS. Nickel
with enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looks
likes new. (^nly fiio.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price I40.

Our List, October 6, 1888.

No. 29.— 55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22
lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
hickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 129.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $30.

No. 141.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to ICo

No. 153.— 54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.— 50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn l)ars. Only $90.

No. 166.

—

54-in. Victor. Nickel with ciiaiiK-l

wheels. Fine order. Price $80.

No. jyi.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent rah hcls.
Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price
$50.

No. 208.—48-in. Col. E.xperl. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Ball wheels. Price $70.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 209.— 52-in. Col. Expert. I'ull nickel. All

balls. Fine cond. Price $75.

No. 211.—Rover Rear-driving Safety. New.
Price I90.

No. 212.—52-in. Premier. Nickel, with en.un
rims. Cowhorn bars. H.ills 10 front wheel.
Price .tSdo.

No :\\.— 54-in. Expert Col. Nickel, v\ illi en.ini.

u heels. Oropbais. I'rice ifd";.

Ni>, 21 5.-— 5 |-iii. X'iclor. I'ai.ini. New >\lic.ls

this veat . Price :f8o.
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THEY COULDN^T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and Mc Daniel had to take first and second in the Bi. World loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most reliable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free. E^OStOXl, 3VXa;SS-

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

i)est worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all tliese

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. I§ZIlSrC3-ST03Sr KZ^STITTI^SrCr CO.

Hartford, September 14, R. H. Davis, in the Safety Handicap,
^?von frona scratcti, in 2.ioc\. 46s. on a

SWIFT SAFETY.
This is tlie l=iviile Anaatenr Safety Record for An:"ierica.

On the same day, IMessrs. Crist and Davis established a

WORLD'S RECORD
03sr ^^

SWIFT SAFETY TANDEM,
Hiding a mile witlioiit j )ace=mal<ers in 2m. 44^s.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS CO., Ld

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON.
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J.OOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 A roll St., Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
i Tennis Soling,

WHITE, BLACK,
OR RED,

Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING & PMKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

lU'aiich House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St.

E.&l^.T, Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

59J Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sctmid Detective,
IPairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer tenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

I ^^^More than Forty Years
Established in this line

of iusintst.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu-
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,
swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application
of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, ancj
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.
INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,

Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
niss, Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,'

Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

u^sxs: OF'on. Tm:
tiAiuii '̂iiwii ii iiij)y||||[||[|

|j|[);^ ||[||||||j|||l(}mi»im^^

WEf*cK
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

"Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

€^n "tAR L & WftS ON
-

IH MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS

'(f^X ; "ARE 'THE BEST"
S^'/^ . FOR sale: EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE

p VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

ii SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

^W§1^ BICYCLE SUNDEIES
OPOnmi llOOuS, send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,LOWEST PRICES

(2 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

miEsnicmfLOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price f r.oo.

WHITTEN & COm Providence, R, I,

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

(Late Si.xth Avenue.) Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Champions,
Ideals, Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Numbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

REPAIRS !

~ REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Work
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE mmi CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, *1.00. Discount to the trade.

C- H- S3VEITI3:,
249 Woodward Arenue, Detroit, Mich.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AA ENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect tit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everywhere. Five Gents Per Bar.

ov^^^ADAMS^ TUTTI-FRUTTI ^SfiTliJ'

CLUBS TRU.MP

^

WHICH WINS?
CO

AMMS & SOB'S TDTTIFITTI CeEfflllCW
..Teases the .iow of saliva ami ;\itls digestion. The Giini is now used liy tonring as well as racing

lieelmen, and it keeps ihe mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

Hla.0-u.lQ. t>e>

PUU15. PLEASANT. # ALL FLAVOHS.
oil. saiXe a-t all ^^la.o©! i3Q.©3a.'s Hoad-q-vxax'tsoir's.
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At Philadelphia, September
10, riders of Columbias won

7 OUT OF 11

possible first prizes for Bicycle

contests.

At Roseville, N. J., Septem-
ber 21, riders of Columbias won

5 OUT OF 9
possible first prizes for Bicycle

contests.

FOR NIGHT RIDING.

VELOCE COLUMBIA^ VELOCE COLUMBIA.

THE STRONGEST, EASIEST RUNNING,

FINEST MADE, AND MOST

POPULAR SAFETY ON THE MARKET.

OTHER MACHINES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE,

^o:p^M5G[:<^oi^^^ illustrated catalogue !©ap£]MjPG^<^oJ^^^
BostoK,^EW>!bi^K,GHiCAQO. SENT F=REE. BostoK,^EW^i?K,CHicAao.

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A fc-w slixhlly shopworn new I< ihIki- 'I'.indcinN ami Rii>lnc I! innl)ci- 'i'.indcnis, and also a limited number of shoi)woin Rudi;e Bicycles al ;i reduclioii.

H. M. SABEN, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, IVIass.

/S THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR- VICINITY ? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBHOLY THE KING OF THE REAR-DRIYERS.

THE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-GIimbin^ Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL
NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELlVltRY.

I, 1.
If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, he sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing".

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CI3:iC.A.G-0, ILL-,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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We S-bill Sloia. Oixx* O^t^ix.

.CRANK WHEE

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44^ ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all, 1. 15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBING RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CQM^llorg Cornhiil, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

= BROOKLYN.
CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises, - No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J,
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IPOIZ^TS
RELATING TO

Soconi-liaii(l Hhi
SOLD BY

Cycle Companyp
No. 811 ARCH STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and maie of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

III.

Guarantee. —We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocij of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

•incli

incli

inch

inch

inch

inch

•inch

incli

i-inch

inch

inch

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished. ..

.

E.xpert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion I.t. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ; scarcely used

Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

Humber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier .'...

Club

Expert Columbia

British Challenge

Expert (very cheap)

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; i885 pattern

Humber Tandem ; nearly new
Columbia Two Track ; nearly new.

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 GO

80 GO

50 00

50 00

100 00

go 00

95 00

50 00

qo 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

go CO

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

flO (JO

150 00

TOO 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note 15.—Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. (3. D. to any address, with privilege of
examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co. B.^i^Gh^^insrs I

Ho. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We call special attention of all

^

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Fitting Sup-
porter.—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportsman try thei7i. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES &. CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

The best and. only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

any manner, norbruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

Send for circular.

I>iscouiit to I>ealer.s.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,

Worcester, Mass.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OK TUKI'KNTINE, KOSIN, Y!\\\

James A. Webb & Son, 160 Pearl St. . New York,

Tlie lUUiiiKN A Spfinoci- ("o.. Ilartroid, Conn., U.S.A.

Maniilacliiicis of llie WliocluKiu's l'"avorltc, Hilling's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two contiiieiils.

SECOND-HAND

Eicyclos ad Tricycles.

^§" "We make a Specialty of taking

Old Mounts in Part Payment for

Ne-w Victors, Ne-w Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DESCRIPTION.

FINISH.—"i" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled
except rims. "

3
" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.

"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both -wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls to

front, cone to rear, plain pedals. " 4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—"i" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed,- finish and bearings very good.
" 6 " Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

No. Size

42

389 42

390 —
397 —
411 5t.

4,6 Sb

417 52

421 52
422 53
425 —
429 54
430 —
431 55

433
—

43'; 52

43« 51

441 54
44 S 48

446 54

447 52

450 56

454
—

455
—

457 52

460 48
461 Sb

462 51

463 —
4O4 54
466 55

467 —
469 —
470 40

471 —
472 52

473 54

474 so

475 51

47" 51

477 52

479 44
480 45
.,Si 54
4«2 so

48, --

484 54
4«5 5"

l8(. 48
4X7 54
488 .50

48c, -

Name
Victor Junior,
Am. Pony Star,

Beeston Hbr. Tdm.,
Col. 2-track trike,

British Challenge,
American Club,
Columbia Expert,
New Rapid Rdstr.,

Col. Light Rdstr..
Quadrant No. 8,

Victor Roadster,
New Rapid Safety,
Rudge Light Rdstr.
Ladies' Quad. No. 14,

Special Club,
Special Star,

Columbia Expert,
Rudge Lt. Rdster.
Columbia Expert,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Victor Lt. Roadster,
Victor Safety,
Genuine Hbr, Tdm.,
Volunteer Columbia,
Columbia Semi-Rdstr,
New Mail,
Semi-Racer Star,

Victor Safety,
Am. Rudge,
Col. Lt. Roadster,
Rudge Hbr. Tdm.,
Kan. Safety (36x54)

Otto Special,
Columbia 3 trk. Trike,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Columbia Expert,
I'niveisal Club,
Special Star,

Special Star,

New Rapid Roadster,
Special Kacile,
Pony Special Star,

CoUiml>ia Expert,
English Tourist,
S|)ringtieUl Roadster,
Royal Mail,
Hrilisli Challenge,
Columbia Expert,
Special Club,
llai-vard,
Springliclil Uoadsior,

Cost.

$55.00
85.00

260.00
165,00
147,00
135,00
132.50
132,50
127.50
185.00
130,00
135.00
141.25
175.00
160.00
160.00
125,00
132,50
135,00
137-50
142,50
135,00
250,00
102,50
75-00
142,50
1 20 , 00
135,00
110,00
140.00
250,00
140,00
35,00
165.00
132.50
135,00
125.00
I20,00
135.00
142.50
123.00
137..SO

135.00
TJO.OO

75 -ou

135,00
130,00
I'-l.S.OO

135.00
l.'S.vXI

Price.

$55 00

39.00
115,00
85,00
60,00
52,00
65,00
132.50
go, 00
170,00
85.00

120 00
69.00
175,00
ICO. 00
85.00
65,00
So, 00
80.00
95.00

120.00
115.00
150,00
So, 00
50,00
110,00
50.00
115.00
60.00
85.00
175.°"
7S.OO
18.00
60,00
112.00
90.00
65.00
65.00
80,00

130.00
S5-OC
70.00
65.00
50.00
60.00
63.00
45.90
84,00
78.00
6^1. iK»

3
Plain

Ball

3

Ball

Hall

Hall

Ball

Plain

Hall

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will be soiit

C. O. D. (or baUmce, with privilocc of examination.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIITG ACCESSOEIES.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a Ihoroiigli man.

ncr and case hardeneil. Small in si/.e but giants in strengtii,

warranted a lirst-class tool in every lespecl.

For sale by all Cycle manufacluicrs and dealers.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BIcfCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St., New York
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QTT^A.3DH,^A.DSrT.
What's in a name ? Possibl}-, nothing ; but if it is applied to TRICYCLES, and that name is QUADRANT,

then there is indeed much.

It tells you at once of a machine "not only distinct, but distinctly superior to others;" of one that has set

the fashion in such important features as a large steering wheel, ati extended bridge over the main axle, the use of more

than two bearings over this axle, and a perfectly rigid frame without a joint in it. It is a name that for years past

has carried with it a guarantee of perfect workmanship and honest materials— consequently, satisfactory Tricycles

" It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard

;

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word."

QUADRANT TANDEM No. 15.

WINNER OF THE TWO-MILE OPEN HANDICAP AT THE
L. A. W. MEET RACES, BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 188S.

THE FASTEST AND BEST HILL-CLIMBING TANDEM
EVER BUILT.

°^^si:-

" Air— I want air and sunshine and blue sky.
The feeling of the breeze upon my cheek,

And no walls but the far-off mountain tops
;

Then I am free and strong."

QUADEANT TRICYCLE No. 8. For Gentlemen Only.

WINNER OF THE L. A. W. ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP,
BALTIMORE, JUNE 19, 1888.

HAS MADE A MILE ON THE ROAD IN 2 MINUTES
AND 38 SECONDS.

QUADRANT TRICYCLE No. 14. For Ladies.

BUILT LIGHT THROUGHOUT, AND ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE. ALSO SUITABLE FOR LIGHT
GENTLEMEN.

In this age of high-class ball-bearing Cycles, now tiiought to be as near perfection as possible, nothing so

clearly and decisively proves the superiority of the QUADRANT TRICYCLE as the following :

At the late military manoeuvres in England, all cycle manufacturers were invited to send their machines, with

competent riders to form a corps, with a view to proving the adaptability of the Cycle for military purposes. Ninety

Cycles were engaged in the forced march, and fifteen only completed the distance.

The first to arrive was a No. 8 QUADRANT TRICYCLE, thus beating all the Safeties and Ordinaries,

while no Tricycle of any other make got through at all. Such a fact needs no padding.

SEITID FOK. IDESCie.ir'TI^V-E] CA-T-A-LOGrXJE, FliEE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

The Clark Cycle Company,
2 and 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, IVIci.

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 908 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
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Cycling Trade Review,
PublUhed every Friday mwning.

Entered at the Post O ffi ce at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pej-sons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fuUy serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

The Berkeley Athletic Club, owing to the con-

tinued rain interfering with work on their track,

have postponed their tournament to October 27,

at which time the weather prophets say we will

be enjoying Indian summer. All arrangements

are being rapidly pushed, and the tournament

will be a success, if the interest taken in it is

any indication. The track will be smooth and
hard and perfectly safe. It will be thrown open

for training a week before the tournament, and
wheels may be left over night at the grounds

with safety. Windle, the New England crack
;

Rich, the amateur crack, and Davis, Harvard's

flyer, have entered several events. All the local

fast men have promised to enter, and a number
of out-of-town men have been heard from. On
the day of the races, tickets, round trip seventy

cents, will be sold at all stations of the Ninth

and Sixth Avenue "L" roads, at the Grand
Central depot and the New York and Northern

depot. Sf.ecial trains will be run. A run will

be called for the afternoon of the races, and all

participating wheelmen will be admitted to the

grounds free, provided they are with the main

body. The prizes will be on exhibition at

Spalding's wi''"'!i a few days.

From a few sliavvs and certain semi-secret

buzzings and discussions, we catch a faint im-

pression that the mangled corse of thq amateur-

vs. -professional [(loljlcm is to be dragged out of

well-earned retirement, and fussed over and fur-

ther dessicated and picked at by the doctrin-

aires ; that the " Amateur rule," as they call it

—really meaning the definition of an amateur

—

is to be laid out on the slab, and the cognos-

centi and skillful by-law and code repairers and

manufacturers will carefully inspect the rule

—

poor rule— to determine whether it cannot be

"changed " in some way ; in what manner the

All-Seer only knows, Inn that it is changed is

sufRcienl. For, look you now ! The League

is now in a state of bcalifu- peace; it has no

fight on ; there is no one to dress up or to call

down ; the February meeting of the National

Assembly approacheth, and, mark you, there is

not even a prospect of anything in the line of

sensalioti. Km llu- blood of the League Senate

must circulate and some excitement must be

had. From a few floating and vagrant straws,

we say, we think the "Amateur rule" is to be

rehashed and served up

Now, why not let the Amateur rule alone?

The Amateur rule has done nothing, is doing

nothing, to invite this continual mauling. It

can be changed to admit the following condi-

tions : First, to give money prizes in amateur

contests, and permit amateurs and professionals

to compete together; second, to permit manu-
facturers to pay the expenses of racing men.

As we understand it, the function of the Rac-

ing Board i- to foster and extend amateur rac-

ing, and act as the court of justice in the racing

world, for the protection of racing men. Pro-

fessional racing, being a business venture,

should be largely the care of the professional

riders. By offering money prizes, and permit-

ting amateurs and professionals to race together,

you invite the development and the introduction

into the racing world of a new and undesirable

class of riders, such as are not now to be found on

the American racing path. It would also invite

betting and temptation to rope, ride crooked, etc.

For instance, if A is the favorite for a twenty-

five dollar prize, fifty dollars will induce him

not to win, and the party offering the fifty dol-

lars may make many fifties by betting the right

way. It is scarcely necessary to legalize the

payment of racing men's expenses by manufac-

turers. This feature of the race path seems on

the gradual decline in this country, and even if

it were not, the system of makers" amateurism

could not be suppressed by rules. The amateur

rule should prohibit a man from riding under a

false name, for money, or in any event not held

under League rules, or against a professional.

Clubs should be allowed to pay all the expenses

of their representatives on the path, but they

should not be allowed to pay the expenses of

any racing men, other than their own club mem-
bers, in order to have them appear at their

meets. Round out these provisions into a defi-

nition, and then let good enough alone. Let

the professionals organize a professional union,

and if their race meets are popular, are free from

roping, betting, crooked riding, roughing, etc.,

no doubt many amateurs will turn professional.

Let the professionals experiment—they have

everything to gain, nothing to lose ; let the Rac-

ing Board not experiment—they have much to

lose, and only a problematical, unknown and

uncertain advantage to gain. The " decline of

racing," as they put it, is not due to rules ; it is

due to race-meet committees, who run off slip-

shod affairs, and to the public, who are not yet

up to the sport.

PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION BOARD
MEET.

At the meeting of the Pennsylvania Division

Board of Officers, held at Ilarrisburg, September

27, the new L. A. VV. constitution was adopted,

and. a new Slate constitution and ndcs were
adopted to conform as near as possible to the

requirements of our State.

A committee consisting of S. A. Hoyle, W. R.

Tucker and D. K. Trimmer was appointed to

draw 111) and present to the Legislature of Penn-
sylvania a suitable "Liberty Hill."

The following were elected delegates to the

National Assembly : L }. Van Nort, C. H.

Holly, Kirk Brown, Ira A Daylon, II. K.

Lewis, S. A. Boyle.

New York City is again represented in the

/>'/<•_)'(•///;,,' U'or/i/ by " Hawkshavv," who is doubt-

less a blood relation to " The Bat, IMie Owl."
" The Mousi-," and otheis of th:il ilk.

MISSOURI DIVISION L. A. W. MEET.

FIRST DAY, THURSDAY, SEPTEMHER 27.

The State Division meet was inaugurated at

Exposition Park, Kansas City, on the 27th. A
large number of wheelmen from St. Louis and
other cities were present. There was a fair at-

tendance at the race meet. The track, which is

five laps to the mile, was in very poor condition
and interfered with the speed of the riders.

The following is the result of the first day's
races:

One-mile Bicycle Championship of Kansas.
—Joseph Henley, Wichita, 3m. 463^s.; H. M.
Phelps, Topeka, 3m. s^Hs.; F. W. Metcalf,
Olathe, o; J. F. Baker, Wichita, o; L. Patrick,
Ottawa, o

; J. B. Page, Emporia, o ; O. F. Page,
Emporia, o. Henley holds the 5-mile bicycle
and the 100-mile road championship of Kan-
sas.

One-mile Bicycle, Boys Under Sixteen.—
H. Whitehead, 4m. 55 ^s.
One-mile Bicycle Hurdle Race.—Harry Gor-

don, St. Louis, 4m. 40J4^s.; M. Hodgen, St.

Louis, 4m. 53s.; J. A. De Tar, Kansas City, o;
R. M. Seibel, Kansas City, o.

Three-mile Bicycle Handicap.—Percy Stone,
St. Louis, scratch, lom. i6s.; Nelson T. Haynes,
Kansas City, 25 seconds, lom. 55s.; F. Mehlig,
St. Louis, scratch, third. The following men,
allowed 25 seconds start, beaten off : John Hod-
gen, St. Louis ; R. Hurch, St. Louis

; George
Troy, St. Louis ; E. S. Prue, St. Louis ; E. S.

Tracy, St. Louis
; Harry Gordon, St. Louis; H.

G. Stuart, R. M. Seibel, R. B. Hall and H. C.
Jones, of Kansas City ; F. W. Metcalf, Olathe

;

A. J. Henley, Wichita ; O. F. and J. B. Page,
Emporia ; M. W. Daniels, Wellington ; H. M.
Phelps, Topeka.
Fancy Riding Contest.—Of several entries

only Harry Gordon appeared, and he gave a
clever exhibition.

One-mile Club Championship United
Wheelmen of Kansas City.—Nelson Haynes,
first ; R. B. Hall, second ; Harry C. Jones, third;

J. A. De Tar, fourth ; R. M. Seibel, fifth.

Two-mile Lap Race.— P. W. Stone, first;

Harry Gordon, second ; Frank Mehlig, third.

the parade.

The parade, which took place on Thursday
evening, was participated in by 260 wheelmen,
many of them in masquerade costume, and with
their wheels gaily decorated. The line formed
on Central Street, near its intersection with Ninth
Street, and moved through the principal streets

in the following order:

Squad of Mounted Police.
Torchbearcrs.

Signer Liberati's Buffle Corps.
Torchbearers.

Kansas City Lifjlit Cavalry.
Torchbearcrs.
Hulett's Hand,
Torchbearers

John M. Stout performing- Tricks on His Bicycle.

• Squad of Uniformed Wheelmen with
Bengal Lights.

Hal Greenwood, Champion Hill Climber of the World.
Band.

Wheelmen in Carnival Costumes
Harry Gordon, Fancy Rider.

Wheelmen in Costume.
Mounted Police.

It was 9:30 P. M. when the procession reached
the Exposition Building, where the men dis-

mounted, and grouping their wheels in front of

'.he grand stand, listened to a witty address by
ludge John F. Phillips, welcoming them on the

l^art of the e.\positioi\ managers. At the con-
clusion of Judge Phillips' remarks, which were
loudly applauded, John Stout, the deaf mute,
gave an exhibition of lancy riding. The re-

mainder of the evening was spent in promenad-
ing around the ICxposition liuilding to the music
of Liberati's band,

SKCOMl 11 W, I Kll>.\\ ,
Sl';PTKNHil''.K 2S.

The events of the second day were not si>

sharply contested as those on the day previous.

This was doubtless due to the weather, which
was cold and ilispiriting. There were seven
events on the card, the most interesting of which
was the l-mile championship of Missquri. The
following is a summary of the various events :

t)NK.-Mii.E Bnvi 1 K Uankicvi'.— P. \V. Stouc,

scatch, 3m. 15 '4S. ; F. Mehlig, ii^ seconds, 3m.

ISV^-; W. S. Rittcnhouse, 20 seconds, third;

Nelson T. Haynes, 5 seconds, fourth.

Onk-mh.k No\ iiKS.— H. C. .'ones, Kansas
City, 3m. 4()s. ; M. W. Daniels, Wcllin.gton,

Kan., second ; F. \V. Metcalf, Olathe. Kan.,

tliird ; J, B. Page, I''mporia, Kan., fourth.
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Warwick Perfection Wlieels

HAVE MORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY WHEELS

ON THE AMERICAN

OR EUROPEAN MAR-

KETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ISt.

2d.-

3d.-

4th.-

5th.

6th.

7tli.—

8th.—

9 th.
—

'

lOtll.

nth.

The Following are So^ne of its Many Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE wherc-by the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to apply the brake.

A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a
minimum.

-ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

-THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required—/. <?., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

-THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

-THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their
circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the
part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest strain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of llie rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

3yi:.A.iTTj:F.^CT"0"i^EiD B-5r

>^ \ WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. X#^*
^<?^
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Half-mile Bicycle Scratch. — P. W.
Stone, im. 45Xs. ; H. S. Rittenhouse, Jones-
burg, im. 47/i^s. ; Harry Gordon, St. Louis, o;

A. J. Henley, Wichita, o ; W. D. Sheriff, Cali-

fornia, Mo., o ; Nelson Haynes, Kansas City, o.

Gordon and Haynes collided while the latter

was trying to spurt past Percy Stone, both fall-

ing and losing all chance of winning.
Fanxy Riding Contest.—Gordon, Stone, Bell,

Mehlig, Hodgen and Greenwood had all entered,

but Gordon was allowed to win the championship
of the West by a walk-over, the others not caring

to compete.
Three-mile Bicycle Championship of

Kansas.—A. J. Henley, iim. 5s.; F. W. Met-
calf, second, by two laps.

Half-mile Hands Off. — Harry Gordon,
im. 59^s.; J. A. De Tar, 2m. 2^s.
One-mile BicycLE Championship of Missouri.

—Hodgen, first by six feet; Mehlig, second;
Haynes, third.

THIRD DAY, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.

The attendance on the third day was very slim,

the Kansas City people seemingly taking very
little interest in the sport. The weather was
warm and more agreeable than on Thursday,
and the races fairly well contested. Summary
of events:
One-mile Bicycle Scratch. —Stone, 3m.

24_^s.; Gordon, 3m. 25j^s.; Mehlig, third; Bell,

fourth.

One-mile Bicycle Novices.—Sheriff, first;

Seibel, second; Richards, third; Baker, fourth.

Three-mile Bicycle Championship of Mis-
souri.—Stone, iim. 2<^]4.s.; Mehlig, iim. SS^zS.;
Hodgen, third.

Slow Race, Two Laps.—Richard Hurck, St.

Louis, 4m. 47^s.; Hodgen, second.
Two-mile Bicycle Team Race. — Missouri

Bicycle Club, represented by Louis, Stone and
Hodgen, first; Wichita Bicycle Club, represented
by Henlev, Baker and Lesh, second.
One-mile Consolation. — Bell, 3m. 43s.;

Richards, 3m. SSX^-
THE BAN(,)UET.

The closing event of the tournament was the
banquet, tendered to visiting wheelmen by the
United Wheelmen, of Kansas City. The feast
was held at the Midland, where plates for sixty
were laid. The men sat down to dinner at g
o'clock, and to the music of Hulett's orchestra,
stationed in a room adjoining the banquet hall,

discussed the appended menu.
Blue Point Oysters. Chicken a la Rein

Celery. Olives.
Boiled California Salmon.

Potatoes Hollandaise. Anchovy Sauce.
Sherry.

Small Patties a la Hochepot.
St. Julian.

Roast Fillet of Beef a la Jardiniere.
French Peas. Stufifed Tomatoes. Parisienne

Potatoes.
G. H. Mumm's Extra Dry.

Punch au Kirsch. Cigarettes.
Roast Prairie Chicken with Dressmg.

Lettuce Sauce. English Cheese.
De Brie Cheese.

Fesselrode Pudding. Glace.
Charlotte Russe. Champagne Jelly.

Petit Fours.
Fruit. Coffee. Bonbons.

Cigars.

After the las^t course had been disposed of. Dr.
G. L. Henderson, President of the United
Wheelmen, called the diners to order and intro-
duced Mr. L. S. C. Ladish as toast master. The
toast master, after a few preliminary remarks,
called for the follovving toasts, which were re-
sponded to in humorous vein: "The Visiting
Wheelmen," Robert Kelston, St. Louis; "The
League of American Wheelmen," Rol)ert Holm,
St. Louis; "The Press," Alfred Patek ; "The
National Exposition," J. T. Broughal ; "The
United Wheelmen," Dr. G. L. Henderson,
President of the U. W. The speech-making
lasted to the wee sma' hours, and then the
banquet and meet were declared adjourned.

At the Columbus meet a novel system of
handicapping will be introducad. If A receives
100 yards in the mile, and is beaten, he is given
a proportionately longer start in the next race.
If he again loses, he is given still more start

; if
he wins he is pulled back. The result is that
the prizes will be more evenly divided, and the
finishes will be closer as the meet progresses.
Yet it is a question whether it is not unfair to
handicap on this system. If a man trains for a
race meet, and improves his form, he should
reap the benefit. The handicaps should be al-
lotted for an entire meet, and should not be
afterwards changed.

REMARKABLE RIDING ON EAGLE
ROCK.

While the molten October sun was settling

lower and lower behind the Orange Mountains
on Friday afternoon last, a young bicyclist was
battling up and down the tortuous road that

leads to the summit of Eagle Rock. When the sun
had quite gone, and the twilight had stolen over
this enchanting piece of hill and woodland, the

young cyclist rested from his labors, content
with the knowledge that he had made a record
on Eagle Rock which will stand for some time
and which darkly obscures the figures credited

to the mighty hill subduer of Quaker City, and
the record credited to Lynn's hill climber.

The boy who made this remarkable ride is

Fred. Coningsby, a member of the Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club. Ample notice of the trial was given,

and it is a matter of regret that more cyclists

were not present to see the plucky rider.

The I o'clock train carried the party to Wash-
ington Street, Orange, which is the nearest sta-

tion to the foot of the hill. There were present:

A. B. Barkman and F. G. Class, Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club, and F. P. Prial, besides the would-
be record breaker. The hill was found to be in

excellent condition up to the stone-crusher, be-

ing dry and smooth and quite clear of obstruc-
tions, except for the pieces of granite which
fall from the wagons which carry the broken
stone down into Orange. From the stone-

crusher to the top of the hill and up to the end
of the measured mile, the road was in a beastly
condition and called forth the rider's utmost
strength.

Shortly before 2 o'clock Coningsby doffed his

club uniform, and garbed in black racing
tights, mounted his wheel, at the handle of

which floated a handkerchief and a bunch of

cherry and black ribbons, the latter doubtless a
token from some fair creature. The rider wore
gloves to ease the palms of the hands. The
wheel used was a Victor Safety roadster, weigh-
ing fifty-one pounds, geared to forty-eight

inches—four inches below the regular gear

—

and with six and three-quarter inch cranks.
At two seconds after two the word was given,

and the little rider dashed away around the
curve and up the long hill. Mr. Barkman was
stationed at the top of the hill, and on each trip

ran with the record breaker from the stone-

crusher to the end of the mile, furnishing him
with drink and an occasional bite. Mr. Class
was stationed half way up the hill, and Mr.
Prial was charge d'affaires at the bottom. On
each trip Barkman sent a message down in

Coningsby's glove, giving the time of his ar-

rival at the top. The writer kept the time at

the bottom, and in this way the record was cor-

rected.

The first climb up was made in gm. 30s.

—

Greenwood's record being 7m. 37s.—and the
coast down in 3m. 15s., making a round trip

of 12m. 45s. The rider rushed pell mell down
the last grade, but, being an expert, stopped
quite suddenly, veered around the narrow road,
rode slowly for fifty yards, and then made off

for another trip. The second climb was made
in lom. 15s., the third in lom. 30s., the fourth
in lom. 30s. The next few up-trips averaged
iim. 15s., and it was seen that, bar accident.
Wells' time for nine round trips would be
knocked into a cocked hat. When the plucky
boy had beaten Wells' record by some twelve

minutes, he went after Shurman's scalp, and,
covering the tenth, eleventh and twelfth trips in
good shape, put in an extra lap, and thus sur-
passed both Wells' and Shurman's records.
After his effort, which was concluded at 5:45

p. m., Coningsby donned his club uniform, ex-
amined a few blisters on his hands, and then
rode off to the Llewellyn Park hotel, where the
party took supper, and afterwards the train
Gothamward.
Coningsby is eighteen years of age, about five

feet tall, perhaps an inch over, and very stockily
built, weighing 117 pounds. His entire body is

well developed, and his well-muscled limbs and
broad chest bespeak power and stamina. He is,

fortunately, free from the abnormal development
of head so conspicuous in most first-class riders.
We think Coningsby's record is the most credit-
able hill-climbing performance ever accom-
plished in any country, and we think him capa-
ble of bettering it, should some other cyclist
alter his figures. On Thursday afternoon, the
day previous to the trial, he rode the hill eight
times for practice. He will shortly attempt to
beat Greenwood's record. The accuracy of the
times and ascents can be vouched for by F. P.
Prial, Frank Brock, of Howard A. Smith's, at
Newark, and W. D. Anderson, 288 Broad Street,
Newark. We can also produce an old farmer,
who, slyly hidden in the trees, timed Con-
ingsby's trips.

The table given below will show the value of
Coningsby's ride, as compared with Wells' and
Shurman's excellent performances.

AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.

The second and concluding volume of Thomas
Stevens' narrative of his remarkable ride
around the world has been recently published
by Charles Scribner's Sons. The book is a com-
panion piece to Volume I., in binding and gen-
eral make-up, and this is equivalent to the
highest praise.

Volume II. includes Stevens' journey from
Teheran to Yokohama, perhaps the most inter-
esting and adventurous part of his route. The
story of the roundabout journey from Afghanis-
tan is entirely new matter, especially reserved
for Volume II. Also much of the Indian and
Chinese portion of the story, aggregating al-

most one-third of the entire volume, has never
seen the light.

Mr. Stevens' ride through strange countries
has furnished him with abundant material,
which he has worked up into an excellent,
truthful and instructive story

; not without
amusement, either, for the Stanley of the wheel
has a droll sort of humor which is quietly but
effectively funny. One cannot but admire
Stevens' patience under trial and physical dis-
comfort, his nerve under trying circumstances
and tight places, and his observing powers un-
der all circumstances. The critics tell us that
Mr. Stevens has given us a nearer and clearer
view of Eastern people than any previous trav-
eler.

Editor Bassett invites all the workl to write
Dr. W. H. Emery, 1177 Tremont Street, Boston,
any suggestion they may wish to make on tiie

new League constitution. " Now that there is a
lull in the storm of criticism," says Brer Hassett,

"all suggestions will be carefully considered."

coningsby's records, made on EACLE rock, OlTOBER 5, iSSS.

2

4

5 10-30

TIME OF
A.SCENT.

. . 9.30...

. .10.30

—

. .10.15...

. .10.30. .

.

6 . . .11 .00. .

.

7 11.15...
8 11.15...

g 1 1 . 20
10 12.05
II 11.50
12 13.00
13 11.25

Start made at 2 \\ m. Finish 5:15:45 v. m.

Wells' time for nine rouna trips, 2h. 23m.
Coningsby's lime for nine round trips, 2h. 11m.
Shurman's " twelve " " 3h. 3t)m.

Coningsby's " " " " 2h. 5()ni. 45s.
" " Ihirtoen round trips, 3h. 15m. 45s

TIMK Ol--

1)Hsc1':n r.

...3-I5.-.

...3-I5.-.

...3-I5--.

. . .4.00. .

.

...4.30..,
, . . .4.00. .

,

5.00. .

,

3.30. .

,

. . .4.10. .

,

...4-55--.

.. .3.10..,

...3-45--.

...4.35--.

TIME 1>1' WKl 1 S

ROUND TRIP. TIME.

••12.45 14.00
••I3^45 14-15
•.1330 16.45

• •i4^3o 15-15
• .i5^oo 16.15
. .i5-«o 1 5 - 30
• .16.15 18.00
••I4^45 . ... 1 7 . 00

••15-30 16.00
.17.00

• •I5-00
••16.45
. .16.00

.smRM.\N s

TIME.

.. iS.OO

... 1 7 . 00

. . . 1 . CH>

... 1 S . 00

. . . 1 1) . 1X1

. . . 1 7 . 00

. . .16,00

. . .17.00
".

. . 20 . 00
. . .ig.ixi

. . . 20 . Oil

. . . 1 g . Oil
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Citizens' Club will join the Bowling
League.

S. G. Whittaker now hold.s all Safety records

from one-quarter to twenty-five miles.

An English road rider, named Nicholson, rode

I4q3^ miles in twelve hours on the road, Septem-
ber 22.

Our New Orleans coi respondent enriches the

language with "cyclable," synonymous with

ridable.

Cycling is developing in Baton Rouge, princi-

pally on account of a mile of newly constructed

shell road.

Fred. Wood, the English professional, is now
"mine host" at the Ferry Hotel, at South
Shields, England.

The tie which occurred between the Dorches-

ter and Cambridge clubs in the Eastern Road
Club contest will be run off on October 18.

E. J. Decker, of the Orange Wanderers, has

forsaken the Springfield Roadster for a racing

Star, which he expects to compete on next

spring.

The divorce proceedings against T. W. Eck
will probably be discontinued, as Eck swooped
down on Minneapolis and for the second time
eloped with his wife.

"Willie" Walters, formerly with Howard A.

Smith & Co., has removed from the Oranges to

Brooklyn, and has applied for membership in

the Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

Willie Wood, the English professional, won one
of those numerous 20-mile championships at

Leicester, September 15, beating Robb, Howell
and Hawker; time, ih. 4m. 23s.

Mr. Poultney Bigelow, ex-conductor of

Outing, has been interviewing the German Em-
peror. There are some people on this side who
would like to interview Mr. Bigelow.

The most important item we glean from the
" Caviler's " notes to the Bicyfling World is that

he has an English dog-cart, in which he drives

out with a young lady. Lucky Caviler !

The Denver Ramblers send us a neat card of

invitation to their annual ball, given at Profes-

sor Warren's Dancing Academy, gio Sixteenth
Street, on Wednesday evening, October 3.

The Manhattan Club will hold a "smoker"
every Wednesday evening throughout the win-
ter. On Sunday, 14th, a run to Orange will be
taken, leaving West Twenty-third Street at 8:50

A. M.

whittaker's mile safety record.

On Tuesday, September 18, at Long Eaton,
S. G. Whittaker, mounted on a Rudge bicyclette,

made a world's safety record, riding the mile in

2m. 31 4-5S.

Temple and Rowe will ride their third race, ten
miles, at Springfield on .Saturday. In connec-
tion with the principal event a i-mile handi-
cap race, and a 3-mile scratch race will be
held, both open to amateurs.

The Iroumongcr, an influential paper in the
j

foreign metal and mechanical world, publishes
an extended description of the Gormully iS:

j

Jeffery wheels, giving the detailed processes of

manufacture of the firm's various wheels.

The Medford Cycle Club, of Medford, Mass.,
was organized, September 28, with fifteen mem-
bers and the following officers Captain, J. L.

Bleackmer; Lieutenant, J. M. Preston; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, W. S. Barker, Jr.; Color Bearer,

J. W. Dunbar.

Willie Windlc's father writes us that Willie has
recovered from the cold contracted at Buffalo.
Willie was training at Lynn Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. On Thursday he competed at

the Watcrville (Me.) race. On October 27 he
will ride at the Berkeley Athletic Club races at
Morris Dock.

Crist and Halsted found a quiet corner at Car-
lisle last week. Crist is rapidly getting into
form, and may yet show his old-time dash be-

;

fore the season closes. The local papers re-
j

ferred to Crist and Halsted as "the two pro-
fessionals," for which the Racing Board will no
doubt suspend them. I

While riding on the North Road Club's 100-

mile run, a peculiar accident happened to G. L.

Morris. Morris was mounted on a racing safety,

and while riding at a twenty-mile gait the steer-

ing post snapped off just above the front forks.

Morris was badly cut about the face and was
otherwise seriously injured.

Hugh Callan, who will be recalled as the

winner of Tid Bits' £so prize for the best tale of

cycling adventure, Hugh taking the prize with

a sketch which entitled him to be called the

Baron Munchausen of cycling, is contributing

to the Glasgow Herald a series of articles en-

titled " From the Clyde to Jordan."

The Cyclist thinks that safeties should be fitted

with rear wheel brakes ; that the present front

wheel spoon-brake is not powerful enough. The
Cyclist thinks that the public is rapidly coming
to recognize this and advises dealers to manu-
facture a fair proportion of wheels fitted with

rear brakes for next season's trade.

a bogus road ride.

Mr. C. B. Hill, whose ride of 293 miles in

twenty-four hours on a "Geared Facile" we re-

cently noted, appears to have taken train for

forty-one miles of the journey. The manufac-
turers of the wheel Hill rode at once notified

the press of Hill's deception directly they had
discovered it. Hill attempted to brazen the mat-
ter out, but gave in and confessed with peni-

tence.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Long
Island Wheelmen, held Tuesday evening, Mr.
E. A. Bradford moved that the club by-laws be
amended so that in future members would be

obliged to belong to the Cyclists' Union of Long
Island as well as to the League, or that the club

be no longer a League club. By a close vote it

was decided that the club be no longer a League
club. This motion will have to be ratified at

the November meeting.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club held a private

dance Tuesday evening, and a "smoker" on
Wednesday evening. A committee of arrange-
ments has been appointed to hold a dramatic
entertainment and reception at the Lexington
Avenue Opera House on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 8, 1889. Although the event is along way
off, the boys have commenced to work to make
the affair as successful, or more so, than the

entertainment held last year.

The Bc-keley grounds are at Morris Dock on
Fordham Heights, on the east branch of the

Harlem. They may be reached as follows: On
wheels, turn left at Macomb's Dam bridge and
ride up Sedgwick Avenue, distance less than
two mi'es. From the Grand Central depot, N.
Y. C. & H. R. R, road to Morris Dock, fifteen

minutes ride ; fare, round trip, twenty cents.

By Ninth and Sixth Avenue " L" roads to 155th

Street, and by New York and Northern to

grounds.

UNIVERSAL CYCLING CLUB ELECTIONS.

At the annual meeting of the Universal Cv-
cling Club, held Tuesday, October 2, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the coming
year: President, Win. J. Husclton; Vice-Presi-

dent, A. Isaacsen; Secretary, Walter A. Stanton;
Treasurer, M. Goodstein; Captain, Wm. J. Finn;
First Lieutenant, Fred Miller; Second Lieuten-
ant, Gus Huselton; Color Bearer, Phillip C. Finn;
Assistant Color Bearer, Walter J. Masterson;
Buglers, Oscar Finn and Arthur H. Miles.

We have seen the medal to be presented to

Hal W. Greenwood by John A. Wells for his

victory on Eagle Rock. The medal is of solid

14-karat gold, with i8-karat green gold wreaths.
The back-ground of the centre is enameled, with
a tie-wing gold emblem and a diamond. The
bars, in raised gf)ld letters, contain: "Ameri-
can Hill Climber;" "Hal W. Greenwood;"
"Championship." On the reverse side of the
medal is engraved: "Kimmswick Hill, June
30, 5m. 54s., and Eagle Rock Mill, July 30. 7m.

39 3-5S." The medal is the work of Pedersen
& Hurkingham.

TOM ECK ELOI'ES AGAIN.

Tom Eck has come home from Europe, but
has left the city again. While Tom did not make
very much money when hp was away, he had a
nice time, ac(|uired a big reputation and a lot of

English clothes. One thing in Tom's favor is

that he did not forget where' he was born and

bring back a brogue like Jake Kilrain did, and
salute his friends with "Aw, Cholly, awfully
glad to see you, y'know." He came back to

Minneapolis ostensibly to fight the divorce pro-
ceedings instituted against him by his wife, and
ended by tinging the case with a more romantic
color and eloping with his wife the second time.
First be eloped to marry her and now he elopes
to remain married to her.

—

Minneapolis Iriliitne.

NEW YORK club's SEPTEMBER MILEAGE.

24 DAY":
SEPT. TOT.^L. HOURS. FIDDEN.

G. M. Nisbett 1004. .. .6043. .. .162. .. .139

W. E. Findley. 695 3510 132 154

3197-

•

.

.

.

.

.2117. .. 81.. 75

.1831.

.

• 35-. ..138

.1497.. • 145-

•

•• 72

.1363- • 71

.1242.

.

. . 70.

.

.. 65

•II73- • 72

.1018.. . 81

H. M. Farr 560

E. de! Genovese. . . . 373.

J. M. Andreini 490.

I. M. Shaw 212.

J. M.McFadden. ... 8.

J. R. Blake 704 . . . . 1 242 . . .

J. H. Hanson 1 18. . . .1173

Chas. von Dorf 32.

Says the Bicycling World, referring to a change
in the racing rules, made by the managers of

the Buffalo meet: "We should suggest to mana-
gers that run races under these rules to accept
the rules in their entirety and not improperly
meddle and change them to what they consider
correct,"

We should say that the manager who an-
nounces his tournament to be governed by
L. A. W. rules has no right to change any one
of those rules, and the Racing Board should
prohibit men from competing at such a tourna-
ment. The reasons for this are obvious. Pri-

marily, the Racing Board is the final court of
appeal of the racing man ; it not only governs
racing, but it acts as a mediator between race-
meet committees and racing men. Should each
manager or race-meet committee be permitted to

substitute his or their particular ideas, the result
would be chaos and there would be ample
ground lor charges of favoritism, partiality, etc.

AN EVIL RACE-MEET MANAGERS SHOULD AVOID.

The Wheel has a long article on racing. It

presents many of the evils of the present system,
but it does not emphasize as it should the curse
of all race meetings. We allude to the presence
of men on the track who have no business to be
there. These are not hoodlums; they are men
who ought to know better than force themselves
where they are not wanted. At the last meeting
we attended (at Providence) there was a crowd
about the finish line and in the judges' stand,
that made the duties of the officials very arduous
and ineffective. Two policemen tried again and
again to cUar the track, but the crowd always
drifted back. No man had a right on that track
or in the stand unless he was there in an official

position, and yet members of the promoting
club, all those who went down from Boston,
and many friends of the officials forced them-
selves where they had no business to be, and
put their friends, the officials, in the delicate
position which compelled them either to have
the members ejected by the police or submit to

the infliction. The club invited the lady mem-
bers to occupy the judges' stand, but men
crowded into the stand ani the ladies were
forced into the background >. here they could
see nothing. The referee had difficulty in get-
ting to the rail and was hampe.' ! in his work.
This does not apply to Providence alone, though
we have instanced this case because it was
fresh in our mind, and because our remarks,
which are very plain, apply to some good friends
of ours who will know that they are being
talked to and reminded that they have offended
good taste. We do not doubt that these good
friends of ours would resent it if they were
called no gentlemen, and yet we cannot conceive
of any other verdict they could arrive at did
they give a few moments to a consideration of
their laches. No man has aright in the judges'
stand of any race meeting (nor on the track)
unless he is there in an official capacity. When
he goes there he hampers the xvork of ihe olli-

cials, endangers the racing men and obstructs
the view of those who are on the seats. If the
coat we have made fits any person or persons
who may read this we hope that he or they will

wear it when next the opportunity occurs. -

L. A. IV. Bulletin.
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

Oct. 13—Temple-Rowe lo-mile match race at Hartford,
Springfield or Lynn.

Oct. 13—Race meet at Danvers. Mass.

Oct. 15—Pliiladelphia Y. M. C. A. games, one and two mile
handicaps. Entries close October 6 with H. M. How-
land, Y. M. C. A., Philadelphia.

Oct. 15-20— Six-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery
D Armory. Chicago, 111.

Oct. 17— Louisiana Div. meet at New Orleans, La.

Oct. 23-24—Tournament at Richmond, Va, Address L. B.
Enslovv, P. O. Bo.K 372, Richmond.

Oct. 27.—Grand bicycle tournament, Berkeley
Athletic Club, itt Storris Dock, New York City.

PROGRAMME.

One-mile bicycle novices, scratch.
One-mile bicycle interscholastic, scratch.

Two-mile bicycle intercollegiate, scratch.
One-mile bicycle. Rover type, scratch.
Half-mile bicycle, scratch.
One-mile bicycle, handicap.
Two-mile bicycle, handicap.
One-mile tricycle, handicap.
One-mile consolation, handicap.

Entrance fee, fifty cents for each event; close October
22, with F. P. Pnal, P. O. Bo.\ 444.

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Sixty-second Street, New York. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3201, New Y'ork.

Feb. 8, 1889—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New
York City.

ROWE WINS

THE FIVE-MILE AT LYNN AND THE
ONE-MILE AT HARTFORD.

THE FIVE-MILE CONTEST.

On Saturday last, on the Lynn track, the first

of three match races between VV. A. Rowe, of

Lynn, and Ralph Temple, of Chicago, was de-
cided. The distance was five miles. The match
was the outcome of the meeting between Tem-
ple and Rowe in the championship race at Buf-
falo, from which Temple was barred by an un-
just decision of the referee. The articles of
agreement provided for a series of three races,

five, one and ten miles, to be run in the order
named, best two out of three, for a stake of

$1,000 a side.

Some 500 people gathered at the Lynn track
on Saturday last to witness the first event. The
track was heavy, and the cold, drizzly rain did
not improve it any. Had the weather been good
a great crowd would probably have been present.

Both the men received applause as they ap-
peared on the track for their race. They
got away at a fair pace, with Rowe in the lead,

and the first circuit of the 3-lap track was made
in 55 seconds. From there on the men made
an interesting race, alternatiiig the lead fre-.

<iuently, and thus keeping up the enthusiasm of
the spectators. Considering the soft condition
of the track and the downpouring rain the time
made was excellent.

When the bell was sounded announcing the
l)eglnning of the last lap the real contest began.
Hundreds left their wet seats in the grand stand
ami began climbing over the picket fences de-
spite attempted restraint by half a score police-
men.
When the racers were half way around the

track Rowe spurted t-j the front and was soon a
good three lengths ahead of Temple. This was
contrary to Rowe's usual tactics. It is his cus-
tom to depend on a sharp final spurt. He knew
his man, however, and decided to tire him out.

Temple responded nobly, and before the home-
stretch was entered upon he had the handlebars
of his machine aljrcast of those held by Rowe.
Down the straight they came at a rattling clip,

but Rowe began to gain 100 yards from the fin-

ish, and broke the worsted a clear length ahead
of Temple.
The crowd could be restrained from the track

no longer, and rushed after Rowe, cheering and
yelling at a lung-splitting rate. All agreed that

Kowe had won the best race of his life. Never
before had he displayed such e.\cellent judg-
ment, as well as strengtii and speed.
The following l.ible will tell the story of the

rare in detail ;

TIME.
LAPS. LEADER. M. S.

I Rowe o 55
2 Ten;ple i 53
3 Temple 2 53X
4 Rowe 3 58

5 Rowe 4 46 J4

6 Rowe 5 57X
7 Temple 6 si]^
8 Temple 8 02 >^

9 Rowe 9 01^
10 Rowe 10 05
II Temple 11 08
12 Temple 12 16^
13 Temple 13 29^
14 ..Temple 14 44
15 Rowe 15 38)4

TIME BY .MILES.

1 mile, Temple 2 5334^

2 miles, Rowe 5 37X
3 miles, Rowe 9 oiX
4 miles, Temple 12 16^
5 miles, Rowe 15 38^
Temple was seen after the race. He did not

appear to be at all disheartened. On the con-
trary, he said that next to winning a race there
was nothing he enjoyed better than being fair-

ly beaten. He thought that the heavy track
had much to do with his defeat, and said that

he felt confident of better success at Hartford,
where, on Wednesday, hcwill meet Rowe in a

i-mile race.

The officials were : Referee, S. S. Merrill;

Starter, T. A. Carroll; Timers, A. H. Carsley
and H. P. Armstead; Umpires for Temple, Dr.
W. H. Emery and E. P. Burnham ; for Rowe,
Charles Whittier and -T. H. Shurman; Scorers,

W. Reed, F. W. Aymer.
Two well-contested amateur events were run

previous to the raceof the day. The first was
a i-mile handicap, for which six men appeared.
Chief among the sextet, and immediately rec-

ognized by the crowd, was R. H. Davis, Har-
vard's crack cyclist. Davis was on the scratch,

the others being placed as follows : Robson
and Bergholtze, 140 yards each; Matthews, of

Lynn, no yards; Berlo, of Boston, 100 yards;
Clark, of Dorchester, 90 yards. Davis went
away at a rattling pace, and gained rapidly
upon his inen during the first circuit, which he
completed in 55s. Half way around the next
circuit he passed Matthews, and had gained
fully three-fourths of his handicap over Clark,
the leading man. The second lap was done in

im. 45s., which, if continued, would undoubt-
edly have placed Davis on the finish at some-
thing near 2m. 40s. Unfortunately, just as he
crossed the scratch, his saddle slipped from its

skeleton frame, and Davis, having no support
except the pedals, was forced to retire. Clark
and Berlo had the race between them from then
on. Clark won by a length, Berlo second,
Robson third, and Bergholtze fourth. Time,
2m. 47 7-10S.

The second event was a 3-mile amateur race.

The starters were Davis, Clark and Berlo.

There was no excitement until the final lap.

Davis made the pace all the way, Clark and
Berlo alternating easily for second and third

place. Davis drew away from the others rap-

idly, but Clark made an unexpected burst of

speed, and on the stretch crawled up to the side

of Davis, and, to a majority of the spectators,

it was a dead heat, but the judges decided that

Davis won by a few inches. Time— x mile,

3m. igs.; 6m. 24^5.; gm. 34^44 s.; last lap, 5634s.

LOUISIANA DIVISION L.

MEET.
A. W. RACE

The race meet of this active Southern League
Division, held at Audubon Park, .Vew Orleans,
September 28. attracted 4,000 people, who
sniffed the clear, bracing air and saw several
processional races over a poor track. The wind
was very strong, and several riders were unable
to ride against it. Guillotte, who outranks all

other New Orleans racing men, with the excep-
tion of A. M. Hill, who was absent from the
city, carried off first prizes in the four races in

which he started. In the audience there were
nearly 3,000 ladies.

The officers of the da)' were as follows :

Referee—Harry H. Hodgson. Judges— E. C.
Fenner, J. M. Gore, R. W. Abbott, C. H. Fenner,
B. F. Albertson. Timers—P. M. Hill, J. C.

O'Reardon, W. L. Hughes. Starter—Edward
A. Shields. Clerk—C. M. Fairchild.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES :

One-mile Bicycle, Novices.—H. Cristy, 3m.
49s.; C. H. Fourton, second; W. W. Ulmer,
third; R. P. Batson, o; R. P. Randall, o

;

George Johnston, Jr., o. Won by six lengths.
One-mile Bicycle, Championship of ihe

South.—C. B. Guillotte, 3m. 38 3-5S.; C. T.
Mitchell, second ; R. P. Randall, third.

One-mile Bicycle, Louisiana Cycling Club
Championship.—W. M. Hathorn,3m. 382-55.;
E. M. Graham, second ; L. N. Frederic, Jr.,

third ; R. G. Belts, o ; W. H. Renaud,o; W. W.
Ulmer, o; A. B. Harris, o; R. P. Randall, o;
W. H. Crouch, o

Half-mile Bicycle, for Boys under 16 Years.

—

Eddie Dupre, 4m. 19 1-5S.; Albert Abbott,
second ; J. Bond, third ; Robert Jobin, fourth

;

Guy Menton, o; Aiken Palkinham, o; J.

Swartz, o; The. Bernhard, o; Thayer Randall,
o ; Eddie Dare, o

; J. D. Houston, o.

! One-mile Bicycle, State Championship.

—

!
Charles B. Guillotte, 3m. 34 2-5S.; Charles H.

j

Fourton, second ; R. P. Randall, third. C. T.

I Mitchell did not finish.

One-mile Safety. — W. M. Haihorn, 4ni.

i 14 2-5S.; George Johnston, second; W. H.

j

Renaud, third ; W. W. Ulmer, o ; L. N. Frederic,

o; R. P. Randall, o.

One- hundred Yard Slow Race.—W. E. Hob-
son, 2m. los.; R. P. Randall, second.

One-mile, New Orleans Bicycle Club Cham-
j

pionship.—C. B. Guillotte, 3m. 47 2-5S.; H. L.

Gary, second.

I

One-mile Handicap.—Cristv, 240 yards. 3m.
204-5S.; Graham, 190 yards, second; Fourton,

igo yards, third ; Hathorn, 175 yards, o; Betts,

175 yards, o; Renaud, 215 yards, o: Timer,

215 yards, o; Batson, 240 yards, o: llobson,

240 yards, o ; Randall, 2S0 yards, o.

Two and One-half Mile Lap Race.—C. B.

Guillotte, gm. 55 1-5S. ; Cristy, second : Graham,
o ; Hathorn, o.

Consolation Race, One Mile.— R. G. Hetts.

3m. 35s.: Frederic, second; A. B. Harris, third.

THE NORTH ROAD CLUB'S HUNDRED
MILE ROAD RIDE.

THE ONE-MILE AT MAKTFORD.
A cold west wind made 300 spectators shiver

at Charter Oak Park, on Wednestlay ;ifterni)on,

where they gathered to witness ihe second of

the three contests between Rowe ami Temple.
Rowe repeated his victory of last Saturday at

Lynn. Neither of the men tried to make a fast

mile. He won by better than half a dozen
lengths in 3m. y}^^. It was an uninteresling
contest, with none of the brilliant work (hat hat!

been anticipated. According to terms of agree-
ment, the winner of any two of three races is

entitled to the stakes of $1,000 and title of

world's champion. The referee was Mr. S. -S.

Merrill, of .Springfield, Mass., and the timers

J. H. Parker and C. T. Stuart, of Hartford,
Two amateur races, three riders each, were

run to ni.'ike out an afternoon programme.
The 1-mile .imalcur scratcli was won in ^ni.

47s., and the i-inile amateur handicap by l-ud-

wig Foster, of ll:irtford, scratch, in 3m, '^s,,

or 4 '4 seconds t)etler than Rowe's lime.

THE BICYCLE KO.\U RKCORO BEATEN.

The above fixture, which is among the most
important English events of the cycling year,

took place Saturday, September 22. Tiiere were

46 starters, including 27 safeties, 12 ordinaries

and 7 tricycles. The tricyclists were dispatched

at 9:30, safeties at 9:35, and ordinaries at i.);40.

At 50 miles. Edge, Hall, Lea, James, Tiiigcy

and Holbein, dashcil past within twenty yards
of each other, the time being 3h. 16m. 23s.

S. F. Edge, safety, finished first in Oh. 33m.

us., just outside the safely record; W. C. l.ea,

safety, seconil, time (ih. 41m. 55s.; G. R.

White, ordinary, t'h. 4Sm. 14s. 'Fitis is the

best |ierformance ever made on an ordinary,

beating ihc old record by iSm. 4s. White
now holds the 50 and 100 miles ordinary road

record. VV. G. James, safely, finished fotirth, lime

Oh. 51m. 51S.; II. Crooke, ordinary, sixth,

time Oh. 52111. 4s.; this was 14m.. 14s. better

than the previous reconl. Twenty-three men
finished inside of nine lunirs.

«•

At North ShieUls, on September -V), R. 11.

English roile iwenly miles in 57m. 4!'s., and
covered iwenly miles, 190 yards, in thehmn.
just I'go yards slum of Willie Wood's ride o\et

the same track.
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ORANGE ATHLETIC CLUB RACES.

The games of the Orange Athletic Club, post-

poned from Saturday last on account of the

weather, were held at Roseville on Wednesday
afternoon. The attendance was satisfactory,

but had the games been held on the day adver-
tised the grounds would have been packed. The
day was cold and clear, with some wind. The
games were run off with commendable prompt-
ness, but as the first event was not called until

3:45, the last field event, the pole vault, was de-

cided under soft silvery moonlight and a canopy
of stars. The track was at all times overcrowded,
which greatly detracted from the success of the

games. The grand stand at Roseville is so

situated that it is impossible to see anything on
the near side of the track. Those who are

strong enough to stand up may see part of the

finishes, but many ladies are retired to the back-
ground whence they can only see the competi-
tors on the far side of the path. The stand
should be moved back from the track if possible.

Two bicycle events were decided, E. L Halsted
winning both without an effort apparently.

Halsted should certainly be scratched with Crist

and Rich in future handicaps. A. B. Rich ap-

peared, and, after riding a fast lap in the mile,

retired. S. H. Rich gave a disappointing per-

formance. That last cigarette previous to the

2-mile race seemed to have settled him.
One-mile Bicycle Ha.ndicap.—E. I. Halsted,

N. V. A. C, 30 yards, 2m. 49 1-5S.; F. B. .Monell,

L. I. W., 130 yards, second; E. P. Baggot,
X. .'. A. C, 60 yards, third ; S. B. Bowman,
N. J. A. C, 65 yards, fourth; L. H. Wise, L.LW.,
70 yards, o; F. .T. Gubelman, N. J. A. C, 120
vards, o; W. Schumacher, L. L W., 70 vards, o;

S. H. Rich, S. L A. C, 50 yards, o; A. B. Rich,
S. I. A. C, scratch, o. Rich rode the first quar-
ter in 3SJ4s., and the half in im. 23s., after

which he retired. Halsted quickly got to the

front and won by si.K inches ; a yard between
Monell and Baggot ; five yards between Bag-
got and Bowman.
Two-Mii.E Bicycle H.\.ndic.\p.—E. L Halsted,

N. Y. A. C, 60 yards, ?m. 58s.; L. H. Wise,
L.LW., 100 yards, second by two lengths; E. P.

Baggot, N. J. A. C, go yards, third by two
yards; W. .Schumacher, L. L W., 100 yards,
fourth by a few yards; S. B. Bowman, N.J.A.C.,
100 yards, fifth; S. H. Rich, S. I. A. C, 85 yards,
si.xlh. Had the long start men known how to ride
their race it would have been more interesting.

The back machines soon got up with the leaders,

S. H. Rich dashing to the front without appar-
ent effort, and taking the field along at a good
clip, but being unable to stay with the field on
the last lap spurt, which resulted as above. The
games committee are entitled to credit for put-
ting the irark in such excellent condition.

POSTPONEMENT OF COLUMBUS, GA.,

RACES.

Coi.u.Miii's, Ga., October 5, 1888.

The yellow fever scare, more than the fever

itself, has played havoc with the dates of our
Georgia fairs and e.xpositions. Rome, Ga., had
the courage to open theirs October 2, but the

bicycle races were postponed. Montgomery,
.\la., State Fair begins about November 20.

Opelika, Ala., November 26 ; bicycle races,

with both amateur and professional events, will

be run on 2(;th. Augusta, Ga. National Expo
sition opens November 8 ; amateur and profes-

sional events for three days. Macon, Ga., State

Fair November 15 ; two days' bicycle races, and
Columbus, Ga., with bicycle races November
21, 22, 23. Among riders who will be at the
Columbus meet are Rowe, Morgan, Crocker,
Temple, Stone, Crist, Phil Brown and others.

.Several new features will be tried at the
Columbus races. Instead of making handicaps
sometime before the races, a committee of three
will have charge of the handicapping. They
will place the men according to records availa-

ble for the first handicap, and immediately after

this race is finished they arrange the starts for

the next handicap, giving the riders more or
less distance than in the previous race, accord-
ing to the distance they won by or were beaten.
Our plan for open races will effectually put a
quietus on loafing. The open races will be in

heats, two in each heat, and they are started in

ppposHe directions, and so run the race; two men
placed on the back stretch hold a long light

string diagonally across the track, making one

go inside and the other outside, to prevent any
chance of collision. This is open to serious ob-
jections, but we think it has enough merit to

try it. How does it strike you, Mr. Editor?
Every race will be started with a cannon instead
of pistol shot, four cannons being used in road
race— first to start at track, second as they ap-

proach business part of city, third as they reach
city returning, and fourth as they approach the

track for the mile on trotting course for finish.

The road race promises to be great. It is only
twenty miles. Half a dozen of the strongest
riders scorched ov&r it Sunday ?'« three hours; four-

teen dismoufits and walked one-mile. (There is

a record of two dismounts for the round trip.)

The surface is a mixture of all kinds, three miles
of good sidewalk, lots of deep sand beds, and
rough, rock}', steep hills. From Smith's Station

the dirt road is almost parallel to R. R. ; we will

run an excursion train of open cars from there

to the track, allowing passengers to see last half

of race and finish. The races are as follows:

A\'EDNRSDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

One-mile Amateur, novice,— First prize, gold
medal; second, silver medal.
One-mile Amateur, open.—First prize, gold

medal; second, silver medal.
Three-mile Professional, open.—Prize, $20.

One-mile Amateur, handicap.—:First prize,

silk umbrella; second, scarf pin.

Two mile Amateur, open, safety.—First prize,

gold medal; second, silver medal.
Half-mile Amateur, handicap.— First pfize,

opera glasses; second, cane.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

Twenty-mile Amateur, open, road race.—^First

prize, gold medal; second, gold medal.
Five-mile Professional, handicap.— Prize, .$25.

One-mile Amateur, handicap.—First prize,

chronograph stop watch; second, cigar case.

Trick and Fancy Riding, Amateur.—First

prize, gold medal; second, silver medal.
Quarter-mile Amateur, open.—First

gold watch chain; second, ring.

Two-mile Amateur, handicap.—First

i

diamond pin; second, match safe.

[

Five-mile Amateur, Georgia championship.

—

! Prize, gold medal.
One-mile Safety, handicap,—First prize,

shaving case; second, gold collar button.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

Half-mile Amateur, handicap.— First

stop watch; second, silk handkerchief.
Half-mile Professional, open.—Prize, $15.
One-mile Amateur, Bicycle vs. Horse.— Prize,

gold medal.
One-mile Southern Championship.— Prize,

cup (presented by Pope Mfg. Co.).

Half-mile Amateur, safety, handicap.—-First

prize, bronze vases; second, gold pen.
Quarter-mile Amateur, handicap.— First prize,

gold cuff buttons; second, silver medal.
One-mile Amateur, Consolation.—Prize, gold

medal; silver medal to every starter.

Entrance fee, 50 cents each event. Entries
close Tuesday, October g, noon. Address all

communications to T. L. Ingram, Columbus, Ga.

GRAND FALL TOURNAMENT.
MORRIS DOCK, NEW YORK, OCT. 27,

1888.

The Berkeley Athletic Club, in order to en-
courage bicycling, vifill hold a grand cycle

tournament at its new grounds at Morris Dock,
on Saturday, October 27, at 2:30 i'. M.

PROGRAM.ME OF EVENTS.

ScR.VTCH Events. — i-mile bicycle, novices;
i-mile bicycle, interscholastic; i-mile bicycle.

Rover type; half-mile bicycle; 2-mile, intercol-

legiate.

Handicap Events. — i-mile bicycle; 2-mile
bicycle; i-mile tricycle; i-mile bicj'cle, consola-
tion.

Entrance Fees.—En- ranee fee fifty cents for

each event; close October 22, positively, with G.
R. Bidwell, 313 West Fifty-eighth Street, or F.

P. Prial, P. O. Box 444, New York. All entries

must be accompanied by fees.

-**-*-

THE BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB.

prize,

prize.

prize.

RACES at WASHINCTON, D. C.

Several wheel events were held at the Colli m-
bia Athletic Club games, held at Analostan
Island, in the Potomac River, on October 6.

The 2-mile bicycle lap race was won by W. E.

Crist, 26 points ; Phil Brown, second. W. E.

Bell won the mile bicycle for novices, time 3m.
25 1-5S. ; T. Hodgson, second. In the i-mile

bicycle handicap L. J. Barber, 75 yards, finished

first ; W. E. Crist, second ; time, 2m. 47 4-5S.

C. S. Davol, C. C. of the Rhode Island Divis-

ion, has been appointed Chairman of the Rac-
ing Board.

E. I. Halsted rode two trial miles at the

Queens Grounds on October 4, the times being
3m 5^s., and 3m. 2 3-5S. The record for the

track is 2m. 59 4-5S.

I

Thomas Stevens will send autographs of

I

Volume II. of "Around the World on a Bi-

i cycle," to all wheelmen who order through him,

I

22 Irving Place, New York, before November i.

i
The Warwick Cycle Company will have 100

j

wheels ready for the market within a few days,

and has an additional lot of 900 wheels under

I

way. The firm will manufacture a tandem
I
safety bicycle and a single safety, which can be

i used by either a gentleman or lady.
,

What is the Berkeley Athletic Club ?

This is the query that greets us on all sides
when we speak of the tournament.
The Berkeley Athletic Club is an opulent and

eminently successful athletic club, with a mem-
bership of several hundred of the " best people"
of Gotham, with luxurious club buildings at 19
and 21 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, and
the finest athletic grounds in the country at

Morris Dock, on the Harlem. Its Board of

Directors are: President, John S. White, who is

also President of Berkeley School; Vice-Presi-

dents, Joseph H. Choate, well known in the law
world, and William H. Spackman; Secretary, J.

Clark Read; Treasurer, James C. Cannon; Mem-
bers of the Board, H. C. Fahnestock, Birdseye
Blakeman, Herman H. Mueller and Chauncey
M. Depew, the only "Chauncey," prince of

after-dinner speakers, bright, brainy and orig-

inal at all times, and first and last a railroad

man. Among the Board of Governors are Mr.
Wendell Baker, captain of short distance run-

ning; Mr. Howard A. Taylor, captain of tennis;

Mr. George R. Bidwell, captain of bicycling,

and Dr. Watson L. Savage, captain of indoor
sports and director of the Lyceum, as the club

building is designated.
On a crisp, autumny afternoon, recently, the

writer inspected the property and considered
the prospects of the club, and discovered that

the Berkeley organization has indisputable
claims to the premiership of all athletic clubs

in this and perhaps any other country.
The inspection commenced at the new

grounds at Morris Dock. Morris Dock, or more
properly, Fordham Heights, is on the east bank
of the Harlem River, fifteen minutes from the

Grand Central Depot, or a few minutes' ride on
the New York & Northern from 155th Street.

Here, on a bluff overlooking the Harlem River,

the club has expended $65,000 on athletic

grounds, and can show for their money the

best arranged and most perfectly equipped
sporting enclosure we have ever seen, and we
have in mind the splendid grounds of the
N. Y. A. C, N. }. A. C. and S. I. A. C.

The grounds are bounded on the river side

by the N. Y. C. & H. R. R., with a station right

at the gate. North of them, facing the

grand stand, is a picturesque bit of wood. On
the northeast is Sedgwick Avenue, a road start-

ing just at Macomb's Dam Bridge and permit-
ting a ride from the bridge to the grounds in-

side of ten minutes. Just south of the enclosure,
in full view of all visitors, are private grounds,
with flower beds, fountains, granited roads, and
all the features of high-class landscapry.
The quarter-mile track is twenty feet wide all

round ; the curves are built scientifically, and
dished up so that pedestrians and bicyclists may
go (?// the way at full speed. The surface cati

easily be put into shape for fast bicycle riding,

and is always in condition for running and
walking. Beneath the track is 12,000 feet of

drainage, so that the path is perfectly dry half

an hour after rain. There is a 220-yard
straightaway run on the north side of the
grounds. AH races finish at a point which gives
the spectators the best view. The field is ar-

ranged for foot-ball, base-ball and all out-door
sports, and there is room for thirty tennis
courts. The track is banked on the outside
and bordered and railed on the inside. The
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field is even, well turfed and presents a pleas-

ing picture.

The accommodations for visitors are on the

most convenient and commodious scale. The
present grandstand will seat 3,000 people,and the

grade of the seats is so steep that everyone can
see without standing up. The capacity for spec-

tators can be increased to 20,000 people. The
track is sunk below the plane which will be
occupied by the spectators, and it is further pro-

tected from the wind by surrounding high land
and tall trees.

Renfath the grandstand will be storage accom-
modations for 150 bicycles Across the field,

directly in front' of the grand stand, a pavilion

has been built for competitors. It is worthy of

mention that the accommodations for visiting

competitors at almost all club grounds are insuf-

ficient, dark and often not fit to dress in; but the
accommodations at Berkeley Oval will satisfy

the most exacting, the lockers being roomy, well
ventilated and capable of being locked, insuring
safety, and a r omy verandah in front of the
building enables contestants to witness the
sport when they are not competing.
To describe the Berkeley Buildings, for there

are two of them in Forty-fourth Street, would
take more space than we can spare. They are
in charge of Dr. Savage, a combination of mus-
cular intellectuality, patient, polite and perse-
vering, who examines every member, notes
where he is deficient, as well as where he is over-
developed, and prescribes a course of exercise
calculated to bring the subject in some degree
to a state of physical equality.

The main building, in Forty-fourth Street,

near Fifth Avenue, presents an artistic front.

The entire upper floor, which is a double story,
is devoted to a gymnasium, which is a model of
•completeness, being well lighted, well kept, and
furnished—almost superfluously, it would seem—with gymnastic apparatus, much of it of im-
proved and original designs, concocted in the
fertile physical-culture brain of Dr. Savage.
The main room of the building is the assembly

room, or theatre, which is used by the club, and
is also rented, principally for amateur dramatic
entertainments. Its accommodation is 700. In
the basement are bowling alleys, extending out-
side the building, so that there is no noise; a
boxing room, swimming bath, toilet rooms, with
all the forms of baths, and a plunge bath, the
latter occupying a room fifty-six feet long and
twelve feet wide, finished in white Italian mar-
ble. In the basement there are also billiard,
pool and bagatelle tables, facilities for base-ball
and tennis exercise, etc., targets for rifle and
archery practice, an alley for practising the
running long jump, a trap-door in the floor
exposing a landing spot of soft earth.
On the main floor is a reception room, with

facilities for writing and for taking physical
measurements. Dr. Savage is the presiding
genius of this den. There are also locker rooms,
with I, GOO separate locks. The reading and
music rooms are also features of the building.
The new building, next door to the main build-
ing, is expected to be largely used by the ladies,
and will also give the club more facilities for
social purposes.
The grounds and buildings are as perfect as

money and experienced intelligence can produce,
everything being on a practical and perfect
scale. The success of the club is largely due to
President John S. White, who, as President of
the Berkeley School, which is also aflliliated with
the Athletic Club, has made it a succoss, and
will yet make the Berkeley Athletic Club the
foremost athletic club in the country.
The admission fee is $40, the annual dues $30 ;

there are no extra fees. Applicants for mem-
bership must be amateurs, at least eighteen years
of age, and satisfactory references as to moral
character and standing must be furnished in all

cases.

The club is actively interested in bicycling,
and has made every accommodation for cyclists
both at the club buildings and grounds. It is to
be hoped this desire to advance the interests of
the sport will be appreciated, and that every
<:yclist in this vicinity will go up to Morris Dock
on the 27th and see the finest athletic grounds
and the most interesting bicycle tournament
ever given in New York.

Howard M. White, 118 Greene Street, Tren-
ton, N. J., is sole agent for Star, Columbia,
Champion, Victor and Springfield Roadster
wheels.

^^^^-i-«<-f<<---

WILLIE WINDLK.

WILLIE WINDLE.

Willie W. Windle has achieved, in a miracu-

lously short time, an eminence in the cycle rac-

ing world which is scarcely second to the fame

of such gods of the path as Cortis, Keith-Fal-

coner, Furnival, Liles, Webber, English and

Osmond. Windle is held in this country to be

the fastest amateur on the path, and there are

those who rank him with Rowe and Temple.

He is alniost as well known to non-cyclists as

the Columbia bicycle, and yet he has never rid-

den a fast public mile.

Above we present an excellent portrait of the

young New England flyer. The likeness is not
perfect in that it was taken early this spring,
and Windle has changed somewhat during the

year
; a slight lengthening of the features, a de-

termined air, a slightly older look, and the ab-
sence of the very boyish look in the picture, are

the changes we refer to.

Willie Windle was born November 2, 1S70,

and is therefore nearly eighteen years of age.
His height is 5 teet 6 inches, and weight 140
pounds. Windle has a fresh, clear complexion,
a pleasing face, and a wholesome, clean, stockily

built physique. He is trained by Asa Windle, a

cousin, and rides a Columbia racing wheel, a

53, we think, with very short cranks. In 1886
he started three times, winning two firsts. In

1887 he started fourteen times, winning nine
firsts and three seconds. In 1888 he started in

thirty-five races, winning thirty-three firsts and
one second. At Baltimore, this June, he started in

the 3-mile handicap, but was unable to make up
an excessive handicap. At Buffalo he rode sec-

ond in the mile handicap, and had he taken the

ten yards allovved him he certainly would have
won. At the Baltimore meet Windle romped
away with the scratch mile in 2m. 43s. This
year he has had to meet no really first class man,
Rich being in retirement, Crist out of form, and
Foster, Wilhelm, Midgley and others not being
of his class. Wc believe Crist in form capable
of 2.34, aiul Rich can negotiate the mile very
near 30. We have every reason to believe that

both these cracks will "get up their muscle"
and "get after " Windlc's scalp, Windle lives

in Millbury, Mass., and is a meniborof (he New
York Athletic Club.

Wmri-AKI'K RlUtS TWtNTY-ONE IN THE HOUK
ON A SAFETY.

At Long Eaton, on September 29, S. G. Whit-
taker, on a Rudge bicyclette, started for an
hour's record ride. There was hardly a breath
of wind and the conditions were favorable for
fast time. At the nineteenth mile VVhittaker
was 37s. inside the record. Whittaker covered
twenty-one miles and 400 or 500 yards within
the hour, and went on to establish a 25-mile
record. World's safety records were made from
two to twenty-five milesi. The following table
shows the times accomplished by the record-
breaker:

\vhitt.-\ker's time. laukie's time.
mii.es. m. s. m. s.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

12

14-

'5-

16.

17.

18.

43 2-5

24 4-5

II 4-S

582-5
46

29 3-5

21

-5

*

,

i-s

"10

"13

»i6

*i9
1^02

-^25

•30

"33
»36

'39
*42

N4
..*47

. ."'SO

••*53

. .*56

••*59
. .*()2

. .*65

. .*6S

••*7« 05 1-5

* World's safet.v records

The Maine Division meet. was held at Water-
villc yesterday, and a tournament was held ,n

Quincv, III., October 9, 10 and u.

At the London Athletic Club's autumn n»eci-

ing Osmond made a new record for the club's

quarter-mile cinder track, doing am, 40 1-5S. for

the irile. The mile handicap was woi> by .^. F..

Langloy', 50 yards; time 2m. \q 1-5S,

22.

23.

24.

25-

06
01

44 3-5

37
26
iS

14

03 2-5

56 2-5

48 1-5

41
3'

32
2f)

21

iS 3-

II 1-

41 2-5

31 3-5

20 2-^

08 3-5

58 4-5

48 3-5

42 2-5

32 1-5

21 1-5

13 1-5

04 1-5

59 1-5

52 4-5

49
42 2-5

37 2-5

28 2-5

25 1-5

u>

58 2-5

41 4-5
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J. FRED. MIDGLEY.

We heard of the death of Mr. J. Fred Midgley
with extreme regret. Mr. Midgley, who had
been ill two weeks with typhoid fever, died at

his home at Worcester, Mass., on Saturday last.

The deceased was born in Worcester, Mass.,
twenty-three years ago, and this remained his

home to the time of his death. His father died

about one year ago, and Mr. Midgley lived with
his brother and sister. He owned a livery

stable, and was in good circumstances, but his

success in local races determined him to train

carefully and go into racing more extensively.

In 1887 he first became prominent, and was
successful at many meets in different parts of

the country. This year he repeated his successes,

and was at all the prominent meets. We dis-

tinctly remember him at Buffalo, where he rode
like a man who did not like his work.

Mr. Midgley was tall and strongly built, and
seemed beyond the clutch of disease.

The funeral took place on Tuesday, nth inst.,

at 11:30 A. M. Many floral decorations were
sent to the house, the Springfield Bicycle Manu-
facturing Company sending a pillow with the

motto, "Gone home." Among the wheelmen
from Boston present were Messrs. .T. B. Mc-
Cune, Jos. L. Yost, Thos. P. Lovell, Geo. M.
Hendee, C. J. Moore and G. M. Worden.
Among local cyclists present were Messrs.

Lincoln Holland, John Spiers, Wm. Forkelson
and D. W. Rolston. The pall-bearers were
four relations of Midgley, Leonard, Fred, and
Joseph 'Midgley and Howard Whitely. The
officiating clergymen were Rev. Henry Dorr
and Rev. T. F. Johnson, both of whom touched
upon the good qualities and character of the de-

ceased. Mr. Midgley's short illness emaciated
him almost beyond recognition.

THE NEW YORK CLUB'S BLOW-OUT.

WAKEFIELD CLUB'S ROAD RACE. ODDS AND ENDS.

The New York Club had a blow-out last Tues-
day night at their new club house, at Seventy-
second Street and West End Avenue, perhaps
the swell (jiiartier of Gotham.
Beneath the meek-faced post-card inviting

the members to call and inspect the new house
was concealed a fiendish purpose. Now, a pur-
pose must have an instigator, and the instigator

of the fiendish purpose aforesaid was Mr. Ed-
ward J. Shriver, President of the club. Secretary
of the Reform Club, Prominent Spirit in the

George movement, and Letter Writer par exiel-

leitce.

Mr. Shriver has made up his mind to stop
writing letters on the 17th inst. and devote the

entire day to marrying and receiving in

marriage, and to celebrate the joyful event the

blow-out was given. The club was brilliantly

lighted and made a splendid and satisfactory
show, the rooms being bright, inviting and
homelike. Refreshments were circulated, and
these, with a bar'l of liquid on tap and plenty of

smokables, furnished plenty of entertainment.
Mr. Shriver was present and received the con-
gratulations of his club-mates. The boys seem
to think that cycling will lose its letter-writer,

but we think E. J. is too thorough a cyclist to

give it up. Mr. .Shriver informed us, beneath
the lily, that he had inserted a special clause in

the Domestic Constitution and By-Laws, which
permits him to ride a certain number of hours
per day.

" Pit, the Vet.," was there, full of old-time
racing memories. "Pit "is pretty nigh—well
never mind, but he can "shake" many a
younger man. Havvkshaw was present, but in

disguise. Egan was very much present, and
talked politics, art and cycling with an unusual
flow of language. A hasty statement regarding
the politics of the men present cost him a hat.

John O. Blake, who is becoming the "literary
feller" of the club, flitted about, with a blue
necktie and a vivid imagination. Pendleton
and Findley lost much energy in button-holing
the official handicapper for "more start."

Cards are out for the marriage of Mr. E. J.

Shriver, of New York, and Miss Elizabeth Smith,
daughter of Mr. John Chandler Smith, of Haiti-
more. The ceremony will take place at St.

Michael's and All -Angels Church, Baltimore, at

6:30 I'. M.

The annual 25-mile road race of the Wakefield
Bicycle Club was held Saturday afternoon in a
pouring rain. The winner, Frank H. Burrill,

covered the twenty-five miles in ih. 56m.; the

second man, Fred. C. Patch, two minutes later,

and the third, Nat. S. Rogers, in 2h. 6m. The
time of Hugh R. Emerson, the fourth man, was
not taken. Burrill set the pace for the greater
part of the ride, with Patch close to his little

wheel. Rogers and Emerson lagged behind
after the first ten miles had been ridden. J. H.
Wenzel, the fifth starter, dropped out after the
twelfth mile. Considerijig the rain and muddy
condition of the roads the time was very good.

In the evening the club held a banquet at its

rooms, when the prizes were awarded. Mr.
Burrill has now won this championship medal
twice. The second prize was a silver cup, pre-

sented by the Pope Manufacturing Company
;

the third, a nickel-plated bicycle lamp, and the

fourth a pearl-handled knife.

A. C. BANKER CLIMBS IRWIN'S HILL
NINE TIMES.

On the afternoon of October 3 A. C. Banker
went out Forbes Street to Irwin's Hill for the
purpose of beating John A. Wells' record of rid-

ing the hill three times without a dismount.
The start was made at 3:30 p. m., and after

climbing the hill once he rode to the bottom for

a second trial, but this time failed to get over
the first breaker. After a rest of about fifteen

minutes he made a new start, and it was soon
evident that he would not need another trial.

He made the ascent once, twice, three times,

and the record was tied ; and when he had suc-
ceeded in getting up the fourth time it seemed
to lend him new vigor, for he kept on until he
had accomplished the wonderful feat of climb-
ing this terror to cyclers nine times without dis-

mounting from his wheel, which was a ^'^ictor

safety.

Irwin's Hill is 734 feet long, with an average
grade of one foot in every ten and a half, the
last 200 feet being one in six and three-quarter
feet. The surface is also in very bad condition
on the steepest part, in places there being noth-
ing ridable but a wagon track. John A. Wells,
of Philadelphia, who came here a little over a
week ago to climb Murder Lane and failed,

went home feeling well satisfied with leaving one
record for the Pittsburg boys to work for, but
his tracks were hardly cold until the boys were
at Banker hot and heavy to spoil Wells' glory,

which he did in a very decisive manner.
On Saturday the Banker brothers will have a

go at Sycamore Street, which has never yet
been climbed on a bicycle, and then they will

try Murder Lane, being confident that they will

be successful in both attempts.

—

Pittsburg Ilerahi.

WHEELMEN IN THE PARK.

To THE EnnoR oi" The Wheel :

Are you not rather severe on wheelmen in Cen-
tral Park? I have ridden there almost daily for

the past six months, and I have failed to observe
any unseemly conduct on the part of the wheel-
men, young or old, attached or unattached. /
have f)-e(jiitntly seot aX\.&Tn^\.s on the part of car-

riage drivers to crowd, injure and maliciously
run down wheelmen, and I have often seen these
things when Park policemen were near by at-

tentively looking the other waj'.

Respectfully,

J. M. A.
New Vokk, October 8, 1888.

[We cannot dispute our correspondent's as-

sertion that malicious and vicious riders are met

on the Park roads. But, on the other hand, all

cyclists do not conduct themselves as they

should. We know that many new wheelmen
make themselves obnoxious to horsemen by rac-

ing, coasting and reckless riding. We draw
our information from several sources. We
simply want to warn wheelmen, that the horse-

men may not have occasion to trace to them any

accident that may happen in the Park.— En.]

The i-mile bicycle record for Maine, U. S., is

held by R. Patten, a native of Skowhegan.

Stoi- Thiek 1—Mr. F. E. Pearce, Long Island
Wheelmen, reports that his 52-inch full nickeled
Expert, No. 13,017 , was stolen from his house.
1,061 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, on October 6
or 7. We trust any one who can be of assistance
in tracing the wheel will communicate with Mr.
Pearce.

The Long Island Cyclists' Union has elected
the following officers to serve until the annual
meet in December : President, Howard Green-
man ; Treasurer, E. K. Austin : Secretary, L.
H. Wise.

Pennsylvania has a committee appointed to
draft a " Liberty Bill," to be introduced into the
Legislature this winter.

The members of the Executive Committee 01
the A. A. U. will very probably not apply their
rule to bicyclists, and all wheelmen may compete

' at N. A. A. A. A. games, so long as the bicycle
!
event is run under League rules, with a reason-
able certainty that they will not be debarred
from games held under A. .\. V . rules.

Messrs. E. L. Cook & Co., 77 Warren Street.

!

New York, are putting a fine enamel on the
market. They will offer special advantages to
bicycle agents. Write them for circular.

Mr. Herbert W. Hayes, Massachusetts' tall and
imposing Chief Consul, was in town this week
on business.

Mr. George T. Warwick, of the Warwick Cycle
Manufacturing Co., of Springfield, Mass, was in
town a few days this week. Mr. Warwick re-

ported that work at the company's factory is

progressing nicely and that the firm would have
a rare lot of wheels ready for the very earliest
part of the season. The company has an exten-
sive plant, capable of great extension, owns a
number of valuable patents, has ample capital,

and the prospects of establishing a first-class

bicycle business seem especially bright.

Royal Blue Athletic Association games, held
at Halifax, N. S., September 29 : One-mile bicy-
cle race, C. J. Shand, Windsor, H. C, 3m.
36 4-5S.

Mr. W. B. Curtis, the father of American
athletics and managing editor of the Spirit of
the Times, comes to our aid in the following
paragraph :

Should Have Studied the SuiijHcr.—Mr. F. P. Prial,
editor of 'llie Wheel, makes few blunder.s, but certainly
lost both pedals in an article published last week concern-
ing the relation of the A. A. U. and the L. A. VV. The res-
olution of August 25 forbade competition under "rules not
approved by the A. A. U.," and if Mr. Prial will look at
page 49 of the Union Handbook he will lind that the racing
rules of the L. A. W. were adopted by the A. A. U. June
2, )888. An apology is in order.

—

iifirit 0/ the Times.

The resolution passed by the A. A. U. reads
as follows :

"Resolved, That any amateur athlete competing in any
open amateur games in the United States, not governed by
rules approved by the Amateur Athletic Union, shall be de-
barred from competing in any games held under tlie rule^
of the Amateur Athletic Union. This resolution shall take
effect immediately."

According to our reading of this resolution,

any games held under N. A. A. A. A. rules,

even though the programme should include a
bicycle event— which is al^fays run under L. A.
W. rules, no matter whether held by an A. A.
U. or A N. A. A. A. A. club—are disapproved of

by the Union, and consequently their resolution
applies to every event on the programme. The
resolution was so interpreted by President Mac-
millan after a brief consideration, though other
members of the Executive Committe of the A.
A. U. agree with us that the resolution does not
apply to cyclists, since both associations have
approved the L. A. W. racing rules. Mr. Cur-
tis' solution of the difficulty is perhaps the best.

By an ingenious reading of the resolution, cy-
cling events are exempt from its action, and cy-
clists will be glad to learn that they can now
race at any games, f rovided their event is held
under L. A. W. rules.

The business men of Chicago who own
wheels arc particularly fortunate, now that the

horse-cars are entirely locked up. This suggests
that it might be a good idea for more young
business men to own wheels and learn to ride

I

them, if for no other purpose than such an,
emergency. The wheelman is sure to get there,

blockade or no blockade.
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BROOKLYN.

CYCLIST UNION WORK.
The first meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Cyclists' Union of Long Island was held

at the house of Mr. H. E. Raymond, on Wednes-
day evening, October 3, As at present con-

stituted, it contains as representatives., Messrs.

Bridgman and Austin, of the Kings County
Wheelmen ; Wise and Halsey, of the Long
Island Wheelmen ; and Raymond and Green-
man, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club. There
having been no general meeting of the Union,
and the constitution providing for elections at

the annual meeting in December, the committee
took advantage of the clause giving them the

power to fill vacancies in office, and proceeded
to elect officers to serve until the annual meet-
ing. As only three organizations, as yet, were
represented, and as only one officer can be

chosen from the representatives of any one or-

ganization, the selection of three officers only was
admissible. The vote resulted as follows

:

President, H. Greenman ; Secretary, L. H. Wise,

Treasurer, E. K. Austin. The work of passing

on names was the first order of business under-
taken, and consumed the balance of the even-

ing's session. One hundred and eighty-six ap-

plicants were found to have complied with the

constitution as to the payment of dues, age,

residence, etc., and were duly declared mem-
bers of the Cyclists' Union of Long Island. Be-
sides these it was learned that there were over
twenty names of unattached riders in the hands
of Mr. A. J. Hook, who is looking after their in-

terests in the matter of electing a representative

to the Executive Committee. This brings the

membership past two hundrea, a very creditable

start. The committee had every reason to feel

pleased with the drift of sentiment favoring the

earnest and immediate prosecution of the

Union's work, as expressed to them through
various channels, by enthusiasts and conserva-

tives alike. In the distribution of the numbers
for the individual memberships it was voted to

give number i to Mr. J. D. Huggins, of the Long
Island Wheelmen, in recognition of his pioneer
efforts towards the establishment ot the Union.
Numbers 2-10 were given by lot to the nine

other members who attended the meeting called

by Mr. Huggins, the balance being applied al-

phabetically. An adjournment was then taken
until Thursday, nth inst., when "ways and
means" will receive the consideration which
their importance demands. Mr. Hook has the

names of over twenty unattached wheelmen who
have applied for membership, and they will hold
a meeting on Friday, 12th inst., to elect the rep-

resentative to which they are entitled.

On Tuesday, gth inst., the revised constitution

and by-laws reported at the September meeting
of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club were adopted.
Outside of several minor changes the only radi-

cal revision effected was the abolition of the
" League Club " clause, which was accepted with-
out any expressions of disapproval. Of course,

this action has been expected for some time,

and its accomplishment removes all doubt as to

the opinions of 150 of the riders of Brooklyn re-

garding compulsory League membership. What
the outcome will be in the other clubs, where the

subject has been made a possible issue, remains
in doubt. The Kings County Wheelmen have
drawn up a new constitution and by-laws, which
have been laid on the table for future reference.

Taking into consideration several circumstances,
which tend in the same direction, it was hardly
probable that they will urge the issue at present.

It may be that the matter with them will not be
seriously considered until the arrival of the re-

newal season.
With the Long Island Wheelmen, however, a

policy of activity is prevalent. Two amend-
ments to the conslitution are pending. One
covers the idea of abolishing their existence as
a League club, the other of making it compul-
sory for every member to be a incnH)er of the

Cyclists' Union of Long Island. The two
amendments, though offered by parties in accord,

seem on their face to be inconsistent and
irreconcilable, one to the other. One aims at

the abolition of compulsory memboiship, the

other demands compulsory membrrsliip. But
a consideration of their relation shows tiiat there
is melhod in these politics. The probnbility is

that the "League Club" ameiidmrnl will be
tested first, and its acceptance would probably
anticipate and nullify the i)ower of the other.

If lost, however, the general impression seems

to be that the second amendment would be
brought up on the ground that the club should
not discriminate if it intends to row/i'/ its mem-
bers to belong to any foreign organization. As
with a two-edged knife they seem to be prepared
to cut both ways and accomplish their objects.

The final result of the November meeting is

awaited with an interest which their club lines

do not restrict.

At the same meeting a motion was made to

join the Road Racing Association. The vote
resulted in a tie, and President Huggins was re-

lieved from the necessity of deciding the ques-
tion by a call being made for the "ayes and
nays." The new vote gave a small majority to

the supporters of the motion, and the Long
Island Wheelmen will probably apply for ad-
mission to the association.

Apropos of the Road Racing Association, as

far as we have been able to ascertain only the

two Brooklyn members have entered teams for

the regular election day race. As surmised be-

fore, the Association certainly seems to be los-

ing its grip. The Brooklyn clubs who have be-

longed to it have always stood ready to interpret

practically its fundamental idea by entering
teams as each six months has brought around
the days in the year selected for the race. Fur-
ther than this, they have always been fully rep-

resented at all meetings, both general and ex-

ecutive ; they have been prompt in their finan-

cial obligations, and have fostered enthusiasm
'.n the contests by bringing to the course large

representations of their membership. Under
these circumstances why should they be called

upon to bear the brunt of the load, to be the

very life of a New York-New Jersey-Brooklyn
organization ? There have been whisperings of

the "local" sort again in this respect. The fact

of the Long Islands joining, or rather signifying
their willingness to join the Association, shows
that they would give it practical support. With
three clubs here, ready to continue the original

work of the Association, why should not a local

organization for road racing contests be formed,
in view of the discouraging reports coming from
the New York City and New Jersey end of the

alphabetical combination ? By all means let a

meeting be called. Let the Association see

where it stands financially and sentimentally.

If a disbandment seems inevitable, let the issue

be met fairly and squarely, and Brooklyn will

be there to show her interest, be the outlook
bright or cloudy. Much as we would regret to

see an enforced dissolution of the Association,
there are times when all good things come to an
end, and if it has served its purpose and cannot
be continued without fighting against odds, it is

right that all should know it and act in accord-
ance with that discretion which the case de-

mands. H. G.
Brooklyn, October 10. 1888.

NEW ORLEANS.

In spite of the prophets, Messrs. Fenner and
Moody, our New-Orleans-to-Baton-Rouge tour-
ists, "got there." It took them three days to

cover the 120 miles, but "time" was no object
and they took thingsleisurely. The cyclable and
walkable ground is described as a mixture

—

good, bad, indifferent and rotten. They report
Baton Rouge as having a pronounced epidemic
of "bicycle fever." Only three or four wheels
now there, but two more are on the way and two
or three dozen in prospect. A couple of races
will beheld in connection with the fair there this

month, and things generally point to the develop-
ment of Baton Rouge into something of a cycling
centre. All ihis, too, has been brought about
very considerably by the recent construction, by
the government, of a mile or so of shell road,

leading to the National Cemetery.

The Louisiana Cycling Club has taken steps
toward incorporation.

This year's Division laie niccl had i|uite a

more agreeable "wind up" than lliat of '87

Then it was necessary to " pass around the hai"
to cover a deficit, but Ihis lime things were
shaped somewhat dilTereiUly, and we find our-
selves ill pocket to the tune of some eighty odd
dollars; and remember, the alTaIr was sirictiv

complinu-nlary and mi a libei.il scale. I'iclly

good, isn't it ?

A meeting of the .Stale Division, L. A. W,, 1k\s

been called fur I he 1 7lli in si,, when sleps looking
toward a revision ul ilic i oiisiii ul ion ami by
laws will probably be l.ikcn.

The Louisiana Cycling ("lub's tillli .iml decid-

ing race for the Renaud medal takes place
Sunday next, 7th inst. The course will be from
Lee circle toCarrolton, 4^^ miles, and the start

made about 7:30 a. m. The question of final

ownership now rests with, and the real battle

will be between, E. M. and M. S. Graham and
R. G. Betts, but some four or five others will

start in the race on the 7th, for the "fun of the

thing." Mr. R. P. Batson, an enthusiastic
member of this club, has offered a $15 medal for

a series of races to be contested during the winter
on conditions similar to those of the Renaud
series.

The annual election of the New Orleans Bicycle
Club occurred Monday night last, ist inst., and
resulted in the selection of the following officers:

President, Edw. A. Shields ; Vice-President,
Harry H. Hodgson; Secretary and Treasurer,
Jos. M. Gore; Captain, Ben C. Rea; First

Llieutenant, Geo. Russ; Second Lieutenant,
Harry W. Fairfax; Guide, Frank M. Ziegler.

The club has just succeeded in sub-leasing its

" white elephant," an expensive club house, and
is now homeless, and many favor its remaining
so for a few months yet.

October 5, j888. Bi.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

Some weeks ago, I noticed in our L. A. IF.

Bidleiin, under New York City notes, by Wing
Foot, an inquiry concerning a picture secured at

Lake George. Wing Foot inquires of the personnel

of a party of nine wheelmen appearing in the

photo. I would advise him that they were no
other than nine Quakers from Philadelphia, and
all members of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club.

They were off on a vacation trip of two weeks,
under the guidance of Captain C. A. Roberts, the

party consisting of the genial captain, with W.
A. Stadelman, F. H. Lippincot, Al. Kohle', C.

T. Harvey, William D. Supplee, A. P. Lewis, H.
L. H. Hall and H. L. Roberts. The party left

Philadelphia July 7, riding the whole distance

and reaching Lake George on the following
Saturday. They made their headquarters at the

Fort George Hotel, where they remained for one
week, and, as no doubt Wing Foot well knows,
were taken care of most admirably by Mr. Seeley,

and I suppose, with us regrets most deeply the

loss by fire of this worthy gentleman's hotel this

past summer. How many pleasant recollections

has this inquiry brought to mind I Kohler's

passionate embrace of the barber-pole in Trenton

;

the poor unfcrtunate member of the party dubbed
"Jonah," which name still clings to him; Pop's
disgust at the fishery laws on the Lake; our fun
in the impromptu bowling and rowing matches:
these have all tended to leave us recollections of

one of the most enjoyable trips ever taken. I

would add that the photograph secured was one
of about twenty taken by Mr. H. L. Roberts, and
if Wing Foot will only drop in on us some day
we will be only too well pleased to show him the

series as well as extend the courtesies of the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club. Try it ! I will

guarantee you will not regret the time spent.

I see, in glancing over a paper from tlie

western part of the State, that Messrs. Hall and
Tayler, of McKeesport, Pa., expect to erect an
extensive factory in that place for the manufac-
turing of high grade bicycles. Who knows any
particulars? We welcome competition, as it

tends to bring down the cost of ye trusty steed.

On Sunday, October 7, quite a party of the South
End Wheelmen rode to Norristown and return.

This club will hold a championship lo-mile road

race on Saturday afternoon, October 13, over the

Lancaster Pike course. Put .'ohn tireen on a

good wheel and he will win, unless I am much
mistaken, although Bradk-y will push him h.ud

for first place

Harry Mayer has accepted \V. Chas. Fuincl-

ton's challenge for a lo-nnlc lo.ul r.ice lor .1

gold medal, the race to be run some day this

month. Both men are in excellent tiit\) ami
some good (?) time should be made.

Wilson, of the South \'.\\<\ Wheelmen, li.is toi

-

sakeii the Star tor the crank motfon, having
determined, .iliei his d.efeats at the -Stale Fair and
Tioga races, that the level motion w.is not his

winning .mount.

On Saturday, October 27, the Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club will hold a 5-mile race eiihei on
Tioga or Young Men's Christian .\ssoci.ilion

tiack. .Mreadv son\e lliirteen men have enieied

their n.imes, .uul the race promises to furtiisli

goo(,l spoil.
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The above club was obliged to postpone their

100-mile run on Sunday last on account of heavy
rains all day Saturday, which left the roads in

very poor condition. The weather permitting,
a start will be made on Sunday, 14th inst. , at

daylight, the route being from the club house
to Paoli, Downingtown and Coatsville, return to

Ardmore and then to Norristown and then back
to the club. Eight men have signified their

intention of joining the club in their run.

I can shake hands most cordially with "Ariel
"

in regard to the doom of ye trike. Manufac-
turers owe him more than thanks for his points,

and I suppose all will send him a new mount in

part payment.

On Sunday, September 30, I had the pleasure
of meeting Mr. Chas. Newbourg, of the Prospect
Wheelmen, and Mr. VVm. Newman, of the Kings
County Wheelmen. These gentlemen had
ridden from New York City to Philadelphia,

starting on Friday, September 28; actual riding

time, 12^ hours.
Westfield.

We published the Rowe-Temple articles of

agreement a week before the Bicycling World,
although the articles were drawn up in the office

of our Boston contemporary.

The Bicycling WotIcI of August 28 reports the

birth of the Cyclists' Union of Long Island.

Why, that happened some time ago !

THE RICHMOND TOURNAMENT.

The prospects of the Richmond meet, to be
held October 23 and 24, in connection with the
exposition, do not seem so brilliant just at pres-
ent as they did in the earlier part of the season.
The exposition management have not treated
the race-meet committee with that considera-
tion necessary to success. The committee have
lost heart, and the prospect of a successful meet
is not brilliant. The exposition management
refuse to put the track in proper shape, and at

present it is buried under several inches of loam
and dust.

On account of the lateness of the cycling sea-

son, the New York Bicycle Co. are now offering
their second-hand machines at very consider-
ably reduced figures. This is a most excellent
time to buy. Prices are as low as they ever will

be, and it will certainly pay to purchase now
and house during coming winter. As soon as

spring arrives prices advance all around. The
above company's list of wheels on another page
of this paper will be found to contain some very
attractive bargains.

}. Harry Shurman writes that he will be at Eagle
Rock on Sunday to beat Coningsby's records.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

DB-a-37- "Z"oTX3r Slxoes of
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Duane.

THE GREAT LONDON SHOE MAN.

Mv Speci.\lty for the Summer is the

KANGAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a fine line of BICYCLE SHOES.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

er° "V^arx-be f03r I'arice List;.

NEW TOEK WAEEHOUSE,

65 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMfeNTS.

Victor. New Kapid, t'liaiiipion, Star

ami other Iticycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exrep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and boUKht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms f easy

•;iMiienls~of interest to every actual or prospectivr
UMelnian. C.v.ti. W. RonSE & Son. 13 G St.. Peoria. 111.

, HUlBfRT & CO.,
26 'West 23d Street,

nSTE^^^r ~X"OI?,i^ CIT"X".
AGF.NTS FOR

GOKMUM.Y & JEFFERV'S
American Clinnipion Bicycle.

American I>i^lit Cliampion Bicycle.
Am<;ricaii Cliallciiffc Bicycle.

An»eri<-an Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Cliallenj^e Tricycle.
AND SUN I) II IKS.

1888 Si>i?±ixgfielca. Roadsteir
Plain bearing. $75. fx)

|
Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC,

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and sec our stock hrfore purchasing.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARR THE MOST
» * PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. mm & CO,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Resell e Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Clnb of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
isr -El X7^ K- O n 13^,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Ai'fention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We arc Now Introducing.

_,,.., ,
.. , ^ •

, , , ,
.Solic\ Silver Cigarettc-holdtrs, with Rc.il AMBER Mouthpiece,

The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cig.nrettc-holders, with Ke.il AMBER Mouthpiece,
gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEKSEN & BUOKINGHAM,
(Sutccssi.rs to JcTis I", rcilc-rscn)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

I'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

8.00

No. MfSH.

Solid Silver Ciftarcltclioldcrs, with Rc.il AMBER Moutlvpiecc, -

Solid Gold Ci(rarcttc-hoMcrs, with Rc.nl AMBER Mouthpiece, - •

WILL BH SENT POST PAID ON KHCEIPT OF PRICE.

A Perfect Fit (;iiai-)iiitned.

I>lN;:lacenient InipoNNlldr.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—"We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free )

S. E. G-- ]R.^'W^SOJNr,
SOLK I>lt4»l>ltII':-roK AND lYIAM r.\("|-| KlClt, S»ialo»;u KprilliVH, N. ¥.

Mention this advertisenienf when you order
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BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNKTT &> HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SECOND VOLUME NOW READY.

COMPLETION OF

THOMAS STEVENS'

AROUND THE WORLD

ON A BICYCLE.
From Teheran to Yokohama. Fully illustrated.

8vo, $4.00; both volumes, $8.00.

Covering the most dangerous portions of the

daring bicyclist's journey, this second volume

is even more interesting than the first. The

pages are alive with thrilling adventures.

" It completes one of the most attractive narratives ever
put in type."

—

Btiffalo Nnvs.

"Rich ill incident and adventure, sometimes highly
amusing, and atvv'ays crisp and frank in the telling."

—

Boston Gazette.

"Whether read for pleasure or information it will well

pay perusal."— A''. Y Times.
" From first to last the book is intensely interesting.

Never egotistical, always terse and picturesque, and throw-
ing new light on the inner life of a great continent, the

author has given us a work of greater value than many of

the tomes of geographers and scientists, and one which
will repay the ordinary reader for its perusal, besides

being a valuable contribution to the literature of travel."

—

Philadelphia Record.

"\i* For sale by all booksellers , or sent, post-paid,

on receipt ofprice, by

mmwm\ sons
743-745 Broadway, New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting G-ymnasiuin Shoe, The Finest in the World.

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call or
send for price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

Grand Fall Tournament
-OF THE-

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB,
-AT-

IMIox*x»±s DocUsi-, ItsTe^v^T^ ~^c>io'^l C±ij;5r^

SATURDAY, OCTOBEE 27, AT 2:30 P. M.

Half-mile Bicycle, Scratch.

One-mile Bicycle, interscholastic, open to mem-
bers of New York City private schools.—Cup
to be won twice- before graduating to be-

come the property of winner.
One-mile Bicycle, Rover Type Wheels, Scratch.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap.— First Prize, Co-
lumbia Cup.

Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.
One-mile Tricycle Handicap.
One-mile Bicycle Consolation, Handicap.
One-mile Bicycle Novices, Scratch.

Two-mile Bicycle Intercollegiate, Scratch.

Entries close October 22, with F. P.

Races under L. A. W. Rules. Fifty cents for

each event.
Entries close October 15, with G. R. Bidwell,

313 West Fifty-eighth Street, or F. P. Prial,

P. O. Box 444, New York.
Track, four laps to the mile

;
specially built for

fast time and safety.

Prizes of exceptional beauty and value to first,

second and third in each event.
A solid silver cup, presented by the Pope Manu-

facturing Co., will be the first prize in the
one-mile handicap.

Prial, P. O. Box 444, New York City.

Admission, 50 Cents.
<.).v<'UHtrS Accompanied by WheelM Adiniltcd Free.

The Grounds are on the Harlem River, about one and a half miles north of 155th Street. On
the day of the races special trains will run every few minutes on the New

York iS: Norlherii and New York Central & Hudson River Railroads.

IFax*© i£.QJo I?,OTJLXi-c3- Tx'±:p. VO Cexi_1jS-

Tickets on sale at all Sixth Avenue and Ninth Avenue Elevated Railroad Stations.

STOLEN.
From 1061 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, between 2 p. m.

Saturday, Oct. 6, and 8 a. m. Sunday, Oct. 7, a 52-inch, 1887,
full nickel Columbia Expert Bicycle, No. 13,017.
Any information leading to the recovery of same will be

rewarded. F. E. PEARCE.
As above, or Long Island Wheelmen's Club House, Bed-
ford Avenue. Brooklyn.
pOR SALE.—A No. i Safety Bicycle, English make,
•' never used; ball bearings throughout. Price $100.
Address J. L. M., 142 Plane Street, Newark, N. J. 10-19
pOR SALE.—51-inch Star; 15 months old; good condition.
•• Cheap for cash. A. C. C, Box 44, Huntington, L. L

10-19
pOR SALE.—Safety, New Columbia Veloce; new wneel
* 1888. Price, $110. T, Ford, Jr., 193 Clermont Ave. 10-19Q ARGAIN.—Light Roadster, 53-inch New Mail; perfect
'^ condition; almost new; with lock and chain and bun- -

die carrier, $95. F. R. Kenyon, Plantsville, Conn. 10-ig
WHIPPET Spring Frame Rear-driving Safety ; best
** English make; 30-inch wheels; geared 54 and 60;
lamp, etc. A bargain. Room 5, Palace Hotel, West and
Christopher Streets, New York. 10-12
CACRIFICE.—48-inch Humber Light Roadster, '87 pat-
•^ tern, ball bearings all around; double grip pedals; in
perfect order; must sell. Adolph Schipput, Jr., 30 Han-
cock Avenue, Jersey City Heights, N. J.

\A/ILL EXCHANGE a Premier wheel, 53-inch, in good
• • order, with ball bearings in wheels, and lamp, for a
New Rapid Safety. F. L. Trippe, 128 West Seventy-first
Street, City. 10-12
VSTHEEL BARGAINS.—One Springfield Roadster, ball
'"^ bearing, slightly shopworn, $go. Two Springfield
Roadsters, ball bearing, good as new, $80 each. One 52-
inch Standard Columbia, plain bearings, all nickel except
rim, $40. One 3-track Columbia Tricycle, $40. One
Springfield Tandem, new tires, in excellent order, $140.
One 54-inch full nickeled American Champion, tires scarcely
worn, ram's horn bar, in A i condition, $80. All the above
wheels are guaranteed in good running order, and cheap
at the prices. The finest and best equipped Repair Shop
in New York State. Cycle Repairs and Model-making a
specialty. H. VON DER LINDEN, 48 Market Street,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 10-12
TWrUST BE SOLD.—48-inch Star Bicycle, in fine condi-
•'''- tion, with nickel lamp; ridden very little. Best offer
above $60 takes it. C. P. Fry, 18 West Fiftieth Street,
N. Y. 10-12
A DEALER, located in section where season is about
-'*- closed, will sell out stock of Wheels at Cost, rather
than carry them through winter. Has 52-inch Light Cham-
pion, 50-inch Am. Champion, 50-inch Challenge, 44 and 38
inch Ideals; all new, bright goods. Also, Challenge Tan-
dem, slightly used. Address L. Champion, Utica, N. Y.

10-12
pOR SALE.—A 48-inch New Mail, ball head, cyclometer
' and lantern; new last April. Too small for owner.
Will sell for $90. Perfect condition. New Mail, Box 444.

10-12
pOR SALE—Light Roadster 55-inch New Mail, 1888 pat-
-*- tern; in perfect condition ; balls all over, including
Trigwell ball head. Price $100. R. H. Davis, Cambridge,
Mass. 10-12
DICYCLES.—Talk about bargains! 54-inch Rudge, I45;
•'-' 54-inch Royal Mail, $45; 52-inch Club, $30; 54-inch
Expert, $25. All ball bearing and A i condition. 170 East
Seventy-first Street. 10-12
XXTANTED.—Humber Tandem Tricycle in exchange for
* *' Columbia Expert Bicycle, 52 or 54 inch

; first-class

and little worn. Address, T. D Hodges, 160 Broadway. 10-5

(to„p. Sacrifice; 54-inch Columbia Expert, 18S7; full

spy'-'' nickel; not run 15 miles; perfect condition; spoke-
grip, luggage-carrier, lock, etc. Cost $150. Leonard
Dakin, Cherry Valley, N. Y. lo-ig
pOR SALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
•' in excellent condition; new last season; only §43. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, Mass. lo-ig
CYCLOMETERS! LOOK!!-lakin Hub, 4S-inch, §6;^ 5j-inch, $5 ;

5.(-inch, $5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;
Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5; 56-inch, $5; three Hill &
Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.
pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert :8SS pattern ; in per-
^ feet order; ridden but Utile. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-
eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C Luck, ago
Pearl Street, New York City.

ATTENTION!—We want more wheels to supply our
-'^ large demand. Mounts bouglit, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Co., S Warren St.

OICYCLES taken in exchange lor Roll Curtain, OtVice^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$_ -^ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
— • J*-* just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.
\/OU CAN get one-third more lor that old wreck it you
^ put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Hcrkclcv Street, Boston.
pURTHEft REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST o(
^ Now and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, line condition, $75 c.ich. Taken
in E.\change for New Wheels. We are selling; at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine olTcred Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beoston Humber I-iylit Ro;ulsters

$10(1, wore $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $i4>'. Brand-new
Beeston llumlK-r Clippers $i(xi, were Ji.'is. Now and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $ux>. \'iclor, Colmnbia,
Sinucr, Marlluiiougli and Beoston 1 lumber Crippor I'ri-

cyclos, trk)m $30 to ^.ijj. Kudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $05 to $i(hi'. Disonim to lUalers. Write
for New List, iust out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Iiislalmcms. Complete Slock ol RejKiirs lor

all Beeston Huiubers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Sticol, Orange, N. J.

r.'VliS. -Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
K. R. C, P. O. Box 4.(4.

1,-OR S.M.K. 54-inch Columbia Expert; very little used;
' good ;is new in every way. $00. N. M., 405 Maix)i»

Street. BrooklvM. u-a
'IMIK WIlU'lM'rr.-Whip it if you can! Balls everywhere;
' latest, easiest KnRli.sh machine. Don't want to sell,

but need cash. Take gun as part payment. Sec other ad.
Ill 1

J

s
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KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

14 First Prize Medals.
PEERLKSS TOBACCO WORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

"WIM:. S- I^inVEB^^LL &u CO.
KOCHKSTKK, N. Y.

F^HIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GEUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,
451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

CYCLE JERSEY

Knee Pants

"By Jovfil the Best Bicycle Pants out!'"

Something new. Fit like a jflove Elastic, easy, com-
fortable and very durable. Made with double, rcenforced
seat, loops for belt, a watch pocket, two hip pockets, sus-

pender buttons on inside of waist band, and havin^j Dr
Cooper's suspensory pocket. In gray, black, dark brown.
navy blue and the L. A. W. mi.xed brown. All sizes.

Price, SS.3..-.0. J5y Mail, $3.05.

Inn Pckffinn '28 &- I30 Fulton
''" rGrGyU, & 87 Nassau S

St.

St.

osTEA^r -5roi?.ic.

*,* Send 5C. for ournew Illustrated Catalof.'uc of every-

thing n>-bbv in Gentlemen's Wear, Bicycle, Athletic and
Tennis Outtits.

Whtn tHe Mm Rest Again,

We shall liave demonstrated that

wc have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
/or less money, during the season

of 1888 than any othei dealer

m America.
Send for the most cr)mplete Wlirr.l

('iitiiii>\Hii- ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON GO.
:, , .Mal<- .SI., 4-hI<-a."<>, 111.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles,

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

Oratoii Hall, Newaii. N, J.

Oh, comr^, fair Columbia, and turn from the- crowd
Of political comhal.ints, riamorine loud:

Oh, leave thcni to bicker and quarrel anfl jar,

Like the flats and ill sharps that they frequently ;i

And turn to the rnvtrnment perfect, complete.
That beats Timr himself, and can ncvci be beat;

For tlic .SoiiMHK Piano, as certain as f;iie,

Is " the lit ket " to win, for the year 'l' !

C»pyrli;litl>ySoilMKB A Co., 18m. Krnm "Thr MI1«itmm,r /•..

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselvfes, yet the win-

ning ticket for 1888 in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

QUICK DRYING BICYCLe'IiNAMEL
This carefully prepared article is manufactured with special reference to the requirements of bicyclists. It is the

result of years of study and cxperimeni, and is Mwy/zfj/Zowrt/'/j' ///£ /vj/. It not only beautifies metal but protects it from
damage by rust, acids or alkalies. In putting it upon the market, the manufacturers feel perfectly confident that its

merits will be appreciated by the great army of wheelmen.
Price, in 4-ouncc, white (lint glass bottles, having full directions for use, and packed, .one dozen each, in neat dove-

tailed cases, !j;72.oc) per grtjss, or ^6.00 per dozen, F. O. B. N. Y. Discount to the trade. Price, 50c. per bottle.

E. L. COOK & CO., Manufacturers, 77 WARREN ST., NEW YORK.
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WE TAKE

Oli Mounts in Part Payment

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBERAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

np T-T "V^

VICTOR
And the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to ixs.

WE SELL

SecoEi-haM Wkels for Owners

— ON

COMMISSION,

GrVING TTTF. BEST OHANOE TO

UNLOAD QUICKLY.

WE OFFEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

Second-hand Cyo es

— AT—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

WETMORE & CHESTER.
H Second-hand Yigtor

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

49 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

READ OUR RULES.
Don t Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
chmb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for sellijig is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

men of moderate means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Big Reductions
To Close Stock Before Winter.

No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price $25.

No. 180.—54-in. Stand. Col. Enam. Price $35.

No. 183.—52-in. Premier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $45.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big
money. Price $130.

No. i86.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with
enam. rims and bar. Only $75.

No. 195.—54-in. Rudge. Enam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars. Good as new. Price $75.

No. 197.

—

52-in. Matchless Singer. Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price $80.

No. 198.—48-in. Stand. Col. Painted. Price

*35.

No, 200.

—

48-in. Singer Light Roadster. Nickel
with enam. wheels. All balls. Cowhorn
bars and spades. Looks like new. Price .IS5.

No. 202.—48-in. Special Star. Nickel with
enamel wheels. Cheap at $75.

No. 204.— 5()-in. I'ixpcil Col. Nickel wiih en.unci
wheels. All balls. Price I50.

No. 205.—51-in. Col. Light Roadster, '88. Nickel
with enamel wheels. Hardly lised. Looks
likes new. Only $ioo.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price 1^40.

No. 208.—48-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Ball wheels. Price I70.

Our List, October 12, 1888.

No. 29.— 55-in. racer, built for Keen. Wt. 22
lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in- British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price I55.

No. 129.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $30.

No. 141.—English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60.

No. 153.— 54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.— 50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only ,190.

No. 166.— 54-in. Victor. Nickel with enamel
wheels. Fine order. Price $75.

No. 171.— 51-in. Am. Star. Silent ratchets.
Nickel bar, rest enamel. Fine cond. Price
$50.

No. 173.—48-in. Rudge L. R. Enain.-led. Not
ridden 50 miles. Sacrificed at $75.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 209.—52-in. Col. E.xpert. Full nickel. .MI

balls. Fine cond. Price |!75.

No. 211.—Rover Rear-driving Safety. New.
Price I90.

No. 212.— 52-in. Premier. Nickel, with cnani
rims. Cowhorn bars. Balls to front wheel.
Price |()0.

No 214.— 54-in. Expert Col. Nickel, with enam.
wheels. Drop bars. Price $65.

No. 215.— 54-in. X'ictori Enam. New wheels
this year. Price fSo.

No. 217.— 54-in. New Mail. Enam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars and spades. Cheap at $85,

No. 218. "53-in. Col. Light Roadster, ICnam.
All balls. Cowhorn and double grip.

Price 195.
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THEY COULDN^T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the Bi. World loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free. ^OStOXl, ^V^^SS-

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

aud fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. K:iN'C3-s*T03sr i^3sriTa?iisrGr CO.

Some Letters about " Club " Cycles.

96)4 Summer Street, Boston, Mass., September 25, 1888.

The Covkn try Machinists' Co., Ld., Boston, Mass.:

Gents— I think the Marlboro Tandems are the finest machines made, for after two (2) years' hard use I find mine

as good as new. Yours, W. H. RUSSELL.

26 Purchase Street, New Bedford, Mass.

Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.:

Gents—I received the "SWIFT" all safe. Am very much pleased with it. It far exceeds my expectations, both in

beauty and ease of propulsion. All recognizing its superiority. Its popularity here is an assured fact.

Respectfully yours,. W. J. Mii.i.s.

Mkchanics' and Traders' Insurance Co.,

14 Carondei.et Street, New Orleans, La., August 29, 1888.

The Coventry Machinisis' Co., Ld., Boston, Mass.:

Dear Sirs—Lately I have been out riding on the "SWIFT," and it has been seen and examined by nearly all

the wheelmen in the city. They all had to try it (as a matter of course), and the result is that two of the boys want

to trade their American Champions for a SWIFT Safety.

I must say that withonl e.\cc])tion every one tluil Iricd it pronounced it a perfect macliine, easy riuming, light

and very rigid, tlie chain adjustment, and liinges on mudguards, diamond frame, and the lamp, all strike the fancy of

every one. None found any fault with it, something that is very unusual here, for whenever a new wheel makes its

"debut" here it is at once pulled to pieces by criticism. Yours truly, W. II. Rknaud, Jr.

SEX 13 KOR CATAI.OOlIE 1 <

)

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.,
239 COLXJnVCIBXJS .A^^V^EHSTTJE!, [BOSTOnST.
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J.OOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Aitli St., Flilladelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat=

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOBK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

Braiicli House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake Sl.

E. &lj,T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

597 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclmiicl Detective,
rairy. Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

f^^More than Forty Yean
Established in this lint

ef busifuss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, neu
ralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the
back, spine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,

swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application

of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.

INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,
Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
ness. Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Colic,

Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.^1S. E^OH. THiES
HimnnisiinnnfniTm^m^K

PERFUMES AND lAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouciuet is the latest.

^ U MEN'S LINEN- COLLARS AND CUFFS,

rnllX-" "ARE "THE BEST" '

lyvfr* f6.r Sale everywhere.

S JVC I T 13: ^ s
Sporlifli Goois,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

Tll[ lESniCyCU LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WHITTEN & COm Providence, R, I,

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

(Late Sixth Avenue.) Between 124th & lajth Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, youth 's Premiers, Champions,
/deals. Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Humbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

REPAIRS !

~ REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Worlc
Quickly Done. Keasonable Prices.

Sltillful Machinists.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

^ VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

^. SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

SMITH'S DSTACHAELE \mm CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI. 00. Discount to the trade.

24!) Woodward Avenue. Detroit, Midi.

J". o'co3srisroi^.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custo.-n-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everyw^liere. Five Cents Per Bar.

UJ

>-

CO

.HimS & SON'S TITTI FlTTl CHEWIBC GOM
:reases the .lowr of saliva .-ind aids digestion. Thf (Tiim is now used by louring as well as racing

>'heeltnen anl it keeps tlie month moist, thius preventing excessive thirst.

PUHW. PLEASANT. » ALL FLAVOHS.
feJla-OTj-lci. t>© on. sa>le at QpXI "^Tlxeelxn-exiL's H©S:ca.c3.-vxa.rti©3?s.
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COLUMBIA BICYCLE FIRSTS.

Richfield Spiiugs, N. Y,, Au;^. 15

Cheltenham Beach, Chicago, Aug. '-'5 (iuclutliiig 1 and

2 mile State championships)

Newcastle, Pa., Aug. 30

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 4 to 8

Philadelphia, Sept. 10

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 13 and 14,

Penn. Bicycle Club, Sept. 15

RosevUle, N. J., Sept. 21

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 21 and 2i'.

Muscatine, la., Sept. 22

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 24 and 25 (Professional World's

Championship, 3 and 6 miles)

Bristol, Conn , Sept. 25

Providence, R. I., Sept. 27

East Hartford, Conn., Sept. 29

Queens County Athletic Club, L. I., Sept. 29.

The man who

makes a good road-

ster may not be able

to make a good racer,

but the man who

makes a good racer

can't help making a

good roadster.

7 out of 12

10 out of 12

8 out of 1

1

15 out of 25

7 out of 1

1

11 out of 17

8 out of 1

1

5 out of 9

9 out of 18

2 out of 2

5 out of 8

5 out of 7

5 out of 7

5 out of 7

102 157

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few slightly shopworn new Ruflgc Tandems and Rudge Ilumber Tandems, and also a limited number of shopworn Rudge Bicycles at a reduction.

H. ML. SABEN, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, IS/Iass.

tS THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT. APPLY AS ABOVE.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBHOIY THE KING OF Tll[ REiR-DRIYERS.

THIE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-CIimbin^ Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDLATE nELlVERY.

I,

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to )^ou, he sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing'.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Cia:iC.A.G-0, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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VsTe S-txll Slold- O-clz? O-v^ii.

THB

CRANK WHEE

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

X^^c^oird-ss fox* 1^88«
L. A. \V. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record,

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile

road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44)^ ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,

open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

-' . R. Weld, of Medina, writes :

" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy arui a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. COM^iorg Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospkcx Park Plaza, =

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

= BROOKT^YN

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 Soutli Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speed/.

THE BEST HILL-CUMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

i 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J,
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I^OIlSrTS ' Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co. The B. F. Goodrich Co.

RELATING TO

SOLD BY

Jl I c:^— —trC JL

Cycle Company,
No. 811 AKOH STREET,

Philatlelpliia, Pa.

Prices ^r^ fixed according to the condition

and ///((/t of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction,

III.

Guarantee. -We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

laiStSa—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As

the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARCAINS.
inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

•inch

•inch

inch

inch

•inch

-inch

inch

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otlo Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

E.\pert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ; scarcely used

E.xpert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled '.

H umber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star

E.tpert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster -.
. .

.

D. H. F. Premi.er

Club.....

E.vpert Columbia

Uritish Challenge

E.xpert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 GO

50 00

SO 00

100 00

go 00

95 00

50 00

QO 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

QO 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 188s pattern uu 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000

CiiUuubia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Not<^ A.
—

'I'iie above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note IJ.-Any bicycle nr iricyile will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sutlicient lo pay transportation cliarges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We call special attention of allp^
Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different •

qualities.

•Jersey.Fitting Sup-
porter—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and v.'e are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportsman try them. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size
of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

I
HOLMES & CO.,

^

17 Kingston St.,

Boston, mass.

Please mention this paper.

BICYCLE HOIST.
(Pat. applied for.)

The best and only sure way
to hold machines. Cannot mar
or deface nickel or enamel in

\any manner, nor bruise handles.

Equally good for Safety or Or-

dinary.

Send for circular.

niscount to Dealers.

LINCOLN HOLLAND & CO,

Worcester, Mass.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OB' TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York,

The Biniugs A Spencor Co., Hartford, Couu., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, i and 5 niches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged ol bur steel and linishcd in a thorough miui-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a lirsl-class tool in every respeoi.

For s;di- by all ("yclo maniilaciurers and dealers.

AKRON, OHIO.
MANUFACl URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
JFIandles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

2-^" V<rjc±t& for Far-ic© List.

NEW YOEK WAREHOUSE,

65 READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, Neiv itapid, I'hampion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex'-ep for interest. Prices
from %9i up. Second-hand wheels
taken in tratle and bought atid sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in .sundries with

: full particulars of our terms f eas>
Hviiients—of interest to every actual or prospectivr
lietilman. Gk< >. W. Kcht.se & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. 111.

, HOlBfRT&CO.,
26 TATest 23d Street,

ITE-VyT -^OI^K: OIT-y^.
.'\GENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFER¥'S
American Cliampiou Bicycle.

American JLiglit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challeng'e Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIE.S.

18S8 SiJX«±3nLgf±©lca. I?.oaica.st©3r
Plain bearing, $75.00

|
Ball bearing .fioo.oo

^. 1^a
TO

W«» P
.-»

CO
Cn w

»
t

Singer's Bicycles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems,

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before ptuxhasiiig.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BKNNEXX i~ HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

BxLy "5ro-ui.x' Slh-oes of

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY. Noar Duanp.

TIIK(atK.iT U»;»0> SIIOK .MAX.

Mv SnUlAITV I'OR Till! SUMMUK IS THK

Iv A Na A W 0( ) « r 1 (> K s

.

The Most Diiratile and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call .iiul scrllicm ,uul .1 line liiir of HK'YCI.K SHOKS
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WON AGAIN I!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

ITirORIiD'S ROiLD REiCORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will aecept other good machines m part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and OUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

S£ND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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cYCLING 1 RADE JVEYIEW,
Published every Friday morniug.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Gents.

Newsdealers may order ihrough Am. New s Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesd: y noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

The Executive Committee of the New York

and New Jersey Road Racing Association have

decided to postpone the race fixed for Election

Day, for the reason that only one team has

entered, the Kings County Wheelmen, and the

amount of funds in the treasury will not admit

of the necessary outlay for medals, etc. We fear

this is but a step towards the disintegration of

the Association, which is dying of inanition. Its

officers seem unable to infuse life into the organi-

zation. If the Association has lived its day, v^hy

not wind up its affairs with some show of respec-

tability? But we cannot believe this. We think

there is an ample field for the N. Y.-N. J. R. R. A.

The chief cause of the decadence in en-

tries—for certainly the public interest in the

last event was stronger than in the first race—is

that the Kings County Wheelmen have so often

proved their superiority that there is little use

in any other club entering We think that the

constitution should be altered, giving the Asso-

ciation's Executive Committee power to hold two

road race- meetings each year, the programme

to be of such a nature as will secure the most

entries. Funds for trophies could be provided

by the annual dues now paid by clubs and by

the payment of entrance fees by competitors in

the various events, no one except members of

clubs belonging to the Association being allowed

to compete. The bright and brainy people who

conceived, organized and managed the Asso-

ciation are wanted to come forward and work.

From present indications, it would seem that

the second-hand wheel business will be an im-

portant feature of the trade next year. Many of

the sales this year, especially this fall, were not

"straight," second-hand wheels being taken as

part payment in many cases. The result in-

clines us to the opinion that there will be a glut

of second-hand wheels next spring, and that

prices will be much lower as a rule. The sec-

ond-hand business is becoming so large that

the establishment of more agencies devoted ex-

clusively to this kind of trade seems a necessity.

A dealer can scarcely do justice to both new

and second-hand wheels. In many cases he can
sella second-hand wheel at a greater profit than

a new one.

The appointment of a new chairman of the

Racing Board is gratifying just at this time,

because there is so much work to be done. It is

to be hoped that the Board will now get to work

and make its existence known. We would say

that the Board should insist on the definition of

an amateur being unchanged ; that no amateurs

be allowed to compete at any meeting at which

professional events are given ; that official

handicappers be appointed in every State ; that

all clubs be required to forward all handicaps to

the State handicapper, under penalty of sus-

pending any man competing in events not

handicapped by the regularly appointed official
;

that all records be submitted to the Board, and

by them accepted or rejected ; in short, the

Board should go to work and discharge its du-

ties and make itself felt. We hope Mr. Davol

has accepted his important position to work, and

not simply for the sake of the honor implied by

the title. Chairman of the Racing Board.

We republish elsewhere Mismanager Morgan's

angry screed on the Buffalo tournament, pub-

lished in the Cyclist. As a soldier of fortune,

Morgan has the undisputed right to be on both

sides and on top of the fence, all at the same

time. But it is our business to catch at the

humorous straws which float so few and so far

between in the ambient atmosphere, and present

them to our readers. The picture Morgan sends

to the Cyclist is his own prejudiced, outspoken

ideas. It is important that our readers should

note Mr. Temple's, nee Friedburg's, statement:

" They take me for an Englishman," says Ralph,

"and I'm glad of it. I'm English in reputation

anyhow, and have only to thank America for

my birth. I love their fair play." We have no

doubt that thousands^of American cyclists will

be relieved to know from Temple's own lips that

the English are responsible for his reputation.

We are perfectly satisfied to give the English all

the glory, and would say, from the complicated

structure of the Morgan-Temple-Kowe swindle,

that Temple had thoroughly mastered the English

professional idea of fair play.

We have on a previous occasion warned the

English press against accepting Senator Mor-

gan's views on American cycling topics as ab-

solutely unbiased and altogether just and final.

The Senator's note to Wheeling, under date of

October 16, is an example of the distortion of

facts, willfully or not we cannot say, the twis,-

ing of matters to suit the .Senator's own views.

The note referred to contains these ideas, among
others: " Buffalo tournament a complete fizzle;"

"The complete rottenness of the track no doubt

spoiled it, as it was rotten;" " Temple received

rough usage at the hands (or heads) of the

officials, and was shut completely out of any

chance of winning;" " Ducker's repute as a

manager has received a severe blow, so has

racing in America." The sweeping character

and utter despair of the Senator's soulful out-

pourings are amusinc The Senator lakes

pains to point out the "complete rottenness of

the track," " which was awful," yet he straight-

away forgets himself and puts all the blame on

Mr. Ducker's shoulders. Only in one race did

the officials decide unfairly against Temple; on

all other occasions he hail only himselt to

blame for his defeats. It is not quite true that

racing in America has receiveii a severe blow.

The failure or success of an American meet has

only a local effect. Mr. Ducker was working

with new material at Buffalo; he was not sole

arbiter, as at Springlitld — mcrciv an employee

of the exposiliiin |)co|ilc, who lar.m'ly lied his

hands. To be sure, the track was in a vile con-

dition, but Mr. Ducker does not control the

ehments. It is also certain that the winds from

off Lake Erie will always prevent fast time being

accomplished at Buffalo, but even Manager
Morgan cannot expect Mr. Ducker to remove

the Great Lake. The general impression left by

the Buffalo meet is that it is pre-eminently a

cycling city, that it is near the Falls, that the

climate is bracing in September, and that it is

accessible. In common with many others we
look forward with pleasure to visiting Buffalo

next fall, notwithstanding the alleged failure of

1888.

NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES.

JERSEY CITY.

The Hudson Counties will smoke their first

"smoker "of the season on Monday evening
next, 22d inst. A novel programme is promised
by the committee, and I heard an order going
over the " phone " the other day to have a pipe
laid from a cider mill back here in Jersey to the
"drop a nickel chewing gum box" in the club-

house. Day has offered his services, and also a
moss-covered ham, to make things lively. There's
no doubt but that cider and mildewed ham will

make things extremely lively. After I recover
I'll tell you about it next week.

Dr. Benedict, the trick rider of the club, has
earned another medal to hang on his whiskers.
He was riding his Star through one of the un-
paved streets of Jersey City the other day. A
gang of men saw him approaching, and thought
they would prevent his progress by standing in

line across the street. One of the flannel-

mouths laid down and remarked :

" Oi'U bet yez
dhrinks fer der crowd dat yez can't go over me
wid yez boosickle." While Doc was not thirsty

he accepted the challenge, and, thinking of

home and the dear ones behind, he lifted the
little front wheel and spurted. There was a
biff, bang, a dull thud and a groan, all within
two-fifths of a second, and Doc had passed over
the human hurdle. As he hurried around the

first corner he heard a mellow voice calling

out :
" If yez cum back here, yer Chinese,

Oi'll chew dem whiskers off'n yer." Doc still

has his whiskers unchewed.

Arrangements have been completed for the
running of the club 25-mile road race in a few
days to select the team to represent thein in the

Alphabetical Association. About nine of the

boys will start.

I understand, however, that there is some
doubt as to whether there will be a road race
this fall under the auspices of that association,

on account of the low tide of its treasury, and
that in any event not more than two or three

clubs would enter. This is to be regretted.

What do you know about it, Mr. Editor?

The headquarters of the Hudson County
Wheelmen are rather inadequate for its present
tnembership (97), and Dr. .'ohnson. President of

the club, has a scheme on foot to erect a suitable

club house at once so as to be ready for occu-
pancy in the spring. He has been working
the matter up for some time, and the site he has
selected would admit of the construction of an.
eight-lap track, two tennis courts, etc. The
scheme is certainly an excellent one, as in order
to make converts to the wheel in this city in-

ducements have to be made by the Hudson
County Wheelmen in the way of amusement, as
the city certainly makes none in the way of

streets.

It is proposed to admit ladies to membership
in this club after January 1. The idea is thought
to be a good one, as ladies not only lend to in)-

prove the reputation of a .club but to excite cy-

cling enthusiasm. The matter w.is linnight tip

only al the last meeting, and already two tan-

dems have arriveil at the club house, but well,

everything goes.

CaplainHaggot is getting his binvling team in

shape to |>lay those oilier two games with our
Harlem liiends. l.el us liear from you, Hurlen).

CoASTKR.
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BROOKLYN.

It now transpires that only one entry has been ;

made for the Election-Day race, from the

champion Kings County Wheelmen. This fact
|

being reported at a session of the Executive
Committee, held on Friday, 12th inst., it was

\

decided to hold no race on Election Day. This
\

declaration was reached bv authority of a clause

in the Association's constitution, giving to the

Executive Committee the authority to postpone
the race whenever in their discretion they deem
the holding of it to be impracticable. The con-

stitution further provides, however, that, if so

postponed, it shall be held at an early date

subsequent thereto. No such day was fixed by
the committee, and as it was the sense of the

ineeting that a general meeting of the Association

be called in the near future to consider its con-

dition, probably all such matters would be left

until then for consideration and action. In our
remarks regarding the Association last week,
we did not wish to claim that iioi/r of the New
Jersey clubs ever gave practical support to it, for

since its beginning there has not been a more
patriotic and enthusiastic member of it, battling

against odds in almost every race it has run in,

but still at the post after every defeat, than the

Elizabeth Wheelmen. The Hudson County
Wheelmen, too, have given substantial support
to the races. But, nevertheless, it cannot be

denied that considering the extent, viewing it

from the standpoint of members, over which the

Association lives, that there is a decided lack of

that general interest which was uppermost in

the minds of the originators of the Association,

as necessary to the healthful prosecution of the

work laid down for it. It is simply in view of

this disproportionate distribution of the real

working forces of the Association that many of

the Brooklyn wheelmen deem advisable the

location of a similar organization in our own
city. At all events, an extension of life to the

R. R. A. demands a radical revision of the

racing stipulations, and it at once becomes a

question either of disbandment or of an attempt
to revive interest by the introduction of new and
more liberal racing conditions.

About twenty ot the Long Island Wheelmen
met at the club house on Saturday afternoon,

with expectant faces ready to be initiated into

the mysteries of a " hare and hounds." Messrs.
Starr and Halsey were given ten minutes start,

which they utilized by cutting across the open
lots, and thence "over the hills to the peniten-

tiary." Without stopping at the latter institu-

tion they struck through Flatbush, scattering

behind them their trail of papers. The hares
seemed determined to select the worst route

possible as to riding with any degree of assured
comfort. Over fences and through by-ways
they went, leading their pursuers a very irregular

chase through the outlying country. The hounds,
under the control of Lieutenant Teller, were kept
well together until within a short distance of

home, when the fleet-footed Wise and Monell
dashed away from the crowd and were the first

in at the finish, only to find that the hares had
improved their start by five minutes, having
been quietly resting in the club house for fifteen

minutes. The chase was a complete success,

and many experienced for the first time the ex-

hilarating effect of a cross-country ride.

The pool players of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
assembled on Monday evening, 15th inst., to do
battle and inaugurate the tournament provided

bv the ever-watchful House Committee. Sixteen
entries had been procured. These were divided
into two classes, and the individual members of

each class were handicapped according to their

estimated abilities. As each player is scheduled
for a series of seven games with every othef

member of his class, a mathematical calculation

shows that some time will be required to settle

the question of supremacy. Monday evenings
have been set aside for the contests, and the

interest already awakened assures the success

of the innovation.

uncertainty of the ultimate result. Mr. Thorp,
of the Long Island Wheelmen, while coming
home through the Park on Monday night at nine
o'clock, in the company of his club-mate, Mr.
Schumacher, and Mr. Schoefer, of the Brooklyn
Bicycle Club, slipped his pedal and was thrown
violently to the ground, where he lay unconscious.
It was fully twenty minutes before he could be
revived. In the fall his hand was badly lacerated,

and the shock received was very serious. We
sincerely trust that by the time this goes to press
both gentlemen will be out of danger. The
sympathy of every wheelman in Brooklyn goes
out to their comrades, suffering from these ac-

cidents which it was their unfortunate lot to

meet with.

We bid adieu to our young friend, The Cyclists'

Union of Long Island. His doings will now be
chronicled by the official pen of Secretary Wise.
If in our efforts to introduce to the readers of

The WiiEi-;!, this youngster as one possessing all

the life and energy of the youth and the discre-

tion and wisdom of the gray beard, we have
made for him friends, to them the interesting

tale of his future life will be found in other
columns.
Brooklyn, October 17, 1S88. H. G.

CHICAGO.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

Two serious

wheelmen, and
twenty-four hou
Sunday evening
pect Wheelmen,
from his wheel ;

being attended
was removed to

was more serio

accidents have shocked our
occurring as they did within
rs, are the more startling. On
, Mr. C. Newbourg, of the Pros-

while riding in the Park fell

ind broke his left arm. After
Ijy the ambulance surgeon he
his home. The second accident
us probably, on account of the

J. J. Bradley, E. Kobb and a third member
of the South End Wheelmen, made a little 100

miles on Sunday, October 14. They did not

start in until g a. m., and rode to Norristown
for dinner, some twenty miles. After dinner
they decided to see how many miles they could
complete, so about i r. m. they started for Val-

ley Forge, King and Prussia, and reached
Broad Street and Market at about 6, with sev-

enty miles to their credit, and finished up their

100 on the asphalt around the public buildings.

Harold Lewis, of the Philadelphia Club, is

riding a Singer safety light roadster. The
lines of the machine are not as graceful as on
their other wheels of this type. The wheel
seems almost too light for our roads, especially

as Mr. Lewis is not apt to set a slow pace.

The all-absorbing topics of conversation in

the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club at present is the

coming 5-mile championship handicap club cup
race, and the lo-mile race between W. Chas.
Furnelton and Harry Mayer. In the first event

there are already sixteen entries. Starting

points have been announced as follows : John
G. Fuller and Louis A. Hill, scratch ; Alf. Mc-
Closkey and J. W. Draper, half lap ; Al. Kohler,

J. S. Bretz, Jno. A. Wells, C. L. Leisen, one
lap ; F. Detwiler, Alf. Bracher, S. Battersby,

D. A. Longaker, one and a half laps; C. W. Fur-

nelton, W. P. Street. .Tr., W. W. Randall, L. J.

McCloskey and B. B. Craycroft, two laps. The
race is to be held on the Young Men's Christian

Association grounds, which have been kindly

loaned for the occasion. The track is a 5-lap

track, which will give the scratch men two laps

to make up in twenty-'ive. Who will win ?

Fuller ! or I am a poor guesser.

Kirk Brown is frequently seen out with his

wife on his new Psycho tandem safety bicycle,

and although Mrs. Brown is a novice they can

make the wheel spin over the graund at a pretty

lively gait. Why cannot a match be arranged
between Kirk Brown and a partner and Louis
Hill and John Fuller?

By the way, Louis Hill has disposed of his

new Ivel safety and purchased an American
Light Champion. One tumble, and how Louis

will wish he was back on his " dinky !"

On Sunday, October 14, Captain Bradley,

of the South End Wheelmen, had three men
at Norristown, while Mr. Lewis, of the Phila-

delphia Club, had the same number for

dinner at the same place. Captain Supplee,

with fifteen men, ate what was left. Re-

turning the members indulged in a chestnut

hunt, and came home with their pockets well

laden, C. A. Roberts winning the prize with

two ijockets and a handkerchief full.

WKsrKiiii,
* —

'.Ihe Hudson County Wheelmen are planning

a club house, to be ready 'for occu[)ancy in the

spring. Such a move would give an impetus to

wheeling in Jersey City.

Last Wednesday aliLi iuj(jn, amid the clanging
of political bells and the endless hurrah of visit-

ing Harrison and Morton delegations, little two-
year-old Bob, all that was left of that most un-
fortunate George Darrow's family, was quietly
laid away to make one of that vast throng of
silent souls of whom we think much but know
absolutely nothing. The casual reader may
wonder that this melancholy event—differing

perhaps in no extraordinary degree from the
countless thousands of deaths, which are mourned
by immediate friends but occasion no particular
public comment—the casual reader may wonder
that this little fellow should be unwittingly
imposed upon the busy interests of every-day
cycledom. But those who knew modest yet in-

dependent George Darrow, and knew him as he
was, will net begrudge the few lines necessary
to announce the little chap's demise, and express
at the same time a few kindly words of sympathy
for the uncles Darrow, whose adopted son he
was.
George Darrow— it was not so long ago that he

laid down his editorial pen for a hand-to-hand
encounter with typhoid fever, with hardly a
fighting chance of winning, for he was naturally
delicate and as naturally defeated. I remember
well a feeling of resentment as I read the meagre
obituaries the different cycling editors honored
themselves by publishing, for in wit, sarcasm,
imagination and originality he was to my mind
the peer, if not the superior, of any wheel writer

on either side the Atlantic; and early advantages
and education considered, I cannot but conclude
that his inherent literary ability would have
eventually carried him away beyond the limits of

a confined press. Not so far back was it that a
rumor floated up to Chicago to the effect that a
couple of Hoosiers in Indianapolis proposed
starting a bicycle paper, which soon materialized,
however, in the ir/ifelmcn's Record, a neatly
prmted eight-page with colored covers, crudely
illustrated with pen and ink sketches, and an
announcement of a monthly lithograph. Many
of us predicted its early downfall, but as we
glanced at it from week to week, we perforce
became interested in its bright and newsy
columns, and noted with surprise that its ad-
vertising columns began to fill up rapidly. It

was set up, edited, illustrated and printed by
Gearge and Phil Darrow, while C. F. Smith, an
Indianapolis bicycle dealer, secured the advertise-

ments, and the Record was soon placed upon a
thoroughly sound financial basis. Its field was
its own by right of first possession and it did not
conflict with the then standard press. But the

Darrow boys were not satisfied, and having con-

cluded to give up their printing business and
devote themselves exclusively to publishing,

they purchased the Gawtle, and immediately
this tournament-advertising monthly became a
magazine so unique and peculiar in its style and
policy that no contemporaneous antagonism was
aroused, and it secured and merited nothing save
editorial praise. The Record was a year old

when George died, and with him died the Recoid.

Such was the brief literary career of this lad,

whose personnel was almost entirely unknown
to his brother editors and scribes. Nothing
startlingly brilliant, perhaps because his efforts

were confined to our own sainted literature, and
perhaps because his mind had little time to de-

velop in the short period allotted to the new
vocation. The bulk of his writing was tinctured

with a rare good humor, and apparently not
forced. His prose was phrased in simple, pure
and wholesome English, while rhymes flowed
froin, his pen like running water, and altogether

he was possessed of a versatility far in advance
of his education or years. But such is life; first

the mother, afterward the father, and now bright

little Bob. Surely we can wish all three a speedy

j

journey to whatever pleasant eternity omnip-
( otency may decree.

[Verax is in error in regard to at least our
own notice of Mr. Darrow's untimely death.

Verax admits that his contemporary editors had
but little opportunity to know

, Mr. Darrow.
From his writings and a photograph, we wrote
what we felt of Mr. Darrow, and one reward
was a note of thanks from his brothers.

—

Ed.]

With venom positively rattlesnaky, and spite

hardly exceeded by the feelings of an impover-
ished mob of disappointed car strikers, doth ye

St. Louis correspondent gird up his loins, and,

like that party told about in ancient history,

thank God that he and his fellow townsmen
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are not as people who are unfortunate enough
to live in some other city. St. Louis did have
one writer, now living in Chicago, whose letters

teemed with a friendly spirit toward his fellow

cyclers of other sections. He wrote over the

noin lie pluDie of Phoenix. Alas ! he is sorely

missed, for the egotism and self-complacency

which monopolizes St. Louis lines nowadays
entitles her to a box on the top of the new
Parisian monument. I am led to remark thusly,

in this instance, by the frequent and unwar-
ranted attacks made by the " Recreation Notes

"

of the Spectator on John A. Wells. I do not

know what Wells has done to anger these peo-

ple. He certainly has knocked the vitality out

of all previous hill-climbing crank records with

his American Rambler. So far as the Green-
wood-Wells affair was concerned he accepted
defeat gracefully and had no excuse to offer,

and has to my certain knowledge fulfilled all

his obligations therefor to the satisfaction of

Mr. Beach and myself, who looked after the

details of the contest. What more can the boy
do? I am reminded of a little story that I

came across the other day. It seems that a

young lady had invited an admirer on the

piazza to smoke. The father didn't use the

weed, and for some time after insisted that the

youngster " would never amount to anything,"
and made divers other remarks of the kind
whenever occasion presented itself, until his

daughter one day remarked that "the Bible

hadn't a word to say about tobacco, but it did

say a heap about Christian charity." Pity 'tis

that there are people in the world who must
needs hunt up a dictionary to discover the

meaning of the word magnanimity.

Lug-Luggage Car-Carrier Smith (Bert Owen
calls him that, but his name is Clarence J.) and
wife were here last week on a lark. They were
entertained by Tom Roe, at his pretty little

home on the South Side, who distinguished him-
self in a reception tendered his friends in their

honor.

Reports from Quincy indicate that the tourna-
ment there was a magnificent success. The
races were hotly contested, and witnessed one
day by nearly ten thousand people. Of the pro-

fessionals, Knapp and Crocker carried away
$160 of the $200 offered ; while our novice, Ar-
thur Lumsden, is very proud, and we of him, for

" having wrested a majority of the amateur events,

in which they were both entered, from Percy
Stone. The Soldiers' Reunion was the loadstone
which brought the crowd.

The Lincoln Cycling Club has just issued some
debenture bonds to secure the wherewithal to

equip their proposed gymnasium, and some of

the ways and means they adopt to induce the

membership to pony up are amusing. Here is

one : On North Clark Street there is a meat
market kept by one Stephen McGann, and as

clever a fellow is he as any son whose father

ever came from the Emerald Isle. Steve has a

weakness for thoroughbred bulls, and Captain
Harris has just the same weakness, only more
so. The last terrier who cast longing eyes at

the calves of customers was a brindle with a

mouth, well, not quite so longi. or latitudinous as

Yerkes tunnel. It seems that one of the direc-

tors bought his meat of Steve, and was well

aware of the profound admiration Captain Har-
ris entertained for carnivorous canines and,
having induced Steve to give him (the director)

the terrier, he straightway trotted 1 larris around
and introduced him to his blear-eyed bull nobs.

It was a case of love at first sight, and the di-

rector prepared for a coup d'etat. "Now, see

herp. Cap., Steve has given me that thorough-

bred; his pedigree can be traced way back to the

Antipodes. I want to take him bad, but we
have no barn, you know, and they (females) say
' no' at the house. You want him, i know, and on
one coiulition you shall have him." " Name it,"

said Harris. "That you get the old man to

lloiit I200 worth of liiose debentures." It was a

go, and now the club has the ducats, and Cap-
tain Harris has the bull and a hole to boot—in the

vicinity of the lirsl swelling below the knee.
\'l',UA\.

OcroiiKK 13, 18S8.

Till- suit of VVoodsiiie against Chailcs /.. Pond,

of Brooklyn, for !{>9?<), for services in the

bicycle race in Madison Sc|uaic Garden, May
\\ to June 5, iSS(), will be tiled in liinoUyn next

Tuesday.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

It is rumored that Maltby will go to Brazil to

give fancy riding exhibitions.

It is rumored that Henry E. Ducker will

shortly remove from Buffalo to Boston.

Van Wagoner, the Newport, R. I., Star rider,

will shortly attempt to break Coningsby's record
on Eagle Rock.

The cyclists of Birmingham, Ala., continue
to agitate for roads improvement, through the

Birmingham Evening .Yews.

The marriage of George M. Hendee to Miss
Edith M. Cordwell is announced. Mr. Hendee
\v\\\ reside at Stoneham, Mass.

Messrs. W. M. Frisbie & Co., of New Haven,
write that they have recovered the bicycle re-

cently stolen from them, but the thief was not
captured.

Miss Nellie Donegan, aged ten, and her
brother, James, aged four, are creating some-
what of a sensation in Australia as trick riders

and fancy skaters.

Shurman did not appear at Eagle Rock on
Sunday last, perhaps on account of the poor
weather, and a number of cyclists who went out
to the hill were disappointed.

Mr. T. Hill, proprietor of the Be^grave
Grounds, at Leicester, has forwarded W. F.

Knapp a gold medal in recognition of the 50-mile

record the Denver rider made on his track last

July.

Says the Bi. N'ews: "Safety rider, sit back!
no one of fifty riders poses properly. Sit back
and get a horizontal 'kick' and a horizontal

'claw,' as well as a downward push, on your
pedals."

Mr. P. A. Nix, one of the oldest of English
road scorchers, recently rode two hundred and
eighty-one and a half miles in twenty-four
hours. Mr. Nix was mounted on a "Geared
Facile."

Galignani s Messenger, the English paper pub-
lished in Paris, has gone in for a series of

articles on cycling, which are well written and
seem to have created considerable excitement
in the gay capital.

The poor condition of the roads and the threat-

ening weather'of Sunday last interfered with the

runs of many clubs in Boston and vicinity. The
Charlestown Rovers, who had planned a run,

with Miss Pauline Hall as their guest, were
compelled to postpone it until next Sunday.

Woodside will shortly leave for the land of

the shamrock, from which, after settling up his

aft'airs, he will return to America and get into

some staple mercantile business. He will proba-

bly race just a few times more for the love of

the thing, but will start in no more six-day

races, nor follow the path for the money there is

in it.

Mr. A. H. Meyer, Chairman of the General
Committee of the Richmond, Va., Exposition,

writes us that there is no truth in the rumor
that the managers are not working heart and
soul for the success of the bicycle tournament.
Owing to the miserable weather, the tourna-

ment has been postponed from October 23 and

24 to October 29 and 30.

The Riverside Wheelmen will hold a recep-

tion on Thursday, December 13, at West End
Hall, 125th Street, New York City. The club

will run through the (Granges on Election Day
and will witness tlie road races on the Irving-

ton-Milburn course. A regular club run will be

held to Mount Vernon, Sunday. October 21,

starting from the club house at i) a. m.

Our New Orleans correspondent sends us a

photograph of a group of cyclists, taken in

Audubon Park, October 7, iSSS, by Chas 11.

Fenner, N. 0. M. C. The group numbers sev-

enteen, and includes members of botii the N. O.

B. C. and Louisiana B. C. Our correspondent

has sent us a key, so that we feel quite inti-

mately ac(|uaiiiled wiih these seventeen south-

1 ern riders,

j

Mr Jacol) Morse, ol the Boston ll.ratd, w.is ni

town on Thursda\. Mr. Morse is willing to

make allidavit thai the ( ligin.il agreeineiU

"fixing" the Temple and Kowe races was In

Alley's, not in Morgan's, handwriting. Mr.

Morse pei^onallv inspected the doeuineni.

This only confirms the general impression that
the disgrace of the

'

' fake " may be equally shared
by all parties.

Five members of the Bay City Wheelmen who
have visited Mt. Hamilton, where the famous
Lick Observatory is situated, have a pleasant
memento in the shape of a photograph of the

party, a copv of which has been sent us by
" Headers." The group includes Wn:. Meeker,
S. H. Knapp, Jr. ; W. A. Searles, Jr. ; J. J.

Bliss and W. D. Sheldon. The picture is very
distinct. The wheels ridden were two ordi-

naries, two safeties and a Star.

While riding on the circuit in Prospect Park
on Sunday last, C. W. Newbourg, of the Pros-

pect Wheelmen, took a severe header, break-
ing his arm and badly cutting his chin. A
physician set the broken arm and stitched

up the cut on the face, and the injured man
was taken home. Newbourg was riding very
fast on a wheel not arranged for fast work,
so that a small stone, which would not have
thrown a man on a properly arranged wheel,
caused the header.

" Is Marriage a Failure? "—Not to discuss this
" burning question of the hour " is to be out of

fashion, and this means being out of the world.
The wheelmen seem to have decided that it is

not a failure, for within the past few months we
have had a little shower of wedding cards,

among them those of Messrs. E. J. Shriver, W.
W. Chester, J. W. McGowan, our Pittsburg cor-

respondent ; A. E. Schaaf, E. T. Pettengill and
Frederick Jenkins. When all is said and done,
the success or failure of marriage is a question
of individuals, and the degrees between positive

failure and pre-eininent success are as many
and complicated as are the phases of human
nature.

On Friday, October 5, the editor of this paper
spent the entire afternoon at the foot of Eagle
Rock timing Fred. Coningsby's record-breaking
ride. Knowing that his employer was greatly

interested in the result, we gave a table of times

to Mr. Frank Brock, of Howard A. Smith's
Newark store, on obtaining his word of honor
that the times should be shown to no other per-

son. Judge our surprise at learning that the

complete table of times appeared in ihc Biryc/ing

IVoi/d, whose correspondent was not entitled to

the fruit of our labor. We are sorry for Mr.
Brock, that he should hold his promise so

cheap. There is some comfort, however, in

knowing that the Bicycling IVorld's table bristles

with errors and is valueless as a record.

R. Milthorpe. an English amateur cycle racing

man of some repute, resident at Newcastle, was
recently sentenced to fourteen days imprison-

ment, on a charge of embezzling ^'4 los. from
his employer, W. B. Kirsop, a cycle dealer. It

appears that Milthorpe followed the race path

so closely that his salary of twenty-five shillings

per week was not sufficient for his expenses, and
this led him to withhold some collections made
for his employer from time to time. A large

part of the amount embezzled was made good
by Milthorpe, who permitted his employer to

retain five shillings of his salary each week. In

a spirit of vengeance, Kirsop pushed the de-

faulter for the /^4 los. due, hence the action.

The fact that Milthorpe, who was a fast man.
rode Kirsop's machines, benefited his employer

by the advertisement, makes the hitter's action

somewhat despicable We do not countenance
embezzlement, but under the circumstances we
should rate Milthorpe higher than his employer.

While riding on the west drive of Prospect

Park, on Monday evening, Thorp, of the Long
Island Wheelmen, took a severe lieader on one

of the smoothest pieces of road in the Park.

Schoefer and Schumacher, in whose company
Thorp was training for the Berkeley races.

slowed up and returned to find their companion
lying white and senseless in the moonlight.

The fallen man did not speak lor several min-

utes, though it seemed an .<ge to the other two

riders, who did all in llieir (lovver Co revive him.

When he returned to consciousness his first

words were of thanks for assistance rendered

and a request tiiat iiis c-XMupanions slunild ride

on. Schoefer and Schumacher walked with

Thorp lo Schwalhach's and llien conveyeil him

home. For three hours Thorp seemed da/ed

and kept up a meaningless reiteratioi\ ol ques-

tions as to the wiiy and wherefore of his iieador.

Mr. Thorp has a strong conslilution and will

probalily suffer no serious afler-elYecls Ironi the

severe slunk.
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

Oct. 13-20— Si.\-day, eight hours per day, race at Battery

D .Armory. Chicago. 111.

Oct. 20-30—Tournament at Richmond, Va. Address L. B.

Enslow, P. O. Box 372, Richmond.

Oct. 2 7.—Grand ])icycle tournament, Berkeley
Athletic Club, at Morris Dock, New York City.

PROGRAM.ME.

One-mile bicycle novices, scratch.
One-mile bicycle interscholast'r, scratch.

Two-mile bicycle intercollegiate, scratcn.
One-mile bicycle, Rover type, scratch.
Half-mile bicycle, scratch.
One-mile bicycle, handicap.
Two-mile bicycle, handicap.
One-mile tricycle, handicap.
One-mile consolation, handicap.

Entrance fee, fifty cents for each event; close October
22, with F. P. Pnal, P. O. Bo.\ 444.

Nov. 6—Rutherford Wheelmen's race meet, i-mile open
handicap. Entries close Oct 23, Bo.x 82, Rutherford,
N.J.

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Sixty-second Street, New York. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, iSSq—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New
York City.

THE RICHMOND TOURNAMENT.

Richmond, Va., October 17, 188S

Some Richmond cycler has been writing all

over the country stating that the track for our
l)icycle races will be in terrible condition, and
that it was the wish of the committee that the

meet should not be a success. I wish you would
deny this in tola.

\

We have had miserable weather, and think- I

ing we could not get the track in perfect condi- 1

lion by the 23d and 24th, we have postponed '

the meet until October 29 and 30, and we give
|

you the assurance of the Exposition manage-
ment (all of the highest repute) that the track
will be in as good condition for bicycle racing as
any similar track in the country. There has
also been some misunderstanding about hotel

rates. There are many clean, orderly places 1

where a night's lodging on new beds can be ob-
tained at fifty cents and meals in all the prin-

cipal restaurants at the usual prices. The hotels

on American plan have rooms from .$1.50 to J|;4

per day.
With the present number of entries the meet

is an assured success.

Hoping you will give this a prominent notice,

I am, yours fraternally,

A. H. Meykr, Chairman Gen. Com.
Countersigned :

H. C. jONKs, Director General.

CYCLISTS RACING AT WILMING-
TON'S FAIR.

The elements, which seem to have agreed
that they will " knock out" every bicycle meet
held this year, took good care of the Wilming-
ton meet, held at the Wilmington, Del., fair

grounds on Thtirsday and I'riday last. The
wind whistled and whished about the sp(;clators,

compelling a continuous stamp, stamp, stamp to

keep off the shivers ; to make the job complete
it also whisked about the track and whirled
clouds of dust into the eyes, ears and noses of
spectators and competitors alike. The races
were run on a trotting track, the wheel events
being sandwiched in with the trotting events.
The surface of the track was so detestably bad
that there was more luck than strength or speed
in winning a race. • While one man would be
on a streak of mud another would strike a bit
of smooth road, with the result th:it one became
mudlogged and weary while the lucky man
sailed away only to come to grief in another
bog, and thus it went to the finish, each race be-
ing a series of spurts and a series of digs. In
the home-stretch, which was si.\ty feet wide,
there was just three feet of good road on the e.xl

ireme outside of the track. The man who
reached this passage of safety lirst .iKvays won.
Hclnw we givi- till- rcNlllls :

THURSDAY, OCTOBER II.
'

One-mile Bicycle Novices.—Charles R.
|

Gulden, Reading, Pa., 3m. 2634;'s,; J. D. Kurtz,
|

-Tr., Wilmington, second; E. Oliver, Tioga Ath- i

letic Club, Philadelphia, third; Clarence Elliott,

Wilmington, fourth; Arthur Hadley, Kennett
Square, Del., o;Z. H. Lofland, George B. Moore

j

and Thomas E. Jefferis, Wilmington, Del., o.

One-half Mile Bicycle Chami'Ionshu' of'
Delaware.— B. Frank McDaniel, Wilmington,
im. 34j^s.; \'ictor R. Pyle, Wilmington, second. ,

Albert .iefferis, Wilmington, o; G. M. Gregg, o;

One-mile Bicycle, Rover Type Wheels.—
Chas. S. Phillips, Wilmington, 3m. 20s. ; B. F.

McDaniel, second; C. Elliott, third.

One-mile Bicycle. 3:30 Class —B. F. Mc-
Daniel, 3m. 37s.; J. D. Kurtz, Jr., second; Seeds,

third. Gulden and Pyle took headers.
Fi\'e-mii.e Bicycle Ciiami-ionsiiii' of Dela-

ware.-—V. R. Pyle, igm. 51s.; T. E. Jefferis,

second by a few feet; G. M. Gregg, o; B. F.

McDaniels, o; Clarence Elliott, o.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12.

One-mile Bicycle Scratch.—S. Wallis Merri-
hew, Wilmington, 4m. 7^s. ; E. I. Halsted,
New York A. C, second; W. I Wilhelm, Read-
ing, o. The latter broke the pedal of his light

racer, which threw him out of the race.

One-mile Bicycle, 3 00 Class.— S. Wallis
Merrihew, 3m. 54^s.; H. D. Ludwig, Honey-
brook (Pa.) Ramblers, second; A. A. Zimmer-
man, Freehold, N. J., third; B. F. McDaniel,
fourth; M. K. Crenshaw, Washingion B. C, o.

Three-mile Bicycle Lat Race.—W. I. Wil-
helm, first, time 13m. 14s.; S. W. Merrihew,
second; B. F. McDaniel, stopped on first lap.

One-half Mile Bicycle Scratch.—W. I

Wilhelm, im. 45)^5.; E. I. Halsted, second; S.

W. Merrihew, third.

Two-mile Bicycle, 6:20 Class.—Merrihew,
8m. 4^s.; McDaniel, second; Zimmerman
third; Schule, fourth. Merrihew was protested
as having a record better than 6m. 20s.

One-mile Bicycle Consolation.—Schule, 4m.
los.; Crenshaw, second.

A 2-mile handicap was decided at the Y. M.
C. A. games, held at Mott Haven, on the
Harlem, on Saturday last. The race attracted
twenty-five entries, with less than a dozen
starters. The event of the race was Brown's
fine spurt on the last lap, overtaking Findley,
foity yards ahead, and winning by fifteen yards.
The race resulted as follows : F. G. Brown,
K. C. W., 100 yards, 6m. 29s.; W. E. Findley,
N. Y. Bicycle Club, 250 yards, second ; E. A.
Powers, Riverside Wheelmen, 200 yards, third ;

W. G. Class, Brooklyn H. C, 190 yards, fourth;
F. A. Burgess, Rutherford Wheelmen, 150 yards,
fifth ; E. P. Bag-got, N. J. A. C, 50 yards, sixth;

H. L. Powers, Harlem Wheelmen, 100 yards, o;
E. C. Parker, Harlem Wheelmen, 200 yards, o

;

H. Van Buren, Y. M. C. A., 200 yards, o.

The Rutherford Wheelmen will hold a race
meet at Rutherford, N. J., on Election Day,
November 6, at 2:30 I'. M. The races will be run
on a seven-lap track, not enclosed, and doubt-
less the whole town will be there to see. The
evftnts are : One-mile bicycle, open handicap

;

2-mile bicycle handicap, Rutherford Wheelmen;
5-mile bicycle scratch, Rutherford Wheelmen

;

i-mile bicycle scratch, for Rutherford boys
under fourteen years of age ; i-mile bicycle
scratch, challenge cup race ; i-mile bicycle
handicap, open lo wheelmen of Passaic and
Bergen Ccnmties. Entries close October 23,
with Race Meet Committee, P. O. Box 82,

Rutherford, N. J.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smith made new tandem
tricycle records, from twenty-six to thirty miles,

•at Long Eaton, October i. English tandem tri-

cycle records were made as follows : Six miles,
19m. 20 3-5S.; 7, 22m. 43 3-5S.; 8, 26m. 8 1-5S.; 9,

29m. 29 1-5S.; II, 36m. 8 2-5S.; 12, 39m. 282-5S.;

13, 42m. 51 1-5S.; 14, 46m. 13 2-5S.; 15, 49m.
37 3-5S-; If). 53r"- i 2-5S.; 17 56m. 22 1-5S. ; 18.

59m. 46 3-5S.; 19, ih. 3m. 6 1-5S. World's records
were made as follows: Twenty-six, ih. 26m.
51 4-5S.; 27, ih. 30m. 14 3-5s.;28, ih. 33m. 36 2-5S.;

21), ih. 37m. 3 3-5S.; 30, ih. 40m. 2| 1-5S.

At the Y. M. C. A. games, held at Philadelphia
on Saturday last, E. I. Halsted, N. V. A. C, won
the mile bicycle race from scratch, lime 3m. 20
4-5s.\ and finished second ih the 2-mile race,

the latter event falling lo S. Wallis Merrihew, of
Mallimore, 250 yards haT)di<ap. .

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB
TOURNAMENT.

The arrangements for the Berkeley Athletic
Club Tournament progress satisfactorily, and
the races promise to be a success. A large
number of entries have been received and the
track will be in first-class shape.
Proc;ramme and Prizes.—The programme of

events and prizes is as follows :

ONE-MILE BICYCLE NOVICES.
Prizes— First, Alligator Traveling Bag

;

second. Cane, Solid Silver Head ; third.

Gold Scarf Pin.
ONE-MILE BICYCLE INTER-SCHOLASTIC.

Prizes—First, Watch, Old Silver, Etched
Case ; second. Silk Umbrella, Silver
Head ; third. Gold Shirt Studs.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE, ROVER TYPE.
Prizes—First, Smoking Set, Old Silver

;

second. Watch Charm ; third. Shirt

Studs, Gold.
HALF-MILE BICYCLE SCRATCH.

Prizes—First, Columbia Cup ; second. Gold
Sleeve Buttons ; third. Scarf Pin.

TWO-MILE BICYCLE INTER-COLLEGIATE.
Prizes— First, High Lamp, Bronze and

Gold ; second. Cigar and Cigarette
Case, Old Silver ; third. Cane, Silver
Head.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP.
Prizes—First, Carving Set ; second. Gold

Sleeve Buttons ; third, Gold Watch
Charm.

TWO-MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP.
Prizes— First, Pair Bronze Figures ; second.

Diamond Scarf Pin ; third. Match Safe,

Solid Silver.

ONE-MILE TRICYCLE HANDICAP.
Prizes— First, Watch Chain, Platinum and

Gold ; second. Solid Silver Cigarette
Case

; third. Gold Scarf Pin.
ONE-MILE CONSOLATION HANDICAP.

Prizes—First, French Clock ; second, Scarf
Pin ; third. Silver Headed Cane.

Entries.—Entries close next Monday with
F. P. Prial, P. O. Box 444, or G. R. Bidwell,

313 West Fifty-eighth Street, New York City.

Fee, fifty cents for each event. Although a num-
ber of fast men have entered the handicaps,
every man will be placed so that he will have
an equal chance with the scratch man.

Prizes —The prizes are on exhibition at

Spalding's, 241 Broadway.
Admission Fees.—The admission fee will be

fifty cents. If a run is called, as is at present
contemplated, ail cyclists on the run will be ad-
mitted free, but it is to be distinctly understood
that no bicyclist riding apart from the main
body will be admitted without payment.

special trains.
The races will be started promptly at 2:30

V. M.

A special train will leave the Grand Central

I

Depot, Forty-second Street and Fourth Avenue,
i at 2 o'clock, reaching the grounds at 2:17. A
number of regular trains run from the Grand

j

Central Depot during the afternoon. Admission
to grounds, including excursion railroad fare,

! seventy cents.

Take Sixth or Ninth Avenue "L" train lo

155th Street, from which point trains will leave
on the New York and Northern Railroad at 2,

2:10 and 2:20 P. M.; six minutes to grounds.
Tickets, including fare from 155th Street to

grounds and return, sixty cents. Tickets on
sale at New York and Northern Railroad depot
at terminus of " L " road.
The grounds may also be reached awheel as

follows : Up Seventh Avenue to Macomb's Dam
bridge, and directly up Central Avenue a short
distance, when, on left side of road, a sign
will be seen, reading :

" Berkeley Oval, 5 min-
utes' drive." This road will bring direct to the
grounds.

Racing men can commence to train on the

track on Monday next, and may -leave their

wheels at the grounds over night. Out-of-town
riders may leave their wheels at the Grand
Central Depot, and may lunch at the Grand
Union Hotel, direclly opposite the dept)t, and
have ample time to reach the grounds. Rooms
may be obtained al this hotel at $1 per day up.
Brooklyn cyclists with wheels may reach the

(irand Central Depot by ferry from Broadway,
Brooklyn, to Twenty-third Street, New York'
City, ihence across lo Fourth Avenue and up
Fourth Avenue lo depot.
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FAKES ON WHEELS.
We borrow the above title from the Boston

Globe, which may very properly be applied to

the hippodromers connected with the recent

Rowe-Temple match races. The meeting

between the two has furnished the nastiest chap-

ter in the history of American professional

cycling, and that history is merely a series of

fakes and hippodromes. Our readers will, no

doubt, recollect the voluminous mass of stuff

contributed to the cycling papers defending

American professionalism. The history of the

Rowe-Temple swindle, so fully detailed below,

must certainly prove a death-blow to any legis-

lation which will permit professionals to come
within hailing distance of amateurs, who, how-

ever slow and green they may be, are generally

clean and straightforward in their riding. There

is no longer any such thing as American pro-

fessionalism worthy the name: We could men-

tion quite a list of men who have put up jobs,

roped, mulcted dealers and faked generally.

The list includes almost all the professional

riders. We should advise the Racing Board to

prohibit amateurs from competing at any meet

at which professional events are given. We
should advise clubs not to hold professional

events. We should advise the public not to pay

their good money to look at races decided before

the pistol-fire.

THE FAKE MATCH RACES.

CROOKED WORK AT BUFFALO.

The affidavits of W. M. Woodside, lately a

member of Morgan's American Team, and of

W. A. Rowe and Fred. L. Alley, Rowe's mana-
ger, prove that Temple tried to make an agree-
ment with W. F Knapp, whereby the latter was
to deliberately foul Rowe, and failing to make
a satisfactory arrangement, he endeavored to

get Rowe's agreement that both should ride wild

and prevent their competitors in the world's

championship race from passing them. Here
are the affidavits :

W. M. Woodside, of Philadelphia, Penn.,ol lawful age,
being duly cautioned and hworn, deposes and says that he
heard a conversation at 128 Verplanck Street, Buffalo,
N. Y., on September 5, A. D. 1888, between Ralph Temple,
alias Ralph Kriedbursr, and W. F. Knapp in regard to the
world's championship bicycle race as follows : I'emple said
to Knapp that he must wm this bicycle race, and he wanted
Knapp to run wide on the last. corner in order to force the
others out. Temple said that he would run outside of
Knapp and stop Rowe from getting by.
Hartiord, October 11, 1888. Willi.\m M. Woodside.

State of Connecticut, County of Hartford,
CiT'i' of Hai;tford, October 11, 1888.

Personally appeared before me, a notary public m and
for saio County and State, William M. Woodside, signer of

the foregoing affidavit, and subscribed and made oath to

the foregoing affidavit.

Cn.\Ki.fcs A. Sai.iokd,
(Seall Notary Public.

We, William A. Rowe and Fred. L. Alley, both of Lynn,
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, on oath testify

that durii g the evening of September 5, A. D. 1888, Ralph
Temple, bicyclist, came where we were on the Interna-
tional Fair grounds at Buffalo, N. V., and said to said

Rowe: "Billy, I would like to see you a moment," and
said Alley then said to said Temple that any business that
concerned BilLy concerned him, and if said Temple had
anything to say to said Rowe it must be said in his

^Alley's) presence. Then Mr. Temple said to said Rowe,
" We've got to win this race, anyhow" (referring to the
world's championship) ;

" we cannot afiord to lose this

race, as our reputation would be ruined il we do ;" and he
further said to said Rowe :

" By working together we can
keep the others from winning the race. Tliere are only
two in the race we care about" (Knapp and Crocker), and
Mr. Rowe said, " What do you intend to do about it?"

and Mr. Temple said, " VVc will get ahead of them when
they get onto the home-stretch, a'ld you lake the outside

and 1 will lake the in.side, and we will wiggle our ma-
chines and no one will ever get by us, and il they attempt
to we will run them into the lence."
Then Mr. .\lley said to said Temple: " It we can't win

the bicycle race without resorting to such methods we will

get out of the business, and we will not be a party to any
such scheme; that it would both ruin Mr. Rowe's reputa-

tion and endanger him and other riders on the track."

Mr, Temple then s:iid, " You can have your choice," and
we understood by that that Mr. Rowe could either work
with him or he would get some one else to work against

Mr. Rowe.
(Signed) William A. Kowk,

Fkkd. L. Allbv.

Commonwealth of Massachum'.tis,
KssKX S.S., October 13, .A. D. 1888.

Then personally appeared the above naiiied William A.
Rowe and Frtfd L. Alley and made o:uh that tlie forcKoinu
certilicate by them subscribed is true before me.

(Signc<l) GiioHi.u J. ("auk,
Notary Public.

(Seal.)

After Temple had been disqualified from the

World's Championship Race at Buffalo, a decis-

ion which was unjust, so far as the referee's

knowledge of the facts enabled him to decide,

there was much bad blood between Temple and
Rowe, the row culminating in a match series of

races for the championship of the world, the

first of which—five miles—was decided at Lynn,
October 6, and the one-mile race decided at

Hartford, on the loth. A third race—ten miles
—was arranged for Springfield, on the 13th, but

this never came off. From the abundant testi-

mony published below, the races ridden were
fixed by written agreement. Speaking of these

races, Mr. Alley, Rowe's manager, made the

following statement to a Globe reporter :

" I met Morgan on the evening of September
17, on Central Avenue, Lynn. He said that he
was looking for Billy. I said to him that if he
was looking for a race he could be accommo-
dated at any time without seeing Billy. He then
said that he wanted Billy to come and see him
in Boston at 9 o'clock the following day, and I

told him we would come ; so 1 drew up the fol-

lowing articles of agreement, and took them
with me."

LvNiN, Mass., September iS, 1S88.—Articles of agreement,
entered into this — day of September, 18S8, by and between
Ralph Temple, of Chicago, III., and William A. Rowe, of

Lynn, Mass., witnesseth : The above parties agree to con-
test one, five and ten mile bic) cle races, best and best bicy-

cles, for one thousand dollars, fi e hundred dollars a side,

and the championship of tiie world, the winner of any two
out of three races to win stakes and title. The first race to

take place at Lynn, Mass., September 29, 1888; second at

Hartford, Conn,, or Springfield, October 2, 1888. The
thi d if there be one, to take place on October 6, 1888.

Eacli contestant shall make, alternately, an equal distance
o, pacing in each race, speed of pace to be decided on the
day of race by the referee. Races to be run under L. A.
W. rules. All p ints not covered by these articles of agree-
ment to be decided by referee. Each party herein agree to

abide by the decision of referee, without any appeal to law,
or forfeit all claim to stake money and championship.

Continuing, Mr. Alley said :

" These articles of agreement we were obliged
to race under ; Rowe and I met W. J. Morgan
at the Creighton House, Boston. Morgan said

that he did not want to race for stakes ; that he
did not have money, and that there was no
necessity of it ; we could make money out of it

without putting up stakes. We told him that

we came up to make a bona-fide match and to

put up the stakes. There was no money in it

for us that way."
Morgan then said, talking to Rowe ; "If you

don't do it, Billy, you know I have command of

the press, and I will show you up, and your rep-

utation will be no good on the track. I will

make you out a coward as well. We did this

thing in England, and we always came out all

right. There's lots of money in it for both of us

by betting."
Alley said :

" Morgan, you have come on here
with this scheme in view, and the challenge you
boast of making is all a hoax."

" That," said Morgan, " was done to cover it

up with the public, but conditions of the chal-

lenge were such (racing on boards in Chicago)
that we knew Billy would not accept thein

anyhow."
Continuing, Mr, Morgan at the first interview

said :
" There's lots of money in this for us,

and we can work it as nice as a pie."

"We thought the thing over," said Mr. Alley,
" and Rowe and I came to the conchision that

he (Morgan) was putting up a job, so I concludcti

to handle him the licst way I could. Taking
into consideration Temple's desperate scheme at

Buffalo, I felt justified in trying to beat this man
Morgan at his own game. Morgan has been
continually endeavoring," said Alley, " to get

Rowe under his managcnient by hook or by
crook, or else to beat him in the chanipionshii)

races. Kver since the I^uffalo scheme Temple
has been very insulting to Rowe on the track,

and Morgan has been loud in his contiem-
nalion of all judges and people connected with
wheeling in this country, saying that they were
prejudiced against iMiglish wheels."

" All we could tlo," reitertited Mr. Alley,
" was to beat him at his own game."
The following day, .September ti), after the

above conversation, antl the scheme was pre-

sented, Mr. Alley went to Boston and
met Morgan, where matters were arranged
with the articles of agreement as pub! shed at

the lime. Morgan objected to tlie idea ol pace-

making, as presented in his (Alley's) original

articles for a straight race. The articles as

given to the public were supposed to be straight,

but back of them was the following agreement.

THE RACES TIXEn BY PREVIOUS AGREEMENT.
Boston, September 20. 1S88.

We. the undersigned, do hereby agree that ail previous
contracts and agreements heretofore made between us or
our agents, in regard to articles of agreement entered into
the 20th of September, are hereby made null and void. We
hereby agree to three bicycle races, one, five and ten miles,
one to be won by W. H. Rowe, one by Ralph Temple, the
third to be a dead heat, and to be so decided by a referee.
We also agree that all stake money shall be paid back by
the stakeholder and referee. S. S. Merrill, of L>nn, shall
be made final stakeholder and referee. Gate money, after
10 per cent, net profit, which shall be paid W. J. Morgan, to
be equally divided. Each party and the referee to hold one
of these agreements, same to be handed referee and to be
destroyed at close of races.

(Signed) W. J, Morgan, for Ralkh Temci.e.
F. L. Alley, for W. A, Rowe.

Mr. Alley further said: " Morgan came to

Lynn previous to the first race, which was to be
held at Lynn, and then said it would be better
for Temple to win the first race, as we could
make lots of money here in Lynn by betting on
Temple, for Rowe's friends will all back him for

the last dollar they have. I replied, 'No, we
never will agree to anything like it. You cannot
rob the people here in Lynn by any such arrange-
ment,' And as was agreed Rowe was to win the
first race."

"Morgan then tried to drive me," said Mr.
Alley, "and held out inducements to let Temple
win the first race. I refused. He (Morgan)
then said, ' They will have to go for it.' I said,

'All right.' The result is known—Rowe won.
Morgan then went to Hartford, expecting, of

course, that Temple was going to win, and as we
had to go for it in Lynn it was no more than
right that we should have a go for it at Hartford.
Rowe and I made no money on the races, and
when I was asked by my friends about the races
I always said, ' We will try to win,'

"

LAYING FOR BETS.

Although it was agreed that Rowe was to win
the race at Lynn, Morgan gave the tip to Wood-
side and others that Temple was to finish first.

J. W. Wilson, of Boston, was out soliciting bets,

among others, asking Woodside if he wished to

back Temple. The latter declined. The Rowe
party informed their friends that their man was
to win, and so it proved.

ROWE TURNS THE TABLES AT HARTFORD.

According to the agreement. Temple was to

have won the second race at Hartford, and Mor-
gan and his emissaries put up all the money
they had on their man. Previous to the race,

fearing an unfair deal, Morgan compelled Alley
to write out an agreement that if Rowe crossed
the finish line first Alley was to forfeit ^2^0.
Alley affected to comply with Morgan's demand,
but instead wrote out an agreement to divide
half the gate receipts in case Rowe won. This
was already agreed upon in the original articles,

but the document was carefully sealed and
handed to the referee. At this time Alley had
decided to throw his private agreement with
Temple and Morgan and try to win. Alley and
Rowe had decided on this course because they
supposed that, if the deciding race was left to

Springfield, Temple might win or' Rowe might
be [ireventcd from winning. Alley gave out the
tip to liis friends, and they took up all the bets
offered by Morgan's people. The two men
started on their journey, and within aoo yards
of the tape, Rowe, who was always slightly

behind Temple, sudtlenly darted ahead, and
rotle like a demon to the tape, with Temple after

him like a thousanii devils. Rowe never dis-

mounted until he had ridden to the opposite siiie

of the track, where he entered a private house,
dressed, aiul entering a carriage in waiting,
was tirivcn to the railroail depot, where he at

oiue took the train for home. Wlien Morgan
opened the envelope tleiivereil to tlie referee and
reati the agreement contained tlurein his face

was a study.

Alley and Rowe claim that they had no inten-
tion of riding as per agreement. Nevertheless,
they signed the agreement, and oiily broke it

for fear of somemisliup in the final race. They
arc to blame for agreeing to the swindle oiigi-

naled by Morgan.

Morgan's party lost some ^300, most of this

to people whom tlicy liad arranged to swindle.

Morgan and Temple can never recover the
ground lost by lliis iiippodrome, Rowe's repu-
lation is also satllv siiiirchcti.
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Woodside's aggres.sive position towards Mor-
gan & Company is readily understood. He
claims to have been unfairly dealt with in Eng-
land, and certainly Morgan's attempt to swindle
him at Lynn entitles his story to credence.

VVoodside, who formed one of the American
team of cyclists, in speaking of their doings
abroad, said : "The races abroad are not de-

serving the name. The only time that Temple
beat Howell, when he (Howell) was in condi-

tion, was when Howell agreed to let him. In

the open-to-al! race at Birmingham, when Rowe
was there, he (Rowe) won first. Rowe then posi-

tively refused to agree to let Temple have a race.

When Rowe came over he was to have a share

of what he won, but he lost no money when he
lost ; it came out of the American team. I

have been with Rowe in nearly all his races,

and I never knew him to drop his friends.

Morgan's idea was to do Rowe and all his friends

and get the championship, then run Temple
through the West and South and to Australia."

Woodside has made overtures to Rowe to take

him to England for next year's racing. Failing

in this, he will abandon the path.

W. A. Rowe, who holds the world's championshir, and
who has won the title of " Kintf of the Wheel. ' has been em-
ployed by the Pope Manufacturinff Company for two years,
at asalary of .S15 a week and hise.xpenses. Theabovecom-
pany has come to the conclusion that in future it will have
nothing to do with protessinnal bicycle liders. Every
lover of bicycling in Boston fjcls sorry that the wheelmen
concerned in tliis affair have sacrificed their reputation
and br lught di^repute upon this sport, which has heretofore
been considered above reproach.

—

Boston Globe.

The rumor that the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany will sever their connection with Rowe is

denied. Rowe has a contract with the company,
which expires January i, 1889.

MORGAN'S STATEMENT.

To a reporter of the Boston Globe Morgan
made the following statements :

" The trouble between Rowe and Temple over
the Buffalo races, when Rowe was given a race
that Temple won on a foul, is well known. I at

once challenged Rowe, on behalf of Temple,
believing Temple to be the best man, and placed
$100 in the hands of C. W. Fourdrinier, editor of

Bicyclnii[ World, and came on to Boston to

arrange the match, telegraphing Temple at his

home, Galesburg, 111., that [ had matched him,
and telling him to come East. I drew up articles

and went to Lynn with a copy for Rowe's
signature, and, while talking with W. F. Allen
(Rowe's former trainer), in the rtreet, F. L. Alley
came behind us, and, touching me on the
shoulder, said, ' Can I speak to you?' In Allen's
hearing I said, ' Yes, I'm looking for either you
or Rowe. I've been to Merrill & Whitten's look-
ing for you. I have articles for your signature.'
Stepping into a doorway near the Boston and
Maine depot, he said, 'Look here, Morgan, you
will get no match out of us for money, and we
won't go West; why not let us fix up a match and
get good rates and win them for the betting?
Billy don't care how things go; we need not keep
up this (juarelling, as it don't do us any good.'
I thought the matter over and said, ' Meet me in

Boston to-morrow, and I'll think the matter
over.' Rowe and Alley met me. The result
was I listened to them, and maae a match ac-
cording to the articles Alley proposed, and being

AFRAID TO LEAVE THEIR MONEY
in Mr. Fourdrinier's hands, they proposed S. S.

Merrill as referee and final stakeholder. Of
course, knowing that it did not matter who was
referee and stakeholder under the circumstances,
I agreed to that, when, if the money was actually
to stay up you bet I would not have had Mr.
Merrill, a Lynn man and Rowe's frieml, hold
that position. Knowing my usual caution, many
took the aiTair for what it really was, a gate
money race and fixed. The agreement, as pub-
lished in The Glohe, was entered into in Mr.
Merrill's house two days after the original and
public agreement was signed, and Messrs. Mer-
rill, Alley and Rowe were present.''
The agreement referred lo has been seen by

/'//<• Glohf reporter, and it is evident that a
mistake has been made somewhere, for the
" hippodrome" agreement is dated Boston, Sep-
tember 20 or 24, the list figure being blurred.
This document is in Morgan's handwriting, and
as first stated in The Globe, was written 011 ;»

notchead of the American bicycle team

Morgan goes on to say;
" I walked up to the house from Mr. Merrill's

i
shop with Mr. Merrill, and Rowe and Alley inet

us there by appointment made by Alley. Three
of the agreements were signed, and Rowe put
his signature to two of them, and when it came
to the one I amended .Alley said, ' I'll sign it;'

but I said, 'No, Rovi'e had better sign.' I did
not dream of treachery from Rowe at the time,
but thought it best to have his name on. Mr.
Merrill got one, Alley got one and I got one.

''The agreement is clear enough, but there
was nothing said as to

WHO SHOULD WIN'

j

the first race, and, as Temple was defeated by
' Rowe under not altogether favorable circum-
stances, I told them Temple must win the first

race. They kicked mightily, but Temple and
myself remained firm, and, on the Thursday
previous to the race I told Alley we had better
have a race for the first and then follow the
programme laid out. Temple said to me, '

I

can lick hiin,' so let us have a ' pop ' for the first

race, and W. J. Corcoran, his trainer, acquiesced
with us in the matter.
"Alley howled loudly when I proposed

,
the matter, and in my absence in Boston
he got hold of Temple and worked on the
lad's feelings, so that when I returned
(having previously received a note at the
Bicycling M''orld office, irom Alley, asking me to

meet him at the Glenmere barber shop at 7

o'clock), I found Temple had relented, and while
not having made any definite promise, he said

!
he thought it bad to beat Rowe in his own home.
He stated Alley would call at 7 o'clock at the

j

house we stopped at, opposite the Lynn bicycle
track, and he did, and Temple, Alley and myself

]

walked down the street, which ran parallel with
I the track, and Alley promised, it Temple would
: make it a sure win for Rowe on the following
day, to sign an agreement to give Temple the

i

following two or forfeit $250.

I

"Alley explained that Rowe intended going

I

into business in Lynn, and to be defeated at

home would detract from his popularity. Tem-
ple signed a document which

tJAVE ROWE THE RACE,

or a $250 forfeit should be paid Rowe by Tem-
ple, before Merrill handed me our $500 stake
money, and I gave him the Temple-signed guar-
anty, which had ten clauses in it, and this same
was handed Referee Merrill for safe keeping,
Alley promising to sign his articles before the
Hartford race came off.

" Temple could have beaten Rowe for cer-
tain, as Harry Cornish and several racing men
heard Temple ask Rowe repeatedly to 'come
on' in the last lap, and Temple had to run all

over the track at the last corner in order not to
win, but he kept his word and compact."
This statement is not borne out by facts. The

writer saw the race, and Rowe took the pole
away from Temple before the last corner was
reached.

" Senator" Morgan then says :

" We went to Hartford on the following Mon-
day, and Alley and Rowe came on Tuesday.
Alley immediately sought me out, and assured
me that Rowe was satisfied, and that he
expected to win big money by 'I'emplc winning
at Hartford. Harry Cornish and John Wilson,
two men well known in cycling, came in from
Boston to do betting, and Cornish immediately
placed $200 and Wilson $ioo against what we
supposed was Hartford money

; but in the sec-
ond $100 put up by Cornish against money
wagered by Joseph Goodman, a well-known
card-player of Hartford, and who is never known
to bet unless a colored gent is on the fence and
he knows the exact location of said gent, Cor-
nish noticed four ,$20 notes on a Lynn bank—

a

I
circumstance the smart party had overlooked.
"In the meantime, before hearing what Cor-

nish had to say, I accidentally walked into the
United States Hotel, and in a corner I observed
a well-known gambler of Hartford

COUNTINC OUT A ROLL OK HH.LS

to Goodman. Having had suspicions (Alley's
frightened face was one of them), I repaired
to the City Hotel, and Cornish gave me the
hint he wished to speak to me, and our mutual
discoverJes alarmed us. 'Come, let us find
Alley' was my comment, and we located him
in the United States Hotel.

" We soon made our fears known to Alley.
He told us to walk down the street, and he
walked on one side and Cornish was on the
other. Cornish took us to an office where he
was once employed, and Alley swore by all that

is sacred that Rowe was going to do what was
right and keep his agreement, for all he knew
to the contrary. I told hiin he would have to

put up $100 cash and a written gtiaranty of $250
as a forfeit in case Rowe won. This he said he
could not do without seeing Rowe, especially
the money part of it. The written guaranty
that he had shown me when he brought me
some tickets in the morning, read :

" I hereby agree to forfeit $250 and all gate
receipts to Ralph Temple in case I win the mile
race at Charter Oak Park to-day.

(Signed) F. L. Alley,
for W. A. Rowe."

"
I plainly told Rowe that he would have to

ruT ri' the cash,

' not necessarily for publication, but as a guar-
antee of good faith.' He demurred, saying he
had no money with him. Just then Alley drove
up in a buggy, having come from town. We
walked down the road, and Rowe got into the

buggy and followed us. We stopped when we
came to the wood alongside the track, and two
Lynn men and a Glenmere barber, I believe,

were walking rapidly towards us, but when they
discovered who we were they wheeled around
and v>alked rapidly back. They were the Rowe-
Alley-Goodman scouts. We stopped, and when
the buggy caught up I made the former demand
to the two occupants. 'They thought it hard
that I should suspect them,' but I told them
there would be no race, and I would be satisfied

with nothing less than the cash and the written
guaranty. When they saw bluff and soft soap
would not work. Alley counted over $too and
Cornish gave him his note of hand to this effect :

' I agree to pay F. L. Alley $100 on demand if

Ralph Temple does not win to-day's race of the

one-mile at Hartford.'"
Evidently, there is another blunder here, for

the writer has in his possession the original

note, which was made on a cotnmon address
card. It reads as follows :

H.\RTi''oKi>, 10-10, 1888.

$100. I promise to pay F. L. Alley on de-
mand one hundred dollars.

H. S. COR.NISH.

Then Morgan continues as follows ;

" ' You will give the referee the agreement for

$250 before the race $tarts,' I said to Alley in

parting. ' All right,' he said. I scaled the

fence and crossed the trotting park and went to

the bo.x office to prepare for the crowd. I had
told Temple about 12 o'clock that I wanted him
out to the Park earVy, that

HIS presence might me desik.ahle.

So he left a half-finished dinner and came out
by the first train, and stood about for over two
hours in the biting cold, which of itself, outside
Rowe's teachery, was enough to beat him. My
suspicions were lulled after receiving the $100,
and on stepping up to Referee Merrill before the

race started and asking, ' Have you got an
agreement in your pocket for me from Alley ?

'

he replied, 'Yes, I will give it to you after the
race.' I told Temple I thought all was right, but
to watch Rowe all the same. Still I was not
satisfied, and remarked to Alley when the race

started, '
I shall feel sure about this when it is

over.' I-I,e replied, ' Morgan. I always try to do
what is right.' ' Wait till this race is over and
I can then believe you,' was my reply.

"I stood on the track and carried a stick in

my hand, and if anybody hinted that it was to

be used to Rowe's discomfort they lied. I

know that would have been criminal and un-
worthy of thought for a moment. Rowe, Temple
tells me, said to him on the back-slretch. 'All

right, Ralph ; don't beat me more than a foot,'

and when it came to the last quarter and
Temple asked for the pole Rowe moved out.
' That alone,' said Temple, ' made me believe he
did not intend any funny business.' When
there were 250 yards to go, Rowe. who had been
riding behind right on Temple's little wheel,
shouted, ' Now go !' and ' Before I could say
Jack Robinson,' says Temple, ' Rowe had a lead
that nothing short of a bullet from a rifle could
catch him. My heart stood still nearly in
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DISCOVERING ROVVE S TREACHERY,

and if my friends thought I did not pedal to the

end with my old dash, I had enough to prevent

me.' Alley chummed around the ticket gate

talking to Cornish and Morgan, and tried to

induce Cornish to wager the fioo he guaran-
teed, but Harry hung on to it. Rowe never

stopped, but rode right around the mile track to

the top corner, possibly fearing violence, that

would not have been oifered.
" Now this is the whole story. VVe are out,

of course, but the other party, fearing that I

would give it to the press, got in their story first,

or at least a portion of it, and, after consultation

with two or three of my most respected Boston
friends, I have made up my mind to pocket my
indignation at Rowe and swallow the loss,

although it took every dollar I had. This was
done to save the repute of all concerned, and
especially the sport.

"Temple's career and his wonderful list of

victories over England's best men and else-

where, and my reputation throughout the world,

makes me feel my position keenly, as I am
equally to blame for listening to such a proposal

from Rowe. Temple is not to blame. He did

not know of the affair being arranged until three

days before the race, and he was led to believe

at first that the money was up. Cycling has

been free from anything savoring of crooked
work, and I do not look at the matter in that

light, as I never directly, except in two in-

stances, and they, lost in common with me,
advised anybody to bet on the races. VVe re-

garded the matter as an

AGREEMENT FOR OUR MUTUAL HENEFIT,

and none of my friends were led astray. Of
course, at first, they nearly believed that I had
deceived them, for they could not believe that

Rowe would throw one, and their suspicions

huit me more than the loss of my money. I am
heartily ashamed of my part in the business, and
it is doubtful if Temple will ever ride again, so

keenly does he feel his position.

"The statement in to-day's Boston Globi: is a

tissue of falsehoods, and when they state things

as facts, I can bring witnesses. The agreement
I hold with Rowe and Alley is in Alley's own
handwriting.

" It has been hinted to me that Rowe threw
us in England, and a well-known London editor

wrote me, warning me to look out. I don't think

he did, for he wished me to ask Howell to fix

the races, but I refused to approach Howell. I

I think Rowe lost on the square. Temple beat
Howell and Wood four times in succession, and
Rowe, to my knowledge, was never faster ; he
has no heart, and won the 1886 race from Fred
Wood by a purchase."

MAINE DIVISION MEET.

Fairfiei.I), Me., October ir, 18S8.—Wheelmen
were in attendance from Portland, Biddeford,
Lewiston, Mangor, Augusta and other places

to-day participating in the bicycle contests,

among them the fastest racers of the Maine
Division of the League of American Wheelmen.
The track was fast, but a strong wind was blow-

ing across the course.

In the first race Patten, of Skovvhegan, won
the first heat of the i-mile race for the champion-
ship of the Maine Division of the League of

American Wheelmen.' Weir, of Fairfield, was
second. Time, 3m. 25^s.
The first heatof the half-mile League champion-

ship was won by Barnes, of Portland, Baker, of

Skowhegan, being second, Don, of Fairfield,

third ; time, im. 38s.

The i-mile free-for-all race was won by
Windle, of Lynn, Weir, of Fairfield, second;
time, 3m.; first half, im. 23^s. Windle was
handicapped by 100 yards.

The second heat of the half-mile League cham-
pionship race was won by Baker, of Skowhegan,
Barnes, of Portland, second, Dorr third; time,

im. 37s.

The second heat of the i-mile League cham-
pionship race was won by Patten, Weir second,
Palten winning the race.

All the races were closely contested. Baker
wins the half-mile League cham()ionshi[) race, the

last heat being in in\. 47}^s. Windle rode an
exhibition half-mile in im. 23^s.
The 3-mile League championship race was

won by Patten, of Skowhegan, Weir, of Fair-

field, second, Barnes, of I'oriland, third, Crosby,
of Bangor, fourth.— /iosloii ilcmld.

of the year, for

KINGSLAND -WINS THE CITIZENS
CUP.

The important road race
Baltimore cyclists, is the

race for the Citizens' Cup, a

cup offered by the citizens

of Baltimore for competi-
tion between the local bicy-

cle clubs.

The race this year was
held October 10. and at-

tracted twenty scorchers,
representing the following
clubs.

Maryland— Le Cato,
Hall, Beatty, Mott and
Bresee.
Rambler

OSCAR bresee.

Kingsland, Clotworthy, Denmead,
Day and Sultan. '

Baltimore—Pope, Tyler,
Hinds, Warwick and Sny-
der.

Centaur — Reynolds,
Weddekind, Ei gen rang,
and F. and E. Eisenbrandt.
The weather was excel-

lent, there being no wind,
and the sun, being obscured
by clouds, did not bother
the contestants. The men
were given the word at 4:57
p. M. by Starter Samuel T.

Clark, and were off like the wind. Kingsland

kingsland.

THE citizens

took the lead at the start

and was never headed,
though Pope made a game
effort to keep up with him.
The fight was kept up
gamely to the end, not a

man dropping out. The
order at the finish was:
Kingsland, Tyler, Clot-

worthy, Hall, Le Cato,
Hinds, F. Eisenbrandt,
Pope, Beatty, Bresee, Ei-

genrang, Day, Denmead,
Reynolds, E. Eisenbrandt,
Mott, Weddekind, Snyder,
Sultan and Warwick.

The score is counted
by giving the first to

finish 20 points for his

club and so in order, tiic

last man scoring i point.

This gives the cup to

the Ahuyland Club, that

icain scoring ()l points,

the Ramblers 57, the

Maliiniorcs 51 and the
Cvntaurs 41.

t)nly the (irst lour 10

finish were timed, Kings-
l.uul's being 31 2o (i.K)

iiiiMc than last ve.ii'

when he also finished first); Tyler's, 33.11 1-5;

Clotworthy's, 33.24, and Hall's, 33.26.

The race was witnessed by over 5,000 people,

many of whom were ladies. Crist and Brown

alhert mott. \VM. f. hall.

were among the spectators. Another victory
will make the cup the properly of the Maryland
Club, which was victorious last year ; but the
talk after the race indicated that a desperate
fight will be made for it next year.

THE RENAUD MEDAL ROAD RACE.

The Louisiana Cycling Club's final contest for

the Renaud medal was decided on Sunday, Oc-
tober 7, and the trophy is now the permanent
property of Lieutenant Elliott M. Graham.
Sunday's race was from Lee circle to Carroll-

ton—four and a half miles—and the contestants,
all starting from the scratch, were W. M. Ha-
thorn, M. S. Graham, R. G. Betts, E. M. Graham,
H. Christy and F. B. Born.
The men got awa}' well together, Hathorn

and Born showing in the lead. To Sixth Street

the race was a pretty one, all six riders remain-
ing bunched, indulging in several spurts, and
alternating in leadership. At that point a strand
of wire lying in the roadway caught up in

Bern's rear wheel, forcing him to dismount to

extract it, and practically throwing him out of

the race.

At Louisiana Avenue the positions were Ha-
thorn, M. S. Graham, E. M. Graham, Betts,
Christy and Born, the first two having drawn
slightly away from the others. At Napoleon
Avenue the order was the same, but the two
leaders had increased their advantage further,
and it was plain that the race lay between them.
At Peters Avenue Betts, who seems out of

his usual racing form, was badly winded, and
ceasing further effort, was easily passed by
Christy. Nearing the finish, Christy and E. M.
Graham made a brave effort to close up. but the
leaders were too far away, and their positions
remained unchanged. Two hundred yards from
the goal Hathorn and M. S. Graham made a
splendid finishing effort, but the latter was out-

spurted and finished second by two lengths;
fiathorn first in 15m. 25s., excellent time ; E. ^^
(Jraham third, fifty yards further back.
Hathorn had already scored two victories, but

the contests being counted by points, and he not
having participated in the first race, stood no
show for final ownership, which lay between the
two Grahams, their positions having tied them
for first place.

The run ofl of the tie was speedily decided
upon ;

one mile on the Horticultural Hall cir-

cuit at Audubon Park being selected as most
available. E. M. Graham was allowed a start

of fifteen seconds, and in a few moments tiic

broihers' battle was over. The handicap was
too much, and E. M. Graham won handilv in

3m. 2Ss. ; M. S. (Maluim, 3m. 27s.

Messrs. L. .1. I'rcderic, G. M. Faircliild and
H. 11. liotlgson ollicialed as judges and limers.—iW'w Vrlidiis PicaviiHf.

.\ lo-niilc iiandicap l.unloni match r.icc was
run over ihe Irvington-Milburn course List ^S.mir-

day afiernoon. G. C. Pennoll and L. B. Bonnett,
of the E. W., vs. W. 11. Caldwell anvl S, U. Bow-
man, represeiuiiig ihi- N. J. VX. C i he N. J.

.\. C. team won in 41m. 3.(s., the E. W. team
riding in 431U. 50s., with a li.uulicap of i\\\.

The prize is a .silk banner, presented to the

winning team by liie losers.

.\t llu- I^eiiigh Univorssily spoils, held at

Hvthleluiii, Pa., on Saturday last, R. 1'. Barnard,
Si|. won I he mile liicvclc r^icc: lime, (in. no >-;•;
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CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND.

At the last meeting of the C. U. of L. I. the

following was passed:

"A'fio/r'<v/—Applications for membership shall be sent
to the Secretary, who shall furnish a list at each meeting^ of

the Executive Committee for approval, and upon their

election shall prepare a numbered list for the Treasurer and
for publication in The Wheel."

Therefore all applicants for membership are

requested to send theirnames. The election of offi-

cers resulted as follows: Howard Greenman,
President; VVm. J. Finn, Vice-President; L. H.
Wise, Secretar)', and E. K. Austin, Treasurer,
Flatbush, L. I.

There is at present a membership of 206,

elected at the first two meetings, which number
will, without doubt, be largely increased as soon
as the names can be submitted to the Executive
Committee. Membership by clubs: L. I. W.,

63; K. C. W.. 57; B. B. C, 52; U. C. C, 21;

Prospect W., 10; Queens Co. W., 2; unattached,

I. Delegates from clubs: L. I. W.,G. M. Hal-
sey and L. H. Wise; K. C. W., M. L. Bridgman
and E. K. Austin; B. B. C, Howard Greenman
and H. E. Raymond; U. C. C, Wm. J. Finn.

It was decided to get up a membership ticket

next year somewhat similar to that of the L. A.
W., and in the meantime to allow the Treasurer's

receipt to serve as one.
In numbering the members it was decided to

give to J. D. Huggins No. 1, and that the num-
bers from 2 to 10 be drawn by lot for the other

nine gentlemen who were present at the first

meeting for temporary organization at Mr.
Huggins' house.
A vote of thanks was tendered to each of the

following gentlemen for favors to the C. U.:

Messrs. T. W. Dunton and Thos. Lloyd, for the

championship medals given by them; Mr. J. D.
Huggins, for a mone)' donation; Mr. Mabie,
for 1,000 copies of the constitution; Mr. F. P.

Prial, for the offer of space in Tiiic Wheel
for official notices.

Very truly yours,

L. H. Wise, Sec. C. U. of L. I.,

370a Grand Avenue, Brooklyn.

RICHMOND, VA., TOURNAMENT.

FIRST PAY, OCTOBER 2t;.

EVENT. CONDITIONS. ENT. FEE.

Half-mile Novice [ ^^nH^o^Ji"'^'"
^' ^"""'^^

«, on\ and over $i oo
Two-mile Amateur, Lap. . .Open -Rover Type i oo
One-mile Professional 2 50
One-mile Va. Div. I Wheels 35 pounds and

L. A. W. Champ, f over 1 00

Half-mile, Boys, / Hoys under 18, handicap
Va. Champ. ( for size

Halt-mile, without hands. .Open 100
One-mile, I Open — Time handicap,

Tandem Tricycle. \' Road Wheels i 00
One-mile, O. D. W.. / 35-pound wheels and

Ciiamp. ) over i 00

SECOND DAY, OCTOBER 30.

Half-mile, Va. Div. I Wheels 35 pounds and
L. A. W. Novice. ( over 100

One-mile, Handicap Open—Time handicap. .

.

100
Half-mile, ride and run Open 1 00
Three-mile. Prof'l, Lap 2 50
One-mile Team, Va. I n„»„ , ^„

Div.L. A.W. f°P^" '
°°

Half-mile, Steeplechase Open i 00

Half mile, Amateur Open i 00
Three-mile, Va. Div. / Wheels 35 pounds and

L. A. W., Champ. ) over i 00

Entries close October 23, with A. H. Meyer,
601 East Broad Street, Richmond, Va.

ONE-HUNDRED MILE ROAD RIDE.

Howard L. P\le, of the Vv'ilmiiiglon Wheel
Club, on Monday last l)rokc the local loo-milc

bicycle road record. The record was previously

held by Victor R. Pylc, who made 100 miles on
September 4, 1887, in ten hours actual time on the

road between Wilmington and Philadelphia by
way of West Chester.
The course was from the end of Market Street

bridge to that of the causeway. Pylc made the

start at 8:35 A. M. At 11:55 he slopped, having
make forty-two miles. After twenty-three min-
utes for dinner he again started and rode until

loo miles were completed, finishing at 5:33 26

P. M. The actual riding time was 8h. 25m. 26s.

The distance was checked by a Lakin cyclome-
ter, and was witnessed by C. P. Daniels, the

bicycle trainer, and W. H. Welilin, of Weldin
Brothers. Mr. Pyle rode an f)rdinary Spring-
field Roadster.

The Pope Manufacturing Conijiany are hand-
ling the World typewriter, whiih sells al $10
and $12.

PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

O. C. White, Wichita, Kan. Monkey-Wrench.
E. E. Snyder, Lancaster, Pa. Brake.

H. H. Holtkamp, New Kno.xville, Ohio. At-

tachment for bicycles. This patent consists of

clips for the driving wheel, having outwardly
projecting flanges, and a, runner for the small

wheel, having a central clip, and a clip at each
side of and projecting toward the central clip,

the rear clip adjustably secured to the runner.

All bearing date of October 2.

Wm. F. Stevens, San Francisco, Cal. Bicycle.

Fred. M. Drake, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Bicycle.

Trumon L. Goble, Savona, N. Y. Velocipede.

Hugh Baines, Brooklyn, N. Y. Velocipede.

Luke Wheelock, New Haven, Conn. Veloci-

pede.
All bearing date of October 9.

T. H. Gongware and E. K. Hanley, Elmira,

N. Y. Lock for bicycles.

Emmit G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y. Veloci-

pede.
Wm. T. Osborne and J. Johnson, Martling,

Ala. Velocipede.
R. T. Torkelson, Worcester, Mass. Veloci-

pede and Velocipede Treadle.

Elias Weeks, What Cheer, Iowa. Velocipede.

All bearing date of October 16.

Cappa's Band will render a delightful pro-

gramme at the Berkeley tournament.

We are wondering whether Temple will

change his name again.

A i>^-mile handicap will be decided Election

Day at the Polo Grounds, Hempstead, L. I. En-

tries close October 26, with G. W. Weekes,
Hempstead, L. I.

MORGAN TO TEMPLE.
" Here's a how-de-do,

Billy's beaten you,
All our lucre's up the smoker.
Oh, what shall we doV
Pity me and you !"

Jesse Powers, M. A. C, won the 2-mile bicycle

N. A. A. A. A. championship race held at the

M. A. C. grounds. New York City, on Saturday

last; time, 6m. 55s. J. H. Hanson, M. A. C,
second ; G. A. Wieners, M. A. C, third.

Two-mile bicycle handicap h'eld at Ridgefield

A. C. games at Albany, N. Y., October 8 : F. A.

Shields, 150 yards, first, 7m. 59 i-5s-.; Henry
Gallien, 150 yards, second, 8m. iS 1-5S. Half-

mile bicycle race, boys— Miller, im. 38 1-5S.;

E. L. Miller, second.

The Hudson County Wheelmen have decided

to admit ladies to membership after January i.

The cycling clubs are very backward in this

line. Cycling is as much the sport of women as

of men, and no cycling club house is complete

unless there are lockers, dressing and storage

rooms for women. No club should think of de-

barring women from membership, unless the

members are determined that they will behave
as "tough" as possible while at their club

house.

AN ENGLISH TWENTY-FOUR HOUR ROAD RACE.

Fifty entries were received for the North Road
Club's twenty-four hour road race, held Septem-
ber 29, of whom thirty-five came to the post.

There were 28 safeties, 12 ordinaries, 4 tricycles

and a tandem safety bicycle. Si.xteen men cov-

ered over 200 miles, M. A. Holbein, safety,

leading with 292 miles ; W. C. Lea, safety, 284

miles ; J. G. Browne, safety, 255 miles; J. H.
Adams, ordinary, 252 miles, and W. G. Gould-
ing, tricycle. 252 miles, finishing in the order

named.

MiNNKAi'oi.is, Minn., October 16.—Jennie
Carlisle Eck has again changed her mind, and
is now living with her husband. Thomas Eck.

Kck returned to the city on Sunday, and Mon-
day morning succeeded in getting a note to his

wife, who had been under her father's roof ever
since the old man's return in triumph with her

from Chicago. Upon receiving the note she
sped U) him at a hotel. Yesterday they were
discovered by the woman's parents, who con-

cluded that it was useless to offer further resist-

ance. Accordingly a reconciliation was ef-

fected, and last night Eck- was seen pouring
sweet taffy into his mother-in-law's ear.

Whether the son-in-law and , father-in-law will

become reconciled is a question.

ODDS AND ENDS.

It is rumored that "Senator" Morgan will write
a four-volume book on the late fiasco.

"No, no! It cannot be, Horatio. I'll not
believe it—never !"

Thus spoke with stagy elocution a Hudson
County brave at the club rooms one evening
last week.

This outburst was caused by the following
notice, which was posted on the club bulletin

board

.

WANTED— A Lady's Bicycle. Address, Thos. F. Mer-
seles, Jr., iqi Whiton Street, city.

Merseles—lady's bicycle—much driving in

the Park with one hand full of ribbons and the
other concealed behind—but no matter. It

could only mean one thing—Merseles was to

marry. Merseles himself presently entered,
and being grabbed by the crowd, did not deny
the soft impeachment. He will be the husband
of a young lady on the 24th inst.

The freaks are disconsolate and refuse their

food, a thing never before charged to them.
Lengthy Jack threatens to grow fat out of spite.

The Bearded Lady is being closely guarded by
kind friends, as it is feared that in a paroxysm
of despair she will rush to a barber shop and
get shaved.

All the same, the Hudson County boys hope
Merseles will come out with flying colors and
prove that marriage is not a failure, despite the
opinions of strong-minded women and weak-
minded men, and in this hope we wish to join.

Funeral services over the remains of Robert
S. McCombie, whose death resulted from a
header taken in Eastern Road Club 25-mile road
race, September 22, were held at his home on
Dorchester Avenue, Boston, last Friday after-

noon. The house was thronged with wheelmen
who had known the deceased in life, and the

Dorchester Bicyle Club, of which he was a mem-
ber, was well represented. The casket which
contained the remains was literally covered with
floral tributes, prominentamong them being one
from the Dorchester Bicycle Club, of which
McCombie was one of the best-known members.

I'ATROLMEN ON CYCLES.

Speaking of the Whitechapel murders, which
are just now engaging the attention of the
English, the London Evening Standai-d discusses
the advantages of mounting patrolmen on cycles

in a suggestive article, which we reproduce be-

low. Incidentally, it is naturally suggested to

the mina that the same qualities which could
enable a mounted officer to be here, there and
yonder— stealthily, silently, swiftly—would per-

mit a doer of evil to pursue his villainy with
greater success should he also take to the wheel.

" The heavy tread of the policeman gives ample notice
of his approach, and according to the piescnt system of
beats, the criminal who is desirous of evading the con-
stable can generally ascertain to a minute when the
guardian of the neighborhood will pass, and when he will

return. This being so, there is sound sense in Colonel
Wellesley's suggestion that a small force of plain-clothes
constables mounted on bicycles should be organized to
patrol the streets and roads by night. The bicycle, with
Its India-rubbertires, isabsolutcly noiseless, and, more' ver,
it is very speedy. The idea presumably, is that no regular
beats should be arranged for these mounted men, and thus
the evil-doer would never know at what moment oneor two
of them might be beside him ; nor would he be able to tell,

when he first saw them, whether they were policemen or
ordinary citizens bent on pleasure or business. The knowl-
edge could not fail very unpleasantly tu affect the criminal
population. It was known, forinslance, that the constable
on whose beat the last of the lerrible East End murders
was commiited would pass a given spot once in ten or
fifteen minutes, and that during the interval there was
practically no chance of being disturbed by the police. If

the system of cycle patrols were adopted it might be
judicibus for several reasons to send the men out in pairs.

In the case of pursuit a fugitive would have less chance of
escape by turning corners and running down by-streets.

It might also happen that on the arrest of a criminal
speedy communication with the nearest police station would
be desirable. In fact, a couple of mounted men would be
more than twice as effective as a single hand."

Mr. W. C. Overman was married in New
York, Thursday evening, October 18. Messrs.
A. H. and C. R. Overman were present at the

ceremony. --» —

•

SYNYER BEATS OSMOND.

At the N. C. I', benefit meeting, held at Ken-
nington Oval, Saturday, October 6, Herbert
Synyer and F. J. Osmond rode a mile match
race, the latter being beaten by a few lengths.

The race was decided in the last lap, which was
a magnificent spurt.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

In my last letter I outlined a picnic run of the

Bay City Wheelmen to San Mateo. The ap-

pended sketch may interest some of your read-

ers. It is an account of a run to a beautiful

lake twenty-five miles from this city.

The local riders are very indignant at the

manner in which the eastern people have treated

Ralph Teinple. We consider that Temple has

done more for racing than Rowe has done or

will ever do, and the expressed wish out here is

that Temple " will wipe up the earth " with

Rowe in their coming match races. Temple has

many warm friends and well wishers here, and
among them he can count

Yours, California.
October 3, 1888.

KAY CITY wheelmen's I'lCNlC RON.

The picnic run of the Bay City Wheelmen on
Sunday week to Lake Pilarcitos was an im-

mense success, and one to be remembered with

pleasure. The morning was as fine as could be

wished for, and eighteen members of the club

and one unattached rider assembled at the cor-

ner of Twenty-first and Mission Streets at 8

o'clock for the start.

The route by way of the old county road was
taken to the Seventeen-mile House, where a halt

was called at 9:30 o'clock.

The road then led up grade about two miles

to the summit of the first hills, beyond which
was a delightful ride of the same distance, most-

ly down grade, to the dam across the foot of

Lake San Andreas. The weather was warm,
and all stopped for a copious drink of the water

which flows into the lake here through a flume.

There was now some mountain climbing,

which gave some of the men an opportunity to

display their hill-climbing powers. The road

was steadily upward for two miles, at a grade of

about one mile in twelve. A number climbed
about half the distance and then concluded
walking was cheaper ; but Messrs. Cox, Turner,
Meeker and Pogue made the entire ascent with-

out dismounting.
A halt was made at a pleasant spot on the

summit to allow those behind to come up, and
then followed some down-hill work for a short

distance over a road that few cared to tackle

unless they had safeties. At the bottom was a

beautifully undulating country over which it

was ecstasy to whirl for a mile or thereabouts,

then another slight ascent, atter which Lake
Pilarcitos came in sight. Below, surrounded
by beautiful foliage, was the prettiest lake that

could be seen anywhere within fifty miles of

San Francisco, and I have explored the country
a good deal. The ride down to and alongside
the lake was a pleasure I cannot describe, and
then along a smooth road, up and down through
the delightfully perfumed woods, where one
would get occasional slaps in the face from over-

hanging branches, across a pleasant little stream
two or three times, where dismounting was,

however, not necessary, as the bottom consisted

of fine gravelly sand, till at length, just about
noon, the picnic ground was reached in a charm-
ing spot surrounded by trees and bushes, on
the side of the lake, about twenty-five miles

from the start. Here was a long table on which
Messrs. Smyth, Knapp and Butler, who had
come beforehand, had prepared alunchin their

customary thorough, manner.
One or two riders were pretty well used up by

the tri]), but everyone expressed himself as de-

lighted with it. The Gilmore l)rothers arrived

while lunch was in progress, having left the city

almost an hour after the main body. Chief Con-
sul Mohrig and C. Adcock had reached the

trysting place shortly before those on wheel,

without any undue effort on the part of their

own muscles, for they came in a buggy. There

were, therefore, twenty-seven wheelnun |)res-

cnt.

Mr. Butler took a number of pictures which,

if they can adecfuatcly portray llie In-aulies of

the background, will be remarkably prelly, un-

less too badly marred by the features in front.

The wheelmen then enjoyed iheinsclves by a

walk to the stone dam and along (lie Humes
through the piclures(iue gulches, winding about

in such a manner that they nearly got lost. At

2:40 in the ;iftern()<>n a slarl was made for home
in a go-as-you-please fashion. S.in Uruim was
reached shortly before 5 o'clocU, ami In ic most
of ihc wheelmen lnok llir Irain Id Ihc city.

Messrs. Meeker, Sheldon, Euler, Bliss and R.

M. Thompson, however, completed the trip on
their wheels along the Bay road, arriving in the

city just before dark. The distance traveled,

according to my cyclometer, was fifty-one and a

half miles.

I cannot understand how any owner of a

wheel will willingly miss such a trip as this

when he has the chance to make it.

SENATOR MORGAN ON THE BUF-
FALO TOURNAMENT.

Writing from Boston, U. S. A., on September

15, Manager Morgan says : " Sorry to have to

record the fact—but fact it is, and so will the

great (?) Buffalo Tournament of 1888 go down in

cycle history. One man trying to do too much
is possibly the true solution of the failure, and
trusting too much to previous reputation and
printer's ink, without sufficient care and good
management with the principal attraction and
backbone of a tournament

—

i. <'., the track.

Henry E. Ducker's reputation for veracity and
management has received a shattering blow,

which will take years to regain, as all cyclists

looked on Ducker as the General Grant of Amer-
ican cycling, with a dash of George Washington
and his little hatchet thrown in. Ducker, no
doubt, did his best—but that best did not come
up to warranted expectations— expectations

promised by the profuse newspaper talk which

emanated from room 47, Chopin's Block, Buffalo

(Ducker's office), which spoke eloquently daily

of the silken smoothness of the record-breaking

(?) track which awaited the deluded victims of

misplaced confidence. The picture of the track

which you all saw in Bicycling News was a superb

piece of the engraver's art, and the false hopes

it raised in my manly ' bussom ' were rudely

dashed aside on my beholding that granite bed
at the Buffalo Fair Grounds. When the Ameri-

can team reached Buffalo, the old Irish track-

master was busily receiving instructions from

every novice on the grounds, who thought he

knew all about the style of work needed
to place the apology for a track in a record-

breaking condition. _ It was A^hispered to me
that six thousand dollars (holy Moses !) had
already been expended on the stone and mud
puddle, and the aforesaid representative of the

shamrock was loudly abusing a dozen lazy-

looking Swedes and Norwegians who were
attached to the end of a rope, which in turn was
attached to a roller. ' I'll do anything you tell

me,' he remarked to me, ' if you think it will do

good.' ' Go to Ducker, he is bossing this show,'

was my advice ; and the shamrock looked

despair. All I can say, if six thousand dollars

were expended on that half-mile track, building

tracks must be a profitable business in the land

of the free, and I should not object to take a few

on. The Buffalo Fair Association is said to

have paid that amount to Mr. Ducker, and the

latter tells me he expended a large amount on

the track. The case seems this—Ducker, to

obtain all the credit of the show, undertook to

'do it all,' and neglected the main thing. A
good experienced man employed in lime could

have made the track in presentable shape, and
the non-enaployment ot such a man was fatal to

Ducker and his tournament. The olficials, too,

must not be overlooked in this impartial story

of the Buffalo tourney. Several ' leading lights '

in the American cycling firmament had been

secured to act as honorary officials, with a

'gate '-drawing capacity no doubt in view, as

the expenses asked by one or two of the old

hands at the business were refused. Ducker
wanted cheap officials— and cheap indeed they

proved to be. At least, four out of six of them
were connecled with the cycle trade, and even

some actually in the employ of one of the

largest American manufacturers. They soon

showed their hand, loo, as their decisions

in favor of Rowe in the so-called world's

championship proved. You can wager I kicked,

especially when Temple beat Rowe and the field

easily in the 'iwv miles, and Rowe, on an allegetl

claim of foul, was given first place, and Temple

given last ; and the next day Manager Ducker
informed the Buffalo jnipers that 'Temple and

myself were paid 'big money '(I wish it were
I so) to tide I'lni^lish wheels, and that wr hail

returned .1 d<'/cn wlirels of Pope make ue took

to !'",ngl.iiMl with lis (two was ihr number we
rcceiveil .md 1 ciiii lucl), .uid th.il Morgan had

made a most iinrn vi.iblc u puLilioii while on the

Continent. You can bet Ducker heard from me
in the following issue, his statements being
characterized as deliberate falsehoods, which
they were in every way. This treatment, I sup-
pose, was the return for my work in his behalf
in England, and the personal guaranteeing of

Lee's and Dubois' expenses out of my own
pocket, not receiving one penny from Ducker
(outside my small winnings), and he had the cool

effrontery to ask me to circuiate a paper among
the racing men to help his cause, which showed
that he (Ducker) had done his best, and that the
track matter was a misfortune he could not
help. I declined with thanks. After all, I'm com-
mencing to think that George Lacy Hillier's opin-
ion of Ducker and his methods is not far wrong.
The amateurs kicked loudly about the snide
medals and stuff given for prizes, and suits in

one or two instances are threatened. Crist, the

amateur ; Banker, of Pittsburg, and numerous
others cry fraud. 'I he scheme (or tournament)
we all know wa% a Duckerian one, but if he
attempts another, success cannot be looked for

if the course he pursues is not clearer. In any
case I must warn English professionals and
amateurs not to visit America unless a guarantee
outside Ducker is given. The attendance was
poor after the first day, but the poor racing,

owing to the track, no doubt damped the excite-

ment.
"Temple was used most shabbily by officials

and audiences, Hartford fairly hissing him.
' They take me for an Englishman,' said Ralph
to me at Hartford, 'and I'm glad of it. I'm
English in reputation anyhow, and have only to

thank America for my birth ; in spirit and
reputation I'm English, and I love their fair

play, which you can't get in the East here, sure
'

Rowe was a local man at Hartford, and rode a
local machine, that counts for a lot here. They
did not cheer even poor Knapp once, although
he won three out of four of the races, but they
cheered Rowe, who came in last. It put me in

mind of the hissing the English riders got at

Springfield for beating 'Our George' Hendee.
Temple lost two, at least, races at Hartford by
his determination to beat Rowe, and the way he
had poor Rowe bottled up in the last race, and
the way he left him in the last sprint, must have
been gall and wormwood to fair play (?) America.
I called to mind the generous cheers which
greeted Rowe at Leicester and Wolverhampton,
when 'Dick' mopped the rioor with him, and
contrasted the treatment received on home soil

by the man who has v^'on more respect for

American cyclists than all others put together,

and verily I felt ashamed to look at the English
representatives.

" The English machines are slowly but surely

being shut out of the American market. The
once powerful ' Rudge ' agency is being th'oitled

by the American monopoly which has got hold
of it, and unless it is wrested from them no
hope will remain. The 'Rudge' was powerful
here one time. The 'Humber' machines won
nearly all of the professional events in the late

tournaments, much to the disgust of some
people. Temple has put up ^"20 for a /,20o

match with Rowe, and the lad will beat him,
too, anil the officials will be selected with dis-

criminating care. I have receivetl many cour-
tesies from the editors of Hicvcliti-^ /Tc;/,/ and
The //'//(r/since our return, and to its credit be it

said, the entire .\merican press has resented the
one-sidedness of late events. Lee aiul Dubois do
not think much of .-Xmerica. More aiu>n."

—

I'hc

Cydis I.

'The 10-mile handicap road r.ice of the Eliza-

beth Wheelmen will be started over the Irving-
ton-Milbiirn course at 10:30 a. m. on Election

Day. The 25-niile handicap of the Kings
Count) Wheelmen, oiien to its club men only,

will be started about 2 o'clock.

A ruKiurAiu.K si'DUi'ii ,

(In Sund.iy last Messrs. II. J. Hall, Jr.. T. .1.

Ilall, |i., and David Moorehouse, all niembcis
ol tin- Kingsfouiuy Wheelmen, of Brooklyn,
set out for a loo-niile ride annind the circuit in

Prospect Park. Owing to the rainy weather the

trio ilecided to stop at "lifty miles, which were
ridden in 3h. 33m. The .'Kniet ican piofessional
road reconris 311. i7in. 2-5S. ; the I''n,glish road
record is ah. 57ni, 47s. 'The two il.ilis will ride

from scratch in tin K. ('. W. toad handicap, to

be decided over the 1 1 vingloii-M ilburn course
on l-'lection Day, and goiitg on lliey will uy lor

the ;o-inile recoid.
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A RUN TO A BATTLE-FIELD.

On Sunday last five members of the Wash-
ington Cj'cle Club left their house at 9 A. m.,

bound for Manassas. Trouble began soon after

crossing the Potomac over the Aqueduct
Bridge, so called because the bridge which
formerly occupied this site carried the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Canal from Georgetown across
to the \'irginia shore. For some days previous
to the day of the run there had been much rain,

playing havoc with the Virginia roads, which,
in this locality, are mainly composed oi red
clay. There had been sufficient rainfall to

render the roads sticky and treacherous in

some places, and in others there were pools of

dirty water standing entirely across the road,
through which all were obliged to recklessly

plunge, dependent upon having obtained suf-

ficient momentum previous to taking the plunge
to carry them through. At one of these pools
one of the party had failed tc^ get up sufficient

speed, the result being an unearthly shriek, fol-

lowed by a splash. The rider stood in mud
and water up to his knees, while the only ves-

tige of his machine in sight was a portion of the

handle bar.

After pedaling for some little distance the
party came to a brook, where all stopped and
gave their wheels a bath. The brook is about
half way between Falls Church and Fairfa.K

Court House. About one mile east of the

Court House we stopped at a large brick house,
which, during the war, was used for a short

time as army headquarters by ihe Union offi-

cers. While seated on the fence opposite the

orchard eating apples, some carriages loaded
with people returning to their homes from
church passed along. While one of the vehicles

was passing one of the boys, glancing around,
significantly inquired for the inevitable white
horse. The horse was near at hand, in an ad-

joining field, and thus the red-headed girl and
white-horse adage was saved.
While at the dinner table, at the hotel oppo-

site the Court House, a council was held, when
it was deemed inadvisable to proceed farther

toward Manassas, the roads there being nigh
impassable. After enjoying our dinner we
visited the old Court House and then were
shown through the jail. The jail here is quite

modern in construction and is much more
secure than the majority of county jails, and I

would therefore advise all wheelmen to be on
their good behavior while touring through Fair-

fax County.
After seeing the town, a start was made

for Washington via Alexandria, but after a ride

of some miles our captain's machine broke
down, and he was obliged to hire a farmer to

cart him and his wheel about four miles to

Springfield, the nearest station on the Virginia
Midland Railroad, while the others rode their

machines to the same destination, arriving there

about an hour before the captain, .'^fter wait-

ing an hour and a half a train tame along,

which carried the party safely into Washington,
where they arrived as tired as though they had
ridden eighty miles or more over good roads.

-
Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton

Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best

Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

iwcnty-fivc cents per pint.

A FAST COUNTRY RUN.

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Johnson, of the Orange
Wanderers, lowered the cycling record between
Plainfield and Orange to i hour and 55 minutes
on Thursday, 4th inst. They rode a Premier
safety tandem, geared to sixty inches. Leav-
ing Plainfield at 3:30, they rode to the end of

the macadam, 1)4. miles north of Scotch Plains,
in 25 minutes. From this point to Springfield,

the half-way point, the road was wretched, be-
ing often a foot deep in sand, and without foot-

path or turf to ride upon. A portion of this

distance was " half-ridden," Mr. Johnson run-
ning alongside the machine pushing and steady-
ing it, and mounting by the pedal whenever the
surface became firmer. Springfield was reached
in I hour and 10 minutes, from which point the
surface consisted of cinder paths and macadam.
At Seton Hall College, three miles from the

j

finish, a quarter of an hour remained to finish
:

in two hours; but, piling on the pace, it was
done in ten minutes, both riders dismounting
unfatigued. The best bicycle record between

[

the two towns is about 2% hours ; tandem tri-
[

cycle, 2i^ hours.

HOW TO AGITATE FOR
ROADS.

IMPROVED

We have received from Mr. L D. Aylett, of

Birmingham, Ala., an article published in a
Birmingham paper of September 20. Mr. Aylett
writes that the article is the result of the cyclists'

efforts to bring about an improvement in roads.

The publication of such a strong appeal for

road improvement cannot fail to have beneficial

effect, either immediate or remote, and we com-
mend the plan of using local papers to agitate

this matter. The Wheel Board of Trade, if it

exists, should offer " backsheesh " to any cyclist

who succeeds in getting published in his local

paper an appeal for road improvement.

MAGNIFICENT MACADA.MIZED l)KI\'ii\VAV 'lO

ENCIRCLE THE CITY.

Let's have a boulevard !

Nothing would improve Birmingham's su-

burban property like a system of good roads for

driving, or boulevards. A boulevard will come

nearer to booming itself than almost any other
investment that a city can make. Unlike
dummy lines, they invariably increase the price
of abutting property from 100 to 500 per cent.,

and there is the greatest demand for them
whenever they are once started. Fine streets
make a fine city.

The boulevards made a greater change in

Chicago than any other agency that was ever
at work in that city. Suburban property that
formerly went begging at $500 or $1,000 an
acre, is now the highest priced property about
Chicago.

It is not necessar)' that the best streets be
selected. Streets that are but indifferently im-
proved now, and where the property is of com-
paratively small value, could be turned into
boulevards and the property vastly improved.
A good plan would be to have a grand boule-

vard surrounding the city, passing along the
North and South Highlands. Connecting with
this let four boulevards run into town, as the
spokes of a wheel to the hub. Birmingham has
the finest system of dummy lines in the country.
Now, supposing the terminal points of all these
lines were connected by a broad boulevard,
along which, in time, boulevard phtetons would
be running, as in San Francisco.
Along both the Highlands it would be like a

diive through a continuous park.
What do you think of the scheme ?

The work would pay for itself and improve
the property abutting on the boulevards from
100 to 500 per cent. People of limited means
could ride out on the dummies, stroll along the
boulevard, take a boulevard phie'on and go
from one end of the boulevard to the other for

an additional nickel, or enjoy themselves in the
groves along the street. Build such a boulevard
and it is a certainty that the phreton would be a
profitable investment.
With that you would see such a rush for

boulevards
. that the city authorities and the

commissioners could take their pick of streets,

for the property owners of almost every street

in the city, otitside of the main business
thoroughfares, would be anxious to improve
their street and turn it over to the boulevard
commissioners.

—

Bir??iiiig/tam (Ala.) JVews.

St. Paul's School athletic games, held at Con-
cord, N. H., October 11. Two-mile bicycle race

—S. Morris, 8m. 10 4-5S.

A Perfect Fit CJiiaraiitccd.

Dis'^rlacfiiiciit I iii possible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete

should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injuiy.

N. B.
—"We fill special orders withou:

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. '^. Gr- I^J^^w^sols^,
SOLK PIIOI'KIICTOR A^D ITI.VIN UFAC'l'l KEU, Saratoga Springs, IV. If.

JNlcntion this advert i^i(nllllt when vou order

ON ALL THE KAILKOADS
TO

w^-w^^-wwmir^^ikTT^ "WT Ik <>nk fake pays for aRICHMOND, VA., kquni. tb.f

DiRixd TiiF (;Ri;.\r

ON WHOSE GROUNDS,

OCTOBER 23 and 24, 1888,

18 Bic^rcle E^aces az?e to "be roxxL
UNDER TIIK AUSPICKS OF

THE OLD DOMINION WHEELMEN.
$ J .00 I \ iM E n A L S A N l> I* 11 1 Z E S

.

F.ntry blanks upon .ipplic.ilion.
" •

A. H. MEYEK, Chairman General Committee, 601 BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA.
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GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARF. THE MOST

•» * PERFEC1.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIWHO.

WANTED.-
enamel.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
ixr E TT^ "« O H 151 ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'k

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are >iow Introducing.

Solid Silver Ciirarctte-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has S.ilid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOKIKGHAM,
(.Successors to Jens F. Pedcrsen)

Manufacturing and Importine; Jewelers, .,,=, Z^~r, ,, .

,^"'
"?;,„,-„ ., ..° r o ! Sohil Sdver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
K Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grand FaU Tournament
-OF THE

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB,
-AT-

I]yiIox»x»±s IDooIk:^ JSTe-^z^ 'Y'ox'isz (^±±^5^^

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, AT 2:30 P. M.

Half-mile Bicycle, Scratch.
One-mile Bicycle, interscholastic, open to mem-

bersof New York City private schools.—Cup
to be won twice before graduating to be-
come the property of winner.

One-mile Bicycle, Rover Type Wheels, Scratch.
One-mile Bicycle Handicap.— First Prize, Co-

lumbia Cup.
Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.
On«-mile Tricycle Handicap.
One-mile Bicycle Consolation, Ilaiidicap.

One-mile Bicycle Novices, Scratch.
Two-mile Bicycle Intercollegiate, Scratch.

Entries close October 22, with F. P.

Admission,

R. Bidwell,

F. P. I'rial,

Races under L. A. W. Rules. Fifty cents for

each event.
Entries close October 15, with G.

313 West Fifty-eighth Street, o

P. O. Box 444, New York.
Track, four laps to the mile ; specially built for

fast time and safety.

Prizes of exceptional beauty and value 10 lirst,

second and third in each event.
A solid silver cup, presented by the Pope Manu-

facturing Co., will be the (irst prize in the
one-mile liaiuiic.'ip

Prial, P. O. Box 444, New York City.

5() Cents.
<J.v«'liKts Accoinpiiiitcil by AVliot-ls .\(liiilt I<mI I''ic«>.

Faice fox* I?,o-cLix<3- Tx'x^p, TO Ceia-tiS.

yxrANTED.—Second-hand Buffalo home trainer. Ad-
" ^ dress I. J. Young, Bruceville, 111. 11-29

Star, silent power traps, under 45-inch,

Offer in trade, billiard table (s-xS), camera
complete, side saddle, breech-loading rifle, breech-loading
shotgun. F. M. Carryl, Passaic Bridge, N. J. ii-ig

T^WO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.—52-inch
*- Vi;tor Light Roadster, pattern '87, excellent order,
not ridden over 300 miles ; Victor Safety. '88 pattern, good
order. 100 tickets to be sold at $2 each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,

which are now ready. Refer to ist and 2d National Banks
here. A. B. Reid (L. A. W. 3406), Clarion, ?a. 11-26

pOR SALE.—A No. i Safety Bicycle, English make,
* never used; ball bearings throughout. Price $100.
Address J. L. IM., 142 Plane Street, Newark, N. J. 10-19

pOR SALE.—51-inch Star; 15 months old; good condition.
Cheap for cash. A. C. C, Box 44, Huntington, L. I.

lo-ig

pOR SALE.—Safety, New Columbia Veloce; new wheel
' 1888. Price, $110. T. Ford, Jr., 193 Clermont Ave. 10-19

"DARGAIN.—Light Roadster, 53-inch New Mail; perfect
'-^ condition; almost new; with lock and chain and bun-
dle carrier, $95. F. R. Kenyon, Plantsville, Conn. 10-19

\X7ANTED.—Humber Tandem Tricycle in exchange for
*^ » olumbia Expert Bicycle. 52 or 54 inch ; first-class

and little worn. Address, T.D Hodges, 160 Broadway. 10-5

)0.
Sacrifice; 54-inch Columbia Expert, 1887; full

nickel; not run 15 miles; perfect condition; spoke-
grip, luggage-carrier, lock, etc. Cost $150. Leonard
Dakin, Cherry Valley, N. Y. 10-10

pOR "^-ALE.—Standard Columbia, 52-inch; half nickeled,
' in excellent condition; new last season; only $45. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 336, Newburyport, iVlass. 10-19

pYCLOMETERS ! LOOK ! !— T akin Hub, 48-inch, $6
;^ 5vinch,$5; 54-inch, I5 ; Butcher Hub, 56-inch, $4;

Excelsior Hub, 50-inch, $5; 56-inch, $5; three Hill t*^

Tolman Alarms, $1.50 each. Above are all in first-class

shape. It will pay you to examine. New York Bicycle
Company, 8 Warren Street, New York City.

pOR SALE.— Full nickeled Expert 1888 pattern ; in per-
'^ feet order; I idden but lit' le. Hub lamp; pedal cyclom-
eter; bell; cost $151.75; will sell for $100. A. C. Luck, 201
Pearl Street, New York City.

A TTENTION !—We want more wheels to supply our
•'*' large demand. Mounts bought, sold and exchanged

;

good prices paid. New York Bicycle Co., 8 Warren St.

piCYCLES taken in e.xchange for Roll Curtain, Office
'-' Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$^ - _. for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
J just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

VT'OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck it you
' put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

PURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victoi-s and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, S75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered (iuarantoed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Becston Humber Light Roadstcis
$ioo, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers §160, were $185. New and
.second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and "Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-

cycles, from ;$3o to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $i6o. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, iust out, and let us know what you need.

Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Rciwirs for

all Becston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special St.-irs for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 4M-

pOR SALE.—54-inch Columbi;i Expert- very little usoil;
i good as new in every way. $i)o. N. ^L, 205 Macon
Street. Brooklyn. n -

The Grounds are on the Harlem River, about one and a half miles norili ol IS51I1 Street. On
the day of the races special trains will run every few minutes on the New

York & Northern and N(;w York Central & Hudson River Railroads.

Tickets on sale at all Sixtli .'\\'(iuic and Nlnlli .'Xvcnuc I'^b'v.ilcd l\ailro;iil St.uions.

< '.ivoiits, nnd Tnulr-Miirks ol>t)\iiu-d, nwi all TiKont

buelnceH coiuluclcil for niodcrulo I"o«'s.

f\<M'. Wo hiive no Bub ngoiicioK, nil businoKa

duvet, beuco cnn trnnsjirt viiteiii bnsinoss. in loss

time and at U'ss «'ost than those nnnolo fri>m

Washington.
Solid inodol, drawing, or pholo., with ih-sorlp-

tloii. Wo ailviso If pnlontaMo or not. fn-o of

chnr™. " t)ur foo not clno (ill iialonl Is (>lH•nr\^l.

A book, " How to olitain ralonlH.'' with ri>for-

ii.oos 10 noliml olionts in your IStalo, county, or

(own, sent live. Aiidu^.-',

C. A. SNOW & CO
ttlllMlslto I'ulolltttnloc. >^a^lllllKlOII. l». 1'.
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Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe
and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'Holc, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
lieasonalile Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GEUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AAP:., NKAV YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

CYCLE JERSEY

Knee Pants

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting Grymuasium Shoe. The Hnest in the World.

I carry and make up to order the finest line of g^oods in the country. Call or
send for price list.

"Vv^. H. I?,0:BE]I?,TSODSr,
2{)0 BroaxlAAay, New York.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

\ Mite LtMor
TLUBRlCAi"^

J

Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

"
By Jove ! the Best Bicycle Panls out I

"

Something new. l~il like a (jlovc Kla^Ul, easy, ecm-
forlable and very (lural)le. Made with double, rtrnforced
seal, loops for bell, a watch pocket. t\v<} hip pockets, sus-
[lender buttons on inside of waisl band, and havinti t)r

Cooper's suspensory pocket. In gray, black, dark brown.
navy blue and the L. A. W. mixed brown. All sizes.

I'iic«-. *:!..>(>. I5.V i>lail, $:$.(;.>.

Inn Pfii*/^nn '-S&i30FuitonSt.^''" iGrGyO, & 87 Nassau St.

3srE"Vv^ -sroi?.!^-

*,* Send 5c. for our new Illustrated Calalofrue of every-
thing nobbv in (JcntlcnKni Wear. Bicycle, Athletic and
Tennis Outtils.

iVhen the Robins Kest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

wo have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

ty-; for less money, during the season
of 1888 than any othei dealer

in America.
Seiifl for the most complete WhrrX

('(iliil(i[iui ever priiilcfl.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
:>:, Maio SI., riiii'ii^o, in.

Oratoii HaH. Newark N. J,

CpyrlKl

Oh, coinr, f.iir Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of politic.'il combatants, cl.'iniorintt loud:

Oh, leave thcni to bicker and t|uaiTcl and jar,

Like the flats and the sharps that they frcipii ntly ar

And turn to the instrnmcnt perfect, complete,
That beats Time himself, an<l can never be heat;

I'or the SoHMRR I'lANO, as certain as fate,

K " the lit kct " to win, for the year *88!

it by Sdiimkr li Co., KIMS. fT'im ••Thr Mlilmimini r fml

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for 1888 in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohiner" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Keichnianii at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morion.

Hut in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standin.g of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are tJainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. • Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. ^WnvC- S. KZI^VCBiA-LL
I'KKKLKS.S TOHACCO WORK.S.

& CO.'
ItOCHKSTEU, N. Y.
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WE TAKE

Oli Mounts In Part Payment

— FOR—

VICTORS
— AT—

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCES.

THE BEST WHEEL
WILL SELL THE BEST,

AND that's why WE HANDLE

VICTOR
Aiitl the wisdom of our choice is

being daily proved to us.

WE SELL

SeconJ-lianJ Heels for Owners

COIVIMISSION,

GIVING TKE BEST CHANGE TO

ITNLOAD QUICKLY.

WE OFFEE

THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT

— OF—

SeGoiid-lanil Cycles

— at—

MOST REASONABLE PRICES.

MANHATTAN

WHEEL EXCHANGE.

WETMORE & CHESTER.

49 COKTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

John C. Wetmore. W. W. Chester.

What Does This Mean?

We Can Get from $10 to $15 More

— FOR—

H ^L^OND-HAND flCTOR

THAN FOR ANY OTHER MAKE OF

^WHEEL IN THE SAME

CONDITION.

READ OUR RULES.
Don't Believe Us,

But ask those who have
changed, this year, from

other makes to

VICTORS,
How they run, coast and
chmb, as compared with

their old mounts.

No machine placed on our list unless it is in

our hands.
Our charge for selling is ten dollars and stor-

age at one dollar per month. No tricycles

handled on commission.
A receipt is given for each machine, and we

are responsible in case of loss for the net price

charged. Our stock is fully insured.
Our customers are not bound to leave their

machines with us any longer than they may
care, and can remove them by paying freight,

storage and other expenses.
In shipping to us freight must be prepaid.

We are not responsible for breakage in transit.

Our terms to sellers are strictly cash. Charge
for crating, $2. New wheels crated free.

Men of Moderatf Means

Who cannot afford to pay
cash for

VICTORS,
Can get them on the instal-

ment plan from us on six

months' credit at $5
advance in price.

Big Reductions
To Close Stock Before Winter.

Our List, October 19, 1888.

No. 29.—55-in. racer; built for Keen. VVt. 22

lbs. Good cond. Price $35.

No. 35.—54-in. British Challenge. Enam. with
nickel wheels. Ball wheels. Price $55.

No. 129.—48-in Stand. Col. Enam. Price $30.

No. i4r.^English Premier 3 track, loop frame
tricycle. Two speed gearing. Cyclom.
Reduced to $60.

No. 153.— 54-in. Sanspareil. Ball wheels. En-
amel. Price $50.

No. 155.—50-in. Spalding. New. All balls. Cow-
horn bars. Only fgo.

No. 166.— 54-ili. Victor. Nickel willi ciiaiiicl

wheels. Fine order. Price $75.

No. 171.— 51-iii. Am. Slar. Silent riiUliels.

Nickel bar, rest cti.unrl. I'lncrond. I'rico

$50.

No. 173.— 48-in. Kudge L. U. Enami'Icd. Not

ridden 50 miles. Sai:rific('il :il $75.

No. 176.—36-in. boy's wheel. Full nickel. Cow-
horn bars. Good as new. Price $25.

No. iSo.— 54-in. Stand. Col. F-iiam. Price .$35.

No. 183.—52-in. Prem.ier. Ball to front wheel.
Cowhorn bars. Suspension saddle. Enam.
Price $45.

No. 184.—Sparkbrook Cripper Tricycle. New.
Just out of crate. A chance to save big
money. Price !|!i3o.

No. i86.—48-in. Special Star, '86. Nickel with
enam. rims and bar. Only ,$75.

No. 195.—54-in. Rudge. Enam. All balls.

Cowhorn bars. Good as new. Price $75.

No, 197. ^52-in. Matchless Singer. .'Almost new.
All balls. Cowhorn bars and spades. Kirk
saddle. Price !f!8o.

No. 198.— 48-in. .Sland. Cell. I'aiiiled. Price

*:!5.

No. 200.—48-in. Singer Light Roatlsler. Nickel
with enam. wiieels. All balls. ("owliorn
liars and spades. Looks liUe new. PiiceljiSs.

No. 202.—48-in. Special Slar. NicUil willi

enamel wheels. Cheap at !|;75.

No. 204. 5()-in. E.xpeil Col. N iikel w li h rii.niH I

wheels. .Ml balls. Price Jftjo,

No. 205.—51-in. Col. Light Roadster, 'SS. Nickel
with enamel wheels. Hardly used. Looks
likes new. Only $100.

No. 207.—48-in. Mustang. Price ;j!4o.

No. 208.—4S-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. Ci>w-
horn bars. Ball wheels. Price $70.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
No. 2oi).—52-in. Col. Expert. Full nickel. .Ml

balls. Fine cond. Price $75.

No. 211.— Rover Re.ir-driving Sal'etv. New.
Price ^90.

No, 212.—52-in. I'remier. Nickel, with cnant
rims. Cowhorn l)ars. Balls to front wheel.
Price f()0.

No 214.— 54-iii. Export Col. Nickel, w ith etiani,

wheels." Drop bars. Price ifo?.

No. 215.—54-in. Victor. I'n.im. New wheels
this year. Price ifSo.

No. 2i7.~54-iii. New Mail. Enam. .Ml ImHs.
Cowiiorn bars .ind sp.ides. I'hcap at sCf^j.

No 218. -53-in, I'ol. l.i.ulii Roadster, l-'.nain.

All bulls. Cowhorn .mil doiilile H'ip-
Price li)?.
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THEY COULDN^T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the Bi. IVorld loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free

bicycl;^ and athletic goods.
\

THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trace the most beautiful line of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unvHirpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, higii

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and - Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse Garments, Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, three qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. KZHSTGrSTOIvr KZaSriTTI^STGr CO.

Some Letters about " Club " Cycles.

96^ Summer Street, Boston, Mass., September 25, 1888.

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Lu., Boston, Mass.:

Gents— I think the Marlboro Tandems arc the finest machines made, for after two (2) years' hard use I find mine

as good as new. Yours, W. H. RUSSELL.

26 Purchase Street, New Bedford, Mass.

Coventry Machinists' Co., Lu.:

Gents— I received the "SWIFT" all safe. Am very much pleased with it. It far exceeds my expectations, both in

beauty and ease of propulsion. All recognizing its superiority. Its popularity here is an assured fact.

Respectfully yours, W. J. Mii.i.s.

Mechanics' and Traders' Insurance Co.,

14 Carondei.et Street, New Orleans, La., August 29, 1888.

The Coventrn Machinisis' Co., Ld., Boston, Mass.:

Dfiir Sirs— Lately I have bi-en out riding on the "SWIFT," and it lias been seen and examined by nearly all

the wheelmen in the city. They all had to try it (as a matter of course), and tiu- result is tiiat two of the boys want

to trade their American Champions for a SWIFT Safety.

I must say that without exception every one that tried it pronounced il a perfect machine, easy running, light

and verv rigid, the riiain adjustment, and hinges on mudguards, diamond frame, and liie iainj), all slriki- the fancy of

everv one. N(jne found any fault with it, something that is \ery unusual lieic, for whenever a new wheel makes its

"dehnt " here it is at once pulled to pieces by criticism. Yours truly, W. H. Ri \ \ui), ]h.

«KNO FOK CA'lV\LO(;iJt: TO

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.,
23Q coi-.TJ3vcB'u s j^^^:^i<ttj:e, IBOSTOnsr.
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J.OOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING*

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Aroh S<., Pliiladelplila, Va.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING* PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

r.raiieU House, Chicago : W. D.Allen & Co., 151 Lake St.

E.&I^.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * ^

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

59J Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satcliel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
DaUnieyer I,enses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

J^=" More than Forty Yean
Established in this line

0/ business.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For headache (whether sick or nervous), toothache, ncu
ralgfia, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and weakness in the

back, S[)ine or kidneys, pains around the liver, pleurisy,

swelling of the joints and pains of all kinds, the application

of Radway's Ready Relief will afford immediate ease, and
its continued use for a few days effect a permanent cure.

INTERNALLY, in a few minutes, cures Cramps, Spasms,
Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomiting, Heartburn, Nervous
niss. Sleeplessness, Sick Headache, Diarrhoea, Coli< ,

Flatulency and all internal pains.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

A^^TSSL JE'O-JE^ TI3C3E3
iiuiiii .̂muiixuMiii||||||||||ll2Ul| | ||||» |||tmiiliiiuia

WE*t^K
PKRFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

y r EAR L & wftso w^.
,i M EN'S LiNEN CO LIARS ANOCUFFS,
MX - "AR-E 'THE BEST"-

Sportiiii' Goois,

LOWEST PEioEsFRED'K A. LELAND,

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

I VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

^i SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

2 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogfue.

426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

_| SMITH'S DETACHABLE LUGGAGE CARRIER,

THE "BtST'liCUU LOCK ^

Neat, handy and strong-. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1,00.

WHITTEN&COm Providence, R,i.

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

(Late Si.xth Avenue.) Between i5i4th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Champions,
Ideals, Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Numbers.

ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

EEPAIRS !

~ REPAIES

!

Fully Equipped llepaii- Shop. Work
Quicltly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Machinists.

• (Patent applied for.1

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Stiaps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ournces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. I*rioe by mail, 75 cents. Foi
Star Bicycle, SLOG. Disv-ount to the trade.

C- EC- ^S33yEITH:
249 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Midi.

J". o'oo3s^3s^OI^3

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect tit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

UJ

LU

rt

CO

IMS & SOS'S TllTTIFReTTICHEIli Gem
.creases tliL- .iow of saliva ami .-lids iliRfsliun. The (iimi is now used bv t.nuiiii; ;ts well ;vs racing

vheelmen, an 1 it keeps the mouth moist, ilius preventing exressive thirst.

PlTllE, PLEASANT. » ALL FLAVOKS.

JBlio-d-la. Td3 03Q. aa.le at, o-ll "Wlxeelm.eix'B TTep-rt qxxartor^.
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"WAY DOWN IN MAINE.
^1

Maine had her first L. A. W. Meet, at Fairfield

Park, October nth. There were several interest-

ing events, including the one-half and mile

L. A. W. Championship. Some of the Pine Tree

boys rode Columbias, and those Columbias car-

ried the first and second men over the tape

winners in every event.

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few sliKhily shopworn new Riid^e landcms and RikIrc I lumber Tandems, and also a limited number of shopworn Kudije Bicycles at a reduction.

H. Pvl. SA3E^N, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, IVIass.

/S THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT. APPLY AS ABOVE.

»....«.. .... LT \r
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOOBTfOLY THE KING OF THE REiR-DRIYERS.

THE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Crank Macliine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDL^TE DELIVERY.

L

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, l)e sure and write foi- i)uv

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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.GRANKWHEEi::

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

L. A. W. meei at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record,
May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44^2 ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record

;
also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :

" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HiLL-CLIMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.
We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our

goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., NoT 9 Cornhlll, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Pkosf»ecx Park Pi.aza, = = BROOKLYN

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premise.s. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 Sonth Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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IPOIISTTS !

Jersey-Fitting Underwear Co. ' The B. F. Goodrich Co.

RELATING TO

Second-iia&d llflieds,

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STREET,

PliilaclelpJiiii, Pa.

PricOS 'ire fixed according to the condition

and make of the machine,

II.

Condition.—Wc repair ail second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

rntire satisfaction.

III.

Guarantee. --We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocii of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
42-'inch

44-inch

46-inch

46-inch

48-incli

48-inch

50-inch

51-inch

,S2-inch

52-inch

52-inch

52-inch

54-inch

54-incli

54-incli

54-incli

54-inch

S4-incli

54-inch

55-inch

55-incli

56-inch

56-inch

56-incli

57-inch

sS-inrli

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otlo Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard ; ball bearings ; newly finished

E.\pert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo
; scarcely used

Expert Columbia
;
full nickel

; 1887 pattern.

English malce ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

H umber Racer; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roailster

Columbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier
,

Club ."

E.x pen Columbia

British Cliallenge

Expert (very cheap)

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern

number Tandem ; nearly new.. , .

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new.

,$70 00

25 00

.SS 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

00 00

95 00

50 00

go 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

yo 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

(So 00

75 00

00 00

150 00

100 00

Not<*- A.—The above comprises onl)- a por-
lion of our list, and we shall he pleased to

answer in(iuiries fully.

Note l$.~Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. I), to any address, with privilege of
examination, on rpceipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay iraiisporlalioTi chai'gcs.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We call special attention of all

j

Athletes to our

JERSEY-FITTING GARMENTS.
Each garment in above cut we make in three different

qualities.

Jersey-Jb'ittiug Sup-
porter—This Supporter
is in use by Bicycle Riders,
Baseball Players, Athletes
Gymnasts and Bathers,
and we are told that it is the
best and most satisfactory
supporter made. Lei every
sportsman try them. Price,
$1.00. Will send by mail on
receipt of price. Send size

of Waist and Hip. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY

HOLMES & CO.,
17 Kingston St.,

Boston, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

wm^
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no Bub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & CO.
Opposite Pateut Office, Washiugtou, D. €. •'

^WEBB S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SFIKITS OF TUItl'KNTlNK, 1U)S1N, F.Tt;.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

The IMllliiffN .« S|(('ii(('i- Co., Ilaillonl, Coun.. II.S..V.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's l''avoriii-, Uillint;'s

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches lonn wlun i loscd.

Well and favorably Isnown on two conlincnls.

Urop forced ot bar steel .md linislu-d in .i llunounh ni.m

lui and case liardcited. Small in si/.e but jfiaiUs in strrn>;th,

warranted a lirst -class tool in every respcoi.

l'".)rsalc In .ill ('vile ni.innl.iclincis .ind de.iU-is.

AKRON, OHIO.
MANUI'AC'l UREKS OF

Bic.vcle Tires, Hard and Soft Kubbcr
Handles, Spade Grip.s, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

Qb
NEW YORK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, Seiv Kapiii, Cliauipioii, Star
and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex-^ep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wlieels
taken in trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries witli

L full particulajs of our terms f cas\-

ot interest to everv actual or i)r(iS])ecti\T

E(j. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. 111.

>
T & CO.,

26 West 23d Street,
nsTE-w -z-oi^k: oit^s^.

AGENTS FOR
GOKMUJLLY & JEPFERV'S

Aiuericau Cliaiupioii Bicycle.
American Liiglit Cliaiupiou Bicycle.

American Challenge Bicycle.
American Ideal Bicycle.

American Ideal Tricycle.
American Challenge Tricycle.

AND SUNDRIES.
1888 S:px«±ixgf±eXci I?.oacis-bei3r-

Plain bearing, .^75. 00
|

Ball bearing $100.00

>
1—

•
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Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvck, Safeties and Tandems,

BICYCLE SCITS, STOCKIIIS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Hicj'cle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before punhashig.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Macliine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

13KNNE:X'r t~ HALK,
112 O3ra.3a.g-e S-b3reeti,

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

BTxy ~5ro-i3.3r Slxoes o±
T. B. BENNELL,

Mdl BROADWAY. Noar Diiano.

TIIK(JI(KAT I.OSdON .sIIOK .11 .4N.

M\ Sl'I'llAMV 1 OK niV SuMMItR l!« TlM.

K .\ N ( i A K» () ( > « I 1 O K S ,

JUe Most Durable and Comfortable S/ibe Made.

r;ill .Old M-.iluni ;>n,l .1 tine line ot r.UVfl.K SUOKS
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WON AGAIN!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

ITirORIaD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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The death of Fred. Midgley recalls vividly

to mind the demise of George Weber, who, like

Midgley, was a victim of typhoid. Both were

of exceptionally strong physical build, and that

both should succumb to the same disease at once

creates the impression that perhaps the fact of

their continued racing ore the path invited the

fever which destroyed them. As a matter of

fact, typhoid fever has caused the death of many
athletes, and it often selects its victims from

among men of great muscular development.

There are two strength systems, the muscular

and the vital, and it may be generalized that

when one is large and above normal, the other

is small and under the standard. In the same
way the muscular system may be developed to

such an extent that the vitality suffers, and there

is premature decay and little power to resist

disease. It is very dangerous to remain long in

a high state of training; both the muscular and
vital systems must have rest, otherwise they are

devitalized. We remember the last few races

ridden by both Weber and .Midgley. Both re-

mained in a state of training all the year; both

competed in too many events, and toward the

end of their careers both rode without vim and
go, and as if they did not relish their work. It

seems unkind to point out the facts, but we have
a lesson to teach. A careful trainer will at once

ease up the preparation of a horse who shirks his

work or moves without spirit. Why, then, are

men so cruel to themselves?

The lesson is that bicycle riders should study

themselves and develop these two systems equa-

bly, though we believe the vital to be much less

capable of development than the muscular sys-

tem. No man should ever develop his muscles
to such an extent that his vitality suffers, and
no man should exert himself beyond his strength,

for every such effort means a heavy draft on

the bank of life.

MORE ABOUT LOAFING.

We did not intend touching on the screed of
the High Priest of "Loafing" in which he en-
deavors to hall-mark with approval iluit un-
sportsmanlike mode of racing, because we felt

that the subject was one on which most men
had already made up their minds, but as the

Cycliit says that it is waiting with interest for

tlie critics—meaning us (the italics are theirs)

—

they shall have their opinion. Everyone, who
is not a fool, knows that if a rider has to depend
on a spurt as his chief point, it is unwise of him
to run himself out. Therefore he loafs. Now,
for a pot-hunter, that is undoubtedly the wisest
course to take. We are entirely with the High
Priest of Loafing on that point. Loafing is the
pot-hunter's game to a " T," and the only point
at issue is whether the pot-hunter with a spurt
or the best man for the distance should win the
race. This is the nutshell to crack ! If the
"strong lad" discovered by the High Priest of
Loafing can only win when he loafs. till the last

lap and then sprints home, he is not the best man
at the distance. The strong lad wins by his own
(or the High Priest's) head, not by his heels. In
our judgment the man who can ride right
through his distance and come in first is the
best man and the one who deserves to win from
a sportsman's point of view. If the object is

merely to win the prize, by all means let men
try by any and every means in their povyer. All
we have to say is that trickiness means pots but
not sport.— Wheeling.

We have never seen Wheeling take so absurd

a position as in the above statement. As we
understand the matter, we presume that the ob-

ject of a race is to prove that one man is superior

to another or others. In our opinion, judgment
in a racing man is as great a quality as stamina,

speed or strength. It is not necessary that the

winner of a race should be "the best man at the

distance," but that he should be the best racing

man at the distance. A short distance man who
saves his strength for the final spurt is a greater

racing man than a sprinter who would exhaust

himself in the earlier part of the race and have

nothing left to finish with.

UP EAGLE ROCK ON A CRANK.

"Jonah," who is nothing if not a cycling enthu-

siast, writes touchingly of the decline of the Al-

phabetical Road Racing Association. "Jonah's
"

rebuke is well merited, and his appeal eloquent.

If the Road Racing" Association refuses to exist

as a local organization, we heartily indorse

"Jonah's" suggestion ttiat its field be enlarged

so that other cities may send ambitious scorchers

down to do battle with our local men.

THE L. A. W. OFFICIAL HANDICAPPER
RESIGNS.

Upon learning of the appointment of Mr. C.

S. Davol as Chairman of the Racing Board, L.

A. W., Mr. F. P. Prial, who had been appointed
Official Handicapper by Mr. Gerry Jones, imme-
diately proffered his resignation, to give the new
chairman a chance to make his own selection

for the post of Official Handicapper. We are glad

to learn that this resignation has been accepted,

for the good reason that Mr. Davol favors our

idea of having more than one handicapper, and
it is probable that an official handicapper will be

appointed in each section of the country, and
perhaps in each State.

KLKCtlON UAY lOO-Mll.E KO.\l) R.\CK.

As a finale to Philadelphia's racing season,

The Sporting Life offers a handsome gold medal
to the winner of The Sporlin« Life lOO-mile road

race, to be held on Election Day, November 6,

and herewith invites entries from any amateur
wheelman in good standing. Entries will close

with the cycling editor of The Sporting Life,

Philadelphia, at noon of Saturd;iy, Novcmlier 3.

Fee, fifty cents.

The race will be open to any style of machine,
and the course will probably be over Montgom-
ery Avenue, from City Line to Ardmore, and
return lo City Line by way of Lancaster Pike

;

and starters will be sent off promptly at eleven

o'clock from General Wayne Hotel, on Mont-
gomery Avenue.
This course is chosen because it includes the

best stretch of road in the vicinity, and will

necessitate the smallest number of checkers .iiul

timers. Two checkers can keep the score ol miles

and laps, and it will be impossible for a rider by

any means to pass ihcni excepi by riding over

the cnl ii (• couisr.

That proud old crest of earth called Eagle
Rock, a calf-cracking and lune-testing spur of

the Orange Mountains, has again succumbed to

grit and muscle. Many a wheelman in the
pride of his strength has stolen to Eagle Rock
and attempted to crawl up its winding road,
only to fall to earth or sadly dismount, a wiser
and weaker man.

For a long time the Rock defied the efforts of

doughty cyclists, sending many a man back to

its feet with all the go taken out of him. At a
time when the Rock had almost commenced to

consider itself invincible, a plucky wheelman
stole up to his hitherto impregnable summit. He
rode a Star wheel, a machine of undisputed hill-

climbing qualities. Inspired by this example,
other men have since climbed the Rock, but no
Ordinary rider has ever been victorious.

FIRST TRIAL.

On Sunday last, John W. Schoefer, Brooklyn
Bicvcle Club, accompanied by Fred. Coningsby,
B. B. C, J. F. Borland, B. B. C. and W. H.
Schumacher, L. I. W., left New York for the

Rock, where they arrived at eleven o'clock,

when Schoefer at once proceeded to battle with
the hill. The road was exceptionally smooth,
but there was a high wind blowing directly in

the face of the riders.

Without divesting themselves of any of their

outer garments, the quartette started up the hill

at a pretty stiff pace. Schoefer had never even
seen the hill before, and had no conception of its

length and steepness.
The four men kept well together until the

stone-crusher was reached, when Schoefer drew
away. At the second pole past the stone
crusher he gave a terrific thrust which lifted the

rear wheel oft the ground and gave the rider a

sudden header. Schumacher and Borland rode
within twenty yards of the spot where Schoefer
fell, when they were compelled to dismount.
Coningsby, who would as soon ride the hill as

eat breakfast, dismounted and joined his com-
panions.

SECOND AiNU SUCCESSKUl. TKIAI,.

After a short rest a second trial was made,
this time at a slower pace. Schoefer, with Con-
ingsby pacing him, got along well the first part

of the journey, riding steadily and surely. Past
the stone-crusher, Schoefer bent all his energies
to his task, puffing like a steam tug and sawing
from one side of the road to the other, gaining
inch by inch. On the last steep grade a terrific

blast struck the rider, almost carrying him out of

his saddle. A few more tugs, a little spurt, and
the victory was achieved.
Coningsby carefully paced Schoefer all the way,

giving him the road from the stone-crusher to

the top. Had he rushed away, as he easily

might have done on his Victor safety. Schoefer
says he would never have gained the top. But
Coningsby rode at the side of the road, just

keeping a bit in front of Schoefer, and in this

way he coached him home. On this journey
Coningsby carried all the luggage and outer
clothing of the other three.

Schumacher and Borland were both com-
pelled to dismount at the stone where one is

commanded to " Prepare to meet' thy God,"
which the Salvationists have placed there to re-

claim sinful cyclists. It is claimed that this

device struck Borland and Schumacher to the

heart, and they were so overcome with a rush
of religious feelings that they were unable to

ride further. They had presence of mind enough,
however, to rush on and witness the last part of

Schoefer's ride.

Schoefer is nineteen years of age, h.is been
riding about four years, and has a gooil reputa-

tion as a track and road rider. The wheel
used was a 51-inch Columbia Light Roadster,
with half-length cranks .md the saddle placed

close up to the neck, as Schoefer uses the wlieel

for racing. He claims that his elTort was suc-

cessful for the following reasons: Position of

satldle, length of crank, condition of road, good
pace-making and tangent-spoked wheel, whicli

stood the strain admirablv.

Harry Eiherington, ex-proprictor of If/ufliiig

and well known in .'Vmerican racing circles, has

s.tiled lor Melliourne, where lie will manage
Etheringlon's Improved Switchback R.iilway

Co,, which has rocentlv been llo.tted 10 the lune

of ^'20,000.
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Warwick Perfection Wheels

HAVEMORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY WHEELS

ON THE AMERICAN

OR EUROPEAN MAR-

KETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

The Following are Some of its Many Advantages :

ibt.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE wheix-by the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to a[)ply the brake.

2d.— A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a

minimum.
3d.— ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.

—

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.
6th.

—

THE SPOKES ill case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

jth.—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEX^'ER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretrhlcss in their

circumference.
.Sth.—THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones wore
made and sold in England last year.

9th.

—

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the

greatest strain comes,
loth.

—

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

iilh. -THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used arc India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch

in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel,

i.'tii.

—

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of the rider's body,

i.^lh. THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

3yn.A.3SrXJ:F.A.CTTJI?,EX) -BIT

c^ \ WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPEINGFIELD, MASS. / ^;^-
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Johnny Stout, fancy rider, is in Missouri.

The Boston Bicycle Club has a bowling team.

The Civ/zj/ entered upon its tenth year Octo-

ber 10.

W. H. Caldwell has gone out of training for

the season.

C. S. Luscomb has resigned the captaincy of

the Long Island Wheelmen.

The Wakefield (Mass.) Club, will hold their

annual reception November 8.

Oxborrow, the English professional, has beaten
the kilometre safety record ; time, im. 37 2-5S.

To fake, or not to fake

—

That's the question.
--Morsnii b^ Co.

The K. C. W. have appointed Messrs. Smith,
Schwalbach and Marion as a committee on win-
ter entertainments.

England has a promising scorcher in M. Rae,
a sixteen-year-old boy, who has ridden 252 miles

in twenty-four hours.

The Scribners report a brisk demand for

Stevens' book. It is a splendid volume, and we
are glad Stevens' work is bearing fruit.

A number of Kings County Wheelmen took a
run to Bay Ridge on Sunday last to the home of

President F. W. Loucks, where they were hos-

pitably entertained.

R. J. Dyatt, 935 Eighth Avenue, New York
City, advertises for a 52-inch British Challenge,
No. 31,249, which was stolen from his residence
about Wednesday last.

"Bicycle Bob; or. Who Will Win?" is the

title of an English novel, a literary concoction of

the "Bloody Bill," "Jack Shepard " order, the

hero being a rovin' sort o' blade on wheels.

A splendid tire cement is made by dissolving
one part of shellac in ten parts of liquid am-
monia. The shellac must be finely powdered,
and the strongest ammonia (s.g. 880°) used.

—

Ex.

The 5-mile Peninsula championship, de-

decided at the Wilmington Fair, was won by
McDaniel; Pyle, second; Jefferis, third. We
placed the men wrong in our report in last

week's paper.
j

Among the notable cycling figures met on the
Orange roads is E. J. Starkes, of Newark.
Although Starkes has but one shaft, he can
pedal along with the best of 'em, and comes out
very fine and large on hills. He rides a crank.

The Harvard Bicycle Club annual fall handi-
cap road race will be held November 8. Seven-
teen entries have already been sent in, and
an interesting contest is expected. The com-
mittee in charge are trying to find a good course
that shall end at or near Harvard Square, in

order that more students may witness the finish.

Mr. J. P Hail, of Albany, Oregon, has enjoyed
a four-hundred mile trip through Southern
Oregon, to Coos Bay and return. He crossed
the Coast Range Mountains twice, and traveled

one hundred and fifty miles over a rough
mountain trail, over which no bicycle had ever
passed. The machine ridden was a Columbia
Light Roadster.

Four Kings County Wheelmen came over to

Central Park on Sunday last to examine the

road. They declare that New Yorkers scarcely

appreciate what fine roads they have in the Park,
and they found it impossible to resist a scorch
around "the Circle," where Murphy, the K. C.

W. big mileage man, ran up against Nisbett, the

great mile hunter of Gotham.

A. S. Hill, with the Boston agency of the
Coventry Machinists' Company, will shortly

make a flying trip to England. This time last

year the Coventry people thought seriously of

winding up the affairs of their American house,

but this year, under the management of Messrs.
Stevens & Hill, a much larger business has been
done, and the firm look for still more prosperity
in '89.

NO l'ArRl,)NAGK KOR WIIKF.I. CROOKS.

This disgraceful affair will do more harm to

the sport of wheeling than can be overcoine in

many a year. What is the cure? We have it

in our own hands, and it is easily administered.
Do not patronize the gentry. Let race managers
refuse to put professional events on their lists,

.ind every lover of the wheel stay away froin

sports where they will be present, and ihey

will die a natural death.— Sportivg Life.

It is rumored that the Massachusetts Bicycle

Club will shortly disband, owing to the lack of

interest in the club's welfare. About twenty
members of the club will join the new Boston
Athletic Club, and this will further weaken the

Massachusetts Club.

Cycling for the Blind.—Mr. John M. Cook
has presented an eight-in-hand cycle to a col-

lege for the blind at Upper Norwood, England.
The eight-in-hand is arranged for the girls of the

institution to ride. Two four-in-hands and a

tandem will enable the boys to take exercise

and recreation. This is a new use for the cycle.

A committee of the Elizabeth Wheelmen are

working up a theatre party. It is proposed to

hire a section of some New York or Newark
theatre.

Eleven entries have been received for the

Election Day road race.

Electric lights have just been introduced into

the club house.
The members will have a hare and hounds

chase to-morrow, leaving the club house at 2:30

p. M.

FIFTY-MILE TANDEM SAFETY ROAD RECORD.

On October 9 Messrs. Albone and Tingey,
two English riders, rode fifty miles in 2h. 59m.

38 3-5S-, which is record for the tandem safety

and less than two minutes slower than the single

safety record. Had it not been for a couple of

broken spokes which necessitated a delay for

repairs, the record would have been placed

somewhat below the ordinary and safety road
records. The- wheel ridden was a 49-lb. Ivel

safety.

Rev. J. Benson Hamilton, pastor of the Simp-
son Methodist Church, of Brooklyn, is a bicycle

rider. The Rev. Mr. Hamilton gives promise
of a more than ordinarily successful career in

the ministry, his church being crowded every
Sunday to listen to practical sermons, which are

almost an ideal blending of religion.j common
sense and toleration. A man of Dr. Hamilton's
make-up can do more real religious work than
an army of very straight-laced, " solemncolly

"

professors of religion.

The Harvard Bicycle Club has challenged the

Institute of Technology Bicycle Club to a team
road race, to occur about November 11. The
choice of course, distance and number of men a

side is left to the challenged club. Harvard has
Davis, '91

; Bailey, 'gi ;
Brown, '91

; and Green-
leaf, '92 (who has just come from Chicago, where
he was on the Fort Dearborn C. C. racing team),

and should be able to turn out a very strong

team. The Tech. has men with records of 2m.

50s. and upward, besides a lot of road scorch-

ers, and if the race comes off an exciting contest

should result.

The Prospect Harriers will give their annual
fall athletic and burlesque games on Thanks-
giving Day at their new grounds, Washington
Park, Brooklyn. Among the open events will

be a 2-mile bicycle handicap. A medley race,

in which a bicyclist, J. H. Mellor, will ride four

miles, while a runner travels three and a walker

two. Valuable gold and silver medals will be

given to first and second respectively iri the

athletic events, while the usual prizes will be

given in the burlesque events.

Entries close the Saturday before Thanksgiving
with the Secretary, Geo. E. Paynter, 332 First

Street, Brooklyn.

The New York Club has ten men up for elec-

tion to membership. The club restaurant will

be in full running order by Election Day. The
club is now the largest in the city, has the best

location and the finest house, and cannot fail of

success. Considerable dissatisfaction has been

caused by the Mouse Committee, who have de-

cided that no card playing would be allowed on

the premises, although there is a committee

room which would make an excellent card room.

In a club house for young men, we- can see no

objection to a small, low-limit game, when the

playing is in a private room, so that neither

temptation nor scandal is offered to those who
do not play.

TIIKEK III MiRt.n MILKS I'LU MOllK.

Three hundred miles an hour is the proposed

speed for the electric postal railroad of the

future. An experimental line has been erected

at Laurel, twenty miles from Baltimore. A com-

promise lietwecti the pneumatic tube and the

ordinary railroad carries a miniattirc train o( two

cars, solely for m.iils and light parrels, without

any attendance. The road has three rails, one
above the car for carrying the current, and two
below which carry the cars. The cars are built

of sheet-iron and are two feet square and twenty-
one feet long. Speed will be regulated and
power or brakes applied by electricity solely. If

the experiment at Laurel succeeds, it is stated

that similar I'oads will be laid between Baltimore
and Washington and elsewhere.

On Tuesday last the New York City Board
of Aldermen adopted a resolution over the

Mayor's veto directing the Commissioner of

Public Works to lay a noiseless pavement on
Fifteenth Street from Irving Place to Fourth
Avenue. The new Amberg Theatre will be
benefited by this pavement. The Board also

ordered the same pavement laid in Thirty-fifth

Street from Fifth to Sixth Avenue, beside the
New York Club house. Following this up,

Alderman Storm introduced a resolution direct-

ing that the carriageway of Madison Avenue,
from Fifty-ninth to Eighty-sixth Street, be set

with the same noiseless pavement, and when
this went over under the rule, a pending reso-

lution to lay a similar pavement from Thirty-

second to Fifty-ninth Street was adopted.

After abusing Synyer all the racing year,

Geo. Lacy Hillier gushes over him as follows

since he has beaten Hillier's pet, F. J. Osmond :

" There is one thinff which compensates metropolitan
cyclists for Synyer's defeat of ' Freddy ' Osmond, and that

is a closer knowledge of Synyer himself. Synyer has fairly

won the heart of everybody who made his acquaintance.
A more genuine fellow, and one freer of bombast, it would
be impossible to meet. Synyer and the unassuming
' Freddy ' making love to each other last Sunday was a
sight to be remembered. In accordance with our present

custom, we must dedicate some lines ^o Synyer:
' Genteel in personage,
Conduct and equipage

;

Noble by heritage.
Generous and free.' —Carey.

' Methought thy very gait did prophesy
A royal nobleness.' —Shakesfiea re.

' Oh, he was all made up of love and charms v
—Addison.''*

WHEEL ACTIVITY IN PROVIDENCE, R. I.

" Last week was a lively one, socially, for the

Rhode Island Wheelmen. Monday night the

ladies, the ' honorary members,' were the

hostesses and entertained the club men delight-

fully. On Wednesday night a club and ladies'

run was called over a short route, and on return

to the club house there was supper and an
evening of sociability. Messrs. C. H. Hatha-
way and F. H. Donle had charge of affairs at

the club house and the evening was a pleasant

one. A piano was procured, and it will be kept

in the club rooms for similar occasions during
the winter. The club run was highly enjoyable

to the three ladies and two gentlemen who par-

ticipated in it, the rest of the club hesitating to

venture out into the mud. As it happened,

though, the roads just out of the city streets

were prime, and the five had a mighty nice time

of it, while the rest of the party awaited them at

the rooms. Eighteen 'stags' set out on the

run to Pleasant Bluff Friday night. Only nine

returned. It rained like another Hood before

the Bluff House was reached, and the nine who
rode home through the storm aren't dry yet."—
Herald.

Miss Pauline Hall, of the "Erminie" Com-
pany, says that she has never been so well as

since she learned to ride. The exercise keeps

her flesh hard and good in color, and improves

her lung power wonderfully. Her first ride on

the road was fifteen miles long and her longest

thirty miles. On the road she wears a soft

woolen fabric of slate color. The skirt is cut

fairly full, ankle high in length, and square.

The only trimming is narrow silver braiit at the

bottom of skirt and on the bodice. The skirt is

lined with red flannel, and by this method the

rider dispenses with the customary loose skirts

that so impede the necessary freedom of the

limbs so essential in cycle riding. The bodice

is cut so that it is an easy fit : the collar is large

and turns down somewhat alter the sailor stylo:

under this a silk handkerchief is loosely knotted.

The sleeves arc cut with plenty .of room, and

the cufls turn back about three inches. A very

little drapery is used at the back, just enough to

break .the very plaiti .effect at the juncture of

skirt and bodice. The hose are woolen, shoes

canvas, with low heels and rubber soles. Miss

Mall rides a Royal Salvo safety wheel, Bpecially

built for ladies' use. It is kept in fine condition,

.uul when not in use she keeps it in her parlor.
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NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

On Sunday, October 21, Phillip Fontaine, Cap-
tain Citizens' Bicycle Club, with John B. Fischer,

First Lieutenant, and Dr. Roy, of the same
club, paid a visit to the Pennsylvania Bicycle
Club. Quite a number of the boys were on
hand to welcome the visitors, and take a run
with them. The start was made about 10 A. M.,

running out on the Pike as far as Paoli, where
lunch was secured and some time spent in

cracking jokes, etc., when a start for home was
made, and thence to the city, when, after a sup-
per, the visitors were sent on their way home-
ward. Wish there had been more in the party,

and trust next time Captain Fontaine visits Phil-

adelphia he will have a larger contingent.

Mr. Cooper, of Trenton, was also with the

Pennsylvania Club on Sunday, and took in the
run with the party. Unfortunately, while coast-

ing Devon Hill he took a header, but first landed
on his feet, so suffered no ill consequences.

Very few wheelmen took extended trips on
Sunday last on account of the heavy winds blow-
ing from the west. The wind seemed to come
from Chicago, starting at the rate of about 10
miles an hour there and increasing about 10
miles every 100 it traveled. Please keep your
breezes in bound ; we don't like them.

Well, Brother Prial, you have given us some
news from Jersey City, with the announcement
of Mr. Theo. F. Merseles' coming " tie up." I

always thought he was a very unhappy bachelor,
and now I see why his lean, haggard looks ; why
his thoughts seemed always distant ; \vhy his

eyes seemed to turn towards Jersey shores when
he was away ; but now I see the why and where-
fore. Well, we all join you in wishing all joy
and happin'ess possible. I would add that
if Brother Merseles thinks I am hard with him
in any of above remarks, just recall the sweet
words he used in regard to my appetite on a re-
cent visit to New York, and he will forgive my
trying to get square with him when his back is

turned—no, I will change that, when he is on
his wedding trip.

The Pennsylvania 5-mile handicap race was
run on Saturday, October 20, and I have made a
"bull" in guessing, as Fuller came in third,
instead of winning, as prophesied in my last,

although his chances were good until he ran into
Al. Kohler, both riders taking a bad spill ; but
they pluckily remounted and finished third and
fifth. The race was finished as follows : J. H.
Draper, half-lap handicap, first ; D. A. Longaker,
one lap, second ; J. G. Fuller, scratch, third

;

C. L. Leisen, one lap. fourth ; Al. Kohler, one
lap, fifth

; Jno. A. Welis, one lap, sixth ; and L.

J. McClosicey and W. W. Randall, each with
two laps, finishing seventh and eighth. The
track was very soft, and this, with a heavy wind,
prevented any good time being made. Draper
finishing in 22m. 25s. After the races all pres-
ent were invited to the clubhouse to witness the
distribution of prizes. Appropriate prizes were
given to the first and second men, while comical
prizes were given to the balance of those who
finished.

J. G. Semple has made a bet, on the election,
of a dinner for fifteen men, with our worthy
host, Mr. Shank, at Paoli, cider included. Poor
Shank, if he loses I For some one counted the
glasses of cider Semple drank on Sunday last,

and estimates it at two and a half gallons. For
my part, I think one or two good-sized glasses
were missed, so it would probably be more
nearly correct if it were put down at three gal-
lons.

Both Furnelton and .Mayer are complaining of
the weather thus hindering them in their train-
ing, but both men being in good Cfjndition, an
interesting race is prf>miscd for ihe 2Sth, with
Mayer as the favorite.

Wl'.S'l I'lEl.I).

A vegetarian cycle club has been started in
Kngland.

At the Yale athletic sports, held at New
Haven on Saturday last. F. A Clark, "ql, won the
i-mile bicycle race; time, (im. 33 1-5S.; W.
W. Wcare, '90, second.

BANQUETING "WILHELM.

One of the most notable events in the history

of the Reading Bicycle Club was the compli-
mentary banquet given to Reading's champion
wheelman, Mr. W. I. Wilhelni, at the Five-Mile
House last Friday evening. For a long time
the members of the club had been desirous of

expressing in some public manner their appre-
ciation of Mr. Wilhelm's part in advancing and
popularizing their favorite pastime in Reading,
and to acknowledge the honor he had reflected

upon the club in his many successful contests

with wheelmen in this and other States. This
finally took the shape of a banquet, and under
the auspices of Messrs. John Crawford. Charles
G. Willson and Frank Heilman, who constituted

the committee of arrangements, the matter took
shape. Mr. Wilhelm was kept in ignorance of

it until yesterday, and was much surprised
when the project was unfolded shortly before it

was time lo leave for the scene of the festivities.

The members of the club and their guests went
out in busses, and sat down to the table, which
was set in the ball room of ihe hotel shortly

after ten o'clock. The table presented a mag-
nificent appearance, and in contrast with decora-
tions formed a fine picture. In the centre was
the large solid silver cup won by the club in a
team race at Lancaster, and at either end were
ivvo large cakes, one of which had lettering on
the icing. " In honor of W. I. Wilhelm, October
ig, 1888," and upon the other was an etching in

sugar of a wheelman with his wheel. Previously
to sitting down to table John Crawford and
Morris Diener took photographs of it by mag-
nesium flash light.

Mr. Wilhelm sat at the head of the table, with
Mr. Crawford on his right and Charles Graeff,

President of the club, on his left. When all

had been seated, Mr. Graeff made a short ad-

dress, explaining the object of the occasion,

after which all fell to and went through the eight

courses of the banquet by comfortable and easy
stages. There were no toasts, but plenty of

speeches. They vi^ere all short, impromptu and
forcible, and every one at the table made sev-

eral, but as no one felt called upon to listen to

any one else they in no wise interfered with the
general enjoyment. It was near midnight when
they left the somewhat depleted table. After-
ward, an hour or two was spent in music and
song, and the party came home in the early

morning, having spent a most delightful even-
ing, and full of confidence in the ability of the

club to outride the Wilmington or any other
team that might be pitted against them.
Following is a list of those who were present

at the banquet : John Crawford, Charles G.

i

Willson, Frank Heilman, Lingel Douglas, Harry
' Boyer, Morris Diener, Charles Hendel, William
!
Essick, Wm. Schrader, Harry Crecelius, George
Green, Charles Kline, Harry Wilhelm, Jacob
Loeb, Charles Brown, Walter Essick, R. R.

Eckert, James Roland, George F. Kohler, Mil-
i lersville; William Fogelman, A. E. Keeport,
W. B. Koch, Charles Dundore, Jacob .Schmidt,

H. M. Albright, Murray Kilmer. Charles Graeff,

John R. Phillippi, W. H. Wilhelm, Sr., T. C.

(Zimmerman, and John B. Dampman.

—

Rcadiug
tinahl.

SUNDAY WHEELING AT THE HUB.

.Sunday was the first fine Sunday that wheelmen
have had for the past month, consequently they

I

turned out in full force, all the club runs being
.exceptionally well attended. About twenty
members of the Somerville Cycle Club went to

: Salem. On the outward journey the cyclists

;
were entertained by "Scorcher" Jacobs, of the

Maiden Club, trying to beat a mysterious indi-
• vidual mounted on a safety in hill-climbing con-
* tests. Jacobs succumbed to the stranger, but
finally, while mounting the long hill on this side

of Salem, succeeded in passing the safety. On
the arrival at Salem, Captain Blackmer and ten

I

of the Medford men were met. All the whccl-
: men adjourned to the dining rooms of the Essex
House. After dinner the Somerville cyclists

rode to Peal)ody, where they met the associate

members, and were handsomely entertained by
the Owl Club of that place. Mr. Hilliard, of the

Cycle Clul), look several views of a group of

both clubs.

The Roxbury Bicycle Club, under command
of Captain John Lowell, ran to Cobb's Tavern.
On the'ouiward journey a slop-was made at the
foot of Blue Hill, and the party mounted it on

foot. The Cambridge Club took a trip to Lex-
ington. There it was greeted by a number of
the Cambridgeport Cycle Club. The clubs took
dinner together.

The longest run made yesterday by any club
was by members of the Chelsea Cycle Club,
who started early in the morning and wheeled
to Newburyport and return, a distance of about
95 or TOO miles.

—

Herald.

WHY NOT AN OPEN ROAD RACING
ASSOCIATION?

De.\r Wheel :

You brought me an unwelcome surprise this
week in the announcement of the temporary
trance—perhaps even the demise— of our be-
loved Alphabetical Road Racing Association.
The offspring of fifteen fond parents, its birth
was certainly full of promise. A sturdy infant
from the very first, it soon developed into a
vigorous adult, the equal of which the road-
racing world never saw. And now they tell

me. at the very zenith of its fame, that it may
be allowed to yield up its honored ghost, for the
lack of its parental support, and that nothing is

to be left of it but the glorious memory of its

fame and its nursing cup, held by its gallant
papa—K. C. W. If, after five gallant attempts
for supremacy by the rival papas, the conclu-
sion has been reached that perseverance has
ceased to be a virtue, and that K. C. W. must
be suffered to hold the emblem of paren'al
priority, it is certainly a lamentable one and un-
worthy of the muscle and grit of our wheelmen
hereabouts. Is there no longer any glory in an

I honorable defeat, if the fight has been waged
^ nobly? Have Hudson County, Brooklyn, Eliza-
beth, and all the good men and true who have
battled for the cup, added no stars of glory to

;
their banners because they have been only

j

plucky losers instead of plucky winners ? Have
i Kluge, Bradley, Baggot, Caldwell and Stenken

j

not brought enough glory to their respective
standards to warrant a continuation of the fight ?

j

Will not new men come forth to wrest the laurels
from the old? For shame! you wheelmen of

\ New York and Brooklyn and Jersey, to let an
association die, which has produced the greatest

' contests of wheels the world has ever seen, and
! which has so developed the road-riding enthu-
' siasm and ability of our metropolitan wheel-
' men that their supremacy is an axiom.

But if you still persist in throwing up the
sponge as far as competition with the champions
is concerned, then why not let our brothers in

other sections have a try for the cup? The
trophy belongs to the Association forever. The
K. C. W. have gained no permanent title to it;

simply a right to hold it until it is wrested fr( m
them in honorable battle, and so on with sub-
sequent winners ad infniiliini. Even in the
absence of competitors from our own ranks
(Heaven forbid thisi) assuredly our brother
clubs throughout the country will be only too
glad of an opportunity to have a try for so

i

famous and elegant a trophy. But how shall

we let them in? That is easily answered.
' Either extend our membership and form
a national association, or retain our pres-

ent organization and throw the entries open to

all clulis, charging an entrance fee. In both

i

cases the qualifications for eligibility in teams
' should be a bona-fide membership for three

\

months previous to the race, and a bona-fide

i

residence for a like period within a radius of

twenty-five miles of the headquarters of the club

j

represented. Let us hear from the wheelmen
on this, and 1 am sure that the gallant Kings

j

County liolders will last of all object to a con-
tinuation of these grand semi-annual races on

[

any practicable basis.

JO.NAII.

;

Cii.AMi'KiNsiiii' di- OuKKNS, L. I.—The compe-
tition for the Queens, L. I., championship will

j

end with the last day of this month. The race

j
is ojjcn to cyclists resident within a mile of ttu;

' Queen's track. The following times have

I

already been made, with flying start ; C. H. AUi-

I

ger. Queens A. A. C, im. 38 1-5S.; G. T. Boyce,
Creedmoor, L. I., im. 43 3-5S. ; J. M. Kissam,
Queens A. A. C, im. 45s.; R. A. Kissam,
Queens, L. I., Jm. 45 4-5S.; Len. Doughty, Jr.,

Creedmoor, L. I., im. 54 4-5S.; John V. Klien,

Queens A. A. C, im. sS^^s.
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

i-mile open
Rutherford,

Oct. 29-30—Tournament at Richmond, Va. Address L. B.

Enslow, P. O. Box 172, Richmond.

Oct. 27.—Grand bicycle tournament, Berkeley
Athletic Clnb, »t Morris Dock, New York City.

PROGRAMME.

One-mile bicj'cle novices, scratch.

One-mile bicycle interscholastir, scratch.

Two-mile bicycle intercollegiate, scratcn.
One-mile bicycle. Rover type, scratch.

Ualf-mile bicycle, scratch,
One-mile bicycle, handicap.
Two-mile bicycle, handicap.
One-mile tricycle, handicap.
One-mile consolation, handicap.

Nov. 6—Rutherford Wheelmen's race meet,
handicap. Entries close Oct 23, Box 82

N.J.

Nov. 6—Outing Athletic Club's one and two mile handicaps,
at Brooklyn A. A. Grounds, De Kalb and Classon
Avenues, Brooklyn. Entries close October 30 with
W. H. Robertson, 296 Broadway, New York City.

Nov. 8—Harvard College annual road race.

Nov. 8—Wakefield Bicycle Club's reception, Wakefield,
Mass.

Nov. 2i-»2-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Nov. 28—New Haven Bicycle Club's reception and enter-
tainment, at Hew Haven Opera House.

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 29—Prospect Harriers' 10-mile bicycle handicap.
Entries close November 22 with G. E. Painter, 332
First Street, Brooklyn.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave- i

nue and Sixty-second Street, New Vork Two-mile
j

handicap. Entries close Decembers with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 320J, New York.

Feb. 8, 1889—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington .'\venue Opera House, New
York City. ,

The grounds itiay also be reached awheel as

follows: Up Seventh Avenue to Macomb's Dam
bridge, and directly up Central Avenue a short

distance, when, on lett side of road, a sign will

be seen, reading: " Berkeley Oval, 5 minutes'

drive." This road will bring direct to the

grounds.
Brooklyn cyclists with wheels may reach the

Grand Central Depot by ferry from Broadway,
Brooklyn, to Twenty-third Street, New York
City, thence across to Fourth Avenue and up
Fourth Avenue to depot.

THE BANKER BROTHERS' FAST MILE.

Messrs. A. C. and W. D. Banker, of Pittsburg,

whose splendid form on the tandem was so

much admired at Buffalo, rode a mile in 2m.
41 4-5S. on Sunday, October 21. The course, a

mile on Forbes Street, Pittsburg, was somewhat
rough and a strong wind blew against the

riders. Two watches made the time 2m. 41 3-5S.

and the third 2m. 41 4-5S. The Banker brothers

will make an attempt to ride in 2m. 35s. on the

first favorable day.

CYCLE RACES AT DANVERS, MASS.

" Yes," replied the modern road Hercules, " I

do. It is easier to train for pace, because it

it does not take so much time. Comparisons
between amateurs and professionals prove this.

An amateur is frequently as fast as a profes-

sional, but when it comes to endurance the pro-
fessional is generally to the front, and simply
because he has no business to attend to and can
give up his whole time to training."

" What is your next great feat to be. Mr. Hol-
bein ?

"

"Well. Mr. Nairn, I intend to beat that

Brighton coach record on a Premier safety,

and single-handed. I start one day next week.
Powell will time me, and I hope that IVhee/im;

will be represented, so that no doubt as to the

times shall exist."

IVheeluii^'—"We shall be there."

"By the by, what do you think of that

Brighton and back ride ? Is it merely a ' stroll

over' lor a good man, as the Coventry wiseacres
have suggested ?

"

"Certainly not," promply replied the fastest

road rider (to date) in England. "It <.-an be.

done, and the coach beaten single-handed, and
I mean to do it."

TRAINING.

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB
TOURNAMENT.

ORDER OF PROGRA.NLME.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap, first trial heats.

One-mile Bicycle Novices.

One-mile Bicycle Interscholastic.

Half-mile Bicycle Scratch.

One-mile Bicycle Rover type.

On^-mile Bicycle Handicap, final heat.
;

Two-mile Bicycle Intercollegiate.

One-mile Tricycle Handicap.
Two-mile Bicycle Handicap,
One-mile Bicycle Consolation Handicap.

IHE ENTRIES.

There are 116 entries, the largest field being
in the mile handicap, in which there are thirty-

three entries. Among the men who will ride

are W. W. Windle, the invincible amateur, who
is now in town and will positively ride; R. H.
Davis, Harvard College, the safety champion
and record holder; E. I. Halsted, New York's
fastest man at the present time; Kenneth
Brown and W. B. Greenleaf, the fast Harvard
men; F. \. Clark, Yale's best man on the
wheel', H. J. Hall, Jr., the K. C. W.'s fast man;
W. H. Caldwell, Sid Bowman and Ed Baggot,
the big three of the N. Y. A. C, with F^endleton
and Gubelman, of the same club; Messrs. Schoe-
fer, Murphy, Wise, Brown, Monell, Class,
Coningsby. Borland, Alden, Jones, representing
Brooklyn; J. W. Powers, Jr., and J. H. Hanson,
representing the M. A. C; (jloninger, of Pitts-

burg; Samson, of Nyack; Van Benschoten, of
Poughkeepsie; Van Sicklen and 'Burgess, of
Rutherford, N. J.; Lockwood, of S'^onkers;

Browaski, of Newark; Swift, of Danbury,
Conn., and a number of others.

Sl'ECI.M. TRAI.NS.

The races will be started promptly at 2:30 I'.M.

A special train will leave the Grand Central
Depot, Forty-second Street and Fourth Avenue,
at 2 o'clock, reaching the grounds at 2:17. A
number of regular trains run from the Grand
Central Depot during the afternoon. Admis-
sion to grounds, including excursion railroad
fare, seventy cents.

Take Sixth or Ninth Avenue " 1,
' train to

155th .Street, from which point trains will leave
on the New York and Northern Railr<jad at 2,

2;io and 2:20 p.m.; six minutes to grounds.
Tickets, including fare from 155th Street to the
grounds and return, sixty cents Tickets on
sale at New York and Northern Railroad depot,
at terminus of " L" road.

THE WAY TO DEVELOP STAMINA.

.\N ENGLISH ROAU RIDKR'S .MEIHOI).

In an interview with a representative of Wheel-

ing, M. A. Holbein, the crack English road
rider, speaking of his physical development, de-

scribes his athletic training as follows:
" I walk every day," said Mr. Holbein. "I

believe strongly in walking as a means of bring-

ing the body into proper training for a trial of

endurance, and before my recent long ride 1

walked thirty-six miles a day for si.x weeks !

"

" How long have )'ou been a safety rider?"
was our next inquiry.

"Abou»four months only; but I have all my
life been an athlete in other branches of sport,

and have ahvays had a special taste for feats of

endurance."
"Have you been very successful?"
"Well, I have tried too many things in one

season—running, walking and swimming—to be
always a winner. In fact, I have found by ex-

perience that an athlete, like a musician, cannot
excel unless he confines himself to one thing,

or, at any rate, as regards the athlete, to one

sport in one season."
"You are always more or less in training if

you believe so in walking?" we ventured to sug-
gest, gazing quietly down at the casy-litting

boots.

"Oh, yes, I am always that. For instance,

when I was in business in Manchester I used to

get up early and walk two miles to Worsley, and
bathe in the Duke of Bridgewater's canal tluMc.

You know it ?'

" Yes," we replied, thinking of our old Upper
Broughton dayS; and our dally tramps to 33
Dickinson Street in 1862.

"Ah, well," continued Mr. Molbein, " after

bathing I used to walk two miles home again;
then breakfast, and walk four miles to business.
I was in a (ierman shipping house and 1 had
two hours for dinner, during which time I gen-
erally walked eight miles. Then I woidd walk
home— four miles— have tea, and after that turn
out and run for three hours without stopping. I

found that this kind of training gave me great
staying power, but not pace, and it w^s only
over a heavy wet grass course that I could run
to win."
"Then you believe in training for pace or

training for endurance c|uite separately?"

The Danvers Cycle Club races were-run Satur-

day afternoon last on a heavy track. The
results :

Mile Novice.—J. Ogden, of Middletown,
3m. 4s.

Half-mile, Club Challenge, two in three.—M.
W. Robson, of Salem.

Mile Tandem Tricycle.—R. H. Robson and
mate of Salem, 4m. 50s.

Mile Handicap.— E. A. Bailey, of Somerville
]

(scratch), 3m. 37s.

Mile Tricycle.— R. H. Robson, of Salem, 5m.
15s.

Two-mile.— E. A. Bailey, Sm. 15s.

Mile County Championship.—H. Robson, of

Salem, 4m. 14s.

Referee, W. S. Atwell, of Boston.

How to train is not a matter of interest only
to those who are about to race, but, in a greater
or less degree, to every person who rides a
cycle, because if the body be "fit " the work is

lighter, and the way to get the body "fit" is

found by a modified degree of training. Un-
fortunately, occasionally, persons who have got
a few men "fit" for racing by following a sys-

tem which they found suited themselves, con-
sider themselves fitted at once to write a book
on training. It is not every successful racer
who has medical science to back up his own
personal experience as had Cortis ; and even he
was greater as a racer than as a man of medical
science. We are now threatened with a work
on training by an individual whose professional
medical knowledge is simply nil, and whose
only excuse for the production of such a work
can be " pieces," or rather the want of them.
Turning from books written to sell, to those
which combine salability with a sound basis of

information written by qualified men, it is

pleasant to draw attention 10 a genuine work on
training, which is at once pleasant and profit-

able reading, not only for the athletic, or even
the common or touring cyclist, but for every in-

telligent person who wants to know the " whv
and wherefore" of the causes which from time
to time benefit or disturb that great and won-
derful thing, the human body. Dr. Henry
Hoole has recently issued a book entitled " The
.Science and Art of Training: a Handbook for

Athletes," 10 which we have pre\ iously briefly

alluded, which deals very extensively, not only
with the subject of training, but, scientifically,

with the entire fabric of human life and the
food which keeps the body in working order.

The uses and abuses of tea, for instance, are

very forcibly dealt with, and the subject-matter
will, when perused, carry home its truth to

many a one who, unthinkingly, .considers that

because tea is un-alcoholic it is necessarily
harmless as a beverage at all times and under
all circumstances. The exclusion of all fat as

an article of diet by some trainers is also severe-

ly dealt with. The use and abuse of alcohol
are also subjecis on which Dr. Hoole w rites, in

a spirit which must find supporters from all ex-
cept rabi<l teetotallers. "On account of the
profound mental and physical degratiation of

those who habitually consume too much of this

()otent agent, no article of diet has attracted

more attention than alcohol. Its advocates
would elevate it to the dignity of a food proper,
while its detractors would degrade it to the level

of a poisonous drug." In tlie same hboral spirit.

Dr. Hoole deals with smoking. He says:
" Smoking is indulged in so widely, both by the

young anil the oKl.and /// nitiny <.\is<s 'cith tihirkdi

Ihni'fil to the mind and body, that it is an open
question whether tobacco ought not to be in-

cluded among the coiulimenis ; at all events its

action fin' good or for evil deserves notice."

It is generally well k.nown that an abstinence
from lii|uids reihices weight, but Dr. Hoole
points out that as every organ of the body, and
paiticularly the muscles, depend for their effi-

cient action on a certain degree of moisture, the
blood cannot act in its double function as a dis-

tributor of nutriment .md a remover of waste
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materials unless it is kept at its ritclu deiisiiy.

The amount of work done bj- laboring men on
bread and cheese must have been remarked by

every thinking person, but, as Dr. Hoole points

out, the nutriment of cheese is just double that

of meat, provided—luiJ here the rub comes in—
the person who eats the cheese possesses the

peculiar stomach power (acquired in the case of

laboring men by hereditary and early practice)

of digesting cheese as a meal, per se, and not

merely as the linisher of a meal of other and
more toothsome and various viands. These
points, apart from the actual question of train-

ing—with which, however, they are eminently
connected—form amongst others most interest-

ing reading in the work of Dr. Hoole, which we
commend to our readers.— IVheelhr^.

The mile match race between Osmond and
Synyer, one "the best handicap rider in

England," the other the mile l)icycle champion
of England, created extraordinary interest in

racing circles abroad. The result of the race,

Synyer's victory by several lengths, was pub-
lished in last week's paper : the details have
just arrived. In the first trial, both men com-
menced spurting a half lap from home, when
Synyer sprung a spoke, and Osmond generously
pulled up. Synyer, who rides a jg-inch wheel,
started again, mounted on a 57 '^-inch. The last

lap spurt is thus described by IVheelini;:

" .^t the second attempt, the same tactics were pursued to
the same place, or perhaps a lap and nvo-tifths from h<jme.
The crowd roared as one man when Usmond shot up along-
side liis rival, and for an instant showed half a machine s

length in front, but Synyer never let him ^et clear, and
thej passed the bell locked tosfether. Desperately, and
worthily of his hifrh repute, did Osmond strive to clear his
man, but fully half a lap from home lie was well beaten to
the eye of an expert, for Synyer was able (o answer his
every spurt with e;ise. and soon after he drew clear, and
came away a gallant winner."

The last lap was run in 3S 4-5S., one-tiftli of a
second outside of grass record, li'heeliii^ says of

Synyer's victory :

' We should like to crow, but we do not (|uitc enter into
the savage old sjjirit which prompted the Va I'lctis!
No ! we will only chortle. We must chortle even if we are
not akin to jabbcrwocks, because on a strange machine, and
on erass, Herbert Synyer has made an example of Frederic
I. (jsmond, which sets at rest forever the (juestion of which
is the real champion of 188S. We have orotested with the
warmth we could infuse into cold type that tlie exaltation
of F. J. Osmond at the expense 01 ihe man who ran away
from him in the mile championship was unfair, unsports-
manlike, and utterly injudicious. We have maintained
throughout that the amateur ch.impion was a better man
than the splendid handicap rider, and have ridiculed the
l>omb.ist wliich assumed that Osmond could give .Synyer 60
yards in the mile, and if we chortle now, we do not do so in
any unkind spirit towards the defeated lad, but simply be-
cause his downfall is an e.xemplification of the folly of anv
man boasting when puttingon his armor instead of waiting
till he takes it ofl. We are aware that Osmond does his bif
talk hv deputy, but we have not forgotten his proposal that
Synver should receive a start from him at Coventry."

THE MANAGEMENT OF RACE
MEETS.

JERSEY CITY.

The first smoker of the Htidson County
Wheelmen took place on Monday evening last,

and was a complete success, about forty-five

members being present. Good jokes, good
music, refreshments and, first, last and all the
time, smoke, made this smoker one long to be
remembered.

Messrs. Stout and Meyers delighted all with
their banjo and zither solos and duets. G. L,

Bettcher rendered some very fine selections in

German dialect as only Bettcher can. Presi-

dent Johnson entertained all by some well ext-
cuted sleight-of-hand tricks and humorous anec-
dotes. The " Wandering Jew," as rendered by
Dr. Benedict, was a complete surprise to all, as
well as himself. The club quartette, Merseles,
Eldridge, Bettcher and Kerr, proved that the
Hudson County Wheelmen has talent of no
mean order.

The folding doors on being thrown open dis-

closed well-filled tables, on which were spread
all the delicacies of the season—a great sur-
prise to all present, who did ample justice to

choice viands donated by the members' wives
and sisters. The committee had prepared
souvenirs of the occasion in the shape of pipes,

three feet long, each decorated with the club
colors, on which were printed " H. C. W., First

Smoker, October 22, 1888, H. C. W."
The smoker was voted a success, and the

committee deserve great credit for their en-
deavor, and the members look forward with
pleasure for the next smoker, which will take
place at an early date.

Before this reaches your readers Mr. Theodore
F. Merseles, Jr., will have joined the ranks of

the benedicts. The marriage took place Wed-
nesday, the 24th, at the residence of the bride's
parents, (^n account of a recent death in the
family the ceremony was private. The happy
couple are now on their extended wedding tour,

which will include many of the Western cities.

They will visit Columbus, O., Logan's Point,
Ind., Chicago, 111., Cleveland, O., and many
other places before their return. Merseles, we
all wish for you the brightest and happiest
future, and do congratulate you.

Anti-C().\stkk.

A PROFESSIONAL CYCLIST'S
ESCAPADE.

tion Day, and would like all who can to assem-
ble at the club house at 10 .\. m.

This winter all members will be invited to
participate in a handicap continuous pool

' tournament, with generous handicaps to en-
! courage the weaker players.

I

Two weeks ago Sunday we passed our Cap-
]

tain and Treasurer on Mr. De Graaf's new tan-
;

deiTi safety bicycle, enjoying a spin in the Park.
!
This wheel runs very easily, and among its

I

many good points is that a new rider can, m
j

company with an experienced wheelman, learn
j

how to ride in a very short time, with no dan-
ger of falls. R-LEM.

THE "CITS" WELCOME "SIM" FORD.

1<' Mil. EunoR oi- TiiE WiiKKi. :

In conjunction with your suggestions regard-
ing a race meet programme. I wish to present
my ideas with reference to this question in con-
nection with arranging the races. In the first

place, I claim that a handicap ra.c<:, 0/ anv i/e-

seripiioH, fails in every instance to create any
enthusiasm among the audience, outside of the
friends of the wheelmen and their wheels.
Two-thirds of the spectators at a large
race meeting would know nothing of the
records of the difTerent contestants, would
not know whether the given time for
the race referred to the man half way around
the track at the start or the man at scratch, ani
could not but assert that if applied to the man
with two or three hundred yards start it was a
farce of the most ridiculous, and had no meaning.
.\ man who can't get to the tape even up with an-
other man better put in a little more time on a
home trainer, or start with men to whom he is

equal, and in such races as he belongs. There
must be very little glory in winning a race
against a man who can give you 25 per cent, of
the distance and make you ride for all you are
worth to " get there." The spectators certainly
don't go wild over the contest, and say, " Well,
who couldn't have won that kind of a race !"

I would suggest having nothing but scratch
events, with the contestants classified and en-
tered in only such races as will warrant them in

starting at the tape. If you want a hare-and-
hound chase so advertise it, but don't call it a
race. Let there be short heat races, and a " go"
from the start. L. M. R.
CmcAfio, [II., October 2, 1888.

Two soldiers at Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis,
under arrest for desertion, escaped Saturday
night, after fatally assaulting Sentries Kennedy
and Welch. The deserters were Thomas F.
Lynch and a recruit named McCurdy. Sentry
Kennedy was cut down with an axe, in the hands
of Lynch, while McCurdy beat Welch into in-
sensibility with the butt of a revolver he had
taken away from the first sentry.

Alfred A. McCurdy. the well-known Star
bicycle rider, formerly of Lynn, is a recent re-

cruit at Jefferson Barracks, and some of his ac-
quaintances are fearful that he is the party
named to the murderous assault. McCurdy
made a remarkable twenty-four hour record,
but those personally acquainted with him al-

ways believed that he never rode the distance
claimed, and that he got the best of the officials

at certain parts of the course not under surveil-
lance.

At the close of last season McCurdy went
West, where he faked a match race with Stillman
G. Whittaker, himself a slippery Dick, selling
out his own backer, Tom Roe, of Chicago, who
lost several thousand dollars on the race. After
a few nionths spent in the West, where he
was unable to make any money, McCurdy en-
listed at Jefferson Barracks.
The penalty for the crime, if the victim dies,

is death, cither by hanging or shooting. In any
case McCurdy is in .-i terrible position, the pen-
alty for desertion being severe, with an addi-
tional sentence for assault.

HARLEM WHEELMEN NOTES.

Glad to hear from you, bowlers of the Hud-
son Co.; we will be with you about December i.

After the middle of November our bowling
team will be in condition to bowl match games.
We would like to hear from all the bicycle clubs,
having bowling teams, in reference to forming
a league.

Captain Parker has called a club run for Elec-

On Friday evening, October 19, the Citizens'
i
Bicycle Club tendered a dinner to their fellow-

I

member, Mr. Simeon Ford, at Seighortner's, on
Lafayette Place, New York City. Mr. Ford.

1 who has been abroad, was, like " Our Chauncey,"
met by a committee from bis club and escorted
to the banquet hall. Covers were lad for thirty-
three, and " the old guard " turned out in force.

Mr. George T. Wilson, as toast master, wel-
comed Mr. Ford home in an exceedingly neat
and humorous speech. Music was furnished by
the vocal talent of the club, and was greatly en-
joyed by all present. One of the speakers, Mr.
W. C. Lewis, of Boston, Mass., after some very
-witty remarks, wound up with the following,
which was rapturously received :

TO S. K.

We have met and we have missed you.
Since in parting last we kissed you

In our minds

;

We have wept and we have snorted.
And of grief we have supported

Several kinds.

For to know tliac we were sundered
By the ocean several hundred '

Miles across.
Caused us woe akin to madness,
And we, with an awful sadness.

Mourned our loss.

We have felt far. far from sprightly,
.^nd our pillows have been nightly

Wet with tears

;

As by dint of much hard blinking.
We, in fancy, saw you drinking

German beers.

And we thought of other dangers
;

•

Thought of you beset by strangers
I'ull of guile

:

And our minds to you would wander,
.^s we wondered if you'd scjuander

All your pile.

But we bore it, bore it bravely
;

Though it racked our bosoms gravely.
Now 'tis past.

.Vnd with joy we see your features
Beaming on your fellow-creatures.

Home at last. •

Here amid familiar faces,

I

Still retaining all your graces,

j

You're the link
I That this chain has needed sadly

;

j

So, to you, Sim, we'll most gladly

j

Fill and drink.

Mr. Ford's trip was one of pleasure, and he
returns with a set determination of expending
his superfluous energy by kicking a "goat."

AIT QtlOTATIO.NS.

/iieye/ing iVews quotes from the poets, and
many of the passages aotly apply to English
cyclists. We republish a few of the quotations :

Mks. j. S. Smith, the Lady Cyclist.
" Fair as a star when only one

Is shining in the sky." —Wordtivottli.

llKRifKKT SvNVRK, i-mile Bicycle Champion.
" The .spider's touch, how exquisitely tine."

— /'o/>/r

With winged expeditiim, swift as lightning."
—AfJltan

X. E. La.ncji.kv, Racing Man.
" I turned and tried each corner of the track.

—Dryr/f'n

.

W. CiiAi'EK Lka, Hill-climber.
" He -.v/u-et'it\\h upward Hight and soar'd to fame."—DrydfK

A. NrxoN, Record Breaker.
" How beautiful is youth (!). How bright it gleams
With its illusions, aspirations, dreams.'
In its sublime audacitv of faith,
' Be thou removed,' it to the record aa.\th."

I

—LoHg/ellmu

j

F. Freeman, Road Scorcher.

I

" His fancy lay extremely to traveling."
—VRttraH^e

I

" Turn thy wild wheel through sunshine, stonn and cloud."
— TtMHyton.
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BOWLING. THE EVOLUTION IN FEMININE
CYCLING.

A large number of bicycle clubs promise to

place bowling teams in the field this year. A
meeting of club representatives should be called

and a schedule of games arranged for a trophy.

Among the clubs who took great interest in the

sport last year were the Harlem Wheelmen,

New York Bicvcle Club, Long Island Wheel-

men, Kings County Wheelmen, Elizabeth

Wheelmen and Atlanta Wheelmen of Newark.

i\(L.

E. J. SHRIVER. J. M. WARWICK,

The New York ITorM of Sunday last devoted
two columns of matter to the New York clubs,

profusely illustrating the article. The cuts were
bad generally, but we present those of Messrs.
E.J. Shriver, President of the New York Bicycle

Club, and J. M. Warwick, President of the

Manhattan Bicycle Club, which were the truest

photographs of the lot.

,M,'ViNHATTAN BICYCI.K CI.UH.

In view of the strict attention the Berkeley
Athletic Club is giving to our sport, and in

order to encourage them in the good work, it is

the intention of the bicycle clubs to attend their

races at Berkeley Oval, Morris Dock, New York
City, in a body. Members will please assemble
at the club house with their wheels at 1:15 l>.M.

sharp, Saturday, October 27, 1888, to participate

in this short run. Good races and fancy riding

are among the events.
At 2 P.M., Sunday, October 28, all members

"are expected to assemble at the club house in

uniform to have their photographs taken. It is

hoped that every member will feel it his duty to

make this photograph larger and better than our
first. A run to a suitable background will follow.

-After we have been photographed there will

be a short run.

The Tour Committee announce the following
runs:
November (Election Day)— RcjseviUe and

Orange, N. J. Races and large party expected;
leave club house 9 a.,vi. sharp; West Twenty-
third Street, g:=;5 sharp.
November 11—Brooklyn Riding District, y;30

A. M.

November 25—Tarrytown, N. Y., 9 .\.m.

The regular meeting of the above club will be
held at the club house Monday, October 29, at

8 P.M. sharp. The election of a bugler will

take place.

A.motion will come before the club
—"Shall

the club resign from the League ?" As this is a
question of importance members are expected
to be present to vote thereon.

,J. Wm. ShkkhaN, Caflain.

NKW YORK HICVCl.K C.I.t;!!.

There will be a club run to the Berkeley .Ath-

letic grounds and race track at Morris Dock,
on Harlem River, Saturday, October 27. Leave
club house at i p. m. sharp. Members are re-

quested to attend this run, as the Berkeley Ath-
letic Club is disposed to be friendly to the
wheelmen, and have asked me to invite all the
clubs in New York to attend these bicycle races
^vith us.

J. M. McFaddkn, Caplain.

The Orange Wanderers will hold a twenty-four
hour road race over a ten-mile course, starting
at 6 p. M., Monday, November 6, and ending at
6 p. M. on Tuesday, Election Day. The start

and finish will be at Brick Church Station,
opposite the club house.

Worcester, Mass., October 20. 1888.—Y. M.
C. A. games, i-mile bicycle race: D. W. Rojs-
ton, 3m. 18 1-5S.; James Wilson, Jr., 3ni. 18 3-5:;,

The past eighteen months have witnessed an
' entirely new departure in the way of feminine
cycling—the introduction and favorable recep-

i tion ot ladies' bicycles.

!
At first the mere idea of such an innovation

j

was received with considerable suspicion, not to

I
say consternation by the general public; and it

I

was pretty confidently expected that the new
' style of machine would prove, like so many
' others, a mere eccentricity of invention, which
might excite a certain amount of interest for a
time, but would no doubt soon vanish from the
market, and leave only its recollection behind.
Women, it was commonly remarked, have no

occasion whatever for the use of two wheels
when three were quite adequate to their needs;
and there was a masculinity about the very

: name of bicycle which made it an unseemly
machine for a lady's use. The lady's safety
had been tried and approved in America before it

ever came into more than individual use in this

country; and it was the Stanley Show of last

winter which certainly brought it for the first

time prominently before the notice of the British
cycling public, and began the popularity which
it is undoubtedly achieving with a rapid cer-

tainty.

At first, of course, the original objections to

feminine tricycling were brought up with re-

newed energy against so horrible an idea as
feminine bicycling. It was dangerous, and it

was indecorous! Horrible accidents were sure
to happen, w'hich would reduce the cycling sis-

terhood by dozens of helpless cripples, dragging
out a wretched existence upon their sofas; and
the mere spectacle of a woman on a machine
devised expressly for the use of man would have
an unseemly effect.

The first sight, however, of the beautiful little

safeties, designed expressly for ladies, their U
frames brought down low enough to allow of a
perfectly graceful fall of skirt draperies, was
sufficient to show that they were thoroughly
well adapted for their purpose, and that they
might be riddeii with complete grace and pro-
priety.

A sudden desire began to awake in. the femi-
nine mind to ascertain for itself, by personal
experience, what were those joys of the two-
wheeler which they had so often heard boast-
fully vaunted as superior, a thousand times, to

the more sober delights of the staid tricycle.

Many women began their experiments in this

hitherto unexplored held by means of the tandem
safeties, now beginning to be so constructed as
to admit of a lady rider on the front seat.

This was a sort of compromise. There seemed
a certain sense of security in embarking on so
novel and perilous an undertaking if there was
a man behind to steady the machine; to hold it

up in mounting and dismounting, and to bear
the responsibility of any overturnings.

In point of fact, the tandem safety is by no
means a bad way of learning to ride on two
wheels; and may be highly commended to all

women who are not sure enough of their nerve
or courage to make the initial ventures upon a
single bicycle.

No woman should try safety riding until she
has, at least, mastered the rudiments of the art

cycular by means of the tricycle.

It is an easy enough affair to learn the safety
in a very few lessons if one is alreatly well up
in the mechanical arts of steering and pedaling
—in fact, the balance is then the only fact that
remains to be grasped. But if the novice, who
has no idea ot the merest alphabet of cycling,
lets her vaulting ambition carry her at once into

the saddle of the safety, she will find herself, if

a wiser, at least a sadder woman in the process
of acquiring her new art.

Ladies' bicycling began to be taken u[) in a
somewhat hole-and-corner way. Women showed
a certain shrinking from the braving of public
opinion, which found its refuge in learning ihc
coveted accomplishment under cover of as much
mystery and secrecy as if they were practising
the first steps in witchcraft, or planning the com-
mission of murder.
Dark rumors were current in certain localities

of ladies who were discovered in country lanes
at untimely morning hours; or within high-
walled gardens, earnestly lending their minils
to achieving that dillicult and longed-for " bal-

ance," and, hy-and-byc, the dwellers in those

favored neighorhoods began to confide to each
other that they had actually met a woman on a
bicycle on the public road— " not a tricycle, you
know, but, upon my soul, a regular two-wheeled
affair, if you'll believe me! "

In America, as has just been said, the safeties

became popular with wonderful rapidity. There
are said to be 150 lady bicyclists in the city of
Washington alone; and ladies' bic}-cle clubs are
being formed in many of the large towns through-
out the United States.

Probably an equal future is before the ladies'

safety on our own shores. Once the mere
shock of novelty is worn out, and people have
overcome their first feeling of consternation at

what is, after all, only the mere idea of unfemi-
ninity, there is no reason why the two-wheeled
machines should not become quite as popular
for ladies' use as the three-wheeler has been for

years past.

The actual risk in riding is extremely small.
Of course, feminine costume hampers in this, as
in most forms of active exercise ; but so it does
in tricycling, yet no one considers it a sufficient

bar to fright the wearer of gowns from the
wheel. Flowing draperies of course necessitate

more care and caution in the lady safety rider

than in a member of the other sex; but if that

care be exercised, especially in mounting and
dismounting, there is little fear of accident
from that cause alone.

The nearness of the pedals to the ground
makes a bad fall, under ordinary circumstances,
almost out of the question; and should an acci-

dent occur from causes independent of the
rider's control, she runs actually less danger
from being entangled in her machine than she
would do upon a bicycle-steering tricycle.

As for its advantages, the safety bicycle is un-
doubtedly quicker, easier and more delightful
riding than the tricycle, and can be used with
comfort upon roads which put the three-wHeeled
machine almost out of the question. This is

probably one secret of its success in the United
States, where the roads, except in or about the
large towns, are generally extremely bad. Per-
sonally, I have not found it prove the claim made
for it by its inventors, that it is cleaner and freer
from the scattering of dirt in wet weather.

It is, of course, in a certain sense a more
fatiguing machine to ride than the tricycle, the
mental strain of its management being so much
greater; and it has one great drawback in the
fact of being unable to pause at will in riding
without a descent. For touring, or for the use
of women past middle age, the safety will never
probably prove a dangerous rival to the tricycle:

but for swiftness, ease and mere pleasure riding,
it certainly has an enormous future before it in

feminine favor.

—

Lili.ias Camphki.i. Davidson,
in C. r. C. Gniette.

A I.ADV S OPINION ON IHK. LADIK.S SAKETV.

A valued correspondent writes as follows :

"Being a rider on the first ladies' safety
(' Premier') in this district, it may no doubt in-

terest your many readers to hear of my experi-
ences in learning to ride. In the first place, I

arranged with Mr. G. M Young, the well-known
cycle agent, who makes teaching a specialty,

and after having two lessons of half an hour
each was able to ride. I found the only thing
to contend with was the strain on the wrists,

but that gradually wore oil. Mounting and dis-

mounting 1 found the most dillicult, but having
changed the ordinary saddle supplied with ma-
chine for one of Lamplugh 0<; Brow^n's ' Easy

"

saddles, I find it now quite easy. I think it is

imly a matter of time before the ladies' s.afety will

become very popular, as the exertion required
to drive it compared to a tricycle is very small
indeed. The makers ought to study several
small details, such as dress guards, suitable
saddles, etc., as I had to have one made to pre-
vent my dross from coming in contact with the

wheel. With these exceptions the machine
runs splendidly. 1 shall be pleasc(.l to answer
:iny questions that your readers may care to ask."
I agree with my correspondent that t-he driving
chain might be more ss-'curoly closed in than is

the case in most ladies' safeties, and should be
glad to hear whether hot- guard achieved this

point, as well as that of keeping her gown off

the wheel. Also, does she not share my ex-
perience that it is more dillicult to keep one's
skirls free from mud than when on the tricvclc ?
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"The man of the future" will be devoid of

legs, so we are informed by a Darwinian dis-

ciple. Whether the evolution theory warrants
such a prediction we are not concerned to in-

quire, but certain it is that within the recollec-

tion of living men the road of iron and the

horse of steam has reduced at a stroke, and to

an incalculable degree, the laboi;of the limbs in

question. Our fathers' records of a frequent

twenty to thirty miles walk, and perhaps a daily

walk to and from Sunderland or Newcastle,
sound strangely to a generation which considers

a iramcar from street to street an indispensable
institution. But a greater revolution in the

methods of locomotion, greater in many respects

than even " London to Edinbro' in Eight
Hours," is to be found in what is included in

the term "Cycling." It is very little over ten

years since the first india-rubber-tired machines
were introduced, and the rapid progress in

popular favor which the sport has made may
fairly be said to be phenomenal. Almost every
other branch of athletics dates back hundreds
of years. A few weeks ago there was played a

game of bowls on the e.xact spot where three

hundred years before the commanders of the

fleet of Queen Bess finished their game with

the Great .Armada in sight. .\nd yet, where
the game of bowls is played by the tens, cycling

is practised by the thousands. Cricket, foot-

ball, tennis, and kindred sports have all had the

start of cycling by centuries, and it has not

only overtaken and passed them, but has left

them altogether out of sight. Not only is this

the case in our " Tight Little Island," but wher-
ever cycling has been introduced, there it has
immediately taken forcible possession, and has
given all other competitors to popular favor

—

notic* to quit. It may not be known to all read-

ers of this paper, that one National Club num-
bering a few scattered cyclists counts over
twenty-one thousand members. Now, what is

the secret of this marvelous development? It

is, we believe, simply in the iwo-fold character

of cycling; it is excellent as a pastime, and, as

a sport, cycle racing is unequaled. Herein
lies its gieat advantage over the games to which
we have referred. They are games and sports

alone, and must be in conjunction with other

players. A man cannot well play at cricket by
himself, nor even with the assistance of his

better half ; a man cannot enjoy himself at foot-

ball alone, he must have both friends and oppo-
nents in the game; but a man may mount his

machine after the fatigues of business and en-

joy the golden eventide in the green country
lanes without any sanction other than that of

his own inclination. The denizen of the

crowded city may, through its aid, slip away in

a few minutes to

" Breathe acain the breath
Of the cowshp and prhnriisc sweet.

With the sky above hi^ head.
And the prass beneath Ills feel."

It must be admitted that if these advantages
were secured at the cost of a great amount of

labor, the drawback would be considerable, but

the very reverse is the case. The art of propelling

either a bicycle or a tricycle over a moderately
decent road is in itself an enjoyable, easy and
e.xhilarating sensation. We do not, of course,

refer If) the lunatics who attempt to ruin their

health in riding the most outrageous tlistances

in a limited time, ami who measure their enjoy-
ment by the fatigue and labor they cause them-
selves to undergo. There are foolish men in all

(lasses, and the " scorching " mania is the meas-
ure of folly in the cyclist. But ihe men who
ilash along the roads at a breakneck pace, bath-
ing themselves in persiration, arc fortunately

few in comparison to the nunibcr who use the

wheel in a rational way, and who may be seen
by the hundreds, of every size and age, any sum-
mer night in our midst. It is interesting to con-
template to what this constant addition to the

great army of cyclists will lead. We are in-

clined to believe that when inathines are cheap-
ened, as by the sure and certain efferts of com-
petition they must be, then the young man who
does not ride a bicycle will be about as rare as
the young man who can neither read nor write.

We have referred as yet only to the recreative
aspect of cycling, and'for many reasons it is the

light in which we prefer to view it, but as one of

the proprietors of the cycling grounds we may
be permitted to make an observation or two on

cycling as sport. There can be no doubt but
that the British are a sport-loving people. From
the prince to the peasant the games and sports
of the day have in every age e.xcited the liveliest

interest and enthusiasm. We doubt not but
that a few individuals have always existed who
have been deterred by the barriers of bigotry
from commingling with their fellows in these
games, but fortunately they are few indeed in

comparison to the great majority of the public
who recognize in the outdoor sports and pastimes
of our youth one great cause of the hardihood,
stamina and pluck of the British race. Far be it

from us to deny that there are drawbacks to it,

but in the fact of a number of men competing
in an honest and straightforward manner for a

certain prize, there can be nothing to censure,
but everything to commend. It has been ob-
jected that in connection with the sport an ele-

ment of gambling has been introduced, and we
take it to be no answer to that objection that

the parties who are loudest in their objections

are guilty of gambling to any extent when
the money is applied to purposes which they
favor. Two blacks can never make a white, and
gambling is wrong, whether it takes place at

athletic sports or church bazaars. But gambling
is not an indispensable adjunct to athletic sports

;

indeed in man}' respects it is the worst enemy
of honest sport. The most that can be laid to

the charge of the particular sport we are con-
sidering is this—that it offers a temptation to

gamble. But it does not require much discern-

ment to see that the same objection holds good
in a greater or less degree to thousands of harm-
less and indeed most beneficial competitions of

every shape and every department of social and
commercial life. A man who is so inclined has
not far to see his temptation to gamble, and
should he find that temptation at an athletic

gala, the projectors of the gala are no more
responsible for the act of such a man than a

jeweler who e.xhibits his goods in a lawful man-
ner in his own window is responsible for the

temptation which overtakes the thief. We
admit that in each case precautionary measures
must be taken. The jeweler must have his

shop secure, and the managers of the gala must
do their best to prevent the evils in question,

but just as locks and bars are not insurmount-
able barriers to a thief, so no power in existence

can prevent two men making a private bet,

whether it be for a penny or a thousand pounds.
—Exf/hUlgi.

WHEELING BETTER THAN POLITICS.

1 BY KARL KRO.N.
|

Considered as a scheme for getting rid of

malaria, and storing up a supply of strength
sufficient for the production of this book, my
forty days of walking large with the wheel
proved eminently successful. It convinced me,
too, that the love of touring, like any other

genuine and healthy enjoyment, is really in-

I satiable. It grows by what it feeds on. The
man who has a heartv liking for it is always
bound to want more. He is like the Scotch-

man's dog that could never get enough of fight-

ing. "
I go through the woods and hunting-

grounds one day, and I rise up in the inorning
and go through them the next day— I walk
large," said the Indian ; and it seems to me that

I, in similar spirit, could never really tire of

wheeling large.

I care too tnuch for comfort to sacrifice it in

traversing deserts and dangerous countries
merely for the sake of conquering them, while
innumerable pleasanter regions are waiting to

be explored; and I am not adventurous enough
to risk my life in search of strange sensations

and unique experiences, as Thomas Stevens did

in Asia; but I sympathize entirely with the spirit

of Stevens, which enables him to take pleasure
In the process of buckling a bicycle belt round
t'Te world ; and I have no hope of higher happiness
in the future than that which would attach to

wheeling large in foreign but friendly lands,

should fortune ever thus allow me to push
Number 234, Jr., across such "fresh fields and
pastures new."

If this ambition seems contemptible to the

man whose nature shows no strain of the noble
savage, let him modestly remember that the

savage, in turn, looks with the sincerest con-

tempt on the ambitions and amusements of the

highly civilized. To the men of my own age
and generation \vht> have mn fairly taken in

hand the political management of this continent
(though the superfluously lagging veterans who-
were not " in de wah " have as yet failed to get a
grip on that truth), let me say that the explora-
tion of the continent's roads seems exactly as
creditable. I wish them great good luck in

their little game called "politics;" but it seems
to me that most of the players make it a very-

little game. " I know their tricks and their

manners," and lam not impressed atall with the
notion that any special dignitv or grandeur at-

taches to their performance. My game called

wheeling seems quite as respectable a one for an
elderly man to seek his amusement in; and if

they laugh at this idea, let them remember that
" he laughs best who laughs last."

I do not affect to despise any kind of human
activity which is engaged in sincerely; I only
insist that the value of each kind, as regards the
individual, is purely relative, dependent entirely

upon his own special mental centre, or personal
point of view. " Of the many precious immuni-
ties that belong to humble station, there are
none," as Hamerton says, "more valuable than
the freedom from false amusements. Any hard
work, however uncongenial, has the qualities of
a mental tonic, for you see a sort of result; whilst
a false pleasure leaves no result but the extreme
fatigue that attends it—a kind of fatigue quite

exceptional in its nature, and the most disagree-

able that is known to man.''
And so, when some conventional ambition or

ceremonious splendor is pointed out for my
approval, I exclaim : "It is very good—it is

beautiful; but I— I walk large.'' Or perhaps I

sing, in paraphrase of George .Arnold's verses.
" .\ harmless fellow, wasting useless days.
Am I: I love my comfort and my leisure:

Let those who wish them toil for gold and praise
;

To me. this whirline: wheel brings more of pleasure.

So, here upon it let me ride at ease.
While solemn voices of the Past are calling.

Mingled with rustling whispers in the trees.

And pleasant sounds of water idly falling.

Praise, if you will, ' the man of higher aims'

!

I ask but leave to smell the flowers, and listen

To lisping birds, or watch the sunset's tiames
On the broad river's surface glow and glisten.

Ves, let me go: I care no kmger now
For fame, for fortune, or fur empty praises;

Rather than wear a crown upon my brow
I'd ride forever here among these daisies.

So you who wish for fame, good friend, pass by;
With you I surely cannot think to quarrel:

Give me peace, health, this wheel whereon I fly,

.And spare me both the lab'r and the laurel !

"

— W'heehnois Gazett:.

The Wheki. of October 19 contained 22,600
words of reading matter, approximately ; the
Bicycling World, \^,yv:>. The Bicycling World o{

October 19 contained an editorial on the great
Mcrgan swindle; notes from Boston, New 'York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, Chicago, Syracuse; one
! and three-quarter columns on the professional

I

imbroglio; one-third column on the Baltimore
' road race; a column of news notes and a de-

scription of the Warwick cycles, which, by the

way, appeared in Thk VVMikki May 29. The
WiiEEi. of October 19 contained four editorials

—

on the local road-racing association, on the pros-

pects for the second-hand wheel business next
year, and on Mismanager Morgan's misrepresen-

I

tations in the Cyclist. Besides this were letters

: from Jersey City, Brooklyn, F*hiladelphia, Chi-
cago and San Francisco; four columns of notes
and comments; reports of races at Richmond,
V'a., Wilmington, Del.. New York City, Philadel-

phia, Rutherford, N. .'., and Fairfield, Me. ; over
two pages on the great Morgan swindle; nearly
two columns, illustrated, on the Baltimore road
race; official notices of the Cyclists' Union of

Long Island; a list of the latest patents; Synyer's
defeat of Osmond; Morgan's screed on the Buf-
falo tournament, and a number of other notes
too numerous to recapitulate.

Mr. Ducker writes us at length, thanking us

for reproducing and denouncing Mismanager
Morgan's letters to the Cyclist, wherein Ducker
was held up for the amusement of the English
on the point of -Morgan's vitupei-ative pen.
.Morgan's angry scrawl was not intended for

American eyes, and by republishing it we un-
cloaked this master of blarnev.

Two handicap bicycle events will be held at

I

the Brooklyn Athletic Club grounds on .N'ovem-

I
ber 6. For entry blanks address W. H. Rob-

I

ertson, 296 Broadway, New York City.
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ON THE ROAD.

A "CENTURY" UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

On last Saturday night, about ten o'clock,

four wheelmen, models of cleanliness as to uni-

forms and machines, might have been seen

emerging from the Long Island Wheelmen's
club house, on Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, ac-

companied by the well wishes of their club mates,

to the number of a score, and the " good-bys " of

several would-be facetious ones. The four depart-

ing cyclists were L. H. Wise, L. F. Ballard, F. M.
Tunison and C. C. Alden, and the purpose of

their journev was to make a century on the fol-

lowing day. The trials and tribulations of these

guileless individuals, as told by them, seem
worthy of narration and of subsequent framing.
The four courted sleep at Pettitt's Hotel, at

Jamaica, until 5:15 A. M., when a start was
made in the romantic but nevertheless decep-
tive moonlight—particularly deceptive, as our
friend Alden can testify after taking an initiative

header just outside of Jamaica. Riding by
moonlight on the plank road, splashing at inter-

vals through fathoms of mud and water, with
hands half frozen in the chilly night air, failed

in some degree to conjure to their minds visions

quite as delightful as portrayed in the " vision of

the wheelman."
Gradually the moonlight waned and the day-

light grew stronger, until just before Garden
City came in sight the sun became visible. It

was here that a fresh breeze began to give them
delight by making their work even more light,

and as they sailed down the magnificent stretch

of road between Garden City and Hempstead
they congratulated each other on living ; if any
thought of the return trip crossed their minds
they did not give it vent, but there was no dis-

sension when one deluded follower of Professor
Wiggins prophesied that the wind wo jld gradually
die away by noon. Although they had intended
breakfasting at Amityville, they changed their

plans when they arrived there at 7:30, and
pushed on to Babylon, reaching there at eight

o'clock.

After leaving Hempstead the wind had gradu-
ally increased in force, and, though not directly

in their favor, helped them on considerably.
They had ridden thirty miles in 2^ hours, and
looked forward to an easy completion of the
one hundred with the greatest of ease. Some
eight miles beyond Hempstead a mixture of

mud and water obliged them to make a detour
through the woods, during the course of which
that species of annoyance best known as " pitch-

forks " became attached to them by thousands.
The party drawing up at the Sherman House, at

Babylon, were far unlike the four naity indi-

viduals of the night before, particularly Tunison,
who had left a deep imprint of his mighty foot

in a mass of mud and water in consequence of

a side fall.

Just after leaving Babylon, at 8:45, Alden,
while trying to locate a friend's house some-
where along the road behind him, tried to up-
root a tree many years his senior, with disas-

trous results to the oufit of the uprooter, as

thereafter the small wheel of his machine seemed
inclined to run along on the opposite side of the

road, to say nothing of various and sundry
bruises upon his person. A short stop, however,
sufficed to bend the rear fork back into position

and render the machine once more ridable. A
few miles further Ballard indulged in an un-
fortunate fall, scraping the skin off his-forehead
and several pickets off the fence and giving him
a very severe shock. Thanks to a friendly pill

maker encountered on the way back tile rut was
bat|ied in a liniment which turned the adjacent
cuticle a dark brown and made his appearance
still more delightful.

The sandy hill one mile west of Patchogue
was reached at 10:40, and a double trip around
a two-mile circuit to make up the recjuisite num-
ber of miles gave them the first taste of what
the run back was destined to become. The
wind had increased to a gale, and had veered a
few points, enough to be dead against iheni.

It would require a volume to fitly describe the
forty-four miles gathered in one by one in the
teeth of such a wind on the way back to Jamaica.
They had ridden from Babylon to Patciiogue in

one hour and fifty minutes, and the return was
made in two hours and a half. About half way
back P.ilmedo, of the L. I. W., was niel, and, as
was found by the register of llu- Slicrni.ni I louse,

he too was essaying a century. What the wind
did with him is unknown to us at present writing.

At Babylon, the party, though mightily wreary,

managed to dispose of a hearty dinner, in view
of what still lay before them. Ballard, however,
was still suffering from the effects of his fall,

and much against his will decided to train back
from Babylon. There is not much doubt before

Brooklyn was reached the other three admitted
many times over that Ballard was imbued with

the wisdom of Solomon himself in making that

decision. They left Babylon at 1:45, in no ways
rested, but knowing that Jamaica was still a

long ways off, and that it would be dark at six.

Across the level country the wind swept with
almost resistless force, making level paths ride

like steep hills and little inclines like stone
walls. It was a veritable tug-of-war, with one's

opponent worsted time and again, but ever

coming up to the scratch again more and more
vigorous. With noses ru'obing on their tires,

the three pedaled as they never pedaled before

or ever want to again, and inch by inch they
managed to push ahead. Hempstead was reached
at about 3:30, and the boys indulged in pepper-
sauce and oysters in a vain search after strength.

The road between Garden City and Hempstead
lay just as hard and smooth as in the morning,
yet against that appalling wind the steepest hill

would not have been worse. So great was the

force of the wind that the front wheels of the

machines would slip and turn rather than make
headway against it.

Near Hyde Park it became a physical impossi-

bility to go further, and all three with one accord
took the railroad track to the station, and the

5:20 train to Brooklyn, with Wise's cyclometer
registering 94 miles as the sum total of the day.

At Jamaica Topping and Davies were found on
the train, after having wrestled with the wind
from Far Rockaway. When the club house was
reached a score of club men were found in wait-

ing to receive the century makers and offer

them congratulations upon getting through.
Alas, wheels and wheelmen were far from re-

turning in their pristine nattiness or spirits, and
it was a question which had suffered the more
from the experience, their feelings or their

clothes. To complete the hundred miles, seven
or eight miles were,ridden on Bedford Avenue,
and the three were only too glad to separate
and call the thing done—and well done.

TOO MUCH LUXURY.

BLIND MEN ON TOUR.

Last Monday, at eleven o'clock, we found
ourselves on Holborn Viaduct at the premises
of Messrs. Rudge & Co., forming one of a large
crowd that had assembled to see a party of

students from the Royal Normal Blind College
start upon a cycling tour. The idea may at first

seem strange, but such is the perfection of Dr.

Campbell's training of those afflicted with loss

of sight that they are enabled under his tuition

to cycle, skate, run, and in fact partake in

moderation of most ath'etic exercises. With a

vievv to see what could be done in the cycling
way Dr. Campbell decided to try a short cycling
tour, and wisely placed all the arrangements as

to machines in the hands of Messrs. Rudge <<;

Co., who built for the party an eight-in-hand.
This machine consists of four tandems joined

together, the second man steering. Of course
the steerer was a man in full possession of his

sight, but the others were all more or less blind.

Soon after eleven the machine was brought
round to the door of Rudge's depot, and the
seven sturdy, healthy, but blind riders took
their seats on it whilst a well-known rider took
the steering seat, and the rear was brought up
by a four-in-hand, on which were three blind

students with a steerer, and then ihe city police

obligingly sto]ipc(l ihi- iraDic whilst 'I'homas, the
cycling pliotogra|ilicr, took pliolos. We were
much amused at Thomas' calmness. Tlie whole
of the trallic was stopped, but Thoma.s hurried
not, but focussed his camera, posed his subjects
and took a couple of negatives with calm de-
liberation, utterly unmindful of the swear words
of the omnibus and cab drivers who were delayed
to suit his convenience.

The photographs having been taken the signal

was given to go, and Riulge's wonderful machine
glided on its snake-like way over Ihe Viaduct to

Aldersgate Street, on the first stage of its journey
to Derby. Dunstable wa-s to be the first sleeping
place, nnd the trip will taljc thri-e d.iys, returning
in two more.

The decadence of road riding in St. Louis has
called forth from Mr. Page, of the Spectator, a
dissertation on the effect of luxurious club-

houses on cyclists. We reproduce it, believing

it may be applied to other cycling communities
as well as to the St. Louis wheelmen :

" It is the club houses which have wrought
this change in the spirit of our dreams. In the

old days when the Ramblers had their head-
quarters around a lamp-post at Nineteenth and
Pine, there was a great deal more hard work
done than is now done by both our large clubs.

But with handsome houses, fine furniture, bil-

liards, tennis courts and all other accessories of

our improved condition, the joys of the road arc

mostly forgotten in the joys of the luxury which
may be had without work. I remember that at

the last election of the Missouri Club a band of

enthusiastic young men worked with all their

energy for a complete change in the officers of

the club, urging as a prime reason the great im-
portance of making the Missouris a booming,
hustling road club, whose mileage account
should make other wheelmen open their eyes.

j

Has this enthusiasm panned out? Not much !

I

Three of the most wordy of that heroic band
i have been transferred Irom the active to the

! associate list, and I fear the mileage account

I

will not awaken much consternation anywhere.

1
The club is a fine club, well housed and in finan-

cial clover, but the billiard table has more than

its proportion of devotees, while the saddles cooi

for very long spells between rides. I hear that

the Cycle Club is affected in the same way, and,

I believe, by the same disease—too much lux-

ury. Do I object to club houses ? Not at all.

They are good things in their way, but what I

object to is the tendency to forget the purpose
for which they were built and furnished. If it

is simply as asocial club that they are sustained,

then make them in name what they are in

reality. Perhaps another fault—and I advance
this with much diffidence— is, that we have all

tried too hard to elevate into the dignity of one

of the most serious things of life a chance cir-

cumstance which is, after all, only a recreation,

a sport, an agreeable pastime. Instead of leav-

ing it where it belongs, among the pleasures and
recreations of life, we take up every sport and
try to make of it hard work. We pile upon it

the machinery of clubs, red tape, leagues, by-

laws, constitutions, boards of officers, meetings,

conventions, hurrah, fuss and feathers. We
hedge it about with restrictions, we make of it

what it never was intended to be, and we offer

as an explanation the necessities of protection.

Grown men waste their time and wrangle over

tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee and then wonder
that the dear public doesn't fall on their knees

in admiration at them. And then, we go to

\

work and make a profession of the sport, and

I

further befoul the pure breezy atmosphere with

I

the quips and tricks of the jockey; we sell races,

we cheat and lie, or allow it to be done, and so

i

build up and " protect " a sport. How would it

do to allow sports to pmiect themselves a little

while, for a change?"
— - . .« « ^

A most phenomenal rider is Herbert Laurie.

: the young English record breaker. Laurie was
seventeen years old in June, stands 5ft. S'jin.,

and weighs 142 lbs. in training, Laurie com-
menced racing in .\ugust, 1S87, scoring seven

firsts, one second, and a third in nine races. In

February, iSSS, Laurie gave up his tricycle for

a safety , on which he has won fourteen firsts,

I

six seconds and three thirds. On .\uiMist S

Laurie won the mile safety handicap from

scratch, riding in 2m. 44 4 -^s,, record (or Aston

I

track. On .Vugust 31 lie beat all world's safely

records from two to twentv-otie miles, riding 21

miles 125 yards in the hour. The limes from

eleven to twenty-one miles heal all amateur
records lor any style of machine Laurie tried

for the mile safety record on September 5, and
succeeded in doing 2m. 30 2-5S., a world's ama-
teur record lor safeties. Laurie rides a Heeston

lIuinlHi safety geared to 63 indies, weighing 24

pounds, and a lliimber tricycle gcat^'d lo (v;

inches, weighing 30 pou-nds. Laurie stales thai

he has riiltlen a mile in 2m. 33s. on his safety,

and next spring he experrs lo lower the safely

record lo 2m. 30s.

Tile Columbia College gani'-s .ire being licld

this afternoon at the ^Lvnhattan Athletic Club
grounds. .Vmong the events is a 2-iiiile bii-yelc

race.
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QUADRICYCLE ORDER WAGON.

Newton, Ociober g.—The picture tells tlie

story, a rare romance, a novel with a hero

—

the provision boy—a quadricycle order wagon,
such a happy combination of business and profit

with relaxation and pleasure as was never
seen before. Bless us. but isn't it jolly, though I

Imagine that wagon, loaded with choice cuts of
meat, fresh vegetables, eggs youthful and inno-
cent of addle. On jumps the boy. sitting astride
the narrow saddle : off goes the team, up hill

and down, on level road, bearing to happy
N'ewton homes the wholesome dinner which is

the very balm and solace of human nature.
Yes, for four months past, a vehicle of which

the cut gives a representation has been in the

service of W. H. Brackett, a provision dealer in

Newton. Unique, isn't it? Who do you sup-
pose conceived the idea? Well, it was Sterling
Elliott, of Newton, who has been an inventor
since he left the cradle. In fact, it is not known
but what he invented a new cry for keeping the
household awake nights. Certainlv, he claims
to have invented the first bicycle when he was
thirteen years old, twenty-four years ago. then
a child of Michigan. As he is a little sensitive
on the subject, his present age will not be an-
nounced. Later, he spent seven of the best
years of his life in inventing a machine for

bookbinding which would tie a square knot.
He succeeded, and has the honor of being the
only one to win that success. It is a wonderful
machine, used now in America and England.
" 1 would give 51500 if 1 could discover the
bicycle I made when a boy," said .Mr. Elliott to

a Glodk reporter recently. The reporter was
just getting ready to start for Michigan when
Mr. Elliott said the bicycle had been destroyed.
"What put you in mind of this novel order

wagon ?"

" I first invented the quadricycle; the wagon
attached naturally followed."
The wagon body and four wheels are all of

wood, with iron and rubber tires and trimmings.
The driving wheels are 34 inches in diameter,
geared to 52 inches ; steering wheels, 24 inches
in diameter ; length of machine over all, 5 feet

9 inches : length from centre to centre of axles,

32|^ inches ; track, 2g inches : extreme width,

34 inches ; weight, 73 pounds. The wagon box
is 20|^ inches wide, aS^i inches long and S

inches deep, and 100 pounds of goods can easily
be carried, besides the weight of the rider.

"Why do you use wooden wheels instead of

wire ?"

" Because they are lighter and more durable.

An ordinary tricycle weighs eighty pounds,
while this, with four wheels and the wagon, is

several pounds less in weight."
"Are not wire wheels less liable to break?"
" No ;

people forget that the wire wheel is an

experiment, and wooden wheels the standard.

The New York Natural History Society have at

their museum a wooden wheel which was taken

by the late Dr. Abbott from the mummy pits at

Dashour, near Thebes, and which, according to

his estimate, must have been placed there at

least t,ooo years before Christ."

"What w-ood do you use for spokes?"
"Second growth hickory, from North Caro-

lina."

The writer was asked to break one of these

light spokes, one end of which was placed in a

vise. He did so, and was surprised to find the

small bar to consist of what appeared like a mul-

titude of fine steel needles. It takes four months
to get the stock sufficiently dry for use.

A call was made at Mr. Brackelt's store. He
spoke with great enthusiasm of the new vehicle.

It served to carry out light orders and saved the

use of two horses, his businf;ss having at times

required seven horses. For expressmen, gro-

cers and others he thought it would work
equally well.

The inventor is confident that it will come
into general use. He has orders for a half-

dozen, to be delivered in the spring.

Mr. Elliott is a keen, bright man, of medium
stature, but compactly arranged. He has lived

in this vicinity only eight years, as he came to

Boston in 1S80, Jfnd'was in business there on

Dover Street. He has for a few years past had
charge of a manufactory in Newton, where his

patents have been worked out and machines
constructed

—

Boston GIolic.

I

mounts. He rode very well as an amateur, and
won no less than 206 prizes—130 firsts, 50 sec-

onds and 26 thirds. His racing visits extended
all over the country, and at the end of 18S6 his

career as an amateur was checked by the action
of the N. C. U. During 1SS7 Lee did no public
racing, and at the beginning of the present sea-
son he crossed the Rubicon and joined the ranks
of the professors. He achieved great success
in his new line, having won in his first season
no less than 16 firsts, 8 seconds and 10 thirds,
among his wins being two out of three matches
with F. W. Allard, and a To-mile match with
H. G. Crocker, of Boston.
Lee was always a favorite, and many were

sorry when he disappeared from the amateur
path. He is a nice, straightforward fellow, al-

ways ready to lend a helping hand to young
riders; in fact, we rather fancy that if he did
not exactly discover Herbert Synyer he encour-
aged him to race. Lee stands five feet, ten
inches in height, weighs twelve stone, seven
pounds, and is an" extremely powerful rider.

Since he has joined the professional ranks he
has trained much harder than he did as an
amateur, and has won quite a number of tricycle

and safety races. Lee has always been identi-

fied with the Beeston Company, and trains at

Long Eaton track. We hope to see him very
successful ne.xi season. He scored heavily at

the Buffalo tournament.

—

Bicycliiii;; Xcvs.

AROUND THE WORLD
BICYCLE."

ON A

JACK LEE.

We give a portrait this week of one of the

best men who ever rode a cycle—Jack Lee, of

Clay Cross. He was born in 1S63, ^"^ 'S con-
sequently twenty-five years of age, and he com-
menced to ride a bicycle in iSSo. He soon be-

came known as a prominent amateur racing
man on all classes of machine, the tricycle and
the safety being perhaps his most successful

Thk Wheel is pleased to learn that, with the

publication of Mr. Stevens' second volume.
"Around the World on a Bicycle," quite a brisk

demand for the two volumes has sprung up.

Although it has been out but a few weeks, Charles
Scribner's Sons, the publishers, report sales far

exceeding their expectations.

This gratifying result is, no doubt, partly due
to the amount of new matter that was reserved

from the Outing narrative especially lor Vol. II.,

and partly from the fact that the second volume
covers the more interesting parts of the journey.
Few books of travel have received more flatter-

ing criticisms from the press than Stevens' sec-

ond volume. It has been warmly endorsed by
David Kerr, the famous Eastern traveler and
correspondent, who was with .McGahan in the

Khivan campaign, and other competent authori-

ties, as one of the best books of Asiatic travel

ever written. Missionary societies are also

recommending it to their people, for its accurate
description of peoples and countries in the East,

and the valuable geographical and ethnological

information it contains.

All this is as it should be. for aside from the

fact that the Stanley of cycling has accomplished
a remarkable enterprise in the fields of travel

and literature, from beginning to end the whole
feat has been carried out with a conscientiousness

that is as admirable as his courage. No better

or more efl[icient missionary could be imagined
for cycling than "Around the World on a Bi-

cycle," and the larger it circulates among the

public the better. It will teach them that, if we
sometimes have to blush for transactions that

happen on our race tracks, as tourists we have,

rery early in our career, accomplished some-
thing that gives every wheelman a thrill of

pride.

E30 :la^ nxroTiOES
OF nil-;

VirginiaExposition BicycleMeet
Owino to tlu: unsettled condition of ilic weather, the dates of tlic Tliird Annual Meet of the X'irginia

Division. L. A. \\'., in connection with the ^reat Virtrinia l^.xposition, ha\e been changed to October 29

and ;o, when the track will b(^ in as perfect condition as any track in the country.

Two Professional Races, sixteen Amateur Races. Prizes, Cash. Mkp.m.s. Watches, Racing Wheels.

One fare from any portion of the countrj- pays for a round trip to Richmond during the Exposition.

There never will be such an opportunity to view the great resources of the South and the historical

points in and around Richmond. Entr) blanks on application. ALEX. 11. MEYER,
601 Broad Street, Rioliniond, Va.
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Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the caf6, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

When the Robins Mest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
for less money, during the season

of i888 than any other dealer

in America.
Send for the most complete WhttX

Cataloffue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
r>.-i S(ale St., Chicago, 111,

OUTING ATHLETIC CLUB.

Their first fall meeting will be held Novem-
ber 6, at 2 P. -M., on the grounds of the Brooklyn

Athletic Association, De Kalb and Classon

Avenues, Brooklyn. The events open to all

amateurs are : 120-yard, 350-yard, half-mile and

i-mile handicap runs ;
440-yard run, open only

to Brooklyn dry goods clerks ;
220-yard hurdle

handicap ; one and two mile bicycle handicap
;

i-mile handicap walk ; running long jump,

handicap; running high jump, handicap; put-

ting the shot, handicap. The prizes will consist

of cups, guns, opera glasses and other useful

articles. Handicapping by W. G. Hegeman,
official handicapper. The rules of the A. A. U.

will govern the events. The right to reject any

entry is reserved. Entrance fee, fifty cents per

man for each event. Entries close October 30,

to W. H. Robertson, 296 Broadway, New York
City.

The New York correspondent of 7yie Iron-

monger o{ Seplemlier 18, sends to his paper an

extended review of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s wheels.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton

Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best

Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

B.^^s,o-.A_zisrs I

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* •» PERFErr.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

SECOND-HAND

Bic;clos ad Iricjfcles.

II^° We make a Specialty of taking

Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO I>E.SCRIPTION.

FINISH.—"'" Ful' nickeled. "2" All nickeled

except rims. "
.^
" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.

" 4 " Enameled WiUi nickel trimmings. " 5
" Enameled

with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or

painted.

B£/^|{||^Q3.
—

" I " Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls to

front, cone to rear, plain pedals. "4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. " 5

" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—"'" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
" !," Tires new, finish and bearings excellent. "4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"

rj " Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

Ilderan Bi-Club,
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DE!LII I CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

We Wish to Call Attenih

NEW LINE OF

Oiu;

NOVELTIES,

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OE

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Snits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

Which We arc NowIIntrodiiciug.
Suliil Silver Cijiarette-holclers, with Re,il AMBER Mouthpiece,

The high-class workmanship and finish which has SoliM Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBUR Mouthpiece,
gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEKSEN & BUOKINGHAM,
(Successors to Jens V. I'erlcrseii)

Manufactuiing and Importing Jewelers,

IK Maiden Lane, N. Y.

No. liins.

Solid Silver Cig.irctte-hoklers, with Real A.MHER Mouthpieic.
Solid Gold Cifrarette-holders. with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, -

WILL BE SENT I'OST I'.MD ON RECEIt'T OF PKICK.

X Perfect l^'it Ciiaraiiteod.
DiKDiluceiiieiit liiipoNNiblo.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N, B.—"We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

No. Size

380 42

389 42

390 —
397

—
411 56
416 56

417 52

42 1 52

422 53
425 —
429 54
430 —
431 35

433
—

435 52
43S 51

441 54

445 48

446 54

447 52

45'^ 56

454
—

455
—

457 52

460 48
461 56

462 51

463 —
464 54
466 55
467 —
469 —
470 40
47J —
472 52

473 54

474 so

475 5"

476 5'

477 52

479 44
4S0 45
481 54
48/ 50
4S3 -
484 54
4S5 50
48(1 48

487 54
488 so

4&1 -

s. E. G-- i^^^"v;rsoisr,
sole: PRMPRIKTOK and inAN|ll''.\<"ri:|tl':iI, Saiiil<»ua Nprlilitn, N. V.

Mention (his ii<l\(Mtis('iiiciiI wlicii you onU'r

Name
Victor Junior,
Am. Pony Star,

Beeston Hbr. Tdni.,
Col. 2-track trike,

British Challenge,
American Club,
Columbia E.vpert,

New Rapid Rdstr.,

Col. Liffht Rdstr..
Quadrant No. 8,

Victor Roadster,
New Rapid Safety,
Rudge Light Rdstr.
Ladies' Quad. No. 14,

Special Club,
Special Star,

Columbia E.xpert,

Rudge Lt. Rdster.
Columbia E.xpert,

N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Victor Lt. Roadster,
Victor Safety,
Genuine Hbr. Tdm.,
V'olunteer Columbia,
Columbia Semi-Rdstr,
New Mail,
Semi-Racer Star,

Victor Safety,
Am. Kiidsre,
Col. Lt. Roadster,
Rudge Hbr. Tdm.,
Kan. Safety (36.\54i

Otto Special,
Columbia 3 trk. Trike
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Columbia E.xpert,

Universal Club,
Special Star,

Special Star,

New Rapid Roadster,
Special Facile,
Pony Special Star,

Columbia Expert,
Knglish Tourist,
Springfield Roadster,
Royal Mail,
British Challenge,
Columbia E.xpert,
Special Club,
Harvard,
Springfield Roadster,

Cost.

$55.00
65.00

260.00
165.00
147.00
135.00
132.50
132.50
127.50
185.00
130,00
135.00
141.25
175.00
160.00
160.00
125.00
132.50
135.00
137-50
142.50
135.00
250.00
102

.
50

• 75 -oo

142.50
120.00
135.00
110,00
140.00
250.00
140.00
35.00
165.00
132.50
135.°°
125.0c
120.00

•35.00
142.50
123.00

137 5°
135.00
120.00
75.00
135.00
130.00
135.00
135.00
125.00
lOO.OO

Price.

$55 00

39.00
115.00
85. 00
60.00
52.00
65.00
132.50
90.00
170.00
85.00

120 00
6^.00
175.00
IGO.OO
85.00
65.00
So. 00
So. 00

95.00
120.00
115.00
150.00
80.00
50.00
110.00
50.00
115.00
60.00
85. 00

175.00
75.00
iS.oo
60.00
112. 00
QO.OO
65.00
65.00
80.00
130.00

.55 -oc

70.00
65.00
.so. 00
60.00
63.00
45.00
84.00
78.00
60.00
75.00

03

Plain

Ball

Ball

Rail
B 11 2

11Ba

Plain

B,

All Machines Guaranteed Sound
Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will I

C. O. D. for balance, with privilege of examination.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIITg' ACCESSORIES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St.. New York
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
•J5 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

wANTED.—A Home Trainer.
The Wheel, H. O. Box 4J i-

.\ddres> R. W.. care

w

XVTILL EXCHANGE a 4 .\ 5 Camera, wiih complete
' ^ outfit (cost $10) for a lantern to tit on a rear-dnving
safety. Will sell same for .56. Address H. D. Leinbaeh,
Denver, Pa. 10-26

\VTANTED.—A good Boehm Piccolo in exchange for one
' ' of several desirable second-hand or new bicycles.

Victor K. Pyle, Wilmington, Del. n 2

OtlinTrVri From Q35 Eighth .\venue, New York, about
UiULiJrl I Wednesday, October 17. a 52-incli British

Cliailenge, No. ^'.249, enameled. Suitable reward fijr in-

lormation leading to recovery. R. J. Dyatt.

it-f: _ buys so inch Special Facile: S54 a 56-inch Ordinary.

4^^D Good condition. Lamp, bell included. Must sell

Correspondence solicited. Don't wait F.R.Huntington,
.^dams, N. V. 1 1-^

WANTED.—Second-hand Buffalo home trainer. .Ad-

dress I. J. Young, Bruceville, III. 11-29

\\'.ANTED.—Star, silent power trafs. under 4s-inch,
^ ^ enamel. Offer in trade, billiard table (s-xS), camera
cinnplete, side saddle, breech-loading rifle, breech-loading
shotgun. F. M. Carryl, Passaic Bridge, .N. J. 11-iq

'I'WO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.-52-inch
^ \i. tor Light Roadster, pattern '87, excellent order,

Mc-t ridden over ^500 miles ; Victor Safety, '88 pattern, good
iirder. 100 tickets to be sold at $2 each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,

which are now ready. Refer to 1st and 2d National Banks
here. A. B. Keid (L. A. W. 3406), Clarion, Pa. 11-26

pOR SALE.—A No. 1 Safety Bicycle, English make,
^ never used; ball bearings throughout. Price $100.
.\ddress J. L. M., 142 Plane Street, Newark, N. J. 10-iy

IJICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ii.d.

$^ r/-\ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
-• j'-' just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., j Berkeley Street. R'oston.

V/OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck il you
'^ put on our Spade Handle. Sent for ^2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

i;URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles. Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which roust be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, tine condition, §75 each. Taken
in E.KChange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
.^lofj, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from .$50 to $100. Victor^ Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $;io to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to S160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston H umbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

CTARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
'~

F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting G-ymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the World.

I carry and make up to order the llnest line of goods in the country. Call or
send for price list.

20(> BioartAvay, Now York.

AT LAST WE HAVE A

PERFECT LUBRICANT

s
Prepared from Pure American Graphite

Expressly for Ball Bearings and Chains of

Bicycles and Tricycles.

IT WILL NOT GUM OR RUN OFF, AND IS PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

25 Cents per Bottle. By Mail, 30 Cents.

HOWARD A, SMITH & CO,, Oratflii Hall Newark. N. J,

l-TOR SALE.—54-inch Columbia Expert; very little u
* good as new in every w;iy. $00. N. M., 205 Mv
Street. Brooklvn.

used;
aeon

T\|INERS PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

TIIK L1(».N tJlKKN.

October 29 to November 3.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
IC 4*a HO liable l*ri <<>>.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Cust07n Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., XIAV VOKK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always nn hand.

Oh, come, f.iir Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of political combatants, clamoring loud:

Oh, leave ihcm to bicker and quarrel and jar.

Like the flats and the-sliarps lliat Ihey frequently .irr

And turn to the instrument perfect, complete.
That beats Time himself, and can never be bc:ii;

For the SoHMiiK Piano, as certain as fate,

Is •' the ticket " to win, for the year '881

ipyrlchl liySoilMKBA Co.. !«»». JYom 'Tht miX^timmT /...*,"

In the Midsuniiner number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for iSSS in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a .group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

inerits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner weaving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

back.ground one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite In style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. "Vi^ns^- S. KUnyrB^ft-LL <fe CO.
FKKRLKSS TOBACCO MM>KRS. ' KOCHKSTEK, N. V.
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MANHATTAN WHEEL EXCHANGE,

49 Cortlandt St.

,

N. Y. City, October 23, 1888.

To Our Patrons and the Public:

Having this day sold the business, good-

will and name of the MANHATTAN WHEEL EXCHANGE

to the NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY, of No. 8

Warren St. , N. Y. City, we take great pleas-

ure in urging you to extend to our success-

ors the same patronage and courtesy you have

so generously bestowed on us, assuring you

that their well-known and earned reputation

for fair dealing will guarantee you the same

straightforward treatment at their hands

which it is our pride to believe you have

received at ours. They stand ready to buy

outright or sell on commission your old

mounts and to exchange them for new wheels

on the same liberal terms always offered by

us. Wishing our successors the greatest

success, and thanking our former customers

for the liberality of their patronage, and

our friends among the wheelmen for their

many generous favors, we remain.

Yours fraternally,

WETMORE & CHESTER.
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THEY COULDN^T HELP IT!

Iking mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the Bi. World loo-niile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finislied in this oreat race, and J'OUr of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why? Because they are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest bicycles in the world.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue free.

BICYCLE AND ATHLETIC GOODS.
THE KINGSTON KNITTING CO., 27 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.,

Manufacture for the Trade the niusl beautiful Ihie of Bicycle and Athletic Garments in the country, from the

best worsted stock, and unsurpassed for good taste, elegant fitting and durability. Bicycle Jerseys, low necks, high

necks and English collars. Bicycle and Tennis Coats, in Plain and Stripes. Yachting, Rowing, Base Ball and

Lacrosse (iarments. Sweaters, White and Colored, Plain and Striped. Full Body Tights and Pants, elegant goods

and fully trimmed. Knickerbockers in all the popular colors. Knee Tights and Pants, re-inforced and fully trimmed.

Suspensory Shields, Trunks, etc. Worsted Bicycle Hosiery, tliree qualities, to match the garments. In all these

goods we excel. Reference to hundreds of the best clubs and riders in the country.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. ifzuTGrSTonsT K:3sriTa?i3srGr CO.

Some Letters about " Club " Cycles.

96^ Su.MMKR Street, Boston, M.-\ss., September 25, i888.

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Lu., Boston, Mass.:

Gents— 1 think the Marlboro Tandems are the finest machines made, for after two (2) years' liard use I find mine

as good as new. Yours, W. M. RUSSELL.

26 Purchase Street, New Bedeorij, Mass.

Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.:

Gents— I received the "SWIFT" all safe. Am very much pleased with it. It far exceeds my expectations, both in

beauty and ease of propulsion. All recognizing its superiority. Its popularity here is an assured fact.

Respectfully yours, W. J. Mii.i.s.

Mechanics' and Traders' Insurance Co.,

14 Caronjiei.ei' Street, New Orleans, La., August 29, 1888.

The Coventry Machi.\i>t>' Co., Ld., Boston, Mass.:

Dear Sirs—Lately I have been out riding on the "SWIFT," and.it has been seen and examined by nearly all

the wheelmen in the city. They all had to try it (as a matter of course), and tlie result is that two of the boys want

to trade their American Champions for a SWIFT Safety.

I must say that without exception every one that tried it proncmnced it a perfect niacliine, easy running, light

and verv rigid, tiie chain adjustment, and hinges on mudguards, diamond frame, and the lamp, all strike the fancy of

everv one. None found any fault with it, something that is very unusual here, for whenever a new wheel makes its

"debut" here it is at once pulled to pieces by criticism. Yours truly, W. M. Renaud, Jr.

SKND l-'OR CATAT.OCitlK TO

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.,
ii39 coLTjnyLEXJS ^^^v^EnsrxjE, BOSTonsr.
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LOOK AKOUNI) BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Arol« St., Philadelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEW YOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

liniucli House, Chicago: W. D.Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E. &I^,T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scbmid Detective,
rairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyei- licnses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^More than Forty Years
Established in this lint

0/ iusintss.

R
'S

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in tine

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or
any other External Pain, a few application-
rubbed on by the hand act like magic, cansin-
the Pain to instantly stop.
For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,

Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the
Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-
sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

-A-Stis: s'oiFs. t:e2e;
aiinihiiitiMnnnfmT

yfMjiMW
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

iRL&WftS&N
WIMEN'S LINEN.COLLARS ANDCUfFS.

W%'- - '"ARE'THE BEST"
F/i^ f6:R sale everywhere.

Sporting Goois,

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDKIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

LOWEST PEioEs IFRE D'K A. LELAND,
121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

THE l[SniCYCL[ LOCK

426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

mm DETACHABLE \mm CARRIER.

Neat, handy and strong-. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $t.oo.

WHITTEW & 00m Providence, R, 1.

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.
284 LENOX AVENUE,

(Late Sixth Avenue.) Between 124th & 125th Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Victors, Youth 's Premiers, Cfiampions,

/deals. Clubs, Singers, Spring-

field Roadsters, Numbers.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF BOYS' AND GIRLS'

Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes.

REPAIRS !

~ REPAIRS !

Fully Equipped Repair Shop. Work
Quickly Done. Reasonable Prices.

Skillful Macliinists.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
.Star liicycle, Si. 00. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit, .Mich.

J. o'co3^q:N-OI^,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVE^STJE,

First door from S. W. cor. 4Sth St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect tit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Sold Eversrwhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

UJ

CLUBS TRU.MP

>-

</»

WHICH WINS?

AMS 4 SOS'S TDTTIFITTI CHEfliC GDM
."icreases the ..ow of saliva aiul aids digestion. The (Jiini is now used by touring as well as racing

yheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, iluis prcvcitiing cxcessivo thirst.

PUUi:. PLEASANT. » AIAj F1..\V()I{S.

eixoxxlo. t>o 033l sal© &,t all '^^ii.eelTxi.&xx'a Headq.-ui.ax'toars.
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New York World.
MONDAY, OCT. 33, 1888.

Up Eagle Rock Hill on a Bicycle.

One of tlie most astonisliiiig feats ever yet ac-

complished on a bicycle was performed by Mr.

.fDlin .Sclioefer, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club. He
rode an ordinary crank machine from foot to top

of Kagle Rock Hill, near Orange, N. J. The hill is

over a mile in length and has a continuous grade
of abOMt one foot in ten. Its surface is of macadam.
Other bicyolisis have succeeded in climbing the hill

on "safties," bulMr. Schoeferis the first to succeed
in the attempt on an ordinary bicycle. A very
strong wind blowing directly down the hill made
fast time impossible.
Mr. Schoefer's mount was an ordinary fifty-one

inch Columbia Light Roadster, with a racing saddle
placed very near the head.

t

THE FAMOUS, STAUNCH, RELIABLE

Rudge Light Roadster Bicycle,

AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

A few slightly shopworn new RikIkc Taiulems and Rudfjc Ilumbcr Tandems, and also a limited number of shopworn Rudije Bicycles at a reduction.

H. M. SABE:N, Manager, 152 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

/S THERE AN AGENT FOR THE RUDGE IN YOUR VICINITY? IF NOT, APPLY AS ABOVE.

Pkess of F. V. Strauss, iso-iafi Walkkr St., N«\v Yokk.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBTEDLY TH[ KING OF THE REIR-DRIVERS.

TSZIE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-CIirabing Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.
CI3:iC.A.C3-0, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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VsTe S-bill Hold- O-io-X- O-^t^zx.
Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features

of merit which are sure to lead.

X^^oox-ds for- 1^8^.
L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44^2 :

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes ;
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times w-ithout a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., No. 9 Cornhlll, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospkcx Park Plaza, = = = BROOKLYN.

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South. Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CUMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGl'ES FRl-K. AHDRHSS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

let,*!*' New York Salesrooms,

115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J,
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ZPOIHSTTS mk:um mhH mmi
\ The B. F. Goodrich Co.

RELATING TO

Secoiil-IiaiKl leels,
SOLD BY

:e3:..a.e,t

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STEEET,

Philatlelpliia, Pa.

Prices are fixed according to the condition

and //i(i/,'e of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

JIJ.

Guarantee. -We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
inch

incli

inch

•inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

incli

inch

inch

inch

incli

inch

inch

American Safety (new machine)

Ideal ; in g-ood order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ;
scarcely used

Expert Columbia ;
full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled ;

Humber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster ,

D. H. F. Premier

Club..... :
;

Expert Columbia

British Challenge

Expert (very cheap) ;

$70 00

25 00

35 GO

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

go GO

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

90 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

(10 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern rtu 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 150 00

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 10000

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note 1$.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. (.). D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with the ordci of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price l)y mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, iSl.OO. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit, Mich.

J". o'ooDsr^sroi?,,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48tti St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

iiisfiMFIii

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain

comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $i.oo.

WRITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

PAIENIS
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Wasliington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SMOW & COr
Opposite Patent Ofilce, Washington, J>. C.

andcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC,

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St., Kew York.

The Billings .ft Spciieer Co., IliuUord, Ooiiii., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, i, and 5 inches long wlicn closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Drop forged ol h.ii sicci .uid liiiislicd in a ihoniugh man-

ner and case lianlciu'd. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

Fur sale hy all Cycle iiiamifaclmers and dealcis.

AKKON, OHIO.
MANUFACl ORERS OF

Bicj'cle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

m^ W3^±-be fOX" Fx'ice Lxs^b-

NEW YORK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET,
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, New Kapid, Champion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on ea;sy payments, witbout extra
charge exoep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with

: full particulars of our terms ^f easy
avments—of interest to every actual or prospectivr
iiaelman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son, 13 G St.. Peoria. 111.

M[I)WIII, HOLBFRT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

D^E^^TT" ^2"OI?,I^ CIT^Z".
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 Sx>:i^i33.gf±elcaL I^oacis-bear
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SmTS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle tioor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before piiirhasiiig.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

B-ui-;3r '"Tcyxxjx: Sln.oes of

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY, Near Duaue.

TllK(UtK,iT I.ONIU)N SHOK MAN.

M\ SiKiiAi IV 1-OK rm-: Scmmku is tim'-.

K A N (^ A l<^ 0( ) SH (>K S

,

The Most Durable ami Comfortable Shoe Made.

(.all :iiiil M-c Ihcm un.l a line line ol MUVtT.R SHOKS
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WON AGAIN!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

worimU's road rscord.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CA TALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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STOP THIEF.

.A-nsriD

Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday morninu-

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy shovdd be received by Mond.ay.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdny noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

The tandem safety bicycle, which is so rapidly

becoming popular, has received another shove

forward by the efforts of two Englishmen, who,

on this form of wheel, covered fifty miles on the

road in 2h. 50m., and this though one of the

riders had never ridden a safety and a delay of

two minutes was caused by the passage of along
freight train. This time is considerably below

the figures credited to any other form of cycle.

The resolution offered by Alderman Storm to

pave the roadway of Madison Avenue from
Twenty-third to Fifty-ninth Street with Trinidad

asphalt has passed the Board of Aldermen, but

has not yet been signed by the Mayor. A reso-

lution to continue this pavement up to Eighty-

second Street is now a special order and will be

called up at the next meeting of the Board.

We wish to felicitate Alderman Storm on the

good work he is doing along the line of improv-

ing the pavements of New York City. The
metropolis of the Western world, while it boasts

of this, that and the other thing, has achieved

the proud distinction of being among the worst

paved cities in the world. The cobbles dominate
every thing, and are a source of untold and un-

tenable annoyances. They cause an enormous
wear and tear on horseflesh and vehicles ; they

compel the use of several times more horse

power than would be necessary if smoother

pavements were in use ; they cause the forma-

tion of stagnant pools of water, and are therefore

prolific disease breeders. It is a matter of fact

that freshly-arrived foreigners invariably reply

that they like America very well, " But oh, your

pavements are horrible!" We respectfully draw
the attention of Mayor Hewitt and the Board of

Aldermen to the disgraceful condition of the

pavements, unworthy of a great city, and we
hope the former will sign all bills for improved
pavements which the latter may see fit to pass.

• The Bath Road Club's road race, held on the
(ireat North Road, October 13, attracted a large
entry—thirty safeties, four ordinaries, two tri-

cycles and a tandem tricycle. S. F. Edge,
scratch, on a safety, finished fourth in 2h. 57m.
3s. G. P. Mills and M. A. Holbein, on a tan-
dem tricycle, rode the distance in 2h. 57m. 4s,

W.\shin(;ton, D. C, October 26, 1886.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

Last Monday evening a young man called at

the club house of the Washington Cycle Club
and introduced himself as a member of the

Ramblers Club of Buffalo, stating that he had
been the guest of the Ramblers Club of Balti-

more, from which city he had just arrived. He
gave his name as Crocker and claimed to be a
League member. The usual courtesies were
extended, and, as he said he expected to be in

the city for a a few days, he was invited to make
the club his headquarters. He called at the club
house several times during the week, and yester-

day (Thursday) went to the wheel-room while no
one else was present and stole a safety bicycle
belonging to Mr. W. G. Kent, one of the club
members. He also broke into several of the
lockers and secured a number of articles, among
them a valuable violin and cornet. Since then
nothing has been seen of him. The machine
stolen was a Psycho safety, nearly new, fin-

ished in black and striped in blue.

The following is a description of the thief:

About five feet ten or eleven inches tall, heavy
build, round smooth face, hair light color, short
and kinky, eyes small and light blue or gray,
weight about 180 pounds ; he wore gray clothing,
light flannel shirt, with blue crossed stripes, and
a ' cigarette " hat. He also gave the name of

Mackie to his landlady. Wheelmen and dealers
are requested to be on the lookout for the thief,

and if anything is learned of his whereabouts
to immediately communicate with the under-
signed. Yours truly,

Gforce S. Atw.'vtrr, Chief Consul,

D. C. Division, L. A. W.
1206 Pennsylvania Avenue

NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES.

SAN FRANCISCO.

A MAMMOTH THEATRE PARTY.

Elizaheth, N. J., October 2g, 1888.

To THE Editor of the Wheel :

Dear Sir— I noticed in your issue of October
26 an article stating that the Elizabeth Wheel-
men were working up a theatre party, and pro-
posed hiring a section' of some New York or
Newark theatre. This is a mistake which I

hope you will correct in your next issue. The
Hudson County Wheelmen were the originators
of the idea, and to them belongs that credit,

while the Elizabeth Wheelmen simply joined
with them by invitation of the Hudson County
Wheelmen. The idea is to have the members of
the different cycling clubs in this part of the
State join together and attend one of the theati es
in either Newark, Elizabeth or Jersey City. An
informal meeting was held at the club house of
the Elizabeth Wheelmen on October 18, when
Mr. Frederick Keer, of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, was appointed chairman of the com-
mittee, and A. G. Brown, Elizabeth Wheelmen,
secretary. Yours very truly,

A. G. Brown, Sec,
Elizabeth Wheelmen.

FIFTY-MILE TANDEM BICYCLE
ROAD RECORD.

On October 9, Messrs. Albone and Tingey
rode their Ivel tandem bicycle lifly miles in 2h.

5gm. 38 3-5S.

Messrs. Dan Albone and E. E. Glover made
an attempt to beat the above record on October
13, and succeeded in placing the figures at 2h.

Som., which beat the previous record 7m. 38s.,

and is the fastest time at ihc distance credited
to any form of cycle. 'I"he pair covered eighteen
miles in the first hour, (ilovcr had never ridden
a safety previous to this effort. Tlie men finished
fresh and well. The wheel was an Ivel tandeni,

49 pounds, geared to 63 inches.

FIFTY-MILE TRICYCLE ROAD
RECORD.

R. Tingey, North Road Cycling Club, rode
fifty miles on the road, mounted on a tricycle, in

3h. 2m. 44s., beating Sydney Lee's record of 3h.
9m. 15s., made in 18S6. Tingey covered the
first seventeen miles in one hour. The time is

but five minutes behind the safely record. The
machine ridden was an Ivel, weighini' ;',4

pounds, geared to 60 inches.

The third and last race of the California Inter-

Club Road Racing Association was run as per
schedule on the afternoon of Saturday, October
20. The distance—ten miles—was run in the
very fair time of 37m. 6 2-5S., and was won by
W. C. Hammer, R. W. Turner second, and H. A.
Pogue third, all ol the Bay City Wheelmen.
This club has shown its superiority in road

riding in all three events, and the handsome
punch-bowl, the trophy of the Association for the

winning team, now becomes their permanent
property. Their record in these contests is one
they may well be proud of, having won a total

of 204 points out of a possible 207, as follows :

First race—Twenty-five miles ; time, i hour,

37 minutes. F. D. Elwell, first, 24 points ; C. E.

Adcock, second, 23 points ; Sanford Plummer,
third, 22 points ; total, 69 points.

Second race—Twenty-five miles
;
time, i hour,

33 minutes. F. D. Elwell, first, 24 points ; C. E.

Adcock, third, 22 points ; R. W. Turner, fifth,

20 points : total, 66 points.

Third race—Ten miles ; time, 37 minutes,
6 2-5 seconds. W. C. Hammer, first, 24 points

;

R. W. Turner, second, 23 points ; H. A. Pogue,
third, 22 points ; total, 69 points.

The times for the second and third races are
road records for the respective distances, and
add another record to the long list owned by the
members of this club.

F. D. Elwell was offered the place of honor on
the team in the last race, as he had won the

previous races for the club. He proposed the

selection of three untried men, and his suggestion
was carried out. Stockton's team were the only
dangerous competitors the Bay City Wheelmen
had, and as they were sure of second place they
did not think it advisable to go to the expense of

sending down a team when they could not dis-

place the B. C. W. The above score may look
as though the winning club did not have any
contest in the first two races. This is far from
the fact, as they had to beat the best riders in

California in both cases. It is doubtful, though,
if there are three men in any club in America
to-day who could beat their team in the first race

for any distance, on road or path. Elwell is

looked upon as a world beater. Adcock, ditto,

only a trifle smaller world and Plummer is in

the same boat, or rather wheel.
Although only one team started in the last

race, it was a genuine contest right through.
Pogue expected to win, Turner was determined
that he should not, and Hammer was in to do
his best. Hammer's win was a most popular
one. He is one of the most promising of the

Bay City Wheelmen's prospective champions.
Pogue did not ride up to his own expectations.

He will have a try for track honors at the Stock-

ton meet, on November 25, when he will undoubt-
edly do better.

I do not think there are many lady riders

quite equal to the one W. K.Corey, in his article

in the L. A. IV. Bulletin, of the 5th inst., would
have us believe was the one he rode out to the

Golden Gate Park on a tandem with. He says
they gave one of the local flyers, who decided to

tackle them, a rear view. Considering that our
local flyers can about hold their own with any in

the world, even though they be from the Hub of

it, I have my doubts as to the tackling pan.
The tandem with lady riders that can give our
local flyers the go-by, unless they choose to let

it, must either carry a remarkable lady or

the male rider must be a phenomenon.

Work has been commenced on a four-lap

track at the ball grounds on the outskirts of tlie

city. It is expected to be a fast and giiod one.

I uiulerstand Ducker has given up the idea of

having a tournament here in .'anuary. His
present idea is of giving an out-door meeting iti

May. Morgan mav come in .l.iiiuary; he knows
best whether sudi a venture will pay.

More .>non from
C.\l II'OKM \.

OcTOIiKU 24, 1S8S.

W. 11. Haiber, the Rochester, N. V., fancy

rider is doing an act at Miners' Variety Theatre,

Bowery and Hroome Street, New York City.

Barber is master of some dillicult movements,
and cyclists should call and see him. iniidciu.illv

they will witness a variety show whicli will lie

amusitig if not instructive.
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CHICAGO.

'Tis done. The great undertaking, conceived
some months ago in the fertile brain of Burley
Ayers and one other chap, has become an ac-

complished fact. The Fort Dearborns, ne'e the
Owls, and the Chicagos have actually and
finally joined hands, and, under the colors of

the " Chicago Cycling Club," will form one of

the strongest and most powerful wheel organi-
zations in the West. They enjoy a member-
ship now of something like two hundred and
fifty. Their quarters on the South Side are
roomy, comfortable and well appointed, while
the rooms in the heart of the city are admirably
adapted to the noon-hour, and, if a restaurant
is added—and I sincerely hope it will be— well,

I was thinking of resigning, but I reckon I

can't in that event. Conk, Thorne, Ayers, and
a few other bulwarks and landmarks of the

older institution, will occasionally drop a tear as
they regret that even a portion of the original

name had to be changed, and will likely insist

that the old pennant, which so realistically

brings to their memories the honorable doings
and victories of the past, shall still float grace-
fully at the right of line. By this junction of

forces the Fort Dearborns gain an old guard, so
to speak, made up of the bone and sinew of

Chicago cycling past and present, political

brain and shrewd diplomacy, and ambition to

promulgate liberality to the greatest good of the
greatest number. The Chicagos gain a body of

energetic youngsters, who have shown their

ability to accomplish results in more ways than
one, and who can point to their work of the past

year with pride and honor. Long live the
" Chicago Cycling Club, "say I. May its future

be even more bright than a horoscope or the
past would indicate.

Our Humboldt Park friends, the -Eolus
Cycling Club, held their opening reception last

night, and about seventy-five couples, I am
told, gathered together to congratulate each
other and trip the light fantastic. Dancing con-
tinued until a late hour.

The atmosphere teems with receptions and
entertainments of every sort. Summed up,
" This cycling life in Chicago is great, one con-
tinual round of pleasure and delectation !"

The record book has been twice disturbed
,

this week. First by Frank Riggs, who wheeled
j

241 miles in twenty-four hours, robbing Spooner
j

of his hard-earned marker with seeming ease, !

only to be followed by 277 miles in the same
j

time by .lohnny Mason. Both are members of

the Illinois Cyclers. I asked Spooner whether
he intended to again try for the long-distance
laurels last night, but his admiration for Mason's
remarkable performance was so sincere that I

could get no definite reply. But I imagine that
a week of pleasant weather will develop some
" try-hard-for-its," anyway.

The Spcetalor has just come lo hand, and I see
" Recreation Notes" makes a few comments re

the Wells-Greenwood affair in which he mi.xes

up my personality in a not strictly newspaper
way. The facts are that both Greenwood and
Wells were guaranteed against loss in the first

place, and all differences have been amicably
settled by Mr. Beach and myself, as will be seen
by the following letter to-day received:

" Your esteemed favor of ihe lolh insl. has l)ccn carefully
noted. We lake pleasure in slalinj; lliat the medal was
received by registered mail day hcfore yeslerday, and is

without doubl a beauly. Greenwood (eels well satisfied
with the medal, and desires to thank both you and Wells for
sending him such a handsome one.
" Hal agrees lo waive his home expenses, but thinks he is

entitled to the Newark expenses now in dispute.
• Trusting this will be satisfactory, I am, with best wishes.

" Vours truly,

"E. N. Beaiii."

And ii is, and a check to balance in full has
been forwarded. In justice to Mr. Wells, I

might remark that the "Newark expenses"
were a portion only of the original item, which
was objected to in the supposition that it covered
Greenwood's assistant's expenses at the time.

I advised Mr. Beach that his assurance to the
contrary would be entirely satisfactory. Under
the circumstances, I must needs stick to my
original proposition, that St. Louis correspond-
ents are prone lo look at their own side of the
case in an alarmingly ijariial manner.

Mr. E. M. Smiler, now of ihe N. Y. Citizens,

but formerly a charter member and officer of the
Lincolns. paid thai club a visit last night.

Smiler is merrier than ever, and New York has
increased his avoirdupois a good many pounds.
J. Goodman, of Hartford, was also here a few
days this week.

Vf.rax.
Chk AGO, October 27, 1S88. '

BROOKLYN.

On Wednesday evening, 24th inst., about
thirty-five members of the Long Island Wheel-
men responded to the invitation given by the

Brooklyns to visit them at their club house, in

return for the hospitalities extended to the latter

on the occasion of their mid-summer night's call

upon their brethren in gray. The Brooklyns set

about in earnest to outdo, if possible, the cor-

diality which had marked this first " love feast "

—

we might call it—but honors are about even on
that score, as this gathering was but a repetition

or rather a continuation of the first, as to the

pleasanter and more noticeable features. It

becomes unnecessary to refer to the pleasing
programme of the informal entertainment, pro-

vided as a sort of delicate seasoning to the more
substantial enjoyments of the evening. The
stirring remarks of some, the witty and pleasant

remarks of others, the exhibitions of musical
talent and rhetorical originality, all served to

make easier the mutual transfusion of the spirit

of fraternity and good fellowship between the

blue and the gray. The spirit of a common
brotherhood seemed to prevail, and before its

genial rays melted away the unavoidable con-

ventionalities of the meeting of many strangers

into expressions of regret that such practical

fraternity had by force of circumstances found
voice only at this late day. These two meetings
between the clubs have done more to transform
a theoretical into a practical fellowship than all

the past years of "distinctive club "ideas has
accomplished with the necessary misunderstand-
ings and petty grievances arising therefrom.
Though banded under different titles, we all

know that cyclists stand on the same footing,

and it behooves us to recognize this, as far as it

is practicable, to the development and mainten-
ance of that harmony which in the end will

redound to our material advantage, besides

affording transient pleasures.

It seems strange to feel the approach of Election

Day and miss the usual preparation for the road
race. Nothing has been done in the matter
since the official abandonment of the race, prob-

ably because of the recognized impossibility of

convening a meeting during the heat of politics.

But in the meantime remedial ideas have found
their way into print, and by the time a meeting
is called there will have been enough interest

aroused to insure a good attendance and a live

discussion of the issue.

The difference between continuing the Associa-

tion on totally new lines and the formation of a

new one on these same lines should not be lost

sight of. The original formation was based on
a certain class or style ot competition between
the members of the Association. A cup was
purchased as a trophy to promote interest. Five
races have been run and lack of entries prevents

the sixth. This apparent lack of interest has

been caused by the growing sentiment that the

majority of the members of the Association have
no chance of winning against the riding of the

Kings County Wheelmen. The latter have won
the cup on each occasion l)y superior work, and
now when they enter the lists again and no club

will meet them, is it nol manifestly unfair and
unsportsmanlike 10 propose lo change the

stipulations so as lo induce the entrance of other

clubs into competition ? Does it not amount to

saying to the K. C. W.," You have demonstrated
your ability in road racing so handsomely that

we cannot arouse further interest in the contests,

but if we cannot beat you as the provisions of

the Association's constitution require, we can
so alter them as to do it.

' The present condition

of affairs seems to demand either the disband-

ment of the Association and a proper disposal of

the cup, or the indulgence in a "breathing
spell" until next May, when new racing blood

may come to the front to do battle. But to

change the lines of racing by extending the

membership lo organizations in other parts of

. the country or by the introduction of more liberal

j

racing conditions among the present members,
would seem lo be an unjust discrimination

I
against the unchallenged holders of the cup, the

Kings County Wheelmen. By all means let us

be sportsmanlike in dealing with this question.
If the original idea of the Association cannot be
carried out, the Association itself necessarily
comes to an end. It was formed to have a
certain class of races, not to provide an indefinite
series of races lobe run on indefinite conditions,
and the latter interpretation of it would open
the door to any number of changes in its future
management until a gradual process of evolution
would garb it in clothes totally unrecognizable
to the " good men and true " who brought it into
the world. Shall we have a disbandment, a post-
ponement of action, or a new Association ?

Brooklyn, October 31, 1888. H. G.

NEW ORLEANS.

The Division meeting on the 17th was at-

tended by a bare quorum—the Chief Consul and
thirteen members. Nothing startling was de-
veloped, and but for the " fiery impetuosity " and
" pepperishness " of one of the Division's oldest
(both in point of years and membership) mem-
bers, the meeting would have been positively
" dry." But this gentleman's frequent objections
and fiery rejoinders gave a spiciness to matters
that were otherwise dull and uninteresting.
The reports of the Secretary-Treasurer, the
Racing Board and a supplementary one by the
Chief Consul, concerning that portion of the
race meet funds handled by him, clashed and
gave rise to discussion No. i, the peppery in-

dividual before mentioned riling the Secretary
by the suggestion that he make an "intelligent
report, so that people can understand il." The
Secretary-Treasurer's report, however, was ac-

cepted and the other two went back to iheir

makers. From the reports the Division is in

pocket about eighty-eight dollars.

Chief Consul Hodgson next submitted his re-

port. It commented on the membership of the

Division being considerably less than last year;
offered congratulations on the success of the

race meet and also on the prospects of a number
of roads and streets in the city being improved
in the near future. The Racing Board was
given a pat on the back and characterized as
" the only Board that has ever done any genuine
work during my administration." The report

further stated that the matter of free transporta-

tion for bicycles had been taken up with the
various railroads leading out of New Orleans.
The Illinois Central, L. N. O. & T., N. O. &
N. E. and So. Pac. Railroads were all on the

right side of the question, the Texas Pacific

i
alone showing an arbitrary disposition and ex-
acting a charge. There were no objections and

! the report went through.

j

New business was the next order of things,

and a motion to revise and modernize the present
' constitution was put and carried, and Messrs.

R. G. Belts ^Chairman), J. M. Gore and H. W.
Fairfax appointed a committee to do the revis-

I ing. During the discussion of this matter the
gentleman with the peppery disposition was
heard from frequently, and "couldn't see why

! a constitution was needed anyway—thought the

League constitution and by-laws were enough."
I However, it was wind wasted.

I
A motion to coniribuie fifteen dollars to the

j

parent body came next, and furnished the fun

of the evening. The subject had been discussed

1 at length and by all mouths ; the gentleman from
Pepperville being the leading speaker against

I ihe donation. See! he has arisen.

I "Gentlemen, I again say I oppose giving

j

away any of the Division's funds. I believe in

keeping it right here at home, and I believe you,

Mr. Chief Consul, know the officers of the League
well enough lo know that they would advise
retaining our funds, help build up our own
struggling (!) Division, and a paltry fifteen dol-

lars is too insignificant to accomplish anything.

No sir! I believe in the Division paying all of its

lawful and honorable debts, and in letting the

League take care of itself."

The gentleman sat down and the little curls

of smoke arising from half a dozen cigarettes

actually stood still in expectancy. . But stay !

Some one else has arisen in the opposite corner

i
of the room.
"Every legal and honorable debt of'ihe Division

i
has been paid, and we owe no one a cent. It is,

i I believe, the proper caper when one is in a

1
mire hole to lend a helping hand. The League

I
is at present in a po«ition of that sort and is

I

asking for help, and I believe our $15 would aid

it in some way ; but, even if it did nol, it strikes
,

I me that it would be a graceful act on our part,
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and show that we are taking an interest in

League affairs. The amount may be small, but

I believe it would be appreciated nevertheless ;

$5 towards the yellow fever fund would not
amount to riiuch, but several $5 would do con-
siderable. We have no use for our money and
it will only lie idle. In asking for this assistance

Secretary Bassett, in one of his editorials a

week or two ago, remarked that those who do
the most talking and complaining—the

'kickers '—are the last ones to work cr lend a
helping hand, and I've come to the conclusion
that he's about right, too. Mr. Chairman, I call

for roy motion."
There was a hubbub in the opposite corner.

A shuffling of feet, an overturning of a chair, and,
as the gentleman from Pepperville took the

floor, his fists clenched and his face livid with
rage, the tobacco smoke twisted and writhed in

agony. A series of angry gesticulations pre-,

ceded the explosion.
" I take exceptions to those remarks. They

—

they are personal. I—I'm a kicker. I'll sit

right down on the young man. I've given $5
where he's given fifty cents. I— I— "

" Mr. Chairman, I believe the gentleman is

out of order. There was nothing personal said

or intended, but, I— I can't help it if the cap
fits, I—"

" I move that the matter be laid on the table,"

interrupted a voice.
" Second it," came from another.
The motion was put, the Chief Consul first

calling for " yeas." About two voices answered.
On the call for " noes " about the same num-
ber responded. "The 'yeas' have it," an-
nounced the C. C.

'Count 'em ! I call for a rising vote.'

Mr."That's pure pig-headedness " put
Peppery.
" Pig-headed or not, I call for the vote."

The rising vote was taken, and, according to

(he Secretary's count, the motion to table was
carried. At the time the men were being
counted the Chief Consul was also standing, and
no one observed that the Secretary counted him
in as a "yea." When the announcement,
"seven yeas," was made the " noes " gave in

without rising, and the motion was declared
carried and peace was once more restored. I

have since gone over the vote and, with the
Chief Consul out, find that the "noes" carried
it by a majority of one vote—just the reverse of

the announced result. It was an oversight all

around, and there's little use crying over it now.
This much was gleaned from the vote, however:
That, without exception, the Division officials

and a couple of ex-officials were dead set

against the contribute. Mr. Bassett will please
note and wonder no longer.
The agitation of a lantern parade during

Mardi Gras wound up the evening's entertain-
ment. The pepperish individual for once
favored something and offered to chip in as
much as $5 towards the object in view. The en-
thusiasm being only lukewarm, however, and
the talk all from one side of the house, it was
decided to call another meeting October 27.
The subject will be ventilated further.

Bi.

UNIVERSAL CYCLING CLUB NOTES.

The first annual lo-mile club handicap road
race of the Universals will take place on the
Milburn course on Election Day.

We are at present having our rooms renovated,
and expect to give our first "smoker" in the
early part of next month.

Messrs. Wickes and Masterson say that Sun-
day, October 2t, will long live in their memory
from the battle they had with the wind from
Babylon to Jamaica.

Our new Vice-President, " Pop," is fast be-
coming familiar with the " ins and outs" of his
new office, and it is quite surprising to see how
the magnetism of his voice subdues the boys,
and with what attention they listen to his objec-
tions to " this and that."

C:iptain Finn reports that he is rather sick of
the position of handicappcr, as he is bothered to
death by the fellows who want more start.

It is rumored that Ltcuienant Fred, will not
rompete in the coming road race, and the sup-
position is that he has not yet recovered from
his Smithtowii ride,

I I I'M I.P.K.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF
ERLY LOVE.

BROTH-

" CHUMPS I

Will some one please deliver a lecture on the

above subject for the benefit of those foolish

wheelmen who on Sunday, October 28, braved
weather, wind and mud to witness the lo-mile

road race between W. Chas. Furnelton and Harry
Mayer? Let the lecturer be as severe as he pleases,

as he cannot overdo the matter, and with all mv
kicking I cannot realize how big a chump I

was on the day mentioned. Listen and judge
for yourself.

Sunday morning, upon rousing myself from a

good night's rest, a heavy sky greeted my sight,

while mud some inches thick was spread over

Philadelphia's cobbles—mud black, yellow and
green, stirred up by three days' steady rain until

it was enough to make even a street contractor

think it was bad. I gazed intently upon
the outlook for some minutes and wondered
whether to go back for another nap or dress and
try my luck ; and here is where this bump of

chumpishness first showed itself. For soon I

was on my way to the club house, where I lound
Mayer already preparing for his race, which
was set down for some five hours later. Besides
Mayer, some dozen other wheelmen were gazing
mournfully out the windows at the mud, here,

there and everywhere, and none thinking of

going out until the writer foolishly said he would
tackle it if any one else would. Why foolish?

Because ere long two others, anxious to be
classified among the chumps, decided to accept,

and soon we were off on our ploughing expedi-
tion. We reached Ardmore, were treated

royally by our host Moss, and then, after an
hour's delay, pushed on to Wayne, where we
found both Mayer and Furnelton ready for the

contest. As we were going to pace them in, we
decided to rest a few moments before starting,

when of a sudden down came the rain. We
waited a full half hour, and then the chumpish-
ness showed itself, for the riders made up their

minds to start and their three followers agreed to

accompany them.
So, at 3:22, the word was given and they were

off, Mayer on his Veloce setting a rattling pace
and closely followed by Furnelton on a Victor
safety. Down the road they flew, through
mud and water, with the rain coming down
in torrents. At Villa Nova hill, Mayer turned
to his competitor and said, "Come, Char-
lie, let's have it ; " and they did have
it, the only trouble in grabbing Mayer got left,

as Furnelton rushed past and gained some 100
feet or more on this grade, closely followed by
C. L. Leisen, who was acting as pacemaker for

Furnelton, while Captain W. D. Supplee en-
deavored to urge Mayer on, but from here on
Furnelton gradually drew away from Mayer and
won in 39m. 20s.; Mayer second by two minutes.
And oh! such objects as those four men were

—

mud from head to foot and literally soaked with
the rain, which kept up steadily from the start

to the finish, and this is why we call ourselves
chumps.

The South End Wheelmen have adopted quite
a neat badge in the way of awheel with an arrow
running through, and henceforth will wear the

same in their cap in place of the letters S. E. W.,
and add South End Wheelmen in sinall letters

on their coat collars.

This same club held their lo-mile roail race
on Saturday, over the ro-mile course on Lan-
caster Pike, E. G. Kolb finishing first in 42m.;
G. A. Diinon, second. L. J. Kolb, of racing
fame, set a rattling for about seven miles, when
he was forced to retire. Justice to Mr. Kolb to

add that he has not been on a wheel a tlozen
times this year, and found it was too' long a
scorch for him.

All cycling matters seoni rather dull at pieseiH,
everyone getting what riding can be obtained
before the close of the season, while club enter
tainmeiUs arc only waiting for a start.

The Philadelphia Driving Park Association
have made overtures to the South End Wheelnicn
to entitle them to the use of their track and club
house, the track for races or practice, and it is

expected will have a couple of cycling events
whenever they hold a race meet. This will

certainly be a good thing for the club, and I

sincerely hope the cotnmiltees appointed by both
organizations will come to some agreement.

Nothing has been heard of late regarding the
new club house to be erected by the Century
Wheelmen, although I understand they are still

working on the matter—seeking subscriptions.
No commandments broken here, as I don't envy
them.

Now it is that our racers wrap their wheels in

a covering of vaseline and talk over why they
lost such and such a race, how so and so hap-
pened to win, and promise better work ne.xt

year ; but speaking of races,
" Did you never hear of

Wilson (Charles, Junior)?"

Westkielu.

CYCLES FOR RANCHMEN.

The Crosby Comity N'ews, of Estacado Staked
Plains, Texas, publishes the following editorial

advocating the use of cycles by ranchmen :

" New ideas are apt to meet with opposition,
because, as a general thing, men are averse to

innovation. Hence, when it is suggested that

it is much more economical to use bicycles in-

stead of horses in fence riding on the cow
ranches, a great outcry is heard from all sides.

If it saves several hundred or several thousand
dollars annually by using bicycles instead of

horses, why not do so? But is it really a sav-
ing ? Let us see.

" Suppose a ranch keeps up nine fence riders

on horseback. All ranchmen know the time
consumed by the rider in taking care of his

horses, hunting them, etc.; and also the ex-

pense of feeding them in winter. Now, sup-
pose the manager changes to bicycles. Six
men would do the work heretofore done b)^ the

nine men, because the rider would have noth-
ing to do in the morning but mount and go,

and when he returned at night nothing to do
but dismount from his wheel and set it against
the wall. A bicycle rider would also go further

in a day and back than a horse rider, because
he can go faster with much less fatigue. Thus
the wages of three men and the feed and care of

nine horses would be saved by changing to

bicycles. But this is not all. Bicycles are

made of the best material, in interchangeable
parts, so that if one part wears out or breaks it

can be replaced, and hence one set of bicycles

would last always. Also, a bicj'cle cannot get

sick, is not liable to any disease, cannot stray

off, needs no feed, does not have to be shod,
and hence exempts its owner from the many
vexations, loss of time and expense the horse
causes him to suffer. Hence, also, the ranch
would save several hundred dollars annually
heretofore spent in buying horses for the fence

rider.

" That ranch manager who has the courage to

disregard and despise ridicule, and who adopts
bicycles where they can be used on ranches,

will have the best cause for self-congratulation

at the end of his fiscal year. Every owner will

be gratified by the adoption of a plan by which
a large annual saving is inade.

" If any one desires further information touch-

ing the uses and cost of bicycles it ran be had
by calling on us."

"Senator" Morgan writes regarding our ex-

posure of his letter to the Cyilist, recently repub-

lished and commcnleti on in these columns,
that he has in his [wssession a dozen or more
letters from Mr. Duckcr, received while abroad,

which, if published, will everlastingly blast the

Buffalo man's reputation. "Senator" Morgan
wishes Mr. Ducker's permission to publish tliesc

letters. In our opinion, any letters Mr. Ducker
may iiave written Mismanagor Morgan were of

a private nature, and with them the public can

h.ive nothing to do. We have no wish at the

present time to give up our columns to any ot

these letters, however sensational they may bo.

With the " Woodside document," the publication

ot which is to forever crush the lrish-.-\merican,

we also wisli to have nothing to do. If we should

attempt to put>lish all the. details of these little

personal qu.urels, whicli have been the rule

ever since professionalism was first introduced

into this country, one might as well write a book-

the columns of a newspaper would never sullico.

Our duty was to convince the public that they

are all of a piece, and we feel certain that our

task is accomplished.
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

Nov. (i. -Grand l>icv»'le tournament, Berkeley
Athletic Club, at Morris Dock, New York City.

PROGRAMME.

One-mile bicycle novices, scratch.

One-mile bicycle interscholastir, scratch.

Two-mile bicycle intercollegiate, scralcn.

One-mile bicycle, Rover type, scratch.

Half-mile bicycle, scratch,

One-mile bicycle, handicap.
Two-mile bicycle, handicap.
One-mile tricycle, handicap.
One-mile consolation, handicap.

Sov. 6— Rutherford Wfieelmen's race meet, i-mile open
handicap. Entries close Oct 23, Bo.x 82, Rutherford,

N.J.

Nov. 8—Harvard College annual road race.

Nov. 8—Wakefield Bicycle Club's reception, Wakefield,

Mass.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament ^t Columbus, Ga.

Nov. 24—One and two mile bicycle handicaps at 23d Regi-

ment Armory, Brooklyn. Entries close November 17

with F. E. Steele, 1'. O. Bo.x 1151. New York City.

Nov. 28—New Haven Bicycle Club's reception and enter-

tainment, at Hew Haven Opera House.

Nov. 2g—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 29—Prospect Harriers' lo-mile bicycle handicap.

Entries close November 22 with G. E. Painter, 332

First Street, Brooklyn.

Dec. 17— Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Si.xty-second Street, New Vork. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,

P. O. Box 3201, New York.

Feb. S, 18S0—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New
York City. -
BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB

TOURNAMENT.

MORRIS DOCK, NEW YORK CITY,
ELECTION DAY, NOV. 6, 1888.

The grounds may also be reached awheel a I

follows : Up Seventh Avenue to Macomb's Dam
[

bridge, and directly up Central Avenue a short

distance, when, on left side of road, a sign will ',

be seen, reading: " Berkeley Oval, 5 minutes'

drive." This road will bring direct to the

grounds.
Brooklyn cyclists with wheels may reach the

]

Grand Central Depot by ferry from Broadway, ;

Brooklyn, to Twenty-third Street, New York
City, thence across to Fourth Avenue and up
Fourth Avenue to depot.

THE RICHMOND TOURNAMENT.

SAFETY TANDEM TRACK RECORDS.

OKDKR UK I'KOGRA.MMK.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap, first trial heats.

One-mile Bicycle Novices.
One-mile Bicycle Interscholastic.

Half-mile Bicycle Scratch.

One-mile Bicycle Rover type.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap, final heat.

Two-mile Bicycle Intercollej;-iate.

One-mile Tricycle Handicap.
Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.
One-mile Bicycle Consolation Handicap.

THE ENTRIES.

There are n6 entries, the largest field being
in the mile handicap, in which there are thirty-

three entries. Among the men who will ride

are W. W. Windle, the invincible amateur, who
is now in town and will positively ride : R. H.
Davis, Harvard College, the safety champion
and record holder ; E. I. Halsted, New York's
fastest man at the present time ; Kenneth
Brown and W. B. Grecnleaf, the fast Harvard
men ; F. A. Clark, Yale's best man on the

wheel ; H. J. Hall, Jr., the K. C. W.'s fast man
;

W. H. Caldwell, Sid Bowman and Ed Baggot,
the big three of the N. J. A. C, with Pendleton
and Gubelman, ol the same club; Messrs. Schoe-
fer, .Vlurphy, Wise, Brown, Monell, Class,

Coningsby, Borland, Alden, .'ones, representing
Brooklyn

; J. VV. Powers, Jr., and J. H. Hanson,
representing the M. A. C; Gloninger, of Pitts-

burg; Samson, of Nyack ; Van Benschoten , of

Poughkeepsie ; Van Sicklen and Burgess, of

Rutherford, N. J.; Lockwood, of Yonkers;
Browaski, of Newark ; .Swift, of Danbury,
Conn., and a number of others.

SI'Ef.lAI, TRAINS.

The races will be started promptly at 2:30 i'. M.

A special train will leave the Grand Central
Depot, Forty-second Street and Fourth Avenue,
at 2 o'clock, reaching the grounds at 2:17. A
number of regular trains run from the Grand
Central Depot during the afternoon. Admis-
sion to grounds, including excursion railroad

(are, seventy cents.

Take Sixth or Ninth Avenue "L" train to

155th .Street, from which point trains will leave
in the New York and Northern Railroad at 2,

2:10 and 2:20 I'. M.: six minutes to grounds.
Tickets, including fare from 155th Street to the
grounds and return, sixty cents. 'I'ickets on
sale at New York and N'oithern Railroad depot, I and "F

.MONDAY, OCTOBER 2g.

In connection with the Southern Exposition
now being held at Richmond, Va., races were
held on October 2q and 30. The track was used*
by trotters previous to the cycle events and was
not in very good shape for fast riding. Below

i

we give summary of first day's races :

One-half Mile Bicycle Novices.—C. W. O'Neill,

Norfolk, im. 40XS.; Willard E. Buell, Wash-
ington, second; Isaac Hinds, Baltimore, third

;

C. H. Lucy, Richmond, o; Walter C. Mercer,
Richmond, O.

Two-mile Bicycle, Rover type wheels.—H. L.

Kingsland, Baltimore, 7m. i8>^s. ; W. E. Crist,

second
One-mile Bicycle, Virginia L. A. W. Cham-

pionship.—A. A. O'Neill, Norfolk, 3m. 17s.; J. A.
Morris, Portsmouth, second.

One-tnile Bicycle, Professional.—H.G.Crocker,
3m. 40s.; W. J. Morgan, second: W. M. Boyst,

Greenville, S. C o.

One-mile Tandem Tricycle Handicap.—Crist

and Kingsland, scratch, 3m. 42s.; F. R. Steele

and A. A. O'Neill, Norfolk, 15 seconds, second
;

P. S. Brown and M. K. Crenshaw, Washing-
ton, scratch, third.

One-half Mile Bicycle Handicap, boys under
eighteen.—C. E. McCluer, Richmond, scratch,

2m. los.; E. C. Valentine, Richmond, 20 seconds,

second; S.J.Young, Manchester, scratch, third.

One-mile Bicycle, Old Dominion Wheelmen
Championship.—W. G. Long, Richmond, 4m.
I2S.; W. H. Bodeken, Richmond, second.
One-half Mile Bicycle, without hands.— P. S.

Brown, im. 50s.; M. K. Crenshaw, second.

One-half Mile Bicycle Consolation.—Hinds,
6rst; Lucy, second; Crenshaw, third; Wall,

fourth.

lUESDAV, OCTOHER 30.

The races of the second day excited more en-
I thusiasm and attracted a larger audience than

was present on Monday. The following is a

[

summary :

One-mile Bicycle Handicap.— P. S. Brown,
scratch, 3m. iis.; A. A. O'Neill, 10 seconds, sec-

ond; Isaac Hinds, 20 seconds, third.

C)ne-half Mile Bicycle Novices, Virginia L. A.

W. State Division members.—John H. Downing,
Portsmouth, im. 30s.; C. H. Lucy, Richmond,
second ; F. K. Wonycott, Portsmouth, third;

C. L. Bowman, Richmond, o.

One-half Mile Ride and Run.—W. G. Long,
Richmond, 2m. S^s.; W. E. Buell, Washington,
second.

Three-mile Bicycle Professional.—H. G.

I

Crocker, lom. 25s.; W. ). Morgan, second; Wil-

liam Boyst, third.

One-half Mile Steeplechase.—Long, 2m. los.;

Kingsland, second; Crist, third.

One-half Mile Bicycle Scratch.— Kingsland,
im. 25|^s.; Crist, second; Brown, third.

One-mile Bicycle Team Race, Virginia

Division, L. .'\. W.—Three teams started : Lucy,

C. L. Bowman and A. K. Schapp, Old Dominion
IClub; I. B. White, A. A. and C. W. O'Neill,

1 Norfolk Cycle Club; F. K. Wonycott, John H.
! Dickinson and John H. Downing, Portsmouth
Wheel Club. A. A. O'Neill was the first man to

come in, Downing second, C. W. O'Neill third.

The result was a tie between Norfolk and Ports-

mouth, each having 17 points. Best time,

3m. Qs. The tie was afterward ridden in a half-

mile, Norfolk winning by 11 to 10, A. A. O'Neill

leading at (he finish. Best time, im. 30s.

One-half Mile Bicycle Consolation.—McDaniel,
im. 2gs.; Crenshaw, second.

The field officers were : Referee, Samuel T.

Clark, of Baltimore. Judges. H. Wilson, Rich-

mond; E. \'. Williams. Richmond; C. R. Eiscn-

brandt, of Baltimore. Timers, Daniel Lyons, Jr.,

W. East, both of Richmond. Starter,

At Paddington Recreation Grounds, on Mon-
day, October 15, Dan Albone and E. E. Glover
made a successful attempt to reduce the records
up to twenty miles, on a tandem safety bicycle,

the previous record being ih. 5m. 55s., made
by Albone and Mills on the same track last

May. A cold wind somewhat impeded pro-
gress, and—the season being so late that most
of their friends were out of training—but little

assistance was obtained from pacemakers. Mr.
A. J. Wilson was the timekeeper, and the ma-
chine ridden was the same light roadster Ivel

upon which Albone and Glover had beaten the

50-iTiile road record the previous Saturday. In

the result, the previous 20-mile record was low-
ered by 3m. 38 2-5S.; the mile times will all

stand as records for tandem bicycles .

H. M. S. MILES. H. M. S.

o 2 58 II o 34 09
o 5 56 12 o 37 13
o 9 OQ- 13 o 40 23

14 o 43 32

15 .... o 46 43
16 o 49 50

17 o 53 02
18 o 56 13

19 o 59 19
20 I 02 16 3-5

MILES.

1. .

2. .

3--

4 o 12 03
5 o 15 12

6 o 18 ig

7 o 21 25
8 o 24 44
9 o 27 53
10 o 30 58 4-5

Last lap, 48 3-5S.

WHITTAKER CAPTURES THREE
MORE RECORDS.

at terminus of " L " road. I.e. V. Smith; Washington.

S. G. Whittaker, on October 15. made an at-

tempt at Coventry to beat the safety records for

fifty miles. Whittaker covered 20 miles 1,450
yards in the hour, made records at 26, 27 and 28

miles, and was forced to stop at 30 miles on ac-

count of cramp.
lUEVlOlS KECOKDS.

MILES. H. .M. S. H. M. S.

5 o 14 19 o 13 45
10 O 28 46 1-5 o 27 44 3-5
20 o 57 42 4-5 o 56 32
25 I 12 2g 3-5 Ill 51-5
26 '•I 15 28 2-5 I 16 23

27 *l 18 58 1-5 1 10 27 3-5

28 * I 22 26 3-5 I 22 37

29 I 26 07 2-5 1 25 40 2-5

30 I 20 59 I 28 29
* World's records.

The Amateur Athletic Union will hold a meet-
ing at Madison Square Garden, New York City,

on November 21. There is, unfortunately, no
bicycle event on the programme.

At the Columbia College games, held at the
Manhattan A, C. grounds. New York, last

Friday, W. H. Hall, '91, 60 yards, won the 2-mile
bicycle handicap ; G. A. Woodlan, '92, 100
yards, second.

W. B. Greenleaf, Harvard, '92, had a walk-
over in the 2-mile bicycle race at the college
Freshman games, held last Monday. Green-
leaf, paced by Kenneth Brown, rode the two
miles against a strong wind in 6m. 23s.

Kings Coi-ntv Wheelmen Handicaps.—H. J.

Hall, Jr., scratch; T. J. Hall, Jr., 3 minutes;
Beasley, 5 ; Marion. 7 ; Stevens, 10 ; Moor-
house, II ; W. Murphy, 14; Jones, 15; King,
18 ; Barnes, 20 ; Bensinger, 26 ; C. Murphy, 28

;

Wardell, 30. Handicapper, M. L. Bridgman.

Two Local Handicaps.—At the Twenty-third
Regiment games, to be held at the Regimental
Armory, Clermont near Myrtle Avenue, on Sat-

: urday evening, November 2.j, at 8 o'clock, two
handicaps, one and two miles, will be decided.
Entrance fee, fifty cents for each event ; close
November 17, with F. E. Steele, P. O. Box 115T,
New York City.

I

A liUFIALO TOIKNA.VIENT I'OR 1889 ASSIRED.

j

Mr. Ducker writes as follows: " With the aid
:
of my cycling friends in Buffalo I am able to
announce that I have made arrangements to
remain in Buffalo, and to fill up my .time I have
accepted the general agency for western New
York of the Union Central Life Insurance Co.
of Cincinnati, O., and henceforth will be found
at Room 48, Chapin Block. I will be pleased to

j

meet all my old friends and to offer them the
best investment out; one that will prove better

j

than government bonds, paying five per cent,
compound interest. You will observe that the

I

above will allow me to give some time lo cycling,
land assures a lotirnament for nuffalo in the fall

of 1889."
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

W. F. G. Class, Brooklyn B. C, has just recov-

ered from a severe illness.

The Manhattan Club had a smoker and re-

freshments at the club house on Hallowe'en.

Jack Lee has been presented with a testi-

monial fund of /^2q, raised by his admirers.

There is a village in England called Faken-
ham. Good place for Rowe, Temple and Mor-
gan to retire to.

The rain has drowned out business to a certain

extent, but New York agents look for a little

more business before the winter closes in.

The Kings County Wheelmen will have a cen-
tury run in the Oranges on November 18, and a

paper chase on Long Island on the 26th.

The Serving Machine and Cycle News reprints

Free Lance's article entitled " Awheel Into Pick-
wick Land," which appeared in this paper some
since.

W. F. Murphy, Kings County Wheelmen, rode
about 1,725 miles during October. This is the

largest month's mileage on record. We will

publish details next week.

Two Harvard students have taken the Colum-
bia agency for the college, and it is expected
that their efliorts will popularize the sport and
more thoroughly introduce it to the 1,500 stu-

dents.

The N'ew York Illustrated News of November
3 contains a burlesque on the Eck-Carlisle ro-

mance—no, tragedy, we should say. It is well
worth perusal, but is scarcely fit for reproduction
in these columns.

We find ourselves envying our contemporary
editor, Mr. Fourdrinier, of the Bicycling World,
who spends all his spare time on a tandem bike
in company with the fair and musical Miss
Pauline Hall, of the Casino Company.

Isaac Knowlden, the popular machinist of the
Pope Manufacturing Company's New York
branch, has become a papa. The new arrival
will no doubt employ much of "Ike's" spare
time in adjusting the chain of the tricycle.

TiiH Cyclist MiLrr,vRv Cokts.
" Steady ! steady ! the masses of ineji

Wheel, and fall in, and wheel again
Softly as circles drawn with pen."

—Li-if^li Ilitiit.

Rowe says he will retire and go into business
in Lynn. Temple has gone to Chicago, where
he also will engage in business. Both are tired

of professional racing. There are also other
people who are very tired of this kind of sport.
Mr. Seymour, of Boston, for instance, or Mr.
Fourdrinier.

We wonder if Purvis-Brucc's money has given
out? Here is what a late Wheeling queries,
though we believe the members of the London
cycle press were wont to go on champagne
bursts with "Gentleman John :"

Is Synyer as simple as I'urvis-Brucc ? We think nut I

Nottingham doesn't grow " mugs."

Treasurer Howard L. Perkins leads the record
of the Rhode Island Wheelmen for the season's
riding, and George L. Cooke the day's run
record. Mr. Perkins is close up to his 4,000th
mile, and Mr. Cooke has 113. 5 milea to his
credit for one day's trip. Both records are for

good limes and take-it as-you-find-it road riding.

Messrs. Adams& Sons reportasteadily increas-
ing demand on the part of cyclists for their Tutti
Fruttigums, of different flavors. This gum keeps
the mouth moist, makes the rider comfortable,
and prevents over-drinking. The gum is now
used by many prominent road and path riders.

Send for sample to Adams tS: Sons, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

There can be no question that Karl Kron is

an indefatigable person. His enterprise is sim-
ply aslouniling. 'I'he mass of press notices
licre collected redotiiid with praises of his great
work; and there can be no tloubt that it deserves
all the praise that can be given toil. " Ten I'hous-
and Miles on a Bicycle " is full of information
that will prove in:eresting to all who delight in

the study of men and manners.— .Vt'7c'///V IMaehine
and Cycle News, London, Se])tcml)cr 15.

A month ago John Mason, of the Illinois Cycle
Club, who rides a Veloce Columbia, made a go
at the 24-hour record and scored, without great

effort, 218 miles. A week later, F. E. Spooner, of

the Lincoln Cycle Club, on a Victor bicycle, raised

the peg to 231 miles. On Wednesday, the 24th

of October, Frank Riggs, of Chicago, on a
51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, finished with

240^4 miles to his credit; and on the 25th inst.

John Mason made the second attempt, covering

277 miles within 24 hours. The bicycle which
was ridden by Mr. Mason at both attempts has
been ridden by him over 6,500 miles, including
nearly a dozen centuries.

With the close of October we are compelled
to chronicle the withdrawal from the cycle trade

of Messrs. Wetmore & Chester, who for the

past two years have done business at 49 Cort-
landt Street, under the style of the Manhattan
Wheel Exchange. During their business career

the firm made many friends, always dealing
with their customers on a reasonable basis, and
treating all with that courtesy so necessary to a

business success. Messrs. Wetmore & Chester
have arranged to embark in a promising enter-

prise on the return of Mr. Chester from Europe,
where he now is on a wedding tour.

The latest English novelty is a juvenile road
race, open to youths and girls under fifteen

years of age, A race of this sort was recently de-

cided at Leeds. The distance was 4>^ miles. Nel-
lie Maude and Charlie Maude, aged five and three
respectively, allowed twenty minutes start, held
the lead for three and a half miles, when they
were passed by A. Aldred, fifteen years old,

allowed two minutes start, who went on and
won. The little Maudes rode a superbly made
miniature Humber tandem tricycle. Among the
entries was " Little Bobbie Chorley," aged five,

who is " a marvel on a safety," but who was
prevented by sickness from riding.

The Kings County Wheelmen have planned
an enjoyable Election Day. In the morning, at

II o'clock, the club will dine at the Mansion
House, at Orange. At i o clock the 25-mile road
race will be started, and in the evening the
members will see and hear "Adonis " Dixey at

the Amphion, in Bropklyn, and will listen to the
election returns. Already eighty-three men
have booked seats for the theatre party. The
entries for the road race are as follows : Ben-
singer, Wardell, W. F. Murphy, Beasley, Stev-
ens, King, H. J. Hall, Jr., Brown, Jones, T. J.

Hall, Moorhouse, C. Murphy, Nellis and Stevens,
fourteen entries. Harry Hall and T. J. Hall
will go on after the 50-mile road record.

The Manhattan Club have called an Orange
run for Sunday, and a run to Berkeley Oval on
Election Day. The club will have its annual
photograph taken on November 11. The club
almanac has been written up thus far. Novem-
ber 16, first monthly reception for members and
ladies, dancing and refreshments. November
18, run in the Brooklyn riding district. Novem-
25, run to I'arrytown. November 29, Thanks-
giving Day, lO-mile club championship over
Irvington-Milburn course. A smoker will be
held every Wednesday evening throughout the
winter. The club will hold its dramatic enter-
tainment and reception at the Lexington Ave-
nue Opera House, Februarys, 1S89.

10,000 MIl.KS ()\ A liUYCl.i;.

We have received from the indefatigable and
irrepressible Karl Kion a pamphlet containing
75,000 words, which is designed as an adver-
tisement of his now famous book, " 10,000
Miles on a Bicycle." This second book— for

such his advertisement is—contains the preface
to and specimen chapters of his larger book,
besides an immense number of newspaper criti-

cisms upon it. Karl Kron has honestly included
in his cuttings hostile as well as laudatory criti-

cisms, and the wln)le |)amphlel forms a book
that is both interesting and instructive reatiiiig.

We strongly advise our readers to senti a post-

card to Karl Kron at University Btiildings,

Washington Square, New York, when he will

mail them a free copy of this unique advei tise-

ment. A perusal of it will, we are sure, lead to

a purchase of the most extraordinary, anitising,

and instrtutive book that has vet been isstied in

connection with our sporl. U is not often that

a man has llic pltick anil enlerprise as well as
the literaiy ability of Karl Kron, and it is a pily

that it shoiilil go unrewarded, especially as pur-
chasers will gel more than ftill value for llieir

money.— Wheeling.

AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN ENGLAND.

I thinl; I shall do a favor to all lovers of beau-
tiful scenery if I advise them not to ride away
from Liverpool to London without going up
into the Welsh Mountains as far as Llangollen
(pronounced Langothlen). The way thither
leads past three points of great interest—Ches-
ter, the old city, with its famous Roman walls
and its cathedral ; Gladstone's home at Hawar-
den, and the country seat of the Duke of West-
minster, Eaton Hall, said to be the finest dwell-
ing place in the world. These three places
ought to be enough to attract any tourist, but
when to them is added the Welsh Mountains,
the attractions Ijecome irresistible. I had all

my plans laid on board steamer to go directly
east from Liverpool to Sheffield ; at Liverpool,
of course, they were changed, as I talked with
the English riders. Then I decided to see
Chester, southwest of Liverpool, and not go
near Sheffield. Taking a ferry-boat to Eastham,
I escaped the paving of the city of Birkenhead,
which "they" told me was very bad, but as I

had found similarly described paving in Liver-
pool to be eminently satisfactory, I fear now
that I missed a good view of the English Chi-
cago (so they call Birkenhead). At Chester the
usual sights are to be seen that the guide books
describe. To the American cyclist who has
traveled much in a level country, the first view
of the Welsh Mountains as, he comes into sight
of them and of Chester at the same time, is in-

spiring. Chester is only ten miles from East-

ham, and I was pedaling hard to arrive in time
for a warm supper, looking neither to right nor
left, when my machine rose over the top of a
little hill. Behold ! before me was the old city

of Chester, glistening in the setting sun, its

cathedral first catching the eye, and to the right,

through a purple haze, the outlines of the Welsh
hills. I had been rather hungry a moment be-
fore, but I forgot it all now. Gradually the big
wheel slowed up as I took in the revelation,

slowly as the first kiss of love lingers on the

lips. It was my first sight of a famous Euro-
pean cathedral, and to my eyes, which are now
tired and wearied of the long series of aisles,

transepts and naves I have come through since,

it looked very grand. A pretty inaid was going
by carrying a pail of milk. "Are those the

VVelsh hills over there?" I asked. "I don't
know, sir," was the artless reply. " Rats !" I

muttered, and pumped on for supper.

The paving of Chester is bad, bad, bad.
There's no dodging it. You must sight-see

afoot in Chester. Hawarden being but six

miles from Chester, up a side road into the

Welsh mountains, I went up there the next
afternoon, a beautiful day. The road leads

through the most uninteresting of country till

the gate of the Hawarden grounds is reached.

One can ride through the grounds, Mr. Glad-
stone having no antipathy for the wheel, and so

I rode about a mile through the beautiful park
to the mansion of the Grand Old i\Ian. If you
are a wheeltnan, go up to Hawarden, if for

nothing else than the fine coasts on the main
drive in the park. Don't go away without see-

ing the old caslle against which the invaders
from the surrounding country used to surge its

armored waves, and the enchanting prospect

that lies spread out for miles betieath the fast-

fading lop of the old ruins. But lion't take a

camera with you. The keeper is " loaded " for

camera fiends, and " fires " them bodily.

Eaton Hall has nothing very interesting lor

tiie cyclist, as the grounds, of immense exteni.

stretching away for miles on every side, are llat

in the extreme. The Hall itself is well worth
an inspection. 1 left my bicycle in a stall in the

magtiificeni stables. When I came out I found
the tiiasler of the hountis, the groom of the

back stairs, the valet of the first Moor front, ami
several other Kid<os curiotisly examining the

machine. " .Xnything broken?" 1 asked in

alaiiti. "Oh, no; we were jtist wondering how
you gel on the blarsted thing." Thank heaven,
1 iluniglit, there is a way of avoiding a fee foi

each one of these persons. So 1 did the vault

mount and nearly went over the handles, bul it

entirely satisfied them,*atul I got a rounil of

applause, in the mitlsl of .which I rode away,
le.iving beliind nothing but some agitated air,

peiitiibi'd liy mv ntimeioiis bows of modest
acknowleilgemeiu.

Wrexhaiti, .» town of considerable iniportanee

in thai locality, is twelve miles from (."hester

and h,\llw,iy to l.l.uignlleii, on the liver Dee.
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N'o stream is more celebrated in England, prob-

ably, than this river. Every Englishman
knows about the time when

—

" There was a jolly miller (hveli by llic river Dee."

Just beyond Wrexham you begin to get into

the Welsh hills. From Chester you have been

riding along the base of the big ascents, and as

every bend of the road turns your course to the

right, you begin to fee! a little uneasy at the

prospect of locking horns with those misty mon-
sters that loom up ever nearer and nearer. It is

your first touch of mountains, and you feel that

much depends upon the success with which you
grapple with them. Heavens, if I should have
t(i walk my machine two or three miles up these

hills, how all my enthusiasm will ooze out of me!
lust in the beginning of my trip, too. So you
think—ah. e.\cuse me—that is, provided you are

not Messrs. Greenwood, Wells or Shurman.
Have I placed these champions right ? I do not

know who should be first. The last I heard of

the American hill climbers. Greenwood and
Wells had not settled their little matter, and
.Shurman had not yet climbed Corey a hundred
limes. Let those who are enjoying the latest

information about these champions pardon me
and place them right. As you look up the sides

of the steep hills which you must pierce before

you get any supper, and see the white paths

streaking the dark green slopes, you lessen your
own feeling of inferiority by saying : " Like to

see Hal get up that," or, "Shurman wouldn't

be such a sure man after all, probably, on these

grades." These self-satisfying redeclions are

disturbed by the blowing of a locomotive's whis-
i

lie, and soon you are riding through Ruabon, a

little town. Just beyond it is a short, rather

sleep, grade of an eighth of a mile, possibly.

Without much effort you are at the top. A de-

lightful coast down the other side, and then it
[

dawns upon you that it is the first good coast of '

the day You look around ; ther hills are no 1

longer all on one side, they inclose you. A '

long level, a liiile climb, and then a coast of a
j

mile, winding about through a village, the dirty
[

faces in which suggest its rnining character.
|

As you near the end of the hill, and are getting

ready to take your legs down, you arc conscious
;

that the air has suddenly grown chilly. You
observe, too, that ii has suddenly grown darker.

The warm sunshine that a few moments before

was bathing the landscape has disappeared. All

you see of it is on the tops of the hills between
which you are riding. Great shadows cover the

road. You keep coasting down hill after hill

until you come to a long level. The river Dee,

which you left at Chester, is again in sight, and
you ride by its side. All around you now are

the great, grand Welsh hills. Stuck in their

slopes, like eagle nests in rocky cliffs, are the

white houses of the people, that, as the lights of

early evening come out, seem to wink and blink

a cosy welcome to you. The road is smooth,
and you do not care if it does get dark. After

a ride of about two miles over a comparatively

smooth course you arrive at Llangollen— at

your journey's end and no hills encountered,

no mountains climbed, no heavy grades walked.
How did it all happen? Why, you eat your sup-

per feeling very happy; you even feel like pinch-

ing the rosy cheeks of the waitress. You had
gradually ridden into the hills and didn't know
it. You then begin to find out a fact that is sub-

sequently of great satisfaction to you— namely,
that the roads do not goovei the hills. There is

always a valley or opening somewhere, and you
can depend upon it the road will find it and lake

you through easily. As I think now of the

inDuntains I have passed over since in that way
I smile at my initial fear.

Hesides the wild Welsh scenery, there is little

1(1 see at Llangollen. What there is—the iron

bridge, the horse-shoe falls and the salmon
pools— you can see after supper or before starl-

ing out in the morning, provided you do nol

want to pull a few of the famous salmon nut of

the turbulent waters of the Fiiver Dee, that is

here breaking out into .-ill sons of saucy cas-

cades and noisy rapids.

To recapitulate : My going tliiougli Chester
up lo Llangollen, one goes a few miles out of a

direct line lo London, but, at the same time,

within forty miles of his steamer's landing
place ; he has seen ihc home of the greatest

statesman of English speaking countries ; the

most magnificcnl private dwelling in the world ;

one of England's lamuus i dihedrals ; a pirlur

esque castle ruin (at ILiwarden); some of the

most picturesque ninniilaiii Niincry in (iriMi

Britain. All these will furnish you attractive

themes for conversation on your ride down to

London. So, within a day's easy ride of Liver-

pool, by properly selecting your course, one can

see as much as if he had ridden two hundred
miles in another direction. If these are not

enough to satisfy the most exacting tourist, I

plead guilty to being a deceiver in recommend-
ing this route.

It is about this time in his journey that the

American tourist begins to notice the amazing
smallness of the distances. People about him
speak of London being so far away. How far?

One hundred and eighty miles, he is told ; and
he meets many persons v.'ho have never been lo

London, and who are appalled at the very

thought of going that far from home, and yet it

is only two days' hard riding for him on his

wheel. He smiles quietly to himself, and the

magnitude of the task of touring Europe awheel
begins to fade away.
One will naturally inquire if the ride into the

Welsh Mountains was so easy, with its splendid

coasts down into the valley of the River Dee,
what must be the return to the main road to

London? One steady climb back, probably.
TiJAVF.I.F.R.

MEDDLESOME BUSYBODY."

" .Men are born with two eves but witn one tongue, in

order that they should see twice as much as they say."

—

OU ProTerl'.

"Oh, that mine enemy should write a loiter."— O/r/

Pyo7'e7'/'y revisedyoy this occasion,

THE AUraiMENT.

Iictween the poles of human perfection and
human meanness, between all that is best in

humanity—represented by the ideal figures in

sacred writ and knight errantry—and all that is

worst, symbolized by a nature but little above
that of the ourang-outang, with its treachery
and cruelty intensified but without the intelli-

gence of the Simian, there are myriad degrees
of character, many kinds of men, all players in
'

' Life," a play whose phenomenal success in the
past and promise of a long continued run are
only explained by the fact that each spectator is

also himself an actor. To an intelligent man who
has passed a certain point in the game, a man
who is fixed and has put behind him irritating
ambition and narrow-minded prejudice, who re-
gards with the clearness and penetration of a re-
ceptive mind the goings on of his co-actors on the
Footstool, to such a man there is an unfailing
source of humor, a continuous reason for mirth.
A man has gained an enviable knowledge

when he has learned to discover shain, to pene-
trate pretence, to pity stupidity, to look kindly
and benignly on " smartness," to regard with
amusement the ups and downs, the goings and
comings, the ungratified ambitions, the wire-
pullings and heart-burnings of his fellows—in a
word, to perceive men and facts unclothed, in the
Carlylian sense.
The train of thought is suggested by an ex-

travagant waste of ink, grey matter and digital
muscularity on the part of Mr. Howard P. Mer-
rill, who recently appeared in a star part at
Buffalo as referee of the great bicycle tourna-
ment, and who, off the boards, is a very worthy
member of the Springfield Cnioii's reportorial
staff. The burst of extravagance referred to is

in the form of a letter, appended. We are
aware that our readers can scarcely be interested

'. in a private quarrel between Mr. Merrill and
ourselves, but we fully believe that among our
clientele there are some of the men of the world
spoken of above, and these cannot fail to be
amused.

Si'KINCKlEl.l), M.\ss.,

Wednesday, October 24, 1S88.
F. P. Pki,\i. :

/)i-(ir Sir— I suppose I owe the repealed mis-
statements and misrepresentations regarding
myself, which you publish weekly in The
WiiKri,, to the fact thai I requested you not to
interfere with my assislanls, especially the
timekeepers, with whom you had no business to
meddle, at the Buffalo tournament. As for
your continual nagging, your widespread repu-
tation as a ineddling busybody is sufTicienl
excuse.

I wish to set you right on one thing, how-
ever, though I don't suppose -you will accord me
the i)rivilcges of Tiie Wiikei. for so doing; you
haven't the right kind of make^u|) to guarantee

fair play, especially when your self-importance
has been wounded.
The point on which I wish to set you right is

this: That my decision, whereby I declared that
Rowe had been fouled by Temple, was based 011

my own personal observation and knowledge of
the circumstances. I saw the men when they
were on the back-stretch and I followed them
closely, my eyes never being taken from them
until the finish. I also made a personal inspec-
tion of the wheel tracks. The hearing was
granted for the purpose of giving Mr. Temple
fair play, and at the time he expressed himself
as satisfied with the idea. After hearing all the
evidence, I discarded all that which conflicted

with my personal observation as to actual
occurrences, and gave my decision upon my
own knowledge of the facts.

I care little as to the persona! spite which you
have vented upon me, but I do wish to impress
upon you that you are willfully and maliciousU'
lying when you publish statements to the effect

that I had no personal knowledge of the facts

and circumstances of the fouling of Rowe by
Temple.

If your warped and distorted mind can con-
ceive of the truth embodied in the above para-
graph, I shall consider that I have not wholly
wasted pen, ink and paper upon you.

Very sincerely,

Howard P. Merrii.i..

rill': letter.

It cannot be claimed by our bitterest enemy,
not even by the snake in trousers who
talked us down at the Hartford tournament

—

happily, to a friend—that we have ever used
this paper to exploit ourselves personally, in the
manner, let us say, of the Hill-Climhers' O-.pn or
the Yankeepholiiaii.

In publishing Mr. Merrill's letter we run a

great risk, for Mr. Merrill applies to us such
epithets as "continual nagging," "meddling
busybody," "self-importance," "personal
spite," "willful and malicious lying," "warped
and distorted mind," etc., etc. We claiin it is a
risk because we do not deny that we may not
be all that Mr. Merrill claims, a cross between
Caliban and Dickens' Mr. Quilp ; for no man
knows what he is, else Burns' lament, if we
could "see ourselves as others see us," need
never have been written.

A SI G.\R-COATKI) I'lLl..

At the Bufifalo tournament, Mr. Merrill did

the turkey-cock act to perfection, his strut being
particularly large and fine. The members of

the press agreed that Mr. Merrill's appointment
as referee had turned his head. In comment-
ing on the tournament we penned this para-
graph :

" Merrill, of the Springtiekl L'liion, makes a bad referee.
A referee should be a combination of intelliijence, firmi ess,

energy, politeness, suavity. Merrill lacks the last two."

We admitted that Mr. Merrill was intelligent,

I

firm and energetic, yet the coating did not pre-

vent Mr. Merrill's palate from tasting the cura-

j

live drug within the coat, and it doubtless
I tasted unpleasant.

On the first day of the meet, the timers did

i

not send up to the press men the results of the
I first race. As we were the only cycling press

j

man present, we went down to the timers, and
I

finding that they had not arranged to send the
times up to the reporters, it was agreed that we
should get the results of every event, and dur-

' ing the day we took care of the local press men.
I After the first race of the second day, presum-
ing the same system would continue, we went

I

to the timers, and then met Mr. Merrill for the

I

first time. Mr. Merrill roughly ordered us out of
' the timers' stand, and gruffly told us to mind our
)
own business, that they were capable of taking

\

care of the times, etc., etc. We at once per-
ceived that Mr. Merrill was suffering from a
severe case of " big head," and notwithstanding
his ungentlemanly actions, we insisted on ex-
plaining our position in the matter, obtained
Mr. Merrill's promise to send up the results of
each race, and retired to the press quarters.
We afterward met Mr. Merrill on the track,

and as he had written us a few days previous
that he should like to meet us, we introduced
ourselves, much to Mr. Merrill's chagrin, who,
recollecting his stupidity of the earlier part of

the afternoon.- w(iuld have sold himself out
cheap just at that moment.
That our paragraph must have struck home

is shown by thefact that Mr. Merrill returns to

the charge at this late day.
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That Mr. Merrill should decide on our make
up from a one-minute interview is amusing.
That we should waste so much space on the

Springfield chanticleer is very funny.

SAFETY vs. ORDINARY.

With regard to this question, I do not think
there are two opinions amongst those who really

understand the " ordinary " as to which is the

safest machine. In my opinion the "ordinary"!
is not only the safest bicycle, but safer than any
other class of machine. It requires more pluck
and skill to ride, and those who attempt to ride

it without these qualifications lose their heads
and inevitably come to grief, and then blame the
machine. I quite agree with your correspond-
ent, " F. J. B.," as to the mere fact of calling

a machine a " safety." There is certainly a

good deal in a name, and this very fact often
frightens men from touching the "ordfnary."
The " ordinary," in the first place, is of so sim-
ple a construction that there is nothing to get
out of order, and it is not nearly so liable as the

. safely to accidents arising from the machine
itself breaking down. Then again, when acci-

dents do happen, the rider falls clear of the
machine, and nothing results so seriously as
when the rider comes in contact with the ma-
chine. If Mr. Morris had been riding a higher
cycle he would have had more chance of saving
his face—he would, of course, have shot further
ahead before he came in contact with the earth,
would necessarily have lost momentum when he
did strike the ground, and have had more time
to put his hands out to save his head.
We know that many serious accidents happen

to the ordinary rider, but analyze them, and
nearly all of them will be found to result from
inexperience, recklessness, or foolhardiness

;

but this has nothing to do with the class of ma-
chine, but the class of riders. A youth with any
ambition and pluck of course chooses the ordi-
nary. Why? Very often because he loves the
very element of danger. He runs risks that an
elder and more staid individual would never
dream of, and comes to grief occasionally ac-
cordingly. But the ordinary, ridden with cau-
tion, and with no attempt to do impossibilities,
is the safest of all machines. The very perfec-
tion to which one has to arrive at to ride it at all

well ensures one's safety, and the skill required
to master it thoroughly is an everlasting source
of joy. The ease, however, with which a safety
or a tricycle is mounted and ridden is a source of
danger, not only to the rider, but to many other
riders as well. Since the safety came into vogue
there are more unskillful and inexperienced
riders on the road than ever, and one has to
ride very wary of them. The safety is more
liable to accidents arising from its own inherent
weakness. There are more parts to get out of
order, and it is much more prone to slip. As
regards comfort, again there is no comparison
between the two machines. To be compelled to

run viewless between the hedges, down amongst
the dust and mud, your calves at the mercy of
the dogs, and your hands in one continual vi-

bration, in my opinion cannot be compared
with the rider of the ordinary, who flies above
everything, commanding a view of the surround-
ing country, free, comparatively, from dust and
mud, and able at pleasure to ride with or with-
out his hands. The safety has but one advan-
tage over the ordinary— it is a quicker hill

climber.
Only those who have really mastered the

ordinary know what a wealth of pleasure can be
derived from it, and what a safe and beautiful
machine it is. It is without doubt

A thing of beauty and a joy forever.
Its loveliness increases, it will never
Pass into notnintrncss.

Very few, again, know what can be done with
il. It is the common notion, even among its

own riders, that an ordinary-sized stone must
throw the rider. This is a mistake. I myself
never dismount for a sliorl patch of newly-laid
stones, and I have ridden up a curb four inches
high unintentionaiy in the dark. When riding
in the dark, instead of the greater part of my
weight being on the saddle, it is down at the
centre on the pedals, enabling me lo drive over
any oljstacle likely to be met with on the road.
Half the ordinary riders have their saddles too
far back, throwing their weight on the hind
wheel, which not only tends lo creating a "bi-
cycle bark " anti adds lo the vil)rati()ii, but con-

siderable power is lost. The " rational " bicycle,

in my opinion, is a decided mistake. There is

no necessity for any rake, which only detracts

from the perfectness of the machine as a machine;
;

a very large hind wheel detracts from its beauty, '

and has no compensating advantages, and long
cranks cause greater friction to the joints of and
fatigue to the legs, and give only the slight ad- i

vantage of ascending hills a little quicker. An
ordinary should have no brake ; it is a delusion

I

and a snare. No rider should ever require to 1

stop quicker than back pedaling should enable
him to. Then again, half the ordinary machines '

are too light for the road, and the rims of the

driving wheel not being sufficiently wide to take a
rubber tire thick enough to act as an anti-

vibrator.

Whilst on the subject of cycling, let me call

attention to the number of riders, and especially

of the safety type of machine and of tricycles,

who forego one of the first duties toward their

brother cyclists, and omit to carry a light in the

night time. This in the metropolitan area seems
on the increase, and is a great source of danger
to other riders, and especially to those who
carry a light. A man who rides at night time
without a light is not only a mean man, and in !

all probability a lazy man, but must be deficient
\

in common sense. The ostrich puts its head
in the sand, and fancies because it cannot see it

\
is not seen, and the rider at night time without a
light seems to be, very often, devoid of suf-

ficient brains to believe that because he can see

he can also be seen. He litle thinks that he is

running as great a risk as the cyclist whom he
meets.—A. B. K. in Bicvclino- News.

DICK HOWELL'S SONG.

"WHEELING" ON SAFETIES.

The essentially stupid question, "Are Safe-
ties a Failure?" has drawn forth opinions from
precisely the same class of people in cycling
circles as that which delivered itself on the
Daily Ti'legrap/is late sensation. Personal ex-
perience is made to serve as a universal guide,
and no two think alike. As a matter of fact,

any reply to the question save in the negative
would be worthy of a Bedlamite. The safety is

a great institution, and it has come to stay. Its

effect on the numbers of our craft, and therefore
upon the trade, has been enormous. To ask if

it is a failure betrays a vacuity of mind border-
ing upon the idiotic. When, however, the point
is mooted as to whether the safety is superior to

the ordinary, we get upon rational ground of a
sort, though the reply must be obvious. To one
man the ordinary is an impossibility. He has
neither the nerve to learn nor the confidence to

ride the large wheel with pleasure if he does
learn. He may live in a particularly hilly dis-

trict, with rough roads, and may need to put in

a considerable amount of night work. To such
a man the safety, of course, presents far more
attractions, as of course it does to thousands of

men who have passed the first blush of youth, or
to whom a header over an errant brickbat pre-
sents no humorous side. The writer's father
rode an ordinary up to the age of forty-six, and
a fall through a fryst-bound rut laid him up for

four months. He used to say that he never
rode down a stiff hill without thinking of his as-

surance policy. Until the advent of the safety,

several years after his fall, he gave up cycling,
but a week or two ago he was racing up the Red
Hill on the Ripley Road on an Ivel safety in rare
form. We must apologize for the personal bent
of the incident, but the case is typical. Sooner
or later men lose nerve from one cause or an-
other, especially for night riding, and then the
safety comes in. On the other hand, we think,
as we have often said before, that hundreds of
the young fellows who ride safeties now would
be far better mounted on the ordinary, which
as a means of locomotion- whereby the finest air

may reach the lungs, and the finest views strike

on the eyes, is far and away preferable to the
less elevated safety or tricycle. But the ([ues-

tion, "Are Safeties a Failure?" is a mere calch-
penny line, possibly damaging to those who
make safeties a trade specialty, but to common-
sense observers ridiculous in the extronie,

There arc well-defined rumors i>J' liligatioii

between the Pope Manuf.icturing Company and
the Overman Wheel Company, the former com-
pany appearing as complainant. The cause of

this litigation is not (luilc clear t<i us at llic pres-

ent writing.

[From Bicycling Neivs .^

I'm never so happy as when on the " scratch"
I've my " field " in the front of my face,

And all of them making a pretty good batch.
And all of them " forcing the pace."

For nothing can equal the bicyclist's bliss,

When given a glorious track.

To speed down the "straight" while his spokes
seem to hiss.

With a breeze in the bend of his back!

There's Furnivall going the greatest of guns.
And Battensby shooting along;

But I'll lay ten to one I'm not out of the fun.

If we "fly" all the way or "ding-dong."

Terront and Dubois for the land of the frog
Are clinking along like a train;

But perhaps I can hold them as fast as they jog.

And Woodside will catch them again;
And Young isn't "done," though his face is

a-flush

And he's very low down on his wheel

—

Ah! there goes the Yankee! My word, with a

rush,
Rowe gives us a taste of his steel!

Still Furnivall's going the greatest of guns.
And Osmond has crammed on the steam;

But I'll lay six to four, or a shade of odds
more,

I shall finish the first of the team!

Good-bye, little Terront, I'm past you at last!

Dubois, too, is left at the " tail ;"

The pace is a " cracker" and rather too fast.

For Woodside's beginning to fail;

A small sheet might cover Knapp, English and
Rowe,

While Temple is close in the rear;

So I think it is time I should let myself " go "

To " feel " if the Yankee is " queer!
"

Still Furnivall's going the greatest of guns,
And leads by the length of the stand

;

But I'm sure he will be neither one, two or

three.

For the " pros" have th» places in hand!

First lap of half mile, and Furnivall's spent.

While Rowe is the pioneer now;
But I am the second, for all the rest went
Like a flash to the rear in a row!

The thunder of throats rumbles round as we
race,

And well may the Sheffielders shout.

For we're tearing along at a perilous pace.
Leaning over the handles, " all out!

"

We're both of us going the greatest of guns,
I'm level—he's by me— I'm beat!

But coming^again with a terrible strain,

I'm by him! He's level! Dead heat!

—Al'RA.

Messrs. Elliot Mason and A. B. Barkman have
been nursing "biles" for the past few weeks.

The Chicago 24-hour road record is 277 mites,

made by I. Mason, Illinois Cycling Clul).

Messrs. Spalding t^ Bros, show a lady's Ivel

safety at their New York store. The' firm will

handle Ivel ladies' safeties in future.

For winter riding, to guard against colds, antl

for use in the gymnasium. Holmes' varied stock
of athletic goods will he found very suitable.

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons report gratifying-

results with the Ivels, which we predicted wouki
be a success in this country after tlicy were seen
at the Stanley show.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. turn out a
superb ladies' safety, and a tandem safety, both
of which will be pushed next spring by the com-
pany's American house.

Asphalt on Madison Avenue from Twenty-
third Street to Fifiy-niiuli Street, and possibly

up lo iMgluy-secontl Street. This will prove a
new and pleasant route for Brooklyn riders, and
they will doubtless sample llie New York riding

district more fr.eciuently than in the past.

Tlie New York Bicycle Co. are being congrat-
ulated on all sides on iheirpurchase of the good
will aiul properly of the Manhattan Wheel Ex-
change. The New Vorks curry a very large
stock of second-hand wheels and they arc pre-

paring to still further enlarge their specially.
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HERBERT LAURIE.

We .ire enabled to reproduce from the Bicyilim; N'l'tos a speaking portrait of Herbert Laurie,

the young English record breatcer. We republish from last week's Wkeki. a sketch of this

phenomenal rider,

Laurie was seventeen years old in June, stands 5ft. 8',iin., and weighs 142 lbs. in training.

Laurie commenced racing in August, 1887, scoring seven firsts, one second and a third in nine

races. In I'ebruary, 1888, Laurie gave up his tricycle for a safety, on which he has won fourteen

firsts, six seconds and three thirds. On August 8 Laurie won the mile safety handicap from
scratch, rifling in 2m. 44 4-5S., record for Aston track. On August 31 he beat all world's safety

records from two to twenty-one miles, riding 21 miles 125 yards in the hour. The times from
eleven to twenty-one miles beat all amateur records for any style of machine. Laurie tried for

the mile safety record on September 5, and succeeded in doing 2m. 36 2-5S., a world's amateur
record for safeties. Laurie rides a Heeston 1 lumber safety geared to 63 inches, weighing 24
pounds, and a Humber tricycle geared to (>}, inches, weighing 30 pounds. Laurie states that he
lias ridden a mile in 2m. 33s. on his safelv, and next spring he expc-cls lo lower the, safety record

to 2m. 30s.
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Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 p. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,
Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,
twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe
and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite
resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

IR^Warnh;^

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatisnn.
SOLD BY LEADING MERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Kest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
for less money, during the season

of 1888 than any other dealer
in America.

Send for the most complete Wheal
Catalogue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
5 5 State St., Cliicago, 111.

GILLOTT'S STEEl fEIS
ARR THE MOST
» » PERFECl".

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Lon<? Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIN k CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yacliting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'k

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
AVlilcli W« are Now Introducing.

•r\, 1- I 1 , ,• J .- , ,. , ,
^nliil Siher Ciirart-tte-lioUlcrs, will) Rc3l AMBER MuulliuicccThe high-class workmanship and finish which has S hd Cold Ciq-irettc-holders, with Rsal AMBER Mouilmiccc

gained for us an enviable reputation in our —^=^

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
(Successors to Jens F. Pederseii)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

IK Maiden Lane, N. Y.

$s..in

s.oo

, No. I.1S8.

Soli(l Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. -

Solid Cold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICF

\ Pi riect Fit (Jiiai-<iiilcocI.

laoeiiieiil liiipoKNiblo.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

S. 31]. a-. I^^^^WSOTsT,
SOIiE PROPRlKTOi: AND J11 A.\ M'.VCTIj KKR, Saraloga Si>i-iu<>M, N.

Mention tliis advertisement wlien vou order

THEY COULDN'T HELP IT!

Being mounted on VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS, Dampman
and McDaniel had to take first and second in the />/. World loo-mile road

race at Buffalo. Five men finished in this great race, and four of these rode

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTERS. Why ? Because thev are the

strongest, most rehable and fastest ]:)icycles in the worlcL

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY, Makers,
Catalogue ircc. 13c:>jst;oxi, IVJI^StJS.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

T->IG BARGAIN.—$125 cash, tjeiiuiiic- Bccstun Humbcr
*-* Tandem; specially built, 2-speed gear. This jvheel

holds the 24-hour American record for lady and gentleman.
Wheel cost, new. §300; is in good condition. Will sell or
trade for good .Safety Bicycle Hady's wheel preferred). Call
or address L. I. W. Club House, 12S1 Bedford Avenue.
Brooklyn, where wheel may he seen. W. J. C. 11-2.?

pOR SALE,—50-inch Expert Columbia; fuU-nickeled, A i

'

^ order. Price, §70. Address ? O. Bo.\ 2372, N. V,

City, 1 1-1?

VXTANTED.—A second-hand bicycle lantern; a King of the
• • Road preferred. Address A. H. Barbour, Lock Bo.\

34, Tabor, Iowa, 11-2

\\rAXrED.—A Home Trainer. Address K. W., care
^* Thb Wheel, P. O, Bo.\ 444. 11-2

XXTANTED.—A good Boehm Piccolo in exchange for one
' "^ of several desirable second-hand or new bicycles.

Victor R. Pyle, Wilmington, Del. 11 2

^TniPKTl ^''°"' 035' Eighth Avenue, New \ork, about
UiULlJi'l . Wednesday, October 17. a 5-j-inch British

Challenge. Xo. 31,249, enameled. Suitable reward for in-

formation leading to recovery. R. J. Dyalt.

d-/;- buys scinch Special Facile; $54 a 56-inch Ordinary.
•P'-'O Good condition. Lamp, bell included. Must .sell

Correspondence solicited. Don't wait F. R. Huntington,
Adams, X. V. 11-2

T"WO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.—52-inch
•* Vi;tor Light Roadster, pattern '87, excellent order,
not ridden over 300 miles ; Victor Safety, '88 pattern, good
order, loo tickets to be sold at $2 each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,

which are now ready. Refer to ist and 2d National Banks
here. A. B. Reid (L. A. W. 3406), Clarion, Pa. 11-26

T3ICVCLES taken in exchange for Roil Curtain, Office
^' Desks, Type 'Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$- CO ^"^ Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
-• 0^ just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co,, 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

'V^OU CAN get ont-third more for that old wreck il you
* put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeiev Street. Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
•^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
("olumbias, 4S to 54 inch, tine condition, S75 each. Taken
in E.\change for New Wheels. We arc selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
Xo wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
.*ioo. were S150, Ditto Racers S50. were .$140, Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers .$160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

lies, Special Stars, from $50 to $ion. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humbcr Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $i6f>. Discount to dealers. Write
for Xew List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Comjilete Slock of Repairs for

all Beeston H umbers. L. II. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

].rOR SALE.- 54-inch Columbia Expert; very little used;
^ good as new in every way. $90. X. M., .05 Macon
Street. Brooklyn, 1 1 •

Tyj INERS PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

TIIK LION (JIKKN.

October 29 to Xovember 3.

SHABOWS OF A GREAT CITY.
November 5 to i.-. M.itinec Election Day.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Ui'iiNonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Custom Tailoi^s,

451 SIXTH AVK., NKW YOKK.

A large slock of specially selected foreiK" and
domestic jjoods .Tlways on hand.

[Vol. II., No. lo.

MEN AND WOMEN DIFFER IN CHARACTER.

IF YOU -WANT SOMETHING
To read that will interest you more thoroughly than any book j'ou ever read, and enable you to understand all these

" Signs of Character," and how to read them, send for

HEADS AND FACES: HOW TO STUDY THEM.
A new Manual of Character Reading for the people. It will show you how to read people as j-ou would a book, and

sec if they are inclined to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving, joyous, 'nappy and trustworthy people,
such as you would like to know, and be intimately a,ssociated with.

.\ knowledge of Human N'^ature would save many disappointments in social and business life.

This is the most comprehensive and popular work ever published for the price. 25,000 copies having been sold the
llrst year. Contains 200 large octavo pages and 250 portraits. Send for it and study people you see, and also your own
character. If you are not sa'istied with the book, you may return it, in good condition, and we will return the money.

We will send it carefully by mail, post paid, on receipt of price, only 10 cents, in paper, or SI.00 in cloth
binding. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.. 777 Broadway, New York.

X.B.— If you will mention The Wheel in ordering we will send—FREE—a copy of the " Phrenological Journal •

I 20c. a number, !i|i!i a year"), a magazine of human nature.

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome iiiclure

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in the political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for iSSS in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being inost courteously received

by Mr, Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohiner" piano.

By the side of Mr, Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Thurman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

Oh, coiTic, fair Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of political t ombatants, rl.4inoring loud:

Oh, leave them to bicker ;ind quarrel and jar,

Like the flats and the sliarp.s that they frequently are.

And turn to the instrument perfect, coinpictc.

That heats Tinu- himself, and can never be bcal:
For the SoHMEK Piano, as certain as fate,

U •' the ticket " to win, for the year '88!

CnpyrlfM, by ^OIIBKR A Co . IN"«. /Y..m 'Th' M\'t.,i,„„„r Vnk r

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only ttie finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. • - ^WnVC. S- KZIHVtB^X.L & °<=*-
. ,

I'KKUI.KS.S TOItACC«> WORKS. IIOCHKSTKK, N. Y.
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
-^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Arcli St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

HEWYORK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

IliiiiK-li House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 15: Lake St.

E. &1^.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid DetectiTC,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Licnses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine,

|^° More than Forty Ytart
Estahlished in this lint

of busiruit.

;s:]vi:ith:'s
Sportliii GooJs,

LOWEST PEIOES

2 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

EAR L & W I tS N'

MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS,
- "ARE THE BEST"

fo.r; sale everywhere.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

^ VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

% SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES

Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in th(

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, 01

any other External Pain, a few application.'

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-
sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists,

-A.JS25:: DF-ort TiaCE
ygnmcSoSlllHIIIHIIIFAiiliiyillllll

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call or
send for price list.

^^7V". n. I^oBE]:E^TSOIs^,
296 Broartway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to

ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.
Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle

and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,

lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding, Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

W^N^K cv^^ADAMS' TUTTl-rMitTI'^^^Kr

niiiiiminJMiimmim

PERFUMES ANiy TAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck'B Opera Bouquet is the latest.

CLUBS TRU.MP

'««

WHICH WINS?
CO

A1AMS 4 SOB'S TDTTlFBllTTlWMl SDM
.icreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The (lum is now used by louring .^s well as racing

ivheelmen, and it keeps the moutli moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUIUi:. PLEASANT. ALL FL.VVOKS.

Sla.o-vi.la. t)o oia. sa<lo at all "WtLoelnxeix's He3.ca.Q.iiaacter*a.
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COMPARE COLUMBIAS

WITH OTHER BICYCLES.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBTEDLY TH[ KING OF THE RE&R-DRIYERS.

THE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Crank Macliine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, l)e sure and wrlt€ for (Hi

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORIVIULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CECIO^^CShO, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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VsTe Si3ill iHIold- Oixz? 0-^a^j=l.
Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features

of merit which are sure to lead.

L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record,
May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44^^ ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., No. 9 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospecx Park Plaza, = = . BROOKLYN.

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles-

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the Premises. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J,
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ZPOIZtSTTS SMITH'S DETACHABLE LUGGAGE CARRIER. The B. F. Goodrich Co.

RELATING TO

Second-liaiid ledSp
SOLD BY

Cycle Company^
Ko. 811 AECH STEEET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " U" passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI. 00. Discount to the trade.

24!) Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Dlich.

I.

Prices are fixed according to the condition
;

and make of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and
have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

J II.

CuarBnteea—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists*—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.

cr. o'consriToiR,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVKNUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

mlfST" BICYCLE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain

comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WRITTEN & GOm Providence, R. I.

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

inch

•inch

incli

American Satety (new machine)

Ideal ; in good order

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ; scarcely used

Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

Humber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster . .

.

American Star

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster

Columbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier

Club .

.

Expert Columbia..

British Challenge ; .

.

Exiiert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

go 00

95 00

50 00

go 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

go 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 GO

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; T885 pattern do 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be pleased lo

answer inquiries fully.

Note 15.- Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. I), to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt witii the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

wmm
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Op posite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agenclea, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & CO.
Opposite Pateut Office, Washington, O. C.

V7"E1BB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TUIIPENTJNK, HOSIN, F/I'O.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St. , New York,

Tlio Billiiigs A Speiicor (o., Iliiitionl, Coiiii., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Hicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel ami linishod in a thorough man-

ner and case harilcne<l. Small in si/c but giants in strcnKlh,

warranted a lirst-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cynic manufacturers .ind dealers.

Is
AltKON, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OK

Bicycle Tires, Hai'd and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

V7"3r'±-be ±ojc IForice List;-

Q6
NEW YOEK WAEEHOTJSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, Now Rapid, Champion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Prices
from 88 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with=— full particulars of our terms jf easy

lavments—of interest to every actual or prospective
. lieelinan. Geo. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. 111.

M[I)WIK, HULBfRT & CO.,
26 'West 23d Street,

ISTE^VsT^ ^Z'OE,!^ CIT~2".
AGENTS FOR

GORMUf^LY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1S8S Si>3r±ixgf±elca- Koaca.stei?
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before pnrehasing.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

B-ixy "yo-io-x- Slxoes o±

T. B. BENNELL,
301 BROADWAY, Near Duaue.

Tlli;«|{K.\T LONDON SIIOK M,\N. ,

Mv SrmiAi.rv 1 or tui^ Si mmku is nil-

I^ANOAK00 «I lOKH,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Cull aiul soc tlu-m and .1 lii\c linr ol nUVri.R SllOKS
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WON AGAIN!

I

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

'UirORIaD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CA TALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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c Trade RiYCLING 1 RADE IVEVIEW,
PuhlUihcd every Frulay inorniwj.

Eatered ai the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Gents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic nevvsjeceive<l till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Appliealion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

28 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

The action of Charles H. Luscomb, in scatter-

ing broad-cast the circular-letter published be-

low, is subject to much comment, some of it very

uncomplimentary
;
in fact, in certain sections,

the letter has caused a perfect how! of objection.

The letter advocates the re-election of Gov-

ernor Mill, urging, as a reason, the stand taken

by him on the Liberty Bill.

A number of letters have passed to and fro on

the subject, and we have been asked whether

Mr. Luscomb's action is not worthy of public

rebuke and private investigation.

The question is difficult of solution, and may
be looked at from several standpoints. The
Liberty Bill was passed by a Legislature which

had a Republican majority, and will have during

the next session. By putting the wheelmen on

record in favor of Governor Hill, Mr. Luscomb

runs the grave risk of antagonizing this Repub-

lican majority.

On the other hand, when the Liberty Bill was

passed by the Legislature it would never have

become a law without the Governor's signature,

and heavy pressure was brought to bear to pre-

vent him signing it. The state of affairs was

such that the Governor was compelled to place

hijnself on record, and he did so in favor of the

wheelmen. The Governor was positively piom-

isL-cl the support of the wheelmen ;it the polls,

and not to have come to his aid would have been a

renegade act. Now that the bill has .passed, it

might be very well to ignore (Governor Hill's

claims on us, but a promise is a i)romise, and

we are glad that it has been kept. Of course we

speak irrespective of politics; from a pure mug-

wuiiipian, survival-of-the-litiest standpoint.

Th(' minor (|ueslions involved may all hinge

on person.-il opinion. We think the Ictler might

have been less stLimp-speechy ;
we tliink that

the national body should not have been dragged

into a State question ; we think that any letter

of the kind should have emanated from the chief

ollicer of the State. Whether Chairman Lus-

comb has political ambitions, and preferred to

make capital out of the League, whether he is or

is not the Cassius of the great body cycling, it is

not for us to decide. Only those who have the

honor of his personal acquaintance can settle

such ticklish (piestions.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Office Rii;hts and Pri\ile(;es Committee,
280 Broadway, Nkw York, October 23, 1888.

The wheelmen have been obliged to battle for

their rights in every part of the country.
Local authorities, both in city and country

districts, have passed ordinances forbidding the
use of bicycles and tricycles in parks and upon
highways, and until the enactment of the " Lib-
erty Bill " wheelmen were upon sufferance in

many parts of New York State.

This " Liberty Bill," prohibiting unfair dis-

crimination against wheelmen, was bitterly con-
tested before Governor Hill by the department
of Parks of the City of New York, and by Assist-
ant Corporation Counsel Scott, of that city.

After careful examination of the questions
presented. Governor Hill acknowledged and de-
clared the rights of the wheelmen by signing
the bill, and it thereupon became law. The
battle against the wheel is not yet ended.
Attempt will be made during the next session

of the Legislature to repeal the "Liberty Bill"
in the interests of the horsemen, and the status
of the bicycle in this State may again become
subject to that uncertainty which has so em-
barrassed its progress in the past.

In the matter of the establishment of their
rights, wheelmen cannot afford to take chances.
The Governor of this State has declared him-

self, and is on record as rendering justice to the
riders of the wheel and protection to their rights.

In recognition of his past action, when the
question has been squarely before him, the
wheelmen may safely relv upon a consistent
maintenance of the position he has taken.
We must, for the continuance unimpaired of

our statute rights already obtained, give our
substantial and hearty support to those public
officials who have dealt fairly and honestly by
us.

Regardless of political questions, and that we
may retain in power those who have not been
found wanting when the wheelmen have made
their demand for recognition, every bicycle and
tricycle rider should work actively and ear-

nestly to continue in office the present Governor
of New York.
The State Division of the League of Ameri-

can Wheelmen has iij contemplation legislation

to improve the condition of the roads and high-
ways, and other work of importance to wheel-
men, which can only succeed with the favor of

an Executive whom we know to be unpreju-
diced against us.

Governor Hill's record is such that he may be
depended upon to give to the wheelmen their

just and lawful rights, unmoved by the clamor
and influence of those whose hostility to the
bicycle leads them continually to attack its

devotees.
The undersigned, as Chairman of the Na-

tional Committee of Rights and Privileges of

the League of American Wheelmen, unhesitat-
ingly calls upon the wheelmen of the Slate of

New York, irrespective of party, to cast their

ballots at the coming election for the men who
have stood by them in the past.

The League secures its rights by a demon-
stration of its power, influence and unity.

No more fitting opportunity can be presented
for a concentration of its members at the polls,

and a demonstration of its strength and its loy

alty to the broherhood of the wheel, than to ex-

ercise the citizen's suffrage and re-elect the
present Governor of the .State of New York.

CiiAUi.Fs II. LnscoMi:,
ChairMi.in National Committee Rights and

Privileges, L. A. W.

H. O. Duncan, the Rudge agent at Paris,

France, sends a pertinent communication to the

Cyr/isf, of October 24, anenl the Stanley show.

At this annual show our readers will remember
that all the new wheels of the year are exhibited.

Mr. Duncan makes the following points : First,

manufacturers .construct a set of specially de-

signed machines to exhibit at the show, which

differ from the ordinary stock in that they are

better finished and are on slightly different lines.

The result is that the visiting agent orders a

stock of wheels of the same pattern as the

machines exhibited, and, refusing regular stock,

l)Uls the inaiuifactiin-is In coMsidcralilc lioublc

making up a fresh line of goods to order.

Second, that the show is overrun with foreign

manufacturers, who, after a few days' inspec-

tion, return to their works and introduce any
new and improved ideas they may have been
taken with. Third, that cyclists who visit the

show, on their return to their native towns,

dtcry the wheels in use and the stock on hand
at the local dealers', describing it as behind the

times, worthless, etc., etc. Mr. Duncan con-

cludes that the trade would not suffer in the least

if the Stanley show were discontinued. The
moral of Mr. Duncan's communication is that

the exhibit of specially finished goods reflects

discredit on the standard stock, that a wholesale

exhibition of new models creates an unhealthy

taste for novelties and makes it more difficult to

sell standard wheels. Now that the manufac-

ture of wheels has approached a standard basis,

and the mounts of each year are but slight im-

provements in details on the makes of the past

year, it seems bad business policy to harp on

the '.' great improvements" of the spring stock,

to advise purchasers to "hold off," etc., all of

which deadens trade early in the fall.

By the withdrawal of the Long Island Wheel-

men from the League, the club's three represen-

tatives, Messrs. Luscomb, Share and WJjse,

cease to be members of the State Division

Board of Officers. Messrs. Share and Luscomb
also cease to be members of the national assem-

bly, though we suppose that the following

clause will be falsely interpreted in order that

Mr. Luscomb may retain his membership in

that body, that he may be eligible to the League

presidency, for which he intends to run in Feb-

ruary. The clause reads as follows ;

Sec. 3. Officers and chairmen of standing
committees, if not members of the national
assembly when chosen, shall be members of

that body during their term of office.

It will be readily noted that chairmen of

standing committees, if not members of the

national assembly when chosen, shall be mem-
bers of that body during their term of office ;

but Mr. Luscomb was a member of that body

when chosen as Chairman of the Rights and

Privileges Committee, and by no truthful appli-

cation of the clause can Mr. Luscomb retain

his membership. We have no doubt but that

the maker of the constitution, Mr. Luscomb

never intended that any person not a member
of a State board should hold a committee ap-

pointment. If the clause is so interpreted that

Mr. Luscomb will retain his membership in the

national assembly, our readers may look out

for the appointment of Mr. Share as a standing

committee chairman, in order that he also may
return to the national assembly. Of course we

have no personal interest in the matter, further

than that the League constitution is properly

administered.

The Poiie Manufacturing Comiiany will make

a ladies' bicycle and a tandem safely biiycle.

Wm. Read & Sons will make ladles' and gentle-

men's safeties anil a lantlem safety bicycle.

The Overman Wheel Company will make a

stiffer spring fork on 'So wheels. The Warwick

Cycle Company will make a safety suilabU- ior

either laily or gentleman, and will make a tan-

dem safety. The Springfield Bicycle Company

will have a rear ilriver on the market, .and the

11. H. Smith Machine Ci>mpany will push their

rear driver, already shown this vear.

A three-day roail sculling tournament will

be held at the Elite Rink, Philadelphi.i, on No-

venilui 1(1, 17 and iS.
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Warwick Perfection Wlieels

HAVEMORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY WHEELS

ON THE AMERICAN

OR EUROPEAN MAR-

KETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

The Folloiving are Some of its 3Iany Advanfaf/es

:

ist.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to he removed from the spade
handle lo apply the brake.

'2(1.— A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brougiit to a

minimum.

y\.— ITS PEDALS liave a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

4tli.

—

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength

at the part where required—/. f., at or close to the head—and will not break as is tlie case with other

liandle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

6lh.

—

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

7th.

—

THE RUBBER TIRE t)eing made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their

circumference.
.Sth.

—

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

9th.

—

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the

greatest strain comes,
lolli.

—

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

nth.—THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs

used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibratio.n. The saddle will not stretch

in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,

and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

12th.—THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle

of the rider's body.
i-^tli.— THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and i^olish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

^^X WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. /^^
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DALLAS, TEXAS.

Thf third timnial Lournament of ihc Dallas

Wheel Club took place at Dallas, Texas, on
Thursday and Friday, October 11 and 12, in

cotinection with the Texas State Fair and Dallas

Exposition. On the morning of the nth, the

wheelmen (a large number of whom vvere visitors

from all over the State), took part in the opening
street parade of the Fair, after which they re-

paired to the Fair grounds, where the manage-
ment have constructed an eighth-mile bicycle

track. The day was very fine with very little

breeze, but the track was very heavy, the surface
being dry and sandy, and consequently we had
slow time. The first race was a i-mile novice,

four entries, A. C. Eidlebach, S. I. Cade, E. W.
Hope and W. M. Wheeler; won by Eidlebach;
time, 5m. 3s., on a 53-inch American Light
Champion wheel. The next race, half-mile

hands off, was won by Hugh J. Blakeney in 301.

30s.; O. P. Haney, second; Eidleliach, third;

there were only three entries. A half-mile club

race was postponed on account of most of the

club racing men being sick or out of condition.

There were four entries for a i-mile open race,

T. Monaghan, A. C. Eidlebach, J. E. Edwards
and S. I. Cade ; Eidlebach won this race also,

surprising the local men by beating Monaghan,
who is "one of their finest," by four seconds;
time, 4111. 27j'<s. This finished the bicycle races

for the day.
The second day opened with rather a stiff

breeze and the track fieavier than before. First

race, a 2-mile State championship; entries, T.
M. Monaghan, L. Andruss, A. C. Eidlebach and
S. I. Cade, was hotly contested; Eidlebach, first

;

lime, lom. 2%s.; Monaghan, second, iom.4s.;
Andruss, third, lom. gs. Mr. Eidlebach takes
the State championship which has been hereto-
fore kept in Dallas to Flatonia, but the .wallas

boys say that Monaghan will have it back after

the next races. An eighth-mile slow race, five

entries, O. P. Haney, Geo. Bounds, E. W. Hope,
W. R. James and L. Andruss; Andruss won;
time, 6m. 8s., E. W. Hope, second, 6m.' >^s.

Third event was a fancy riding contest, the

honors of which were awarded to H. J. Blakeney,
and even before entering the ring they were
generally conceded to him. His pedal mounts
and vaults were good, as were his balancing
feats on the wheel.

Fourth race, i-mile handicap, entries, L.

Andruss, T. L. Monaghan, A. C. Eidlebach, was
a very close race, won by Monaghan in 4m.2is.;
Eidlebach, 4m. 28s.; Andruss, 4m. 31s. The
consolation race was won by S. I. Cade, who
rode a 58-inch wheel; Geo. Bounds, second; W.
M. Wheeler, third.

The officials were W. S. Bird, Leon Dalton,
W. T. King and E. Williams, and everything
went off smoothly. None of the local men were
in training at all, and Eidlebach was suffering
from a bruised knee.

Lk Rov.

RHODE ISLAND TO HAVE A DECISION
ON THE STATUS OF CYCLES.

The case of William M. Leavitt vs. Patrick
Collins, the former a bicycle rider and the lat-

ter an expressman, whose respective contriv-

ances for locomotion came into collision last

summer to the temporary physical damage of

Leavitt, and the bringing of Collins intocourt,
where he was fined fs and costs, the past week,
has now reached a stage of interest to ih.e State
Division and the League in general. Before
Collin's sentence can be executed the cycle

must be adjudged a vehicle in Rhode Island,

as it has already been accorded that proud posi-

tion in other States. T he Judge of the District

Court and the Judge of the Common Pleas Court,
to which the case was appealed, both allowed
the prosecution to claim that the cycle was a
vehicle for the purpose of continuing the case
without delay, and now the Supreme Court is

ai)peak-d to for a formal decision to settle the
matter for all lime. As far as this case is con-
ccrneil, that occasion has not bclore been found
for such a decision is added evidence to demon-
strate the fact that in Rhode Island the cycler
has had from the first a very comfortable time of
it

; he has met with little or no opposition or
annoyance except an occasional conlliil with
parties of no more consecpience than Collins,

and it is creditable alike to the fair-mindedness
of the fraternity of simon-pure horsemen and to

the generally decent and conservative behavior
of the cycle riders themselves hereabouts.
On the conclusion of the case in the Common

Pleas Court, which was a criminal case prose-
cuted by the Slate, Chief Consul Davol came to

the city and saw City Solicitor Nicholas Van
Slyck, who sustained for the prosecution. Con-
sul Davol had a pocketful of decisions and
precedents bearing on the question which he
turned over to Colonel Van Slyck. The latter

was very cordial and expressed himself as much
interested in the case. While il is not unlikely
that the Supreme Court would come to a de-
cision favorable to the wheelmen without any
inlluencing precedctits, as the first .Slate author-
ity that gave judgment did. Colonel Van
Slyck and the Chief Consul agreed that it was
just as well to cover the whole ground for ihe
wheelmen's side.

Now that the case /<:; sc is closed in the
courts it assumes an importance entirely apart
from the episode and is of interest to League
members far and wide, and the Chief Consul
and Rights and Privileges ("ommittee have
promptly stepped in to push the mailer lo its

inevitable conclusion.
Under the statute the " driver of a carriage <;r

other vehicle " who willfully neglects to drive lo

the right, under the circutnstances of the Leavitt-
Collins case, and of violation of which statute

Collins was found guilty, "shall be fined $5
and shall be liable for all damages sustained in

consequence" of such neglect.

—

Providence
Journal. ---

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN NOTES.

DUCKER IS NOT AFRAID.

The R. W.'s had a club run to Mount Vernon
last week, starting from the club house at g a. m.,

but as we reached Mount Vernon long before
noon, we decided to go on to White Plains,

where we met Treasurer De Gtaaf, of the Har-
lems. We were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Cossett, the latter, on a Salvo safety, riding the
entire distance.

Our annual photograph was taken October 28,

one in front of the club house and the other on
our favorite spot on the Riverside Drive.

Next year our members will keep a record of

road riding, the inducement being several
medals to be given to those making a certain

number of miles.

Reception at West End Hall, in 125th Street,

on Thursday evening, December 13. Cat.
- —

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.

Nisbetl's 25-pound Demon goat is the newest
;
thing in wheels. The wheel is too light for

i

American roads, but skims over the park surfaces
: like a bird.

I
We are pleased to report that the members

will not be compelled to organize knitting
circles, quilting bees and awfternoon teas to

' break the dreadful monotony. Any one of

these dreadful fates at one time stared the club
in the face, but at the last monthly meeting,
after a deal of parliamentary hog-swashing, the

anti-card men were routed by the card men, and
now the play goes merrily on.

The billiard tables produce a good revenue.
The interior decoration of the club house is

I

gradually progressing, and the rooms are look-

i
ing prettier every day. The club restaurant is

: now in running order and is well patronized by

!
the members.

Val. Miller is very much interetsted in his

ordinary tandem bicycle, which he will put on

;
the market in a short time.

Ten applications on the bulletin board.
E. Stuart Sumner, President of the I'equon-

nock Wheel Club, of Bridgeport, visiiecl the
' club on Wednesday, and was much surprised at

I
the beauty of the club house.
The annual 15-mile club hantlicap, set for

Election Day, was abandoned, the club consol-

ing itself for this loss by having a photograph
of itself taken, the members grouping in front of

the club house.
At the November monthly meeting the club's

delegates lo the N. Y. and N. J. T. R. R. A.

were instructed to offer a nu)tion at the next
meeting of the Association to disband, and
should the motion not prevail the delegates are

further instructed to withdraw from the Asso-
ciation.

Buffalo, N. Y., November 6, 1888.

Editor The Whkel :

Dear Sir—By the issue of The Wheel for
November 2, Senator Morgan says that he is in

possession of certain letters which, if published,
would blast my reputation forever. In reply to
the paragraph in question, and the request of
Mr. Morgan for permission to publish the letters,
I have this to say: That I do not wish to enter
into any controversy with the Senator on his
merits as compared with mine, for on crooked
work I will take second place in the race with
him and give up before I reach ihe tape. The
allempl of the Senator to pose as the cycling God
of Virtue, by painting (or trying 10) others black,
savors loo much of a certain man in olden times
by the name of Adam. I only wished lo defend
the honesty of the officials at the Buffalo meeting
from the attacks of one who has gulled the
public, by his own confession, for years.
As lo the letters in question, I wish that they

would be forwarded lo the Editor of The Wheel,
and if there is one word in all of my letters to
the Senator that offers, accepts, aids, or in any
way suggests one dishonest contest on the path,
I wish The Wheel to give them to the public, for
I think that any one that will put up such jobs
as Morgan has should be held up lo the public
light, and on this score I ask no favors or
quarter; spare me not. I will go further, and if

the editor can find a letter that does not appear
in the true interest of the sport, then let it come
to the light. Furthermore, I challenge Morgan to

produce a letter written to any one wherein I

ever proposed, hinted, or wished lo have a fixed
race of any sort, or any racing man that I have
asked by word of mouth to race other than a fair

and square race. Having given Morgan every
chance to show that I ever favored a faked or
dishonest race, if I have omitted to give
him all that he needs, then, Mr. Editor, I will

gladly accept any amendment to the above that
will give Mr. Morgan a chance to paint me black,
in order to prove that he ever had or possessed
any virtue when a chance to bleed the public
offered itself.

Henry E. Duckek.

PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cvcling Tk.mie
RiiViEw by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

Geo. J. Chapman, Tottenham, England.
Velocipede.

Jas. S. Copeland, Hartford, Conn. Velocipede.

J. W. Hall, London, England. Velocipede.

E. G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y. N'elocipede.

All bearing date of October 30.

Gideon Haynes, Jr. , Hingham, Mass. Handle
bar for velocipedes.

Herberts. Owen, Washington, D. C. Bicycle.

Ernmit G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y. Veloci-

pede.
Frank Armstrong and N. VV. V'aiulegrift,

Bridgeport, Conn. Wrench.
All bearing dale of November 0.

It is announced that H. D. Corey has resigned

his position with the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, and will no longer be known in cycle trade

circles, his entire attention in future being de-

voted lo business matters connected with the

affairs of his father, lately deceased. Mr. Corey,

for the past five years, has been a notable figure

in cycling life, not only in local circles, but

ihrouglunil the country. After demonstrating
his ability as a (irst-class man, both on the path

and road, Mr. Corey became connected with

Messrs. Sloddard, Lovering\ Co., and managed
their cycle department for three years, making
sever. li trips lo England in the interest of the

Rudge. l"or the past year he has represented

the Pope Manufacturing Company. Mr. Corey

was but little past his majority when he was
placed at the he-ad of Stoddard, Lovering iv: Co.'s

business, and he was justly reputed as a shrewd,

active and enterprising nian. lie was more
successful than .my oilier man in ihe trade in

advertising himself in con.neclion with the

Rudge. We" wish him an emphatic success in

his new field, .iiul trust th.U he will not .illo-

getlu'r be lost to cycling.
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

Nov. 8— Harvard Collegrc annual road race.

Nov. 8—Wakefield Bicycle Club's rcceplion, VVakcficld,

Mass.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Nov. 24—One and two mile bicycle handicaps at 23d Rcgi-
ment Armor>-, Rrooklvn. Entries dose November 17

with F. E. Steele. 1*. C Rox 1151. New York City.

Nov. 28—New Haven Bicycle Club's reception and enter-
tainment, at Hew Haven Opera House.

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 29^- Prospect Harriers' To-mile bicycle liandicap.

Entries close November 22 with G. E. Painter, 332
First Street, Brooklyn.

Dec 1^—Riverside Wheelmen's reception at West End
Hail, 125th Street, New York City.

Dec. 17— Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Ref^iment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Si.xty-second Street, New York. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Bo.\ 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, i88q— Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Le.\ington Avenue Opera House, New
York City.

-- — - -^^-^

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB TOUR-
NAMENT.

After two poslponenients the Berkeley Ath-
letic Club's bicycle lotiinament came off on Elec-

tion Day at Berkeley Oval. Berkeley Oval,
which has been carefully described in these col-

umns, is the new athletic headquarters of the
Berkeley Athletic Club, situate at Morris Dock.
It is the most completely appointed and pictur-

esque athletic enclosure in this country. The
track is a quarter-mile path, twenty feet

wide, with raised corners. With age it will

rank with the fast path at Cleveland. It will be
rebuilt with a different top dressing, and the
Corners will be raised at least two feet more.
The Berkeley Athletic Club, with its new

grounds and its superb building in Forty-fourth
Street, offers great advantages to cyclists. The
tournament just held was an experiment, the
principal object being to determine what inter-

est the cyclists of New York would lake in the
new track. To their credit be it said that they
turned up in force and were very much present
all the afternoon. The New York, Manhattan,
Harlem, Citizen, L. I. W. and C. C. N. Y. clubs
were well represented. A number of the "old
guard" and a fair sprinkling of the "cycling
celebrity " were present.

THK RL'N TO THE 0\ AI,.

The run to the Oval was under the command
of Captain McFadden, N. Y.' B. C, who led

thirty-five men of his own club. After them
came the Manhattan Club, with thirty-two men,
Captain J. VV. Sheehan, and the College of the
City of New York Bicycle Cltib, five men. The
route was from Seventy-second Street and West
Knd Avenue, at 1.30 v. M., up Riverside Drive to

One Hundred and Tenth Street, to Seventh
Avenue, to One Hundred and Twenty-fourth
Street, where the main body was joined by
twenty-five Harlem Wheelmen—which included
some ladies, by the way—under command of Cap-
tain Parker. From 124th Street the route was up
over McComb's Dam Bridge and direct to the
Oval. The run was a great success, the clubs
making a very fine appearance.

A'l' TIIF, OVAI..

At the Oval everything had been made ready.
The weather was beautiful for out-door sport

—

a last farewell breath of Indian summer. The
cyclists stacked their wheels along the outer rail

on the north side of the track and then lined the
rails along the finish. A few hundred people
occupied seals on the stands. On the low stone
wall on the east side of the grounds a large
crowd gathered, both afoot and in vehicles, and
saw the races without ( harge.
The track was loose and quickly cut up, the

ofTicials were new to their business, and, though
the meet was run off in good time considering
the number of events, there was a lack of snap.
The police were dilatory and the field was not
kept clear. The club management, not wishing
lo give offence, were rather lenient. The con-
duct of the meet was in the hands of the
Hcrkeicy Athletic Club and the field officers.

KIKIJ) ()Fir< KKS.

Referee, Dr. N. M. B<ckwith, Citizens' 13. C;
-ludges, E. J. Shriver. New York B, C, .hio. M.
Warwick, Manhattan B. C, Howard A. (ireen-

man, Brooklyn B. C, F. A. Egan, New York B.

C; Umpires, W. R. Pitman, New York B. C,
and A. M. Sweet, New Jersey A. C; Timekeep-
ers, W. H. DeGraaf, Harlem Wheelmen,
Wendell Baker, Berkeley A. C. ; Clerk of Course,
Joseph McFadden, New York B. C; Assistant

Clerk of Course, C. A. Sheehan, Manhattan B.

C; Starter, W. D. Edwards, Harlem Wheelmen
;

Scorers, I. M. Shaw, New York B. C, P. M.
Harris, New York B. C.

SCMMAKV OV KNENTS.

Onk-Mii.e Bicycle Handicap.—J. W. Schoefer,

Brooklyn B. C, 90 yards, 2m. 533-5S.; J. H.
Hanson, New York B. C, 130 yards, second by
a few lengths ; F. B. Monell, L. I. W., 150 yards,

third by a yard. There were thirly-si.x entries

in this race, of whom over one-half started.

The starts ranged from Windle, at scratch, lo

Findley, at 170 yards. On the second lap, owing
to the carelessness of some rider, who, it is im-
possible to say, about twelve men went down in

a heap, the result being a few bruises and
scratches and a number of dilapidated wheels.

The men were bunching nicely, and the

race promised preat results before the fall

occurred. Schoefer rode a great race, and the

spurt between Monell and Hanson was exciting.

Windle, scratch, and Halsted, fifty yards, rode
faint-hearted, and were never in the race.

Findley, from his long mark, made a brave bid

tor victory, but was nipped on the home-stretch.
Among the men who fell were Caldwell, go

;

Bowman, g5 ; Brown, 95 ; Baggot, 100 ; Wise,
no; Class, 155 ; and Samson, 160.

One-Mile Bicycle Novices.— First heat: C.

B. Lockwood, Yonkers, 3m, 32 2-5S. ; F. C.

McCormack, New York, second. Second heat :

F.J. Gubelman, New Jersey A. C, 3m. 26s.;

W. H. Hall, New York, second. Final heat :

Gubelman, 3m. 25s.; Lockwood, second; Hall,

third.

One-mii.e Bicycle Intersciiolastic.— L. L.

Clark, 3m. 42 1-5S.; J. J. Low, Jr., second.
One-Hali' Mile Bicycle. Scratch.—W.

Windle, Berkeley Athletic Club, im. 25s.; E. I.

Halsted, N. Y. A. C, second; Kenneth Brown,
Harvard Colle.ge, third. Halsted stuck to

Windle's rear wheel for the first quarter, after

which the champion sailed away and won
.easily, Halsted sitting up on the home-stretch.

Brown continued to lose ground from the start,

and was distanced.

One-mile Bicycle, Rover Type Wheels,
Scratch.— R. H. Davis, Harvard College, 3m.
24s.; E. I. Halsted, N. Y. A. C, second ; W. G.

F. Class, B. B. C, third. Davis had no difln-

culty in winning, Halsted being out of condi-

tion and not used to the safety.

Two-mile Bicycle I nteucol i. ec; i a ie
Scratch.—Kenneth Brown, Harvard, 6m.

49 4-5S.; R. H. Davis, Harvard, second by a

length ; W. B. Greenleaf, Harvard, third by

two lengths. Brown made a masterly spurt on
the home-stretch and passed Davis, to whom
the race had been conceded.
One-mile Tricycle Handicap.—R. H. Davis,

Harvard, scratch, 3m. 45s.; S. B. Bown.an,
N. J. A. C, go yards, second ; E. I. Halsted,

N. Y. A. C, 30 yards, third. Halsted had a

"Surprise," and was not familiar with the

steering ;
Bowman had a roadster, Davis a

racing wheel.

Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.—First Heat:

W. Windle, Berkeley Athletic Club, scratch,

6m. 25 2-5S.; F. G. Brown, K. C. W., 150 yards,

second ; W. H. Caldwell, N. J. A. C, 135 yards,

third. Second Heat: S. B. Bowman, N. J. A.

C, 155 yards, 6m. 40 2-5S.; J. II. Hanson, N. Y.

B. C, 225 yards, second ; O. W. Swift, Uan-
bury. Conn., 225 yards, third. Final Heat :

Windle, 6m. iS 1-5S ; Bowman second by sev-

eral lengths ;
Caldwell third by several lengths.

The final heal of this race was run in the dark.

On the home-stretch biirsl Ca dwell's handle-

bar struck W. D. Edwards in Ihe mouth, badly

bruising his lip. Caldwell himself was thrown

and badly hurt.

(Jne-mi'i.k Bicycle Consolation Han'dicap.—
F. G. Brown, K. C. W., scratch, 3m. los.; E. P.

Baggot, N. J. A. C, scratch, second by a few

lengths; W. F. Findley, N. Y. B. C, 70 yards,

third by a few lengths.

There were 125 entries.

The cyclists turned out in force and the tlub

will no doubt give a grand meet in the spring.

Had the meet been held on any other than

Election Day, a much larger number of wjieel-

men would have been present.

The accident^to Caldwell in the 2-ftiilc handi-
cap was peculiarly unfortunate. Wc learn that

no ribs were broken, as was first feared, but
that Caldvvell is badly strained. He will be
about in a few days.
The spurt of Kenneth Brown in the 2-milc

intercollegiate was the finest piece of head-
work of the day.

Davis, Kenneth Brown and Greenleaf have
joined the Berkeley Athletic Club.

;
RAciNi; Hoard assii;nmen is.

Members of the Racing Board have hati as-

I

signed to them by Chairman Davol the follow-

ing territory ;

Colonel George Sanderson, Scranton, Pa., in

charge of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
' and Delaware.

George S. Atwater, 1206 Pennsylvania Av-
enue, Washington, D. C, in charge of Mary-

j

land, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,

(

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee
:
and Kentucky.
George Collister, care Davis, Hunt & Co.,

Cleveland, O., in charge of Ohio, Indiana, Il-

linois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and
; Iowa.

W. M. Brewster, 309 Olive Street, St. Louis,
Mo., in charge of Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
Colorado, California and Oregon.
H. H. Hodgson, New Orleans, La., in charge

I of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas,
I Texas and Nevada.
1 The Chairman will have charge of the district

embracing the New England States.

Parties having business with the Board will

communicate through the members in charge of
the districts in which they reside.

CllAS. S. D.WOL, Chaiiiiiaii.

Warren, R. I., October 25, i888.

Says I'l'/iecliiig of the Rowe-Teniple-Morgan
swindle :

Just about the time that our Coventry contemporaries
look up W. J. Morgan and his team, and praised them sky-
high, affording them free advertisement even to the e.tient

I

of the London representative taking Morgan down to
Ripley on his cosmopolitan tandem, U-'liei-iiji,!; nol to know
something. .\ world's champion called upon us and let us

' considerably behind the scenes. We learnt, and without
giving names, mentioned in ll'/ier/hi^ at the time, that a

I

proposal for a match had been made in which a famous
English rider could "win or lose" as he pleased. VYc
learnt a good many other things about the same time, and
very thankfully allowed the Coventry papers to "boom"
Morgan and his men as much as they pleased. Just as the

\ Cyclist is two years behind us in recognizing the necessity
for a Racing Board, so it has been fully nine months behind

I

in this matter, and its London representative will prob'ably
have read the S/>orting Lift' telegram wilh mingled feel-

: ings, and regret that in his enthusiasm and de ire to fill the
j
abhorred vacuum of his front seat, he did not listen to cer-
tain good advice tendered lo him.
The whole affair is most regrettable, and wc should

imagine will keep Morgan and Temple in their own coun-
try for some time. There is a great deal of gush seeing '.he

light just at present concerning another American profes-
sional, the hero of the biggest swindle yet worlced in

,\merican cycling history, and, if much more of it api)cars,
we shall feel constrained to publish some reprini.

! It is all very well for Wlueling \.o write in this

strain at this time of the day. It is to the credit
' of the American press that the swindle was laid

bare for the benefit of the public, and that the
swindlers were denounced in vigorous language;
yet, though it is stated by the professionals

I
themselves that their career abroad was a series

]

of bunco exhibitions, the English cycling

j

press either did not discover the frauds, or if so,

it maintained a discreet silence.

I
It is generally supposed that honor exists even

\ amongst thieves, but it would seem thai the

I

same could not be said of some American
cyclists. Rowe asserts that he was caused to

sign this document by fear of foul play, and

I

that at the lime of appending his signature he
!
had //" iii/eiifioii of keeping it. Woodside also

appears to have turned upon the astute .Senator,

charging him wilh ''crookedness," and further

slating that hippodroming was the order of the

1 day when the "Amurrican " team were in Eng-
j

land. Ye English, ye English, how are ye
gullible ! All the lime, loo, when the English

I press were never tired of asserting that when
I Ihe Yanks got up ihey got up lo win. Well,

;
well, if all liiis be true. Senator Morgan and. his

team will never again reap a golden harvest in

j

England.— '/'/if Cvilisl.

I

I'KiKDHi i!<; Bros., Gems' FiiRNi.siiiN(;.—Under
I
ihe above title will the poetically named Ralph
Temple go info business in Chicago.
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TWICE UP EAGLE ROCK ON AN
ORDINARY.

Last Sunday, November 4. about 3:30 p. m., J.

V. L. Pierson, of the Bloomfield (N.J.) Cyclers,

succeeded in climbing Eagle Rock Hill on a 52-

inch Light Champion, 5ji(-inch cranks, twice in

succession and without dismounting.
Pierson did not care about time, but rode at a

fair pace. The feat was witnessed by Captain

M. L. Bridgman and J. P. Stevens, Kings Co.

Wheelmen; Captain J. W. Sheehan, J. R. Post,

jr., C. A. Sheehan. W. H. Putney and Washing-
ton Ritter, Manhattan Bi. Club; and J. M. Camp-
bell, Paul G. Kean, W. W. Besson and G. A.

Kohler, unattached.

REMARKABLE RIDE ON A TANDEM
BICYCLE.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

ONE-HUNDRED MILE ROAD RACE.
The event in Philadelphia cycling life on Elec-

tion Day was the Sporting Life's loo-mile road

race. The course measured seven miles, the

headquarters beifig at the General Wayne Hotel.

Four prizes were offered in the race, the first a

large silver bowl, handsomely ornamented and
oxidized, .

presented by the Spot iiiig Life; the

second a silver cup, presented by the Pope
Manufacturing Company, and the third and
fourth prizes were presented by the Overman
Wheel Company and the Pope Manufacturing
Company.
The weather in the morning was very threat-

ening, but by the time the men started it was
clear. The course was in splendid condition.

Eleven men started, but the contest was between
Frank M. Dampman, of Honeybrook, Pa., and
B. F. McDaniel, of Wilmington. Both men
kept together until about the fiftieth mile, when
Dampman drew ahead about a half mile.

At this point L. A. Hill started to pace Mc-
Daniel, and in one lap, seven miles, he brought
him up to Dampman's little wheel, where he
stuck.

Near the finish Dampman lost his pedal and
fell, but, by a remarkable effort, sprang back
into the saddle and managed to catch McDaniel,
who had rushed past him, and beat him home by
a second. Dampman's time was yh. 20m. 17s.

;

McDaniel's time, yh. 20m. i8s. The course was
not surveyed by a cyclometer, measure being
taken. The race was hot from start to finish,

and the two leaders were badly used up. Both
rods Victor light roadsters,

John A. Wells started on a tricycle to break the

50-mile road record, but succumbed before doing
anything remarkable. W.
[Our correspondent's story is not as complete

as we would wish. The last part of his letter,

which we have revised, is strangely interjected

with "'Rahs for Harrison," "hies," "suppers,"
"defeated candidates,' "soup," etc. We can only
guess that our correspondent plunged heavily
on Indiana Ben.—Eu.]

'»'.*-

THE RECORD MONTH'S MILEAGE.

\V. F. MUKI'HY, K. C. \V., I,700 MILES.

The rivalry between W. F. Murphy, of the

Kings County Wheelmen, holder of the Long
Island month's road mileage, and G. M. Nisbett,

of the New York Bicycle Club, holder of the

largest month's record in New York City, has
been gradually advancing the month's record,

until Mr. Murphy finally climaxed with an Octo-
ber, record of 1,700 miles, completely overshad-
owing Mr. Nisbett's record by some 200 miles.

In his ride Murphy was greatly aided by his

club men, and by many Brooklyn riders, by
whom he is well known for the reason that he
is habitually on the road. Murphy rsde every
day in the month, with the exception of the 12th,

r()ih,23d and 29th. Most of tiie riding was done
in I'rospcct Park, with not a few trips to Bath,

Fort Hamilton and Cotiey Island. During the

twenty-seven days it was fair on twenty and
raining on seven. The roads were good on
thirteen, fair on t-hrec, heavy on five and muddy
on six. Mr. Murphy made five journeys of 100

miles or over, the largest ride being 127 miles, on
October 4. The daily average was 62 26-27
miles. Below is the total numl)cr of miles ridden
earl) day. The ride was accomijlished on a New
Mail.

I, 100 ; 2, 72 ; 3, 50 ; .\, 127 ; 5, 75 ;
d, -|7 ; 7.

i09>^ ; 8, 69 ; 9, 35 ; 10, 86 ; n, 104 ; 12, o ; 13,

54 >^ ; 14.117; 15. ()8; r6, 12 ; 17. .35 ; 18- 35 :

19, o
; 20, 26 ; 21, 50 ; 22, 66 ; 23, « ; 24, 43 ; 25,

67 ; 26, 51 ; 27, 17 ; 28, 30;^ ; 29, o
; 30, 38^4

;

31,65.

On Sunday last the Banker brothers, of Pitts-

burg, Pa., made an attempt to beat their mile
tandem bicycle road record— viz., 2m. 41 4-5S.

—

made several days ago. The weather was very
fit, and a large number of cyclists rode to the

Forbes Street course to witness the trial. Be-
fore trying the record the Bankers each took a
warming-up mile on their Rover safeties, and,
after resting a few minutes, mounted their tan-

dem. The trial was made from a standing start,

and the Bankers kept up their almost perfect

pedaling throughout the mile, finishing in 2m.
38s., which is better than the path record and
the fastest time ever accomplished on the road.

The mile course has been regularl)^ surveyed.
It has also been measured by Lakin and Butcher
cyclometers and by counting the revolutions of

a wheel. For ninety yards from the start there

is a rise often to twelve feet. There are three high
planes on the course which average a rise of

ten to twelve feet, one of which, near the finish,

has a rise of twelve feet in 150 yards. The sur-

face, which is poor asphaltuir, is rough and
cracked.
We have received the following document

from the timers of the Banker brothers' mile :

Pittsi5i:kg, Pa., November 6, 1888.

We hereby certify that on Sunday. November 4, 1888,W. D.
Banker and A. C. Banker rode a tandem safety bicycle over
the Forbes Street road, Pittsburg^, Pa., one mile in two
minutes thirty seconds, making, th: start from a push-off.

C. F. Seidell, 1

J. H. Gloninger, -Timers.
E. .1. Cole, S

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S ROAD
HANDICAP.

This active Brooklyn club invaded the Oranges
on Election Day, for the purpose of deciding
their 25-mile club handicap. Dinner was taken
at the Mansion House at eleven, after which the

men adjourned to the Irvington-Milburn course.

There were thirteen starters, with H. J. Hall, Jr.,

on scratch. C. F. Murphy, with 28m. start, won,
his actual time being ih. 3gm.; J. Bensinger,
second. The fastest time was made by T. J.

Hall, Jr.—viz., ih. 35m.
In the evening some half-hundred of the men

visited the Amphion, in Brooklyn, where they
witnessed Dixey cavort gracefully through
"Adonis." The delicate little Annie Somer-
ville was present, and on her village-maiden
bosom wore the K. C. W. monogram. The thea-

tre party was not so great a success as was an-
ticipated, on account of a lack of enthusiasm,
the absence of which no one could account for.

The boys wound up the evening at Dillard's.

ELIZABETH WHEELMEN'S ROAD
HANDICAP,

The lo-mile road handicap of this club was
decided over the Irvington-Milburn course on
Election Day.. The handicaps of the starters

were :

L. B. Bonnett, 4ni.; F. C, Gilbert, 5m,; A. T.

Downer, 5m.; J. F Decker, 5m.; N. H. White,
9m.; H. McNiece, 10m.; E. A. Faulks, lom.;
T. A. Doe, lom.
W. H. Caldwell, who occupied the mark of

honor—scratch—did not start, on account of his

engagements at the Berkeley tournament.
Gilbert spurted ahead a half-mile from home

and won ; McNiece, second ; L. B. Bonnett,
third. The actual times ot the men were : L. B.
Bonnett, 3i)in. 45s.; Gilbert, 40m.; Downer,
.|im.; Decker, .|Tin, 30s.

P. A. Nix made some remarkable I inns nn
his 24-hour record ride. The first i.|') niiUs
were ridden in 50 minutes. At one point ol

the ride. Nix, imagining that he was on the

wrong road, rode back some distance iiefore he
found out that he was on the right one. After
riding considerably oVer 100 miles. Nix was run
into by (MIC of his pacemakers and heavily
thrown, striking on his right temple and badly
bruising it. At 216 miles Nix was refresiied

wiih a cake dipjied in port wine. The last 82
miles were riihien in 5h, 55m, Nix's 2) lionr

record— 2()S '.j miles— is one of the most .lulhen

tic ever placed on the slate.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have introduced
electric light into their club house.

I^. A. Nix has ridden 298^ miles on the road
in twenty four hours, mounted on a Geared
Facile.

Senator Morgan was in New York on Satur-
day, and left in the evening for the Richmond
tournament.

Willie Windle has joined the Berkeley Ath-

j

letic Club, being elected to membership on
: Wednesday.

Davis, of Harvard College, is reported as do-
! ing quarters in 32s. on his safety at Chestnut
Hill Reservoir.

Advices from Lynn confirm the rumor that

j
Rowe will never race again; at least, that is his

1 idea at present.

The Hartford Wheel Club has forwarded
" Doc " Kendall a vote of thanks for his efficient

service as judge at their race meet This is

something new.

The Outing Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, has
. kindly omitted the cycle events on its pro-

i

gramme, to avoid a conflict with the Berkeley
Athletic Club tournament.

S. G. Whittaker and Jack Lees contested a
ID-mile race, on safety bicycles, at Coventry, on

j

October 21, Whittaker winning by a yard in 30m.
! 31 2-5S. ; last quarter, 35 2-55.

Hal Greenwood has at last received the medal
won in the hill-climbing contest against Wells.
The St. Louis Spectator zx.2i[^z that the praise we
lavished on its beauty was well deserved.

Holbein and Haffenden have been suspended
i

by the N. C. U., pending investigation, on t'he

i charge of having " faked " road records. Hol-
}

bein's 100-mile road record is questioned.

Cycling in Detroit, Mich., is showing a healthy
growth. The boys have concluded that they
want a club house, and money is being sub-
scribed for a building fund. The boys intend to

lose no time in carrying out their ideas.

HuNDRED-Mii.E Tricycle Road Record.—
G. P. Mills made a successful attempt to beat

j

the loo-mile road record on October 23, over the

I

great North road. Mills rode 50 iniles in 3h.
I 12m. 50S., and 100 miles in 6h. 5Sm. 54s., beat-

j

ing E. Hale's record, made in September, 1SS7,
by 12m. I2S.

Messrs. Humber i!v: Co. advertise an extraor-
dinary performance by a boy fourteen and a
half years of age on one of their machines

—

viz., Charles Ingram Petersen—who rode 2S-'4

Danish miles, equaling 140 English miles, on
the road in iih. 52m., the ride being from Co-
penhagen to Koesor and back.

The friends of Miss Maggie Kirkwood. of

Maplewood, very properly claim for her the best
record of any lady tricyclisl in New England.
She has pushed her tricycle over 1,800 miles of

road during 18S8, and she has an ambitious
sister who has rolled up a score of 1,100 miles
during the same lime. Miss Kirkwood's record
is taken from a cyclometer, and is, therefore,
likely to be more correct than those estimated
by map measurements.

—

Boston (itoth\

Three of the Chicago cycle clubs, the I'ort

Dearborns, the Owls and the Chicagos, have
combined under the name of the Chicago
Cvclln.u Club, which, with a membershi|> of 250
and valuable club properties and connections,

at once assumes a ct>inmanding position among
Western cycling organiz.ilions, and will perhaps
bear comparison with any cycle club in this

loiintry. The example of these clubs might
well be followed in many cycling conimunilies.

The Sf-oilini; lite, ol London, was the (irsi

llnglish paper to piddish news of the great Rowo-
Tcmi)k' swindle, the news lu'ing sent in the form

of a cable dispatch. Both the English and Iri.sli

cycling papers condemn llie fake races, and hint

that many of the races run abioad were " l>ar-

nies," as they are du1)bed by tlie Iransatl.in-

tic press. .Wo are puzzled to know why these

people who 'know it all" now did not pnblisl)

ihc l.iil> .It ihr lime .'I ilu .ilK-.i^cd "I,ikes"

abroad.
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A German firm is turning out a wheel on the '

lines of the American Star.

St. Albans, Vt., has a bicycle (lull, ihc (irsi
|

ever organized in that city. i

The Overman Wheel Company will briii.i; out
!

a li.t(hl ladies' tricycle for iSSf).

The Boston f/tia/il, wliich gives us an iiilclli-
1

genl cycle column, prints Preal for Prial.
|

VV. J. Morgan is sarcastically allu(lc(l tu in Ihc
j

A'fJ'i-irr, of London, as " Morgan, the Good."
]

Crystal Palace is suggested as Ihc niosl con-
I

vcnienl place to hold the Stanley show of 1SS9.
|

The Kings County VVhcclineii will have an
1

informal run in Central Park on Suiida)', Novem-
ber 25.

The Hanker brothers have reduced the taii-

<lsin safetv mile road record to2ni. 3SS.—a great
performance.

There is a town in England called Fakenhatn.
Ciood place of retirement for certain Ameri-
can professional riders.

John M. Stout (the mute), fancy Star rider,

was married to Emma Mitchell, Thursday,
November 1, iSSS, at Ripley, 111.

The English cycling clubs have alreaily com-
menced their smoking concerts, cinderellas, and
other off-season entertainments.

Willie Windle rode his last race this year at

Berkeley on Election Day. Windle is shrewder
Ihan most amateurs, anil knows just when to

stop.

Tile Buffalo lllialialidJoiniial of October 15

publishes a complete account of the great fair,

accompanied by many illustrations of not very
good ([ualiiy, however.

"•Bob " Cripps, well remembered by American
cyclists who saw the great race meets of '86, is

in business in Dublin. " Bob " has become an
enthusiastic foot-ballist.

The Cycle Record is a neat little pocket edition

form of cycle weeklv published in London. The
issue of October 27 contains a sketch and por-
trait of S. G. Whittaker.

H. H. Bell, Long Island Wheelmen, who has
a few ideas of his own regarding the lines of

wheels, has placed a mud-guard on the rear
wheel of his safety with good results, the driv-
ing gear being much freer from mud, etc.

Mr. Ale.xander E. Hicks, manager of H umber
I.S: Co.'s works, was suddenly stricken with
apoplexy, causing his death within five minutes,
while making a presentation to his predecessor,
in the presence of a number of Humber's
employees.

T. E. rell,cf the Long Island Wheelmen, took
a severe header on Wednesday on the short hill

connecting McComb's Dam Bridge and Seventh
Aveniie. Fell was riding down from the Berke-
ley Oval at the time. Fell is a poor name for

a wheelman, by the way.

The Kings County Wheelmen, if the present
j

feeling continues, will cease to be a League I

club after the ne.xt regular monthly meeting. 1

The clubs are generally seeing that it is not fair I

to compel an applicant for membership in a 1

local club to join the national body. I

l'KNNSYI.\AMA IIUVCLK Cl.tJIi.

(ireat sport 1 Be on hand at the club house
on Friday evening, November 9, to enjoy the

j

fun. Cider and doughnuts on the defeated
patriots. Will have a good time—don't fail to
be there to enjoy it.

—

Thk Co.mmii tek.

We wish to call the attention of all cyclists to
|

the fact that many of the editorials which ap-
pear in our esteemed contemporary, the /Ucycliiig]
U'oild, are echoes of something that has ap-

|

peared in TliK WiiKll, anywhere from one to i

one hundred weeks previous. We can prove
!

this assertion.
i

Eveti .'oe Howard—Joe the voluminous and I

nuiliitiidinotis, the dicli<jnary-maker— rcails TiiK '

WiiKKi.. On our editorial on the behavior of!
• erlain riders in Central Park was based Joe's

|

inspired "Wheelmen are a nuisance in Cen-

j

iral Park." But Joe is wrong
; he means that

'

" some wheelmen in Central I'ark are a nui-
'

sancc."

The Amateur Athletic Union will hold an in-

door championship meeting at Madison Square
Garden, New York City, on Wednesday evening,
Noveinlier 21. Eighteen events are on the pro-

gramme, and gold, bronze and silver medals will

be given to first, second and third in each. Un-
fortunalely, there is no wheel event on the pro-

gramme.

The nc.M New York State coMgress shows a

Republican gain of one. The new legislaUire

will ( onsist of 75 Repidilicans and 53 Democrats.
The figures are inleresling to cv( lists, as these
two bodies will have the consideration of the

roads imprcjvement bill. William F. Sheehan,
surnamed " the rising young Democrat of Erie

County," who aided considerably in |)assing the

Liberty Bill, has been returned to the Assembly.

From the Cycle Rccout ami Allilclic Kei'iciu we
republish a review of the season of 1S88 in K^ng-

land. The improvements in wheels have been
the reduction in the weight of tricycles, the de-
velopment of the tandem safety bicycle, the
perfection of the " rational " ordinary bicycle,

and the introduction of the ladies' safety bicycle.

The Rccvid thinks there is room for a rational

bicycle, also that the tandem safety bicycle is

capable of development.

The Long Island Wl)eelmen, at their regular
November meeting, decided, by a vote of 51 to

14, to strike out from the club constitution the
clause compelling all members of the club to

become members of the League. The question
of remaining a League club or not excited a
great deal of interest. The nature of the ques-
tion to be discussed was fully stated on the
notices of the meeting, and the vote may be
considered a very fair representation of the
feeling of the club.

On Sunday last, a Bloomfield cyclist, while
out on the road on an ordinary, thought to have
a go at Eagle Rock, and, much to his surprise,
he climbed the hill, returned to the bottom and
mounted again to the very summit. It is

claimed bv the men who have ridden the Rock
that if a man can ride it once he can ride it

any number of times, so that the merit of this
rider's performance is not that he has ridden
the Rock twice, but that he rode up it at all.

The list of the Rock's conquerors on ordinaries
is : Schoefer, Pierson— Ne.\t !

In his (light to the South, Senator Morgan
stopped long enough in New York to assure us
that he had documents in his possession, the
publication of which would forever demolish
Messrs. Ducker and Woodside. We denied the
Senator space to carry on a personal warfare,
but Mr. Ducker's letter to us, published else-
where, places the matter in a new light, and we
now invite the Senator to a liberal use of our
columns. Mr. Ducker's frank invitation to the
Senator to "do your worst," as they have it on
the stage, rather places Morgan in an unen-
viable position, unless he produces those de-
structive letters.

Sandy Sellars, once England's mile bicycle
champion, and at one time holder of the mile
record— viz. ,2m. 3ys., made at Hartford in 1885

—

recently re-inlisted in the army, but was bought
out by a friend. We would suggest to G. Lacy
Hillier that, to one of his extensive acquaintance
with racing matters, there is opportunity for an
interesting article on the history ot England's
amateur racing cracks. We know that Cortis
and Keith-Falconer are dead, that Sandy Sellars
has enlisted, that Doodle Robinson shot out ol

the firmament, leaving a smirched reputation
behind, that .Mphabet Webber rides no more

;

why ? that English is a professional nonentity.

There is another little trick of the Hill iTien.

It is intended to deceive the 10,000 wheelmen of
the State, and is in the form of a flyer apparently
issued from 280 Broadway. It is signed
' Charles H. Luscomb, Chairman National Com-
mittee Rights and Privileges, L. A. W.." an
anonymous person, according to all accounts,
or at any rate not a resident of the Stale. It is

dated October 23, but was not issued till yester-
day, when it was thought it could not be re-

futed. The circular tries to give Governor Hill

the < rcdit for the [>assage of the " Liberty Bill "

prohibiting unfair discrimination against wheel-
men. It was passed, of course, by a Republi-
can legislature.— The New York Press.

The Wanderers, of Toronto, have formed an
association, with a capital of !|!3,ockj, divided into

300 shares of $10 each. The new association
propose to lease or build a large house, which
they will fit up in the following way : In the
basement will be the gymnasium and bowling
alley, on the first lloor the parlor and reception
rooms, on the second floor the billiard room and
lunch counters, and on the third llooi- the baths
and lockers. In addition to ihe clul) house, the
association will control and have the exclusive
use of the new one-third mile bicycle track,
which will be situated on Stark's grounds. The
new association will Ije maintained in Ihe follow-
ing manner : On and after March i next every
member must be the owner of one or more
shares of slock, arid in case the house is not
self-sustaining an assessment per man will be
made which shall not e.sceed $5, ihe present
yearly fee. One thousand tlollars wotih of
slock has already been subscribed for.

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR ROAD RECORD.

A parly of English road rideVs set out at mid-
night on Ihe lylh of October for a twenty-ftuir
hour ride. P. A. Nix, on a Geared Facile,
held the lead all the way, and though once com-
pelled by the thick fog to dismount and assure
himself that he was on the right road, he cov-
ered 298J4 miles in iwenly-four hours, beating
Mills' record for that lime by three miles. Of
the other riders, Langridge covered 243 ; Tingey,
230; Mitchell, 238 ; Ilsley, 228 ;4 ; Hunter, 200.

CYCLING IN ENGLAND IN 1888.

.\ KETROSPECr OI' IHE I'.AST SKASD.N.

The past season of active cycling

—

practically

brought to a close by the N. C. U. benefit meel-

l

ing at the Oval on October 6— has been in many
1 respects a notable one. It has been marked by
many great improvements in the wheels them-
selves, though these said improvements have

j

been chiefly directed in three channels— viz., the

i

reduction in weight of tricycles especially, and
! in a lesser degree, of all other types as well ;

the partial development of the tandem safety

bicycle, and the perfecting of the " rational
"

ordinary bicycle.

Improvements

—

principally in matters of de-

tail—have also manifested themselves in the

now well-egtablished rear-driving safely, the

chief addition to this type being the "ladies'

i
safety," a machine which, while being practi-

cally identical with the common R. D. safety,

is, by a simple alteration of the framework,
made perfectly suitable for the use of our fair

friends. To our old-world notions, the idea of

a lady on a bicycle seems unacceptable, but prej-

udice aside, any one who has seen a lady, suit-

ably dressed, on a safely must admit that there

is nothing ungraceful or unbecoming in her ap-

pearance. And, furthermore, a safely is much
easier and lighter to ride than a tricycle, and
we are of opinion that our sisters have as much
right to the exercise of our fascinating pastime as

we ourselves have, and that anything which will

lighten the work for their weaker muscles is to

be welcomed as a boon. There is undoubtedly
a great future before the " ladies' safety."

The reduction in weight of tricycles must for

a like reason be hailed with gladness by the fair

sex ; those of them who are too limid or

preiudiced to lake to the safely, will now be

able to get a mount more suitable to their light

weight and strength than was formerly the case.

The makers, too, are now discovering that it is

not necessary to make ordinary bicycles weigh-
ing at least fifty pounds ; experience has shown

' that a " rational " ordinary—/. e., one vvith a

good spring, saddle set well back, powerful

brake and large back wheel—can be built slrong

enough for regular road riding at a weight of

I about thirty-five pounds to thirty-eight pomuls.

j
The landem safeties were inlroduccti with a

rush at the Stanley show, many of the leading

makers exhibiting specimens, nearly all of

which were on much ihe same lines. There is

still much room for development in these

machines ; some fast rides have been accom-
plished on those now running, and there seems
reason to believe that when the designs have
been perfected by experience the tandem safely

will be a very popular machine.
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The past six months have witnessed a large

increase in the number of steady road riders ;

those who use their wheels as a means of recrea-

tion and healthy exercise, but who care not for

the joys of the diz/.y " scorch " or the dogged
plugging up Westcrham heights. Well, each

for himself, say we, and if the hardy youngster
finds his chief employment in a pace of seven-

teen miles an hour, or gradients of I in 7, let

him enjoy himself ;
hut the sober, easy-going

man, let him mount his safety, and ride gently

through lanes and lovely country, admiring as

he goes, resting when he likes and caring
naught for the excitement of racing and compe-
tition. Which gets most pleasure we can't

say ; both enjoy them thoroughly, and both look

back on them lovingly, and look forward to re-

newing them. But there, we started to write a

review on the past season, and are instead

wandering off into a soliloquy on the manners
of our wheelmen.
As a racing -season, the past one has been

equivocally successful. Many first-class men
have been removed from the amateur ranks by
the suspensions of the N. C. U. " Makers' ama-
teurism " was their crime, and though many
sympathize with them, and think that the merits

of the system under v/hich they flourished

counter-balanced its demerits, still, they were
wittingly breaking the Union rules, and it was
imperative— if amateurism were to exist—^that

they should be suspended. Most of them have
accepted their sentence and turned professionals,

and though the weeding-out process thinned the

ranks of first-class amateurs, new men have
sprung up in the vacant places, and have
shown themselves the equals, if not, indeed,
the superiors, of those that have gone before.

Laurie, Synyer, S. Williams and others are all

comparatively new men, and would trouble
many of the suspends to hold them.
Tricycle racing has declined till it is almost a

nonentity, but on the other hand, safety bicycle

racing has'grown and prospered, till now there are
almost as many safety riders as ordinary riders

;

on the metropolitan tracks at any rate. As a
record year, it has been simply unparalleled.

Almost every path record has, at some period or

other during the season, been lowered ; the road
records have stood betcer, though more because
an extraordinary run of bad luck has attended
all attempts on them, than because this year's

men are not able to meet them. Hale's loomile
road record of 6h. 39m., which had stood since
1886, went by the board this autumn, when Hol-
bein covered the distance in 6h. 20m.
The record for single machines for fifty miles,

made by Mills last year (2h. 47m.), and the

tandem tricycle record for the same distance (2h.

46m.), also made last year by Mills and another,
still stand, though Mills and Holbein between
them are—with decent luck—fully capable of

lowering them considerably. The best time at

the same distance for tandem safeties is 2h. 52m.,
but as this was accomplished under difficulties,

and by comparatively second-class men, it will

stand a lot of improvement. Without doubt
Holbein and Mills are the two best men on the
road this year ; they are so equal that it is almost
impossible to separate them, and the good friend-

ship between them shows that there is no jeal-

ousy in their rivalry. Edge, the Anerley flyer,

is not far behind, and Lee, Scantlebury, P. C.

Wilson, Tingey, Cioulding, Godfrey While, C.

A. Smith, and others too numerous to mention,
are of a calibre which places them well up in any
race which they ride in. The really wonderful
performances of Mills, in his rides from Land's
End to John O'Groat's, 88g miles, have not yet

been beaten, and until the roads on this route
improve considerably we don't think they will be.

Turning to another form of road racing— hill-

climbing—we find that the best man at the game
this year has been Chater Lea, of the North
Road Club, who has won every competition that

he entered for.

Reverting to path racing, a note of "the best

on record" at various distances will be instruct-

ive. The fastest time in which a mile
has been ridden is, for the bicycle, 2m.
31 4-5S. (Osmond, at the Crystal Palace
track) ; for the tricycle, 2m. 41 3-5S. (Gate-
house, at Long Eaton) ; the greatest distance

covered in the hour on a bicycle is 21 miles 125
yards (Laurie, on a safety bicycle, at Long
Eaton), and on a tricycle, 20 miles 480 yards
(King, at Long Eaton). The "bests" for 50
miles on bicycle and tricycle, respectively, are

about 2h. 40m. and 2h. 50m., but these are not
worth much, as there are plenty of men riding

now who could beat either handsomely if they
chose to try.

In this connection, a glance at the champions
(amateur) of the year will not be out of place.

We will not go into descriptive detail, as space
is valuable, but will content ourselves with a

concise statement of the results at various dis-

tances on bicycles and tricycles. One-mile bicy-

cle—H. Synyer, Notts, i ; Osmond, 2 ; won in

the then fastest time on record, 2m. 32 2-5S.

One-mile tricycle—S. F. Edge, Catford, i ; Lang-
ley, 2 ; slow lime. Five-mile bicycle—Synyer, i;

Kilkelly, 2. Five-mile tricycle—Osmond, i
;

Wood, 2 ;
notable for the disgraceful tactics pur-

sued, the first mile of one heat occupying 4m.
56s. Twenty-five-mile bicycle— ]. H. Adams,
Catford, i ; Synyer, 2 ; won cleverly. Twenty-
five-mile tricycle— F. P. Wood, Brixton, I

;

Bower, 2 ; won easily. Records were beaten
from 21 to 25 miles, Adcock of the Catford,
scoring records from 21 to 24 miles. Wood get-

ting the 25th. All competitors beat old record.
Fifty-mile— F. P. Wood, i ; Milthorpe, 2.

Military cycling has of late been largely oc-

cupying the atten'tion of the powers that be.

Man<3euvres and experiments have been con-
ducted at the Bank Holiday evolutions, and on
special occasions before H. R. H. the Duke of

Cambridge, Lord Wolseley, and others. The
result of these experiments has been the forma-
tion of cycling battalions in many of our volun-
teer regiments, and the work done by these
battalions has been so satisfactory, that rightly

considering that, for scouting or despatch car-

rying in our own country, or anywhere where
good roads abound, the wheelman has the ad-
vantage of the horseman. The former can
travel farther, raises no dust as he goes, is hid-

den by an ordinary hedge, and does not require
fodder and stabling—a combination of advan-
tages which is worth taking into consideration.
Parliament has lately turned its attention to

cycling, and it has been decreed that a cycle is

a vehicle, and that those using them are entitled

to all the rights and privileges on the roads of

those using other vehicles.

AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN

ENGLAND.

AT STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

At Stratford-on-Avon all her ways are " ways
of pleasantness and all her paths are peace"

—

that is, to the person who visits it with a bicycle.

There is not a foot of paving in the quaint,

quiet old town. The rattle of wagons is never
heard in its smooth streets, and a cycle seems to

go of itself. I loafed about Stratford for four

days, visiting all the places of interest in and
about the village. All the roads leading out of

the place for a distance of fifteen miles at least

are fine. Any person who can cycle and does
not bring a machine to Stratford will regret it

the rest of his days. Think of rolling along the

banks of the placid Avon, your wheel scarcely

trembling beneath you, taking the hills brakes
off without a particle of danger and wishing
that you could go spinning down the avenues of

time like that forever. It is the silent character

of cycling that makes it suit so admirably the

serenity of the Avon landscape. How rudely
jars the crack of the coachman's whip, the clat-

ter of the hoofs and rumble of the vehicle as a

carriage containing some sight-seers breaks in

upon the slumbrous calm! As the cloud of dust
floats away, settling upon the pretty herbage or

dulling the glistening brightness of the leaves,

you say to yourself that if there is one spot in

the world where the silent steed is <?« vtipport

with nature it is at Stratford. In the crowded
thoroughfare, the rush and roar of city life,

there may be something incongruous in the

silence of the wheel; but within sight of the

steeple that rises above the grave of .Shakes-

peare, as you ride wrapped in that purple mantle
that lies as softly over the landscape, as the in-

fluence of the great poet breathes over the world,
you take the hackneyed words " silent sieed "

again upon your lips anil find a new beauty in

the sound, "Hello, out sight-seeing ?"

As my reverie was broken in upon by an
American millionaire, a young man of thirty

or thirty-two, whose father, a Southern cotton

planter, had died but recently and left theson
an immense fortune, which he was industriously

trying to get rid of with the assistance of cabby,
who was charging him frightful sums every day
for driving him about the country. 1 had met
him the day before at the church, where iu- had
put $5 in the plate rather than reach in the

other pocket for small coin. I had told him,
with the expectation of encountering him on
the road that I was good for six miles an hour
on my machine if 1 was feeling well.

He sat behintl a spanking team, and the

driver, anxious to keep the good opinion of the

rich American, would "let them out" on the

smallest provocation. The road was wide
enough for us both, and as he moved up alongside
he called out, condescendingly: "Hello, six-

miles-an-hour. How are you coming on ?

Pretty slow traveling, aint it?"
" Oh, not so very, '

1 said, giving a little

harder dig to the pedals.
" Driver," called the rich traveler, " jusiioiuh

'em up a little, and show the gentleman what
traveling is."
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"Look here," I yelled, as the horses sprang
forward, " it isn't fair to leave one of your coun-
trymen like that."

" Oh. we muft leave you, m\ dear fellow," he-
shouted back, waving his hand and sinking back
upon the lu.\urious cushions.

I called on old Rubberfoot, and he responded
nobly. The first thing the millionaire knew I

was rubbing his hind wheel, and discharging
some very ironical ".^h Theres " into his near ear.

" Faster 1 Faster !

" he called to the driver.

For four miles the pace was kept up to about a

lo-mile gait ; but what is that speed to a wheel-
man with an easy-running machine, a smooth
road, and the reputation of the sport to maintain ?

Coming to an ascent, I spurted alongside.
" Give it to 'em again," the driver was told, but
he wasn't killing horses that day, and I moved
on ahead, making some remark about "travel-
ing that is traveling."

I mention this incident because it illustrates

the siupidity that infests the brains of most of

my compatriots over here. They receive with a
very patronizing affirmation the information that
I am tourirg the country awheel. They admit
" it is very good for seeing the country, but it is

loo deuced slow. I prefer getting behind a good
team."
When I met this American snob on the road

I pushed my patriotism aside, and determined
to give him a good lesson. That I succeeded I

do not doubt, for I didn't see him again, and I

learned that he left suddenly that evening,
although I am positive he had not seen all the
sights.

The first day I was at Stratford was Sunday,
and I did considerable pedaling about the place,
riding around and around the beautiful Childs
fountain and clock, reading the inscriptions

'

from the saddle and taking in the lout i'lnemble. i

The people are so pious in the dear old town
that my riding, I believe, was considered a

}

sacrilege. At least, my landlady told me she
|

had no doubt it was so regarded. Later in the
day a safety rider sneaked through the town,
but that didn't look so bad. I hardly felt that I

had a companion in crime in that dwarf that
hardly made a figure against the horizon. In a
religious community I should think the safety
decitledly preferable, as conspicuousness often
makes sin seem doubly bad in the eyes of good
people, and many good people saw me that Sab-
bath day, for just as the evening service com-
menced I was riding past Trinity Church, in

whii:h lies Shakespeare's dust. The soft music
that came stealing out over the vine and Hower-
covered graveyard was too enchanting to with-
stancl, and so I dismounted, slammed my bike
.-igainst the iron fence and went in. Many were
the looks of righteous indignation that were be-
stowed upon my "shorts" and the wheel ; but I i

survived it all, for within me a still, small voice i

whispered: "They do such things in Hoston,
or at least TllK VVllHKr. says so in its ' Sunday
Cycling at the Hub.' " Maybe somebody thinks
I wa> a tritif irreligious. Probably I was, from
a certain stan<lpoint

; but when one's wheel has
carried him (|uickly, safely and joyfully through
a strange country, he begins to think it is a good

i

enough thing to go anywhere, and then he
forms a little standpoint of his own from which
he views the question.

i

There is a surprise at Stratford that I believe
exists for the cycler alone. In the village of'
Shottery still remains the cottage in which
Shakespeare wooed and won Anne Hathaway.
'I'hey will tell you that it is a mile and a half
from Stratford, and you will get many direc-
tions about "bearing to the right and then to
the left and then to right," until somebody tells
you to follow the best road. You cross the line
of the railway iii about three minutes' riding and
come to a little meadow. There are some houses
just behind you and you fancy you arc still in
Siraifr)rd. You cross the open, about two or
three .squares broad, and then something tells
you that you are not in Stratford. You have
not been able to note the line where Stratford
ended, but everything has changed. The cos-
mf)politan current that so steadily flows through
Stratford has left it clean, so clean that it looks
almost new in its brightness. But the place
you have so suddenly entered is a succession of
little old houses all covered with vines, growing
not in trained e.xactness, but in wild profusion.
Possibly here John Howard Payne might have
got his inspiration for " Home, Sweet Home,"
only that the "newly thatched cottage "

i"s a very
rare exception to the rule of antiquated rof)fing.

Great Heavens, but this place Isold ! you say, as

the geese go squawking out of your way, and as
if imitating the genius of the poet, the chickens
essay a higher Hight in avoiding the wheel, and
go fluttering off in the bushes with the timidity
of partridges. You turn now this way and now
that, and all at once, after a pretty curve around
an old tumble-down house, you see before you a
carriage as modern as your wheel, several ladies

getting aboard and saying good-by to an old
gray-haired woman who stands at the door in

the hedge ; some coins fall into her withered
hands, and then the carriage moves away and
you take its place and stop before Hathaway's
cottage, which nestles away half hidden by the
vines and trees. Surely you would have passed
it if you hadn't seen the other pilgrims. And
then you go inside, but what one sees there has
been so otten told that it would be needless to

mention it here. To me this cottage is the pret-

tiest spot in Stratford. Whether it will be so
when the pulses of youth grow slow 1 cannot
tell, but the air seems still to have the perfume
of lovers' kisses. If love is such a great thing
with a common chap like me, one says to him-
self as he stands where Shakespeare, amorous
and tender, once had stood, what must it have
been with that great nature ? If the kisses I got
not long ago from those lips that now are cold
will remain warm on my lips through all my life,

is it strange to feel that Shakespeare's passion
lingers yet about these scenes? I am not a
Romeo, and I probably wouldn't think this way
if the cottage were not so captivatingly nestlike.
The surprise to the bicyclist I started to tell

about some time ago is in this, th it the cottage
bursts upon him more suddenly than upon any-
body else. A mile and a half ! Why, it only
seems around the corner from the Red Horse
Inn that the vision of cozines-s bursts upon you.
To a person walking the distance is long enough
to beget anxiety ; to a person in a carriage there
is so much formality in getting in and getting
away from the hotel, so much waiting on the
horses and wondering why they don't go faster

;

but the bicyclist mounts quickly, slides sud-
denly into Shottery, skims around several cor-
ners and is there. No noise, no dust, no cere-
mony ; only a rapid, silent leaving of things
behind and an unexpected "getting there." If

you can go out, as I did, toward a summer's
evening, as the sun is getting low, you will have
a vision of sunset beauty that will linger long,
recalling Hiawatha and the time that he

" Siiiled iiUii the liery sunset,
.Sailed into tlie mists of cveiiiiif;."

There is a very pretty run of four miles to

Charlecote, the magnificent estate where Shake-
speare stole the deer and was brought before the
ordinary squire. The exact place where this

hearing took place is still shown you. This
estate lies between the upper and the lower
roads from Warwick to Stratford, and is reached
by a most bewitching by-road that leads you on
through glades and bowers and over pretty
little bridges. On bicycle one can traverse all

the turns and winding roads about Charlecote
and Hampton Lucy. Stratford is a very good
place to establish as a headquarters if one
wishes to do consiilerable sight-seeing. To the
north lie Warwick and Kenilworth, with their
famous castles and romantic legends ; near
them, beautiful Leamington, and further north
still, Coventry— all these places within twenty
miles ride of .Stratford. To the southwest,
fourteen miles, is Evesham, the site of the
furious battle in which Prince Edward defeated
Simon de Montfort and rescued his father. King
Henry HI., in 1265. To the east, at a distance
of ten miles, is Kineton, near which was fought
the battle of Edge Hill. These are some of the
most imi)ortant places, easily accessible in little

over an hour's ride on bicycle. Hetween them
are dozens of little hamlets, each of which pro-

fesses to have a famous history, either martial
or Shakespeaiian, for hereabouts muscle and
brain seemed to have wrought with equal zeal.

Warwick Castle, for its existing beauties and
interesting relics, and Kenilworth, for its sad
ruins, are worth seeing, and will take a good
day to be thoroughly inspected. These places
are all easily reached, as the guide books pur-
chasable at Stratford have excellent maps of

the whole of Warwickshire, giving all the ridable
roads. This information is extended by the
maps, not for the cyclists, but for those who ex-

pect to travel by carriage about .Stratford.

But the cyclist gathers it all in and profits by it.

'I'R.W I'J.KU.

B..^E,<:ih.^^iisrs I

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Iricjcles.

lE^" We make a Specialty of taking
Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO DE.SCRIPTION.

FINISH.—"i" FuU nickeled. "2" .^.11 nickeled
e.xcept riins. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" i" Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls to
front, cone to rear, plain pedals. " 4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS.—" 1" Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tires new, finish and bearings excellent, "4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and beanngs very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

Name
Victor Junior,
Am. Pony Star,
Beeston Hbr. Tdm.,
Col. 2-track trike,

British Challenge,
American Club,
Columbia Expert,
New Rapid Rdstr.,
Col. Light Rdstr.,
Quadrant No. 8,

Victor Roadster,
New Rapid Safety,
Rudge Light Rdstr.
Ladies' Quad. No. 14,

Special Club,
Special Star,
Columbia Ex|)ert,
Rudge Lt. Rdslcr.
Columbia Expert,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Victor Lt. Roadster,
Victor Safety,
Cenuine Hbr. Tdm.,
Volunteer Columbia,
Columbia Semi- Rdstr.
New Mail,
.Semi-Racer Star,
Victor Safely,
Am. Rudge,
Col. Lt. Roadster,
Rudge Hbr. Tdm.,
Kan. Safety (36.x 54)
Otto Special,
Columbia 3 trk. Trikc,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Columbia Expert,
Universal Club,
Special Star,
Special Star,

New Rayid Roadster,
Special hacile.
Pony Speci.il Star,

Columbia Expert,
English Tourist,
Springfield Roadster,
Royal Mail,
Hritisli Challenge,
Columbia Expert,
Special Club,
Harvard,
-Springfield Roadster,

No. Si/e

386 42

389 42

390 —
397 —
411 56

416 5''

417 52

421 52
422 53
425 —
429 54
4.30

—
43' 55

433
—

43S 52

438 5'

44' 54
44,'; 4S
44O 54

447 52

450 5<>

454
-

455
—

457 52

460 48
46. 5b

462 5"

463 —
464 54
460 55

467
469
470 40

47' —
472 52

473 54

474 50

475 5'

47'' 5"

477 52

479 44
480 4.S

48. 54
482 50

48, —
484 54
4H5 5<'

486 48
487 54
488 50

489

Cost. Price.' £ CQ

$55.00 $55 00 4 ^?-
85.00 39-00 4 Plain

260.00 115.00 4
165.00 85.00 4
147.00 60.00 6

135.00 52.00 4
132.50 65.00 3
132.50 132.50 4

127.50 90.00 4
185.00 170.00 4
130.00 85.00 4
135-00 120 00 4
'4' 25 6^.00 4

175.00 175.00 4
160.00 ItXJ.OO I

160.00 85.0,. J Ball

125.00 65. .K, 4

'32.50 8o.oi> 4

135-00 80.00 1

'.37-50 95.00 4
142.50 120.00 3
135.00 115.00 4
250.00 150.00 4
102..so 80.00 4

75 -oi' 50.00 4

142.50 110.00 4

I20.(K) 50.00 4 Ball

135-00 115.00 4

1 IO-0<> 60.00 4
140.00 85.00
250.00 175.00 4
I40-00 75 00 4
35.00 18.00 5
165.1x1 fo.oo 4

132.50 112.00 4
135.00 90.00 3
125.0c 65.00
120.00 65.00 4 Ball
135.1m 80.00 3 Ball
142.50 130.00 3
123.00 55 -oc 4
'37-50 70-0O 4 Ball
135.00 65.00 3 2
120.00 50.00 5 2

75.00 60.00 4 J'lain
'35. 00 63.00 4 1

130.00 45.00 3 4
125.00 84.00 3 I

'3SOO 78.00 3 I

125.00 6o.o.> ^ I

100.00 75.00 4 Ball

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will be sent

C. O. D. for balance, with privilege of examination.

Wheels Booght, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIUg" ACCESSORIES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

WH YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St., New York
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Dieter's Table d'Hole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and, wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEADING MERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York,

When the Robins Best Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

vi'e have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
for less money, during the season

of 1888 than any othei dealer

m America.
Send for the most complete Whed

Catalogue, ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
o.i Slate St., Cliicago, III,

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» ' * PERFECT

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
3Xr 3E! -XKT TT O R K,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Aiteniion to Olik

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Non Iiitrodiidiig.

The high-class workmanship and finish which has
gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOZISGHAM,
^Successors to Jens F. Pedersen)

iManufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

{'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

So
Soh.l (,ulilC

rfreUe-hoUIcrs. wilh Real AMBER Moutliuiece. -

rettc Iioldcrs, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, -

$.-i..=iO

Solid Sliver Cig-arette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, -

Solid Cold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

t)..M<

9.:i0

A Perfect Fit fiiiarsiiiteed.

]>isi!:laceineiit Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—

" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E]. Q-- :R.^^"W"so3Nr,
SOLE I'ROPKSSJTOK AiND ffl.lN IFACTl HER, Saialoga Sl>rfii$>»i, N. Y.

Mention tliisadvertiscmi-nt when vou order

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and

thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS. jjEN AND WOMEN DIFFER IN CHARACTER.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

VOOK, LITITZ, PA., wants to hear from those who^ want to buy. sell or e.xchange their wheels for books,
stationery, orjjans or pianos. Wheels, $io up. 11-16

pOR S.\LE.—52-inch full nickeled E.xpert in fine order.
•* Cheap. W. L. Cort, 2^0 Water Street, New York
City. 11-23

CI'ECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicvclcs, 38, 42 and 44-inch,
'J .$jo each, and 46-inch. §j5. ALL NEW. .A. G. Spald-
ing iV: Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

TJIG B.XRG.MN.—.$125 cash, genuine Beeston Humbcr
1^ Tandem; specially built, 2-spced fjcar. This wheel
!

Iiolds the 24-hour American record tor l.idy and gentleman.
Wheel cost, new, $300; is in good condition. Will sell or
trade for good Safety Bicycle (lady's wheel preferred). Call
or address L. L W. Club House, 1281 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, where wheel may be seen. W. J. C. 11-23

trOR S.\LE.—50-inch E.xpcrt Columbia; full-nickelcd, A i

^ order. I'rice, $70. Address P O. Bo.\ 2372, N. Y.
City. 11-9

QTflirWI ^'^°'^ 9'5 Eighth Avenue, New York, about
ijIUljiJli 1 Wednesday, October 17, a 52-inch British
Challenge, No. 31,249, enameled. Suitable reward for in-

formation leading to recovery. R. J. Dyatt.

T"WO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.—52-inch
•'- Victor Light Roadster, pattern '87, excellent order,
not ridden over 300 miles ; Victor Safety, '88 pattern, good
order. 100 tickets to be sold at $2 each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,
which are now ready. Refer to ist and 2d National Banks
here. A. B. Keid (L. A, W. 3406), Clarion, Pa. 11-26

OICYCLES taken in excliange for Roll Curtain, Office
*^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Comii.iny, Indianapolis, Ind.

$_ -p^ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
-• J^ just tiie same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

V^OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck it you
* put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
' New and .Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be .sold this spring. Victors .and

Cnlumbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Ex( bange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were .$150. Ditto Racers .$50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippcrs $160, were .'S1S5. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from ,$50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humbcr Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beesttm Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New, List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

I-X)R SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New

York City.

lyilNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

SHADOWS OF A GREAT CITY.
November 5 to 10.

A LEQAL WRECK.
NciVCTllllCT I.' I'r 18.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Ivi';is(>iial»le I'riros.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH am:., new YOIIK.

A large slock of specially selcf led foreign and
(lonicslic goods alw.iys mi liarul.

IF YOU WANT SOMETHING
To read that will interest you more thoroughly than any book you ever read, and enable you to understand all these

" Signs of Ciiar.\cter," and how to read them, send for

HEADS AND FACES: HOW TO STUDY THEM.
A new Manual of Character Reading for the people. It will show you how to read people as you would a book, and

see if they are inclined to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving, joyous, happy and trustworthy people,
such as you would like to know, and be intimately associated with.

A knowledge of Human Nature would save many disappointments in social and business life.

This is the most comprehensive and popular work ever published for the price, 25,000 copies having been sold the
first year. Contains 200 large octavo pages and 250 portraits. Send for it and study people you see, and also your own
character. If you are not satisfied with the book, you may return it, in good condition, and we will return the money.

We will send it carefully by mail, post paid, on receipt of price, only 40 cents, in paper, or lUil.OO in cloth
binding. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.. 777 Broadway, New York.

N.B.— If you will mention TiiK Wmf.ei. in ordering wc will send—FREE—a co|iy of the " Phrenological Journal '

l20c. a-number, !g>5J a year), a magazine of human nature.

In the Midsummer number of Puck,

a cut of which is published on the back

cover, there is a handsome picture

descriptive of the present condition of

affairs in ih'; political world, and also

showing in the most striking manner

that although the politicians are fight-

ing amongst themselves, yet the win-

ning ticket for 1888 in the musical

world is the Sohmer piano.

In the front of the picture is Colum-

bia being most courteously received

by Mr. Hugo Sohmer, who desires to

present to her the "Sohmer" piano.

By the side of Mr. Sohmer in a group

are Josef Kuder on the left, Mr. Charles

Fahr in the centre and Mr. George

Reichmann at the right, rejoicing over

the recognition of the instrument's

merits on the part of Columbia rep-

resenting the people of the United

States. Above this is a banner waving

the words, "Sohmer & Co." In the

background one sees the Capitol, with

masses of struggling politicians sur-

rounding Cleveland, Tluirman, Har-

rison and Morton.

But in one thing they all agree, that

is the high position and standing of the

celebrated Sohmer piano.

Oh, come, fair Columbia, and turn from the crowd
Of political combatants, chiinorin'.: loud:
Oh, leave them to bicker ;ind nu.irrcl and jar.

Like the flats and tin: sliarp.s that they frc:ipicntly arc

And turn to the instrument perfect, romplctc,
That beats Time himself, and can never be l>e:a.

For the Sohmru Piano, as certain as fate,

U " tiic ticket" tt) win, for the year 'SS!

Copjricllt I'V SOIIMKR b. Co., I8»8. VTiwx "Tlir Wfcl«l/inin. r Ci/. *

.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. ATVilVC. S- I£:i3VnB.A.X.L &c CO.
I'KKRI.KS.S TOBACCO WORK.S. - ROCHKSTER, N. Y.
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
->HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 AroSt St., PUiladclpUia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYORK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

Itnineli House, Oliiciigo: W. D. Ai.len & Co., 151 Lak= St

E, &1^.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway. N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celeljrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

"^ great variety from $9.00 up-

^ ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^:
^^More than Forty Ytars

I Established in this lint

tf butiruss.

R
ADWAY'S—
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.i9L.2SZS: -JE^OIE^ T3Ea::ES

llllllllllUMUIIIIIIllltlWem^K
ammmnfiniimillim

PERFUMES AND lAKE NO OTHER.
» Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sporlini GooJs,

LOWEST PKIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalog-ue.

EARL& WILSONV
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS.

. "ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

P VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

''i SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

-~J^,

11PR1CE25CTS.
*C|

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Grlove Fitting Gymnasiuia Shoe. The Finest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call or
send for price list. .

"VT". HI. liOBEI^TSOIsr,
296 Broadway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to

ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.
Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle

and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,

lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

OTJI^ STJISriDIRIES
have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding. Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Everjrwhepe. Five Gents Per Bar.
ry>

ov^^ADAMS;TUTThFRUtTr^;;f'

CLUBS TRUMP

c^

WHICH WINS?
CO

AMMS & SON'STITTIFITTI CHEflNC dllM
iucrcases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The C.uni is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the nioulh moist, thus preveming excessive thirst.

PURi:. PLliJASAN T. ALL FLAVOKS.
Slxo-uLxcx Tdo oin. sa>].o at; aXX "W5-\oolTixein.'a I3:eck«3.Q.-u-nii:'toiPS-
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COMPARE COLUMBIAS

WITH OTHER BICYCLES.

Pkkss or F. V. Strauss, i3o-ia6 WAt.KKK St., New York-
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUBHOLY TH[ KING OF THE REAR-DRIVERS.

THIE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDL/\TE DELIVERY.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing".

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

omo-i^ca-o, ilil..

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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^i^e S-b±ll BZold. -0-3? O-v^xi..
Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features

of merit which are sure to lead.

L. A. \V. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44}^ :

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all, 1. 15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :

" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

wc want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our
goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., 176 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Chas. Schwalbach,
- = BROOKI^YN.Prospeci" Park Plaza, ==

NEW MAIL
Bicycles.

COLUMBIA
Tricycles.

CLUB
Safeties.

Bargains in Second-hand Wheels, at Low Prices. Renting, Storage, Lockers,
Teaching, Repairing. Skillful Workmen.

All Repairing Done on the PRE^rISE.s. No Work Given Out.

Telephone Call, 125 South Brooklyn. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Pi'ice List.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speed/.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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The B. F. Goodrich Co.

RELATING TO

Secoiii-liaiKl leels,
SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STREET,

AKKOX, OHIO.
MASfFAC 1 I'KEUS Or

Bicycle Tires, Hai-d aud Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

Philadelpbia, Pa.

I.

Prices ^re fixed according to the condition

and makf of the machine.

11.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, ivh'rh have given

/•nt/re satisfaction.

J II.

GuSrantOGi—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

LiStSi—We publish frequent price lists, i

fully describing our entire stock of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As

the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D" passes underbrake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 centsi. For
Star Bicycle, Sl.OO. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Areiiae, Detroit. Midi.

cr. o'ooisriToii,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVEN^UE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St.. NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

iE^" VS^arite foi* E»x*±ce I-.ist-

65
NEW YORK WAREHOUSE,'

READE STREET.

THflm'llCYCLfLOCK

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor. New Uapld, (Jliaiiipiou, Star

aud otlier Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Pricesi

from S8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in tratle aud bcuglit and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and noveltie.s in sundries with

,
full particulars of our terms f cap\

1 interest to every a<!tual or prospeclivr
O Ki ). W. KousE & Son. i:t G St., Peoria. Jit.

iismenls
tiuelman.

Neat, handy, and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WRITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

(J- inch

44-inch

4C-inch

46-inch

48-incli

48-inch

50-inch

5t-inch

s2-inch

52-inch

5>-inch

52-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

54-inch

55-inch

55-inch

50-inch

56-inch

56-inch

S7-inch

53-inch

American Safety (new machine) ...

Ideal ; in good order '. ..

Otto Special ; in good order

Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern . .
.

,

Harvard ; ball bearings ; newly finished

Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

American Star

Special Columbia

Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

Apollo ; scarcely used

E.vpert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

English make ; ball bearings

Expert Columbia ; nickeled

Humber Racer ; new
Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

American Star ..

Expert Columbia

Sanspareil

Rudge Lt. Roadster ,. . ..

Colutnbia Lt. Roadster

D. H. F. Premier

Club ,..

E.xperl Columbia

British Challenge , ..

Expert (very cheap)

s>7o 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

QO 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

6s 00

75 00

9a 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 c>o

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 paiiern 00 00

Humber Tandem ; ne.irly new 15000

Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Note A.—The above comprises onlj' a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note B.—Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufTicient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO..
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mmB
Caveats, and Trade-Marlis obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Op poslte U. S. Patent Of-

6ce< We have no eab-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is seciu'ed.

A boolc, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ciices to actaal clients in yoiu: State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW 6c CO,
Oppoxito Patent OfHce, Washington, D. C.

ANi> COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SWRITS OF TURPENTINE, R08IN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 1 65 Pearl St. , New York.

The BlIUnBN .t Spciiccr Co., HurMor<l, Conn., C.S..I.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite; Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

MERWIN. HULBERT & CO.,
26 "West 23d Street,

iTE-^AT iro:Eiis: oittt.
AGENTS FOR

GOKMUI.IA' & JEFFERY'S
Ainericau Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicjcle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challeng'e Tricycle.
AXD SUNDRIES.

1888 Si>3:?iia.gf±elci I?.oa<3.s-bex-
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SaiTS, STOCKIN&S, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

oil sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have tiie most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BE^NNKTX 6- HALE,
112 Ox?a,XLg'e Sijzreeij,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Diop forged of li.ir steel .iiul linisliLxl in a lliorougli man-

ner and case hardene^l. Small in size hui giants in strenRlh,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

I''or s.>lc by nil ryclo m.mufiK Iiurfi .mil ilraU-iv,

B-o-y "5ro-UL3r Sli.oes of

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY, Noar Duane.

THK (JHK.VT 1,0M»0> SIIOK M.iN. •

M\ SlIUIALlA 101! inv: SCMMIK IS lUK

KANGAROO SHOE«.
r/ie Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made

('.ill .ii\il «<T ttuni Mu\ .\ tine lin.- <>l I1irV("I.K SIUIKS
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WON AGAIN I!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October 10, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

ITVORIiD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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.YCLING 1 RADE JVEYIEW,
Pvblished every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdr.y noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0: Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
arc respectfully requested to examine its contents

and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

There will be a triangular fight for the League

Presidency, and the battle will be fought at the

Grand Union in February. The candidates for

the greatest office in the gift of the League are

George A. Jessup, of Scranton, Chief Consul of

Pennsylvania ; Herbert W. Hayes, of Boston,

Chief Consul of Massachusetts, and Charles H.

Luscomb, of Brooklyn, Chairman of the Rights

and Privileges Committee.

Chief Consul Jessup is a man of affairs, a

striking figure to look at. As a member of the

Board of Officers he has been handicapped by

his connection with Aaron's State, there being a

condition of armed neutrality between the rep-

resentatives of Pennsylvania and the other mem-
bers of the Board. There is a latent feeling

that Pennsylvania is not intensely loyal, and

this would handicap Mr, Jessup's chance. An-

other reason why he could scarcely be elected is

that the nomination wf!l be decided upon at a

caucus meeting of New York, Massachusetts,

Ohio and New Jersey representatives, and as

Mr. Jessup does not enjoy the confidence of the

representatives of these States, his candidacy

could scarcely be seriously considered at their

caucus. Mr. Jessup could doubtless carry Penn-

sylvania, and he has strong Western and South-

ern support. But his admirers can do nothing

without organized effort. They might gain a

victory by marshalling into the Jessup line

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Maryland, and some of

the other doubtful States.

Chief Consul Hayes, as a member of the

Executive Committee, has been a nqtable and

acceptable .figure in League circles for the last

three years. He would undoubtedly carry his

State, but his success would depend on whether

he could get the support of New York and New
Jersey, both of which usually vote together.

With Mr. Luscomb in the field, he can scarcely

hope to carry New York, as Chief Consul

Bidwell would undoubtedly throw the influence

of the State, so far as lies in his power, to the

Brooklyn candidate. We think Mr. Hayes a

likely man, having unusual executive ability,

and a pleasing, dignified and gentlemanly per-

sonality.

Mr. Luscomb's chances are just now below

par on account of his unfortunate coup d'ttat.

His rare ability, enthusiasm and hard common
sense are somewhat discounted by a constant

effort to over-reach himself and by a dogmatic and
over-riding method of procedure, as in issuing

his political circular, for instance, on which he

neither consulted his committee colleagues nor

the League Executive Committee. Mr. Lus-

comb's administration would be very energetic,

but very much Luscomb, as the gentleman has

such confidence in his own judgment that sug-

gestion is totally lost on him. If Mr. Luscomb
runs we think he will be successful, as he has a

strong following.

Chief Consul Bidwell, who should be Presi-

dent, only that his State cannot afford to lose

him, will largely have the decision of the con-

test in his hands. He does not consider the

Presidency, having made up his mind to retire

from League work when he ceases to be Chief

Consul of New York State.

Mr. Kirkpatrick is not even mentioned as

likely to succeed himself, and will probably re-

tire to private life, such as Dr. Beckwith now
enjoys, and such as most men of place enjoy

when they have got to the top and others are

pushing upward for the top-notch position.

Mr. J. R. Dunn, of Massillon, O., so rumor
hath it, casts the optic of desire on the First

Vice-Presidency. He is one of the brainiest

men in the League, and the Executive Commit-
tee would be the better for such a man.

Wheeling is very much exercised over the

loafing tactics, which have become such a nuis-

ance on the English path that "a scratch race is

now a signal for nearly every one on the ground
to hiss." To prevent this, the editor of Wheeling

has given notice that at the N. C. U. Council

meeting he will move that a "time limit" be

placed on all championship events on the morn-
ing of the race, the standard to be determined

by the state of the weather, the track, and other

considerations. Wheeling x&vcvloxct.?, \\.s "notice

to move " with a three-column essay against

"Loafing," in which scarcely one position taken

is sound. For instance. Wheeling states that

there can be no comparison between waiting

tactics on the turf and the path, because a horse

runs for money and a cyclist rides for honor.

We cannot see why such a comparison is im-

possible and illogical ; the prize of the horse

owner is money, so says Wheeling, and the

jockey exhausts body and brains to win it ; the

prize of the cyclist is honor, says Wheelitig, and
he also exerts body and brains to win. But is

it not true that there are as many patrons of the

turf to whom the money is an incident and the

honor everything, as there are cyclists to whom
the prize is the first and the honor a secondary

consideration? We think so. Wheeling fails to

note that a horse may run all the way at almost

top notch, while a cyclist cannot. Can it be e.x-

pected that, while a horse is asked to run all the

way for a mile and a quarter, which may be

named as the average distance of horse racing,

a cyclist shall be asked to spurt two, three, five

or ten miles? We should say that the duration

of a horse to a man is in the proportion of four

to one ; that is, a horse can carry top speed for

a mile, while a cyclist can carry it but a quarter

mile. We must also ask Wheeling to note that

if a 2:40 man slows dovvn his speed one-eighth

—

that is, to a three-minute pace— it is at once

noticeable, while if a 1:42 horse is slowed down
one-eighth—that is, to a 1:56 gait—the decreased

speed is not so appreciable.

The cure of loafing remains with the racing u\c\\

themselves. The cycling press should eiiiicati-

racing men into the idea that a man witli stam-

ina, but without much speed, cannot hope to win a

waiting race ; that his only chance is to go all

the way
; and further, that the practice of " loaf-

ing," having developed a race of spurters, a

man who develops stamina is assured of abund-
ant fruit for his work.

We can illustrate the first assertion by refer-

ring to the two-mile intercollegiate scratch race,

decided at Berkeley Oval on Election Day. The
race was a foregone conclusion for Davis, who
was far and away superior to the next best man,
Kenneth Brown. Davis' trainer instructed him
to spurt the last half mile, to kill off Brown

;

but Davis did not spurt till near the tape, and
Brown, who has a turn of speed, rushed past in

the last thirty yards. The lesson is obvious.

It is scarcely known by the general public

that the Long Island Wheelmen instructed its

representatives at the Baltimore meet to bring
up the question of tariff on cycles, and endeavor
to have the League indorse that party which
favored a reduction of tariff, it being alleged

that such a move would reduce the price of

wheels in this country. The question never came
up at Baltimore, the L. I. W.'s representatives

doubtless reconsidering the action of their club,

and it is, perhaps, well that they did so, although

it requires no seer to tell how the question would
have been disposed of.

At a time when the campaign just ended was
provoking much discussion as to the merits of

protection and free trade, a deal of information

was spread before the public as to the resources

and ramifications of the various manufacturing
industries, all of which was of great benefit to

the absorbent and intelligent American citizen.

The tariff question as affecting wheels was freely

discussed in cycling circles, and it was our opinion

that the views of the leading members of the trade

would be warmly received. It was our intention to

publish the opinions of all the manufacturers and
importers, and, in response to our inquiries,

four of the leading houses expressed positive

convictions on the subject, while others refused to

consider it. The positions taken were as fol-

lows : Manufacturers using foreign material

thought a reduction of tariff on raw material

would enable them to put cycles on the market

at a reduced price ; others thought that with no

tariff whatever on raw material they could mar-

ket their goods in Europe at lower prices than

English houses. The importers favored a reduc-

tion of tariff for obvious reasons, but the Ameri-
can representatives of foreign houses favored

protection. As we could not present the views

of all, we concluded not to publish anything,

but in so deciding we felt that an important

contribution to cycling literature had been lost.

We have in another column reprinted and
commented upon the recent exposure of the
American Team, but we cannot refrain from
pointing out that we had long ago opened our
readers' eyes to the fact that the American
Team were not all that Mr. Morgan claimed
them to be. In our leader of May 2 on Profes-
sionalism we wrote:

Wc know as a fact th.it the man.ijrcr of one set of pro-
fessionals who usually hunt together sent a mess;>fi'e to
another manaper offering to make a match, and added,
siKnilicantly, " Voiir man can liave It either way lie likes

"

This \yas a gentleman ^yho has frequently and loudly de-
clared that anvlhinjj in the way of an arraiiRement was his
paiticiil.ir ahhorrenee.

Unfortunately, as usual, our infortnant de-
clined to allow his name to be used, and refused
point blank to permit us to refer to the matter
in more than general terms, and in the present
utisatisfactory state of the law of libel we were
obliged to content ouVselves with generalities,

h is, however, enough to show that // 7- (•(.'///<•,

as usual."had been able to gauge the situation
more thoroughly than its jroiiteniporaries.

—

Whetling.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT.

What Wheelmen Regard as ihe

Great Need of the City.

They Are Unanimous in Their

Opinion About It.
|

One Hundred and Seventy-four Give

Their Views.

And Tliey Represent Many Scores oi

Others.

An Expression from the Cyclists' Union of Long

Island.

Two weeks ago the Brooklyn "World " circu-

lated in the city a question which it was

believed would bring forth numerous answers

expreHslng very varying opinions. The question

was:

" IVhal, in your opinion, is the movement most

important to Brooklyn which The World should

advocate?
"

In these columns many scores of responses to

the inquiry have been published. Among the

later replies is that published below from wheel-
men connected with the Cyclists' Union of Long
Island. One hundred and seventy-four of the

bicycle riders agree in their opinions as to what
Brooklyn most needs, and they claim to be

in accord with many hundreds more. Their
answer is :

To continue the maca<taniizing of Bedford
Avenue from Butler Street to Eastern Parkway.

F. L. Herbert, 37 Seventh Avenue.
L. M. Bailey, 113 St. John's place.

S. H.Torrey, 41 Seventh Avenue.
George Bancroft, 163 South Oxford Street.

G. Edgar Todd, 131 St. Felix Street.

W. G. F. Class, 126 St. Mark's Avenue.
Edward A. MacLean, 108 St. Felix Street.

Charles N. Neil, 131 St. Felix Street.

.1. Frank Borland, New York P. O. Box 185.

William Kenmore, Jr., 93 St. Felix Street.

H. P. Matthews, 208 Berkeley Place.

F. C. Farnsworth, 725 President Street.

W. E. Pullen, 214 Carroll Street.

H. E. Raymond, 118 Lafayette Avenue.
Bert M. Cole. 126 South Elliott Place.

W. S. M. Mead, 346 Carlton Avenue.
W. W. Campbell, iio Clinton Avenue.
E. L. Hall, 163 Monroe Street.

William C. Moore, 427 Pacific Street.

G. T. Corby, 418 Clermont Avenue.
W. Snedeker, 3 Poplar Street.

F. F. Mulgren, 67 Myrtle Avenue.
Edw. A. Capen, 435 State Street.

E. C. Smith, 219 Washington Avenue.
H. Osborn, 31 Cambridge Place.

William James Lewis, 184 South Oxford Street.

B. C. Smith, 219 Washington Avenue.
II. Greenman, 510 Greene Avenue.
r-',lmer Skinner, 237 Cumberland Slreet.

H. R Edmunds, 90 State Street.

G. L. Warner, 49 Joralemon Street.

A. A. Robertson, 203 Sterling Place.

George B. Owen, Jr., 18 Willoughby Avenue.
W. H. Meeieer, 336 Dean Street.

M. L. Allen, 765 Carroll Street.

John W. Schof^er, 255 Warren Street.

b. W. Barker, 73 Lafayette Avenue.

Edgar L. Hopkins, 84 North Second Street.

Cyril S. Harrison, 125 South Elliott Place.

Charles A Denison, 890 Bedford Avenue.
N. Rogers, 466 State Street.

William E. Mayor, 195 South Oxford Street

William F. Miller, 127 Berkeley Place.

How. Spelman, i8g Cumberland Street.

W. K. Cleverley, 349 Twentieth Street.

W. E. Sheffield, Jr., 362 First Street.

A. J. Haviland, 136 Grand Avenue.
E. D. Williams, 189 St. John's Place.

Charles Mason Dutcher, 117 Gates Avenue.
A. W. Hunt 67 Quincy Street.

F. F. Weston, 131 St. Felix Street.

F. R. Morse, 12 Fort Greene Place.

J. R. Hardie, 86 Prospect Place.

T. C. Snedeker, 141 Adelphi Slreet.

P. Seixas, no Park Place.

W. J. Ticknor, 122 State Street.

W. A. G. Clarke, 392 Degraw Street.

Charles F. Quinby, 273 Ryerson Street.

Frederick Coningsby, 241 Broadway, New
York City.

R. L. Calkins, 112 St. Felix Street.

Charles F. Ackerson, 202 Dean Street.

De Boise Bresnan, 129 DeKalb Avenue.
A. B. Barkman, 608 Fourth Avenue.
F. B. Jones, 95 St. James Place.

W. J. Savoy, 685 President Street.

Chris Joost, Jr., 161 Hart Street.

W. C. Bailey, 128 Broadway, N. Y.

Lincoln Brunn, 430 Grand Avenue.
Howard Watson, 398 Grand Avenue.
Charles M. Oakley, 88 Monroe Street.

F. H. Norton, 48 Tompkins Place.

J. Russell Clarke. 128 Lefferts Place.

H. Hornbostel, 39 Second Place.

H. G. Fay, 224 Clinton Street.

H. S. Stallknecht, 498 Greene Avenue.
James Fox, 200 Clinton Street.

C. P. Stallknecht, 498 Greene Avenue.
Frederic B. Stevi'art, 226 Greene Avenue.
H. L. Bradley, 47 Third Street.

All members of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

needs as well as the strength of Brooklyn wheel-
men. The article is inspired by the Cyclists'

Union of Long Island. The blocks which the

wheelmen would have macadamized are a con-

necting link between two stretches of macadam,
over which all riders of the Eastern District of

Brooklyn must pass to reach Prospect Park and
the Boulevard. The blocks are four in number,
and by reason of their sharp grade are known
as "Cobblestone Hill." The hill is now covered
with soft dirt and loose cobbles, and is a source
of positive discomfort to Brooklyn riders. By all

means this stretch of road should be macadam-
ized, and we hope the Cyclists' Union will keep
at it until the work is accomplished. Every
cyclist should sign the blank being circulated by
the Union.

MR. LUSCOMB'S COUP D'ETAT.

G. H. Courtenay,
Chas. H. Madole,
Isaac S. Bowdish,
John H. Long,
A. A. Long,
Foster Raynor,
Wm. F. Murphy,
M. L. Bridgman,
H. J. Hall, Jr.,

R. W. Steves,

E. M. Hendrickson,
Fred B. Thorp,
Robert Starratt,

J. P. Stevens,
Thomas J. Hall, Jr.,

Stephen Lane Folger
Arthur H. Smith,
Emil J. Winter,
Darant McLean,
Robert S. Bateman,
All members of the

David Morehouse,
W. C. Marion, Jr.,

W. B. Stilwell,

F. E. Warner,
Chas. E. Smith,
F. F. Storm, Jr.,

Thomas C. Crichton,

Edwd. F. Fisk,

W. C. Nellis,

Felix Reifschneider, Jr.

C. E. Cheney,
H. O. King,
Charles McLaren,
Henry J. Hall,

J. R. Bedford,
A. R. Hutten,
Walter S. Amerman,
Edward C. Winter,
William Bower,
George W. Colby.

Kings County Wheelmen.

Louis H. Wise,
E. W. Starr,

C. C. Alden,
A. W. Caswell,

G. M. Halsey,
F. S. Bogert,
A. L. Baldwin,
George H. Steel,

Wm. N. Howe,
Ed. C. Brown,
H. H. Bell. Jr.,

C. L. Healy,

J. S, Negus,
R. W. Horner,
Ira M. Clapp,
Ben Taintor,

F. O. Edgerton,
John H. Fulcher,

G. B. Francis,

Geo. W. Mulin,
Michael Furst,

J. D. Huggins,
Edward A. Cauer.
Albert H. Harris,

Thos. W. Johnson,
Joseph Manne,
L. G. Wilder,
All members of the

—Brooklyn edition

E. L. Donaldson,
Ernest Thoye,
O. E. Parker,

R. N. Chichester,

Geo. G. Tiller,

E. B. Hutchinson,
F. E. Bogert.
F. B. Monell,
Robt. Evans,
T. E. Fell,

Louis F. Ballard,

W. I. Dare,
E. S. Mailler,

Geo. B. Starrett,

J. R. Davies,

L. A. Almedo.
G. E. Hall,

W. T. Hauxhursl,
T. M. Lamberson,
Geo. W. Hunt,
W. R. Caminoni,
E. A. Bradford.
C. J. Patterson,

T. E. Pearcc,

John Harnold,
Chas. F. Lipman,

J. C. Hancock.
Long Island Wheelmen,
of 7'he IVorld oi Nov. 12,

The feeling over Mr. Chas. H. Luscomb's
famous political tract has by no means sub-
sided. On all sides Mr. Luscomb's action is

very generally condemned, though a few wheel-
men advocate his cause. Our editorial in last

week's paper is very generally accepted as a

fair statement of the case.

The Executive Committee of the League have
not been idle, and Mr. Luscomb has already
heard from them. The Executive Committee
do not concern themselves with Mr. Luscomb's
right to throw the support of wheelmen in the

State to Governor Hill ; they take the ground
that Mr. Luscomb had no right to ignore his

fellow committee-men—Rights and Privileges

Committee—and send out the circular letter on
his own responsibility. Unless a very satisfac-

tory explanation is made, iVr. Luscomb's resig-

nation will be asked for.

W. S. MALTBY CHALLENGES ALL
COMERS TO A FANCY RIDING

CONTEST.

We have sent the following challenge to the

New York Clipper, at the request of W. S.

Maltby :

New York, November 0, 1888.

Editor Ciavvhk—Dear Sir : Oil behalf of W. S. Maltby,
I hereby challenfje any cyclist to a contest in fancy and
scientific cycle riding, either on the ordinary crank bicycle,

or any part thereof, for $500 a side and thechampions-^ip of
the world. The i)lace of contest to be mutually agreed on,
but in case either contestant is compelled to travel over 200
miles, he is to receive his expenses. Each contestant will

provide an umpire ; the referee to be mutually agreed upon
when signing articles. Mr. Maltby has challenged all fancy
riders both here and abroad in his lour around the world,
but no one has ever accepted bis challenge. Mr. Maltby is

anxious to meet all comers, and trusts, in case no one ac-
cepts the challenge, that he will be awarded the coveted
title, and have same recorded in the list of the Clipper s

championships. I inclose check of $50 as a token of good
taith.

Very truly,

F. P. Prial.

ROAD HOGS IN CENTRAL PARK.

We republish above an article from the Brook-

lyn edition of The World, of November 12. We
congratulate The /Kor/;^ that it has grasped the

New York, November 11, 1888.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

I have lately read a number of items in your
valuable paper in regard to complaints against
the conduct of cyclists in the Park.
My experience has been that I find many

drivers who insist on taking the wrong side of

the road and often compel cyclists to dismount
to save themselves from being run down.
On November 10 I was riding with a party

on the West Drive of the Park, and was on the
extreme right of the road, all riding single file.

At about Ninety-sixth Street we met three car-

riages abreast, leaving scarcely room enough
for us to pass. Directly behind these was a
pair of spirited horses, driven by a child, who
could not have been over eight years of age.
As we approached them the youthful driver
swerved the team suddenly, completely block-
ing the remainder of the road and compelling
us to run into an embankment, to escape being
trod under the horses' hoofs. The result was a

breakage of wheels and a bruising of bodies.
As soon as the man who accompanied the child

saw the accident, he seized the reins and drove
off. Had a cyclist caused such an accident he
would probably have been arrested at once.

E. A. Powers,
• Captain Riverside Wheelmen.
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ON THE HILL.
EAGLE ROCK.

A number of hill-climbing cracks have been
concentrating their efforts on Eagle Rock within
the past few days.
On Tuesday, the 13th, Wm. Van Wagoner, of

Newport, made seven round trips on the Rock.
See time of the trips in table, next column.

It will be noted that Van Wagoner's time for the

seven trips is better than Coningsby's record for

the same, though the latter made thirteen trips,

while Van Wagoner made only seven. The
times were taken by J, H. Shurman, Lynn,
Mass.; J. V. L. Pierson, Bloomfield, N. J.; How-
ard A. Smith, Newark, and S. D. Judd, West
Orange, N. J. We are informed that no stop
watch or split-second watch was used, and as it

is almost impossible to get correct returns from
an ordinary watch, we shall not acccept Van
Wagoner's times as records until we hear from
the timers. The time of first trip is fifty seconds
better than Greenwood's record.

Van Wagoner started at 10:55 A. M. He rode
a 39-inch Star safety, geared to 42 inches.

Coningsby used a Victor safety, geared to 45
inches, 4 inches below the regular road gear.

In making trials on the Rock, no value can be

attached to any record except such as are made
on regular road wheels.
On Tuesday afternoon, starting at 4:17:20, J.

V. L. Pierson, of the Bloomfield Cyclers,

mounted the Rock on his Light Champion Road-
ster four times, beating his own ordinary record

of two mounts, made Sunday week. The ride

was witnessed by Philip Young, Wendell M.
Strange and W. Lamson, all of Montclair, N. J.;
J. H. Shurman, of Lynn; Raymond Ball, of

Orange ; George Oakes, of Bloomfield ; Fred
Coningsby, of Jersey City, and Wm. \'an Wag-
oner, of Newport, R. I.

The times of the four trips were as follows :

Start, 4:26.56 ; reached summit at 4:36:32 ; time
of trip, gm. 36s. ; reached summit on second trip

at 4:44:25 ; third, 5:04:56 ; fourth, 5:27. Wheel
used was a 52-inch Light Champion, with 5"4-

inch cranks.

RUTHERFORD WHEELMEN'S ELEC-
TION-DAY RACE.

-Van Wagoner.- Coningsby';
Time.

Wells'
Time.

Shurman's
Time.

This event was run off successfully on the

town common ; there being no admission fee, a

large crowd witnessed the events. The meet
was held to revive the wheeling interest in

Rutherford, which has not been so active as it

might be. No accurate times were taken. The
following is a summary of the various events :

Two-mile Bicycle Club Handicap.— F. N. Bur-
gess, scratch; Alfred Oakley, Jr., 150 yards,

second ; W. H. Kirkby; 150 yards, third ; R. A.

Burgess, 75 yards, fell.

Five-mile Bicycle Club Race, Scratch.—A. P.

Jackson walked over. The prize was the Han-
cock medal.
One-mile Bicycle, Boys.—A. Rue, tirst ; W.

Preston, second.
One-mile Bicycle Club Race, Scratch.—F. N.

Burgess, scratch ; F. Van Sicklen, second.
One-mile Bicycle Handicap, Open to Passaic

and Bergen County Riders.— F. N. Burgess,
first ; A. P. Jackson, second. Both started from
scratch.

Field Officers.—Referee, S. N. Higbie; Judges,
H. V. Raynor, W. A. Tompkins and W. Williams;
Timers, C. S. Parker. L. B. Burtis and F. B.

Whitmore ; Scorers, D. G. Schroeder, S. L.

Magie and C. M. Vail ; Starter, J. L. Chapman
;

Committee, E. W. Dean, Jr.; R. A. Burgess, D.

O. Shroeder, W. C. Ivison and J. Van Harding.

FIFTY-MILE TRICYCLE ROAD
RECORD.

G. P. Mills has lately been giving the English

a taste of his quality on the road. Not content
with routing the 100-mile tricycle record on Oc-
tober 23, he started after the 50-mile tricycle

record on the 25th, and retired it by over nine

minutes. Mills' time was 2h. 53m. 25s. The
last twelve and a half miles was covered in 38^
minutes. Mills' record has only been beaten
once on any form of cycle, Messrs. Albone and
Tingey having made 2h. 50m. on a tandem
bicycle.

Time of Ascent. Time of Descent. Time of Round Trip

6.47 -. 3.13 10.00 12.45 14.00 18,00
... 9-3° 3-00 12.30 13.4'; 14.15 17.00

10.00 3.30 '3-30 ^3-30 16.45 16.00
.. 9-00 4-3° 13-30 14-30 15-15 18.00

,. .. 9.30 4.00 13.30 15.00 16. I^ IQ.OO
. ... 10.30 3.00 13.30 15.00 15.30 17.00
.... 13.40 4.20 18.00 16.15 18.00 16.00

Total Time .- ih. 34m. 3 ,s ih. 40m. 45s. ih. 50m. 2h. im.

A GREAT HUNDRED-MILE ROAD
RACE.

We published in our last issue a summary of

the Sporting Life's road race, held Election Day,
but this week we publish full details, as the race

was one of the fastest ever ridden in this country.
The weather was threatening and cloudy, with

a heavy wind from the northwest, directly in

the face of the riders ; had there been no wind
the time would have been better by at least fif-

teen minutes, but as it is everyone is more than
satisfied, and a new record is established that

will be hard to beat.

The race was called for ten o'clock, but very
few of the starters or officers had arrived at that

time. Precisely at 10:39:30 the word " go" was
given, and the following men started off with a
rush on their long ride :

Frank M. Dampman, Honeybrook, Pa.
B. Frank McDaniels, Wilmington. Del.
Kirk Brown and A G. IVlcGlatliery (on a tandem

bicycle), Philadelphia.
'". A. Dimon, Philadelphia.
W. G. Spier, Philadelphia.
John A. Wells (tricycle). Philadelphia.
H P. McAniff, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
H. L Pyle, Wilmington, Del.
C. S Stevens, Millville, N. J.

C. V. Dasey, Philadelphia.
J. H. Pearsen, Vineland, N. J.

H. D. Ludwig, Honeybrook, Pa.

The tandem bicycle led the way and set a pace
that was very close to a three-minute gait for

the first mile or so. Dampman, McDaniels and
Ludwig rode with it in a bunch, and the rest

soon were strung out in ones and twos. The
first lap (seven miles) was finished by Damp-
man, McDaniels and Ludwig in 26m., with the

tandem 30s. behind. McAnifT's machine gave
out here and he retired. McDaniels ran into a

ditch and had to dismount.
The wind, which at this time of the day was

the strongest, began to tell upon the men and
the pace was somewhat slackened. The second
round was finished with the men in the same
order, and another rider, C. V. Dasey, was re-

tired.

On the third lap the leaders began to string

out and gradually lost sight of each other, ex-

cept Dampman and McDaniels, who hung to-

gether like two thieves. They passed the

checkers in the following order: Dampman,
first; McDaniels, second; Brown and McGlath-
ery, third; C. S. Stevens, fourth; W. G. Spier,

fifth; J. H. Pearson, sixth ; C. A. Dimon,
seventh; John A. Wells, eighth, with H. L. Pyle
alongside. Ludwig was seized with cramps in

the right leg and gave up.

Four miles further on the 25-mile point was
reached at the top of the first Sister, on Lancas-
ter Pike, and the times of the first five were
taken as follows : Dampman and McDaniels,
ih. 37m. 57s.; Brown and McGlathery,
ih. 45m. 26s.; C. S. Stevens, ih. 4gm. 56s.; W.
G. Spier, ih. 5x111. 14s. Upon the completion of

the fourth lap Brown and McGlathery, Wells

and Pearson retired.

After this, and up to the eighth lap, the race was
a procession, not by any means slow, though,
with Stevens in third place. Spier in fourth and
Dimon in fifth. Pyle having dropped out on the

fifth lap, on account of a broken handle bar. At
this point Stevens dropped out and Spier made
a stop of several minutes, when Dimon took

third place, which he kept till the finish. On
this lap the 50-mile point was passed. Damp-
man, fearing that McDaniels might develop one
of his wild spurts, tried to ruii away from him,

passing the pole in 3h. 32m. 43s., with Mc-
Daniels 3h. 35m. 13s. John Fuller and Louis

Hill then paced McDaniels till he had again

caught Dampman.
After this the race was without interest until

the last lap, when the timers and spectators

gathered at the liiiish, two miles above the C.<m\-

eral Wayne Hotel, on MoiUgomcry Avenue. As
it was now quite dark', lanterns were strung

across the road, and the advent of the winnors

anxiously waited. Jiisl a little before six cries ol

"Go it, Frank!" were heard, and as both
Dampman and McDaniels are named Frank this

rather increased than diminished the excite-
ment.
A few seconds later Dampman emerged from

the darkness with his head down and going at a
three-minute gait, with McDaniels a few feet be-
hind, and the great lOo-mile race was over at

exactly 559:47. Result :

I—Dampman, 7h. 20m. 17s.

2—McDaniels, 7h. 20m. 18s.

3—Dimon, 79 miles, time not taken.
4—Spier, 72 miles, time not taken.

This breaks the American record for 100
miles made in competition by about four min-
utes. The finish was remarkable, but one sec-

ond elapsing between first and second men,
though Dampman, when within 300 feet of the

end, nearly took a header, his feet touching the

ground. He regained the saddle, however,
without having sustained any damage.

HARVARD BICYCLE CLUB ROAD
RACE.

The annual fall road race of the Harvard
Bicycle Club was held November 8. The course
of nine miles was very rough and stony, with

several hills, so that the times made were very

good. The first six men finished as follows :

MIN'. .M'TUAL TIMF..

.st.^R^. M. s.

1. Barron, '91 7 38 45
2. Greenleaf, '92 3 35 00

3. Holmes, '92 7 39 05

4. Bailey, '91 2;, 34 45

5. Rogers, '90 6 38 30
'

6. Kelley, L. S 6 38 45

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Bicycle Club has accepted the challenge of the

Harvard Bicycle Club to a road race. The con-

test will come off on November 31. Each club

can enter as many men as it chooses, but only

the first five men at the finish from each club

will count. The Harvard Club will be repre-

sented by Davis, Brown, Bailey, Greenleaf, and
some of the men who made good time in the

above event.
Kenneth Brown.

KLONDIN S CREAT BICYCLE ACT.

Nowadays I never practice, and even my most
difficult tricks, such as turning a somersault over

a chair placed in the middle of the rope and
landing with my feet on the other side of it. are

usually performed without premeditation, just

as the whim seizes me. This enables me with-

out effort to vary my programmes at every per-

formance, and prevents them from becoming
monotonous to me. I could remain a year, or

even longer, without ever setting foot on a rope

and then go on and tread it as safely as though

I had been in constant practice. As an illustra-

tion of the slight amount of practice required

for a new trick I may mention my bicycle act.

Some years ago, when bicycles were somewhat

of a novelty, it struck me that 1 could utilize one

in my performance, and accordingly had one

constructed according to my direction, with a

groove in the wheels to fit the rope, but other-

wise of ordinary fashion. I ordered it to be

sent to me some time before the performance so

that 1 could try it, but it came just as 1 was mak-

ing really to apiiear. I was as pleased as a child

with a new toy, ami, mounting it at once, 1 re-

hearsed successfully in view of a largo audience,

who probably thought 1 had been piaolising foi

months."— /•.'.\<7/i(;/!,v.

The streets of Eli/.aboth; N. J., are shortly to

be ropavoil. The Roads Improvement .-Xssocia-

lioii should attempt to iiilliuiuo the proper

parties to use a p:tvenu-m suil.ible loi cvclists.
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THE RAGE PATH.

FIXTURES.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.

Nov. 24—One and two mile bicycle handicaps at 23d Regi-
ment Armory, Srookh'n. Entries close November 17

with F. E. Steele, P. O. Bo.x 1151, New York City.

Nov. 24— Race meet at Chestnut Hill Reservoir. Entries
close November 22 with Chas. P. Daniels, Boston,
Y. M. C. A. frymnasium.

Nov. 28—New Haven Bicycle Club's reception and enter-

tainment, at New Haven Opera House.

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 29—Prospect Harriers' 10-mile bicycle handicap.
Entries close November 22 with G. E. Painter, 332
First Street, Brooklyn.

Nov. 31—Harvard B. C. and Inst, of Tech B. C. road race.

Dec 13—Riverside Wheelmen's reception at West End
Hall, 125th Street, New York City.

Dec. 17— Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Ref^iment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Si.\ty-second Street, New York Two-mile
hanflicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, i88q— Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New
York City.

BANKED CORNERS.

To Bank Racing Paths.—An English expert
gives the following formula for determining
how much a path should be banked on the cor-

ners:

Let V = velocity in miles per hour.
Let r = radius of inside curve in feet.

Let W ^ width of track in feet.

Then — ^— = elevation of outside track in feet.
I5r I

^-^-^

ENGLISH RECORDS ACCEPTED.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

The only difficulty in finding the extent to

which corners should be banked depends on the

uncertainty as to what precisely the racing
cyclist requires. If he wishes the track laid at

such an inclination that at what he may expect
to be his usual speed a tricycle shall have no
more tendency to overturn outwards, owing to

his speed, than inwards, owing to the inclination

of his machine—that is, if he wishes to exactly
balance the effect of so-called centrifugal force

by that of gravity—then there is no difficulty

whatever. The question of the probable value
of constants, or the applicability of an empirical
formula need not be considered, and the true

result may oe obtained with absolute certainty.

I have, therefore, worked out with a running
explanation the proper slope for the two radii of

165 and 140 feet, for a speed of twenty-five miles I

an hour.
I

If the racing cyclist does not want the slope to I

exactly counteract the effect of centrifugal force,

but desires something else, it is for him to state

his requirements, after which it maybe possible
to put them into numerical form.
Calling III the mass of machine and rider, v

his velocity, and r the radius of curvature of the
track, the centifugal force in dynamical units is— Ill 7/ - -'- r.

7/ = 25 miles an hour ^ 367-3 feet a second.
r = 165 feet.

.'. centrifugal force ^ 8'i48 x m.
The weight of machine and rider is, in Eng-

land, and with sufficient accuracy anywhere on
the surface of the earth, but this is not generally
true elsewhere, equal to 32 2 x m; thus centrilugal
force is equal to 8T4S -;- 32 2—that is, i -^ 395,
or, practically, one-quarter of the weight.

If, then, the track is banked so that the tangent
of the slope is equal to %, or if the outside >f the
track is raised %< 'he width of the track in plan
above the inside, then the machine and rider
will tend to spill neither way, or a bicycle going
round at the same speed will lean so as to be
perpendicular to the track.

The corresponding figure for the sharper curve
is 1 -v 3'35- There is one disturbing factor not
considered, but its value is so small in propor-
tion that it is practically of no consequence. It

is the gyroscopic action of the wheels to resist a
change of direction, or if that is forced upon
them, to increase the tendency of the machine
to overturn.

It will be seen that the slope found is rather
sleep, and it might feel uncomfortable to go
round at a speed much less than that assumed.
As the margin of safety depending on the width
of the tricycle and the height of the centre of
gravity is pretty wide, it is probable that a less
slope would be preferable. It will be noticed
that the width of the machine does not enter
into the question of finding the slope of equilib-
rium. It is only required when the factor of
safety is to be found with a view to discover
what limits of speed arc "safe on any particular
track.

I have not Molesworth with me, nordo I know
the width of the Bristol track, so I cannot com-
pare the results which I have obtained with
those in this week's Cyclist.

C. V. Bovs, in the Cyclist.

The Records Committee have accepted the

following claims to path records :

BICYCLE.
F. J. Osmond, Brixton Ramblers B. C, at

Crystal Palace on 12th September—Quarter
mile (flying start), 33 4-5S. ; one mile, 2m. 31 4-5S.

H. E. Laurie, Worcester Harriers, at Long
Eaton track, on the 31st August :

WILES. .M. S. MILES. M. S

II 31 04 1-5 17 48 28 2-5

12 33 59 1-5 18 51 25 1-5

13 36 524-5 19 54 lo

14 39 49 20 56 58 2-5

15 42 42 2-5 21 59 48 4-5

16 45 37 2-5

Greatest distance in one hour— 21 miles 125

yards.
TRICYCLli.

H. H. Sansom, Notts Castle C. C, at Long
Eaton, on 31st August—Quarter mile, 39 4-5S.;

half mile, im. 17 3-5S.

C. E. Taylor, Long Eaton C. C, at Long
Eaton, on 19th September—Six miles, 17m. 25s.

J. B. King, L. A. C, at Coventry track, on
13th June :

MILES. M. S. MILES. M. S.

9 26 16 3-5 15 44 17 1-5

lo 29 10 2-5 16 47 15 2-5

II 32 09 2-5 17 50 152-5
12 35 06 2-5 18 53 16 1-5

13 38 07 2-5 19 56 144-5
14 41 09 1-5

Greatest distance in one hour—20 miles 480
yards.

TANDEM BICYCLE.

D. Albone and E. E. Glover at Paddington,
track, on 15th October:
MILES. M. S. MILES. II. M. S.

1 2 58 II o 34 og
2 5 66 12 o 37 13

3 9 GO 13 O 40 23
4 12 03 14 O 43 32

5 15 12 15 o 46 43
6 18 19 16 o 49 50
7 21 25 17 o 53 02
8 24 44 18 o 56 13

9 27 53 19 o 59 19
10 30 58 4-5 20 I 02 16 3-5

TANDEM TRICYCLE.

J. S. and Mrs. Smith, at Long Eaton, on ist

October :

26.

27.

28.

H. M. S.

I 26 51 4-5

I 30 14 3-5

I 33 36 2-5

29.

30.

I 37 03 3-5

I 40 24 1-5

RACE MEET AT CHESTNUT HILL RESERVOIR.

A bicycle handicap race will be run off at

Chestnut Hill Reservoir, Saturday, November
24, at three o'clock, which will be open to all

amateurs. Rover safeties will be allowed to

compete. The distance to be run will be once
around the lower basin, about I 1-6 miles. No
machines less than thirty-four pounds will be
allowed to compete. The prizes are gold and
silver medals. In order to establish a standing
start record once around the Reservoir, a medal
will be given to the rider making the lastcst

time from scratch. An entrance fee of $1 will

be charged, and will go toward buying the
medals. All entries will close on November 22,

with Charles P. Daniels, Boston Y. M. C. A.
gymnasium.

Woodside left New Yoi'k for the native jun-
gles of his Hibernian ancestors on Thursday
afternoon, the Indiana, of the State line, bearing
him away. A horde of newspaper men will

doubtless meet him abroad, and pump for

further details of the late regrettable swindle.
We pity Morgan & Co., for we know what
Woody will feed the scribes on. He carries in

his trunk a large assortment of clippings relat-

ing to the late fiasco. He will close up his

father's estate, after which his plans are unset-
tled.

On Thursday evening, November 8, the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle Club started the ball a-rolling
in the way of home entertainments. It is the
idea of the Board of Officers to have some en-
tertainment at the club house at least once a
month during the coming winter months, and if

every evening is passed as pleasantly as the
first they will be pronounced a success from
start to finish. A good deal of hilarity was in-

dulged in by the majority present in cheering
for the success of our next President, one cheer
after another being given with a vim that did
not improve the voices of the participants, sev-
eral members being still minus the melodious
voices they generally possess. A light repast,
including a barrel of cider, was served at the
expense of the poor Democrats.

Miss Tegaler, of the Washington Cycle Club,
is spending the winter in Philadelphia, and ex-
pects to spend much of her spare time on her
Dart bicycle, enjoying our magnificent roads.

Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Brown have become quite
proficient in the management of their new
Psycho tandem bicycle, and can make the
members of the Century Club work pretty hard
in order to keep up with them. Messrs. Brown
and McGlathery have also done considerable
riding of late on the same machine, and are
now anxious to meet Hill and Fuller on their
Ivel tandem. Let me see the sport when they
meet.

" Ariel " seems to have gotten his foot into it

with the Reading boys, by the way they try to
trample on him in the last issue of the Bicycling
World ; but let us hear from the said "Ariel"
before we pronounce judgment.

The result of the Sporting Life's loo-mile road
race was no surprise to Philadelphians, as the
two who finished were the only two good, or
rather I should sav hard, road riders entered.
The time, considering the hilly course and
heavy wind, was excellent.

At the recent entertainment given by the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, one of the members
appeared in a suit made of campaign flags and
labeled with these devices :

" Protection,"
" Protection to American Industries," " No
Free Trade," etc., etc. At first considerable
sport was made by the same, but at last it

proved too much for even the good-natured
Democrats, and they made up their minds that
that coat had to go ; and it did go, but it took a
regular old-fashioned college rush and corner
fight to demolish it. You ought to have seen
that poor enthusiastic Harrison man when they
got through with him—A WRECK !

Both the Pennsylvania and Century clubs
have an election bet of a $5.00 supper on hand,
when no doubt considerable fun will be had. I

know several members who are already fasting,

so as to be prepared for a good appetite, and I

also know some who will not need to fast in

order to be blessed with the aforesaid good ap-
petite.

Sunday, November 11, a go was had at the
record, from Paoli to the site of the old Fifty-

second Street toll gate, by C. L. Leisen, J. H.
Lehman and W. D. Supplee. At the start Leisen
set a rattling old pace, and gained considerable
on the other two. At Devon he was some 150
yards in the lead, but at Villa Nova hill Captain
Supplee caught him, and from here they kept
together until Bryn Mawrhill was reached, when
Leisen was taken with cramps, and obliged to

stop lor a few moments. Supplee pushed on
alone and made the distance, a little over fifteen

miles, in 52m. 4s.—record for Philadelphia
riders, but several minutes behind the record
claimed' by W. I. Wilhelm of 48m. los. The
course was fair, save in a few spots, one dis-

mount having to be made on account of mud.
SOME O.NE TELLS ME

That J. G. Semple can drink more hard cider
than any two wheelmen in Philadelphia.
That Spier and Dimon don't intend entering

anv more 100-mile races.

That W. Chas. Furnelton has sold his wheel
and overcoat in order to settle up election bets.

That H. L. H. Hall sports a new high-high,
and a new overcoat, on well, never mind,
I won't give him away.
That Charles Wilson, Jr., has already com-

menced training for next year, as he intends to

show the public who Charles Wilson, Jr., is.

Wr.STIIELD. .
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WILMINGTON.

The Wilmington Wheel Club proposes to

honor F. M. Dampman, B. F. McDaniel and S.

Wallis Merrihew, its three big road-racing men,
with a reception some time during January.
These three riders, during the past season, have
spread the name of the club broadcast through-
out the land. After coming in first, second and
fifth respectively in the big Buffalo loo-mile

road race, they have since won a 20-mile road
race from the famous Reading Bicycle Club
team, and Dampman and McDaniel also came
in first and second respectively in the 100-mile

road race on the Lancaster Pike, Philadelphia,

breaking the existing American record by four

minutes.

The local cyclists have recently come out best
in a dispute with a local turnpike company over
the payment of toll. When the company sud-
denly demanded toll the wheelmen, to a man,
stood together,-and after ascertaining that the

charge of toll for bicycles was a violation of the
company's charter, the wheelmen refused to pay
tribute, and are no longer molested.

The Wilmington Wheel Club will give a tour-

nament on the afternoon of Thanksgiving Day,
which gives every promise of fine sport. They
do not promise much in the way of prizes, but
they will assure visitors of a warm welcome and
a good time. . '^*j.

Wilmington, the metropolis of Delaware, is a

prosperous manufacturing city of 60,000 people.
Its bicycle club numbers fifty-five members,
mostly active riders.

B. Frank McDaniel leads the club in mileage
for the year, his cyclometer measuring 5,300
miles, the largest mileage in one day being
iisyi miles. Dampman is second with an ap-
proximate mileage of 4,000 miles. Victor R.
Pyle has covered 3,200 miles, and Captain S. W.
Merrihew has made 3,100 miles. Clarence
Elliott and Clarence W. Pyle both hover in the
neighborhood of 3,000 miles, while a dozen
riders have mileages ranging from 1,000 to

2, coo miles. It is this constant riding and the
hilly country which makes such good road
riders of the Wilmington wheelmen. There are
four or five more good riders in the club as yet
untried who are only second to Dampman, Mc-
Daniel and Merrihew.

If such a race could be consummated, the
Wilmington team would be pleased to meet the
Pacific Coast road team, mention of which was
made in last week's Wheel. We would wager a
big Delaware peach that the Wilmington team
would not be second.

The Wilmington Wheel Club, on a return ride
from West Chester, a few weeks ago, attempted
to climb Point Lookout Hill, a succession of
heavy grades almost a mile long. Seven out of
the ten riders, S. W. Merrihew, Albert Jefferis,

Charles S. Wilson, V. R. Pyle, Will Sheward,
W. C. Seeds and Charles Philips succeeded, and
one, J. D. Kurtz, Jr.. just failed at the crest.

Charles E. Strange and Paul.L. Hassenforder,
of the Taunton (Mass.) Bicycle Club passed
through Wilmington on their wheels last week.
They are spending their vacations in this delight-
ful manner, and rode all the way from Jersey
City. They only tarried over night, and then
continued on their way to Baltimore by way of
the Delaware Peninsula. Both were in good
condition, although Hassenforder had a "star"
on his chin from a too sudden and close com-
munion with Mother Earth in one pi his un-
guarded moments.
NovEMiiER 13, i888. Delaware.

The members of the Manhattan Bicycle Club,
of New York, have developed an original idea.
Several of the members' sisters have formed a
committee on interior decoration, and at a meet-
ing recently held at the club house several im-
portant departures were decided upon. Every
one of the young ladies volunteered some
article which will add to the beauty of the club
rooms. The arrangement of various hangings
was discussed, with the result that the curtains
which have hitherto gazed out of tiie front win-
dows of the Manhattan's front parlors will find
themselves retired to the back windows, a.s

they are not deemed up to the mark for the
front windows. We look for a transformation
throughout the house.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

A. H. Overman has applied for a patent on a

new saddle.

Six hundred cyclists witnessed the Sporting

Life's road race.

The Stanley show of 1889 will occupy,a space
of 32,000 square feet.

Woodside will use two Springfield bicycles of

new pattern while abroad.

A race meet will be held in St. Louis on the

morning of Thanksgiving.

A great cycle show will be held at Leipzig,

Germany, in February, 1889.

Kimball & Co., of Everett, Mass., are supply-
ing a boys' bicycle to the trade.

The corners of the Berkeley track will be
banked two feet, and a grand meet will be held
next June.

It is related that Senator Morgan has sought
the seclusion of a relative's orange grove at

Jackson, Miss.

The Thorndike Bicycle Club, of Beverly,
Mass., will hold a fancy dress ball and costume
party this evening.

An English amateur, who has control of a good
thing, seeks a partner with $2,000 cash, through
our advertising columns.

Many of the prominent bicycle clubs had
special wires run into their club rooms on elec-

tion night, to get prompt returns.

The Wilmington Wheel Club will give Damp-
man, Honeybrook and Merrihew, its three big
road racers, a reception in January.

The wheelmen of Wilmington, Del., have
bested a local turnpike company which insisted

on collecting tolls in violation of its charter.

R. H. Davis, of Harvard College, has not
joined the Berkeley Athletic Club, as stated in

last week's Wheel. We were misinformed.

Mr. L. J. Larzelere, of Muncy, Pa., has re-

turned from a bicycle trip to Philadelphia, the
actual riding distance being 500 miles. He rode
a Volunteer Columbia.

At this time of the year cyclists are peculfarly
liable to colds, a protection against which is Dr.
Warner's camel's hair health underwear, which
are much superior to silk or wool.

Eagle Rock has succumbed to "Tommy"
Burnet, of the Elizabeths, who mounted the

Rock on Election Day, after a 40-mile ride.

The wheel used was a Universal safety.

At the Providence, R. I., Republican jubilee

parade, held last Monday evening, a body of

cyclists of the Republican faith joined in the

parade, and attracted considerable attention.

We trust that the wad of bills picked up at

Berkeley Oval on Election Day will be at once
sent to this office, that the owner may be found.
We have correct information as to whom the

finder was.

A deal of quiet voting was done for Governor
Hill, on account of his support of the Liberty
Bill. It is on record that one cyclist returned
to New York from Boston to cast his ballot for

the " Liberty Bill" Governor.

There is a growing feeling that Eagle Rock is

becoming a " chestnut," now that all the boys
are riding up, or very nearly up to the summit.
It is quite a speculation that many men accom-
plish a feat, once the way has been openeii.

Messrs. Charles E. Strange and Paul L. Has-
senforder, of Taunton, Mass., were in town on
Wednesday and Thursday. They had ridden
on their wheels from Taunton to Washington,
and from Washington to New York on the train.

The Spoiiitig Life states that "Six hundred
wheelmen, and among them six ladies," etc.

This is ridiculous. Now that lady riders arc

becoming more numerous, why not use the term
cyclists when referring to a body of wheelmen
and wheelwomcn.

At the Berkeley games John C. Wetmorc, of

Elizabeth, our "Jonah," and W. I. Harris met,

and though they had not seen each other since

boyhood,! larris recognized the Jersey litterateur.

Both gentlemen went to school in Washing-
ton some twenty but let that pass.

We shall print a deal of matter between now
and the opening of the season relevant to the
Safety-Ordinary controversy, so that by atten-
tive perusal the riders of tall wheels may about
make up their minds whether a less elevated
perch would be an advantage or not.

The Prospect Harriers have included a 2-mile
handicap in their Thanksgiving Day programme.
The race will be run at Washington Park, Brook-
lyn, where there is a safe and fast quarter-
mile track. Entries close November 24, with
George Paynter, 332 First Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

A feature of the Manhattan Bicycle Club's
second annual reception, 10 be held at the Lex-
ington Avenue Opera House, on February 8,

i88g, will be the appearance of Miss Irene
Ackerman, the critic and dramatist, in one of
her own plays, entitled "The Choir Girl of
New York."

The Riverside Wheelmen have engaged W.
H. Barber, the Rochester fancy rider, to give an
exhibition at their reception, which will be held
December 13, at West End Hall. The club is

arranging the details of a hill-climbing contest,
to be held on Englewood Hill on a date not yet
decided upon.

A new method of enjoying a cycle over win-
ter is thus described in the advertising columns
of the li'ish Cyclist and Athlete :

POP IT AT THE CYCLE PAWN OFFICE, 48
FLEET STREET (.back of the bank), the only establish-
ment in Dublin where a liberal advance can be had on
cycles, and where they are thoroughly understood and
properly taken care ot.

The last number of The Wheel has a letter signed
" Traveler," written from somewhere in Wales. 1 am
neither a prophet nor a mind-reader, but I " guess " that
our old. friend, W. E. Hicks, wrote that letter. Of course
we have all heard of him as on a tour in Europe, but aiide
from this the letter seems to carry some of his personality.

—

St. Louis spectator.

W. E. will be glad to see that his St. Louis
friends have not forgotten him. We are not
saying that W. E. is the "Traveler"; but we do
know that W. E. is never out of range of The
Wheel.

a cyclist caught at a .small game.

" Ariel," of the Bulletin, in speaking of Mr.
Collins having severed his connection with the

Press, says that the Zz/z/w' cycling column is the

most complete and accurate of any of the city

papers. Besides committing a childish blunder
in grammar, " Ariel " has indulged in a rather
small piece of self laudation, for, as everyone
knows, "Ariel" writes the cycling column of

the Times himself.

—

Sporting Life.

The Bulletin of last week republishes Mr.
L. H. Porter's exhaustive article on the con-
struction, care and repair of roads. Mr. Porter's

article has done good service. Wonder why he
is not placed on the Improvement of Highways
standing committee. Another good man for this

committee would be L. D. Ayleit, of Birmingham,
Ala. Of the gentlemen who are now on the

committee, we cannot identify any of them with

roads improvement.

It is surprising that no firm either imports or

manufactures toe-clips, to be applied to bicycles

used for racing. The clips are made on the

other side by the St. George's Engineering Co.,

of Birmingham. Messrs. Spalding i.'v: Bros, made
a pair to order for A. B. Rich, and tliat expert

rider declared that they were a decided advan-
tage, and caused a marked increase in speed.

The clips permit the riiler to pull up on the

pedals, and thus witli a push and pull motion, a

practised hand literally grinds his wheel around.

It is reported that Canary, the fancy rider,

has been olTered several English makes of

machines by the English makers, without
charge, and some of the manufacturers olTered

him a salary if he would ride their wheels, but

he has only used a Columbia in his exhibiiions

in France, England, Germany and Sixain. He
finds the interchangeabiliiy of pans of the

greatest possible advantage, even ihougli 3,500
miles from wliere the. machines are made.
Canary has engagements covering the greater

pari of the wiiiler. lie has been made an
honorary member of the larj-e rhibs in nianv ot

the cities he has visited.
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AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN

FRANCE.

Rouen, France, September 14.

About eight o'clock one morning this week I

was awakened by a cry of "Monsieur! Mon-
sieur! "at my chamber door at the hotel. On
opening it I found two voung Frenchmen, who
said they were going to Aumale, an hour and a

half ride distanc, and would like my company.
I didn't know how they had smelled me out,

but they had, and with true French politeness

wanted to make my stay among them pleasant.

At Aumale, they told me, there was to be a

tiicycle tournament in the afternoon, and one of

my two new friends was to be a contestant. I

looked at my calendar, and a

GREAT CHUNK OF HOMESICKNESS
welled up in my throat. A bicycle tournament!
Whv, bless my soul, the Buffalo tournament
comes off to-day, sure enough! I'll go over, I

said to myself, and see if it is as dignified an
event as Henry E.'s annual scheme. And so

we rode to Aumale in the forenoon.

The day was splendid. The air was cool,

and not a breath of wind was stirring. It is

needless to dwell upon the ride over, except
that there was a soul-satisfying succession of

coasts, which I took brakes off. There was not

even a pebble on the road, and the machines
made scarcely any noise as they rolled over the

smooth surface.

Riding mile after mile through the most
fertile of countries, on a road better than a park
boulevard, was such a new experience to me
that one moment I was spurting along at a

racing gait, and the next almost coming to a

standstill as a new burst of beautv was revealed
to the eye by an opening glade or a sudden turn

in the road. The last mile and a half into

Aumale is a magnificent coast down a winding
road, at the foot of which we could see the town
nestling. Down, down, the wheel drops into

the valley. Another turn, a long descent, a

magnificent curve, and we enter the town,
j

" The Fourth of July! " I cried, as

THE RED, WHITE AND HLUE GREETED .\IV EVE,
;

for the streets were all flagged, as if for a sover- i

eign's visit. From the little ancient windows
j

floated away the banners, and the stores and 1

shops were draped here and there with the
j

national colors.
j

Aumale, a quiet little place of 3,000 inhabit-
j

ants, in the northeastern part of France, near
the Belgian frontier, had put on holiday attire

for her annual event, the bicycle races. Riders
j

kept coming for an hour or so after our arrival,
1

which was about eleven o'clock. They all put
up at the largest hotel in the place, and by 12:30

the hostelry was one buzz of conversation. The
racers were from Amiens and Rouen, and mo-
nopolized the most attention, as each one had
more or less of a glorious record, and, as in

America, was to the town folks some sort of a
champion.

I was a little impatient to see the track.

After the fine roads, I could not but believe that

I should behold a second edition of the old

Springfield track. During dinner my two com-
panions tried very hard to make me understand
what the course was like, but my limited French
would not permit an understanding, even
though every one at the table took part in the
explanation, and upset two or three salt-cellars

in trying to define the outlines of the course for

me.
After dinner I made a break for my bicycle,

expecting to ride out to the course. My com-
panions laughed heartily. " It is right here,"

they said, and took me around a corner, and
there it was. Then I had my turn at laughing.
The idea of

A RACK TRACK KICIII IN A STREET
was enough excuse for this breach of hospi-

tality. The course was about three-quarters of

a mile long, and was of the ordinary surface of

the road—that is, it was not paved with the
miserable stones of which many French towns
make their streets. The start and finish were at

the same place, but the course was not circular

by any means. It was a straightaway stretch,

and I wondered much when I was told that the
rarers would finish where they begun.

For half its distance the track was in full

view ; then it took a sharp turn to the right,

ran down a derided grade, and reached its far

end through an avenue of lofty trees. As a tall

mansion stood at the top of the grade on the

right, of course the second half of the course
was invisible from the starting place. The
track, or street, was wide enough for two wagons
to drive abreast. The houses and shops stood
back fifty feet from the roadway, and this broad
space was the sidewalk. Down the centre of

the walk, on each side, from the start to the

turn, a heavy wire was stretched to keep back
the crowd. Benches and chairs were also

there, held at two cents each. The wire was '

fastened to the trees that ran along each side of

the course and afforded excellent shade. As
the races proceeded, these tree? were soon filled

with boys who desired a better view than their

little legs gave them on the ground.
The commencement was set for 2:30, but

there was the usual delay of an hour or so, a
universal feature, no doubt, of such contests.

There were fully 100 wheelmen present. With
but one or two exceptions the wheels were all of

English make, and " Coventrj' '' stared one in

the face everywhere; nor did the Frenchman's
boasted patriotism seem to suffer from the fact

that, despite the duty, the English wheels are

the only ones used. The programme stated

that it was a feast day of a saint, and that the
;

entries were free. This was all very plain, but
1

I was mystified a little further on, for there it

!

said that several of the events would be three i

times around the course. That puzzled me. As
|

the course was only two wagons wide, I couldn't
understand how the turns were to be made, and
awaited the solution with interest. At last a

most distinguished looking and handsome eld-

erly gentleman took his position at the judge's

table, which stood on the walk about ten feet

from the track.

A policeman, with gray moustache and im-
perial and a cocked hat, came out of an inn
near by

WITH THE DINNER HELL IN HIS HAND,

which he commenced to ring for silence. The
course was then well lined with the populace,
the chief ladies and gentlemen of the town hav-
ing reserved seats. All vehicles had been kept
oft the course since early in the morning, and
some commotion was caused by a wagon-
eer—a road hog, no doubt—who insisted upon
driving over the course. The official with the

cocked hat dropped the bell and made short

work of turning the horse and driver the other
way.
The contestants were clustered around the

judge's table, in picturesque attire of bare legs,

tights and parti-colored caps. The imposing-
looking judge arose, adjusted his spectacles

and read out the full list of events, with the

names of the contestants, all of whom, of course,

were designated as " Monsieur! " I was won-
dering where the finishing line would be, when
a barrel was rolled out to the middle of the

course in front of the table.
" Premiere course !

" called the judge.
The contestants took their places for the first

event, which was three times around the course.

The cocked hat and bell again demanded
silence. " One, two, three," called a man, who
said "go" and dropped a flag. The racers

started themselves, the fellow quickest with the

mount getting a good lead. Not one could do
anything but the step mount, and so the line of

six starters went hopping along for fifty feet.

Down the grade and out of sight the racers

flew. Then there was a long pause, in which I

expected to see some one remove the barrel, but
nobody did. Then the racers re-appeared, two
being abreast. I became decidedly nervous at

the prospect of their dashing themselves against

the barrel. As they drew nearer I forgot the

barrel in speculation as to how they would make
the turn.

YOU HA\E SEEN A KLOCK OV hllL'KS ALIOIIT.

Well, that's what the racers looked like as

they got up to the barrel. First one jumped off,

then another, and then another, until all were
pushing their wheels around the barrel, passing
it on the right. Then the hop, hop, hop again,

and the spurting as before. Each time they

I

came to the barrel the race took on the charac-

ter of a ride and run contest.
I My friend was in this race, and he was the

fastest, but he was slow in mounting and finished

, third. I am now teaching him the pedal mount,
and he can almost feel next year's first prizes in

his gras|). This race was announced as open
only to amateurs, but the prizes were so tnany

francs and a "diploma of honor." Honor?
Shades of the L. A. W. Racing Board ! how
could there be honor with such a prostitution of

one's amateur standing?
The other four events were all run off in about

the same vi^ay. With a barrel to be run around
at each end of the course, the contests had no
further interest for me, and the only thing that

kept me awake was a desire to see if anybody
should

TAKE A HEADER OVER THE BARREL.

But nobody did, and the races passed off without
any accident. One of the events was a tricycle

race, and among the contestants I was sure 1

saw Burley Ayres, of Chicago. I was pressing
forward to get a taste of his English and see him
paint his amateur character all black, when 1

happened to look down at his calves. Those
the underpinnings that carried off the West Side
prize? Well, hardly ! I sighed, and went back
to my world of dumbness, for though there was
a hubbub all around me, I could say nothing
for fear I should precipitate a conversation upon
myself. Once I thought I was "in for it." I

was wearing a picturesque cap which I had
picked up at the League meet at Baltimore. A
racer who claimed to have been fouled near
where I was standing had made his protest to

the judge, but it had been rejected. The fel-

low saw my cap in the crowd, and remember-
ing where I had stood, he appealed to me. I

didn't know what in thunder he was talking
about, and so, when he finished with what was
a presentation of his case, I, not wishing to ap-
pear ignorant, smiled and said :

" WE, WE ; CERTAINEMENT."
With that he grabbed me by the arm, shouted
something to the judge, and started to lead me
to the table. I said here :

" No American o)'Ster

at that table to-day, if this month has an R in

it," and I broke loose from him and got aiound
a convenient corner. During the rest of the

day, when anybody came at me with French, I

put both hands to my ears and drove them off.

One thing that was rather peculiar was the
presence in the rear of the racers of a boy of

eleven or twelve years as a contestant. His
father was in the crowd, and instead of pulling
him off the course, he urged the little chap on,

who rode bravely and well til! he nearly fell

from exhaustion. The boy rode an antiquated
bone-shaker, and though thus handicapped, no-

body had mercy enough to tell the father what
he thought of him.
This bone-shaker had a curious brake on it that

I thought I should have liked to have when I

attended the League meet at St. Louis, and they
were daring the visitors to go to De Soto. This
French brake was applied to the back wheel,
being worked by the usual brake lever on the

handle bar. To the lever was tied a stout cord,

which ran under the right side of the saddle,

passed through a hole bored in the long distance

saddle spring, over a roller half way down the
backbone, and thence to the arm of the brake,
extending back over the rear wheel. This arm
passed under the back forks, and pressed a
spoon brake upon the tire. When the boy would
near the barrel the way he would stop his ma-
chine at full speed with that rear brake made my
head, still muddled by a bewildering tumble,
fairly dizzy. Ah, how that would go on Hod-
gen's hill, near De Soto ! I thought.

After the races came an hour of fancy riding,

which consisted of the vault and pedal mounts,
riding with the little wheel in the air, riding with
four on one machine, and riding with one sitting

on the rider's shoulders. There were none of

those pretty American tricks with which " Lug-
gage Carrier" Smith entertained the L. A. W.
excursionists at Bay Ridge, or Professor Klip-

stene the excursionists to Montresano Springs,
at St. Louis, the year before.

But the rriost amazing part of the tournament
was yet to come. Everybody adjourned to the

town hall, where the town and tournament
officials occupied the stage to see the prizes

awarded. Another distinguished gentleman
made a speech, declaring the honor he felt, and

;
then he announced the winners, with the

amounts won. As each name was called the

I

owner went up from the audience, through the

I

flies to the stage, where he was handed his
' money and diploma, as large and imposing as a

I

college sheep-skin. All this was done with many
I bows. The recipients signed their names to

j

another imposing paper before leaving the

I

stage. As the winners appeared on the platform,
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their comrades, grouped in the audience, greeted
them with applause and good-natured remarks.
After the prizes had been awarded, a second
speech was made, in which the participants and
visitors were all thanked for their presence, and
assured of the desire of Aumale to see them
again. As I rode back in the beautiful moon-
light I meditated upon two things : The super-

iority of the American method of handling the

actual racing, and the superiority of the French
method of treating the cyclist. Nemo.

SAFETY vs. ORDINARY.

While it is well understood that many people
have many minds, and while it is natural for

every wheelman to set forth the advantages of

the particular style of machine that he rides, it

is the height of folly and absurdity to wage a
war upon facts by claiming qualities for a ma-
chine that cannot exist, even in the imagination
of its most enthusiastic admirer. This is the

position taken by A. B. K., when he claims that

"the 'ordinary' is not only the safest bicycle,

but safer than any other class of machine."
Even the uninitiated knows better than that, if

he be but blessed with somewhat less than the
average amount of human intelligence.

Again, he says that nearly all the serious ac-

cidents that happen to the " ordinary " rider re-

sult from inexperience, recklessness or fool-

hardiness. Rather a rash statement, but realiz-

ing that in many places where a Star could go
with ease and safety it would be reckless to ride

an " ordinary," suppose we admit it. Would
these accidents have occurred from the same
causes if the rider had been mounted on a tri-

cycle, safety or Star? And had they occurred,
would they have resulted so seriously ?

We are perfectly well aware that the " ordin-
ary," mounted by a cautious, experienced rider,

on a smooth, open, macadamized surface, is a
comparatively safe machine. But it is a well-

known fact that on the road, in the hands of the

average rider, it will not stand a comparison as

to safety with either of the three styles of ma-
chine above mentioned.
From the same authority we learn that " a

youth with any ambition and pluck of course
chooses the 'ordinary.' Why? Very often be-

cause he loves the very element of daiiger." O
brothers of the safety, Star and " trike," it doth
grieve me sadly to learn that ye have not one
spark of " ambition " or " pluck !" Why do ye
not love " the very element of danger?" Why,
indeed, are ye living? If the "ordinary" is

the safest machine, why is it selected by the am-
bitious, plucky youth who '^ loves the very element

of danger?" "Oh, consistency, thou art a
jewel."

It is positively refreshing to hear that an
"ordinary" has been ridden up a four-inch
curb, unintentionally and in the dark. Is that the

record for unintentional curb riding in the dark ?

Four inches

!

I have not the slightest desire to run down
the "ordinary." On the contrary, I am aware
that it possesses many desirable qualities pe-

culiar to itself. I do not forget that it was the
first to come into general use, and the one that

has given to wheeling a decided impetus. As
such I honor it. Nor do I call its riders fools

because they ride a different style of machine
from myself. But I cannot acknowledge that it

is the only wheel that has a reasonable excuse
for existence.

As regards the safety, I believe it has come to

stay. It does not offer itself as a substitute for

any other machine, but makes a place of its own.
I believe, however, that a moderate-sized Star,

say a 45-inch, is safer than the so-called safety.

The novice is usually led to suppose that

"headers" from a safety are an impossibility.

Experience, however, teaches him his mistake.
I have often noticed " dismounts over the bars

"

from safeties, by experienced riders, too, where
.Star riders had not the slightest difficulty, It

will be readily seen that the ability of the Star to

go in many places impossible to other machines
adds greatly to its comparative safety as a road
wheel. H. D. F.

Dr. B. W. Richardson, of the English Scientific

Society of Cyclists, has conceived a great idea
;

nothing less than a grand muster of English
cyclists, to be held in the spring of 1889, the

venue being Windsor Park, and the object to

show the strength of English cycling, and to be
reviewed by Queen Victoria.

CARD PLAYING AT THE NEW YORK
BICYCLE CLUB.

New York, November 12, 1888.

Editor of The Wheel :

Your New York Bicycle Club notes this week
contain a slight error, which, I think, it may be
well to correct, as it leaves the club in a wrong
position. The "anti-card men" were not

"routed by the card men " at the recent meet-
ing. The club voted with substantial unanimity
not to forbid card playing, but to absolutely pro-

hibit all forms of gambling. Inasmuch as an
anonymous correspondent of the. Bicycling World
has seen fit to drag the club's private affairs into

the press, it may not be out of place to say that

his assertions that the older men in the club had
prohibited card playing out of a careful regard
for juvenile morals, is either stupidly incorrect

or maliciously false. There has never been any
question of regulating individuals in our club,

and no action beyond holding the entire matter
in abeyance until the club itself should have an
opportunity to vote on it. Nor has there been
the slightest sign of any Puritanical spirit. The
only question has been how far we should utilize

the experience of others, and how far we should
make our own experience. It is with consider-

able reluctance that I ask you to publish any-
thing of so purely a family nature, and I do so

only because these efforts have been made to

represent the club to outsiders, first, as a sort of

Sunday-school organization, and, now, as a body
countenancing gambling, both of which charac-
ters the club itself has emphatically repudiated.

Yours truly,

Edward J. Shriver,
President New York Bicycle Club.

DENVER.

The Ramblers are nearly all together again.

Captain Gerwing, who represented the club at

Buffalo, having just returned. The members
who attended the Buffalo meet were C. C. Hop-
kins, R. Gerwing and W. E. Perkins. Mr. Ken-
nedy, who rode fifty miles against a horse in

New Mexico, returned a couple of weeks ago.

The Denver Rarnblers' mileage for the year
is nearly 50,000, counting cyclometer records of

all members. Some of the members have ridden
every day during the year, and have taken ten

century runs. Tlie first century run of the year
was February 5, to Palmer Lake, on the
" Divide." When the riders approached the
higher elevations they ran across a great deal of

snow. In June the club were caught in a severe
snow storm not forty miles from Denver. It

snowed for twenty hours without cessation.

The boys were obliged to put up at a hotel for

the night, and returned home the next day by
train. On January i quite a number of wheel-
men went to Littleton, and rode along leisurely

with their coats strapped on the handle bars,

and were none too cool then. There is proba-
bly no club in the country which has had such a
varied experience as the Denver Ramblers.

Nearly fifty wheelmen joined in a political

parade the other night, and added considerably
to its interest, breaking the monotony of so many
marching clubs.

We would like to know if any club has played
the game of hound-deer, sometimes called a

paper chase. This has become quite a favorite

with the Ramblers, and sometimes a whole day
is spent by a lot of hounds following a trail of

paper scattered by the two deer, who have had
a few minutes' start. Thegameis very exciting
as well as instructing, as those participating be-

come familiar with every road in the vicinity,

whether good or bad.
R At; I) 10.

PATENTS.

[Reported especially tor Tiik Whkhi. and Cvci inc; Tkadk
Rkvmiw by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C.j

Wm. E. Smith, Washington, D. C. Bicycle.

Chas. W. Sponsel, Hartford, Conn. Bicycle.

A. H. Overman, Newton, Mass. Saddle for

bicycles.

All bearing date of November \\.

THE NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY.

We can remember the time when the New
York Bicycle Company started in business in

Park Place in a portion of an office about 10x20,
with the enormous stock on hand of four, pos-
sibly five, wheels ! This was about two years
ago. Business remained for some time almost
in a state of " innocuous desuetude " under the
original management, and it vv'as not until the
Irvings took hold of it, and by sound manage-
ment, strict attention to the wants of their cus-
tomers, and a firm desire to do only what was
just and right by everybody, that the business
began steadily to increase. Soon after taking
hold, it was found necessary to obtain lighter

and more commodious quarters. No. 8 Warren
Street, near Broadway, was finally decided
upon, and less than a year ago the New York
Bicycle Company moved into their new lofts,

and continued operations in the same success-
ful manner as at the start. Although their

present rooms are nearly eight times as large
as their former ones, they are still cramped for

space, and contemplate further enlargement for

next season. Besides their nev^ wheels, sam-
ples of which they keep on exhibition, is a run-
ning stock of about one hundred machines,
which have been taken in part payment for the
perfectly new mounts of their handling, or
have been bought outright for cash. Buyers,
who for their own good reasons do not wish to

pay for perfectly new machines, would do well

to examine this stock of slightly used wheels of

the New York Bicycle Company. Those who
look through the stock for the first time will be
surprised to find at what a large reduction they
can purchase a machine practically new. The
above company have recently bought out the

right, title, and interest of the Manhattan
Wheel Exchange (Messrs. W^etmore & Chester),

formerly of Cortlandt Street, this city. This
concern did a business in the same direction as

that of the New York Bicycle Company, but
only in a more curtailed way. By the absorp-
tion of the Cortlandt .Street company in that of

the New York Bicycle Company, this firm is

practically, at present, the only one in the busi-

ness section of the city that makes a Speciali Y
of Taking Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New. So far, however, from tBk\ng anything \r\

trade, or buying outright, any old " tub " of a

machine that comes along, it is a great mistake
to think such are considered at all by the com-
pany in question. They will not buy or trade

any but staunch machines, and any that are too

ancient and require too much repair they will

absolutely have nothing to do with, as we know
quite a number of wheelmen can testify. Their
machines, from the lowest priced to the inter-

mediate and highest ones, it can safely be said,

are all to be relied upon for being full valuation

for money paid. And we think the boys de-

serve much credit for the pains they certainly

take to exclude all undesirable wheels from their

stock. Their argument is substantialh' as fol-

lows ; "A wheel that has not been too much
run, that has been but little, if at all, repaired,

and that was a thoroughly well-made machine
in the first instance, is easily as good for all

practical purposes as a perfectly new mount. A
hundred miles careful riding only helps a

machine, and, also, serves to lest, it pretty

thoroughly. When such can be bought at so

large a reduction from catalogue prices, it is

certainly the best policy for all who cannot

afford to buy entirely new wheels to purchase

such as herein described." If the Irvings keep

on with their good work, there is certainly a

bright future for them. The way they have

already brought the New York Bicycle Com-
pany to the front speaks eloquently for the

Irving push, enterprise, and sound general

business ability. We wish thorn all success.

LYNN CYCLE CLUB'S SMOKER.

The members ol the Lynn Cycle Club vvh.>

did not attend the "smoker" al the club rooms
on Tuesday evening missed a jolly good time,

but will be sure and be present .it the next one.

.About sixty of the boys showed up. however,

and all seemed to eiijoyihemselves. The early

part of the evening was passed in playing

"Mormon"' pool, cribbage, "old maid" and

other equally innocent and docile games, in

which the v'iciors were entitled to the spoils.

hut, unfortunately for them, there were none.
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The committee in charge was disappointed in

not securing certain talent for the entertain-

ment, but what did appear was bang up. Ed-

ward J. Phelan presided at the piano, and
opened the programme with a finely executed

solo. John Kelley, a well-known local tenor,

followed with the song, " Golden Love," and,

in response to an encore, sang '" Dear Angel,

Sleep Thee Well." Ne.Kt in order was a piano

duet by Mr. Phelan and Fred S. Hitchcock, en-

titled " The Panama, Colon, Lynn Electric

Galop," which brought down the house. Mr.

Phelan, who is a member, then played a piece

of his own composition, dedicated to the club,

and entitled " The Lynn Cycle Club March,"
which was roundly applauded. The next artist

introduced was Frank W. Goodwin, the basso

profundo of Lynn wheelmen, who sang two
solos with such effect that one of the boys for-

got to push his peg ahead on his cribbage

board. The songs were "Dreams "and "The
Fog Bell." Myron W. Whitney must look to his

laurels.

At this point the piano was permitted to run
down, and refreshments were served by Caterer

T. |. Smith, consisting of ice cream, cake and
coffee, all of the best. And here it should be

slated that the club, in addition, furnished
choice Havanas, T. D.'s and ammunition all

through the evening in profusion, consequently
there was an atmosphere filled with curling

smoke and rings from start to finish, a la camp-
fire, .which gives these gatherings of cyclists the

name of " smokers."
After coffee had warmed the ice cream,

speeches were made by Pres. J. Harvey Young.
e.\-Pres. T. A. Carroll, Captain Ambrose H.
Carsley and Fred. S. Hitchcock. The master of

ceremonies and prompter, who had copies of all

the speeches, not necessarily for publication,

but as a guarantee that everything should go off

smoothly, was Thomas F. Tully. That settled

It, and there were no slips in delivering the

text. Among those called on who did not lim-

ber up to any great extent was "The King of

the Roads" (W. A. Rhodes, of Dorchester, now
a resident of Lynn), and another member who
was called up for a short Story.

After the oracular pyrotechnics had been shot

through the fog banks of smoke, all hands be-

came ecstatic over the carols of Timothy A.

Carroll, who also felt vigorous enough to ham-
mer the accompaniment without outside assist-

ance. The only inspiration he-had to pull him
through was a whistling solo contributed by
by Charles W. Wilson, who afterward, when
about to take his departure, wore out the club
clothes-brush in scraping the Buffalo bugs out
of the nap of his plug hat.

Ed. F. Bergholtz exhausted himself in trying
the draught of one of those gigantic election

cigars, and the " butt" is now on exhibition at

the club room. The boys talk of having it

stuffed. Eben G. Young, Walter N. Durgin
and a number of the other old-time stars, were
present, including S. S. Merrill, who beat Charlie
Wilson out on eating ice cream, and came very
near creating a famine in Tom Smith's freezer.

S. S. melted seven plates, and Charlie six, the
latter washing his down with four cups of coffee.

Charles Butterick beat Tom Collins out of

first prize in the pool scrap, and the way the
whole team poked the balls was a caution.
The first prize was a doughnut, and the second,
captured by Tom, a clam. Billy Rhodes found
the pocket several times with skill.

The Committee of Arrangements consisted of
Captain A. II. Carsley, T. A. Carroll and J. H.
Shurman.

—

Lynn Bee.

ODDS AND ENDS.

Messrs. Hill and Thompson, two English ama-
teurs, who conspired to gain, by fraud, certain
prizes offered for road records by Messrs. Ellis

iV Co.. have been suspended by the N. C. V.
until 1890. They would have been deprived of
iheir amateur status by the L. A W. Racing
Board. On the other hand, the N. C. U. has
professionalized Hale for accepting expenses and
a small salary.

We republish, from the Cyclist, information on
banking the cornersof racing paths. A number
of tracks would be very much improved if the
corners were properly banked, and we recom-
mend the articles republished from the Cyclist

to the attention of proprietors of cycle tracks.

The latest pattern in English ordinaries is the

Farringdon, made by Ellis & Co., manufac-
turers of the Facile. The safety riders having
demonstrated the advantage of placing the sad-
dle further back from the head, caused ordinary

1

riders to try the same plan. But this put more
weight on the hind wheel, and the vibration

was felt all the more. This objection has been
met by the introduction in the Farringdon of a

22-inch rear wheel.

"Nemo" sends us a sketch of a race meet,
held at Aumale, France, the like of which we
have never heard of before. The course was a
mile stretch of the public road ; the turning point

a barrel, at which each dismounted, the road
being too narrow to circle about ;

and the prizes

certain amounts of francs, with testimonials of

honor. The prizes were presented at the town
hall, with speeches, huzzas of the assembled
public, and other marks of French politeness

and form.

Ten thousand dollars is said to be the sum won by Rowe's
friends when the latter surprised "Senator" Morgan and
defeated Temple.

—

Wheeling.

Ten thousand cents is nearer the mark.

The "rational" safety, with a larger front

than rear wheel, is coming to the front in Eng-
land. Its steering is easier, the vibration is

less, and the probabilities are that it is faster

than an equal, or nearly equal-wheeled safety.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club had a moonlight
run in Central Park on Wednesday night.

The first monthly reception of the season will

be held to-night at the club house. The regular
monthly meeting of the club will be held Mon-
day, November 19. On Sunday, i8th, a run will

be taken through the Brooklyn riding district.

On Thanksgiving Day two and ten mile club
championship road races will be held on the
Irvington-Milburn course. The club has six

new applicants for membership.

The C. T. C. constitution will be changed, so
that the executive body will be less unwieldy,
and more power will be given to "local cen-
tres." The new arrangement is on the same
lines as the plan of decentralization recently ap-
plied to the L. A. W. constitution.

L. H. Johnson has received an inyoice of
Ladies' Rover Bicycles, which he has had
specially built by the makers of the original and
well-known Rover safety, to fill the growing
demand for a small, compact, graceful, strong
yet light mount suitable for either sex. The
wheels are 30-inch steerer, 28-inch driver, both
fitted with 3^'-inch rubbers, Warwick hollow
rims and true tangent spokes. These, while
much lighter, are stronger than any other pat-

tern made, and will withstand the most severe
usage without injury. The framing and forks,

both gracefully curved, are of weldless steel

tubing, the seat-post being firmly braced, while
the handle-bar socket is very long, giving per-
fect rigidity to the steering, and extra strength.
The handles are brought as far back as will

allow the lady rider to mount with ease, afford-
ing a vertical pull and graceful position. Wheels
and driving-chain are thoroughly protected from
skirt or waterproofs, and bearings are single
adjustable balls to all parts, including pedals.
The price is $135. The Ladies' Rover is not
only a fine mount for our fair cyclers, but is

also very suitable for winter use by gentlemen
who like to keep dry in a mackintosh ulster.

B^^E^G^^A^IZSrS I

KKY TO JUK.SCKIPTION.

FINISH. "»" Full nickeled. "2" .All nickeled
except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance rfickeled
"4" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enameled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" " Balls to both wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. '';?" Balls to

front, cone to rear, plain pedals. "4 " Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. " 5 " Balls to front, cone to rear, ball
pedals

CONDITIONS.—" I " Slightly used, good as new.
"2" Tires show but slight wear, finish and bearing Ai.
"3" Tjrts new, finish and bearings excellent. " 4" Tires
some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings e.xcellent.
"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

No. Size
. 411 56

417 52

421 52

\

422 53
425 —
429 54

I
430 —
431 55

I

433
—

435 52

438 51

,
441 54

1 445 48
' 446 54

447 52

450 56

455
—

457 52
' 460 48
461 56

i

462 51

i

463 —
I

464 54
466 55

467 —
I

469 —
470 40

I
471 —

! 472 52

i 474 50

475 51

476 51

477 52

I
479 44
480 45
481 54
482 50

484 54
485 50

Cost. Price.

$147.00 $60.00
132 50 65.00
132.50 125.00
127.50
185.00
130 00

13500
141.25

487 54
488 50

Name
British Challenge,
Columbia E.xpert,

New Rapid Rdstr.,
Col. Light Rdstr..
Quadrant No. 8,

Victor Roadster,
New Rapid Safety,
Rudge Light Rdstr.
Ladies' Quad. No. 14
Special Club,
Special Star,

Columbia Expert,
Rudge Lt. Rdster,
Columbia Expert,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Victor Lt. Roadster,
Genuine Hbr. Tdm.,
Volunteer Columbia,
Columbia Semi-Rdstr.
New Mail,
Semi-Racer Star,
Victor Safety,
Am. Rudge,
Col. Lt. Roadster,
Rudge Hbr. Tdm.,
Kan. Safety (36x54)
Otto Special,
Columbia 3 trk. Trike,
N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
Universal Club,
Special Star,
Special Star,
New Rapid Roadster, 142.50
Special Facile, 123.00
Pony Special Star
Columbia Expert,
English Tourist,
Royal Mail,
British Challenge,
Columbia Expert,
Special Club,
Harvard,

175.00
160.00
160.00

125.00
132.50
135.00

•37 50
142.50
250.00
102.50

7S-00
142 5"
120.00
135.00
110.00
140.00
250.00
140.00

3500
165.00
132.50
25.0c
120.00

13500

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Iricycles.

1^" "We make a Specialty of taking

Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

490 54
49' 54
492 50

493 —
494 55
495 —
496 48

497 54
498 54

499 48

500 50
50

1

50
502 48

503 52

S04 —
5-S i;2

506 54

5 7
—

508 .^4

509 48
5'o 36
511 5<

512 42

5'3 —
5'4 48

515 52
5'6 54
517 48
518 52

5'9 —
520 4S
5S1 51
522 48

'37 50
135 00
120.00

135.00
130. oc

125.00
135.00
125.00— Springfield Roadster, 100.00

English, 140,00
Apollo, 135.00
Columbia Expert, 130.00
Springfield Rdstr., 75.00
Racer, 130.00
Springfield Rdstr., 75.00
Columbia Standard, 85.00
Victor Roadster, 140.00
American Rudge, 110.00
Singer Lt. Roadster, 135 00
Columbia Expert, 130.00
New Mail, 127.50
Columbia Expert, 127.50
Columbia Expert, 132.50
Eng. Rover Safety, 135.00
Premier, 120.00
British Challenge, 140.00
Premier 3-trk. Trike, 165.00
Sanspareil, 135.00
Columbia Standard, 85.00
Boy's, 45.00
American Star, 100.00
Victor Junior, 55.00
Humber Tandem, 260.00
Rudge Lt. Roadster, 132.50
Premier, 120.00
Columbia Standard, 00.00
Special Star, 125.00
Matchless Singer, 130.00
Columbia 2-trk Trike, 165.00
Special Star, 125.00
Columbia Lt. Rdstr., 135.00
Mustang (Pope Mfg.
Co.), 85.00

523 56 American Club. 135.00

524 54 Victor Roadster, 130.00

525 53 Columbia Lt. Rdstr., 127.50
527 — Sparkbrook Cripper

Trike, 165.00 130.00 4 t 1

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will be sent

for balance, with privilege of examination.

90.00
170.00
85.00

120 00
6,^.00

165.00
100.00
70.00
65.00
80.00
80.00
95.00

120.00
150.00
80.00
50.00
110.00
50.00
115.00
60.00
85.00
175.00

75 00
18.00
60.00
112.00
60.00
65.00
80.00

130.00
550c
70.00
65.00
50.00
63.00
39.00
84.00
78.00
50.00
62.00
65.00
45.00
60.00
52.00
3500
52.00

35 -oo

75-00

7S-00
go. 00
55.'

o

85.00
70.00
75.00
100.00
60.00

55 00
60.00
50.00
35.o->

30.00
50.00
50.00
115.00
80.00
40.00

3S-00
75.00
80.00
85.10
75.00
100.00

40.00
52.00
80.00
95.00

Ball

3

Ball

Ball
Ball

Ball

Plain

Plain

4

Ball

4

4
Plain

Ball

Ball

Upon I

, O. D.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLIUG^'ACCESSOniES.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St., New York
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Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 p. M.' Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton

Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best

Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J.- Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PEIS
ARE THE MOST
» » PERFECT

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Cluh.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIIHO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Vonkers B.C.. and others.

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEADING JMERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'R

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Nott Iiitrodnclng. —

.^, , . , , ,
,. J .._• ^ ,- 1- L Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, ivith Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

the high-class workmanship and hnisn which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece.
gained for us an enviable reputation in our ..^s^*..

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeksen & Buckingham.
tSucccssors to Jens F. Pedersen)

Manufactiuing and Importing Jewelers,

IK Maiden Lane, N. Y.

$3.30
S.OO

iN'o. I3,S8.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER .Mouthpiece. • -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$5,511

9.50

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
foi- less money, during the season

of 1888 than any other dealer
in America.

Send for the most complete IT'/ieei

Catalogue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
65 State St., Clilcago, 111,

A Perfect Fit (iiiui-siiiteod.

Dis;:c]aceiiieiit IiiipoKNiblo.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N, B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

S. E. G-- I^-A-^C^SOIT,
SOLIC PKOPICMCrOK .VXD .M .\M F.VCTl KKR, SnriKosa !Sprilig», N. V.

Mention this advortiseiuciit wlioii v<m ordrr

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
•J5 AVords , , 15 Cents
Two Insertions 85 "

VOOK, LITITZ, PA., wants to hear from tliose who
^ want to buy, sell or exchant'C their wheels for books,
stationery, organs or pianos. Wheels, $io up. 11-16

T70R SALE.—52-inch lull nickeled E.\pert in tine order.
^ Cheap. \V.' L. Cort. ;2o Water Street, New York
Citv. ti-2-,

CPECIAI, SALE of Youths' Bicycles, jS, 42 and 44-infh,' 530 each, and 46-inch. §35. ALI, NEW. A. G. Spald-
ing it Bros., '41 Broadway, New York City.

IJIG BARGAIN.—$125 cash, genuine Bceslon Dumber
'- Tandem: specially built, 2-spced gear. This wheel
holds the 24-hour American record for lady and frentleman.
Wheel cost, new, .5300; is in good condition. Will sell or
trade for good Safety Bicycle (lady's wheel preferred). Call
or address L. L W. Club House, 1281 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, where wheel mav be seen. W. J. C. 11-23

-rWO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.-52-inch
Victor Light Roadster, j)attern '87, excellent order,

not ridden over 300 miles ; Victor Safety, 'S8 pattern, good
order. 100 tickets to be sold at $; each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,
which are now ready. Refer to 1st and ad National Banks
here. A. B. Reid (L. A. W. 3(o6\ Clarion, Pa. 11-26

DICYCLES uken in exchange for Roll Curtain. Office
*-* Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$_ - --. for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
^' 3^ just the same, and they are the best ones made

f^ycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

V'OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck it you,
' put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle

Supply Co.. 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

rrURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricjxles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 4S to 54 inch, fine condition, S75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every .Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $1^0. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand E.xperts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
lies, Special Stars, from .*i5o to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to §125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Hunibers. I.. II, Johnson, 401 and 405 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

'PANDEM SAFETY. -$145,., ish. Ivel Safety Tandem
"• Bicycle, new in June and in fine condition. This
wheel holds the five and ten mile world's road records
made in July. Splendid machine for fast riding. Address
Louis Hill, 1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 11-23

FOR SALE.

For particulars .address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New-

York Citv.

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE. V^l^^^J^S^,
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storage
charges for first month, and nominal charges thereafter.

Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
torv' circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street.

Post Oliice Bo.x 11S7. New York Citv.

STARS.—Two Special Stars for sale cheap; almost new
F. E. C, P. O. Box 444.

I-TOR SALE.— .\ Club Tandem Tricycle; or will exchange
•'• for Tandem Safety Bicycle. A i condition. Address
Lyman M. Jenkins, 160 Broadway, New York City. 11-23

(Ji . p BUYS 52-inch American Club Bicycle, in pood con-
v40 dition; balls to both wheels, and two-thirds nick-
eled. James W. Judd, 528 Wllloughby Ave., Brooklyn. 11-23

^y ANTED.

-

.A. I' -A. li o: asr B R

-

An English amateur, with ten years' experience in the

cycle trade, wants a partner with .?2,ooo capital; has a good

thing. No experiments or humbug. Address

J. M., rg37 SCOTT STREET.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J^,JINER'S PEOPLE'S THE.-VTRE, NEW YORK.

A LEGAL WRECK.
November 12 to 18.

PAUL KAUVAR.
November 20 to /?6.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prici'S.

ABRAHAMS & aRUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., XEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

MEN AND WOMEN DIFFER IN CHARACTER.

IF YOU WANT SOMETHING-
To riMd tli.it will iiiiercsi you more thoroughly than any book you ever read, and enable you to understand all these

" Signs uf Cii'KnACTiiR," and how to read them, send for

HEADS AND FACES: HOW TO STUDY THEM,
.A new Manual of Character Reading for the people. It will show you how to read people as you would a book, and

sec if they are inclined to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving, joyous, hapjiy and trustworthy people,
such as you would like to know, and be intimately associated with.

\ knowledge of Human Nature would save many disappointments In social and business life.

This Is the most comprehensive and popular work ever published for the price, 25,000 copies having been sold the
tirst year. Contains 200 large octavo pages and 250 portraits. Send for It and study people you see, and also your own
character. If you are not sa'Isfied with the book, you may return It, in good condition, and we will return the money.

We will send It carefully by mall, post paid, on receipt of price, only 40 cents. In paper, or SI.00 in cloth
binding. Address

FOWLER &. WELLS CO., 777 Broadway, New York.
N.B.--If you will mention The WnEEt, in ordering we will send—FREE -a copy of the " Phrenological Journal

"

j

(20c. a number, IB3 a year), a magazine of human nature.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
I'KKKLKSS TOISACCO AVOKKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

UOCHKSTKK, X. V.

$1 .OO A "^ KAR.

F. P. PRIAL, Publisher, P. O. Box, 444, Npw YORK.

Herewith I hand you $1.00 in payment for one year's

31103jription to YOUR PAPER, io bsg'in with the issue of

Name .

ADDRKSS ..

to

Town oi-; Cit v

Cour;TV Siate ,
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 .*i*(h St., Phlladelplila, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

HEWYOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

Ilr.iucli House, Chicago: W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake Si.

E.&H.T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway. N. K.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Canieras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^More than Forty Vean
Established in this lint

of butintst.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in ihc

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, nr

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Indammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repealed applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

r.O cents per »>ottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A^sxs: lE'OTEK Tuan
»miii'»»>-'«i iinin»i»'*°™°°gWekcK

PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

LS Dye I T e: ' s
Sporllni &oo4s

LOWEST PKIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

Y f-^
' eARL& wfLs;oN«!

ll MEN'S.LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS.

fV , "ARE THE BEST"
^>'Z^ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER
TRICYCLE.

VICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE.

^ VICTOR JUNIOR BICYCLE.

^ SPALDING'S YOUTH'S BI-

CYCLE.

Also a Full Line of

BICYCLE SUNDEIES
Send for 1888 Catalogue.

FRED'K A. LELAND,
426 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the Workl

I carry and make up to order the tlnest line of goods in the country. Call or
send tor price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to

ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.

Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle

and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,

lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

OTJI^ SXJISriDI^IES
liave a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding, Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

IIaphite^.
rhIIIIheUI

IPcL^CH^^»1
PbIaring^)

1§PRICE25Cts.
litWARK.NjJ;

Sold Everjrwhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

>-

</>

ADiBS 4 SOB'S TDTTlllffl CHEffHIC GOK
/.icreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The tnun is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURE. PLKASANT. < ALL FLAVOKS.
Sla-oiilo. t>e oix sa.Xe at; all "WlieeliTxoii.'a IT©»<3.Q.taa.3^t©r«.
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THE SAFETY RECORD.

277 Miles

In 24 Hours,
ON A

Veloce Columbia,
BY

John Mason,
OF THE

Illinois Cycling Club,

6,300 Miles

This Season,
RIDDEN ON

Same Machine,
BY

Same Man.

Machine all Right.

Moral -Buy the "Veloce.
i>

Press op F. V. Strauss, 130-116 \Valk«r St., New York.
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The Greatest Success of the Season

!

UNDOUBTEDLY THE KING OfTHE REtR-DRIYERS.

THE

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Cranio Macliine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDL^VTE DELIVERY.

I

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORIVIULLY & JeFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CI3:iC.A.GI-0, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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We Do Not Need to Blush at the FolloTving' Records ; Neither Do We Want the
Earth, but We Do Want the Hill-Climbing- Records.

Read the following and then draw your own inference as to where the records are held ; aKo jot down in your

diary where these practical hill-climbers and speedy Wheels can be purchased :

EAGLE ROCK HILL, Newark, N. J, November 19, 1888, by J. Harry Shurman on a Springfield Roadster. 24
times without a dismount, breaking all former records for speed for 13 times and p/aeim:; 11 times adJitional to

our credit, and for our competitors to practise on.

CORY HILL, Boston, 11 times without a dismount, by Samuel Sterling, of Brilgepori, Conn (age forty-five

years) ; STICKNEY HILL, Lynn, Mass., 4 times without a dismount.

These hill records, together with the fastest quarter mile ever ridden and the fastest half mile in competition, by

J. Fred. Midgley, at Rochester, N. Y., August 30, 1888, we think should convince the most sceptical regarding the qualities

of the Springfield Roadster on the track, road and hill. We solicit the investigation of those who anticipate purchasing;

and to~those who are not pleased with their present mounts, we would say, TRY THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. Watch
for 1889 Catalogue, January 15. Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
IT8 COIPMBPS AVEKUE. BOSTOJST, JVCJ^SS-

EASTERN ROAD CLUB CUP TIE,
November 8, 1888.

" E. P. BENSON established a Safety record for 25 miles in the time of i hour

35 minutes 25 seconds."

—

Bicycling World, November i6, i:

The Machine ridden was a SWIFT ROADSTER.
CATALOGUES FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited),

239 COLUMBVS AVENUE, BOSTON.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

s: 'Mvi:x^

New York Salesrooms,

I 15 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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I'OinsrTS
RELATING TO

ImiM lods,
SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 AECH STEEET,

Pliiladelphia, Pa.

Pfjces ^""s fixed according to the condition

and make of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

J II.

Guarantee.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—'Wc publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As

the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESEHT BARGAINS.
43'

44-1

46-:

46-i

48-i

48-:

SO-

5i-'

,S2-1

52-i

52

52-1

54-

54-1

54-i

S4-i

S4-i

S4-i

54-

55-

55-1

56-

56-

56-

57-1

58-

nch American Satety (new machine)

nch Ideal ; in good order

nch Otto Special ; in good order

nch Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

nch E.xpert Columbia; 1888 pattern

nch Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch American Star

nch Special Columbia

nch Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

nch Apollo ; scarcely used

nch Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

nch English make ; ball bearings

nch Expert Columbia ; nickeled

nch H umber Racer ; new ^. ...

nch Sanspareil Lt. Roadster . .

.

nch American Star

nch Expert Columbia

nch Sanspareil

nch Rudge Lt. Roadster

nch Columbia Lt. Roadster

nch D. H. F. Premier

nch Club

nch Expert Columbia

nch British Challenge .'

nch Expert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

go 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

90 GO

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern 60 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000
Columbia Two Track ; nearly new 100 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to
answer inquiries fully.

Note B.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of
examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Aroh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mm iimmii mmi mmi.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " L) " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not fag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, $1.00. D scouni 10 the trade.

249 Wondward Avenue. Detroit. Ilich.

J". o'ooiQ"3sroii,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE "BEST" BICYCLE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WRITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

f^ENJS
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no snbagencles, all business
direct, hence can transact patent bnsiness in less

time and at less cost than those remote froQ
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or r^ioto-. with descrip-

tion. We alvise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COc
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 0. C.

^^EBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIPJTS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , Hew York,

The BIlUuKS & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, BillinR's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches lonR when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forced of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but (jiants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

f

AKKON, OHIO.
MANUFACl URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard, and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

(^° "VC^arl-b© fox« F^cxc© L±s-b.

Q6
NEW YOKE WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Tlctor, New Baplit, ChampIoD, Star
and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex^ep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheel*
taken in trade and buUffht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with^ full particulars of our terms f easy

avments—of interest to every actual or prospectivf
Jitseiman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St.. Peoria. 111.

, HULBERT & CO.,
26 "West 23d Street,

nsTE'W" "z^oirk: oit'st.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERT'S
Anierican Champion Bicj^cle.

American Light Cham |)ion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1S88 Si>2?±33.gf±elci Roacis-bea:-
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Sicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNEXX &. HALE,
112 Ox'axLge Stx-eetJ,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

B-a-37- "STo-ui-nr Slxoes o±

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY. Near Duaua.

TUEOBGAT LONDON SHOE MAJT.

Mv SPECIALTY FOK THU SUMMBK IS TUB

KANGAROO SHOES.
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a fine line of BICYCLE SHOES
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WOH- AGAIN!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

IVORIiD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CA TALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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c T RiYCLING iRADE REVIEW,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second, class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news^received till Wednesday noon.

r Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Parti Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its co^tent^

and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-

venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $r per year.

From conversations held with representatives

of leading houses, we should judge that the

trade generally agrees that the safety will be in

increased demand for 1889, and their efforts are

being concentrated on the low rear-driver, that

they may be ready to fill orders with some show

of promptness, which was not the case last

spring. The ordinary will, of course, be in

fair demand, but the safety has developed a

new class of riders, and the almost absolute

feeling of security experienced by low-wheel

riders will send the demand for it up to the

capacity of the makers. The stock of ordinaries

will be carefully watched lest it grow too large.

In the haste to purchase safeties, many riders

will throw their ordinaries overboard at sacrifice

prices, so that there promises to be a glut of

very cheap second-hand tall wheels. It will

prevent an absolute stampede toward the

safety, it will prevent the low-wheel movement
from becoming too general, it will be alto-

gether more prudent for the trade to exercise a

most conservative policy in dealing with ex-

changers ; in fact, we should advise all sellers

to refuse to allow any price on a second-hand

tall wheel in exchange for a safety. If this ad-

vice is followed, small dealers will not find their

profits and their capital locked up at the end of

the season in an overstock of unsalable second-

hand ordinaries The marked decline which

we expect will take place in second-hartd ordin-

aries should attract a class of cheap buyers.

In new forms of wheels, the tandem safety

bicycle, shown at the Stanley Show last year, is

a favorite, though the cost of the wheel will

make limited buying. The advantages of ihe

tandem are many, and all who have tried this

form of wheel heartily approve of it. An effort

will be made to supply ladies' safeties, which

are expected to be in fair demand. As the tan-

dem bicycle will take the place of the tandem tri-

cycle, so the ladies' safety will, to a large extent,

retire the single tricycle. Cycling for women can

never develop to even a gratifying extent, so

long as they are asked to drive more cumber-

some wheels than are used by men ; it is absurd

to expect such a thing, and wc think that

makers could greatly aid the development of

cycling for women if they would make every

effort to create a demand for ladies' bicycles to

the exclusion of tricycles. So far as we could

glean, prices will remain about stationary.

At Berkeley Oval, on Election Day, a great

howl of indignation leaped up to the blue vault

when fifteen men went to earth in the mile handi-

cap, causing sundry bruises and discolorations,

about one hundred dollars loss in repairs, and a

confused jumble of cuss words. The dark

glances and baleful glares directed toward the

Clerk of Course were entirely unmerited, for the

accident was most largely due to the unskillful-

ness of some competitor. The fall occurred on

a straightaway smooth stretch of track, and

there was no reason, except the one alluded

to, why a man should go down at the place the

collective header occurred.

At almost every race meet we see men sud-

denly prostrated on the earth, and for no appar-

ent reason. A skillful observer can most gener-

ally pick out a man who is liable to fall and
carry others with him. His wheel is not prop-

erly arranged for speeding, and it wobbles all

over the track ; his saddle and his pedals are not

suitable for racing. This kind of rider gen-

erally beats his companions on the road, and
forthwith he proceeds to the race path, wobbles

around a few laps, and if he has not excep-

tionable good luck he loses his head through ex-

citement, has no control over his wheel, and
finally croppers, generally in a crowd. The
moral we would impress on embryo racing men
is that they should use the proper pedals, shoes,

saddles, and, if possible, racing wheels, that

others may not suffer through their neglect and
unskillfulness.

Now that the season of indoor entertainment is

on us, let us at once raise a universal howl

against the custom of advertising these " full-

dress " affairs. If the members of a club have

gentlemanly instincts, the cut and make of

their coats and trousers may be safely left to

their own judgment. Society is much more
lenient and liberal in these matters, and except-

ing at strictly formal receptions it is not a

quite unpardonable breach to substitute the cut-

away or the frock—with dark trousers, of

course—for the regulation swallow-tail.

There is, outside the dictum of fashion, a

grave reason why cycle clubs should leave the

matter of apparel to the judgment of their mem-
bers. It is not only vulgar to announce an

affair as "full dress," but it also shuts out many
members of the club who cannot afford such an

expensive luxury. To the man who does not go
about much, the possession of a full-dress suit

is not absolutely necessary to enjoyment, and
there is no reason why he should be compelled

to go to an expensive outlay in order to appear

at his club reception dressed as his fellows.

We should deem it a privilege to shake with a

man who has enough individuality to dress

exactly as he pleases, so long as he does not

offend good taste.

" GIVli us GOOD ROADS."

Wails Stamson : Let us have some practical

plan of improving the roads. Stamson's wail

is a direct appeal to the National Roads Im-

provement Committee. Wiiat is the committee
doing? That's the question. It should have

money. It should collect a libraiy of road con-

struction and improvement literature. It should

send out instructive circulars to road repairers,

to road builders, to road supervisors. It should

interest the press. It should affect or attempt

to affect legislative bodies toward roads im-

provement laws. Has it taken steps to acciiin-

plish any of these things?

Messrs. Coningsby and Shurman have proven
that if a cyclist can climb a hill once there is

nothing to debar him from repeating the per-

formance several times, consecutively, so that

there is now scarcely any merit attached to the

number of times a man can climb a hill. It is a

true test of relative strength and hill-climbing ca-

pability, however, to discover in what time a man
can climb a hill a reasonable number of times.

The record accomplished by Shurman on Sunday
last is such a tax on the system that it is unwise

for any cyclist to attempt to betterit. We would

advise all future record breakers on Eagle Rock
to use ten round trips as the standard, the time

consumed for the ten trips the record, and only

regular stock wheels, of any make, to be used.

EASLE^OGK.
SHURMAN AND CONINGSBY MAKE

NEW RECORDS—A HOST OF
HILL-CLIMBERS.

The facts that the year is in the sere and yel-

low stage, and that poets and other acutely
imaginative and sensitivized individuals detect

a certain amount of melancholy in the shorten-
ing days, did not deter a merry crowd of men
on wheels and men off wheels gathering at

Eagle Rock on Sunday last.

The news that both Shurman and Coningsby
were to try for records on the Rock had been
very generally circulated, and a number of local

cyclists, as well as a body of Brooklyn cyclists,

were present to see the hill "downed."
Shurman had arrived in Orange on Tues-

day morning and put up at the Llewellyn Park
Hotel, convenient to the Rock, to watch for a
favorable opportunity. During the week the

hill was in poor condition, though Shurman was
out on it every dry day, and on one trial beat
Greenwood's record for a single trip.

The weather on Sunday was particularly fa-

vorable to hard road work, being clear and
crisp, though somewhat cold. Shurman started

at 8:50 A. M., and never once stopped riding

until 3:14:15 P.M. He was dressed in tights,

light sack coat and fancy red cap. During his

long ride he was freely supplied with port wine,
sandwiches, etc. His mount was a Springfield

Roadster, 46-inch wheel, geared to 54, one of

the regular wheels kept in sto:k for use in hilly

districts. The regular speed gear is 64. Shur-
man mounted the hill very slowly, especial'y on
the steepest part, over which he dipped his

cranks a few inches. Turning at the top, he
placed both feet on the rests, folded his arms
and sailed away, to the admiration of the

passers-by, as well as the cyclists Shurman's
flight down the hill was as the swirl of a hawk

—

a daring rush through space. The table pub-
lished below gives the value of Shurman's ride.

It will be noted that while Greenwood holds the

single ascent record, Coningsby holds the record

for one round trip, Coningsby and Shurman
share the records for two and three round trips,

while Shurman holds all records on the hill

Irom the fourth to the twenty-fourth trip, sup-

planting Coningsby 's records for the fourth to

the thirteenth trip.

SnriiMAiN's CoNiNUsuv's Siu'KM.vn's Coninc.sby's
Round Trips. Round Trips. Total Times. Total Times.

M. S. SI. S. H M. S. H. M. S.

I 13.05 ia.4S IS. OS 1J.45

2 13.25 13.45 26.30 a6..3o

•1 13.30 13.30 40.00 40.00
i 12. ao 14.30 s^.^" 54 .10

5 14. »S 15.00 1.06.35 1,09.30

6 ... 15.10 15.00 i.ai.45 1.24.30

7 14.15 16.15 1.36.00 1.40.4s
8 14.20 14.45 1.50.20 1.55.30

9 13.25 15.30 2.03.4s .. .. 3. 11. 00

10 14.20 17.00 2.1S.05 a. 28.00

11 15.15 15.00 2.33.20 2.43.00
12. . M..(o if>.4S 2.48.00 2.59.45

13 17.00 i6.ix> 3,05.00 3.15.4s

14 18.20 3.23.20

15 19.40 3.43.00
16.... 17.00 4.oo.0i>

17 17.40 • 4.17.40
i3 15.55 4.33.35
ig 15.20 4.4».55
20 17. .50 5.06.45
21 20.5s 5.27.40
13 t8..50 V 5.46.3>''

.",.... 17.50...." 6.04.2V1

.-.(. ... 10.55 6.24.15

CONINOSIIV BEA rS THE CRANK RECORD.

During the afternoon, Fred. Coningsby.

I Brooklyn Bicycle Club, mounted the Rock four
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Warwick Perfection

HAVE MORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY OTHER

WHEELS ON THE

AMERICAN OR EURO-

PEAN MARKETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ISt.

2d.-

3d.-

4th.-

5th.-

6th.-

7th.-

8th.

9th.

10th.

nth.

The Following are Some of its Maiiy Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be i^moved from the spade
handle to apply the brake.

A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a
minimum.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength
at the part where required— /'. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other
handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their

circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the
part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the
greatest strain comes.

THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand
miles without oiling or adjustment.

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs
used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch
in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

-THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
of the rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

3VL.A.3Sr"Cr2J'.A.CTXJIiE!3D B'X'

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
A. KENNEDY-CHILD, Superinteudcut of AgeucicH.
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times on a 46-inch Victor Light Roadster.
Coningsby's time for the four ascents is the best
piece of vyork yet accomplished on the Rock.
His times were as follows:

Time of
Ascents.

9 . CO ...

- 9-44
9-48
9-15 ••

Shurman's trips

Time of Total
Round Trips. Time.

13-27 13-27
13-41 27.12
13-53 41-05
'4-5° 55-55

were checked by H. W.
Humphreys, Newark, N. J., and F. H. Campbell,
of The Wheel. E. J. Decker, Orange Wanderers;
F. J. Brock, Newark, N.J.,and F. P. Prial, The
Wheel, timed and also checked Shurman's
trips. Coningsby's trips were checked and
timed by F. P. Prial, A. B. Barkman, Brooklyn
B. C, and E. V. Coningsby, Jersey City.

Schoefer and Brown, Brooklyn B. C, mounted
the hillseveral times, but not without dismount-
ing.

The vibration on the coasts so weakened
Coningsby's left wrist that he was compelled to

dismount on the fifth trip, when within a few
feet of the goal. He will again start for the
ordinary record, and will also try to beat Shur-
man's record.

An epidemic of hill climbing seems to have
broken out. Frank Brock, of Howard A.
Smith's, who had never gotten within hailing
distance of the top before, mounted the hill on
a Star. A number of others claimed to have
gone all the way, but their jubilant assevera-
tions were received with incredulous smiles.

It can no longer be claimed a feat to mount
the Rock. The only merit lies in discovering the
knack.
Within a half mile of the Rock stands the

Llewellyn Park Hotel, where dinner was served
for about thirty. The local Consul should ap-
point a hotel next season where a good dinner
could be bought for fifty cents.
Although it was half way through November,

two new wheels were seen on the hill. Borland
and Raymond. B. B. C, were on an Ivel tan-
dem, and were the admiration of all beholders,
the wheel being a beauty to look at, running
very fast on the level and coasting like a de-
mon.

The Brooklyn party came home on the 4:45
train, and had a pleasant trip, the two Brooklyn
"babes" keeping things lively. Brown, the
Consolation Race Champion, was peculiarly quiet
for him, and remained glued to his seat all the
way in. It was afterwards discovered that he
was making an heroic attempt to conceal the
rear portion of his nether garment, which had
become damaged during the afternoon.

THE WILMINGTON-READING INTER-
CLUB ROAD RACE.

The interest taken in the bicycle race between
the Reading and 'Wilmington bicycle teams,
held on November 3, on the road from Myers-
town to Reading, was manifested by the im-
mense crowd of people that congregated along
the road on the other side of the Penn Street
bridge. Long before three o'clock there were
hundreds about the small office of the coal yard
beyond the bridge anxiously waiting for bulle-
tins which were received by telephone from
each village along the course through which the
wheelmen passed. At 3:30 P. M., when the
crowd on the hill beyond announced that the
racers were coming, the spectators had. swelled
to over 2,000.

The arrangements for the race were perfect.
John Crawford, the superintendent ofthe tele-

phone company and an ardent admirer of the
sport, kept the line of communication open be-
tween IVIyerstown and the coal office, and had
checkers stationed at Womelsdorf, Werners-
ville, Robcsonia and Sinking Spring, to forward
the positions of each rider, and those at Wom-
elsdoif and Sinking Spring furnished water
from uncorked bottles to the riders as they
hurried by. The checkers were : Charles Dun-
dor, at Womelsdorf; Murray Kilmer, at Rube-
sonia ; Charles Miller and Harney Kocii at
Wernersville ; and Harry Boycr and Charles
Peocock, at Sinking Spring.
The Wilmington riders, accompanied by a

number of friends, reached Reading at 10
o'clock in the morning, via the W, & N, Road,
They were all in fmc condition. Dampman
weighed 142 pounds, Merrihew 156, McDaniel
144, and Shcward 152. The first three nameu

had with them .Victor wheels weighing forty-

two pounds each, while Sheward had a Spring-
field Roadster of fifty-lve pounds weight. They
were joined at the P. & R. outer depot by the
Reading team with their Star machines of forty-

eight pounds weight. The home boys were also

in fine form, Wilhelm tipping the beam at 163

pounds, Douglass 145, Scheele mg, and Kahler
130. They left with the 11:45 train for Myerstown,
accompanied by W. I. Grubb, of Pottstown,
who had been agreed upon as judge ; A. M
Scheffey, of Pottstown, referee ; Frank Heil-

man and John Crawford, of this city, timers
;

and Morris Diener, Murray Kilmer, Albert A.
Gery and Harry Wilhelm, starters.

When the party arrived at the Baney House,
from which the start was to be made, the street

was crowded with vehicles, and nearly a hun-
dred persons gathered there to see them off.

After a slight delav a pistol shot was fired by
one of the starters, and the men amid cheers
wheeled away, numbered as follows : Damp-
man I, Merrihew 2, McDaniel 3, Sheward 4,

Douglass 5, Kahler 6, Scheele 7, and Wilhelm 8.

Wilhelm at once spurted and took a good
lead, which he kept up to the end of the 21-mile
race.

The judges and party had some time to wait
for the regular train to return to Reading,
and when near Womelsdorf they saw Wilhelm
on the turnpike dismount from his machine, but
quickly got back again. This was owing to a

team coming in an opposite direction and crowd-
ing him from the track. This was the only in-

cident that marred the ride over the entire

course.

All along the route spectators gathered in

groups and cheered on the riders. Between
Womelsdorf and Robesonia Wilhelm caught up
with a man in a sulky with a fast horse. The
man urged on his roadster, and set a pace for

Wilhelm for a mile and a half, when the horse
broke and Wilhelm shot ahead. Then the man
set pace for Dampman for a considerable dis-

tance.

At Sinking Spring Joseph E. Allgaier, on
horse-back, met the advance guard and hurried
them down the road, while other members of

the Reading Club, on their wheels, set pace for

the remaining contestants. It was a lively, in-

teresting and red-ho,t race.

When Wilhelm crossed the line at the coal

office opposite the bridge he was greeted with
loud cheers. He made the 21 miles in just ih.

15m. and 28s. Dampman crossed it 12s. later

in ih 15m. and 40s., and the others in the fol-

lowing order :

Merrihew, ih. i8m. 44s.

McDaniel, ih. i8m. 50s.

Douglass, ih. igm. 20s.

Scheele. ih. igm. 50s.

Kahler, ih. igm. sgs.

Sheward, ih. 22m. 38s.

The Wilmington team won the race by just 2

points, having scored ig out of 36.

WILHELM'S LANCASTER
RECORD.

PIKE

A POLITICAL BICYCLE CLUB.

The Harrison and Morton Bicycle Club,
which made its final parade November 14, has
been, without doubt, the most widely adver-
tised cycling club in existence. The idea of a
poliiical organization on wheels was conceived
by Mr. S. L. Chaster, Secretary-Treasurer of

the Fostoria Bicycle Club, last July, and he has
been ably assisted by the officers and members
of the organization, until it has surpassed most
sanguine expectations. The club has been
favorably received in the neighboring towns,
and from its initial parade last August until last

night, each parade has surpassed its predeces-
sor.

While the parade was passing through the

suburbs, the club executed a drill on Main and
Tiflin Streets, that was a revelation above any-
thing ever before given by them. Their pyro-
tcchnical display was also very beautiful. A
great deal of money has been expended by tiie

organization on these parades, and if a flatter-

ing reception by the public will make it so, the
club can retire in a blaze of glory.

—

Fosloria (O.)

Daily Journal.
< t »

There is no question about the accuracy of the

Banker brothers' mile tandem road record. The
discrepancy between our report and the timers'

certificate is a typographical error.

In referring to the record from Paoli to Fifty-
second Street, our Philadelphia correspondent
recently stated that "Wilhelm claims a record
of 48m. los." In reply to a query, the famous
Reading rider sends us the following communi-
cation, from which we should judge that his
record of 48m. los. is about as genuine as the
ordinary road record •

Reading, Pa., November 17, 1888.

EniTOR of The Wheel:
Your letter in regaid to the Lancaster Pike record re-

ceived s >me days ago. but owing- to a verv badly burnt
hand, in which 1 had taken cold, answer to same was delayed
a few days.

I made the run from Paoli to Fifty-second Street in 48m.
los some time last Fall ; it is considered si.xteen miles.
Watches were held by three or four parties, and the timers
had barely time to get from the railroad station to finish
before I was over the tape. The train time from Paoli
down is 45m., so that time could almost be verified by the
train conductor, as the rider is in sight most of the way. If
it were necessary I could get the names of starters and
timers. The run was made on a Sunday. This was the
best time cer made on this pike There are a few riders
in Philadelphia who imagine that unless they are present
at everything or have a hand in it, consider everything done
without their aid N. G.

I tried twice before that— first time broke down, and, after
waiting fully five minutes, took a crank wheel and made the
run in som., and everyone knows Wilhelm on a Star and
Wilhelm on a crank are two diflferent people.
The next time, against a heavy wind, I run it in 52m, 48s.

The third time, with wind favorable, I run it in 48m. los.
Will shortly try the lo-mile record on this pike—that is,

as soon as I can h<'ld a handle-bar with my sore hand.
Yours truly,

W. I. Wilhelm.

CYCLISTS SETTLING A CAMPAIGN
BET.

Before election ten Republican members of
the Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club made a wager
with ten Democratic members of the same or-
ganization that Harrison would be elected, the
losers to draw the winners in a large wagon
from the club rooms in. Catharine Street to the
Post Ofhce and return, and also to pay for a sup-
per. Of course the Democrats were beaten,
and paid the bet like men last Thursday even-
ing. The weather was rainy and the walking
in terrible condition.
The paraders started just before eight o'clock.

There were nine Democrats attached to the
wagon, while nine Republicans rode inside. In
the wagon was a transparency bearing these
words: "It is no more than we expected."
Fireworks were discharged at intervals from the
wagon. There was a large crowd gathered on
the street, and at all points the paraders were
saluted with fireworks and bon-fires. The
march from first to last was an enthusiastic one
and attracted much attention.

The following named were concerned in the
bet:
Republicans—W. Irish, W. Boshart, Dr. P. W.

Smythe, Fred. Bowne, A. J- Klady, W. P.
Heath, C. Schaffer, Frank Jennings, C. Ostran-
der, S. Colwell.

Democrats—George Sweet, H. Thurston, A.
Shaffer, H. W. Bullard, George Buck, W. B.
Hamill, A. Fraleigh, M. Mullen, W. Gilien,

John Van Benschoten.
The banquet was served at g r. M. The tables

in the large dining room were handsomely ar-

ranged and presented an inviting appearance.
The party numbered twenty-four. Everything
connected with the feast was prepared in a
splendid inanner.
The eating occupied about an hour, and it is

needless to say that justice was done to the
many good things. There were no speeches on
the occasion, but general good feeling prevailed
on all sides, and the time passed pleasantly
away, with everyone fully satisfied.

—

Piuii^h-

ki'cpsic Daily Eagle.

The Riivcliiig Worlii's "Caviler" was down to

(he Ik-rkcley races, and has some very nice
things to say in the latest issue of the IW'rU
about Chief Consul Hidwcll and the writer, the
Chief Consul being favoreil with, aristocratic,

suavity, good-breeding, and the writer with
slight, wiry, nervous, dark-haired, wide-awake,
alertness, push, etc. All very large and tine,

but if the "Cav." was just dying to meet some
New York '"celebs.," why liidn't <v come down
onto the track? We think this " Caviler " is a

lady, in which case it would have been rather
embarrassing had wo met her "face to face."
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v\r..A_-y x)0"vsrisr e!.^^st_
We took a flying trip " Down East" on Satur-

day, Sunday and Monday last. In the great

world of wheels, Down East may be interpreted

as meaning nothing but Boston, the Hub, of

hallowed associations; containing so much and
so many identified with the birih and gro\yih of

the sport and trade of cycling. This particular

trip was broken at Springfield, where we dis-

mounted to inspect the

\V.\R\VICK CYCLE COMPANY'S FACTORY.

It was nightfall when we arrived in Ducker's

old town. The rain-god was exploiting himself,

and all the world and his umbrella was out on
Main Street. The Warwick Company's plant is

down a dark street, on the banks of the Con-
necticut, fully two miles from the railroad and
hotel centre. It may be reached by horse-car,

but the trams— that's English— are so few and so

far between that we took to shanks mare. We
shinned down Main Street at a lively pace, not

failing to note the pretentious buildings which
have materialized since our attendance at the

last Springfield meet, dodged down Broad Street,

and espying the welcoming lights, we were soon

safely in the cosey office of the Warwick works.

The factory is a big brick building. Its principal

advantages are its nearness to the water, which
will permit cheap freightage to New York when
the Connecticut river is deepened and broadened;
the building is so arranged that the Warwick
people will have ample room for extension as

their business increases.

Although it was long after closing time, we
found Messrs. Warwick, Swan and Tapley pres-

ent, up to their eyes in business, arranging
agencies for their new wheels, for which there

were scores of applicants. One very pertinacious

young chap, with the beaked nose of enterprise

and e.xtended chin of decision, was present. He
was so taken with the wheel that he wanted a

State agency, and we think he got it. Mr. George
T. Warwick, the president of the concern, is an
Englishman, but has been in this country several

years. He is the oldest son of Thomas Warwick,
of the English firm of Thomas Warwick &
Sons, the famous English part makers, whose
perfection back-bones, hollow rims and other
specialties are sold by the thousand to makers
both here and abroad. Mr. Warwick is

thoroughly grounded in the art of cycle construc-

tion, having spent much of his earlier life in his

father's factory. The company is the possessor
of over a score of patents, many of which they
have utilized in the wheels they are at present
manufacturing. He has also modeled new
machinery which will enable them to turn out
wheels at a less cost than other makers. Mr.
Warwick is thoroughly at home at his factory,

his whole heart seeming to be wrapped up in

the building. As to his personality and his

many courtesies to us during our stay in Spring-
field, we cannot write too highly. Mr. George
K. Tapley, treasurer of the company, who will

do the financiering, has had a twenty-years
bank experience, which will doubtless be of

great service. Mr. Fred. R. Swan, the secretary
of the company, is a member of the Springfield

Bicycle Club.
The Warwick Cycle Company's product for

1S89, which wc will shortly describe in detail,

will consist of ordinary and safety and tandem
safety bicycles. We saw a completely finished

ordinary and an unfinished safety. I he features

of the Warwick product are two in number: First,

the company, grasping the most fundamental
law of successful business, will spare neither

skill nor expense in turning out work which will

recommend itself both for beauty and service,

and thus insure a permanent success; second,
over a s- ore of patents owned by the company
have been introduced into the wheels, so that

while they will easily hold their own with the

best makes so far as durability and appearance
are concerned, they will further commend
themselves by many of the valuable features

introduced.
The ordinary is a magnificent looking wheel.

It is a tingent-spoked wheel, with enamel finish

and ni(keled trimmings, and drawn on beauti-

ful lines. We ha>iily summarize some of the

many advantages of the wheel. (1) At such points

as long experience has proved to be the

most fracturable (nice word^— such as the join-

ing of the back-bone and rear foiks, the back-
bone and neck, the spokes at point of contact

with hub and rim—at these, and all other weak
points, the material used is rolled much thicker

to withstand the strain. Thus the spokes are

thickened at one end ; the inner line of the

rim, in which the spokes are fastened, is much
thicker than any other part; the backbone is

not of the same thickness throughout, but

thickens at the head and where it is brazed to

the rear forks. The idea is to avoid the exces-

sive and expensive repairing, wnich often in-

duces many riders to give up the sport. (2) The
'.ntroduction of a spring at the hub end of the

fork, which absorbs vibration and makes the

Warwick the only ordinary wheel with an anti-

vibration device. This spring is a novelty, and
many wheelmen who have not seen the wheel
seem doubtful as to its strength. We would
assure these that the wheel is so constructed
that should this spring ever break the wheel
could be ridden right on. (3) The handle-bars
are quickly detachable, and are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and bending.
The handles, instead of being parallel to the

wheel, are slanted slightly outward from back to

front, and upward, just into the position most
naturally assumed by the rider. (4) The brake
is a direct action plunger brake, the brake lever

tieing brought directly under the hand, looking
much prettier and being certainly more effective.

(5) The entire head is covered by a dust-cap,

absolutely preventing dust and dirt from getting

into the steering centres. (6) The rim is an
improvement on the famous Warwick hollow
rims; there is but one set of spoke holes bored
in it, thus making the rim very strong and doing
away with removing the tire to insert new spokes.

The method of fastening the spoke to the rim
is as follow^: The spoke proper has a fine thread

cut on to the end. On to this a nipple is screwed.
The upper part of the nipple is enlarged, some-
thing after the manner of a pin head. On the

outside of this there is a still larger nipple with

a smooth inner surface, which fits close to the

first or small nipple. It is made so that the

natural gauge of the wire has free play, but the

headed nipple will not pass through. This large

nipple has a screw on it made to fit the cor-

responding thread cut through and into the

under side of the rim. This is screwed up until

the head of the small nipple comes against the

inside shoulder of the larger one, which is, of

course, on the inside of the rim, and by screwing
or unscrewing it the spoke is tightened or
loosened, according to requirements. A new
spoke can be put in b\' any one who can intro-

duce a screw into a thread, and at a cost of a few
cents. {7) The tires are made egg-shape, slightly

projecting over the edges of the rim (see cut), to

prevent wear and tear on it. The shape of the

tire gives a greater diameter of rubber to absorb
vibration than if it were round ; a smaller surface

of it comes in contact with the ground, giving
less friction than if it were round. The core in

the centre of the tires (see cut) absolutely pre-

vents stretching, and keeps the tire fast to the

wheel. It is not even necessary to use cement,
but it is used to keep out grit. The rubber is of

the very best quality. (8) The bearings, which
are dust proof, instead of being laterally are
vertically adjusted, it being claimed that the

wear and tear on the balls is vertical, not lateral,

hence the vertical adjustment. The bearing
case is made of two half pieces, inclosed in a

solid steel case. A cap holds the sections in

place and inakes them absolutely dust proof.

The adjustment is made from the underside of

the bearing case by means of a screw, which is

fastened by a lock nut as soon as the proper
adjustment is secured. The wheel may be run

10,000 miles without being re-oiled; the oil-cap is

so arranged that it must be covered after oiling

up, thus keeping out all dust and grit. The
pedals are also fitted with dust-proof ball

bearings. (9) The anti-vibration device, referred

to above, is one of the greatest features of the

wheel. Inside the bearing frame and under-
neath the fork is a spring made of steel and
rubber. The steel takes the strain, and the rub-

ber takes the vibration ; thus, vibration is re-

duced to a minimum. This is a point that can-

not fail to be of inestimable value. By means
of a set screw the bearing can be perfectly ad-

justed to the weight of any rider. For a heavy
man the screw is tightened, which closes the

spring, allowing it to receive the extra weight.

The bearing is simple, jointed to the bearing
frame, which gives an elastic and easy motion
when the wheel comes in contact with rough
surfaces. Another device holds the frame rigid

in such a manner as to take up all side strain.

(10) The saddle is suspended upon springs of

India rubber, which play an important part.

Another great feature of tlie saddle is the side

rocking motion, which will be heartily indorsed

by every wheelman. By means of an India rubber

.MliTHOIJ OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICTI ADMITS OF RFPAIRS WITHOUT REMOVING TIRE.

NOTE SOLID CORE IN RUUBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS STRETCH. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE

OF TIKE. NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES

.AT POINT MOST LIABLE TO BREAK.
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THE SADDLE.

buffer, the saddle yields to, instead of resist-

ing the shocks to which it is subjected. A sim-
ple but most ingenious device renders the leather

non-stretchable. This point cannot fail of ap-
preciation, as every wheelman knows that a sad-
dle when once wet by perspiration or rain is

more or less injured, and sags to such an extent
as to make riding decidedly uncomfortable. Two
thin strips of sheet steel extend the length of the

underside of the saddle, by which any stretching i

is absolutely prevented. Underneath, and being
a poition of the saddle, is a neatly arranged
leather case, which, on being opened, reveals
pocket holders for oil can, wrenches, etc. The
saddle may be stretched or loosened by a simple
plan of adjustment. It may instantly be slipped
off the back-bone and taken in out of the rain,

in case the wheel must be left outside of shelter.

It may also be lifted upward or let down at either
the front or back, according to the fancy of the
rider. (11) The enamel used is a specialty. It

never cracks, and if the back bone were struck
with a hammer, a slight dent would be the re-

sult, but the enamel would remain bright. It

has a fine lustre.

The ordinaries are now being turned out
rapidly, and will soon be delivered to agents.

THE SAFETY BICYCLE.

The valuable features of the ordinary have
been introduced into the rear-driver wherever
possible. The frame is made on lines which will

permit either a lady or gentleman to ride the
wheel. Great strength is secured by the use of

light but strong double tubing, and by special
bracing where the driving sprocket wheel is

attached to the fiame. The anti-vibration spring
is attached to the front and rear forks. The
great feature of the safety, however, is the
device for reducing the sensitiveness of the
wheel, making it run as true as an ordinary. By
a mechanical arrangement the front wheel only
moves one-half the distance of the handle-bar

;

for instance, if the handles sweep over six

inches, the wheel turns but three. Thus the
rider has complete control of the wheel. Not-
withstanding this reduction of movement, the
wheel may be steered quickly ; we saw it mark
out on the road an eleven-foot circuit. The ad-
vantages of this distribution of movement are
that the rider has. perfect control of the wheel

;

that it does not wobble at high speecf ; that it

may be guided firmly through sandy, muddy
and rutty spots. With its front and rear spring
forks and anti-vibration saddle, the wheel gives
a pleasant seat. The safety will be finished
in the same style as the ordinary. The firm
will also make a tandem bicycle.

DEE TO liOSTON.

After such a liberal diet of nuts, bolts, bear-
ing cases, etc., at the Warwick factory, wc were
glad to get into the train and make tor Boston,
where we put up at the United Slates, an old-
time hostelry, with excellent meals, lorsooth.
Early Monday morning, the air being crisp and
crinkly, the sun looking on with an approving
smile, we darted for

THE POPE MANUFACrURING COMPANY'S OFFICES,

where we met Mat. C. Fowler, Jr., who con-
cocts taking "ads" for the firm; Mr. E. W.

THE ANTI-VII!RATION SPUING EUPK.

Pope, whose name is quite familiar on the

nether end of a check; the Colonel himself,

looking in excellent condition, and Mr. Herbert

Hayes, Chief Consul of Massachusetts. Mr.

Fowler ciceroned us to an upper floor, \vhere a

dozen employes were engaged in making loo,-

000 1889 calendars. Mr. Fowler showed lis the

various processes, all of which was very inter-

esting. We took along a specimen of the ele-

gant gilt calendar of '89, which, however, we
afterwards left in charge of the office young

man. We should be pleased if he will mail us

the same ; wc expect he will grant us the favor,

as we have calied him "young man," when,

between ourselves, he is only a boy.

The Pope Manufacturing Company, besides

its usual line of standard cycles, will manufac-

ture a ladies' bicycle and a tandem safety for

1889. We could Karn nothing of the details of

construction, except that the wjiecis would be

"sometliing new and very fine." The funi will

occupy the entire building in which thcv are .it

present after lanuary i. The company is very

much engaged just now in pushing its " World
'

typewriter.

TO THE LEAGUE IIEADQ"-'AR I'EKS

anil the offices of our esteemed Ho--ton contem-
porary, we next wended our way. Here dwell

and have their being those toilers of the pen-

and-ink world, Fourtlrinier and Hassett, yclept

Little Foudry and Good Old Hassett. With a

sly dig we inquired of Foudry if he had given

the fair Pauline Hall any uoints in the art of

riding, but with a blush and a scared look way
over towards Albany, he iiasiened to assure us

that it was all fudge. The AV(;i'<//«c If'orU, we
were glad to learn, was in excellent condition,

never in better shape, all ot which we were
pleased to hear.

Up into Bassett's bephotographcd den, a la

elevator, and we finii the Secretary-Fiiitor up to

his eyes in work. He jioints to a green, covered

tube at his back and says; " Th.it's Fourdriii-

i.-r," anil we bid Foudry tlie lime of iluy. We
afterward learned that the .tube led up to Fou-

dry's work-room.
At Win. Read & Son's salesroom on Washing-

ton Street, we found Mr. John Read. Mr. Road
reported an encouraging business for the year,

with a promising outlook for 1SS9. The firm
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will have on the market next year the New Mail
ordinary, a new Safety, and a tandem bicycle,

over which W. S. Atwell, manager of the bicycle

department, is very much enthused.
Away over on Columbus Avenue we strike a

group of cycling firms—viz. :

IHE OVERM.\N WHEEL CO.. I HE COVENTRY M.\CIIL\-

ISTS' CO., AND THE SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.

At the Overman Offices were President .A.. H.
Overman and \V. C. Overman. The firm was not

ready for the publication of any details of its

'Sg wheels. The spring fork, which sold so
many Victor safeties this year, will be retained,

but in an improved form.
The Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Co.,

which has recently opened new offices on the

avenue, are principally interested in their new
safety , a model of which is now almost ready.

The great feature of ih's safety is that the

driving-gear, which is the same as on the Spring-
field ordinary, permits a wheel base at least six

inches shorter than that of other safeties, which
will greatly reduce the sensitiveness of the
wheel. The Springfield Company's store is in

charge of George M. Hendee, who will not go
on the road any more, the attractions of home
life proving too strong. Mr. Hendee has de-

veloped ver)- large and fine since he has been
traveling for the Springfield Company, and is

now as alert and representative as any gentle-

man in the trade. At the Springfield Company's
store we met the head-bookkeeper, Mr. Warren,
an affable, harmonious, solid-looking gentle-
man, as well as C. P. Daniels, manager of the
Boston Y. M. C. A. gymnasium. Mr. Daniels
promised us some new points in physical cul-

tivation.

At the Coventry .Machinists' Company's
store, manned by Mr. George T. Stevens and
Mr. Alexander Hill, we had the pleasure of
examining the new tandem safety bicycle, just
received. It is a very light and speedy-looking
mount, and will be in demand in the spring.
The company report a heavy run on Swifts,
which they expect will be repeated during
1889. The Coventry Company's store was the
last one visited by us, and, after a glance at

Philip Brook's magnificent church and a short
stroll in the Back Bay district, we shook the
dust of the cultured capital from our sandals,
girded up our Ions, and made for the chosen
citv, which is Gotham

CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND.

THE RECOLLECTIONS OF A VET.

A GRAND ENTl RTAINMENT.
The C. U. will hold a literary and musical en-

tertainment at Y. M. C. A. Hall, Brooklyn, on
the evening of December 17, at eight P. M.
The best amateur talent attainable will be pro-
cured. Tickets will be fifty cents ; reserved
seats, seventy-five cents. Tickets may be ob-
tained of any of the following gentlemen :

H.E.Raymond ii8 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn
M. L. Brjdgman 1255 Bedford Avenue,
F. G Webb 736(1 Union Street, "

W. J. Kinn '78 Tillcry Street,
L. H. Wise 370(j Grand«A venue, "
H. Grecnman 510 Greene Avenue,

The annual meeting of the Union will be held
at the hall on the same evening.

FIXTURES.

Nov. 21-22-23—Tournament at Columbus, Ga.
Nov. 24—One and two mile bicycle handicaps at 23d Regi-

ment Armory. Brooklyn. Entries close November 17
with F. K. Stcde, P. O. Box 1151. New York City.

Nov. 24— Race meet at Chestnut Hill Reservoir. Fntries 1

close November 22 with Chas. P. Daniels, Boston, 1

Y. M. C. A gymnasium.
,

Nov. 28—New Haven Bicycle Club's reception and enter- i

Uinment, at New Haven Opera House.
'

Nov. 29—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 2q— Prospect Harriers' 10-mile bicycle handicap.
Entries close November 22 with G. E. Painter, 332
First Street, Brooklyn.

Nov. 31—Harvard B. C. and Inst, of Tech B. C. road race.

Dec 13— Riverside Wheelmen's reception at West End
Hall, 125th Street, New York City.

Dec. 17— Chelsea. Mass.. Cycle Club's reception. !

Ucc. 17— Long IhIhikI CycllKtH' I.'nioirM niiHirul
;and lltiTHrv <'iitei'laiuiuc-iit at Y. M. <'. A-

Ball, Urooklyii. i

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave- '

nue and Sixty-second Street. New \ ork Two-mile
I

han icap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, 1889— Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House. New
York City. i

We were seated in the New York Club's lofty-

ceiled billiard room one evening, the Vet and I.

The knights of the cue had gone home, the
cabinet was in secret session in the card room

;

the gas was turned low.
The Vet is " nigh onto" forty, but is younger

than many a man of his age. His eye still

gleams ; his moustache yet curls defiantly, and
altogether the Vet is in good form for an old

campaigner and one time Adonis of the path.

The Vet drew a piece of metal from his vest

pocket. It was tarnished and without date, but
;t recal'ed to him a memory of some battle of

the path in the good old pioneer days. The Vet
reminiscenced :

" It is now about eleven years since I first saw
a bicycle. I was resident in Boston at the time
and had acquired a local reputation as a skillful

rider on a wooden wheel, a two wheeler, with
the seat between the wheels. It required no
skill to either mount, ride or guide my wheel,
but in those days my goings and comings were
a municipal event. But to return to the bicycle.

" One day I was invited down to the house of

David B. Porter, a young Boston photographer
of an ingenious turn of mind. Porter had
imported an English bicycle and it was an object

of curiosity and admiration to everyone in-

terested in the new sport. I went down to his

house and was astonished to see him mount and
ride off. The sight of Porter on top of that tall

wheel, a 52-inch, I shall never forget. To me
the wheel appeared enormously high and Porter's

performance seemed nothing short of a feat.

He had invited me to wait and he would teach
me to ride his wheel, but misunderstanding
him, I wandered oH through the public gardens;
and so had no opportunity to ride the wonder
just at that time. Porter shortly afterwards
took a header from his wheel and broke his leg

and was taken to a hospital. Owing to the
use of some drug which Porter had been in the
habit of using, his bones had become very brittle

and he never recovered from his accident. He
died at the hospital several weeks after the

accident occurred.
"At that time the young men interested in

wheeling used to gather at Frank Weston's office.

Frank was an architect, but he made a hobby of

cycling, and has ever since continued to do so.

Weston, Chandler, Cunningham and Heath were
the most enthusiastic. These men worked as hard
to introduce the sport as if their bread and butter

depended on it. It was their custom to publish

in the Boston Transcript articles condemning the

sport, following up in the succeeding number of

the paper with answers to all the objections

raised. In this way a deal of intelligent dis-

cussion of the subject attracted some public

attention and resulted in not a few converts.

"About this time Cunningham and Heath, who
had been importing English wheels on a very
limited scale, resolved to go into the business.

I was invited to their store as one well up in the

sport and invited to try one of the new wheels.

I mounted the new wheel and sailed round and
round; meanwhile Cunningham left the room.
Not being satisfied with this monotonous per-

formance, I resolved to dismount, and tried the

same plan I used when getting off my low
wooden wheel. But it wouldn't work at all, and
I struck the floor heavily with the wheel on lop

of me. I knew I had done wrong, but, wishing
to make a good impression, I hastily mounted
and was riding unconcernedly round the circle

when Cunningham, who had heard the crash,

came rushing in. " Anything the matter ?" said

he. " No, no, not at all," said I, " but I think I

will get ofif now," and he held the wheel while I

dismounted.
"I was engaged by Cunningham and Heath,

my principal duty being to teach, and I was ad-

vertised and billed far and wide as Professor

Will R. Pitman. During my connection with

this concern I taught men whose names have
since been interwoven with the history ot the

sport. I taught at a riding hall, the most diffi-

cult kind of a place to ride. I afterward met
with much better success on the road. When
pupils mounted they would be perfectly helpless,

and I had to actually hold them on to the

wheels. When, after weeks of patient work,

they had learned to ride ihey were delighted

and could scarcely thank me sufficiently. I taught

Ned Hodges, Joe Dean, and the poet Dalton, who
was a great enthusiast. Among my pupils were
many professional and business men, men of

high standing in Boston. Most of them took up
the sport to restore shattered nerves and to re-
pair the wear and tear of business.

" My two most difficult pupils were Colonel
Pope and Charley Pratt. The Colonel learned
to ride some time before Pratt did. At that
time he was in the air-pistol business and was
also importing English wheels to supply orders.
He had already lost one fortune in the Boston
fire, had lost another by his business failure, and
had now amassed a third competency. He had
become interested in the new sport and had
come over to Cunningham & Heath's to learn
more of it. He was very heavy and it was diffi-

cult work piloting him round the circle. After
he had become used to the wheel I took him to
a loft above the riding floor and let him fight it

out. Every once in a while there would be a
crash, and I knew what had happened. Cun-
ningham would come ru.nning in when the fall

had been particularly heavy. "Go up and take
that machine away from that man, he is ruining
it ; he is .going to start in the business and will

ruin us anyhow." Of course I always protested
that we had no right to object to teaching the
Colonel; we were there to teach all comers.
This argument was always satisfactory.

" When the Colonel was a full-fledged rider we
used to go out on the road in the evening. He
always felt safer when I was with him. The
Colonel was well known and highly thought of
in Boston, where a merchant is not swallowed
up as here in New York, and very often we
were stopped by people interested in the wheel
and invited into their houses. The Colonel had
but to introduce himself, when his war record
and his geniality at once put us on good terms.
We were always treated hospitably, and wine
and cake were very often served to us. I was
always introduced as Mr. Pitman, the champion
bicycle rider, for at that time I raced in Boston
and vicinity, principaLv in rinks.

" I was afterward employed by the Colonel. He
quickly got to work and placed an order for fifty

wheels with the Weed Sewing Machine Co., the
price of which averaged somewhat under $100.
When the Colonel took up cycling he had un-
bounded faith in its future, and he poured his
money into it like water. He was the driving,
and Ed. Pope the balance wheel of the concern.
It was a few years after the business was started
that the first dollar ahead was seen. They may
say now that the Colonel was lucky, but such
was not the case. He foresaw, to a large e.xtent,

the future development of cycling, and he spent
money liberally.

j

" Later on came Charley Pratt. Hewasayoung
lawyer, and was very delicate from close appli-

I

cation to study and work. He was also very
near-sighted, and I had a very diflicult job to

teach him. Had I not had a good stock of
patience I might have easily disgusted Pratt
with the sport. On what little things a man's

I future hangs! Afterward Pratt was employed

I

by the Pope Company, and everybody knows
j

how they have gone on increasing in strength
I year by year I forgot to say that the Columbia

I

bicycle was largely modeled on the Duplex E.\-

celsior, and that the Colonel himself named the
wheel the Columbia, though everybody in the

I

concern was puzzling his brain to discover a

suitable name."

BETTER NIP THIS THING IN THE EfU.
The circular issued by Mr. C. H. Luscomb,

as "Chairman of National Committee Rights
and Privileges, L. A. W.," and in favor of the

re election of Governor Hill, on account of his

action in signing the " Liberty Bill," is one of

the fruits of dragging the League into politics.

I don't know that anybody would take umbrage
because .Mr. Luscomb chooses to advocate the
re-election of Governor Hill, even though he
were to crowd -the matter upon the attention of

the wheelmen of his own State, but to make
such glaring use of his official position in the
national body tc influence a local election is an
outrage which should certainly call for action

on the part of the League. The day seems to

be not far distant when any demagogue who
happens to get into a League office will en-
deavor to use his influence to sway the League
for his own purposes, and this action of Kir.

Luscomb is the entering wedge for just such a
state of afifairs. Better nip this thing in the

bud.

—

St. Louis Spectator.

! A race meet will be held around Chestnut
J Hill Reservoir, Boston, to-morrow afternoon. .
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Stanley show of 8g will be held at Crystal

Palace.

F. J. Osmond, the English crack, has been
suffering from bronchitis.

Percy Harris has gone to Bridgeport, where
he has secured a position.

Willie Walters climbed all the Orange hills

last Sunday week.

The illustrated title page of the Cyclist aptly

illustrates the growth of the sport ; there is not

a safety shown.

Boston Herald states that 'Doc" Emery is

developing a big scheme for the benefit of the

L. A. W. What is it, Doc ?

The report of McCurdy's escape from Jefferson

Barracks, Mo., is being circulated. McCurdy
was imprisoned on a charge of murdering a

sentry.

Massachusetts members of the National As-
sembly express a preference for Chicago as the

best city for the spring meeting of the L. A. W.
National Assembly.

John W. Murray, editor of the Tiiiws, Estacado,

Texas, recently rode 400 miles over the Texas
roads, accompanied by his son. Mr. Murray
rode a Standard Columbia.

The marriage of Fred. Bingham, of the Harlem
Wheelmen, is announced. Cupid is devastating

the Hariems. They have recently given up one
of the two houses they have been occupying.

A 5^-mile road race was held at Crawfords-
ville, Ind., on Sunday, November 18. The
winner turned up in John Alfrey. time 22m. 37s.;

Hubert Gilkey, 22m. 40s. Gilkey is now the

fastest Star rider in Indiana.

O. L Benton & Co., of Newark and Elizabeth,

N. J., have imported a half dozen Universal
safeties, which are already sr>ld. Tommy
Burnet, Elizabeth, recently rode one of these

wheels up Eagle Rock. The firm will import

high grade safeties for the spring trade.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Dean were " at home " on
Thursday evening last. The reception was
largely attended, and among those present were
many prominent wheelmen. Among the nu-
merous presents was an elegant silver piano I

lamp from members of the Boston club.
|

It is the general impression among racing

men that Will Windle will not ride next year.

When last we saw Windle he spoke of the prob-

ability of his father building a track near his

home, as he was coimpelled to spend too much
time at Lynn this year to get into condition.

At the forthcoming meetings of the Society of

Cyclists of England, the following subiects will

receive attention: "Cycling in India," De Lacy
Johnson; "Cycling for the Blind," Dr. Tindal
Robertson, M.P.; "Independent Traveling,"

Jo. Pennell ; "Cycling in the Isle of Man,'
Arthur Haviland.

Our trip to the "Hub" prevented us from
personally inspecting the proof sheets of last

week's Wheel, the result being that a typo-

graphical error crept into print. In the article-
" On Eagle Rock," the gear of Fred. Conings-
by's safety is stated as being forty-five inches

;

it should have read forty-eight inches, which is

a regular stock gear.

The Springfield'Bicycle Manufacturing Com-
pany are natu ally very much elated over ihe suc-

cess of Eagle Rock on Sunday last. Shurman is

undoubtedly a good man, but that the macliine

shoyld have stood the strain of twenty-four

climbs up the hill and twenty-four rusiies back
again speaks well of its staunchness.

The new iieadquarlers of the Cambridgeport
Cycle Club, at 555 Main Street, were formally

opened last Thursday evening. A large nuTu-

ber of wheelmen from other clubs participated

in the dedicatory exercises and had a jolly

time. President Sanborn says that visiting

cyclers are always welcome at the club rooms.

UOWLING LEAGUt';.

Efforts to call a general meeting of club repre-

sentatives 10 form a bowling k-aRU(; having
failed, delegates from the H;uli-iu W'lircluien,

Long Island Wheelmen and New York Bicycle

Club will meet this Friday evening at the latter's

alleys, Fifty-second Street and Sixth Avenue,
and organize a bowling league for bicycle clubs.

The New York Club's cafe and restaurant is a

success, the members patronizing it liberally.

A special meeting has been called for Tuesday,
December 4, when an attempt will be made to

reconstruct the club constitution. The advocates
of the change wish to give the Board of Trustees
less power than they have at present, and they
want meetings held every month instead of half-

yearly, as at present.

WHY FOIST HIM UPON US?

The Wheel intimates that Mr. Luscomb in-

tends to run for the League presidency in Feb-
ruary. I doubt if Mr. Luscomb could control

more than 1,000 votes of the membership at

large if the officers were elected in (.hat way.
Why should he be foisted upon us? We have
had enough ring rule in the League, and it is

about time that we freed ourselves of it.

—

Sport-

ing Life.

The Hartford Wheel Club prohted $325 by
its annual tournament. It has elected the fol-

lowing officers : President, Howard H. Smith
;

Vice-President, Frank N. Crygier ; Treasurer,
Frank E. Eaton ; Recording Secretary, W. M.
Francis ; Financial Secretary, W. A. Shew ; Cap-
tain, A. G. Gruendler ; First Lieutenant, James
N. Stannard ; Second Lieutenant, J. N. J. Hill

;

Color Bearer, W. J. Lux ; Bugler, L. F. Middle-
brook a

The papers owned and edited by the Coventry
ring still defend Temple. Their latest wail is

to the effect that "the American papers are

doing their best to lay all the blame on Temple."
The American papers are unanimous in agree-

ing that Temple and Rowe, and their backers
and managers, are all of a piece. Both were
equally concerned in carrying out a swindling
game, and Rowe has even to bear the additional

discredit of a double game.

The hoodlum wheelman, a stray specimen of

which may occasionally be seen among himself in

Central Park, is making himself felt at Chestnut
Hill Reservoir. The Reservoir is a favorite

riding and training spot for Boston wheelmen,
and to deprive them of the pleasure of cycling

about it would be a great loss. Yet the super-

intendent of the Reservoir contemplates such a
I move on account of the goings on of the hood-
lum wheelman. He should be suppressed by all

decent wheelmen.

The fourteenth handicap games of the Seventh
Regiment Athletic Association will be held at

the Armory, on Saturday, December 8, 1888, at

8 P. M. The programme decided upon promises
to be even more interesting than heretofore.

There will be a i-mile bicycle race for novices,

and a 2-mile handicap for members of the regi-

ment only. The list of entries, which it is ex-

pected will be unusually large, includes many
names prominent in the athletics of the country
who are members of the regiment.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club has decided
to vacate its quarters on December i, after

which date the club will be without a home.
The members have seldom visited the house,

and the meetings are so poorly attended that it

is impossible to get a quorum. The club will

probably vegetate during the winter, and a re-

organization will be effected in the spring. The
Boston Art Club are reported as desirous of

leasing the club liouse, which is owned by a

stock corporation entitled 'I he Massachusetts
Cycling Corporation, a controlling interest in

which is held by the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany.

The annual moetin.g of the Brookline (Mass.)

Cycle Club was held Tuesday evening. A com-
mittee was appointed to consider the matter of

obtaining new rooms. It was decided to give a
minstrel entertainment early in January, and a

ciMnmittec was chosen to have the malter in

charge. The following officers were elected lor

the ensuing year; President, Frank I). Young
;

Vice President. Frank ^L Seamans ; Secretary,

E, W. Baker; Treasurer, D. E. Bcede ; House
Committee, W. H. James, W. A Cooper; Cap-
tain, W. K. Corey ; First Lieutenant, C. S. Cobb ;

Second Lieutenant, E. E. Smith ; Bugler, J. R.
lianimei ,

Colur licinr, L. W. Rice.

Mr. W. D. Banker was in town on Tuesday
last, en route from Boston to Pittsburg. The
Banker Brothers report a good business this

year, the demand for safeties being very large,
with a good call for second-hand wheels at low
prices. They estimate that about 200 wheels
were sold at Pittsburg this year. Their riding
school at Old City Hall, vvihere they have a

65 X TOO room, is admitted to be the finest in

the country. On January r they will open a
large store on Main Street, Pittsburg, in connec-
tion with their father, who will carry on a car-

riage business in addition to the cycle trade.

The Bicycling News emits a double-breasted
sneer over our remarks on Will Windle. We
repeat that Windle's form is scarcely second to

that of the fastest Englishman now on the path,
even though his record for the mile is 2m. 43s.

We give the Nevjs credit for not entirely basing
its opinion of a man on time performances.
Windle outclasses Crist, who rode in 2m. 34 2-55.

while in England. At Buffalo Windle spread-
eagled the field in the lo-mile lap race, finishing

the last half mile in im. 17s. over a muddy
track and against the wind, and not spurting all

the way, either. Windle is the purest kind of
an amateur, his father paying all his expenses.
'X\\'iBicyclingNews editor will have an opportunity
of studying his form next year, as he will posi-

tively represent America on the English paths.

A ladies' 6-day bicycle race, eight hours per
day, will be held at Pittsburg next week, com-
mencing Monday afternoon at 3 p. M. The
ladies will ride every day from 3 till ir. The
entries are Aggie Harvey, Kittle Brown, Jessie
Woods. Lottie Starl, May Allen, Hilda Snallor,

Helen Baldwin, Lulu Hart and Hattie Lewis.
All are from respectable walks of life. We have
seen photos of them in their cycling costumes,
and a likely-looking lot they are. They have
been taught to ride at the Banker Brothers' riding
school, and not one ever rode a wheel until within
six weeks. The track is fifteen laps to the mile,

fourteen feet wide and with a three-foot raise on
the turns. The girls are riding miles in 3m. 30s.,

and keep up a fourteen-mile-an-hour gait when
practising. If the race is a success in Pittsburg
the riders will be brought over to Madison
Square Garden, New York City.

GREAT VICTORY FOR A CYCLIST.
An interesting case has just been decided at

Tynen.ouih, England. A tricyclist, being upset
by a heap of rubbish left lying in the road, in

violation of the sanitary laws, brought suit

against the corporation of the town. The attor-

ney for the defence held that as the cyclist was
riding at a slow pace his failure to perceive the
heap of rubbish and avoid It was his own look-
out, and that, therefore, damages could not be
claimed. The judge, charging the jury, stated

that it rested with them whether the corporation
had been in the wrong by leaving their dust
heaps lying for two days instead of having them
taken away before dark on the day the roads
were scavenged, or whether it was through a

want of care on his part that the cyclist was
upset. The jury retired, and, after a half-hour's

decision, awarded the following damages to

plaintiff : Damages to clothes, £\ ; injury to

bicycle, £2; medical attendance, .^i iSs. IkI.;

shock to system, ^5 ; total, £,y) iSs. Od.

UNIVERSAL CYCLING CLUH NOIES.
The lO-mile road race of tiie Universais,

which was to have been run on Election Day,
was postponed on account of the threatening
aspect of the weather, but will be run otT on
Thanksgiving Day at 9:30 A. M.

A "club run " to Hempstead on Sunday last

was participated in by six members, whicii

clearly shows that the boys are beginning to

get afraid of the cold weather.
VV'm. Hustleton, who luis not been on his

wheel for the last two months, atteiuled the

run 10 Hempstead on Sunday last, and managed
to reach Jamaica in excellent form ; but the run
from Jamaica to Hempstead played him out

completely, and in his endeavors to keep up
with the boys anil loacli Hempstead with the

rest he attenipteil lo 1 ide ovci a couple ot fences,

and tlu-ieby samplcii considerable of L. L MUD,
.'\fter reaching lleinpsiead and pana'king of

his dinner he decided tJuU it would be e.isicr

work to train it home.
In the atlernoon on Thanksgiving Day the

Universals will have a hare an<1 liound chase on
L. L on llioir wheels

Hl'STLKI.'.
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GIVE US BETTER ROADS.

How about the people at larj^e giving a little

attention to the subject of road-making, now
that the cycle racing season is over and much of

ihe political strain is off the public mind?
It seems to us tourists a-wheel—and we ate

not a few—that too many columns in all the

papers are given to detailed particulars con-

cerning one racing man or another, and as he is

only one in a hundred he gets pushed up front

more than he deserves, especially this year.

What the cycling world wants most, in order
to double the number ot wheels used every year,

is some practical plan of road improvement and
the awakening of road-makers to more sensible

methods than the old ones.

While every string to further street paving of

the right sort in towns should be pulled, our
country roads should be especially looked after,

as they are—or will be when made passable

—

our avenues of escape from place to place, and
from the "worry and wear of corroding care,"

and they should be made pleasant safety valves
for pent-up office desk slaves the world over,

instead of being the sloughs of despond that too

manv of them are now.
Continued dintjing at the authorities about

here, in the local press, has resulted—we hon-
estly believe—in the putting on of considerable
gravel on suburban streets, and one section of

macadam on one of our principal streets.

But there has been so much jobbery about the

latter that it has cost about tivice what it should,

and a part of it has been done with soft sand-
stone, which soon makes about as much mud as

the road has ever been used to; so " we feel

quite at home" on that section.

If it only was not against the law to knock
down and bury men who will plough up the

road sides and shovel and scrape soft dirt and
grass clods into the road, making it much
worse than before !

A road-mender, who at this late day and age
has the gall to so ruin highways and lake the
ta.xpayers' money for it, ought to be as promptly
put out of the (high) way as a " boss thief " is

out in the wild and in many cases sensible
West.
Stamford, a town of about 15,000, is now

staggering along through inches-deep mud
and loose and slippery cobble-stones, under a
hundred-thousand-dollar debt for a sewer that

is much worse than none, and whines about the
cost of paving, whenever the subject is

broEiched, and yet annually pays as much for

this mud-hole irrigation as would properly pave
half the town.
About every such town in this State is doinir

about as much in the way of paving, so we are
not lonely.

Up at Wesiport and Fairfield, though, we will

give them credit for some good sound macadam
sense, and mean to lake a run up there soon, to

pat them on their shoulder and say, "Well
done !

"

We are glad to see as much as we do in the
good old WiiEKL on roads and touring, and
wish there were a few hundred more men like

that live otic down in Alabama.
Wc need circulars of some sort for distribu-

tion, giving points on road bettering, and giv-

ing the old-timers a chance to brace up a little.

see if they have any pride and will come out
of the old regime, and give the people some-
thing to show in the way of a decent road for

the money.
With decent ijaving this would be the prcl-

tiest town along the Sound, Inil now wc will not
say much in favor of it. We give the local

papers this among oilier nuts In crack.

.\Kr.

THE INCREASE IN CYCLING.

has also done considerable tricycle riding in

this vicinity during the past season, but con-

templates purchasing a ladies' safety bicycle for

next season. Miss Cox is a very strong rider,

and ought to be heard of next year as one of

the leading riders in the States.

The wife of the veteran rider, H. B. Thomp-
son, has also done some riding the first part of

the season ; but on account of a trip abroad
with her husband she has for the past few
months necessarily put up her tricycle for this

year.

We expect a number of new recruits next
season, and will gladly welcome them as sisters

of the wheel.
Bicyclists in and about this place are very

commonly seen in dozens, when a little over a
year ago there was but one solitary wheel to be
seen. Also a year ago there could not be found
a bicycle paper ; now it is a common occurrence
to pick up a "WHiii<L"in most any place or
fireside you may visit.

Yours very truly,

A Rll'Eli OF THE WhEF.L.
SuFFERN, N. Y., November 17, 1888.

MORGAN'S MARIONNETTES.

" The tandem bicycle has come to slay,"

writes the multitudinous cycling scribe. We
imagine it has come to go.

Ira Pcrego sends out a monthly bulletin of

fashions and men's furnishings, entitled Mens
Wear, which, while an advertising publication,

is well written, nicely illustrated, and contains

many points on the art of getting up one's self

with stunning effect.

SCRANTON lilCYCLE CLUB'S FAIR.

The Scranton Bicycle Club will hold a fair in

Armory Building, Scranton, Pa., to realize

funds to help erect a new club house on a lot

recently purchased by them at 545 Washington
Avenue. The fair will commence November 26,

and will run one week. The fair is under the

general management of R. H. McKune, Room
25, Library Building, Scranton.

Cycling is looming up in the daily press more
conspicuously than ever. The New York Herald
placed the Eagle Rock hill-climbing at the head
of its sporting department, with the following

""turn, torn my wheel.
—Longfellow.

New Hill-Climbing Records by
|

Bicyclist Shurman. 1

You ax for a narrative, stranger.
And— well, I don't mind if I du.

Landlord ! that Monongahela,
And mind it's three fingers— not two.

I once would have stood you the same, sir.

Though now I'm too flush in bad debts ;

For once, old hoss,

I was managing boss
Of Morgan's marionnetles.

'Twas the latest show on the road, sir.

And vve scooped the dollars in
;

When I tell you I'd only two figures,

You'll say it was rather thin.

Yes, I only had two little puppets
On which to make all my bets ;

But I worked 'em so well

That I lived for a spell

On Morgan's marionnetles.

But one day I met with Fred Alley,
Who ran just the same sort of show

;

He talked just lik-e pie, but a faithless ally

He proved with his little Bill Rowe.
For \^& got up a championship meeting.
And made all the usual bets

:

The first heat was at Lynn,
So we let Billy win
Agin' Morgan's marionnetles.

The next heat was run down at Hartford,
And " Tricky " in this was to beat;

And then, just to keep the thing going.
The third was to be a dead heat.

But just as we'd got the whole pile on,
Fred Alley the swindle upsets.

For Rowe came in fust

To the awful d sgust
Of Morgan's marionnetles.

I jist gave one whoop like an Injun.

Anil went for F. A. like a dart.

But I found him surrounded by sluggers,
Who laid me out terrible smart

;

Then the public got hold of the swindle,
And wanted back all their big bets.

So, pard, it's a frost,

For I reckon I've lost

Over Morgan's marionnetles.
—Will Wagtale, in The Cyclist.

»-*.».

Dieter's Table d'Hole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 11 50 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Besl
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

STERLING CYCLE COMPANY.
As ihe wheeling in this vicitiily is about

over, our minds wander liack 10 the good days
of wheeling jusl past, and as wc stop to think
of some <jf the cyclists we liave had the pleas-
ure to meet during the season, it would be well
not to forget Miss Mamie M. Thompson, who
might be seen every day on her iwo track Co-
lumbia, thinking nothing of riding from twenty
to thirty miles at a run. She has in all proba-
bility covered at least t.ooo miles during the
season, and has been physically benefitted by it

so much this season that she thinks she will

double the record nc.\t season.
Miss Emily A. Cox, of .fersey City Heights,

We present our readers with a cut of the Sterling Cycle Company's new safety, which will

be ready for the spring trade. The Sterling Cycle Company has oflices at 12 Pearl Street, Bos-

ton, and a factory at Newton, Mass. Among the wheels manufactured by the concern are a

quadricycle and a carrier cycle, a rut and description of which we recently published.

The companv's product is constructed almost entirely of tougli woods, which make thi-

wheels light, cheap and durable. A number of quadricyclcs are in use at Newton, Mass., where
they are manufactured.

The safety has just been brought out. It weighs but thirty-nine pounds and costs $90. The
wheels are 24-inch front and 30-inch rear. The rubber tire is fastened on a radically new plan

and 'loill slay on, writes the inventor and mechanical genius of the firm, Mr. Sterling Elliott.

The chain is self-oiling and the brake is of new design. All the bearings and the crank-shaft are

self-oiling. It is intended for men as well as women, and will carry a rider of any weight up to

200 pounds. Mi. Abbott Bassett, who has ridden a quailricycle .ill this year, speaks enthusiasti-

cally of the new wheels.
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THE STANLEY SHOW.

The whole of the central aisle of the Crystal
Palace, at Sydenham, will be cleared and given
up tothe show, the only entertainment being the

pantomime, which is held in the theatre quite
apart from the Palace proper. From ena to end
of the great crystal house, therefore, will be
ranged the finest show of cycles—nearly one
thousand in nuftiber—ever seen in the world.
Exhibitors will be specially dealt with by the

railway companies, who will also provide for

bringing the crowd home to London at night.

At present it is proposed to close the exhibition
at g.30 p. M. each night, but this may be changed.
The concert room is at the Show's disposal, and
may be used for trick riding.

JO. PENNELL EXPLODES.

Not literally, of course, but at a recent meeting
of that august and erudite body, the Society of

Cyclists, Jo. waxed wrothful over two of the

papers read, rose' and completely demolished
both the papers and the authors in a tor-

rent of angular, cutting words, bristling with
cynicism and irony. A paper entitled "Geo-
logical Fields for Cyclists" brought from the
gifted American artist an essay on gypsies of all

parts of Europe, whom Jo. handled ungloved.
A communication from Edwin Chadvvick, an
octogenarian savant, on the use of "Tricycles
for the Police," again brought the eruptive Jo. to

the floor. Says The Cyclist : This paper seemed
fairly to exasperate the fiery Jo., who went for

the proposals of the absent nonagenarian with
even more vigor than his famous countryman.
Bill Nye, attacked the unhappy Chinaman of

euchre-playing notoriety. He smashed, pul-
verized, and scattered without mercy the sug-
gestions of the aged savant, whose tale of years
had bridged the space of half a century ere the

Yankee limner had commenced to sketch with
burnt wood upon his mother's hearthstone.
When, however, the simoom of Mr. Pennell's
oratory had blown itself out, it was still evident
that Mr. Chadwick's paper contained many sound
and valuable suggestions. We await with con-
siderable interest the results of the cycle-police

experiments shortly to be made within the
Metropolitan police area.

B..^S(3-^^IDST-S I

SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Iricyclcs

lE^"We make a Specialty of taking

Old Mounts in Part Payment for

New Victors, New Rapids, New
Mails, Stars and Springfield Road-
sters.

KEY TO I>KSCKIPTION.

FINISH.—"'" Full niclceled. "2" All ' nickeled
except rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled,
"^" Enameled with nickel trimmings. "5" Enameled
with polished parts. "6" Half bright and endmeled or
painted.

BEARINGS.—" ' " Balls to hoth wheels and pedals.
"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals, "'i" Balls to
front,, cone to rear, plain pedals. " 4 Plain to front, cone
to rear, plain pedals. "

5
" Balls to front, cone to rear, ball

pedals.

CONDITIONS. i" Slightly used, good as new.
Tires show but slight wear, rinish and bearinpf Ai.

" 3" Tires new, finish and beatings excellent. "4" Tires

some worn, finish somewhat marred, bearings excellent.

"5" New tires needed, finish and bearings very good.
"6" Good, durable wheel, used considerable, but in very
fair condition.

No. Size. Name Cost. Price. 'C M U
411 56 British Challenge, $147.00 $60.00 6 I 2

4"7 52 Columbia Expert, 132 50 65,00 3 2

42 [ 52 New Rapid Rdstr., 132.50 125.00 4 1

422 S3 Col. Liaht Rdstr.. 127.50 90.00 4 I

42s Quadrant No. 8, 185.00 170.00 4 1

429 54 Victor Roadster, 130 00 85.00 4 I

430 New Rapid Safetv, 135-00 120 00 4 1

431 55 Rudge Light Rd^tr. 141-25 6^.00 4 2

433 Ladies' Quad. No. 14 175.00 165.00 4 I

435 52 Special Club, 160.00 100.00 T 1

438 51 Special Star, 160.00 70.00 3 Ball

441 54 Columbia Expert, 125.00 65.00 4 2

445 48 Rurlge Lt. Rdster. 132-50 80.00 4 1

446 54 Columbia Expert, 135-00 80.00 1 I

447 52 N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr., 137 so 95.00 4 1

450 56 Victor Lt. Roadster, 142.50 120.00 3 I

455 Genuine Hbr. Tdm., 250. OG 150.00 4 2

457 52 Volunteer Columbia, 102.50 80 00 4 I

460 48 Columbia Semi-Rdstr • 7J-00 50.00 4 3
461 56 New Mail, 142-50 110.00 4 1

462 51 Semi-Racer Star, 120.00 50.00 4 Ball

463 Victor Safety, 135.00 115.00 4 I

464 54 Am. kudge.
Col. Lt. Roadster,

IJO.OO 60.00 4 I

466 55 140.00 85.00 3 I

467 Rudge Hbr. Tdm., 250.00 175.00 4 I

469 — Kan. Safety (36x54) 140.00 75 00 4 I

470 40 Otto Special, 35-00 18.00 5 4
471 Columbia 3 trk. Trike

N. Rapid Lt. Rdstr.,
165.00 60.00 4 I

472 52 132.50 112.00 4 I

474 5° Univer-al Club, 125. oc 60.00 I

475 51 Special Star, 120.00 65.00 4 Ball

476 51 Special Star,
^levv Rapid Roadster

135.00 fco.oo 3 Ball

477 52 142.50 130.00 3 I

479 44 Special Facile, 123.00 55-oc 4 I

480 45 Pony Special Star, 137 50 70.00 4 Ball
481 54 Columbia Expert, 135.00 65.00 3 2

482 5^^ English Tourist, 120.00 50.00 5 2

484 54 Royal Mail, 135.00 63 . 00 4 I

48s 50 British Challenge, 130.0c 39.00 3 4
486 48 Columbia Expert, 125.00 84.00 3 I

487 54 Special Club, 135.00 78.00 3 1

488 50 Harvard, 125.00 50.00 i 2

489 Spi-ingtield Roadster, 100.00 62.00
490 54 English, 140.00 65.00 3 2

491 54 Apollo, 135.00 45- 00 3 I

492 50 Columbia Expert, 130.00 60.00 1 2

49 i Springfield Rdstr., 75. CO 52.00 4 Plain

494 55 Racer. 130.00 35.00 4 1

495 Springfield Rdstr., 75.00 52.00 4 Plain
496 48 Columbia Standard, 85.00 35,00 5 4

497 54 Victor Roadster, 140.00 75. 00 3 1

493 54 American Rudge, 110.00 75.00 4 1

439 48 Singer Lt. Roadster, 135 00 90.00 4 1

500 SO Columbia Expert, 130.00 .55- 3 1

501 50 New Mail, 127.50 85.00 4 I

502 48 Columbia Expert, '27.50 70 00 1 2

503 52 Columbia Expert, 132.50 75.00 1 1

504 Eng. Rover Safety, 135.00 100.00 4 1

5 5 52 Premier, 150.00 60.00 4 3
506 54 British Challenge, 140.00 55 00 4 2

5 7 Premier 3-trk. Trike, 165. OD 60.00 4 Ball
50S 54 Sanspareil, 135.00 50.00 4 2

509 48 Columbia Standard, 85.00 35-00 S 4
Sio 36 Boy's, 45.00 30.00 I „,+-
5" 51 American Star, 100.00 50.00 4 Plain
512 42 Victor Junior, 55.00 50.00 4 3
513 Humber Tandem. 260.00 115.00 4 2

5'4 48 Rudge Lt. Roadster, 132.50 80,00 4 I

5'5 52 Premier, 120.00 40.00 4 3
5.6 54 Columbia Standard, go. 00 35- 00 4 4
517 48 Special Star, 125.00 75.00 4 Ball
518 52 Matchless Singer, 130.00 80.00 4 1

519 Columbia 2-tik Trike 165.00 85. CO 4 1

520 4S Special Star, 125.00 75-00 4 Ball 2

521 St Columbia Lt. Rdstr., '35-00 100 . 00 3 I 1

522 48 Mustang (Pope Mfg.
Co.), 85.00 40.00 4 4 2

523 56 American Club. 135.00 52.00 4 2 2

524 54 Victor Roadster, 130.00 80.00 4 I 2

525 53 Cclumbia Lt. Rdstr., 127-50 95.00 4 J 2

527 Sparkbrook Cripper
Trike, 165.00 130.00 4 I I

All Machines Guaranteed Sound.
Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will be sent

C. O. D- for balance, with privilege of examination.

Wheels Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

CYCLING AC_CESSOIlIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 35 "

pOR SALE —52.inch full nickeled Expert in fine order.
Cheap. W. L. Cort, 220 Water Street, New York

City. 11-23

CPECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,^ $30 each, and 46-inch, $35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-
ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

DIG BARGAIN.—$125 cash, genuine Beeston Humber
"-^ Tandem; specially built, 2-3peed gear. This wheel
holds the 24-liour American record for lady and gentleman.
Wheel cost, new, $300; is in good condition. Will sell or
trade for good Safety Bicycle (lady's wheel preferred). Call
or address L, I. W. Club House, 1281 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, where wheel may be seen. W. J. C. 11-23

yWO BICYCLES FOR TWO DOLLARS.—52-inch
" Vi;tor Light Roadster, pattern '87, excellent order,
not ridden over 300 miles ; Victor Safety. '88 pattern, good
order, 100 tickets to be sold at $2 each ; winner takes
both, crated for delivery. Drawing when tickets are sold,
which are now ready. Refer to ist and 2d National Banks
here. A. B. Keid CL. A. W. 3406), Clarion, Pa. 11-23

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office
^-' Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

_ -^ for Spade Handle; seems small, but we have thein
' .J_ just the same, and they are the best ones made

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
8 Warren St., New York

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

"V'OU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck if you
^ put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle
Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street, Boston.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
*- New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to Sioo. 'Victor, Columbia,
Singer. Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to §125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. I.

T^ANDEM SAFETY.—$14, cash. Ivel Safety Tandem
-- Bicycle, new in June and in fine condition. This
wheel holds the five and ten mile world's road records
made in July. Splendid machine for fast riding. Address
Louis Hill, 1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. n-23

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE. ^^.^^^^^
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storage
charges for first month, and nominal chnrges thereafter
Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
„„, „ No. 88 Cortlandt Street,

Post Office Box 1187. New York City.
pOR SALE.—A Club Tandem Tricycle; or will exchange

for Tandem Safety Bicycle. A 1 condition. Address
Lyman M. Jenkins, 160 Broadway, New York City. 11--3

$. I-
BUYS 52-inch American Club Bicycle, in good con-

4-J dition; balls to both wheels, and two-thirds nick-
eled, James W, Judd, 528 VVilloughby Ave., Brooklyn. 11-2-
DARGAIN.— .^ 52inch American Champion Bicycle 18SS
'-' pattern, used but little and .shows no wear Cost'jios
Will se.l for $75. Address C. L. Kider, Kirksville, Mo.

IVTARLBORO TANDEM, $.25.-Rudge Tandem, $ "
''"- Both wheels in splendid order. Chas. Schwalb;
Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

^.,-INCH NEW MAIL, |qo.—Almost new. Victor
- Safety, $100, 18SS pattern, used but ihree times, new

last August. Chas. Schwalbach, Prospect Park Piaza
Brooklyn.

A FEW good Columbia Tricycles and Tandems for sale
' » dirtche.ap. Chas. Schwalbach, Prospect Park Plaza
Brooklyn. ,,_'

;

J-IOO.

bach,
11-50

YyANTED.-

-A. F -A. E, O? IsT E R .

An English amateur, with ten years' experience in the
cycle trade, wants a partner with $-',000 capital; has a good
thing. No e.xperiments or humbug. .-Vddrcss

J. M., 1937 SCOTT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SFE1CI.A.L ST^R
FOR SALE,

For particulars .iddress F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, New
York C:itv,

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

14 First Prize Modals. 'W3VC- S. K:xiyCB.A.I-.L »Sc CO.
PEKULKSS TOBACCO 'WORKS. KOCHKSTER, N. v.
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Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN.

SMOOTH INSIDE AXD OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher street, NEW YORK.

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEADING MERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Kest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
for liss money, during the season

of 18S8 than any other dealer
in America.

Send for the most complete Wheel
Catalogue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSOi'J CO.
n > Male SI., Clilcago, 111.

CILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» ' • PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEmw&co.

New Jersey Wlieelmen
Koselle Ramblers.
Hun-ingion Bi-CIub.
Ilderan Bi-Cliib of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
3>a- 13 XV "yon ^,

MAJS^UFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attentiok to Ouk

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introdnclng. _

_,,..,
,

,. J c u 1. .. u
Soiiri .silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER .Mouthpiece,

The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Culd Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece.
gained for us an enviable reputation in our ^«5:»^

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
iSuccesiors to Iciis F. Pedersen)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

i'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

p.60
8.00

No. i:iK».

Solid Silver C:^' ir_t:e-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

Solid Gold Ciif.-irette-holders. with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

A Perfect Fit Onaranteed.
Displacement iiupossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

S. E. Gh- I^^^AT^TSOZSr,
SOLE PROPItlKTOR AND .TI.^Mj FACTLRER, Saratoga Springs, N. T.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, light running and

thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. ^3^£
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 A roll St., Plilladelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOER BELTING « PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

Krancli House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St.

E,&I^.T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

59J Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^More than Forty Veam
Established in this Unt

of butintss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

60 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

..^SXS: JE-OH. THEI

W E_ii c K
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

EARL&WftSON
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS

"ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Sjortini CtOoJs,

LOWEST PEIOES

21 FULTON ST
Send for Catalosfue.

jyilXER'S PEOPLE'S THE.A.TRE. NEW YORK.

PAUL KAUVAR
November 20 to 26.

JIM THE PENMAN,
November 26 to December i.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GEUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

,,;JM[rANDARD j:^

«liAPHlTt^

JBcle'ch^iN

„JPR1CE25Cts.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Glove Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the "World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Ca" "r
send for price list.

"W^. 13.. liOBEIiTSOIT,
296 Broadway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to

ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.
Gentkmen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle

and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,

lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

OTJi^ STjnsriDi^iES
have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding, Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

UJ

oSI

V>

AMIS i SOS'S TnTTl-FEHTTl CHEfflNC Blli
ricreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now Used by touring as well us racing

/^rheelmen. and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUItE. PLEASANT. ALT. FLAVORS.
Slioia-lcfL t>© oxi eEble a-ts all "\:^1-i©©1tti.©ix's I3:©»ca.<a.-u.aa::-box«.
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THE SAFETY RECORD.

277 Miles

In 24 Hours,
ON A

Veloce Columbia,
BY

John Mason,
OF THE

Illinois Cycling Club.

6,300 Miles

This Season,
RIDDEN ON

Same Machine,
BY

Same Man.

Machine all Right.

Moral^Buy the " Veloce.
9J

Pkbbs op F. V. Strauu, 130-136 Wai.ksr St., New York.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

UNDOUenOLY THE KING OF THE REiR-DRIYERS.

THE!

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climbing Cranli Macliine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDLATE DELIVERY.

SE Bwim, FIST, Emrai.
If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CmC-i^G-O, ILL.

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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"We SiDill Hlold- CDtjlzo O-^at-ix.

.cr^^nkwheeCt

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

ll^&Go:sr^L& fox- S.^£KJ3.
L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamion, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open. to all, track record, 2.44^^ ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all. 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6,45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBING RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.
We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our

goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. C.\talogue Free.

SPRINCFIELD BIGYCLE MFG. GO,, 1 78 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

EASTERN ROAD CLUB CUP TIE,
November 8, 1888.

'' E. P. BENSON established a Safety record for 25 miles in the time of i hour

35 minutes 25 seconds."—Bicycling World, November 16, i;

The Machine ridden was a SWIFT ROADSTER.
CATALOGUES FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited),

239 COLUMBVS AVENUB, JiOSTOK.

TH STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CUMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Now York Salesrooms,

116 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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JPOXISITB
RELATING TO

Secoail-liaiil lifbeels,

mm DETACHABLE ViMl CARRIER.

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pr8c©S ^rs fixed according to the condition

and maie of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hand

machines before selling, and refinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

HI.
Guarantee.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

Lists.—We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS.
42-

44-

46-:

46-i

48-:

48-

50-1

51

52-

52-1

54-:

54-

54-:

54-1

54-i

54-i

54-

55-1

55-

56-

56-

56-

57-

58-i

nch American Satety (new machine)

nch Ideal ; in good order

nch Otto Special ; in good order

nch Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch Harvard ; ball bearings; newly finished

nch Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

nch Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch American Star

nch Special Columbia

nch Champion Lt. Roadster ; not used

nch Apollo ; scarce) y used

nch Expert Columbia ; full niakel ; 1887 pattern.

nch English make ; ball bearings

nch Expert Columbia ; nickeled

nch H umber Racer ; new
nch Sanspareil Lt. Roadster . .

.

nch American Star

nch Expert Columbia

nch Sanspareil

nch Rudge Lt. Roadster

nch Columbia Lt. Roadster

nch D. H. F. Premier

nch Club ,

nch Expert Columbia

nch British Challenge

nch Expert (very cheap)

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 00

80 00

SO 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

90 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

90 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 188s pattern 60 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000
Columbia Two Track ; nearly new loo 00

Note A.—The above comprises only a por-
tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note B.—Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of
examination, on receipt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, ISI.OO. Discount to the trade.

o. n. sikCiars:
249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit, Mich.

cr. o'oonsrisroiR,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

IHE "BESniCUll lOCK

111

AltRON, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^r •W3C±-be f03r E'oric© Hils-b.

65
NEW YOEK ¥AEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, New Bapid, Champion, Star
and other Bicycles and Tricycleg

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Prices
from S8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bcufrht and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and noveltie.s in sundries with

J full particulars of our terms f eab>'
lavineuts—of interest to every actual or prospectivr
1 liaekiian. Geo. Vf. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. Jll.

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $i.oo.

WRITTEN &COm Providence, R. I.

wmm
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and aU Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in lees

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW «fc CO,
Opposite Patent Offlce, Washington, D. C.

^V?7"EBB'S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St., New Yori

The Billings * Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Dlcyclc Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Nifiiiviii, mm] & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

isTE^w^ ^stoirk: oiT-3r.
AGENTS FOR

GORMUL,LY & JEFFERY'S
American Cliaiui>ion Bicycle,

American J^igiit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
\SX) SUNBKIKS.

1888 Si>3:?±33.gf±©lca. Koad.stoi'
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $too.oo

Drop forged of bar steel and liiilshed in a thorough man-

ner and CISC hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

Singer's Sicvchs, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BKNNKXX 2- HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

B-L-i-757- ~5ro-nx* Slxoes of
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Dnaue.

TIIKGKF.AT LONDON SIIOK MAN.

Mv Specialty for thb Summkr is thf

IvANGAROO BFTOES.
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see Ihem and a fine line of BICYCLR SHOBS
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WOHAGAIH!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

irarORIaD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbmg and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SBND FOR CA TALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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" The Ethics of Boxing and Manly Sport," by

John Boyle O'Reilly, poet, litterateur, Irisholo-

gist and editor, makes a valuable contribution to

what might be called fresh-air literature.

Mr. O'Reilly, who is a worshipper of physical

and mental wholesomeness, sends up a great

wail over the .\merican people ; over its grand

rush toward physical nonentity. The increase

in dyspepsia affects him strongly; the army of

stoop-shouldered, half-sighted children startles

him ; the prevalence of nervous exhaustion,

mental distraction and the onward march of

apoplexy, heart-failure and early physical

decline affrights him. Like a good shepherd,

like a teacher who has a groat truth to instill,

and w,th the conviction and determination of a

prophet, O'Reilly rises to his greatest height

and cries :
" Halt !

"

"What are we coming 10?" queries Mr.

O'Reilly, and as his foresight suggests the sad

spectacle of an effeminate and devitalized race,

he exploits himself on the theme in breezy and

forceful English.

The brain is crammed at high pressure from

childhood to maturity ; the body is not merely

lelt to take care of itself, but nature's recupera-

tive efforts are paralyzed and silenced by artifi-

cial methods of existence, by o*rer-eating, by

lack of exercise, recreation and fresh air, and

we find a half-developed physique, unable to

withstand the drafts imposed upon it in the

struggle for existence.

For several decades past, Americans have

been engaged in a hot chase for wealth ; every-

thing is subordinated to the great craze for

accumulation. They have been going the pace

too fast to last. Even now they slow up and

will shortly stagger over the tape exhausted

—

Unless !

Unless the "Halt" of O'Reilly, Blaikie,

Oswald and the rest of the apostles of physical

recreation and culture is obeyed, and at once.

" But we are becoming a great sporting

people," says one.

Very true ! Very true ! Twenty thousand

people assemble to witness a baseball match ; to

see eighteen—no nineteen, we almost forgot the

umpire—men exercise. One hundred thousand

will throng the river banks to see the boat race.

But how many of the multitude play ball ? How
many ro.v ? To be sure, we are getting to be a

great grand-siand sporting people.

The great value of Mr. O'Reilly's book is

that it makes one pause and ponder and wonder;

and perhaps may drive not a few to beneficent

fresh air, water and exercise.

In detail, the book gives us as correct an idea

as maybe obtained of the old Greek and Roman
games, of the sports of ancient Irish festivals, and

engravings of trophies won before the time of

Christ are exhibited for the benefit of modern ath-

letes. From various sources the author has culled

valuable essays and hints on hygiene, condition,

diet, bathing and exercise. He devotes several

chapters to boxing, which is his favorite sport.

He is a devout worshipper at the aliar of Sulli-

van, whom he regards as the greatest physical

man of the age. He is up in under-cuts, round-

blows, counter and encounter, and is familiar

with the history of fisticuffs from the date of its

introduction.

Passing on to canoeing, he gives us enthusi-

astic sketches of paddlings on the Connecticut,

the Susquehanna and the Delaware. He is

redolent with leaping waterfalls, with musical

rivulets and summer sunsets. We find our-

selves preferring his coffee and cigars on the

river bank to a Savarin course dinner.

He is very simple, and gets so very close

to nature. The drone of insectiana lulling

him to sleep, blanket-wrapped and 'neath a

June moon, finds a sweeter place in his memory
than the calmest organ prelude ever keyed by

Bach or Gounod. The tuning up of the feathered

orchestra, which wakes him to greet the face of

the rising King of Day, gladdens him more

than the most exquisite and complicated pirouett-

ings of a prima donna. He wants to be a part

of nature, and one cannot fail to catch a glint of

his enthusiasm for the natural, the aboriginal

and the romantic.

To return to the practical, the poet author as-

serts that every man who is actively engaged in

business should break away from the grindstone

for a short holiday every summer. He insists

that frequent bathing and plenty of fresh air

and exercise are the salvation of the race.

The book should be in the library of every

cycle club. The publishers are Ticknor & Co.,

Boston.

From time to time, friends of the sport of

cycling mail us copies of papers containing

editorials on road improvement, of the same
general style, for instance, as the article re-

printed in another column from the Elizabeth

Daily Journal. The knowledge of the advantages,

indeed the necessity of good roads is rapidly

increasing, and it isan encouraging sign that the

members of the press are becoming interested in

the subject, for they can do most valuable

missionary work.

MISMANAGEMENT AT THE BERKE-
LEY ATHLETIC CLUB ELEC-

TION DAY RACES.

Nicw York, November 27, 1888.

Editor ok Thk VViriiici.

:

I notice in your issue of last week that you are
rather inclined to smooth over the gross mis-
management of the Berkeley Athletic Club at

their race meet on Election Day. I have felt

rather sore over the affair, but managed to keep
my mouth shut until I read your article.

You state that the " dark glances and baleful
glares directed toward the Clerk of the Course
were entirely unmerited." Well, now, 1 for one
do not think so, and I have yet to meet the per-
son that does.

It is certainly the height of folly to start twenty

men at once on a 20-foot track. The fact that it

was a handicap race is no excuse whatever, for
if handicapping is done xvell, and I believe it

was in this case, the men will all be bunched
near the end of the race, which makes it, you
see, just as dangerous as though the men were
all started at once. Who ever heard of starting
twenty men at once from scratch on the track?

In this race it was even more than probable
that the men would be bunched, as they were
all known, and their ability well sized up.
There were no sleepers or stuffs entered.

I know the " unskillful " competitor is usually
present at all races, but that is all the more
reason why twenty men should not be started at
once. However, on that day I failed to notice
the '"unskillful" competitor. Can some "skill-
ful " observer name him ?

In addition to the above, the race was adver-
tised on the programme to be run in three heats,
and there were thirty-three men entered. If

only two-thirds started, why did they not start
it in two heats, according to programme?

I remember well looking ahead of me just be-
fore the crash, and my heart came up in my
throat as I saw the rideis all closely packed
across the track. A second more and down we
all vifent. Whose fault was it ; the " unskillful"
competitor's or manager's? In all reason and
common sense, was it not the manager's? The
management also practically acknowledged their
mistake by starting the men in the next few
races only three or four at a time.

Furthermore, the races were not started
promptly. Men were allowed to run all over
the track during races and at all other times,
and I have even been told that a large valise
was left standing on the track at the finish of
the last race when Caldwell struck Edwards,
who, by the way, had no business to be out on
the track, especially at the finish of a race when
the first man had already crossed the tape.

Certainly, Mr. Editor, you must acknowledge
that the management were very much to blame
for the bruises, sprains and expenses of that
meeting.

I am, however, not making an attempt to

blackguard the B. A. C. My main idea in

writing this letter is the hope of impressing
them with the importance of good management.
I know that they are a new club, and some al-

lowance must be made, but I do not like to hear
anybody say that the management are not to

blame. Yours very truly,

Sidney B. Bowman.
[Weare glad togive Mr. Bowman's letter space,,

as it voices a silent sentiment of mammoth, if

of slumbrous, proportions and gives us an

opportunity to explain the "glossing" referred

to by our correspondent. It was patent to us,

as it must have been to any person present, that

the Berkeley games were badly managed, and
for these reasons • First, the track was new
and not properly protected. The half score of

policemen promised by the police department

dwindled down to four blue coats on account of

the elections. The preliminaries of tne tourna-

ment were in the hands of Messrs. George R.

Bidwell and F. P. Prial, and these gentlemen,

while they were virtual managers of the meet,

as a matter of right and courtesy had nothing

to do or to say on the day «f the meet. The
management lay entirely in the hands of the

Berkeley Athletic Club people, and these

gentlemen, not wishing to give offence to

what wa.s to them a body of new people,

refrained from enforcing orders and having the

grounds as clear as they should have been. We
have not inade this statement before—hence our

correspondent's impression that we were attempt-

ing to misplace the blame—because we felt the

Berkeley Club had done and was ready to do a

great deal for cycling, and that private advice

and the lesson of the first experience -.voiild work
more improvement than public and perhaps

misunderstood criticism. Coming back to

first principles, we still believe that had not

some unskillful rider started in the race it would

have been finished without accident, and the

Clerk of Course's action in starting so manv
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men would have been quite forgotten ; and, by the

way, how many men advised that official to start

the men in one heat to save time? As for Mr.

Edward's position on the track at the time of

Mr. Caldwell's accident, it may be said to his

credit that it was his anxiety to keep back the

crowd which led him to step into a position of

danger. We also distinctly observed that almost

every contestant swerved out near the rails

when riding the home-stretch.

—

Edu]

PITTSBURG'S SIX-DAY RACE MEET.

The six-day ladies' bicycle race was started at

the Grand Central Rink, Pittsburg, on Monday,
at 2:45 P. M. The ladies will race eight hours
each day.
There are eight entries. Hilda Snallor, one

of the contestants, is 20 years of age, 5 feet 4>^
inches tall, and weighs 135 pounds. That she
is plucky is evident from the fact that although
she sprained her ankle and fractured her arm
while practising, she persisted until she had
mastered the wobbly thing.

The most graceful rider is Jessie Woods.
Jessie is but seventeen, stands 5 feet 3^ inches

high, and weighs 120 pounds. She is in first-

class condition, and is the favorite.

Kitty Brown is described as of the quiet,

determined sort of girls, who get there without
any frills or bangles. Kitty is full of grit ; not
because she has bitten the dust, either. " Gritty

Kitty " carries around with her a superb voice,

which she will some day take on the stage and
exhibit. She is a blonde, and only nineteen.

Hattie Lewis, surnamed the " Unfortunate,"
on account of repeated attempts to caress the

rink surface, is the tallest as well as one of the

strongest riders. She uses a 52-inch wheel.

May Allen, a "decided brunette" of seven-
teen, is the speediest rider of the lot, and has
ridden 60 miles in 4h. 43m. Bar accident, she

is expected to be near the tape at the finish.

Lulu Hart, a tall, masculine sort of girl, is as

well developed as a professional athlete. She
prides herself that she is a stayer. She has been
training five weeks.
From the Pittsburg Leader we publish an

amusing sketch of a pious reporter's visit to the

rink :

The Leaders young man, who does Sunday
school events, was detailed to investigate the

mysteries guarded so jealously by the good-
looking manager. He found half a dozen mod-
est young women, as comely and fair to look

upon as one would meet in a day's journey,
grouped about a red-hot stove in the little room
adjoining the dressing-rooms. They were
wholesome-looking girls, who wore quiet cos-

tumes and deported themselves as ladies.

"Some visitors?" inquired the reporter, re-

ferring to the girls.

"Not much," returned the manager, "these
are our riders. Here come a couple more."
The "couple more" referred to looked like

boys. They tripped in from the gloom of the

dressing-room oblivious of the presence of the

reporter, and as soon as they discovered the

presence of a visitor sat right down on the floor

and tried to hide their feet. It was their first

contact with any one more terrible than the

fatherly manager and his near-sighted young
man, who helps ^o mount and dismount the fair

riders. The sudden dropping to the floor was
accompanied by two little screams. The other

girls laughed.
"Oh, come, come, ladies," chirped the man-

ager, breezily. " You must get used to appear-
ing in your brother's clothes some time, you
know, and now is as good a time as any. Come
here, birdie, and tell the gentleman how it feels

to be a boy."
After a moment's hesitation the girl came tor-

ward, and with more fratikncss and self-pos-

session than would have been expected under
the circumstances, submitted to an introduction.

"You see," said the manager, patting "his
boy" good-hunioredly upon the shoulder, "we
had to hit upon an appropriate costume for the

ladies. We examined a large number of fancy
pictures for ideas, and rejected them all. To
ride in skirts would be impossible. The side

saddle don't work on a cycle, and the girls de-

clared they would not ride any other way. It

was a tough nu: to crack, but we had made up
our minds to have a bicycle race for ladies, and
we were determined 10 overcome the opposition

of the girls. We considered that the only really

modest thing to do was to discard skirts alto-

gether and put our girls into knee breeches,

stockings and short jackets. We had some
made, and induced a brave little woman to try

them on. The other girls inspected her, and
declared they ' couldn't, wouldn't and shouldn't.'

We waited a day or two and then communi-
cated with the girls. One or two had tried the

suits on, and finally, to make my story short,

they consented to wear the togs just for practice

and training, but not in public.
" Then we had to teach them to ride. They

say it is more difficult to teach women athletics

than men. I don't believe it. I could not tell

the difference between a boy and a girl in the

matter of teaching them to ride. Of course,

they were timid until they took their first

header. After that they developed nerve
enough to tackle anything. The only trouble

with girls is that they think they know it all as

soon as they learn a little bit. They couldn't

forget that they had left their skirts in the dress-

ing-room, and kept standing ' pigeon-toed.' We
broke them of that. Then they developed a

tendency to squeal when their wheels got too

close together; we put our foot on that. Just

you wait a few minutes, and I will show you
what they have achieved. We have as graceful,

nervy females and dexterous a lot of riders as

you ever looked at."

And the manager looked approvingly at "his
boys." "One thing I want to impress upon
you," he continued, " and that is that our girls

are hard-working, honest, good girls. They all

live at home, and have the best of characters.

We picked them for their beauty, modesty and
character out of a large number who answered
our advertisements. Not one of them ever at-

tempted to ride a machine until five weeks ago.

and I am positive that this is the first time that

any of them have appeared in such a costume."
The manager went off to attend to some busi-

ness that would not wait, and left the reporter

to be entertained by the girls. One after another

retired and returned in riding costume, and eight

as pretty boys as ever stepped in shoe leather

were crowded about ihe stove.

"The only hard thing about this business is

the clothes we have to wear," said Birdie.
" When we are on the machines we don't mind,

for they are certainly the most appropriate that

we could have, and we forget all about our

appearance. But when we try to walk about in

these—these—things, we don't know what to do
with our feet. Is it hard work to ride man-fash-
ion and drive a wheel ? Not at all. It's poetry.

I had rather ride in that way than eat. Vv'e have
been having jolly times. We race and get mad
with one another, and the one that gets beaten

don't speak, maybe for all day. But then that

is because we are in earnest. We know that we
have a chance to make money at this business if

we behave ourselves. We have had to work
hard and train faithfully, but then Manager Troy
is kind and considerate, and won't let us ride a

minute after we are fatigued, or if we feel ill."

" Don't you get tumbles ?
"

"Tumbles? Don't we? One of the girls,

Hilda, broke her arm, and Josie Woods took a

header right off the raised track and came near

going through the side of the building. They
picked her up for dead, but she came around all

right, and all she has to show for her trouble now
is a black patch of court-plaster over her eye.

Aggie Harvey ran up against the side of the

building yesterday and was knocked senseless,

but she is all right to-day. We try to be careful,

but eight girls on the track at one time kind of

crowd up at the turns when they get to racing."

The word to mount and renew the training

came just then, and the girls trooped out upon
the track and were tenderly lifted upon their

wheels by the attendant. "They can mount
and dismount," explained the manager, "out
we don't permit them to for fear they may injure

their ankles, so we almost lift them on and off.

A machine is pretty heavy for a girl unless

moving."
The girls dashed around the empty rink,

making the wheels whiz. Their turns have

a paralyzing effect upon the spectator. Two or

three are very dare-devils, and stick at nothing.

They take headers as naturally as a duck takes

to water, and seem to glory in getting biinged up.

"Clarkic," which is the nickname Miss Lottie

Stanley has drawn at the hands of her com-
panions, is noted for her mischief and her utter

disregard for consequences. The manager has

to w^tch her continually to prevent her trom

breaking her own or some of her companions'
necks. She has developed a wonderful speed
on spurts, and for a short distance can pass all

the others. But " Birdie," May Allan, the Alle-

gheny City girl, is looked upon as the winner of

the coming race. She is a very pretty, black-

eyed girl, and has an inexhaustible supply of

nervous force. Once she obtains the lead she
maintains it against the spurters. The victory

is thought to lie between " Birdie" and "Clarkie."
But Aggie Harvey, a dimpled, fair-haired girl,

with an exquisite form and considerable nerve,
is regarded as formidable. She is the winner
of the six days' walking match, and has confi-

dence enough in her own powers to fit out half

a dozen champions ; Hilda Snallor, a stocky
German girl ; Hattie Lewis, tall and dark ; Lulu
Hart ; little Helen Baldwin, who raised a riot

when they tried to make her don her costume
;

Kittie Brown, who is developing a famous
" bicycle back," and Kitty Lewis, fair-haired

and earnest, sum up the contestants. They are

going to go for one another Monday morning,
and keep the big wheels turning through eight

hours daily for six daj's. They may rest ten
minutes in each hour if they wish. Five hun-
dred dollars is to be divided among the four
leaders in the race, and the tail enders are to get

$25 each. Nearly all are to go to New York to

compete in a six days' tournament at Madison
Square Garden, and then to other cities.

THE RECORD OF AN ORDINARY
ROAD RIDER.

Doctor GriflSn, a New York rider, and not a
member of any club, is a man to delight Karl
Kron's heart. He sneers at mile makers, record
chasers and habitual scorchers

;
yet in his rides

for pleasure the Doctor has footed up the very
respectable mileage of 6.004. To a correspon-
dent of The Wheel the doctor writes as follows :

" According to promise, I enclose you a sum-
mary of my wheeling for the year. I first be-
came owner of a wheel during the middle of

November, 1887, and rode but little, as weather
was very adverse, until the spring of 1888. So
this is my first season's tiding. Because I have
such a large mileage many might imagine that

I am trying to be a record fiend, as they are

termed, but such is not the case. I have nothing
at stake, no medal to win, nor an opponent whom
I am trying to surpass. I ride because I find

very great pleasure in doing so. I look forward
from one ride to another and anticipate the

great pleasure which wheeling gives me. Being
in perfect health, of robust physique, I was
soon able to take long rides without feeling

the slightest fatigue. I do not think that

I

there is any single form of exercise, or even
several combined, that can give as thoroughly a
general exercise as wheeling, especially as with
it are combined two of the most potent factors

of good health—fresh air and sunshine."

January. .

.

February..
March . . . .

April

May
June
July
August. . .

.

September,
October. .

.

November.

Monthly
Total.

41

No. Rides
per

Month.
I

Total.

41

Average No.
Miles to

Each Ride.

41.CO

Record

III

508
668

754
752

1,050

856

754
510

ncludes

5

19
22

23

23
28

24
21

15

November

152
660

1,328

2,082

2,834
3.884

4.740

5.494
6,004

22.20
26 73
30.36

32.78

32.69

37-53
35.66

35-90
34.00

24. Average
ride, 33-17. Longest ride, May 28, loi miles.

The Wheelmen's Gazette for November has a

number of quotations fiom the poets applied to

prominent wheelmen. They are very aptly ap-
plied, and to those who know the men referred

to, are very amusing. We say they are aptly

applied, but not because we lead off the list.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Chester, who are honey-
mooning abroad, have been at Glasgow. W. W.
writes :

" The roads here are of gravel and very

hard. The authorities of our Western cities

might get a pointer from the car tracks, which
are flush with the pavement, preventing the jar

and jostle felt in crossing car tracks in American
cities."
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JESSU? FOR 1880.

The departure of Chief Consul Hayes for

Brazil simplifies the Presidential problem for

1889. We believe that Mr. Luscomb, noting
the opposition to his candidacy, has given up
the notion of even making a fight for the Presi-

dency of the L. A. W., and matters thus shape
themselves to George A. Jessup, of Scranton,
Pa. As we recently stated, Mr. Jessup will fill

the executive chair admirably, being a man of

clear sense and dignified presence. He will

undoubtedly get the support of Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Illinois, and many other Western
and Southern States, and it is rumored that

Chief Consul Bidwell will use all his influence

to elect him. What's the matter with Jessup?

NEW HAVEN CLUB'S ENTER-
TAINMENT.

The New Haven Club gave a wheeling and
variety entertainment at the New Haven Opera
House on Wednesday evening, November 28.

The entertainment opened with a farce, enti-

tled " A Club Run," followed by vocal and instru-

mental music, and an exhibition of fancy riding
by W. S. Maltby. The following was the pro-
gramme of the evening's entertainment:

Oor-uiic-oA J March, Dorscht No. 2 WiegandORCHESTRA
-j Overture, Orlandi Schleppegrell

"A CT.UB RUN."
By the New Haven Bicycle Club.

CAST OF CHARACTERS :

Hotel Pronrietor J H. Pomroy
First Waiter E. T White
Second Waiter C. E. Larom
First Wheelman E. C. Bennett
Second Wheelman Dr. Kellogg
Third Wheelman F. R. Langdale
Fourth Wheelman G. P. Smith

And other members of the N. H. B. C.

During the First Part the following songs will
be rendered

:

" Comrades In Arms" Adam
ABT QUARTETTE.

Comic Song
E. T. WHITE.

' The Fog Bell " Pontet
E. C. BENNETT.

'Hear Dat Old Church Bell"
C E. LAROM.

"My Queen" Blumenthal
F. R. LANGDALB.

I^-A-RO? II.
Mr. James Bowman,

The Lancashire Lad, in Unexcelled Clog Dancing.

Harry W Durand,
In his Musical Specialties.

(a) "In Absence " Buc'c
W " The Peach " College Song

ABT QUARTETTE.

C. E. Larom,
Character Song (by request), " Poor Old Uncle Pete."

New Haven Banjo Club.

Medley Bouquet, Solo for the Bandonian,
professor soltau.

Mr. W. S. Maltbv,
The All Around the World Scientific and Artistic Cyclist.

PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

Otto Unzicker, Chicago, 111. Velocipede.
Percy D. Hedderwick, Acton, Middlesex

County, England. Brake for velocipedes.
Chas. M. Kiihr, Buckmann, Minn. Snow

Velocipede.
D. A. B. Bailey, Potsdam, N. Y. Wrench.
Wm. E. Smith, Washington, D. C. Bicycle

Frame. Design patent.
A,ll bearing date of November 20.

Harvey Browne, Brandt, Ohio. Bicycle.
Andrew J. Cogley and J. S. Kcndig, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Lantern,
Malcom A. Norton, Hartford, Conn. Veloci-

pede.
All bearing date of November 27.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

In the society notes of the New York Herald
of Sunday last the following paragraph ap-
peared:
" Mrs. L. H. Johnson, of Orange, is earning a decided

reputation as a cyclist. During the pa^t .season she has
covered over a thousand miles, most of it on one of the
season's novelties- a lady's bicycle. A short time a«o, with
her husband, on a tandem tricycle, she rode 150}^ miles in
twenty-four hours."

All is quiet along the Potomac, although we
are not on the river mentioned. Everything is

quiet with us, and as the question arises in my
mind as what to say, I wish for a few copies of
the Nonislown Herald, Texas Siftings, and the
Detroit Free Press, which, with a pair of shears,
would make my task easier, although I fear my
work would far from resemble cycling notes.

What do you think? Halsted advises me he
will not race next year. I have wagered him
that only a Sunday girl will keep him off the
track. If he settled down to that end, well and
good enough ; it not, mark my words, you will

see Irving cross the tape a winner once more.

The Associated Cycling Club held their regu-
lar meeting on Tuesday evening, 20ih inst., at
the South End Wheelmen's house. In the ab-
sence of the President, the Vice-President occu-
pied the chair. About the only business of im-
poriance transacted was the election of the
Mount Vernon Wheelmen to active member-
ship and the appointment of a committee to

take some action on the repaying of certain
streets now in abominable shape. The question
of an inter-club run was raised, but considering
the lateness of the season it was deemed ad-
visable to postpone same until the spring.

I had the pleasure of a call from our worthy
Chief Consul, Mr. Jessup, recently, who was in

the city transacting some private business. He
is considering the advisability of calling a
special meeting of the Pennsylvania Division,
and endeavoring to have the State divided up
into divisions—a worthy scheme and one that
would be well to test. By the way, what is the
matter with Jessup for President? "He's all

right."

Chas. C. Candy, representing the Overman
Wheel Company, has been spending a week or
ten days in Philadelphia, looking after the in-

terests of the Overman Company. .Mr. Candy,
unfortunately, had bad sveather to test our
roads with, but succeeded in running over
some of the more prominent ones. This gen-
tleman still sticks to his 60-inch ordinary, not-
withstanding the fact that all his long-legged
friends have given up style and tackled the un-
assuming goat.

On Wednesday, November 21, a young man
representing himself to be a certain Rogers
from Bradford, visited the Philadelphia Bicycle
Club house and asked for some of the members.
Being informed that none were on hand at that
time of day, he requested permission to see the
rooms. The janitor kindly showed him around
and extended all courtesies in his power, when
Mr. Rogers asked permission to glance over the
papers. While doing so, the janitor was called
up stairs; hurrying back he found the man from
Bradford just about making his departure with
one of the member's wheels, but upon seeing the
janitor, he immediately dropped the wheel and
fled. He is described as being about medium
height, light mustache and pleasant appearing.
Watch out for him.

On Thursday evening, 22d, the lucky Re-
publicans enjoyed a magnificent dinner at the
expense- of the Democratic adherents of the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club. The dinner was
served for thirty-eight at the Colonnade Hotel.
The address of welcome was delivered by Mr.
Alf. F. Bracher, and responded to very fittingly
by President Lang, after which several toasts
were responded to by Mr. McKinstrey, Mr. L.
J. McCloskey, Mr. Randall, Dallet and Furnelton
on the Democratic side, and by Messrs. Mayer, F.
W. Kohler, Hunter A. Kohler and others' in
behalf of the Republican party. Mr. Bretz also
favored the party \yith one or two .fine vocal
selections.

On Sunday last, five of the members of the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club braved wind and
weather and went to Nurristown (or dinner, and
had the pleasure of returning in a blinding snow
storm. Still, iheysecmetl lo enjoy it, and 1 don't
believe they kicked themselves half as bad as
some of the stay-at-homes did.

Wkstfiei.d.-« _ _..

Mrs. Haweis, wife of the talented English
author and churchman, is a cyclist and a member
of the Society of Cyclists.

SAFETY vs. ORDINARY.

Editor The Wheel :

The article on " Safety vs. Ordinary," in your
issue of November 16, leads me to think that I

can throw some light on the vexed question
from my experience. I have been riding for

four years, and have used almost every type of

machine now made, and my personal choice,
after g,ooo miles, is an ordinary. I have ridden
the ordinary 7,000 miles ; safety, 1,200 ; and
other kinds, 800.

To ride the ordinary one must have a fair

amount of grit and pluck. He must not be
afraid of a few hard knocks and he must have
unbounded faith in his ability to master the
machine. Given these qualities and a reason-
able amount of caution, and the ordinary is safe
enough. It is not as safe as the safety or Star ;

it will not climb hills as they will, or coast
where they will, but it will climb any hill or
negotiate any bad road in the hands of a skill-

ful rider that can be ridden by a person of rea-

sonable desires on either of the other types.

I have ridden bigger hills and more of them
on the safety than on the ordinary, but I can
drive my ordinary up any hill that it is worth
trying to ride, and I can ride any road that can
be ridden in comfort on any style of machine.
For record breaking on anything but a first-class

road, I'll take the safety. I have made forty

miles over a poor road half an hour faster than
I could do it on the ordinary. I do not say the
ordinary is as safe as the safety.

I have had my share of headers, and take
them yet, occasionally, but I have no difficulty

in getting all the speed I want and going any-
where I wish on my ordinary. I am counted,
too, one of the hardest riders in a town which
is full of hard riders and outrageous roads.

It takes a year to learn to ride the ordinary,
but it is well spent. There is a freedom, a go,

a life in the ordinary that the safety man can
never experience. It is the spirited horse
against the plodder, although the plodder may
have more speed in certain cases.

I have had headers on the ordinary too numer-
ous to mention, all due to carelessness. I have
seen men go over the handles of the Star, but I

never saw or heard of a header off of a

safety. I have perfect confidence in my ability

to get along for years without headers on the

ordinary. It is not the safest machine, but for

the man who is willing to take the troubles and
tumbles incident to learning to ride it, I say the

ordinary is safe enough and the pleasure of

riding it is vastly superior to riding any other

type. It doesn't give as much satisfaction to a
hill-climbing crank as the safety. I am a little

of the crank myself, and my safety has seen the

top of more of our tough hills than any other
machine hereabouts, many of them never ridden
on any other type; many ol them it is useless

for me to attempt on the ordinary. H. D. F.'s

talk about an ordinary being safe only on
smooth macadamized roads is folly. I know
good roads, I've been in Boston, and our roads

are mud holes and sand holes; our favorite hill

climb is equal to Corey Hill, and I say the ordi-

naiy is the thing for anything except the wildest

scorching, even here.

The safety is all right for old men who are too

cautious or don't care to spend any time in learn-

ing, but for a young man full of life and liking

excitement the ordinary is the thing.

Yours truly,

G. C. McNeil.
Akron, O., November 21, iSSS.

FIXTURES.

Nov. 39—Races at Opelika, Ala.

Nov. 39—Prospect Harriers' lo-mile bicj^cle handicap.
Entries close November it with G. b. Painter, 333
First Street, Brooklyn.

Nov. 31—Harvard B. C. and Inst, of Tech H. C. road race.

Dec I-,— Riveisidc Wheelmen's reception at West End
Hall, i25lh Street, New York City.

Dec. 13—Somerville, Mass., Cycle Club's annu.>l reception.

Dec. 17—Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

DfC. n- I-oiiK InIiiiuI <\volist»' Union'!* luuslonl
aiul Ii((>ritr.v cntortaiiinient lit Y. M. C. A.
Hall, llrookl.vn.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and .Si.xly-second Sireift, New S ork ^ Two-mile
haii'licap. Entries close December S with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Ho.\ 3301, New York.

Feb. S, i88<}— Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, al LcxinRlon Avenue 0|iera House, New
York Cltv.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

E. P. Burnham. of Newton, Mass., has been

reinstated as an amateur.

The Mount V'ernon Club has joined the Asso-

ciated Cycling Club of Philadelphia.

The Wilksbarre (Pa.) Bicycle Club had an
entertainment on Thanksgiving Eve.

In our interview with the Vet, we should have
written Porter B. Brown instead of David B.

Porter.

The Manhattan Club postponed its Thanks-
giving Day road races on account of cold and
wet weather.

The Kings County Wheelmen decided to with-

draw, from the League as a club by a vote of

forty-one to three.

A number of cyclists have been proposed for

membership in the Berkeley Athletic Club by
Chief Consul Bidwell.

The Cycle Cluo, of St. Louis, held a nmsicale

on the evening of November 24 and a race meet
on Thanksgiving Day.

The Albany Wheelmen will give a mammoth
indoor tournament and entertainment some
time during the winter.

Pauline Hall is at present in Chicago, where
she has sampled the boulevards quite exten-
sively on her safety bicycle.

It is reported that Bsrt Meyers, of Peoria, 111.,

recently made a twenty-four hour run of 289
miles over the Chicago boulevards.

Charley Schwalbach has engaged as his re-

pairer, E. E Hedger, a brother of Harry
Hedger, the famous Boston repairer.

We have carefully investigated the times
credited to W. Van Wagoner, on his recent trial

on Eagle Rock, and we consider him entitled

to the records claimed.

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Johnson left this week for

a few weeks' trip to England. During his visit

abroad " L. H." will doubtless make valuable
studies of new English wheels for iSSo.

The annual winter games of the Seventh
A. A. will take place at the regimental armory
to-morrow evening. There are twenty-three
events on the programme, including two bicycle
events.

The Sporting Life of November 21 publishes
a summary of the Poughkeepsie race meet,
which was held September 21, 22. Sporlivg
Death were a better name for our Philadelphia
contemporary.

About forty Hudson County boys assembled
at the house of Mr. T. F. Merseles, to welcome
him home from his wedding tour, and to pre-
sent him with a solid silver ice-water set as a
mark of their esteem.

An Englishman—R. P. Milburn, 52 Percy
Street, Newcastle— has invented a portable
electric lamp, of use to miners and engineers.
It can also be applied to cycles, the cost of
charging it for eight hours being but a cent.

The E.\ecutive Committee of the League have
investigated the action of Charles H. Luscomb in

circulating a political letter advocating wheel-
men to support Governor Hill. The result of
the Committee's work will appear in the Bulletin
of this week.

AN ENGKAVKD CYCLE CALENDAR.

Messrs. Lincoln Holland & Co., Worcester,
Mass., have gotten up an artis-tic engraved cycle
calender, which can be used with good effect by
agents, to whom they are sold in quantities at a
reduced figure. Single copies mailed on receipt
of ten cents. Every cyclist should have one.

Mr. A. Kennedy-Child has secured a position
with the Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Co., and
will manage the aeency business of the (irm.
Mr. Child is well known in cycle centres and
is well acquainted with the trade, his position
as traveler for the I'ope Manufacturing Co. hav-
ing given him an excellent opportunity to pick
up pointers.

The next meeting of the Team Road Racing
Association will be held at the Harlem Wheel-
men's Club rooms, 104 West Fifty-fifth Street,

on Monday evening, December 3, at eight r. M.

We hope that all rei.resentatives of clubi will

do their duty by the organizations they repre-

sent, and be present ; that the Inter-Club Asso-

ciation may be remodeled on a living basis, or

be wound up in an intelligent and satisfactory

fashion.

The Century Wheelmen held a grand hare

and hounds chase on Thanksgiving Day, leav-

ing the club house at 9:30 A. m., the objective

point being Chestnut Hill. The hares, who were
Kirk Brown and another member, on the

former's tandem bicycle, were given several

minutes' start. All assembled at Chestnut

Hill at 12 o'clock, noon, when the run in to

Philadelphia was made in time 10 reach home
for dinner.

The Riverside Wheelmen held a successful

smoker on Friday evening, November 23. There
were thirty men present. The club held a

hare and hounds chase on Thanksgiving Day.
Messrs, Miller and Menge were the hares.

Owing to a rapidly increasing membership, the

club is looking for a larger club house than it at

present occupies. The annual reception, to be
held at West End Hall, December 13, promises
to be a success. The Manhattan Club will at-

tend in a body.

In the Wheel }M%X. to hand we read a generous
tribute to the records of H. E. Laurie. In an
English contemporary we read, at the same time,

a sneering, carping attack upon Windle, the

American amateur champion. The want of

international generosity and even good manners
in such criticisms is lamentable, but fortunately

the Americans regard them as the outpourings
of a monomaniac and acquit the general body
of English pressmen of such nastiness. The
only American our contemporary can praise,

apparently, is Ralph Temple, and the alliance

is truly a holy one.— Wheeling.

There is one cycle thief whose hands will be
tied for three years, at least. The party's name
is W. L. Mason, aged twenty-eight. Mason was
sentenced to two years' imprisonment from a

Worcester firm, and an additional year for at-

tempting to steal a tricycle, the property of the late

Fred. Midgley, from Lincoln Holland & Co., of

Worcester, Mass. M;ison hired a tricycle to go
to Oakdale for a two days' run, but suspecting
something amiss. Mr. Holland went to the ex-

press office and found that the wheel was marked
tor expressage to W. E. Lawrence, Troy, N. Y.

The police were put on his track and the thief

arrested at Albany, N. Y.

The Pittsburg Si.k-Dav Race.—The race

started at 3 P. M. Monday. There were some
1,500 people present. The contestants, in their

pretty costumes and ribbon-bedecked wheels,

made a pretty sight. The score of the leaders
for the first two days is as follows :

NAME. riKSTDAY. ^ff.,^'^DAY.
Lottie Stanley 93
May Allen 93
Helen Baldwin 88
Lulu Hart &2
Hattie Lewis 75
Jessie Woods 68

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S RECEPTION.

The following programme was rendered at the
K. C. VV. ladies' reception, held at the club house
on November 22 :

Medley Overture Waddy Googan
Mr. C. V. Hanman's Orchestra.

Banjo Si-leciions Ilderan QuarleUc
Or ginal Pocin Mr. Sam Torrey
Medley Overture Odds and Ends

Mr. Hanman's Orchestra.
Tiarmonica Solo
Just To Fill Up Mr. W. C. Marion, Jr.
Hanjo Selections Ilderan Quartette
Medley Overture—" Leather Patch " Tlariman
Harmonica S!>lo

Another Interruption Mr. Marion
Finis—'• Elk'- Krolics" Hariman

The King's County Wheelmen's Entertain-
ment Committee have made elaborate plans to
keep the ball rolling during the off season. Four
or five ladies' mnsiiales will be given on the
plan of the one which proved so successful last

Thursday evening. Several "stag" rackets will
be given at the club house, and theatre and card
parties will be organized. A gymnasium night
will also be on the programme, the feature of
which will be boxing and sparring. A minstrel
show, two straw rides, two .receptions for the

TOTAL.

93 186
88 181

96 1 84
76 158

77 152

75 143

B. B. C. and L. I. W., bowling matches, a
" Christmas tree" and an annual reception will

keep club interest at the burning point through-
out the winter.

The League loses a good worker and an en-
thusiastic and loyal cyclist in Mr. Herbert W.
Hayes, of Boston, First Vice-President of the L.

A. W., and Chief Consul of Massachusetts, who
leaves for South America January i, 1889, for a
five years' residence there. Mr. Hayes is bright,

energetic and courtesy itself, and we feel certain

he will make hosts of new friends in the torrid

zone. His mantle easily and gracefully falls on
our old friend. Dr. Wm. H. Emery, of Dorches-
ter, Mass., one of the readiest and most incisive

speakers in the League ; a man of solid parts,

well set off by a genial nature. We fell certain

that President Kirkpatrick can make no better
appointment to the Chief Consulship of Massa-
chusetts.

The League of American Wheelmen has
printed, under the supervision of Secretary-
Editor Bassett, a pamphlet on Roads and Roads
Improvement, with a supplementary chapter
on Macadam Roads, How to Make and .Mind
Them. The pamphlet contains an argument
on the advantages of good roads, hints on road
building, hints on repairs, and Mr. L. H.
Porter's valuable contribution on the construc-
tion and repair of macadam roads. Copies of

the pamphlet may be obtained upon application

to Secretary Bassett. The publication of the
pamphlet is the first step toward the practical

work of roads improvement. We should
think that the Roads Improvement Committee
would scatter the pamphlet broadcast on the
newspaper world and attempt to create some
interest in the subject by a circular letter to

newspaper editors.

The Coventry Machinists' Company, Limited,
has just added to their old factory a two-
story wing, 200 by 35 feet, giving them addi-
tional accommodation for 300 hands. The com-
pany now einplovs 1,000 people at its works at

Coventry. The new building was house-warmed
by a supper, to which 600 people sat down. The
concern was floated in 1S63 for the benevolent
purpose of providing emploj-ment for the oper-
atives of Coventry thrown out of employment
by the failure of the ribbon trade, once the city's

boast. In the first instance, the principal pro-
duct was sewing machines, but the company,
being the first firm in England to build bicycles,

rapidly increased this branch of their business
until they entirely abandoned the manufacture
of sewing machines. The capital of the com-
pany at the start was ;if5,000 ; it now stands at

;^I00,000.

GREAT CYCLE SHOW AT LEll'SlC, GERMANY.

Referring to the cycle show to be held at
Leipsic, a German writer, apparently well in-

formed, sends the following to the Cyclist:
" Possibly, through this exhibition, the imi)ort
of English cycles may be somewhat diminished,
and English makers will advertise largely now,
fearing that they will be forgotten by the Ger-
man buyers. But without that, the English will

be allowed to compare their machines with the
German ones at Leipsic, and it depends upon the
German manufacturers whether this comparison
shall be to the advantage of himself or the
foreigner. I am acquainted with the English
and German makers, and may say that it is

true Germany endeavors to be independent of
the English manufacturers by making it a
patriotic duty of every German to purchase
machines made in his own country. The Ger-
man makers of sewing machines have laid down
plant for the manufacture of cycles, and essay
to copy English patterns, while some maker.s
with a little capital manufacture cycles only,
but the machines of the latter are far interior to
the former. The best German machine is not
equal to an English one. The makers buy the
fittings, stampings, tubes, bearings, tires,
spokes, chains, balls, etc , from England, and
it is not possible to buy a ball or weldless tube
made in Germany. The strong machines made
in Germany are not bad, but a light roadster or
racing machine cannot be built in this country.
All first-class German racing men ride English
machines. Original ideas and inventions have
not been attempted in Germany. The English
makers are always a season ahead of them. I

believe it will be a long time before the English
manufacturers need fear their German rivals."
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AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN WALES

I believe I was last at Llangollen, in Wales,

wondering whether I should have to climb all

the way back to the main road to London. I

firmly thought so, for the hotel clerk said there

was no way to avoid it. So I went out to the

stable for my bike in a rather disgusted frame

of mind, already condemning my judgment for

having led me so far astray. But at the stable

there was a rich Englishman's coachman who had
driven much about the vicinity. He directed

me to take the road on the south side of the

river. Above it hung the great hills. As I

looked across at them, I said :
" Here I am, just

trading one bad job for another, it seems to me.
How am I to get through those fearful hills ?

"

" Never you mind," said he. " Do as I tell

you, and you will be all right."

So, somewhat lighter in spirit, and also in

purse, for "Coachy's" information had to be
properly paid for, J took the south road, and, as

I traveled for several miles, could see on the

other side of the river the road I had come the

night before, and as I saw the hills I had inissed,

I didn't regret at all my trip to the coachman.
About two miles from Llangollen I first met

English cycling tourists. They were a father

and son from Wolverhampton, who had been up
into the Welsh country for an outing. They
were plain people; the father, about fifty-five,

being a machinist, and the son, nearly twenty,
being an apprentice. Both were riding ordin-

aries, the father having two of his children with

him— his bicycle and his son. Although I was
in much of a hurry, I staid in their company to

learn something of their cycling ways. I was
with them most of the day. They both had
bells on their machines, more for signalling each
other than warning the public. When they be-

came separated on the road they would signal

by a code of bell sounds. The father could not

mount alone, but had to be put on by his son.

They believed in taking things easy, and when-
ever a pleasant stream was reached father and
son took off their shoes and hose, and dab-
bled in the water like coy nymphs, stopping at

one place sometimes an hour. Anon they
would lie in the shade for half an hour after

riding a few miles.

The father was a practical chap, and I have
used some of his schemes with success. He
carried a small sponge in his pocket, which he
used to bathe his face and head. I have found
it a good thing to carry, as it gives one an op-
portunity to enjoy a sponge bath, no matter at

how humble a hotel he may put up for the

night. Then I was much taken with the way
the father had of keeping the bugs and Hies out
of his eyes. He had sewed upon the inside of

his cap, around the visor, a piece of mosquito
netting, which fell over half of his face, being
kept close against the skin by the pressure of

the air when going forward. But the thing that

struck me as bei*g immensely practical was the
pocket flask, from which the two frequently
regaled themselves. It was a pint flask, and
was easily carried in the pocket. They loaded
it with tea, the genuine article, none of your
"cold tea," at the little towns in which there is

always a coffee and tea "shop." With a good
supply of lea leaves in the bottom to start with,

they could have cold tea at 'most at any stage
of the journey by filling the empty flask with
water from the pumps along the road. I have
found the flask to be a very handy thing. By
filling it with tea, coffee or milk, and putting a
few cakes in the pocket, one can often, by the
wayside when he ,is, at the eating hour, some
distance from a town, brace up on a "stayer,"
until a restaurant is reached. When passing
through a country where the water is uninvit-
ing, if not positively bad, as, for instance, in

the ".'Black Country," the flask filled with an
agreeable liquid comes in very acceptably. 1

found it so before I stopped riding that night.
It was not long before we had left the Welsh

mountains behind us, but so easily had we come
through them that we did not notice that we had
been climbing. I had expected to make Birm-
ingham, seventy miles, before night, but the
delays with my companions had kept me back
so that I had to bid them good-bye at Shrews-
bury, and put on a lively spurt. But it was no
use, for I soon found that it was nol only late,

but that I was very tired. This latter condition
I could not understand until I reached llic top
ot one of the meanest, most tiresome grades I

ever pumped up. Arrived at the top 1 entered

an inn to refill my flask. " Have you any more
hills like this around here?" I asked. " Which
way are you going?" was asked. "Wolver-
hampton, Birmingham and Coventry." "And
you have come from the Welsh Mountains?
Why, don't you know you have been steadily

coming up-hill for thirty miles, and that when
you reach Coventry you will be on one of the

highest spots in England?" I didn't doubt it;

I wouldn't if he had said it was the highest spot

in the world. It seemed to me as if I had been
climbing a week.
At Shrewsbury, the famous town, I had an

experience with the obliging English tradesman.
Near there one gets his first view of the Severn
River, and I was feeling pretty well disposed
toward Shrewsbury in general, after the influ-

ence of the beautiful scenery, when I entered a

confectioner's for a glass of water. I had had
no water for some miles back and was painfully

thirsty. The girl attending the shop, after

flirting sometime with a young man. came over
to me. I asked her for a glass of water. She
was gone about two minutes when she returned,

saying there was none in the shop, but that the

boy would return in a few minutes and draw
some. I didn't wait. I next went into a cafe,

ihirsty, and by this time mad also. There was
one table in the place, and two broad ladies

were about to sit down at it. I said to the

attendant: "Can't you make place forme? 1

want something to eat." She looked at me
calmly for a minute, and then, pointing out of

the window, said: "There's another shop just

down there; maybe they have room." My
determination not to swear never received such
a strain as when those calm words fell upon my
ears. Coming to a hotel at last I entered it

and got what I wanted, and then I was glad to

get out of that town. For six miles out of

Shrewsbury the road is good, and then the

Black Country begins to be entered upon. This
section is not where the negroes live. It is the

district where the collieries are very numerous
and where the coal smoke hangs dark and
stifling all day long. You can soon tell when
you enter it by the sickly character of the herb-
age, the deteriorated quality of the houses, the

slouchy appearance of the people, and all those
nameless signs that are eloquent of the hopeless
struggle against dirt. The beautiful hedges
have disappeared before you know it—the long

lanes, the avenues leading up to stately man-
sions, the ponds with stately swans—all these
have suddenly been taken out of your sur-

roundings, and in their place have come troops

of dirty children, slimy pools with squawking
ducks, and a fine dust that now and then in

little whirlwinds is caught up and blown in;o

your face. So you enter the Black Country,
that part of England where so much is produced
by toil and where, despite it all, life has so little

that is inviting. It is a disagreeable place to

ride through at the best, and when you are very
tired and "cuss" the people because of the

hills, you do not care to look about you much.
Then it was that my flask came " like the bene-
diction." You cannot blame a person for cuss-
ing the hills, for they are the most aggravating
in the world. They do not lead you. up and
then throw you down the other side, nor do
they illustrate the beauty of that beatitude

:

" Blessed are they who go up a hill, for they
will have the pleasur^^ of going down the other
side." You never see the other side. It is one
long climb after another, mile after mile, with
never a chance to throw the legs over. Your
back aches with the bending over, and your
hands pain with the tugging at the handle-bars.
Oh, for a coast ' you are ready to say, even
though it may be as steep as the back side of

Corey Hill.

Nearing Wolverhampton you come to some
pretty open country, with the old lanes and
hedges and diversified prospects that charmed
the eye in the early morning. But the last

three miles is steady up-hill work. When I

arrived at Wolverhamiuoii, which is a great
military centre, a soldiers' drill, 01 display of

some kind, had just taken place, and the red-

coats were streaming out of the gates, which
opened upon the road I was entering by Ihey
mingled with the crowd, which, thus enlivened
with the martial color, streamed off down the
diverging streets in groups of various hues.
The love of the British soUlier for the girl he
left belimd him is proverbial, but his love tor

the girl in sight was well cxemplilietl by llic

various uiililary Romeus, who, passing llicir uil

arms about the waists of their willing partners,
went strolling homeward, oblivious to the

presence of the crowd. I must have seen half

a dozen couples thus lovingly linked in the
distance of half a mile. I didn't care, as I was
looking only for a hotel. I wouldn't have dis-

mounted if Cleopatra or Mrs. L had stood
on the sidewalk and stretched her white arms
toward me. The smoke and dust I passed
through and the steady climbing had taken all

the poetry and sentiment out of me and left a
great big aching void that would have been
satisfied only with Cleopatra on toast. I did
reach a hotel at last, but on nearing it I met
wiih an experience that gave me my first insight
into the beauties of the English road laws. The
day closed with my mind filled wiih thoughts
about the English roads and how ihey compare
with those of America. My mileage for the day
had been but fifty-five miles—thirty miles from
Llangollen to Shrewsbury, and twenty-five miles
from Shrewsbury to Wolverhampton. If you
have a map of England handy when you read
this trace the course I have mentioned.

Traveler.

BAD ROADS.

Another winter season is upon us, and with
it another si.K months of bad roads. From now
until next May or June the majority of all the

roads in Union County will, for the most of the
time, be in that plastic condition known as
" unfit to drive over." Unless the snow shall

come and shall remain of sufficient thickness
and for a sufficient length of time to give a good
sleighing season, there will be little comfort in

riding over Union County roads till kindly
nature shall again send warm breezes and a hot
sun to dry up the mud and give us the pleasant
dirt road of summer, with a little dust thrown
in. Taking the whole year round the Union
County roads are poor a greater part of the
time. There are exceptional localities in which
this general condemnation does not apply,
localities where cracked stone has been applied
liberally and with splendid results, but as a rule

the main thoroughfares across the county are
in wretched condition. It will take a good deal
of money to put them in proper condition, but
that money has got to come sooner or later.

>. ood roads are what Union County must have.
The law of self-preservation demands it.

Union County is losing every year that her
roads continue impassable at any time of the
year. But so long as the present inadequate
road system is in operation the county will

never have roads that are good except in spots.

One wealthy district, like Westfield, may have
public pride and spirit and foresight enough to

macadamize its main thoroughfares from one
end of the distrit t to the other, but the next
district being without wealth or enterprise will

have a public bog instead of a public road.

The whole matter must be taken out of the dis-

trict system and given to the county, and the
Board of Freeholders must, sooner or later,

build and pay for by a general tax the proper
kind of public roads. It has got to come to this

in some shape or other. I'he people in the
cities and towns will nol much longer submit to

being shut off from the rest of the county by
reason of mud holes in the public highways;
and the farmers and truck raisers will not much
longer submit to being sent all ihe way to

Newark with their products because they are
not provided with passable roads to the nearer
towns and markets in their own county. It is

hoped thai the condition of the roads this winter
will nol be unusually bad, but if they are it will

serve to emphasize a much needed lesson, which
is that the county must have good roads, and
ihe sooner the county— not the road districts

—

lakes active measures to make and keep them
good the better it will be for everybody.

—

/Jtzahc-th DailyJontnat.

The authorities of Elizabeth, N. J., have just
finished macadamizing Orchard Sircei. and will

continue the iiiipiovcuu'nt of ihe roads. The
quality of the pavement put down in Orchard
.street is due eiuirely lo ihc elTorts of "Dr. G.
Carlelon Brown, who h;is called on the Road
Commissioners and lurnisheil them with pam-
phlets on the proper consiruction of macadam
roads. This is the kind of work we want, and
if other cyclists will lake ihe s.mic inleresl in ihc
loatls improvement, a general wave of improve-
ment will sweep over this country.
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FOR THE LADIES.

THK ART OF LEARNING TO RIDE THE SAFETY. THE

ADVANTAGES OF THE WHEEL.

In order to acquire the art of safetj'-iiding let

not the lady novice scorn masculine aid. To
be sure, it is by no means impossible for her to

master, unassisted, the two-wheeled machine;

but it is a matter of such difficulty, time and
risk, that the game is hardly worth the candle,

where the assistance of the stronger sex can be

called in.

One of my lady correspondents advocates still

mor:- precautionary measures, and suggests the

employment of two masculine helpers, but I am
inclined to believe that there is considerable

truth in the proverb concerning too many cooks,

and if one man cannot teach a woman to

achieve the art of balance, it is open to question

whether two would be any more fortunate.

A certain degree of confidence in one's teacher

is undoubtedly necessary, as well as a consider-

able steadiness of nerve at first, starting, when
one appears about to entrust one's life and limbs

to the mercy of two revolving knife-blades,

which have had a difference of opinion and
agreed to part company. There is an awful

sense of helplessness, combined with an alto-

gether novel and overwhelming respect for the

most insignificant and unworthy youth who flies

gaily past on a bicycle, and fills one with an

envy one had never believed him capable of

inspiring.

By way of beginning to ride, you must ig-

nore for a time the proce'Jses of mounting and
dismounting (the latter requires very little prac-

tice, be it remarked). The masculine assistant

will hold the machine uprisht, and you must
attain to the saddle by the best means that you
can, stepping over the U frame on to the further

pedal, holding the handle-bar with both hands,

and reaching the saddle by a backward move-
ment, similartothatused in the old open-fronted

type of machines.
' Your assistant now moves the bicycle slowly

forward, walking by yonr side and keeping it

erect. You have nothing to do at first but to let

your feet revolve with the pedals and hold on
to the handles with the grasp of the drowning
mariner at his straw.

This goes on till, by-and-bye, after a longer

or shorter period of time, it suddenly dawns
upon you that that mysterious thing you have
heard spoken of as balance has become your own,
and that your natural tendency to illustrate the

law of gravitation may be counteracted by a

crafty manipulation of your steering wheel.

Then you are aware, all at once, that your
assistant is no longer holding you up, but that

you arc sole mistress of your fate. And then,

if the pride and joy of the discovery does not

hurl you altogether from your high position,

you realize that you have achieved what so

lately seemed a hopeless impossibility, and that

that envied youth upon his bicycle was but an

ordinary and very insignificant mortal after all.

Don't expect this delightful point to be reached

at the first attempt. True, you may learn to

bicycle in one lesson, but it is much more likely

that it will require several attempts before suc-

cess rewards you ; and there is not the slightest

reason for discouragement in this fact. Your
lessons should not be lonir ones : half an hour
at a time is quite enough. Longer than that

will only fatigue, without doing any real good.

Once the balance is acquired, the art of bi-

cycling may be said to be mastered. The great-

est difficulties which remain in the way of rid-

ing are the ascending and descending of hills

and the turning of corners. These are, how-
ever, only matters of practice, and must be

taken with care and caution.

Mounting is the next thing to learn, and is a

simple enough aflair. after all, when one knows
the way to set about it. You must take up your
position on the left side of your machine, close

in to the U frame. Take hold firmly of the

handles, and, the right pedal being near its

lowest point, step across the frame with your
right foot onto the pedal, and giving a little

spring at the same moment, and standing upon
the d' sccnding pedal, slip back into the saddle.

After a few attempts, this should be managed
easily and gracefully, the only risk being that

of catching the other pedal in the hem of one's

gown, and a little practice will teach one how to

avoid this.

To dismount, you must wait till the pedal at

the side from which you wish to leave your ma-
chine has reached the dead point (nearest the

ground). Now rest your weight upon this

pedal, and step over the frame with your other

foot to the ground. This movement can be

made very swiftly and gracefully, and is about
the easiest part of the whole performance.

I have never heard any women who has once
mastered the safety say that she dislikes it. In

point of fact the motion is delightful, and the

excitement of managing the steering is very
exhilarating.

The one defect at present observable in the

ladies' safety is the same that so long attached
itself to the three-wheeled machine. I mean the

imperfect arrjyigement of dress-guards. The
chain is by no means secured from the intrusion

of drapery blown by the wind; while there is a
tendency on many of the machines to catch the

gown in the spokes of one wheel or the other.

The remedy will have to be found in light, but

secure guards of patent leather, completely
shutting in the driving chain, and covering half

of each wheel. The eftect might be less graceful

than at present, but it would certainly be far

safer.

The wheel-guards would also, in a great

measure, prevent what many of my lady cor-

respondents complain of with considerable
bitterness. I mean the soiling of the riding

gown, which is certainly a far greater fault ot

the safety than of the ladies' tricycle. I have
heard it claimed for the two-wheeler that it is

far cleaner riding than iis three-wheeled relation

in muddy weather. This, however, is so little

borne out by the experience of most of my
cycling sisters that I can hardly understand the

reason lor the claim. The bicycle and the

tricycle have each their own good points and
advantages, and neither usurps them all.

Among the advantages of the former may be
reckoned its speed, lightness, and ease in driv-

ing—the sense of pleasure in the balance and
steering, and its superior possibility of use on
bad roads. It is also valuable from the small

space it occupies in storing, which makes it

peculiarly easy to accommodate in town houses,

where a tricycle could not obtain a lodging.

On the other hand, however, there is, of

course, more fatigue in riding, less chance of

enjoying the surrounding scenery, an impos-
sibility of resting on one's saddle when one
stands still, and a difficulty in carrying luggage
when touring. Each class of machine has,

therefore, its own claim to popularity, and there

is no reason why one should clash with the

other.

One word of warning to the intending safety

rider. It is best not to attempt riding in public

till one has thoroughly conquered one's machme,
and crowded thoroughfares should be avoided

till there is an absolute perfection in manage-
ment. Also, be it remarked, that though it is

quite possible for a lady to ride as gracefully

and look as well upon two wheels as upon three,

that result is not, unfortunately, always achieved,

and an effect may be produced which is far from
inspiring the beholder with that sensation of

admiration, which is so conspicuous in theory.

As with tricycling, the popularity of bicycling

for women will a good deal rest with those first

exponents of the art who represent its grace and
elegance—or the reverse— to their non-riding

sisters. It would be well if they were to recog-

nize this important fact—at least, to the extent

of allowing it to be the guide of their own
individual appearance and conduct when on

their machines.

—

l.illias Campbell Davidson, in the

Cvclist.

INEXPENSIVE TOURING.

Mr. George B. Thayer, the well-known cycle

enthusiast of Hartford, Conn., has contributed

to the l\>st, of that city, an excellent paper on

the cheapness of wheeling on the continent.

lie states that to one who has been through the

Trossachs of Scotland and the cathedral towns

of England, who has ridden up the Rhine and
climbed half a dozen or more o( the Alpine

passes of Switzerland, and has spent nearly a

1 month each in the cities of London and I'aris,

j

the cost is found to have been Utile more than
I it would have been to have continued in the
' dull routine of home life. His expenses in

England, though the hotel life is more costly

than on the continent, did not average over $2 a
day.

Through Belgium and Germany they were
but $1 a day. A wheelman travels so independ-
ently that he is not always obliged to stop ovet
night at the larger cities, and I often could
avoid them by riding eight or ten miles farther
to some small inn. I found plentj' of good
food and a comfortable bed for half the money.
Such a mode of traveling does not allow of the
putting on of any great amount of style, but
my chief ambition was to see rather than to be
seen of men. In London there are plenty of
good, respectable, private boarding p'aces to be
found lor $1 or .$1.25 per day. To find them
one needs only to inquire of some friend who
has made an extended stay in London, or to
apply to some American living there. In Paris
I found better accommodations, if anything,
than in London. Many of the English and
German wheelmen use little sleigh bells fastened
to the handle bars as warnings to pedestrians,
but in Switzerland, where the noise of running
water drowns all other ordinary sounds in so
many localities, I found that my shrill whistle
even was insufficient, and nothing but the most
throat-splitting yell would clear the road of the
numerous pedestrians. In Paris, the wheelmen
have adopted the tram-car horn, an instrument
with a rubber bulb for forcing the air through,
and really one blast from these pneumatic
levers is enough to lift a whole regiment out of

the road.

A. L. Anderson, of Denver. Col., advises us
that on November 13 an Expert Columbia, No.
8855, was stolen from him Suitable reward
paid to finder. Address, A. L. Anderson, Den-
ver, Col.

The Kings County Wheelmen had a successful
musicaie »X\.\\e.\x z\\\\i house Thursday evening.

Humber & Co.'s latest rear-driving safeties

have a double diam(jnd frame of round tubing,

stayed with two stout vertical stays. With this

frame, lateral twisting and strains appear impos-
sible.

In France they are wrangling over amateur
and professional distinctions. A writer to the

Vt-Io<<-- Sport sta;es that the two classes should be

separate; that prizes of medals and articles of

art should be awarded amateurs, and money
paid to professionals.

The present Racing Board is an example of

unprecedented activity in League Committee
afTairs. A number of questions are being con-

sidered by the Board, and all business that

cotnes up before it is at once transacted.

At the Twenty-third Regiment games, held at

their Armory in Brooklyn on Saturday last, J.

F. Borland, 135 yards start, won the mile handi-

cap ; J. W. Schoefer, 40 yards, second. Borland
also won the 2-mile handicap, with Schoefer

second. The track is fourteen laps to the mile,

and is dangerous for cycle races. We hope the

managers will note the poor show made by the

bicycle races, and that they will be dropped
from their programme at subsequent meetings
Borland, who had the curves down fine, romped
away with the mile, and in the 2-inile Schoefer

was unable to pass him, even after he had caught^

up with him, on account of his inability to master

the curves. The feature of the meet was the

large number of Brooklyn, K. C. W. and L. I.

W. men present, a goodly gathering of cyclists.

Why should not K. C. W., L. I. W. and Brooklyn
hold a grand combined indoor meet some time

this winter ?

The Nautilus Boat Club will hold its annual

games at the Palace Rink, Brooklyn, on the eve

of Washington's Birthday. This rink is well

adapted for cycling, and we hope the Games
Committee will see the advantage of adding one

or more cycling events to the programme.

The entries for the Twelfth Re;giment 2-raile

bicycle handicap close December 8, with C. J.

Leach, P. O. box 3201, New York City.

The Prospect Harriers' 2-mile bicycle handicap,

decided at Washington Park, Brooklyn, on

Thanksgiving Day, resulted as follows : H. C.

King. K. C. W., 75 yards, 8m.: J. W. Bate. P.

II., 20 yariis; second ; J. W. Schoefer, B. B. C,
scratch, third.
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THE BICYCLE LOCOMOTIVE.

A MACHINE WHICH IS EXPECTED TO TRAVEL 200

MILES AN HOUR—IT IS BUILT ON THE BICYCLE

PRINCIPLE.

(Special Despatch to the Commercial Advertiser^

Portland, November 27.—The Portland com-
pany has had men actively at work on a novel

invention, called the bicycle locomotive, ^or

some three weeks now, and although it is fast

nearing completion considerable yet remains to

be done upon it. Its boiler is shaped about the

same as the common locomotive boiler, not dif-

fering much in length, but rather smaller in

diameter than that of a railroad locomotive. Its

fire-box is deeper, and the cab will be two stories

high, the fireman occupying the lower and the

engineer the upper story. It has two cylinders

of the same shape, but a little smaller than the

ordinary locomotive cylinders, located quite

close together under the part of the boiler

farthest from the cab. Then under the middle
of the boiler is one giant, steel-tired driving

wheel. It is eight feet in diameter, and was
cast at the Portland company's foundry last

summer. The tire is deeply grooved, and on
either side of the great driving wheel is a

crank to take the place of the treadles of a

common bicycle. The pistons of the cylinders

are attached by means of a driving rod to these

cranks, and by the power of steam the novel

railroad bicycle will be propelled, it is claimed,

anywhere from one to two hundred miles an
hour. It will cost from ten to fifteen thousand
dollars, perhaps more, and will weigh sav
twenty-five tons.

The inventor is E. Moody Bovnton, and he is

very enthusiastic over it, and seems to have
plenty of money with which to carry out his

ideas. The cars will also be made to run on
the rail and will be two stories high to corre-

spond with the cab of the bicycle locomotive,

which will be some sixteen feet high.

To prevent the whole thing from toppling
over the track will be built with a rail above
as well as under the train. The upper
rail will be supported by strong iron col-

umns planted on either side of the lower
rail at a sufficient distance apart to allow the

train space to pass between them. Grooved
wheels of a small size as compared with
the driving wheel, will be fixed to the top
of the cars and locomotives will be run on
the upper rail. In this way the train will be
prevented from toppling over. Now, it is

claimed that by this arrangement the friction

will be much less and, therefore, the train can
be propelled faster and with less power; the ex-

pense of constructing the roadbed will be much
less than the cost of the roadbed of the rail-

roads of the existing system, a very narrow
roadbed being all that is required. In this age
of hurry and restlessness nothing moves too

quickly, and who can say that the next genera-
tion will not go whizzing over steel roads at the
rate of 200 miles per hour, passing from ocean
to ocean in a couple of days? A semi-annihila-
tion of space, so to speak.

WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUB'S TOUR-
NAMENT.

Wilmington, November 29, 1888.—The an-

nual meet of the Wilmington Wheel Club was
held here to-day and was largely attended. The
summary of events follows :

One-mile Rover.—B. F. McDaniel, Wilming-
ton W. C, first; T. Jefferis, same club, second.

Time, 4m. 20s.

One-mile (4m. Class).—G. M. Gregg, first; T.

Jefferis, second. Time. 4m. 32s.

Half-mile Dash.—S. W. Merrihew, Wilming-
ton W. C, first; W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia, sec-

ond. Time, im. 47 2-5S.

One-mile (3m. Class).—S. W. Merrihew, Wil-

mington W. C, first; B. F. McDaniel second.

Time 2m. 53s.

One-mile Novice.—M. R Pyle, Wilmington
W. C, first; T. Jefferis, second. Time, 4m.
21 2-5S.

Half-mile Dash (4m. Class).—G. M. Gregg,
Wilmington W. C, first; W. H. Sheward, Wil-

mington W. C. second. Time, im. 58s.

One-mile Handicap.—G. M. Gregg, Wilming-
ton W. C. first; A. Jefferis, second. Time, 3m.

54Xs.
Half-mile Ride and Run.—W. W. Taxis,

Philadelphia, first; C. Guldin, Reading, Pa.,

second. Time, 2m. 24s.

Three-mile Championship of Delaware.—
B. F. McDaniel. Wilmington W. C, first; S. W.
Merrihew, second. Time, 13m. 49s.

One Mile (3>^m. Class) —A. Jefferis, Wil-

mington W. C, first; C. A. Elliott, Wilmington
W. C.. second. Time, 4m. 7s.

Two-mile Handicap.—W. W. Taxis, Philadel-

phia, first; B. F. McDaniel, second. Time, 8m.
28s.

The track was very slow, but the time in some
instances was fairly good.

-•-» —

-

THE PRINCE AND THE CYCLIST.

On the 2ist October, H. H. the Prince Max of

Ysenberg, Bridingen, a great patron of sport,

had a private match with Mr. August Lehr,

Prince Max on a splendid trotter and Mr. Lehr
on a 54-inch Club racer. The distance was 1,500

metres, or 1,641 yards 5 inches. Mr. Lehr was
first and won in 2m. 24 1-5S. Prince Max viras

second in 2m. 27s. The race was run on the

road.
^ ^^

Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the caf6, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 25 "

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SCHWALBACH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.

r;-UREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
•'-'

is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,

schools arid clubs should have them. Write for particulars.

M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 11-2S

FOR SALE.~52-inch full nickeled Expert in fine order.

Cheap. W. L. Cort, 220 Water Street, New York
City. '«-»l

SPECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,

.$30 each, and 46-inch. S35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-

ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

BICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain. Office

Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana B'cj'cle

Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

$- rn f"'' Spade Handle; seems small, but we have them
• 5^ just the same, and they are the best ones made

Cycle Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

YOU CAN get one-third more for that old wreck it you
put on our Spade Handle. Sent for $2.50. Cycle

Supply Co., 3 Berkeley Street. Boston.

p-URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
'^ New and Secotid-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in E.xchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters

$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

ties, Special Stars, from I50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-

cycles, from $30 to §125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. DiscouDl to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.

Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for

all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. I.

CORTLODT EXCHANGE. ^^l^J^:^^,
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No sfirage

cliarges for first month, and nominal charges thereaft: r.

Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-

tory circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street,

Post Office Box 1187. New York City.

BARGAIN.— A 52inch American Champion Bicycle, 1888

pattern, used but little and .shows no wear Cost $105.

Will se.l for $75. Addiess C. L. Rider, Kirksville, Mo.
11-30

MARLBORO TANDEM, $125.—Rudee Tandem, $100.

Both wheels in splendid order. Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn. n-30

[-„-INCH NEW MAIL, Jgo.—Almost new. Victor

5 ^ Safety, ?ioo, 1888 pattern, used but ihree times, new
last August. Chas. Schwalbach, Prospect Park Plaza,

Brooklyn.

A FEW good Columbia Tricycles and Tandems for sale
^^ dirt cheap. Chas. Schwalbach, Prospect Park Plaza,

Brooklyn. "-30

ENGRAVES CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

Sizeyxg. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail lo cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

Wlieels Stored during tlie Wiater at Reduced Eates

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always n Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

WHEELS C^^LLEr) EOR -A^ISTID IDELIVEIiEID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 Soutil F'rospect F»eirl<; 'F'ltxxix, BrooKly i:i.

^yANTED.—

Ji^ F -A. li Tlsr E K .

An English amateur, with (en years' experience in the

cycle trade, wants a partner with $j,ooo ctpital; has a gjood

thing. No experiments or humbug. Address

J. M., IQ37 SCOTT STREET,

PIIILADKI.PHIA. PA.

SI=ECI-A.L ST-A.R
lOR SALE.

l.\,r p.irticul.irs address K. E. C, P. O. Bo.x 444, Ne\y

York ("iiv.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and clooaiit boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Vlroinia and Turkish leaf.

4 First Prize Medals. ^W^3Vr. Q- K:i3>wa:B-A.LI-. & OO.
PEKRLKSS TOBACCO WORKS. UOCUKSTKB, N. Y.
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erlection Wheels^

WHEELS ON THE

AMERICAN OR EURO-

PEAN MARKETS.

ITS ADVAiyTAGES WILL SELL IT.

1st.

2d.-

4th.-

6th.

7lh.

8th.

9th.

loth.

iitli.

TJie FoUotving are Some of its Many Advantages:
-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade

handle to apph' the brake.

A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a

minimum.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength

at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other

handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
rcmoi ing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their

circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the

greatest strain comes.
THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warrani(.'(l iierfectly dust proof, ami will run several thousand

miles wiihont oiling or adjustment.
THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs

used arc India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch

in case of its becoming wet, either from'perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,
and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle
uf tile rider's body.

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, ami cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPEINGFIELD, MASS.
A. KKNNEDY-CHILD, Superinteiidoiit of Agencies.

N.^^

^^^
#*^
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We Do Not Need to BIusli at tlie Following Records ; Neitlier Do We Want tlie Eartli,

BXTT

WE DO WANT THE HlLL-CLlMBlNG RECORDS.

Read the following and then draw your own inference as to where the records are held ; also jot down in j'our

diary where these practical hill-climbers and speedy Wheels can be purchased :

EAGLE ROCK HILL, Newark, N. J., November ig, 1888, by J. Harry Shurman on a Springfield Roadster, 24

times without a dismount, breaking all former records for speed for 13 tiUlGS and placing 11 timeS additional to

our credit, and for our competitors to practise on.

CORY HILL, Boston, 11 times without a dismount, by Samuel Sterling, of Bridgeport, Conn, (age forty-five

years) ; STICKNEY HILL, Lynn, Mass., 4 times without a dismount.

These hill records, together with the fastest quarter mile ever ridden and the fastest half mile in competition, by

J. Fred. Midgley, at Rochester, N. Y., August 30, 1888, we think should convince the most sceptical regarding the qualities

of the Springfield Roadster on the track, road and hill. We solicit the investigation of those who anticipate purchasing;

and to those who are not pleased with their present mounts, we would say,

TRY THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
Watch for 1889 Catalogue, January 15. Agents wanted in all unt)ccupicd territory.

E ]E iim h, % (1),

No. 178 GOIaUlVIBUS AVSNITE,

BOSTonsr, imz^^ss.
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Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE.

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

mM r^

^MK9

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEADING MERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,
yor less money, during the season

of 1888 than any other dealer
m America.

Send for the moHt complete Tl'/icei

Calahxjvjt ever prflited.

THE JOHN WILKINSON 00.
6.5 .Male St., Chicago, 111.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* ' • PERFECT

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-CIub.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUII & CO,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Vonfcers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

Wb Wish to C.'vll Attention to Oi'r

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
N"o. 1278.

Which We are Now Introiluolng.
_.,.,, ,

.. ,c •, I.- 1. u Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, wit)i Real AMBER Mouthpiece.
The high-class workmanship and hnish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, ^ith Real AMBER Mouthpiece.

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDERSEN & BUOKINaHAM,
iSuccessors to Jens F. Pedersen)

ManufactTiriiig and Importing Jewelei-s,

\% Maiden Lane, N. Y.

R.OO

No. 1399.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Moutlipiece. • -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL UE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$0.50
9.50

A Perfect Fit Gnaraiiteod.
I>ls;:]aceinent Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—

" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. a-- i^^^'VT'sonsr,
SOIiK PROPRIETOR A>'D IW.INUFACTVRER, Sarntosa Sprlngn, N. H.

Mention tliisa^lvertisemcnt wlicn vou ordrr

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, light running and

thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. ^30SE
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING.

SEE OUR LISTS.
^HART CYCLE CO.,^

No. 811 Ai-clj St., PlilladelpUia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

linuicU Honse, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lak- St.

E. &IJ.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway. N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallrueyer tenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^More ikaH Forty Veart
Esiailisked in this lin*

^tusinta.

R
ADWAY'S

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.1&1SL lE'OrS. TXZE!
imiiiiiiiiKtiuiniDiinimmmmm
iimiimUBQli

PERFUMBS AND lAKE KO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

SporliDE fioofls,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

-i- MEN'S LINEN CfOlLARSANb.CUFFS

^•/^^ FOR- SAUEitEVERYWHERE.

lyjINER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE. NEW YORK.

Jli^ THE PEN^API.
November 26 to December i.

MONTE CRISTO.
December 3 to 9.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Ctistom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., ISTEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My Qlove Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The rinest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call nr
send for price list.

"VsT. H. I?,OBE]IiTSO:tT,
296 Broadway, ?few York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to
ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.

Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle
and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,

lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

OTJi?, STjnsriDi^iES
have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding. Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Everywhere, ^rive Cents Per Bar.

>-

t/%

AOAMS 4 SOFS TDTTlfflTTI CHEMC fflM
ncreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, aaJ it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURE. PLEASANT. * ALL PLAYOKS.
BIhLoaxl«3. Td© 03Cl eal© at aXl "Wli.©©lann.©Ti.'s Hoe.ca.q.-va.ax^toms-
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THE SAFETY RECORD.

277 Miles

In 24 Hours,
ON A

Veloce Columbia,
BY

John Mason,
OF THE

Illinois Cycling Club.

6,300 Miles

This Season,
RIDDEN ON

Same Machine,
BY

Same Man.

Machine all Right.

Moral—Buy the " Veloce.
^^

Prrss or F. V. Straum, lao-iafi Walker St., Niw York.
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The Greatest Success of the Season!

ONDOUBIEDIY THE KING OF THE RE&R-DRIYERS.

a?i3:E

American Rambler
The Best Hill-CIimbing Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDLVFE DELIVERY.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CHIO-A-G-O, XXjU..,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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VsTe S-b±ll Sold. O-clz? O-^t^h..

THE

^RANKWHEEC:

Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing-, Safety and Speed are features
of merit which are sure to lead.

X^^ooirds fox- 18S^.
L. A. W. meet at Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Canada, professional track record.

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-mile
road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record, 2.44^^ ;

three-mile handicap ; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record ; half-mile dash,
open to all. 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters, and still

we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLiMBINC RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times without a

dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn. Mass., one time and return.
We give you the fads. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate, our

goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year; absolutely safe against
headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO., 178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

EASTERN ROAD CLUB CUP TIE,
November 8, 1888.

*'E. P. BENSON established a Safety record for 25 miles in the time of i hour

35 minutes 25 seconds."—Bicycling World, November i6, 1888.

The Machine ridden was a SWIFT ROADSTER.
CATALOGUES FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited),

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

116 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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iPOinSTTS
RELATING TO

SOLD BY

Cycle Company,
No. 811 ARCH STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I.

Prices S'l'S fixed according to the condition

and maie of the machine.

II.

Condition.—We repair all second-hantl

machines before selling, and refiinish many, and

have sold several thousand, which have given

entire satisfaction.

JII.

CuBranteO.—We warrant all our second-

hand machines to be free from defects, except

such as are caused by wear and which are ap-

parent.

IV.

LiStSa—^We publish frequent price lists,

fully describing our entire stocic of second-hand

machines, and mail them free to applicants. As
the stock constantly changes, it is advisable for

intending purchasers to obtain these lists, as

issued, until they are supplied with a machine.

V.

42-

44'

46-i

46-i

OUR PRESENT BARGAINS
nch American Salety (new machine)

nch Ideal ; in good order

nch OUo Special ; in good order

nch Facile ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch Harvard; ball bearings; newly finished

nch Expert Columbia ; 1888 pattern

nch Victor ; nearly new ; 1887 pattern

nch American Star

nch Special Columbia

nch Champion Ll. Roadster ; not used

nch Apollo ; scarcely used

nch Expert Columbia ; full nickel ; 1887 pattern.

nch English make ; ball bearings

nch Expert Columbia ; nickeled

nch Humber Racer ; new
nch Sanspareil Lt. Roadster

nch American Star

nch Expert Columbia

nch Sanspareil

nch Rudge Lt. Roadster

nch Columbia Lt. Roadster

nch D. H. F. Premier

nch Club

nch Expert Columbia

nch British Challenge

nch Expert (very cheap)

I

$70 00

25 00

35 00

75 00

55 00

100 CO

80 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

90 00

95 00

50 00

QO 00

75 00

60 00

40 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

go 00

75 00

65 00

75 00

60 00

75 00

TRICYCLES.
Victor ; 1885 pattern 60 00

Humber Tandem ; nearly new 15000
Columbia Two Track; nearly new loo 00

Note A.—The above ccfmprises only a por-

tion of our list, and we shall be pleased to

answer inquiries fully.

Note li.— Any bicycle or tricycle will be
sent C. O. D. to any address, with privilege of

examination, on rece pt with the order of a sum
sufficient to pay transportation charges.

HART CYCLE CO.,
No. 811 Atoh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mm DETACHABLE LUSdAfiE CAEIER,

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handle bars. " C," Straps. " U " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, $1.00. Dscount to the trade.

O- HI- siviiTia:
240 WO'idward AreBue. Detroit. Mich.

J. o'oonsrnsroi^.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

mim" BICYCLE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WRITTEN &COm Providence, R. I.

mmm
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Ottice is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than tliose remote from
Washington.
Scud nil del, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We a Ivise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not one till patent is secured.
A book, "How to Obiain Patents," with reter-

tnccs 10 actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COr
Opposite Patent Ofllce, Wasliington, O. C.

"WEBB'S

andcologne spirit,
Sl'IUITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , Hew York,

The Billings A Spoucor Co., Iliirtford, Conn., U.S..I.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Kil

Drop forged of bar steel and fini.shcd in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a lirst-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturera and dealers.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

D
AKKON, OHIO.

MANUFACl URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Haudles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

E9" "VT'x'i-b© fox- F:c±ci& HiLst.

Q6
NEW YOEK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Tictnr, Kew Bapld, Champion. Star

and other Blcrrles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex^ep for Interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken m trsuie and buuffht and sold.
Send for large iliustrateo catalog of
wheels and novelties in simdries with
full particulars of our terms f easy

iEvments—of interest to every actual or prospectivf
iioelinan. Geo. W. Housb & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. III.

MERWIN, mm] & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

iq-E^^AT ~z"oi?-is: oiT"sr.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 S:p3c*±xi.gf±©lca. I?,oac±st©3r
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandeos.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasitig.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable. •

BENNETT £~ HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

B-a-37- "5ro-u-i? Sli-oes o±
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROAD"WAY, Near Duane.

TIIEflllEAT LONDON SHOK MAN.

Mv SfBCIALTV FOR TUB SUMMBR IS TMB

I<ANOAROO SHOES.
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and SM them and a fine line of BICYCLE SHOES
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WOH- AGAIN II
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October 10, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L, KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

IVORIaD'S ROAD RSCORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

. NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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.A-isriD

Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday mornin{j.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Oopies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents,

Newsdealers may order through Am. Nkws Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so failh-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

We should think that the detective camera

could shoot no more absurd picture than a class

of school-children waiting to- hear the pin drop.

A very large percentage of cycle agents are in

just such a position—on the fence, waiting for

something to turn up ; watching to see how the

cat jumps. As has been the case in every other

year, the cycle agent, wishing to make as

valuable a connection as may be, finds himself

trying to solve the problem of " Which ?" the

which of course referring to the various product

which the makers will turn out for 1889. The
solution this year is more difficult than usual for

several reasons. The established firms have

extended their business and introduced new
patterns ; new firms are ready tp launch their

" lines " at an expectant and purchasing public ;

and, to cap all, the probable extent of the

demand for safeties, tandem safeties and ladies'

safeties, must be considered. With all these

factors taken into consideration, the local dealer

is at his wits' end, and is very unsettled as to

future connections.

This uncertainty, this embarrassment of riches,

while it may complicate the problem, assures

liie local dealer that there is at least an enlarged

field to select from, and it further testifies to the

facts that established firms have been encour-

aged to get deeper into the business, and that

new capital is being attracted to the cycling

trade. There is no grand rush over to the

.Stanley Show to 'pick up good thing.s. The
American manufacturers know what is wanted,

and they arc. working their material into shapes

of their own designs. This extension of the

trade is gratifying. The established firms

promise to meet all demand for the newest

fashions, especially in tandem safeties and

ladies' bicycles. The new concerns promise

good things in liie way of new mounts, and a

number of excellent English wheels will be

imported.

Some time since we referreii to Hawkshaw as

the Joe Howard of cycling journalism. In com-

paring his Hawkshawness to Joe, wc especially

referred to the trains of original thought whicli

both are wont to pursue, the one in tlie great

world, the other in the little world of wheels. And
like his prototype, this Hawkshaw is apt to be

dogmatic, to over-reach the mark, to out-radical

radicalism. A sample of this is Hawkshaw's
recent iconoclastic essay, or rather tirade, against

the custom of awarding mileage medals. The
Coaster picks him up, and very swiftly and
smoothly, after the fashion of a coaster, he ex-

plains the benefits of the mileage medal system.

Mr, Hawkshaw has fallen into the common but

still unpardonable error of condemning the sys-

tem, instead of the too ardent disciple of the

system. There are mile hunters who sacrifice

strength and health, but these are buried under
the masses who are encouraged to ride more than

they otherwise would by the chance of wearing

a trophy of their endurance or perseverance.

Our statement in a late issue of this paper to

the effect that " There is a latent feeling that

Pennsylvania is not intensely loyal to the

League " has been misconstrued by the Sporting

Life's wheeling editor, a clear writer and fair-

minded man, by the way. This misconstruc-

tion has misled the Sporting Life's editor to

make unjust remarks, and calls for specific ac-

cusations. We would call attention to the fact

that we simply reported a state of affairs, an

existing feeling, patent to others as well as to

us. It is our opinion that such a feeling exists,

and yet we have not the slightest ground for

any accusation. If the Sporting Liffva-An differs

with us, he is justified in accusing us of a vivid

imagination, so long as he sticks to the point,

which is a difference of opinion between him
and ourselves as to the e.xistence of the feeling

referred to. We trust he will take pains to set

the matter straight with his clientele, among
whom we have manj' warm friends.

PRAISE AND BLAME.

The American correspondent of the Irish

Cycling and Athletic A^ews sends over to his paper

the paragraph published below.

We are first knocked out, metaphorically of

course, and then the scribe kindly picks us up,

sponges us off and we are all right again. We
think The Wheel presented as careful a history

of the late hippodrome as could well be com-

piled, and that our judgment that profes-

sionals should be driven from American paths

was as just as it was severe. Wfe are proud

to be compared to N^r. Mecredy. We are not

exactly of the bread, butter and milk variety;

yet are we not "tanks" nor "soaks." We use

the plural "we" instead of the singular " I
" to

avoid the very charge which the scribe makes, and

we do distinctly deny that the ongoings and out-

comings of johnny Jones, of Jonesboro, are de-

tailed at excruciating length in these columns.

Yet the last few sentences in the scribe's on-

slaught make us Iccl on good terms with our-

selves, and we foigivc.

" It might have Ijccii, I think, reasonably ex-

pected, however, that the purity cycling press

would have paid a little attention to the matter.

This Lhey have most certainly not done. 1 he
lyiiccl, for example, the only cycling paper pub-
lished in this city, had the extended account
from the li'osfou <,'to/ic, and perhaps twenty lines

of comment the week before last, and last week
has a ten-line par. about this most outrageous
swindle. F. 1'. Prial, by the way, the editor ot

the li'ltirl, reminds ine much of good old superior

Dick Mecredy, He is a very nice, gentlemanly
chap, but strikes me as being one of the bread
and butter and milk young men to whom the

mild dissipations of llie ' r.iii' ainlT)uns' (by the

way, wh.it has become of lh.it famous organi/.a-

tion?) would appear as the most awful orgies,

and shock him as muih .is tliev used formerlv to

do the mild but effusive Goggles. Prial is

thoroughly endued with the Mecredyism that
cycling is the most important thing in this
mundane sphere. That cyclists are the salt of
the earth; the cycling press the salt of cliqueism.
The Wheel (Mecredy thinks the bilious one of
course) is the salt of the cycling press. Like
Mecredy, he shrouds his identity in an awesome
and awful plurality, and like him also he appears
to imagine- that the world or its population are
hanging upon his editorial utterances. The
most frequently appearing word in the Wheel is,

as in the ' Y. U.' ' we,' and like the latter paper
it is filled with sly allusions to local correspon-
dents as to who Tom Deep-dog was seen taking
to church last Sunday; how Dick's moustache is

still but the airy fabric of a dream, and that the
part of Harry's calf which is not hung on in

front is still an embryonic atom in the womb of
an unknown future. At the same time the Wheel
is the best cycling paper in America. Mr. Prial
did a remarkably plucky thing when he started,
and he richly deserves the success with which I

am told he is meeting."

THE BICYCLING BQ-WLING LEAGUE.

Delegates from the New York Bicycle Club,
K. C. W., Hudson County Wheelmen and Har-
lem Wheelmen assembled at the house of the

New York Bicycle Club on Monday evening
last to perfect the bowling league for cycle clubs.

J. B. Blake, N. Y. B. C. , acted as temporary
chairman, and W. E. Eldridge, H. C. W., acted

as temporary secretary.
It was moved and carried that a permanent

organization of bicycling bowling clubs be
organized to form a bicycling bowling league,
to consist of the H. C. W., K. C. W., N. Y. B. C.

and Harlem Wheelmen.
Moved and carried that officers be the Presi-

dent and Secretary-Treasurer.
Mr. J. R. Blake, N. Y. B. C, nominated for

President and elected. Mr. E. C. Parker, H. W.,
was nominated and elected as Secretary-Treas-
urer.

A motion was made and carried that the

Atlanta Wheelmen, of Newark, be made a meai-
ber of the L-eague.

Mr. Stott moved that the annual dues be placed

at -^5, payable in advance. Carried.

Mr. Stott moved that three-quarters of the

dues collected be expended for first prizes, and
one-quarter for second prizes. Motion tabled.

Mr. Stott moved that a bowler must have
been a member of the bicycle club he repre-

sents for thirty days before he can participate in

anv game. Carried.

Moved that each club have two delegates to

Executive Board with full power. An\ change
of delegates to be made by notifying the Secre-

tary of the League. Carried.

A committee was appointed to draft rules for

the government of the League, and to arrange

a schedule of games.
Moved and carried that Cimimiitec on

Schedule and Rules report December 12 at

K. C. W. club house, 1255 Hedi'ord Avenue,
Brooklyn.
The Harlem Club will play the first game with

the N. Y. B. C. on Friday, December -21, at the

latter's alleys, Fifty-second Street and Sixth

Avenue.
Moved and carried that a vote of thanks be

lendered to the N. Y. B. C. for the courtesy of

their club house.

One of the Christmas magazines contains a

poem on " Morgan," a bold buccaneer. No re-

lation, of course.

\VINt>I.E WII.I. NDl' tK.MN NEXT VEAK.

Willie Windle writes- "I shall positively not

ride next season. I know that the papers will

be full of challenges from someof the prominent

racing men when they hear of my intention."

We liiink Windle wise in his decision. He was

brought out loo soon and loo quickly. "I'lic

average racing man pegs around a long lime

before he develops good form. On the other

hand Wimllc was taken iit hand by a profession. il

trainer and put up to the top notch in a season.

We sh.ill regret his absence from the path, (or

be is a brilliant performer and a level headed,

modest leUow. Hut wo ^o hope he will adhere

to his present decision.
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^Warwick Perfection

HAVE MORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY OTHER

WHEELS ON THE

AMERICAN OR EURO-

PEAN MARKETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ISt.

2d.-

4th.

5th.-

6th.

7 th.

8th.

9lh.

loth.

ith

Hie Following are Some of its Many Advantages

:

—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade
handle to apply the brake.

-A SPRjNG BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a

minimum.
— ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

—THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength

at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other

handle bars.

—THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where tlie spokes are connected.

—THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
remo\'ing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their

circumference.

—THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

—THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where' the

greatest strain comes.
—THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand

miles without oiling or adjustment.—THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs

used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch

in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has. also, a new side rocking motion,

and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

—THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grijis being made to conform to the angle

of the rider's body.—THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
A. KEN]SKDY-CH1L,I>, Sti]>crintcu(leiit ol Agoncies. X W^'
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THOMAS STEVENS LECTURES AT
WORCESTER. MASS.

Thomas Stevens gave an illustrated lecture on

his experiences, at Association Hall, in the Y. M.
C. A. course, on Thursday evening, November
22. The hall was crowded to its utmost capacity.

From the first Mr. Stevens delighted his audi-

ence. His '

' lecture " was not of the usual kind;

it was, rather, a delightful series of anecdotes

and comments upon the ways of Eastern peo-

ple, and Mr. Stevens did not say " I " during
the whole evening, preferring to refer to his ex-

ploits as of those of "our cycler." He skipped
about from place to place, not attempting to

read his diary by the way, and the result was
entirely satisfactory.

A stereopticon was used to throw the pictures

upon the screen, and among them were many
readily recognizable as coming from the pages
of his books, in which Mr. Stevens has pub-

lished the whole delightful story of his tour.

The most interesting portions of his story

were of course those relating to his experiences

among the people of the Orient. A marked
characteristic of all the Eastern peoples, Mr.

Stevens said, is their curiosity. Oftentimes
crowds gathered about him and watched him
even after he had gone to sleep, so greatly did

they marvel at this rider of the steed that would
not stand alone. He described his experience

with a loaf of Turkish bread. The "loaf" is

really a thin board of rice, about two feet in

diameter, which you roll up and then bite off

the end.
One picture was thrown upon the screen,

representing, Mr. Stevens said, the wheelman
receiving grapes from the hands of one of the

belles of the upper Euphrates, while her father

was in the background examining the bicycle.

The Turks are very hospitable, and are almost

total abstainers ; it is rare to see a case of

drunkenness among them.
Mr. Stevens made an interesting story out of

his experiences in Persia. He met with the

Shah, with whom, in fact, he had considerable

to do. He also had the privilege of seeing

many of the women unveiled, and said that

because of the wonder with which he and his

wheel were regarded, he obtained, probably, an
easier entree among the ladies than any other

modern traveler. But he declared that for all

the hourisof the East whom he had gazed upon,

there were none any more beautiful than the

ladies to be seen upon the streets of any of our

American cities.

After a brief intermission, during which the

orchestra furnished music, he continued his

recital, taking his readers through India, China
and Japan. He received the closest attention

throughout and was frequently applauded.

—

Worcester Exchange.

ST. LOUIS CYCLE RACES.

PRINCE'S NEW VENTURE,

The races of the Cycle Club, held at the Nata-
torium November 29, were a grand success.

There was a large crowd present, and every-
thing was conducted in the most approved
fashion. The track is seventeen laps to the

mile, which made fast time impossible. This
also made the corners very sharp, and although
the corners were well resined there were any
number of falls. No one, however, was hurt.

G. H. Lucas acted as referee and J. S. Kuhn,
W. H. Wylie, H. H. Wheeler and E. N. Sanders
as judges and George Wilder as starter. Owing
to the number of entries in the races they were
divided into heats, the person winning a heat
in the fastest time to be declared the winner.
The first event was a half-mile novice race.

This was won by E. Barnard in im. 42s., with
J. S. Richards second.
The second race was a half-mile open handicap.

This was won by E. Barnard, who had ten yards
start. Time, im. 40s. Dick Hurck and A. A.
Knight tied for second place.

The third race on the programme was a 100-

yard slow race, the person coming in last to win
the race. It produced no end of fun, but was
finally won by Will Carlin.

The fourth was a i-mile race for the club
championship. It produced a good race and
was finally captured by Dick Hurck from A. A.
Knight second. Time, 3m. 21s.

The fifth race was a half-mile ride and run, the

contestants being required to run and ride a fur-

long alternately up to the half mile. It was won
by Dick Hurck, with George E. Tivy second.
Time, 2m. 53s.

The sixth race was a i-mile handicap, open.
It was captured by Hurck, 5 yards, with A. A.
Knight, 30 yards, second. Time, 3ra. i8s.

A consolation race of a half-mile was captured
by J. S. Richards in 2m. 2s. Will Tyler was
second. During the races a fine exhibition of

trick and fancy riding was given by Harry Gor-
don, John Stout and Hal Greenwood.

Omaha, Neb., will soon have a new place of

amusement, the Coliseum. It is located at

Spruce and Twentieth Streets, on the cable

tramways line. The building is 300 x 170 feet,

and is in every way fitted for its purpose. The
bicycle track is a beauty, twenty feet wide, ten

laps to the mile, as certified to by responsible

civil engineers. Inside this track is a horse

track seventeen feet wide. The space inside

this track will be converted into a swimming
bath, which will have a portable covering.

Every description' of gymnastic apparatus has

been ordered. In the southeast corner of the

building will be a restaurant, in charge of a com-
petent chef. In the southwest corner will be a

Turkish bathroom. The building will comforta-

bly seat 10,000, while on special occasions

arrangements can be made to accommodate

15,000. The entrance will be very handsome,

being thirty feet wide, with quite elaborate

woodwork. The bicycle school will be in charge

of John S. Prince, and the riding school will be

looked after by Marve Beardsley, who has been

with Buffalo Bill's Wild West show the past year.

The cost of the building is $30,000, all the stock

being taken by Omaha's prominent business

men. The building will be lighted by gas and

heated by McLaughlin's patfut chemical healers.

A six days' professional race is being arranged

for, in which Prince, Dingley, Eck, Whltlaker,

Woodside, Morgan and Schock arc expecfcd to

participate.

SPEEDING ROUND CHESTNUT HILL
RESERVOIR.

The handicap race meet promoted by Charles
P. Daniels, physical instructor of the Boston Y.
M. C. A." gym," was held at the Reservoir, with
a limited number of cyclists present.
For the first event, distance one lap or i i-6m.,

R. H. Davis, Harvard College, appeared at

scratch, with P. J. Berlo, 50 yards start; A. T.
Klaus, 15 yards; and W. Thomas, 200 yards.
Davis was leading at the half distance, with
Berlo second. Despite the efforts of Berlo, Davis
kept his position and crossed the tape in 3m.
19 3-5S., which is record for the Reservoir; Berlo
was second by a dozen lengths.
Subsequently Davis, with Harry Cornish as

mate, mounted a Swift tandem and made the
lap in 3m. 23s. W. B. Greenleaf also had a try

for record on an ordinary, but finished in 3m.
28 2-5S.

The officers of the day were: W. H. Emery,
E. C. Klipstein and C. E. Daniels, judges;
George M. Hendee, referee; George Seymour
and C. Daniels, timekeepers; H. S. Cornish,
starter.

CONINGSBY ON EAGLE ROCK.

On Saturday last Fred. Coningsby, Brooklyn
Bicycle Club, whose appetite for records seems
almost unsatiable, was out on the Rock in an
attempt to drive his ordinary, a Victor Light
Roadster, up the Rock ten limes consecutively
wit-hin the shorlest p6ssible time.
At 2:30 p. M the hill clinibist was given the

word and rapidly disappeared around the bend,
leaving the ycning man of TiiK Wiikki. stamping
about in a vain effort to keep warm.
As Coningsby was lurniiig for his second

ascent he was upset by a slick lying on the
road, and became entangled with his wheel
and cut one of his shins. After a delay of five

miiuiics he was off again, out owing to the
poor condition of the road anil the strong wind
he was compelled to stop on account of one of
his wrists giving out near the summit on the
ninth trip. Throwing out the first round trip,

which occupied 13m. 13s., on account of the
dismount, Coningsby raised the record for or-
dinary wheels from four to seven round trips.

The following table gives the value of the ride
Time of Total Previous

Round Trips. Time. Record.
M. S. H. M. S. M. S.

I 14 30 14 30 13 27
2 14 15 28 45 27 12

3 15 38 44 20 41 05
4 14 5=; 59 15 55 55
5 :• 15 35 I 14 53
6 J 7 12 I 33 05

7 16 47 I 48 53-•
DOWN IN TENNESSEE.

The Memphis Amateur Bicycle Road Racing
Association held its first road race on Tuesday,
November 27, on our best stretch of road. The
distance was ten miles. It was a success, every-
thing going off nicely, and everybody was satis-

fied.

The race was a handicap, and there were five

contestants. The finish between Hess and
Scherer was very close, there being only a
quarter of a second difference in the time of the
two. Scherer is quite an old man, but he rides

a wheel with an)' of the boys, and generally
stays with them.
The following table shows the order in which

the men finished, the handicap and actual riding
time being given :

Actual Time.
M. S.

1. G. W. Hess, 4 minutes 43 00
2. C. J. Scherer, 5 minutes 43 00^
3. A, F. Alberts, 4 minutes 43 15

4. Julius Wood, 3 minutes 44 26

5. W. A. Whitmore, scratch 41 30

The officers were : Timers, Chas. Hotchkiss
and los. Specht, Jr.; Judges and Handicappers,
W. F. Yates and R. W. Slusser.

The object of this organization is to give a
series of road races for a medal to be won three
times. The second of the road race series was
run on Thanksgiving Day. The finish was not
so close as in the first race, but was very pretty
as it was. Below I give a table showing the
order in which they came in, the handicaps and
actual time ;

Actual Time.
M. s.

1. W. A. Whitmore, scratch 41 30
2. Julius Wood, 2 minutes 30 seconds. 44 13

3. A. F. Alberts, 2 minutes 43 49
4. G. W. Hess, I minute 30 seconds . 44 32

5. J. T. Willens, Jr., scratch 45 30

The men came home in first-class condition,
having hardened themselves to their work.
The road was somewhat heavier than on Tues-
day, and taking everything into consideration
the time is good for "us" Southerners on our
rough roads.

Cycling has been somewhat at a standstill

here, but it is hoped that these races will tend
to increase the interest. There are two agencies
here. C. J. Sherer looks after the interest of

the Victors, and S. A. Godshaw looks out for

the G. & J. wheels. Both concerns carry a
stock of wheels and sundries.

Your correspondent is a little rusty at this

kind of work, but he will brush up with prac-

tice.

.SUPRIS.

Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 29, 1888.

.»-•

FIXTURES.

Dec i^—Riverside Wlu-clmon's reception at West End
Hail, lasth Street, New York City.

Dec. 13 SomerviUe, Mass., Cycle Club's annual reception.

Dec. 14— Elizabeth WlieolmcM's theatre party.

Dec. 15— M. A. C. tiames at Madison Square Garden,
N. V. City. Two-mile l>icvcle handicap. Entries
close Deoomher 8 with C. C. lluKhes, s.'4 Kilth .^ venue,
N. Y. Citv.

Dec. IS- Hudson County Wheelmen's theatre party.

Doc. 17— Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

I>eo. 17- I.oiifj I.sliiiul Cyollsts' liiilouVs iiiuNionI
Hiitl litt-rary oittcrtaiuiiitMit iit Y. M. C. A.
IlitU. ItiooUlyii.

Dec. 17 Twclfih Retiinieiu (James at .\rnioiy. Ninth Ave-
nue and Si.\ty-sccond Street. New \orK, Two-mile
lian.licap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
1'. t.>. l<o.\ jJioi, New York.

Feb. 8, iSSg— Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Clvib, at I.e.\in,i;ton .\venue Opera Hou.se, New
Yot'k Citv.

The South End Wheelmen's reception and
houscwarming, announced for Tuesday last, has
been pt>stponcd indefinitely on account of the

painters and decorators not having completed
their work within the expected time.
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NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES.

READING.

Riding seems to be done for in this section,

many of our latter-day men having already
,

stored their wheels-, while we \vho have gone
through several seasons still keep them ready
for any emergenc\' ; for we know there will be

many good riding days yet, and that the roads,

with the aid of Jack Frost, will be better than
ever. 1

Sunday last actually sawWilhelm on the road
with his club. Although he is Captain of the

club he was seldom seen with the boys, that I

part of the club business being well taken care

of by the efficient Lieutenant M. Diener, who
j

has lately turned his attention to amateur
photography, and nothing is secure from him.
Even at night he works by the aid of flash lights.

The fiend always manages to make us sit quiet

for awhile while he shoots us. Everything in i

the neighborhood has suffered. He is now
watching for a good chance to preserve to pos-

terity the spasmodic efforts of Kline with a pool
j

cue, the dignified attitude of Hendle and the

peculiar styles of " Blood " Wilhelm and some
other distinguished notables of the Reading
Club.

They are all pool champions since the new
;

table has been in the rooms. A pool tourna-
'

ment among club members is the latest, and
will be inaugurated shortly after New Year's. :

It is really wonderful, the interest taken in the

rooms lately ; crowded every night. I dropped
in one night recently to hear the news and to

listen to the comments on that last article of

"Ariel's" in the Bulleliti. A person could i

easily imagine he was in some detective agency,
j

for "Ariel's" life in Reading was thoroughly
shaken up and sifted. No Presidential candi-
date ever got it worse.

To-night and to-morrow night Barber, the

fancy rider, will be here with a troupe at the

Opera House. The boys, I understand, will all

occupy front seats on one night, and the yell,

"Who is that man? He's all right," when he
appears, will, I am afraid, startle some of the

staid old theatre-goers. But then the people
generally are very partial to the bicycle boys,

and even the mayor and police are verj' lenient,

for the boys raise all but the dead. Note the

racket on the night (jf Roland's weilding supper.
Not satisfied with the supper, which must have
c(jst an even $ioo, and the toasts, which made
Jimmie blush even after a week of married life,

and after he did all he could for them, they even
turned up in front of his house at 2 a. m. with a
large bonfire and horse fiddle, and kept it up
until the five policemen who had got there actu-
ally begged the boys to stop.

The boys are talking of new quarters in

spring, and between this and that time a new
constitution which provides f(jr different class of

members will be put through.

To-mornjw (Thanksgiving) there was lo have
been a hill-climbing contest on Willielm's new
pet hill, which he himself has failed to climb.

But the snow storm of Sunday nighi and ihc

mud resulting from it will probably slMp it. I

railed al Wilhi-lni's machine slii)|) l<)-da\ lu find

out about it, but could not, as Wilhelm was
aw.'iy. Perhajis a <lesiriplion of Wilhclm's
place of business and what he does will be of

interest to some of your readers. The place is

a large machine works. All kinds of machinery
are built They employ fifteen or twenty men.
W H. Wilhelm, the father, is ihe sole owner,
but the rider, W. I., has charge of it. Here it

was the lirst /ri/i- tangent wheel was made, and
the drawings, wiili dale one and a hail years
before the New Rapid wheel aiJpeared, is slill in

the place. Here, also, was made Wilhclm's
famous spider wheel and the lightest Star ever
built. It was a 52-inch, and weighed twe.ily-

nine pounds. The wheel is still on exhibition
here, and is quite a curiosity. He also has
plans for a new safety that would revolutionize
things if brought out ; but he says, "

I am tired

of experimenting. " The bicycle department is

about as large as (he machine shop. A man is

kept constantly busy on repairs, and the place
is full of wheels. All second-hand \yheels, as
soon as they come in, are given a general over-
hauling, with new nickel, enamel, and often

new saddles, making them look quite like new.
Here it is that Wilhelm does his training after

working hours. He has a Star home trainer set

to run very easy. The hub is provided with
a Larkin cyclometer, and the way he can make
that wheel go is a caution. We watched the

cyclometer, and have timed a quarter mile on it

in I2s., half mile in 28s., and one mile in 58s.

Hickok, of the Pope Company, some time last

summer timed five miles on it in 7m. 5s. Not
bad. This may be laughed at, but it certainh"

is true. But here, I got slightly off from what
I intended writing about. In m)' next I will

try to give you something more interesting.

Vortex.
November 28.

JERSEY CITY.

Now is the time " ye lukewarm enthusiast"
wraps his wheel up in cloths and camphor and
hies himself to the club house, looks over the

riding record book, and swaps lies as to his

ability and road hogs' disability.

Keep it up, Shurman, Coningsby, Greenwood,
Wells, ^/ fl/. By the end of next season there

will probably be held a six days' bicycle race up
and down Eagle Rock.

The "Jersey Theatre Party," to be made up
of members of the Plainfield Bicycle Club,
Elizabeth Wheelmen, Bloomfield Cyclers, Ata-
lanta Wheelmen and the Hudson County Wheel-
men, will attend the Academy of Music, Jersey
City, Friday evening, December 14, to witness
a performance of "The Tin Soldier." It is

estimated that 150 wheelmen will be in the

party, and the management have reserved all

the orchestra seals for them.

The Hudson County Wheelmen held their

second smoker of the season on Thanksgiving
Eve. The presence of fully two-thirds of the

entire membership convinced the committee
that their efforts were appreciated, and that

those who attended the first smoker were anx-
ious for more. The programme consisted of

banjo solos and duets by Messrs. Myers and
Cobanks. harmonica and zither solos by Mr.
James Court, recitations by Mr. L. Levy, who
proved himself an excellent mimic. Solos and
duets by Messrs. Eveland (tenor) and Benedict
(bass) were rendered. These gentlemen have
excellent voices which blend finely. At the

next smoker they will again favor us, when
Benedict will sing tenor and Eveland bass

German dialect recitations by Bugler Bettcher

were well received. One of the features of the

evening was the bicycola, a game of chance,

not unlike bagatelle. President Johnson se-

cured first prize by scoring 2,670 points. Mr.
G. H. Earl crossed the tape second with 2,650

Other prizewinners were Day, Demmert, Korth
and' Strugnell. During the evening a sumptu-
ous repast was served to which the boys did full

justice. The Smoker Committee are Messrs.

Keer, Day, Strugnell, Wilson and Feury. They
promise a "roof-raising" i)rogramine for the

December smoker, which will be held about
Christni.as.

I (|u<)tc iho following from "llawUshaw's"
notes in the lUilLiiit of November 23 :

'
( )i laic yiars there has grou n up in wheel clubs acus-

umi of ncdeckiriK llieir members with medalistic mementoes
of miles measured, or, lu e.vpress the idea lessalliieratively,

the bestowing yf prizes for various ridinf; feats of the

members. T lie excuse given for lliis numismalic system of

reward, on the pari of its supixirlers, is Ihal ridirifj must be
eneouraKeil in the clubs, and that this means is best reached

by the offering of these (ilillerin^j incentives to the mem-
bers. 1 * The offspring of this medal-giving plan of

encouraging cycling is that particularly unpleasant individ-

ual, or ma'.hine, known as a mileage crank. * • * To
the mileage liend everything is sacriliced that in the end he
may wear a medal advertising the fact that he has been
idiot enough to cast aside the comfort, health and pleasure

of riding to gain a given number of miles during Ihe year.'-

I cannot say that I entirely agree with " Hawk-
shaw " in this matter. This inay be true to some
extent of some cycling clubs whose members
have the advantage of plenty of good roads, but

speaking for the wheelmen ol this city, I must
say that some inducement must be made in the

way of mileage medals to the average wheelman
here, as the city certainly makes none in the

way of streets. " Hawkshaw" is " dead wrong "

in saying that a person who has earned one of

these medals has sacrificed health, comfort and
the pleasure of riding in gaining it. The Hud-
son County Wheelmen award a very handsome
medal to any 6f its members completing 1,000

miles during the year. I do not consider that

any wheelman of ordinary abilit)" has to sacrifice

hi-alth, com/or/ or the pleasure of cycling in order

I
to ride that distance in a year, or even in eight

months. If Jersey City was blessed with Coney
I

Island Boulevards, Central Parks or Lancaster
Pikes, there would be no difficulty in converting
at least 200 or 250 residents to the cycling ranks.

To show the truth of this, I need only state that

Jersey City has but one cycling club, while

Nei.'ark, which has quite as large a population,

has five or six of these organizations. I am
I sure the handsome medal of the H. C. W. has

been a "persuader" to members who would
otherwise have done little or no riding, which
would lead to their disposing of their wheels, to

be followed, probably, by lack of interest, and
S finally resignation from the cycling ranks.

Converts here are not made so rapidly that we
can afford to lose many members. But four

resignations have been received from H. C. W.
j

members this year, and our membership at

present is ninety-four.

j

Brother Prial, why do you trifle with us ?

j

April I is some distance from us in either direc-

; tion. I read a note in last week's Wheel stat-

! ing that a meeting of the " N. Y. & N. J. T. R.

\ R. A." would be held on Monday evening, De-

\
cember 3, at S o'clock, at the Harlem Wheel-
men's club room, 104 West Fifty-fifth Street, and
urging each club in that Association to send
representatives. The Hudson County represen-

tatives read the notice on Monday morning
and resolved to attend the meeting in the even-

ing. A trip to the address given showed that we
were being entertained by the .\'. Y. Athletic

Chill, and the supe at the door knew nothing

about a "bicycle meeting." Accordingly we
' went to the Ilarlem residence of the H. W., but

but found that we were the " lone stars " of the

[Association shining in that locality. Why?
Which? How? If not, dinner. [Dinner, did

I

you say? Oh! Yaas !—Ed.]
Coaster.

NEW ORLEANS.

The Louisiana Cycling Club Committee, in

charge of the Batson medal series, has decided

upon a programme of six races as follows:

December 9, to Schadwells, 10^4 miles; De-

cember 16, Shell Beach, 34 miles; January 6, 25

miles on asphalt, 25 miles; January 20, lo Halin-

ville, 30 miles; February 3, ToUgate to West

End, 3 miles; February 17, lo Red Church,

20 miles.

The races are designed to bring out the stamina
of the men, and as an extra inducement the
" easy " races (the first and fifth), will be scored

according to the number of starters, while the

others will be scored on the mileage on the

principle that one is entitled to more credit and

points in a hard take-it-as-you-find-it road than

on a "butterfly" course. The races, however,

will all be handicaps and things made as e<iual

!
as possible. For the first race the following

entries and handicaps are announced:

J. C. Henriques, 10 minutes; Foster DeBuys,

5 ininuies; E. M. Graham, Harold Christy, 3>i

minutes; L. J.
Frederic, R. G. Belts, 3 minutes;

T. H. Born, G. C. Angamar, I minuie; M. S.

Graham, W. M. Hathorn, scratch.

The race will be started in Carrollton al 8. 15

A. M., the course extending out Carrollton Avenue
and down Gentilly Road, via Canal and Broad

Streets to Shadwe'lls (io>< miles). The pairing

promises to make things lively, and it will be

inieresting to make comparisons of men and

times with those in ihe memorable race over the

same course some four moiulis ago.

The hill-climbisis of Rome, N. Y., will not

I suffer for lack of hills. To begin with. Ihey

have Elmer Hill, 650 feet long and 75 feel high.
' This excrescence has been climbed by two riders,

•both on 51-inch Stars. Their resjiective times

were: 2m. 7s.; im. 46s. 'Worse than Elmer is

Canterbury Hill, 6i<) feet long and 80 feet 6

inches high. This hill has b^'en climbed three

times by'Will A. Parker. Clinton Hill has an

j
altitude of 200 feet in five-eighths of a mile.

The Banker Brothers will ride a 47-pound

Ivel tandem bicycle next year, and will make

I

the -entire racing circuit. W. D. Banker will

i retire after next year.
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THANKSGIVING SPORTS AT WIL-
MINGTON.

The second annual bicycle tournament of the

Wilmington Wheel Club, a summary of which

was published in The Wheel of last week, was

held at the baseball grounds on Thanksgiving

Day. The meet attracted about four hundred

people. The races were warmly contested, but

not much in the way of time was accomplished

on account of the stickiness of the track. The

races were held to increase the interest in the

sport and to make a profit, both of which objects

the club accomplished. This is a lesson to race

meet committees, who, unless certain of a large

gate, should give inexpensive prizes and cater

solely to local talent.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The i-mile Rover type for the prize donaled
hy Bertolette Brothers was won by B. Frank
McDaniel, who was never headed, in 4m. 57s.;

Thomas E. Jefferis, second; J. S. Bertolette,

third; and Charles Philips, fourth.

The first heat of the i-mile, 4-minute class,

for a Lakin cyclometer, donated b)' the Spring-

field Bicycle Manufacturing Company, was won
by G. M. Gregg, in 4m. lis.; F. B. Elliott, second.

The second heat was won by Thomas E. Jefferis

in 4m. 28>^s.; Charles S. Wilson, second. Gregg,
jefferis and Wilson started in the final and
finished in the order named; time, 4m. 32s.

The half-mile dash, with five starters, was a

pretty race. S. W. Merrihew took the lead at

the start and won in im. 47 2-5S.; W. W. Taxis,

second; B. F. McDaniel, third. J. D. Kurtz, Jr.,

and C. A Wendell were with the procession for

two-thirds of the distance and then dropped out.

The t-mile, 3-minute class, had Merrihew,
Taxis and McDaniel as starters. Taxis soon
dropped out and the other two made a hot race

to the finish. On the fourth lap McDaniel took

the lead by a pretty spurt, but on the home-
stretch Merrihew gained the lost ground again,

and crossing the line with a rush, won by half a

wheel in 3m. 53s.

The first heat of half-mile dash for 4-minute
class riders was won by G. M. Gregg; W. C.

Seeds, second; time, im. 55 4-5S. W. H. Sheward
won the second heat in 2m. 3s., with Z. H.
Lofland second. Gregg won the final with ease

in rm. 58s., with Sheward second and Lofland
third.

The I-mile handicap, for a Victor cyclometer,

donated by the Overman Wheel Company, was
a pretty race, and but for a slight accident would
have resulted in a closer finish. Those who
started were S. W. Merrihew, scratch

; W. W.
Taxis, 15 yards; B. F. McDaniel and C. A.

Flliott, 35 yards; W. C. Seeds and G. M. Gregg,

75 yards; Albert Jefferis and Thomas E. Jefferis,

QO yards; Z. H. Lofland, 100 yards; and Charles

S. Wilson, 115 yards. On tlie third lap, seven of

the ten riders got bunched in a heap, resulting

in a collision between Elliott and McDaniel,
both of whom took headers. No damage was
done and McDaniel remounted and finished,

although hopelessly beaten . Gregg rode strongly

and won by ten yards in 3m. 54 '^s.; Albert
Jefferis, second; Merrihew, third; McDaniel,
fourth.

The half-mile ride and run had V. R. Pyle,

W. W. Taxis and Charles R. Guldin for starters.

They continued in the order named until the

remounting on the last half lap for the finish,

when Taxis took the lead and won; Pyle, second;
time, 2m. 24s.

Merrihew and McDaniel were the only starters

in the 3-niilc race for the championship of

Delaware, for the Sherwin prize. The two rode
in good form, allernate spurts lirsl placing one
in the lead and then the other. They came down
the home-stretch with McDaniel several yards in

the v.-in until about seventy-five yards from the

finish. Each rider strained every muscle, but
slowly Merrihews wheel was forging abreast of

that of his rival, and as they crossed the finish

line it was difficult to tell who had won, as the
lire of one wheel was only an inch or two ahead
of the other. The race was awarded to McDaniel;
time, 13m. 49s.

The I-mile 3.30 class was probably as hotly

contested as any event of the day. C. A. Elliott,

V. R. Pyle, Albert Jefferis and (i. M, Gregg
were the starters. Elliott set the pace tor three
laps, followed by Jefferis, (iregg and i'yle in liie

order named. The latter then dropped out. On
the fourth lap Gregg spurted past the other two
and held the lead until the home-stretch was
reached, when it was a hard struggle between
the three, who could have been covered by a
blanket at the finish. Jefferis was declared the

winner by a few inches; Elliott, second; Gregg,
third; time, 4m. 7s.

The 2-mile handicap was contested by Taxis
and McDaniel, 60 yards ; T. E. Jefferis and
Albert Jefferis, 170 yards. It was a procession
until the finish, when Taxis spurted and won
easily in 8m. 28s.; McDaniel, second.
The officers of the day were : Judges, A. W.

Hukill, H. Slothower, W.F. Kurtz; Time-keepers,
B. L. Spence, C. C. Kurtz; Starter, W. F. Kurtz.

W. F. K.

WHAT THE QUAKERS KNOW ABOUT
THE BICYCLE THIEF.

Who is he ?

We have heard from him.
Some have seen him, but sorry to say we can-

not catch him.
My heading gives you an idea of the topic I

will bother you with for a few moments. If the

i
warning is of any use, you are welcome.
The fiend was first heard of in our city on the

2ist of November, when he made his appear-
I
ance at the Philadelphia Club house; and as to

j

how he was foiled in his attempt to rob some
member of his trusty steed I have already told

you. Mr. Lewis, one of the members of the

j

Philadelphia Club, very kindly notified the

I

officers of the different clubs that they might be
on the lookout.

;
This young man was next heard from on the

27th inst., when the proprietor of one of our
summer hotels (the Eldon, at Chestnut Hill)

telephoned into the city to one of the members
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, asking him
whether he knew a young man by the name of

H. H. Carlisle, L. A. W., No. 5117, of Terre
Haute, Ind. Upon hearing a negative answer,
the wires brought over a hurried ejaculation,
followed by, '"That's r-r-r-r-queer; he claims to

know several of your members quite well, and
also states that he has been entertained by your
club, as well as by the Philadelphia Club."
Well, after some words, Mr. Simpson, the pro-
prietor of the hotel, said he would investigate at

once and report, and in about an hour made his

appearance in the city quite excited and had the
following story to relate.

On Friday, 23d inst., a young man made his

appearance at his threshold and made inquiries
as to board, etc. Upon being shown around
and acquainted with the terms, etc , he seemed
favorably impressed and made up his mind to

remain, claiming poor health, and preferring it

in the suburbs, so he could escape the din
and noise of our city. The proprietor was
rather suspicious on account of his not having
any baggage, but was informed that he had it

all down at Green's Hotel, and would go in for

it in a day or so.

Well, friend Simpson stood it long enough,
and on Tuesday, 271I1, he luade up his mind to

investigate. So he tackled the fiend with the
ii(»)i de pluui,\ a.ni\ received reply about as fol-

lows: He claimed to live, as slated, in Terre
Haute. His father was well off, and he was ex-
pecting some money from him soon, having
made a pretence of writing him upon the first

day of his iarrival at Chestnut Hill. Was a
prominent wheelman, and had his wheel at the
Philadelphia Club house at the time. This was
not enough to satisfy the questioner, so he told

him that he must have some security for boaril

and reference. Well, this stuck poor Carlisle,

as he hail only a lew coppers—and these, it ap-
pears, w<-re borrowed from the waiter—anil his

overcoat. So, to gain a little time and avoid
suspicion, he gave a Kttii in Presiilent Laing
requesting him to hold his machine, which he
did not possess, as seciir.ty for Mr. Simpson
until his little matter w,is straightened out. As
this story seeiued rather lisliy, and knowing a

fiend was around town, the consulted cycleis in

the city advised his arrest at once ; but lo and
behold ! before word could reach the police au-
thorities at the Hill the bird had llown, leaving
behind him his coal, which had been acci.

dentally (?) locked up.

As yet we have not heard from any one losing
any machine or goods, but on Thanksgiving Day
Harry Mayer, of the Pennsylvania Club, went

out expecting to enjoy the sport of a farewell
ride, when he found his wheel missing, a Veloce
Columbia. No one worried about the matter at

the time, thinking some one had borrowed the
machine and would return shortly, but by dark
no wheel. So our Harry commenced to look blue,

and made up his mind to report the loss at police

headquarters, which he accordingly did; and on
Friday morning he was requested to comedown
and identify his wheel, held by Solomon Isaacs
Jacobs, the man with the three ball sign, where
it had been pawned on November 21, and
evidently taken from the Pennsylvania Club
house before the thief called at the Philadelphia
Club. How it was obtained is a mystery, as the
club house is occupied at all times and no
stranger is admitted unless he has a card, and
then is watched unless known by our janitor or
his wife.

Our friend, the money lender, wanted $15 for

the wheel, claiming to having advanced this

amount, but Mayer, by advice. of his lawyer, re-

fused anything, and tlie chances are that he will

get it back all right, as the holder has no claim
on stolen goods.
But to our original subject, Carlisle, alias

Rogers; when he skipped his board bill he made
for Mount Airy, where he must have hung around
all day, for about 7 p. m. he gained entrance to a
private house, reaching the second story by help
of a ladder while the family were at dinner, and
succeeded in securing about $90 and a gold
watch. From here he was tracked to Franklin
B. Gowan's stable, where he borrowed the

coachman's livery coat and also traded shoes,
and by this he was traced, as in the bottom of

his own shoe they found the letter written to his

father while at the Eldon, which had been placed
in the bottom of his shoe to cover up a hole worn
through. The last word from him was his ap-
pearance at the Mount Airy Railroad Station,

where he purchased a ticket for Philadelphia.

Where is he now? Echo answers, "Where?"
But if anybody catches this man just give him
one for We, Us & Co.

Westfield.

[George S. Atwater, of Washington, D. C, lost

a safety on Sunday last, a young man hiring it

and not returning. Perhaps that is the same
party.

—

Ed.]

ELIZABETH WHEELMEN.

The club seems to have been seized with a fit

of activity lately. This is due, to a great extent,

to the untiring eftorts of the officers and com-
mitteemen. The riding season is almost closed,

and although a few of the men who are trying
for the long distance prize will continue to ride,

the majority of the members will put up their

wheels for the winter.
The club is to be congratulated on their efforts

during the past season ; the total mileage is

over 407 ahead of last year, and the number of

club runs held is double.

The committees have been hard at work de-

vising means to keep up the club life during the
winter, and they feel confident thai they have
succeeded.
The Entertainment Commitlee have decided

to give an exhibition some time after the first of

the year, which will put their bicycle tourna-
ments held in the rink away in the shade. The
plans will be presented at the regular meeting
for the clul) to act upon.
The commitlee on the theatre party have com-

pleted their plans as follows ; They have made
arrangements with the managers of the Acad-
emy of Music in jersey City 10 reserve 150 seats

in the body of the house for the wheelmen's
theatre parly on the evening of December I4.

There will be wheelmen from the dilTerent clubs

in this vicinity— vi/., E. W., I'lainfield, (Grange,

Newark, Jersey ("ity, Bloomfield. etc., and the

management have promised lo decorate the

theatre for them. The wheelmen will attend in

citizen's dress. The pl.iv will be Hoyt's popular
"Tin Soldier." Further particulars will be
given ai the Wednesday meeting. Unattached
wheelmen in tiiis city who desire to atlend
can get tickets by applying to any of ihe

olHcers or members of the Elizabeth \\ Mcclnicn,
— h'.Hiihclh Ihiily Journal,---

.\r.I-.NTS WANTKP.
The (Juadrant Tricycle Company, of Rirniing-

ham, Knghind, wants agents in this country to

handle their wheel for 1SS9.
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The Wilmington Wheel Club recently bought
:i Buffalo home trainer, and until the novelty
wears off records will come and go as often as

night follows day. Merrihew and McDaniel
have each ridden a mile in 2.05, while Albert
Jefferis has done it in 2. eg.

Clarence Elliott is so unlucky in all his bicycle

undertakings that he is regarded as a veritable

"Jonah." McDaniel acknowledges that Elliott

is his equal on the road, while he has proved
himself superior in speed on the track, but he
has still his first race to win on the track and to

show what is in him. The rain and mud scared
him out of the Buffalo road race. He was out

of condition at the fair races, when he had
every prospect of winning several firsts, and
was sick when the Reading road race was run.

Merrihew, McDaniel and Albert Jefferis, on
Sunday last, December 3, broke the record from
this city to Middletown. The distance is twen-
ty-four miles, and the road is a fair dirt road, 1

with sandy patches here and there. The record
has been a bone of contention for some time, as

V. R. Pyle claimed it in 2h. actual riding time,

while Merrihew claimed it in 2h. 1 !4 m. elapsed !

time. Yesterday Merrihew and ^IcDaniel fin-
|

ished almost neck and neck, the former being
!

two or three feet in the van, in ih. 55m. 55s.

Jefferis reached the goal in ih. sgm. 58s. Both
Merrihew and McDaniel say that they can do

•it in 15m. better time.

By what right does the Bicycling IVorld con-
stitute itself an authority on accepting records?
In its issue of November 30 it says that Doane's
record of 7h. 24m. 3s. for 100 miles will still

hold good in this country, and that Dampman's
record of yh. 20m. 17s. at Philadelphia can-
not be accepted, because it was made on a "-mile
course and not a 20-mile course, the shortest
road which it will accept as the stamping ground
for the accomplishment of a 100-mile road
record. I must confess that I do not see the
point of its claim in insisting on a 20-mile

|

course, nor will any fair-minded wheelman re-

fuse to recognize Dampman's record. The
course was a triangular one, a little over seven
miles long, and the distance actually covered by
Dampman and .McDaniel was loi '4' miles.

The course, as every wheelman who has seen it

knows, is a hilly one and equal in undulations
to any of the roads on which distance races are
usually run. The roadbed was in good condi-
tion on the day the race was ridden, but on
account of head winds and particularly the
hard work on the grades, Dampman says that
the race was as hard on him as the Erie-Buffalo
race, which was ridden in the mud. I do not
see what difference it makes whether the course
was seven or twenty miles, so long as it was
accurately measured and was a fair sample of
the whole road.

I was shown a letter from Robert Gerwing, of
the Denver Ramblers, written to a friend, a
member of the Wilmington Wheel Club. He is

a genial, whole-souled fellow, and one of the
best road riders in the country. Nobody but
Dampman an<l McDaniel knows how near Ger-
wing came to winning the Buffalo road race. He
led up to ten or twelve miles from the finish. He
had every confidence that he would win and
staked his all on it, with the result that he was
temporarily ftranded in Buffalo. He pluckily
went to work there until he had regained his
feet, when he returned to Denver, where he now
is. He says thai he and A. G. Kennedy, the
man who raced on a bicycle against a horse in

N'ew .Mexico for a :|i5.(joo stake, went on an ex-
ploration trip for new roads and found 1S6 miles
of them. They rode 100 miles the first day in
Sh. 40m. actual riding time. He says that their
roads are in splendid condition, and he could
not be hired to live in the " East." During the
day the weather is pleasant and the nights cold.
It has not rained since August 16, and the aver-
age number t)f rainy days for Ihe past twelve
years hasonly been seven perannum. He makes
your blood tingle with suppressed excitement
at the following graphic des( rq)tioii of Colorado's
scenic beauties :

" This is the wheelman's para-
dise. We can show you parks that are as wild
as nature can make them, yet have more beauty
and are more impressive than man can make
them. Wc can show you railroads running
above the clouds and give you a view of over
200 miles of country with the naked eye, show

you precipices 3,000 feet in height, grand cav-
erns and mineral springs in almost every town,
and, also, cities where an overcoat is indis-

pensable at all seasons of the year, together
with the healthiest climate in

Surely a charming picture.

Social Wheel Club, of Denver, held a 5-mile road
race on Sunday last. Captain Gerwing and
H. G. Kennedy, of the Denver Ramblers, re-

cently enjoyed a two days' trip in the northern
America." ' pare of Colorado, seeking information for the

Ramblers' road book of the State. They rode
Delaware. ioi miles the first day and 85 the second day.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Messrs. Devlin & Co. have been awarded the
contract for the New York Bicycle Club uniforms.

G. M. Worden, of the John P. Lovell Arms
Company, Boston, Mass., was in town on Satur-
day.

Captain Fleming and A. G. McGlathery,
Century Wheelmen, are now riding a Psycho
safety tandem.

"Bob" Garden, the genial and successful
manager of the Pope Manufacturing Companj-'s
Chicago store, was in town on Friday.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold the
second of their series of entertainments on this
Friday evening, at their club house, on Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn.

Some thirty-four Philadelphia wheelmen
visited Morrislown December 2. Among the
party were thirteen Century Wheelmen, seven-
teen Pennsylvania men and four unattached.

Thomas Stevens will deliver his stereopticon
lecture at the Madison Avenue Presbyterian
Church, Fifty-third Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City, Tuesday evening, December 11.

The attention of club entertavnment committees
is called to Thomas Stevens' illustrated stere-
opticon lectures. Mr. Stevens has appeared
before several audiences and all have been
delighted.

WHY, CERT !

One of the most interesting articles we have
ever read was the one which appeared in last
week's Wheel termed "Way Dow-n East."
Editor Prial has always something good for his
readers.— Brook/yit Press.

Mr. E. P. Baird, an old and active member of
the Orange Wanderers, and well known in New

i Orleans cycling circles, was in town this week.
i Mr. Baird is in the clock manufacturing business
at Montreal, his brother, George D. Baird, one
time editor of the Cvc/is/ and Alhlelc, being asso-
ciated with him.

Malimv's Challe.noe.—W. H. Barber writes
The Clipper {\om Washington to the effect that
he will accommodate W. S. Mallby as soon as he
can come to the metropolis and make the neces-
sary arrangements. He desires to know how
the buggy wheel will do as a cycle to be ridden
in the proposed contest.

Omaha Housekeeper— " Mary Jane, go out
in the yard and bring in all the clothes

; it's

getting quite dark."
;

Mary Jane
—

" Hut the clothes ain't dry yet.
Let them air all night."
Omaha H. K.— " Do as I tell you

; don't you
know there's a six-day professional bicycle race
in town ?"

We recently wrote Wizard Edison, calling his
attention to the great field and demand for a
practical electric lamp for cycles. Mr. Edison

I

replies that he is too busy with other experiments

I

just now lo look into ihe matter, but promises
to consider it at some future time. If any man

I

can solve the problem of practical and econom-
I

ical electric lighting for cycles, the Wizard of

j

Menlo Park is the man.

i According to a provision of the Massachusetts
' Division constitution, Dr. Emery succeeds Mr.
' Hayes as Chief Consul. The Doctor writ.sihat
,
the Division will sadly miss Hayes, who placed
it im a solid basis and made it flourish, evc-n as
the green bay tree. The Doctor wishes us to
stale that he is a resident of Boston, not ol
Dorchester, as recently hinted by us. He has

I

selected .Arthur Robinson, of Boston, as \'ice-
Consui.

j

" Ragde," writing from Denver, Col., states
,
that the beautiful weather still holds out and

I

that Colorado is the wheelman's paradise. The

Two-Mile Local Handicap.—At the Man-
hattan A. C. games, to be held at Madison
Square Garden, Twenty-si.xth Street and Fourth

I Avenue. New York, on Saturday evening, Decem-
ber 15, a two-mile bicycle handicap will be held.
All amateur bicyclists may ride without con-

; flicting with the rules of any athletic body, as

I

the race is announced under L. A. W. rules.

i Prizes: Gold watch to first; silver watch to second
I
and third in each event. Entries close December

! 8, with C. C. Hughes, ';24 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
' City.

i The Wednesday evening smoker of the Man-
i

hattan Bicycle Club attracted a goodly number
i of members to the. club house. After the smoker

I

the boys played billiards, cards, etc. The cum-
I mittee who have charge of the club's reception
and entertainment, to be held next February at

;

the Lexington Avenue Opera House, was in

j

session three hours. The Manhattan Club's
house is a model cycling home, and the mem-
bers, whose average age is a deal less than that

of any other prominent club in the country, de-
serve credit for the manner in which they sup-
port the club officers in all they undertake.

What the future of racing in the East will be depends
laraely on what can be done by our savants of the Racing
Board toward putting the present very shaky skeleton on
its feet, and fill out the bone framework with a good sub-
stance that will recall to our minds the robust condition ot
the racing interests of " Auld Lang Syne."

—

BicyclJ:.:^

World.

We disagree with our e. c. The Racing
Board, in our opinion, has but little or nothing
to do with the decline of racing. The Board
can only legislate for the sport ; it cannot create
it. If club committees run sharp, short, snappy
events, and run off the programmes in as good
time as possible, race meets will become popu-
lar.

' new YORK CLUB.

The New York Club has seven active and
one non-resident candidates for membership on
its bulletin board. The parlors have been re-

varnished and now look very handsome. The
rooms are brightly finished and inviting and it is

regretable that they are not more frequented by
the club members ; but this will doubtless be
remedied when the Entertainincnt Committee
gets to work.
Two bowling teams have been organized

under the captaincy of "tiessrs. Blake and Ni^'-

bett. The follow 'ng are the average scores to

date of the bowling members : F. M. Daniels.

126 ; Findley, 142; English, 122 ; de Goicouria,

I

I3g; Fairchild, 132 ; Blake, 136; A. L. Paynter,

135; Stott, 130; Shaw, iig; Nisbett, 147; Moii-

tanye, 115; Kolb, 104; Sutherland, 118; O. G.
Moses, 128.

On December 4 John Reginald Blake, on a
"goat," rode fifteen miles in ih. 30m. The fol-

lowing are the mileage records of some of the

members up to December 4 : I. M. Shaw, 1,946 ;

i

W. L. Hamilton, i,q6o; J. Reginald Blake, 1,964:

J. iM. Andreiiii, 2,413; VV. F. Pendleton, 1,700;

J. H. Hanson, 2,022.

PATENTS.

! [Reportc'l especially for The Wuebl and Cvclini; Tk adk
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,

I
Washington, D. C ]

t Sands Forman, Gold Hill, Nevada. Bicycle.
' Hiram F. Henry, Gowanda, N. Y. Bicycle.

I
Geo. Kibbe, Amsterdam, N. Y. Bicycle.

I

F. L. RoecicI, Elstcrberg, Germany. Veloci-

pede crank.
I All bearing date of December 4;

„ - C K\ I .S lor a new n'ckclplated Springfield Roadster
-

r) Bicycle, latest pattern, with spade handles. To be
I ch.inced off on Chri>inias Eve, December 24, 1888, at 118

North (irecne Streri, Trenton. -N'. J. The winner can tike
the wheel or Jsocash, or can have it exchanged for rther

' makes if he warns any other kind of a machine. Tickets
i are 'imiied to 4G0 ; price, twenty-five cents each. Address
H. M. White, 118 .N'orih Greene Street, Trenton, N. J. Re-

I fcr to Trenton Banking Company.
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SELECTIONS FROM POETRY AND
PROSE DEDICATED TO PROM-

INENT WHEELMEN.

— Coivjtcr.

— Beafite.

-Carey.

{Altered Words are Italicized.')

F. P. Priai..
" The world agrees

That he writes well who writes with ease."

—

Prior.

Violet Lorne.
" With what a sprightliness and alacrity she exerts herself."

—Arl>uth}iat.
" You have a nimble wit." —Shakespeare.

T. J. KiRKl'ATRICK.
" Methought thy very gait did prophesy
A royal nobleness." —Skakespcari\

Abbott Bassett.
" Ne'er shall oblivion's murky cloud
Obscure his deathless praise."

—

Sir W. Jones,

Chris Wheeler.
" The critic with a poet's fire." — /*«/''•

Pres. Bates.
" Meretricious popularness in literature."

— Ccliridge.

J. S. Dean.
" Clear-headed friend, whose joyful scorn,

Edged with sharp laughter, cuts atwain
The knots that tangle human creeds."

—

'I'eittiysoii.

Jack Rogers. *

"At biUiardahe is said to be tirst-rate."

—

Thaelreray.

" Spectator " Page.
" A combustible character." —Irving.

Art. Mi'NsuN.
' The achievements of art may amuse,

May even our wonder e.xcite
;

But groves, hills and valleys diffuse

A lasting, a sacred delight."
" By my fegs !

Ye've set old Cycler on her legs
"

Sam. Miles.
" Genteel in personage,
Conduct and equipage

;

Noble by heritage,
Generous and free."

E. H. Corson.
" Oh, he was all made up of love and charms !

"

—Addison.

W. H. Emery.
" Endued with great pertinacity." —Johnson.

C. W. Fourdrinier.
" The feast of reason and the flow of soul."

—

PoJ'e.

Karl Kron.
" Give me the good old times."

—

Bulzver Lytton.
" Deep learned in the mazy lore

Of yc/z'^i' philosophy." —P. Francis.

Thomas Stevens.
" I have rode out the storm when the billows beat high.

And the red gleaming lightnings flashed through the sky."—Southey.
" O ! What men dare do ! What men may do !

Not knowing what they do." —Shakespeare.
" His fancy lay extremely to traveling."—/.'£>('ra«^«.

Henry E. Ducker.
" A jolly little red-faced man." —Dickens.
" His caligraphy, a fair hand
Fit for a secretary." —B. Johnson.

W. S. Maltby.
" I do know but one

That unassailable holds on his rank
Unshak'd of motion." —Shakespeare.

"Senator" Morgan.
" How know you him ?

Bv his viscosity.

His oleosity, and his suscitability."—B. Johrtson.
" There he stood with such sangjroid that gr ater

Could scarce be shown, even by a mere spectator."—Byron

The " Big Four "
. Morgan, Temple, Alley and

ROWE.
" lo/ake., or not lo/ake.
That is the question." —Shakespeare.

Ralph Temple.
" He does smile his face into more lines

Than are in the new map." —Shakespeare.
" When he appeared
A secret pleasure gladdened all that saw him."

—A ddison
" 'Twere good you knocked him." —Shakespeare'

Wm.' a. Rowe.
" No winter could his laurels fade." —Dryden.

" Ye may as easily

Outrun a cloud driven by a northern blast."

—

Ford.
" There is no competition but for second place."

—Dryden.
" Heisin high condition, and (il inrun." ,/. //. U'n/sh.

Frank Dinci.ey.
" With winged expedition, swift as lightning." Mi/ton.

Prince Wells.
" A young man of visionary ai\d cntlnisiastic character."

— IV. /ruling.

S. G. Whittaker.
" Electric lyhit, (juick as fear,

With race-dust on his cheeks, and clear,

Slant, startled eyes." —A. Ji. Brow/iiiu:
" He distanced the most skillful of liis contemporaries."

—.W/Htr.

-Byron.

H. G. Crocker.
" Virtue, wisdom, valor, wit.

Strength, comeliness of shape." —Mi/ton.

WiLBER F. KnAPP.
" He was in form and spirit like a supple-jack, yielding, but

tough ; though he bent he never broke." —Irving.

Wm. a. Rhodes.
" Thus formed for speed, he challenges the wind.
And leaves the Scythian arrow far behind."

—

Dryden.

Tom Eck.
" None but the brave deserves the fair."—Dryden.

George Weber.
" Brief, brave and glorious was his young career

Wm. Woodsidk.
" After him came spurting hard

A gentleman almost forespent with speed."—.S/iakespeare.

RoBT. Neilson.
" What nervous arms he boasts, how firm his tread.
His limbs how turned !

" —Pope.

Richard Howell.
" Lovely in your strength as is the light

Of a dark eye in woman." —Byron.

Allard and Lee.
" It is said that the form of the one is equal to that of the

other." —J. H. Walsh.
" The two stand to one another like men ; rally follows

rally in quick succession." — T. Htighes.
" The least miuon which they made

It seemed a thrill of pleasure." — li'ordsiwrth.

Percy Furnivall.
" Gash'd with honorable scars."

—

.Montgoinetyy.
" Learned he was in medicinal lore."

—

Iludibras.

Hal Gree~ wood.
" To climb steep hills.

Requires slow pace at first."

—

.Shakespeare.

The Banker Bros.
" The nicest eye could no distinction make
Where lay the advantage, or which side to take."—Dryden.

Frank M. Dampman.
" Lo ! from the dread immensity of space.
Returning with accelerated course.
The rushing cycler eo/nes. — Tlwjnpson.

Percy Harris.
" Fair-haired, azure-eyed with delicate Saxon complexion.
Having the dew of his youth and the beauty thereof."

—Longfellow.
Kenneth Brown. .

" Put forth thy utmost strength, work every nerve."—Addison.
Will Windle.
" Turn Windle^ turn thy wheel and lower the proud."

— Tennyson.
'

' He went off at score and made pace so strong, he cut them
all down." • —Lawrence.

" How beautiful is youth ! How bright it gleams
With its illusions, aspirations, dreams !

In Its sublime audaci ly of faith,
' Be thou removed,' it to the recordsihh."—Longjdlojv.

John A. Wells.
" His great attempt, which nigh the birth.
Now rolling, boils in his tumultuous breast."

—.llillnn.
" His performances on Eagle Nock I/ill were equa.\U

good." —Dickens.

W. E. Crist.
" A certain miracle of symmetry." —Tennyson.

Col. Albert A. Pope.
" But thou shall flourish in immortal youth.
Unhurt among the war of elements. ' —.1 ddi.ro n.

Edwin Oliver.
"Oh! he's a lovely gentleman." —Shakespeare.
"Kacli popular delirium caught hisoiuhusiastic mmi."

- //. /rvin,.'.

George H. Jessup.
" A tit man, forsooth, togovern a rea]m."— //ay :uard.

John Read.
" He hummed and hawed." —/fudit-ras.

George M. Hendee.
" About him were a pr'-ss of gaping faces
Which seem'd to swallow np his sound advii c."

-Shakespeare.
Sami'el T. Clark.

" Wisdom and discipline .\\u\ liberal arts.

The embellishments of life." .IddLton.

George R. Bidwell.
" In composure of his face
Lived a fair but manly grace.

"

Crii.sAii;i:

A. W. Gump.
" He's a lusty, jolly Icllow lliat lives well."— .S"ii'//>.

T. B. Jekeery.

Howard A. Smith.
" The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine."

—

Pope.

Harry Corey.
" My love is a Rover." —Old Song.
"How modest in exception, and withal
How terrible in constant resolution !"

W. M. Frisbie.

,

" Fair as a star when only one
: Is shining in the sky." — H'ordsuiorlh.

i

A. Kennedy-Child.
"That comely face, that clusier'd brow."

—

Dryden.

Lincoln Cycle Club, of Chicago, 111.

I

" Come, musicians play.
A hall ! .\ hall I give room and foot it girls."

I

—B.Jolinson.
(From the Wheelmen s Cazcttc.)

A BREEZY PLEA FOR CYCLING FOR
WOMEN.

" A popular man.'

R. Philip Gormui.i.v.

Ilrvdtt

"So e.vccllenl aloucliol mi''Aes\\.'—.Shakespeare.
" O ! but to have gulled him
Hud been a mastery." —B.Jo/ihsoh.

Why don't the Cleveland girls put an extra
pin in their back hair, nail their skirts firmly to

their waists, and start a craze for the tricycle ?

It is 'way ahead of dancing, buggy riding or
roller skating as a means of social amusement
and innocent diversion. Besides, it is fine ex-
ercise. The exertion in trying to push the
wheels out from under one biings the principal
muscles of the body into play, and bracing at-

mosphere soon brings the roses to the cheeks.
The pale, interesting girl who has a dozen fash-
ionable ailments, and is so "nervous," is be-
ginning to make the average young man with
bright prospects and a small salary very tired.

The exercise would not even deprive them of
gentleman company. If the girls get lonesome,
let them take unto themselves the tandem tricy-

cle. What more exhilarating sight than to see
a couple skimming along between three wheels,
their faces glowing with pleasure and perspira-
tion as they bite great chunks of health-giving
ozone out of the beautiful weather, while the
young man appears to be wholly absorbed in a
wild effort to climb up on his companion's
shoulder blades by digging his toes in the
notches of her vertebrae. Another commendable
feature is the freedom from dangers, such as
lurk in the heated, lung-destroying ball-room
atmosphere, or the leg-twisting, arm-breaking
roller skates. Of course, accidents are liable to

occur in the best regulated tricycles when not
properly managed. A few days ago a young
gentleman and a tender-hearted, modest girl

belonging to one of the best families tried to go
down Woodland hills without getting off their

machine. They had hardly started when he
noticed that the youns: lady was fading away
from in front of him like a meteoric flash with
all sails set. He had never declared his passion,

but he loved thatgirl; he couldn't beat the thought
of parting from her so suddenly, and after she
had revolved a dozen or more times he caught her
left heel as it went whizzing past and strained it

to his madlY palpitating bosom, as they went
bounding down the hill together with the tricy-

cle sailing through the air slightly in the lead.

When they arrived at the bottom ot the hill,

they lay for some moments viewing the beauti-

ful blue canopy of heaven. After that, the young
man slowly untied his legs from about his neck
and lifted the tandem tricycle from off the

young lady's refined and finely chiseled features.

Then these young people, who had started out
so full of life, hope and joy, went home, she
with her heart lull of woe and her bustle up
under her left shoulder blade, and he with hi>

mouth full of mud and one leg stickin.g out from
the middle of his back. There was also another
case in which a couple were speeding merrily

along, when the young lady's dress caught in

the gearing apparatus. There was one long
ilrawn out, sickening r-r-r-ip, an agonizing
shriek, and the pale moon shone tlown on a

young man whoso eyes hung out on his cheek
bones as he gazed in mingled horror and ania/e-

mcnl at the lov<-d one, whose yells made the

I

welkin ring and who sat there with nothing lo

I

protect her from the chilly atmosphere and ihe

isl.xriled gaze of her lover but her native •modest)

'and a high collar. It happened s<.> suddenly

I

that she didn't even have the chance to wrap her

tjnuiglits about her. N(\twi(hstatidii>g these

1 slight drawbacks, which will occur occasionally,

I

I still raise my voice on high in favor of the tri-

j

cycle. Gel one, girls, if you have to sue your
young man for breach of promise to raise the

I money.

—

Clfvelond E.u-hiuige.
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AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN
ENGLAND.

On leaving Stratford one's eyes unconsciously

look toward the southeast for a glimpse of the

stnoke of the mighty city. Just as Shakespeare

engrossed the mind all the way on nearing

Stratford so did London take possession of my
thought, for between that imperial sepulchre of

the past and the imperial womb of the present

there lies little of interest. It is strange if any

cyclist who has followed the history of the world

does not, on getting fairly away from the Avon,

begin to rehearse the things about the world's

capital he has become familiar with through

reading. On leaving Liverpool 1 could not give

a complacent consideration to the famous things

I came upon, for I was almost uneasy to be

pointing toward Stratford. Now it was a change

from a town in which one man is the all to a

town in which one man is nothing.

1 left Stratford by way of Kinetoii, heading

for Banbury, twenty-two miles, and Oxford,

forty-four miles. The ten miles to Kineton are

quite hilly, "and contain two magnificent coasts

which one can take brakes off. One would

enjoy them a great deal more if he did not see

before him the

FROWNING CRKSX OF EUCK 1111.1.,

and feel that every foot he was going down 'he

would have to go up again pretty soon, and if,

at the same time, the words of the innkeeper at

Kineton did not throw a shadow over the land-

scape: " Mighty stiff hill just beyond here. No-
body rides it on a bicycle. It's about two miles

long, and the worst in this part of the country."

When I came to it I put on a sort of Hal Green-
wood spurt, muttering between my clenched
leeth, '

I haven't walked a blarsted English
hill yet." .'Vbout two hundred feet from the

bottom I heard something rattle about the

machine. I had heard it for some miles back,
liut now it seemed positively dreadful and to

need at once my attention. An excuse for dis-

mounting? Not a bit of it. If there is anything
that annoys me, especially on a long, steep hill, it

is to have a mysterious noise somewhere about
the bicycle. So after getting off, and, in defer-

ence to my conscience, making a search for the

rattle, I continued on up the hill, on foot of

< ourse, because when I looked back and saw
the view becoming finer at every upward step,

I thought I would be insulting Mother Nature to

no spurting up such a splendid hill and disdain-

ing the glories that were being unrolled beneath
tne.

At every turn I thought I was at the top, but

the road continued to go up affd up just as,

judging from the accounts of some St. Louis
people 1 have met, the De Solo road in Missouri
mounts toward the stars. After the first turn, I

was shut in by thick foliage and could see no
longer the beautiful country which had first

tempted me to walk. But even then 1 refused to

mount, as the experience of ascending a grade
on foot was so novel and full of such pleasant

sensations (my machine weighed but forty-eight

pounds) that I continued to consume shoe

leather. After numerous twistings 1 reached

ihe top, and there I beheld this consoling
notice:

"CYCMSTS' TOIRING CH'H
AND

NATIONAL CYCLISTS' UNION.

THIS HILL LS.DANGEROUS."

It was inscribed on a big board aflixed to a

pole, after the manner of a corn doctor's sign.

This pole had once been stuck in the ground,

but it had been pushed over by some ruthless

hand, and now half reclined among the bushes.

I brushed the leaves away from its noble brow,

read it over twice, and c:iine lo the ((inclusion

that it ought to have been placed at Ihe bottom
of the hill ;

for such a grade, there is no doubt

about it, is decidedly dangerous to a person
who is at all inclined to enjoy only the pleasant
side of cycling life—levels and coasts. This
was the first time I had bumped up against the

C. T. C. so far on my journey, and I duly ap-

preciated the occasion. I sat down in the grass

and pondered upon the hill and the warning that

shook its while finger at me through the leaves.

The hill was "dangerous," but only to those

pedaling down or coasting without brakes.

But for a machine with a strong brake it was all

right. The surface was smooth, unbroken by
a water-course, and it is inconceivable how any
ordinarily good rider could lose his scat with a

firm grip on a stiff brake. The conclusion was
quite irresistible that it was a misplaced kind-

ness to induce a rider to walk down thai long
grade, and that if these signs are to be placed,

it would be a good thing to specify what a hill

is dangerous for—whether for pedaling, coast-

ing or what. But supposing that the direction

was for the benefit of the pedaler— that curious
animal, the non-coasler—and for the brakeless

fiend, why should any attention be paid to

those fellows? Nobody with sense will coasi a
hill without a brake the wliole distance of which
he cannot see, unless, of course, he is familiar

with it. Nor will a pedaler " keep his feet on"
if he feels his machine getting beyond his con-
trol ; he will promptly get off. It seems to me
to be but fair to the rational being— the coaster
— to indicate whether the hill is safe for him.
This would also be a tribute to common sense
that would reflect credil upon any great cycling

institution.

Edge Hill, from the valley to the crest, is

planted thick with magnificent trees. At the

summit begins the open country. The road
runs along the crest between the open and
the wooded slope. The foliage is so dense that

it is difficult to get a view of the valley, which is

that of the Avon. I think, but here and there is

an opening through which bursts upon the sight

one of the loveliest of English farming pictures.

Here, for once, the safety rider can look over
the hedges. You are so high up that you seem
to look down upon the hedges which lead the

eye here, there and everywhere in a mazy laby-
rinth of dark figures sharply outlined against
the white harvest fields.

IHESE CRAZV COBWEBS OF HEDGES

thai spread themselves over the country are the

most striking things in the landscape. I made
for an old tower, standing on the very edge of

the hill, which I had seen from the valley below.
There was a burly fellow near it and I asked
him the history of the tower. He said it was
erected to mark the spot where King Charles
stood during the fierce but indecisive battle with
Oliver Cromwell's men, when 5,000 men are
supposed to have fallen on each side. When he
had told me all about the King, I said : "What's
the matter with putting up a little something for

Cromwell?" "What do you like him so much
for?" said the burly gentleman. "Why, I am
always in favor of a man who helps to take off

the head of a king." Why, damn me, that's

treason, " and he moved toward me rather threa<-

eningly. I was pointed straight for Banbury, and
the pedal was all right for a quick mount, so I

gave a Patrick Henry yell and said, " If that

be treason make the most of it," and got into

the saddle as quickly as possible. I left Edge
Hill thus suddenly, and in a short time was at

Banbury.
Oxford, twenty-two miles distant, was reached

in two hours, the riding from Edge Hill being
level or slightly undulating. At Oxford one
gets his first view of the Thames, and as the
famous river comes in sight one wishes more
than ever to keep on going (oward the city. But
it was dark when I got to Oxford, and the next
day it rained, so I put in the day visiting the
colleges and watching a regatta on the river. I

rode to Henley that evening after supper ; there
was nothing specially interesting in those twenty-
two miles excejjt the long, steep coast inio Hen-
ley. Wh(,-n I reached the top it was very dark,
but I threw my legs over, preparing for only a
short coast. I kept dropping down, down, and
going faster and faster, in spite of the grip on ;

the brake. There were several sharp turns, but 1

no wagons were abroad, and just as my hand
|

was beginning to get tired the white road swept
around a bend and there (lashed upon me the !

cheerful lights of Henley, and I glided down
|

along level into the very town.
j

"Nothing but Windsor between here and
London," said the bicycle dealer the next morn-
ing, as I passed his shop, just being opened for
the dav. The road was not far from being
monotonous, and I was glad when I reached
Maidenhead and was told that just beyond the
town I would see the towers of the great castle
where Her Majesty lives.

The country between Maidenhead and Wind-
sor is the flattest, most uninteresting I had yet
seen. Not even the gray stone turrets that rose
majestically above the trees in the distance
could lift the landscape out of the common-
place. One is busy the whole five miles won-
dering why the community hasn't pride enough
in its royalty to make the approaches to her
town at least respectable. The hedges are low,
ragged and broken, the fields grassy and un-
cultivated, the gardens weedy and slovenly.
This is true of every rod of the road up into
the very town itself. I spent two hours in and
about the castle, and then shortly after noon
rode down the steep-paved hill ttiat winds about
the castle, and struck the main road for London,
twenty-two miles avvay. At the first signboard
I was struck by the peculiar coincidence that
all my riding recently had been by stretches of
twenty-two miles : From Stratford to Banbury,
22; from Banbury to Oxfotd, 22; from Oxford
to Henley, 22 miles, and now the grand wind-
up was to be another even 22 miles.
The road I had been traversing the last dav

or so is celebrated in coaching circles, but I clid

not find it appreciably better than the preced-
ing. I kept my eyes open for a coach that I

might test my speed, but none appeared. When
the signboards still read, " London 12 miles,"
beware, you are in the city. I entered by the
Hammersmith road. I bade good-bye to the
open country before 1 knew it. I remember
that the signs said that London was a number
of miles away and that I was about to enter a
certain town. That is all I recollect, for Ihe
rest is a confused blur of houses and people. I

passed through this little town, the name of

which I have forgotten, and the houses scat-
tered a little, and I looked for some open
country. But while I vt-as looking the houses
closed up again. A car-track appeared, the
street grew suddenly narrower, the roar of
traffic came nearer and nearer, the houses
leaped at once to metropolitan height, imposing
shop fronts took the place of the small displays,
more and more difficult became the grinding of
the bicycle. I looked about me, but the open
country had gone; behind, my way was lost in

the vista of signs and houses.

1 WAS I.N LONDON.

It had closed about me as quietly as a devil-
fish throws his arms around his victim. I liked
the sensation: it was like slowly advancing down
a beach into the ocean, feeling the waves first at

the feet, then at the knees and then all around.
That is the way to enter London ; to be thrown
by the railway into its very midst at first is like

being ducked. I had desired to do much think-
ing as I rode in. I fancied that it would be so
interesting to dream of the Ripley Road; to let

the mind dwell upon M'heeliug and upon the
C. T. C, and wonder where Mr. Shipton's office

might be. These and other places of cycling
interest were going to occupy my thoughts, but
here I was where the street lamps read " Bays-
water Road," and had been busy with nothing
but getting my bicycle through the mass of

vehicles. As I got deeper and deeper into Ihe
city, apprehension that I might not be able to

ride all the way down town gradually disap-
peared. I had ridden in the midst of the llurry

of some big American cities, but it was beyond
my expectations to go rolling down past Hyde
Park as easily as I did that afternoon. I kept
on as far as the Marble Arch, the entrance to the
park, and then struck off to the north for the
railway station to see about the baggage I had
sent so many days before from Liverpool.
When I left the Bayswater Road, by which I

had come in, I struck considerable granite, but
as to the Marble Arch I had' had good W(j(.)<l

paving, my first impression of London's streets

was a j)leasant one, which will- without doubt be
intensely satisfying to London when it shall hear
of it through The Wheel. I found my baggage
all right and slept that night in the extreme
north of the city, with as good knowledge of her
streets an<t general appearance as if I had spent
half a day in a cab.

Traveler.
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A party wishes to communicate with Arthur
Preyer, and we should be pleased to have his

address.

Frank Brock, of Howard A. Smith & Co.,

climbed Eagle Rock four times without a dis-

mount on December 2.

The Charlestown Rovers, of Charlestown,
Mass., will enjoy its annual dinner at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the 14th.

The Louisville Contmerdal pubVishes a cut and
biography of Cola Stone. Very bad form, we
think. Silence is the greatest tribute to the

dead wheelman.

The Brookline (Mass.) Club, with a membership
of seventy, enjoyed its annual dinner at the

iJnited States Hotel, Boston, on Thursday
evening, November 29, Mr. George Ripley Jones
acting as toast master.

The meeting of the Executive Committee of

the N. Y. and N. J. R. R. A. was postponed
from Monday. December 3, to Monday, Decem-
ber 10, when it will be convened at the Harlem
Wheelmen's club house, 104 West 124th Street.

The Pequonnock Wheel Club and the Park
City Cyclists have reorganized and consolidated
under the name of the Bridgeport Wheel Club.
The new club has secured three large rooms in

the Studio Building, 122 Fairfield Avenue. A
new constitution and by-laws was adopted at ihe

first regular club meeting, held Tuesday
evening.

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
celebrated their second anniversary and the
opening of their new house on Tuesday evening,
December 4. Their new house is situated at

1726 South Broad Street, and is built on the
same principle as their present headquarters.

Dieter's Tai/t; d'Hole, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,

twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Delighted Audiences.
Enteria'nment Committees of Clubs and others

may be interested in knowing that

Tli-ojm as Stie^v^exi-s'
New Illubtraied (Stereopticon) Lecture,

" Around the World on a Bicycle,

Is an Instantaneous Success.

Particulars—T. STEVENS,
' 22 IrTlng Place, New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 35 "

T OOK HERE.-A BICYCf.E FOR ONE DOLLAR.
'-' A 52-in. full nickeled Columbia Bicycle with bell and
cyclometer. Balls to front wheel, new tire. In good con-
dition. Seventy (701 tickets to be sold at $1 each. Drawing
to take place as soon .<s tickets are sold. Come on and get
a machine fir One Dollar. Reference, Adams National
Bank. Addre.-^s C. H. Kenyon, Adams, N. V.

prOR SALE.—A i;4 in. half nickel and enamel, Standard
^ Columbia Bicycle, very cheap. For further particulars
apply 10 W. H. Mills, No. 99 Jonn Street, New York City.

12-14

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBACH, and Have it Done Well.

LARCE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN .

Wheels Stored dnring llie Wiiit[r at Rednceii Rates.

Hew Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

"WHEELS C.A.LIjE2D P^0:R -A-JNTID IDEIL,IV"ES,EID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 South. F»rospect F»ark F'laicei, Brooklyn.

T-IERE'S A CHANCE—A S4-in. Rudge Light Road-
ster. All ball bearings, ball pedals. King of the Road

lamp, Kirkpatrick saddle, etc. Good as new. Great sacri-
fice. Bargain, P. O Box 498, New York City. 12-13

pUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
*— is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs sh'mld have them. Write for particulars.
M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 12-28

C FECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,
'-' $30 each, and 46-inch. $35. ALL NEW. A.G.Spald-
ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ot
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $^5 each. Taken
in E.xchange forNe'v Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber C rippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor jmd Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. J.

CORTLANDT EXCHAN&E. Se^,ili'nd^sSl;
sold tor owners, at the lowest possible rates. No st'>riige

charges for first month, and nominal charges thereaft r.

Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, eic , to

CORTLANDT EXCH.ANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street.

Post Office Box 1187. New York City.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

Size7Xg. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail 10 cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

RANTED.—
.A- I» -A.HT ITE It .

An English amateur, with ten years' experience in the

cycle trade, wants a partner with $2, ,00 cipital; has a good
thing. No experiments or humbug. Address

J. M., 1937 SCOTT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

S !=•E C I -A. 3L. Sa?.A.K
FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New

York City.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. ^^Vl-fl:. S. ErinVEBA-LL Sc CO.
PKKRMCSS T<)I{AO<;0 AVOltKS. KOCHKSTKU, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED.
Cycle dealers who are in a position to import our wheels into the States, and to push the sale

of them, will oblige by communicating with us. At the expiration of the present year we shall require

a first-class agent in each principal centre.

The name and fame of the QUADRANT TRICYCLES abound in the States. We have

now also several splendid lines to offer in SAFETY BICYCLES of tip-top quality with important

improvements and at moderate prices.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO.,

BIRMING-HAM, ENGLAND.
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Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN.

SMOOTH LNTSIDE AND OUTSIDE.

IFOI^ Q-Y-CIliES.
Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEAULNG MERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICKLES,

^ for less money, during the season
'' of 1888 than any oihei dealer

in America.
Send for the most complete Tl'/iccl

Catalngut ever printed.

IHE JOHN WILKINSON GO.
6.5 State St., Chicago, III.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PEIS
ARR THE MUSr
* ' • PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long^ Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUli & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Hun'inffion Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Oi'k

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Novf Introducing.

The high-class workmanship and finish which has
gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
tSuccessors to Jens F. Pedersen)

Mannfacturing and Importing Jewelers,

Wi Maiden Lane, N. Y.
Solid Silver Cigarette-holders
Solid Gold Cij^arette-holders

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

X Perfect Fit Gnaraiitced.
I>ie;:lacenient liii|>.>.>iKil>ie.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete

should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without

extra charge,"

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. G-- I^.A.AVS03S^,
SOIilS PROPKIKTOU AND .11AMFACTl BER, Saratoga Springs, N.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and

thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CiTALOGUE FREE. I^OSS^TOIXT, »«.A.S*^.
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LOOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING. I

SEE OUR LISTS.

-^HART CYCLE CO.,^
No. 811 Arch St., Philadelpliia, Pa.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

Itrancli House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E.&I^.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

* ^ INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

597 Broadway. N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer L.eiises.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

'^More than Forty Yean
Establhhtd in this Utu

qf butintst.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in tlie

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

A^&TS. I»C>H. TiaCE

W E »ic K
PERFUMES ANI> TAKE KO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sprtiiii Goois,

LOWEST PKIOES

12 r FULTON ST
Send for Catalogrue.

eARL&WftSON
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS

"ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Ty[INER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

FRANK MAYO.
Week Commencing December 10.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABEAHAMS & GEUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

/^,

|p:^SMlTHg|
iOPRICE25CTS. ''^1

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My G-love Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call ir
send for price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to
ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.

Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle
and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,
lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding, Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Evepjrwhepe. Five Cents Per Bar.
rji

ovN^ADAMlTUTtl-FRUTTI ""S^iT

CLUBS TRUMP

WHICH WINS?
</>

AliHS 4 SOS'S TDTTIFITTI CHElflNC SDH
r.creases tht; .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen c-rn 1 it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURE. PLEA8ANT. ALL FLAVORS.
Slkxo-ixlo. "be oix sailo a-b aXl "V^la.©©]in.oacL's Ho&c3LqL-ia.a.act©3C«.
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VOLUNTEERED.

It has passed through the test of a season. It

has been tried on roads, on hills, on the path. It

has never disappointed the expectation of the rider

or manufacturer. It is the only all-forged steel low-

priced bicycle ever put upon the market. It needs

as few repairs as any other bicycle. It is perfectly

proportioned. It has fewer parts. It is the Volunteer

Columbia.

Prbh of F. V. Strauss, 130-126 Walkbr St., Nbw York.
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The Greatest Success of the Season

!

UNDOuenoiY the king of the reab-drivers.

TEEIEi

American Rambler
The Best Hill-Climblng Crank Machine Ever Produced.

THE FASTEST COASTER OF THEM ALL.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDLATE DELIVERY.

SUPE, BEmim, FUSI, EiST-SIEEEl.

If your dealer cannot show this Wheel to you, be sure and write for our

Catalogue before purchasing.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

OmC^^G-O, ILL.,

Largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.
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ITITe Still Hold Our Owzx.
Moderate Prices, Good Quality, Hill Climbing, Safety and Speed are

features of merit which are sure to lead.

XC.^oox-cl.s fox- 1^8^.
L. A. \V. meetat Baltimore, Md., three victories. Woodstock, Can., professional track record,

May 24. Binghamton, N. Y., one-mile safety and one-mile team race. Toronto, Canada, three-
mile road wheel, and one-mile safety race. Rochester, N. Y., one-mile, open to all, track record,

2.44j^; three-mile handicap; five-mile, open to all, last quarter in 30 seconds—best on record; half-

mile dash, open to all, 1.15—best competition half-mile on record ; also, two-mile, 6.45 class.

J. R. Weld, of Medina, writes :
" In a club of twenty, eighteen ride Springfield Roadsters.

and still we want more."

REMEMBER OUR HILL-CLIMBING RECORDS.
Eagle Rock, New Jersey, 12 times without a dismount. Corey Hill, Boston, 10 times

without a dismount. Stickney Hill, Lynn, Mass., one time and return.

We give you the facts. Draw your own inference. But remember our prices are moderate,
our goods warranted against defective material and workmanship for one year ; absolutely
safe against headers, speedy and a good all-around road wheel. Catalogue Free.

Springfield Bicycle Mfg. Co., 178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

EASTERN ROAD CLUB CUP TIE,
November 8, 1888.

*' E. P. BENSON established a Safety recofd for 25 miles in the time of i hour

35 minutes 25 seconds."—Bicycling World, November 16, 1888.

The MacMne ridden was a SWIFT ROADSTER.
CATALOGUES FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited),

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfect// Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

ATA SACRIFICE.—My 54-inch Rudge Light :

'* All ball bearings, ball pedals, Kirkpatrici
Roadster,

ick saddle,
King of the Road lamp and tool bag, complete. " Bargain,"
P. O. Box 498, N. Y. City. 12-21

A BICYCLE FOR FIFTY CENTS.—In order to obtain
•'*- an additional list of subscribers to the " Star," an
8-page story and household paper, we oflfer premium of
Royal Mail Bicycle, full nickel. Numbered receipt for

year's subscription will be sent on receipt of fifty cents.

The bicycle will be awarded to the person holding the
lucky number about January i, and will be conducted by
disinterested parties. W. R. Sanders, Pavilion, N. Y.
(L. A. W. Consul.) 12-27

XITANTED. -Second-hand, nickel-plated, good make
•• 52-mch Bicycle; must be cheap. J. C, 25 Bethune

Street. 12-21

r^'OLUMBIA.—4q-inch Light Roadster, including hollow^ rear forks, spade handles, cyclometer, lamp and bell

;

machine guaranteed. Address " Tommy " Burnet, Eliza-

beth, N. J. 12-21

T OOK HERE.—A BICYCLE FOR ONE DOLLAR.
'-' A 52-in. full nickeled Columbia Bicycle with bell and
cyclometer. Balls to front wheel, new tire. In good con-
dition. Seventy (70) tickets to be sold at |i each. Drawing
to take place as soon as tickets are sold. Come on and get
a machine for One Dollar. Reference, Adams National
Bank. Address C. H. Kenyon, Adams, N. Y.

pOR SALE.—A 54-in. half nickel and enamel. Standard
* Columbia Bicycle, very cheap. For further particulars
apply to W. H. Mills, No. 99 John Street, New York City.

12-14

•p UREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
•'-' is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs should have them. Write for particulars.

M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 12-28

CPECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,
"-^ $30 each, and 46-inch, $35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-
ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri«
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for

all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. T.

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE. "Tk^n^e^^tinJFJefiel;
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storage
charges for first month, and nominal charges thereafter.
Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street,

Post Office Box 1187. New York City.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

81267x9. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail lo cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

FOR SALE.

¥or particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New
York City.

Delighted Audiences.
Entertainment Committees of Clubs and others

may be interested in knowing that

TZhLODao-as Stie^v^eazLs'
New Illustrated (Stereopticon) Lecture,

" Around the World on a Bicycle,"
Is an Instantaneous Success.

Particulars—T, STEVENS,
2'2 Irving Place, New York.

SMITH'S DETACHABLS imm CARRIER.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company,
NOS, 24 & 26 VANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth lluilding above
the Bridge,

Telciilioii , NiisHini 246. NKW VOUK.

Stereotyping at short notice. lilndcr's Stamps and Em-
l)ossing I'latcs in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a 10-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for^ircular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI.00. Discount to the trade.

O- EC. SDyCITKC
249 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mlcli.

J". o'c03sr3sroi^3

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE lEST" BICYCLE LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain

comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WHITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

wmm
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite V. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW 4fc COc
Opposite Patent Office, Washint'tou, D. C.

"WEBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS QF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. , New York

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

The ItillliiBS & Spencer Co., Ilivrtforil, Conn., U.S.A

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and s inches long when closed

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufaclurers and dealers.

AKKOJSr, OHIO.
MANUFAC1URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Haudles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^° 'S77':c±t& foar £>3r±ce Lis-b.

Qb
NEW YOEK WAEEHOUSE,

READE STREET,
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, New Rapid, Champion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Seoond-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms f easy

avnients—01 interest to every actual or prospectivf
ueelman. ( iF.o. W. RousE & Son. 13 G St.. Peoria. 111.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 ^V^est 23d Street,

nsTE-vT^ -yoi^K: ciT~z".
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFER¥'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Liiglit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

188S S:px«±ia.gfx©l<3. E.oac3-St©3r
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Sicvcks, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems,

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKIN&S, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before piinhasittg.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNETT f~ HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Btx^t ~5ro-cL3r Slo-oes o±

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY. Near Duane.

TIIK (IKKAT I.OKDON SlIOK M.4>'. -

Mv Sl'KCIAl.TV FOR TrtH Sl'M.MKR IS TIIK

I<ANG Al^OO SPIOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call uml see Ihcm .uul a line line of IMCYCLB SHOES
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WON AGAIN! I

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

ITirORIaD'S ROAD RXSCORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
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GYGLISTS' UNION OF LONG
ISLAND.

The regular annual meeting of the C. U. of

L. I., for the transaction of general business,

election of officers, etc., will be held Monday,

December 17, at 8 P. M. at the Y. M. C, A. Hall,

cor. Fulton and Bond Streets. Previous to the

meeting a musical and literary entertainment

will be given and a very choice programme is

offered. The entertainment will commence at

8 P.M. Tickets fifty cents, reserved seats seventy-

five cents, can be obtained of any of the officers.

It is hoped that a large proportion of ladies will

grace the occasion with their presence.

At the close of,the entertainment the rooms

will be thrown open to all members of the

"Union" and their friends, for the geneial

transaction of business. It is hoped all mem-
bers will attend this meeting, the first ever

given by the Union.

L. H. Wise, Secy. C. U. of L. I.

[The Entertainment Committee have provided

an enjoyable programme, and we urge all

cyclists to attend the entertainment and help

along the object of the Cyclists' Union.]

HARVARD-TECH. ROAD RACE.

Harvard, 31; Tech,., 24 points.

This was tne score in the road race between
the two colleges, held last Saturday afternoon.

The course was nine miles from Watertown,
through the Newtons to the great sign boards
and return. There were fourteen entries, of

which there were eight from Harvard. Only the

first five on each side counted, however, the

winner receiving ten, the second man nine points,

and so on down to the last man, who received

one point.

The men finished as follows:

1. Greenleaf, Harvard 35ni. 23 4-5S.

2. Norton, Technology 35'"- 24s.

3. Williston, Technology 35m. 24}^s.

4. Brown, Harvard.
5. Barron, Harvard.
C. Rogers, Harvard.
7. Webster, Technology.
8. Holmes, Harvard.
9. Warner, Technology.

10. Hutchins, Technology.

THE TEAM ROAD RACING ASSOCIA-
TION VOTED OUT.

The N. Y. and N. J. T. R. R. A. is dead.

It has been on the verge of dissolution for

some time, and its Executive Committee merci-

fully snuffed out the last spark of life, and gave

the poor old man decent burial.

The final obsequies took place at the Harlem

Wheelmen's Club house on Monday last, the

chief undertaker being President Edwards, ably

assisted at the last sad ceremonies by delegates

Pennell, Elizabeth Wheelmen ; Bridgman and

Austin, K. C. W.; G. S. Daniels, N. Y. B. C,
and Greenman, B. B. C.

The meeting was called to order by President
Edwards. Secretary Bridgman called the roll,

the above gentlemen responding. The follow-

ing delegates were conspicuous by their absence :

Messrs. Kinch, Wetmore, Myers, Sunken,
Shriver, Freeman, Belcher, Jackson, Dean,
Spelman and Halsted.
Secretary-Treasurer Bridgman made the fol-

lowing report

:

Receipts $157 79
E.xpenditures 138 04

Balance on hand $ 19 75

Assets.
Cash on hand $ '9 75
Dues receivable 17 5°
Advertising accounts 1500

Total $ 52 25

Liabilities.
Janiior Metal Exchange $ 2 00
Engraving Cup, estimated 12 00

Total $ 14 00

Surplus $ 38 25

The Secretary read applications for member-
ship from Long Island Wheelmen. Referred to

Executive Committee in accordance with con-
stitution.

Resignation of Howard Greenman as a
member of the E.xecutive Committee read, the

reason given being lank of time to discharge
duties properly. On motion laid on table.

Resignation of Rutherford Wheelmen read,

referred to Treasurer, the club being in arrears

for dues.
Resignation of Union County Wheelmen read,

referred to Treasurer, the club being in arrears
for dues.
There being no other routine business, Mr.

Daniels, N. Y. B. C, stated that he was instructed

by his club to offer a resolution that the Road
Racing Association be disbanded, and in the

event of such resolution being defeated, he was
further instructed to present the resignation of

his club. Before presenting the resolution, he
wished to have an expression of opinion from
the members.

Mr. r'ennell, E. W., reported that his club had
practically instructed him to vote for the dis-

bandment of the Association, and that he
would support Mr. Daniels' resolution.

Letter read from Mr. E. J. Shriver, recom-
mending the disbandment of the Association.

Tlie positions of the clubs were as follows: N.
Y. B. C. and E. W. wished Association dis-

banded; Harlem Wheelmen had lost interest in

the matter, but took no decided stand either

way—would stand by the Association if it con-
tinued to exist ; Brooklyn B. C. staled that they
could hardly get a team to represent them -in

any future contests, but that if tlie Association
continued the club would endeavor to support
the semi-annual races; Kings County Wheelmen
reported themselves as ready to meet all coiners,

and thought that any expression of opinion
on their part as to the continuance or disband-
ment of the Association might be considered
interested ; Hudson County Wheelmen, jiot

iiepresented (except by Messrs. Day, Stru.t;nell

and (jrilRlhs, who were not regularly elecled

dele,i;ales, ai'.d consequently were not eligible to

attend llie meeting), was known to favor a con-
tinuance of the Association, or in case of a dis-

continuance, that the cup was to be finally

offered in a series of inter-club races.

Upon iiuiuiry the status of the Association was
fotiiui to be as follows: There were nine clubs
inembers of the Association, of which two h;id

resigned, and two, the 1'".. W. and N. Y. M. C,
announced their intention of rcsi,gning, reducing
the actual number of active citibs to five. The
annual revenue from these five clubs would be

$25; the annual expense, $190. The unearthing
of these facts decided the question in favor of
disbanding the Association, and the following
motion was adopted:

'''Resolved, That the Association hereby dis-

band ; that the Secretary-Treasurer settle all

liabilities, that he collect all assets, that the
balance be forwarded to the trustees of the
McCombie Fund, and that the cup be awarded
the Kings County Wheelmen."
The motion was presented by Mr. Greenman,

B. B. C, seconded by Mr. Pennell, E. W., and
unanimously carried.

HISTORY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The New York and New Jersey Team Road
Racing Association was formed in the spring of

1886 for the purpose of encouraging road racing,

there being at that time no feeling against the

sport, and for the purpose of developing a fra-

ternal club feeling. The Association was organ-
ized under the presidency of Mr. E. J. Shriver,

and the enthusiasm of the sixteen delegates
present at the first meeting bespoke a successful
existence.

Five races were held—one on Decoration Day
and one on Election Day of each year—over the

Irvington-Millburn course, and it is safe to say
that no other contests of the kind were as nota-

bly successful as these spring and fall events.

They attracted large crowds, were always well

managed and well contested, and no very serious

accident, save perhaps one, has ever had to be
recorded. The following details of the races

will be interesting :

FIEST CONTEST, MAY 30, 1886.

Winning Club, Kings County Wheelmen, 83 points ;
sec-

ond club, Elizabeth Wheelmen, 71 points.
First, E. M. Valentine, ih. 41m. 5s.; second, C. A.

Stenken, ih. 42m. 40s.; third, W. H. Caldwell, ih. 48m. 14s.;

fourth, M. L. Bridgman, ih. 50m. 24s.

SECOND CONTEST, ELECTION DAY, 1886,

Winning club. Kings County Wheelmen, 66 points; sec-

ond club, Ilderan Bicycle Club, 46 points.

First, H. J. Hall, ih. 37m. 12 4-5S,; second, E. Valentine,
ih. 39m.; third, H. Greenman, ih. 39m. 14s.; fourth, E. I.

Halsted, ih. 40m. 13s.

THIRD CONTEST, MAY 30, 1887.

Winning club, Kings County Wheelmen, 77 points; sec-

ond club, Ilderan Bicycle Club, 70 points.

First, H.J. Hall, Jr., ih. 33m. 57s.; second, C. A. Stenken,
,

lb. 33m. s8s.; third, E. Valentine, ih. 34m 48s.; fourth, H.
L. Bradley, ih. 34m. 49s.

FOURTH CONTEST, ELECTION DAY, 1887.

Winning club, Kings County Wheelmen. 73 points ; sec-
ond club, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 65 points.

First, C. E. Kluge, ih. 31m. 3^<s.; second, H. L. Bradley,
ih. 36m. 21S.; third, T. J. Hall, Jr., ih. 37m. 30s.; fourth, T.
L. Wilson, ih. 38m. 52s.

FIFTH CONTEST, MAY 30, 1888.

Hudson County Wheelmen, 38 points ; Kings County
Wheelmen, 38 points ; Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 36 points.

{Dead heat, won by Kings County Wheelmen on the run
off.)

First, C. E. Kluge, ih. 30m.; second, E. P. Baggot, ih.

30m. 1-5S.; third, H L. Bradley, ih. 30m. 2-5S ; fourth, T.
L. Wilson, ih. 31m. 30s.

It will be noted that each contest improved
over the previous one from the time standpoint

;

thus Caldwell, who rode the first race in ih. 48111.

40s., and took third place, rode the last race in

ih. 32m. IDS., and yet got no better than fifth.

In the last contest thirteen men beat the time

of the winner of the first contest, showing a

general improvement.
The Association had outlived its usefuhiess, or

rather, having managed five races of high
standard, it was best to disband rather than

have an inferior contest through lack of interest.

No doubt at some future time there will be a

revival of interest, and a revival of a local road-

racing association.

CHICAGO TOURNAMENT, 1889.

Chicago is to have a ,i;ig,uilic cycling tourna-

ment during 1S89, Mr. S. .-V. 'ililes. of J'he

RefVifi-, has about completed arrangements for

the rental of the Exiiosiiion Building for the first

week in May. The buiUling is over one-thiril

of a mile in circumference, and has a gallery

runnin.< :dl the way round. The idea, at

present, is to hold a six-day race of twelve

hours per ilay, with from two to three hours

amateur racing eacli evening. Two tracks will

be laid, one a quarter ami one a fifth of a mile

in circumference. The amateurs will use the

former, and the professionals the lallei. In

coiineciion with the tournament an cxhibiti»>n

of cycles and all descriptions of sporting goods

will be held,. A committee representing all the

Chicago clubs will have charge of the details.
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NEWS FROM CYCLING CENTRES. NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

READING.

CHICAGO.

"VERAX" FAVORS THE CANDIDACY OF
GEORGE A. JESSUP.

j

I see, Mr. Editor, that you are out for Jessup
j

in a recent issue, and I can assure you that
[

Illinois is with you. Jessup seems to us to

combine all the elements necessary to a success-
]

ful League President, if a successful business
man is what is needed at the head of our
greatest American cycling institution. I have
the honor of being on quite a familiar footing
with the gentleman, and can give your readers
a few facts which may prove interesting.

George A. Jessup was born at Montrose, Pa.,

about fifty years ago. His first business ven-
ture was that of a merchant, but on the break-
ing out of the war he became Assistant Adjutant
General on General Lathrop's staff with the
rank of Major. He also served one year in the
Commissary Department of Blenker's Division,
Army of the Potomac. He was compelled to

resign, however, on account of ill health, and
from 1S62 until 1871 he was Assistant Assessor
of Internal Revenue. Since that time he has
been located at Scranton, where he is a promi-
nent man of affairs. He is Vice-President of

the Scranton City Bank, Treasurer of the Scran-
ton Illuminating, Heat and Power Co. Has
been for four years the President of the Scran-
ton Bicycle Club, and his eft'orts in this direction
have borne fruit in the magnificent $12,000 club
house the club will soon be in possession of.

He has been for two years Pennsylvania's Chief
Consul, so that he seems an admirable man to

increase the usefulness of the League, and that
he may be the unanimous choice of the Board
at their February meeting is most desirable.

With Mr. Hayes in South America and Mr.
Luscomb out of the race, there seems little

doubt but that he will go in with a hurrah.

Although snow has not yet begun to fly we
are just at present in the midst of a lot of adula-
tory slush over a couple of comic opera prima
donnas and a number of less fortunate chorus
singers. " Nadjy" is here, with Francis Wilson,
Pauline Hall and Marie Jansen to interpret it.

Ah, but the two latter seem to be the light about
which the moths are bound to gather. As a
quiet and dignified North Sider it is pretty hard
for me to keep up with the times, but I met
Arthur Taylor the other day and he spun the

yarn to me in about this wise : It seems that

the cycling fame of Miss Pauline preceded her
appearance on our local stage, and she had
scarcely gotten the vocal organs well oiled and
in trim before the Illinois boys made up a
theatre party and secured orchestra seats well
to the front with a fine floral piece accessorial.

In the person of Tom Roe, the Fort Dearborns
possess a gentleman who is widely celebrated
for his markmanship and ability to kill (ladies)

at long range. Tom heard of it and immedi-
ately bought all the boxes left and had them
nicely decorated with the old Chicago colors.

He filled them up with the old guard, and when
the curtain rose on the eventful evening the
Illinois cyclers were but an ordinary audience,
common clay, as it were, while the Chicagos
were the ogled of the whole house. The Illinois

furnished the steam and the Chicagos made
away with the cream before the churn was

|

started. The result is a great diversity of
opinion between the two memberships. It has

I

since become quite the fashion to lionize Miss
Pauline. One correspondent tells about how
our West Side friends are devoting their after-

;

noons to her and the Fort Dearborns gave her
a complimentary reception tiie other night. !

Tommy was a hand resplendent in a dress suit, I

a costume, by the way, which displays his

dusky charms to advantage. For my part I

would much rather sec some of this lavish
expenditure in the depleted coffers of our clubs.

The clubs are all active socially. Most of

next year's officers will be elected next month,
and the various candidates are beginning to be 1

discussed muchly. '

Mr. R. Philip GormuUy and wife start on an
i

extended Southern trip to-day.

Verax.
Chicago, December 8, 18S8.

As j^et, our late visitor, the bicycle thief, re-

tains his freedom, although the pawnbroker
who accepted Mr. Mayer's wheel claimed to

know his man, and promised to have him ar-

rested within forty-eight hours. The pawn-
broker refuses to give up the wheel, and had a
hearing on Thursday, 6th inst., when he was
placed under $500 bail. He wants Mr. Mayer
to give $15 for the wheel, but this Mr. Mayer
refuses to do, and will prosecute the defendant,
being willing to spend more than this amount
in securing justice.

At the last meeting of the Pennsylvania Bi-
cycle Club the following officers were elected
to serve for the coming year: President, Geo.
T. Laing ; Vice-President, Wallace W. Johnson;
Secretary, Lee R. McKinstrey ; Assistant Secre-
tary, W. S. Harper ; Treasurer, John B. Young

;

Captayi, William D. Supplee. These officers,

with the following three additional members,
Chas. L. Leisen, Robt. Riddle and Chas. D.
Williams, constitute the Board of Directors.
A committee v/as also appointed to consider

the advisability of giving a series of dances in

the club house during the winter months.
Also a committee on entertainment to arrange

for a series of musical and athletic entertain-
ment for the members.

On Tuesday, December 11, the Century Club
will give their second smoker, when an enjoyable
time is anticipated.

Sunday was a disappointer for many wheel-
men, as it was clear to 9:30, when, just as the
members were starting on their runs, rain com-
menced to fall and kept up steadily all day, spoil-

ing many a man's pleasure. Never mind ; we
went home and enjoyed our first Sunday dinner
at home since last March, and my, how we did
feed !

Mr. Chas. C. Candy paid us a flying visit on
his return from Boston. He is now on his way
westward, and we wish him luck on his trip.

William A. Richworth, well known in cycling
lines, has accepted the position lately held by
Mr. Samuel Gideon with Messrs. Edward K.
Tyron, Jr., & Co. He will start in on January
I. This firm have secured the agency of the
new Warwick wheel in addition to the lines they
already sell—the Victor, New Mail, Dart and
Ivel.

Westfield.

MEMPHIS.

The third race of the lo-mile series was run
on Thursday, December 6, at 3:45 p. M. The
race was a decided success and was witnessed
by quite a large number of people.
The pleasure of the occasion was marred by

an accident which occurred to W. A. Whitmore.
Just after " Whit " had crossed the tape, while
slowing up he carelessly looked back, and from
some unknown cause took a bad header, which
will no doubt lay him up for several days.
" Whit " deserves credit for the good run made,
cutting his time down one minute and ten
seconds from his two former runs.
Below will be found a table giving the order

of finish, handicap and actual riding time.
Actual time.

M. s.

1. J. T. Willins, Jr., 4 minutes 43 00
2. Julius Wood, 3 minutes 30 seconds 43 35
3. W. A. Whitmore, scratch 40 20
4. G. W. Hess, 2 minutes 30 seconds. 43 48

A better day could not have been asked for,

the road being in good condition and the boys
in the pink of form.
The winners of the races are G. W. Hess,

W. A. Whitmore and J. T. Willins, Jr. The
medal is to be won three times before it becomes
the property of anyone. The races will be held
at as regular intervals as possible.
These races are creating a little interest in

wheeling and is reviving that of some of the
boys who have about dropped out.

SUPRIS.
Memphis, Tenn., December 6, 1888.

The Kings County Wheelmen wil

Christmas Eve entertainment.
have

The friends of Chief Consul Hayes and the
members of his club, the Cambridge Club, will

give him a farewell dinner on December 22, at
Young's Hotel.

Douglas, one of the boys is taking lessons

from life at a prominent machine shop in Read-
ing. He is to be a practical draughtsman, and
to stop him asking so many questions the pro-

prietor is putting him through a course of sprouts

in the shops. Well, Douglas was running a

milling machine and talking at the same time.

He tried to clean oft the chips from the cutter

while the machine was running. The result

was that he cleaned half his finger-nails off. I

do not think he will need to be told to stop the

machine after this.

The Star home trainer put into the club rooms
will be certain to bring out the good men.
Every one is getting the fever, and the frequent
remark, " You're not in my class," has reference

only to time made on the trainer. Wilhelm's
quarter in 14s. and mile in im. 22s., with last

half in 32s., was good. " Barney's" wonderful
effort to work at once all the muscles in his

body brings out the enthusiasm of the crowd,
and the cry, "Now you're doing Bailey," brings
down the house. This has been the cry ever
since "Barney" got second place from Bailey

in a race here. When Bailey had the race well

in ha:nd, odds of $500 to twenty-five cents could

not have been got. It is needless to add that

"Barney" sports that medal yet as though it

was worth millions. Schroeder does not seem
to have the hang of pushing out fast. He works
hard, but doesn't get there. " Eck," " Blood,"
"the only" Kline, and many more are doing
good work, although Kline claims more pro-

ficiency at the pool table. Dundore seems to

do the fastest time, and crowds Wilhelm hard on
a quarter spurt. I think before winter is over

he will get there, and in fact many will do as

fast a quarter as Wilhelm now does.

The "boys" are happy again. Wilhelm has
got his furniture out of the storage house and
gone to housekeeping, for you know he has

given up racing (until next year), and now for

the fun over again as in former days.

Many new riders are trying the different

makes of wheels to see what they want next
spring, and our only agenc)' here has booked
many orders for spring delivery, and predicts a

good trade.

Smith and Wilhelm on tandem, Algier on
safety, and Douglas and Dundore on Stars were
the only members to take part in the last club

run, to Wernersville and back, by way of

Three Mile House. The roads are in excellent

condition. Fine coasting, with beautiful weather,

makes cycling enjoyable. This was over
"Ariel's' bad road. The bad road was like a

floor.

The meeting of the club last night was rather

breezy. There seems to be a great deal of dis-

satisfaction in regard to the open violation of

some of the rules of the club on Sunday evening
last, and the actions of some of the members of

late should be condemned by every one. I

think there will be a change of officers that will

surprise more than a few of the members. The
nomination of officers takes place next Friday
night.

I think some of " Ariel's " so-called "hoodlum
element" will find that with a new management
chey will have to be less demonstrative or be sat

down on.

It is rumored that quite a number of the most
prominent members are about to withdraw from
the club, which would demoralize it to a great

extent, and I sincerely hope it may blow over
again, as the club is now in a very flourishing

condition. There is to be a secret meeting of

some of the members in a day or so. What the

outcome will be I cannot say. Kline, the

handsome member, is about accepting a position

as traveling salesman for some firm in Pitts-

ton. If he goes away, his familiar and smiling
face will be missed very much in the pool room

Vortex.
December 8, 188S.

E. Irving Halsted will leave New York within
a few days on an extended Western trip. He
will go as far as Tacoma, Wash. Ter., and may
locate there. Mr. Halsted states that his race at

the Twelfth Regiment Armory on Monday, will

be his farewell to the race path.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

What with the B. C. W. ladies' night, the
Stockton races and a i-mile match race at Oak-
land, matters pertaining to cycling have been
brisk during the week past.

The Bay City Wheelmen added another suc-

cess to their long list on Friday evening in the

inauguration of "Ladies' Night." The follow-

ing excellent programme was rendered in a
thoroughly satisfactory manner: Song, "The
Gallants of England," Dr. Humphrey; " T.he

Song that Reached My Heart," Miss Langton :

" Noel," Mme. Semenario; encore, " Sing, Sweet
Bird;" song, "The Bird from O'er the Sea,"
Miss Annie Rooney ; encore, "Marguerite;"
piano duet, Mr. and Mrs. Searles ; Italian aria,

Mrs. Parker; recitation, Mrs. F. E. Browning;
"La Paloma " and an encore, by the Mandolin
Club under the leadership of Prof. Addlestein

;

fancy club swinging, Louis Hinz
; recitation,

" Aux Italieiis," James M. Brophy.
All the numbers gave a great deal of pleasure

to the audience. The undoubted hit of the even-
ing was Mr. Brophy's recitation, and the pleas-
ant surprise of the occasion was the presentation
of an elegant banner to the club by Mrs. F. E.
Browning. It is formed of satin, in the club
colors of scarlet and gold. On the face are the
letters " B. C. W. Champions 1888." Dr. Hill

received it on behalf of the club and thanked
the donor for the complimentary allusion to

1888 and hoped it would hold good in 1889.
Dancing followed the musical entertainment,

and between dances ice cream and other deli-

cacies were served. The attendance was con-
fined to club members and to ladies invited by
them. It is intended to continue these affairs

regularly hereafter, as they will bring the fami-
lies of the members into closer acquaintance.
The club rooms were profusely decorated with

flowers, for which the club members are in-

debted to their fair friends at San Mateo.
Messrs. R. M. Thompson, F. M. Pierson and
R. A. Smyth are the gentlemen who had charge
of the affair, and they acquitted themselves most
creditably.

The races at Stockton on the 28th, promoted by
the Oakleaf Wheelmen, were not a success,
owing to the state of the track caused by the
rain of the previous week. Three riders from
this city went to Stockton with the intention of
lowering some of the records. They have re-

turned without the records. The following is a
summary of the meet :

Despite the praiseworthy efforts of Oakleaf
Wheelmen, under the able direction of C. C.
Moore, the track at the baseball grounds was in
wretched condition for bicycle racing. Mr.
Moore exhausted every means of drying the
track, but to no avail, and record-breaking was,
therefore, out of the question. Some of the con-
tests were close and interesting, however, and
much enthusiasm was manifested by the audi-
ence, which numbered about 1,000 people.

It was confidently expected that the Pacific
Coast record for one mile would sustain a
smashing, but Davis, who was to make the
effort, refused to attempt a plainly impossible
feat.

Wheaton, of San Francisco, was expected to

ride a mile handicap from the scratch in 2m.
40s., but he failed to beat" the home man, Hick-
enbotham, in the half-mile scratch, which was
owing entirely to his riding too light a wheel,
and the handicap mile was won by Hodgkins of
the Bay City Wheelnien.
The novice race was a gift for Crocker, of

Sacramento, who easily passed South worth, the
only other competitor, on the last lap, and won
in the slow time of 3m. 52s.

Davis, of San Francisco, captured the half-
mile championship in im. 32>^s., Hickenbotham
second, three yards away. "

Fonda had a walkover in the i-miie safety
championship race, covering the distance in

3m. 26>^s.

In the i-mile clul) handicap. Dodge, with too
yards, was beaten by South worth from the
scratch in 3m. 25ji(s.

Hodgkins scored an easy win in the open
handicap of one mile, Hickenboliiam failing to

catch up his opponent's allowance of loo yards.
Toll, of Sacramento, proved a surprise in the

open mile race, scratch, beating Foiuia, of San
Francisco, easily in 3m. 184-5S., Hickenbotham
third.

The day's sport concluded with an ojjcn scratcii

race of two miles, in which Crocker scored first

honors after a slow race for seven-eighths of the

distance, the time being Tea. 48 3-5S.

This closes a long season of good racing,

commenced on February 22 and kept up on
every holiday since. Of the championships,
F. D. Elwell, of the Bay City Wheelrnen, has
won three—the l-mile, 2-mile and 5-mile—the
last being a national championship. Ireland,

of Oakland, won the 5-mile California cham-
pionship

; Wing, of Los Angeles, the 3-mile,

and Davis, of San Francisco, the half-mile.

Next season will be a brilliant one in racing if

the new track in this city proves safe and fast.

At the present time the riders train in the

Golden Gate Park, and it requires a great deal

of enthusiasm to keep in training any length of

time.

Captain Meeker has postponed the picnic run
of the Bay City Wheelmen indefinitely, which
means that winter has commenced and that

riders must hereafter watch for sunny days for

their rides, as they cannot be sure when it may
rain.

California.

MEMPHIS.

In compliance with your request I herewith
enclose you a correct report of the third of the

series of the lo-mile handicap road races. A
word in explanation why we call it a series. By
the rules adopted by the Memphis Road and
Track Association, the first prize must be won
three times in open competition, on days ap-
pointed by the officers of the organization. It is

the aim of the Handicap Committee to equalize
the men as much as possible, and these races
will be continued until the ownership of the first

prize is finally settled. At each race, however, a
second prize is given to the one coming in

second, but the rider who has won a second is

barred from any more similar prizes, and it

falls to the one next in the order of crossing the
tape. This of course is an incentive to a rider
to keep on pushing, even if he knows that he
cannot for that race reach first. Again, to cause
those in the rear to get a hump on the move-
ments and not be last in. We have a leather
medal, if we may so call' it, not alone handsome,
but unique in design, the permanent property of
the Association. It is presented to the last

rider in, and he holds it until the next race, when
his aim will be to relieve himself of the owner-
ship, and pass it over to the unlucky rider last

to cross the tape. In the three races held so
far the result is as follows :

First race—Hess, first ; Scherer, second
;

Whitemore, leather.

Second race — Whitmore, first; Wood, sec-
ond ;

Willins, leather

Third race

—

Actual Time.
M. s.

1. John Willins, Jr., 4 minutes 4300
2. Julius Wood, 3 minutes 30 seconds. 43 35
3. W. A. Whitmore, scratch 40 20

4. Geo. Hess, 2 minutes, 30 seconds. 43 48

Timers at start and finish—C. R. Hotchkiss.
Julius Seelig ; Timers and Checkers at turn
five miles out—C. J. Sherer, S. A. Godshaw

;

Judges and Handicappers—Walter F. Yates,
Robert W. Slusser. Course accurately meas-
ured, and the same as that used in two previous
races.

The object of our association is to create a
spirit of congenial rivalry among the wheelmen
and a general interest among the people. At
our first race not more than fifty persons were
present ; at the second the number was more
than double that at the last. There were more
carriages at the finish than people at our first in

point of numbers, and wc are asked every day
when our next race will take place.

In the near future we shall try a little track
work, for wc have near the city what is termed
a Gentlemen's Driving Park, on the grounds of
which is a splendid half-mile track, of which
Mr. I). A. Raybould is manager, as courteous a
gentleman as ever held the ribbons over a fast

horse ; but, unlike most of that class, he is an
admirer of Ihe bicycle, althougli not a wheelman.
From him we have a pressing invitation to use
his track whenever it is our pleasure. His
words arc; "But tell me when you want il, and
I will have it rolled and scraped to suit your
wishes, and it sha'n't cost you a cent ;" and
right there, Mr. Editor, we will have some luilf-

mile or mile dashes while the wheels of our
Northern brethren are coated with vaseline, and
the earth hidden under a foot or more of snow.
As that track is fully twenty feet wide, it is sug-
gested we try conclusions with a horse. This
would increase the interest, but as yet no definite
plan has been decided on.
A century run has been decided on in the

month of January, of which more hereafter.
What interests the wheelmen here most at
present is the street-paving question, which
has become the all-absorbing topic of the resi-
dents of the Bluff City. That the city should
and must \>^ paved, on that question all are a
unit. But as to the manner of raising the
money, on that there are as many minds as
there are on the question of what paving ma-
terial be used. The wheelmen, one and all, are
for fire-brick, such as is used on the streets of
Wheeling, W. Va., and other cities. A com-
mittee of fifteen leading citizens are now trying
to devise means, as the question of bonds or no
bonds has been negatived.

Scherer.
Memphis, December 12.

BRIDGEPORT.

The Rambling Wheelmen, of Bridgeport, have
made quite a respectable record for mileage
from April i to December i, 1888, with nine
members having records of over 1,000 miles.
Gold medals were offered by the club on April
I,. and they will be presented in a few days to
the following distance annihilators :

riding days. miles.
Wm . Seltsam 206 4004
C. A. Reed igi 2592
G. H. Savage 156 2302
F. H. Goodsell 211 2169
T. Atwater 147 2100
R. C. Morris. . . 118 2000
C. D. Tomlinson 188 1755
H. B. Morris 122 1443
S. J. Wakelee 141 1063

Total 19428

Individual average, 2,1587^ miles. Several
other members have undoubtedly covered the
necessary 1,000 miles, but neglected to record
the same.

Frank Dudgeon, of Northport, L. I., is the
inventor of a steam carriage which was lately

tested on the sand-papered roads of Bridgeport,
and proved quite a success. The vehicle resem-
bles a two-horse truck, with the boiler extend-
ing almost the entire length, and is operated
from the rear. Along the sides are seats which
will carry ten persons. The wheels are solid

wood with heavy iron tires, and the total weight
is about five tons, which retards it to a great ex-
tent on a steep grade. The vehicle, or steam
carriage is capable of attaining a speed of
twenty-five miles per hour on a good hard road,
but being of high pressure, has eclipsed the
cycle as an equinine frightener to such an extent
that the authorities here have forbidden its use
in the vicinity or environs of the town. It will

probably be removed to Long Island in a few
days, where the inventor will experiment in

endeavoring to make it less noisy than at

present.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club, which is the
name of the Pequonnock and Park Cities, which
last month consolidated, have now a strong
organization of seventy-five members.
The first meeting was held last Tuesday even-

ing, antl nearly four-fifths of the entire mem-
bership was present. A constilution, prepared
by a committee from both clubs was adopted, aiul

the following board of otViccrs for the ensuing
year were elected : President, J. C. Latham

;

Vice-President, W. Healy ; Secretary, S. Ste-

venson ; Treasurer, Jas. Smith ; Captain, Geo.
Prentice; First Lieutenant, H. Morris; Second
Lieutenant, C Moore; Hiigler, Geo. Freyer; Color
Hearers, Frank Wilmot and E. P. Lyon.
The club rooms are situated on Fairfield Av-

enue, near Main Street, and arc large and com-
fortable. 'l"he artistic decorations and luinish-

ings immeilialely catch our eye, and the log-

wood fire adds a clueiful appearance, which to

me iinnu-diately suggests that nairalivis of cy-

cling adventuivs ami unprecedented rides will

chime in with the crackling K>gs during the long
winter evenings, for in the clul) are some of the

oiliest cyclers in the Nutmeg State. Passing
through a poriiercd doorway, we find a handsome
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billiard table, which is always a feature of the
cycling club room. In an adjoining room we
find what will be a gymnasium ; a few of the

fixtures are already there. The uniform will be
dark green with black braid and black stock-

ings.

I must not forget to mention that the club is

always glad to receive a call from all cyclers,

and that you will receive a hearty welcome is

needless to say. Several sociables will be given
during the winter, and the club will undoubtedly
be the most prosperous one in Bridgeport.

Kroywen.

FIXTURES.

RIDES BACKWARDS.

Dec. 15—M. A. C. Games at Madison Sguare Garden,
N. Y. City. Two-mile bicycle handicap. Entries
close December 8 with C. C. Hughes, 524 Kifth .Avenue,
N. Y. City.

Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen's theatre party.

Dec. 17— Chelsea, Mass., Cycle Club's reception.

Dec. 1~—Long Island Cyclists' Union's lunsical
and literary entertainment at Y, M. C. A.
Hall, Brooklyn.

Dec. 17—Twelfth Regiment Games at Armory, Ninth Ave-
nue and Si.\ly-second Street, New York. Two-mile
handicap. Entries close December 8 with C. J. Leach,
P. O. Bo,\ 3201, New York.

Feb. 8, 18B9—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Lexington Avenue Opera House, New-
York Citv.

Jan. I, 1889.— Bay City Wheelmen's meet at San Fran-
cisco.

Jan. 19. :8S9.—A. A. U. games at Madison Square Garden,
N.Y.City. Two-mile bicycle handicap; entrance fee, $1;
close January 7, with Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Fifty-fifth

Street, N. Y. City.

THE CASE DECIDED IN FAVOR OF
THE CYCLIST.

State, B. H. Child, complainant, vs. Patrick
H. Collins. The following opinion was filed:

Per Curiano. The question raised by the ex-
ceptions is whether a bicycle is a carriage or ve-
hicle within the meaning of Public Statutes R.

I., chapter 66. section i, which enacts that
"Every person traveling with any carriage or
other vehicle, who shall meet any other person
so traveling on any highway or bridge, shall

reasonably drive his carriage or vehicle to the
right of the centre of the traveled part of the
road, so as to enable such person to pass with
his carriage or vehicle without interference or
interruption." We are of the opinion that it is

a carriage or vehicle which carries a person
mounted upon it, and which is propelled and
driven by him. The word vehicle is certainly
broad enough to include any machine which is

used and driven on the traveled part of the
highway for the purpose of conveyance upon
the highway. The purpose of the section is to

prevent accident or collision, and such accident
or collision may happen from a bicycle and an-
other carriage meeting, unless the rule laid down
in the section is observed. In Taylor vs. Good-
win, L. R. 42, B. 228, it was decided that a bi-

cycle is a carriage within the act, which forbids
the driving of any sort of carriage "furiously
so as to endanger the life or limb of any pas-
senger." Exceptions over-ruled and case re-
mitted to court of Common Pleas for sentence.
The case is that of a cyclist named Leavitt,

who was run down and badly injured last Sep-
tember by P. H. Collins. The decision will be
of benefit to cyclists in Rhode Island.

WORLD'S RECORD FOR CALIFORNIA.

A ruralist, in cycler Jerman's store one day
last summer, while looking over a nickeled Ex-
pert, said that he had "just seen one of them
thar things that a feller was aridin' backwards
and acomin' down Hubbard's Hill all aflyin'."

By strenuous efforts Frank succeeded in keep-
ing a straight face long enough to say that the
feat was easily accomplished and was often done.
The old gentleman really thought that the

wheel was going backwards, but he had not
examined the teeth, nor noted the difference in

the ear-marks between Expert, Eagle and Star.
" StAiMson, of Stamford."

STEVENS' LECTURE.

Excepting the eccentric behavior of the
stereopticon, that slipped pedals and put on
brakes too often during the first half hour, Mr.
1 homas Stevens' illustrated lecture, " Around
the World on a Bicycle," at the Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Church, on Tuesday evening, was
a success, as the crowded lecture room and the
general satisfaction spoken at the close would
indicate.

The veteran tourist could, of course, in the
hour and three-quarters only give a fraction of
the good and interesting things treated of in

his popular book, but we were instructively en-
tertained, and heartily advise all to hear him
whenever the opportunity offers. The lecturer
uses good and plain English, which can be
heard distinctly, and often throws in bits of ex-
perience and anecdotes that seem suggested as
he goes along.
When the lantern projected a picture sharply

and properly focused on the screen, we almost
seemed to be with the daring traveler in that

foreign land, with its many odd and curious
features that we never saw so clearly before.

Mr. Stevens paid deserved compliments to

the ladies of America when comparing them
with the ladies of the other countries he has
visited.

THE CHARLESTOWN ROVERS.

San Francisco, December 5, 1888.
To THE Em roR of ihe Wiikki. :

On January i, 1889, the Bay City Wheelmen
will open the new quarter-mile bicycle track, at
the Haight Street ball grounds. The prizes will

be the most liberal ever offered here, including
a gold watch, diamond pin, a bicycle, and other
prizes on a most liberal scale. Riders from all

parts of the State will compete, and a second
.Springfield tournament is looked for.

One inducement for Eastern visitors will be
the total eclipse of the sun, to be seen only in
this part of the world. Smoked-glass privilege
to be let to the highest bidder on application to

Yours,
" California."

club chorus.
Then here's to the Crui.sers, the champions of the wheel.
Their lungs arc strong, their wind is Jong, and (heir limbs

as tough as steel;

They are the boys who go the pace, and the pace is always
la-st,

'

Then hurrah ! and hurrah ! for the Cruisers of Bclfa.st ! !

!

—Irish C and A.

The Rovers of Charlestown are a plucky and
successful organization. Charlestown is not a
place for cyclers. It is a hard place to traverse
on wheels, and it follows, therefore, that every
Rover must be a rider, and a first-class one. In
fact, no club in the State has a sturdier set of

road riders. The conditions of the road and
weather have no terrors for them They can
face anything. The number of members is

twenty-five. This is the limit, and there are
several names on the waiting list. All ride
safety machines. During the season past Cap-
tain Robinson has called forty-three runs, and
thirty were made, the weather preventing the
others. The longest run was of fifty-one miles,
and the shortest fifteen and one-half miles.
The places visited were the Reservoir, Newton,

' Waltham. Dedham, Auburndale, Wakefield,
' South Natick, Lexington, Cobb's tavern in

Sharon, Nahant, Hough's Neck in Quincy,
Point of Pines, Marblehead, Gloucester, around
the cape, Great Head, Salem and Attleboro.
The club was entertained at Wakefield by the
local club, and at Salem by Captain Robinson.
Among the entertainments were the ladies'

nights, a candy pull, sleighing party, the club
dance in March, the annual meeting and spread
in April, ustial open house on -Tune 17, a recep-
tion to the Charlestown wheelmen, the Fotirth

of July picnic, a moonlight excursion to Minots,
and theatre parties to the " Crystal -Slipper" and
' Nadjy." By kindness of Mr. Pillsbury, of the
Massachusetts Club, the club received election

returns from the recent presidential election by
a special wire. The annual dinner will be held
at Young's Hotel next Friday evening. The
club is now officered by Arthur W. P^obinson,
President and Captain ; Walter 11. Richardson,

I

Vice-President and Lieutenant ; George C.

j

Gardner, Secretary and Treasurer. Captain
I Robinson is the Vice-Consul of the Massachu-
setts Division. L. A. W.
The club is now entertaining members with

a pool tournament, games l.eing played on Sat-

urday nighls, and with a whist tournament on
Tuesday nights. A musical entertainment is to

be given at an early date, and the club ball will

occur on January 16.

—

/io'stoit Ih-rald.

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION GAMES.

The first testimonial in-door meeting in honor
of the Amateur Athletic Union's second year of
existence will be held at Madison Square Gar-
den, Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh Streets,
Madison and Fourth Avenues, New York City,
on Saturday evening, January 19, 1S89, begin-
ning at eight o'clock.

75-yard run ; handicap, on boards.
220-yard run ; handicap, on track.
440-yard run ; handicap.
880-yard run ; handicap.
One-mile run ; handicap.
One-mile walk ; handicap.
Two-mile bicycle ; handicap.
220-yard hurdle ; handicap (ten hurdles, 2 feet

6 inches high).

Pole vaulting
; handicap, on boards.

Putting 24-lb. shot ; handicap.
Throwing 56-lb. weight ; handicap.
Running high jump ; handicap, on boards.
Standing broad, jump ; handicap.
Tug-of-war—four men-—limit, 650 lbs.

Prizes for each event : Gold stop watch, first
;

gold watch, second ; silver watch, third. For
the tug-of-war, gold watch to each man on win-
ning team ; silver watch to second. A silver

souvenir will be presented to every athlete com-
peting. Prizes will be on exhibition at Messrs.
A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241 Broadway, New
York City. Entrance fee, $1.00 per man for each
event. The right to reject or strike out any
entry is reserved. Entries close positively Mon-
day, January 7, with Otto Ruhl, 104 West Fifty-
fifth Street, New York City.

As the bicycle handicap was added at the spec-
ial request of virheelmen, we hope all racing
cyclists will enter. The track is eight laps to
the mile.

WHEELMEN'S BOWLING LEAGUE
SCHEDULE.

The following schedule of games has been ar-
ranged. Each club will play eight games.
Trophy prizes will be offered for the highest
team score and individual score. The tourna-
ment will be opened January 5 by the Harlem
and New York, at Harlem, and the Kings and
Hudson County, at Brooklyn. The complete
schedule is :

Harlem vs. New York, at Harlem, January 5.

Kings vs. Hudson, at Brooklyn, January 5.

Atlanta vs. Hudson, at Newark, January 10.

New York vs. Kings, at New York, January 11.

Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn, January 15.

Hudson County vs. New York, at Jersey City,

January 18.

Atlanta vs. Hudson County, at Newark, Jan-
uary 24.

Harlem vs. Kings, at Harlem, January 26.

Kings vs. New York, at New York, February i.

Hudson County vs. Harlem, at Jersey City,
February i.

Kings County vs. New York, at Brooklyn,
February 5.

Harlem vs. Atlanta, at Harlem, February g.

New York vs. Harlem, at New York, Febru-
ary 15.

Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City,
February 15.

Atlanta vs. Kings, at Newark, February 28.

New York vs. Hudson County, at New York,
March i.

Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn, March 5.

Hudson County vs. Atlanta, at Jersey City,

March 8.

Atlanta vs. New York, at Newark, March 14.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, at Harlem,
March 16.

JACK LEE MAKES SOME ROAD
RECORDS.

Jack Lee is down training on the great North
Road for road records, and on November 24 put
in some splendid riding at Butrkden on a Rudge
tricycle, covering the mile straight awav in 2m.
33^s., thus beating Harry Priest's mile road
record of 2m. 3ts. by ^l^s. Later on he went
for five miles, and succeeded in accomplishing
that distance in the remarkable time of 14m. gs.

His times were taken by W. J. Rowe, Humber's
agent at Pe.lerLorough, and Hillyer, of the Lon-
don Scottish. He will attempt other records
shortly.
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CYCLING CN THE PACIFIC

COAST,

THE GROWTH OF A SAN FRANCISCO
CLUB.

OF all the athletic sports that have
\ ever been introduced on this

/ Coast, no particular one has
made such rapid strides toward
perfection as cycling has. Any

of the older local residents
will remember when, in the
6o's, Union Square was
covered by the exposition
building of the Mechanics'
Institute. It was in those
days that an enterprisinglit-

tle Yankee received, by the

way of Cape Hofn, some hundred or more well-

used but still solid velocipedes, that had out-

lived their usefulness in France and were sold to

him for a song, because they were too heavy.

The wheels were of even size and weight, and
the rider sat between them, having to kick out

almost horizontally to keep himself going. Well,

these velocipedes were cleaned up a little, oiled,

and for the first time San Franciscans were
given an opportunity to indulge in a sport they

had heard of but never tried.

With the only available machines the sport

assumed an air of hard work, but its attractive-

ness overcame that, and day and night the

owner of the velocipedes had them let out to

customers, who found it necessary to apply for

one many hours in advance so as to make sure

of getting it. There was no such thing as road

traveling in those days, for the reason that there

was little else but sandhills in the neighborhood,

and no rider could possibly indulge in the new
craze for more than an hour at a time, when he

required a rest. The Pavilion was turned into

a velocipede rink, and this was properly the

first introduction of cycling in California.

In the course of time, as hard roads began to

stretch out in every direction, and improve-

ments were made in velocipedes, individuals

purchased their own machines, and eventually

the enterprising Yankee retired from business

with a fortune.

There has never been a public place of the

kind since those days, as road traveling gained

more popularity, and at this time nearly every

one of the three thousand riders in this State

owns his own machine.
So as to make the exercise more entertaining,

clubs have formed all over the State, the princi-

pal ones very naturally being in this city.

Among the latter is the club of the Bay City

Wheelmen, which was organized September i,

1884, with the following officers : Edwin Mohrig,

President; George F. Day, Vice-President; F.

R. Cook, Captain ; S. F. Booth, Jr., First

Lieutenant ; George Butler, Second Lieutenant
;

and Thomas L. Hill, Bugler.

For a number of months the business meet-

ings were held in turn at the residences of the

various members, and some look back to those

days as the most delightful in their club experi-

ence. But it was not possible to long keep a

growing and aspiring club on a sufficiently con-

genial basis to render a continuance of this cus-

tom desirable. The club grew rapidly, and it

soon realized that it had become the representa-

tive in California of all that was active and vig-

orous in. cycling,' and that its mission was
plainly to' foster and advance the interest'; of the

sport. Gratifying as this may have btcii to the

ambition of the club, it was not without a sigh

of regret that it left the pleasant paths of its early

existence and went out from the home circle of

its 'members to take a place in the world, and
meet the harsh ciiticisms, the jealousies and
animosities frequently the consequences of

success.
The first club rooms were on Golden Gate

Avenue, where the headquarters were during

the winter of '85-'86, and where, on February

18, 1886, was organized the California Division,

League of American Whielmen. In June fol-

lowing the Bay City Wheelmen moved into

larger quarters and a more desirable neighbor-

hood, on McAllister Street. From there they

moved into their present home, on Van Ness

Avenue.
The rooms are elegantly furnished and are

equal to any in America outside of the large

Eastern cifies.

The bicycle hops given by the club have
always been popular, especially with the ladies.

The members wear their neat uniforms of gray,
which form an attractive feature.

The club's runs have always been well at-

tended, particularly " picnic " runs. For fhese
the Captain selects a date and locality for the
picnic, the beach at San Mateo being usually
chosen. The lunch is ordered by a member,
who attends also to the cooking. The club's
" silverware," consisting of tin plates and cups,
is packed and shipped by express to San Mateo,
where il is received by members of the clufi re-

siding there, who convey it to the spot selected.

The " commissary department " rides down the
night before and attends to all the preliminaries,

so that the hungry wheelmen can sit to their

lunch as soon as they arrive the next day.
The runs to Haywards, Belmont, Redwood

City, Petaluma, Camp Taylor, all have their

special features and are all enjoyable. Moon-
light runs would be popular if the moon could
be relied on to put in an appearance, but in this

foggy city that is a rare occurrence. Informal
runs are always in order, and parties leave the
club house every holiday for different points
within riding distance of the city. Members
are allowed the privilege of inviting friends to

participate in all club runs.
Among the many forms of entertainment

given by the club none are more popular than
the "smokers." The club provides the drink-
ables for the occasion, while the members see
that sufficient eatables are on hand.
The entertainment is varied, singing, recita-

tions and music being the order of the evening.
James H. Brophy, a well-known local actor, is

a great favorite with the members on these
occasions, and his contributions are always well
received. Dr. Hill's recitations are popular.
Dr. Humphrey is looked to for a song. The
" smoker " derives its name from the fact that

cigars are produced during the evening and
smoke, for the time being, reigns supreme.
Since its organization the club has been most

prominent in racing circles, having produced
such good men as Elwell, Cook, Adcock, Davis,
Browning, Fahrbach, Turner and Cox. It has
since its organization, almost without excep-
tion, provided the winner of all championship
and novice races. The following are the records
held by its members at the present time :

TRACK Rt CORDS.

One-quarter of a mile, 37 2-5S., F. R. Cook.
One mile, 2m. 48 .^s., F. D. Elwell.
One mile, safety, 3m. lo^s., N, A. Robinson.
Ten miles, 32m. 2-5S., C. E. Adcock.

ROAD RECORDS.

Twenty-five miles, ih. 33m. 51s., F. D. Ehvell;
fifty miles, 3h. 31m., F. D. Elwell.
San Francisco to San Jose without dismount,

3h. 53m., F. R. Cook.
Twenty-four hour ride, 2073^ miles, F. R.

Cook.
Club run to San Jose and return in one day

by seventeen members, 105 miles.
San Jose and return on this side of the bay,

iih. 44m., William M. Meeker.

Of the Bay City Wheelmen Robert M. Welch
is one of the best known. As Chief Consul of
the California Division, League of American
Wheelmen, he has won the respect and admira-
tion of the riders of the Coast. He has filled

that office for two years and a half in such a
manner as to place the Division, in point of
numbers and financially, among the largest in

the United States. He is an excellent road
rider, having done that much sought after " cen-
tury " run— iQo miles in a day. His longest
trip was irj 1887, when he rode to Los Angeles,
reaching San Jose the first day, 73^^ miles be-
yond the second day, and completing the ride
of 460 miles in nine days, including one da}-
spent at Santa Barbara. He rode or walked the
entire distance, although sympathizers along the
road frequently proffered the use of their teams.
He has served several terms as an officer of the
club. As President his rulings were fair and
impartial, and he has the happy faculty of plac-
ing any matter before the club in such a manner
that all may understand.

CHIEF CONSUL EDWIN MOHRIG.
Edwin Mohrig, or " Papa" Mohrig, as he is

better known, is one of the veteran riders of the
Coast. He commenced under the guidance of
F. r. Merrill in 1878. As a road rider he has no
equal, no trip being too long nor too hard. -As
a racer he has won a number of prizes. His
first race was in the old Mechanics' Pavilion.
The prize, a silver cup, was won by a gentleman
named Fitzgerald, fie was the organizer of the
clut> and its first President, and has always
taken the liveliest interest in its affairs. He is

known personally to the majority of riders
throughout the State, and his recent election to
the office of Chief Consul of the California Divi-
sion, L. A. W., attests the high esteem in which
he is held by its members.

EX-CHIKI" CONSUL U. M. WI'lAll.

CAITAIN \V. M. MKKKKK,

W. M. Meeker, the Captain of thcclul>. is con-
sidered ihe best road rider in California to-day.
Riding a wheel well within his size wiih a long
crank, he can climb almost all (he hills known
to the local riders. (">ne of ills lecenc fiais was
the riding down llu- two hills on tJoldcn Cmc
.Xveiuio witlunit using his h.mds on the h.iiidlo

bar. lie did this lo prove to a timid rider tliat

the latter should not lie afraid to riiic .down die
hill with hands on handles and brake also. In
the early part of the year lie visited Mt. llaniil-

lon in company with several riders on safeties.

Coming down tiie liill (ho safety riders tried to
leave him, but cmild not do so, as ho would ride
on his tall wheel as last as ihey ilaie go on the
smaller, ones. His best pcrlorniuncc was the

, arranging and carrying out of the 100-inilc run
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of the club in 1887. He made a number of trips

to San Jose, the result of which was a schedule
that made it possible for any rider of ordinary
ability to make the round trip. This was a most
successful run, as seventeen of the nineteen
starters finished, while the only two that did not
broke their wheels before they had gone twenty
miles. The members of the club presented him
with an elegant badge to commemorate the af-

fair. He raced a little in 1SS5, his best perform-
ance being in a 5-mile race at Bei^cia, when he
beat W. G. Davis from scratch, allowing the lat-

ter seventy-five yards, and winning one of the

finest medals ever offered here.

DR. THOMAS L. HILL.

Dr. Thomas L. Hill, the popular Presideni of
the club, was one of the hardest riders here
three years since, but he has settled down now
to a quiet enjoyment of the wheel. He was
prominent as a racing man, and has taken a
leading place in wheeling circles. He is a
splendid presiding officer, and speaks to the
point, and he cannot tolerate shams. It is to

be hoped his recent marriage will not draw
him, even temporarily, from the ranks of
wheeling. He was one of the founders of the
club, and has always been one of its stanchest
supporters.

massive silver bowl, the prize of the California

Road Racing Association, for which he has won
two of the three road races, and also the hand-

JOSF.I'H J. ULISS.

J. J. Bliss is a bicycle tourist, if there ever was
one. He has gone over more new territory this

year than any other local rider, besides having
ridden around the bay several times. He rode
to Ihe League meet at Sania Cruz last year and to

Stockton this year, being the only person to make
the latter trip. He is also a facile writer, and
handles " butterfly" riders rather severely. He
believes in a man riding to a place first and
writing about it afterward, instead of the usual
plan of some local riders, who write of trips they
have no intention of taking In the early part
of the year he rode to Mount Hamilton from
Alameda. Leaving the latter place on a Satur-
day afternoon at five o'clock, he reached San Jose
at () I'. M. and spent the night there. Starting
the following morning at 7 o'clock, he was at the
Observatory at 12:45 "'clock, and leaving there
at 1:45 o'clock in the afternoon, he reached San
Jose at 6 o'clock and his home iti Alameda at
10:45. He has iilustrai'-d a number of his arti-

cles with maps that arc remarkable for their
cl 'arness and completeness. He is truly an
acquisition to the ranks of wheelmen.

Frank D. Elwell. the champion of the Coast,
has always raced under the colois of the club.
His record of twenty races in a year and a half,
of which he won nineteen firsts and one second,
stands out above all others as the best individual
record of the Coast. The club's rooms bear evi-
dence of the prowess of their champion in the

COAST CHAMPION F. D. ELWELL.
some silver pitcher, presented by the Oakland
Ramblers for their twenty-five mile race. In
the annals of racing in this State his final spurt
at the finish of the five-mile national champion-
ship at Stockton will always be remembered as
the finest piece of riding ever seen, and it is

doubtful if it could be duplicated at the fountain-
head of cycle racing. Elwell has won six cham-
pionships, including two of the National League.
He has never been properly trained to develop
the speed that is surely in him. If the track
that is expected to be laid at Haight Street next
season proves a fast one and the champion's
business will permit, the local riders may look
for some good records. He is what the Eng-
lishmen delight in, " a head rider," or one who
assists his bodily powers by thinking out how
to win.

S. H. Knapp, Jr., and D. W. Donnelly are
two of the members residing in San Mateo.
They are invaluable men on the occasion of

picnic runs, and have a pleasant habit of hiding
a three-gallon can of fresh milk near the road-
side whenever the club has a run beyond San
Mateo. On a warm day it is easy to under-
stand how acceptable their habit is, and the
stampede of riders for the can is worth seeing.
They usually form a line and are allowed one
cup at a time. When the first has had a drink
he goes to the loot of the line and awaits his

turn again, as do all the others until the can is

empty.
Charles C. Moore is one of the best speakers

of the club, and is particularly noted for his

speeches on festive occasions. He has served
several terms as an officer of the club. In a
debate he has few equals, and to have him on a
side means a sure victory. He has not many
opportunities for riding, as his business is such
that he cannot spare much time from it.

Chas. E. Adcock was the racing surprise of

1887. His first appearance was in the race for
the Oakland Ramblers' trophy, twenty-five
miles, on the San Leandro road. In this he
finished behind Elwell and Larzalere, the two
best riders on the Coast at the time, and was
not distressed in the least. On May 30 he won
the five-mile L. A. W. championship and a one-
mile scratch. On July 4 he won what was up
to that time the greatest race run on the Coast,
the ten-mile L. A. W. championship at Santa
Cruz, making new records from six to ton miles.
This year he took second and third places re-

spectively in the road races for the elegant prize
offered by the California Road Racing Associa-
tion.

Fred Russ Cook was the bright star in the
racing firmament during '84-85, since which time
he has not appeared on the path. Alhough he
still has the ability, he lacks the time for the
necessary training. He served as Captain sev-
eral terms and was an excellent judge of a proper
pace for club runs, which must be slow enough
for poor riders to keep up and not so slow that
the good ones will grumble. His greatest per-
formance was in making the quarter-mile record
of the world at San Jose in 18S5. This record
stood for a long time and still holds good as the
Coast record. His mile in 3:04 4-5 stood for
three years. In the East he rode the inile in

2:48. He was a champion swimmer before tak-
ing to bicycling, and still holds some swimming
records.

R. W. Thompson is the hard-working Secre-
tary of the club. He is a good road rider, al-

though slightly built. He bad charge of the
refurnishing of the club-house, and how well he

attended to it is proved by the praise of all visi-

tors.

J. A. Bauer, as Treasurer, has filled that office

to the club's satisfaction. He is noted for re-

cruiting the ranks with new members.
Charles E. Debney, the purser of the ill-fated

steamer City of Chester, is a member of the
club. He always took his wheel with him, but
on her last voyage the wheel was left behind
for repairs, otherwise it would have gone down
with the vessel as did his bicycle uniform.
On the day of Mohrig's debut E. D. Wood-

man, a member of the club, won the first bicycle
championship of the Coast. The races at that
time were usually at one mile, best two out of
three. The start was at the Market Street side

of the old Pavilion, and from that to Mission
Street was a little down-grade. Along this side
the racers always made good time, but when
they reached the bottom corner the turn was too
sharp and the entire field usually fell. They
lost no time on the ground, however, and were
all mounted and off immediately. Woodman
knew this corner and rode easily, knowing the
others would go off with a rush. He was not
mistaken, as they all fell, while he, after getting
around the corner, kept pegging away and won
in the announced time of 4:53.
George R. Butler, the club's photographer, is

also a veteran, and the hero of many long rides.

In company with Mohrig he made the round trip

to San Jose, his brother being the first to accom-
plish the ride and his trip being the next. He
is a regular member of the commissary, and
does great execution with his camera ; in fact, a
club run would not be complete without Butler
and his camera.

F. RUSS COOK.

A few of the other fast-riding members are
Fahrbach, O'Collaghan, Browning, Cummins,
Turner, Hammer, James, Libby, Euler, Adams,
Schuster, Richardson, Johnson, Pogue, Hop-
kins, Robinson, Cox, Pieison
The present ofliicers of the club are : Presi-

dent, Dr. Thomas L. Hill ; Vice-President, C.

C. Moore ; Secretary, R. M. Thompson ; Treas-
urer, H. C. Cummins ; Captain, W. M. Meeker

;

First Lieutenant, E. W. Adams ; Second Lieu-
tenant, F. E. Browning ; Standard-Bearer, F.

W. Pierson ; Buglers, L. W. Cole, M. Garratt.

Among the list of members are : C. E. Adcock,
C. A. Angell, E. W. Adams, J. E. Bauer, P. R.
Cook, H. C. Cummins, S. Cole, Jos. Cox, F. D.
Elwell, E. Fahrbach, T. S. Hill, J. R. Hopkins,
W. S. Hopkins, C. A. Howard, J. G. Humphrey,
F. C. James, W. M. Meeker, E. Mohrig, C. C.

Moore, D. Milroy, A. C. Miller, D. O'Callaghan,
F. W. Pierson, N. A. Robinson, F. Richardson,
R. A. Smvth, C. ]. Schuster, W. D. Sheldon,
Thomas Stevenson, William Tietjen, R. W.
Turner, R. M. Welch, T. W. Gilmore, A. Lund,
P. A. Libby, D. A. Avery, Charles Euler, S.

Plummcr, R. Thompson, C. A. Elliott, W. A.
Searles, W. J. Munro, C. N. Langton, W. J.
Gilmore, M. D. Garratt, H. C. Burmeister, E.

D. Woodman. S. H. Knapp, Jr., G. R. Butler.

F E. Browning, G. H. Frobocse, W. E. Thomp-
son, L. Hodgkins, W. H. Middlehoff, H. A.

Pogue, Charles Hammer, G. D. Shelton, J. J.

Hull, William Hull, J. J Bliss, C. E. Debney,
Louis Hinz, Niles Searls, Jr., J. W. McClure,
James H. Stack, Reed Hawley, T: S. Thorn-
berg, E. N. Radke, T- A. Haisley, F. E. John-
ston, D. W. Donnelly, F. E. Walsh and J. N.
Welch.

-«'*-'

The Bicycliii^i< jVcws, from whose interesting

pages we cull so many paragraphs, republishes
Traveler's "An American Cyclist in England."
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GEORGE A. JESSUP.

The above is an excellent picture of Mr. George A. Jessup, Chief Consul of Pennsylvania,

and at the present time a prominent candidate for the League Presidency. It is the opinion of

many that the chief executive position of the League might be made more important than it has

ever been, and for this reason Mr. Jessup's business record is pointed out as among one of his

many qualifications for the Presidency.

EXERCISE FOR LADIES.

Let me play the fool
;

With mirth and laughter let oid wrinkles come.

Existence is a struggle, life more than rneta-

phorically a battle, and every organized creature

has to fight that battle in which the very best

tempered are liable to become peevish and un-
reasonable, thinking

There's nothinfj in this world can make me joj
;

Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale,

Ve.xing the dull ear of a drowsy man.

Why do we so often hear such growlings? It

is because of physical weakness, engendered by
remaining indoors, to brood and whine over
troubles—often imaginary ones—instead of

bracing up our nerves and energies by draughts
of pure air and the dear delights of cycling, to

enable us to meet like men and icoiircii, not as

paling, fretful children, real cares mhen thtjy

come.
Laughing and loving together
Along life's palli to go,

If "in the multitude of counselors there is

safety," there is more fretjucntly confusion aris-

ing from the number of " established opinions "

emanating from people who, like the (iolh, pre-

fer—right or wrong—doing as their fathers did
before them. Such would-be wiseacres take on
them to condemn cycling, or, they assert,

anything that brings a woman from home.
Though acknowledging that home is woman's
chief domain—where she secures both admira-
tion and esteem— yet, as there is a medium in

all things, surely we cannot expect to (iiui her
always at home, and the niistakcMi ones who im-
agine any female exists content with constant
seclusion had belter at once disabuse tiieir

minds of such an erroneous idea. Women have
the same need that men have of a general e.\er-

cise, yet so many of the sterner sex think fe-

males 4ught to thrive on a very small range of

interests, and under the lowest degree of vital

exercise.

"Man loves knowledge and the beams of

truth," and vainly would remind us of the high
mental qualities which distinguish him, but
worthless, indeed, must be he who rests content
with mere testimony to his worth in the outer
world if it be negatived by his domestic rela-

tions. Naturally, he ought to feel it his privilege
to be afforded an opportunity of conducing to

the comfort of the weaker sex, and one of the
ways he can do so is by making her his com-
panion when cycling, and so giving her that
confidence which can only be acquired when the
correct principles of equitation have been mas-
tered, not only to the satisfaction of the individ-
ual, but to that of the experienced rider.

In a country neighborhood everybody knows
everybody ; so, besides the fresh air, liberty

and sociability of rural life, the calls for kindly
action are incessant and perfectly natural. To
a lady who has passed her mornings cycling
along the blossoming lanes and breezy common,
or in visiting poor cottages, evenings of books
and music are singularly charming, because the
mental faculties having l)een expanded in the
bright almosi^here, the cheerfulness, of genuine
vigor and enjoyment pervades the whole miiui
and illumines the countenance.

There's language in her eye, her lip, her cheek.

Every parent that can possibly do so should
inirchase tricycles and bicycles for their little

girls and boys, and take them willi them when-
ever they themselves go for a riile. My doing
this they add considerably to the ciiildren's

health, and also keep them out of that trouble-
some pool

—

misciiiei. Certain people do not
understand the quick-silvery temperature of
children, and such folk appear never to have
been young llurmselvos never to iiavc breathed
the free air of the playground, or joined in the

sports of the field, never to have stood by the
stumps, threw a ball, or "clove with pliant arm
the glassy wave," and, above all, never to have
mounted a bicycle or tricycle. No, they were
born into the world the same wrinkled, crab-
tempered people which novv we find them. Boys
and girls ! is it not one of your grievances to be
often growled at by a specimen of this genus?

What palm belongs to man's imperial front.
And woman, pow'rful with becoming smiles.

Notwithstanding his statements to the con-
trary, we had grave doubts of "The Scorcher"
being a benedict, but the matter is now put be-
yond dispute by the paragraph last week, where
he asserts all the heads of the lower region to be
of the masculine gender ! ! and bachelors ! ! !

We return thanks for our sex, who do feel

gratified by such trifles, and what's the harm of
a little bit of innocent deception ?

Fairest and foremost of the train that wait
On man's most dignified and happiest state.

Happy, thrice happy, Mrs. Scorcher ! sigh

Kathleen and Norah.— h-ish Cvclins a?td Athletic News.

AN ADVERTISEMENT CRYING FROM
THE WILDERNESS.

One of the most amusing chapters in Thomas
Stevens' second volume, " From Teheran to

Yokohama," describes the mercenary and cow-
ardly characteristics of the trio

—"a khan, a
mirza and a mudbake"—whom the Anner of

Siestan supplied to escort him across the Desert
of Despair into Afghanistan. Their first halt in

the desert was at the "rude goat-hair tent of
four half-naked representatives of this strange,
wild border-land. These men are Persian
Eliantes, a numerous tribe that seem to form a
sort of connecting link between the genuine
nomads and the tillers of the soil. They are
frequently found combining the occupations of

both, and might aptly be classed as semi-
nomads."
We do not propose to quote any of the funny

stories about the lying and thievish escort, how-
ever, but simply to reprint what Stevens says in

regard to the physiognomy of the industrious
advertiser who is now freely distributing a 150-
page book called " Newspaper Notices of 'Ten
Thousand Miles on a Bicycle ' " to those who send
requests to the University Building on Wash-
ington Square. As " K. K." never allows his
portrait to be published and never shows him-
self at public gatherings of wheelmen, our
readers may be glad to learn from the following
extract that he " looks like an Asiatic," and may
be seen (in counterpart) by anyone who will take
the trouble to roam in Afghanistan.

" More than once of late have I been impressed
by the striking, even startling resemblance of
some person among the people of Southern
Khorassan to the familiar face of some
acquaintance at home. And, strange it is. but
true, that one of thrse four Eliantes blossoms
forth upon my astonished vision as the veritable
double of one of .America's most prominent
knights of the pen and the wheel. The gentle-
man himself, an enthusiastic tourist, and, to use
his own expression, fond of 'walking large,"

has taken considerable interest in my tour of the
world. Can it be— I think, upon confronting
this extraordinary reproduction— can it be that

Karl Kron's enthusiasm has caused him to start

from the Pacific coast of China, on his wheel, to

try and beat my time in circumcycling the

globe? And after getting as far around as
this strange terrestrial chip-pile, has he been so
unfortunately susceptible as to fall in love with
some slender-limljcd tiaughter of the desert'
Has he i)een captivated by a pair of big,

ophthalmia-proof black eyes, a coy, sidewise
glance, or a graceful, jaunty style of .shouldering
a half-tanned goat-skin of i/r'/r.-'

" The very first question the nomad asks of the
khan, iiowever, removes all suspicion of his being
the author and publisher of 'X, AL Miles." Ik-

asks if I am a Ferenghi and whither 1 am going.
Kron wouUI have asked me for talnilateil statis-

tics of my lour through Persia.""

—

.-itviiiiti Iht

Wot III oil a Bicyclf, Vol. j, />. 161.•
A special meeting of the representatives of

the Pennsylvania Division, L. A. W.. will be
held at the Colonnade Hotel, Philadelpliin, on
Friday, December 21, iSSS, at 7 o"clock, i". m.,

for the ti'ansaction of impoit.itit business in re-

ference to the road books, dislricling the Stale,

etc. A full uiUMulance is earncstiv desired.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Henry Fol, the young French champion, will

be seen on the English path next season.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold a
"Christmas Festival" at their club house on
Christmas Eve.

There will be a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the League in New York between
Christmas and Hew Years.

A road race on safeties between Paris and
Versailles, France, is exciting interest in French
cycling circles.

Mr. C. W. Fourdrinier, editor of the Bicycling

IVorM, was in town Friday and Saturday. He
had just come down from Albany, of course.

J. W. Schoefer sprained his ankle while prac-

tising at the Twelfth Regiment Armory. He
will be unable to start in the handicap on Mon-
day evening.

W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., has ridden 8,026
miies this season. He will attempt to ride S.ioo

miles before the crack of 188S, thus surpassing
Mr. Barkman's year's record of 8,086 miles.

The American fancy riders are in clover on
the other side. Kauffman is at the Victoria

Theatre in Dresden, where he has been perform-
ing three months. Canary will exhibit in Paris

next year.

A Long Island inventor has built a steam car-

riage which attains a speed of twenty-five miles

per hour on smooth roads. He has been trying

it near Bridgeport, and Kroy wen gives us a sketch

of this new vehicle.

H. L. Kingsland, the Baltimore crack, will

ride in the Manhattan games, to be held at

Madison Square Garden, to-morrow evening,
and will also compete at the Twelfth Regiment
Armory on Monday evening.

Mr. A. G. Carter, formerly of the old bicycle

firm of Carter & Strong, which did business at

791 Fifth Avenue, is in town for the winter.

Mr. Carter is a resident of Pierce, Dakota,
where it is said he has struck oil.

H. L. Kingsland, of Baltimore, is regarded by
Southerners as the fastest man in the country,

on either bicycle or tricycle. He will have a

special preparation next year, and will make
the circuit, very probably riding a New Rapid
racer.

The Washington Cycle Club gave the first of

its annual series of hops a few days ago, and
treated its friends to a genuine surprise in the

way of handsomely decorated rooms. The large

attendance present gave sufficient evidence of

the popularity of these entertainments. The
second of the series will occur on the 14th inst.

The particulars of Bert Myers' twenty- four

hours ride over the Chicago parks and boule-

vards have been buried in secrecy. In reply to

an inquiry, Mr. Meyers writes that the ride was
made November 20-21, from 4 i>. m. to 4 p, m.

;

that he rode 280 miles in 24 hours, stopping i^
hours for meals, and tiiat the ride was made on
a 54-inch Light Champion.

Seventh Regiment bicycle races, decided at the

Armory on Saturday last. One mile bicycle

race, Hubert James, Co. I., 3m. S3 I-5S.; G. I.

Ames, second by forty yards. Two-mile handicap,
C. T. Burhaus, Co. B., scratch, 6m. 52s.; Hubert
James, Co. I., 75 yards, second. At these
games, John Reginald Blake, N. Y. B. C,
started in the one-mile run, made a good show-
ing for half the distance and then petered out
for lack of training.

The Missouri Club, at its last meeting, offered
a cash premium to the person who will between
that date and the date of the next election, bring
the greatest number of active members into the
club. I wonder if the powers that be could not
somehow construe such a premium into some-
thing that would make of its winner a profes-
sional ? The associate membership is full to
overflowing, but there is still room for a number
of active members.

—

Spectator.

TWKLrill REGIMENT IIANIMCAI'.

A 2-mile bicycle handicap will be decided Mon-
day evening at the Twelfth Regiment Armory,
Sixty-second Street and Ninth Avenue, com-
mencing at eight o'clock. The following are

the entries and handicaps: Halsted and Kings-
land, scratch; Schoefer, 35; Baggot, 50; Brown,
40; Schumacher, 55; Hanson, 55; Burgess, 75;
Waters, 75 ; Nisbett, 80 ; Hinds, 100 ; Boegler,

100; E. A. Powers, no; Burhaus, no; Keane,
no; Findlay, 120; Schaffner, 120; Borland, 125.

The Coventry Machinists' Company have of

late had on view at their Holborn show-rooms a

ladies' safety which merits the admiration of all.

It is turned out in the firm's usual excellent

manner, and, in addition to the chain being fully

guarded, the upper portion of the driving-wheel
is completely shielded by bars running from the

tube carrying the pedals to the back forks. This
makes a "winding up" of the rider's dress in

the back wheel an impossibility, and also reduces
the chances of mud-collecting to a great extent.—Bicyclinq JVc7us.

We have stumbled through the following
anecdote in Le Monde Sportif, making the best

use possible of our grammar-school French :

"Is the bicycle practical? Certainment. A
bicycliste en Angleterre could not find work.
One day he set out to look for du travail, using
his bicycle as a means of locomotion. While
riding alone he met a dog, or, rather, a dog met
him. His dogness met the bicyclist so quickly
that the bicyclist took a header. The poor man
was taken to un hopital, where he was kept
until well, besides yirhich he received 100 francs

from an insurance company.

No signs of Christmas are in the air ; but most
convincing signs are the beautiful Christmas
and New Years cards and novelties of L. Prang
& Co , of which we have received a handsomely
illustrated catalogue. For this year they have
prepared cards in sets of twelve, all different

designs, with the envelopes free ; art tiles, an
artistic novelty ; satin art-prints, hand-painted
and delicately scented, for sachets, cushions,
handkerchief and glove boxes, photograph-
holders and placques ; art-books and booklets in

colors and an almost infinite variety of calendars.

It is impossible to go wrong in ordering holiday
presents from Prang & Co.'s marvelous assort-

ment of beautiful designs, and it is equally
impossible to be just right for the holidays until

you have made your selections.

Chairman Davol notifies us that the Racing
Board has reinstated Thomas R. Finlay, of

Smithville, N. J. The writer met Finlay at the

Baltimore meet, and became interested in his

case. The papers which had been submitted to

previous racing boards and made the basis of a de-

nial of application for re-admission, were care-

fully examined by the writer. It appeared that Fin-

lay exhibited at a skating rink, and in lieu of a

medal, which was promised him for his perfor-

mance, he was offered $15. With this money he
purchased a suit of clothes. He submitted an
affidavit to the Racing Board swearing to the

above facts. A rink manager swore, on the

contrary, that Finlay had received money. We
took Finlay's affidavit, his strongly expressed
amateur sentiments and his youth at the time of

the alleged infringement of the amateur rule,

and weighed them against the affidavit of a

skating rink proprietor. We found the balance in

favor of Finlay, presented his case to the Racing
Board, and do now thank them for their just

decision in Finlay's favor.

EMORV'S TRIBUTE TO HAVES.

Mr. H. W. Hayes having resigned the office

of Chief Consul of this Division for the reason

that his business interests call him to another
country, in accordance with the law of this Divis-

ion the undersigned hereby assumes the duties

of Chief Consul. It is with sincere regret that I

make the announcement of this resignation.

Called to the office at a critical moment in ihe

history of this Division, by his wise judgment he

has brought harmony out of discord, and pro-

moted the success of the organization in this

State. His labors in behalf of our Division

deserve grateful acknowledgment. His rare

executive ability, combined with a pleasing and
gentlemanly manner, has brought recognition

and honor to this Division from the national

assembly. Every member regrets his departure,

and unites in wishing him success in the path

which he has chosen. Mr. Arthur W. Robinson,

of Boston, is hereby appointed Vice-Consul of

this Division, and will assume the duties of the

office from this date.

WiLUAM H. Emory,
Chief Consul.

AN IMPROVED HOME TRAINER.

Mr. J. R. Hamilton (ex-Druids B. C), of the
firm of Hutchins & Hamilton, the well-known
agents for the St. George's Engineering Co.'s pro-
ducts, has just completed an arrangement of the
home-trainer system which is destined, we feel

sure, to create a revolution (in a figurative sense)
in this branch of home cycling. It consists of
attaching two or more machines on the home-
trainer principle to mechanism at the back of a
dial, which actuates hands which record the dis-

tance traveled. The dial is subdivided into yards,
one revolution of the hands round the dial

recording a quarter-mile. There are splendid
possibilities in the machine as compared with
the monotonous grinding on the old system.
By its use coniftetition between riders is possible,

the slightest motion of the pedals being appar-
ent on the dial, and handicaps can be calculated
to a nicety. E. A. Powell tells us that he was
shown the machine last week, and that the ex-
citement engendered by close racing between a
couple of pedalers is immense, and fully equal
to anything on the path, reminding one of the
race game with horses, propelled by turning
handles, with which we are familiar. Resist-

ance of wind, hills and other ills is secured by
an arrangement of a band brake afiixed to a

Salter's balance, any required pressure being
obtainable.— Wheeling;.

^ - CENTS for a new nickel-plated Sprin^ffield Roadster
^ J Bicycle, latest pattern, with spade handles. To be
chanced off on Christmas Eve, December 24, 1888, at 118

North Greene Street, Trenton, N. J. The winner can take
the wheel or $50 cash, or can have it e.xchanfjed for ether
makes if he wants any other kind of a machine. Tickets
are limited to 400 ; price, twenty-five cents each. Address
H. M. White, 118 North Greene Street, Trenton, N. J. Re-
fer to Trenton Bankinjj Company.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

orders without delay, our Ordinapy,

Safety and Tandem Safety.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

Laisor that can be employed.

• Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ;
they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced many

features not- found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced,' and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to'

send for our catalogue.

It will pay you to examineour wheels.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Jack Lee has ridden a tricycle one mile on the

road in 2m. 33Xs.

The French cycling papers call their wheel
gossip " Echos et Notivelles."

The Indiana Bicycle Company is bringing
out a juvenile rear-driving safety.

Rudge's three-in-hand new safety promises to

be a " flier " and a " bouncer " during 1889.

The Road Committee of East Orange have a
force of workmen repairing the roads of that
township.

The arrival of Wm. Woodside at Glasgow,
per steamer Indiana, is chronicled by the Scotch
cycle papers.

The Reno Bicycle Club will hold their first

annual ball at Armory Hall, Reno, Nevada, on
Christmas Eve.

The Boston Bicycle Club will settle at No. 14
Boylston Street, between Washington and Tre-
mont, after January I.

Simeon Ford has developed a tennis mania
since his return from abroad. He will probably
ride but little next year.

The Citizens' Club have created a juvenile
membership for cyclists between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-one.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club held an infor-
mal sociable at their club house, Twenty-sixth
and Perot Streets, on last Friday evening.

The engagement of Captain E. G. Whitney
(he is cn'y ex-Captain now) to Miss Minnie F.

Dyer, of Watertown, Mass., is announced.

There is a movement on foot in the Cycle
Club to make pool and billiards free to its mem-
bers and friends. The experiment is looked
forward to with much interest.

The Capital Bicycle Club gave a delightful

german at its rooms during the last month,
which proved such a success that another will

be given in the course of a few days.

Fred. G. Bourne, one of the old guard, has
resigned from the Citizens' Club on account of

business cares. Mr. Bourne has a well-appointed
stable, and no doubt the interest he takes in his

ho-^ses has gradually weaned him from wheel-
ing.

The capiial stock of the Overman Wheel Co
has been in reased from $100,000 to $125,000.
The following officers have been elected ; Presi-

dent, A. H. Overman ; Vice-President, E. C.

Hodges; Secretary-Treasurer, H. R. Mills; As-
sistant Secretary-Treasurer, W. C. Overman.

An effort is made to boom Mr. George A. Jes-

sup, of Scranton, Chief Consul of the Pennsyl-
vania Division, for the Presidency of the League
next year. Mr. Jessup is one of Scranton's
leading citizens, and would make an excellent
executive, but whether all the various factions

would unite on him is another xmx\.^x.—Phila-
delphia Times.

RACING ON THE CONTINENT.

The Dutch have three race tracks—one at

Nymegen, one at Amsterdam, and one at The
Hague. The tracks at Amsterdam and The
Hague are each four laps to the mile, and may
be rated equal with the best on the continent,
as they are modeled after the best English
paths. The Dutch have held twelve interna-
tional races this year.

On Thanksgiving Day lat the few members
of the Cycle Club who accepted the invitation

of the Baltimore Ramblers to visit their city re-

ported a generous entertainment and a hilarious
time. Many more would have accepted the
hospitality of the Ramblers but for the threaten-
ing weather on the day previous. Much pleas-
ure has been derived by wheelmen residing in

the cities of Washington and Baltimore by these

courtesies exchanged on various holidays, and a
strong bond of feeling and good fellowship has
been the result. Were the roads between the
two cities in better condition these club visits

would be much more frequent.

On Saturday night last the Capital Bicyc.e

Club gave its members and friends a treat in

the shape of an amateur minstrel show, the en-

tire talent being drawn from its own member-
ship. After the close of the first part, which
comprised the usual course of jokes, solos, etc.,

an interesting lecture was given. The subject
announced was " Intemperance." However,
the lecturer's remarks were rambling and related

to anything else but intemperance. Part three

comprised the play, " Dr. Freckle and Mr.
Snide," adapted from "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," by the talented youngauthor, Mr.Seeley,
who, after the final act, was called before the

curtain by vigorous applause. After the pro-

gramme had been concluded all present were
invited to help themselves to cider, apples, pea-

nuts, pipes and cigarettes, which were bounti

fully supplied.

ON FRENCH PATH^.

La Revue dii Sport Velocipedigue, in a recent

number, sums up the winnings of the prominent
French racing men for 1889 Cherearhas started

52 times, winning 24 first, 13 second and 8 third

prizes. He has beaten both Du Bois and Me-
dinger, a la stupefaction genhale, says La Revue.

Charles Terront started 34 times, winning 10

firsts, 8 seconds and 12 thirds. He holds the

loo-kilometre championship. H. Fol, who is

the 50-kilometre tricycle champion, is reproach-
able on account of his youth, he being but fifteen

years of age. He has started 48 times in 1SS8,

winning 10 firsts, 17 seconds and 11 thirds. Cot-

tereau has started 82 times, winning 44 first, 22

second and 7 third prizes. The other promi-
nent ricing men are Henri Loste, Beconnais, J.

Du Bois, Medinger, Vasseur, Lemanceau,
Boyer, Wick, Laulan and Charron.

Dieter's Table d'Hate, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,

Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,
twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6

and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite

resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the cafe, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBACH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTIVIENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN .

Wlieels Stored during the Winter at Reduced Rates.

New Mail, CoSumbia and Glub Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

"WHEELS C-A.LLEID IFOI^l .A.3>TID IDELIVEREID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 South. Prospect Paris: Plaza, Broolclyn.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

1 4 First Prize Medals. "V^nVC. S. ZKHnVCB-A.!-.!-. <Sc CO.
PEKUT.IC.SS TOIJACCO AVOUKS. liDCUKSTKU, N. V.

AGENTS WANTED.
Cycle dealers who are in a position to import our wheels into the States, and to push the sale

of them, will oblige by communicating with us. At the expiration of the present year we shall require

a first-class agent in each principal centre.

The name and fame of the QUADRANT TRICYCLES abound in thr States. We have

now also several splendid lines to offer in SAFETY BICYCLES of tip-to|) ciuality with important

improvements and at moderate prices.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO.,

BIRMINQHAM, ENGLAND.
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Weldless Sleel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Superior to Silk or Wool.
A Protection against Colds, Neu-

ralgia and Rheumatism.
SOLD BY LEADING iMERCHANTS.

WARNER BROS., 359 Broadway, New York.

When the Robins Nest Again,

We shall have demonstrated that

we have sold more

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

f^ for less money, during the season
^ of i888 than any other dealer

in America.
Send for the most complete Wheel

Catalogue ever printed.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
6 6 State St., Clilcag:o, III.

CILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
• ' • PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEVLIM k CO.,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
3xr i: TTC" ir o n :^,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES:
Which We are Now Introducing.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our ^

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
(Successors to Jens F. Pedersen)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

I'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

J3.50
S.OO

No. T3R9.

SolidSilver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. • -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

WILL BE sent post PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$5.50
9.50

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
DIs^:Iaceinent Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. a-- i^.A."wso3sr,
SOIiE PROPRIETOK AND 1«.V\ L'FACTUKER, Saratoga Springs, N. If.

Mention tliis advertisement when vou order

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, hght running and

thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.
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I.OOK AROUND BEFORE BUYING. I

SEE OUR LISTS.
i

^HART CYCLE CO.,^
No. 811 Arcli St.,.FliiIadelpliia, Pa,

i

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEIYOEK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

Branch House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E,&1^,T, Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satcliel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur OiitfitB in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^ More than Forty Yean
Established in this Unt

of kusintss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.^TS. I'ort the:

WEN^ K
mimmfKgnillllllllllftiiiinii

PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.
"Wenok's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sporlini Goofe

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalog^ue.

eARL&WfUSON
MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS

"ARE THE BEST"
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

]y[INER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

»[, SHE, IIIM iND ll[li

Week Commencing December 17.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GEUNAUEE,

Cttstom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK,

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My (jlove Fitting Gymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Cal' "r
sena for price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

m

m

rANDARD^^i

inuBRicATOI

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to
ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.

Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle
and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,
lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding. Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

UJ

rtl

CO

AMBS 4 SON'S TDTTl-FEBTTI CHEIINC GDIII
I'lCreases the .iow of saliva and aids digcslioii. Tlic Hum i.s iioVv used by louiiiit; as wrll as raciuj;

wheelmen. atiJ it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PITIIE. PLEASANT. • ALL FL.WOKS.
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VOLUNTEERED.

It has passed through the test of a season. It

has been tried on roads, on hills, on the path. It

has never disappointed the expectation of the rider

or manufacturer. It is the only all-forged steel low-

priced bicycle ever put upon the market. It needs

as few repairs as any other bicycle. It is perfectly

proportioned. It has fewer parts. It is the Volunteer

Columbia.

Pkbss of F. V. Strauss, iao-i36 Walkbr St., Nbw York.
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289 MILES IN 24 HOURS!
The Greatest Distance Ever Ridden in that Time by an American Amateur, was accomplished by

BERT MEYERS, OF THE PEORIA BICYCLE CLUB,

November 21, on the Ordinary

American Light Champion.
The same Gentleman has Ridden the Front Wheel of his Light Champion

:

1 MILE FKOM STANDING START IN 3 MINUTES SA'A SECONDS.
]
~-^ 7

^^5 ^
1 MILE FEOM FLYING STAET IN 3 MINUTES 21 SECONDS. [ 1©6^ST Oil rL6G.0rGL.
14 MILES FEOM STANDING STAET IN 60 MINUTES 7 SECONDS.

)

^

Speaking of the Hill-Climbing Qualities of the Ordinary, there's that remarkable performance of JOHN
Y. L. PIERSON, of the Bloomfield Cyclers, who went up Eagle Rock four times on a LIGHT CHAMPION,
with 5>^-inch Cranks. Also the Best on Record.

'YCLOMETERS. 'YCLOMETERS. rYCLOMETERS.

The STANDARD, the BROOKS IDEAL and the EXCELSIOR. Record your mileage for the coming year,

and recollect we are headquarters for these very useful instruments. A few old style

EXCELSIORS remain. We are closing them out at the bargain price of

$5.00,

The Best Christmas Gift is a Cycle, and for Boys and Girls the Celebrated and Reliable

IDEAL Bicycles and Tricycles are the proper caper.

If you will send for our catalogue it mil convince you that we are the largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO..

OmCA^GI-O, ILL.
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NOTICE.
After January 15th, '89, the Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Company will represent

the SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER in New England from their office at 178 Columbus
Avenue. Agents will please make memorandum of this. We also respectfully solicit their

. patronage.

We feel confident that with our new line of Wheels for '89 we will be able to place

them in the front rank of Bicycle Agents. Cut of VOLANT SAFETY will appear next

issue.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

17^ CrOX'U.XXl'bXI.Si

EASTERN ROAD CLUB CUP TIE,
November 8, 1888.

" E. P. BENSON established a Safety record for 25 miles in the time of i hour

35 minutes 25 seconds."—Bicycling World, November i6, 1888.

The Machine ridden was a SWIFT ROADSTER.
CATALOGUES FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited),

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

^ New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

pARGAINS.—48-incli Am. Star, $20; 51-inch Am. Star,
'^ $2o: sg-inch New Rival, " new," $20; 52-inch Colum-
bia, balls, $40; No. I Springfield Rofidster, $55; No. 2

Springrield Road,ster, balls, nickeled. $80 ;
54-inch Expert

Columbia, halls, full nickeled, |8o; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ;

51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $75;
New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $115. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M White, Trenton, N. J.

pARGAIN.—A 52-inch American Champion Bicycle, 1888
'-* pattern; used but little and shows no wear. Cost $105.
Will sell for $75. Address C. L. Rider, Kirksville, Mo.

12-28

A T .-V SACRIFICE.—My s4-inch Rudge Light Roadster.
-'* All ball bearings, ball pedals, Kirkpairick saddle.
King of the Road lamp and tool bag, complete. " Bargain,"
P. O. Box 408, N. Y. City. 12-21

A BICYCLE FOR FIFTY CENTS.—In order to obtain
'* an additional list of subscribers to the "Star," an
8-page story and household paper, we offer premium of
Royal Mail Bicycle, full nickel. Numbered receipt for
year's subscription will be sent on receipt of fifty cents.
The bicycle will be awarded to the person holding the
lucky number about January i, and will be conducted by
disinterested parties. W. R. Sanders, Pavilion, N. Y.
(L. A. W. Consul.) 12-27

\X7'ANTED -Second-hand, nickel-plated, good make
'• 52-inch Bicycle; must be cheap. J. C, 25 Bethune

Street. 12-21

r~'OLUMBIA.—4g-inch Light Roadster, including hollow^ rear forks, spade handles, cyclometer, lamp and bell

;

machine guaranteed. Address " Tommy " Burnet, Eliza-
beth, N. J. 12-21

T OOK HERE.—A BICYCLE FOR ONE DOLLAR.
'-' A 52-in. full nickeled Columbia Bicycle with bell and
cyclometer. Balls to front wheel, new tire. In good con-
dition. Seventy (70) tickets to be sold at $i each. Drawing
to take place as soon as tickets are sold. Come on and get
a machine fir One Dollar. Reference, Adams National
Bank. Address C. H. Kenyon, Adams, N. Y.

pUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
'-' is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs should have them. Write for particulars.
M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 12-28

SPECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,

.$30 each, and 46-inch. $35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-
ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

piCYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
* New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor^ Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for

all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. T.

CORTLANDT EXCHAN&E. ^^l^t!&,
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storage
charges for first month, and nominal charges thereafter.
Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street.

Post Office Box 1187. New York City.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

Size 7x9. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail lo cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

S I'E C I .A. L ST-A-I4
FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New

York City.

Dieter's Table d'Hote, 50 cents. Served 12 to

8 P. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall,
Brooklyn.

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn. Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart,
twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6
and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite
resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
is served in the caf6, and special attention is

paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

mm DSTACHABLE mmi carrier,

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D" passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI.00. Discount to the trade.

249 Woodward Avenue. Detroit. Mich.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE lESniCKU LOCK

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain

comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Price $1.00.

WH1TTEN& CO., Providence, R. I.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all tatent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no eub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " JIow to Obrain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COc
Opposite Patent OQlce, Washington, D. C.

^TsTEBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York

The Billings * Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AltROX, OHIO.
MANUFACIURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Haudles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

i^" \^r3c?i-b© f027 E»3r±ce Xjis-fc.

Q6
NEW YORK WAREHOUSE,

READE STREET.
EASY PAYMENTS.

Victor, New Rapid, Champion, Star
and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exoep for interest. Prices
from ^8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with

^__^^^^^ full particulars of our terms f easy
layments—of interest to every actual or prospectivr
, Jiaelman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. lU.

T & CO.,
26 ^West 23d Street,

nsTE^^TvT" Troi?,:s: ciT~5r.
AGENTS FOR

GORMUJLLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American L,iglit Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 Si>3rixi.gf±eXca- Roa<a.s-be3r
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicycles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before puirhasing.

BICYCLE IREPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

be:nnexx e~ hale,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

B-u-37- TToTxnr SlrLoes of

T. B. BENNELL,
304 BROADWAY. Near Duane.

TIIK GKKAT LOSDOX SIIOK MAX. •

Mv Sl'lICIALTV FOR Tlllt Sl'MMKR IS TUB

KANGAKOO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see tlicm ami a tine line of BICYCLB SHOES
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WOHAGAIH!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

ITirORIaD'S ROAD RSCORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
\
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Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents-

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic new? received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so failh-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO
All.

Page.
Bassett.

Fourdrinier.
Our readers.
Elcyc, N. H. G
Our advertisers.

Our cycling friends.

Vic, Nyx, and Roxy.
H. E. B. and Ragde.
Sub, Psycho, and Art.

Bull, Butler, and Davol.
Kirk, Hayes, and Bidwell.
Karl Kron and Tom Stevens.
Westfield, Alert, and L. B. G.
The Vet, The Cap, and Be Be.
Le Roy, California, and Serda.
Verax, Jonah, and Hawkshaw.
Keystone, Ralph, and Headers.

. W. H. Eel, Ornh Qba, and Cycle.
The Coaster, The Owl, and The Bat.

Free Lance, Traveler, and Delaware.
5,678, 2,449, ^"d all the rest of them.
The Toiler, The Gad-fly, and The Whale.

**-* ^

Mr. Ralph Temple publishes in the Bicycliiig

News of December 8 his explanation of the

Temple-Rowe "fake," or "arrangement," as he

calls it. Mr. Temple pleads the baby act in a

clear, crisp, interjectory, and altogether inter-

esting sort of style. According to custom, we
republish Mr. Temple's explanation of the

"arrangement," giving our public an oppor-

tunity to rake over his statements, from

among which they may, perhaps, snatch some-

thing redounding to his credit. Yet, at the

same time, we ihake a few little corrections on

certain points which Mr. Temple does not cor-

rectly recollect.

When Temple first appeared on the Buffalo

track, he wore an American flag, and as he

walked to the mark he was cheered, not vocifer-

ously, to be sure, and why? Of the several

thousand people whose eyes were fastened on

the young American who so ably represented

us abroad, less than a thousand had ever seen

him before, and those who were enabled to

value him at his real worth—the newspaper

men, officials, racing men and regular habitu6s

of race meets, numbering, perhaps, a few hun-

dred—cheered him to the echo. When Rowe
appeared he was given an ovation. Why ?

Because he was known all over the country as

the fastest American cyclist. He was consid-

ered invincible. He was personallv popular

with a fair proportion of the audience on ac-

count of his being an Eastern man. He is a

man of almost heroic proportions, and looked

the picture of physical perfection as he strode

to the mark. Such men move the public.

Temple's assertion that the people were preju-

diced on account of the English wheel he rode,

a Humber, is founded on a blind, unreasoning

prejudice. Less than one hundred people

present, it is safe to say, knew what make of

wheel Temple was using. The English should

remember that to the audience gathered at Buf-

falo, cycle racing was an altogether new sport,

and the value of different times, the relative

" form " of the various men, the style of wheels

used and like details were unknown to the vast

majority. Besides this, trade competition has

not yet approached that intensity in this country

that American audiences take any interest in

the make of wheel a man rides. American

racing paths are singularly free from gaffers,

bookies, makers' agents, etc., etc. Let the

Bi. Nexvs editor cease to sow the doctrine that

Temple was jumped on on account of the wheel

he used. Those who did know that Temple

used a " Humber" were too well up in the sport

to attempt to decry such a magnificent wheel.

Temple's assertion that he had no knowledge

of the "fake" until within three days of the

race seems strange in the light of the fact that

the fake agreement was signed on September

20. It was not Temple's first case of "fake,"

as will be proven by reference to the affidavits

published in The Whkel, of October 19, 1888,

page 183, which leave no room to doubt that

Temple tried to make an "arrangement" with

Knapp and Rowe.

In concluding this last chapter on The Great

American Fraud, let us state that it is a sad

matter that the editor of the Bicycling News has

found a new grievance. We trust we have

proven to him that the wheel a man rides makes

but little difference to an American audience,

and that the style of wheel a man uses is known
only to the cognoscenti. Let us remind him,

by the way, that this " nation " does not import

English amateur athletes "to send them back

in a few months to compete as ' Americans ' in

English championships." It is true that the

Manhattan and New York Athletic Clubs do this

sort of thing, but when Mr. Lacy Hillier comes

over to us he will find that two clubs don't make

a nation. ••
The suggestion has been made by the Bi-

cycUng World and ably seconded by the cycling

editor of the Sporting Life, that an association of

some kind be formed to pass upon road records.

The Sporting Life suggests a plan for the forma-

tion of such an association based on the follow-

ing outline :

Title—American Road Record Association or Cyclers'

Record Association.
IVlEMniiKsicii' to be composed of any wlieelmcn eligible to

the L. A. W.
Si'i'i'oKTitn by yearly subscriptions which need not exceed
Hfty cents, and

GovKKNci) by ollicers elected by the membersliip at large.

As a mail vote would entail considerable expense, prob-

ably some other means could be devised for taking it. If

a eyVling journal were made the ollicial organ a voting
blank could l)e printed in it aiul the cost of (ollecling the

vote be thereby minimizeil.
Oi-KicKKs to coiisist of Chairman, Viee-Cliairman, Secre-

tary, Treasurer, etc., and a small body of delegates or

committeemen of which the ollicers should be members.*

Wiiile we have no fear that any active steps will

be taken to form such an association, a word as

to its utter uselessiicss may not be out of place.

The history of the League has proven that there

is little room for the existence of a national

organization of this kind. We want to steer

clear of oflicial organships, which have not been

felicitous in this or any other country. There

are no more genuine records than those credited

to amateur athletes, yet no athletic association

investigates any claims for records. Their

authenticity is established through their accept-

ance by the Spirit of the Times, Clipper and
other authoritative sporting papers. We think

the cycling press can act as a records com-
mittee and prevent false standards from being

foisted on the public. Let us have no more
new associations.

Notwithstanding the number of alleged jokes

perpetrated at the expense of the scissors and

paste editor, it is a question in our minds

whether the art of clipping is not among the

most important of the editorial faculties. It has

always been our policy to clip liberally and we
do not hesitate to assert it. By a liberal use of

the scissors we are enabled to reproduce in our

columns all that is worth knowing and preserv-

ing. Of the dozen cycling papers on the

globe worthy of consideration each is strong in

certain particulars. The English papers are

noticeable for the intelligent correspondence

carried on about the various wheels, all of which

is interesting and instructive to Americans, who
are not so well up in the mechanical part of

wheeling. They also publish the specifications of

many new ideas in mounts. We believe in a

conservative use of the scissors, and this policy

enables us to point to our back numbers as a

species of cyclopedia of the sport, containing

all that is connected with it, which it is well for

one to know.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEETING.

The annual meeting of the National Assem-
bly, L. A. W., will be held in New York on
Monday, February 20, 1889. The hotel at

which the meeting will be held has not yet been
decided on.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE L. A. W.
MEETING.

The Executive Committee of the League will

hold a meeting in New York City on December
27. President Kirkpatrick, First Vice-President
Hayes and Second Vice-President Bull will be
present.

The most important business to be transacted

is the consideration of the Luscomb political

circular letter and the consideration of the con-

tract with the Bicycling World Co., who will

probably sign a contract for the official organ-
ship for three years if certain modifications are

made in the contract.

RACING AT MADISON SQUARE
GARDEN.

An interesting event was decided at the Man-
hattan Athletic Club games, held at Madison
Square Garden, New York, on Saturday even-

ing, December 15. The race, a 2-niile handi-

cap, was run in heats, which resulted as follows :

First Heat.—W. Schumacher, L. I. W,, 75
yards, 7m. 28 2-5S.; G. F. Brown, K. C. W., 75
yards, second; F. N. Burgess, Rutherford
Wheelmen, 100 yards, third ; H. L. Kingsland,

M. A. C, scratch, fourth;.!. O. PoUak, Ruigcr's

College, 115 yards, o. Schumacher atul Brown
easily placed themselves, the latter making a

very fine spurt to secure his place. Kingsland
rode in good form but was haiulicappctl by his

racing wheel, which cut into the soft track.

Second Heat.—J. 11. Hanson, M. .\. C. 160

yards, 7m. 17 4-5S.; H. A. Kellew, Thirtconih

Regiment A. A., 150 yards, sccoiul; \l. 1. Hal-

sted, N. Y. A. C, scratch, third : .'. Hinds,

M. A. C, 115 yards, o; .1. F. Borland, B. B. C,
125 yards, o. Halstcd was unable to make up
the iiandicaps, though ho rotle all the way.

Final Heat.—Brown, 7ni. 30s.: llauson, sec-

ond; Rcllew, third; Schumacher, (omlh. Within

a few laps of home, while going aiound the

corner. Brown, Scluimacher ami Kcllcw (oil in

a heap, bift Brown, romouniing quickly, mun-
agod to capture tiist pri/.o. RoUow also re-

mounted and got tliird place. .A numlioi of

cyclists.were among the spcclaiois.
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^Warwick Perfection Wheels \

HAVE MORE GENU-

INE IMPROVEMENTS

THAN ANY OTHER

WHEELS ON THE

AMERICAN OR EURO-

PEAN MARKETS.

ITS ADVANTAGES WILL SELL IT.

ISt.

2d.-

3d.-

4th.-

5th.

6th.

7th.

8th.

TJie Folloiviiig are Some of its Many Advantages

:

-A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE whereby the hand does not have to be removed from the spade

handle to apply the brake.

A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibration are brought to a

minimum.

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjustment and are perfectly dust proof.

THE HANDLE BARS are made from tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as to give great strength

at the part where required—/. e., at or close to the head—and will not break as is the case with other

handle bars.

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are connected.

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair shop) by
removing a nipple, which can be removed from the outside of the rim without taking out the tire.

THE RUBBER TIRE being made the shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of the rim, will

wear longer and will run with less labor than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their

circumference.

THE BACKBONE is made from weldless steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four gauges thicker at the

part where the greatest strain comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of these backbones were
made and sold in England last year.

THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-known perfection patent, thickened at the part where the

greatest strain comes.
THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run several thousand

miles without oiling or adjustment.
THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs

used are India Rubber Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch

in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain. It has, also, a new side rocking motion,

and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjustedto any wheel.

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle

of the rider's body.
THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
A. KENJifE13Y-CHlLD, Superinteudcnt ol Agencies.
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BICYCLE RACING IN AN ARMORY.

The wet weather of Monday evening interfered

sadly with the attendance at the Twelfth Regi-
ment games, held at the Regimental Armory,
Sixty-second Street and Ninth Avenue, New
York City. The great Armory hall was brilliantly

lighted, the events were well contested and the
regimental band was an additional source of

pleasure.

By far the most exciting event of the evening
was the 2-mile bicycle event, which had eighteen
entries and ten starters, in two heats and a final.

The starters in the first heat were: F. G. Brown,
K. C. W., 40 yards; I. Hinds, Baltimore, 100
yards; E. I. Halsted, N. Y. A. C, scratch; F.

N. Burgess, Rutherford Wheelmen, 75 yards.
Halsted. Brown and Burgess fell on the slippery
floor, but Halsted recovered quickly enough to

remount and win after a most exciting race with
Schumacher. Time, 6m. 40 4-5S.

The second heat was contested by W. E.
Findlay, N. Y. B. C, 120 yards; J. F. Borland,
B. B. C, 125 yards; J. H. Hanson, N. Y. B. C,
55 yards; O. C. Boegler, N. Y. City, 100 yards
and R. F. Schaffner, N. Y. City, 120 yards.
Findlay finished first after a close race, with
Borland, second; Schaffner, third; Boegler and
Hanson fell ; time, 6m. 37s. Both heats had
created intense interest and an exciting final

was expected.
The men in the final were: Halsted, scratch;

Schumacher, 55 yards; Findlay, 120 yards; Bor-
land, 125 yards. The men whirled round and
round the smooth track, Borland and Findlay
having it hammer and tongs with Schumacher
slowly overhauling them, and Halsted, far back,
gradually working forward. At a mile and a
half Halsted caught Schumacher, and the two
created intense excitement for a few laps in their

efforts to pass each other. Twenty yards ahead
of them were Findlay and Borland, riding nip
and tuck. The sharp spurts of Halsted and
Schumacher brought them nearer and nearer to

the long-mark men until Halsted, by a well
sustained spurt, passed man after man until he
was in the lead. Scarcely five yards divided the
field, with but two laps to go. All this time the
audience was worked up to a pitch of intense
interest. While attempting to rush after Halsted,
Schumacher's pedal caught the spokes of Find-
lay's wheel and both riders fell heavily. Schu-
macher was unhurt, while Findlay was badly
stunned but not seriously hurt. The crowd
then transferred their interest to Halsted and
young Borland, and the little Brooklyn boy
made a good but vain spurt to catch the
scratch man ; time, 7m. 19s. Halsted's riding
was most plucky. Had not the other two men
fallen, it would have been the most notable
finish ever seen on a New York indoor track.
The handicap was framed by F. P. Prial.

COLUMBIA CALENDAR FOR 1889.

ROVER CYCLE CLUB'S DINNER.

The most convenient, valuable and novel
business, table or desk calendar for 1889 is the
Columbia Bicycle Calendar and Stand, issued
by the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Bos-
ton, Mass. The calendar proper is in the form
of a pad of 365 leaves, one for each day. The
leaves are syi^^U inches, a portion of each is

left blank for memoranda, and, as the leaves are
sewed at the ends, any entire leaf, as well as
the memorandum blank, can be exposed when-
ever desired. The pad rests upon a portable
stand, and when placed upon the desk or writ-
ing table the entire surface of the date leaf is

brought directly before the eye, furnishing date
and memoranda impossible to be overlooked.
The upper portion of the stand is made of
pressed pulp, with "Columbia" in raised letters
at the top, the whole handsomely gilded, and
practically indestructible. Although this is the
fourth year of the Columbia calendar, the quo-
tations are fresh and new, and are interesting
and instructive to the public as well as to the
cycler. A departure is made this year, in that
a portion of the quotations pertain to type-
writing and stenography, with occasioTial refer-
ence to the new Hcckcr typewriter made by the
Pope Manufacturing Company. The reading
matter in no way inierfcrcs with the calendar,
and the information contained on tile leaves
would, if placed in book type, make a fair sized
volume.

The third annual dinner of the Rover Cycle
Club of Charlestown was held at Young's Hotel
last Friday evening. The club had as guests
several prominent wheelmen. After the dinner
Captain Robinson called the company to order,
and referred to the do'ngs of the club during
the past season. Mr. G. C. Gardiner reported
that H. W. Robinson and E. M. Huests had
each attended twenty-nine runs out of the
thirty-one called, and Captain Robinson came
in a close second, having attended twenty-eight.
The two former gentlemen were awarded
League pins.

Ex-Chief Consul Hayes, in responding to the
toast, " The Wheel," said that he had always
desired to go down with the wheel, as he had
come up with it, but circumstances had arisen
which forced him to retire from the wheeling
circles of this country. When he returned he
hoped to find the League of American Wheel-
men among the finest and strongest amateur
athletic organizations.
The club quartet sung " I Think of Thee," in

compliment to ex-Chief Consul Hayes, who
leaves the country early in January for Brazil,
where he will take charge of the business of a
large rubber house.

Chief Consul W. H. Emery responded to the
toast, "The League." He said: "We have
10,000 wheelmen in Massachusetts ; the League
should have more than the 1.500 it has upon its

roll, and you can increase that number by en-
ticing your friends to join. The League has
done more than any other organization for the
benefit of the wheelmen, and we know a little

of their troubles. If the board of officers will
give me their support, there will be several
schemes put on foot to increase your benefits."
In closing, the speaker congratulated the club
upon its excellent standing in the cycling
world.
When Jack Seward arose to respond to the

toast, "Sociability in Wheeling," the quartette
sung "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow." He
thought that a great many persons rode a wheel
for the benefit of the acquaintances they make,
and compared the bicycle clubs to baseball
organizations, much to the credit of the former.

Secretary-Treasurer Abbot Bassett responded
to the toast, " The Female Annex ; or, The
Fair on Wheels," and read an original poem,
which spoke of the hoopskirt safety, and of that
"great big chief Vice-Consul Captain Robinson,
of the Stalwart Rovers of the League."
Speeches were also made by ex-Mayor Endi-

cott of Chelsea, Captain W. G. Kendall of the
Boston Bicycle Club, Mr. Charles S. Howard
and others, and the company separated after
singing " Auld Lang Syne."

—

Boston Herald.

THE WORLD'S MILE RECORD
BROKEN IN AUSTRALIA.

A FAREWELL DINNER TO EX-CHIEF
CONSUL HAYES.

The Board of Officers of the Massachusetts
Division, L. A. W., together with numerous other
prominent wheelmen, tendered a complimentary
banquet at Young's Hotel, last Tuesday evening,
to ex-Chief Consul H. VV. Hayes, prior to his
departure to Brazil, where he goes to accept a
lucrative position as representative of a prom-
inent Boston firm. The after-dinner exercises
were opened by E. C. Pratt, who spoke of the
good Work that Mr. Hayes had done since he
had become a member of the Board of Officers.
During his remarks he referred to the time and
labor spent by Mr. Hayes in compiling the
Massachusetts road book, and also the many road
improvements made during his term of office as
Chief Consul of the Division.

President Emery then iniroduced the "parting
guest," who arose amid great applause. Mr.
Hayes spoke with regret of the near approach of
the time of his departure, and hoped tiiat when
he returned the sport would slill be on the same
broad and substantial foundation as he now
leaves it. Other speeches were made by Captain
W. G. Kendall, Elmer Wliitney and C. W. Foui-
drinier of the IJoston Bicycle Club, Vice Consul
A. W. Robinson, Col. A. A. Pope, W. S. Slocum.
of the Massachuselts Club, J. L. Dean, and
others. Secretary-Treasurer Abbot Hasselt read
an original poem, wludi (old, in words of sorrow,
the regret displayed by the wheelmen on Mr.
Hayes' departure.

News comes to hand of the meeting in Mel-
bourne, October 6 and 13, held by the South
Australian Cricket Association and the South
Australian Cyclists' Union. The sports were
held on the Adelaide Oval, which is 80 yards
short of 3 laps to the mile, and has a surface of
asphalt. The times made were wonderful. On
the second day T. W. Busst, of Melbourne, ran
second in the 3-mile handicap from scratch,
accomplishing the full distance in 8m. 2 2-5S.,

which is world's amateur record for the distance.
On the rsth of October J. W. Busst, of Mel-

bourne, brother of the above-mentioned rider,

made a trial against the watch on the same
track for the mile, and succeeded in accomplish-
ing 2m. 30 2-5S., which is a second better than
Osmond's latest. The times were taken by the
official timekeeper of the S. A. C.U., and checked
by four other watches.
At the same time the quarter, half and 5-mile

Australian records were broken, the two former
by E. Elliot, and the last by W. J. Elliot, both of
Melbourne. The respective times were 362-59.,
im. i6s. and 14m. 2 2-5S.

All the above-named records were accomplished
on "Humber" machines. The riders named
are the best Australian cyclists, and it is proba-
ble they will visit Great Britain next year.— The
Cyclist.

[We beg to remind The Cyclist that an Ameri-
can named Rowe—William, we think—once rode

a mile in 2m. 29 4-5S., a record which has been

accepted by every American authority and by
that cavilling English critic. Lacy Hillier. The
efforts of The Cyclist to ignore the American
mile record, which it seems unable to assimi-

late, will provoke amusement and pity on this

side of the Great Pond.

—

Ed.]

THE WHEEL AS AN AID TO A
CRIPPLE. BUT HE WANTS

TOE CLIPS.

Lapeer, Mich., Dec. 10, 1888.

Editor of The Wheel:
Dear Sir— I see in your valued paper of No-

vember 16, an item on toe clips. How can I get
a pair? I have been using a piece of wire which
don't exactly suit. My feet are not like others,
for I am slightly paralytic and they will not stay
on the pedals, so I have to have something to
hold them there. I have an "Otto" trike. My
cash gave out too soon or I would have had a ball

bearing rig, and still live in hope of getting one
in the near future. I am so fixed that I can't
get about without my tricycle, and toe clips I

must have. When I use my "toe clips" to pull

up with on the pedals, it seems to rest the push
down muscles, which is a trifle queer, to my
mind. I take your paper regular through our
newsagent. Use this as you think best. If you
think it will do any oiher cripple good, use it; if

not, put it in the waste basket after answering
my question on the wiihin postal card.

Your obedient servant,
W. A. Jackson, Jr.,

Lapeer, Mich.

[We have already pointed out the advantage of

toe clips to other riders, as well as to cripples.

Wc think it would pay some firm to import or

make up a limited stock.—Ed.]

THE WARWICK PERFECTION ORDI-
NARY ON EXHIBITION.

The first Warwick bicycle ever seen in New
York was on exhibition in the vostilnilc of the
Twelfth Regiment .'Vrnioryon Monday ovoning.
The wheel was exliibilcd by W. Ilalpin I'v: Co.,

Now York Slate agents for the W.irwick wheels.

The ordin'Jiry is on gracolul linos," and is a
staunch, handsome atxd (inoly finished wheel.
A largo number of cyclists wiio wore present
oxaminod.the wheel aiid-founil many points ot

nierit in it. We iiavo roconily minutely de-

scribed this wheel in these columns, ami it is only
necossary to repeat that il>o Porleciion has all

the points of a first-class wheel.
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LADY BICYCLE RIDERS IN BROOK-
LYN.

GREAT R.\CE ON CHRISTMAS DAY.

A loo-mile race for the championship of

America will be started at the Palace Rink,
Brooklyn, on Christmas Day, at 2 P. m. The
contestants will be the riders who recently

created such a sensation in Pittsburg in a six-

day race. The principal competitors will be

Lottie Stanley, Lulu Hart, May Allan, Helen
Baldwin, Jessie Woods, and others. The girls

dress neatly, ride fast, and are above reproach,

so that we hope their race will be a success.

Lottie Stanley, one of the competitors, rode

523 miles in forty-eight hours in the Pittsburg

race.

NEW JERSEY CYCLISTS AT THE
THEATRE.

The theatre party promoted by "Doc" Bene-
dict and a few other social spirits of the Hudson
County Wheelmen, materialized at the Jersey
City Academy of Music on Friday evening last.

Nearly one hundred wheelmen were present,

including members of the Elizabeth, Atlanta,
Hudson County Wheelmen and Bloomfield Cy-
clers. The boys occupied orchestra chairs,

while from the balcony Messrs. Johnson, Strug-
nell, Nichols and their wives witnessed the
play.

The piece was Hoyt's"Tin Soldier," a play
with little plot and plenty of fun, the chief fun
manufacturer being a youth with an e.xtraordin-

arily large mouth and an elastic face capable of

many variations, from horror to ecstacy, and the
possessor of various costumes, none of which
would be considered the proper caper at a draw-
ing-room.
The performance was varied by " gags " on

members of the Hudson County Wheelmen,
which added relish to the entertainment. A
number of rattles and bicycle whistles helped to

keep the house lively.

Altogether, the party was a success, and we
hope others will be organized.

HUMBER'S 1889 MOUNTS.

In the safeties. No. i has the smaller front
wheel, with anti-vibrator, which necessitates
the adoption of a spoon brake on rear wheel.
This is fixed in an improved manner which
should prove fully adequate for all requirements.
No. 4 is a Gents' Special, and, with the exception
of the front wheel, which is 30 inches, is similar
to No. I. In No. 5 we have a Special Light
Roadster, already referred to in these columns,
of a gross weight of 40 pounds. This machine
is constructed of double-thin gauge tubing, both
wheels 30 inches, with brake in front. A pe-
culiar departure is made in the height of the
driving-gear from the ground. The chain-
wheel axle is on a level with the axles of the
wheels. The rider will thus be seated some
three or four inches higher than usual, and the
pedal, when fully extended vertically, will be
about six or seven inches from the ground. We
don't yet know how this will do, but doubtless
Messrs. number have fully justified its adop-
tion by practical experiment. No. 6 is a racer
of 23 pounds, gross weight, on the same lines as
No. 5. All these are of the pattern commonly
known as the " diamond " frame, but Nos. 5 and
6 are further strengthened by the adoption of
double vertical-tubing from the seat-post collar
to near the crank fixing, and in these also a still

further simplification of chain adjustment has
been made.

No. I Tricycle, or Gents' Special Roadster,
has 30-mch driving and 26-inch steering wheels,
with anti-vibrator and band brake on axle. It
is generally similar to last year's pattern, which
gave the utmost satisfaction. No. 2, or Mills'
Pattern Gents' Roadster, has 36-inch and 24-
inch wheels, drop or V frame, with stay from
steering pillar to scat post, anti-vibrator and
axle band brake. No. 3 is a ladies' pattern,
with 30-inch and 26-inch wheels, anti-vibrator
and band brake on axle. No. 4 is a Gents'
Light Roadster, similar in design to No. i, but
without the anti-vibrator, and with spoon brake
on Iront wheel. No. 5 is a Ladies' Light
Roadster, divested of the anti-vibrator and with
spoon-brake on front wheel. No. 6 is a racer of
27 pounds, gross weight, and simitar to the
prevailing type.

CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND.

The entertainment and first annual meeting
of the Cyclists' Union was held at Y. M. C. A.
Hall, Brooklyn, on Monday evening. December
17. An interesting entertainment had been pro-

vided by the Entertainment Committee, but the

attendance fell far below what had been ex-
pected, on account of the wet weather.
The business meeting, held immediately after

the entertainment, was opened by President
Greenman, who reported a membership of 227,

and the firm establishment and bright prospects
of the Union.
The Treasurer's report showed a balance on

hand of !f!l07.

The Constitution and By-Laws published be-

low were adopted.
The following delegates were returned by the

various clubs . Brooklyn B. C, B. M. Cole and
W. E. Fuller ; Kings County Wheelmen, E. K.
Austin and M. L. Bridgman ; Long Island
Wheelmen, G. W. Mabie and L. H. Wise ; Uni-
versal C. C., W. J. Finn ; Unattached, F. G.

Webb.
The following Board of Officers for i88g was

elected bv the delegates . President, E. K. Aus-
tin, K. C. W.; Vice-President, G. W. Mabie, L.

I. W.; Secretary, B. M. Cole, L. I. W.; Treas-
urer, W, J. Finn.
After votes of thanks to the ladies and gentle-

men who appeared at the evening entertainment,
and to the outgoing board of officers, the meet-
ing adjourned.
The following are the Constitution and By-

Laws :

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.—NAME AND OBJECrS.
The name of this organization shall be " The

Cyclists' Union of Long Island."
The objects shall be to promote and protect

the interests of its members and to improve the
highways.

ARTICLE II.—MEMBERSHIP.
Any resident of Long Island, at least eighteen

years of age, whose name shall be proposed by
one member of the Union, shall be eligible to

membership, and shall be declared elected by
the Executive Committee upon payment of his
dues.

ARTICLE III.—DUES.
The dues shall be one dollar per year, payable

on January I. Members qualifying after July
I shall pay fifty cents for the balance of the year.
There shall be no initiation fee.

ARTICLE IV.—MANAGEMENT.
The management of the Union shall be vested

in an Executive Committee.
Whenever twenty or more members of any

cycling organization on Long Island shall be-
come members of the Cyclists' Union, they
shall be entitled to elect one member of the
Executive Committee from their own number.
One member of the Executive Committee may
also be chosen by the unattached from their own
number whenever they shall number twenty or
more in the Cyclists' Union.
Whenever either of the above classes shall

number fifty or more members in the Cyclists'
Union they shall be entitled to elect one addi-
tional member of the Executive Committee.
Members of the Executive Committee shall

hold office until the ensuing annual meeting, or
until their successors are elected.

ARTICLE v.—OKKICERS.
The officers of the Cyclists' Union shall be

President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treas-
urer, who shall be elected at the annual meeting
of the organization by the members at large
from the Executive Committee. No two officers
shall be elected from the representatives of any
one organization. They shall hold office for one
year, or until their successors are elected.
Vacancies in office shall be filled by the Execu-
tive Committee.

ARTICLE VI.—DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
The President shall preside at all meetings of

the Cyclists' Union and of the Executive Com-
mittee.

The Vice-President shall discharge all the
duties of the President during his absence.
The Secretary shall conduct all correspondence,

keep a correct roll of members, and a record of
all meetings.
The Treasurer shall collect all dues, shall have

charge of the funds and keep a correct account
thereof, and make all disbursements approved
by the Executive Committee. He shall be pre-
pared to report at every mqeting of the Execu-

tive Committee, and shall report at the end of
each quarter to the members at large, as the
Executive Committee may direct.

ARIICLE VII.—MEETINGS.

The annual meeting of the Cyclists' Union
shall be held on the third Monday of December.
A special meeting shall be called by the Presi-

dent at his option, or at the written request of
twenty members.

Notices for special meetings must state the
objects for which they are called, and no other
business shall be acted upon.

ARTICLE VIII.—QUORUM.

Twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum
at all meetings of the Cyclists' Union.

ARTICLE IX.—AMENDMENTS.
This Constitution may be amended by a two-

thirds vote of the members present at any meet-
ing of the Cyclists' Union, providing two weeks'
notice shall have been given to each member of
the intention to amend.

BY-LAWS.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Sec I. Each new Executive Committee shall,

at its first meeting, appoint three of its number a
Rights and Privileges Committee, to whom shall
be referred all matters pertaining to the pro-
tection of the rights of members and the legality
of work undertaken by the Union ; also, three
of its number a Road Improvements Committee,
to vfhom shall be referred all matters pertain-
ing to that branch of the Union's work ; also, a
committee of three, to be composed of the
President, Vice-President and Secretary, to audit
the accounts of the Treasurer, and to be desig-
nated the Auditing Committee. The Rights
and Privileges and Road Improvements Com-
mittees shall have full power to act on all mat-
ters referred to them by either the Executive
Committee or its presiding officer without
special instructions except as to the incurring of
pecuniary liability.

No organization shall be represented on any
standing committee by more than one member.

ELECTIONS.

Sec. 2. Election of officers shall be by printed
or written ballots ; each officer shall be balloted
for separately and in the order of their rank,
and a plurality of the votes cast shall be neces-
sary to a choice.

Election of members shall be by the Executive
Committee as follows : Applications for mem-
bership shall be sent to the Secretary, who shall
furnish a list at each meeting of the Executive
Committee for approval, and upon their
election shall prepare a numbered list for the
Treasurer and for publication. The Treasurer
shall then issue tickets of membership in accord-
ance with the lists furnished by the Secretary.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.

Sec. 3. At the annual meeting of the Union
the order of business shall be as follows :

1. Secretary's report.

2. Treasurer's report.

3. Reports of committees.
4. Communications from Executive Com-

mittee.

5. Election of officers.

6. Unfinished business.

7. New business.
8. Adjournment.

AMENDMENTS.

Sec. 4. These by-laws may be amended by a
two-thirds vote of the members present at any
meeting of the Cyclists' Union, providing two
weeks' notice shall have been given to each
member of the intention to amend.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for TiiK VVniiKL and Cycling Tkadh
Review by C. A. Snow c.«i Co., patent attorneys
W.ishint'ton, DC]

Thomas O'Krien, New York, N. Y. Tricycle.
Peter A. Snyder, Jersey City, N. J. Veloci-

pede.

Cyrus Yingst, Annville, Pa. Tricycle.
Ail bearing date of December li.

Gustav Sta-ber, Mugeln, Saxony, Germany.
Velocipede
Herman Warlich, Racine, Wis. Alarm.
John M. Starley, Coventry, England. Bicycle

frame.
All bearing date of December 18.
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READING.

Among the visitors to the rooms of the club,

last Saturday night, I noticed his honor the

Mayor. During the conversation I noticed that

he said :
" Boys, this thing has been reported

to me, and, as I am with you, why, of course,

I thought I had better speak to you first about

it." I heard this much, but what he meant I

do not know for certain, but I do know it struck

deep, for the boys were certainly " hot." Star

chamber meetings, free whiskey and gangs of

three and four members in all corners, all ear-

nestly discussing something, but as soon as a

stranger or one of the other gangs got near

everything was quiet. Special meetings are

called, and I am expecting lots of news from
them.
On the night of the regular meeting of the

club the President made some very peculiar

rulings. Poor Diener was sat upon, while some
others equally as bad or worse were allowed to

go on. Here's the explanation: The President

had been reading Cushing's Manual for the

last week, and no doubt ventilated some of the

knowledge gained. The new constitution just

ratified and new rules that will go into effect

shortly will place the club here on a basis few
clubs enjoy. The gymnasium and home train-

ers will keep the boys in good shape, and next

year will see some new men on the path. There
is good material here, and there will be a strong

effort made to get it out.

An amicable settlement seems to have been
made, and in a few weeks I hope to be able to

give you a full description of the new quarters

of the Reading Club, which for cosiness and
completeness are to surpass anything ever
imagined by the most enthusiastic members. It

no doubt seems strange to most members that

such violent dissensions should occur in camp.
Although known to but few, there was almost
another club started. Such were the rumors.
I noticed glances of hatred toward each other

at the special meeting on Tuesday nightt.

About eleven o'clock I was waiting for the

outcome, at Barbey's across the way, as I knew
the custom of the boys, and thought I could get

some pointers; well, at last they came. Toasts
went down to the success of "Tammany," and
from the other talk I heard I judged that a
small minority had beaten the majority on
some important ruling, and a rebellious spirit

seemed to run high; great talk went on as to

what would be done at regular meetings. But
the regular meeting is past and the common
sense that bicycle riders as a rule are imbued
with came to the surface, and carried the club

through what seemed to be a terrific storm,
ready to tear the club to pieces.

There is strong hopes also that by next meet-
ing night everything definite will l)e known in

regard to the new quarter-mile track to be built

by the Berks County Agricultural Society, for

the bicycle boys, and then the Pennsylvania
Division will be asked for the annual meet. If

it will be held here what a time the boys will

have, what a rousing big meeting there will be!

It is simply incalculable.

Reading has advantages not enjoyed by many
places, and they will be thoroughly taken ad-
vantage of. For with the city authorities and
people generally favorable to cycling, what
can't you expect?
The last club run is called here for Sunday 16,

roads are elegant, like floors, and a good time is

expected.
Vortex.

December 15, 1888.

The Louisiana Cycling Club shifted its officers

a bit at its meeting last week, E. M. Graham
being elected Secretary-Treasurer, vice J. W.
Jay—who resigned on account of having retired

from wheeling—and L. Jeff. Frederic, Lieu-

tenant, vice Graham, resigned to accept the

secretaryship.

President Ed. Shields, of the New Orleans
Bicycle Club, was severely " caned " one even-
ing last week by a number of his club-mates.

The occasion was his forty-'leventh birthday,

and the cane is a tasty gold-headed affair

J. C. Henriques, of the L. C. C, last week
met with quite an accident. Colliding with a

cotton float, he was thrown from his wheel and
seriously hurt—ruptured it is feared. He was
confined to his rooms, and was coming on nicely,

but a severe case of malaria having since de-

veloped itself has aggravated matters, and the

sufferer has been enduring great pain, being
even delirious at times. At last accounts he was
resting easy, and his club-mates are hopeful for

the best.

The Louisiana Club holds a turkey raffle and
shooting match on the i6th, with a "bird" up
for the best shootist, who is not likely to be

Bi.

NEW ORLEANS.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

JERSEY CITY.

December 23 has been set as the date for the
Louisiana Club's next attempt to open the
Batson Medal Series with the race to Schadwells.
The capriciousness of the weather and the con-
sequent " capriciousness " Of the roads lias,

however, rendered anything certain out of the
question. M. S. Graham, G. C. Angamar, W.
M. Hathorn, F. B. Born, L. J. Frederic, R. G.
Betts, E. M. Graham. H. C. Christy, F. DeBuys,
A. B. Harris, J. C. Henriques and W. E. Hob-
son are the entries to date.

The projected Mardi Gras lantern parade has
fallen through. Lack of enthusiasm and co-

operation was the cause. There is some talk of

promoting a hundred-mile race to sort o' make
up the deficiency.

And so the N. Y. and N. J. T. R. R. A. has
passed into history!

Dead, but not forgotten.

Too bad the last sad rites could not have been
performed over some festive board, say at the

Grand Union!

Well, the Kings Counties keep the cup—and I

should say that any club being fortunate enough
to secure it five times should be entitled to it

—

while the Hudson Counties will have to be sat-

isfied with the banner, in remembrance of

second place.

In the beginning of the season Mr. C. V.

Tuthill, of the H.C. W., offered a handsome
medal to the member of that club making the

highest road record during this year. He has
just had the medal completed, and it is one of

the handsomest I have ever seen. Mr. W. E.

Eldridge, First Lieutenant, will doubtless be the

lucky man, as he has ridden nearly, if not quite,

3,000 miles, and a good deal of them on Jersey
City streets, too.

Well, the New Jersey cyclists' theatre party
" theatred " on Friday evening last, at the Jersey
City Academy of Music, where they witnessed a
side-splitting satire, entitled "The Tin Soldier."

There were ninety-six in the party, consisting of

members of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, Atalanta
Wheelmen, of Newark, Bloomfield Cyclers and
the Hudson Counties. Rats s.nd,. Professor Canhy,
the plumber, are the two leading fun manufac-
turers in the play. They kept their factory go-
ing at full blast on this occasion, and every joke
was well appreciated by the boys. Rats ap-
peared in the first act dressed in an H. C. W.
uniform. This was the straw that broke the ice,

and the wheelmen were firm friends of Rats the

rest of the evening. Professor Canhy, the plumber,
sang a topical song, entitled "I Think So."
Here are some of the verses he had prepared,
as i remember them-

The wheelmen wear such funny suits
;

They're afraid of dogs and other brutes.
There's Klutre, who on the spurt is came,
And Eveland, ol e.\pert cycling fame

—

But he takes a header, just the same
Do you think so ? I know so.

There's Doctor Johnson; he's so nice
You can't get his match at any price.
Tliere's Griffiths. Slrugnell and Day also;
A bt tter trio it's hard to show
For working \\\i demons down below.

Do you think so ? It is so.

Then there's the boys from Elizabeth,
Afraid of nothing—even death.
There's I'ennell, (Gilbert, with others three.
Who went one night on a " turpentine spree,"
Because they are the " House Commit Jce."

Do you think so ? I heard it.

Each verse was applauded to the echo, the
different clubs giving the club yell. Most of

the boys are crying " Mouii!
"

COASTEK.

Gormully & JctTery write us that ihcy will

shortly publish the specifications of their iS8i)

wheels.

The Cambridge Club held a successful ladies'

night on Thursday evening last. The next en-
tertainment will be held January 2.

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
have adopted a silver wheel, crossed by an
arrow, as the club emblem. The club will elect

officers on New Year's Eve.

A bicycle made by Thomas Humber forty .

years ago, is now on exhibition in a London
shop window. It has a 40-inch driving wheel, a
20-inch rear wheel, with ij^-inch rubber tires.

"doodle" ROBINSON HOME AGAIN.

We sought shelter in the Bodega during the
heavy rain of Thursday evening last, and there
found, conversing with Sydney Lee, a bronzed,
stalwart-looking man who greeted us with a
grip suggestive of applied strength. It was
" Doodle " Robinson, who has been absent from
England and cycling circles for about four
years, spending the interim in Australia and
New Zealand, where he has developed from a
strong youth of seventeen into an extra stalwart
man of twenty-one. He has come home to

stay.— Wheeling.

Will R. Pitman has driven his Surprise tri-

cycle thirty-six miles in 3h. 15m., including a
ten-minute slop, " and the peculiar thing about
it was that I had no idea I was riding so fast,

the machine runs so smoothly." Pit has had his

Surprise geared to fifty-four inches, with a new
Kirkpatrii:k saddle, and is ready to hold his own
with any of the boys. The Surprise has been in

fair demand this year. Mr. G. R. Bidwell will

make it his renting tricycle for i88g, and Bid-
well makes a specialty of letting out the best
wheels in order to give new riders the mostfavor-
able impression.

A 2-mile handicap will be decided at Madison
Square Garden, January 19, i88g, in connection
with the Amateur Athletic Union games. The
prizes are very valuable, the first being a gold
watch valued at $100. This bicycle event was
added to the programme at the request of the
editor of this paper, in order to introduce the
sport to the notice of the several thousand peo-
ple who will be- present. We have also the as-

surance of the committee that the track will be
put in good condition, and that there will be
no danger from falls. Entrance fee, $1. Close
January 11, with Mr. Otto Ruhl, 104 West Fifty-

fifth Street, New York City.

The bottle of wine offered by the proprietor of

the Franklin House, at Tarrytown, to the first

man who arrives at his house on New Year's
morning, provided he does not leave McComb's
Dam bridge until twelve o'clock, is apt to create

a hot chase in the early hours of the new year.

Nisbett will go after the bottle, presumably on
his 25-pound Demon. DeGraaf, with another
good man up, will al?p have a go for the bottle.

Jack Post, Goldman and Keane, of the Manhat-
tan Club, will also get out for the wine. As a

larger number than ever will try for the first

honors this year, it is to be hoped that no dis-

honorable means will be resorted to, and that

every man who starts for the Franklin House
will be below 155th Street at twelve o'clock on
New Year's eve.

Mr. Hugh Callan, the famous Glasgow cycling
clergyman, has just returned from a trip through
Europe on his safety. Mr. Callan started from
Paris, rode into Alsace, along the Rhine from
Basle to Constance, up the Arlbcrg Pass to

Imasbruch, over the Brenner Pass, anil to Bel-

grade. This route was 1,200 miles, and occu-
pied about twenty days. From Belgrade he
rode down Servia to Nisch, over the inouniains

to Pirot, thence into Bulgaria, through the
Dragoman i^ass to Sophia, over Traj.m's Pass
to Philippopolis, and by Ailrianople anti Silivri;i

into .Stamboul. This part is about (>.iO miles.

Unfortunately, the wind was strong against
him all the way from Semendriaon the Danuoe,
and from the Turkish frontier it blew a gale
right in his teeth. lie caught the fever in

Servi.a and lay ill of it ;i week in Sophi.t, Hence
no record couUl well be made. Hut," excluding
ilays of stoppage, it liiok him ten d.iys to do the

roail from Belj-raile to C\>nst.tntiiio|>le. Mr.
Callan prolonged h;s jotiineyon thiough .Asia

Minor into Syria and Palestine and as fur as
Jerusalem. He will write up his journey for

the papers.
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RALPH TEMPLE'S EXPLANATIOM.

Sir— I received a letter from Mr. Fourdrinier,

editor of the Bicycling World, to-day, also a

number of English cycle papers, which Mr. W.
has sent me at my request. Reading over the

articles in each referring to the late Rowe v.

Temple affair, I thought I would write you a

few remarks regarding the "arrangement,"
which may interest a few of your readers. The
Leicester correspondent in Cyclist, October 31,

says : "By the way, no further news is to hand
Irom America, and 'Senator' Morgan's version

of the Rowe v. Temple barney continues to be
looked for with more than ordinary interest."

To this gentleman I would say that Morgan is in

Georgia, southern part ot U. S., and at the

present time is on his back sick with fever.

This may be the reason of his not writing the

English papers, but I think the "Senator" is

sick at heart over the late denouncement, and
is hiding himself, even if it be in fever-haunted

climes. A A^evcaslle Leader was handed me
yesterday by a subscriber, an old Tyneside man,
referring to the late "races." I sent a short

letter to the editor, but will now dwell at more
length upon what is past and gone, and 1 hope
soon to be forgotten. Leaving England in good
form, it was something of a surprise to me, after

a week on the champion track of the world, to

really know that at last I had "gone off" It

was mainly due to the water (you can't get good
old English ale over here), which likewise

attacked Messrs. Jack Lee, Fred Allard and
Jules Dubois, and in a week's time each of them
were five pounds or more under weight. On
the other hand, the track was not as good as a

common English road. I do not think it was
Mr. Ducker's fault, but you can't make a new
track and 2. s^ood track in a few months. Then,
the week before the races, the track was le-sttt-

faced, and we were told to go out on the roads
and train. It would make you laugh to see

Jack Lee and Allard sneaking off to find a shady
street. Our advice to Mr. Ducker was/not to

re-surface the track, but cut up and out the soft

places and fill in with hard material. I depend
upon actual speed to win a race, and with full

reach machine and short crank I could not pull

through the soft and heavy track. In every
case I took the inside (track fifty feel wide),

which was fearfully heavy, while Rowe, Crocker
and others rode some twenty-five feet wide on
a harder surface ; this was entering the home
straight. On the third day of the tournament I

said to Morgan, " I am going to get a lead and
come up on the outer side ot the track." This
was in the five-mile championship. In the last

lap I made a rush a quarter-mile from the wire
[tape— El). B. X.'\ right through the wind,
securing a lead. I crossed the track and took
the most outside position against the rails.

Rowe followed me across to get shelter behind
me from the wind. Never looking back I made
for the tape, ««(/ j<'o;/. Mr. Rowe threw up his

hands, and shouted, "Judges, I have a right to

claim a foul ; he ran me wide !" The judges
gave their decision that I had crossed the tape
first, and their duty stopped there. Mr. Merrill,

referee (an employee or agent of some sort of the
Columbia firm), allowed the foul, giving Rowe
first place, and taking allpoints from me, placing
me last man, with no show of winning the
I haiiipionship, even if I should score first in the
following races. I came up the track with the
lead ; the track is fifty feet wide, the home
straight is 300 yards in length. 1 was wide on
the outside of the track, not more than three
yards from the rails. Rowe claims to have
shouted for the /;/.(/(/<•. Inside of what? I did
not hear him shout ; but, if I had, was I com-
pelled, by rules of racing, to move from my
position? Did he not have fifty feet of track to
pass me on the inside, if he could do so?

No ! In this case he had all he could do to

hang on to my wheel. Mr. Ducker, in an
Eastern paper, says that " when Temple ap-
peared on the track the first time he was cheered,
but it was not Temple the crowd cheered, but
the American flag he wore at his waist." Like
you, Mr. Editor, I thought America was my
home, and I would be kindly received after
what little I had done in Europe— it was my
best—but I found a vast difference between a
thousand miles West (my home) and the Eastern
parts of the United States. I was treated not
unlike Sandy Sellers, Dick Howell, and others
from England when they beat the Americans at
Springfield and Hartford — hissed. Why, it

seemed as though the people could make out the

straight spokes of my English Humber as it

whirled around, or the "Wheel of Life" with

Humber on my racing shirt. A certain maker
wished me to mount his wheel, but I thought
my mount had been and was "good enough for

me."
After these events I returned home to Chicago,

and Morgan challenged Rowe on my behalf, and
deposited $100 for a $1,000 match race. Rowe
went to Morgan and told him out and out that,

he would not get a match on for "money up,'-'

saying, " There is no use in our fighting; 'we
can make money out of the gate, etc." ^n'ow,

Morgan does not spare himself in the lea.-^t; he
takes full blame upon himself for entering into
such an arrangement. I was enjoyin'g myself,
as only a boy can who has been away from home
and friends two long years, when I received a
wire from the " Senator "—" Come- on and train;

match ratified." So off East \ went another
1,000 miles railway journey (b>at we have grand
sleeping and most elegant < dining cars), and
settled down to hard trainirig, and in two weeks
time I was going—well, "-satisfactory."
Three days before the; first race, distance five

miles, at Lynn, Mass.. (Rowe's home), we go
down to the scene off' battle, and I am politely

informed that the rar/es are a " fake," or I should
say "to be a fake./' A nice thing to spring on
a man who has been out in the weather twice a
day for two wa^eks, when he could have been
enjoying opefa parties with the Boston Club
boys. I kicked, of course, and wanted to have
a "square pop." The money had been taken
from the. Bicycling World's hands and placed
with S. ,6. Merrill (Lynn's Columbia agent). You
can jui^t bet your life that Mr. Fourdrinier would
nevec have been in the deal. Billy Rowe now
wa-nts to win the first race; Morgan all along
supposed I was to have won the first. So they
came to me with the plea that Billy's wife was
to be there, etc., etc., and you wouldn't expect
a man to lose in his own town, and so on.

Well, I "agreed" with him there, for if I can
help it I won't lose in my own or anybody else's

town. The real honest facts of the case are,
" that I would not agree to his winning the first

race unless / was to win the following trvo." He
agreed to this. I let him have the first race as

agreed, and also agreed to make half pace. If

it had been on the square— well, I wouldn't have
ridden just as I did. At Hartford the following
week, in the one-mile event, Rowe said to me,
"Ralph, don't beat me more than a foot" (if I

had only known what this meant). I answered,
"All right, Billy." I did not watch him, but

took him on his word. The consequence .vas

he ran it out on me. A novice could have beaten
me under similar conditions. I felt quite

stunned, but never said a word. Then it was
that I heartily wished that I had never been
persuaded into doing vny first job. It came out
in this manner. Morgan and I were willing to

pocket our dignity, but Rowe and his advisers,

thinking that Morgan vi'ould show them up in

the press, "got there" first, with the assistance

of Mr. William Woodside (you know him), who
had lost quite a pile on me, and toadied around
the other party until he got it back, so I under-
stand. As we mounted for the race Rowe came
and shook me by the hand. Woodside and
Rowe introduced this manner of racing in

England. Give me in preference the good old

honest way of Dick Howell, Billy Wood, and the

rest of the boys, who get on their wheels and do
theirbcst "with their legs." They lied faster than

they can ride (unless it be against the watch)and,
of course, the plain unvarnished facts have had to

come out. I feel that I am compelled tosayjust
a word about Mr. VVm. Woodside, not ihat I

want to do it, as I still remember the man has been
with me for two years as a "partner." He
came to I'.ngland as the champion of America,
and, sad is the tale, took a back seat to "only a

trick rider." At times he didn't ride as good as

a third-rater, but at all times he received the

sympathy and good fellowship of Morgan and
myself, lust all of you remember, if I didn't

al'ii'oys hack him up, and never said behind his

back what I would not say to his face ; but at

times his jealousy was ungovernable. Later,

Rowe came with trumpets sounding, and the

"bards" all rose up to chant his praises (you
remember). Later, the Yankee team arrived

—

all good men and true—the pick of America's
crack racing men

;
you have had them with you,

" all at one time." Neither Rowe nor the others
ate Howell and the rest of the boys up, as they
promised to do, and let me tell you right here,
" Good old Dick Howell is the champion to-Aa^y,

as he" has been for the past few years." Mor-

gan was fearifully cut up over the way Woodside
finally actef^_ a man whom we supported and
equally shared with for two years. We advised
hirn not -to go to America, but as he did, we
divided with him as he lay on his back
in Bp,.ffalo. He returns this by swearing that
1 ha.d planned to run a foul race on a 50-foot
tr-ack. The American professionals somehow
^t.hink that every time they can "do me" it will

detract from my reputation made abroad, and
in "free America," and with free use of the
press they have come pretty near doing it.

But those who have stood by and seen Woodside
back me to the pound (and put it in his pocket)
will take with a grain of salt his assertion that
my races (not the team's) were not run and won
on their merits. Why couldn t we arrange some
for him, for Rowe and the rest of the gang?
Buying races will not give you a lightning
sprint. I do not need to assert the square deal-
ings in every case while in England of Mr. I.

Morgan and myself. They are on the files of
every paper in Great Britain. We have left no
debts, we owe you no money ; but we do owe you
the gteat hospitality,, kindness and fiiendship re-

ceived on every hand during the tour of the Atnerican
team. Ralph Temple,

The American Trick Rider.
Chicago, 111., U. S. A., November 18, 1888.—

Bicycling jVe-us.

[Mr. Temple's letter does not supply the only
information concerning the unfortunate matter
of which it treats which has reached us, and we
have given much careful attention to the whole
matter. We do not desire to excuse in any way
the fact of the crookedness of the contests re-

ferred to, and we believe that the Chicago flyer

owes it to his reputation to make one more ap-
pearance upon the path ; but, at the same time,
we think the little man was placed in a position

of extreme difficulty, and one in which any
rider might have been forgiven for going
wrong. Mr. W. A. Rowe, the champion of ?,

has created a big reputation by putting figures

on the record book which we now see no
reason to question. Assisted by the very best
men in America, who had trained with him for

the purpose, it is not wonderful that this power-
ful slogger established the records which stand
to his credit; but Rowe without pacemakers and
in a match race has really everything to learn.

With experience he might win, but his stvle

would require much modification, as the most
superficial observer could tell after watching
him a time or two " when he was going to begin "

and dot him, as Temple, who jumps into his

spurt with wondrous rapidity, would assuredly
dot him every time. Temple's letter explains
itself on many points, but there is only one
which we propose to touch on, and that is the
assertion of Mr. Woodside that all Temple's
victories were arranged. Temple's pertinent
question practically answers this charge. He
asks, " Why, if the races were arranged for me,
were they not arranged for Woodside and Rowe?"
We know that they were not so arranged, and
there's an end of it. Again, Temple did many
excellent performances under the eye of amateur
officials, and on watches above suspicion. The
record of the little man's performances are not
confined to the professional track. He appeared
at amateur meetings and tournaments, and the

best of our amateur authorities officiated. It is

ridiculous to tell us that Ralph Temple is a

waster and a fraud. We believe that for his

size and weight no better or faster man ever sat

upon a bicycle. We funher believe that all the

important races which he ran over here were
bona fide. He has but one fault, and that is, he
rides an English bicycle. This one fact seems
to have snuffed out all the patriotic pride which
we fancied would have bubbled out when a

native-born Chicagoian held his own manfully
against all comers. The nation which an-
nually imports -a selection of English amateur
athletes to send them back within a few
months as "Americans" to compete in English
championships, might have been expected to

rejoice over native talent, but far from it
;

with some honorable exceptions, the only
American ol the American team has not received

even fair play in America. We are sorry for

the little man. The agreement for the " barney "

was in the handwriting of Rowe's trainer.

Temple slaughtered Rowe in every practice spin

in I^ngland until Morgan requested him to let

him beat him ; and with both men fit and well,

we would stand Temple to win every race of a

similar series, and we hope he will go to win
every time if another set of matches can be
arranged next season.

—

Ed. B. N.'\
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AN ESSAY ON THE "SAFETY."

By Thomas Stevens.

One cannot help remarking the encroachment
that the safety type of wheel is now making in

the arena, where but yesterday the ordinary
stood enthroned, without a serious rival ; and,
moreover, wondering where it is all going to

end. True, there has been for years the Star
;

and various innovations have cropped up now
and then, but none of these ever threatened the

ordinary with retirement to a second place in

the wheel world, as does this new favorite, the
safety.

The career of the safety is the more remarka-
ble when we come to enumerate and dwell upon
some of the obstacles which it is called upon to

surmount in its candidacy for popular esteem.
First of all it has to run the gauntlet of lofty

disdain, and the still more crushing weight of

ridicule that is cast upon it by the veteran
ranks that ride the ordinary. These staunch
and loyal adherents to the form of wheel that

has attracted fifty thousand picked young men
of America to the ranks, smile scornfully at the

idea of their old love being supplanted by an
undersized and presumptuous "goat." To them
this diminutive and creeping upstart is a mere
fad that will have its brief day and then depart.

The haughty knight, astride of the genuine
war-horse of the army of the wheel, looks down
with mingled amusement and disdain upon the

squat, rakish wheel that scuttles along by his

side with its rider's head on a level with his own
waist.

Perhaps this rider, too, is his bosom friend
and boon companion, who belongs to the same
club and used to ride the same make of wheel
as himself. If so, he regards his old comrade
who has adopted the safety as an individual
fallen from the lofty plane he once occupied

;

and he no longer recognizes him as being
worthy of the honor in which he once held him.
He of the safety has, in his estimation, degen-
erated sadly, and fallen into lower levels, as one
unequal to the duty of sustaining the glorious
traditions of his race.

Nevertheless, the rider of the ordinary, if he
is a genial soul, is disposed to let by-gones be
by-gones, and to regard the short-comings and
weaknesses of his old comrade in a spirit of

forgiveness. He may still condescend to accept
favors at his hands in the shape of a " smile " at

a roadside house, or treat him to the same, and
so far as the outer world may be able to see,

their relations, socially, remain unchanged.
But the close student of human nature and the
initiated wheelman observe at a glance, in

their intercourse, a spirit of patronage on the
part of the rider of the ordinary that did not
exist before.

In the good old days when they rode side by
side on steeds of equal height and degree, there
was a gay, happy familiarity between them,
which has now given place to a hollow mockery
of equality and an inward spirit of distrust on
both sides. He of the safety has been tried,

and, in the eyes of his former comrade, found
wanting. Exactly what it is that he has been
found wanting in would be hard, perhaps, to

define, but wanting in something he most cer-

tainly has been found.
The rider of the ordinary still feels a kindly

interest in his welfare, and would gladly wel-
come him back into the fold of loyalty, and
place his name where it formerly belonged on
the scroll of honor, if he would but acknowledge
his delinquencies and make a conscientious
effort to reform-— in short, if he would cast off

his new and flippant love and take on again
with the old. Even as it is, his old comrade
stands ready to give him genuine sympathy, in

his fallen estate, and in a spirit of brotherly
love feels it to be in the line of his duty to cheer
him up and sustain him

; but he can no longer
be expected to treat him in all respects as an
equal, nor to acknowledge him as a person to

be wholly depended on.

Nor can the rider of the safety himself escape
altogether from the condemnation of his own
heart. The new rider who—entrapped, per-

haps, by the arts and wiles of some dealer,

whose sordid soul sees in the transaction noth-
ing but a question of profit and loss— rides a
safety to begin with, and afterward changes to

an ordinary, hears a voice within, which though
still is not exactly small, congratulating him
upon having made a creditable move. But the

cycler whose experience has been the reverse of

this has tasted the bitterness of a reproving
conscience for his misdeeds.
Not only does the unhappy rider of the safety

suffer the prickings of his own conscience, but
the pangs of remorse sweep through him daily,

from top-knot to toe. He knows that he has
forever forfeited ihe confidence of his old chums,
and he shivers along from day to day under the
dreary ban of their suspicions. He feels that
they regard him with furtive and darkening
glances, because they no longer have any guar-
antee of his uprightness of purpose. To their

minds he may be secretly meditating the pur-
chase of a horse and trap, or even negotiating
with some quack, or bogus medico, for a
trumped-up certificate ordering him to give up
cycling altogether for the benefit of his health.

Feeling all this, I say, keenly, and knowing
that he deserves it, he enters his club with the
air of a criminal entering a court-room,, and
leaves it like a dog with his tail between his

legs.

If he is a thin-skinned sort of a man the strain

of the situation quickly begins to tell on his

constitution, and to show the effects in his
face and form. He grows thin, and blue
rims appear under his eyes; absent-mindedness
takes possession of him, and he feels creeping
over him a strange disposition to shun the
society of his former intimates. If he is a wise
man, capable of analyzing his own symptoms,
he, at this stage, straightway recovers his old
standing and his health at one bound by dis-

carding the safety and buying an ordinary. If,

on the other hand, through stubbornness, ignor-
ance or false pride, he persists in the error of

his new departure, he quickly goes from bad to

worse, and from worse to more of it until he
sinks to the level of buying a horse and trap, or
inflicts himself on some kind, unsuspecting
woman as a husband, and is heard of no more
forever.

In view of all this we repeat our proposition
that the growing power of the safety is some-
thing of a marvel. .\nd the time is not far dis-
tant, from present appearances, when the rider
of the ordinary will, in sheer self-defence, have
to look the matter seriously in the face. From
regarding the presumptions of the safety with
amusement he will wake up some fine day to

regard its encroachments with amazement. And
from pitying and patronizing his old comrade,
who has been lured into adopting its use, he
will very likely find himself under the disagree-
able necessity of standing on the defensive to
prevent pity and patronage coming from the
other direction.

Mighty forces are working toward that
wretched end even now. Utility and antiquity
already go hand in hand in behalf of the safety,
and princes and governments have become its

patrons.
»--

*GEDICHT.

Went! Sorge dich driickt, und Kummer dich quiilt,

Wenn au£ dem gfottlichen Erdenrund
Dir Liebeslust, Frahsmn und Durst einmal fehlt,

Dann sch'wing dich aufs Zweirad, und du wirst gesund.

Drehn unter dir dann sich mit Macht die Pedal',
Zeigt sicher den Weg dir dcin Blick,
So bleibcn Trlibsinn und Erdenqual
Weil hinter dem Fahrer zuriick.

Es schwellet ein jauchzend ".All Heil" neu die Brust,
Und was ganz erstorbon dinschien,
Kehrt wieder "Durst, Frolisinn, zum Lieben die Lust,"
Saust liber die Erd' so du hin.

Drum wenn Sorg' dich driickt und Kummer dich quiilt,

Gesell' dich zum friihlichen Bund,
Der Kraft dir und Mut giebt, die Muskeln stiihlt,

Aufs Zweirad ! Da wirst du gesund.
Otto BiiiiM.

Der Radfahrer.

* (We shall give a prize for the best translation of this
poam.—En.) --
The Augusta, Ga., Chrottidc of December t;

contains three columns of illustrated [jrelinii-

nary pulling of the tournament recently held
there. A cut of W. A. Rowe is used in connec-
tion with a biographical sketch of C. A. Bland

;

Woodside's well-known physiognomy is uscti to

illustrate Homer Reid's biography, and a fair

picture of Horace G. Crocker is printeil with a
sketch of Ralph Temple's racing history. Here
are three distinct frauds perpetrated on the un-
suspecting Augusta [jublic, and the editor of the
ClironkU' now has an opportunity to rise and
explain.

HERBERT SYNYER'S CAREER.

At a dinner recently tendered to the champion
by the Nottingham Boulevarde Cycling Club,
one of the vice-presidents of the club, proposing
the toast of the evening—"Our Guest"—sketched
the following career of the champion :

" The toast which I have the honor to propose
to you this evening is one which will meet with
your entire approval, and although I feel my
inability to lay before you the merits of the gen-
tleman for whom I ask your good wishes and
hearty congratulations, it is a consolation to know
that the toast is one which will enlist your sym-
pathies and meet your approval. As Synyer is

no stranger among you, and although he is no
stranger, still many of you may not know quite
so much of his life or racing career as you could
wish; therefore I will give you a brief outline of
his career as a cyclist. He began to ride in 1882,
and made his first public appearance at Trent
Bridge at the Nottingham Club Bicycle Sports.
He was entirely out of the running on that
occasion. Like most men who have become
famous, he had to learn the bitter lesson that it

is not in mortals to command success. Soon
after this Mr. Synyer suffered from a severe
attack of illness, which prevented him from
appearing again for some time, and although at

the latter end of 1883 he met with some success
—winning a first and a third--his illness had
been so great, and it left him so weak, that he
was not able to follow up racing, and he decided
to quit the path altogether. It was only in 1885
—having missed 1884 altogether—after very
great persuasion from his friends, that he decided
once more to try his abilities on the path. He
opened the racing season at Warrington, where
he ran second in a mile handicap on a 56-in.

roadster machine which the day before had car-
ried him seventy or eighty miles. From that
date his career may be said to have legitimately
commenced, and that career has been one long
and continued success [applause] until to-day
his name is known throughout the length and
breadth of the land as one of the finest cyclists

that ever adorned the world of wheeldom.
[Applause.] At the end of 1885 he had won
sixteen prizes, which included seven firsts, two
seconds, five thirds, and two fourths. [Applause]
He commenced 1886 by winning the double event
at Trent Bridge, and after winning several more
valuable prizes, he competed in his first scratch
race, and won against such men as Cripps, Terry
and Ball. This year he was successful in seven-
teen races, winning eight firsts, seven seconds,
and two thirds, mostly from that unenviable
position, scratch. [Laughter and applause.]
His first race in 1887 was a mile race at Coventry,
where he suffered defeat at the hands of W. A.
Illston ; but a fortnight after he again took the
double event at the Notts Forest Sports, and ran
away with the Preston challenge shield, in which
he dressed down such a good man as Speechly,
and caused the Londoners to open their eyes and
acknowledge our champion was something more
than a mere curiosity. [Applause.] A week
after he beat Osmond, Wood and Brewerton, at
London. How he was suspended is now a
matter of history, and the least said about it the
better. Altogether, 18S7 was a most successful
year, his total prizes being twenty-seven, which
included sixteen firsts, nine seconds, and two
thirds, a number of them being very valuable
trophies, such as the 50-guinea Preston challenge
shield, the Long Eaton 50-guinea challenge cup,
and the Lincoln 50-guinea challenge cup. But
it was left till the season just closed to show our
captain at his best. Commencing at Dublin, he
won a half-mile race, ran first and second at the
Notts Forest Sports, and at Coventry won the
mile championship by 40 yards in Furnivall's
time of 2U). 32 2-5S. [Applause.] Wliat lie would
have done had he been put to it we are left to

imagine. After successes at Birminghani.
Accrington, Huddersfield, Halifax and Man-
cliester, he journeyed to North Shields and won
the live-mile championship of Kn gland |appl.uise]

and the two-mile championshii) of the North,
which carried with it the Cowen cup, value
twoiuy guineas. Following that he went to

Bradford, and iit (Jrinisby rode second in the
twenly-live-mile championship of JMigland.
[A voice : "And he ought to hnvc won it," and
api)lause.] The Lincol'n 50-guinea cup lie won
outright, and closed a nios.t succos>fuI season by
lu-.xting Osniond at the Oval. [.Applause.] Out
of thiily eight races he started m he won thirty-

four prizes, which consisted of tvveiiiv-ti\ < lusts
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seven seconds and two thirds. [Applause.] The
number ot prizes which he has won during the

four years he has been racing amount to the

grand total of ninety-three [applause] and what

is more wonderful, perhaps, the aggregate value

of these prizes amounts to ^620. [Applause.]

It will be seen that Mr. Synyer did not reach

this position by one bold stroke, neither did he

wake up one fine morning to find himself famous.

[A voice: " Didn't he ?"] No; it is by steady

perseverance and good old English pluck that

he has succeeded in establishing himself, and

proving himself by his successes one of ihe finest

athletes that ever graced the athletic world of

England." [Loud applause.]

—

The Cyclist.

FIXTURES.

Feb. 8, i88q—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Le.tington Avenue Opera House, New
York Citv.

Jan. I, i88(}.— Bay City Wheelmen's meet at San Francisco.

Jan. 19. 1889.—A. A. U. frames at Mndison Square Garden,

N Y.City. Two-milebicyclehandicap; entrancefee.Si;

close January 7, with Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Fifty-fifth

Street, N. Y. City.

Jan. 25, 1889.—Albany Wheelmen s indoor tournament.

RACING AT ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.

A race meet was held at St. Augustine, Fla.,

on November 29. The course was on the

asphalted streets of the city, the finish being a

black line painted across the asphalt. A large

crowd witnessed the contests, of which the fol-

lowing is a summary :

Five-mile Road Race—Davies, 17m. A]is., ac-

cording to E. G. Capo, one of the timers, and

i6m. 52^s., according to the other clockist, Mr.

Eichbaum. Proudfoot and Howatt took head-

ers and Knowlton withdrew.

Half-mile Race, Side Saddle—Davies, first
;

Proudfoot withdrew.
Slow Race, 100 Yards—Knowlton, last ; Snow,

o; Howatt, o; Spitler, o ;
Brinkerhoof, o.

One-mile Race—Knowlton. 3m. 2s.; Davies,

second ; Howatt, Spitler and Brinkerhoof took

headers over each other, the fall being caused

by a dog.

COLUMBIA CALENDARS FREE.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Mr. Elliott Mason has notified the secretaries

of the local clubs that club members, on appli-

cation at 12 "Warren Street, New York, will re-

ceive Columbia calendars. The calendar for

i88g is a thing of beauty, a date teller and a

memorandum pad for a year.

Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros, are doing a

great holiday trade, principally in boys' wheels

of the Victor, Singer and Western Toy Co. makes.

The Buffalo Ramblers held their fourth assem-

bly December 6. The order of dance is a

uniquely artistic affair from a cycling standpoint.

The pool fiends of the New York Club were
present in force at the club house on Wednes-
day evening, when the handicap pool tourna-

ment was started.

An open handicap pool tournament was com-
menced at the New York Bicycle Club house on
Wednesday, December tg. H. E. Lansing has
been selected as official handicappcr.

Bicycles and tricycles, we learn, will soon be-

come as plentiful as cabs in the streets of Paris.

No newspaper office but has several of these

machines for the delivery of despatches, being
quicker than the telegraph or the kiosque and
shop distribution of journals. The dairymen
are now adopting this light van mode ol serving
clients. One floriculturist has a Noah's Ark
arrangement, under which his whcelboys sell

bouquets of violets, pinks, and roses— the domi-
nant political flowers. Bill collectors have their

bicycles. Till lately one of these machines at

rest was frequently stolen ; for the future this

will be impossible, as each machine has its

registered number, corresponding to another in

a sort of "stud book," and on the fly-sheet

license is the history of the machine as to own-
ership all set forth on the document. Any ex-
change or sale without this pai)er is impossible

;

thieves cannot dispose of their loot. It is a
variety of the Torrens' Land Act. A company
is in course of formation to establish " stations

"

for bicycles in and around the city. A sub-
scriber, on satisfying the company as to his

respectability, will receive a book of coupons,
each coupon to represent the hiring, at any of
the depots, for an hour, and to be a receipt for

half a franc.

—

Exchauj^e.

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have read}' for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without delay, our Or-

dinary and Saff.tv.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

Labor that can be employed.

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced man}'

features not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

We are making wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Handi.e-Bars are tiiickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under the handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that
]

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.
|

There is only One set of Spoke Holes \

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary toj

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OK FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADNUTS

OF REPAIRS WITHOUT RE.MOVING TIRE. NOTE
SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIKE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST-

LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made ^^^ shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO,,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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A" MACHINE FOR POLICE SERVICE.

At the last meeting of the Society of Cyclists,

the President (Dr. B. W. Richardson) exhibited
a tricycle from the works of the Surrey Machin-
ists' Company adapted, on his suggestion, to

the police service. The usual tandem form had
been adhered to, arranged to be worked by
either one or two officers, according to require-
ment. The machine was strongly built and the
tires were of inch rubber, so as to run smoothly
and quietly. The lamps were of the bull's-eye
kind, and easily removable. The tricycle was
furnished with a box, which could be use"d for

various purposes—as a dispatch-box or for carry-
ing anything that had been lost, etc., to or from
a station. By the side of the machine was fixed
a light ambulance, which could be unlimbered
rapidly by a single officer, and could be placed
on the top of the seats of the machine, so as
to carry a wounded or disabled person, the
machine being pushed easily along by the hand
—a plan Dr. Richardson thought that would be
most practical for ambulance work, because it

placed the work at the command of one man,
and secured rapid movement with less jolting
than if the machine were propelled by the
pedals. This ambulance might also be used by
the army. In conclusion. Dr. Richardson said
that to make the machine complete for police
service he was about to add to it a lethal appa-
ratus, which would enable a policeman to put an
animal, fatally wounded in the streets, pain-
lessly out of its sufferings, and to carry away
the body of a small animal for interment or cre-

mation after its death by euthanasia. All honor
is due to Dr. Richardson for his exertion in the
cause of humanity.

Mr. George T. Warwick, President of the

Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company, paid a

flying visit to Gotham on Monday, and was a

spectator at the Twelfth Regiment games. Mr.
Warwick reported that his plant had.been largely

increased, and that the work on the ordinaries
and safeties was being pushed forward with
rapidity. Agents were being appointed, and all

arrangements were being perfected to place the

wheel before the public on a scale fully as ex-

tensive as that of any of the present leading
firms. Mr. Warwick expressed himself as sur-
prised at the number of applications for agen-
cies, most of them from among the better estab-
lished agents. The firm has under way a cata-

logue which will be ready for distribution within
a very few days.

The New York's club house is open to ladies
who may desire to inspect it on Wednesdays,
from 10 A. M. to 2 P. M.

Look out for our illustration and description
of the Springfield Bicycle Company's new "Vo-
lant" safety in our next issue.

The Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Com-
pany announce that after January 15 they will

handle their New England business from their

Boston store, 178 Columbus Avenue. Agents
are requested to note this.

Messrs. Findlay and Nisbett, New York Bi-
cycle Club, will ride a tandem on the path next
year.

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN .

Wheels Stored during tie Winter at Reduced Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

V7":h:EEI.,S C-A.LLE!ID FOI^ -A-ISTID ujelivei^eid.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

F»rospect Park Plaza, BrooklynTelephone 125 South.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
PEEKLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

'^T'nvc- s. :k:ii-ib.a.il.l & co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

lOO-DVEILE

LADIES' Bicycle Race
FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF AMERICA,

AT

PALACE RINK, Clermont Ave., near Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn.

^JQTjy?»ri PA.Hk I

LOTTIE STANLEY, winner of the last Six-day Race at Pittsburg and
present Six-day Champion, HELEN BALDWIN, LULU HART, MAY

—TO SEE THIS RACE — I ALLAN and JESSIE WOODS have ah-eady entered.

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. "F^O^
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Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Delighted Audiences.
Enterta'nment Committees of Clubs and others

may be interested in knowing that

TZhLOxn-as Sti©-\7-eD2Ls'
New Illustrated (Stereopticon) Lecture,

" Around the World on a Bicycle,"
Is an Instantaneous Success.

Particulars—T. STEVENS,
22 Irving Place, Xew Tork.

mmium and SETE mmmi
FOR ALL CYCLES.

Patented October 2, 18S8.

SUPEEIOK TO TOBOGGAN, EOLLER
OE. ICE SB::.A.TiJNr<3-.

GREAT SPEED AND~PERFECT SAFETY
ON IHE

ICE
OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

New Knoxville, Ohio.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» ' • PERFECl^

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIW & CO,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
3>j u -SJST- "sr o n. u:.

MANUFACTUKEBS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Our

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which Wo are Now Introducing.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Cold Ciuarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOEINGHAM,
^Successors to Jens F. Pcdersen)

Manufactuiing and Importing Jewelers, sondsii

i'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

|3.o0
8.00

No. 1388.

Ciearettcliolders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, • -

Solid Cold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

J5.50
9.50

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Dlei^Iacenient Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N, B.—" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

S. E- Gr. I^.A."W^S03Sr,
SOIjE PKOPRIETOR AND ]»IAMJFACTUKER, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

AGENTS WANTED.
Cycle dealers who are in a position to import our wheels into the States, and to push the sale

of them, will oblige by communicating with us. At the expiration of the present year we shall require

a first-class agent in each principal centre.

The name and fame of the QUADRANT TRICYCLES abound in the States. We have

now also several splendid lines to offer in SAFETY BICYCLES of tip-top quality with important

improvements and at moderate prices.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO,

BIRMING-HAM, ENGLAND.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company,
HOS, 24 & 26 VAMDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TOBK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing I'lates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

MM" RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.
Branch House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St.

E. &1^.T, Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Ileuses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^"More than Forty Yean
Established in this lint

of busintss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the
Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or
any other External Pain, a few applications
rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the
Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-
sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.i^£>Z£ x*oxi. 'T'Jezie:

niiiiiiiiiiiiinauniiiiiiiiiittit)W^NCK
PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

- Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportifli froojs,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

r earlsc wffeS'oN*?

ll MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS
[iV "ARE THE BEST"
/^ FOR SALE. EVERYWHERE.

jy^INER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

SHE.
Week Commencing December 24.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GEUMUER,
Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My G-love Fitting Grymnasium Shoe. The Finest in the World

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call "r
send for price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

We are giving special attention to instructing Ladies to
ride the Ladies' Bicycle. Private lessons given any time.

Gentlemen who want to learn to ride any kind of bicycle
and cannot come in the day-time will find that in our hall,
lighted by the electric light, they can ride as well as during
the day. Competent instructor always in attendance.

OTJI^ STJJSriDI^IES
have a world-wide reputation, and we can supply all your
wants for Fall and Winter riding, Jerseys, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
Shoes, etc. Lubricating and Lighting Oils, and everything
a cyclist needs. Send for catalogue.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.
CJ%

cvN^ADAMS^ TUTTI-FRUTTI^^
CLUBS TRUMP

lU

c^

WHICH WINS?
CO

AIMS & SOB'S TDTTI-FROTTI CHEMC GDM
ricreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps liic mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUKE. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVOKS.
Sla-otxlcL Id© 03a. aa<Xe a* a>lX '^rii.eoim.eTi.'e Hoo<a.Q.-uLaart©i*B.
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VOLUNTEERED.

It has passed through the test of a season. It

has been tried on roads, on hills, on the path. It

has never disappointed the expectation of the rider

or manufacturer. It is the only all-forged steel low-

priced bicycle ever put upon the market. It needs

as few repairs as any other bicycle. It is perfectly

proportioned. It has fewer parts. It is the Volunteer

Columbia.

Pkbu or F. V. Strauss, tao-nt Walkbr St., New York.
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289 MILES IN 24 HOURS!
The G-reatest Distance Ever Ridden in that Time by an American Amateur, was accomplished by

BERT MEYERS, OF THE PEORIA BICYCLE CLUB,

November 21, on the Ordinary

American Light Champion.
The same Gentleman has Ridden the Front "Wheel of his Light Champion

:

1 MILE FROM STANDING START IN 3 MINUTES 34>^ SECONDS. ]
--^^ 7 ^ f-

1 MILE FROM FLYING START IN 3 MINUTES 21 SECONDS.
[ ^^5T OH rL6Q.0r6L.

14 MILES FROM STANDING START IN 60 MINUTES 7 SECONDS.

)

Speaking of the Hill-Climbing Qualities of the Ordinary, there's that remarkable performance of JOHN
V. L. PIERSON, of the Bloomfleld Cyclers, who went up Eagle Rock four times on a LIGHT CHAMPION,
with 5K-inch Cranks. Also the Best on Record.

Cyclometers. Cyclometers. Cyclometers.
The STANDARD, the BROOKS IDEAL and the EXCELSIOR. Record your mileage for the coming year,

and recollect we are headquarters for these very useful instruments. A few old style

EXCELSIORS remain. We are closing them out at the bargain price of

$5,QQ,

The Best Christmas Gift is a Cycle, and for Boys and Girls the Celebrated and Reliable

' IDEAL Bicycles and Tricycles are the proper caper.

If you will send for our catalogue it will coni/ince you that we are the largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.

GORMULLY & JeFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

CmO^A-G-O, ILL.
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NOTICE.
After January 15th, '89, the Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Company will represent

the SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER in New England from their office at 178 Columbus
Avenue. Agents will please make memorandum of this. We also respectfully solicit their

patronage.

We feel confident that with "our new line of Wheels for '89 we will be able to place

them in the front rank of Bicycle Agents. Cut of VOLANT SAFETY will appear next

issue.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

1*7^ Colxi.xxx'b'u.fs

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,
November 5, 1888.

Boston, Mass.:

Gentlemen— As the year is drawing to a close, perhaps you would be interested in knowing

how the "Swift" has fared in this section, as compared with other Safeties. To be brief: There are

more "Swifts" in use here than any other make of Safety, We have not taken a single Ordinary,

or any other kind of machine, in exchange, as part payment, for a "Swift" during the season. Not

a single "Swift," after leaving our hands, have, to our knowledge, been exchanged for other makes

of Safety or sold to a third party. There is not a second-hand "Swift" for sale or exchange. And
finally, from present indications, there will be more "Swifts" sold here during the coming season than

any two other makes of Safeties.

Yours, very truly,

(signed) DEVANY HOPKINS & CO.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

115 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 <>

<< H^^^f '? Prospective Cycling: Tourists in England
and Wales

; particulars they most want to know •

Irom start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson, Stamford'
Lonn. *

pOR SALE.—s5-inch Royal Mall Light Roadster ; new
rims, tires and Kirkpairick saddle; all balls, ball head

cow-horn bar, spade handles, etc. For information address
B. C. Patchin, Wayland, N. Y. i_^

mm mmm mmi carrier.

BARGAINS.—48-inch Am. Star, $
39-inch New Rival, •' new.

,
51-inch Am. Star,

20; 52-inch Colum-k:„ u 11 ^ »T
"-."•, ..V.T., -^^xj^ j-:-iiil.ll \.,OiU

bia, balls. $40; No. i Springfield Roadster, $55- No 2Springheld Roadster, balls, nickeled. $80 ; 54-inch Expert
u°,, ™5'^' *"*"^' ^"" nickeled, $80; 48-inch Special Star
balls, $75; s,-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $7,'-New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $iis. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M White, Trenton, N. J.

DARGAIN.—A 52-inch American Champion Bicycle 1888

Tiv„
Pa,t,tern; used but little and shows no wear. Cost $10=

Will sell for $75. Address C. L. Rider, Kirksville, Mo
12-28

A ^^^^S^^- ^'^.^ ?"If"TY CENTS.-In order to obtain
an additional list of subscribers to the " Star " an

°ZP^S9 5'":>' and household paper, we offer premium of
Jioj'a/ Mail Bicycle, full nickel. Numbered receipt for
year s subscription will be sent on receipt of fifty cents,fhe bicycle will be awarded to the person holdi.ng thelucky number about January i, and will be conducted bv
disinterested parties. W. R. Sanders, Pavilion N Y
(L. A. W. Consul.) ,2-27

LOOK HERE.-A BICYCLE FOR ONE DOLLARA 52-in. full nickeled Columbia Bicycle with bell and
cyclometer. Balls to front wheel, new tire. In good con-
dition. Seventy (701 tickets to be sold at $1 each. Drawing
to take place as soon as tickets are sold. Come on and geta machine fir One Dollar. Reference, Adams National
Bank. Address C. H. Kenyon, Adams, N. V.

PUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents

55''°.°^,?"'^/'"''^ ^'^""''^ '^ave them. Write for particulars'
M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 1-18

gPECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,^ faoeach, and46-inch, $35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

glCYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office
Desks Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana BicycleCompany, Indianapolis, Ind.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ofNew and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safetiesand Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed SoundNo wrecks Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100 were $150 Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $.60, were $185. New andsecond-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia
Singer. Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripner Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List just out, and let us know what you needExchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. I.

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE. ^^^^^^^^
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storae-e
charges for first month, and nominal charges thereafter
Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, etc , to

v -^

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE.
D . r,«; D „

^°- ^^ Cortlandt Street,
Post Office Box H87. New York City.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. '' C," Straps. "D" passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bagWill carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Sendstamp for circular Price by mail, 75 cents. ForStar Bicycle, «1.00. D'scount to the trade.

o. n. savciTia:
249 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

AKKON, OHIO.
MANUKACl ORERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soffc Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

NEW YOKE WAKEHOUSE,

^^ READE STREET.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
AH kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes alwayson hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

miEsnicYcififlCK

EASY PAYMENTS.
Tlctor, New Kapirt, Champion, Star
and other Bicyrles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex'>ep for interest. Prices
from S8 up. Seuoad-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold
Send for large illustrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with=_-= full particulars of our terms f easy

jayments—of interest to every actual or prospectivr
. haelman. Geo. W. Rouse & Son. 13 G St., Peoria. lU

Neat, handy and strong. So constructed that the strain
comes on wire at right angles to lock, and cannot be pulled
apart. Pnce$i.oo. ^

WHITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.
THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

Size 7x9. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle
scene. Price by mail 10 cents. Dealers supplied in lots of
SCO or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln
Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444,

York City.

New

iTPIS
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub ageDciea, all buBlness
direct, hence can transact patent business in less
time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tlou. We a Ivise if iiatentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is securedA book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-
tiices to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & CO.
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

MERMriN, Wm & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

ITE-V7" ^5roi?,is: CIT-2-.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Lighf Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.American Ideal Bicvcle.

American Ideal Tricycle.
American Challenge Tricycle.

AND SUNDRIES.
1S88 Si>ac«±i3.gf±©xca. Roacis-tei-
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,
on sample. No second-hand machines.

Call and see our stock before ptochasins;.

Dieter's Table d'llote, 50 cents. Served 12 to
8 p. M. Fulton Street, opposite City Hall
Brooklyn. '

Dieter's Ice-Cream, Branch, 1150 Fulton
Street, near Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn Best
Cream in the City. Fifty cents per quart
twenty-five cents per pint.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of Newark
and Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs
and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, caf6
and ice-cream parlor on Main Street is a favorite
resort with wheelmen in the Oranges. Dinner
IS served in the caf6, and special altcnlion is
paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

andcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE. ROSIN, ETC,

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New Yort

The BlUlngn A Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches loiiR when closed.

Well and favorably known on two contincnls.

BICYCLE R^EPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to
Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable.

BENNKTX &. MALE,
112 Ox-aDO-ge S-boree-b,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Drop forged of bar steel and tinislicd in .1 thorough man-
ner and c.-\sc hardened. Small in size but giants in strength
warranted a lirst-class tool in every respect.

For ."ale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

B-U.37- TToTxar Slxoes of
T. B. BENNELL,

304 BROADWAY, Near Dtiane.

TIIK UKKAT LONnON SHOE MAX.

Mv Sl'KCIALTY FOR TIIK SUMMKK IS THR

IvANQAROO SHOES,
The Most Durable and Comfortable Shoe Made.

Call and see them and a ti^e line of BICVCLB SHOES
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WOH-AGAIH!!
THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second

time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty starters. The first man in was

H. L. KiNGSLAND, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster
On which he last year over the same course made

IXrORIaD'S ROAD RECORD.

This speaks volumes for the machine after one year's hard usage. For

speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for

NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES, and QUADRANT TRI-

CYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,

Msaa^iriMdl
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Published every Friday morning.

Entered at tlie Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Applicalion.

F. p. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444. New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fuUy serves. Subscription price, $r per year.

This is the last time we shall greet our readers

this year, and it is our duty and pleasure to ex-

press a sentiment proper to the occasion. The
cledut of a New Year, a frisky, frolicsome kid, of

whom we expect much, is always an epoch.

The passage of time is never more keenly felt

than when the horns and bells toot, as the poor

old fellow, the time-scarred veteran, big with

comedy and tragedy—mostly the latter—shuffles

oS, and the newly arrived cherub springs into

the arena while the wheels of time once more

revolve.

The passage of a birthday is as naught. The

workaday world has no time to note that we are

a year nearer the goal. But at the coming of a

New Year, civilization pauses to observe the

phenomenon and moralize.

It is well that the New Year is an epoch, an

event ; well that, like love, life and death, it is

always interesting. It is a kind of reckoning

day, when we can turn the eye of conscience

inward and know ourselves. We view the

wreck, but not with sorrow, for the year is gone,

and all that was of it and in it is but a shadow,

a reminiscence. It is not ours, but an atom of

eternity. But the New Year belongs to us.

We can do with it what we may. We will

shake and giv° old Dick Hyde, with all his

faults, his irregularities, his inequalities, im-

perfections and angularities— poor old unjirin-

cipled, wasteful Dick — we will give him

farewell and push him back into the shadows,

'riicii, with a smile of hope and determination,

we turn to greet Henry Jekyll, who is all that is

best and truest in us, and whom we should

cultivate- during the New Year.

After an amusing and covert sneer at our re-

cent attempts at presidcnl-makiiig, tin- ciliioi of

the /iii\r/i/ix' iVoiU, doubtless fresh Irum a lotig

talk with the Chief Consul of New York State,

who is generally presumed to have an almost

prophetic knowledge of how the feline will

jiiin|) next i''ebruary, himself tries his hanil.

Wc learn that the departure of Mr. Hayes makes

it impossible to even consider him as a candi-

date. We all knew this three weeks since. The

friends of Chief Consul Jcssup arc strong in ilie

field, we are told. Certainly, but all this was

told us four weeks ago. Again, we are informed

that John C. Gulick, of New York, is spoken of

in connection wiih the high office. That also

we knew six months ago. From the West

—

Fifty-eighth Street West, we are inclined to think

—we hear whispered the name of J. R. Dunn.

Again we ring the bell, and we give it a final

tap-tap when we read that the name of C. S.

Luscomb has been mentioned as a possible can-

didate—mentioned in this paper, our e. c. might

have added, some seven weeks ago. With the

aid of a sieve we can discover no live coal

among these old cinders v/hich our e. c. editor

has been poking up ; dust, nothing but dust.

THE WORLD'S HALF-MILE
BEATEN.

RECORD

ONE-HALF MILE IN IM. Q 4-5S. ON A "TRIPLET."

On Tuesday morning, December 11, Phillips

"Triplet" cycle, with S. G. Whittaker, E. Ox-
borrow and J. Lee up, essayed to beat the half-

mile record. A start was made along the Meri-
den Road. Mr. S. Golder, Bicycling N^e-ws,

having measured out the distance, started the

riders, and in spite of a strongish headwind and
rough, half-frozen rutty roads, the riders sue

ceeded in riding the distance in the marvelous
time of im. 94-5S., four seconds faster than the

same distance has ever been ridden either on
road or path. The times were taken by Messrs.

S. Golder, S. G. Wootton and F. W. Allard.

Phillips' " Triplet" cycle has now clearly estab-

lished itself the fastest machine in the world.

If such times can be accomplished over winter

roads it is hard to say what can be done with
favorable surroundings. We think i88g will see

a half-mile ridden under one minute and one
mile in two minutes. Messrs. Rudge & Co.

have, we feel sure, in the "Triplet" the speed-
iest cycle yet made.

—

Bicycling News.

NEW YORK vs. HARLEM WHEELMEN.

A friendly bowling
Friday evening last at

Fifty-second Street and
the New York Club and
The New York Club wo
being as follows :

New Yokk Bi. Ci.ub

Nisbett 176
English 132

de Goicouria. . . . 193

Fairchild 133

Moses 130
Cambrcling 122

Daniels tig

Pay nter 148

Hlakc, Capt 149

Siott 141

Total. 1443

match was played on
the New York's alleys,

Sixth Avenue, between
the Harlem Wheelmen,
n by 72 pins, the score

Harlem Wheelmen.

Parker, Capt. . . . 164
Lassell 152
Clark 135
Eraser 146
Shaffer 132
Lord 136
Edwards 1 24
Healy 133
Ridabock 118

Pearce 131

Total 1371

Strikes 26
Spares 31

Strikes.

.

Spares. .

,

LADY BICYCLE RIDERS IN
BROOKLYN.

Several of the girls who competed in the

Pittsburg race started in a ux)-inile race at ilic

Palace Rink, Brooklyn, on Christmas D.iy.

Their names were Lottie Stanley, who won the

I'itlsl)Uig race, A^Kie Harvey, Jessie Wood,
Helen Baldwin and Lulu Hart. The contest-

ants were neatly dressed and tlicir appeaiance
was conimendahle.

The start was matle at 2:35 r. M. Lottie

Stanley at once look the lead, riding the first

iniU' in 3m. !;6s., and the ten miles in y\m. -'os.

At fmir o'clock she still held tin- le.ul with seven-

teen miles to her rr< dit. Helen B.iMwin riding

second, Luhi I (art thiril.

At seven o'clock Helen Baldwin and Lulu

Hart dropped out of the race with rcspectivr

scores o( forly-two aiul forty-eight miles.

At lo;Io r. M. the race was declared tinislicd,

the scores ut that tune being ' Loiiic Stanley,

eighty-seven n>i1cs; .Icssie Wood, seveniy->cvcu

miles ; Aggie Hnrvcy, sixiy-thrcc miles.

SOUTH END WHEELMEN'S
BRATION.

CELE-

The event of the week was the celebration, on
Tuesday, rSih, by the South End Wheelmen of
their S--cond anniversary. They also took formal
possession of their new club house. 1726 South
Broad Street, a three-story brown-stone build-
ing, with a mansard roof. The building cer-
tainly presented a handsome appearance. From
the roof floated the American flag and the blue
and white streamer, the colors of the club. On
the roof blazed, in diflerent-colored jets, the
letters " S. E. W." The rest of the building was
a mass of bunting and Japanese lanterns. The
inside was similarly decorated.
Preceding ihe formal opening of the house,

a number of wheelmen, headed by the
Mutual Band, made a short parade, along
the route of which they burned red and green
fire, and discharged Roman candles, skyrock-
ets, etc. On their arrival at the club they were
received by their fellow-members, from the roof,

with fireworks and the club yell, the former of

which reminded me much of the many court-
esies extended during the late campaign by one
political club to their friends, the enemy the
whole making quite a weird and picturesque
scene.

This club was organized December 4, 1SS6,

with but six members, W. W. Roberts, Geo.
Caryl, John J. Bradley, G. E. Geistweit. Sam'l
Jackson, Jr. (President), and J. R. Lincoln Ed-
wards (Secretary); and, quoting a cycling paper
of that lime, " was looked upon by members of

the then existing clubs as an adventure that

would shortly prove a failure." The e.xception

proved to be the case, however, and they now
have a membership of sixty-eight, which reflects

credit on the perseverance and energy on the

part of the organizers, when the difficult access

to the Park and general good ridin.g is taken
into consideration. It has among its members
several of the best-known wheelmen of the city.

Louis J. Kolb, the well-known ex-champion,

John J. Bradley and J. A. Green are well-known
racing men J. R. Lincoln Edwards leads all

Philadelphia riders in the matter of mileage.

Since February 19, this year, he has covered

6,474 miles, and was presented on Tuesday
evening with the long-distance championship
medal of the club. I^lileage medals were also

awarded J. A. Draper, 3,415; C. A. Dimon,
2,071; Dr. M. N. Keim, Jr , 1,971; J. J. Bradley,

1,810; F. E. Bechtold, 1.671, and Geo. Caryl,

1,040. Medals were also awarded E. G. Kolb,

lo-mile championship, and J. J. Bradley, i-mile

championship of the club.

During the evening the band rendered many
fine selections. While this was going on

the guests and members were amusing them-
selves as their inclinations dictated. The pool,

billiard and card tables were crowded, as was
the gymnasium. The supper was the feature

of the night, and the many visiting wheelmen
from the several clubs will have cause to re-

member for inany a long day ih«- royalty with

which they were treated by the South End boys.

Contrary to the usual order of exercises the
" grand march" was indulged in after the sup-

per, anil a grand march it was. .'olliiy pre-

vailed, and the songs that were sung and the

vim and glee that were put into ihcm by ihc

boys, "as they went marching on," w.is a pleas-

ant reminder of old college days, which we all

look upon with joy and reverence. There was
also a farcical club meeting which was ex-

tremely ludicriuis ; and with a " Rahl Rah' Rah!
South Lnd Wheehncn, R.ih!" all was over.

Weilnesd.iv evening was ilevotcd to the recep-

tion of their l.vdy fiienits. which, although con-

ducted uniler circumstances of a vastly dilTcicnt

ch.uacter, was equnlly as cnjoyahle. The

progi.imme was of piano, violin anil lithcr

solos, singing and dancing. The "wing,"
danced by Harry C. Piati and ClilTord M.
Bouggy, was one of the events of the evening.

'1 he atinivrrsary was a "red letter dav " in

IMiil.ulclphirt, and the South End Wheelmen
aiose equ.il to the occasion and did thrinselves

proud. My ci^ngr.'Alulations and wishes lor

many such evenings, boys, and a Iohr and
successful life.

WKsrriKiiv

The Iris\ Atklttu ,11.1' (^•.Vl»#v .Wtrkf refers to

Tiih WiiiKi. as "thai reliable and most lrus«-

worthy organ in American cycling i-iiclcs."

Thanks, awfully, by Jingo.
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*GEDICHT.

Wenn Sorpe dich drlickt, und Kummer dich quS' t,

Wenn auf dem eoltlicben Erdennind
Dir l.iebeslust, Frahsinn und Durst einmal fehlt,

Dann sch"winf; dich aufs Zweirad, und du wirst ffesund.

Drehn unter dir dann sich mit Machl die Pedal',
Zeifft sicher den Weg dir dein Blick,
So bleiben Triibsinn und Erdenqual
W'cit hinter dem Fahrer zuri'ick.

Es schwellet ein jauchrend ".AH Heil" ne« die Brust,
Und was ganz cstorben dir sch'en,
Kebrt wieder "Durst, Frohsinn, zum Lieben die Lust,"
Saust "liber die Erd' so du bin.

Drum wenn Sorp' dich drlickt und Kummer dich quiilt,

Geseir dich zum frohhchen Bund,
Der Kraft dir und Mut giebt, die Muskeln stahlt,

Aufs Zweirad ! Da wirst du gesund.
Otto BiShm.

/>er Rad/ahrer.

* (We shall give a prize for the best translation of this

poem.—Ed.)

THE TRANSLATION.

When sorrow oppresses, and troubles assail,

When glories of earth fade away from the soul.

And pleasures of love, hope, desire, shall all fail,

Spring on to thy bicycle, then thou art whole.

Let thy pedals revolve with strong flying feet.

Make certain thy path by the quick-darting glance ;

Thus, sadness shall pass with the motion so fleet ;

Each day bring the pleasures that life can enhance.

Thy bosom revives with a sense of new life.

And what seemed as dead springs again to full power
;

Love, hope and desire rise in pleasurable strife ;

The spirit grows strong in the joy of each hour.

Then if grief oppress thee, and sorrows assail.

Join thyself to the joyous, swift-raoving throng
;

Strength, courage, strong muscles, it will thee avail.

And the pleasures of life will to thee belong.

THE "TRIPLET."

5,678.

ANOTHER TRANSLATION.

When black care and grim sorrow your footsteps are track-
ing.

And to you not one spot on the earth appears bright.
Ambition, good humor, affection are lacking,

Just jump on your wheel and you'll soon be all right.

A strong push to the pedals, your good wheel is turning.
And a sandpapered road appears on your sight;

On you go, care and trouble you're valiantly spurning.
They can't hold the pace which you're setting to-night.

To your lips now a gladsome hurrah is arising.
Old " Ennui " has vanished—the pestilent bore

;

Instead, there have come in a manner surprising,*
Ambition, good nature and love—friends of yore.

So when black care and sorrow your footsteps are tracking.
Just go with the boys for a ride some fine night.

Good humor and strength won't be very long lacking

—

Just jump on your wheel, you will soon be all right.

John Reginald Blake.

FOR THE FRANKLIN HOUSE ON NEW
YEAR'S MORNING.

The condition to be observed by all who would
try for the bottle of wine to the first man who
arrives at this hotel on New Year's morning is

as follows : No rider must be above iioth Street
before 12 midnight of December 31st.

As several parties have announced their in-

tention to start, it has been suggested that all

parties meet at iioth Street and Sixth Avenue,
and make a start at the road house at that
point.

A NEW MANUFACTURING CONCERN.

The Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co. announce that
they are manufacturing the following wheels
for the season of 1889 : Boys' rear-driving
safety ; rear-driver for men, selling at $70 to

f!75 ; also a high-grade rear-driver.

SEEING OUT THE OLD YEAR.

CmZE.NS' liK:YCLE CLUll.

In accordance with time honored custom, the-
" Citizens' will see the old year out and usher
the new year in, at the club house on the night
of the 31st inst. The festivity will take the form
of a " smoker," and will begin about nine
o'clock.

Refreshments will be served, and our fellow-
members, Mr. Jim Burdctt, the humorist ; Mr.
Springmeycr, the baritone ; the Perry Brothers,
who do the bell ringing, and other musical acts

;

Mr. Denton, banjoist ; Mr. Webber, pianist
;

and others, will assist in keeping the boys awake
and making the evening harmonious.

George T. Wilson, Secretary.

WllITTAKER, O.XBORROW AND LEE UP.

— •^__ .?g*2i?;--^^i3ri^' J

'<fei>s*»-«eii-ii^sSc-^--^'>^" ^•"L -'i^kll^^'^'

AN IMPROVED ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLES.

A simple and cheap attachment for bicycles or tricycles, whereby they may be run upon ice

or snowy ground, is illustrated herewith, and has been patented by Mr. Herman H. Hulikamp,
of New Knoxville, Ohio. A runner or shoe is arranged for connection with the small wheel of

the vehicle, the shoe being attached by means of a clip on an adjustable bracket, whereby the
runner may be used in connection with wheels of different diameters. To the laige wheel are
secured as many attachments as may be necessary, each of wh ch consists of a cylindrical

metallic plate, lined with leather or other slightly yielding material, and having flanges which
extend outward from the side of the cylindrical section.

This section is arranged so that it may be passed over the rubber tire and the felly of the
large wheel, and on its inside are two projections extending toward the hub of the wheel,
adapted to receive a clamping bolt, by which the attachment is clamped to the wheel. The two
outward bottom flanges of this cylindrical section are placed at either side of the centre of the
tire, in order to allow for the regular operation of the ordinary form of bicycle brake, the small
wheel being lashed to the backbone of the bicycle. With this attachment the vehicle may be
freely used on ice, or heavily packed or frozen snow, while the attachment may be connected to

or removed from the bicycle in a very short time. The whole combination, made of steel, may
be sharpened for special leats on very smooth ice.
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READINJ.

Sunday, i6ih, was a model day for all other
Sundays to follow clear with a warm gentle air;

roads rivaling the best macadam or telford, a

perfect day for wheeling. From what I could

gather in regard to the run to Adamstown, the

nffair was a most enjoyable one; roads perfect,

pace easy, and long coasts more than delightful.

On th'- return trip a stop was made at the Five
Mile House for dinner, and from the talk the

dinner must have been one of the kind you
strike about once in a life time. And it was
washed down with genuine Reading Bi. Club
wine, kept by the proprietor and labled " for the

club only." Then the run home, being a con-
tinual down grade for five miles, was a happy
ending to the day's run.

Two members of the Pottstown Cycle Club
paid us a visit on Silnday last. They say riding
is done with for them in their own vicinity, as

the pikes are very bad there. They think our
roads are perfect, and in fact they are nearly
so.

The long-lost game of "all fours" is again
the thing at the rooms of the club, while " Hog
Pool," as French Pool is called here, seems to

be the favorite game in the billiard room.

As far as I can learn the new quarters of the
club will consist of a gymnasium, pool room,
reading and smoking room, card room, parlor
and lavatory.

Dundore and " Blud " will shortly inhabit
their new stock farm at Tuckerton. " Blud " will

invest his famous Bull Pointer and setter stock,
and Dundore the Brindle Bull breed ; ice, it is

reported, will also be furnished cheap. By the
way, I see Wilhelm around with one of " Blud's

"

Bull Pointers and a storm coat from " Jakey's"
stock.

I almost forgot Jake, the only Jake. He wears
a new coat every night, and next day the coat
goes back in stock, and Jake swears it's brand
new, " all wool but the buttons," and ' fits like

de baber on de wall." Lucky Jake ! Wilhelm
knows who his best friend is. They even use
each other's machines. Jake furnishes all the
clothing W. needs, and Wilhelm repairs Jake's
oil can in return, and it seems to be "love me
forever" with them.

The new Fair Ground Hotel has at last been
leased to B. F. Fleishman, the popular landlord
of the Five Mile House, a man way up in hotel
business and very favorable to bicycle riders.

An application has already been sent to the
"State officials asking for the Division meet.

We are at last positive of getting a track, and
a good one, too.

There is a great deal of speculation as to who
"Vortex" is, and the boys can hardly watt for

the paper to arrive. It is very amusing to sit in

the room among twenty to thirty members, and
hear the remarks and the guessing as to the
author. Now, boys, let me tell you the candid
truth, not one of you has guessed right so far

;

and what is more, I am willing to make a stand-
in^ offer of a box of cigars to any one who
will discover who the writer is. You want to

stop guessing and send in your subscriptions to

the paper.

I noticed " Blud " going up Penn Square this

evening, smiling all over and in his glory. He
wore a silk tile, the result of an election bet.

Among the visitors to the rooms this evening
I noticed Philipi, of the U. S. Mint at Phila-
delphia, brother to Kilmer, the champion boy
bicyclist, and reported backer of Wilhelm. He
will spend his holiday vacation at home with
his friends.

Wilhelm has added a new branch to his bicycle
business, that of sharpening skates.

If " Ariel," of the Httlli-tiii, will have a little

patience, I think the Wilmington Club will hear
from the Reading Club early next season, in

regard to another road race. If he thinks there
is no team in tlie country that is not afraid to

run with the Wilmington team, he is greatly
mistaken.

We also have two men here that are anxious
to have a tandem race with John A. Weils and
Malt. Let's hear from you, Mr. Wells.

DiccicMiiioR 22, 1888. Vouriix.

FENTON'S FANCIES.

It may be that it's only a coincidence, but it

seems to me an extraordinary number of bi-

cyclists take to literature as a " pot-boiler,"

when the halcyon days of scorching and work-
ing niund the track comes to an end I won't
mention any names, lest my letter should rather
more resemble the Book ot Deuteronomy than
an epistle to the wheelmen ; but I feel obliged
to tell you that a former member and president
of one of the Brooklyn clubs has gone into lit-

erary work of the most ambitious description.

Like many another knight of th= quill, he
aspires to the exalted position of a librettist.

When I say exalted, I mean the word in a lit-

erary sense ; for as a well-known paragrapher
once said to me, " The man who can write a
good libretto is capable of taking up any subject
from metaphysics to farm drainage." Men who
are good judges tell me that the gentleman's
work is first rate and bound to make a hit when
the public are given a chance to hear it. When
that chance comes my hat shall be tossed into
the air and my palms blistered by the applause
I shall give to "Prince Henri," which I believe
is the name of the opera.

I spoke just now of farm drainage, and that
reminds me of a case in which a slight applica-
tion of the first principles of that interesting
subject might save one of the avenues of New
York from becoming impassable, not only to

wheelmen but also to light road wagons. I

refer to the Boulevard, and I think any New
York cycler will bear me out when I say that it

is one of the worst kept streets in the city.

Those petty autocrats of the metropolis, the
contractors, toss their superfluous sand and
gravel upon the thoroughfare, and in conse-
quence the unlucky avenue resembles a desert
during the sirocco, in dry weather, and is a
veritable quagmire for days after even the
slightest rain. Let up hope that the D. P. W.
may some day awaken from its Van Winkleian
somnolence, and attend to this matter, which
grows worse with each month's delay.

Mr. W. E. Findlay, the plucky little racing
man who was run into by that cycling jugger-
naut, Schumacher, got a broken collar-bone as
his share of the accident. How lucky Schu-
macher is in never receiving any injury from
the countless collisions that he has partici-
pated in, in the role of leading man ! His
nemesis is coming, however, in the shape of a
two-hundred-pound novice on an eighty-pound
wheel ! I have spoken.

The bowling team of the New Yorks de-
feated the Harlem Wheelmen by a score of

1,443 to 1,371 on Friday. Remarks are now in

order from the latter gentlemen. Those of last
year, such as "bandbox ally, poor balls, no
light, men against boys," etc., etc., are particu-
larly applicable just now. Although the match
was merely a friendly one, for practice only,
the New Yorks bowled with a steadiness and
accuracy which shows the good ffect of their
long and steady practice.

I am asked to say that a club pool tourna-
ment is now in operation at the New York's
house, matches being played Monday, Wednes-
day and Saturday of each week, and that vis-

itors will be welcome on those evenings.

Unless the weather is very bad on New
Year's Eve, I expect that a very large crowd
will start out in pursuit of the annual magnum
of champagne. Here's a good chance to com-
pare "goat" and ordinary over a more or less
trying course. My idea of the winning wheel
is an ordinary, but I may be wrong.

Fenton.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

Is it not rather hard luck for a man to ride for
a prize, win and lose it at the same lime—that
is, win the contest and fail to receive the modal
or prize? This is the case with one of our Phila-
delphia men, who, on September 20 or 21, en-
tered a hill-climbing contest on Kagle Rock
Mill; medals to lirst and second men. Con-
ingsby won first place, while C. L. Lcisen, of
the Pennsylvania Bicycle Clul), won second
place, but as yet has failed to receive the medal
promised. Where is it?

The South End Wheelmen had a glorious
time at the house warming, of which I take
pleasure in mailing a full account.

By the way, the mileage of J. R. Lincoln
Edwards is A l, and surely captures the prize in

our city, he having covered 6 474 miles up to

December 6. There were six others complet-
ing 1,000 miles and over, as follows: J. A.
Draper, 3 415 ; C. A. Dimon, 2,071 ; Dr. M.
M. Keim, Jr., 1,971 ; J. J. Bradley, 1,810; F. E.
Bechtold, 1,671; and George Caryl, 1,040.

The firm of Strong & Green, hitherto known
as the agents for the Star bicyclef , have moved
into new quarters at Seventh and Arch Streets,

and changed their firm name to the Strong in

Green Cycling Company, having taken Mr.
Tohn A. Wells, editor and publisher of the
American Athle'e, into the firm. I have not had
the pleasure of calling on them in their new
quarters, but hope to be able to do so soon and
congratulate them on their new move. I un-
derstand they will push the Swift safety, Marl-
borough tandems. Star wheels, Gormully &
Jeffery's full lines, and the Ivel wheels, for all

of which they are sole representatives in Phila-
delphia.

On Thursday evening, December 26, thirty-

seven of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club at-

tended the Chestnut Street Theatre to see the
New York Casino Company in " Erminie," of
course the main attractions being Miss Pauline
Hall and Mr. Francis Wilson. The entire party
were in evening dress. A floral tribute emblem-
atic of the club badge was presented to Miss
Hall, who made every man proud of himself
and his club as she gracefully acknowledged the
same. A large floral valise having on one side
the letters " V. de B." and on the other " Pa.,"
in club colors, was presented to Francis Wilson.

And still we can talk about club runs. On
December 16 we were out on an all-da3' run
with eighteen men, and better still, on Decem-
ber 23 with eight men from the Pennsylvania
Club, portion of a run to Norristown for dinner,
returning late in the afternoon. By the way.
this club has a pretty good record for Sunday
runs, taking days out, distance covered and
number of men our, and their Captain claims
none in the country can surpass it ; but as I

have not been able to secure the figurts I cannot
give them now. However, The Wheel will

come first on the list.

Westfiei.d.
--•

WILMINGTON. DEL.

The Wilmington Wheel Club will give a com-
plimentary reception to its lady friends on Wed-
nesday, January 16.

Charles W. Todd, formerly President of the
Wilmington Wheel Club, and one of the pioneer
cyclers of Delaware, died at Washington, D. C,
on Thursday morning, in the thirty-eighth year
of his age. Mr. Todd had been in the employ of

the Government for the past few months.

Calvin Bertolette, of this city, who is a cadet
aboard the U. S. flagship Lancaster, of the
European squadron, writes home that he and
seven of his coinradts have tormeil a bicycle

club and that they take almost daily spins on
some of the fine roads around \'illafranca, near
Nice, France, where ihey are now stationed.

He and several others propose to join the

L. A. W.

Wilmington has not been blessed with any
lady cyclers as yet, but next spring will see sev-
eral of them make their debut awheel. Merri-
hcw and McDaniel propose to get a tandem
bicycle, and they have already made enough
promises to teach their lady friends how to ride

to keep them busy during the greater p.irtolihe

siiinmer. Victor R. I'yle also proposes lo .i^cl a

tandem, and several prclly misses have signified

their intention of purchasing bicycles, but each
one is afraid to make a start.

The local wheelmen arc still engrossed in

establishing new records to Middletown, twenty-
four miles distant. The excitement \s at fever

heat, and the beautiful weather up to this date
has kept the roads in splendid coiuliiion. V. R,
Pylo, on December i(), rode the distance in

ih. 54m., which beat the best previous record by
im. 5f;s. This record was not two hours old be-

fore McDaniel ki\ocked it out of c.\islcnoo by
doing the disluiice in lit. jjm. jSs. The result

is that McD.miel has challenged I'vlc and any
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other local riders lo a race to Midd'etown, and i

offers to uive Pyle four minuies start.
]

The Wilmington Wheel Club is getting out '

petitions to present to the County Commissioners
j

asking them to put the road between this city I

and New Castle in first-rate cdndiiion by shelling

it during the winter months. We have not a

single sand-p.ipered road in this vicin ty, and
when we desire a spin on such a road we have
to go on the Lancaster Turnpike, in Philadel-

phia. The Quaker City is to have a new tel-

ford road to Media next spring, while the pike
from Philadelphia to Chester, which is halfway
to this city, will also be telforded, thus affording
a fine ride between the two cities.

Delaware
---

SKETCH OF FRANK M. DAMPMAN.

In this issue we present a sketch of Frank M.
Dampman, the winner of the Erie-Buffalo road
race.

Dampman is a litile body, 5 feet 6^4 inches
hi.gh, and usually weighs about 140 pounds,
although he now tips the scales at 150, as he
has given up training. After ihe Buffalo road
race he had dwindled to 129 pounds. His calf

measures 14 inches, and his chest 36 inches, so
it can be imagined what a little fellow he is.

When he dons his little L. A. W. coat, a v'lexr

from the back makes him look like a boy of

fifteen. He was, however, born on May 6, 1862,
is a married man and has a pretty little child.

He is a member of the firm of McConnell and
Dampman, hardware merchants at Honevbrook,
a little village about half-way between Wilming-
ton, Del., and Reading, Pa. He does not ex-
pect to race next season, unless probably in a
team race against the Reading Bicycle Club, as
his business requires his attention more closely.

He is a modest fellow, who does not boast of
his achievements. He thinks that the country
has plenty of riders to equal or even surpass him
in a 100-mile road race, but observant readers
must admit that they are not so plentiful. The
cream of the amateur long distance riders
of the country competed in the Buffalo
road race, under difficulties sufficient to scare
off all but the most hardy, and Dampman
won the race, as he has won almost all of his
victories, by grit and determination. Dampman,
McDaniel, Mt-rrihew and Elliott constitute a
team that it would be hard to beat. McDaniel
has proven to be Dampman's equal on the road,
but the latter has always defeated his plucky
opponent by a spurt at the finish. The success
of these four men in road riding is due to the
mutual help which they render one another.
There is no jealousy among them, and the one
setting the pace will always wait and bring his
comrades along with him as long as he sees that
he is not endangering his own success. This
was particularly noticeable in the Buffalo race,
as the trio, Dampman, McDaniel and Merrihew,
stuck together in the van up to within ten
miies of the finish, when Merrihew gave out
from the mere fact that he had had nothing to
eat on the road and his stomach was empty.
Again, the hills and heavy roads hereabouts
must necessarily make tough riders. The Wil-
mington Wheel Club has probably a dozen
members who would think nothing of making a
century run in from ten to twelve hours.
Dampman learned to ride in the summer of

1882 on a wooden wheel with gas-pipe back-
bone. It was a regular bone-shaker, made by
a local mechanic, and excited as much wonder
among his townsmen as would the finest wheel
of the present day. In September of the same
year, he got his first regular bicvcle, a 52-inch
Mustang, second-handed. He took the machine
home on a Saturday night, and the following
afternoon he mounted it and started off for his
brother's residence, two and a half miles distant.
After experiencing numerous tails and headers
he arrived at his destination, cut and bruised,
but still determined 10 conquer "the durncd
thing" or die. It was the first regular bicycle
ever seen in that part of the country and, of
course, his brotner and the whole family had to
come out to see Uncle Frank " show off " on his
new bicycle. His feelings can be imagined
when all eyes were turned on him as he
mounted his wheel and rode off. " Man pro-
poses and God disposes." lie had not gone one
hundred feet before he struck a rut and his
pride took a great fall. The ambitious bicycler
was thrown head first over his wheel, while the
latter lay broken at his feet, a wreck. Never

were brighter hopes blasted. A youthful lover
who had received his first refusal could not
feel more disconsolate than did the future
record-breaker on this momentous occasion.
The following summer the machine was mended
and the plucky rider began his efforts anew.
He traded his wheel for a 52-inch Columbia and
was persuaded to enter some races at the
Oxford (Pa.) fair. He knew nothing about
training, so like most enthusiastic novices, he
got up long before breakfast and scorched
around on ihe adjacent roads long enough to

weary the strongest rider, and with this prac-
tice he entered the races, a half-mile dash, best
two in three heats, and a 2-mile race. He had
as competitors Jacob Shirk and Henry George,
of Lancaster, and Hickman Jackson and
George M. Gregg, of Kennett Square, all good
riders. He won the first heat in the half-mile

by d violent spurt at the finish, and then fell off

his wheel completely exhausted. Shirk won
the race finally with Dampman second. In the

2-mile race Dampman was beaten both by
Shirk and Gregg. During the same year he
won a i-mile and 2-mile open at York, Pa., and
was second to Shirk in a 3-mile open. He was
second to Barry Searle in a 3-mile race at Read-
ing. In 1884 Dampman changed his mount to a
52-inch Columbia Light Roadster, and by hard
training and daily practice he acquired consid-

erable speed. Dampman is better known as a
long distance road rider than as a track rider,

although his records on the track are not slow.

His track records are: im. 25s. for the half-mile;

one mile, 2m. 58s.; five miles, i6m. 34s.; ten

miles, 34m 15s. ; twenty-five miles, ih. 2gm. 30s.

;

fifty miles, 3h. 13m. He has found out from
experience that he did not train properly, as he
always subjected himself to too hard work.
During last winter he trained on a home trainer

with as much pressure on as the machine would
al'ow. He would continue at this for twenty or
thirty minutes daily, and throughout the summer
up to the lime of his 100-mile achievements he
ran five to ten miles daily on a horse track in

his neighborhood. This gave him both wind
and endurance. Up to the time of the Buffalo
road race he had never ridden more than fifty

miles in any one day; at that time he did not
know the extent of his abilities himself. He
was known as a fearless though skillful rider.

He thought nothing of riding from Philadelphia
to his home, a distance of about forty miles,

after dark, and the roads are the worst in this

section of the country. On the night that he
started for Buffalo he rode from Honeybrook to

Lancaster, a distance of thirty miles or more,
reaching the latter city at midnight. It is this

s|)irit which has taken him to the top of the

heap. He can ride all kinds of machines and
takes as naturally to a wheel as a duck to water.

In his six years' career he has ridden a 52-inch

Mustang, 52-inch Standard Columbia, 56-inch

Special Columbia, 42-inch, 48-inch and 54-inch

Star, 52-inch Rudge Light Roadster, 50-inch
American Champion and 50-inch Victor. The
latter has been his mount for the past two years.

In 1884 his track riding won lor him five

firsts, five seconds and five thirds, against such
racers as C. Frazier, George Gideon, W. I. Wil-
helm. Louis Kolk, Frank Kohler, Asa Doljih

and George Weber. One of his victories was
the 5-mile State championship. In 1885 he was
out of condition and training, and although he
started in several races he was not placed. The
following year was a repetition of 1885, as he
only raced twice, getting two seconds, in one of

which races there were only two starters. In

1887 he again began track racing, but could
only gel five seconds and three thirds. Wil-
helm and Schwartz were his particular "Jonahs "

in that year. During the past year he also

won one first, five seconds and two thirds on
the track, but Halsted, Wilhelm and others

proved a little loo speedy. It was in the fall of

1887 that he put his attention to road racing, and
in this he has always been at the front. He
made several runs on the Lancaster turnpike,

Philadelphia, the famous road for racing here-

abouts, and in a private trial he made the

^SH ni'les in 49m. 30s. His public record,

however, is several minjtes more. On July 21.

this year, he established the 20-mile record on
the Lancaster turnpike of ih. 14m. 15s. His
first loo-mile race was at Buffalo, which he won
as everybody knows in gh. 52m. In the Wil-

mington-Reading road race he came in second

at Wilhelm's heels, doing the 21 miles in

ih. 15m. 40s. His next anti last race was the

Sporting Life loo-mile race, which he won in

7h. 2om. 17s., although the distance was \y^
miles over the century mark. In ccomplishing
this he broke the American record and has
now retired on his laurels.

Delaw \ke.

PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION BOARD OF
OFFICERS MEET.

chief consul jessup >oiminafed for the i.evguk

presidenty.

A special meeting of the Board of Officers,

Pennsylvania Division, L. \. W , was held Fri-

day evening at the Colonnade Hotel. Chief Con-
sul Jessup occupied the chair and Kirk Brown
acted as secretary pro tem.
The following members were present : George

A. Jessup, Thomas Hare, E. P. Burtt, W. R.
Tucker, G. S. Osborne, H. R. Lewis and Kirk
Brown.
The following members were elected a com-

mittee on nomination : G. S. Osborne, Philadel-
phia; J. J. Van Nort, Scranton: D. K. Trimmer.
York.
The Secretary's salary was fixed and the Treas-

urer's report was read and received.

The Secretary was instructed to furnish the
road book to the book trade at a price agreed
upon.
The road book will be ready for delivery by

the end of February, and from advance sheets
shown the board by John A. Wells it is evi-

dently going to surpass anything of the sort

ever before attempted.
Kirk Brown moved that the State delegates

to the National Assembly be instructed to place
Mr. George A. Jessup in nomination for the

Presidency of the League of American Wheel-
men. The motion was quickly seconded and
unanimously carried.

The meeting adjourned at 10 p. m.

THE HARLEM WHEELMEN'S CHRIST-
MAS TREE.

Some of the lady members of the Harlem
Wheelmen, of whom there are now five, think
that the boys need a little life in them, and right

they are.

So, that on New Year's Day, when all the
world is wishing itself well, the ladies will have
a Christmas tree, and each member of the club
will receive an appropriate present when he
calls. For instance, Mr. B., who has just " gone
and got married," will receive a—but no, no,
we can't tell secrets. All unclaimed presents
will be auctioned off in the evening.
The ladies also ask us to state that they will

receive at the club house on New Year's Day,
and members of any cycling club are invited to

call.

RAH! RAH!! RAH!!! FOR CHIEF CON-
SUL BID-WELL AND THE N. Y.

STATE DIVISION.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION, L. A. W.

December 23, 1887—Total membership. . .

December 21, 1888— "

Gain over 1887

PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION.

December 23, 1887—Total membership.
December 21, 1888— "

Loss

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION.

December 23, 1887—Total membership.
December 21, 1888— "

Loss.

NEW JERSEY DIVISION.

December 23, 1887—Total membership.
December 21, 1888— "

Loss.

OHIO DIVISION.

December 23, 1887—Total membership.
December 21, i888— "

2,303

2,463

160

1.729

1,476

253

1,326

1,234

92

86s
742

123

945
939

Gain.
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SOMETHING NOVEL IN ANTI-
VIBRATION.

Those who are so fortunate as to have lived

more or less virithin a cyclist's paradise in the

matter of good roads are not so ready to appre-

ciate the advantages of anti-viLration con-

trivances as others who, less fortunate, have
lived in regions where the roads are bad. In

London, we constantly come across well-known
riders who scoff at the luxury of those cyclists

who use a spring, and who, fitting a racing
saddle upon the backbone of their light machines,
spin over the highways without any apparent
discomfort. On the other hand, the riders in

less favored districts look upon a man who rides

without all the most recent improvements in

anti-vibrative arrangements as a phenomenon.
Thus far we have only spoken of the young and
enthusiastic, but there is a large and rapidly
growing section of a very different calibre—the

elderly heavy cyclist, who finds that he is not
quite so young as he was, and to whom the jolt-

ing and vibration of an ordinary machine of any
pattern is at first a serious annoyance, and later

a fatal drawback to the enjoyment of the sport.

The vast improvements which have been in-

troduced into our modern machines in the direc-

tion of increased rigidity is yet another factor

in this growing demand for "buffer arrange-
ments" between the rider and the

"
'ard 'igh

road." Frames are more rigid, wheels more
stable, and whereas the old machines were
literally all spring, and, to use the old wives'
expression, "'hung on wires," the new ones are
solid and unyielding, and convey every shock
with remarkable accuracy to the person of thi
rider.

So obvious a "coming demand" was not
likely to exist long without creating a supply,
and it was all the more evident that that supply
would not come from districts where good roads
abounded, but from some centre where the high-
ways were bumpy, not to say bad. Among
the simplest in construction of the various anti-
vibration arrangements which have been before
the public during the past season is that invented
by Mr. Thomas Redman, of Bradford, and fitted

by him to his well-known " Hero" safety bicycle,
both in its single and tandem form. This con-
trivance has been most fully and thoroughly
tested by many of the most practical riders in

Yorkshire, over roads which cannot be described
as good, and the result in every case has been
complete approval. As a matter of fact, the in-

ventor carefully perfected his invention before
he put it before the public, and thus made sure
that no half-developed idea should fail to act,

and thus damage the reputation of the whole.
The design is simple; inside the front forks of
an ordinary safety is fitted a false standard and
fork in which the front wheel is fixed, the ends
of the false fork slide in grooves in the front
fork fitted with phosphor bronze guide blocks,
while concealed in the front pillar is a stout
coiled spring which receives the vibration of the
false fork. Incidentally, another very important
point is introduced in the shape of an arrange-
ment whereby the pressure of the coiled spring
can be increased or diminished by turning a
milled wheel, and thus the anti-vibration arrange-
ment can be made equally effective for a six or
sixteen stone rider—a most important point, and
one which is specially of value in connection
with such contrivances, which, where no such
adjustability exists, have to be either too power-
ful or too weak for every weight but one, thus
necessitating the construction of "special"
machines, which in these days of high pressure,
do not pay their builder.

We have recently been testing with great care
a tandem safety bicycle fitted with Redman's
patent, and we have found it quite up to ourex-
pectaiions. Without any sensation of " loose-
ness" or weakness, the machine ran steadily
and solidly, yet every shock was taken up beauti-
fully. When we occupied the front scat we
caught ourselves " awaiting the sensation of a
short, sharp shock," which never came, as the
front fork performed its functions without any
noticeable check in the progress of the machine,
and even when we deliberately put it to a severe
test, it jumped the obstacle lightly without any-
thing like the results wc anticipated

; in fact,

though the rock we charged was a big one, the
jar was ;;//. It so happens that another novelty
in the shape ol yet another anti-vibration con-
trivance has been brought out in Hiadford, the
" Firefly " safety, invented by Mr. Wesley Clegg.

This has been well tried by the riders who tried

the " Hero," and we learn that a fusion of inter-

ests has taken place, and that the Redman and
Clegg patents will be worked in conjunction
with one another, and as each is practically the

compliment of the other, we watch with interest

for the result at the forthcoming Stanley Show.
There never was a time in the history of the

cycle when a warmer welcome awaited a suc-

cessful anti-vibration machine. The heavier
riders who have learnt to ride safeties after pass-

ing through a three-wheel novitiate, are just

recognizing the fact that some more efficient

jar-breaker would be a boon. The ordinary
rider, who is at length descending to the dwarf,

misses the steady run of his big wheel as his

small wheels bump over the rutty roads, and
even ttie steady tricyclist who has just taken to

bicycle steering thinks that something that

would come between his- wrists and the front

wheel rim, and absorb some of the shock, would
be a boon. So it goes on, one improvement
follows upon another, and we opine that the

Stanley Sho^ of i88g at the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, will be remembered especiall)' for

the advance made in the devices for adding to

the personal comfort of the riders of cycles by
checking and distributing vibration without in

any way impairing the rigidity and easy run-
ning of the machine so fitted.

—

Bicycling News.

TWO NEW SADDLES.

Messrs. Lamplugh and Brown have just shown
us two new saddles which they are about to

place on the market for next season. One is an

open-backed saddle, practically their well-known
Buffer top, fitted on a triple combination spring.

and provided with the side straps below for the
prevention of perineal pressure, to which we
have already favorably alluded. The other is

termed by them the " No. 50," and is, without
exception, the best saddle for ladies' use we
have yet seen. It has the combination spring
top, with underside straps, and a special feature,

admirably fitting it for ladies' use, in the attach-
ment of a strap to the front, which holds down
the peak to the under part of the frame, and
thus entirely preventing the possibility of the
catching of the dress in mounting, which is so
frequent a cause of annoyance to lady riders.

Both saddles are, too, fitted with a new and
simple attachment by which their "pitch" can
be altered to suit individual taste—a very desir-
able, and, indeed, indispensable point.

WELDLESS STEEL TUBES.

These tubes, which are used for backbones,
etc., of all high grade wheels are now kept in

stock in New York by Messrs. John S. Leng's
Son & Co. The following sizes can be obtained
from them for experimental and repair work in

lengths to suit :

B. W. G. B. W. G.
in. in. in. in.

^ X II

B. W. G.
in. in.

X 18

B. W. G.
in. in.

\%. X 18

1% X 16^ X 18 >^ X 16

^ X 14 >^ X 13 I X 16 iX x"i5

7-16 X 18 >^ X II I X 15 i^ X 14
7-16x14 ^ X 16 I X 14 iX X II

7-16x11 ^ X 15 I XII If^ X 18

>^ X 18 ^ X 14 ij^ X 16 ij^xi6
>^' X 16 14^x11 ij^xis 1)^x15
>^ X 13 Ji X 16 i>^ x 14 ij^ x 14

>^ X II ^ X 14 I>^ X II IJ^XII
i>^xi8
i"^ X 16

iK X15
\%. X 14
I^ X II

In addition to these, a number of sizes larger

and heavier are carried in stock. A complete
list of sizes will be mailed to anyone interested.

*
-K- *

THE NEW EAGLE BICYCLE.

We shall publish in our issue of January 4 an
illustrated description of the new Eagle bicycle.

The above cut gives a clear representation of the lines of the Springfield Bicycle Manufac-
turing Company's rear-driving safety, which is shortly to be placed on the market and a sample
of which is now shown at their store, on Columbus Avenue, Boston.

The most noticeable point about the Volant, as it is called, is the nearness of the wheels to

each other, giving a very short base line, making the steering less sensitive, it is claimed. The
Company have been enabled to secure this short base line on account of the form of (heir driving
gear. The clutch in the Company's 1889 wheels will be found to he much improved. The driving
gear is fitted with double ball bearings, as are also both wheels.

The saddle can be raised or lowered cither in front or at the back, and it is fitted at the rear
with a coiled spring, securing a rocking motion and a certain amount of "give," which will give
the rider an easier seat. The pedals are of the regular pattern, not like those of the special

design hitherto used c.Kclusively on the Springfii^ld Manufacturing Company's wheels.

The wheel is finished in enamel and nickel. The price of the Volant has not yet been
decided upon.

NEW TANGENT SrOKEI) ROADSTER.

Tire Company are also showing at their Boston store their new roadster catalogued as No. 5.

It is like last year's ordinary with the exception that tangent spokes, hollow rims and an improved
clutch and pedals arc used.
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w^^-^sr i30"v^isr sottth:.
" Yes, indeed !

"

" No, indeed !

"

"Turn three squars to the left, and one
squar to the right, and you are right thar, sah."

You see, the scribe has been to Baltimore, the
home of beautiful women.
Washington City also has suffered from his

presence.
The scribe did not flit South because that is

in fashion in lum-tum bird circles just now.
Neither did he drop down in the land of the

corn cake and the soft shell crab to mend a
lung.
He simply obeyed an inspiration to take his

nose from the grind-stone of constant endeavor
and flit a great flight for a short spell, far, far

from the crusty ink bottle and the rusty pen.
At 9:45 on a Saturday morning in December

the scribe slammed down the cover of his ink
pot, racked his pen, swept his desk into a faint

resemblance of Christian order, fell into his over-

coat, squirmed into his gloves, and was off,

leaving a stack of regards for inquiring friends.

The weather was bright and frost}', character-

istic of early December. But the scribe had no
time to dally with nature. The boat was a half-

mile off, and he had but five minutes to catch it,

or rather for it to catch him.
Adown the arteries of commerce he fied.

Through the market-garden district he whizzed,
like a comet behind time, escaping many a

stray onion, slipping this way and that way on
many a lost cabbage leaf, elbowing a potato
merchant here, crashing into an orange dealer
there.

Across the mud of We.^t Street he swept in his

wild career, chased down the ferry way like

a fury, and just landed on the boat as she drew
out of the pier.

When the scribe had bailed sufficient perspira-

tion out of his eyes to see, he found himself in

one of those stuffy, four-seat compartments on
the Congressional Limited.
On the seat directly opposite him was a vision

of womanly fairness. The scribe was very em-
barrassed, and thought of a thousand different

things that might happen during the long ride.

The train started. So did the scribe, to break
the monotonous silence. He examined the foe,

and thought of various methods of attack. A
certain curvature of nose and a certain hrmness
of lip told him that here was a woman who
would not succumb to airy nothings.
"Very stuffy here," ventured the scribe.

A majestic turning of the head, a glacial

glare and a deep, well-developed silence. The
scribe took refuge in his Ceiiltiry.

The cause of this iciness, this feminine
frigidity, as it were, soon became apparent, for

a jaunty man of some thirty summers shortly
after stepped into the compartment and greeted
the lady ice-cream freezer.

She thawed instanter—yea, as taffy melts in

the summer sun, so melted she. The jaunty
youth sat beside her, not neglecting to give the

scribe a stony glare, as one who would say:
" What are you alive for, anyhow?"
They talked of their three days' stay in New

York. They talked of the lummous time they
intended to have at Washington. They spoke
of Charley and George and Emma. Suddenly,
as the sun breaks through the storm-cloud, the
truih dawned on the mental apparatus of the
pen-pusher. They had just hooked up; consoli-
dated, pooled their issues, formed a trust, close
corporation of two, and all that sort of thing, you
know.
The scribe felt unhappy.
Here he was caged up with a young and lov-

ing couple—a couple whose centripetal yearn-
ings, whose longings to rush together, could
almost be felt.

How very long he had been away, sighed the
bride. He had been gone five minutes,
probably.
Was she quite comfortable? Was the shade

loo high or too low? Did the sun affect her
eyes ? Would she chew a chocolate cream drop ?

It is a sad commentary on the evanescence of
things earthly that after they had lunched he
completely forgot her in his longings for a cigar,
and, not getting it, despite her pitiful entreaties
not to go to sleep, he yawned and stretched and
finally snored, just like any other man.
And all the while the train sped on. Through

scores of towns she flipped,only deigning to stop
at a few of the larger places.

At Wilmington the pickaninny and the coon
element first crops out, and we feel that we are

getting South. At this latter place a gentleman
of color stalked down the platform and the train

gulped him in. He was a tremendous dark
swell, and wore more good clothes than we
thought it possible a man could put on.

Between Wilmington and Baltimore the

scenery is a distinct improvement on what has
gone before. The day turned out a regular
May and December sort of day, the train rush-
ing through a snow storm here and flashing out
into the clear, cold sunlight beyond. The Dela-
ware, where it or its tributary streams or rivu-

lets bore their way 'tween wooded and hazy
looking hills, furn'shes many a beautiful com-
bination of land and water.
At one spot, Perryville, where the train

halted before a long bridge crossing the Sus-
quehanna, we had a grand opportunity to study
the view, and we should say that if a man
wanted perfect rest, with a bit of fishing and
boating, he could find it at this Perryv'ijle, or

rather across the bridge, at Havre de Grace,
where we belifve there is an hotel.

The rush into Baltimore furnishes little for

romance. The mind has no time for fancy
;

the imagination retires at the end of a long
journey as the train glides into the station, and
ways and means must be considered.
We were not long in finding the house of the

Clark Cycle Company, on Hanover Street. It

was rather late on Saturday afternoon, and we
found that " S. T." was in Washington. We
were received by Nagle Clark and E. F. Le
Cato, and spent a very pleasant hour or two
talking trade.

The Clark Company reported an excellent
business in New Rapids and Quadrants, and
their specialty, the King of the Road lamp,
had gone well this year. As to any changes for

i88g, the firm was unable to say just at the time,
as it was too early to talk yet. They were ne-
gotiatine for a large building on W. Baltimore
Street, one of the busiest streets in the city, as

they wished to have a ground floor store, which
they were unable to lease in their present quar-
ters. We visited their new place and found it a

thirty-foot front building, splendidly situated.

It will be a big improvement over the old stand.
At the Maryland Club a pleasant evening was

spent, the scribe being introduced by the cour-
teous Le Cato to a score of the members. We
remember E. P. Hayden on account of a
new omelet a la brandy which he invented. E.

P. is a hard worker and a hard player. He
plays so hard that he gets himself up regard-
less in a soft hat and an indestructible sack
coat, just the thing in which to knock about a

club house. The scribe pleasantly recollects

Yates Penniman, and regretted that he could not
accept his invitation to dinner. Yates is a mem-
ber of the P. W. and B., a religious organization
for the propagation of Christianity inThugland,
most of the preaching being done at night.

We had a pleasant chat with Chief Consul
Mott, a pleasant, kindly-natured gentleman of

forty, there or thereabouts. Mr. Mott is a
cyclist from Wheelville, and has a married
daughter who rides a lady's bike. He has made
a good Chief Consul. He has his Roads Im-
provement Committee at work on the Balti-

more auihoriiies. who have big boodle to spend
on repairing ihe city streets.

We had a long talkee-talkee with Sam Clark,

who had returned from Washington, where he
had been looking after his branch store and
attending to business generally. Mr. Clark
spoke very hopefully of the extension of the

business of the company, and of its removal to

more commodious quarters.

On Sunday the scribe sallied forth for adven-
ture. The day was one of the fairest Old
Globe ever saw, the sunlight being of rare

quality, the air clarified, oxygenic and bracing.

The scribe wandered down Eutavv Place and
met many i.ice people betaking themselves to

church in a very contented and dignified sort of

way. Under this soothing influence the scribe

betook himself to the great cathedral and was
edified and delighted by the rich musical service

for which the Catholic church is justly famous.
Between two and three the scribe spent on a

45-minule train, which rushed him into the great

capital of the country.

An" American must have -the same feelings

upon entering Washington as an Englishman

has on nearing the modern Babylon, or a French-
man when approaching his beloved Paris.
There is an element of romance, admiration
and glamour about Washington if one will only
give his imagination the least play. Here is the
heart of the country ; here its head. The high-
est type of American life is here to be found.
Here is the native jungle of the holiday-maker.
It is the champion sight-seeing cit par
excellence, a good place to live at if one is

troubled very much by his rural relations.

Having a few hours to spend, the scribe
bought a hack, or, at least, a large part of one.
The driver was intelligent, and by promise of
lucre he drove over the most interesting parts of

the city, shouting down through the manhole
from time to time the names of the various
houses, such as "Chinese Legation," " Blaine's,"
" Butler's," British Minister's," etc.

The scribe had about the only hansom cab out
that afternoon, and lie had not gone very far

down Massachusetts Avenue before he felt that
he was in deuced bad form. The scribe cannot
decide whether it was his pale, bespectacled
face or the rapid pace of the cab that caused
every one to turn and look at him. At times he
felt that it was on account of his distinguished
and diplomatic appearance, but a cold reviewal
of the facts did not permit him to long harbor
any such consoling idea.

The grand asphalted avenues, on which the
nabobs and hangers-on of the Government have
built palatial residences, were thoroughly ex-
plored. The magnificent distances were duly
admired. The drive along by the river and the
winding roads about the Smithsonian, the agri-
cultural and other departments furnished as
much as the scribe's four eyes could take in.

The White House was an object of peculiar in-

terest, and one could not help commiserat-
ing the man who is the most landlord-ridden of
any in this country that he must pack up and
be off on M.irch 4. The lofty, white, shapeless
mass which perpetuates the great and good
Washington slightly disgusted the scribe.

But the grand object of interest is the Capitol.
One could rave by the hour over this noble con-
struction. As one glides down "the avenue"
the lofty dome and the broad and substantial
main building and wings strangely impress
one, and the impression is deepened the nearer
one draws to the great centre and capstone of
American civilization.

The scribe sweeps around Capitol Hill, stopping
to carefully examine the bronze figures on the
Garfield monument, the one a type of youthful
Grecian, with an idealized head, suggesting
swiftness of act and thought and an artistic and
impulsive temperament, the other typifying a
noble manhood, the face suggesting lofty am-
bition and almost prophetical perception, judg-
ment and dignity surmounting the whole.
On the top of Capitol Hill, one can best ob-

serve the admiratile proportions of the greatest
building in the country, quite fit to be the seat
of Government of a great people. In a certain
sense this Capitol typifies a well-rounded char-
acter, an all-round man. The main building
represents a substantial underpinning of knowl-
edge, the wings typify the accomplishments
which round out and complete, while above all

towers the heaven-reaching doiue, representing
the dominant ambition, the genius of the whole.
The picture completely fills the mind and comes
up to the most sanguine preconceived idea,
which is more than can be said of most " sights."
As the scribe rides off he catches sight of

cherry-tree George, sitting on a cold marble
base, with a bath robe loosely thrown over his
shoulders, tii\i;tigi- fashion. He shivers ; the
scribe, not Washington. It is meet that the
Father should forever sit there watching the
government of the country which honors him
above all its citizens.

As the scribe drove to his hotel the sun gave
a last blush and sank out of sight ; the molten
clouds lost their splendor, the great wake of
light which trails after the life and light giving
planet grew dim unto darkness, when a hundred
eyes shed their white lights on the asphalted
pavements of the Capitol City.

In the evening, the scribe had the good for-
tune to stumble over Al. Harris and his brother,
two Brooklyn wheelmen. The Harris family,
having been in the city some lour weeks, at
.once elected themselves hosts and carried the
scribe off to a feedery, after which followed
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much'smoke and talkee-talkee, Al. Harris and
the scribe discussing things esoteric, theo-

sophic, psychologic and material, brother Harris

listening open-eyed and open-eared. We
swapped off the wheel news for Harris' road

c»Yperiences, and we were ahead at the end of

the game.
There are four cycle dealers in Washington,

and the scribe made the rounds on blue Monday
morning.
At Atwater's, on Pennsylvania Avenue, he

found things brisk, and Atwater himself as

aplomb and hustly as usual, with big plans for

the future. He reported a good renting and
repairing business, and will handle the Dart,

Warwick and other wheels next year.

At Bert Owen's " Cycleries " he found the

most curious cycling plant it has ever been his

good fortune to see. Bert's castle may be gen-

erally described as a rambling wooden structure,

buoyed up by any number of sheds. The nu-
cleus ol the structure is a tented yard with a

hard clay surface, on which is laid out a minia-

ture track. In this yard many a novice has
learned the rudiments. Here, too, those won-
derful feats of difficult riding you have all heard
of were accomplished. Bert conducted the

scribe over his possessions, the scribe clinging

to the tail of Bert's ulster, that he might not be
lost. Bert is devoiing most of his energy to the

Psycho, in single and tandem safety forms,
which he imports, and w'nich have been exten-

sively sold this year.

At Harry Higham's place the scribe saw
Harry busily at work. He also spoke confi-

dently of the past and future. At Higham's
the scribe also saw Tom Smily, Bidwell's old

teacher, and well known to many New York
cyclists.

The Smith Cycle Company, whose president,

Mr. Childs the scribe saw, seemed to not have
fully decided on their movements for 1889. The
wheels had been sold as fast as they could be
made, and favorable reports had been received
from all purchasers, but their plant was limited,

and they spoke of having some manufacturing
company make part of their 1889 product.
The scribe was joyed to hear that the wheel-

men of Washington were discussing the feasi-

bility of having wheelmen take their place in

the inauguration parade. The scribe thought
this a good idea. Nothing official had been
done, but a committee will look into the matter.
The scribe then shook the dust of the Capitol

City from his sandals, took a forty-five minute
train to Baltimore, saw "Lord Chumley," by
Jingo, with a couple of boon companions, who
put him on a midnight flyer for Gotham, where
he landed Tuesday a. .m , with the kindest re-

membrances of his flyer South. He has been
slightishly Anglomanian ever since, the result
of his admiration for Lord C/nimley, whose
heart, though he has plenty of money and good
clothes, is in the right place—a sort of heroic cad,

oddly enough.

It is rumored that a Boston house thinks of
opening a branch at Central Park, New York
City.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

There will be a stag racket at the club house
next Monday evening to welcome the new year
in MANHATTAN style. Refreshments, music,
etc. H'lUSE Committee.

W. G. Spalding & Bros, are negotiating for

additional space for their rapidly growing busi-

ness. The entire basement of 241 Broadway
will be used for the bicycle department.

A. B. Barkman has invented an attachment
which will admit of a Victor safety being con-
verted into a nicely lined tandem bike. Mr.
Barkman is having one of the attachments made,
and if it comes up to expectations, will put it on
the market.

We have had a glimpse of the illustrations of

the Pope Manufacturing Co.'s wheels for 1889.

The tandem bicycle is very rakish ; weighs
about seventy-five pounds, and sells for^igo and
$200. The safety is on entirely new lines, and
is called the Columbia Light Roadster safety.

There are besides the tandem bicycle, the

Light Roadster ordinary, the Expert, the

Volant, the Youths' ordinary and the Surprise

tricycle.

They say that with Barkman and Borland up,

the Ivel tandem is doing some tall climbing on
the Prospect Park roads. Messrs. Spalding &
Bros, will handle this wheel next year.

Howard M. White, of Trenton, N. ]., writes

that the bicycle raffled by him was won by No.
162, the lucky holder of which proved to be
Thomas Stevenson, 29 Sheridan Avenue, Tren-
ton, N. J.

The time of the final heat of the Twelfth Regi-
ment bicycle rai e was 6m. 32 1-5S. Halsted
rode the first half in im. 29 3-5S., and the first

mile in 3m. g 1-5S., both excellent times for a
twelve-lap board track.

The Marblehead (ivlass.) Bicycle Club, located

at School and Pleasant Streets, was burned out
during the great conflagration in that town on
Tuesday last, Christmas night. Their loss

amounts to several thousand dollars, with an
insurance of $900.

H. L. Kingsland, the Southern " Meteor," re ently
won ten scratch bicycle events at Co'umbus, Ga. He has
beaten Crist from scratch, and is without doubt the fastest

amateur, at his distance, now riding in the United States.

—

Neiv York IVorld.

We congratulate Kingsland on his rechristen-

ing, hut if the selection of his name had been
left with us we should have called him a " New
Rapid," since he is new to the path, very rapid,

and rides a wheel of that make. At the Buffalo

meet Kingsland had seventy yards in the mile

handicap, and won by ten yards from W. Windle,
who started from scratch. Certainly "his dis-

tance" is not a mile, for here is a man who is

sixty yards his superior at that distance. What
is " his distance," Mr. World man?

IjuUSttniaif'

\\\V. NEW WARWICK -SAKKTV,

Newport, R. I., December 25, 1888.—The
first game of polo on bicycles in the skating
rink was played here to-day between W. Van
Wagoner and Arthur Cummins. Star bicycles
were used, the ball being knocked about by the
small front wheel of the machines. Eleven
games were played, six being won by Van
Wagoner and five by Cummins.

The first official game of the Cycling Bowling
League schedule will take place at 138th Street
and Mott Avenue, on January 4, when the New
York Bicycle Club and Harlem Wheelmen will

come together. The train leaves the Grand
Central depot, New York & New Haven Rail-

road, at 7-40 on the evening of the game.

H. E. Billings, proprietor of the Franklin
House, at Tarrytown, writes that he will offer

the usual bottle of wine to the first man who
reaches his place on New Year's morning.

Our Philadelphia correspondent, " Westfield,"

states that he sends us a full account of the

South End Wheelmen's housewarming. Boys
must have taken good care of " Westfield."

The New York State Division membership
scores a gain of 160 members during 1888 over

1887. Pennsylvania shows a loss of 253, Massa-
chusetts a loss of 92, New Jersey a loss of 123,

and Ohio shakes with New York on a gain of 6

The New York Division is fortunate in having
for its Chief Consul so efficient a man as G. R.

Bidwell.

The " Triplet " has retired the tandem bicycle

temporarily, and perhaps permanently, as the

fastest cycle. The triplet is credited with a

half-mile on the road in im. g 4-5S., the fastest

piece of work at the distance ever accomplished

on a wheel. Of course good men were up, but

nevertheless we are just at the threshold of

speed possibilities by multicycle riders.

One of the novelties to be seen up Harlem
way is the road-sculler, recently used by Wallace

Ross, which is on exhibition at the Harlem
Bicycle Company's store at Lenox Avenue. The
machine is capable of great pace, and Mr.

Wood, of the Harlem Bicycle Company, oc-

cassionally astonishes the Harlemites by scorch-

ing on the rowing tricycle.

The magnificent weather of Christmas day at-

tracted the vi'heelmen in force, and the Park and
uptown drives were well patronized. A large

number of rented wheels were out; in fact we
never noticed so many novices on the road as

we did on Christmas Day.

The St. Louis Wheel Company will remove
January l to 311 North Fourteenth Street, where
they will occupy two floors. They have also

leased rooms for a riding school.

The female ri'ers are to have a 100-mile race at Brooklyn.
— Boston Herald

Of \\\y2i.\. genus, Mr. Herald, please?

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,

will hold open house on New Year's Day.

They have been holding a race meet at St.

Augustine, Fla. Having no race track, the

events were decided in the city streets ; having
little experience, the results were novel. But

the St. Augustinians will improve.

America's got another record, and one that we
think will never be touched. At a ccriain race-

meeting held on election day, a mile handicap

was run off, and during it no less than fifteen

men came to earth in one great heap. Wc are

told the result was (i) sundry bruises and dis-

colorations, (2) about one hundred dollars loss

in repairs, (3)a confused jumble of "cu.ss" words.

We clon'l envy the man who brought ihe crowd

down, for iiard .vords and iuudcr blows, we
expect, strove for mastery for some lime over

his prosiraiebody. Wc would rather have been

at the top of the'jumble than at the bottom.

—

BUycthii^ News.

We do not endorse Fcnton's epigrammatic

epithet of "cycling Juggernaut," which Ik- ap-

plies to Schumacher We invest the Jugger-

naut with a vengeful, vindictive, all-cuishing

spiril, wliile SchumiUher's mishaps we credit

entirely lo small Hacks and smooth -board

floors, oil which no cvciist lias control of iiim-

seif.

One lholl^atul wheels will he seen .it ilic Stan-

ley Show.
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FIXTURES.

Jan. I, i88q.— Bay City Wheelmen's meet at San Franc'sco.

Jan. II i88q.—Cambridfre Club's reception.

Jan. 19. 1889.—A. A. U. games at Madison Square Garden.
N.Y.City. Two-mile bicycle handicap; entrance fee, $1;
close January 7, with Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Fifty-fifth

Street, N. Y. City.
Jan. 25, 1889.—.\lbany Wheelmen's indoor tournament.
Feb. 8, 1889—Entertainment and reception of Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at Lexinffton .Avenue Opera House, New
York Citv.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D C 1

Thos. B. Jeffery, Ravenswood, 111. Veloci-

pede. This improvement consists of a sus-

pending rod connecting the steering head to the

neck, a torsion spring supported by the neck,

and supporting the steering head and backbone,

one being provided with a projection, and the

other with a corresponding depression (the

projection and depression being adapted to

engage each other), the spring being so adjust-

able as to be either in or out of engagement
with the neck, the neck having a horizontal slot

adapted to allow the neck to be turned in steer-

ing, and to allow the steering head to drop when
the spring is out of engagement with the neck.

It bears date of December 25.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY'S
UPTOWN BRANCH.

On or about February I, 1889, the New York
Bicycle Co. will open a branch of their present

business at No. 4 East Sixtieth Street, at the

Fifty-ninth Street and Fifth Avenue entrance to

Central Park, where, in addition to their regular

specialties, they will establish a well equipped
repair shop, with excellent machinists, and so

will be enabled to handle all repairing of bi-

cycles and tricycles promptly and at reasonable

rates. They will also carry a complete stock of

wheels of various sizes for renting purposes. As
at their main salesrooms, No. 8 Warren Street,

they will also at the uptown branch buy second-
hand machines outright, take old mounts in

part payment lor new Victors and other A i

wheels, and also sell wheels on commission for

owners. A full line of boys' wheels, also sport-

ing goods such as Tennis Rackets, Balls, Nets,

Bats, Leather Goods, Jerseys, Stockings, Gym-
nasia Apparata, etc., etc., will be kept con-
stantly on hand. They will be uptown agents
of Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., No. 241
Broadway, and will handle a complete line of

all their goods. Believing that the pleasing

and orofitable occupation of Amateur Photog-
raphy will work in well with their other lines,

the New York Bicycle Co. have made arrange-
ments for handling a full assortment of Photo-
graphic materials, such as Cameras, Tripods,

Lenses, etc., etc., of the best makers.

EARL & WILSON'S COLLARS.

MADE OF THE PUREST LINEN KNOWN—LATEST
STYLES FOR DRESS OCCASIONS.

" Is it true," asked a lady at the linen counter
of one of the large retail stores on Fourteenth
Street, yesterday, " that there is no certain way
of determining whether a piece of goods is pure
linen or a clever imitation of mixed linen and
cotton ?"

"No," replied the salesman. " In the trade
we recognize every one of Earl & Wilson's col-

lars or cuffs as the standard, and we test every
piece by a comparison with the E. & W. manu-
factures."

The salesman stated in a few words a most
important fact, and one whose truth can be veri-

fied by any person. The Earl & Wilson collars

and cuffs are made of pure linen, which is manu-
factured by the firm. The linen is the best of

its kind, entirely free from every blemish, and
nearly double the weight of other goods of the

same quality. Not only are the E. & W. collars

the best made in point of material used, but the
styles turned out of Earl & Wilson's factory are
recognized as the leaders. The newest shape of

E. & W. collars for full dress wear is the
" Sewanee." The " Sepata " is the favorite

cuff for dress. It is a square cornered cuff for

linked buttons. »*

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without delay, our Or-

DiNAPY and Safety.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

L.ABOR that can be employed.

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced many

features not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

We are making wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Handle-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under ihe handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADNUTS

OF REPAIRS without RE.MOVI.NG TIRE. NOTE
SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RI.M ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST
LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURINd CO,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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The Louisville Commercial oi December 23 pub-
lishes a cut of W. H. Langdown, who will be re-

membered by all visitors to the Springfield 18S5
tournament. Langdown was a failure on the

path, and not a glittering success off it. We
last heard of him living from hand to mouth in

New York. Doubtless by this time he has gone
back to the land of his fathers, the land of the

leaping kangaroo.

The French should take the bull by the horns
and make the same distinctions between ama-
teurs and professionals as are made in England
and America—that is if they want their repre-
sentatives to compete with foreign amateurs, or
if they wish foreign amateurs to compete on
their paths. On the contrary, if their meets
are a success now, when there is practically no
distinction, let well enough alone.

W. H. Barber replies to W. S. Maltby's chal-

lenge, but in such a way as to leave no possi-

bility for the two to meet. Maltby bases his

claim on his mastery of the ordinary bicycle, or

any part thereof, whereupon Baroer talks about
buggy wheels, which, as we understand it, do
not form part of an ordinary bicycle. Let Mr.
Barber draw his check and cover, or hold his

peace.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

1 4 First Prize Medals.
PEERLESS TOBACCO TVORKS.

Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. "^OS

THE
Springfield Roadster Volant Safety.

LI6111, coMPiti, smoiic m PumBiE.

T^E WISH to call the attention of the public generally to our New Improved Volant Safety,

which we have been induced to prepare to place on the market for 1889 to fill a long-

felt want for those who desire to ride and do not wish to stride a high wheel, and for those

who wish to purchase a wheel which can be adjusted to fit the whole family, from a rider of

44 to 56 inches, and still for those who desire a machine that can be adjusted to them as they

grow.

^HE VOLANT combines features of merit which can readily be appreciated by all. Our

Walking Lever Motion enables us to bring the wheels much closer together, thus

distributing the weight to better advantage, also making it much less sensitive to steer. It

has ball bearings all around, runs light, and is strong and compact. We shall have them

ready for delivery by February 15th to March ist. Retail price, $115. Descriptive Catalogue

February ist.

178 COIaUMBUS AVCNUi:. BOSTON, IVIASS.
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Weldless Sleel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher street, NEW YORK.

Delighted Audiences.
Enterta'nment Committees of Clubs and others

may be interested in knowing that

TZb-Q-m as S'be^'^exi-s'
New Illuitraied (Stereopticon) Leclure,

" Around the World on a Bicycle,"
Is an Instantaneous Success.

Particulars—T. STEVENS,
22 Irving Place, New York.

SKCELSiOE imi and Ml WmiM
FOR ALL CYCLES.

Patented October 2, 18S8.

SUPERIOETO TOBOGGAN, EOLLEE
OR ICE SK:je>.a?iJsrc3-.

GREAT SPEED AND~PERFECT SAFETY
ON THE

I^O-A^HD icm
OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

New Knoxville, Ohio.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PEiS
ARE THE MOST
» ' * PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEILIM & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Ouk

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introducing.

Solifl Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
The high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Ciirarette-holders. with Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

PEDEESEN & BUOKIKGHAM.
(Successors to Jens F. I'edersen)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

\'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

$».hO
8.00

No. l.'iRS.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMIiER Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Cold Cisnrette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, • -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

$5.50
U..V)

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Displacement Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
Should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without

extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E. a-- Ti^^'v^&oisr,
SOEiE PROPRIETOR AND ITIAN UFACTUHER, Saratoga Sprlnes, N. T.

Mention this advertisement when you order

AGENTS WANTED.
Cycle dealers who are in a position to import our wheels into the States, and to push the sale

of them, will oblige by communicating with us. At the expiration of the present year we shall require

a first-class agent in each principal centre.

The name and fame of the QUADRANT TRICYCLES abound in the States. We have

now also several splendid lines to offer in SAFETY BICYCLES of tip-top quality with important

improvements and at moderate prices.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO.,

BIRMINGHAM, ENG-LAND.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
NOS. 24 & 26 VANDEWATEE STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Xassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S'eel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.

NEWYOEK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

Brunch Housa, Chicago : W. D.Allen & Co., 151 Lake St.

E.&l^.T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schinid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer liCiises.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-
ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^More than Forty Ytart
Established in this lint

ef butintst.

R
ADWAY'S—^—
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

u^sxs: E-on. the:
pamimillllllllllWllllllliHWe NC K

PERFUittES AND TAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

SportiM Croois,

LOWEST PEIOES

21 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

EARL & WILSON'S.
M EN'S LI N E NjiO LLARS AN D C UFFS,

;"ARE THE "BEST"
FO R SALE EVERVW H£RE.

A/IINER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

JOHNSON & SLAYIN'S
MINSTRELS.

Week Commencing December 31.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUEE,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

GYMNASIUM OUTFITS.
My G-love Fitting Gymiiasiuni Shoe. The Pinest in the ¥orld

I carry and make up to order the finest line of goods in the country. Call "r
send for price list.

296 Broadway, New York.

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN .

WMs Stored during tie Winter at Reduced Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

WHEELS CA-LXjEID EOR jSl-ISTID XDELIVEI^EID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 South. Prospect F*arlc F»laza, Brooklyn

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

o^^ADAMS^ TUTTI-FRUTTI fSiT;!?'

CLUBS TRU.MP

LU

c«l

WHICH WINS?
CO

AMS V m\ TDTTI-FEDTTI CHEW GDM
ncreases the .low of saliva and .lids digcsiion. The Gum is' now used by touring as well as racing

/irheelmen, and it keeps the mouih moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURE. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVORS.
Sla-o-vxlci "be oxa. sale a-b alX "^^Ixeel ni-eix's H©o<3.q.-ia.aar-to3:?«.
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"
'Tis Mightier tlian tlie Pen."

A SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

T TNCEASINGLY at it—writing, writing, writing—good writing, bad

writing, worse writing—sometimes can read it when it is warm, seldom

when it is cold—sometimes the receiver can translate it—sometimes he can't

--waste of time, waste of labor at both ends. The pen is old-fashioned—the

progressive business man, the intelligent professional man, the live clerk, and

the modern student type-write; some 35,000 of them use the World Type-

writer. 'Tis a wonderful little machine, as simple as a primer, yet strong,

durable, practical ; and anyone can with practice easily write thirty-five words

a minute. A Single-Case World costs $10.00, a Double-Case World, which

writes seventy-two characters, $15.00. Live Agents Wanted. Address

Typewriter Department, Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, New York, Chicago.

"T'HE Columbia Calendar for 1889, although on the same general lines as its predecessors, shows

marked improvement. The leaves are not pasted, but sewed at the end, so that any leaf can be

immediately turned to. The stand is made of pressed pulp, handsomely gilded, and practically indestruct-

ible. There is ample space for memoranda on each leaf, and there are 365 leaves. Although this is

the fourth year of the Columbia Calendar, the matter contained upon the slips is fresh and new, and as

usual gives much valuable suggestion on the whole broad field of cycling. The Calendar is sent by mail

on receipt of twelve two-cent stamps. Address Advertising Department, Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Press or F. V. Strauss, iao-ia6 Walku St., Nbw York.
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289 MILES IN 24 HOURS!
The G-reatest Distance Ever Ridden in that Time by an American Amateur, was accomplished by

BERT MEYERS, OF THE PEORIA BICYCLE CLUB,

November 21, on the Ordinary

American Light Champion,
The same G-entleman has Ridden the Front "Wheel of his Light Champion

:

1 MILE FROM STANDING START IN 3 MINUTES 34/2 SECONDS. ] "^5 7 -^ "T
1 MILE FROM FLYING START IN 3 MINUTES 21 SECONDS.

\ ^^8l Oil rLeQ.OrGl.
14 MILES FROM STANDING START IN 60 MINUTES 7 SECONDS.

)

-^

Speaking of the Hill-Climbing Qualities of the Ordinary, there's that remarkable performance of JOHN
V. L. PIERSON, of the Bloomfield Cyclers, who went up Eagle Rock four times on a LIGHT CHAMPION,
with 5K-inch Cranks. Also the Best on Record.

Cyclometers. Cyclometers. Cyclometers.
The STANDARD, the BROOKS IDEAL and the EXCELSIOR. Record your mileage for the coming year.

and recollect we are headquarters for these very useful instruments. A few old style

EXCELSIORS remain. We are closing them out at the bargain price of

$5,QO,

The Best Christmas Gift is a Cycle, and for Boys and Girls the Celebrated and Reliable

IDEAL Bicycles and Tricycles are the proper caper.

Jf you will send for our catalogue it will con\fince you that we are the largest American Manufacturers of Cycles and Sundries.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CC,
CmO-A-G-O, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
OATALOGUE FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,
November

5, 1888.

Boston, Mass.:

Gentlemen—As the year is drawing to a close, perhaps you would be interested in knowing

how the "Swift" has fared in this section, as compared with other Safeties. To be brief: There are

more "Swifts" in use here than any other make of Safety. We have not taken a single Ordinary,

or any other kind of machine, in exchange, as part payment, for a "Swift" during the season. Not
a single " Swift," after leaving our hands, have, to our knowledge, been exchanged for other makes

of Safety or sold to a third party. There is not a second-hand "Swift" for sale or exchange. And
finally, from present indications, there will be more "Swifts" sold here during the coming season than

any two other makes of Safeties.

Yours, very truly,

(signed) DEVANY HOPKINS & CO.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy,

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

116 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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TSIE

EAGLE BICYCLE
THE WHEEL OF '89.

ACTIVE A&ENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN AND CITY IN THE UNITE)] STATES.

THE EAGLE.

/s now ready for the

market.

In workmanship,

finish and quality of

material it is u n-

equaled.

W h B r e ve r the

"Eagle" has been

exhibited it has been

received with enthu-

siasm.

It combines all the

ad van t ages of the

"Ordinary" with many

qualities of a "Safety.
"

It is second to none

in speed, either on

track or road. It is

a good hill climber, and

under perfect control

in coasting.

AGENCIES.

4// applications for

agencies will now

receive immediate at-

tention.

Ifyou deal in bicycles,

or if you are a good

rider, capable of show-

ing up the advantages

of an excellent wheel,

apply at once for the

aqency for your lo-

cality. We want live,

active men who will be

awake to our interests

and their own.

In applying address

the Stamford office,

and state the probable

number of bicycles at

present in use in your

town or county.

A Practical Eear-Brivei Safety wittioiit Sprocket Chains, Levers, Clutches, or extra frictloQ of any M.
SIMPLE, DIRECT CRANK MOTION.

THE LIGHTEST RUNNING WHEEL IN AMERICA.

E-v©x*37- S±z© aixci :F'±xi.±s1i. x'eaciijT^ fox* ±iixiiiec3-±ai3e cielx-vex-y.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONNXICTICITT.
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THE CITIZEN'S CUP,
At Baltimore, October 10, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

Ne'w Rapid Light Roadster,
On which he last 3^ear over the same course made "World's Road ReCOI*d. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NEW RAPID
SF»E;CIAL NOTICE.

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SE!3SriD IFOI?, C-A^T^A^LOGhTTE.

THE

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield Roadster Volant Safety.

II6III, [ fltlCI, ST»flll6 HP DilBU.

TT^E WISH to call the attention of the public generally to our New Improved Volant Safety,

which we have been induced to prepare to place on the market for 1889 to fill a long-

felt want for those who desire to ride and do not wish to stride a high wheel, and for those

who wish to purchase a wheel which can be adjusted to fit the whole family, from a rider of

44 to 56 inches, and still for those who desire a machine that can be adjusted to them as they

grow. — —

^"pHE VOLANT combines features of merit which can readily be appreciated by all. Our

Walking Lever Motion enables us to bring the wheels much closer together, thus

distributing the weight to better advantage, also making it much less sensitive to steer. It

has ball bearings all around, runs light, and is strong and compact. We shall have them

ready for delivery by February 15th to March ist. Retail price, $115. Descriptive Catalogue

February ist.

178 GOI4UIKIBUS JLVENTJE, BOSTON, IXEASS.
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c Trade R]YCLING IRADE iVEYlEW,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Oopies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news leceived till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Parii Row.

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $r per year. .

MR. WILLIAM E. NEUMANN, who for the

past year represented this paper as adver-

tising solicitor, is no longer in our employ and

is not authorized to represent us in any way.

AFTER a careful examination of Governor

Hill's annual message we were somewhat
disappointed not to find any mention of the New
York State road system, of its wretchedness,

and the necessity of improvement. Our disap-

pointment was not unreasonable because we
have been keeping the Governor carefully in-

formed of the growth of the improved roads

idea. The Governor devotes some time to the

consideration of the convict labor question.

The fact that hundreds of hands are lying idle

in the State prisons is deeply deplored but no

remedy is suggested, yet every cyclist knows
that they could be no better employed than in

improving the roads of the Empire State.

In distinct contrast to Governor Hill's failure

to exposit on this important question is the ac-

tion of Governor Beaver, of Pennsylvania. The
Governor considers the question of roads im-

provement of enough importance to devote two

long paragraphs to it, in which he expresses sen-

timents as to the necessity and benefits of an

improved road system, all of which will receive

the hearty approval of the cycling world. We
reproduce the paragraphs referred to :

" It is said that the civilization of a country.is marked by
its roads. If this be true, Pennsylvania cannot claim to

have ranl'ed highest in civilization. It is sale to say that

no expenditure of public moneys yields so little in return as

the road taxes of Pennsylvania. Our entire system of road

laws— or rather our road lavs'S which lack system- should

be thoroughly revised and codified . They served their pur-

pose when temporary roads were to be laid out and cheaply

made through unbroken forests, and over lands which had
but little value. The time has come when it will be econ-

omy, in every way, to build our roads permanently and
substantially. The comfort of our people, economy in the

transportation of our products, saving in the wear and tear

of vehicles and animals, and the needless mullip'icution of

highways, all demaiH that the laws governing the laying

out and construction of our roads thould be radically re-

formed and systcinaii/.ed.

" Thin may be considered a matter of minor importance,

and yet it affects every inhabitant of the commonwealth.
Wc musL all use at some time or other, in dome way or

olher, our public roads. Their character and condition

afVtct the breeding of our stock, the style of our vehicles,

the carrying capacity of the farmer's wagon, and the

speed and enjoyment of all who travel them for business or

pleasure, either in the carr-'age, in the saddle, on the

bicycle, or on foot. A thorough system should be devised

and authorized by thp Legislature which c lu'd be put into

immediate effect by our older communities, and adopted by
those which are newer as their ability and the wants of

their people might require."

In view of Governor Beaver's favorable and
decided stand on the question of improved
roads, the Pennsylvania Division should make
haste to introduce a bill providing for a road

commission to devise a system of improved
roads and institute a plan for the maintenance

of the same. A bill of this tenor is now in the

hands of Mr. Isaac B. Potter, counsel for the

New York State Division. Doubtless our Penn-
sylvania friends would be permitted to model
their bill on its lines.

RECORD FOR 1888.

GEORGE M. NISBETT RIDES 8,231

MILES.

The previous authenticated year's record was
8,086 miles, credited to Mr. A. B. Barkman,
Brooklyn Bicycle Club. This year Messrs. W.
F. Murphy, K. C. W., and George M. Nisbett,
New York Bicycle Club, have attempted to sur-
pass this record, and both have succeeded, as
will be noticed by the following tables. Mr.
Nisbett's record is goj^ miles ahead of Mr.
Murphy's score, and we think his 8,231 miles
is the greatest authenticated year's mileage ever
made in this country.

It will be noted that Murphy was ahead until
the last two months, when Nisbett, keeping his
own record in the dark, and watching Murphy's
mileage closely, was enabled to overtop his

rival. Nisbett rode a Rudge, a Light Champion
and a Demon safety. Murphy used a New
Mail, with an occasional spin on a Victor safety.
The following tables give each man's record :

Nisbett. Murphv.
Miles. Days Ridden. Miles.

January 77 3 1,0
February ' 67 4 163
March 140 6 150^
April 550 21 5665^
May 602 15 831
June i2»2 28 971
July 1632 27 1218K
August 1261 3c 5"^
September 1124 23 1440^
October 379 n 1700
November 505 13 306
December 672 16 151K

Toltals 8231 197 8140^
Average, 41% miles per day

; longest run, 127 miles

;

longest ride in twenty-four hours, 162 miles; nine rides of
ICO miles or over.

TO IMPROVE JEROME AVENUE,
NEW YORK.

The main staple of conversation among road
men is the project to stir up the Park Commis-
sioners by means of a gigantic petition, which
every one of the five thousand owners of fine

horses in this city is expected to sign, and get
them to make Jerome Avenue a drive, such as
every other large city in the world has and such
as New York should have. The petition will

ask that the avenue be widened to 150 feet; that
it be straightened and leveled, curbed and
guttered, macadamized for 12 feet on each side,
and given a well-laid crown top. Blanks for

signatures will be placed at Case's, Smith's,
Barry's, and the other noted hostelries probably
by Sunday next. Pclham Avenue is to be mailc
100 feet wide, and will be run straight from
lerome Avenue, south of the park, to back of
the grand stand of the new Morris track, and (he
two roads would make one of the finest drives in

the country.
Blanks will no doubt be placed in the hands

of cyclists, that they may aid in the good work.

Ex-Chief Consul Hayes, of the Mnssuchusetts
Division of the League, will leavo Boston for
Brazil on January 16. He will make u slop at
Bultimore and will be tvildcrvd a dinner by the
Hiilliiuore wheelmen,

THE FASTEST MILE EVER RIDDEN.

"the TRIPLET," 2m. 18 I-5S.

The Cyclist announces the receipt of a special

wire, stating that Whittaker, Oxborrow and Lee
rode a mile in 2m. 18 1-5S. on the Great North
Road, December 18.

THE WORLD'S MILE RECORD
BEATEN.

A MILE IN 2M. 29S. ON A RUDGE TRIPLET.

A trial against time was made on the North
Road, near London, December 14, by Messrs.
Oxborrow, Lee and Whittaker, the machine used
being a Rudge "Triplet." These three remark-
ably good riders rode the mile in 2m. 29s., beating
record for the path and road for any form of

cycle. The roads were heavy, and the Cyclist

considers the time equal to 2m. 20s. The
machine has four equi-sized 30-inch wheels, is

geared to 66 inches and weighs 120 lbs.

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION GAMES.

The first testimonial in-door meeting in honor
of the Amateur Athletic Union's second year of

existence will be held at Madison Square Gar-
den, Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh Streets,

Madison and Fourth Avenues, New York City,

on Saturday evening, January ig, 1889, begin-

ning at eight o'clock. The games will be the

finest ever held in this country. Among the

events is a two-mile bicycle handicap.
Prizes for each event : Gold stop watch, first

;

gold watch, second ; silver watch, third. For
the tug-of-war, gold watch to each man on win-

ning team ; silver watch to second. A silver

souvenir will be presented to every athlete com-
peting. Prizes will be on exhibition at Messrs.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241 Broadway, New
York City. Entrance fee, $1.00 per man for each
event. The right to reject or strike out any
entry i*! reserved. Entries close positively Mon-
day, January 7, with Otto Ruhl, 104 West Fifty-

fifth Street, New York City.

As the bicycle handicap was added at. the

special request of wheelmen, we hope all racing

cyclists will enter. The track is eight laps to

the mile.

MASSACHUSETTS BICYCLE CLUB,

ITS FURNITURE SOLD AT PHE CLUB HOUSE UNDER
THE HAMMER.

The funeral of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club
may be said to have occurred at the club house,

152 Newbury Street, December 27, when the

fine furnishings of the club were sold under the

hammer. There has been a great deal of spec-

ulation among some as to whether the club was
really defunct or not. The matter had been
denied and affirmed again and again. It has

now been settled beyond the shadow of a doubt.

The club was once the largest, best and most
influential in the country, and its club house was
pronounced the finest in the world. The mem-
bership began to drop off until matters reached

such a state that the club was forced to turn over

its property to the Massachusetts Bicycle Cluh
Corporation. The Boston Ait Club has been
regarding the property some time with a view

to purchase, and it was only a very short time

ago that the parties to the bargain were able to

agree upon a price.

The sale attracted a very large gathering,

there being many of the old members present.

The prices brought were fair only. The fittings

of the parlor brought about $:KH). The gas

fixtures ihrotinhout the house brotight ridic-

ulously low figures, considerin.g their beauty and
cost. They were made to order for tlte club,

and were of original design. Tiie magnificent

six-light chandelier in the parlor brought only

$20, and could not be replaced for over four

limes that figure. The fine two-light fixtures on

the ground lloor brouglit but $0.2^ apiece, and

three on the billiarii lloor were knocked down at

the Uvv figure of ifs.a;; etich. The billiard tables

brought $S3 and $96 respectively. The bowling

allev'was bid in for the An Club for $ia. .\n

ice i-hesi went for |;V35.- The fine lil)rary fur-

nittire went at very low figures, and the fittings

of the gvninnsiuin went for a mere song.

—
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Warwick Perfection Wlieels

This Macliine is Constructed of Wrought Steel Throughout-. NO CASTINiiS.
Sensitive Steering Overcome. As Perfect of Control as a Tricycle.

Adjustable for Height and for Steering. Adjustable Footrests. Spring Bearings to

Both Wheels. 30-inch Wheels Geared to 54-lnch.

C>V^! i/^/^fi^

Have More Genuine Improvements than

Any Other Wheels on the American

or European Markets.

THE FOLLOWING-

Some of its Many Advantages.

1st.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE
whereby the hand does not have to be removed from
the spade handle to apply the brake,

2d.—A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO
FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and viljra-

tion are brought to a minimum.

3d.

—

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjust-

ment, and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.—THE HANDLE BARS are made from
tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as

to give great strength at the part where required— /. c ,

at or- close to the head—and will not break as is the

case with other handle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet

steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are

connected.

6th.

—

THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be

quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair

shop) by removing a nipple, which can be removed
from the outside of the rim without taking out the

tire.

7lh.—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the

shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of

the rim, will wear longer and will run with less labor

than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT. being secured in the rim

by a fle.xible core, and are stretchless in ihcir circum-

ference.

8th.

—

THE BACKBONE is made from we-dless

steel tube, being lapered internally, and is four

gauges thicker at the part where the greatest strain

comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5.000 of

thise backbones were made and sold in England last

year.

gih.—THE FRONT FORKS areof the same well-

known perfection patent, thickened at the pan where

the greatest strain comes.

,oth.—THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted

and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run

several thousand miles without oiling or adjusiment.

nth.—THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs used are India Rubber

Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or ram.

It has, also, a new side rocking motion, and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

I2th.—THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle of the riders body.

13th.

—

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

A. KENNEDY-CHILD, Superintendent of Agencies. y <^^
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BROOKLYN CLUB'S CHRISTMAS
RACKET.

ALL THR BOYS RECEIVE APPROPRIATE PRESENTS.

The Brooklyn Club had a " Christmas stock-
ing" on Thursday evening last.

The entertainment opened with a game of

cards, "hearts" being the game. It was an
open contest with twenty hands, F. L. Hebert
winning the prize, a handsome celluloid card
case, hand painted, containing a pack of cards.

After cards the members adjourned to the
wheel-room, which had been cleared of all

wheels. Here, at a number of small tables, a
collation was spread.

After supplying the inner man the party ad-
journed to the parlor, where hung a huge
Christmas stocking, bulging with gifts for the
members.
The pool tournament prizes were presented as

follows : First Division, Mr. Fuller, silk um-
brella; Second Division, Mr. Greenman , silver

headed cane. Messrs. Ackerson and Bailey,
second prizes in each division, monogram pins.

Mr. H. E. Raymond then announced that he
had written his first poem, which announcement
caused a general stampede. After considerable
coaxing the boys relented and listened to Ray-
mond's verses. There were several dozen of
them, of which we give a sample :

A CHRISTMAS CAROL.
I am guilty, I admit, of the following: lines

;

Don't quiz them too closely—don't note them too fine
;

It personalities offend—take them just as they're sent.
As triendly-built jokes, entirely well meant.

Now for a laugh on my assistants, you see
;

1 wouldn't be surpri>-ed if they have one for me.
Each in his keeping: has a gift for the other,
VVaiting to present it—trying his feelinj^s to smother.

I told 'VIr. Miller, in a very sly manner,
To hide Campbells present behind the piano.
And Campbell— Miller's safe in his pocket keep right.
Until the proper cue—then bring it to light.

Camobell—sly fox—he thought to escape
;

'I his verse was not down when I showed him the tape.
Never more shall he travel on railroad or boat

;

Henceforth he must use— this sweet woolly goat.

Colleague William Miller, not forgotten, the sinner,
Altho' 1 fear something like the " llderan ' Club dinner

;

However, I'll risk it—in my throat quite a lump

—

I present, handsomely mounted, a costly old stump.

Next B. M. Cole—Inverness cape coat and all

—

From his greatness in dudedom may he ne'er take a fall
;

With a white inside vest tie— of silk— quite a mass,
I comple.e this pen picture with a single eye-glass.

A hero next, ready to fight, at his country's call

—

I refer to our club-mate, " Twenty-third " Eddie Hall.
At the flash of tie powder would he stand, fight or run ?

You must answer it—I can't—present arms—a gun.

Could we immortalize laughter—describe it by pen-
It wuuld, in this case, be a task worthy of men.
The name I'll not mention—ill-construed maybe

—

All the same, to be called for, a small sun-burnt baby.

Now for revenge— 'tis sweet you all know--
This time on a friend— not a bit of a foe.
At rhyming, this creature turns many a poem,
Hitting this one, and that one, a fun-glistening foam.
But to-night—merry Torrey- wheel of fortune spokes
Stops at your name with a book of new jokes.

H. Haggard Ryder, or Warner Whiskers in brief.
Who stays in the rear, to save those in grief

;

A virion of loveliness— to his smoke oft-confessed,
A dream realized— a pipe neatly dressed.

V. Solitare -that's Vail—the same
Who keeps the club-roster, adds every new name

;

With ink quite successful, makes many flourishes bold.
At an enormousexpense—apen— in his right hand to hold.

Many others we would if we could, but we can't,
Make merry joke or rhyme on, but of both we are scant.
There's Bradley- of his record a thing to be proud

—

Who leaves in the van the 25-mile crowd
;

And Schoefer, our racer, faster than horse.
Who leads all the cracks a dance o'er the <;ourse

;

Last but not least, Greenman, one who should lead,
A prince of good fellows- a real friend indeed.

To all not here mentioned our very best bow.
It's for lack of material, nothing else, we'll allow

;

' Still, we've gifts left in plenty-for them you must draw.
And we hope in this drawing many a laugh will score.
You have all had a Merry Christmas- 1 don't see any

tears,

So we wish you the next and many more Happy New
Years.

« i(< if( iH H< «

The entire poem has been carefully preserved
in the club scrap-book. Each man was com-
pelled to step up and take his gift :ind unwrap
it for the benefit of the crowd, who roared and
violently applauded the appropriateness of the
present.

Mr. Meeleer presented a leather medal to Mr.
Farnsworth for his great effort to put up the
club mileage. He had ridden ten miles during
the year.

THE NEW YORK CLUB.

" What's the matter with the New York Club ?"

"She's all—wrong," echo answers.
And what ihe trouble is no man knoweth.
The club is numerically and financially strong.

Its house on West End Avenue is well ap-
pointed, and all the paraphernalia of club life is

at hand.
Yet is there something lacking ; what, we

cannot learn. By some members it is claimed
that there is a lack of cordiality between the

members, caused by the fact that they are not
well enough acquainted with each other.

There is clique nor party of color or kind
;

harmony spreads the white wings of peace over
the scene. Yet all is not well.

Will the officers of the club please wake up
themselves or the Entertainment Committee
and do something?

NEW YEAR'S AT THE NEW YORK
CITY CLUBS.

HARLEM WHEELMEN S RECEPTION.

The success of the day at the Harlem Wheel-
men's club house, at 124th Street and Sixth
Avenue, was due entirely to the ladies, Mrs.
Newcome and Miss Raisbeck having made all

the arrangements.
The two ladies were at the club house and

reieivedsome forty callers during the afternoon.
In the evening a reception was given, at which
the following were present : Mr. Parker, Mr.
W. H. DeGraaf and daughter, Messrs. Locke,
Joseph, Lekin and Baldwin, Mr. Terwilliger
and wife, Mr. Ridabock and Miss Field, Mr.
L. A. Newcome and wife, Mr. T. A. Raisbeck
and daughter, Messrs. Edwards, Wimpleburg
and Emanuel ; also members of the Acme Bowl-
ing Club and Manhattan Bicycle Club, the latter

being represented by ]. W. Sheehan and Miss
Sheehan, C. A. Sheehan and Miss Kennedy,
' Col."Clairmonte, William Burrows and J. D.

Connor, in all a party of fifty.

The Christmas tree was stripped of its trim-

mings, which were disposed of to the highest

bidder. Judge Newcome acting as auctioneer,

the proceeds being turned over to the janitor.

The evening was spent in dancing and sing-

ing, Messrs. DeGraaf, Newcome, Ed wards, Lakin,
Emanuel and Dr. Wimpleburg distinguishing
themselves at the latter.

During the evening refreshments and a colla-

tion were served.

Now that the ladies have started the ball roll-

ing, let the members take heart and put some
life into old Harlem.

THE "FRANKLIN HOUSE" BOTTLE.

THE NEW YORK CLUB WILL FRAME IT.

The struggle for the bottle of champagne
offered by the proprietor of the Franklin House,
at Tarrytown, to the first man to arrive at his

house on New Year's morning, was rather tame
this year.

Messrs. DeGraaf and Emanuel, Harlem
Wheelmen, announced their intention of get-

ting out for the champagne on a tandem " bike,"

but De Graaf, remembering his trip last year,

probably, weakened. We have learned, how-
ever, that Emanuel was ill and unable to ride.

The Manhattan men failed to appear, narrow-
ing the contest down to George M. Nisbett and
M. F. Pendleton, who started on a tandem
tricycle and scooped the bottle. Mr. Nisbett

sends us a sketch of the ride :

" Pendleton and I left iiolh Street and Boulevard at i.; ji.

We called at iioth Street and Sixth Avenue, hut found no
one there. Our start was witnessed by Messrs. Hanson
and English. After walking, swimming and slogging three

miles, we reached Kiiigshriclgcat i.ij a M.,and ousliing on
reached Yonkers at i..(0. Here wc instituted a search for

something to satisfy the inner man, but lound only one fecd-

ery, and this was so crowded that the doors were looked, with

ton or fifteen famished mortals waiting on the outside

Not being able to strike :iny'hing, we look a reif in our
bells and pushed on, and after a terrible struggle over the

muddy roads we arrived at the I'^rankliii House just as the

clock struck four, and much 10 our delight the wine was
presented to us
"We started for home at 7.15 a.m. From Kingsliridge

down we tried bedijwick Avenue, which wc found to be

even worse than Kingsbridge Road. Wc reached the chib

house at ia.15. We shall never forget this ride. Our
mount was a Ciilumbia tandem. The l>oltlt tilled will

be framed in a plush case."

LONG ISLAND WHEELMEN
ELECTIONS.

At its annual business meeting, held January
2, the Long Island Wheelmen elected the fol-

lowing officers for i88g :

President: Geo. W. Mabie, 43 votes; Chas. H. Luscomb,
40 votes.

Vice-President, Dr. L. G. Wilder.
Recording Secretary, J. R. Davies.
Corresponding Secretary, F. E. Bogert.
Treasurer, L. F. Ballard.
Assistant Treasurer, O. E. Parker.
Trustees, W. J. Clark and W. S. Hawxhurst.

ROAD OFFICHRS :

Captain, George G. Teller.
First Lieutenant, Louis H. Wise.
Second Lieutenant, Carl C. Alden.
Third Lieutenant, George M. Halsey.
First Color Bearer, George W. Kreger.
Second Color Bearer, A. H. Harris.
First Bugler, T. M. Lamberson.
Second Bugler, F. B. Monell.
Surgeon, J. B. Wright.

KARL KRON ON W. H. LANGDOWN.

" Inasmuch as there must be a loser in every
well-contested race," writes Karl Kron to us, " I

see no reason for your speaking contemptuously
(Wheel of December 28, page 355) about the
New Zealander who failed to win first place at

the Springfield bicycle tournament of 1886. It

was quite to his credit that, with odds so much
against him, he was willing to help along the
international quality of the show b)^ appearing
there at all. I am reminded to say this because
I to-day received his letter of November 30,
enclosing post-office order for $10 in payment
for copies of 'X. M. Miles on a Bi.' which he
has recently sold for me at Christchurch, the
capital of New Zealand, where his father is a
prosperous manufacturer. He himself is as-

sociated as junior partner, I think; and I know
that during his year's residence in Nev? York,
for the study of American business ways, he
earned a respectable salary in a down-town
office, though by no means dependent upon it

for his support.

"He afterward traveled six months in England,
before taking ship for the final stage of his

journey around the world; and the record of his

cycling tours in N. Z. is embalmed on p. 569 of

my book. It may seem absurd for the Louisville

Co??imercial 10 print his portrait at this late day;
but for your paragrapher to sneer at so ex-

ceptionally well-fixed a young man as W. H.
Langdown as ' living from hand to mouth,' seems
still more absurd."
[The paragraph referred to by Karl Kron was

simply a relation of facts. We might go into

details, but now that Langdown is on his feet

again we may let it pass.

—

Ed.]

MARRIAGE REVEALED BY A BICYCLE
HEADER.

The marriage on Thanksgiving Day of Miss
Sadie O'Neill, of Lake Forest, to Enoch M.
Fredericks, of Waukegan, has just been made
public. The couple drove out into the country
on Thanksgiving Day, ostensibly to spend the

day with relatives. At Lake \'illa, however,
they boarded the cars, and were soon in Wis-
consin and married. The matter WcS kept a

secret until the husband took a "header" from
a bicycle in Chicago a few days since, and re-

ceived such injuries that he desired his wife to

nurs^ him. The story was then told.

—

C/iii-ago

/iilt-r-Oitaii.

PROVIDENCE WHEELMEN BREAK A
HILL RECORD.

KIKTEKN KOl'N'n TRIPS UP " SANI>-riPK WiniOl'T

A UlSMOl'NT.

Yesterday afternoon several pedestrians wit-

nessed Mr. E. F. Rosenberg break the previous

records of hill climbing held by P. M. Harris, of

New York, at Sixteenth Street and boundary,
coinnioiily known among wheelmen as Sand-
I'ipe Hill, lie inaiic fifteen roiuul trips in forty-

one niiiuucs wilhoul a disnuuint, ;i(ul rode his

4()-inch Springfield Roadster. His intention

was to make twenty-four round trips, but his

limekeeper refused to wait longer on account
of the chilly weather. .Among those who wil-

nesseil the remarkable feat were Messrs. Idc,

G. V. W. Kno.s, Drs. Lee and Hill, of the

Washington Cycle Club, antl many others.
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THE WHEEL.

By An Unknown Liar.

[Dedicated to San Francisco Bicycle Club.]

See the wheeler with his wheel,
Silent wheel.

How many murderous thoufrhts pass through
Our mind as i ast he steals

;

As he f^l'des along the pave,
With the silence of the grave.

\

And the crystallinic glittering of n'ckel-plated steel

Bursts upon the enraptured sight,
!

As it flashes dazzling bright,
|

Till the gamins, with delight
|

(Which the ordinary mortal and pedestrian cannot feell, ^^ i

Yell out, •' See the blooming hijit on his altitood'nous wheel, I

On his lofiy and e.xalted and velocipedic wheel

;

t

On his wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel,
|

On his lofty and velocipedic wheel.

Hear the tinkling of his bell,

Little bell.

As it warns the folks to give him room before he gives them
tophet.

And he dings it all the while,

With a feeble, vacant smile.

As he works his number twelves in a rhythmic kind of style.

And the people, ah ! they think.

When they liear that tinkle tink,
' Here comes old Darwin's lost one, here comes the missing

link!"
And they positively feel

Like smashing up his wheel.
And implanting on his pantaloons some wounds that

wouldn't heal.

That would cause him to stand upright as he takes his mid-
day meal.

And would give him heaps of trouble as he sat upon his

wheel.
On his wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel.

On his nickel-plated, highly polished wheel.

THE FIRST BOWLING MATCH OF
THE SCHEDULE.

The teams of the New York B. C. and Harlem
Wheelmen will meet at Mott Haven on Friday
evening, January 4, to play the first game of

the official schedule of the Bowling League. It

is expected that a large number of cyclists will

be present. Train leaves Grand Central Depot
(N. Y. and Harlem R. R.) at 7:40 p. m., and re-

turns at 11:03 P. M.

A BILL TO IMPROVE NEW JERSEY'S
ROADS.

DOROTHY G.

ANOTHER TOUR AROUND THE
WORLD BY TWO AUSTRA-

LIAN WHEELMEN.

Karl Kron supplies us with the following ex-

tract from a suburban paper of Melbourne (the

Brunswick Reformer, dated November 14, 1888),

it having been contributed thereto by his most
active helper in that city, George R. Broadbent,

w-o is himself a tourist and road rider of no
little experience, as shown by the records on
page 562 of the Australasian chapter in " X. M.
Miles on a Bicycle." (An odd misprint here

alludes to him as " a grandfather," though he is

in fact a young man only recently married.)

Mr. Burston's wheeling biography is also

printed on page 558 of the book, and he was its

earliest subscriber at the antipodes.

There started from this city, on November i. t888, for a

tour around the world on their bicycles, two well-known
and generally respected gentlemen of Melbourne, Mr,

George W Burston. of the firm of Samuel Burston
and Co., malsters, of Flinders Street East, being one of the

twain, whilst his companion was Mr. Henry R. Stokes, of

Messrs. Stokes & Martin, electroplaters, of Little Collins

Street East. The trip is to be one of pleasure and sight-

seeing, and it is patent to all wheelmen that they will,

having the bicvcles as a means of transport. Dossess the

facility of visiting more places and seeing stranger sights

than if they were traveling by any other method.
And again, in regard to health, the bicycle is without a

compeer; it is safer and quiiker than a horse, it does not

shy at what is not there, neither does it require any food

otherwise than a si.\penny worth of oil per jear.

At the complimentary dinner tendered to them on
October 27, Mr. Burston, in replying to a toast, remarked
that he had b. en riding over ten years, and had traveled

upward of fifty thousand miles. Mr. atokes, also, i» an
old rider, having used the bicycle eight or nine years, and
at present is the holder of the Australian so-mile road
record, in 3h. 12m 52s. Mr. Burston is a road rider of

the first water, having visited nearly every town in the

West and Northwest of Victorin. He had ridden 100

miles in 8h. 9m., which is only eight minutes longer than
the present record ; it was "record" itself until about a
year ago.
Their first stage is riding to Sydney, but will break the

journey and visit such places en route that may be inter-

esting enough to call for inspection. Then from Sydney to

Newcastle they intend to ride, but will take the boat to

Brisbane, where they embark for Calcutta via Ratavia and
Singapore.
They, I believe, have planned

A bill is to be introduced in the New Jersey
Legislature this winter which is of great interest

to all property owners in the State, with the ex-
ception of those living in cities. It gives to the
Board of Chosen Freeholders in each county
the power to designate or adopt certain high-
ways to be called " county roads,'' and to keep
them in repair at the expense of the county.
The bill will probably be presented by Senator
James L. Miller, of Union County, who has
been much interested in the matter.
Numerous petitions, explaining the object of

the proposed law and setting forth the disad-
vantages of the old system, have been in circula-

tion in Union, Somerset, Morris and other coun-
ties for some time. Several hundred signatures
have been already obtained, and on one of the
petitions appear the names of such well known
Jerseymen as Senator Miller, Congressman John
Kean, Warren Ackerman, William D. Bigelow,
Chauncey B. Ripley, Frank Bergen and A. B.
Carlton.

City Attorney Bergen, in an interview with a
reporter, said :

" The law of the middle ages regarding the maintenance
of public roads is still in force in Union County and gener-
ally throughout the State, wiih the single e.xception of
Essex. In Esse.x County they have a Countv Road Board,
which has charge of all the highways. The city govern-
ment does the work on the streets in ciiies, but in the rest
of the State ancient law prevails. Under this law, in each
township—sometimes on the township titket at spnng elec-
tions and sometimes in the va ious road districis of the
town— sums of money are voted for repairing roads In
case no money is voted and the appropriation runs out, the
present law requires the overseer or roadinaster to 'warn
out' the inhabitants and compel them to 'work' the roads
for nothing. The common practice under this system is to
plow a few times through the ditches on each side and
scoop and shovel the mud and dirt into the middle of the
road, rhis furnishes mud or dust, according to the condition
of the weather, the greater part of the year, and then the
operation is renewed.

'• Every year the legislature passes a half dozen or so of
fragments ol statutes to remedy the evil, but having only
particular grievances or points in mind, a complete and
efftcieni method of maintaining public roads has never been
evolved in thrs State. The result is that we have a vast and
complicated mass of statute and judicial law which has
become both impracticable and intolerable. 'vVithin a few
years a disposition has been shown by the Legislature to
sweep away the whole mass of law on this subject and sub-
stitute a better system. In i8S6suchan act was passed, but
as it violated nearly every provision of the Constitution, it

was promptly aeclared void by the couris. As the matter
now stands every township and road district isat liberty to
paten and repair general public highways in as many differ-
ent ways as there are districts. That is why nine-tenths of
the roads in this State are well-nigh impassable during cer-
tain seasons of the year. The proposed bill, which Is being
prepared with the uimost care, is designed to remedy all
this, and will undoubtedly be passed."

—Elizabeth Daily fournal.
--*"^

UNIVERSAL CYCLING CLUB NOTES.

The first monthly " smoker " of the Uni versals,
of Brooklyn, took place at their club rooms last
Thursday evening, where, amidst clouds of smoke

,ney, . u.-.i.v., ...v. ,.,„„,.. follow the River h"? ^Vf""n"'
Programme, a good time was

Ganges until Delhi is reached, and visit the Indian temiiUs i

^"J"ye<l by all present, hollowing are some of
throughout the journey. They then have hopes of crossing

|
the names of those that delighted their hearers

the country to Madras, and thence on to Colombo. The
|

with iheir various accomplishments-

Dorothy G. is a dainty maid.
As forth in a neat cycle suit arrayed.
She spins on her wheel. To me more
Fair than my Helen of yore.
For surely no rider of times gone by.
E'er loved his lady as true as I.

And now, as she sits on a tricycle seat.
With anothe"" man, and their glares meet.
Each look fills me with deep distrust.
And gives my weak heart a rancorous thrust.
For oh I mv passion's hard to control,
Since Dorothy's mistr'~ss of heart and soul.

V.'hy is it. you ask me, I don't declare
My lo<-e to one who's so debonair.
And thus put an end to mv fearful drubt,
E'en though my vows she may scornfully scout 'r

Why is it 1 end not my heart's jealous strife?
If I must tell the reason—she \t my wife.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Everything seems favorable for a successful
tournament to be given at the baseball grounds
on January i by the Bay City Wheelmen, of

San Francisco. Several events are on the pro-
gramme, the prizes have attracted a large num-
ber of entries, and a number of the boys have
trained faithfully at the Mechanics' Pavilion.

At the last meeting of the Bay City Wheel-
men the following ofl^cers were elected for the
ensuing six monihs : President, R. M. Thomp-
son ; Vice-President, P. A. Libby ; Secretary,
F. W. Pierson ; Treasurer, W. D. Sheldon ; Cap-
tain, Fred. Russ Cook ; First Lieutenant, Jos.
Cox ; Second Lieutenant, L. G. Hodgkins

;

Buglers, C. C. Moore and L. Cole.

California.

sigl ts they will probably see in India alone will, I should
not doubt, be enough to compensate them for their journey
thither. Again resorting to the steamer, they will land in

Egypt, thence on to Naples, and in fact over all Europe,
finishing in England.
Their next stage will be a trip over the Atlantic, to the

United Slates, in which it is their intention of doing a lot

of riding, and visiting almost e ery spot of interest. They
will probably return home via New Zealand.

I cannot say more than to wish them a safe and prosper-
ous journey, and to express a wish to see them back among
us in safety, after their extended excursion. '1 hey will

Fossibly be away a year or eighteen months, if not longer.
muNt not f.jrijet what the chairman of the complimentary

dinner (Mr. Ju-tice Williams) said in the course of his

remarks :

'' There was no nobler sport, more healthful and
honorable than cycling, being the most free from the taint

of sh.tdy persons and institutions, and it was the boundcn
dutv of every citizen ol any note to foster and promote an
honorable and health-giving exercise."

The tourists ride Australian-made machines, and no
doubt great interest will be taken bv every maker of such
goods, as to how these machines stand the wear and tear of
every kind and condition of road and weather.

Mr. J. Huzer gave an excellent performance
on the zither, which was followed by banjo soloS
by Messrs. Finn and Hennessy; Messrs. Lenahan
and Leith gave a fine performance with the
gloves, as did also Mr. Oscar Finn and Mr. O.
Schuster of the Park Athletic Club. Mr. W. H.
Robertson acted as master of ceremonies. Mr.
G. Reed and L. Lynch gave some excellent
vocal music. The event of the evening was the
fancy bicycle riding by Mr. D. Hennessy.

The second annual reception will take place
at Library Hall in February.

At the next regular meeting of the club
an election for a Vice-President will be held to
fill the vacancy caused by our late Vice-Presi-
dent, Mr. Isaacson, going South.

Hustler.

CONNECTICUT-INGS.

Never, during the years of our sojourn in the
State, have there been fairer or finer days or
less snow than on Christmas and New Year's,

and so far this winter this nutmeg portion of
New England has had but one little touch of

snow.

We are pulling every string possible to have
our roads improved, and they have been grav-
eled to some extent about here, and the Quakers
are really beginning to see the difference be-
tween gravel and mire, and the chances are that

we have got them started in the right direction

at last.

A little east of here, at Westport, they have,
by subscription, raised money and begun to lay

macadam, and it is hoped that the good work
may go on until it will be possible for a cycler

to wheel from New York to Boston in less than
a week.

In most other respects this section is well ad-
vanced; scenery is fine, not very hilly, or would
not be so considered on good road surfaces, and
the most pleasant in which to live that we have
found.

The salt breezes from the Sound keep ofif the

snow wonderfully well— something we rejoice in

greatly, as wheelmen. A few miles north they

wade in snow all winter, as they do in Berk-
shire, where we toured a few days in October,
sleighing all winter. Deliver us from the

ghastly whiteness.

In the coasting and skating days of boyhood,
one had no dread of snow and ice, but cycles

had not then come to brighten life, and lengthen
it as well.

It's a matter for rejoicing that the first month
of winter has gone, and we have had bul one
snow storm.

Our wheel club does so little wheeling or any-
thing else that it really does not deserve a notice.

It cannot be blamed for apathy during the in-

clement season, for it nearly all rides ordinaries

yet, and could not be expected to have even
occasional runs no\y. They barely do that in

the best season, because of our poor roads, but
as the safeties come in use there will be more
frequent outings.

We have not even a Consul L. A. W. here,

that we know of now, since Brer. Baldwin re-

signed, and we have probably seventy-five

cyclers.
Stamson.

Stamford, Conn.
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FENTON'S FANCIES.

There was a very large turn-ou: of cyclists in

the Park on Christmas Day. Almost every
variety of wheel was represented, and I noticed
an unusually large number of middle-aged
riders, soberly jogging along on "trikes" of

antique appearance. Ah, ye youthful " scorch-
ers," who rush through the Park at a 3.20 gait,

and climb hills at a pace which lands you at

the summits dizzy and exhausted, you don't

have half as much fun on your rides as the old
" stuffs," irreverently so-called, who plod along
on their " three-wheelers" and take a couple of

hours to cover their ten or twelve miles. The
motive of your riding is to gratify ambition;
their's, to secure recreation. I am told that I'm
a good deal of an old fogy myself, but I can't

see where the fun comes in, in going out with a

friend for an afternoon's ride, and spending
that pleasant part of the day in "scorching"
both himself and yourself to a standstill. The
moral of all this is, to paraphrase Thomas
Hughes' famous advice in regard to fighting,
" Don't scorch until you have to—on the track

—

and then scorch with all your might."

The " Circle " in the Park seems to be a
regular open-air club-house for wheelmen.
Christmas morning I saw a lot of riders well-

known around the city, mostly representing the

younger element of the clubs, among others

Pendleton, Nisbett and Blake, of the New
Yorks; Sheehan of the Manhattans, and Thayer
of the Citizens, all congregated there. Peoli,

of the New Yorks, who, by the way, is more of

a "vet "than even the moss-backed Pitman,
having first ridden a wheel at Paris in 1875, was
out in the afternoon and executed some fancy
mounts in a style which few of the youngsters
could beat.

Speaking of the New Yorks, it's rather a

queer thing that the Manhattans show so much
bitterness toward them, even going to the ex-

tent of leaving them out of the invitation list

on the occasion of the Manhattan house-warm-
ing. All this was told me by a member of the

fiist-named club, who says further that the

action was rather uncalled for, particularly as

the N. Y. B. C. was pretty well represented at

the Manhattan reception last year.

I think The Wheel should set a standard, by
which the validity of a wheelman's claim to the

honorable title of " Vet " may be decided. Since
your interview with Pitman, every fifth wheel-
man whom I meet addresses m'e about as fol-

lows . "Ah, Fenton, don't you want to write

out my reminiscences, history, etc., etc. ? I'm a
' Vet ' myself, you know !

" My invariable

answer is that nothing would give me more
delight, but the crop of cycling Nestors is so

large this year that I must ask a couple of

questions first. These are : Did you join the

League in 1880? Have you ridden a wheel at

least eight years ? Strange as it may seem, I

haven't begun a biography yet !

I am informed by a gentleman of my ac-

quaintance that the bicyclists will have to leave

the Park at the end of this year, sure ! It is

hardly necessary to say that my friend drives a
trotting horse, whom he fondly imagines is

dreadfully afraid of a bicycle. The funny part

of it is that I was riding alongside his horse

while he uttered this direful threat, and the ani-

mal didn't even prick up his ears ! This may
interest lovers of that elaborate form of witti-

cism—the paradox.

The Citizens' " smoker " on New Year's Eve
was a great success. To quote Artetnus Ward :

" Long may they wave !

"

I beg to suggest to their worships, the Rac-
ing Board, that they insert the following among
their rules ; Each competitor shall forward with

his entry, definite answers, as far as possible, to

the following questions : Date of last race, dis-

tance and handicap given? Position at finish

and time, if taken ? This might lighten the

labor of that unlucky individual, the haiidicap-

per, and perhaps check the grumblings and
complaints of unsuccessful riders, who are al-

ways a good deal of a nuisance, even (hough
they " roar you as gently as a sucking dove."

Fknion.
*.».*.

The Christmas number of the San Francisco
News Letter published a supplement illustrating

Golden Gate Park, the San Francisco Wheel-
men's paradise.

READING.

The Reading Bicycle Club Drum Corps made
its first appearance Christmas Eve on the streets

of our city. It was a rip-roaring success. Santa
Claus also visited the rooms, and placed all the
greens left over, after getting through with the

other children in the city. The artistic effect

was simply marvelous.

Here's a new idea. On one of our recent

runs, one of the Hoffman brothers got very
tired after coasting one of our long hills, and
swearing by all the hills in Berks that he could go
no further, he then and there jumped off, drop-
ped his machine in the middle of the road and
sat down on it. All the others left him there
and stopped a half mile further on at the hotel for

dinner. By and by in comes Hoffman, and
shortly after a country chap feeling very much
elated. Inquiry into his apparent happiness
revealed the fact that he had found Hoffman
sitting at the foot of the hill played out, and had
actually pushed him up the hill, and felt happy
on that account. When he had got him to the

top " Hoffy " rode off and never as much as
thanked him for what he had done.

Our friend Charlie, who holds his head so

high (a la Sallie), can make more scratches in

pool than any other three men in the club.

Keep-on-you'11-get-there ! "Senator Kline"
claims to be the only player in the club. He
does play well, that is if the game was for the

one who got the least balls.

Superintendent Crawford also comes in with
a new idea. He gets a man to drop a piece of

chalk into the pocket when his turn comes to

"bust." The dropping of a ball and chalk are
identical ; and old Craw actually played the

crowd for several games before it was found out.

I see Geo. Eckert, Jr., had a very curious

mishap the other day. He was coming down
the street at a pretty good gait, and was just

about passing a street car, when lo ! a boy with
a wheel-barrow emerged from behind the car,

and there was a collision. Well, for the time
being it was hard to tell which would come out
victorious, but at last the wheel-barrow got the

better of the bicycle, and pushed the front wheel
of the latter, which was a Star, under the car.

But such a looking wheel ! It was buckled,
twisted, and crushed into such a shape that it

looked as though it had been forced East by one
of those Western cyclones. It is now at Wil-

helm's for repairs. George was very much
afraid that the " Vortex " might find it out; and
so he did. How could he help it, when he was
an eye witness ?

John Sheele, reporter of the Herald, and Ezra
Schneider, the Jersey Lily, had charge of a go-
as-you-please walking match Wednesday after-

noon. The start was made from South Ninth
Street, Schneider setting the pace on his Star.

There were seven entries, and the route was
from Wentzel's store to Poplar Neck; thence to

Flying Hill Park; thence along the Morgantown
road and back to starting point. Fisher made the

distance in 55m. and 48s., and Farrar, a colored

sprinter, came in last in i hour and 7 minutes.
The judges were Colonel T. C. Hannahoe,
Mayor of Irishtown, Wm. Wentzel and Chas.
Kuhlman. One of the judges came very near
making a mistake. When Schneider came in

on his bike, the judge thought that Farrar had
changed his mind and used a bicycle instead of

walking, and il took a great deal of persuasion
to convince him that it was Schneider. I think

that he must be color blind.
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VOKIKX.

The Manhattan Club welcomed '89 in jolly

fashion, with a tooting of horns and the club

cry. The parlors were cleared of all impedinienla,

and music, dancing and refreshments helped

past a pleasant evening. Some thirty men were
present.

BRIDGEPORT.

Wheelmen here in Bridgeport are wondering
if the mild and unseasonable weather which we
are experiencing will continue. Several enthu-
siasts use the wheel no matter how inclement
the weather.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club is advancing
rapidly, and before spring will have a very
large membership. The club roll to-day in-
cludes eighty-two members, and there are
eighteen applications in the hands of the com-
mittee.

On New Year's Day the club kept open house,
and the committee deserve great credit for the
artistic way in which they decorated the club
rooms. Potted palms, ferns, tropical plants,
bric-a-brac and banners adorned the rooms.
An old-time shield, hammered and engraved

in allegorical design, hung over the large fire-

place. This shield was purchased in Europe
by one of the members at a large sum, and is

supposed to be several centuries old.

In one of the rooms refreshments were
served from tables laden with abundance of

salads, fruits, etc., etc., and over a large punch
many congratulations were received on the
marked success of the new organization.
Among the 265 callers who registered were

wheelmen from Roslyn, L. I., Waterbury and
New York, and manv members of the Ram-
blers. Kroywen.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEET.

The Executive Committee, L. A. W., held
their meeting at the New Marlborough, Decem-
ber 27. Messrs. Kirkpatrick, Hayes and Bull,

of the committee, were present. Messrs. J. C.
Gulick, C. H. Luscomb, G. R. Bidwell and
Abbot Bassett were also present. The commit-
tee were unable to close with the jS/iyc//;;^ World,
as no contract had been prepared. The
Bicycling W^ot/^/ Publishing Co. paid the League
a bonus of $300 for the official organship from
March, 1888, to March, 1889, with the privilege
of a three years renewal at same figure, notice
of intention to renew contract to be given by
January i, 1889. The publishers wished to

waive this bonus and make some other arrange-
ment, but as nothing had been prepared the
matter was referred to the National Assembly.
The annual meeting of the National Assem-

bly, L. A. W., will be held February 18, at the

Grand Union Hotel, New York City.

The committee considered the action of Chas.
H. Luscomb, who published a political circular-

letter during the late campaign, involving the
entire League, and all this without any authoriza-
tion. The committee have embodied their views
in a letter which will appear in the official organ.
Speculation in matters of this kind is hazardous,
but there is a general impression current that

the Executive Committee have applied a sur-

tout of whitewash to Mr. Luscomb.

FIXTURES.

Tan. 5, 1889
Jan. 5, 1S89

Jan. 9, 1889.

Jan. 10, 1S89.

Jan. n, 1889

Jan, II 1880.

Jan. IS, 1889.

.Km. 15, 1SS9,

Jan. iS, 1889

Jan. 19, 1889,

Ian. 34, 1889.

):\n. as, 1889.

Jan. -.'h, >889

Ki-b. I, 1S89.

Feb. I, 1889.

Kcb. ;, 1889

Feb. 8, iS8.)-

Fob. 9, 1889.

Kcb. IS, 1889.

Feb. IS, 188).

1-cb. »3, 1889

Mar. 1, :889.

Mar. s. '880.

Mar. if, 18S9.

Mar. 14, 1889.

Mar. 16, i88g.

—Harlem vs. New York, al Harlem.
—Kings vs, Hudson, at Brooklyn.
—Berkshire County Wheelmen s Hal .I/,i,v^i»,-,

at I'itislield, Mass.
—Atlanta vs. Hudson, at Newark.
—New York vs. K njjs, at New York.
—Cambridce Club's reception.
— Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.
—Vermont Wheel Club's Reception, at Brat-

tleboro, Vt.
—Hudson County vs. New York, at Jersey

City.
—A. A. V. games at Madison Square Garden,

N. Y.City. Two-mile bicycle handicap
entrance fee, Ji; close January 7, with
Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Kifty-tifih Street,
N. Y. City.

—Atlanta vs. Hudson County, ,it Newark.
— All)any Wheelmen's indoor tournament.
—Harlem vs. Kinijs at Harlem.
— Kings vs. New York, at New York.
--Hudson Coiiiuv vs. Harlem, at Jersey City,
.—Kings County vs. New York, ,11 llrooklyn.
— KnleiiaiMnieni and rci('|>lion 01 Manhattan

Bicycle Club, M I.exmgion .\venue
Opcia House, New Yi>ik City.

— Harlem vs. .Vilama.al Harlem.
—New York v«. Harlem, at New York.
—Hudson Couniy vs. Kings, at Jersey City.
— Atlanta vs.- Kings, at Newark,
—New York vs. Hudson Countv, ai New

York,
—Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.
—Hi ason County vs. .Mlanca, at Jersey City.
— Atlanta vs. New Vork.at Newatk.
—Harlem vs. Hudson County, at Harlem,
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COLUMBIA BICYCLES,
1889.

The Columbia Catalogue for 1889 is of the same form a<:

in previous years, and contains fifty-six pages of useful Co-

lumbia information. We summarize the more important

features of iSSo wheels, advising those who wish for further

information toapoly for catalogues.

THE COLUMBI.\ LIGHT ROADSTER.
Price, 51-inch, $125.

Difference of $2 co for each two inches in size, up
or down. Metal parts all steel. No castings Endless
moulded rubber tires, J'-inch to front, 'i-inch to rear
wheels. Cold drawn and rolled seamless-steel hollow
felloes, spokes tangent. 68 spokes to front wheel. 20 to

rear wheel. Detachable Knous cranks. 5, 5^ and 6 inch
throw. Columbia adjustable ball bearings to front and
rear wheels. Kirkpatric>< saddle. Weight, with saddle
and pedals, q8 lbs This is the fifth vear of the Light
Road^ter, built with such improvements in details as the
e.tperience of previous seasons has fuggested. Thespokes
are set at a greater angle than in iS'SS wheels, making
three crossings and throwing the virtual hub some inches
further out.

THE E.XPERT COLU.MP.I.\.

Price, 50-inch, $120.

Metal parts all steel, no castings Endless moulded
rubber tires, i-inch front and Jj-inch rear. Crescent
felloes. 56 and 18 direct spokes, witn both ends en-
larged. 4;^-inch recessed steel hubs, on S'^-inch a.\le.

with cj^-inch spread of spokes. Detachable Knous cranks,

5, 5J< and 5 inch (or 5-)^ to 6^4 inch) throw. Columbia
"double-grip" rubber ball-pedals. iB-inch rear wheel.
Columbia adjustable ball-bearings to front and rear wheels,
ij'o-inch cylindrical perch, made of imported patent, cold-

drawn, seamless-steel tube, 5-inch cylindrical head, with
dust-shield. 4-inch hemispherical and conical centres, with
Copeland duple.x adjustment. Columbia elliptical, cold-
drawn, seamless-«teei, tubular front and rear forks. 28-inch
hollow continuous-steel, detachable cow-horn handle-bar,
z'/i-inch drop. Spade handles. One-piece leg-guard.
Grip-lever sp' on-brake. Adjustable step. Kirkpatrick
saddle. Tool-bag with Columbia B. & S. monkey-wrench,
screw-driverand oil-can Weight, with saddle and pedals on,

44 lbs. This is the eighth year of the Expert, and it is ex-
pected to sustain its reputation for duiability and staunch-
ness.

THE VOLUNTEER COLIMBIA.

Price, 50-inch, $too.

Metal part.« all steel, and no castings. Endless moulded
rubber tires. Js-inch front and ^-nc'' rear. Crescent fel-

loes. 56 and 18 direct spokes, \o ii',- gauge, with both
ends enlai-ged. 4'4-'nch recessed steel hubs, on 8V-inch
axle, with 5-X-inch spresd of spokes. Detachable Knous
cranks, s, 5^; and 6inch throw. Columbia "double grip"
rubber ball-pedals. 18-inch rear wheel. Columbia adjust-
ab'e ball-bearings to front and rear wheels i->3-inch cylin-

drical perch, made of imported cold-arawn seamless-s'eel

lube. No. 15 gauge. 5-inch cylindrical head with dust-shield.

4-5J-in'"h conical centres. Columbia elliptical, cold-drawn
seamless-steel, tubular front, and semi-tubular rear-forks.

iS-inch hollow, continuous-steel, cow-horn handle-bar.
Sp ide handles. One-piece leg-guard. Grip-lever spoon-
brake Adjustable step Kirkpatrick saddle Tool-bag
with Columbia B. & S. monkev-wren h, screw-driver and
oil-can. Weight, with saddle and pedals on, 42 lbs.

By dispensing with the least essential advantages ol high
grade wheels, bv devoting less labor to the nans for appear-
ance only, by omitting expensive successive coatsof enamel
and rubbing down, and by constructing a large number of

machines of four sizes and one finish, the company has been
ab^eto put out a really first class «heel it a reduced price'

THE COLUMBIA SEMI-ROAUSTER.
Price, 50-inch, $75.

Endless moulded rubber tires, "^-inch to front and ;H inch
to rear. Crescent felloes 52 and 18 direct spokes. No.

11 H steel wire, with both ends enlarged. 16-inch rear
wheel. 3-inch hub-flanges, with 5-inch spread of spokes.
Detachable cranks, 4 to 5 inches throw. Parallel pedals.

I

with corrugated rubbers. Columbia ball-bearings to front
wheel, with new adjustment. Cone bearings to rear
wheel. i!i inch cylindrical perch. 4?i-inch cj-lindrical
head, with cone centres. Elliptical, seamles.s-'teel, tubular
front forks, solid rear forks. 24-inch cow-horn handle-bars.

;
Vulcanite handles. Grip-lever spoon-brake. One-piece

I leg-guard Oblong open serrated step. Kirkpatrick

I

saddle. T^ol-bag. with monkev-wrench. screw-driver, and
I oil-can Weight, with saddle and pedals on, ^^Ji lbs.

I

The Columbia Semi-Roadster is a high-grade, moderate-
priced bicycle, for the use of boys and men of small stature.
The wheels are built on the same principle as those used in

the E.xpert. The front wheel is fitted with adjustable ball-

bearings.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROAD.STER SAFETY.

Price, $135.

30-inch rear (driving) wheel. 32-inch front wheel. End-
less moulded rubber tires, K-inch rear. J^.inch front.
Cold-drawn and rolled seamless-steel hollow felines. No.
13 Tangent spokes. 40 to rear, 36 to front wheel, all adjust-
able at felloe. Columbia adjustable ball-bearings all

around. Seamless-steel tubular front fork with ami-vibrat-
ing spring j lints. Columbia tubular steel double frame.
Adjus able crank-and-chain driving-gear. Improved Ewart
forged-steel detachable-link chain. Detachable sprocket
wheel. Detachable Knous crank, ^^x. 6% and 6-':i'inch

throw. Columbia "double-grip" rubber ball-pedals,

s'/^-inch ball-be^ring socket steering-head. 2S-inch one-
piece tubular-steel curved handle-bar, adjustable forheight.
Vulcanite handles. Adjustable rear-wheel lever spo->n-

' brake. .Adjustable L seat-rod. Kirkpatrick saddle. De-

j

lachable steel-wire lantern bracket. Foot-rests Guards
I
to steering-wheel and chain. Tool-bag, with roKimbia

I

B. & S. monkey-wrench, screw-driver and oil-can. Gear
(
54. Weight, 51 lbs. Finish, enamel and nickel tips.

I

The steering-spindle and socket steering-head are de-
' signed to afford the rider very ready control of the machine,
and the action i-i rendered most easy by the use of ac-
curately fitted ball-bea-ings.
Consideration of our new spring joints comes appropri-

ately under ihis head, for while the original idea is to

re'ieve the frame and handle-bars from vibration, the value
of this point is largely counterbalanced in any case where

I it is attained in such a way as to affect the positiveness of

the steering. We present an amply elastic spring joint,

which does not detract from ".he neat aopearance of the
fork, nor in the least affect the /m/VZ-'c .cA-rrjK^j- for which
our '88 Safety was especially remarkable. The joints work
on conical bearings, which afford ample take-up for wear.

1
The springs can re.idily be dispensed with, and the fork

I

made perfectly rigid if desired.

1
The wheels are constructed with our unequaled seamless

hollow felloes and tangent spokes, of which we need say
no more than that they are the same in principle as those
now used on the Columbia Light Roadster. The new pro-

portions of the wheels, with the larger wheel in front, are
best calculated to secure good steering and relieve vibra-

tion, and their finish, with hubs, and spokes to the outer
crossing, nickeled, contributes to the elegance of the ma-
chine.

COLUMBIA TANDEM SAFETY.

Price, $200.

30-inch rear (driving) and front wheels. Endless moulded
K-inch rubber tires. Crescent felloes. No. 13 tangent
spokes, 44 to rear, 36 to front wheel, all adjustable at

felloe. (Columbia adjustable ball-bearings all around.
\
Seamless-steel tubular double-frame, and front forks. De-

I

tachable tubular front brace. Adjustable crank-and-chain
driving-gear. Improved Ewart forged-steel detachable-
Mink chain. Detachable sprocket wheel. Detachab'e Knous
j

cranks, 5K. 6}^, and 6-Vi-inch throw. Columbia "double-
' grip" rubber ball-pedals, s'j'-inch ball-bearing socket

i
steering-head. 28-inch one-piece tubular-steel curved

j

handle-bars, adjustable for height. Detachable handle-bar

I

connecting-rod. Vulcanite hindles. .Adjustable plunger
', lever-spoon brake to front wheel, adjustable lever-spoon

j

brake to rear. Adjustable I. seat-rods. Harrington
cradle-spring, with Knous adjustable saddle front, and

I Kirkpatrick saddle rear. Detachable steel-wire lant rn
i bracket. Foot-rests. Guards to both wheels and chains.
Tool-bag. with Columbia B. & S. monkey-wrench, screw-
driver and oil-can. Gear 57 Weight, 82 lbs. Finish,

I

enamel and nickel tips.

The steering, wheels, bearings and other parts are sim-
ilar to those used in the single safety. The gear is 57

I inches, though this can he changed to 54 or 60 inches. The
I

front saddle is of the Knous pattern, fitted with the Har-

rington cradle sprine. The rear saddle is a regular Kirk'
patrick.

THE SUi^ PRISE COLUMBIA TRICVCI.K,

price $^50, weight 74 lbs , and the

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE,
price $250. weight 120 lbs., are much on the same lines as
last vear.

STANLEY SHOW NOTES.

The show opens January 25. It \vill be the
greatest cycling exhibit ever held in any country.
Previous 10 its opening but little can be learned
of what the makers have conjured up for 1SS9
buyers.

Messrs. Rudge & Co. have a decided novelty
in the fastest thing in wheels, the " Triplet," an
illustration of which appeared in The Wheel of

December 2S. The firm will also show a single
quadricycle for nervous riders, and a juvenile
tricycle.

^Iessrs. Hillman, Hubert & Cooper will have
an exhibit of twenty-five or thirty whe. Is, in-

cluding a safety with an entirely new form of

frame. They will ako show a ladies' safety and
samples of buggy wheels.

! The Quadrant Cycle Co. will show fifteen

j

wheels, including the Quadrant tricycles and
i tandem tricycles. The Quadrant safety, im-
,
proved over last year's form, a ladies' safely and

j

a racing safety, weighing 20(4^ lbs., will be

i

shown.
1

Starley Brothers will have an exhibit of twenty
j

machines, including a ladies' special Psycho
j

safety, a tandem safety and a new light roadster

j

safet)', especially designed for scorchers.

i The St. George's Engineering Company will

I show twenty five machines, including a Rational

j

ordinary as demanded by the public, and a

j

Rational ordinary as the company think it

should be made. The other wheels of this

j

company are the New Rapid ordinary and safety,
' the latter slightly improved over last year's
' wheel, a ladies' safety and a ladies' tricycle.

! .Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas & Co. will exhibit

I

thir'y machines, including a racing safety,

j

weighing ig}^ lbs., and a racing tricycle weigh-
I ing 27 lbs They will also show a Rational
ordinary, ball-head safeties and tandem safeties.

\ J. K. Starley & Co the pioneer safety manu-
!
facturers, will show twentv machines, including
a new spring-frame Rover safely and spring-

frame tricycle. They will also show a cheap
form of safety and a adies' safety.

Messrs. H umber & Co. will show patterns of

several safety bicycles with various size wheels,
aiiti vibration springs, as well as cripper single

and tandem tricvcles.

The English trade will make some effort to

induce ladies to ride ladies' bicycles, and all the

prominent firms will exhibit machines of that

type at the Stanley Show.

A new English cycling company has just

been formed under the style of the Bradford
Cycle Co., Ltd., with a capital of ;^6o,ooo. It

will e.xtend the business of Thos. Redman &
Co.

COLUMBIA TANDEM SAFETY.
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THE EAGLE BICYCLE.

MANUFACTURED BY THE EAGLE
BICYCLE MFG. CO., STAMFORD,

CONN.

Among ihe list of manufacturers tor the new year, the

above company will leave no stone unturned to assume a

leading position in the cycling world. The " Eagle,"
which IS the name of the Company, as well as of its wheel,

was invented and perfected by L. B. Gaylor, of Stamford,
Conn., a man who has been riding ever since the bicycle

was introduced into this country.
It was the opinion of many that a crank motion could be

applied to an ordinary bicycle, having the large or driving-

wheel in the rear. The problem to solve before the princi-

ple could be applied was whether the rider could retain his

seat so nearly over the centre of the large wheel, and yet

not shoot the machine out from under him the moment he
put any power on the pedals. Mr. Gaylor solved the prob-

lem, designed a machine, which is claimed to be remark-
ably fast and light running, and to possess qualities of

safety. The machine, being entirely of American origin,

was named "' The Eagle." From the catalogue we repro-

duce a detailed description of the points of the wheel.
The Eagle Bicycle is made throughout of the best mate-

rials which can be obta ned ; it is built by workmen thor-

oughly experienced in the art of cycle making, and aided

by the finest and most e.xpensive machinery known to the

trade. No expanse has been spared to make the Eagle
Bicycle the most popular wheel of the day. The only
metal used in its construction is forged steel. In strength

the Eagle more than equals any other form of bicycle of

corresponding weight. Its frame being of triangular con-
struction, every part is perfectly braced, and by thus
avoiding all long leverage strains the frame is made very
light, and at the same time exceedingly rigid. The vibra-

tion, which is so noticeable in the rear wheel of the ordinary,

is entirely avoided. The long back-bone, extending unsup-
ported from a narrow neck a distance of five feet or more,
and which has an uncomfortable habit of breaking at most
unseasonable times, is, in the Eagle, entirely done away
with; the steering-rod, which in a measure represents it, is

firmly braced by four stiff arms, and is one of the strongest
sections of the machine.
Probably the greitest point in favor of the Eagle is its

ease of running. This, although aided to some extent by
the more modern form of its fine ball bearings, i^ mostly
due to the fact of the rider's weight being so entirely on
the larg; wheel.

In the ordinary bicycle one-third or more of the weight
of the rider is carried by the smaller wheel if he be seated
in the usual position. While the little wheel is an important
accessory to a bicycle as an aid in keeping the frame and
rider in their proper place, it is obviously a great advantage
10 have as little weight as possible upon it With the
Eagle a skillful rider adjusts his saddle exactly over, or a
little back of, the center of the large 'vheel, and rides with
the front wheel pressing with but a few ounces weight
upon the ground.

In hill-climbing, the fact of the rider's weight being on
the large wheel prevents it from slipping, and no power is

wasted. The saddle is so arranged that by a slight move-
ment of the hand it may be unstrung and dropped flat out
of the way, allowing the rider lo put all his weight upon
the pedals, and giving him every freedom of movement.
For coasting, the Eagle certainly heads the list. The posi-

tion is the easiest imaginable, and is assumed by simply
swinging the feet forward and crossing them on the steer-

ing rod. The p 'werful, direct-acting brake enables the
rider to control the machine perfectly on the steepest hills,

and to bring it to a standstill at any moment he may wish.
He is not entirely dependent upon the brake, however, for
he may at any time replace his feet upon the pedals and
control his machine fully in that way.
The position of the rider is rather more vertical than on

other bicycles, the saddle being almost directly over the
pedals; this position is by far the most graceful and is very
similar to that of walking, the body Deing erect from the
feet up. It is well known that a propelling action of the
feet while in a sitting posture is not natural, and is very in-

jurious, as was conclusively shown during the time of the
" Velocipede; " therefore the nearer we can attain to a pro-
pelling action consistent with the healthful develo, ment of
the muscles of the body the more enjoyable will be the ex-
ercise and beneficial the results. Much more power can
be obtained from a downward thrust than from one par-
tially forward, and the weight of the rider is used with
much greater effect inaiding to propel.the machine.
The large wheel being made to run in a fixed frame, the

push of the rider upon the pedals dots not cause it to waver
from side to side as is the case when the steering and pro-
pelling are done with the same wheel; steering with the
small wheel, when one has become accustomed to it, is

much the easier, aiid the machine is under a better control
of the rider and is more easily and quickly handled. It
can be stopped in twenty feet when running at full speed,
ana a 54-inch llagle will turn around between two lines five
feet apart without touching either of them. These points
may ofttimes be of great advantage to a rider and the means
of saving him from, many an accident, besidesadding greatly
to the pleasure of riding. The running of the Eagle is

very smooth and even, and it can be driven at great speed
without hands.
The success of the Eagle is owing largely to the excel-

lent control exerted over the machine by the positive ac-
tion of the direct crank pedals. Curbs, gutters and ob-
stacles which would be dangerous or impassable on the
ordinary may be ridden over or up with easeanrl safety.
The front wheel is nkvbk allowed to strike the object to be
mounted, but is ral.sed in time to clear it, and the large
wheel can be made to follow if necessary over any object
lo the height that the small wheel can be thus raised.
There is no such thing as a header with the Kaglc, though

if a rider cannot ride well he may fall sideways but never
forward; in such case he has always a chance lo catch him-
self upon one foot and save injury.
As a rule, with tlicchitch action a rider is obliged to lift

the weight of his leg after each stroke, and, iijakss lie keeps
up his pedaling e(|ual with the speed he is going, his feet
will drop unsupported and all his wrifilil will bctlir .wn on
the saddle, a decidedly unpleasant position should lie hap-
pen lo strike a stone. In coasting many clutch-driven
wheels depend entirely upon their brake to coiurol tlicm,
and, in case it should fail lo work, llie rider is led to rush
helplessly dowi( the hill and take his chances.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER No. 2.

The above cut will give an excellent idea of the Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Company's new tangent-spoke,
hollow-rim wheel for 1889.

Additional particulars of the Volant, illustrated in last week's Wheel, are as follows : The saddle is of the Fish
safety pattern. It has ordinary bicycle pedals with ball bearings. The wheels are 31-inch driver and 30-inch front
wheel, with direct up-ended spokes and seven-eighths tires. The clutch mechanism, clutch stud and both wheels are
fitted with ball bearings I he Volant, cimplete with tool bag and tools, retails for $115.

All makes of Soringfield Roadsters, except the $75 wheel, are fitted with ball-bearing pedals. The clutch mechanism
has also been improved, making it stronger and more compact.

When a person has once learned to ridf the Eagle well,

there is no wheel made which is more easily or quickly
mounted. The fact that it has only its pedals for a step
may to some seem an objection, while to others who have
been accustomed to mount by the pedal the following
explanation is of course unnecessary It is well known
that in learning the pedal mount on the ordinary, the
greatest difficulty encountered is the danger of taking a
header simultaneously with the mount, and many, after
one or two such experiences, give it up, and satisfy them-
selves \vith climbing on by the step. The form of the
Eagle, however, is such that no matter how clumsily the
rider may throw his weight upon the pedal, the machine
cannot tip forward, and he has only to give his attention
to properly ste-ring it to prevent it from falling sideways.
Tne pedals, it will be noticed, are much further back from
under the handle-bars than those of the ordinary, and
the rider can steo freely from them to the saddle, and is

not obliged to pull himself up by the handles
Our aim in constructing the Kagle is to produce a wheel

which will embrace every advantage of 'he ordinary,
that will equal or excel \t in speed, m case of riii!iiing2.n&

in gyncefiit appearance, and combine at the same time a bi-

cyile which, when one has once mastered U, he will be able
to ride over all kinds of roads and under all conditions
with certainty and safety, and will not be in danger, at the
first unguarded moment, of being precipitated upon his

head. The Eagle, if it offers greater difficulties to the
beginner, is because it gives more in return when once
mastered. There are very few accomplishments nf any
value that can be gained without practice, and that which
takes the least time to learn is usually the least valuablc
when learned.

THE REFEREE ANNUAL.

The Rcfeiee Aintiial for Christmas, 18S8, comes
to us in the form of a 32-page pamphlet, en-

closed in a bright-red cover. The publishers
deserve credit for their effort to provide the

sporting public with Christmas reading, but the
abundant preliminary puffing prepared us for

something different than that which is served,
which is but a poor specimen of the printer's

art.

All America has been scoured for cuts of

celebrities in the different worlds of sport, and
the result is a poorly arranged photo-gallery of

notal)les. The best pictures in the .tiniuiil are
those of Col. A. A. Pope, an old Ci/fii/^;- photo,
and of Ed. Oliver, originally published in this

paper. The cuts of Messrs. Hidwell, Kirk-
palrickand Hrevvster originally appeared in the
St. Louis /'off-/), s/iiift/i, and are caricalures.

The letier-press is of great variety.

The Cits held their usual successful New
Year's racket, with amateur and professional
talent and refreshments,

CYCLING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

In April, 1S88, the Avonian Bicycle Club was
started in Windsor, N. S., with a membership
of twenty-five. The officers are: President,
I. Fred. Carver ; Secretary-Treasurer, Charles
Hensley ; Captain, C. J. Shand ; First Lieuten-
ant, John W. Blanchard ; Second Lieutenant,
Henry Lynch.

Although compelled to lay aside our wheels
for awhile the bond of good fellowship still

continues among our members. Our President,
I. Fred. Carver, and C. H. Dimock, were the
first to introduce the wheel into Windsor, get-
ting their first wheels in 18S1, and they still

continue ardent lovers of cycling. Every
variety of wheel is ridden here, from a sS-inch
New Mail to a Rover safety. General pedes-
trians seem to favor the safety, the small boy
shouting, "Go it, little fellow," whenever it

appears.

An amateur athletic association is being
formed, which in the spring will purchase
ground for $1,300, and then spend the saine
amount in building a cinder track, etc. Our
captain, C. J. Shand, has held the championship
of Nova Scotia for two years past, his fastest

time for a mile being 3111. 28 2-5S., on a slow
track. Mr. Henry Lynch will be one of our
coming racing men next year. In the spring,

when once more upon the road, you will proba-
bly hear from us again. Meanwhile, wishing
you a happy and prosperous New Year, we arc,

Yours truly.

A. B. C.

The /n'sA Cxr/i/ii; <;//<»' Atlili-ti\- .Wt.m- slates that

the first lady's bicycle was brought out by
Haynes i.S: .lelTries (now Rudge \" Co.l. It had
two pedals on one side of the front or driving

wheel, the action being very like thai now found
in the l";icile. The rear wheel was some twelve
inches lo the side, instead of being on a line

with ihe front wheel. The machine is ilhis-

trateil in the /uiztutr^ E.xi/utiii^ ,111.1 Af.iit for

February 23, 1S75.

Major 'Knox Holmcsj the veteran figure of

English cycling, celebrated his eightieth birth-

day on December 17.
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ODDS AND ENDS. WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen kept open house
New Year's day.

The Riverside Wheelmen held a sta.n recep-

tion to see the old year out.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco,

held a race meet on New Year's day.

The New York Bicycle Club will pay all en-
trance fees of its racing men this year.

The Elizabeth W'heelmen will elect officers on
January 8, when their annual meeting will be
held. ^

Mr. Ducker talks of two Buffalo tournaments
for i88g. one in the spring and one in the fall of

the year.

The English Road Record Association have .

accepted P. A. Nix's 24-hour bicycle road lecord

—viz., 297 miles.

It is rumored that George M. Hendee is no
longer connected with the Springfield Bicycle

1

Manufacturing Co.

The New York Club's mileage for 1888 is esti-
,

mated at 58,544. Nisbett rode 8.231, Finlay

3,q59 and Farr 3.551 miles.

A mile in 2.18 1-5! The standard is being 1

reduced in leaps and bounds. We are waiting
for the trotting record to go.

The Harlem Wheelmen will hold an enter-

tainment and reception in February. Good old
[

Harlems! We hope they will imitate the Phoenix. *

The New York Club held a special meeting, :

January 3, and amended its by-laws in several

minor particulars. About twelve men were
present. President Shriver occupying the chair.

The Coventry Machinists' Company (Limited)
j

have issued a neat pamphlet of selections from i

English papers describing the recent extension
j

of the firm's manufacturing plant at Coventry.
i

The Cambridge Bicycle Club held a reception I

at its club house, 87 North Avenue, Cambridge,
Mass., on Wednesday evening. Vocal and in-

strumental music, followed by a collation and
dancing, made up the programme of entertain-

ment.

The patent medicine men are getting after

cyclists. Listen :
I

" The (ray young bicyclist is in his bed.
Not for him is the spring sun shiningr,

He has been flung and is sore in body and head.
Rut Salvation Oil will make him smiling."—Lynn Bee advertisement.

j

Alderman Walton Storm, who introduced a '

bill to have Madison Avenue macadamized from
Twenty-third to Fifty-ninth Street, will be a

member of the Street Commission, and will

probably introduce some of his ideas on good
pavements.

Mr. Isaac B. Potter, Brooklyn B. C, made it

particularly warm for two Brooklyn road hogs
who attempted to run him down in Prospect

1

Park. They were taken to the lock-up and,
[

after being warned by the serrreant, departed I

wiser and sadder men.

The Entertainment Committee of the Kings
County Wheelmen. W. C. Marion chairman,
announce a " ladies' entertainment " at the club

house on Wednesday evening, January 9. The
entertainment will consist of orchestral selec-

tions, banjo, violin and piano solos, recitations

and conjuring, followed by dancing.

A LAY VIEW OK rilK SCORCHI-.R.

Of all bicyclists the "scorcher" is most to

be dreaded. He's hot. He generally rides

alone, and it is then that he does the wonderful i

th'ngs that he tells about with so much mod-
!

esty, in the shape of hill-climbing, running
away from fast horses, riding long distances
with one I g, awful headers, and so forth. The

,

scorcher is to bicyclists what the bunco man is
|

to ordinary mortals -his value is according to
I

the confidence you put in him, and when you
|

think you've got him you're left.— Texas Sift-\

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to sliow

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without delay, our Or-

DINAKV and S.AKETV.

Recognizing that Per.manent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to bu}^ of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

Labor that can be employed.

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced many

features nut found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel. ,

We are making wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Handle-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and]

bending. They are quickly detachable,
j

The Brake is a Direct Ac iton

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under ihe handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old '

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac- '

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes
1

METHOD OK fastening SPOKES, WHICH ADMITS

OF REPAIRS WITHOUT REMOVING TIRE. NOTE

SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST

LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel ma)^ be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Harry Parks, Baltimore's unicycle rider, is

spending a few weeks in this city.

The Vermont Wheel Club will hold their an-
nual reception at Brattleboro, Vt. , on January 15.

Nisbett, 8,231; Murphy, 8,140^^. The Kings
County Wheelmen have gone into mourning for

thirty days.

J. K. Starley & Co. will place a ladies' safety

on the market called "The Lady's Rover,"
which may be also used by a gentleman.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen will hold an enter-

tainment at the Elizabeth Opera House some
time during the second week in February.

Willie Windle, of Millbury, Mass., has ridden
a Columbia racer in thirty-seven races, handi-

cap and scratch, and has won thirty-five of

them.

The Cambridge Bicycle Club will hold its an-
nual ball January 11, at Union Hall, Cambridge,
Mass. Promenade music will be furnished from
eight to nine, with dancing from nine until one.

Is it not about equal to saying that The Wheel
heads the list of cycling publications in this

country, when Editor Prial's name heads the

list of a job lot of cycling celebrities, as brought
out by the Wheelmett's Gazette sora^ time back?

—

The Cvcler.

INTERESTING. AND TRUTHFUL.

That "Traveler" who is telling of Old Eng-
land awheel in a late number of The Wheel ^\s-

tributes ink in an interesting way, and his pic-

tures are truthful, as we can testify from having
been "over that trail."

—

The Cycler.

Irving Halsted has left Gotham for an extended
Western trip, which will take him by easy stages
to Tacoma, Wash. T. Irving dropped us a
postal card from Detroit, written Monday noon.
We hope the Chicago men will give him a good
time when he arrives in the Windy City.

We are glad to note that Mr. G. C. Pennell,
the well-known President of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, and universally respected among
cyclists in general, has accepted the agency of
the Columbia wheels for Elizabeth. We are
sure that Mr. Pennell will easily make a success
of this popular make.

The Railway Signal Almanac for /S8g, an
English paper published to spread Christianity
in the great railroad world, publishes a cut of the
Vanderbilt Railway Men's Building, on Madi-
son Avenue, New York City. The artist inserts
a bicyclist in the picture, but this is drawn from
the imagination, for at this point cobble is king.

The New Rapid tricycle for 18S9 has 32-inch
driving wheels, 28-inch socket steering wheel,
seventh-eighths inch rubbers, and direct tangent
spokes. By removing the adjustable stay which
runs from the saddle pillar to the steering post,

the machine can be ridden by a lady. Com-
plete for the road, the wheel weighs sixty-five

pounds.

liROuKLVN RIUERS OUT TOR THE KOTTLE.

Messrs. Murphy, Beazley and Powell had a
great race on New Year's Eve from the club
house to Mine Host Spencer's Prospect Park
Hotel, to claim the bottle of champagne offered
to the first man to ride to his place on New
Year's morning. Murphy left the club house
first, but the others, recollecting Mr. Spencer's
offer, were soon after him, and the three. started
together heads down, the result being three
headers on Cobblestone Hill. Remgunting,
they made for the door of the hotel, but Mur-
phy, getting in first, captured the Piper Heidsieck.
Beazley, who was at Murphy's heels, also re-

ceived a bottle of wine. In the morning it

was discovered that one of Charley Schwalbach's
big signs had been hung in the trees overhanging
the drive in Prospect Park, where it hung all

New Year's Day, and still waves, for aught we
know to the wonder of the passers-by.

Messrs. Morgan and Eck—great team—are at

present at Omaha, where John S. Prince has
opened a new athletic coliseum with a ten-lap

track. Eck and Morgan have deposited $100

—

j
on paper, most probably—with John S., on

I
behalf of Louise Armaindo, "the champion
lady bicyclist of the world," who challenges
any other lady cyclist to dispute the title with
her. Miss Lottie Stanley, winner of the recent

Pittsburg race, preferred. We advise Manager
Troy not to permit Miss Lottie to come within
telephone distance of Morgan or his party,

unless she wishes to lose her reputation.

The Cycler, published at Stamford, Conn.,
comes out in new form, changing from maga-
zine style to the regular size of the weekly
cycling papers. The name has also been
changed to The Cycler and Tourist. The pub-
lishers offer monetary prizes of various amounts
to parties who guess nearest to the number of

beans contained in a quart-glass jar, which has
been filled and placed in a safe deposit com-
pany. We should advise the publishers to eat

the beans and put the prize money into their

publication. However it is not our affair.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 AVords 15 Cent.s

Two Insertions 35 "

"U/"ANTED.—STENOGRAPHER, CYCLIST, WITH
*• executive or literary ability. Address Stenog., care
The Wheel.

A GOOD, LIVE, ACTIVE, POPULAR CYCLIST CAN
^*- obtain position with cycling dealer. Address Agency,
P. O. Box 444, care The Wheel.

pOR SALE.—Victor Light Roadster, 54-inch, 1888 model,
* nearly new; first-class condition; King of the Road
lamp, etc. Cheap. Address A. S. Haviland, 436 Grand
Ave., Brooklyn. 1-4

(( TJIN'TS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
^ * and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson, Stamford,
Conn.

pOR SALE.—s5-inch Royal Mail Light Roadster ; new
' rims, tires and Kirkparrick saddle ; all balls, ball head,
cow-horn bar, spade handles, etc. For information address
B. C. Patchin, Wayland, N. Y. 1-4

pARGAINS.—48-inch Am, Star, $20; 51-inch Am. Star,
$2o; 3Q-inch New Rival, " new," $20; 52-inch Colum-

bia, balls, $40; No. I Springfield Roadster, §55; No. 2

Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled, $80 ; 54-inch Expert
Columbia, balls, full nickeled, |8o; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ;

51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $75;
New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $115. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M White, Trenton, N. J.

pUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
^-^ is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs should have them. Write for particulars.
M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. i-i8

C PECIAL SALE of Youths' Bicycles, 38, 42 and 44-inch,^ ,$30 each, and 46-inch. $35. ALL NEW. A. G. Spald-
ing & Bros., 241 Broadway, New York City.

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

CORTLANDT EXCHAN&E. "^^^^^^^^
sold for owners, at the lowest possible rates. No storage
charges for first month, and nominal charges thereafter.
Wheels handled on business principles. Write for explana-
tory circular for terms, etc , to

CORTLANDT EXCHANGE,
No. 88 Cortlandt Street,

Post Office Box 1 187. New York City.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKICT.

Size 7 X QP No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail 10 cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

FOR SALE.

For particulars .-iddrcss F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, Now
York Citv.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
'- New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, S75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Sinp-er, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. T.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable.

BENNETT &. HALE,
112 Ox-axLge StiDceeij^

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE mmi CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" "B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not ."^ag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI. 00. D scount lo the trade.

24!) Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mirli.

>
I & CO.,

26 ^West 23d Street,
nSTE-^^r ^Z-OI?-!^ CITTT.

AGENTS FOK

GORMULLY & JEFFEK\'S
American CIiain]>ioii Bicycle.

American Light Cliainpion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND S IT N 1> It I K s

.

1888 Sx>3:*i33.gfieXd Roac3.s-fc©x*
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing ^^loo.oo

Singer's Eicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINCS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle tlooi

,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock heforf f'urchasing.

KIMBALL'S
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

Are always uniform and up to standard

14 First Prize Medals.
I'KKULKSS TOUACCO WORKS.

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Arc unsurpassed for purity and excelleiice.

Arc specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

ItOCHKSTKR, N. V.
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Weldless Sleel Tubes, [JUOTT'S STEEL PEIS
ARE THE MOST

COLD DRAWN,
SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock b)'

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher street, NEW YORK.

Delighted Audiences.
Enterta nment Committees of Clubs and others

may be interested in knowing that

TIti-om.as Ste-v^exi-s'
New Dlustraied (Stereopticon) Lecture,

" Around the World on a Bicycle,"
Is an Instantaneous Success.

Particulars—T. STEVENS,
ii Irvlnsf I'Life, Sew York.

Y/.

PERFECT.

EKCELSIOK riWE ad WE SOHBINAIION

FOR ALL CYCLES.
Patented October 2, 188,

.

SUPERIOE TO TOBOGGAN, EOLLEE
01?, ICE SIC^^TIJSTG-.

GREAT SPEED AND PERFECT SAFETY
ON IlIE

OHIO CYCLirsUPPLY CO.,
New Knoxville, Ohio.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, »»' Rnpiil, ('liiiinplon. Star
and other Bicvrles iiml Tricjflos

on easy payments, 'Without extra
charge ex'-ep for JTiterest. Pri<p>
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels-
token in trwle and hv.'iixht and .sold

Send for larKe illustraleu catiilof; of
wheels and novelties in simdrit'switl]

^___ full particulars of our terms t eas>
pavnients—o£~interest to every aetual or i)rospec'tivf
w UaeUiian. Gf.o. W. RousE &Son. 13 Cj t^t.. Peoria. Ill

"The B.F.Goodrich Co.

AKKON, OHIO.
mam;ia( 1 ckr.Ks ok

Bic.volo. Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rnl»ber.s ete.

f^f~ 'Wx'x-be fox* £»3r±c© List-

NEW YOEK WAREHOUSE,

65 READE STREET.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

llderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Longr Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEHIN & CO,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Hun'ington Bi-Club.
llderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
3xr -jEi "wr TT O H. 151,

MANUFACTUREKS OF

Bic3^cle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to C.'vll Atiention to Oi'R

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
Which We are Now Introilucln;,'.

Solid Silv.T Cisraretle-liolders,
The hijfh-( lass workmanship and finish which has Solul Gold CigarettedioMers,

fjained for us an enviable reputation in our ^^
Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in ihcse Xovclties.

PEDEESEN & BUOKINCtHAM,
(SuCL-j<Si>rs to lens F. rodor^cn)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

1 14 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

,vilh Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
•itli Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

No. 1388.

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBl-R Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBI-R Mouthpiece, - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

A Perfect I'lt Kiiai-aiitecd.

Diot^laceinciit Iiii|>(>»>n<I>Ic.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
Should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.—" We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

S. E. G-- I?-.^^"^7srSOTsr,
SOI^E PROPKIIilTOR A^D m.VMrFACTl RER, Saratoi^a SprlngM, N. Y.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

J", o'oonsrisroi?,.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVl':NLri':,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on li.ind at Keasonablc Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion proin|itly attended to and a perfect lit cuaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Tli["B[ST"BICYCL[LOCK

M'
AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,

.SPIRITS OF turpu:ntine, rosik, etc

James A. Webb & Son. 1 65 Pearl St. , New YorK.

The Billings a Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

I^itent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Neat, handy .11. il ^i k- .t. --"or„i m m, i,,..i ilie strain I , . ,^ , _, •

comes on wire at rifjlit angles to lock, and cannot be pulled L)iop forged of bar steel and hnished in a thorough man-
apart Price .$1.00. ner .and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

millYfr 11 nn Ovt%tl\At%ne*t% B I
warranted a lirst-class tool in every respect.

If ni I I Cn Ot UUif lOVIQcllCC; III It For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
NOS, 24 & 26 VAMWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NKW YORK.

Stereotyping at short njiicj. 'Mnder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S'^eel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

HEIYOER BELTINGS PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Brancli U«use, Chicago: W. D.Allen & Co., 15 c Lak St

E,&H.T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
rairy. Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateirr Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

j^" More than Forty Yean
Established in this lint

0/ busintss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

conti-^ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

A^^^s. I'on Tuais
lnniiA,uiumii|4|||||l||||||||>^^Ul l||||y|lUlllllt^*^'*'^'*"-*>'^

WlEJ^t^K
PERFUMES AND TAKE ISO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

) Sporting fioois,

i LOWEST PEIOES

112 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

M

Vf : - -EAR LV&iWI LS^N^S: f- r^i

^IH M EN'S ilN^N : 00itftl^SANKUM

INER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

The Still Alarm.
Week Commencing January 7.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Ctistom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Pees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub agencies, all bneiness

direct, tience can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if jiatentable or not, free of

charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.

A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or

town, sent free. Address,

C. A, SHOW & COr
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

Wmmm.

'm^mf

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SCHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
Wleels Stored during tlie Winter at Reduced Rates.

Hew Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING P.ATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

"VvT'IIEEiLS C^^LLEIID IFOIE?, ^a^HSTID IDJELIVEII^EID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 South. Prospect Parlv IPlaza, Broolclyn.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

Ul
cv^^AMMS: TUTTI-FRpTi"^

, LU

^ est

CB «|

UJ
CO

CLUBS TRU.MP

WHldH WINS?

AMS i SOl'S MTTIIITTI CHEIINCM
:. .ureases til. ..ow of s.ilivji and :iids diKi'stion. The (nini is now used l>y -UHiriiis as well ;»s racing

.i'heelmen. unJ it keeps the inouilt moist, thus prfvcmiiig excessive thirst.

PUKli:. PLE.\SANT. * ALl/ FLAVOKS.
SlxoTj-la. t>© 033. sale a,-t all "Wlioolixi.etxi.'a Heo>cLci-CLa.x"t©x*s.
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"
'Tis Mightier than the Pen."

A SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

T TNCEASINGLY at it—writing, writing, writing—good writing, bad

writing, worse writing—sometimes can read it when it is warm, seldom

when it is cold—sometimes the receiver can translate it—sometimes he can't

- -waste of time, waste of labor at both ends. The pen is old-fashioned—^the

progressive business man, the intelligent professional man, the live clerk, and

the modern student type-write; some 35,000 of them use the World Type-

writer. 'Tis a wonderful little machine, as simple as a primer, yet strong,

durable, practical ; and anyone can with practice easily write thirty-five words

a minute. A Single-Case World costs $10.00, a Double-Case World, which

writes seventy-two characters, $15.00. Live Agents Wanted. Address

Typewriter Department, Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, New York, Chicago.

T^HE Columbia Calendar for 1889, althoujrh on the same o^eneral lines as its predecessors, shows

marked improvement. i he leaves are not pasted, but sewed at the end, so that any leaf can be

immediately turned to. The stand is made of pressed pulp, handsomely oilded, and |jractically indestruct-

ible, '["here is aiujjle space for memoranda on each h^af, aiul there are 365 leaves, Although this is

the fourth )ear of the Columbia (Jalendar, the matter contained upon the slips is fresh and new, and as

usual gives much valuable suggestion on the whole broad field of cycling. The Calendar is sent by mail

on receipt of twelve two-cent stamps. Address Advertising Department, Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

1

Press or F. V. Strauss, i3o-ia6 Walkkk St., Nkw York.
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1889

—

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion.

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boys, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

TheAmerican Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Comprehensive SO-page Catjxlogue will be ready for mailing February 1st.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company,
222-228 ]sr_ :Fi^^A_3NrK:iji3sr sti^eet.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,
November 5, 1888.

Boston, Mass.:

Gentlemen—As the year is drawing to a close, perhaps you would be interested in knowing

how the "Swift" has fared in this section, as compared with other Safeties. To be brief: There are

more "Swifts" in use here than any other make of Safety. We have not taken a single Ordinary,

or any other kind of machine, in exchange, as part payment, for a "Swift" during the season. Not

a single " Swift," after leaving our hands, have, to our knowledge, been exchanged for other makes

of Safety or sold to a third party. There is not a second-hand "Swift" for sale or exchange. And
finally, from present indications, there will be more "Swifts" sold here during the coming season than

any two other makes of Safeties.

Yours, very truly,

(signed) DEVANY HOPKINS & CO.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE,

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms, QMTTHVTT T F N T
I 15 LIBERTY STREET. OiVll 1 n V ll^J^X:,, IN. J.
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THE
EAGLE BICYCLE

THE WHEEL OF '89.

ACTIVS A&ENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN ANB CITY IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE EAGLE.

fs now ready for the

market.

In workmanship,

finish and quality of

material it is un-

equaled.

W h e r e ve r the

"Eagle" has been

exhibited it has been

received with enthu-

siasm.

It combines all the

ad If an t ages of the

"Ordinary" with many

qualities of a "Safety."

It is second to none

in speed, either on

track or road. It is

a good hill climber, and

under perfect control

in coasting.

; U OaZ^^t

AGENCIES.

All applications for

agencies will now

receive immediate at-

tention.

Ifyou deal in bicycles,

or if you are a good

rider, capable of show-

ing up the advantages

of an excellent wheel,

apply at once for the

aqency for your lo-

cality. We want live,

active men who will be

awake to our interests

and their own.

In applying address

the Stamford office,

and state the probable

number of bicycles at

present in use in your

town or county.

A Practical Rear-Driven Safely witlioiil Sprockel Chains, Levers, Cliilclies, or exlra Mellon of any lint

SIMPLE, DIRECT CRANK MOTION.

THE LIGHTEST RUNNING WHEEL IN AMERICA.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
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THE CITIZEN'S CUP,
At Baltimore, October 10, i888, b}' the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

New Rapid Light Roadster,
On which he last year over the same course made WOPld'S Road ReCOI*d. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NEW RAPID-

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEHSTID FCD:EI C.A.T.A.LOG-TTE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield Roadster Volant Safety.
THE

LIGHT, COMPACT, STBOIIG AHD MUM.
TXTE WISH to call the attention of the public generally to our New Improved Volant Safety,

which we have been induced to prepare to place on the market for 1889 to fill a long-

felt want for those who desire to ride and do not wish to stride a high wheel, and for those

who wish to purchase a wheel which can be adjusted to fit the whole family, from a rider of

44 to 56 inches, and still for those who desire a machine that can be adjusted to them as they

grow.
"

-^z;= ^ _-.^! '

'.

^T^HE VOLANT combines features of merit which can readily be appreciated by all. Our

Walking Lever Motion enables us to bring the wheels much closer together, thus

distributing the weight to better advantage, also making it much less sensitive to steer. It

has ball bearings all around, runs light, and is strong and compact. We shall have them

ready for delivery by February 15th to March ist. Retail price, $115. Descriptive Catalogue

February ist.

178 COIaUMBXTS AVSNUS. BOSTON, MASS.
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--A.3sro

Cycling Trade Review,
Ptiblished every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

- $1,00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Gents.

Newsdealers may oitler through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Parti Row,

P. 0. Box 444, Nm York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so failh-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

THOMAS STEVENS.

Not many days since Thomas Stevens, the

famous, packed his grip, grasped his cycle, and,

like the Arab of poetic fancy, silently stole

away. Where, we know not, nor does any

man.

He goes on a perilous journey of quest. He
has left the lecture platform, when just at

the threshold of success, to cycle through

strange lands, to wheel amid all the dangers of

a savage country. Mr. Stevens journeys under

the patronage of the N'e^a \ork World, and risks

his life in the interests of science and humanity.

It is some satisfaction to know that in the

cycling world a man of intrepid character has

been developed ; a man who will rank with

Stanley as an explorer of the younger parts of

the planet.

1 T is now no secret that the coal of immaculate
^ kalsomine applied to Mr. Charles H. Lus-

comb was but preliminary to nominating him
as a candidate for the Presidency of the L. A. W.,

for it is now certain that Mr. Luscomb and his

friends are exerting themselves to influence

votes for him at the coming election.

Of the gentlemen who have actively inter-

ested themselves in managing the League— they

have been characterized as a ring, a term wc
discard because of the inherent st'ng it possesses,

in this case entirely unwarranted ; the majority

of these gentlemen, we repeat, arc friendly lo

Mr. Lusco r.b's candidacy, b( cause his. election

would insure a continuance of their hold on the

reins of management. Mr. Luscomb is above
all a party man, and his party, who are the

eminent gentlemen we have referred to, are un-

'willing to experiment on any man who is not

bound to them by the strongest party ties. The
election of Mr. Jessup, of I'ennsylvania, or Mr.

Dunn, of Ohio, would be largely in Ihc nature

of an experiment, as their interests lie eiiliruly

apart from them or the people who will supjiort

Mr. Luscomb.

Politics has been very aptly likened to acting,

and the politician to the actor, because, liaving

once tasted the sweets of public life, he can

never after contemplate retirement willi perfect

equanimity. So it has come to pass, that while

Mr. Luscomb has over-ridden all laws of pro-

priety and committee etiquette, that while his

club refuses him its presidency, and while the

great mass of at-large League members do not

want him, he will be nominated for the highest

office in the League, and he will be elected.

For the combination that supports him is all-

powerful, and when it nominates a man he is

already President-elect. It is not that Luscomb
is the " pride of his party ;

" neither may he

be called the " Plumed Knight" of the League.

It must be that he is a " man of destiny." He
certainly is bright, shrewd, pertinacious, ora-

torical, practical, anecdotal, stiff, angular, un-

adjustable, irritable and overbearing.

Mayor Grant on New
York Pavements.

The cyclists of New York City will be glad to

learn that New York's recently elected Mayor
promises to be the only Mayor the c'ty ever had

whose published ideas rose above the level of

the cobble. This hope is based on two para-

graphs on pavements which are a part of the

Mayor's annual message, and which we repro-

duce :

" The pavements of the city are in such pressing need of

repair and Improvement that attention should be ramedl-

ately devoted to them. I would recommend that the law

be amended so as to permit the appropriation of suffic'ent

moneys entirely to repave such of these avenues as have

fallen into a state of decay, and after the main thorough-

fares shall have been placed in proper condition the streets

running at right angles to them should be repaved wher-

ever such repavement may be necessary.

" The granite block pavement appears to be the one best

adapted to our climate and soil, though recent experiments

on Madison Avenue seem to show that in certain localities

an asphalt pavement might meet the public requirements.

The cost ot both pavements being aoout equal, the selec-

tion might be determined by the character of the thorough-

fare to be paved and the amount of traffic wnich it would

be compelled to bear." -

With the present Mayor having such liberal

views on the subject of pavements, the State

Division should be able to exert some influ;nce

on the Street Commissioners, the chairman of

which will probably be Mr. Walton Storm, an

advocate of asphalt pavements. We should

think that the superiority of smooth over granite

or cobble stone pavements would induce the

Street Commissioners to offer a suitable prize

for the invention of a smooth pavement which

will stand our climate and support heavy

trucking.

BAD ROADS.

That in the thickly peopled, long-settled dis-

tricts of the East. American roads should be about
the worst in the civilized world is a strange
fact : but it is a fact, and at last, we are glad to

see, has begun to find its way into politics.

Governor Beaver, of Pennsylvania, who in this

field knows what he is talking about, said in his

last message to the Legislature :

"It is said that the civilization ol a country Is marked
by Its roads. If this be true, Pennsylvania cannot claim
to nave ranked highest In civdizatlon. It Is safe to say
that m cxponditure of inililic m meys yields so little in

return as the road laxes of Peiuisylvania. dur entire sys-
tem of road laws- or rather our road laws winch lack sys-
tem-should he thoroughly revised and codilied. They
served their purpose when temporary roads were to be lalil

out and cheaply made through unbroken forests and over
lands which had but little value The time has come when
It win be cconnmv, In every way, to build our roads per-
manently aiul substantially. The comfort of our people,
eooiioi-.iy In the transportation of our products, saving in

the wear and te.irot vchltU'sand animals, and tlic needless
multiplication of liighvv,iys, all demaiul lliai ihc laws gov-
erning the laying oui and construction of our roads should
be railically rofurmed and systemailzed.
''This may be considered a matter ol minor import-

taiiee, and yet ll affects every Inhabitant of the Comnion-
wealth. ^Ve must all use, at some time or other. In some
way or other, our public roads Their eharaeter and con-
dition affcel the breeding of our stock, the style of our
vehicles, the carrying caiiael y of the farmer's wagon, and
the speed and enjoyment of all who travel them for busi-
ness or pleasure, either in the carriage. In the saddle, on
the bicycle, or on foot. A thorough system should he ile-

ylscc) !*nd authorized by the Legislature which could be put

into immediate effect by our older communities, and
adopted by those which are newer, as their ability and the
wants of their people might require."

Gov. Ames, of Massachusetts, has taken up
the same subject in his last message. He says

:

"The knowledge and skill required to construct and
maintain good roads and bridges in the most economic
manner requires long experience combined with good
judgment and a special knowledge of relative value of
available materials, I therefore recommend the passage of
a law authorizing the aopointment of some suitable and
skillful person who shall have a general advisory oversight
of the roads and bridges ot the cities, towns and counties
of the Commonwealih, who may be freely consulted by the
local authorities without charge, and who shall make an
annual report to the Legislature relative to the roads and
bridges in the " 'oramonwealth, with such suggestions as
from time to time shall tend to promote the public Interest."

The real obstacle to improvement is not, how-
ever, want of knowledge, but want of proper
road legislation. The defects in the existing
laws were well described in a paper read before
the American Economic Association, at Phila-
delphia, the other day by Prof. Jenks, of Knox
College, Illinois. The chief of them is the com-
mittal of the care of the roads of every sort to

the towns, not simply the by-roads, but the
main roads. The natural result of this is

that the roads are made and repaired in the
cheapest and most perfunctorv way, and in

fact only receive attention once a year, in
the spring. The repairs are too well known to
need description. They consist almost exclu-
sively in the piling up of mud, scraped up from
the ditch, in the middle of the way, and leav-

ing it there to be converted into dust by the sun,
and washed awav by the first heavy rain. One
rarely sees a country road immediately after

the spring repairs which would not raise a
luxuriant crop of potatoes or cabbages without
manure. There is a short period when it is

really in good condition, and that is the two or
three days which intervene between the mud
and the dust. For light wagons it is then not
bad ; for heavy loads it is always bad. But
from towns and villages, better service than this

is not to be expected. We know of a village

within fifty miles of New York which deliber-

ately refused to keep a piece of main road in re-

pair because it would, if in good order, divert

traffic from its own stores to those of a neigh-
boring village.

What is needed, as Prof. Jenks suggests, is,

first, county management for the main roads,
leaving the cross-roads to the towns. There 'is

no reason in the world why a town or village

should be compelled to keep in repair a leading
highway, which is used far more by dwellers in

the cities than by the farmers. The burden of

the leading lines of communication should be
laid on the whole community. Secondly, the

employment of skilled engineers to superintend
road making and repairing. At present the road
money, often, in populous and highly taxed
localities, is given to ignorant men who, even if

honest, are sure to waste one-half of it through
want of knowledge. In fact, the waste of road
money in the United States, through this cause,

is calculated by experts at just one-half; that is,

if half the sum now levied as road tax were put
into competent hands, and the work done under
competent supervision, it is calculated that even
better results than the roads now exhibit could

be obtained. To this direct waste of the road
funds must be added what we can only guess at,

the loss caused in horseflesh, and the wear and
tear of harness and wagons, and by delay through
the bad condition of the roadway. The singular

torpidity of the American mind on this subject,

in spite of its eagerness for improvement in most
other fields of material commodity, is doubtless to

be ascribed to the appearance of the railroads be-

fore the community had become rich enough or

large enough to bring the ordinary roads lo per-

fection; lo the invention of the light wagon, which
makes its way with comparative ease over deep

ruts, and to the absence from the road-making
customs of any provision for constant inspection,

which is an essential condition of good roads.

To no art is the proverb, "A stitch in lime saves

nine " so applicable as to road-making. When
a road is constantly watched for small ruts, and
they ;ire proinptlv iilled in, the cost of keeping

it in repair, if its original construction was good,

is trilling ; but if neglected, so ihai great rcpaii^s

have lo be made at long intervals, the cost is

very serious. No road, no mailer how .curcfuliy

made in the beginninjj, will last long with

simiily annual repairs by the adjacent farmers.

It needs lo be inspcotcil from day to day, like a

railroad, aiid llic machinery of such inspection

sliouKI be proyided ly the counties.—EvtHtng Pof/.
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A ROADS CONVENTION IN TEXAS.
|

easier. The question in a nutshell was, were
1
the people of Dallas County prepared to con-

Dallas, Tex., January S.—(Special.)— Pursu- j tinue a wasteful course or would they, without
ant to a call, representatives of fifteen counties ! an increased expenditure, resolve upon having
lying in the black soil belt of Texas met this a system of good macadamized roads, with the

morning at the Merchants' E.xchange, the object additional stimulant to their property that an
being the discussion and adoption of measures expenditure of a million dollars would entail?

looking to the building of a better system of Regarding the constitutional features of the case

county roads. There were seventj'-five dele- the consensus of opinion of able lawyers was,

gates present, and at first it was their intention he said, that there was no constitutional in-

to devise a plan by which the proposed pikes hibition against action by the Legislature author-

would be built by issuing bonds, but as there , izing the issuance of the bonds.
was some opposition offered by the agricultural The following resolutions were passed :

Kesohu-d, That it is the sense of this convention that a
wise and conservative general law be p^sseJ at the next
session of the State Legislature authorizing the various
counties of the State, under restrictions to be provided by
law, to issue public road bonds, not exceeding 4 per cent, of

LUSCOMB EXONERATED BY THE EX-
ECUTIVE COMMITTEE, L. A. W.

element they adjourned, after petitioning the

Legislature to take the matter under advisement,
and if found to be practical to make a suitable

appropriation for the immediate construction of

a class of public highways that will not become \
the la.xable values in each county, said bonds to run not

;mr>Qc<:cihlp Krhpn Ir rainc I

'^ss than twentv years, and to bear not more than 6 perimpassaDle v\ nen it rains.
I

^^^^ interest, and to be sold at not less than par value; not

The roads improvement enthusiast who sends more than 33 -3 per cent, ol the whole number of bonds to

At the recent E.xecutive Committee meeting
\

the action of Charles H. Luscomb in scattering a
political circular-letter to secure the aid of League
members in the election of Governor David B.
Hill, of New York, was carefully considered, and
the conclusions of the committee appear in an
official letter published in the columns of the
L. A. W. Bulletin, of January 4, which we re-
publish :

The E.\ecutive Committee having investigrated the issue
of the circular in New York State in tavor ot the support of
Governor Hill by the wheel, nen, find that the circum tances
attending the matter were such that there was no other
course consistent with the honor and interests of the
L. A. \V. than the action talien by the chairman of the

! Commiitee on Rights and Privileges.
That while the mat er of how far the L. A. W. shall par-

I

ticipate as an organization in political contests is a ques-

I

tion tor the National Assembly alone to determine, the
:
conditions present in New York State at the time of the

I
issue of the circular called for immediate response from the

I

representatives of the organization.
T. J. KiRKPATRICK.
H. W. H.AVEs.

I
W. S. BtiL.

It will be noted that the Executive Committee

be issued and placed upon the market in each of three years;

us the above indorses it with a " Tally One for ample provision to be made bylaw, out of the fund, to keep
., 1 1 IT • i_ r • constructed roads in good repair.

lexas. Hoop la! How is that tor getting' AViWr*-^, That a committee of three be appointed to con

there?" Our correspondent sends us a friendly [^?,:''?'''^-^^P''r^"^''r^^ti"'^T?' '^w°ri^<^r=,'^f''/n*'H'^
to the iraming of an amended road law for this State, and

note, and, as friendly criticism is the best, we
j

that such amended road law b? framed by said committee
i.T , , , , . . , , , and presented to the next Legislature.

publish it: v\ e heartily indorse his idea of do _
. _

ing something. A road improvement wave is 1

~^
, j- 1, . j 1° ° "^

Te.xas. and cordially invite delega.^., „.. „.
,

-

rolling over the country, and if there ever was a
]
counties to assemble at Dallas or Fort Worth on Saturday, I

"Tiost important question to be whether the
, , , , ..... 1 the ith of January, 1889, to discuss the improvement of

! League shall, as an organization, particioate in
time for the League to do something it is just 1 county roads, and to formulate and recommend to the com- 1 pQijji^-g

^ ^

It is to be expected by our critics that we would
differ with the finding of the committee as a

MASSACHUSETTS' GOVERNOR ON ™^"^^ "' '''''''' ^^ ^ '"^"^^ °^ '^''- ^^« 'h'"*^

A'lw/r'i'a?, That the acting County Judges of Dallas County agree that Mr. Luscomb could have pursued no
5 requested to coiTespond with the black land counties of other course, and they evidently consider the
e.xas. and cordially invite delegates from all of said . .

' , -C ,
-

^"-^v-i ''•'=-

now. Among tne roads improvement men, men "& Legislature a satisfactory road law, which shall permit
" '^ ' the issuance by counties of a reasonable amount of bonds

who might be called enthusiasts, and who would
1
for road construction.

give time and ability to the matter, are Isaac B.

ROADS IMPROVEMENT.

One of the suggestions of the Governor re-

lates to the establishment of a new office, a

Commissioner of Highways. He recommends
this because the knowledge and skill required

maintain good roads and

no one will deny that it is wise for the League
to enter into politics when anything is to be
gained by such a course. The' New York Lib-
erty Bill was passed by a promise to Governor
Hill of the State Division's influence at the polls.
Not to have kept that promise would have been

i a breach of faith.

But the main issue, the question which the
bridges in the most economic manner requires Executive Committee have subordinated is
long experience combined with good judgment,

! .^-heiher Chairman Luscomb's method of iAflu-

xT r AT o r' o rxT ^1 ,

^nd a special knowledge of the relative value of
; g^cing the wheelmen's votes was the proper one.

Orange, N. J.; Mr. R. G. Betts, of New Orleans; available materials. The public has interest in
; We^hink that Chief Consul Bidwell was the man

this, because, notwithstanding that most of our ', ^^ j^ke any action necessary, and we furtherthink
travel is by rail, all passengers and freight [hat the New York State Division only should
have to pass over roads leading to and from the ^ave been brought into the question Mr Lus-
steam roads. A uniform system of road build-

; comb's failure to consult either the Chief Consul
ing would be of advantage to all who travel by

1 ^^ his fellow committee-men places the matter
the highways, and no doubt in the aggregate be

;„ ^n entirely different light. It is not too much
a saving to the Commonwealth enough to war-

1 j^ suspect that Mr. Luscomb, being a politician
rant the expenditure for the salary of a compe- utilized the opportunity to make political capital
tent man.

—

Lynn Evening Item Edito>ial. \ . . .

Potter, who should be chairman of such com-

mittee; or perhaps Chief Consul Bidwell, who
is deeply interested in roads improvement, is

equally fitted for the position. Good material

would be found in Mr. Arthur Munson, Stam-

ford, Conn.; Doctor W. H. Emery, of Boston; 1

to .
construct and

Mr. A. B. Barkman, of Brooklyn; Dr. G. Carl-

ton Brown, of Elizabeth, N. J.; L. H. Porter, of

Mr. L. D. Aylett, of Birmingham, Ala.; Mr.

C. R. Zacharias, of Asbury Park, N. J.

Bro. Prial :

Don't you think it might be a good scheme to

advocate a real live League roads improvement
committee, not of three men. but of an enthusiast
in each State, who could stir up and take a hand
in the name of the L. A. W. in such movements
as the above and who could gather about the
choice workers in the better-roads crusade? You
know we have lots of wishers for better roads,
but workers are few. Take the League com-
mittee, for instance. The chairman (Mr. Terry).
if I mistake not, long ago retired and has not
ridden a wheel for years. Mr. Potter, of New
York, should have had the place. President
Kirkpatrick seems to honor a good many men
we never hear of. Again, if we could only get
that Vanderbilt University man., who is giving
gratuitous lessons in the art to the road over-
seers of his section, to put the lessons in print,

it would be a big help. Don't you think so?
These are a few random, hasty, disjointed

ideas that pass through my mind as I write, but
perhaps you can catch the drift of their mean-
ing and make something out of it.

B.

ROADS IMPROVEMENT IN TEXAS.

FANCIES vs. FACT.

pital

for himself. We know that the rank and file

coincide with this opinion.

A cyclone swept into this office on Tuesday at

5'45 P- M.

The cyclone carried a bag.
It was a good-looking cyclone, and it be-

longed to the Manhattan Club.
It tore about the office for ten minutes, ruin-

ing the furniture, mangling the editor, and
knocking things endwise generally.
Then it departed.
It all came about in this way. Our excellent

scribe, " Fenton," " fancied " that some one told

him that there was some ill-feeling between the

Manhattan Bicycle Club and the New York
Bicycle Club, and that the former had not in-

vited the members of the latter club to its house-
warming.
The cyclone denied that there was any ill-

feeling between the two clubs, and was willing

to swear that the New York Club never had a

house-warming.
We are inclined to believe the cyclone, be-

cause we know it is a truthful cyclone. The
Manhattan Club we have always found to be
most friendly. We always enjoy our v. sits to its

house, and we feel certain that every visitor

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cvcling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attornevs.
Washington, D. C 1

Calvin Jackson, Jacksonwald, Pa. Veloci-
pede.
Geo. E. Franklin, Natick, Mass. Wrench.
Albion K. Spaulding, North Belgrade, Me.

Wrench.
All bearing date of January i. 1889.

FIXTURES.

Jan. II

Jan. II

Jan. IS.

Jan. '5

The Texans are moving for new roads. At a
recent meeting of the Dallas County Road Con- I

vention, Col. J. B. Simpson stated the object of
'

the convention to be to help the county out of

the "slough of despond" into which it drops
every winter, and sometimesduring thesummer. does.
His idea of relief lay in securing a fund ample I There is no reason why there should not be
to build four great lines of thoroughfare through ^ fraternal feeling between the two clubs. One
the county, running to the cardinal points or

j
has no claim of superiority over the other, even

in such directions as the judgment of the County admitting that any inherent or developed su-
Commissioners might decide. He was in favor periority gives any man or any club the right to
of issuing a million dollars bonds for road con- be supercilious. The New York is the larger
struction. The county, he said, was now wast- ^nd perhaps the richer club, but taking the
ing annually in the construction and repair of comparative ages of the two clubs, the Manhat-

i J/''highways about .tso.ooo, an amount sufficient to t^n Club has as much to be proud of as any \

'"*'•

pay interest on $1,000,000 at five per cent., at \ dub in the country.
which rate there would be no trf)uble in placing I

'-

the bonds either in this country or in E.iropc. ' The Rudge Company, Ltd., announce a net

.—New York vs. K ngs, at New York.

.—Cambridge Club's Reception.

.—Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.

.-Vermont Wheel Club's Reception, at Brat-
tleboro, Vt.

Jan. 18, 1S89.—Hudson County vs. New York, at Jersey
Citv.

889.—A. A. U. Games at Madison Square Garden,
N. Y.City. Two-mile bicycle handicap
entrance fee, gi; close January 7, with
Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Fifty-fifih Street,
N. Y. Citv.

889.—Atlanta vs. fludson County, at Newark.
S89.— .Albany Wheelmen's Indoor Tournament.
88g —Harlem vs. Kings at Harlem.
889.- Kings vs. New York, at New York.
889.— Hudson County vs. Harlem, at Jersey Citv.

_ 1889.— Kings County vs. .Vew York, at Brooklyn.
8, 1889.- Entertainment and Reception of Manhattai\

Bicycle Chib, at Lexington Avenue
Opera House, New York Citv.

).—Harlem vs. .Atlanta, at Harlem.'
).—New York v. Harlem, at New York.
).—Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City.
.—National Asseinblv L. .\. W. Meet.

Atlanta vs. Kings, at Newark.
—New York v.s. Hudson County, at New

York.
9.—Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.
1.—Hudson County vs. Atlanta, at Jersey City.

Atlanta vs. New York, at Newark.

Jan. 19.

Ian. ?4.

)an. 15,

Jan. 2f),

Feb. I

Feb. 1,

Keb. 5

Feb

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

9.

>5.

'5.

18,

38, 1889

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 14, 18

The people to be brought into the country by
1

profit for the fiscal year of /'24,i22. A dividend
improved roads would, he said, pay their quota

j

of 6s. 3d. per share, 10 per cent., has been de-
to the interest and sinking fund, and as property i clared, leaving over ;^io,ooo to pay off the cost
advanced the requirements would be met still ! of good will, patents, etc.

Mar. 16, 1889.— Harlem vs. Hudson County, at Harlem.

The Brookline Cycle Club will give a minstrel
show on Janiiary 23.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

The races of the Bay City Wheelmen took
place yesterday and were a success in every
particular. The attendance was the largest

ever at a bicycle race meet in California, and
was estimated at about 5,000. A great many
ladies were in the audience and all seemed
pleased at the day's sport. Five of the eight

events were close and exciting. The track was
not fast, owing to the negligence of the contrac-
tor, who allowed many days to pass without
working on it when he could have done so.

The track is destined to become one of the
fastest in America; indeed, one racing man gave
it as his opinion that it would be too fast for

safety. It is a quarter-mile, eighteen feet wide
all the way around, and has a straightaway of

nearly 150 yards to the finish. Yesterday one-
half the track was heavy and the other half,

including the finish, was good. The vvheel did
not sink in the track, but it seemed to cling to it.

The track hasbeen built on the principal of a
macadam road. The material of which it is com-
posed contains a large proportion of cement,
which, when it becomes kneaded together, will

make a splendid surface. It will require very
little work to keep it in order, and rain will have
no bad. effect on it. Yesterday morning was
chilly, and the gentlemen who went out early to

set the handicap marks had quite a time keep-
ing their blood in circulation. Mr. Knapp, in

particular, would have been in a bad way were
it not for a tin horn that he had kept after the
celebration of the previous evening when i88q
was ushered in. After the marks were out
the sun had begun to make its presence felt, and
the riders knew they would have a good day.
The people began to arrive early, and by
2 o'clock the grounds bore an animated appear-
ance.
The ofl!icers of the day were C. C. Moore, of

Stockton, referee ; R. M. Welch, Percy Haslett

and Geo, H. Strong, judges ; Colonel Edwards,
P. Mclntyre and E. Fahrbach, timers ; W. M.
Meeker, starter; A. D. Allen, Jr., C. A. Elliott,

clerks of the course ; C. S. Angell and Edward
Arrowsmith, scorers

;
J. E. Bauer and W. E.

Thompson, umpires.
When the novice race was called, the eclipse

of the sun was taking place. The sky, as one
looked toward the almost obscured sun, wore a
dull gray and green color, which had the effect

of counterfeiting twilight, rendering the shad-
ows of the city ominously pale. At 1:40 o'clock,

when the greatest obscuration was reached , and
all that was visible of the sun was a delicate

crescent of light on the uppermost limb and to

the right hand of the vertex, it seemed as

though night had fallen. The atmosphere be-

came chilly, and objects in the dim distance
looked spectral and gloomy. This feeling lasted

only a few moments, and when the men mounted
all thoughts of the eclipse vanished. Starters

—

C. W. Hammer, B. C. W. ; C. E. Townsend,
U. of C; H. Lichtenstein, Un ; Alphonse Col,

G. C. W. Won by Townsend, Hammer second.
Time, 3m. 50 i-5s Townsend led after two
laps, and was never headed, winning by several

yards ; Hammer, who had ridden finely in

training, did not ride with any vim, and al-

though not tired he could not spurt in the la:st

100 yards.
The second race was the event of the day, as

F. D. Elwell, the present Coast champion, was
to meet Fred. Cook, who had given up racing
after his visit to Springfield in 1885, when Elwell
was just commencing to ride. Cook was the

only rider with any title to the championship
whom Elwell ' had not met and vanquished.
There were four starters— A. S. Ireland, A. S.;

R. Johnson, England ; F. D. Elwell, B. C, W.;
Fred. Russ Cook, B. C. W. Ireland took the

lead at the start, and set a very fast pace for the
first lap, when he slowed down, and the next
was ridden slower, with Ireland still leading.
Elwell look the lead early in the third lap, and
watching every movement Cook made, led at a
good pace ; at 250 yards from tlie tape Cook com-
menced to spurt, but could not pass Elwell,

who won with consummate ease in 301. 37s
;

Cook second, Ireland a gooil third. Elwell,

contrary to his usual method in racing, led for

two laps, and at no point in the race did he let

Cook get the inside berth. Elwell rode a 57-inch
Rudge racer, Cook a 54)^-incii Humber. The
other starters also rodt Rudge racers. Elwell
now has a clear title to the championship.
The 2-mile safety handicap was another

splendid race. The starters were : J. J. Zimmer,
Un., 150 yards

; W. A. Searles, Jr., B. C. W.,
60 yards ; H. O. Clark, Un., roo yards ; A. A.
Bonton, Un., 40 yards; C. W. Langton, B. C.

W., 180 yards; S. Plummer, B. C. W., scratch
;

N. A. Robinson, B. C. W., scratch ; A. E.

Thomas, Un., 100 yards ; C. P. Fonda, S. F. B.

C, scratch ; H. P. Gray, S. F. B. C, 80 yards.

Plummer, riding a thirty-five pound wheel,
started after the limit man as though he had an
important message for him; it is only necessary
to say that he brought the other scratch men
along so fast that before a mile was ridden the

field was bunched; they did not remain so very
long, as Bonton soon cut away, and with Plum-
mer after him, they left the long-start men.
Plummer commenced his spurt in nearly the

same place Cook did in the mile, as that was the
beginning of the fast part of the track, and
taking a good lead, won a splendid race by five

yards in 8m. 35s.; Bonton, second; Fonda,
third.

The 3-mile handicap—Starters: R. Johnson,
England, 60 yards; Fred. Russ Cook, B. C. W.,
scratch; J. Smith, G. C. W., 175 yards; H. A.
Crocker, C. C. W., 125 yards; R. W. Turner, B.

C. W., 85 yards.

Smith, it was soon seen, had been presented
with the race by the handicappers, who were
not to be blamed, however, as he had never been
on a track before. He rode like a demon, and
the scratch and short-mark men could make no
impression on his start. Cook saw he could not
catch him, so he rode for second place. Smith
increased his lead and gained the balance of the

lap on C.ook, winning in 13m. 35s. ; Cook, second;
Turner, third.

In the half-mile handicap the starters were:
Fred. Russ Cook, B. C. W., scratch; F. E.

Browning, B. C. W., 25 yards; H. Pinder, Eng-
land, 30 yards; H. G. Toll, C. C. W., 20 yards;
R. W. Turner, B. C. W., 15 yards; S. Plummer,
B. C. W., 20 yards; W. A. Searles, Jr., B. C. W.,

39 yards; H. Lichtenstein, Un., 35 yards;
Alphonse Col, G. C. W., 35 yards; A. Garno-
sette, G. C. W., 50 yards. Won by Plummer;
F. R. Cook, second; time, im. 37 2-5S.

Plummer rode as hard as he could the entire

distance, and Cook, although riding in fine form,
could not pass him. Won by three yards; the

rest of the field bunched.
For the i-mile handicap the starters were:

J. J. Zimmer, Un.| 200 yards; A. S. Ireland, A.
S., 35 yards; C. E. Townsend, U. of C, 65 yards;
F. R. Cook, B. C. W., 35 yards; L. G. Hodgkins,
B. C. W., 65 yards; H. Smith, G. C. W., 100

yards; C. W. Hammer, B. C. W., 65 yards; F.

D. Elwell, B. C. W., scratch; R. Johnson, Eng-
land, 60 yards; H. G. Toll, C. C. W., 50 yards;
A. Garnosette, G. C. W., 150 yards.

Elwell, the scratch man, did not start for

several reasons; he had beaten Cook, which was
the principal thing he trained for, and besides

he thought the handicaps unfair on such a heavy
track and with so many starters, who were not
accustomed to racing, and would interfere with
his riding.

Townsend, who won the novice race, won in

3m. 22s.; Ireland, second. This was one of the

best races of the day.
One-mile ride and run—Starters (run a lap

and ride a lap): C. B. Fonda, S. F. B. C; A. A.
Bonton, Un.; H. Pinder, England; Sanford
Plummer, B. C. W.; Norval A. Robinson, B. C.

W.; F. W. McNear, U. of C. Won by McNear;
Bonton, second; time, 4m. 55s.

McNear is one of the fastest quarter-mile run-
ners in the State, and seems a good man on the
wheel also. He rode an ordinary; the others

rode safeties.

The last race of the day was the 5-niile handi-
cap. R. Johnson, England, 200 yards; J. Smith,
G. C. W., 300 yards ; F. D. Elwell, scratch;

A. S. Ireland, A. S., 150 yards ; C. W. Hammer,
B. C. W., 300 yards; H. A. Crocker. C. C. VV.,

2op yards. Won by Smith, Hammer second.
Time, i8m.

Elwell did not start, so this was another gift

for J. Smith (honored name).
It is needless to say that Mr. Smith will now

bashfully . retire to a shorter mark. He is a
stayer and lias lots of grit, and will make a good
rider; he wins <a racer and a slop waich, which is

a good siari for him in his racing career.

The Bay City Whoelmcn liid not win every-
thing, as they usually do. They got three firsts

and five seconds, San Jose two firsts, Oakland
three firsts and three seionds. This distribiiiion

<if prizes will bring many raiing men fioni

interior towns to our next tournament. "Sena-
tor" Morgan is on his way out here on a visit.

The abbreviations used in the above descrip-

tion are as follows : B. C. W. is Bay City Wheel-
men ; G. C. W. is Garden City Wheelmen;
C. C. W. is Capital City Wheelmen ; A. S. is

Alameda Scorchers ; S. F. B. C. is San Fran-
cisco Bicycle Club ; U. of C. is University of

California
; Un. is Unattached.

The members of the club are well satisfied

wiih their first field day of the year, and hope
to hold several more before the season's close.

Yours,
" California."

San Francisco, January 2, i88g.

FENTON'S FANCIES.

It would not hurt some of our New York City

wheel clubs to take a few lessons in hospitality

toward visitors. There is a certain well-known
club which is particularly noticeable in this lack-

ing of hospitable spirit, or even common polite-

ness, toward strangers. The house committee,

one of whose duties it is to play host for the

club, is a strangely arranged body, consisting as

it does of one worker and four figureheads, and
the whole business is primarily their fault. To
show how far this rudeness toward guests is

carried, let me mention that a stranger sat in

the house of this organization for nearly two
hours on a recent evening and not a single man
spoke to him, or even noticed his presence by a

nod. It chanced that the gentleman was some-
thing of a literary man, and, feeling a bit hurt

over the chilliness of his reception, mentioned
the matter in the weekly fetdlleton which he fur-

nishes for one of our city dailies, expressing his

surprise that such a thing should happen, as "he

had always understood that the hospitality of

wheelmen was proverbial." Very true, it has

always been, but a few more occurrences of this

kind will soon put an end to this enviable repu-

tation. To quote a popular topical song, " I

hope it won't happen again !"

" Hawkshaw " has denounced the " Tommy's-
got-a-new-oil-can" writer for the cycling press,

and completely demolishes that feeble and inane

variety of would-be correspondent in a rhetori-

cal burst which occupies some half a column in

passing a given point, to speak in the military

reportorial manner. I'm glad of it, for have we
not all shed tears over the humor, and guffawed

at the poetry of the afore-mentioned w-b-c ? I

now feel called upon to utter my own feeble

polemic against another genus of excrescence

on the literature of cycling, whom we all know
as the technical writer. He entertains us with

charming dissertations, backed by row upon row

of figures, on the grade of hills, which no one

has ever climbed, or ever can climb, except the

man who, in the estimation of this literary Cas-

sandra, is going to do it just as soon as ihe

season begins. He quotes text-books on higher

mathematics to prove that Applejack of Maine is

a far better racing man than Catawba of Cali-

fornia, when the probability of these two gentle-

men ever meeting on the track is as far remote as

that Keeley Motor stock will ever sell at par.

And yet I suppose ihe technical writer lives for

a purpose, for good and moral people tell us

that the mosquito does, and the t. w. is certainly

a relation as far as powers of irritation go.

I had two seats at one of the theatres the other

night, and as my very best girl occupied the

other one, I expected to pass a very pleasant

evening; but wc didn't have quite as pleasant a

lime as we fondly counted upon. Half the first

act passed otY nicely and then "the Assyrian

came down like a wolf on the fold." In plain

language, the theatre was suddenly invaded by

one of those gigantic nuisances, a club iheatrc

parly. They had the whole row back of us and

bcfo'io thcv left they had the whole theatre, and

the collective anathema of the rest of the

audience. Thcv leaned forward and puffed

iheir cocktail-perfumed breaths into our faces,

joined in all the choruses, and greeted every

performer wilh that decrepit old "' He's-all-

righi" cheer, the inventor of which will have a

heavy reckoning to answer on the Judgmenl

Day.' .'\nd the nianager allowed all this 10 go

on,' even though he knew ihal ihiriy boys were

annoying four hundred quiet and inoffensive

people!- Nay. more, the newspapers all had

accounts of the affair, the next morning, wilh

ihis heading: " A great lime at the Joujou last
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night !" There would have been a great time
indeed, if the four hundred sufferers had gone
to the manager in a body, and demanded either

that their money be returned or that thej' be

given a chance to hear the play in peace. I

hope that this ti'/// happen some day, for I don't

believe in the theatre-party nuisance to any
great extent, and I have been on them, too!

There are many blessings for which the

wheelman should offer up prayerful thanks, but
for none more than the fact that that type of

cycling /7</£U- irritans, the leather-lunged bugler,

is very nearly, if not quite dead. Shoved into

wheeling, in the days when it was absolutely

necessary for the bicyclist to force himself upon
the notice of the passer-by, he has served his

purpose and outlived his time. Let us lower
him into the grave in which that senseless body,
road racing, already lies, cover them both
warmly and securely, and place a monument
above them on which shall be carved this simple
inscription : Dulce et decorum est pro patria

mori.

" Hawkshaw " and I went to a performance
of Wagner's " Rheingold " at the Metropolitan
on Saturday, and enjoyed it very much, but
there were a few drawbacks to our pleasure.

On our left, two elderly dodoes amused them-
selves by standing up throughout the perform-
ance, and another ancient dame stoutly main-
tained, although I was some six seats away
from her, that I had concealed her opera glass

case somewhere about my person. As I told
" Hawkshaw," I always see that the case has an
opera-glass in it before I make an attempt at

larceny thereon. The scenic effects of the

opera are simply wonderful, and the mechanism
which produces the motion of swimming notice-

ably so. In a spectacular way I've seen nothing
equal to " Rhemgold," and I advise every one
to see it at once, for such scenic effects are an
education in the study of illusion.

Fenton.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF BROTH-
ERLY LOVE.

All the members of the Pennsylvania Bicycle
Club are up in arms, and are working enthusi-
astically for their first ball, to be given on Thurs-
day evening, January 10. This is a new de-
parture for the Quakers. But as they have been
paring corns to improve their dancing, etc., I

guess, Quakers or no Quakers, they will as usual
get there. The club house will be prettily

decorated with bunting, lanterns and flowers;
and as each member has signified his intention
of bringing his best girl, do not doubt for a
moment but what it will be a success.

At the annual election held by the South End
Wheelmen, the following officers were elected to

serve for the year 1889: President, Sam'l Jack-
son, Jr. ; Vice-President, F. B. Sullaberger

;

Secretary, Thos. McDougall ; Assistant Secre-
tary, Chas. Hoffman; Treasurer, Sam'l Young;
Captain, Chas. A. Dimon; First Lieutenant,
Louis J. Kolb; Second Lieutenant, O. H. Mac-
Curdy; Bugler, II. M. Green.
The club is making rapid strides in in-

creasing its membership, and promises ere long
to be up with some of our larger clubs in that
particular.

J. R. Lincoln Edwards, of the South End
Wheelmen, claims record for Philadelphia riders
in the way of mileage, his record from January
I, 1888, to January I, 1889. being 7,418. Pretty
good for a man in cusiness, hardly missing a
day at his olhce. But then Edwards is one of
these early birds—up before sunrise. Go ahead,
I don't envy the man holding the record, if the
holding of it means to go without that extra
little nap after Old Sol has staricd in on his day's
duties.

Captain Flcniming, of the Century, probably
comes next in the city, as his record is something
over 6 000 miles.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club mileage report
for the year is out, and is as follows:

Chas. L. Leisen 3,621
S. Wallis Merrihew 3.577
Chas. T. Harvey. .... . .3,192
E. I. Halsted 3, 113
Jno. B.Young 3.083J4'
William D. Supplee 2,640)^
C. A. Roberts 2,584^^
J. P. Simmons 2,287

R. Dallett 2.242
Fred. K. Mears 2,227
George T. Laing 2.021

W. T. Flemming 2,003 >^

Frank M.Johnson 1,965

Louis A. Hill 1.932^
I. H. Lehman 1,861^
Wm. P. Street, Jr 1,594
H. L. H. Hall i,537K
D. A. Longaker 1.45034"

W. S. Delp 1,439
W. A. Richuine i.35oX
Geo. D. Firmin ^,'i2>lH
W. W. Randall 1,2843,4'

A. Stacey i.iQS.'i

R. Riddle 1.038 7-16

This is only for those who have ridden over
1,000 miles. Numbers in the club have covered
this distance, but kept no account of mileage.
There may be several clubs in the country who
can beat the above records, but Captain Supplee,

of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, challenges

any club in the country to show as good a

record for Sunday runs as his club can show.
The record of his club is as follows : Total

number of Sunday all-day-runs, 36 ; mileage
covered, 1,347)^ miles, or an average of 37^
miles per day ; total number of men on runs,

514, or an average of over 14 men on each run
;

total number of miles covered on runs, 19,358^.
Who takes up the challenge? This is counting
every Sunday that the weather permitted an all-

day run, and I think tends to show that in

Philadelphia club runs are not a failure, as our
friends from Beantown seem to believe of late.

Mr. Eugene B. Carter was elected Captain of

the Century Wheelmen, at their last election, by

a good majority. Mr. Carter is probably one of

the most pleasant and well-known members of

his club, and carries with him the respect of his

club mates wherever he goes. He is not what
the boys term a scorcher, but a steady all-round

road rider.

The Pennsylvania Club inaugurated a series

of stag dances at their club house on Friday
evening, January 4. Some seventy odd mem-
bers were present, and with their friends the

number swelled up to near 100 more. Several

musical selections were rendered. A very in-

teresting exhibition of sleight-of-hand tricks

was given by Mr. Sperry, of New York, after

which a match game of billiards was played

between Mr. Charles Harvey and Mr. Sperry,

Mr. Sperry playing finger billiards and winning
the game. The entertainment closed with sev-

eral songs by the Amphion Quartette, which
were rendered in their usual commendable
style.

Westfield.

••»-•

READING.

Riding has been very good here up to to-day,

although there has been lots of skating. Christ-

mas and New Year's are past, and every one has

made good resolutions ; in fact, a general turn-

ing over of new leaves has been all the talk.

But I think the boys are going to do very

little riding tomorrow (Sunday), as it has been

raining steadily all day and no doubt will do so

all night. Besides, W. I. Wilhelm, who has

been re-elected to the office of President, has

invited us all to meet him at his house to-mor-

row afternoon in honor of the event, and I do
not think the boys would miss this affair for a

great deal, as they are all aware that Wilhelm

has laid in anew stock of "Mountain Dew"
and imported wines, and that we always have a

jolly lime there.

After a great deal of electioneering, the fol-

lowing officers were elected by the club last

night: Presidpnt, W. I. Wilhelm; Vice-Presi-

dent, Frank Boyer ; Captain, W. I. Wilhelm ;

First Lieutenant, Resley Eckert ; Second Lieu-

tenant, Jacob Schmidt ; Recording Secretary,

Harry C. Crecelius ;
Financial Secretary, John

Crawford ; Treasurer, J. Geo. Scheelc ;
Color

Bearer, Charles Miller; Bugler, Charles G.

Willson ; Directors, Frank Heilman, Will

Essig, John Crawford, Charles G. Willson, W.
I. Wilhelm.

Our "Senator" from Woodward Terrace re-

cently asked—in fact, earnestly entreated—the

Superintendent of our Telephone Exchange
(who, by the way, is also a member of the club)

for one of his Irish setter pups. After due con-

sideration his Senatorial 'I should e.TV -f anine"*

request was granted. He carried the pup home-
very carefully, and for a whole day tried to

feed the dog. But the dog, not understanding
Berks County Dutch, would not eat. The Sena-
tor evi n walked some nine blocks to the nearest
drug store and bought a bottle and rubber
nipple, but even this style the dog did not un-
derstand, and it having been such a long time
since the Senator had tried it himself, he
could impart no information to h'S canine pro-
tege ; so he gave up in despair, and the dog kept
up an infernal racket all night. The Senator's
sister, who had been out making calls, and did
not know about the dog, came home about 9:30
P. M., heard the ghostly yells, and the spurt she
made from the hall to her room rivaled young
Windle's be=t. Next day a brother of the Sena-
tor returned the dog while Crawford was away.
When he came home and saw the dog he in-

quired why it was sent back, and the girl told

him that the boy said, " We can't keep him, but
will take him when he is grown up." But
Crawtord says, " Not by a d sight."

What was the matter with " Blud's " new
storm coat Christmas night? The crowd with
" Blud," "Squint," and the other toughs led
the boys, with high white hats, Christmas
night, as they made the rounds. Crawford
said, " That gang even came up and drank
my !j;6 (per barrel) whisky." They all felt

happy when Mrs. C. asked them if they
always had so much fun. Among the number
was Greene, who was unfortunate enough to

lose his artificial teeth, and next day, when
some of the above-named whisky had finished

its work, he found them in one of the cuspidors
in the pool room. He is now looking around
for the cheapest dentist, and the one that can
supply a new set in the shortest time.

At last cycling circles are to be brought before
her majesty, the Berks County Court. A few
months ago, Douglas, one of our members,
while out riding met a six-mule team. The
mules, becoming frightened, jumped across the
road into the bicycle, throwing the rider into a
bank. The tongue of the wagon was broken
and some other damage done, which the owner
wanted " settled for at once," and threatened to

thrash Douglas if it were not "squared up."
As there were three big men with the team,
Douglas, who is simply a tall slim chap, picked
himself up, got ready to mount, and replied,

"You three might ' whip ' me, but I'd like to

see you make nie pay." On Saturday, Decem-
ber 22, Douglas received notice to pay or suit

would be brought As Mr. Douglas, Sr., re-

fuses to pay any attention to the matter the suit

goes by default to Court. I suppose the owner
of the team cannot win, and it would be a good
thing for the League to give this matter their

attention. There is only a very small propor-
tion of the riders here League members, and,
as Douglas is one of them it would show
where League membership is a benefit. I am
positive it would more than triple the member-
ship in this section.

J.^N'i:.\RV 5. VoRIEX.
-•-«*-

JERSEY CITY.

On Saturday, the 5th inst., the second game
of the Wheelmen's Bowling League was played
between the Hudson County and Kings County
teams on the latter's alleys, which resulted in a

victory for the Jersey City boys. The contest
was exceedingly close, and it was either team's
game until the last ball had been rolled. The
following is the score :

SCORE.

Grant 203
Stenken 132

Keer 115

Korth 117

Gubelman 141

llarthnian 207
Tuthill 153

Soper 109
Earl 172

Eldridge 144

Bedford 151

Nellis 133
Long 104
Hall 191

Bowdish i()i

Courtenay 155
Anderson 173
Stevens 133
Bridgeman. 138
Marion 149

Total 1498 Total...: 14S8

SCORK BY FRAMES.

H. C. W.— 123, 264, 457, 635, 811, 959, 1095, 1241,

1498.

K. C. W.— 141, 261, 392, 534, 727, 923, 1073, 1198,
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I notice in "Ariel's" notes in the Bulletin

that at a meeting of the L. A. W. representa-

tives of Pennsylvania it was decided to turnish

the " Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland
Road Book" free to League members of Penn-
sylvania, while New Jersey and Maryland wheel-

men will be compelled to purchase them at

about fifty cents each. If I am not mistaken.

Chief Consul Cooley, of New Jersey, sent out a

circular-letter some time ago stating that all

League members in this State would be fur-

nished these books free, providing they would
send their names and six cents postage to Secre-

tary R. Pound.
I am well aware that almost all the work in

connection with the publishing of this book has

been done by the Pennsylvania boys. For my
own information, will you please explain this

change of base ?

On Thursday evening the H. C. W. held their

annual election of officers, and. in order to bring

renewed life and vigor, the old officers de-

cided that none should be re-elected. The follow-

ing are the names of the officers for the current

year : President, Geo. H. Earl; Secretary, C. V.

Tuthill; Treasurer, C. Nichols ; Captain, J.

Edward Day; First Lieutenant, Dr. H. A. Bene-
dict; Second Lieutenant, J. L. Robertson, Jr.;

Bugler, H. F. Morse ; Color Bearer, E. T Mc-
Laughlin, Jr.; Trustees, Geo. H. Earl, C. V.

Tuthill, J. Edward Day, Frank Eveland, H.
Strugnell, P. Trautwein; Membership Com-
mittee, Geo. H. Earl, C. V. Tuthill, Fred. Keer,

J. J. Griffiths, C. W. Higgins, W. E. Eldridge.

It has been decided to continue the awarding
of mileage medals for the year 1889. Mem-
bers will have to ride, however, 2,000 miles in-

stead of 1,000, as last year. The medals are so

handsome that they are worth this amount of

exercise.

A very attractive entertainment will be given

by the Elizabeth Wheelmen early next month.
The programme will include fancy and trick

riding by W. S. Maltby and " Tommy " Finlay,

a i-mile race on home trainers, side-splitting

satires, etc. The date of this entertainment will

be announced later. Wheelmen from this part

of the State should not fail to take it in.

Revenge is sweet. The other day, while

Billy Miiller, the phenomenal coaster, was rid-

ing through the Oranges his way was suddenly
blocked by a road-hog quickly turning his horse

around. The movement was so' quick that

Billy was unable to avoid a collision. Billy had
a collar-bone broken. The collision caused the

sulky to be overturned and the driver bit the

dust. That was where the revenge came in.

Votes of thanks were tendered Dr. E. W.
Johnson, Theo. F. Merseles, Jr., and E. P. Bag-
got, who had served during the last year as

President, Secretary and Captain respectively.

Coaster.

CHICAGO.

BROOKLYN BRIEFS.

At a meeting of B. B. C, held Tuesday even-
ing, elections were held to fill vacancies of Pres-
ident and one membership of the Board of

Trustees, vice H. Greenman and L. W Slocum,
resigned. Mr. Jas. Fox was elected President,

and H. Greenman was elected Trustee without
opposition.

Mr. Fox is a lawyer and associated with the

firm of Stallknecht & Coudert, as counsel.
Although a member of the club less than a year,

his popularity
,
and recognized abilities have

wcjn for him the highest dislinction "which the
club could confer. His term expires in April,

when the annual meeting occurs.

,The B. B. C. will visit the K. C. W. in a body
on the 23d inst., in response to the latter's invi-

tation. Goodfellowship will flow like a swollen
stream.

Committees of three from the K. C. W.,
L. I. W. and B. B. C. are conferring relative to

a joint theatre party in the near future.

The neat mileage cards that Mr. Elliott Mason
issued and distributed gratis last year, took so
Wfcll that he has duplicated them for this year,
fie asks us to say that they can be had on appli-

cation, or will be mailed upon receipt of stamp
for postage. Address Elliott Mason, Manager
Pope Mfg. Co., 12 Warren Street, New York.

The election fight in the Chicago Club goes
merrily along, and who the officers for the ensuing
year will be is by all means an unsolvable
puzzle. We shall know Monday night next, and
I will night-message to you on Tuesday. The
latest is a letter found pinned to the bulletin

board, setting forth and extolling the virtues

(and they are many) of our good friend Thorne,
who is now active in the competition for the cap-

taincy, slurring the while thcmanly qualities of

either Seig or Roe, who have both been doing
the buttonhole act tor the same position. Result,

Charlie Seig is again in the field for the Secretary-

ship, and Roe at this writing, with Seig's strength,

thinks that he is a sure winner. Alost of the

excitement«eems to centre on this one office, and
the rest of the regular nominees are quite liable

to get there.

This club gave an exceedingly enjoyable hop,
or, pardon me, " inaugural reception," at Mar-
tine's South Side Academy, last Saturday night.

It was full dress and the one hundred or more
couples certainly looked to the Queen's taste.

Most of our grand moguls were there, though
the Illinois boys were conspicuous by their

absence. The ladies, God bless them, were
radiant, almost divine, in fact. Garden insists

that I am susceptible, and that night we all were,
I imagine, for quite a few ot " us rheumatic
ones "oiled up our rusty joints a la St. Jacob,

and danced from the time the orchestra struck
up the grand march until it strung out a linger-

ing c'est finis. And we paid for it afterward
as we limped to our carriages and clapped our
hands upon an obstinate crick in the side. The
South Side Club is deserving of congratulations,
however, even if the old fellows did wish they
could go it with the vim of ten years ago.

A fact greatly to be deprecated is the unpleas-
antness just now existing between the Chicagos
and their West Side neighbors. It all comes
out of that widely advertised theatre party, in

which but a few of the C. C. boys participated

and for which the club should not be blamed.
With this exception, everything is harmony

—

never more so than now—and it seems a pity to

destroy the common interest for any su h paltry

and nonsensical a cause as the lionizing of a

comic opera singer. Come, my lads, let's kiss

and make up !

The Lincolns are in the swim, as usual. Elec-

tion doesn't seem to worry them very much,
though. The regular nominations have just been
announced as follows :

President, Edwin Oliver ; Vice-President,
A. G. Frost; Secretary, J. M. Erwin; Treasurer,
R. G. Hall; Quartermaster, G. V. Wilson; Li-

brarian, B. J. Snyder; additional members of

ihe Board of Directors who shall hold no other
office, F. W. Gerould, C. P. Whitney, C. V.Jen-
kins and J. E. Templeton; Captain, A. W. Har-
ris ; First Lieutenant, F. Ed. Spooner ; Second
Lieutenant, George Stamin; Third Lieutenant,

J. C. Harrington; Color Bearer, W. A. Smith;
Bugler, J. L. Curlin.
This ticket will, I am quite sure, go through

with very little opposition. The latest topic

among the boys is the new gymnasium, which
will be completed in a very few days. The car-

penters are now at work making the proper
alterations in their 25x5o-foot barn for the recep-
tion of the apparatus which belonged to the late

Garden City Athletic Club, which the club has
recently purchased. The plans, beside the main
gymnasium, call for boxing and fencing rooms,
hot and cold water shower, and locker room.
The board has annoiuued a !|f,ooo raffle for

March.
Vkrax.

CiiicAcii, January 5, i88y.

BROOKLYN UUVCI.K. ll.l U S .\m,K.\(,;K..

I'ebruary, 3, i 4 ; March, 5,S()2 ; April, 8,286 ;

May, 10,790; June, 13,596; July, 13, 573; Au-
gust, 10,155 I

September, 9,315 ; October, 4, l()7 ;

November, 1,806 ; December, 1,117. Total,

81,711. Total number of men reporting, i)2.

W. E. Fuller leads, with a year's record of

4,246 ; F. C. Farnsworth has the " booby "

record of the year, ten miles. Mr. Fuller has
received first prize, a gold ineilal, ami Mr.
Farnsworth has carried olT a disc of red
leather for his strenuous efforts to raise the dub
mileage.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.
New York vs. Kings County, New York, January 11.

Kings County vs. .-Vtalanta, Brooklyn, January 15.
Hudson County vs. New York, Jersey City, January 18.

Atal inta vs. Hudson County, Newark, January 24.
Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, January 25.
New York vs. Atalanta, New York, February i.

Hudson County vs. Harlem, Jersey City, February :.

Kings County vs. New York, Brooklyn, February 5.

Harlem vs. Atlanta. Harlem, February 8.

New York vs. Harlem, New York, February 15.

Hudson Countv vs. Kings County, Jersey City, Feb. 15.
Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark, February 28.
New York vs. Hudson Countv, New York. March j.

Kings County vs. Harlem, Brooklyn, March 5.

Hudson County vs Atalanta, Jersey City, March 8.

Atalanta vs. New York, Newark, .March 14.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, March 15.

The first game of the Cyclists'Bowling League
was played Friday evening last, at the Harlem's
alleys, at 138th Street and Mott Avenue, the
opposing teams representing the New York Club
and the Harlem Wheelmen. The alleys are
somewhat inaccessible, but a number of
cyclists turned up in good lime and a most
enjoyable evening was spent. The Harlems
led from the start and were never headed. They
were familiar with the alleys, in which they
have practised for several seasons. The New
York men had not practised and were out of
form.
The game was admirably refereed by W. E.

Eldridge, Hudson County Wheelmen. J. P.
Lasell, ot the H. W. and Harry E. Lansing, of the
N. Y. B. C , scored. Emanuel's herculean voice
added spirit to the competition. The following
was the score:

HARLEM WHEELMEN. NEW YORK.

Pearce 185 De Goicouria 1.89

Shaffer 172 O.G.Moses 154
Edwards 156 Paynter 153
Clark 149 F.M.Daniels 142
Eraser 140 Stott..., , 141
Parker 134 Nisbett 126
Bingham 126 J. L. Daniels. .... 113
Phillips 124 Blake iii
Ridabock 122 English 109
Emanuel 121 Cambreling 104

.1342Total 1429 Total . .

.

SCORE BY FR.\Ml-S.

Harlem— 152, 300, 457, 605, 72S, S62, 999, 1136.
1276, 1429.

New York—118, 246, 373, 515, 649, 780, 925,
1081, 1202, 1342.
Strikes—Nisbett, i; De Goicouria, 5; Moses, 2;

F. M. Daniels, 3; J.
L. Daniels, 2; Paynter, 3;

Blake, i; Stoit, 2; Parker, i; Shaffer, 2; Eraser,
2; Phillips, i; Bingham, l; Pearce, 5; Ridabock,
2; Clark, 4; Emanuel, i; Edwards, 3.

The result of the H. C. W.— K. C. W. game
will be found in Jersey City notes.

WASHINGTON CYCLE CLUB.

Of late new life seems to have sprung up
j

within the Washington Cycle Club. Her hops
have been well attended, many new candidates
have applied for membership, and in many
ways her social feature has been developed to .1

considerable extent. Her present membership
is larger than during any previous winter, and
includes much new blood which is striving—
and successfully, too—to make club member-
ship a condition to be envied by outsiders. On
Thursday last a smoker was the feature of the
evening. The affair was aliogi-ther informal,

j

and all who attended enjoyed a " free and easy
"

time. The programme included music fur-

nished by the club orchestra, readings, decla-
mations, songs and boxing exhibitions furnishetl

by members. Refreshments ct)nsisting of cakes,
ice cream, peanuts, apples and cider were par-
taken of (ii/ lil'iliiiii, and those who enjoyed
snu>kin.g were plentifully supplied with pipes,
tobacco, cigars or ci.i^.iiettes, as suited their
tastes.

Dr. H. r. Appleby, who nccnlly died in

HulTalo, N. Y., is claimed by many to be the
(irst American to ritle in liiis country. The
doctor saw three English wheels ai the Cen-
tennial Exhibition, and he had a sIumi ride,

and t(H>k-a lieader, on th"e smallest of the three.

Dr. Appleby was a zealous ailvocate of wheeling,
and was an honored member of the BufTalo
Bicvcle riub.
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THE TRADE.

THE GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG.
CO.'S PRODUCT FOR 1889.

This firm has completed the details of its out-

put for 1889, and we shall shortly publish cuts

of the same.
The Light Champion and Champion will re-

main practically unchanged, except for a few
minor improvements.
The American Challenge, American Safety,

American Light Safety and American Ideal, will

remain about the same as la?t year's wheels.
Neither the single nor tandem tricycles will be

altered in any important point.

The American Rambler has been changed to

an open front machine; otherwise it remains
on the popular lines of last year. It is strongly

braced and the firm will guarantee it to carry

250 lbs. The brace can be removed, making it

suitable for a lady. The wheel is fitted with a

new rear spring, much more pliable than the

spiral used last year. It is also fitted with a new
saddle, claimed to give a remarkably easy seat.

The Ideal Rambler is an all-steel rear-driving
j

safely, with 20-in h front and 26-inch rear wheel.

It follows the model of the Rambler very closely

and will probablv retail at $75. It will have ball

bearings to both wheels. It will be well finished

and is expected to be very popular with girls,

boys and ladies.

The firm will introduce this year a new drop-
forged steel chain, which is perfectly noiseless.

In the Rambler a ^-inch tire will be used in-

stead of a ihree-quarter.

SAFETY vs. ORDINARY.

THE SIDE-SLIP OF SAFETIES.

Sydney Lee and Henry Sturmey, both emi-
nently practical cyclists, have lately laid their

views before us anent the side-slip of the de-
servedly-popular safety bicycle. The former
con ten els that this same fault is due to insufficient

weight upon the rear-wheel ;
while the latter is

of opinion that the cause thereof is due to the
inclination of the steermg pillar and forks.

Who shall decide when doctors disagree? And
if two men like these are at variance as to the
cause of the one fault of the latest thing in cycles,
who shall divine the cause thereof? Mr. Lee
is putting his theory to a practical test, the
results of which all responsible cyclists must
await with impatience. The last-named gentle-
man has lately been experimenting with a safety
built with a 22-inch driver, by means of which
the rider is brought plumb over the centre of the
driving wheel. Having received a sample
machine, we sallied forth the other evening to
give the same a trial on wood pavement at its

worst, and though by circular gyrations of con-
stricted radii we laid ourselves out for a fall, we
were— well, not altogether disappointed, and we
are inclined to think that there is a great deal in

Mr. Lee's contention.
Our personal experience of safeties with equal-

sized wheels is that both wheels slip more or
less, but that the side-slip of the driver is most
to be feared. While the point of pedal pressure
lies so near the ground, we fear that perfect
immunity from side-slipping will only be attained
by the use of metal in combination with the tire-

rubber. We remember seeing at the last

Stanley Show held at the Holborn Town Hall a
rubber tire with a wire about 3-i6ths inch di-

ameter laid in a groove cut in the crown there-
of, the use of which was precluded by the
liability of the wire to come out at unseasonable
limes. If this wire could be secured in the
manner in which Mr. Harrington was accus-
tomed to fit tires to his "Arab" cycles, we
ihink wheels thus shod would not slip, seeing
that ihcy would have a grip of greasy surfaces
denic-d to them when encircled by rubber alone.
Doubtless there are difliculiits in the way of

thus securing the wire, but who shall say that
in these days of mechanical refinements means
of overcoming them aie not to hand?

—

The
Cycliit.

Howard A. Smith will this year handle
Psychoes, along with other lines.

W. W. Stall, of Boston, Mass., was in New
York this week. Mr. Stall will handle Warwick
wheels in addition lo other lines.

The articles published from time to time rela-

tive to the respective merits of the "safety"
and ' ordinary " seem to attract more interest

and to excite more discussion among wheelmen
than any others at this season of the year.
Thomas Stevens' amusing essay on the safety

in your issue of December 21 expressed the

fears of some warm friends of the ordinary,
who begin to think that they will soon be "out
of the fashion." For my part, I am willing to

see the majority of wheelmen on safeties, so

long as the small contingent on ordinaries are
"good men and true." I don't want to meet
any fellow who sticks to the ordinary while he
longs for the safety. We don't waraany " trait-

ors in the camp."
The safety is certainly the best wheel for the

timid, portly and invalid, and it has afforded
these classes an opportunity to get a taste of

the most enjoyable and beneficial exercise of

the present age. The safety is drawing into

our ranks middle-aged men of standing, who
do not care to risk much, and who might not
otherwise have joined and helped support our
clubs and our efforts to secure wise legislation

and better roads.
The safety is naturally selected by these

classes because it is easy to learn to ride, and
being near the ground they can attempt to ride

it with more confidence.
But don't let any one adopt the safety unless

he is certain it is his style of wheel. It takes
longer to learn to ride the ordinary, and you do
not feel the' same sense of security on rough
roads, but it is the best wheel and most exhil-

arating to ride.

It is not exactly the "spirited steed against
the plodder," as one correspondent put it, but it

is the spirited steed against the little runt of a
pony or goat.

That it is a better road wheel is proved by the
fact that all road races are won on ordinaries.

There is really but little danger of serious
injury on either style of wheel if you are
cautious, but if careless, reckless or foolhardy

—

well, look out ! I have heard of a good many
falls from safeties, •and seen a number, and the
bruises were quite as bad as those resulting
from an "ordinary" header.

I have fairly stated what classes the safety

will attract to the sport, and now a few words
in praise of the ordinary.

It is ihe most comfortable wheel to ride. This
must be evident (rom the fact that you have a
large, steady wheel under you instead of two
1 tile ones. It is noticed that a very small pro-

portion of the safeties go on club runs. The
safety riders don't enjoy the jolting they get on
rough country roads. It makes them feel tired

and nervous 10 ride long distances, so they
prefer to take short runs around the city and
suburbs.
This vibration has been overcome to some

extent by various devices, but all anti-vibration
devices which are practicable may also be found
on the ordinary, making it so much the more
comfortable.

It is cleaner. You are up out of the dust, out
of the reach of yelping curs, and in bad weather
the ordinary takes up less mud than the safety.

On this account the latter has to be provided
with mud guards, to keep the mud off from the

wheelman's clothes. The large wheel can be
kept comparatively free from mud, even in bad
weather, by having the leg guard made in the

form of a "scraper." Therefore, it is less

trouble to clean it.

In touring, we come to many a running stream
that can be ridden through on the ordinary with-
out wetting the feet.

Speaking of touring, let me say a few words
to those who have never tried this charming
recreation. Do not hesitate about going on a

tour because you are not in training. The first

few days can be made as easy as you like. If

one has not been riding much, I would not advise
him to exceed fifteen or twenty miles per day
the first three or four days. If he is out a couple
of weeks, he will be able to make forty or fifty

miles per day on good roads before his trip is

ended. But let him think less of the number of

miles he is gning to make than of the diversion
he can have along the way, sketching, photo-
graphing, making notes in his diary of his ob-
servations, or swimming, resting and eating up
the provender.

ToiRisr.

SAFETIES FOR LADIES.

THE "cyclist's" OPINION.

At the beginning of a trade season there is

always an amount of uncertainty as to whether
old patterns will continue to be in demand, or
later productions be sufficiently well received, to
authorize makers in going to the expense of lay-

ing in a large stock during the quiet season.
This appears to be the case just now with the
ladies' safety. Safety bicycles, specially built

with dress-guards and dropped frames for the
use of ladies, were introduced this spring, and
have been put on the market by several makers.
So far as England is concerned, the conserva-
tive tendencies of its people have very probably
had a great deal to do with the slow reception of
the new idea. In America, on the contrary, we
learn that ladies have taken to the safety with
avidity, that many hundreds have been sold,

and that ladies who could never be induced to

mount a tricycle have readily yielded to the fas-

cination of the two-wheeler. It is true one of

the oldest manufacturers in America is of
opinion that this is but a passing craze, and that

the excessive demand will not continue. Still it

is a fact, nevertheless, that the ladies' safety has
been taken up well in the States. As to whether
it will take as well in our own country during
the next season is quite another matter. Of
course it is possible ihat the experience of the
few ladies who have taken to riding the safety

this year will have so far removed the preju-

dices which exist, and that with the advent of

good riding weather the bicycle will be ridden
by a large number of ladies. We must confess,

however, to feeling by no means assured that

this will be the case. Although it is admitted
that while the rider is fresh the ease of pro-

pelling the bicycle is vastly more than is

the case with the three-wheeler, it must not

be forgotten that the safety is liable to side-

slipping, and also that it cannot be brought to a
standstill, as can the tricycle, to meet the exi-

gencies of a momentary block of traffic, and has
to be learned with the possible chance of a few
falls. We are not desirous in any way of under-
rating the pluck of English ladies, or of our
American sisters, but we cannot help thinking
that a few falls in muddy weather from side-

slipping, and the consequent damage, if not to

person, at least to apparel, which is to many
even dearer, will have its effect upon the ulti-

mate adoption of this class of machine. In sum-
mer weather, over dry roads, we have no doubt

the safety will meet with a certain amount of

favor, and, of course, the majority of ladies who
ride do so in the summer, and their wheels are

rarely brought out in the wet and muddy win-

ter, so that perhaps they may not experience so

much as riders of the male sex the vicissitudes

of safety riding. To those ladies who ride all

the year round we think the tricycle will ever

appeal more successfully than any form of two-

wheeler, and when tandem riding is concerned,

although the driving of a safety is easier than

that of a tricycle, we are inclined to think it will

not materially damage the sale of the older

machine.

The last game of the wheelmen's bowling
schedule was played at .Vewark, on January 10,

the ccniestants being the Atalanta Wheelmtn
and the Harlem Wheelmen.

That leading literary authority. The Nation,

gave two columns in its issue of December 27

to a review of " Around the World on a Bi-

cycle," saying :
" It is a nonchalant, ur affected

account ol interesting adventure. We have

already paid our respects to his first volume, and
we have the same good opinion of h s second.

In fact, this second part of the record, ' From
Teheran to Yokohama,' contains even more to

enchain the reader than the first part. * * *

His achievement is an extraordinary feat of

perseverance and pluck ; and if it had been

done for some great cause, Stevens would be a

hero worthy of an epic. Since it-came about

only from a spirit of adventure, no more can be

said than that he was marvelous) y dexterous

and cool. * * • With a touch now of humor,
now of pathos, and an unlimited amount of |ji"c-

turesque description, the story, though ovttr-

long, is seldom dull, and is to be heartily com-
mended as certain to afford much incentive to

manliness in the youth, by whom it is sure to

be read."
I
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COLUMN FOR THE LADIES.

" I see the skirts of the departing year."

Time, which like man is undefinable, has
again whirled us on the very border of that

season—all country house, church decoration,
bon-bon boxes, new jewelry, and silly plays,
'['he various shop windows, dressed with most
seductive ware, already remind us of the many
presents we are expected to bestow. Presents
are generally pleasant to the receiver at any time
of Jie year, but especially at Christmas. How
ve y attractive the cycling machines look, and
ho w many glorious anticipations may be realized

by becoming the fortunate possessor of one !

It is asserted by many that " jollity " at Christ-
mas is an extinct condition of being. Perhaps
so, for there is a doubt whether people are ever
genuinely jolly to order, but benevolence—some-
thing to be always working at, something to be
always hoping for — can never be extinct.

Benevolence is a fragrant plant, and ought to be
most carefully cultivated and nourished in the
garden of our hearts. Its season of greatest
bloom is Christmas, and may it not, indeed, be
fittingly termed the " Christmas Rose ? " A de-
sire for a place in the ranks of those who live to

combat ill, to relieve sufifering, to make the al-

lotted term of life somewhat less miserable to

the poor, will bring us as near happiness as Prov-
idence has intended we should ever go. Think
what is Christmas to the homeless, the semi-
spectral impersonations of cold and hunger,
we daily encounter ? As we meditate on that
let us decide to do without some little trifle we had
intended to buy for ourselves, and give the
money to those " by the world forgot." This is

a true recipe lor a happy Christmas.

" A thing of beauty is a joy forever," and a
lady always looks her very best when engaged in

ministering to those in need. We don't seek to
deny the fact that every woman's desire is to

look her best, both in the eyes of the world and
in the eyes of a " nearer, or still dearer." This
beautifier, " Benevolenta Cosmatique," far ex-
ceeds Madame Rachel s, or any other madame's,
poisonous compounds So, ladies, don't allow
the wheels of your tricycles to rust during
Christmastide, but, flying from house to house,
bear rays of sunshine to the miserable ; and al-

though when so occupied you may truly be
called " angels," let not your visits be " few and
far between." Your husband, supposing you
to have one, can often be induced to accompany
you on your benevolent missions if you only
play the right card at the right time. For mar-
riage is a game of whist ; the best player is sure
to win in the long run ; the cards are even, and
the honors, if they are not against you, will at
least be divided. Your object must be to know
your partner's hand as well as your own, and
this you must owe to practice, which " makes
perfect," but remember it is a maxim that only
holds good among the wise, for

Flint struck sharp on steel
Makes awful lightning.

But into what a sermon have we been led?
Hamlet's soliloquy over Yorick's skull is scarcely
less moralizing or more seemingly wise. The
cat on the hearth appears astonished at our dis-
course and loudly purrs, either in admiration or
ridicule—we fear 'tis the latter. But oh, puss !

puss ! as we call to mind sundry saucers of milk.
We expected better of you ! Ingratitude ! in-
gratitude !

Plum puddipg is " num num." but if it is

your dire misfortune to have a hollow tooth, take
the advice of a friend, or even an enemy, and
give it a wide berth. If " One touch of nature
makes all mankind of kin," " One twinge of
toothache makes all mankind grin."

When fevers burn or ague freezes,
Kheumailts gnaw or colic squeezes.
Our neighbor's sympathy may ease us,

Wi pitying moan;
But thou— thou hell o a' diseases.

Aye mocks our groan.

The little ones are just now in their glory.
Rosy visions of toys, holidays, pantomimes,
etc., etc., come to them in their sleep. Cold,
cold are the hearts where children play not.
They make households homes, and any person
who asserts the contrary will not be wished the
compliments of the season by

Kathleen and Noraii.—/ris/i A t/tklic and Cycling News.

AN ENGLISH CYCLING DEPOT.

A VISIT TO CYCLEDOM.

" That tremendous building going by the name
of 'Cycledom ' in the Blackfriars Road which
must have attracted the attention of anyone
passing down that busy thoroughfare, and which
has before this been often mentioned in these
columns, was visited by a meinber of the staff

last week and much to his surprise and gratifi-

cation. It is unique, and of its class far surpasses
in size and general arra.jgement any depot we
were ever inside. Mr. Lovel, the energetic and
thoroughly business-like proprietor and mana-
ger, personally conducted us from floor to

ceiling, or rather from cellar to ronf, showing
on the way every nook and corner of his really

wonderful cycle home. We think a slight de-
scription will not be out of place here, especially
as he is just now altering and still further im-
proving his vast premises. The basement will

in the future be used as a store for parts and
sundries in which he intends to deal largely in

the year upon which we are about to enter, and
though the place was hardly in order when we
visited it, we could see how handy and compact
the store will be when finished. Next in order
came the ground floor, which, with a good show
window in front and a great depth, is capable of

holding a very large number of machines.
Here, in close order, were found bicj'cles,

safeties, and double and single tricycles of every
shape and make, heavy roadster and light

roadster, racer and semi-racer, new and second-
hand, but all in capital condition. In addition
to these, most comfortable offices were found
on each side, and a cheerful stove placed in the
centre kept the place warm and the cold and
damp out. At the back a notice betrayed the
position of the 'school,' about which we had
heard so much, and, going through baize doors,
we soon found ourself in the presence of pupil
and teacher. The school is of goodly proportions,
is well lighted, and has the appearance of being
very comfortable, if nicely-rounded corners and
an absence of impediments entitle a place to be
so described.

"From the ground floor we climbed a stair-

case, at the top of which we found ourself in the
presence of more cycles ranged round a spacious
gallery, overlooking the show-rooms below.
Here again were machines of every description,
piled up so as to make the most of the room.
At the back of this portion of the premises, in

another gallery running round the riding school,
was the forge and fitting shop, several workmen
being here busily engaged. Thence we
journeyed down to the basement again, and from
there up a private staircase to the front rooms of
the house in Blackfriars Road, the back extension
hardly coming under that head. After giving
us a peep into a sort of fairyland, which is

tenanted by himself and family, Mr. Lovel then,
armed with a lantern, took us into the upper
regions, and surprised us greatly by exposing
to view more safeties and tricycles—in pieces—
than we ever remember seeing at one time.
These were new ' Cycledom ' machines. Wheel
after wheel, backbone after backbone, handle-
bar after handle-bar lined the floors of the rooms
in which we went, and we were not vastly sur-
prised to find that about 250 machines in all

were stowed away. It was indeed a private
Stanley Show of bicycles and tricycles. Then
we descended again to the ground floor and,
ensconced in a comfortable arm-chair in our
entertainer's private office, proceeded to have a
chat. From him we learned that altogether
some 600 machines were at that time contained
in the building; that his business, commenced at

'Cycledom' twenty months ago, of buying and
selling new and second-hand machines was
increasing by leaps and bounds; that every
cycle sale of importance was attended by him;
that he was agent for no firm in particular, but
just bought of them as he thought fit; that all

his transactions were strictly cash ; that the pres-
ent time was the best for our visit, as he bought
more about this time of the year than any other,
and probably in May or June we should fiiui

him cleared out. In reply to our query about
the coming Show, Mr. Lovel said he should
exhibit ten 'Cycledom' machines, conipiisiiig
five safeties, two bicycles, two Cripper-pallorn
tricycles, and one tandem, all of which will be
of low price, ranging from £^ los. to £\1 12s.

for the safeties, and from /'12 12s. to /,"U) fwr
the single tricycles. Having been impressed

with everything about 'Cycledom,' we should
have no hesitation in going in for one of the
machines bearing its name, and we shall look
forward with interest to the future of the young
and enterprising firm. We can heartily recom-
mend any of our readers passing that way to
give Mr. Lovel a call, for we feel sure he will

be pleased to show all and sundry his well-
arranged depot."

—

Bicycling News.

SOME THINGS HE WOULD NOT DO.

If I were a great, big, robust wheelman there
are some things I would not do; at least I think
I would not. In riding I would not attempt to
see how near I could bring my nose to the tire

of my wheel without taking a header. It may
make one look like a professional, and win un-
bounded admiration from the small boy and the
unlearned chump, but it will never expand the
chest, keep the form erect and graceful, improve
the general health, nor win one extra smile from
the fair sex. I would not buy a wheel one or
two sizes larger than would fit me. It may
make one appear very far up in the air, but if

the man who has oversized himself could but
see how he looks astride his unsuitable mount,
he would not feel flattered. As a matter of fact
the wheel probably makes the rider as tired as
he makes the looker-on. I think I would not
put in every spare moment riding in order to
win a ten-dollar medal and have my name printed
in the wheel papers as having ridden a greater
number of miles than some other fellow who
tried to win the medal and didn't. It may be a
great deal of fun, but it looks more like hard
work; it may be glory enough for a life-time,

but it really doesn't improve on'»'s mind much,
nor one's manners; and then how can a man's
family get acquainted with him if he is never at

home except when he eats and sleeps? I believe
I would not own the world when riding along
the public streets and highways, nor strive to

out-roadhog the original roadhog himself. It

may, at this day, impress the trembling rustic

who has heard of recent decisions in different

courts, but it was not for this end that such
decisions were given, and it is not, in my humble
estimation, the most convincing wav to establish
one's reputation as a gentleman. Besides, one
may try it on the wrong person some fine day,
and go home a sadder and a lamer man. These
are only a few of the things which I think I

would not do, and it ap:iears to me that the
sport of cycling would be quite as enjoyable and
quite as respectable if all wheelmen would also

refrain from these particular actions. A man
may be very loyal to the sport, to his club and
to the League, if he belongs to one or both, and
still keep himself within the bounds of reason.
I cannot help saying, just once more, that some
wheelmen seem determined to make their

favorite pastime just as hard work as possible,

instead of using it as a recreation and relaxation

from the sterner duties of life and a means
toward securing and retaining health.

Mr. Page, in Specta for.

Second Vice-President Bull is the most ine-

nagerial man we know of. lie is a Bull of the

Buftalo tribe, and he lives on Eagle Street.

The Albany Wheelmen will give a mammoth
indoor entertainment January 25.

THE KL^FI-'ALO BICYCLE CLl"U.

During 1888 the Buffalo Club added forty-

two new names to the club roll, making a total

of 136 names, within fourteen of the limit of

membership. The visitor's book shows that

800 people called at the club house tl tiring the

year. I'lie assets of the club exceed the liabili-

ties by $5,000. The fifty-nine members who re-

ported ttieir mileage give a total of t)o, 1)40 miles,

an average of 1,117 miles for each man. Some
of the higher indivulual scores arc : D. N.

Lewis, 4.500 miles; Dr. H. T. Appleby. 3,762 ;

F. M. Hrinker, 3,500 ; F. E. Drullard, 2,935 ;

J.
L. Daniels, 2,252 ; W. A. Oawes, 2,252 ; S.

M. Ratcliffe, Jr., 2,160; J. H. Ish.un, 2,ixhi.

The club rooms of the Rutherford Wheelmen
were totally destroyed by fiie on the night of

lanuary 8. The tiro st.irtcd in an adjoining

i.uilding, and spnad-with such rapidity that it

was impossible to save any of the club's furni-

ture. The machines ofNUssrs. Oean, Mill and

iiollister, which wore in the wheel room, were
destroyed. Insurance, if500.
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A NEW ENAMEL.

The Patent Silico-Enatnel Co.. Crawford
Street, W., are putting on the market a species

of transparent enamel that is practically a glaze,

in which silicate of soda in combination with
j

other ingredients forms a Hexihle. adhesive
coating impervious to moisture and damp, and
will, it is claimed, even resist strong acicis. To
protect the surfaces of highly-polished metals
has long occupied the attention of experts, and
the number of specifics to effect this is legion.

Judging from the test pieces which the proprie-

tors of the patent enamel in question offer for

examination, it would appear that their inven-
tion is a very important one, and the repeat
orders from firms which stand high in the trade

;

is strong evidence that the material does what
is claimed for it. The application of the enamel
is effected by means of a brush or by the pro-

cess of dipping. The only condition neces-

sary to ensure success is to be certain that every
part of the surface is coated by a thin film of

glaze ; if this is done it will then be effectively

protected from climatic influences, and it is

declared that neither expansion nor the con- '

traction of the metal on which the enamel is
j

overlaid affects its durability. After the patent
ename!*has been applied it dries quickly, and it ;

has this valuable quality, that the touch on the
j

surface is practically the same as on a metallic
j

surface without it, thus showing that there is
j

nothing of the ordinary varnish in its composi-

j

tion. For the bright parts of cycles, harness,
1

all plated and brass goods, stoves, fenders,

fire-brasses, and innumerable articles in every-
day use, the enamel appears to be an easy and

:

efficient covering. The company also supply
a preparation styled " Pictorine," for coating
picture frames and protecting gilt surfaces, the

efficiency of which is said to be equal to that of
;

the patent " Silico-Enamel," and is washable.— '

Ironmonger, !

Emanuel, the Harlem Wheelmen's " shoutest,"

came in to "see" us the other da)-. It is very
unpleasant for an editor to be "'seen." The
" seeist" is generally very warm, and he strives

to impart some of his choler to the editor. But
this was not the case with Emanuel, who was as

cool, suave and smiling as he always is, except
when out on a " shout." He called to deny the

base rumor, which had been wafted to this

office, that Mr. De Graaf and himself had
"backed out" from the New Year's morning
ride to Tarrytown. Mr. De Graaf was very ill

at the time, otherwise the pair would have
scorched for the wine.

W. H. Strugnell, of the Hudson County
\Vheelm«-n, has been confined to his home for

over a week by typhoid fever. The doctors
reported that he had passed the crisis last Sun-
day and is on the up turn.

The Brooklyn Wheelmen are just at present
agitated over the proposed new athletic club,

with Judge James G. Tighe, Captain of the
Varuna Boat Club, at its head. Opinions for

and against it have been expressed by leading
members of the various cycle clubs. Brooklyn
does not possess a good track for cycling, and
the sentiments expressed are to the effect that it

the new organization will build a good fast track,

three or four laps to the mile, they would get
ihe support of the various cycling clubs in

Brooklyn. Judge Tighe is very confident of

organizing the society, and proposes to give
special attention to cycling interests

The New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club held
their annual election on Tuesday night, and
elected the following officers to serve for the
year i8Sg; Presidcni, J. H. Whitting; Secretary,
S. C. S()erry; Treasurer, A. G. Fisher; Captain,
W. F. Perkins; First Lieutenant, Palmer Field;

Second Lieutenant, C. T. Bartlett; and L. J.

Parsons, third member of the Executive Com-
mittee. The club will hold its tenth annual
dinner on Thursday, January 24.

CORRECTION.

In describing the Springfield Roadster, No. 5,

in the last issue of the paper, we improperly
referred to the wheel as No. 2. 7 he No. 5 has
tangent spokes and hollow rim. while the No. 2

has direct spokes and U rim.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our Xew York State Au^ents will he able

t(.^ announce tlieir location, and to s1k)u

wiieels. \\"e will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to till

Spring orders without delay, our Ok-

DINAKV and S.XKKIV.

Recognizing that Pkkman'KNI Sicckss

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will gi\'e such satisfaction that

every purchaser will iiuiuce liis ac(iuainl-

ances t(-> buy of us. We are putting in

the BFsr Ma TF.Ki.M. with(Mit regaid to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

Lahok that can be em[)loyed.

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Rkpairs will be^
. . .

'

reduced to a minimum. Besides all
j

these qualities we have introduced many

features not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safetv will
i

I

be found to be less sensitive than any i

other rear driver. It will pay you to
^

send for our catalogue. '

On all Warwick. PiiRKKcnoNS the
j

handles are placed at the proper angle
j

to the body and give the best grip. '

At all points where there is any strain, ;

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Si'RiNo Fork absorbs vibration I

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

We are making wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Hanulk-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brakk is a Dirkct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under the handle, which is more

effective and much ])rettier than the old

style.

The III. \i) is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

Tiie RiM is an iinpnwement on the

former Warwick IIcjUow Rim. a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only Onk set of Si'okk Hoi.iis

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire wiien inserting new

spokes

METHOli OK FASTENING Sl'OKES, WHICH ADMITS
OF REPAIRS WITHOIT RE.MOVING TIRE. NOTE
SOLID CORE I.N RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVEN tS

STRKTCHINC. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRK.

NOTE IHE IIIICKENEI) RI.M ON LINE OF SI'uKE

holes; also thickk.nki) spokes ai' PoiNr musi

liaki.k to rkkak.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel ma}' be ridden 10.000 miles witii-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed b}' all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Sai'etv is arranged on lines S(j

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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WHEEL GOSSIP. miLDWOOD'S
Herbert W. Hayes will sail from New York

on the 14th.

Rauchfuss, of the Harlem Wheelmen, leaves

New York this week for Colorado, for the bene-
fit of his health.

At Bombay, India, some of the natives have
taken to cycling, and, mounted on ordinaries,

present curious sights. The costume of the

native is a long coat, a loin cloth, and lurned-

up slippers.

"Doc" Johnson, of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, was the feature of the programme of

entertainment at the Jersey City Athletic Club's

New Year's Eve entertainment. The " Doc "

made up as a dizzy blonde, sang a remarkable
soprano solo and encored with a jig, to the ex-

treme delight of his audience.

John A. Wells will represent the Strong &
Green Cycle Co. at the Stanley Show. So
will—but never mind. There are a dozen other

representatives of the American cycle trade

going to the Show, but it is all confidential as

yet. After the steamer leaves the pier they

will stumble over each other to their mutual
confusion and amusement.

Mr. John A. Wells, editor and publisher of

the American Athlete, has secured the services

of Chris. Wheeler, as literary editor. Chris,

drives a facile pen, is master of a graceful,

poetic style, and will be a decided addition to

the Athlete. Mr. Wells remains business man- i

ager, but will divide his time between his paper
j

and the Strong & Green Cycle Co., of Philadel-

phia, of which firm he is now a member. I

The Lynn Cycle Club elected the following
officers on January 4: President, J. Harry
Shurman ; Vice-President, Edward L. Story

;

Recording Secretary, G. G. S. Butterick ; Finan-
cial Secretary, Fred S. Hitchcock ; Treasurer,
Frank W. Goodwin ; Auditor, J. Harvey Young

;

Captain, A. H. Carsley ; First Lieutenant, Ed-
ward F. Bergholtz ; Second Lieutenant, A. E.

Wiswell ; First Color Bearer, Charles •Sager
;

Second Color Bearer, Guy C. Hovey ; Bugler,
Frank L. Wright: Club Committee, Edward F.

Bergholtz, Walter E. Eastman.

The Middlesex Cycle Club, formed last May
by riders living at Melrose, Maiden, Wakefield,
Maplewood, Everett and Medford, Mass., point
with pride to their record for the past season.
There has been so many applications for mem-
bership that the club has adopted a novel
method of equalizing the sexes. No gentleman's
name will be considered unless accompanied by
a lady's name, the object being to keep the
sexes as equally divided as possible. One of
their most successful runs was down to Lexing-
ton, where the club enjoyed a fine dinner at

the Massachusetts House. Forty-seven mem-
bers took part in this run and succeeded in hav-
ing a royal good time. Some of the tandem
records are noteworthy, especially the perform-
ance of the Misses Kirk wood, who have a record
of 2,007 miles, 105 being ridden in one day.
Among other records are those of P. J. Mc-
Arthur and wife, of Maiden, 1,770 miles; Quincy
Kilby and wife, of Boston, 1,289 miles; E. N.
Heath and wife, of Wakefield, 950 miles. Mr.
and Mrs. Kilby are conceded to be the fastest
tandem riders in the club. Altogether, ihey
have had a most enjoyable season, and are
already considering several long trips in 1889.
The club has a membership of seventy. The
officers of the club are as follows : , President,
J. Morris Gorrie, of Melrose; Vice-Presidenti
Mrs Charles Atkinson, of Maiden; Secretary
and Treasurer, F. K. M. Jones, of Melrose; Cap-
tain, E. P. J. Morton, Melrose ; First Lieuten-
ant. G. J. McArthur, of Maiden; Club Com-
mittee, E. N. Heath, of Wakefield; Jerome Hill-
bourn, of Melrose; Mrs. G. J. McAnhur, of
Maiden; W. W. Partridge of Everett, and Miss
M. Kirkwood, of Maplewood.

w AN
ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY M

AGAZINE.
OF

OUT-DOOR
RECREATION.

EDITED BY

"WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. POND).

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABtEST AMERICAN SPORTING WRITERS.
Subscription, fa.oo per year; Specimen Copy, 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription Free—Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i e., the icth, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th,

70th, 8otn, Qoth, looth, etc ), will receive one yearns subscrip-
tion free ! Mention The Wheel.

Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,
166 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 35 "

VXTANTED.—A 54-inch second-hand
•• hub Cyclometer. State price and 1

Butcher or Lakin
condition ; must be

cheap. Address P. O. Box 68, Portsmouth, Va. i-i8

7OOK, Lititz, Pa., takes Cycles in payment for books,
'-' stationery, organs, pianos and miscellaneous goods.
List free. Rare bargains in second-hand Wheels. 2-1

wANTED.—Stenographer, Cyclist, with executive or
literary ability. Address Stenog., care The Wheel.

A GOOD, live, active, popular Cyclist can obtain position
^^ with cycling dealer. Address Agency, P. O. Box 444,
care The Wheel.

<< T-JINTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
* * and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Slamson. Stamford,
Conn.

T3ARGAINS.—48-inch Am, Star, $20; 51-inch Am. Star,
'-^ $20; 3q-inch New Rival, " new," $20; 52-inch Colum-
bia, balls, $40; No. I Springfield Roadster, $55; No. 2

Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled. $80 ; 54-inch Expert
Columbia, balls, full nickeled, |8o; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ;

51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $75;
New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $115. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M White, Trenton, N. J.

pUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
'-' is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs shouM have them. Write for particulars
M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 1-18

DICYCLES taken in exchange for Roll Curtain, Office^ Desks, Type Writers and Buggies. Indiana Bicycle
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

ENGRAVED CYCLING CALENDAR FOR 1889.

THE ONLY ONE ON THE MARKET.

Size 7x9. No advertisements, elegant engraved cycle

scene. Price by mail lo cents. Dealers supplied in lots of

500 or 1000 or more with advertisement. Address Lincoln

Holland & Co., Worcester, Mass.

FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Box 444, New
York City.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every M,achine oflfered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bceston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Uraiul-iiew
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. DLscouiu to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalinents. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 401 Main
Street, Orange, N. I.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

1®^ NVaci-t© foar- JPor-ice List;.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNETT &. HALE,
112 OnraxLge Sisx-eeti,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SMITH'S BETACHABLS WM CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not ."^ag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by uiail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, #1.00. Discount 10 the trade.

C- 131. SI^ITH
249 Wodward Ayenue, Detroit. HIch.

T & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

3srE-v7- ttoi^ik: cit-st.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDllIKS.

1888 Sx>3r±ia.gfi©lci I?.oaic3.s-b©x'

Plain bearing, $75.00 |
Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new niachincs on our Bicycle tlooi,

on sample. No second-hand niachincs.

Call and sec our stock hi-jWe piinhasiiig.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.
Are extremely mild and delicate. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

14 First Prize Medals. ^WI^. &. KIIIVIB^LL & GQ.
I'lOKKI.KSS TOKA(X;(» WOUKs. KOrUKSTKB. N. Y.
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Weldless Steel Tubes, HLLOTT'S STEEL PEIS
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

SCIENTIFICAMERICAN
ESTABLISHED 1845.

Is the oldest and most popular scientific ard
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
inps. Published weekly. Send for eppcimea
copy. Price $3 a yi?Hr. Kour months' trial, $1.MUNN & CO., PUBLISHERS. 3<;i Broadway, N.Y.

ARCHITECTT& BUILDERQ
Edition of Scientific American. O

A KTeat success. Each Issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public builrtincs. Numerous engravings
and full plan- and specitications for the use of
suchasconlemplHte building. Price $2.50 a year,
2oct8. acopy. .MUNN & CO., PUBLISHEUS.

j
mayhesecur-

I ed by apply-
ing to MUNN
& Co., who
have had orer

40 years' experience and have made over
100,000 applications for .American and For-

' eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres-
pondence strictly coDfldential.

ARE THE MOST
* ' • PERFECT.

Official Tailors and Outfitters

rideran Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. BEfLII k CO.,

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
V'onkers B.C., and others.

Broadway and Warren Street,
nr X3 TTKT TT O II IS,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

We Wish to Call Attention to Ock

NEW LINE OF

NOVELTIES,
TRADE MARKS.

In case your mark is not registered in the Pat-
ent Office, apply to Monn & Co., and procure
immediate protection. Send for Uandbook.
COPYRICIIT.S for books, charts, maps,

etc., quickly procured. Address
MUNN & CO., P.itent Solicitors.

GEXEitAL Office 361 BnoADWAY, N. Y

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, Sew Knpid, Champion, Star

and other Blcvcles anrt Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex^'ep for interest. Prices-

from S8 up. Second-hand wheeh
taken in trade and b<.,ught and sold
Send for large iilustrateQ catalog o'

wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms f eas.\

pavnienls—ot interest to every actual or prospective
v> uaelman. Geo. W. Roose & Son. 13 G !?t.. Pcoiia. Ill

Which We are Now Introducing.
. . . , ,

Solid Silver Cigarette-holders, wi* Real AMBER Mouthpiece,
I'he high-class workmanship and finish which has Solid Gold Cigarette-liolders, witii Real AMBER Mouthpiece,

gained for us an enviable reputation in our "

Medal and Badge Manufacturing Department

Will be maintained in these Novelties.

Pedeesen & Buckingham,
(Successors to Jens F. Pcdersen)

Manufacturing and Importing Jewelers,

i'A Maiden Lane, N. Y.

$3.50
«,no

No. 1S8S.

Solid Silver Cigarette4iolders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece, - -

Solid Gold Cigarette-holders, with Real AMBER Mouthpiece. - -

WILL BE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

S3.9II

».50

A Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Iklsi^lacemeiit Impossible.

No Wheelman, Equestrian or Athlete
should be without THE RAWSON U. S.

ARMY PATENT ELASTIC SELF-AD-
JUSTING SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.
They are a safeguard from Accident or injury.

N. B.
—

** We fill special orders without
extra charge."

Send for Circular and Lecture on Nervous
Tension. (Mailed free.)

s. E- a-- JB.^^'Vsrsonsr.
SOIiE PROPKIKTOK AND jnAN TFACTIRKR, Saratoga Sprlnea, N.

Mention this advertisement when vou order

EnmrLminisKmcoHsml
FOR ALL CYCLES.

I'.iIiMited Ocli.lKr .-. iS-,-;.

SUPERIOR TO TOBOGGAN, ROLLER
Q-R ICE SIC-A-TUSTG.

GREAT SPEED AND PERFECT SAFETY
ON IlIK

RO^A^HD .A.]Sr3D ICE.
OHIO CYCLK^UPPLY (().,

New Knoxville, Ohio.

J". o'c03sr:]sroi?,.

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUK,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit Ruaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE "BEST" WHISTLE.

/ft

axdcologne spirit,
.SPIUITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St., New YopL

The BlllingH A Spencer Co., Hartford, Coiiu., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 3 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

The mist convenient, loudest and alt"gciher "hkst"
Call on the Market. Mouthpiece so constructed that it can

|

easily be held by the lips. Price, 25 CciitH.

WHITTEN &. CO., Providence, R. I.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Ra isbeck Electrotype Company,
NOS. 24 & 26 VAWDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping- at short nonce. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing' Plates in extra bird metal. Nickel and S'eel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

HEWYOEK BELTING S PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or DiamotKi Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Bniiich House, Chicago : W. D.Allen & Co., 151 Lake S i

E.&I^,T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scliinid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^'More than Forty Vtart
Established in this lint

of busifuss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

conti-^ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.&-IS. aE'on. ti3[:es

nnnnnrsdnnMiTTi

WeNjcK
PERFUMBS AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportim Goois,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

^/ f EARL & WILSON'S.
W MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS,

UlX " "AREvTHE BEST" :

yv^" FOR SALE EVERYWHERE. :

lyilNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Week commencing January 14.

Lacy and Arthur Co.
100 Nights in New York.

100 Nights in London.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS k GEUNAUER,

Cttstom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and aU Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise If patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.

A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COc
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

%^mwm^

'y^APr^rHiftCH'

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.

New Mail,

Wleels Stored dnrin^

Columbia and
tie Winter at Reduced Rates.

Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

•v7"I3:eels c-A-lHiEID for -A.]sriD idelivereid.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone 125 South. F*rospect Park F*laz;a, Brooklyn.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

ovN^ADAMS^ TUTTi-FRunrgir;?^

CLUBS TRUMP

rjg

WHICH WINS?
i/%

iDAHS \ SOrS TDTTI-FBDTTl CHEfliC SDH
iicreases the .low of saliva mm\ aids digestion. The Gum is now used by toiiring as well its racing

v^heelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, tiuis preventing excessive thirst.

PUUTS. PLEASANT. ALT. FLAA'OKS.

SliOixlcL "b© oaa. sale at? all "X^lxoelnxexx's I3:eaoLcixi.aix*t;©ars.
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FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN.

A HEW COLUMBIA

LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.
PRICE, with "Double Grip" Ball Pedals, $135.

Tangent Spokes, Cold-Drawn Seamless-Steel Hollow Felloes, Columbia

Tubular Steel Frame with anti-vibrating Spring F^ork, Ball-Bearings all

around, Ball-Bearing Socket Steering-Head, One-Piece Hollow Handle-

Bar, Improved Ewart Chain. Readily adjustable, in every essential

particular, to meet the requirements of any rider.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Prbss or F. V. Strauss, i3«>-i36 Walker St., Nbw York.
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1889

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion.

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boys, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

The American Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Comprehensive 8()-i»age Catalogue will be ready for uuiiliug February 1st.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company,
222-228 ]Sj-. iFI^^^nSFKILinSr STI^EET, .

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you

better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,
November 5, 1888.

Boston, Mass.:

Gentlemen— As the year is drawing to a close, perhaps you would be interested in knowing

how the "Swift" has fared in this section, as compared with other Safeties. To be brief: There are

more "Swifts" in use here than any other make of Safety. We have not taken a single Ordinary,

or any other kind of machine, in exchange, as part payment, for a "Swift" during the season. Not

a single "Swift," after leaving our hands, have, to our knowledge, been exchanged for other makes

of Safety or sold to a third party. There is not a second-hand "Swift" for sale or exchange. And
finally, from present indications, there will be more "Swifts" sold here during the coming season than

any two other makes of Safeties.

Yours, ver}^ truly,

(signed) DEVANY HOPKINS & CO.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms, QMTTHVTT T F IM T
116 MBERTY STREET. OiVll 1 n V IJwl^JZ,, IN. J.
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THE CITIZEN'S CUP,
At Baltimore, October 10, i888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

Ne'iv Rapid Light Roadster,
On which he last year over the same course made World's Road RcCOrd. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NEVir RAPID
SPECIAL NOXICK.

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SElHSriD :h'oti 0.A.T.A.IL.0C3-XTE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,

isiSpringlield Roadster Volant Safety,

LIGHT, COMPICT, STROlie IND DVmillE.

TA7-E WISH to call the
attention ofthe pub-

lic generally to our New
Improved Volant Safety,

which we have been in-

duced to prepare to place
on the market for 1889
to fill a long-felt want
for those who desire to

ride and do not wish to
stride a high wheel, and
for those who wish to
purchase a wheel which
can be adjusted to fit the
whole family, from a rider
of 44 to 56 inches, and
still for those who desire
a machine that can be
adjusted to them as they
grow.

q"HE VOLANT com-
bines features ofmer-

it which can readily be
appreciated by all. Our
Walking Lever Motion
enables us to bring the
wheels much closer to-

gether, thus distributing
the weight to better ad-
vantage, also making it

much less sensitive to

steer. It has ball bear-
ings all around, runs
light, and is strong and
compact. We shall have
them ready for delivery
by February 15th to
March ist. Retail price,

$115. Descriptive Cata-
logue February ist.

178 COI.U3VEBITS AVENUi:, BOSTON, lYIASS.
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THE
EAGLE BICYCLE

THE WHEEL OF '89.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN AND CITY IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE EAGLE.

/s now ready for the

market.

In workmanship,

finish and quality of

material it is un-

equaled.

W h e r e V e r the

"Eagle" has been

exhibited it has been

received with enthu-

siasm.

ft combines all the /-

advantages of the

"Ordinary" with many

qualities of a "Safety."

li is second to none

in speed, either on

track or road. It is

a good hill climber, and

under perfect control a\

in coastinq.

AGENCIES.

All applications for

agencies will now

receive immediate at-

tention.

Ifyou deal in bicycles,

or if you are a good

rider, capable of show-

ing up the advantages

of an excellent wheel,

apply at once for the

agency for your lo-

cality. We want live,

active men who will be

awake to our interests

and their own.

In applying address

the Stamford office,

and state the probable

number of bicycles at

present in use in your

town or county.

A Practical Rear-Eriven Safcli witlioit Sproclet Chains, Levers, Clntclies, or eitra friction of any linl -

SIMPLE, DIRECT CRANK MOTION.

THE LIGHTEST RUNNING WHEEL IN AMERICA.

IE-^7-©i?y Size anzLd. IF±xi-±sIti- zreaci^r fonr ±-m med-iaitie <3-©l±'V"©x*y .

LARGE ILLl^STRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONNXSCTICUT.
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^YCLING IRADE AEVIEW,
published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far ds is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per ye.ar.

THE LEADING CYCLING PAPER.

"Ours is the leading cycling paper" is a

favorite phrase with the publishers of our es-

teemed contemporaries. All very well, but com-

ing from the parties themselves, it has no more
value than a circus advertisement. It is only

the statements of disinterested parties, who can

judge which paper is best entitled to the lead,

that have any value ; such as the opinion of

the Glasgow Journal, which we republish :

''The leading cycling paper is 7'/ie IV/u-cl and Cycling-
Trade Review, published by F. P. Prial, P O. Box 444. New
York City. Il is printed every Friday, and is only $1 00 a
year, fifty-two weeks. The advertisements of all dealers
are contained in its columns, and consequently any would-be
bicycle rider can secure any kind of catalogue to enable him
lo select the kind of machine most suitable for him. Every
issue, too, contains advertisements of secon l-hand machine's
as good as new, or nearly so, which can be purchased very
cheap and on easy terms. It is not, however, merely an ad-
vertising sheet, for its columns contain all the latest items
of interest to wheelmen, the races, broKen records, etc.
Altogether it is one of the neatest and most newsy class
papers that comes to our table."

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Island City, Oregon, Jan. 6, 1889.

Editor of The Wheel :

Dear Si?-—Through your notice of the lady's

wheel, made at Washington, I have bought one.
It is a dandy. If you had not taken notice of it

in such flowing terms I would not have squan-
dered my money for it. But thanks to you, as
I think it has no equal for ladies and gents on
our country roads. I would advise all persons
who expert to buy a bike to subscribe, for The
Wheel.
There are only eight bikes in our valley—one

Star, one Rudge, four Rivals, one Springfield
and one Lady's Dart. The prospects are favor-
able for a boom in cycling here the coming
season. We have a valley twenty miles long
and ten wide, with good roads for a new
country. Let the wheel roll.

Yours respectfully,

J. L. D.
*-¥*

/^YCLING can never go ahead rapidly in this

country. The owners of wheels in almost

every part of the country can never fully enjoy

cycling, until we have ridable roads. The great-

est work may be done by the League of American

Wheelmen. At a time when the financial con-

dition of the League made the continuation of its

official organ problematical, it was the boast of

some League officials that the trade }?ins( sup-

port their paper. The trade /z(J.j' supported their

paper, and there is now a golden opportunity for

the League to support the trade, make it some

return for that liberal support, and at the same

time carry out the great work for which it was

organize 1, to protect the rights of wheelmen and

to nurture the sport.

THE Ji'STiFiCATiON OF TiME.—That clever

detective and unraveler of mysteries, Time,

has justified us and the gentlemen who aided us

in exposing the mysteries of the League consti-

tution. Acf ording to the present constitution

any increase in membership between September

T and the subsequent meeting of the National

Assembly—in the case under discussion, any

increase in a State Division's membership be-

tween September i, 1888, and February 18, i88g

— is not provided with representation in the

National Assembly, because no method is pro-

vided for the appointment of delegates to repre-

sent the increase. Mr. Shriver reads the con-

stitution literally, and in his legal opinion,

published in the Bulletin of January ir, Mr.

Luscomb indorses this view; and, by the way,

the agreement of these two great minds on any

one point is a rare show. Now it is in this very

opinion that we find the justification. Mr.

Luscomb states :

" Sections 1 and 4 cf Article IV. should be read together.

Section i naming the governing power and Section 4 its

constitution."

In our discussion of the League constitution

in The Wheel of August 17, 1S88, page 567,

third column, we stated :

"Sections 2 and 3 of Article IV. are devoted exclusively

to the management of divisions and sub-divisions ; there-

fore fhey should be part of Article II., not of Article IV.,

which is devoted to the aiTairs of the National Assembly."

In other words, we pointed out that these two

sections were interlopers, and that Section 4, of

Article I\'., should follow Section i, just as Mr.

Luscomb states Thus one of our seventeen or

eighteen claims of imperfect constitutional con-

struction are allowed; and the other seventeen

or eighteen ? Oh, it will take years.

.^side from the above, why should not the

Rules and Regulations Committee provide some

means of having any increase in membership
between September i ofany year and the subse-

quent National Assemb!y Meet represented in

that body ?

WE call attention to " 5678's " essay on the

safety vs. ordinary problein. We know that

" 5678 " is an old rider and a conservative man, so

that his conclusions may be regarded as the re-

sult of practice and mature consideration. In

"5'S78's " opinion the ordinary is superior to the

safety in two points—viz.; the feeling of exhil-

aration experienced on a high wheel and the

possibility of expert riders removing both hands

from the handle-bars, which is of obvious value.

But " 5673 " balances these two advantages by

advancing a number of points in favor of the

safety. These discussions are of great value,

and we will gladly publish any intelligent con-

sideration bearing on the question.-
'IMie //'//<./, williout doubt, is tht best wheel paper pub-

lislic-d. I'rial, its cilitor, is a hustler.
— T/i,- L. A. II : /'oiHtf,.

Thanks, Editor Mininan. We do not publish

this to prove to our readers that The WihsKI. is

the best wheel paper published. They /ciio<(< that.

Neither do we publish it to convey an idea tliat

we hustle, for every businessman has to ilo that.

But unsolicited commendation is much the

best form of advertisement. It is more effective

than twanging your own lyre to a never-chang-

ing accompaniment of "largest circulation,"

"best paper published," "all the news," and

other antiquarian and often untruthful etceteras.

A MOST BRAZEN CASE OF
WHITEWASH.

We gladly welcome to the ranks of independ-

ent cycling writers Perseus, the cycling com-

mentor of the Sporting Life, of Philadelphia.

For the past three years we have been practi-

cally alone in independent criticism of the

League, its mission, its management, its mis-

management and its politics. While we have
been considered hypercritical by some, chiefly

personal admirers of League celebrities, or that

large body of men who believe no good can come
of well-meaning criticism, vye have been heartily

indorsed by those whose opinions we mostly

care for. Within the past year. Page, of the St.

Louis Spectator, has written some strong lan-

guage on League matters, and later comes Per-

seus. Both of these men are trained journalists :

they think clearly, get on the right side of things,

and write incisively. They will not be downed.
We reproduce Perseus' comments on the " white-

wash meeting."

Philadelphia, Pa., Saturday, January 12.—The moun-
tain has labored and brought forth a mouse—a very small
mouse, whose little squeal is hardly audible. Wiih many
flourishes of trumpets we were told that the Execuiive
Committee were about to "investigate" Mr Luscomb's
action in issuing his celebrated political circular in the name
of the League. We were promised full information on
both sides of the case. It was suggested that no c-itic isms
be made on Mr. Luscomb's action till the report was made,
and the reoort, it was understood, would be full and im-
partial. Instead of that it is the most brazen caseof white-
wash that the League has ever seen.
Not a bit of evidence, not a word of explanation ; only

" the circumstances were such"—simply this and nothing
more.
Are League members a lot of children, that they are to

be played fast and loose with in this manner?
As if this meagre "report" were not bad enough, Secretary

Bassett makes it worse by this bungling editorial comment

:

"The Executive Committee held a meeting in New York
last week and, among other work, they investigated the
charges made against Mr. C. H. Luscomb, who, it is alleged,
issued a circular in the name of the League, favoring the
election of Governor Hill, of New York. The r-sult of the
investigation is given in the communication published tliis

week. The statement made by Mr. Luscomb was satis-

factory to the committee, but it has bei^n thought best not
to give his defence at this time At the February meeting
Mr. Luscomb will present the annual report of the Rights
and Privileges Committee, and he promises to deal with the
subject at that time, giving a history of the case and the
reasons which called for the circular. This will bring the
matter officially before the National Assembly, and every
member may then put himself on record in the case. This
has been thought to be a better way to deil with the question
than to set on foot a newspaper discussion."
Why not give his defence at this time ? Why not set on

foot a newspaper discussion ? What better way is there of
ventilating the subject and doing justice to wnom justice
is due?

If the whole pith of the thing is that " the circumstances
were s ich," what has Mr. Lu.scoir.b to fear from an opsn
and public discussion of his action ?

The investigation is put oflf till the board meeting in

February, and the members at large, whose servants the
board of delegates are, arc to have noth'iig to say in the
matter. The majority of the delegates will have nothing
to say, either, for the matter will be kept in the dark till

they get to New York and then sprung on the meeting and
rushed through, nicely glossed over In an innocent and un-
assuming report.
Mr. Luscomb's olTence has never seemed ot very great

magnitude, and could be easily accounted for "by his

bulT-hcaled way of doing things without asking anyone's
permission. Hut the aciion ol tlie K.\erutive Committee in

trying to hush the matter up and kee|> it out of print (fives

the whole thing a very ugly look.

It is quite evident tliat they have taken this aciion be-
cause the report would ruin Mr. Luscomb's chances for

ihe presidency, /or •.n/iich l/iey Im^r /n'm/si-d thfir sm^-
,ort.

Vice-President Herbert W. Hayes camo over
from Bt)ston on the F.ill River line on Sunday
night, and spent Monday in New York City,

leaving at 6:30 i\ M. for Baltimore, where he is

due 'rhtirsday afternoon. He will remain in

Hallimore a day, and a party of Hnltiinore

cyclists will entertain him. One of them writes

us as follows :

" Mr H, W. Hayes is expected here lo-inorrow .•»ftcrnoon-

We have formed a very high opinion of him here. We shall

try 10 iuako<l pleasant for hiin.Miid wo hope t<i store up in

a little c.irner of his mind some ple.is.iiu reniinisocnocs of

old Hallimore, which wc trust he will not lorgct when in

his far-away homo."
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Warwick Perfection Wlieels

This Machine is Constrncted of Wrought Steel Throughout. NO CASTINGS.
Sensitive Steering Overcome. As Perfect of Control as a Tricycle.

Adjustable for Height and for Steering. Adjustable Footrests. Spring Bearings to

Both AVheels. 30-inch Wheels Geared to 54-lnch.

V:?****^^:,

Have More Genuine Improvements than

Any Other Wheels on Ihe American

or European Markets.

THE FOLLOWING

Some of its Many Advantages.

ist.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE
whereby the hand does not have to be removed from
the spade handle to apply the brake.

2d.—A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO
FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibra-
tion are brought to a minimum.

3d.—ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjust-
ment, and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.—THE HANDLE BARS are made from
tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as
to give £reat strength at the part where required—/. e.,

at or close to the head—and will not break as is the
case with other handle bars.

5th.—THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet
steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are
connected.

6th.—THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be
quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair
shop) by removing a nipple, which can be removed
from the outside of the rim without taking out the
tire.

7th.—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the

shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of

the rim, will wear longer and will run with less labor
than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim
by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their circum-
ference.

8th.—THE BACKBONE is made from wcdless
steel lube, being tapered internally, and is four

gauges thicker at the part where the greatest strain

comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5.000 of

these backbones were made and sold in England last

year.

gth.—THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-

known perfection patent, thickened ai the part where
the greatest strain comes.

,oih.—THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted

and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run

several thousand miles without oiling or adjustment.

mh.—THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs used are India Rubber
Buffers, which take u[) concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain.

It has, also, a new side rocking motion, and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

i2th.—THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle of the rider's body.

13th.—THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

3yL.A.3sr"cr2r..^CTTj:RE3D B-Y-

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
A. KENNEDY-CHILD, Superintendent ol Agencies.
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STEVENS' DEPARTURE FOR AFRICA.

The New York W^i7r/</ of Sunday last gave up
two pages to a detailed description of the inis-

slon on which it has sent Thomas Stevens.
The World considers Stevens of equal repute
with Stanley and other noted explorers, and
after his arrival at the island of Zanzibar, off the

coast of Africa, it has been left optional with
him whether he shall search for Stanley and
Emin Bey or whether he shall strike into " fresh

fields and pastures new," and add to our
knowledge of the Dark Continent.
Stevens has full power to make all arrange-

ments to penetrate into the country. He may
himself decide, from information gleaned at

Zanzibar, whether he shall travel independently
and describe the native tribes of Central Africa,

or whether the horrors of the African slave
trade will employ his powers of narration.

Stevens is intrepid, taciturn, enduring and
observing, and, unless some untimely accident
should befall him, the world will be enriched
with the knowledge he will gain of Africa and
the Africans. We are all hoping that he will

come back more famous and with the same
quiet and friendly smile.

TIOGA CYCLING CLUB'S ANNUAL
DINNER.

On Tuesday evening, January 8, the Tioga
Cycling Club held their annual dinner at the
Colonnade Hotel. Covers were placed for

thirty men, mostly members of the club, with
representatives from the different clubs of the
city, Captain E. W. Burt, representing the
Philadelphia Club; President George T. Laing,
C. A. Roberts and Captain William D. Supplee,
representing Pennsylvania; President Thomas
Hare and P. S. Collins, representing the Cen-
tury Wheelmen; J. R. Lincoln Edwards, repre-
senting the South End Wheelmen, and Rowland
Evans the Mt. Vernon Wheelmen.

After enjoying a most sumptuous repast,

President Hollowell presented the prizes to the
winners, during the riding season, as follows:
Chas. L. Leisen, medal for greatest mileage
during the year, also looo-mile medal; R. Dal-
lett, medal for greatest number of mil.es in

twenty-four hours (125 miles) and looo-mile
medal, and Mr. Zook, greatest number of days'
rides taken of over three miles; the above, in

accordance with club law, does not include any
Sunday rides. As the club is strongly against
use of any intoxicating liquors no toasts were
drank, but speeches were given by the different
officers of the club, as well as by the represent-
ative officers of the visitors. After whiling
away some time behind the fragrant cigar, and
seated beside the heinous cigarette fiend, a break
was made for home, having passed a most en-
joyable evening, and every man wishing

" Long life to Tioga."
Wkstkiici.o.

We are told that an ingenious barber has in-
vented a compressed air saddle. We suppose it

will be inflated with tonsorial gas.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB'S
MILEAGE FOR 1888.

G. M. Nisbett 8,231

W. E. Fin'dley 3955
H. M. Farr 3.551

J. M. Andreini 2,590

J. R. Blake 2,198

E. del Genovese 2,175

I. M. Shaw 2,071

W. F. Pendleton 2,013

M..G. Peoli 1,860

J. H. Hanson 1,810

E. J. Shipsey 1,752

J. M. McFadden i,493

L. O. Macdaniel I,I73

W.L.Hamilton 1,131

Chas. vom Dorp t,o58

P. P. Wilcox 1,043
P. M. Harris 1,035

E. T- Shriver 9S6

A. L. Smith 979
F. H. Keily 934
F. W. Kitching 854

4 men over 700 3.121

5 " " 6co 3,154

4 " " 500. . 2,172

3 " " 400 1,264

3 " " 300 1,058

6 " " 200 1,435

8 " " 100 1,176

7 " " 50 475
19 " (Miscellaneous) ^ 1,656

58,403

An average for the 80 men reporting of over

730 miles, or for 54 men who rode over 100

miles during the year, an average of 1,042

miles. Five men rode over 100 miles in 24
hours, making 16 rides, aggregating 1,930 miles.

The notable performances of the club are :

Findley's riding 132 consecutive days ;
Nisbett's

162 miles in 24 hours—riding time under 15

hours—and year's record ; and J. M. Andreini's

record of 2,590 miles, all on a tricycle.

TO RIDE OR NOT TO RIDE.

The statement to the effect that Willie Windle
would not race during 1889, which appeared in

this paper last December, set a multitudinous
number of pens in motion and numerous para-

graphs hnve since appeared, all to the effect that

he would positively ride, all rumors to the con-

trary.

A representative of this paper had the honor
of becoming very closely acquainted with

Windle last fall, and the paragraph referring to

Windle's temporary retirement was based on
the following letter

:

West Milbury, Mass , December 4, 1888.

Friend Prial :

Yours of 3o[h ult. received. I shall positively not ride

next season. I know that ttie papers will be full of chal-

lenfres from some of the prominent racing men when they
know I am not goin^ to race. I have gained thirteen

pounds since I came home and now weigh 160.

Your friend,
WiLI.IE WlNDl.E.

There is no question that Windle, surfeited

with the season's work, had every intention at

the time of writing the above letter of resting

during i88g. This intention may, of course, be
changed after the resting process becomes irk-

some and the taste for competition returns.

One cannot but applaud Windle's determina-
tion. He was far the best man on the path last

year ; but he was developed too quickly, and,
being of a reflective and determined nature, he
quickly realized the danger of over-training

and too much competition.

VICE-PRESIDENT INGALLS' DENIAL.

In reply to our letter of inquiry concerning
the following comment, attributed to him—viz.:

that if he had his way he would stand on the

street corners and with a howitzer blow every
cycler off his wheel—(these were not the exact
words, but of that tenor) John J. Ingalls, Presi-

dent of the Senate, writes as follows :

(I'KKSONAI,.)

Vick-1'kksidknt's rnAMllllK,

Washini-.tdn, D. C, January 4, 1880.

Mk. K. H. Pkiai., 3) Park Row, New York :

.S7r--I am in receipt of your favors of and and x.A inst.,

and in reply would say thai I have no rocollcclionof having
uned the languiitrc imputed to me.

RcspcclfuUy yours, .'no. J. Ingalls.

ELIZABETH WHEELMEN.

The annual meeting of the Elizabeth Wheel-
men was held at the club house last Monday
evening. The following officers were elected :

President, George C. Pennell; Vice-President,
A. G. Jenkins: Secretary, A. S. Brown; Treas-
urer, E. A. Faulks; Trustees, T. A. Doe, A. S.

Crane, D. B. Bonnett, P. A. Oliver. The field

officers elected were: Captain, F. G. Gilbert;
First Lieutenant, L. B. Bonnett; Second Lieu-
tenant, Wm. H. Caldwell; Sergeant, A. C. Jen-
kins; Color Bearer, H. McNiece; Bugler, A. T.
Downer; Color Bearer, Tricycle Division, Mrs.
D. B. Bonnett.
The club was reported to be in a prosperous

conditiorv.

The report of the captain for the past year
was very interesting. The total mileage for

1888 was 23,947 miles, and the members riding
the greatest number of miles were: D. B. Bon-
nett, 2,877; H. McNiece, 2,006; Fred. C. Gilbert,

1,385; L. B. Bonnett, 1,227: J. F. Decker,
I-2I3K; Rev. H. H. Oberly, 1,075; A.. T.
Downer, r,ooo ; Walter Chandler, 830; Mrs. D.
B. Bonnett, 892; Wm. H. Caldwell, 852; S. J.

Berry, Jr., 730^^ ; W. C. Finck, 707 ; T. A. Doe,
671 ; Geo. C. Pennell, 542 ; N. H. White, 544 ;

J. F. Diemer, 261 ; W. C. Piatt. 237^ : A. N.
Lukens, 234; E. A. Faulks; 228; T. Bergen,
225 ; A. S, Crane, 150 ; G. Carleton Brown, 150;
A. S. Brown, 55 ; Geo. J. Martin, 36 ; scatter-

ing, 6,000 miles.

The largest total mileage since the organiza-
tion of the club has been made by Mr. D. B.
Bonnett—viz., 13,883 miles.

Mr. McNiece wins the cyclometer prize. A.
T. Downer rode the greatest number of miles
in any one month—viz., 528 miles in September.
F. C. Gilbert, on the 26th of June, broke the

twenty-four hour record of the club by riding

157 miles in 18 hours and 45 minutes.
After the meeting refreshments were served,

and the rest of the evening spent in singing,

athletic exercises, etc.

K. C. W.'s LADIES' MUSICALE.

The K. C. W. held a successful ladies' musi-
cale at their club house, January 9. The pro-

gramme of entertainment consisted of music,

instrumental and vocal, and recitations, followed

by a dance. The K. C. W. orchestra, led by

Signor Hartman, furnished the music. Among
the ladies and gentlemen present were the fol-

lowing: Mr. and .\Irs. E. Valentine, Mr. and Mrs.

Arthur Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wilson, Mr.

W C. Ryan and Miss Parr, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.

Leneiney, Mr. R. F. Hibson and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Schwalbach, Mr. J. D. Neppert and
sister, Mr. Rollins and lady, -Mr. Stilwell and
lady, Mr. R. W. Steves and Miss Brown, Mr.

and Mrs. Hutton, Mr. McLean and lady, the

Misses Long, Mr. R. Smith and Miss L. Denty,

Mr. W. C. Denty and Miss A. Voorhees, Mr.

S. J. Long and Miss Flora Jacobs, Mr. Robert

Muns and lady, Mr. Fred. Warner and lady,

Messrs. Bensinger, Raynor, Crichton, Bridg-

man, Marion, Loucks, Leighton, During, Chap-
man, Bowman, Skidmore, Powell, Wm. Murphy,
Folger. O. C. Long, Jones, Hartman, Johns,

J. H. Long, Seibert, Nellis, Wardell, Ricter,

R. Parington, Anderson, Springstein, C. J.

Long, Hendrickson, C. Murphy, Beasley and

A. R. Partrington.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Keporicd especially for Tiii', Wiiesl anp Cycling Tkadk
Rkview by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys.

Wasliington, D. C.I

Henry Walter, lersey City, N. J. Foot rest

for bicycles.

Hermann Behr, Philadelphia, Pa. Velocipede.

Frank H. Harris, Toledo, Ohio. Velocipede.

Edwin Reynolds and B. V. Nordberg, Mil-

waukee. Brake.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY'S
REMOVAL.

The Clark Cycle Company has removcd'Irom
Hanover Street to 340 Norih-Charies Street. The
old stand was in a by-street, while the new
location is on one of the princiiial thoroughfares
of Raltiniore, along which tlious.iiuls of people

pass daily. Tiie new store is very roomy and
has large show-windows.
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THE BOWLINGLEAGUE.
GAMES TO BE PLAVFU. ,

Hudson County vs. New York, Jersey City, January 18.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, January 25- '

New York vs. .Alalanta, New York, February i.

Hudson County vs. Harlem, Jersey City. February 1,

Kings County vs_ New York, Brooklyn, February 5.

Harlem vs. .Vtalanta, Harlem, February 8.

New York vs. Harlem, New York, p'ebruarj' '5-

Hudson County vs. Kinffs County, Jersey City, Feb. 15.

Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark. February 28.

New York vs. Hudson County, New York, March 1.

Kings County vs Harlem, Brooklyn. March 5.

Hudson County vs Atalanta, Jersey City, March S.

.Atalanta vs New York, Newark, March 14.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, March 15. 1

Atalanta vs. Hudson County, Newark, March 21.

GAMES ri.AYED. :

January 4—Harlem, 1.429; New York, 1,342.

January 5—Hudson County, 1,498; Kings Cfunty, 1,488.

January 10—Harlem, 1,346; Atalanta, 1,343.

January 11—Kings County, 1,525; New York, 1,357.

January 15—Kings County, 1,432; Atalanta, 1,328.

HARI.EM HEATS Al AL.\NTA.

The Harlem Wheelmen's team met the Atalanta

Wheelmen's ten at Newark on January 10.

The result of the game, as signed b)' scorers

and umpire, was : Harlem Wheelmen, 1,346 ;

Atalanta Wheelmen, 1,343. After the result of

the game had been announced an examination

of individual scorers revealed the fact that the

Atalanta men had very probably made seven

points which were not credited to them. The
mistake was purely one in scoring. The cap-

tains and officials adjourned for a ten minutes

discussion, but were unable to solve the difficulty.

The rules expressly stipulate that after the um-
pire announces the result of the game that his

decision is final. It also states that all errors

must be rectified during the game, and that no

claims can be made after the result is announced.

The Harlems veiy properly abided by the rules,

but courteously agrei d to call the game a drav .

This was not accepted, the Atalantas wishing to

have the game credited to them. The Harlems
will be supported by the League. We trust the

Atalantas v^'ill govern themselves by the rules of

the League and that they will take advantage of

the Harlem's offer and roll the game again.

During the discussion the umpire, a Hudson
County man, expressed sentiments against his

first decision, a piece of inconsistency a ref< ree

or umpire should never be guilty of.

KINGS COUNTY BEATS NEW YORK.
' The game between these clubs was bowled

January 11, at 102 West 47th Street, New York.

Score :

Atalanta— 150, 273, 379, 530, 665, 776, 900, 1049,

ii6r, 1328.

Umpire, C. H. Madole.
Scorers: A. H. Peal, Atalanta ; R. L, Jones,

K. C. W.
The game between the Hudson Counties and

the Atalantas has been postponed by mutual
consent from January 24 to March 21.

CLUB-HOUSE HOSPITALITY.

14, li

your columns, and hope the above will be the
means of removing any doubts existing in the
mind of any reader as to any alleged bitterness
or discourtesy on our part.

We will be happy at all times to welcome any
member of the above club, or any wheelman,
should they do us the honor to call.

Kindly publish this and oblige.

Fraternally,

Chas. a. Sheehan,
J. M. Warwick, Secretary.

President.

January
Editor cf The Wheel :

Your correspondent, " Fenton," remarks that
" some of our city clubs might take a few les-

sons in hospitality." Might I ask "Fenton"
what he considers the duties of a House Com-
mittee ? It seems to me that a stranger visiting

a club house should do so either with a member
or have a member's card; or if not, should intro-

duce himself to some one of the members there,

and not "sit for two hours waiting to bead-
dressed."
Might I not, at the same time, ask him what

is the difference between the "would-be corre-

spondent who informs us that 'Tommy's got a

new oil can ' " and himself, who advises us that
"

I had two seats at the theatre * * * and
as I had my best girl," etc., and in his same
letter further on says " Hawkshaw and I went
to a performance of Wagner's ' Rheingold ' the

other day," etc ?

Should people %ho live in glass houses throw
|

Ftones?
(

Would it not be better if some of our corre-

spondents ^i^'-(7vc US some tecluiical letters?

takes up the English cycling papers and finds

many scientific articles which are of real value
and interest to the practical wheelman, h few
if these "back-wood" and city personalities

I

might be acceptable once in a while to some, but

i

I for one do not buy The Wheel or any other

j

cycling paper to find out when, where, or with

[

whom your correspondents go to either opera
or theatre, or any other society news.

Nemo.

KINGS COUN'iV.

H. J. Hall 198
Bridgman 184
Nellis 168

Bedford 158

Courtenay 149
Marion 147
Stevens 143
Raynor 130
Anderson 128

Bowdish 120

NEW YOI-K.

Pringle 165

Paynter 163
Semple 154
F. M. Daniels. . .

.

142
Blake 136
McFadden 129
Stott 124
Sutphen 123
Nisbett 112

O. G. Moses 109

Total 1525 Total .• 1357

SCORE BY FRAMES.

Kings County— 151, 309. 459, 580, 723, 865,

1041. 1217, 1371, 1525.

New York—86, 194, 347,'526, O58. 791, 927, 1066,

1183. 1357-
Umpire, W. D. Edwards, H. W.
Scorers: T. C. Crichton, K. C. W. ; H. li.

Lansing. N. Y. b. C.

KINGS COUNTY llEAIS ATALANTA.

Game bowled at K. C. W. club house January
I 5. Score :

KINGS COUNTY.

Stevens 17*^

Bridgman 156

Warren 154

Marion 147

Anderson 146

Bowdish 145
Courtenay 140

Raynor 136
Hall 121

Bedford 11

1

Total

ATALANTA.

C. Halsey 163
E. Halsey 153
Thorne 157
Edwards 147
Drabble 146
Gregejry 134
Snow 129
Crane no
Cnngleton 99
Terbell 95

1432 Total 1328

SCORE BY FRAMES.

Kings County— 179, 340, 491, 501, 728, 866, 991,

1 144. 1293, 1432.

THE ATHLETIC UNION GAMES.

The Athletic Union games will be held at

Madison Square Garden, New York City, to-

morrow evening at eight o'clock. The eames
will be the greatest ever held in this country.
The trial heats will be run at 2 p.m. on the
day of the games. The entries and handicaps
for the two-mile bicycle race are as follows: Crist,
scratch; Merrihew, 20; Berlo, 20; McDaniel,
35 ; P. S, Brown, 50 ; Schoefer, 60 ; F. G.
Brown, 60; Barber, 60; Caldwell, 70; Bow-
man, 70; Baggot, 80; Waters, 100; Hanson,
100; Murphy, 100; Snow, 100; Oliver, 100;
Quartropp, no; Boegler, no; Burgess, 120;
Camacho, 120; Coningsby, 130; Borland, 130;
Zimmerman, 130; Class, 140: E. A. Powers, 140.

[The publisher of a paper strives to please all

tastes and satisfy all his readers. If Tommy
Jones buys a new oil-can the publisher knows

that Tommy's friends are interested. The suc-

cessful editor has a scent for the least import-

ant as well as the most important item. The

great world is made up of a number of little

worlds. The great cycling world, which includes

all the little worlds, will be interested in knowing

that a new type of wheel has been driven a mile

in 2m. 18 1-5S. On the other hand it will not

care particularly whether Eagle Rock has been

climbed two or twenty times. Yet the Eagle

Rock world is interested in knowing how often,

and when, and how the Rock has been climbed.

The great nevvspaper, which will crowd every

important event on the globe into its columns,

will yet have space to record that Harry Hay-

seed was buncoed to the extent of ten dollars,

or that an unknown newsboy had his foot

crushed by a horse car.—En.]

The New York and Hudson County W.hcel-
men's teams play to-ni'ght at the latter's alleys.

The New Yorks will be at the foot of Liberty

One ' Street at 7:30 p.m

George Gould, the .sin of the great Jay. is very ft ni of
wheeling, and we are told that he owns a safety bicycle
the like of wh ch does not e.xist The frame, forks ^nd
spokes consist of aluminium ; the bjJls of the bearings a'e
male of diamonds. On the head of ihe machine is stt a
diamond of fabulous vaJue ; the h mdles are of mother-ol-
pearl. The only steel about the machine is the saddle
spring. The machine weighs, "all on," less than thirtetn
pounds, and that is mostly the weight of the rubber. It

was made by a prominent Coventry firm, and took eight
months to construct. - Bicyiling lV,n-/i/.

The only truth in this paragraph is that
George Gould is the son of the great Jay, and
that is scarcely news.

A CORRECTIVE RESOLUTION.

New York, JANUAR^ 17, 1889.

EiJi I OK The Wheel:
Dear Sir— Below you will please find copy of

resolution adopted by our Board of Trustees at

its meeting, held January 16, 1889:

Wi liKKAS, Certain statements have appeared in the issue
of Thk WiiRKi. of January 4, i8Sj, under the head of
'Fenton's Fancies," affecting the good feeling existing

OFF FOR THE STANLEY SHOW.

Among the passengers on the Britannic,
which sailed from New York on Wednesday,
was Bert Owen, of Washington, D. C, importer
of the Psycho, Starley Bros.' famous wheel.
Mr. Owen goes to the Stanley Show entirely to
study ladies' bicycles. He will make a specialty
of ladies' bicycles this year, as he has great faith

in a large demand for them. He will also handle
a gentleman's safety and a tandem safety. Mr.
Owen, who is a thorough student of the mechan-
ics of cycles, will spend every day at the Show,
and will give his views in The 'vv'heel.

The wheel used by Thomas Stevens on h's
round-the-globe trip will be reinvested with a
new interest, now that he has started for Africa.
The wheel has just been returned from the
Southern Exposition, and is now at the Pope
Mfg. Co.'s New York store.

Mr, L. H. Johnson, who has just returned
from a several weeks visit to England, has
made arrangements with Messrs. Hillman,
Hubert & Cooper, for whose wheels he will be
sole United States agent. Mr. Johnson made a
thorough study of the trade and concluded that
the firm he will represent in this country are
turning out the best work on the other side,

considering the strain to which wheels ridden in

this country are subjected on account of poor
roads. Mr. Johnson will handle a complete line

of wheels in single safeties for ladies and
gentlemen and tandem safeties. He reports
that the majority of English firms expect but a
limited demand for ladies' bicycles and tandems.

Piracy.—The several columns of poetical
quotations as applied to ' American cycling

between the New York Bicycle Club and the Manhattan > celebrities recently republished in this paper
Bicycle Club, and alle. ing breach of courtesy on the par- ^nd credited to the Wheelmen's L,aze/le, originally
of the latter named club, now therefore be It I j • c i-.i i- ^^ u 1

Kisohuii, That we dcnv in toto the statements therein
contained, and declare them to be purely " fancies," exist-
ing only in the mind of Fenton or tiie member of the N. V.
B. C. to whom he refers, inasmuch as the Manhattan Bi-
cycle Club has never held a house-warming, and that there
Is no bitter feelings existing between the iho clubs; and
that this club will be glaii to welcome any of the members
of the N. V. B. Cat their club house and will extend to
them all courtesies in llieir power. And

appeared in English cycling papers. Our bril-

liant and daring Western contemporary clipped
the quotations, substituted American for Eng-
lish names, and there you are.

Men's IVear, published by Itci I'eiego, is one
of the cleverest advertising papers we have seen.
The paper is well written, illustrated in first-

Rcsotv.J That the Secretary be directed to have ilie
;
class Style and contains many useful hints on

above resolution published in tnaWnui.,,.
the art of dressing well. Men's Wea, will be

I greatly regret that the article which calls sent free on receipt of postal card. Ira Perego,
(orth this resolution should have appeared, in publisher, 128 Fulton Street, New York.
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ROADS IMPROVEMENT.
The wave of editorial opinion on the absolute

necessity of roads improvement mounts higher

each day. The good work being done in the

newspapers is reflected in the amount of at-

tention which has been and is being given to

the problem of better roads. The Governors of

States, the Mayors of cities have placed them-

selves on record. We can only hope that Rare

Ben Harrison will give a few words in his an-

nual message in favor of improved roads.

BETTER AMERICAN ROADS.

Some time ago we called attention to the inferiority of the
roads in some of the suburbs of this city, and to the fact
that where good roads exist the increase of populati -n and
in the valuation of property has been more rapid than
where little attention is paid to them. Brookline to-day is

distinguished for its tine avenues; the roads are so fine that
everyb 'dy uses them, and the aitractions of that section
are so well presented that an increasing number of people
wish to select this town for their permanent homes. Brook-
line is not superiir in its attractions to other suburbs of the
city, but it has constructed its highways so well that its

claims are better presented. Wherever good driveways
exist within easy distance of the city, the incentive is strong
to erect good hoises, and it is eminently for he advantage
of the towns suburban to Boston to put their roads in the
best of order, a"d to increase the facilities for reaching the
city, if they wish to secure the overflow of the city popu-
lation. But t.-.is subject is wider than the Boston suburbs.
There is a growing demand fur better roads all over the
country. Gov. Beaver rf Pennsylvania has recently urged
this matter in strong English on the Le^iislature. '1 he
Vermont press insists that the State will pn sper in propor-
tion to the increase of excellent roads througti its beautiful
scenery, it is insisted upon that they shall be smooth and
hara at all seasons, never muddy, without roughness in
riding, with no obstruction in hauling, so that people can
traverse ihem with security and enjovment. There is no
reason why the finished highways vvhich form one of the
attractions of the Old World to the American t urist should
not be found everywhere in the better seitUd parts ot our
own country. No public investment is likely to bring in
better and happier returns to the people. President Eliot
says that our roads and streets are (he worst he has seen in

any civilized country, even in Algeria, and ihat roads and
parks are the instruments of public happiness, which our
own people have too little considered. The simu.taneous
interest in this subject in diliEerent parts of the country
indicates that a public defect is already widely noted and
commented on, and this is the first step toward a change
for the better.

—

Editorial in Boston Herald.

NEW JERSEY'S ROADS.

A UNITED MOVEMENT FOR THEIR IMrROVEMENT.

When the Governor of Pennsylvania wrote in his annual
message to the Legislaiure last week that " the civilization
of a country is marked by its roads," he meant to say that
the Keystone State cannot claim to rank highest in civiliza-
tion. As a matter of fact, no expenditure of public monies
yields so little in leturn as the road taxes of Pennsylvania.
This, coming from the Governor, together with the rec-
ommendatio" that ''our entire system of road laws—or
rather our road laws which lack system— should be
thoroughly revised and codified," is simiificant and timely.

Innocently, Governor Beaver also hit the New Jersey
nail on the head. His remarks and suggestions have been
widely copied and commenttd upon by the local papers of
that S'.ate.
" Every word of this," remarks the Elizabeth Journal,

editorially, " is applicable to New Jersey, and every sug-
gestion could be made to our own Legislature. The civili
zation of Union County, as indicated by its roads alone, is

civilization only in spots There are many parts of the
county in which the public hiehways are not roads at all,

simply mud holes M llions upon millions of money have
been thrown into these mud holes during the past loo years,
but they are as deep, as thick, and as dangerous as they
were in 1789. There is no economy in keeping them so

* * * The prospects are that the Legislature will
take up this important subj< ct at the next session, and it is

sincerely hoped that it will do something to give us good
county roads before another winter."

Inquiries made yesterday as to the prospect of improve-
ment in the roads of Union County led to .the discovery
that there is a well-defined and representative movement
underway. Arrangements are being made for a meeting
of those interested in county roads from Eliziibeth to Plain-
Held, from Summit to Rahway, from New Providence to
Springfield, from Springfield to Roselle, and any others
with similar views. Among those who are active in the
agitation are Chaunccy B. Ripley, for twenty years a resi-
(ient of Westfield and reputed the champion road over-
seer; Warren Ackerman, the largest land owner in the
county; the Hon. Alfred Mills, Senator James L. Millet,
Ludlow v. Clark. Ira Lambert, the Hon. J.ilin Kane, Jr.,
Austin Biglow, Ucnnis C. Craine, Secretary of the State
Agricultural Society

; H, P. Baldwin, of the Central Rail-
road, and the corporation known as the Central Land Im-
provement Company.
The plan is 10 petition the Legislature for a bill authoriz-

ing the Board of Trceholdcrs or s.nu- other commission of
the county to declare certain roadscoiuuy highways. The
idea is to have them worked as county interests for many
political reasons. The argument used is to this cITect

:

" The time has come when it will be economy in every
way to build our roads pcrmanciuly and substantially.
The cointort of our people, economy in the tiansportalion
of our |)ro(hu-ls, saving in the wear and tear of vehicles
and animals, and tlic needless mulliplicaiion of the liigli-
ways all demand that the laws governing the laying out
and construction and maintenance of our roads should be
radically reformed and sy!>tenKitizcd . 'I'his is a matter

which affects every inhabitant. We must all use at some
time or other, in one way or another, the public roads.
Their character and condition affect the breeding of our
stock, the style of our vehicles, the carrying capacity of

our farmers' wagons, and the speed and enjoyment of all

who travel for business or pleasure."
In most cases in Union County new roads are not needed.

It is only necessary that the old roads be dec ared county
property so that they may be put and kept in good order as
such. At present there is no uniform system of caring for

the highways of Central New Jersey, and as a consequence
they are unsightly, dangerous, and, in places, passable
only wi'h great difficulty. So far as can be learned there is

no material opposition to the proposed improvement.

—

Ncic
York Tunes,

THE COUNTY ROADS AGAIN.

The Board of Trade took up the subject of roads last

night, and the report elsewhere shows that the members
were unanimously in favor of a new county road law.

Some favored a provision making the county bear the en-

tire cost of c instruction .and repair of all the main
thoroughfares, but as this is a matter whicn will have to be
acted on by the representatives from all pans of the State
it is scarcely probable that it will prevail. A more equit-

able plan is that of apportioning the expenses with some
reference to the benefits to the county at large and the
townships through which the foads run.
But the most important fenture of th* meeting was the

address of Mr. Collingwood, of this city. Mr. Colling-
wood IS an engineer of wide repute. He is kn 'wn in the
Old World as well as in America. He has studied road
making for many years, with all the advantages of ski 1,

training, experience and very wide observation. Hi- judg
mentis that the making of good roads involves son»e of

the most difficult problems in engineerinff, and that thev
should be constructed under definite specifications and
under the direct supervision of competent men. Speaking
of his own knowledge he says that a roadway nine inches
deep IS not enough, that a foot is much better. A road
constructed according to Mr. Collin ;wood would practi-

cally be a Telford pavement, but it would 1 st The testi-

mony of such experienced men is of great value now,
when this subject of roads is up not only for consideration
but to be actf d upon. If the county builds roads it wants
to build the best it can get for the purposes intended. Mr
Shaw, as stated yes'.erday, thinks three inches of cracked
stone on top of the present road bed is enough to make
good roads. Mr. Collingwood is of an entirely different
opinion. The question is one that cannot be given too
great consideration, and expert testimony is at this time
invaluable. If simply putting three inches of cracked
stone on any of the roads in Union County has proved
thoroughly effective, then it is well to know where and
under what conditions it did so prove. If there are other
roads on which years of experiment have shown that such
treatment is not ettective, let this also be known and the
conditions be carefully noted. It is only in this way that

we can get at what is wanted and what must he done.

—

Elizabeth DailyJournal Editorial.

A Most Unusual and Charming
Run.

By a Ladv

THE LOST RACE.

Seated one day with Bill Morgan,
I was weary and ill at ease,

For my pockets had nothing in them
Except a bunch of keys.

I knew not what I was saying,
But suddenly Morgan spake.

' It strikes me, Ralph," says Morgan,
" It's time for a racing fake."

We wired away to Alley,
And put big posters up.

As to how Bill Rowe and Temple
Would race for a champion cup.

And Morgan and Rowe arranged it

—

The race was the best ot three
;

The first to be won by Billy,

The next to be won by me.

When I think of the way they did us
It nearly drives me wild.

For we trusted in Rowe and Alley
With the trust of a little child.

When in both of the blooming races
Rowe carried away the palm.

The remarks of me and Morgan
Were not from the Hundredth Psalm.

I seek, but I'm seeking vainly.
To show that this base design

Must have come from the .soul of old Morgan,
And ne'er could have come from mi e

Still my friendsall declare I'm guiltless.
And my conscience owns no sin

;

Vou will have to think this over
Before you can take it in.

— hisli Cvelist.

ANOTHER TRANSLATION OF
"GEDICHT."

When cares and sorrows oppress and torment,
. When the want of enjoyment ynu ffel.
When hope and desire have forsaken the breast,
Take courage ! Spring on to your wheel.

Us pedals revolve with expertness and slrength.
Leave sorrow behind in the race.

Make sure of the way with an unerring glance,
While its swiftness annihilates space.

A glorious " All Hail !
" anew swells the bieasi.

Now teeming again with new life;
Love, joy and desire iniernungU'd revive.

Impelling the rider 111 i.ipiiiioiis strife.

IMien when cares and sorrows oppress and loniiiiii.
Join i|uickly the jubilant throng,

That ihy wheel both courjge and strong muscle iin|>.(ris
riie wheel, then, forever! be thy anthem and song.

Mai'Lewood, Mass., January 14, 1889.

Editor of The Wheel :

Having taken a most unusual and charming
run yesterday (Sunday, January 13. i88q,),

1

send an account of it, thinking it may prove
interesting to some of my cycling sisters who
read your paper. I say unusual, since in three
years cyclists have never been able to ride in
either the months of December or January, and
charming, since we had the most delightful
time imaginable.
Sunday morning rose bright and fair, but

with the thermometer low down; and my brother
and I did not seriously co, sider the eligibility of
riding until we saw our friend ' Mac," who
lives about three miles away from us, taking
bearings for our house on his safety. The early
visit was explained by his inquiring if we
would join him and his wife for a run to
Bailey's Hotel, South Natick. Nothing loth, we
arranged to be at his house 9:30 a. m., prompt.
Sad to state, strict punctuality is not one of our
cardinal virtues, and 9.30 a. m. found us just
starting from oz/r house on our light Humber
cripper landem. This wheel weighs but log
lbs. with 36-inch driving wheels; yet it stood the
racket well last year, and we expect the end of
next season will find it in the same condition.
"Mac" and his wife, knowing our little pecu-
lia it'es to a T, through riding many a mile
together last year, came to meet us, mounted on
their Columbia tandem.
Soon after we met a mutual Iriend on his

Columbia trike, who could only go a short way
with us, having promised to be home to dinner.
The roads were in splendid order considering
the weather conditions of the past week, even
in Maplewood they being but slightly rutty.
At the commencement of last year, before we
had taken many long rides, we deplored greatly
the roads of Maiden, of which Maplewood is a
uburb. But experience is a severe teacher, and

after taking one trip to Nashua, N. H., and four
or five to Gloucester, Mass.. we vowed to criti-

cise them no more
We had decided on South Natick as our desti-

nation, since we were sure of a good dinner, in
our estimation a most important consideration:
and we were also sure of good roads, a com-
modity we certainly would not find in the Lynn-
Salem direction. The roads through Welling-
ton, Somerville and Cambridge, especially in
the former, we found frozen in many highly
fantastic shapes: pyramids and gullies of con-
siderable length and divers dimensions. It was
slow work, since frozen ground is not the most
delightful thing in the world either for the good
of the wheels or the comfort of the riders.
When we did reach good surface, theenjoymeni
commenced, and we appreciated it more because
of the contrast. Over Cottage Farm Bridge,
and cutting across to Beacon Street E.xtension.
we reached ideal cycling roads—roads which
winter cannot spoil, white in color, and as hard
as marble.
There is no use attempting to gloss it over or

excuse it, the conditions were too tempting, ami
before we knew it we were indulging in an e.x-

citing spurt. Fortunately there were few spec-
tators to view our antics, which probably re-

sembled those of school children let loose. Well,
we had not ridden for a few weeks, and it

seemed as though we had actually stolen this
day from winter's grasp, ami being in great
glee it was perha|)s sligluly excusable.
Much jokjng ensuetl over ihe result of the

brush, but we st tiled down lo a good stead v

pace, soon tinding ourselves entering Chestnut
Hill Reservoir. Ahout lifteon or twenty wheel-
men were gathered at the usual rendezvous.
We ilid not make a circuit of either basin, but
continued on the straight road to N.uiok. lirst

slopping at .vhat wc c.ill the "Collage." in the
Reservoir, for a drink oui of the memorable
" Olil Oaken Bucket." No matter what weailier
conditions, I, for one, can always .appreciate a
think ol cle.ir water when oui cycling. Our
friend left us here, all of us regretting much his
in;iliilitv to .i-o fuilln r.

The mads continued to be much better than
we had expocled, which was gratifying, to say
tiic least. The scenery wa.s not up to its siimnier
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standard, but we found no fault, seeing every-

thing through rose-colored spectacles this Sun-

day in January. The evergreens made the

only breaks in' the monotony of leafless trees,

and there were no handsome gardens to draw

forth admiring e.xclamations, but we found great

consolation in looking forward to the time

which, let us hope, is not far distant, when we

will again be making tracks for South Naiick,

taking in all the renewed beauties of nature.

Not three-wheeled tracks, either, if all goes as

we expect. Especially in regard to my esteemed

friends, "Mac" and his wife, since, as most

assuredly will I look for them to be riding, so

will I look for them to be mounted on a safety

tandem.
To many of your readers who e.xpect to, and

do, ride in every month of the year, my think-

ing so much of yesterdays outing will seem e.\-

travagant, but to those I would say, try a

genuine New England winter.

The sun was warm and bright, and owing to

a plentiful sprinkling of hills, all sizes and

grades, on the road, we found no trouble in

keeping warm. If ladies only knew one-half

the advantages and benefits, saying nothing of

enjoyment, which can be derived from cycling,

we would find much larger numbers attached to

this delightful exercise.
!

We did rot meet a single lady rider yester-
|

day, but it would not be fair to judge by that,

since there were not many of either se.x out.

The tandem in my estimation affords a most
|

excellent opportunity for the increase of ladies'
!

cycling, especially when tours are of frequent

occurrence, and I look forward next season to

meeting many more on the road.

All Boston cyclists who have been in that di-

re.tion know of the long hill in Newton, Lower
Falls, which makes a most elegant coast, but as

a climb, just the opposite. Not desirous of

making its acquaintance in the latter role, we
turned to the left, and though we still had to

climb the hill, it was much shorter, but steeper,

which we preferred. Riding through Wellesley

was very pleasant, past the Wellesley College

buildings, and by aristocratic ooking houses,

nestling way back from the road. 1 hese latter

were new to us. as in the summer the foliage

entirely hides them from the passer-by.

But the necessities of lunch now assailed us

and would not be silenced, so we lost no time in

reaching the hotel, the parlor of which looked

most inviting and cosy. Dinner was ready al-

most as soon as we arrived, and how we enjoyed

it ! The extent of a cyclist's appetite was
then and there fully demonstrated, and the ap-

pealingly dejected look that table had when we
were through words will not describe. An en-

tire day in cycledom does not seem complete

without the after-dinner talk and restful socia

bility, but we had to waive all ceremony and
start immediately, since the afternoon was too

short for a 24 or 25 mile ride.

We returned via the same route, with the ex-

ception of taking in the 34-mile coast in Newton.
Owing to the bridge at the base of the hill being

up. while in a state of repair, we had to go even

slower than usual, but it was superb ; and
though brakes were used freely, we flew fast

enough to suit the most fastidious scorcher. As
we neared the Reservoir the more carriages we
met, and the driveways in and about seemed
very crowded. Beacon -Street seemed almost a

coast the entire length, and while it was h ghly

exciting to dodge in and out among the difter-

ent styles of equipages, the occupants of which
looked certainly very cold, if not freezing, not-

withstanding the unlimited quantities of furs,

wrappings, etc., it was infinitely more so to be

speeding down a fairly graded hill, feet on
coasters, passing all the carriages, doing no
woik whatever, only enjoying it. Yes, it was
excellent, and I would not have chaoged places

for any amount, but it could not lasi forever,

and we soon found ourselves on the previously

maligned roads of Cambridge and Somerville.

In the latter place we had a hearty laugh on
" Mac," afforded us by a cheerful remark from

a street gamin, whose name is legion. We
were ascending a most prosaic hill, and, there

being no hurry, " Mac " lingered in the rear,

giving the little fellow occasion to halloo out :

" Hurry up, Billy, don't go to sleep." The
variety of these unsolicited remarks we find is

alarming, some giving us great amusement,
others the greatest disgust. When ladies' cy-

cling becomes more popular, doubtless such in-

terruptions will become less frequent.

When at the other side of Wellington we were I

able once more to resume a happy-go-lucky

gait. The sun having gone down, made a very

noticeable difference in the atmosphere, and we
were perfectly willing to "try " and make good
time for home. Leaving the " Macs " at their

house in Oak Grove, we said " Good-night," i

hoping sincerely that all our '89 runs will be as

enjoyable. We were soon at home enjoying a

hearty supper, and thus ended my first run of

'8g, making over fifty miles.
Marguerite.

READING.

Schwartz will appear on the track next season

on a crank. He says: "I am going to show
some one how to ride a crank wheel."

Wilhelm has given up racing (in my eye). I

heard him say that he expected to run the

"home trainer',' out by the time the robins

come again. That looks like no racing, don't

it? But then he's gone crazy on electricity,

and seeir.s to have no eyes or ears for anything
else just now. He is anxiously waiting for

summer and thunder storms to come so that he
can play with the lightning. And his ideas are

so great on the subject that I would not be sur-

prised but what he will attempt to run his Star

with bottled lightning before the season is over.

Although he holds no less than three offices in

the club, he is now very seldom seen there.

How he ever managed to secure his election to

those offices has puzzled a good many mem-
bers. This is the way he did it. Before the
balloting began he got his bosom friend " Jakey

"

to tell all the toys that a keg and numberless
bottles were waiting for them. " Butch," why
did you not work the same blind? It catches
them every time.

C. A. Z. Douglas looked happy when he found
the boys were tired of his reports (he made so
many the year he was in office), and had de-
feated him for Secretary.

I have unearthed another " Billv Banker," a
namesake of the " Pittsburg flyer." I called at

a certain house, and, in the course of the con-
versation I was asked what had become of
" Banks." Not knowing what the question
meant I inquired; and sure enough one of our
prominent riders had been masquerading as
the famous Banker of the Smoky City. I did
not give the thing away, so. "Banks," you
are safe for the present at least. A nice racket
you are working ! 1 would not mind " standing
in," as you seem to, but then it takes lots of
boodle.

Schmidt will also race next season and ought
to make a hustler. Will he? I hope so. Doug-
las thinks a lot, but says nothing. I am afraid,
however, he thinks more of getting married
than he does of racing, but then he's young and
likely to get over it. Loeb, Wilhelm says, is

the best in the lot if he would only train.

"Jakey" can spurt, but he don't believe it.

Why don't he get discharged for good and
train? he is built like a young Hercules. He
should make a new wonder, but he lacks the
courage and ambition. Essig, too, ought to

ride, and ride fast. Long, lean, lanky and
wiry, most likely your luck in making combi-
nation pool shots would follow you on the
track.

Diener might possibly "get there " if he would
drop his habit of stopping on the back stretch
for water.

Bechtlc, loo, can ride, but the trouble with
" Our George " is that every day he can get off

he goes fishing
; and it doesn't matter if he fails

to catch any fish, but must buy them on the way
home, he is still stuck on it. This buying has
been going on for two years or more.

Then " Jumper," he can everlastingly go, but
he don't. If he would slay off the trainer a few
weeks the sick man next door would get well.

Killmer, the boy rider (who never gets any
older), rides well, and on the road can keep up
with the crowd.

I have found a solution to Phillips' trip to New
Castle, Pa. It's the B. B.'s daughter. You can
see her on the way to the track, and she does
smile sweetly. I got this from "Blud's" talk.
" He's been there, you know."

I made a discovery some time ago that will

do for the next masked ball I go to. The in-

ventor is Superintendent Crawford, and the in-

vention is a new style of mask. It is nothing
more nor less than a large palm-leaf fan. Ask
Jack how to use it.

In Btillelhi, January 4, under heading, " News
and Comments," is an item in regard to a 6-day
race at Omaha, between Eck and Prince on
wheels, and Beardsley on horses. They give the

race to the horses. I think after being as late

with the item as the World people are, they
might at least get it right. Instead of the horses
winning the cyclists won. And a reversal of

the score credited in said item will put the mat-
ter about right.

The Star Advocate again made its appearance.
When will the next issue appear? I noticed in

one of their issues they speak of a rubber band
to take the place of broken spring on the Star.

This was one of Wilhelm's ideas.

What has become of " The Wheel News " in

Philadelphia Times''. Comparing their cycling
column with the other Sunday paper reports, I

do not see where the substantiation of their

claim to being the best comes in. The Sporting

Life certainly is better, judging from the last

few weeks, and the Press also is just as good.

A new safety tandem will shortly make its ap-
pearance here. The inventor, a practical cyclist,

claims that it will weigh no more than the or-

dinary single safety, be stiffer than the tandem
bicycles now on the market, and will be faster

than anything ever built. What next? If this

is realized what a race the Rudge Triplet and
this would make, especially when both machines
would turn into the home-stretch on a mile
track, side by side ! More particulars later.

The new Columbia safetv and tandem safety
look like "dandies," and I think they are, for

the Columbia people generally know what ihev
are about.

Vortex.
Re.\diiNG, January 12, 1889.

FENTON'S FANCIES.

I shall never forget a certain appearance of

the bicycle, as a factor in the carrying out of a
stage effect. There used to be, and I hope there
still is, a jolly little Frenchman by the name of
Vatet, in charge of the ballet department at one
of the Mexican theatres, whose only fault was a
rather too earnest desire to be original in every-
thing he undertook. The manager of the thea-
tre was an easy-going fellow, and allovired his

inaitre de ballet full swing to his somewhat eccen-
tric imagination. In an evil hour, Vatet con-
ceived the idea of introducing the bicycle into a
spectacular ballet, which was then in course of
preparation. He went to the office of a large
dealer in toys and purchased four bicycles of

the "boneshaker" type, placarded the city with
announcements of the coming novelt)' in the
terpsichorean art, and as a consequence the en-
tire house was sold out two days before the per-

formance. On the day before the production,
Vatet rushed into a hotel much frequented by
Americans, and had a long conference with a
young Philadelphian by the name of Lyman.
We heard snatches of the conversation, but
Vatet's excited and despairing ejaculations were
met by Lyman's cool and quiet remarks, and
finally the little Frenchman left the hotel with
happiness beaming upon his face. Then all

hands tried to find out from Lyman what the

conversation had been about, but were entirely

unsuccessful. He would only tell us that his

advice had been asked and that he had given it.

The house was jammed on the night of the per-

formance, and there was a very large attendance
of Americans. Ballets representing varioussports
came upon the stage, were applauded and disap-
peared. At last the long expected " Tableau
Velocipediqites " was reached, and then ! ! !

To go back a little, we found out just before the
performance what the mysterious conversation
had been about. Vatet had been ufiable to

teach any of his ballet girls to ride the machines
and had come in despair to Lyman to ask what
he should do. That arch mischief-maker told

him that it would look just as well to have the
girls pushed around the stage as to have them
ride, and poor Vatet, who knew very little about
a bicycle, grasped at the idea as a drowning
man does at a rope. You may imagine the
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effect that the sight of four lather corpulent

figurantes being pushed around the stage by a

band of perspiring "supes" had upon our

nerves. I never heard such shrieks of laughter

as came from the American part of the audi-

ence, nor such hearty applause as from the Mex-
icans. The latter were very indignant at the

laughter of the Americans, for the tableau had

no ludicrous appearance to them ; but the noise

finally quieted down and the piece came to a

conclusion. Vatet invited Lyman to fight a

duel with him, but the affair never occurred, and
they were good friends again inside of a week.

Every sport seems to have its attendant com-
plaint. For instance, to mention a few of them,
there is " Charley-horse," from base-ball

;

" tjennis-elbow," from lawn-tennis, and " rush-

ers'-thigh," from foot-ball. A prominent sur-

geon tells me that another sport must be sad-

dled with an ailment, and that is—alas, that I

must say it !—wheeling. Riding with the saddle

set too far forward produces a straining of the

muscles of the back and shoulders which is

dignified by the title of "bicycling back." I

hope that none of the readers of The Wheel
will ever have it, for the doctor tells me that it

takes about three months to cure it, and that

the patient must not ride at all while under
treatment.

A very careless piece of editorial work ap-

pears in The Bicycling World oi last week. Mr.
G. M. Nisbett is credited with membership in

the Kings County Wheelmen, in spite of the

fact that he has been and is a prominent mem-
ber of the New Yorks. The fFijrA/doesn't print

so many notes of the doings of New York and
Brooklyn that it should not get them correct

once in a while. Will the "office cat," which
evidently runs the News and Comment depart-
ment of the paper, please mark, learn and in-

wardly digest the above?

What's become of the Independent Bicycle
Club, whose organization was announced with
such a flourish of trumpets a short time ago?
I haven't seen an Independent uniform in th

Park, as yet, and don't know where their clu,

house is or I should have dropped in on the
long ago. Fenton.

An American Cyclist Abroad.

My experience at Wolverhampton was singu-
lar enough to force it into my dreams the night
ensuing, and deserves a passing notice, as it has
affected my riding in England ever since. When
I rode past the soldiers' ground and into Wolver-
hampton it was growing dark. All the street
lamps had not yet been lighted, but I had not
gone far up the main street when I was told by
a bicyclist that the police would gobble me un-
less I dismounted from my 52-inch wheel. I

asked why, and was informed that the absence
of a lamp on my machine made me liable to the
penalty of a law that compels the carrying of
lamps at night. I said I had known such a law
existed in the large cities, but I couldn't believe
it applied to such a little place as Wolverhamp-
ton. Oh, yes, they said, the law extends all

over England, in the smallest hamlet as well as
the largest city, on the most deserted road as on
the most frequented street. I was also told that
I was doubly liable in that I had no bell or whis-
tle or horn for use during daylight. I kept on
riding up the main street til! another wheelman,
with evident solicitude for my welfare, warned
me to dismount. The fellow seemed to be so
honestly earnest that I got off, not wishing pre-
maturely to ornament the interior of a British
jail.

From that time on I have been kicking against
the inconsistency of the law, and for a very good
reason, too. It has a great deal to do with the
pleasure of your touring, for it is not pleasant to

know that you are continuallv violating a law.
I learned later on that the police do not arrest
you on the spot. They simply take your name
and addrcfis for a summons the next day. Most
of the English riders, judging from liic police
records, must be great travelers. They came
from Canada, South America, India, almost any
place, except the bailiwick of that policeman.
It rather disconcerts a policeman to be told that
his prisoner comes from New York. Hut the
English policeman is not opposed to the wheel
as his confrere in America is. This is another
good result ot the widespread use of the wheels.
I learned this first at Liverpool when I was rid-

ing in Sefton Park, the Central Park of that city.

The dealer from whom I hired my machine told

ine I could go wherever I wished in the park if

I followed the carriages. So I was bowling mer-
rily along the main drive behind a carriage when
a voice from under a helmet hat across the little

lake yelled ;

" Youcahn't ride there."
" All right," I answered, " I'll go back."
So I turned around and was riding back when

again the opening under the hat was vocal, and
across the waters floated the injunction to " get

off there, I say," which I promptly heeded. The
policeman came over to where I was, and we
entered into a conversation. I abused the au-
thorities for establishing such a law, and gave
the police a rap. To my surprise the man,
middle-aged, answered like this: "You're
quite right, sir. The only reason why the bicy-

cles are kept off is because they frighten the

horses of the aristocracy, confound 'em; I know
what it is. I rode a bicycle up to a year ago
myself."

Just then a tricycle went by. " There," said

the officer, "the aristocracy don't object to the

tricycle, because they say it doesn't frighten

their horses as much. Sensible fellows, these

lords. They can't see that there is one more
wheel to make the horse afraid." Again, stop-

ping a policeman to ask the way from Liverpool

to a country town, I was answered like this :

"Turn to your left, then to your right, go up a

long hill and you are on the road. I've ridden
it many a time on my machine." I wondered if

all the policemen of England were riders, and I

also wondered when a policeman at Park Row
would be able to direct a wheelman to the

Orange county road.

But no matter how well disposed the officers

mav be they must enforce the law and help
make your ride through their country unpleas-
ant. No person knows how unpleasant it is

until he has forced upon him the necessity of

carrying a lamp all day or of arriving at his

destination before dark. Often, when you have
spent too much time a't a certain ruin and your
objective point is at a great distance, you have
to spurt to get there before candle light. Let
one case suffice—the ride from Banbury to

Oxford—which I shall come to by and by. In
that instance I had to ride twenty-two miles in

less than two hours over a road I desired to see

very much.
After getting braced up on a cup of English

tea and a good chop, I enjoyed getting out my
road book and looking over the day's ride. It

was my first day's real experience with English
roads. The ride from Liverpool to Llangollen
was on a side road and hardly counted, but

to-day I had been on a general highway of

Great Britain. It was far ahead of anything I

had seen in the States, except in Ohio in the

vicinity of President Kirkpatrick's home, Spring-
field, and Union County. The English road is

wider by about a half than the Ohio roads and
the Alphabet road race course in Orange. It

was not as smooth as I expected to find it, being
a trifle bumpy, but I learned that the late spring,
which prevented the usual work being put in

upon it, was the cause of it. I have no doubt
that this is so, as it is not easy to understand
how people will let such beautiful roads be
spoiled by a few bumps when a little timely
work will keep them up. There are none of the
toll gates in England that afflict the only good
roads America has. Toll gates are an infliction.

One made me suffer more in ten seconds than I

ever suffered before or since, and my only won-
der is that I got through it without gray hair

It was over in Indiana, on the national turnpike,
near Richmond. I was a stranger to the coun-
try and was leading the party down a very
long, smooth, sleep hill. We were coasting like

rockets, brakes off, when we came round a turn
in the road. One of the fellows behind yelled :

" Look out ! they'll drop that bar at the toll gale
just ahead I" I was going so last I could hardly
see the road but I got a good view of the loll

gate and the big beam that hung over the road
like a Damocles sword. But there was no stop-
ping. Wt were going too fast for brakes and
there was nothing but to trust to luck. As I

drew up to it I thouglu I saw liie woman's wiiite

hand reach out to pull the string. The fiw sins

of my life came back so vividly that I jiave not
been able to forget them. 1 closed my eyes for

the shock but it never came, and I was still lloat-

ing down thai beautiful grade. Tka\ici,er.

[cON'llNUliD NEXT WEEK.]

ORDINARY vs. SAFETY.
EonoR The Whi-el:
Dear Sir—The article by "Tourist" in last

week's issue, concerning the relative merits of
safety and ordinary, contains a number of state-

ments that I entirely dissent from, and which I

cannot think are correct. I have long^been a
thorough believer in the ordinary, and am siill

one to-day, but a pretty fair trial ot the safely,

on all sorts of roads, convinces me that it equals
the ordinary in all points save two (and those
two points are not essentials), and possesses
many good features not found in the tall wheel.
The two points in which the ordinary appears

to be a trifle superior are these : There is a
somewhat greater sense of exhilaration, owing
to the higher position, increased bowling mo-
tion, and the action of a large wheel on the
road; but this certainly does not compensate
the chain adjusting, as in my machine it is so for

the largely increased security of the safely, with
less practice, and under more difficult conditions.
The other advantage of the ordinary is the

ability of good riders to remove both hands
from the steering bar for an indefinite time, for

many purposes, such as taking off or putting
on gloves in cold weather ; but one hand can
very easily be taken off the steering bar of a
safety, and that meets all common needs.
Moreover, many men who ride the ordinary
well in other respects never acquire the useful
accomplishment of riding " hands off."

The remark of "Tourist" that "all road
races are won on ordinaries," which -he thinks
makes it " a better road wheel," can apply only
to this country, where there has as yet been no
sort of a competition between safeties and or-

dinaries in road racing. In England the safely
wins about every time.

As to headers, of course they can happen
with any machine ; but to get one from a safety
requires an amount of recklessness that no one
would dream of trying when on an ordinary.
As to comfort, 1 think "Tourist" is wrong

again. I have been at least as comfortable
after an all-day run on a safety as on an ordin-
ary (I think rather more comfortable), and I have
always had my ordinaries perfectly adjusted to

my needs. There are as yet few safeties as
near perfection in their own class, as ordinaries
are in their own class. Perhaps "Tourist"
did not have a safety with proper fittings.

I by no means believe that all ordinaries are
to be displaced by safeties

; but I think that a
good many of the present older wheelmen will

lake the lower mount, and that very many
men, who never would take any other machine,
will become wheelmen by means of the safety.
I may possibly return to the ordinary for my
own use; but my trial of the safety has so
thoroughly convinced me of the sterling
merits of the machine that I want to correct
what Seems to be unfair criticism. I append
an extract Irom a recent number of Btcvcling
A'c'cvs on the subject :

"There has been a deal written and said
against the safety in comparison with the ordin-
ary. In my opmion, the only advantage the
ordinary has over the sateiy is in very heavy,
sticky roads, and that which so many of your
torrtspondenls keep cramming down our
throats, being able to look over the hedges. I

admit these two advantages, but these are the
only two. One of the advantages is not much
in its favor, as there is a very small percentage
of riders who go out riding when the roads are
inches thick with mud. 1 he other is a clear
victory. But the safely has a great many ad-
vantages, such as speed, hill-climbing, ease of
mounting and dismounting luggage carrying,
and gearing, to say noihing ol the advantage
in descending strange iiills. Some of your
correspondents have been particularly unfortu-
nate in the choice of machines, as they com-
plain of repairs, machine always being loose,

chain continually wanting adjusting, elc, and
have been glad to go back to the ortlinary Be
that as it may, 1 have l)een a ritler of the ordin-
ary for live years, previous to riding safety. I

have now ridden the safety for about two years,
and I have not paid a cent for repairs, nor I

don't feel the least inclined to go li.ick to the
orilinary. I have had little or ,.o trouble with
sinipic iliai I can do' it in u niinuie. 1 lind I

am two miles an hour faster on the safety than
on the oYdinary, and as most of my riding is

done at night, the safety is a clear advantage,
as I ride with greater conlidencc than 1 ever
felt on the ordinary." 5678.
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WHEELING.

TUNE— " IN CELLAR COOL.

in saddle timi I sin? with j*)/

While cycling at my leisure ;

No worldly care can then annoy
Mv nature's choicest pleasure

In rosy hue the wo'ld aopears.
And to ray way of teeline.

No mortal pleasure man reveres
Like wheeliiigr, wheeiinjj, wheeling.

In other breasts, while care and strife

The heart's best blood is winning.
At peace with all, content with life,

My wheel and I are spinning.
And when with full and cheerful song
Tne echoes deep I'm pealing,

I feel no pain, I know no wrong,
While wheeling, wheeling, wheeling.

This 'ile is short and, while I may,
I'll ward off grief and sorrow.

Enjoy the pleasures of to-day.
And care not for to morrow.

.\nd when at last within my own,
Grim Death his arm is linking.

My latest thought will surely roam
To wheeling, wheeling, wheeling.

— George Duncan, in Scottish Cyclist.

FIXTURES.

Jan. j8, 18S9.

Jan. 19, 18S9.—.\

Jan. 25, i88g.-

Jan. 26, iSSq -

Feb, I, 1889.-

Feb. I, 1889.-

Feb. 5, 1889.
Feb. 8. i88o.-

Feb. 9, 1889.

Feb. 15. 1880.-

Feb. 15, 188).

Feb. 18, 1889.
heb. 2S, 1889
Mar. I. 1889.

Mar. 5, 1889.-

Mar. 8, i88j.-

Mar. 14, 1889.-

.Mar. 16, 1889."

.Mar. 21, 1880.

Hudson County vs. New York, at Jersey
City.
A. U. Games at Madison Square Garden,
X. Y.City. Two-mile bicycle handicap
entrance fee. Si; close January 7, with
Otto Ruhl, 104 W. Fifty-fiflh Street,
\. V. City.

Albany Wheelmen's Indoor Tournament.
Harlem vs. Kings at Harlem.
Kings vs. New York, at New York.
Hudson County vs. Harlem, at Jersey City.
Kings County vs. New York, at Brooklyn.
Entertainment and Reception of Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at Le.xington Avenue
Opera House, New York City.

Harlem vs. Atalanta. at Harlem.
New York v=. Harlem, at New York.
-Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City.
National Assembly L. A. VV. Meet.
-Aialantavs. Kings, at Newark.
New York vs. Hudson County, at New

York.
Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.
Hudson County vs. Aialanta, at Jersey City
Atalanta vs. New York, at Newark.
Harlem vs. Hudson County, at Harlem
-Atalanta vs. Hudson County, at Newark.

RUBBER GOODS FOR WHEELMEN
AND ATHLETES.

The New York Belting and Packing Com-
pany, New York, manufacture a superior line

of vulcanized rubber goods especially adapted
j

to the wants of wheelmen and athletes, in the
way of bicycle tires, handles and pedal rubbers,
besides a large assortment of perforated and
corrugated rubber mats, matting and stair

treads, in various sizes, shapes and styles.

These latter goods, than which no better are
made, can be found in large numbers in manv
of our best known and most elegantly appointed
club houses. Neat, very durable and attractive,
they are at once the most economical and ser-

viceable article of the kind to-day on the
market. In fact with very little care these
goods will last a life time, being practically
indestructible. Their full value is more duly
appreciated when in use on wooden, stone or
iron stairways, corridors and passages exposed
to snow, ice, slush or rain, as in such instances
their employment not only prevents the wear-
ing out of the stairways and corridors covered,
but it is a safeguard against slipping, and con-
sequent danger to life and limb. "The rubber
bicycle tires, handles and pedal rubbers made
by the company for wheelmen's use, are attract-
ing considerable attention. They are made in

j

a superior manner of the best Para rubber, and I

are exceedingly durable and finely finished. I

The New York Belting and Packing Company
;

also manufacture a rubber soleing for tennis
and gymnasium shoes, which bids fair to out-
rival all other makes for this purpose It is

made in three colors, white, black and red, and
will stand an almost incredible amount of hard
usage before finally giving away. In conclu-
sion we would suggest to any of our readers
who may be in need of these specialties, ihst
they will find it profitable 10 write this popu-
lar firm for prices and catalogues. Address,
Mr. J. H. Cheever, Treasuier, 15 Park Row,
New York Citv.

Mr. Ira Perego is at Salt Lake City for the
benefit of his health.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without delay, our Or-

dinary and Safft\.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our AVheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to bu)' of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We. are using the best Skilled
j

Labor that can be employed.
!

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Rep.airs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced man}-

features nut found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will 1

be found to be less sensitive than an}^
:

other rear driver. ,It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

We are inaking wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Handi.f-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under ihe handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

stvle. I

I

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

1

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The RiM is an improvement on the
|

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that
|

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes
|

bored in the rim, thus making it very l

strong, and making it unnecessary to'

remove the tire when inserting new

.

spokes . .
I

-METHOD OK I'ASIl NI.Nii ^I'OKKm WHICH .VU.Ml'l S

OF REPAIRS WITHOIT RE.MOVING TIRE. NOTE

SOLID CORE LN Rt'BBER TIRE WHICH PREVE.NTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKE.NEO RtM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST

LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. THey

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel ma}- be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-streichable.

The leather tool bag is uiiderneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTDRIN& CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Bicycling News has commenced its fourteenth

year.

Mr. John A. Hicks, of Summit, N. J., is an
enthusiastic road improver.

Jersey City Wheelmen are talking of Doc
Johnson for the Chief Consulship of the State.

The Rudge Company rejoice because they
have sold a Bicyclette to the Marquis of Lothian.

Mr. Francis Collingwood, of Elizabeth, N. J.,

is an expert in road building, and a zealous

advocate of superior roads.

The St. George's Engineering Company make
a strong provision in their agents' contracts for

suppressing the evil of underselling.

There will be 160 exhibitors at the Stanley
Show. We find no American firms named on
the list as at present made up.

John A. Wells, of the Strong & Green Cycle
Company, of Philadelphia, sailed yesterday for

England and the Stanley Show.

In regard to the rumor that he was to leave

England for Boston, Jo. Pennell writes: *' Rumor
lied, as usual. Haven't gone ; ain't going."

Messrs. Swaddle & Co., the famous Scotch
" shell " builders, are fitting the sliding seats of

their boats with ball-bearings, as used in cycles

Sid Lee will exhibit at the Stanley Show a
safety with a rotary motion, no chains, and a
i2-inch throw with only a 6-inch turn for the

foot.

The Cambridge Bicycle Club gave its sixth

annual ball last evening at Union Hall, Cam-
bridgeport, Mass. There was a large attend-
ance.

Dan Albone, manufacturer of the Ivels,

writes of the lady's bicycle :
" I do not believe

that the fair sex will ever take seriously to the

narrow gauger."

Ed. Hodges, Joe Dean, Lou Peck, Ralph Ahl
and Henry W. Williams were among the Boston
Wheelmen present at the opening of the new
Athletic Club house.

N. F. Waters, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
intends to place copies of the Liberty Bill and
the law on the rights of cycles in all Long Island
hotels, that the farmers may know that wheel-
men have rights which they are bound to

respect.

Elsie Leslie, "Little Lord Fauntleroy," takes

an airing on her tricycle every morning at eleven
o'clock in Central Park. It is hoped that this

exercise will build up her body, and enable her
to stand the heavy mental strain to which she is

subjected.

The Acme Bowling Club will hold its first

reception at Assembly Hall, 294 and 296 West
ii6th Street, New York, on Tuesday evening,
January 22. Among the members of the club
are Mr. and Mrs. Newcome, of the Harlem
Wheelmen.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen held their sec-

ond annual stag party at the club house, on
South Main Street, Providence, R. I., Decem-
ber 31. At 11:45 eleven of the members fol-

lowed Captain Speirs over trying roads for three-

quarters of an hour.

The Seaside Enterprise, of Asbury Park, N. I.,

publishes an editorial about the road between
Ocean Beach and Asbury Park. The Enlerprise

asks the Township Committee to take this road
from the corporation which controls it, put it in

good repair and make it free to the public.

At a meeting of the Board of Trade, of Eliza-

beth, N. J., held January 15, the subject of im-
proved roads was discussed, and the following
resolution adopted :

Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the
chair to co-operate with a like committee appointed at a
public meeting- lately held at the Court House, in the mat-
ter of county roads, to adopt means for their improvement.

FAST WORK AT MELBOURNE.

The spring (?) meeting of the Melbourne Cycle
Club, held November 17, attracted 8.000 specta-

tors. The event of the day was the 2-mile bi-

cycle handicap. The first prize was of the value
of ;^200. Forty-five men started, R. Davis, South
Australia, winning from scratch ; time, 5m.
38 3-5S., which beats the previous Australian rec-

ord by some ten seconds.

The Wieel lately wanted to know why Webber
rides no more. We will oblige. The Vectis

man is at present on a trip round the world for

his health, never completely recovered from the

strains and twisting he received the day before
winning two sensational races at Munich. He
attempted to train this summer, but' found it im-

possible. That's what is the matter with one of

the best amateur sportsmen who ever crossed a
racing saddle, and we are sorry for it.— Wheeling.

At a New Year's meet of Scotch cyclists there

were rare goings on ; the feast of reason, the flow

of poetry, and the tidal wave of good spirits

being far better than ordinary. Speaking of

cycling for youngsters, one of the speakers
quoted the following :

" For makin' blood an' buildin' banes
There ne'er was siccan sport for weans.
It knits their muscles firm as stanes

An' teuch as brasses

—

Fills houses fu' o' bonnie boys
An' sonsie lasses."

Messrs. Singer & Co., American agents,
Boston, Mass., send us a large colored hanger
advertising their wheels. A number of cyclists

are shown on the road near the Coat-of-Arms
Bridge, in the vicinity of Coventry, England.
The wheels shown in the picture, all Singers, are

as follows : High grade boy's safety. Singer's
Four-in-Hand, manned by two ladies and two
gentlemen ; an ordinary bicycle, a straight-

steering tandem tricycle, a safety and a lady's

S. S. S. tricycle. The hanger is an ornament
and will be sent to bicycle dealers on application.

And now they—the paragraphists—have put
Amelie Rives on a lady's bicycle. We shall

have some new terms directly, and the cycling
dictionary will have to be enlarged. It is said

that she described her first header thuswise :

" I swong along at a swishing pace. Suddenly
I struck something, and squonked against the

gravelly road with a grewsome thwank, and I

perceived stars of the first magnitude, which
have never delighted the piercing eye of peer-
ing astronomer. I squoshed all over the road,
chipping its crisky, crinkly, wrinkly surface,

and scruflSng several patches of dainty epidermis.
My hands were scraped, my knees were scrabbed,
and the wheel and I were a hoggledy poggledy
puzzle."

The Australian Cortis Memorial.—The
New South Wales cyclists' memorial to Herbert
L. Cortis was recently unveiled at Bathurst
Cemetery. The memorial is a shaft of polished
granite, nine feet in height, and bearing the
following inscription: ''In memory of the
English bicyclist, Herbert Liddel Cortis, died at

Carcoar, N. S. W., December 28, 1885, aged 28.

Priintis iitlei pares and amateur champion of the
world. This stone is erected by the cyclists of

New South Wales." Truly the English and
Australian worlds have taken Cortis to their

hearts, and he is a revered and respected mem-
ory to them. He was a model for our "cham-
pions." The man was always uppermost, and
the cavils and boasts and egotisms so often

found in "cracks" were no part of this man's
make-up.

The Melrose Bicycle Club, of Melrose, Mass.,
took possession of its new rooms in Eastman's
Block, Main Street, last Friday evening. The
rooms are situated in the centre of the building,

i and leading up to them is a flight of broad
stairs. At the right is a spacious parlor, mag-
nificently furnished. The floor is of stained
maple and covered with a Persian rug. The
large open fire-place is finished with bronze and
has a tiled hearth. The mantel is of carved
cherry, and is surmounted by a large and
handsomely framed photograph of the original

members of the club. The large window is

artistically draped, and the walls are adorned
with fine oil paintings and select engravings.
The furniture is of antique oak and cherry, up-
holstered in oriental plush, and everything
blends in exquisite harmony. Opposite is the

billiard room with the usual accessories. The
rooms are lighted by electricity and heated by
steam. The feature of the evening was a dance
in which there were thirty or forty couples. The
ladies wore beautiful costumes. After the dance
a collation was served, and altogether there was
quite an enjoyable time.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 "Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 85 "

w

pOR SALE.—Special Star, 1888 pattern, hollow rims.
* spade handles, silent ratchets, etc.; used but little and
in first-class condition. Cheap. Address Star, P. O. Box
444, care Whebl. 1-25

ILL pay $25 for a fi-inch bicycle in fair condition to
ride. Address Lock Box 45, Bainbridge, N.Y. 1-25

pOR SALE.—Victor Light Roadster, 54-inch, 1888 model,
^ nearly new; first-class condition; King of the Road
lamp, etc. Cheap. Call or address A. S. Haviland, 436
Grand Avenue, Brooklyn. i-iS

DARGAIN—For sale, a 52-inch American Champion
'-^ bicycle; has been used but little and would pass for
new; co<;t $105. Will sell for $65. Address C. L. Rider.
Kirksville, Mo. 1-25

VX^ANTED.—A 54-inch second-hand Butcher or Lakin
'* hub Cyclometer. Slate price and condition ; must be
cheap. Address P. O. Box 68, Portsmouth, Va. i-)8

7OOK, Lititz, Pa., takes Cycles in payment for books.
'-' s'ationery, organs, pianos and miscellaneous goods.
List free. Rare bargains in second-hand Wheels. • 2-1

11 UINTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
^ ^ and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson, Stamford,
Conn.

DARGAINS.—48-inch Am. Star, $20; si-inch Am. Star,^ $20; 3g-inch New Rival, " new," §20; 52-inch Colum-
bia, balls, $40; No. I Springfield Roadster, $55; No. ;

Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled. §So ; 54-inch Expert
Columbia, balls, full nickeled, $80; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ;

51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, §75;
New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $iis. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H, M White, Trenton, N. T.

pUREKA HOME TRAINER AND BICYCLE STAND
'^ is adjustable for all kinds of Bicycles. Riders, agents,
schools and clubs should have them. Write for particulars.

M. A. Woodbury, Manufacturer, Bradford, Pa. 1-18

FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. C, P. O. Bo.t 444, New

York City.

T^-URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
' New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 e.ich. raken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We arc selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine olTcrcd (Ju.iranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bceston Humhcr Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto R;icers $50, were $140. Brand-new
JJecston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudgcs, Mails', Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $iot\ Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Crippcr Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Hecston Hum-
lier Tandems, from $65 to $i6o. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Slock of Reiwirs lor

all Beeston H umbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. 1.

KIMBALL'S
Are exquisite in style.

Are dainty, and carefully made.

Are extremely mild and delicate.

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard.

14 First Prize Medals.
PKKKL,ESS TOBACCO WORKS.

Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

^W3VC- S- K:iiyEB-A.LL cSc CO.
UOCHKSTRB, N. Y.
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Weldless Steel Tubes, HLLOTT'S STEEL PEIS
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

'FOTi circLES.j Official Tailors and Outfitters
Imported and kept in stock by '

.<<<^i\\ii\\i\^^^'.i.^:::::::^

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIN & CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Chib of Ber-

gen Point.
Vonkers B.C., and others

M.\NUK.\C1 URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and. Soft Rubber
Haudles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
1^~ "^^irit;© foar £>2r±c© Lis-b-

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

fILDWOOD'S HffAGAZINE.
AN

ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY i

OF
OUT-DOOR

RECREATION.

EDITED BY

••WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. PONDl

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABLEST AMERICAN SPORTING WRITERS.
Subscription, ^-i.ou per year: Speciiiu-n Co/>y. 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription /'rie—'Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i e., the loth, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th,

70th, 8otn, goth, loolh, etc ), will receive one year s subscrip-

tion /ree .' Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, New Kapiil, Chninpiou, Star

and other Bicvrles anil Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge excep for interest. Prices
from 88 np. Second-hand wheel?
taken in trade and bv-ught and sold.

Send for large lUustrateu catalog of

wheels and novelties in sundries with
31^ full particulars of our terms f easy
"interest to every actual or prospectivt

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tonrist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
HlllnrnI Al I II ' \Ar^ have the most complete Repair Shop in

y IIUUIILIII « UUi}i VV New England, devoted exclusively to

26 "West 23d Street,
i
f ''^'/V"t "^''t^kI'

Repairing, Brazing and
' Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

_l>j _tlj w JL V_^Jrt/_C5k_ V_.'J__l_ JL . notice and prices reasonable.

AGENTS FOR
;

GOROIULLY & JEFFERY'S
Auiericaii Champion Bicycle.

American Liglit Champion Bicycle
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challeug'e Tricycle
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 S:pi?±33.gf±©lca. K.oaca-s-b©3r
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

BENNETT &> HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SMITH'S iimuu mmi carrier.

Singer's Bicvcles, TricKks, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

J. o'consrn^Toi?-,

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
AH kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-
tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.
^-!5>^

wmi irnw ui SKATE mmmi
FOR ALL CYCLES.

I'.iU-iued October •, 1888. i

SUPERIOR TO TOBOGGAN, ROLLER
OR. ICE SIC^^TIJSrG--

GREAT SPEED AND PERFECT SAFETY
ON IIIL

OIIIO CYt;LE^UPPLY CO.,

New Knoxville, Ohio.

THE " BEST" WHISTLE.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. I'rice by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, «1.00. D scount to the trade.

c. H- snvLiTia:
249 Woodward Ave.iiie, Detroit, Mirh.

"VT^EIBB^S

Ai^D COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIIIITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC-

James A. Webb & Son. 168 Pearl St. , New York.

The Blllingij A Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

The most convenient, loudest and altogether "iiest"
(all on the Market. Mouthpiece so constructed that it can
easily be held by the lips. Price, 35 <'<-nlN.

WHITTEN &. CO., Providence, R. I.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by alV Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisb«ck Etecfrofype Company,
NOS. 24 & 26 YAMDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TORK.

Stereotyping at short notic^;. Hinf"er's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

HEWYOEK BELTING* PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
liruiicli House, Chicago: W. D Allen & Co., 151 Lake s .

E.&l^.T. Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satcliel Detec-
tive, Sclimid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and. Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amatevir Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine,

^^ More than Forty Ytan
Establiihtd in this lint

0/ bvtituss.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Baclcache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestion^., Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

conti'^ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

A-ISTSL I'OH. TUDB
iiiiiiiiiiiik;tmiiiiimiiKiiiS355aWekcK

PERFUittBS AND TAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

^y C EARL & WILSON'S.

; \ MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANOeUFFS
^IV '-

- "ARE THE best:- ;r,
\S''/^ FOR SALE EVERYVyHERE/

jyilNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Week commencing January 21.

DANIEL E. BANDMANN
^( AUSTERLITZ."

Sportiiii Goois,

LOWEST PEIOES

12 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite tJ. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
,

direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those lemote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not one till patent is secured.
A book, "How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

tncea to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COr
Opposite Patent OfBce, Washington, D. C.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.
Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & QEUNAUEE,

Ctistom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

%mmm.
.KM]\[i^§-

, Nassads^

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
Wteels Stored diirlng tlie Winter at Reduced Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PI.ACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
Telephone 125 South. Prospect Park: Plaza, Brooklyn.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar,

t^

€/>

ADAMS i SOfS TDTTIIBDTTI CHEffINC SlIM
ficreases the .low of siiliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst..

PUKE. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVOKS.
Sla.o-va.la. Td© oaa. sa.le ati all "^/"la.eelixi.eix's Hoo^iq -va.a>x"tex*a.
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FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN.

A HEW COLUMBIA

LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.
PRICE, with ''Double Grip" Ball Pedals, $135.

Tangent Spokes, Cold-Drawn Seamless-Steel Hollow Felloes, Columbia

Tubular Steel Frame with anti-^^'^rating Spring Fork, Ball-Bearings all

around, Ball-Bearing Socket Steering-Head, One-Piece Hollow Handle-

Bar, Improved Ewart Chain. Readily adjustable, in every essential

particular, to meet the requirements of any rider.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO,

Hkbss of F. V. Stkau&s, 120-136 Walkxii St., Nkw Yobk
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1889

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion:

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boys, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

The American Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Coiii|>re]ieiisiv4' HO-inise Catalogue will bo ready for mailing- February l.st.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company,
222-228 nST. IFI^.i^lsriCLIIlNr STI^EEIT .

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.

— OUR
188Q O^A^T^A^XjOG-TJE

Will be issued on March i, and will include all the latest

for the coming season. Send your name and address, and a copy will be mailed free.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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REPAIRS!
On or about February loth, 1889, we shall be in

readiness at

No. 4 East 60th Street, New York,
Near 5th Avenue entrance to Central Park,

to fill promptly all orders for Repair Work to Bicycles

and Tricycles of whatever description. Our shop will

be fitted complete with all the necessary Tools, Forge,

Lathe, etc , and our workmen will be competent.

!
F

!

A full line of Wheels for Renting purposes will be

kept constantly on hand.

NBAAT YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No. 8 WABREN STREET. No. 4: EAST 60th STREET.

^<^^ Uptown Agents for

%^.
. A. Ij. k ./

^^

^^^
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THE
EAGLE BICYCLE

THE WHEEL OF '89.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED IN ETEEY TOWN AND CITY IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE EAGLE.

/s now ready for the

market.

In workmanship,

finish and quality of

material it is un-

equaled.

W h e r e V e r the

"Eagle" has been

exhibited it has been

received with enthu-

siasm.

It combines all the

advantages of the

"Ordinary" with many

qualities of a "Safety.

It is second to none

in speed, either on

track or road. It is

a good hi/I climber, and

under perfect control

in coasting.

AGENCIES.

All applications for

agencies will now

receive immediate at-

tention.

Ifyou deal in bicycles,

or if you are a good

rider, capable of show-

ing up the advantages

of an excellent wheel,

apply at once for the

agency for your lo-

cality. We want live,

active men who will be

awake to our interests

and their own.

In applying address

the Stamford office,

iiPH' and state the probable

number of bicycles at

present in use in your

town or county.

A Practical Rear-Driven Safelj witlioiit Sprocket Cliains, Levers, Clnlclies, or extra friction of any M,

SIMPLE, DIRECT CRANK MOTION.

THE LIGHTEST RUNNING WHEEL IN AMERICA.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONNXZCTICITT.
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Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class ratc-

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-
tend its influence in the cause which it so faith-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

City, County and / ,

State of New York, f
^ '

HENRY P. JOYCE, being duly sworn, says :

"I am engaged as foreman of press-rooms for

F. V. Strauss, printer, of No. 120 Walker
Street. New York City, who is employed by
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review, and
said F. V. Strauss is printing the regular edition
of the said journal (5,000 copies) for F. P. Prial,

editor and proprietor."

H. P. Joyce.
Sworn to, before me, this 25th
day of January, 1889.

John Hoyer, Notary Public,
N. Y. Co., 210.

[seal.]

Henry Lindenmrvr, Paper Warehouse,
}

15 AND I7BeekmanStriet. f

New York, January 24, 1889.

Mr. F. p. Phial,

23 Park Row, City :

Dear Sir— I have this day delivered to Mr.
F. V. Strauss, 120 Walker Street, ten reams of
paper to be used in the publication of The
Whekl and Cycling Trade Review.

Yours respectfully,

Henry Linden meyr.
B.

THE ETHICS OF BIG CIRCULA-
TIONS.

Since we commenced publishing, December I,

1886, we have built up our paper, not by at-

tempting to pulldown contemporary, cycling

journals, but by incessant effort, by a never-
ending struggle to increase our literary and our
advertising strength. We formed an ideal of

what a cycling paper should be, all limitations

considered, and we worked to take a few steps
toward that ideal. We //lii/J: we have suc-

ceeded
; a number of people, among them a

few who should know, endorse this opinion.
At all events, we -look with some pride, un-

reasonable and unwarranted, perhaps, over the
paper we have produced for the past two years.

We have scoured all the great cycling centres
for news

; we have reproduced every new in-

vention in the manufacturing world worthy of
any allcnlioti

; we have often been /irs/ with

new designs and the history of importantevents.

We have published the useless and the useful
;

anything from the latest rumors of "Oil-can

Johnny's " ongoings to the history of a great

swindle or a great race meet. Any suggestions

to new riders, to racing men and tourists ; any

hints on the selection or care of a wheel that we
have been able to find, and we have drawn
from many sources, have found a permanent

resting-place in these columns. We can truth-

fully point to our paper as an invaluable cyclo-

paedia of facts and a truthful record of cycling

history. Editorially we have accomplished

something. We felt the responsibility that

rested on us ; we endeavored, according to our

light, to be fair and at all times truthful and

sincere. We have tried to be with or even

ahead of the times, and have grappled with

every important question that has come up, to

the best of our ability and always with a view

to nurture the sport of which our paper is at

least an important, if not the most important,

representative.

At this, the commencement of our third sea-

son, with the resources of cycling broadened

and broadening, we conceive it to be an excel-

lent time to thank those who have supported

our paper for favors done, and to ask for and

to point out our reasons for soliciting a continu-

ance of those favors.

The lot of the cycling publisher has been a

hard one, and at this time, when our esteemed

Boston contemporary kicks up its heels and

flaunts its " big circulation " in the faces of its

contemporaries, it is well to look over the field

and see just what has been accomplished. Of

the minor failures it is unnecessary to speak

—

the list is too long; the details of sickening in-

fancy and early demise, saddening. It is only

necessary to state, with all the confidence that

abundant proof can be furnished to back the

assertion, that no cycling paper has ever been a

success except the one with which we have the

honor to be connected

—

The Wheel. T/ie

Bicycling Wo?'Id, Cycling Record, The Cycle, Recrea-

tion, The Cyclist and Athlete, The Bulletin—2\\

these have been financial failures.

The attention of the cycling world is brought to

this fact in chastisement of the ridiculous parox-

ysm of self-gratulation in which our Boston

neighbor is indulging himself. We at once

grant the 13,250 circulation claimed by the

Wojld, but in this burst of hilarity it must not

be forgotten that the World, notwithstanding the

fact that it was without serious opposition for

eight years, never had any circulation worth

speaking of. It was public property that previous

to its assumption of the official organship of the

League its circulation was but 1,200, and that it

was always a financial burden on the gentleman

who has so generously and so patiently carried it.

Admitting the fact of its circulation, gift

enterprise though it be, there is no reason why
it should assume that its rivals might as well

shut up shop. It mails 13,250 copies every

week. Running at a financial loss, it is dollars

to cents that not a single paper is printed

beyond what is necessary to supply the League

membership. Thus the World reaches these

same 13,250 people every week, and we readily

grant that perhaps one-half of the recipients

read it.

On the other hand, take our modest 5,000, of

which we readily admit that over 1,000 copies

are distributed among ueiv people. The advan-

tage of this will readily be seen. Take the city

of Worcester, Mass., where there are perhaps a

doten League members. The much respected

firm of Lincoln Holland ^' Co., resident ui

Worcester, have sent us a list of 321 names o'

cyclists, who from time to time receive copies of

The Wheel ; of these perhaps a score receive

copies of the World. From Pittsburg the Banker

Brothers, well-known cycle dealers, have sent

us a list of 1,075 names, including Philadelphia,

Pittsburg and vicinity, of whom perhaps 300

are League members. In Louisville we have

no names; in New York, Brooklyn and neigh-

boring clubs we have 2,260 names, and 1,600

names of unattached wheelmen, of whom but a

small proportion are League members. From
an embarrassment of riches we select a few

of our more important lists, which will be

found to total up more than the World's throw-

away circulation :

Philadelphia and Pittsburg 1,075

Wilmington, Del 70

Washington 314

Reno, Nevada 22

Worcester. Mass., and vicinity 321

Louisville, Ky no
Ohio, applicati )ns for samples no
New Orleans 55

New York State, excluding N. Y. City 2,400

Windsor, Nova Scotia 30

Clubs, New York and vicinity 2,260

Unattached, New York and Brooklyn 1,600

Lady cyclists 255

Detroit 60

List of bicycle agents 700

List supplied by A. G. Spalding .& Bros.. 500

Scattering , 3,500

Total 13,382

We are content to leave the enemy its miser-

able 13,250 ; the 60,000 estimated wheelmen in

the country are fair game for us, and few of

them will escape having one or two Wheels
sent to them during the season.

WE deeply regret to announce that Mr.

George R. Bidwell, Chief Consul of New
York State, has determined to at once withdraw

from all League work and devote himself ex-

clusively to the extension of his business. Mr.

Bidwell has been some time reaching this con-

clusion, but it was not until Saturday last he

announced his determination to give up League

work. Mr. Bidwell .writes that no amount of

persuasion will induce him to reconsider his

action, so that we may consider his decision as

final.

Mr. Bidwell is perhaps as well known as any

cyclist in this country. He came originally

from Buffalo, several years ago, and was em-

ployed as business manager by Mr. E. I. Hors-

man. During his connection with that firm he

resided in Brooklyn, and was identified with

the Kings County Wheelmen, of which club,

we believe, he was at one time captain.

Upon starting in the bicycle business, at 4 East

Sixtieth Street, Mr. Bidwell joined the Citizens'

Club and became prominent in all important

moves of that club. When the "Cits "moved

into Sixtieth Street Mr. Bidwell moved into

their club house, at 313 West Fifty-eighth Street,

where he has established a cycling depot which

will compare favorably with any in this country.

Since Mr. Bidwell was elected to the Chief

Consulship of this State he has devoted all his

energies to the upbuilding of the Division, until

it now has the largest State membership in the

League, and its proportion of renewals has

been larger than that of any other Slate. This

progress was only accomplished by arduous

efforts and unceasing missionary work. .\s the

Division grew, and as its Chief Consul became a

power not only in the State but in the" League,

he developed a diplomacy, a broad grasp 01

things, a facility for public, speech, which were

dormant when he first became known in cycling

circles. U is safe to say that he wields more
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influence than any President of the League ever

has; in fact, without his influence, no candidate

for the presidency of the League could hope for

success.

Mr. Bidwell has a peculiar personality and

does not make friends readily, possibly having

learned how few men are worthy of true friend-

ship; but those who know him intimately will

not refuse him credit for shrewdness, executive

ability and sterling business qualities. We
trust that before his resignation takes effect

circumstances at present unforeseen will permit

him to continue as the leader of the Empire

State. Meanwhile, we regret the possible loss

of his valuable services to the cause of cycling.

GEORGE R. BIDWELL TO RESIGN

ALL LEAGUE WORK.

A WHEELMAN who has given some time and

attention to the development of cycling for

ladies writes as follows :
" I am glad to see

some ladies' articles appear in your paper occa-

sionally, and think that Miss Kirkwood's paper,
j

which appeared in last week's Wheel very

pleasing. I wish you could induce more ladies

to write, for I think it makes the paper better

What do you think of forming a ladies' division

of the League ? How would the ^ Ladies'

Cycling League' do? Such an association

might be the means of inducing more ladies to

ride."

We print our correspondent's suggestion, yet

we are not quite certain that such a League

would be either practical or valuable. The real

work which the L. A. W. has accomplished and

any work which it may accomplish will benefit

lady as well as gentleman cyclists. The forma-

tion of a ladies' League would undoubtedly

attract the attention of many ladies to the sport,

but the preliminary work of organization and exe-

cution might be a difficulty. Perhaps the present

League of American Wheelmen may form a

branch League of American Wheelwomen.

AN organized effort was made last Monday
evening by seven New York society men to

introduce knee-pants, instead of the regulation

full-grown trousers, as part of a gentleman's

evening dress. Their experiment will be fol-

lowed with interest. As sport grows in this

country knee-pants will grow into favor, but

whether they will ever become popular through

organized reform is an open question.

THE Board of Aldermen of New York City will

introduce a bill at Albany asking for an ex-

penditure of two million dollars on the city

roads and streets. If some of this money is not

put into macadart^ and asphalt it will be the

fault of the cyclists. Every cyclist who can put

his thoughts into good English should deluge

the honorable Board with recommendations for

proper pavements, directly the bill is passed.

RACING AT MELBOURNE.

The second day of the Melbourne meet was
held Saturday, November 24. The attendance
was enormous.
The half-mile scratch race was won by C.

Barlow, of Tasmania ; time, im. 20 3-5s. The
5-mile bicycling championship was won by R.
Davis, South Australia ; time, 15m. 8 4-55 ; J. E.
F'enlon, England, second; last mile, 2m. 48s.;
last lap, 38 4-5S. The 2-mile bracelet race was
won by F. H. Shacklefoid, 150 yards start, in

5m. 40s.

PROFESSIONAL RACING AT OMAHA.

New York. January 19, 1889.

Mr. F. p. Pkiai.,

Editor of The Wheel :

Dear Sir—Will you kindly say in your next
issue, as briefly as possible, that it is my inten-

tion to withdraw from all League work, and that
my resignation will be handed to the new Presi-

dent? This may hardly seem in keeping with
what I have just written you in regard to our
Road Bill, but I will say in explanation that

Mr. Bull will, by provision in our by-laws,
assume my duties until next September, doing
all routine work, while Mr. Potter will look
after the Road Bill. I am forced to lake this

step, and have fully made up my mind to with-
draw, in order that I may devote my time ex-
clusively to my business. No amountof pressure
will make me change my determination. I do
not know that there will be any, but merely
wish to emphasize my decision. I anticipate my
resignation publicly, as it must be embarrass-
ing to resign to the new executive without
intimation in advance, especially as there are
two strong candidates, and we may expect an
even division, and I may possibly be identified

with the losing side. On this account I think I

should make my intentions known before the
contest.

Yours truly,

G. R. Bidwell.

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
MEETING.

The Q>m&\\a. Rfpuhlitan informs us that "amid
wild shouts" Knapp won a six-day race, which
terminated January 13, his score being 711
miles. The following distinguished company
scored as follows: Unknown, 710; Aslinger.
684; Morgan, C69; Dingley, 526; Armaindo,
370; Eck. 343. The unknown is a soldier, who
is reputed as possessing great form.

or tricycles and not to other carriages, as mentioned in
Section I of this act.

Section 3 Nothing in this act shall be ,so construed as to
prevent the passage of any regula'ion, ordinance or rule
regulatine the use of bicycles or tricycles in highways,
streets, driveways, parkways and public places in such
manner as to limit and determine the proper rate of sreed
at which said vehicles may be propelled, nor to require,
direct or prohibit the use of bells, lamps and other
appurtenances, nor to prohibit to any vehicle the use of
that part of the street, highway or parkway commonly
known as the lootpath or sidewalk.

President Kirkpatrick has issued the following
notice :

"The annual meeting of the National Assembly
of the League of American Wheelmen will be
held on Monday, February 18, 1S89, at the Grand
Union Hotel, New York City, convening
promptly at ten o'clock a. nl In view of the
fact that by-laws are to be adopted for the
national organization, it may be advisable to

continue the meeting over two days. At these
meetings any member of the board may be rep-
resented by proxy, provided that the person
holding the proxy shall be a member of the
board, and that no person shall be proxy for

more than three members, unless he be a Chief
Consul, when he may hold proxies for six mem-
bers. Provided, however, that no officer shall

be proxy for another and vote in his stead, un-
less he be designated by naine in the handwrit-
ing of the officer signing the proxy, and, further,
no officer holding a proxy shall be empowered
to transfer the same to any other officer under
any circumstances. The following gentlemen
are hereby appointed a committee on creden-
tials : Chairman, W. H. Emery, 1177 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass.; W. S. Bull, i6 West
Eagle Street, Buffalo, N. Y., and J. J. Van Nort,
Scranton, Pa. Proxies may be mailed to the
chairman, care the Grand Union Hotel. New
York, four days previous to the meeting, and
members having proxies should, immediately
on arrival at the hotel, report to the committee.
We now have but one business meeting a year,
and it is hoped all the persons who are members
of the Assembly will be personally present at the
meeting, with arrangements made to remain
until all the business is properly and carefully
done."

PENNSYLVANIA'S "LIBERTY BILL."

THE ATHLETIC UNION GAMES.

The Hon. W. H. Keyser has introduced the
following bill into the Pennsylvania Legislature.
The bill defines the rights of cyclists on the
same lines as the New York State Liberty Bill.

Section i. That bicycler, tricycles and all vehicles pro-
pelled by hand or foot, and all persons by whom bicycles,
tricycles and such other vehicles are used, ridden or pro-
pelled upon the public highways of this Slate, shall be
entitled to the same richts, and subject to the same
restrictions in the use thereof, as are prescribed by law in

the cases of persons usinf{ carriages drawn by horses.
Section 2. The Commissioners or other authorities hav-

ing charge or control of any public street, highway, park-
way, driveway or public place in this State shall iiave no
power or authority to pass, enforce or m;'intain any ordin-
ance, rule or regulation by which any person using a
bicycle or tricycle shall be excluded or pn>liibited from the
free use of any public highway, street, avenue, road,
driveway, parkway or public place at any time when the
same is open to the free use of persons having and using
other carriages, as hereinbefore n.uned. nor shall such
Commissioners or other oersons pass, enforce or maintain
any ordinance, rule or regulation relating only to bicycles

The A. A. U. winter games, held at Madison
Square Garden last Saturday, marked a red-
letter day in American amateur athletics. The
games were the most expensive ever given in

this country, the entry list the largest ever
known, the prizes costly. The Garden was
heated, and the centre bedded with soft turf.

The track was widened and put in as good con-
dition as a " garden path " can be put. All the
afternoon and until late at night athletics were
in full swing. There were broad jumpers, high
jumpers, weight putters, hurdles, walkers—in

fact, every form of male muscularity, and they
kept the Garden lively and the spectators at a
high pitch of excitement.
The 2-mile bicycle race furnished some good

sport. Coningsby and Borland each won
their heats easily, and the race was looked upon
as a gift for the latter. The trial heats were run
in the afternoon, and neither run under eight
minutes. During the supper hour the path was
rolled smooth, and the men rode much faster.

The finish was as follows : W. G. Class, Brook-
lyn B. C, 140 yards, I, time 7m. 31s.; E. A.
Powers, Riverside Wheelmen, 140 yards, 2; J.

F. Borland, Brooklyn B. C, 130 yards, 3; W. F.

Murphy, K. C. W., 100 yards, o; Fred Conings-
by, Brooklyn B. C, 130 yards, o. Among the

other starters were A. A. Zimmerman, 1 eehold
Cyclers, 130 yards; A. F. Camacho, S. I. A. C,
120 yards; J. W. Schoefer, B. B. C, 60 yards; W.
E. Crist, Washington, D. C, scratch; P. S.

Brown, Washington, D. C. 50 yards; J. H.
Hanson, N. Y. B. C, 100 yards; F. G. Brown,
K. C. W., 60 yards; F. N. Burgess, Rutherford
Wheelmen, 120 yards; S. Wallis Merrihew, Wil-
mington, 20 yards; B. F. McDaniel, Wilming-
ton, 35 yards; N. F. Waters, B. B. C, 100 yards;
H. Draper. Philadelphia, no yards.

K. C. W. ENTERTAIN B. B. C.

On Wednesday night last a "stag" reception

was tendered to the Brooklyn Bicycle Club by
the Kings County Wheelmen, at the latter's par-

lors. The entertainment commenced at 8:30,

when seventy members of the B. B. C. an-
nounced their arrival by shouting their club
cry. While the entertainment was in progress,
two scrub teams of five men each were selected

to bowl a match game of tenpins. Great enthu-
siasm prevailed during the game, which was
very close throughout, being finally won by 19S

pins by the K. C. W.
After the game all present adjourned to the

parlor, where the following programme was
rendered: Piano Solo, bv Mr. Hartman, K. C.

W.; Black Burlesque, Mr. W. P. Knight;
Guitar Harmonica Solo. Mr. Lou. Umber ;

Recitation, Mr. Luber ; Burlesques, Mr. W. P.

Knight ; Banjo Songs, Mr. Lou. Umber. Mr.
Sam. Torrey, B. B. C, sang a topical song, en-
titled "What's the Matter with That?" and re-

cited " Mary's Little Lamb." Mr. Spellman ren-

dered the pathetic recitation, " Somebody's
Mother." Mr. Bert Cole sang about a " Prodi-
gal Son," and Mr. Marion told a story on the

Marshall P. Wilder plan. Mr. Fox, 01 the B.

B. C, and Captain Spellman were called upon,
and made a few happy remarks, as also Messrs.
Smith, Bridgman and Austin, of the K. C. W.
After the rendition of the foregoing programme
a collation was served. At the close of the

evening all were unanimous in declaring that

they had had a very enjoyable time.

Billy O'Brien, who successfully managed a

couple of six-day-go-as-you-please tournaments
at Madison Square Garden, has made arrange-
ments to hold a female bicycle race there, com-
mencing on Monday afternoon, February 11.

The contestants will include some of the best

lady riders in the country, and they will be
required to race for eight hours daily— from three

o'clock till si-\ in the afternoon, and from eight

p. M. till one A. M.
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From Cycling Centres.

TROY NOTES.

The Trojan Wheelmen have moved again,

and this time into rooms (over the Troy City
Bank) more appropriate for a social than a wheel
club. The old rooms in the Fulton Market
Building were not very convenient for wheels,
but more so than the new ones. I understand
that last year this club had but three riders,

which is three more than it is likely to have
this year. A few years ago there were some
eighty active members on the roll, but these
have either gradually dropped out or have
given up riding. One cause of this is the
scarcity of good smooth pavements, particularly

on the main streets leading out of the city. Now
that the centennial enthusiasm is still aflame it

is an excellent time for influential and live

wheelmen to push the matter of better pave-
ments for pleasure riding. I send a marked
copy of the Troy Telegram, a bright and enter-

prising paper, which contains items upon the
subject so vital to the interests of our local

wheelmen. Why doesn't the Troy Bicycle Club
—the only active club we now have—take ad-
vantage of the present movement by appointing
a committee to persistently urge the laying of

pavements similar to those of Buffalo and some
other cities ? I think the Telegram would be a
good medium through which to ventilate the

subject, its editors being men keenly alive to

every local interest.

There seems to be a little trouble in the
T. B. C, as indicated by the enclosed clipping,

which it is hoped will come to nothing serious:

Thirty members of the Troy Bicycle Club
were present at the last monthly meeting of

that organization. Captain Fred/H. Norris pre-
sented his resignation and itvwas accepted, as
was also that of A F. Edmans, lieutenant. The
following resignations were sent in, read and
accepted : F. W. Pombo, J. R. Knowlson, E. L.

Cridge, E. Ogden Ross, George A. Hodge,
M. H. Myers and William D. Little. A com-
mittee of five members to act with the five trus-

tees was appointed by Vice-President Hislop to

revise the constitution and by-laws, and report
at the next meeting. Two committees of ten
members each were named to prepare the
tickets to be balloted for at the club's annual
election in March. A committee of five will

prepare an entertainment to be given during
February. F. A. Converse will have charge of

the affair. James F. Van Keuren was appointed
to act as recording secretary in place of W. D.
Little until election.— Telegram.

It seems a pity that there is no avenue
between the cities of Troy and Albany over
which a light wagon or a wheel can be driven
with comfort or pleasure. If a move could be
made to have smoother paving from Troy to

the Boulevard, via West Troy, laid so as to con-
nect with that avenue, it would be a great ben-
efit to the wheelmen of both cities. Here is

work for the clubs of both Troy and Albany.

Speaking of the Albany wheelmen makes me
think that " Toiler " is " way off " in his Albany
notes when he says he went to Buffalo with the
writer of these notes. Try again and give us
some more notes from Albany.

The Wheel is doing a good work in pushing
. the matter of better roads, and I hope you will

keep at it, Mr. Editor.

Wishing you a " Happy New Year," I am
still Ornh Qua.— *-*-^

WASHINGTON.

The Capital Club's annual banquet will be
held at their club house on January 31. A thor-

oughly good time is expected.

Mr. George R. Ide resigned on Monday, Jan-
uary 12, from the Presidency of the Washington
Cycle Club. On the following Monday night

Mr. George S. Atwatcr appeared at the club

meeting and was elected President.

Mr. E. F. Rosenberg has resigned from the
Cycle Club.

Dr. F. M. Seebold recently got entangled in a
melange of bicycle and horses' lu-cls. The doc-
tor and horse were both badly injured.

Cap.

WILMINGTON. READING.

The Wilmington Wheel Club gave an enjoy-
able reception and dance to their lady friends on
Wednesday evening, January 16. It was a
fu 1-dress affair and about fort)' couples were
present.

The much promised Pennsylvania-New Jer-
sey-Maryland-Delaware road book is now defin-

itely promised to make its appearance in March
next, and wheelmen are consequently elated.

Thirteen members of the Wilmington Wheel
Club have reported their mileage for the past
year, which shows a total mileage of 34,995, or
an average of 2,692 miles for each rider. In-

dividual mileages are as follows • B. F. Mc-
Daniel, 6,001 miles; F. M. Dampman, 4,000;
Clarence A. Elliott, 3 765; Victor R. Pyle, 3,700;
S. Wallis Merrihew, 3,675; Clarence W. Pyle,

2,700; Albert Jefferis, 2,000; J. D. Kurtz, Jr.,

1,504; A. C. Philips, 1,500; Charles S. Wilson,
1,300 ; Raymond Keables, 1,300; Frank Slot-

hower, 1,100.

B. Frank McDaniel, the well-known lOO-mile
road racer of this city, has associated himself
with A. L. Phillips, of Pottsville, Pa., and
Henry Crowther, of Philadelphia, whose pen
name, "Ariel," is well known to readers of

bicycle papers. This trio will compose a new
firm which will be the agents in Philadelphia
and vicinity for the Overman Wheel Company,
and they expect to open a store for the sale of
bicycles and bicycle sundries. Mr. McDaniel
will retain his residence here and will probably
be seen on the road next season.

Delaware.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Cycling matters have quieted down a" little

since the Bay City Wheelmen's tournament.
The two last Sundays have been very fine, and
the park was alive with wheelmen. The days
were warm, and the roads hard and springy

;

no need of the clamps for snow or ice riding

—

such as Eastern riders use.

On Saturday night the San Francisco Bicycle
Club had its annual banquet. Many of its mem-
bers could not afford to pay $5.50 for a ticket,

so they had to stay avvay. They could undoubt-
edly have had just as good a time at a fifty-cent

dinner, and the $5 spread over the riding season
would give many times more value, and be of

more benefit to the club. It is rumored that two
of its best members are going to resign and join

another club, where they can find riders, and not
a lot of old fogies who have nothing to point to

but the tradition that they belong to the second
oldest club in the United States—a very slender
thread by which to hold young men together
these times.

The Bay City Wheelmen have their second
"ladies' night" on Friday evening, the 25th
inst., and will give their third fancy dress
carnival "On Wheels" on February 12. If

Maltby, who intends leaving here during the

latter part of February for Australia, should be
here on the 12th the club will probably endeavor
to secure his services.

The California Racing Board has established
the following championships for i8Sg: i, 2, 5,

10 miles, open to every type of bicycle, and I and
5 miles for Rover-type safeties. The value of
the championship medals was placed at .$35 per
set of two. It was also decided to establish a
time standard, the rider beating such standard
to receive a time medal, valued at $5. The
standards set were i mile, 2m. 55s. ; 2 miles, 6m.

;

5 miles, 15m. 50S.; 10 miles, 32m. 30s. For the
safety races, I mile, 3m.; 5 miles, i6n). 30s.

These times may seem slow, but they are for

persons using road wheels, and all our tracks
are not fast. The new track is now open for

training and practice, at the small charge of

fifty cents per month.

Los Angeles has already commenced to work
for the League meet, and from present indica-

tions will get it. For the past three years the
meet has been hold near San Francisco, antl it

seems but just for the southern part of the Suite
to have a turn now.

California.
San Francisco, January 16, 1889.

.»••

Ciiief Consul George A. Jessup, of Scrantoii,
Pa,, was in t<iwi) on Thursilay on a Hying visit.

Our riding season is still open, we still con-
tinue to have beautiful weather and roads, the
like of which was never seen before. It really
looks as though we were to ride right on into
spring, without having to put our wheels away
for a single week.

Our only agent here has booked more orders
for new machines than one would suppose, or
think possible, and our ranks will be strength-
ened by some 200 or more riders this coming
season, if one may judge by inquiries and
orders now in. The Star of course is the favor-
ite, although the Columbia is getting a good
hold with their safety. Most of the Star riders
remain Star riders, but unless the H. B Smith
Co. put a good safety, that is on the style of

the other rear drivers, into this section, their

sales are going to be light, for new riders are
all gone wild on safety wheels. The agent here
promises a Star safety, but can give no particu-
lars.

The Athlete voices our sentiments exactly
when it says: "We place no reliance on the

retirement of Wilhelm and Dampman from the
track, and from a report of an interview with
Wilhelm, he says ' It's hard to stop, and when
the season opens I guess I'll have to fall in

again.'
"

The Division Meet is still being agitated,

although nothing definite has been done. But
it is talked over and sifted thoroughly, and
committees no doubt will soon be appointed to

bring things into shape.

The new club house is now the all important
topic. The pool table put in the room some
two months ago has already paid for itself, as

cues are only one cent a game. It's simply
wonderful !

Hickok, of the Pope Mfg Co., has been here
looking up the business of this firm. He's a

jolly old chap, and seems to be well liked.

Mr. E. Little, of the Century Wheelmen, Phila-

delphia, also paid us a visit and speaks glow-
ingly of his club and the bright prospects
ahead.

$10,000—This is pretty big money, but this

amount was actually collected here in two days
for the victims of the late cyclone. This speaks
well for our citizens, and you can form some
idea what our meet will be like. So all you of

the wheel fraternity make up your minds now.
Say " I'll be there," stick to it, and the only
thing you will regret will be the short time it

lasts.

Thursday night our Spring township mem-
bers invited the club to a supper. About
twenty accepted the invitation, and it was well

on toward the wee small hours of the morning
when we all started for our respective homes.
Our Cumrue brother during the evening showed
to good advantage, when he made his flying

leap, as he thought, to eternity, but landed
instead on poor Frank's lame leg, that he has
been nursing for the last year. Well, for an
hour or so the air was quite blue !

"Senator," "Schwint" and "Butch," the

three well-known commercial men, will shortly

take the road in the interest of the Electric

Cycle Co. They intend building a new safety,

in which speed will predominate. Ha ! Ha !

Good joke ! As " Butch " has a large experience
selling cigars, the "Senator" on books and
blind baggage car riding, and "Schwint"
chock full of "gall," the sales should be very

large.

Who's Vortex ? This is all the cry of a

Monday evening when The Wheel conies to

the rooms. All the members have been blamed
more or less, but Willielm more tlian the rest;

poor boy, it's funny how they do pick on some
peopl'-. Keep it up, boys, the nearer you think

you are the safer is Voki'ix,

January 19. —.— '«.*'«'

Stamford. Conn., is a beautiful lowi) i>f ovei

15,000 inhabitants, but far behind time y^w road

aiui street pavonuMU. Ifis cli.uniingly situated

and would be a desirable, phuc in which to

locate had they decent street surfaces. "Stani-

son "evidently is after them with a sharp stick,

and wo liopo ho will overtake and turn the ras-

cals out. ,
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JERSEY CITY.

and Dav has a" Tommy's got a new oil can,'

new wrench.

The latest drink in the H. C. W. ranks is the
" Eveland ginger-ale," made up of liquere-de-

malt-beer and aqua pura. The boys have a

hard time getting it down, but it comes up of

its own accord.

" The members of the Hudson County Wheel-
men are a busy and active set of men. They
are always on the alert in business pertaining

to the welfare and enjoyment of their members
and friends."

—

The X. Y. World, Jan. 21. 1SS9.

Thanks.

On Friday evening last the Hudson Counties

received the New York Bicycle Club team on
their alleys and played the sixth of the League
matches. The game was watched by a large

number of interested spectators, who cheered

and yelled every time a strike was made, and
finally every time a ball was put down the alley.

The New Yorks were handicapped by the

absence of two of their regular team, and the

substitutes selected were out of practice. The
Hudson Counties took the lead from the start

and finished 200 pins ahead of their opponents.
Light refreshments were served and everybody
went home happy. The Jersey City boys were
"stuck" on the New Yorks and want to meet
them again. Their affection for their New York
brethren was not due to their victory, so much
as it was by the superior bowling of the veteran
Pitman. Following is the score :

tiful views. Mechanical effects. Marvelous illusions

and comical comics. " The Snow Storm." "The Haunted
Church." "The Dancng Skeleton." " Rats, do I look
like Benedict?" Admission free. New members half

price. Absentees fined one dollar.

The Committee.

This postal was such a coaxer it is needless
to say that our treasury has not been increased
any by the addition of any fines that have been
imposed. Every member was there. Tommy
Stevens was unable to be present, but sent an
African substitute. The band played " On the

Upper Congo" with tearful effect. The duets
by Mr. Swagner, all by himself, were telling

I^Irs. Jaw's whistling is still sounding in our
ears. But oh! those recitations of Billy MuUer's
were soul stirring. His "Me and the Road
Hog" was applauded to the echo, and he recited

it over again. Eldridge's banjo swinging went
all right until it struck the electric lights, and
demolished our incandescent lamps. To say
that the stereopticon show was enjoyed is to put
it weak. Probably the picture most enjoyed
was one of Day, in his South Beach bathing suit,

with a woman's ballet skirt added, warts on his

legs—eh, eh-limbs, I mean—seaweed on his

moustache, and baby pins on his polonaise ;

but
—

'nuff said. Then we smoked. Went home
in wagons at 2.01 A. m.

COASIER.

FENTON'S FANCIES.

HUDSON CO.

Grant 153
Steuben 132

Keer 134
Korth 143
Gubleman 102

Harthmann 129
Tuthill 133
Soper 105

Earl 175
Eldridge 144

NEW YORK.

Nisbett 121

Semple 113
Domels n6
Pitman 93
Blake 164
Stott 129
Mosis 135
McFadden 93
Lansing . . • 74
Sutphin 112

that journal was much surprised at the large at-

tendance of wheelmen at " un punch" {sic)

given by the Cyclo Club to the Marseilles
cyclists. We on this side of the water have
long ago ceased to feel or show any astonish-
ment at a fact which is tolerably well known to

us. A club meeting with a supper, punch, or
kindred affair as an annex, always is largely at-

tended, as a natural consequence.

The burlesque which the Ninth Company of

the Seventh Regiment is going to give this year,

and which is based on the opera of ' Faust," will

be enlivened, I am told, by a bicycle drill. It is

planned to introduce it in the " Walpurgis
Night " scene, and the machines will be ridden
by a number of crimson-habited denizens of

the infernal regions. Fenton.

Total .. .1,350 Total 1,150

SCORES BV FRAMES.

Hudson Co.— 149, 312, 462, 590, 709, 850, 972,

1099, 1208, 1350.
New York— 130, 193, 319, 426, 548, 679, 772,

894, ion, II 50.

J. H. Shalotte acted as umpire.
The scores were: For Hudson County, E.

A. Whitman ; for New York, W. Findlay.

How the cycling world twists and turns!
New feats daily. Only a short time ago it was
all Eagle Rock and other steep hills. The men
who could climb them were the heroes of the
hour. Now that's all changed. It's all coasts
now, the latest being a mad rush down a
toboggan slide, a feat credited to the fair

cyclists of Orange.

Last wetk's Wheel states that the Jersey
City boys intend to boom Doc Johnson for the
Chief Consulship of New Jersey for the next
term. Permit mc to correct this statement.
The Doctor has already served one term in that
office, and as far as 1 know, could not accept
the nomination for another tetm and give the
position the time and service it deserves. He
is already serving the League as a member of
the Uniform Committee. \{ he would consent
to serve, you can wager that the Jersey City
boys would boom him from the word go. No
I think the choice for the next Chief Consul of
the wheelmen in this section of the State is

Llewellyn H. Johnson, of Orange. He is a
pusher, and a man whom it is thought would
work for the Division, and that is what this State
needs. Its League membership during the last

two years has dropped about two hundred,
while there were really more riders in 1888
than 1886. 1 think with .Vlr. Johnson at the
head, wc could have those two hundred in the
League where they belong. Whoop 'er up for
Johnson

!

A few days ago the members of the H. C. W.
received the following notice :

Jrhm'.v City, January 19. i88o.

Woo-With-\^'lu>o ! Woo-W'nlt-M'hoo.'! Hudson County,
Woo-Wah-M^lioo I ! ! Auiitlnr Sinokfr ! A Kifi Snoitir I
Dale. January 23, iS8<> Time, cikIii o'clock. Hlace, Head-
quarters. Piano ducts by Swapncr. WhisllinR solos by
Mrs. Allis Jaw. Recitations bj; Hilly MuUcr. Banjo swin^-
in« by Neddy EldrldKC Ending withagrand stereopticon
exhibition by Prof. VV. E. Snead.of New York City. Beau-

Therc's an old proverb, adage, axiom, or
what you will, which runs as follows :

" If the
cap fits, wear it

!

" The cap has apparently
fitted one of the great family of Nemo, and he
straightway has gone to work in the last issue

of The Wheel to rid himself of the self-im-

posed burden of the obno.xious headpiece. I

suppose that I had best take up his article sec-
tion by section, and in that manner try and pre-
clude the possibility of another petty rating
trom him. You ask, most nebulous Nemo,
what I consider the duties of a House Com-
mittee? Look at my letter in No. 20 of Vol. 2
ot The Wheel, and you will perhaps notice the
following :

" The House Committee, one of
whose duties it is to play the host for the club,"
* * * That is the best answer to your ques-
tion, I think. When I spoke about "my best

girl," it was in the course of a paragraph about
the club theatre party nuisance, but apparently,
O Nemo, you have no best girl to smile upon
you, and for that reason you think that I should
never mention mine You show in your letter,

my nugget of nihility, that you disapprove of
the cycling correspondent ever saying anything
about the theatre or opera, but I must wound
your tender sensibilities once more, by asking
you a question in the form of a quotation from
Shakespeare, who, as you perhaps know, was
a playwright, and consequently out of your
pale of vision and observation: "Dost thou
think, because thou art grown virtuous, that
there shall be no more cakes and ale?" You
say again, most tiaive Nemo, that the English
cycling papers contain many scientific articles,

which are of real value and interest to the prac-
tical wheelman. If that is so, how is it that the
American wheel papers do not often copj- these
articles and give us the benefit of all this inter-

esting and useful information? To sum up,
Fenton's Fancies will continue to appear in The
Wheel, just as long as the editor will publish
them, and the make-up of the " Fancies " will

not be affected in the slightest degree by the
wailings of Nemo or any of his relations.

The 2-mile bicycle event at the A. A. U.
games was by no means an interesting event,

the track being too soft to permit the short-
mark men catching their competitors, who
started from the limit and adjacent marks. The
result of the race was a great surprise to me, as

I fancied, after seeing him ride in his heat, that

Fiorland had an iron-clad mortgage on the final.

That the New Yorks are interested in general
athletics as well as cycling was proved by their

having men in the broad and high jumps, and
in the mile run. Lack of training prevented
any of them from securing prizes in their events,
but they made a creditable showing, all things
considered. ,

The bowling team of the New Yorks in future
will bowl on Saturday nights, at George Degen-
hardt s alley.^, 347 West Fifty-ninth Street. The
other teams of the League are requested to take
notice.

I was looking over Le Veloce-Sport et le Veloce-

man the other day, and noticed that the editor of

THE BOWLINGLEAGUE.
GAMES TO BE PLAYED.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, January 23.

New York vs. Atalanta, New York, Februnry i.

Hudson County vs. Harltm, Jer'-ey City, February i.

Kings County vs. New York, Brooklyn, February 5.

Harlem vs. Atalanta. Harlem, February 8.

New York vs. Harlem, New York, February 15.

Hudson County vs. Kingfs County, Jersey City, Feb. 15.

Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark. February 28.

New York vs. Hudson County, New York. March i.

Kings County vs. Harlem, Brooklyn. March 5.

Hudson County vs Atalanta, Jer^ey Citv, March 8.

Atalanta vs. New York, Newark, March 14.

Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, March 15.

Atalanta vs. Hudson County, Newark, March 21.

GAMES PLAYED.

January 4—Harlem, 1,429; New York, 1,342.

January 5—Hudson County, 1,498; Kings County, 1,488.

January 10—Harlem, 1,346; Atalanta, 1,343.

January 11—Kings County, 1,525; New York, 1,357.
January 15—Kings County, 1,432; Atalanta, 1,328.

The results of the game between the Hudson
County Wheelmen and the New York Bicycle
Club will be found in our Jersey City letter.

A NICE LITTLE RIDE.

By A Lady.

Editor of The Wheel :

One of the most enjoyable trips I took last

summer was to New Haven and East Rock.
My husband having some business to attend to

there, kindly asked me to go with him, and
having heard that riding was very good we de-
cided to take our tandem with us. We packed
a small valise, so as not to be hampered with
baggage, and rode down to Forty-second Street,

where we took the train.

Arriving at New Haven about midnight, we
left our wheel at the New Haven depot until

morning, when I got it and rode up to the hotel.

It seemed strange to me at the surprise that is

manifested on seeing a lady ride alone. As
soon as we had lunch we started for East Rock.
Riding down Whiteney Avenue, lined on either
side with stately elms, gives one the idea of
passing through an immense park.
On nearing the Rock I wondered how we

would ever reach the top, some 450 feet in

height. It seemed next to impossible. We
crossed the littie bridge and started up the Eng-
lish drive. It appeared as if we were entering
Paradise. We rode on for a mile and rested,

then started on, up, up. We would proceed a
little further, then would have to stop and take
in the views, which were grand. Each curve
would present a different view of New Haven
and the surrounding country. We finally

reached the top, after resting soine four times.

We went up into the Soldier's Monument,"
which I think is one of the handsomest I have
ever seen. We had some refreshments in the
shape of "cream" (wheelmen's delight), then
started down, taking the other drive by way of
change. It would be very hard for me to say
which I liked' best. We started slowly at first,

but had to let 'er go . Just imagine riding
down hill some three or four miles without a
stop, curving in and out, with some of the most
lovely scenes on either side. I think that Rock
was put there just for wheelmen, so I advise all

the boys to take it in next summer.
"PoNY."

Every one is interested in the fact that th«
New York World has sent Stevens, the bicyclist,

to Africa in search of Stanley. But a sad and
solemn shade is thrown over the announcement
by the later news that the African natives have
resumed the eating of missionaries.

—

Cincinnati
Enqutter.
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ROADS IMPROVEMENT. TWO MILLIONS FOR NEW YORK
CITY STREETS.

The Rural New Yorker is a strong advocate of

improved roads. In April last a special "roads"

number was issued, which contains much valu-

able roads improvement matter. Henry Stewart

contributes an exhaustive paper on " The Duty
of Roadmasters and Overseers of Highways."
F. Hodgman, of Kalamazoo, Mich., writes a

sound, practical article on the construction of

country roads. The paper teems with valuable

arti-cles, and we know the work of the Rural

New Yorker will bear fruit.

TO REPAIR THE GRAND BOULEVARD.

A BILL TO PAVE IT WITH ASPHALT INTRODUCKD

INTO THE LEGISLATURE.

A bill to pave the Grand Boulevard with

asphalt froin Fifty-ninth Street to iioth Street

was introduced into the Legislature on Wednes-

day. This Boulevard should be the main cycling

arterv of New York City, but the condition of

the present pavements has driven wheelmen

away. It is regrettable that the introducers of the

bill have been charged with being influenced by

one of our largest asphalt companies ; but this

has been denied, and the bill will take the regular

course. The following sketch of the bill and

its introduction is taken from the New York

Times :

One of the first cries against special legisla-

tion in connection with the present session of

the Legislature was heard Wednesday. It was
raised against Assembly bill No. 29, introduced

January 10 by Assemblyman Connelly of the

Nineteenth District of this city, which, it was
said, would be rushed through with the assist-

ance of $50,000. The act in question provides
for the paving with asphalt of the Grand Boule-
vard (or Broadway), between Fifty-ninth and
iioth streets.

It was asserted that in this was hidden an at-

tempt to legislate a big contract into the hands
of a private concern ; that though the bill ap-
parently gives all dealers in asphalt paving an
equal opportunity to bid for the job, such is not
the case, as the Barber Asphalt Company holds
a monopoly of the paving business of the city

under previous contracts, and that agents of

the company had guaranteed twenty-five cents
a cubic yard to those who would push the bill

through, or $50,000 on the 200,000 cubic yards
of paving called for.

Captain F. V. Greene, Vice-President of the
Barber Asphalt Company, denied all knowledge
of the bill, except such as he had gleaned from
reading extracts ot it in the public press. "If
that bill was passed," said he, " this company
would stand just the same chance that any of a

dozen other asphalt paving companies in this

city have of securing the contract. We might
be able to bid lower and win, but not otherwise.
The story on its face seems ridiculous What
company would pay $50,000 for a contract to

pave 200.000 cubic yards ?"

The bill came from the West End Avenue
Building Association. This, composed of the
principal property owners on West End Avenue
and the Grand Boulevard, has been ronsidering
the question of street paving for some time
past. At its own expense it caused a portion of
West End Avenue, between Seventy-second and
Seventy-sixth streets, to be paved wfth asphalt.
The city paved the rest of the avenue with
block paving. " The property owners are sat-

isfied that asphalt is the most satisfactory," said
W. E. D. Stokes, of the Association. " There
was a meeting held here in my olficc, and the
result was the drafting of the Connelly bill. No
asphalt company had anything to do with it.

We feared a cry of special legislation would be
raised, and so on Tuesday instructed our repre-
sentative, Mr. Connelly, to modify the bill by
making the words, 'with asphalt,' read '10 be
paved with such pavement as the Hoard of Ap-
portionment may decide.' That kills the cry
that the bill is intended to put a big contract
into the hands of some monopoly."

The firm of George VV. Kouse »*!: S.in, of
Peoria, III., has been changed to Rouse, Haz-
ard & Co.

PROPOSITION OF THE ALDERMEN TO HAVE DECENT
PAVEMENTS. ,

Alderman Walker presented the report of the !

Committee on Street Pavements to the Board of
|

Aldermen this afternoon. It sets forth that the

pavements in many streets are in a deplorable
condition, and that $500,000, the sum at present
set apart for their repair, is entirely inadequate.
Accompanying the report was a draft of an act

requesting the Legislature to pass a bill author-
;

izing the expenditure of two million dollars ad-
ditional for this work, and giving the Mayor,
instead of the Commissioner of Public Works,
the sole power to designate what streets and

;

avenues shall be repaved and repaired with the

additional money.
The proposed bill declares that the work shall

be done under the direction of the Commis-
1

sioner of Public Works, but if passed it will

virtually take from him all power of deciding
what streets and avenues shall be repaved.

;

Alderman Walker made a strong speech in

favor of the report, which was adopted. A com-
mittee of five was appointed to go to Albany and

i

urge the passage of the bill.
j

THE NEW YORK STATE ROADS IM-
PROVEMENT BILL.

The Roads Improvement Bill will be submit-
ted to the State Legislature about February i by
the State Division, L. A. W., represented by
Counselor Isaac B Potter, who successfully
engineered the Liberty Bill through the Legis-
lature.

The bill provides for the creation of a State

Roads Commission. It further provides that
the principal highways of the State, the main
roads connecting county seats, shall be first re-

built and repaired, and the new system of roads
is to be extended as rapidly as possible. The
expenses are to be met by a tax, which will be
so small as to be nearly nominal. We shall

publish a draft of the bill as soon as it is intro-

duced.

BILL 'N' I ON ROADS.

Think of a man seventy-six years of age who
has never known the delightful sensation of

gliding along a smooth highway on a safe and
easy-going bicycle.

This unfortunate man is a neighbor of ours,

and claims to be a broken-down wreck from
dyspepsia, yet eats all sorts of rich food, which
usually is thought to clash with dyspepsia. The
curious notion he has is that he must have a
ride of a few miles in an old shabby carriage,
after each meal, as a sort of settler. Learning
this, we proposed cycling to him, at which he
seemed a little attracted, wondering if he could
learn to ride.

Had he been a regular rider of the cycle for

the past ten years he would now be a sound
man, for it is the utter lack of exercise that car-

riage riding affords that keeps people under the
care of the doctors ; and the more money peo-
ple have the less they seem to know about the

laws of health. The aforesaid dyspeptic is

worth some hundreds of thousands of dollars,

but will not probably be able to own a hundred-
dollar cycle, when the time comes to buy one, if

he can be convinced he should.
We know men who get only a few dollars a

week who are happier to-day than the poor old
millionaire, who either is or thinks he is a phy-
sical wreck.

It has often been a wonder to us what will

become of the great army of doctors, along
toward the millennium, when all men and women
are cyclers, and all roads have been brought u^i

to billiard table surfaces.
There looms up the picture of a ghastly line

of haggard men, each with a skeleton under
one arm and a piil bo,\ in the other hand, re-

ceding into the dim and shadowy perspective
until lost to the sight of the happy cycling mor-
tals who rejoice in robust health.
There cannot be too nuicii said and done to

further the making of good roads, and if the
property owners could only see what will be for

their interest beyond all calculation, they will

put money into the proper kiiul of roads right

away, for they can do nothing that will increase
the valuation of property so rapidly as decent
roads will.

Our citizens have at last sent in a petition to

the city fathers to have crushed stone put on
Strawberry-hill road, where some of the hnest
residences are situated, and where in years
gone, in dry times, the dust and loose stones
were from two to six inches deep, and in wet
weather—just imagine the state of that mire
hole.

It is a matter of surprise that men of wealth,
as many up there are, should be so shamefully
careless of their own comfort and interest, not
to speak of the bad example they set to others
who are supposed to be inferior to them, by liv-

ing so long on a road that was not fit for a lane
from a cow pasture.

Just a few dollars from each of .those who
have their thousands would not be missed at

all, and everybody would be vastly happier and
better off. This would be the quickest way to

get good roads if the town is too poor to make
them, as it is with the tax money received from
tjie property owners.
Good broken blue stone on the roads will

really cost less than the present Sahara waste,
as it costs next to nothing to keep in repair.

Bill 'n' I both realize that this roads improve-
ment matter is no joke, and therefore talk

straight from the pen, and hope to live to see
the day when we can get on our cycles and ride

from Gotham to the Hub without fifteen dis-

mounts to the mile.

Why in the wide world the people have so
long left our main highways in the disgraceful
condition they are in is more than we can see.

It must have been owing to ignorance, for they
are sharp enough in business matters, and have
not been able to see that they have been throw-
ing away good money yearly in working over
dust heaps, calling them roads.

SlAMSON.

BETTER ROADS NEEDED.

THE TELEGRAM SECONDED BY 1 HE .LEAGUE OF
AMERICAN WHRtLMEN.

The following communication was received
last evening :

League of American Wheelmen, 1

New York State Division,
|

Joshua Reynolds, Representative. \

Stockport, Columbia Couniy, N. Y.,
j

January 18, 1SS9. J

Editor of the Telegram : Noticing the great
interest you take in local improvements, espec-
ially the matter of roads and street improve-
ments, I feel, as an old wheelman deeply
interested in the subject, that your paper would
be an excellent medium through which to keep
the subject alive.

You may not be aware that there is an asso-
ciation in this State called " The New York State

Roads Improvement Association," which com-
prises over 15,000 meinbers—horsemen as well

as wheelmen—the Secretary, !Mr. Isaac B. Pot-

ter, being a prominent member of the League
of American Wheelmen, and a former Trojan.
This gentleman was one of the prime movers in

securing the passage of the bill emphasizing the

rights of wheelmen on the roads, and giving
them free entry to the parks of the State. The
New York State Division of the L. A. W.,
through its energetic Chief Consul, Mr. George
R. Bidwell, is about to bring a bill before the

Legislature to amend the laws relative to the

maintenance of the through highways, and to

secure the appointment of capable men, who
shall employ modern machinery and materials
for the better and more intelligent construction

of good roads. I believe it also suggests the

employment of convict labor.

It has been the experience of the writer—hav-
ing ridden nearly !0,ooo miles " awheel " through
dilTerent sections of the country—that the ordin-

ary country roads are abominable under the

present faulty system. The local divisions of

roads into small beats under "Tom, Dick and
Harry," precludes the possibility of making any
two beats alike, on account of lack of proper
engineering knowledge and apathy of commis-
sioners. So long as the towns are allowed to

construct roads ftiis will be so. Let the State,

or even tho counties, make the roads, and with

their ample means ant! ability to employ engi-

neers and proper mafliinery, and to make the

constructors responsible for any but the best

work, we. would quickly sec a ilitToront state of

things, liave.is goml ro.iilsas Knglandor I'rance,

and would free ourselves from the stigma of hav-
ing the worst roads of any country in the world.

Joshua Rkvnoi.iis.
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The New York Road Improvement Associa-
tion, though recently formed, comprises a for-

midable and fast increasing membership. The
object of this association, briefly stated, is to

improve the public roads of the State of New
York. To this end it is proposed to publish

from time to time such circular information as

will increase the knowledge of the public and
stimulate its interests concerning the advantages
of good roads and the manner of constructing
and maintaining ihem, and to procure, by ap-
propriate legislation, a change in the present
laws governing the construction and mainte-
nance of public highways.— Troy Telegram.

MISSIONARIES IN DEMAND.

From the amount of ignorance displayed in

this part of New England from the Revolution-
ary days up to the present time, concerning
highways and the repairing of them, it vifould

seem an urgent necessity that we have the flow

of money cut oft Irom foreign missions, and
every d( liar that now is worse than wasted in

so-called road repairing added to it and invested
in macadam or fire brick roads, until this na-
tion's reputation picks up a little from its pres-
ent condition.

Until our own home heathen and desperately
poor are relieved (poor roads), there is no sense
in sending money out of the country, for we are

not rich enough to spare a dollar while we are
obliged to wade knee deep in mire and mud.

Civilized, indeed! Beggarized would be a

more fitting term to use, considering the state

our main thoroughfares are in, not to mention
cros roads and lanes
Road missionaries, with plenty of cash to

back them, are what this forsaken land needs
now, if any nation does, and it is hoped that all

01 our State Governors will order good mac-
adam, or something as serviceable and economi-
cal, on all the main roads through their States,

and begin no7i.\ for there are hundreds of men
in every township who would be glad of work
during this dull season.

Ordinarily, winter need not interfere with
stone road making to any great extent—ceriainly
not with breaking stone—nor, in fact, any part
of the work.

It's been said that the railroad companies hin-
der highway improvements all they can, as good
roads would interfere with their money grab-
bing, but we are inclined to doubt that until

more facts come in, for fine roads will induce
people to buy and build where now they could
not be hired to live, and the more settled up the
country becomes the better will be the business
of the railroads, not only in passenger traffic,

but freight, for then farmers will know that they
can haul their produce to markets.
The fact that hundreds of wagon loads of

gravel have passed our house for roads over at

Riverside or beyond, is almost too good to be-
lieve; sections of roads about Sound Beach here
have also been repaired with gravel during the
past fall, and we cyclers arc in a state bordering
upon bliss; the millennium really seems dawn-
ing, the pearly gates are ajar; we are thank-
ful that this new era of sense has come at last

to brighten our remaining days of life.

Pull, oh, pull every possible string that will

help along this road matter early in the spring,
if it cannot be got under way now, at once, for

it is of the utmost importance. All other things
will'comc in time, and easy enough, after we
have decent roads.

.Makers of cycles, especially, should dig hard
on the road question and work, for they well
know that had we good roads wheels would be
used all winter, and there would be a wonderful
increase in the number sold.

Will somebody send road circulars, and any
information on improving roads, to the under-
signed? and right now, too, and he will see that
it is published here in local papers, and person-
ally placed in the hands of persons at the head
—or bottom*—of our roads and streets.

* The streets of Stamford arc, in places, so bad thai it's

just possible people liavc been lost in them—gone down in
the quaj^mirc, never to be ncard from again! We sfiall

petition for life-savini; stations on Canal Street soon.

IMPROVED SAFETIES AND PATENT GEAR COMBINATIONS FOR
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

We present cuts of improvements on safeties and of a gear combination, patented by Mr.
George Kibbe, of Amsterdam, N. Y. In regard to these iiriprovements, Mr. Kibbe writes us as

follows:
'

' The gear consists of a pinion

on a driving wheel axle, an internally

geared wheel meshing therewith, a rim
or casing surrounding the internally

geared wheel, a ball bearing between
said casing and internally geared
wheel, the ends of said casing form-
ing brackets whereby said gear com-
bination is attached to bicycle, tricycle,

or any vehicle propelled by hand or

foot power, levers or cranks. The cut

shows one way the bearings may be

made for internally geared wheel, but

the combination is not confined to that.

The combination can be run by cranks
or levers.

" The cut of the lever bicycle shows the brake on the front wheel, but if the spring is used the

brake will have to be on the driver. The lower part of the seat rod is divided, passing on each

side of the driver, so that the seat can be brought as near to the wheel as possible, allowing a

The Gear.

The Lever Bicycle.

larger driver to be used if desirable. For gentlemen's wheels a thirty-six inch driver on the lever

bicycle, with a twenty-six inch steering wheel, would make a good all-round bicycle, while for a

ladies' wheel they would have to be proportionately smaller. The lever bicycle has an elliptical

lever motion. The change from power to speed is made from stepping from one set of pedals to

the other, the pedals nearest the hub of the rear wheel giving speed, and those on the ends of thg

levers giving power. The speed pedal can be adiusted, so that the power is equal to a five anj

Stamford, Conn.
Stamson.

The Crank Bicycle.

one-half crank ; the power pedals can be adjusted to various degrees of power. The steering
head is placed in front of the steering bar, drawing rather than pushing the wheel, and correcting
the sensitive steering of the rear-driver.

"The crank safety has many of the good features of the other type. I think th'at the gear
and lever combination will make a bicycle that will hold its own against any on the market."

W. A. Illston, the English amateur crack, will
return to the path this year.

No, my son ; Mr. Thomas A. Stevens, who is
j

The Northampton (Mass.) Wheel Club's new
to go in search of Stanley in Africa as agent of i rooms are very popular with both sexes. The
the y\Vw y^;-^ M'tfr/rf, although a famous bicyclist , . • . .. . , .

will not travel upon his machine. He will go '='"'' «'^" ^ ^^P """^'"^ '"'^ "'"''«. and these,

upon his nerve principally, and on a camel or a with receptions and card parties, keep the " ofif

"

donkey incidentally.

—

Buffalo .Times. 1 season pretty lively.
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DINNER TO MR. WM. H. KELLEY.

The employes of the H. B. Smith Machine
Company gave a dinner to Mr. William H.
Kelley, at the Smithville Opera House, January
14. Mr. Kelley has recently been elected presi-

dent of the company, and the dinner was given
to celebrate the event.

The table was supplied with the good things

of life, the music was excellent, and the feast

of reason was all that could be wished for. Mr.
C. C. Stewart made an address of welcome on
behalf of the employes in the following words :

" President Kelley and Associate Directors: In behalf of
your employes I welcome you here this eveninsr. We have
invited you here to congratulate you that at the first re-

organization of your company, since ihe death of its

founder, long ano faithful service has been recognized by
unanimous, regular promotion. We appreciate the fact

that by your wise and able management the past year we
have been enabled to make full time and pay, while tne
employes of many of your rivals have been denied both.
We feel happy in the thought that the hopes and aspira-

tions of the thousand" souls who lojk to Smithville for the
fruition of their hopeS, have men to look to who, like ni'-st

of u->, were born lo toil and usefulness ; men who when
they washed the dust and grime of the workshop from their

hands did not wash from their hearts the good fellowship
felt by all workmen good and true. We hope the new year
so happily commenced will bring to you nought but pros-
perity and a continuance of the confidence you have so
ably earned.

" Gentlemen, you have it in your power, with the earnest
co-operation of those chosen with you by Mr. Smith to ad-
minister, to make Smithville a model village of happy
homes. Even in one short year she has been slicked and
brushed up so that her old acquaintances hardly know
her."

Mr. R. S. Early replied for the employers, and
during his speech presented Mr. Kelley with a
suitably engraved gold watch, their gift lo the

new president. Mr. Kelley, by whom this was
entirely unexpected, secured the gift with a
grateful silence. About 200 people were present.

Mr. Kelley is a native of Pennsylvania, and
was educated in Ohio. His first lessons in busi-

ness and mechanics were learned in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He was afterward one of the founders
of the Atlantic Works at Philadelphia, estab-
lished in 1869. He went to Smithville in 1878,
where he became the practical manager of the H.
B. Smith Machine Company's works. Up to his

election to the presidency he was vice-president
of the company. He has planned and directed
most of the improvements which have been
made in the company's machinery during the
last ten years. He has also patented a number
of improvements relating to bicycles, among
which are the silent ratchet for the Star, the coil

spring for saddles, improved nutted hubs and
spokes, improved hollow rims, and lately, the
Star Rover-type safety. He has always pro-
tected the bicycling interests of the firm. We
unite with the Smithville people in wishing Mr.
Kelley a long career of usefulness, progress
and prosperity.

TO INTRODUCE KNICKERBOCKERS.

On Monday night last, at a dance given by
Mr. and- Mrs. Douglass Sloane, at 642 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York City, a group of seven young
men introduced an interesting departure from
the regulation gentlemen's evening costume.
These seven young men, who have rf:cently or-
ganized a club, propose to discard the regula-
tion evening costume at receptions and balls.

The leader of this club is Broker John C. Fur-
man, who is connected with Waterbury & Co.,
of 132 Front Streei. His associates are Messrs.
Thomas Howard, Robert Hargous, James
Waterbury, Worchington Whitehouse, Edward
C. Potter and Broker S. S. Sands, Jr.

They arrived on Monday night after the
drawing room was well filled with gucsis, and
sauntered in, dressed all alike in knee breeches
and tailless dress coats. Their arrival made an
instant sensation, and the debutante and the
belles who were clustered about her studied the
novel attire with admiration. The knee breeches
of each of the seven swells were of rich black
satin, fastened at the knee with silver buckles.
Black silk stockings encased the calves, and the
dancing pumps were made after the fashion of
the old Knickerbocker shoe, and fastened with
buckles of burnished silver. The dress coats
were of black velvet, cut somewhat aft':r the
style of shooting jackets, and were worn over
low-cut waistcoats of black watered silk, such as
is worn with the regulation dress coat of the
present season. Each man wore a linen dress
shirt, with plain bosom, and standing; coilar,
encircled with a plain wiiiie {u\

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG.
CATALOGUE.

CO.'S

The Springfield Company's catalogue will

rank very high among that kind of literature.

The design of the front cover might be called
beautiful, and this verdict will be endorsed by
all who examine it.

The catalogue consists of forty-four pages,
from which we sketch the following briefs of the
principal mounts which the company will handle
this year :

Springfield Roadster, 1887 Pattern, No. i.

—Plain and adjustable cone bearings, price $75;
parallel bearings to large wheel ; adjustable
cone bearings to rear wheel ; direct spokes.
No. 2 Springfield Roadster, 1888 Pattern,

Price $100.—This wheel has ball bearings all

around
; cow-horn handle-bars ; spade handles;

workmanship and material of the best quality.
No. 5 Springfield Roadster, 1889 Pattern,

Price $110.— Ball bearings all round ; the front
forks lap over the bearing cases and are bolted
through, which makes it rigid and less liable to
strain. It is fitted with tangent spokes, hollow
rim

; cow-horn shaped handle-bars and spade
handles.
Springfield Roadster No. 7, Volant Safety,

Price $115.—Rear wheel 31 inches ; front wheel
30 inches ; ball bearing; up-ended direct spokes;
% tires ; ball bearing pedals ; Humber chain

;

adjustable saddle-post; adjustable frame; adjust-
able handle-bars ; Springfield Roadster lever
motion will ball bearings. The wheel is adjust-
able to riders from 44 to 58 inches. The wheel is

geared to 67 inches.

Several pages are devoted to detailed descrip-
tions and illustrations of parts. The catalogue
also contains hints to learners ; reasons why
riders of Springfield Roadsters are not liable to
headers

; several pages of price lists of parts
;

records achieved by riders of Springfield Road-
sters, with price lists of cycle sundries in the
line of locks, lanterns, etc., etc.

THE TRADE AT WOLVERHAMPTON.

The cycle-making industry has assumed a
prominent position among Wolverhampton's
industries. 'ihe Wolverhampton makers will
show principally safeties and tiicycles. Some
firms will show safety models without chains.
As far as Wolverhampton's output is concerned,
the cycles of '8g will be lighter than those of '88,

especially the tricycles.

Humber & Co. will show juvenile safeties
and juvenile tandems.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Mr. A. W. Gump was in town this week.

The Pennsylvania Club will have a dance on
February 2X.

The Buffalo Ramblers will hold a reception

I

February 7.

A. B. Barkman is compiling a book of useful
hints to cyclists.

Mrs. Elliott Mason, of the Harlem Wheelmen,
has ridden 1,353 miles this year.

The Camden Bicycle Club enjoyed their
annual supper on Thursday last.

The New York Evening Post of Monday re-

prints the Boston Herald's editorial on good roads.

The St. Nicholas Toy Company is manufac-
turing a girls' safety bicycle, which will retail

at $24.

The Albany Wheelmen will liold an athletic

tournament this evening at the Albany Academy
of Music.

It is reported that S. G. Whitlaker has ridden
a half-mile on the road in im. 9 2-5S., his mount
being a safety.

The first ladies' safety has just been intro-

duced in Austria. It is on exhibition in a shop
window at Prague.

Brown and Schoefcr, the two BiDoklyn llyers,

should abandon their roadsters and use racing
1 wheels in competition.

I

Mr. W. T. Fleming, oi tlic Ceiituiy Wlieel-

: luen ot Philailelpliia, has gone to Florida. On
I

his riturii he will organize a European lour.

It is very probable that George Hendee will

be seen upon the racing path this year. George
hankers strongly for the scalps of a few EngJish
amateurs.

The Clark Cycle Company write that the
King of the Road lanterns, for which they are
sole United States agents, will be somewhat im-
proved in details this year.

Donoghue, the American champion skater, now
holds the 2-mile record—viz., 6m. 24s.—time
some fairly successful racing men cannot sur-
pass. Donoghue's time for the half-mile is tm.
30s.

Stanley will be found now. Thomas Stevens,
who went around the globe on a bicycle, has
been despatched to Africa by the New York
World to hunt up the explorer.

—

Montgomery
{Ala.) Advertiser.

The Forest City Ramblers' Cycle Club, of
Cleveland, Ohio, held its annual meeting last

week. The present membership is 55, and the
total mileage is 70,000, the first 13 riders having
42,202 between them.

Messrs. A. C. Banker and J. W. Schoefer rode
a mile in Prospect Park, on an Ivel tandem, in

2m. 42 3-5S. When this pair have become
accustomed to the wheel they will have a shy at
the Banker Bros.' record.

Crist, who has been wintering in Missouri,
spending most of his time out doors, has put up
flesh and grown a beard. He was scarcely rec-
ognizable by his old friends who saw him at
Madison Square Garden on Saturday last.

Mr. Herbert S. Owen, a well and favorably
known Washington cyclist, a brother of Bert
Owen, will have a new pedal on exhibit at the
Stanley Show. Mr. Owen is an architect by pro-
fession, and is at present located in New York.
Score one FOR "Westfield."—Says "Ariel,"

Pennsylvania correspondent for the Bicycling
World

:

—" Westfield got ahead of me in the an-
nouncement of Mr. Wells' intention of forming
one of the new firm of the Strong & Green
Cycle Co."

The Eagle Bicycle Company's '89 catalogue
is as neat a thing of the kind as we have noted
in the cycle trade. The cover is an artistic

design, a club of " Eagle " riders being depicted
riding along the edge of a lake. The border of
this bit of cycle life and waterscape is decidedly
artistic. The pamphlet contains thirty-two
pages devoted to an introduction, a detailed
description of the Eagle, hints on learning to
ride and on fancy riding, styles of finish and
price lists. A portion of the catalogue describes
the cyclometers, saddles, lamps, locks and sun-
dries which the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. will

handle.

RHODE island WHEELMEN'S MILEAGE.
The total mileage of twenty members amounted

to 42,790, an average record of 2,139 miles. The
oiggest record for any month was made by W.
W. Hudson, i,ig6 miles ; and the best day's
run was made by G. L. Cooke, 113 ^< miles. The
record of the twenty is as follows :

H. L. Perkins, 4,100 ; Charles E. Doe, 4,100 ;

George L. Cooke, 3,551 3-16; James L. Speirs,
2,624; W. W. Hudson, 2,385^4:; F. Brown.
2,22,1% ; O. M. Mitchell, 2,216;-^; B. T. Bruce,
2,050^ ; Charles H. Weld, 2,003 : John C.
Davis, 1,74114 ; W. B. Copeland,' 1,68434;
James A. Kinghorn, 1,627; John W. McAuslan,
1,621 ; A. F. Titus, 1,612 ; George R. Mc.'\uslan,
i>589/4 ; William C. Muller, 1,563; Fred Donle,

1.539K ; E. R. Phillips, 1,527 ; Dutemple, 1,517 ;

E. M. Bixby, 1,507.

Illinois Club's Mii.f.\(.;e, 18SS.—Thirty-seven
members of this prominent club totaled 85,077
miles during 18SS, the following being the larg-

est scorers : John Mason, 7,1x12 ; Geo. Brinker-
non, 5,340; Tom Roe, 4,829; W. R. Bickham,
4,709; Guy Livingstone, 4.700; W. A. Davis.
4,273; W. J. Maas, 3,921; Frank Riggs, 3,835:
A. M. Luce, 3,716; Rome O'Connell, 3,516; A.
W. Vickery, 3,011 ; W. ,-\. Smith, 2,719; Geo.
E. Kurlz, 2,500 ; M. Howbcer, 2,464 ; ]. B.
McCleery. 2.300; F. E. BUukman, 2,163; H. E.
Lovcday, 2,050; F. V. Newell, i,SiS; F. K.
Boyden, i.74<); .\. L. Brown, 1,741; C. A.
Spiague, i,(>5i ; E. L. Ferguson, 1,477; R.
Howes, 1,400; W. O. Mumford, i.Jixi; W.J.
Nichols, 1,200; Geo. A.' Mason, 1,116; C. B.
Gibson, I,()i9; T. L.Sloan, 1.010; S. T. Kim
bell, 975 ; Robert Slade, 933 ; T. W. Broadhursi.
S14 ; H C. .Ambler, 93S; Frank .Ambler. ~2^.
A. Toi pel, 703 ; F. D. \Vllber, 624 ; W. D H.nvr,
622; and H. C. Kniselv. 51S.
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FIXTURES. WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Jan.. 25, 1889.

Jan. 26, "SSg
Keb. I, 1S89.

Feb. I, iSSo.

Keb. 5, 1889.
Peb. 8. 1880.

Keb. 9,
Feb. 12,

Feb. IS, 1889.
Feb. IS, 18S).

Feb. 18, i8S^.

heb. 28, 1880
Mar. I, :889.

Mar. 5, 1889.

Mar. 8, 188^.

Mar. 14, 1889.-

Mar. 16, 1R89.

Mar. 21, i88q.

-Albany Wheelmen's Indoor Tournament.
-Harlem vs Kings at Harlem.
-Kings vs. New V^irk, at New N'ork.

-Hudson t'ouniy vs. Harl-m.at Jersey Ciiv.
-Kings County vs. .Sew V -rk. at Brooklyn.
-Entertainment and Reception of Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at I.e.xington .Avenue
Opera House, New Vork Citv.

—Harlem vs. .Atalanla. at Harlem.
-Elizabeth Wneelmen's Dramatic Enlenain-

mtnt, at Temple Opera House, Eliza-
beth, N J.

-New York v«. Harlem, at New Vork.
-Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City.
-National .Assembly L. .A. \V Meet
—.Atalanta vs. Kings, at Newark.
-New Vork vs. Hudsm C untv. at New

York.
-Kings vs. Harlem, at Brookh n.

-Hudson County vs. .Aialanta, at Jersey City
--Atalanta vs. New Vork, at Newark.
-Harlem vs. Hudson County, ai Harlem
-Atalanta vs. Hudson County, at Newark.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
•45 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 35 "

pOR SALE. — Veloce Columbia Safety, Kirkpatrick
' Saddle, ball pedals. Splendid condition. Price, $.00.

Address Chas. Kaltenhorn, 1J43 Gates .Ave., Brooklyn. 2-1

\\J ANTED.—An e.xperienced Wheel builder at once; must
'' be very fast. Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind. 2-22

\X/'ANTED.— Bicycles, Single and Double Tricycles, and
' * Rover-type Safeties >lachines must not be too much
worn. For suitable wheels good prices will be paid Call,

or address. New Vork Bicycle Co , No. S Warren St. and
\o. 4 East 60th St., N. Y. tf.

CPALDt.NG'S S40.00 Tennis Set for S26 00 ; Four Slocum^ Special Racquet s, at $7.00 each ; One dozen Balls at

S4.C0: One double Net. All in hard wood case. Brand
new, never been out of case. Address W. F. Wells, 159
Fort Green Place, Brooklyn. 2-1

\'ICTOR Safety, 1888 partem, in e.xcellent condition.
* For sale cheap. O. Bartel, 360 Hroadway. 2-1

pOR SALE.—Special Star, :88S pattern, hollow rims,
'^ spade handles, silent ratchets, etc. ; used but little and
in tirst-class condition. Cheap Address Star, P. O. Box
444, care Whesi. 1-25

ILL pay S25 for a 54-inch bicycle in fair condition to

ride. Address Lock Bo.x 45, Bainbridge, N Y. 1-25

DARGAIN—For sale, a 52-inch .American Champion^ bicycle; has been used but little and would pass for

new; cost $105. Will sell for $65. Address C L. Rider,
Kirksville, Mo. 1-25

VOOK, Lititz, Pa., takes Cycles in payment for books,
'-' stationery, organs, pianos and miscellane us goods.
List free. Rare bargains in second-hand Wheels. 2-1

14 LI I NTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
' ' and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson. Stamford,
Conn.

>.ARG.AINS.—48-inch Am. Star, $20; 51-inch Am. Star,

§2o; 3Q-inch New Rival, " new." $20; 52-inch Colum-
bia, balls, $40; No. I Springfield Roadster, $55; No. 2

Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled. $80 ; 54-inch E.xpert
Columbia, balls, full nickeled, $80; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ;

51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $75;
New Rapid Safety, balls, nearlv new. Si is. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M While, Trenton, N. J.

w

B^

WITHIN A FEW DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without delay, our Or-

DiNAKV and Safety.

Recognizing that Permankni Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser wnll induce his acquaint-

ances to bu}^ of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled '
methou of fastening spokes, which au.mits

OF REPAIRS WITHOUT RE.MOVING TIRE. NOTE
Labor that can be employed.

| ^^^^^^ ^^,^^ ,,^. ^^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^^ prevents

Our Wheels are built on the most
|

stretching, note elliptical shape of tire.

graceful lines ; thev are staunch ; they
' ^'O"^^ ^-^ thickened rim on line of spoke

"

_

' holes ; also thickened spokes at point most
will not give out, and Repairs will be

j liable to break.

reduced to a minimum. Besides all'

these qualities we have introduced many
j

features not found in any other wheel.
;

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will
j

be found to be less sensitive than any
!

other rear driver. It will pay you to
[

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the i

handles are placed at the proper angle '

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,
j

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

The Tires are made egg- shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out beins: re-oiled.

FOR SALE.

For particulars address F. E. ("., P. O. Ho.x 444. New

York City.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
' New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Les.sthan
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bceston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Hecston Humber Crimwrs $r6o, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
lies, Special Stars, from $50 to $i<j<j. Victor, Columbia,
Singer. Marlborough and Beeston Number Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $i6o. Discount todealers. Wriie
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for

all Beeston H umbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street. Orange, N. L

The Saddle is suspended on springs
and takes up the strain off the wheel. , , v t. i. a ^ u i u'

I

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

We are making w^heels witli plain forks . , , .
, , .° '

tion. It has a side rocking motion
for those who wish them. '

, , n. i-ii ^ ^4i n
i which will be highly endorsed by all

The Handle-Bars are thickened just
j ., -t-i , i. • ^ i ui
riders. The leather is non-streichable.

at the head to prevent breaking and
, _, , , i u • j ^u ^u^ ^
{ The leather tool bag is underneath the

bending. They are quicklv detachable. , ,, „, ,,, t
• » ^i^ / M ,

j

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

The Brake is a Direct Action
j

,. , , , . ,u
slipped from the backbone.

nluiicfcr,- the brake lever being curved' „, , • *• c i .. a .^^
' ° '

=" The enamel is ot fine lustre and never
directly under the handle, which is more

j

effective and much prettier than the old '

stvle.

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-
j ^^^5^,^ ^jj gg^^jji^^eness is avoided,

turttrs of first-class wheels.

T-i •
t r\ ^ c c ^ u .-It will pav vou to examine our wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes
|

^^ '

I

bored in the rim, thus making it very! Send for Catalogue.

::::::: r'l:: :r.::r:,e:|wARwicK cycle MNOFACTOEiKeco,

^^Bj&^Qsy spokes SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Racing on both sides of the Pond should look
up this season. On the other side W. A. Ills-

ton will return to the circuit, and, with the ad-
dition of a couple of continental flyers, will

make it warm for Osmond and Synyer. On
this side we shall have good old Crist, and, very
like, his old antagonist, " Quilla " Rich. Kings-
land, of Baltimore, will run with the fastest,

and Chicago claims to have more than one
world-beater. Altogether, an interesting time
is promised.

Irving Halsted, writing from Little Falls,

Minn., .'anuary 19, states that his trip has been
very pleasant. Mr. Halsted stopped four days
in Chicago, four days in Fairbault, Minn., and
four days in St. Paul. Mr. Halsted will leave
Little Falls next week and will strike out for

Tacoma, Washington Territory, where he in-

tends to permanently locate.

The Columbia New Light Roadster safety

will be at 12 Warren Street this Friday noon.

Later information of Whittaker's half-mile

record corroborates the rumor that he has beaten
the half-mile safety record, riding that distance
on the road in im. 9 3-5S., which is the best time
at that distance ever accomplished.

Cunningham & Ghaster is the name of a new
bicycle concern at Fostoria, Ohio. Mr. Cunning-
ham is President, and Ghaster is Secretary-
Treasurer of the Fostoria Bicycle Club. They
will handle Columbias, and write that the pros-

pects are flattering.

KIMBALL'S STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
Are exquisite in style. Are put up in satin and elegant boxes.

Are dainty, and carefully made. Are unsurpassed for purity and excellence.

Are extremely mild and delicate.. Are specially adapted to people of refined taste.

Are always uniform and up to standard. Are composed of only the finest Virginia and Turkish leaf.

14 First Prize Medals. "V^JVC. S- :K:i:M:B.A.I.iL & CO.
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER BICYCLES
Hold the World's Records

No. I Wheel, plain and cone-bearing, 50-inch $75
" 2 " ball-bearing, 50-inch 100
" 3 " plain and cone-bearing, 46-inch 75
" 4 " ball-bearing, 46-inch 100
'

5 " ball-bearing, 50-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 6 Wheel, ball-bearing, 46-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 7 Volant Safety, 31 and 30 inch diameter wheels,

ball-bearing 115

1889
Catalogue Now Keady.

Sent Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

178 Goiumbus Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.

HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE. BEST HILL-CLIMBERS.

V^(Dl<r .A^Gr^AJHST I

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,
At Baltimore, October to, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twentv
Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

NeMsr Rapid Roadster,
On which he last year over the same course made World's Road ReCOrd. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. P'or speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NEW RAPID

SF»ECIAIv NOXICK.
To a limited e.xtent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEnSTJZ) J^0:EI 0^ft^T.A.LOC3-XJE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
ilB^ltixxxoro, J\/LcX,
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Weldless Steel TuBes,; (HUOTT'S STEEL PEIS
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

ARE THE MOST
» ' • PERFECT.

'B'OTi c^stcXjES. Official Tailors and Outfitters
Imported and kept in stock by ::CC:;;i{{{:;:^;{\{{{{^{^^^v:;:;^;;;:y///;/yy/:^//^;V{{;V::::{^

JOHN S. LEMC'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Ilderan Bi-Club.
Citizens Club.
Long Island Wheelmen.
Hudson County Wheel-

men.
Harlem Wheelmen. DEUIK&CO.

New Jersey Wheelmen
Roselle Ramblers.
Huntington Bi-Club.
Ilderan Bi-Club of Ber-

gen Point.
Yonkers B.C., and others.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

^r "Wx-ite f01? JParxce Lxst.
j

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.
\

fILDWOOD'S niTAQAZINE.
AN

ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY 1

OF
OUT-DOOR

RECREATION.

EDITED BY

WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. PONDl.

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABLEST AMERICAN SPORTING AVRITERS.

Subscription. %z.oo fer year: Specimen Copy^ 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription /Vir—Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i e., the loth, 20th, 30th, 40th,_5oth, 60th,

70th, Sotn.goth, 100th, etc.), will receive one year s subscrip-

tion free ! Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, New Rapid, Champion, Star

and other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge ex^-ep for interest. Prices

from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bought and sold.

Send for large Illustrated catalog of

wheels and novelties in sundries with
i.iT*Mjr.^s^iafc full particulars of our terms f easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospectivf

w haehiian

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

Broadway and Warren Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle, Tennis, Yachting and Tourist Suits,

Caps, Stockings, Etc.

THE DANDY SAFETY
24-inch

WHEEtS TIRES

BICYCLE REPAIRS

I'x'ic©, S4:0-00.
THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS

SAFETY MADE.
Secure agency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

M[RWIN, wm] & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

nsTE'VsT" "stoi^k: oiT"5r.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
Americau Chaiupion Bicycle.

American L.ight Cliampion Bicycle.
Americau Challenjje Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Cballenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 Si>3r±3a.gf±el<i Hoaca-s-tex"
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

mimi man ni sue mmmi
FOR ALL CYCLES.

P.itcnlcd October ;, 1888.

SUPERIOR TO TOBOGGAN, ROLLER
OPt ICE SIC-A.TIJ^Q"C3-.

GREAT SPEED AND PERFECT SAFETY
ON nil',

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

Ne'w Knoxville, Ohio.

Singer's Sicvcles, TricTcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

I

Over TOO new machines on our Bicycle floor,

i on sample. No second-hand machines.

Call and see our stock hefor^ purchasing.

J. o'consrnsroi?..

Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,
845 SIXTH AVENUE,

First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.
All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A

full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always

on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-

tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE " BFST" WHISTLE.

WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BE^NNEXX &. HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE LU&HA&E CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a 10-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mall, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, SI.00. Discount to the trade.

C- H- SI^ITH
249 Woodward ATenue. Detroit. MIcli.

V7"EBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. , New York.

Tl«e BlUlngN 4 Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

The most convenient, loudest and altogether " oes t

Call on the Market. Mouthpiece so constructed that it can

easOv be held by the lips. Price, 25 Cento.

WHITTEN & CO., Providence, R. I,

Drop forged of bar steel and 6nished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
NOS, 24 & 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridg'e,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping: at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em'
bossing- Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S'.ee

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

NEWYORK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Branch Honse, Chicago : W. D. Allen &«Co., 151 Lake St

E. &lj,T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC ^ *

^ ® INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

59J Broadway, N. K.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scliinid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

gp" More than Forty Vtan
Established in this Unt

ef bumust.

Sportini doois,

LOWEST PEIGES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalo£:ue.

R
ADWAY'S—

^

READY RELIEF.
For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions,, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
conti-'ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

..A.SX^ I"OI». THU

Wek^K
PERFUMB8 AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Wenck's Opera Bouauet is the latest.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Op posite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, "How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & CO.
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C

tV r EARL & WILSON'S.
, iL MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS

hl'X "^^^ THE BEST-
S''-* FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

lyilNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Week commencing January 28.

PAUL KAUVAR.
FASHIONABLE CLOTHING.

Reasonable Prices.

ABRAHAMS & GRUNAUER,

Custom Tailors,

451 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A large stock of specially selected foreign and
domestic goods always on hand.

HommM.

'^^APf.: m^'

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
Wleels Stored during tie filter at Rednced Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
Telephone 125 South. F*rospect F*arlc F*laza, Brooklyn.

Sold Everjrwhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

bu

</>

AMS k SOB'S TBTTI-FRDTTI CHEMC Gem
ncreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is no>y used by touring hs well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUKE. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVOKS.

Slio-uLloL Tae oix saJ.e at all 'Wli.eelixi.eix's IIe»<3.q.Tj.ax-t©x«.
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FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN.

A HEW COLUMBIA

LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.
PRICE, with ''Double Grip" Ball Pedals, $135.

Tangent Spokes, Cold-Drawn Seamless-Steel Hollow Felloes, Columbia

Tubular Steel Frame with anti-vibrating" Spring Fork, Bail-Bearings all

around, Ball-Bearing Socket Steering-Head, One-Piece Hollow Handle-

Bar, Improved Ewart Chain. Readily adjustable, in every essential
«

particular, to meet the requirements of any rider.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO,
Prbss of F. V. Strauss, i2o-ia6 Walkek St., Nsw Vork
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1889

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion.

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boys, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

The American Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Comprehensive SO-pjige Catalogue will be ready for mailing- February 1st.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. i^OS

>—

r

-< OUR
1889 O-A^T-A-XjOG-TJE

Will be issued on March i, and will include all the latest

for the coming season. Send your name and address, and a copy will be mailed free.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

^^ik
New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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^
V
.^^^• cH mEITl !

^^.

^^

REPAIRS !
On or about February loth, 1889, ^^ shall be in

readiness at

No. 4 East 60th Street, New York,
Near Stli Avenue entrance to Central Park,

to fill promptly all orders for Repair Work to Bicycles

and Tricycles of whatever description. Our shop will

be fitted complete with all the necessary Tools, Forge,

Lathe, etc , and our workmen will be competent.

I F
!

A full line of Wheels for Renting purposes will be

kept constantly on hand,

NEVV YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No. 8 WARREN STREET, No. 4: EAST 60th STREET.

^.
<^.̂ Uptown Agents for

^^.^̂ .
. A. It. i .#
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THE
EAGLE BICYCLE

THE WHEEL OF '89.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN AND CITY IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE EAGLE.

fs now ready for the

market.

In workmanship,

finish and quality of

material it is u n-

equaled.

W h e r e V e r the

"Eagle" has been

exhibited it has been

received with enthu-

siasm.

It combines all the

ad van t ages of the

"Ordinary" with many

qualities of a "Safety."

It is second to none

in speed, either on

track or road. It is

a good hill climber, and

under perfect control

in coastinq.

AGENCIES.

All applications for

agencies will now

receive immediate at-

tention.

Ifyou deal in bicycles,

or if you are a good

rider, capable of show-

ing up the advantages

of an excellent wheel,

apply at once for the

aqency for your lo-

cality. We want live,

active men who will be

awake to our interests

and their own.

In applying address

f the Stamford office,

and state the probable

number of bicycles at

present in use in your

town or county.

A Practical Eear-Briven Safely witlioiil Sproctel Chains, Levers, Cliitclies, or extra frictloii of any M.
SIMPLE, DIRECT CRANK MOTION.

THE LIGHTEST RUNNING WHEEL IN AMERICA.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAIVIFORD, CONNXSCTICUT.
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-j^nsriD

c Trade RiYCLING iRADE iVEYIEW,
Published every Friday morniyig.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year,

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.
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MR. E. J. SHRIVER sends us some pertinent

suggestions on club courtesies. The discus-

sion of the use and abuse of club courtesies, origin-

ally one of Fenton's "fancies," has resolved itSclf

from a local issue into a question of club ethics.

As Mr. Shriver states, a club is organized for the

benefit of its members, and any hospitality ex-

tended to outsiders must be regarded as a

privilege, and one not to be held lightly. In

the best organized clubs, non-members can only

obtain entry through special introduction, and

no member but the introducer need take upon

himself the duties of host. The higher the club

stands socially, the more exclusive it vv^ill be.

On the other hand, the unwritten bicycle club

code is " a welcome to all ;
" the mere fact of a

visitor being a wheelman not only gaining the

entree of the club house, but exacting a certain

amount of courtesy. We think that the more

hospitable code of cycling clubdom is preferable

to the colder methods of clubdom at large. A
little hospitality is never thrown away, and,

except in rare instances, v.re do not know that

cycling club hospitality has been abused.

WE commend to all cyclists who have the

time and means to take a trip abroad, Mr.

F. A. Elwell's European tour. The reputation

which Mr. Elwell bears in the cycling world is

a guarantee that the tour will be successful,

enjoyable, and carried out to the best interests

of the participants.

THE Racing Board will appoint^ several

handicappers to cover the several sections

of this great country. This suggestion has been

made time and again in these columns, and we
are pleased to note that the Racing Board has

adopted it. It will secure better treatment not

only to the racing men but to the public. The
abuse which has been the portion of ofiicial

handicapper will also be divided.

The new English infantry drill-book, issued
by the war ofhce, contains an official recogni-
tion of cyclists as of value in war. Cyclists
are represented as making an admirable ad-
vance guard, and their efficiency as scouts and
messetigers, bftween the main body and the
advance guard, is recognized, and they are com-
mended for use in that sort of service.

THE ALBANY BICYCLE TOURNA-
MENT.

UNIQUE PERFORMANCES WITNESSED BY A LARGE

ASSEMBLAGE—THE TUG-OF-WAR—OTHER FEAT-

URES.

The second annual indoor tournament of the
Albany Wheelmen was held at the Academy of

Music on last Friday evening. Like previous
entertainments of its kind it was a splendid
success, and proved highly interesting to the

1.200 people issembled. The members of the

association wore orange-colored badges upon
their breasts, while those having charge of the

arrangements wore their neat dark blue uni-

forms, which displayed to great advantage their

athletic forms and gave them a decidedly pictur-

esque appearance. About thirty members of

the Troy Bicycle Club were also present.
A few minutes after eight o'clock the Albany

City band gave the signal for the tournamentto
commence by striking up a lively air. A few
minutes of impatient waiting passed, when
Thomas R. Finley, champion of the world,
after a short trapeze act, gave a wondt-rful and
unique exhibition on the S ar bicycle. Mr.
Finley's performance elicited tremendous ap-
plause. He was followed by Joseph Jones,
who gave an excellent exhibition of Indian club
swinging.
Mr.J,H Grot, master of ceremonie?, then intro-

duced to the audience Mile. Armelius, of France,
the famous female bicyclist. At this announce-
ment there was a general straining of necks in

the endeavor to obtain a good view of the beau-
tiful creature who appeared before the foot-

lights. Mile. Armelius, after a short perform-
ance in front of the stage, suddenly dismounted
and, removing her blonde tresses and gorgeous
wearing apparel, disclosed to the astonished
multitude the familiar features of W. S. Maltby,
the world famous cyclist, of Birmingham, Conn.
He was generously applauded. Later in the
evening Mr. Maltby gave a splendid exhibition
of his skill as a bicyclist. His imitation of a
new beginner was well done, and his imper-
sonation of a dude rider caused roars of
laughter. He then cast aside his costume and
silk hat, and, appearing in regular uniform,
went through numerous fancy movements and
performed various well-n'gh incredible feats,

such as balancing his machine on two chairs
and riding about the floor with his bicycle
stripped of everything save the large wheel,
using his feet to both.propel and balance him-
self. Mr. Maltby was voted to be the best rider
ever seen in Albany.
William G. Thompson and Captain H. B.

Diamond next gave a clever exhibition with the
foils. Mr. Thompson's foil was broken, and the
bout declared a draw.

Messrs. Lilienthal, Ed. Ryan, Alfred Lilien-
thal and Theodore Spring gave an admirable
performance on a horizontal bar.

A scientific sparring match, by Mr, Duncan,
of Albany, and Mr. Egan, of Port Schuyler,
was to have been given, but owing to informa-
tion received to the effect that the participants
intended to indulge in "slugging," the manage-
ment very wisely decided not to allow it. The
gap was filled up, however, by a scientific con-
test between George Butler, of Troy, and Aus-
tin Mills, of Lansingburgh.
The last event of the evening was a tug-of-

war between a team from the Albany Wheel-
men and one from the Troy Club. The greatest
interest centered in this contest, and everybody
thought that the Trojans would win ; but the
science of the Altianians proved superior to the
greater weight and strength of the Trojans.
Following are the teams : .\1bany—Captain,
Elmer E. Konig

; Anchor, Jos. L. Adrian, Jiio,

E. Brown, Jas. Bradley, Frank A. Shields. H
H. McCormick, I. M. Forbes and F. K. Woods.
Troy^Captain, W. C. Simmons; Anchor, Geo.
Zohn, A Rosseau. G. Fales, Peter Hanlcy, A,
Sweet, H. Franklin, Geo. Slagle, and G. Zim-
merman. Each team was composed of eight
men, the captain of tlie Troy team not pullmg.
A ladder was placed diagonally acroj-s the in-

closure, and a two-inch cable was laid upon it.

I'he judges were Messrs. Gallim and Grot.
When everything was ready, the athletes
grasped the cable. A handkerchief was secured
to the center, and the game was to pull that
handkerchief across a certain mark—about two
inches. The match was to be decided by the
best two in three pulls. It is but just to say

that except in the first contest the Albanians
had everything their own way. When the
handkerchief was seen to gradually cross the
line the last time, the building fairly shook with
applause, and for a long time pandemonium
reiened. The Trojans took their defeat grace-
fully, and congratulated the Albanians on their
success. This closed the second annual tourna-
ment of the Albany Wheelmen, which was a
decided success financially and socially.

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION, L. A. W.,
BOARD MEET.

The Board of Officers of the Massachusetts
Division ot the League of American Wheel-
men met at the Clarendon Hotel last Saturday
evening. Chief Consul W. H. Emery presided,
and the members of the Board present were
Abbot Basseit, of Newton; W. G. Kendall, E. G.
Whitney, J. S. Dean and Charles S. Howard, of
Boston; A. W. Robinson and Herbert L. Greene,
of Charleston

; George A. Perkins, of Cambridge;
Willard H. Forbes, of Dorchester, and R. C.
Sweeter, of Worcester. The financial condition
of the Division was discussed with considerable
animation, and it was voted to instruct the Treas-
urer to fuinish at the next meeting a detailed
report of the receipts and expenses of the
Division since January i, 1888. It was also
voted that hereafter the Board meet .on the first

Saturday of each month. A report was received
from the Committee on Guide-Posts, and the fol-

lowing draft of a circular, soon to be sent to all

the towns of the Commonwealth, was presented:

To Selectmen of—

:

Ge>!tk'ii!en—Chax>\.eT 162 of the Act of 1887 provides as
follows, viz.: " Every town shall, in the man' er provided in
th s chapter (Chapter 53 of ihe Public Statutes), erect and
maintain guide-posts on the highways and other ways
within ti^e town, at such places as are necessary or co.n-

venient for the direction of travelers, and shall erect and
maintain S"ch euide-posts at such forks or intersections of
such highways and other ways as lead to adjoining towns
or cities."

By il you will see that it is compulsory upon cities and
towns to erect and maintain su«h guide-pos s as shiU com-
ply with Section 4, Chapter 53 Public Statutes.
The League of American Wheflmen, an organization of

gentlemen interested in cycling, has determined to see that
this law IS fully complied with. We send you ihis noticein
order that you may ask for suitable appropriations at your
town meeting.

It is not only cyclers who are interested in this movement,
but all who travel along our highwa\s.

It is the intention of the committee to prosecute, at an
early day, such places as do not comply with the law.

Gkorge a. Perkins, for the Committee.

Mr. Forbes moved that a committee of three
be appointed to consider the advisability of pub-
lishing a map of the roads of Massachusetts,
and Messrs. Forbes, Bassett and Whitney were
selected.

The meeting adjourned until the first Saturday
in March.

A EUROPEAN CYCLE TOUR.

For the past year I have been making arrange-
ments for a cycle tour of Great Britain and the

Continent of Europe, to be conducted on the

same general lines as the Down-East tours of the

past five years. Our route is finally decided
upon, and each day's programme blocked out.

Information has been received from wheelmen
all along the line of march, and good roads,

grand scenery and a delightful season assured.

We take in Ireland, England, France (World's

Fair), Switzerland, Germany (Down the Rhine)

and Holland. We leave Boston the iSth of May,
by Cunard steamer Cephalonia, and will be

absent about three months. We limit the party

to twenty-five, and now number fifteen, as fol-

lows :

F. H. Palmer, H. S. Higgins, Chas. Seavey.
F. A. Elwell, Portland, Me; Rev. Chas. E,

Fessendcn, Summit Hill, Pa.; W. C. Roseboom.
Cherry Valley, N. Y.; Clark Cooper, Trenton,

N. .1.; Junius E. Beal, Ann Arbor, Mich ; W. \\.

Bennett, A. G. Bennett, Chicago, III.; II. Wont-
worth. Skowhegan, Me.; P. Harvard Reilly,

New York City ; I. Newton Smith, Phil.idclphia,

I'a.; Fred. Wiebcns, Hartwell, Ga.

This leaves room for ten more, and as I am
sure there are ten more whoelnien, somewhere,
who will wish to join us, I desire tli.it they will

write me as soon as possible, in order iliat I may
be able to secure staterooms for them on

steamer. All transatlantic lines will be crowded
this year on account of Paris Exhibition.

I iiave printed information which 1 will gladly

send to all "who desire it.

F. A. EiwELi.,
Poril.^nd, Me.
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Warwick Perfection Wheels
Have More Genuine Improvements than

Any Other Wheels on the American

or European Markets.

F'^aaafe^s^"

This Machine is Constructed of Wrought Steel Throughout. NO CASTINGS.
Sensitive Steering Overcome. As Perfect of Control as a Tricycle.

Adjustable for Height and for Steering. Adjustable Footrests. Spring Bearings to
Both TVheels. 30-inch Wheels Geared to 54-inch.

THE FOLLOWING
ARE

Some of its Many Advantages.

ist.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE
whereby the hand does not have to be removed from
the spade handle to appi)' the brake.

2d.—A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO
FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibra-
tion are brought to a minimum.

3d.

—

ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjust-
ment, and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.—THE HANDLE BARS are made from
tapering weldless steel tube, tapered internally so as
to give great strength at the part where required

—

i. e.,

at or close to the head—and will not break as is the
case with other handle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet
steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are
connected.

6th.—THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be
quickly replaced (without sending to factory or repair
shop) by removing a nipple, which can be removed
from the outside of the rim without taking out the
tire.

7th.—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the
shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of
the rim, will wear longer and will run with less labor
than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim
by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their circum-
ference.

8th.—THE BACKBONE is made from weldless
steel tube, being tapered internally, and is four
gauges thicker at the part where the greatest strain
comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5,000 of
these backbones were made and sold in England last

year.

gth.—THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-

known perfection patent, thickened at the part where
the greatest strain comes.

TOth.—THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted

and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run
several thousand miles without oiling or adjustment.

iith.

—

THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs used are India Rubber
Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch in case of its becoming wet, either from perspiration or rain.

It has, also, a new side rocking motion, and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

i2th.

—

THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle of the rider's body.

i3'h.

—

THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS. /^^^
A. KENNEDY-CHILD, Superiuteiidciit of Agencies.

Oa,ta,los:T;Lo xxottc^ r-ea.cSLy.

..^-
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TIME LIMITS TO SUPPRESS
LOAFING TACTICS.

At a late meeting of the National Cyclists'

Union it was moved to establish a system of

time limits, to prevent, if possible, the tiresome
"loafing tactics" which are resorted to in most
important scratch races. The motion was de-

feated, the main reason being that the scheme
would not, in the opinions of the majority, ac-

complish the desired object, and besides, the

speed possibilities of the paths varied so that

while 2m. 50s. might be considered poor on a
first-class track, it would represent a marvelous
effort on some of the slow tracks.

In reply to inquiries, the Bicycling News pub-
lishes the following views from Richard Howell
and Herbert Synyer.

DICK HOWTELL's views.

Query i. Will a time limn man cause the cracks to hurry ?

Says Howell—" The time limit has been tried in England
and found not to answer ; in fact, it has never answered
anywhere. It would not cause tbe cracks to hurry in the
least; they would sooner have the race run over and over
again than make the pace, and run a chance of a second-
class man beating them."
Query 2. Is forcing the pace a wiser course than " tac

tics" or head work ?

" Many races are won by head work only when they could
not possibly be won by forcing the pace."
Query 3. In amateur races, will withholding the prize be

an effective penalty ?

" I don't believe any good comes of any kind of threat.

It's only regular racing men that understand the question.
People go to see a race, not to see a man fined."
Query 4. Do you think it wise to experiment in chamoion-

ship races, amateur or professional ?

" If new-fangled things are advertised the public don't
understand it, and they don't know whether it's a donkey
race or a bicycle race, and they dont ^o to see it"
Query 5. In your e.xperience' has '" waiting " or " going

all the way " been most successful un first-class company) ?

" I have won mostly all my championship races at the
waiting game: I used to go all the way, but found out
that I could win much more easily by waiting, and sprint-
ins: my men down at the finish."

synyer's views.

These are the views of the most experienced cyclist that
ever crossed a wheel, a man who looks at the subject from
a sporting as well as a financial point of view. In the
course of a long covering letter, he says :

" All meetings, of course, depend on the public for their

support. I have never heard the public grumbl" about a
little waiting, but I have heard them grumble wuen a man
has got away and sneaked a lap. 'Tis known half of them
leave the grounds and stop many from coming in, saying,
' Oh, it's all over ; so-and-so is a lap in front.' I have
known proprietors of grounds ask a certain person (of

course, when it has been a " cert " for one) not to run away
from his opponents, but to wait and make an interesting
race of it."
" I for one should do as I have always done in whatever

contest, that is, ride to win."
That is, as Synyer explains, he would ignore the time

limit, and ride his races exactly as heretofore, as his judg-
ment taught him. On the pace-forcings as opposed to

tactics^ question, the amateur champion writes :

"Is mere pace-forcing preferable to tactics? Certainly
not, and even as Osmond has tried the pace-forcing sys-

tem, so have I. and I have come to the conclusion that for

a man to be able to run another man off his legs he must
be at least a hundred yards the better man in a mile, es-

pecially when there is any wnd ab >ut."

As to whether the withholding of the prize would be an
effective penalty, Synyer is very clear and emphatic. He
says

:

" I should not like to be deprived of a prize that I hr.d

fairly and squarely won— I value them too much for that

;

but the prize would not make me hurry, and I should cer-

tainly think a great deal more of the win than the prize.

I am as proud of my ceitificate won at the Benefit Meiiting

in the match as any prize I have won, and consider it equal
to any championship in 1888."

We feel a glow of pleasure in transcribing these lines

from his letter. There spoke the true amateur and the

sound sportsman. Finally, Synyer expresses his readiness

to join with other cracks in a relusal .to enter for any time-

limited championships, and he adds that he considers
" that such contests ought not to be at the mercy of a few
non-racing men, who, so long as the men get over the
ground in a certain time, irrespective of a good finish, care

not one jot wheihcr the best man runs first, second, third,

or unplaced." -»-

WILLIAMSPORT (PA.) WHEEL CLUB.

The mileage of this club for 1888, seventeen

men reporting, totaled 23,200, the following

being among the larger records: H. C. Wheeler,

3,000; J. W. Bowman, 2,000; Chas. N. Hough,
I, goo; A. C. Wagner, 1,800; Edw. W. Gohl,

1,730. Among the wheels ridden were six

Columbia?, six Victors, two Champions and two
New Rapids.
At the first regular meeting for 1889, held

January 11, the following officers were elected

to serve for the ensuing six months: President,

W. H. Uloom; Vice-l'rcsidcnt, F. J. Richards;

Secretary, J. G. Rhoads; Treasurer, J. H. Wat-
son; Captain, E. J. Fisher; First Lieutenant,

George Cook; Second Lieutenant, C. N. Hough;
First Bugler, II. S. Meyer; Second Bugler, J.

W. Bowman; First Color Bearer, L. L. Spafford;

Second Color Bearer, H. C. Wheeler; Member
Club Committee, W. E. Riley.

A CHICAGO TOURNAMENT AND
CYCLE EXHIBITION.

A well attended meeting of wheelmen and
sporting goods manufacturers and dealers was
held at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, last

week to talk over the Referee's tournament and
exhibition to be held in May. R. D. Garden,
Burley Ayets, C. F. Stokes, J. Palmer O'Neill,
H. W. Jenney, T. T. Roe and others equally
well known were present. A committee, com-
posed of one representative of each Chicago
club, was appointed to wait on all the clubs and
secure their co-operation, and another to cor-
respond with clubs outside the city. Repre-
sentatives of the Western Arms Co., Pope
Manufacturing Co., Warwick Cycle Co., Spring-
field Bicycle Co., Jenney & Graham Gun Co.,
William Read & Sons and others pledged them-
selves to use every effort to insure the success
of the exhibit of sporting goods and the racing
portion of the programme. Offers of financial
assistance have been received from various
sources but respectfully declined. There now
remains no doubt that Chicago will have a tour-
nament which will remove her from the back-
ward position she has heretofore occupied in

the racing world and place her in the front
rank of cycling centres.

BROOKLINE CYCLE CLUB'S MIN-
STREL SHOW.

The Brookline (Mass.) Cycle Club had a
crowded house at their minstrel show, given in

Union Hall Wednesday evening. The audience
was a very appr< ciative one, and the several
numbers on the programme were heartily ap-
plauded. George W. Cooper officiated as inter-

locutor, and the following gave an excellent

exhibition at their respective ends of the circle:

Bones, C. S. Wells, G. F. Crosby and W. G.
Langdon; tambos, W. H. James, C. F. Haven
and W. H. Butler. The circle was composed of

the following gentlercen: C. S. Gooding, Geo.
M. Stearns, F. P. T. Logan, R. E Mayo, H. C.

Moore, C. Hicks, E. E. Randall, P. H. Bowker,
J. R. Hanmer, J. S. Wells, C. B. Moore, W. M.
Vose, I. M. Fogerty, F. R. Bodwell, G. A. Free-
man, M. P. Josephs. Part second consisted of

a scientific temperaijce address, "Alcohol vs.

Water," by E. N. Davis; banjo selections by the
Cycle Club double quartette; song and dance by
members of the club, and club swinging by
Herbert W. Games. The entertainment con-
cluded with the laughable antics and oddities

of the original Ham Town Students.

THE LADIES" BICYCLE TOURNA-
MENT.

The feminine cyclists entered for the tourney
which is to take place at Madison Square Gar-
den, New York City, February 11 to 16, are
busily engaged in preparing for the event.
Among those who have sent in their names are

Mile. Louise Armaindo, the famous long-distance
rider; Miss Jessie Oaks, the English e.xpert

;

Elsa Von Blumen, for years known as one of the

best female riders ; Hattie Lewis, winner of the
recent six-day race at Pittsburg ; Lottie Stan-
ley, who has shown herself a speedy loo-miler,

and the Misses Helen Baldwin, Hilda Suallor,

Lulu Hart, Jessie Woods, Kilty Brovs'n and
Maggie McShane. The contestants, who will be
required to travel but eight hours daily, will be
appropriately costumed, and as special care will

be taken in laying the track, and everything
done for the comfort of the competitors, this,

combined with the known ability of the fair per-

formers, should ensure a memorable contest,

while the rivalry existing between the leading
artists will certainly result in fast and exciting

racing. »
NEW HAVEN CLUB'S DINNER.

The New Haven Bicycle Club held its ninth

annual dinner, January 24, at Prokasky's,
There were thirty men present and a very pleas-

ant evening was passed. The L. A. W. was
toasted by Chief Consul Larom, the New
Haven Club by Ex-President William Frisbie;

Mr. W. H. Thomas, of Ntw York, Captain W. F.

Perkins, Lieutenants P. Field, C. T. Bartlett

and B. E. Varm and Frank Thompson and B. N,
Bacon made appropriate remarks.

THE BOWLINGLEAGUE.
CVMES TO BE PLAYED.

New York vs. Atalanta, New York, February 1.

Hudson County vs. Harlem, Jersey City, February i.

Kings County vs. New York, Brooklyn, February 5.

Harlem vs. Atalanta, Harlem, February 8.

New York vs. Harlem, New York, February 15.

Hudson Countv vs. Kings County, Jersey City, Feb. 15.

Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark, February 28.

New York vs. Hudson County, New York, March i.

Kings County vs. Harlem, Brooklyn, March 5.

Hudson County vs Atalanta, Jersey City, March 8.

Atalanta vs. New York, Newark, March 14
Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, March 15.

Atalanta vs. Hudson County, Newark, March 2f.

GAMES PLAYED.
January 4—Harlem, 1,429; New York, 1,342.
January 5—Hudson County, 1,498; Kings County, 1,488.
January 10—Harlem, 1,346; Atalanta, 1,343. Draw.
January 11—Kings County, 1,525; New York, 1,337.
January 15—Kings Countv, 1,432; Atalanta, 1,328.

January 18—Hudson County, 1,350; New Yorlc, 1,150.
January 25—Harlem, 1,469; Kings County. 1,260.

HARLEM VS. KINGS COUNTY.

The game between these two clubs was bowled
at Mott Haven, January 25, with the following
result

:

HARLEM. KINGS COUNTY.
Moynahan 180 Bridgman 143
Emanuel 165 Stevens 143
Anderson 164 Bedford....;... 140
Strutter 159 Marion... 140
Pearse 152 Bowdish 125
Parker 145 Anderson 121

Edwards 132 Raynor ii8
Clark 130 Courtenay 114
Laselle 127 Hall no
Fraser 115 Nellis 106

Total 1469 1260

SC(JRE BY FRAMES.

Harlem— 141, 274, 422, 548, 660, 810, 985,
1118, 1297, 1469.

Kings County—in, 221, 346, 625, 762, 988,

1115, 1260.

SUMMARY OF GAMES :

r^i.-K 4 „„,,„« Games Games Games
Club. Average. ^^^^ Lost. to Play.

Harlem 1449 206
Kings County. .1426^ 2 2-4
Hudson County. 1389^ 206
New York 1283 o 3 5 -

Atalanta 1328 017
The New York-Atalanta game will be played

at the New York's alleys this evening.

CLUB MILEAGES FOR 1888.

So far as reported in The Wheel, the Illinois

Club leads all club records for 1888, with a total

mileage of 85,077. The following are the records
as reported:

Illinois Club, Chicigo, 37 men 85,077
Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, 48 men 70,756
Forest City Ramblers, Cleveland, 55 men 70,000
Buffalo B. C, 59 men 69,940
New York Club, 80 men 58,403
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, Philadelphia, 24 men 50,579
Rhode Island Wheelmen, Providence, 20 men 42,790
Wilmington Wheel Club, 13 men 34,995
Elizabeth Wheelmen a3i947
Williamsport Wheel Club, 17 men a3,»oo

FIXTURES.

Feb. I, 1889.

Feb. I, 1S89.
Feb. 5, 1889
Feb. 8, 1SS9,

Feb. 9, 18S9,

Feb. 12, 1889.

Feb. 15, 1SS9.

Feb. 15, 188,).

Feb. 18, 1889.

Feb. 23, i8So.

Mar. I, :889.

Mar. 2, 1889.-

Mar. ,s, 18S,).

Mar. i^, 18S.).

Mar. 14, iRvSg.

Mar. 16, 1889.

Mar. 21, 1889.

— Kings vs. New York, at New York.
—Hudson County vs. Harlem, at Jersey City.
—Kings County vs. New York, .at Brooklyn.
—Entertainment and Reception of Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at Lexington .-Kvenue
Opera House, New York City.

-Harlem vs. .Atalanta, at Harlem.
—Elizabeth Wneelmen's Dramatic Entertain-

ment, at Temple Opera House, Eliza-
beth, N. J.

—New York v. Harlem, at New York.
—Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City,
—National Assembly I-. .\. \V, Meet.
—Atalanta vs. Kings, at Newark.
—New York vs. Hudson Couniv, at New

York.
—N. A. A. A. A. (iames at Madtsin Square

Garden; I'^-milc handicap; entrirsclose
February ao, with Secrciarv N. .\. .'V A.
A. (iames, V O. Box .U7S, N. Y. City.

—Kings vs. Harlem, at Binoklvn.
—Hudson County vs, .Mal.inta, at Jersey City
—Atalanta vs. New York, at Newark.
— Harlem vs. Hudson County, ai Harlem.
-Atalanta vs. Hudson Countv, at Newark.

With its accustomed enterprise and liberaliiy

the AVr.' \\^i k //VrA/has sent 'rhomas A. Stevens,

the chaiu))ion Anu-ricaii bicyclist, to .Ulrica in

scarcii of Stanlev — .1/<i''/.ir('<' /'..'//< r fii,irf<cti,ifMl.
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Down a Toboggan Slide

on Their Bicycles.

MRS. MOREHOUSE AND MISS MUL-
FORD TAKE A RIDE OF 1,104 FEET

IN ABOUT 28 SECONDS.

Orange has for a long term of jears boasted

itself to be the liveliest town in all New Jersey,

but when it has secured a record of 1,104 feet,

made by a human being, and a little woman
weighing less than a hundred pounds at that,

within 28 seconds, the collection of Orange
towns claims the banner from the rest of the

world. This remarkable time was made last

Friday afternoon on the Essex County Tobog-
gan Club's chute, at Highland Avenue. But a

toboggan was not used. The lightning-like

courser of the Dominion was not rapid enough
for the fair woman who made the descent. She
chose a bicycle.

Mrs. J. T. Morehouse, of Feeman and Valley

Streets, Orange Valley, had a friend named
Miss Jennie Mulford, of 1215 South Broadway,
Newark, visit her early last week, to stay some
little time. Both ladies were devoted bicyclists,

using the low-seated Rover machine over the

mountain roads. It was quite an ordinary thing

for them to goon trips over routes of twenty-five

to thirty-five miles, climbing hills and coasting

down them with all the abandon of Cherokee
princesses. They were the only lady bicyclists in

all Essex County, by the way, but this did not

satisfy ihem. They must needs do as. much, if

not more, in the way of daring than any gentle-

man had accomplished. So they looked around
for opportunities, and after the fashion of per-

sons inclined in that way, they were not slow in

finding an excellent chance to distinguish them-
selves.

Just about opposite Mr. Morehouse's drug
store, where he and his family also live, is the

gate of the Essex County Toboggan Club,

whose slide is the finest in the vicinity of New
York. Sloping down one side of the Orange
Mountain, at times almost perpendicular, at

others almost level, and in still other places

having an ascent of nearly twenty feet, the

chute extends for 1,104 f^et almost to the street

in the village. The chute is floored with nar
row planking, which is as smooth as plane can
make it. From the starting platform to the ter-

minus there is no place where the chuie is more
than 4^ feet wide, and at the beginning it is

scarcely this. 'Ihe sides are protected, as cus-

tomary, with a guard inclined outwardly.
When the chute is not in use it is usually cov-

ered with hay, and over this is sometimes
thrown a canvas covering to prevent anything
marring the woodwork.
The fastest time made by a toboggan down

this incline has been forty-two seconds, and
that was one manufactured by a Canadian
Indian and shod with steel. About a year ago,
so an Orange legend goes, an unknown man
with a Star bicycle went to the top of ihis chute
and coasted. He got down all right, but he
was so scared when he landed that he has not
been seen in Orange or any of its suburbs
since.

This record of the great past roused the am-
bitions of Mrs. Morehouse and Miss Mulford.
Last Friday they started on a long ride and
tried almost every steep road about Orange,
save the Eagle Rock road, of ghastly memory.
Finally they found themselves near at home
with the toboggan slide looming up before
them.

" Let's try it !
" suggested Miss Mulford, and

knowing at once the thought in her companion's
brain, Mrs. Morehouse signified her readiness
by wheeling toward the incline. The chute was
ai that time covered with hay, and did not look
promising, but Mrs. Morehouse dashed at it, and
actually rode up the incline about one-ihird of

the way before she was compelled to abandon
her herculean task. Miss Mulford was right

behind her, too. J hey tried coasting from this

point, and liked it so much that the matron sug-
gested to her unmarried friend that they should
"do the whole length."
There were some attendants of the chute in

the club liouse, and appreciating the evident in-

tention of the ladies, they ran out and removed
the hay covering of the slide until the polished

boarding shone in the sunlight. It looked dan-
gerou":. certainl)', but it had been done before,

it had been said, and there was no reason why
they should not attempt it.

So they climbed to the top and got their

wheels ready, amid the admiring glances of the i

attendants. Mrs. Morehouse, as the proposer
of the adventure, volunteered to go first, and,
after considerable care in avoiding these side

guards of the beginning of the incline, started

on her perilous descent. She put on brakes,
however, but notwithstanding them, came down
in forty seconds, beating all previous attempts
at rapid travel. She did not go far enough up
ihe hill at the end of the chute, and she was
slightly disappointed.
But as she stepped off the track what was her

surprise to see her friend, with her feet on the

rest bars of the front wheel of her machine,
come tearing down the incline, without any hin-

drance to her progress. Like a flash of light-

ning she went past her, and landed all safe and
sound amid the hay at the bottom. Then Mrs.
.Morehouse tried it, and met with the same re-

sult, save that her descent was roughly timed,
and was recorded as twenty-eight seconds.
Not at all abashed at their venture in which

they had risked both of their lives, Mrs. More-
house told the story to her husband, who at

once declared that he had the pluckiest wite in

all New Jersey, and was willing to back her
in riding down toboggan slides on a bicycle

against the universe. By and by the story was
circulated among the people of Orange Valley,

and Mrs. Morehouse and Miss Mulford have
become the heroines of the community.
The Toboggan Club, however, look upon the

feat in not so kind a spirit. The members with-

out exception recognize the pluck which Mrs.
Morehouse and her friend displayed, and still

wonder at their escape from killing themselves;
but because of this danger they have withdrawn
ihe use of the slide from Mrs. Morehouse and
her friend.

One of the officers of the club said last night :

" 1 oboggan slides are not built to coast bicycles
on, and we will not permit it on ours_, for we
would regard ourselves as responsible for any
accident which might occur upon it should we
do so. Mrs. Morehouse and her friend have
done not alone an extraordinary but an un-
heard-of thing, and should be saiisfied."

Mrs. Morehouse said last night she rather
liked the slide. She certainly went fast, and it

was ea^y enough. All one needed was to keep
one's head upon one's shoulders. Yet, despite

her modesty, she is the lion in the town of

Orange and its suburbs, particularly among
bicyclists.

FOR "THE COASTER."

From Cycling Centres.

JERSEY CITY.

Editor of The Wheel :

Dear Sir— I happen to be one of the " fair

cyclists of Orange." alluded to by " Coasier" in

The Wheel ot last week, but I hope I shall

never be guilty of coasting a toboggan slide. I

am sorry " Coaster " did not mention the names
of the ladies who coasted the Essex County
Toboggan Club slide, as I for one would not
wish, even negatively, to detract from their

glory.
Their names were Mrs. Morehouse, of Orange

Valley, and Miss Mulford, of Newark.
L. A. W. 7309.

A BILL FOR ROADS IMPROVEMENT

The citizens of Troy, N. Y., adopted the fol-

lowing resolution at a public meeting called to

consider the question of city improvements :

Resolved, That there be appointed by ihe chairman of
this commitiee a committee ol five who shall prepare and
present to the commitiee Ihe draft of a bill or < f bills 10 be
presented to ihc Legislature of ihc St.iie of New York and
us or their passage urged, which shall embody the general
idea of imposing upon ihe city of 1 roy the payment of one-
hall of the e.X[)cnse of such public improvements as ma% be
hereafter ordered bv way ol sewciing streets and alleys
and of paving or macadamizing streets, alleys and high
ways in the city, and providini; in some «ay by a commis-
sion or otherwise for the adopting and enforcing of some
general haimoniuus s\stem for sewe ing, pavint', macad-
amizing and improving the streets an.l allc\ s of the cily.

Kesol-ed, That ihcre be a fuilhir committee of — ap-
pointed bv the chairman 10 solicit contrit ulions to 1 ay fiT
such clerical an 1 other expenses as may be incurred in the
carrying into effect of the foregoi ig resolutions.

Mr. F. A. Elwell is organizing a European
cycle lour for this year. Full information may
be had by addressing him at 152 Pearl Street,
Portland, Me.

Bob MacAra, a prominent member of the
Hudson County Wheelmen, handles the gloves
with considerable skill. He has already won
eighteen boxing matches this season. He is to

be elected " Road Hog Persuader," a new posi-

tion created for the benefit of the members.

I am told that the H. C. W. will give an en-
tertainment, etc., about February 28. Most of
the talent will be secured from among its mem-
bers. Dr. Johnson, as Sir Goblin Blue, and
President Earl, as Miss Mabel, are the leading
characters in a soul-stirring drama, entitled
" Our Tandem."

On February i Mr. E. J. Day started in his

new work as Captain of the H. C. W. Day was
the unanimous choice of the boys for the posi-

tion. He is a worker from the word " go,*' and
if the bovs do not enjoy themselves this season
under his leadership I miss my guess.

In the Sporting Life of January 23 Perseus cor-

rects my statement made in The Whi-ei. a few
weeks ago, that "according to Ariel, members
of the Pennsylvania Division would receive the
new road book free, while Maryland and New
Jersey members would be required to pay fifty

cents each for them." The notes referred to ap-
peared in the Bicycle World oi December 28, and
read as follows :

" The meeting then took up the matter of the
road book (Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland),
and, after hearing fiom the printing house hav-
ing the matter in charge, it was decided that

the books be issued not later than February or

March, to be furnished to all members of the

Division free, and to the New Jersey and Mary-
land Divisions at forty and fifty cents respect-

ively, according to binding, for each member
of said Divisions."

Perseus says that the members of the Mary-
land and New Jersey Divisions will receive the

book free, but the price named will be paid out
of the treasury of the respective Divisions to the
Pennsylvania Division, while the latter will pay
the printer direct.

It has been proposed to have a road race of 5,

10 or 25 miles for ihe individual championship
of New Jersey. There are a number of clubs
who would doubtless furnish one or more entries

in such a race who would not send a team to

the races run under the defunct Road Racing
Association. It is desired to stcure any sugges-
tions that will tend to assist in getting this mat-
ter underway. Anyone interested in the subject
are requested to correspond with Mr. Edward J.

Day, Captain Hudson County Wheelmen, Jersey
City.

It may seem a little early to speak of road
races just now, but large bodies move slowly,

and New Jersey contains a great many wheel-
men, even if its League membership is less than
700.

It is to be regretted that Chief Consul Bidwell,

of New York, has resigned his office He has
certainly been of great assistance to the League,
and to the New York Slate wheelmen in general.

With such a vigorous pusher as an example, the
"under strappers" follow suit, and work for

themselves and each other.

New Jersey wants to shake herself up this

season, as she certainly did not do it last year.

Wheelmen everywhere predict that 1889 will be
the greatest year on record from a cycling point

of view, which, as I take it, means more wheel-
men, more enthusiasm, and consequently more
work. Let every League man in this Slate feel

that it is his duly to secure at least one member
10 the L. A. VV. Of course, the majority of

wheelmen look to the Chief Consul and local

Consuls of their State to set the example of doing
their work with true energy and a sense of duty,

as they have a right, to do. Make the League
membership for New Jersey for "1889 fifteen

hundred. ^ . Coaster.

We are pleased to learn irom an authoritative

source that Mr J. H. Sirugnell, Hudson County
Wheelmen, is at last pronounced out of danger
by his physicians. Mr. Sirugnell has had a

stern battle with typhoid fever.
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TROY NOTES. FENTON'S FANCIES.

Should $500,000 to $1,000,000 be expended on
our streets, as is now talked of, why cannot
something be done to induce the proper authori-

ties to use something besides the old stone
blocks, and confine the heavy carting to a few
streets where the stone blocks may be neces-

sary? It would seem so nice in summer, when
the windows of our residences are open, to be
free from noise and dust, and I think that not

only carriages, but cycles, would be found to in-

terest those sitting at the windows. Persons
living out in the suburbs would rejoice in

having such a cheap and delightful means of

travel as the wheel ; and our misses would roll

along on their " trikes " or " bikes," shortly to

be followed by their pas and mas— as the cycle

became more familiar— doing their shopping,
and coming home with the flush of a healthy
exercise, to eat and sleep as no one can who has
not tried it.

I think there are no lady riders in the city at

present, due, most probably, to the poor pave-
ments. If they could only know the benefits of

cycling they would take up this most pleasurable
exercise for these benefits alone, but Mrs.
Grundy keeps them from it. In some of our
larger cities, where pavements are suitable, such

j

exercise is faskionable, for many of their most i

prominent ladies ride with or without a gentle-

,

man escort.

Are any of our Troy ladies afflicted with
dyspepsia, headache, insomnia or rheumatism ?

I think many are with the first two. I know a

lady who has tried the cycle as a cure for head-
ache, and another for acute dyspepsia, and both
were much benefited. The former invariably
came home greatly relieved. In fact, she told

me that she once rode with a severe headache
for nearly ten miles into the country, and that

she never felt belter than she did on dismount-
ing at the end of the trip.

I understand Al Edmans resigned from the

Troy Bicycle Club because he has gone to Bos-
ton to live : and rumor says J. R. Knowlson,
Representative New York Division, L. A. W.,
resigned because the club would not stay in the

League.

The Telegram of January 22 says :

" The select soiree at Bicycle Hall, last night, brought out
one of the liiiest appearing congregations of handsomely
costumed ladies and eencemen ever si en in that hall.

William A. Gunn, William A. Leary, William Rabbett
and John Calh lun were the committee. The aifair passed
off with flattering success The affair started with a waltz,
but a grand promenade occurred at about 10:30 o'clock, in

which ICO couples participaled. Everybody who attended
had a most enjoyable evening. The grand march, led by
the committee, presented a beautiful spectacle as the six-

teen couples abreast marched down the centre of ihe hall.

The ladies who attended are to be congratulated on their
fine appearance."

Last week there was an exciting bowling con-
test at >the rooms of the Railroad Young Men's
Association between a team of the 1 roy Bicycle

Club and a team of the Railroad Young Men's
Association, and the Troy Bicycle Club boys
won by a score of i 794 to 1,439. W. M. Theis-
sen, C. F. Beiermeister, E. Schuth, J. N. Van
Arnam and A. Hogben represented the bicycle

club, while E. h.. Frear, C. E. Clowser, C. L.

Maxcy.G. Daley and F. E. Howland the associa-

tion. A return game is talked of to be played
at Bicycle Hall.

Last Friday night some thirty-five members
of the Troy Bicycle Club went down to Albany
to attend the indoor tournament of the
Albany Wheelmen, which, I am happy to say, I

attended myself. The Academy of Music, where
the tournament was held, I think is ruther an
out-of-the-way place, but there must have been
a paying crowd inside from the looks of
" Toiler's" face. He was smiles all over. The
graceful riding of Finlay on the Star and the
trick riding of Maltby were the most interesting
parts of the programme, though the entertain-

ment was good all through. In the lug-of-vvar

Troy was beaten in two pulls, but in the hrst

pull Troy was not ready. I think, however,
that Albany had the better team, and the club
deserves great ciedit for presenting such a good
programme.
The boxing match between Messrs. Mills and

Butler was very amusing, tlie shorter man win-
ning in four rounds.

I hope Troy will give us as good an entertain-
ment this winter.

Oknii Qua.
January 28, i88g.

A rather peculiar occurrence marked the meet-
ing of the bowling teams of the Kings County
and Harlem Wheelmen, on Friday the 25th, at

the alleys of the latter. The K. C. W. team
invited the President of the Bowling League to

umpire the match, and accepting the invitation

he was present at the alleys in the evening
mentioned. The Harlem team had requested
Mr. Lefferts, an ex-member of their club, to act

as umpire, and he was present also and ready
to serve in his official capacity. The rules of the

League provide "that the umpire shall be
agreed upon by the captains of the contesting
teams," and Messrs. Parker and Marion en-
deavored for some ten minutes to persuade each
other into choosing the other side's umpire, but
alas ! unsuccessfully. Finally, in order to bowl
the game at all, Mr. Marion reluctantly agreed
to toss a coin for the choice of umpire. The
Harlems won the toss, and Mr. Lefferts umpired
the game. There are two or three opinions
floating round about this course of proceedings,
and they may be summed up about as follows:

K. C. W. opinion— the whole business was a
mighty small thing to kick about, and was dead
against the established precedent of the League,
which had hitherto tacitly awarded the choice of

the umpire to the visiting club; opinion of the

President of the League— rather hard on the K.
C. W., who thought that he was likely to be an
impartial I'udge of the game, and also not very
pleasant to be tossed for as if he were a " round
of drinks ;

" Hatlem opinion—" We want that
championship and we mean to get it, too !

"

Speaking of bowling, Mr. Fred. M. Daniels, a
member of the bowling team of the N. Y. B. C,
made the remarkable score of 300 on the same
evening. Accompanied by a friend, he visited

the White Elephant alleys, after witnessing the

K. C. W.-Harlem match, and won the quart of
" fizz," which is offered by the establishment to

every maker of a perfect score.

I have looked over the new racing rules, and
find very little either to praise or blame therein;

but I should like to know if the board have ever
made any attempt to enforce Rule H in the past,

or if they intend doing soin the tuture. I fancy
they would find it rather a hard job to do so, in

fact. "Maybe they could, but I doubt it !"

A young mechanitfof my acquaintance is at

work on a new kind of " home-trainer," which
certainly promises well, if one can judge from
the working of the model, which I have had the

privilege of seeing. Without revealing any
secrets, I can state that it is an application to

cycling of the compensating cog-wheel, so ex-
tensively used in milling machinery.

Fenton.
---

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

" Woo-Wah-Whoo !

" Woo-Wah-Whoo ! !

" Hudson County, Woo-Wah-Whoo ! ! !

" Dey're de fellers ! What a racket !" Al this

was heard at the Manhattan Club House a few
nights since. It came from that blonde non-
resident member, Mr. E. R. Wyatt, who was
fortunate enough to receive an invitation to the
last Smoker of the Hudson County Wheelmen.
Well, he commenced to tell the Manhattan boys
what a glorious time he had, and made us all

think that Jersey was not the worst place on the

earth, and the boys sat thinking that in their

estimation Jersey should be admitted as one of

the United States. Well, never mind about
Jersey ; it is of little importance, considering,
especially when we speak of the Hudson Cotinty
Wheelmen. Their pipes will serve us as
souvenirs, and the Hudson County Wheelmen
will long be remembered by our luenibers who
were entertained by them last winter, and
especially by those who heard Wyatt the other
evening. Well, they do hustle. I tuulerstand
they intend sending some fifteen or more to the
Manhattan's Reception, at the Lexington Ave-
nue Opera House, Friday, Feb. 8. Well, a good
time is assured them, and all other wheelmen
who attend. But although the .Manhattans
are noted for their many lady admirers, they
cannot guarantee to have two ladies for every
wheelman. So my advice to you is to bring
your best gill.

An elaborate programme has been made up
to entertain our friends, commencing at 8

o'clock sharp, with orchestra under the direction

of Chas. J. Schwab.

1. Overture—" Concert "
Heinsdorf

2. The famous W. S. Maliby in his Ballet Girl Act.
3 Balzer Trio- Otto, Fred, Emil.
4. The renowned Mr. Gus Schlesinger.
5. Miss Eva French (late of A. M. Palmer Company).
6. Scientific and Artistic Riding—Mr W. S. Maltby.
7. Song, " Under the Mistletoe "—Miss Ida Belle Travis.

(Emmet's latest.)
8. A few m-iraents with " Loney."
9. " The Dude and the Bicycle, ' by W. S. Maltby.

10. Finale—" Ideal "
Reeves

After this short but interesting programme
the hall will be cleared of its chairs and the
reception will commence, which, from all indi-
cations, will be the most brilliant affair ever
held by a bicycle club.

Opening with the "Manhattan Bicycle March,"
composed and dedicated by Mr. C. J. Schwab to
the members of the club, followed by eighteen
dances, including the " Manhattan Bicycle
Waltz," written and dedicated to the club by
Mr. Jay T. Knecht. Among the clubs that will
be represented are the Riverside, N. Y ; Har-
lem, Citizens, Hudson County and all the Brook-
lyn clubs, as well as the Atalanta and Nonpareil
boating clubs. Acme Bowling Club and Wash-
ington League. The Manhattans as usual are
ready to give ail who attend a most enjoyable
time, and hope any wheelman will not be back-
ward in introducing himself.

The Eye.

HARRISON'S STATE.

Away back in the woods, where the wood-
chuck chucketh and the jay bird jayeth, the
ordinary cranketh, where the cycler is never
sicketh, just a few years ago a bicycle on the
streets of Alamo was as much of a curiosity as a
black redbird, but at this time we have four
wheelmen.
Some of them are remarkably skillful and

daring riders
; sometimes one of them will dis-

mount over the handle-bars, to show off. If an
organization is formed here it will be a lively
one and will go in for race meets, hill climbing
and tours.

The riding has been excellent up to date. The
recent snow storm has put an end to the wheel,
and at present the gun is in demand, as we have
an abundance of game such as it is— quail,
chickens, rabbits, etc.; but as for interest shown
in wheeling in Montgomery County, we can con-
gratulate ourselves that it was never as great
as it is now, and, if indications do not fail,

next season promises to be fully equal.
Our Governor, Alvin P. Hovey, indorses lioad

improvement for Indiana, as he says all clay
roads should be graveled. See article I send
ycu :

THE GOVERNOR ON ROADS.
The construction of gravel or macadamized roads be-

tween the cities, towns, villages and commercial centres of
the State is of the very greatest importance. In every year
many of the main thoroughfares are mudlocked.so that it

becomes aim >st impossible to pass Over them with an empty
vehicle. Such obstructions are not only an inconvenience
to the public, but are oftentimes the cause of great loss to
our farmers, as they cannot convey their produce to market
in a proper manner at the most convenient and profitable
times. With our river and railroad systems, which may be
regarded as the great arteries of travel and transit, good
county roads would act as the veins, which would give to
to the great body of commerce the most healthy action. In
the States and counties where such roads have been con-
^tructed Iarms are woith much more than better lands in
this State, where the rich clay soil and change of seasons
often render our roads nearly impassable. The revenue to
be derived from the sale of into.xicating liquors and ardent
spirits, and from the dog ta.\, might be very properly used
for the construction of such roads. Large sums of money
are now, under our present rt.id svstim, c.vpcndcil and
wasted which might be of great benclit if the ro.ids could
be wcrkcd under some general bupervi^or who understood
practical engineering. Bridges, culverts, ditches and em-
bankmenisare now constructed in many locali'ies at great
cost, which aie almost worthless, and tven the earth roads
are worked in many instances, exhausting the r<\id ta.x,
without much practical benelit. It migh' be worthy of your
consideration whether convict labor, insTad of competing
with our mechanical industries, could not bo utilized in the
construction of gravel and macadamized roads I liclicve
thai it can be -safely .said that the farming lands of this
State, with good roads, pass;\ble at all seasons, would be
wortn at least twenty per cent, more than their present
value —Covfrnor JJoTty'i Mtsi,t£f.

No\ lOK.

Alamo, Ind,, January 21, 18*9.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club is largely
composed of business men, some of them
grandpas, tcrtued " fossils " by members of the
youtiiier clubs. They take but little stock in
big mileages, and ride lor pleasure entirely,
paying but little attention to cyclometers. The
club's members priiie themselves on the fad
that since the Massachusetts Club disbanded
their cltib is the oldest in the United Slates, and
this simple fuel has done much to revive club
interest.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Thomas Stevens arrived in London Janu-
ary 12.

The New Orleans Picayune publishes a long
editorial on country roads.

The firm of Whitten & Co., Providence, R. L,
has been changed to Whitten. Godding & Co.

At the Hartford Wheel Club's last smoker,
held Friday evening, Mr. George B. Thayer
gave an interesting sketch of his cycling tour
abroad.

The Ohio Cycle Supply Company, of New
Kno.xvlUe, have increased their facilities for
manufacturing the Excelsior Flange skate com-
bination.

In reply to inquiries of correspondents we
wish to state that the mileages credited to

Messrs. Nisbeit and Murphy were bona fide

cyclometer records.

Mr. L. A. Clarke, Citizens' Bicycle Club,
writes us that a meeting will soon be called to

organize a "century " run on the same lines of

the '88 run, which was managed by Mr. Clarke.

A correspondent writes :
" My friends think

The Wheel is the best paper. Keep up your
agitation of the road question."

J. Frank Borland, Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
won second place in the Athletic Union's 2-mile
bicycle handicap. We reported him as winning
third place, our marked programme having been
mislaid.

The Louisiana Cycling Club contemplate a
50-mile race, open to all, some time during the
New Orleans Carnival Season, February 26-
March 5. A 4j4-mile straightaway course of
asphalt will probably be selected.

A i^-mile handicap will be held at the Mad-
ison Square Garden, New York City, March 2.

Entrance fee, 50 cents for each event ; close
February 20, with Secretary N. A. A. A. A.,

P. O. Box 347S, New York City.

Dr. E. W. Johnson, Hudson County Wheel-
men, will act the role of the Monarch of Mincing
Lane, in the opera of " Billee Taylor," to be
given at the Metropolitan Opera House, on
Saturday, February 23. iSSg. The opera will

be given under the auspices of the Amateur
Athletic Union.

T]ie Southwestern agent of the Warwick Cycle
Co. will be at St. Louis, where a successful
agent for a large sewing-machine company, of

world-wide reputation, will open a store on Olive
Street. This store will be splendidly appointed,
and will be more luxuriously fitted up than any
cycle depot West.

Mr. A. Kennedy-Child, superintendent of
agencies for the Warwick Cycle Co., was in New
York on Thursday. Mr. Kennedy-Child has

been on an extensive trip West, establishing 1

agencies, and reports large orders. He states
|

that some of St. Louis' toughest riders will mount
j

Warwicks this year. '

An Orange rider tells us that there is a
'

wooden fence at the foot of the Orange toboggan
slide, and that any cyclist coming down the I

slide at the pace the ladies who recently coasted :

are alleged to have obtained, would inevitably
dash into the fence and smash the rider and the
wheel to smithereens. 1

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are making arrange-
ments for a dramatic entertainment, to be held
February 12, at the Temple Opera House,
Elizabeth, N. J. Maltby will give an exhibition ; ;

the music will be furnished by an orchestra ; but
the feature of the evening will be a cycling

;

drama, showing a number of cyclists in camp at

the Catskills.

At the annual meeting of the Camden Wheel-
men the following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Frederick L. Mead; Vice-President, Louis
'

Nesbitt; Secretary, Claude Fries; Treasurer,
George B. Brown; Captain, H. B. Weaver;

|

First Lieutenant, William Northrop; Second
!

Lieutenant, C. Bould; Trustees, H. L. Chew !

and A. M. Nash.
\

The Victor cycles are to be represented in

Philadelphia by the Philadelphia Bicycle Com-
!

pany, who will locate on Arch Street, near
Ninth. The cycling trade seems to be center- '

ing in that section of the city. All the indica-

tions point to a brisk business during the

coming season, as the demand for wheels seems
to be on the steady increase.

Below is given the mileage compiled by Cap-
tain W. T. Fleming, of the Century Wheelmen,
as reported by the members during the past
season : W. T. Fleming, 5,451 ; J. L. Bromley,

3,943; C. Sulzner, 3,673; VV. G. Speier, 3,130;
F. Strassberger, 2.382>^ ; E. B. Carter, 2,300 ;

L. S. Kneedler, 2,200; R. Shaffer, 2.171^ ; H.
Dietsh, 2,142'A ' L. Geyler, 2,116 ; A. W. Bar-
nett, 2,os4}4 I

F- Gatrigues, 1,983 ; A. G. Mc-
Glathery, 1,777; George Pavord, 1,711; Dr. G.

Fruh, 1,700; Edgar Atkins, 1,614^. Sixteen
other members rode over a thousand miles.

Forty-eight of the members reported 70,756^4"

miles, or an average of 1,682 miles each for all

that reported.

TO IMPROVE THE R0.\DS AT TROY, N. V.

A public meeting of the citizens of Troy,
,
N. Y., was held January 9. It was resolved
that an improved road system was necessary to

the prosperity of the city. The storekeepers
depend to a great extent on country trade, and
the people who drive into town to shop must be
provided with suitable roadways. After some
discussion the following resolution was adopted;

Rcsoh'cd, Tnat it is the sense of this meetinfr thai the
charter of the city be so amended th.it the ta.xpayers be
required to pay one-half the cost of paving or macadamiz-

ing the roads and streets, and for the construction of
sewer> ; bonds to be issued for the expense thus incurred.

This resolution was afterward amended and a
committee was appointed to organize a perma-
nent association, which will push a bill for the
improvement of the city's road system.

A PEN PORTRAIT OF MR. AND MRS. "JO."
Here is a capital pen portrait of the Pennells,

who have made a name for themselves in the
literary and artistic, as well as the cycling,

worlds :
" Jo " Pennell, one of the first of living

artists in black and white, is a willowy gentle-

man, with gray eyes with a merry twinkle in

them, a sensitive mouth, and poetic whiskers

—

an artist's face, with a suggestion of the humor-
ist. His talk makes excellent rhetoric, but
when his epigrams are directed against Royal
Academicians they want polish. Mrs. Pennell
is a charming woman, who writes as brilliantly

as her husband draws—witness her " Life of

Mary Walistonecroft Godwin"—goesoutagood
deal, talks well, has an unfailing eye for points,

and is seen at all art shows. She has talent, he
has genius—an adrtiirable combination.

The feat of Mrs. Morehouse and Miss Naul-
ford, recorded in another column, was an exhi-
bition of pluck not often seen. The New York
Stiti looks on the other side of the fence, how-
ever, and pens the following note of warning :

"We have recorded many feats of intrepid female bi-

cyclers, but lew of them have been more rrmarkable than
the feats reported in yesterday's Sun. It appears that two
New Jersey ladies, mounted on their machines, side by side,

recently coasted down Eagle Rocl-- nill,and those who have
visited the locality in question will not fail to appreciate
this d'ring- deed. Rut. growing still bolder, they have per-
formed another feat yet m->re dangerous, by mounting
their bicycles at the top of the Esse.x County toboggan
chutes on the side of the Orange Mountain, and sweeping
down the trough at the rale of a mi'e a minute. It would
be hard to exaggerate the perils of ihis performance, which,
however, they got through in safety, and afterward re-

peated. We do not suppose that the two young lady bi-

cyclers who thus sought renown will have many imitators,

either of their own se.\ or of the other; and it is to be de-
sired that they should n^t. Bicycling is a fine sport, but
recklessness is apt to end in ruin." .

The Philtidelphia Times argues that three

essentials are necessary to have good roads :

First, the payment of all road taxes in money
;

second, the employment of a skilled engineer
to oversee the work of the county and the town-
ships ; third, the selection of the main routes

on which good roads should be both built and
maintained by county authority. These would
seem to be necessary. If those taxed for the
support of roads are permitted to "work out"
their taxes according to the old and inadequate
system, old and inadequate results will follow,

unless the work is done under the direct orders

and supervision of a competent engineer, and
even then it is doubtful if it can be done as

cheaply or as well as by men who are skilled in

the actual work of making roads. The farmers

,

might supply field stones or cart gravel, but
there is little else that they could do advan-

, tageously.

Star Safety, J889. H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, N. J.
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CLUB COURTESIES.

234 Pearl Street,
New Yokk, January 28, 1889.

Editor of The Wheel :

One of Fenton's latest fancies, that it is part

of a house committee's duty to act as " host

for the club," is illustrative of another of the

curious anomalies with which cycledom has

been afflicted— the notion that a club-house is

run not for the exclusive benefit of the club, but

for any one who may choose to drop in. There
is no other kind of club in which such an idea

has any footing, the essential principle of club

life generally being that it is for the mutual
benefit of members only, and that anyone else

is admitted to share in the privileges only under
the most stringent rules. Has Fenton ever been
in a full grown club? I wonder. And if so, how
did he get there ? When he first came to New
York from the country village where he must
have been brought up, did his political affiliations

lake him to the doors of the Union League or

the Manhattan ? Or did his fine artistic sense

lead him to the Lotus, or his superb confidence

in a heaven-born literary genius delude him
into the idea that he would be welcomed by the

House Committee of the Century ? We will

leave out the purely social clubs, because even
Fenton will doubtless admit that such clubs are

fairly not open to any casual stranger; but each
of these I have mentioned is a club designed to

promote some special interest, and if all wheel
clubs are expected to "entertain" all wheelmen,
then actors should have free run of the Lotus,

authors of the Century, Republicans of the

Union League and Democrats of the Manhattan.
If Fenton really did start in on such a theory, it

must have been a terrible shock to him when he
was turned away by the hall porter as either an
ignorant or an impertinent intruder.

Fenton could never have gone through this

experience, as he would have learned better;

and we are left to the conclusion that what he
may have of assurance has been acquired since

his advent from the backwoods. But it may be
well, Mr. Editor, to hint to him that whatever
courtesies a club may, of its own motive, resolve

to extend to outsiders, either in its corporate

capacity or through exceptional liberality in the

permission granted memtjers to introduce their

friends, no one has the right to enter the doors
of a club to which he does not belong, unless

specially invited, either by the club or by some
member; much less to be "entertained" by
anyone but the person who invites him. How
far clubs may choose to go in extending visitor's

privileges is purely a matter of policy; and
clubs based on a growing sport like bicycling

have hitherto found it advisable to be rather

more lax than clubs which owe their reason for

being to some more established interest. But it

is at least a fair question whether both the sport

and many of the clubs are not now large enough
to draw the lines a little closer. It is certainly

time to ged rid of the sentimental " fancy " that

all wheelmen are brothers simply because they

ride wheels. That did very well when there were
few enough of us to really take a personal in-

terest in each other; but even if the sentiment
is to be confined to League members, in a

family of 12,000 it is impossible that the frater-

nal tie should be very strong.

But this dissertation does not mean that I

favor churlish seclusion, which differs from
proper reserve as much as does gush over
strangers from cordiality to friends. Fenton
would hardly call on a man whom he had never
met, and would certainly not expect to dine at a
strange house where he had no invitation; yet

it is the same sort 6f thing that he proposes in the

theory of promiscuous entertainment by a club

of anybody that may happen to turn up. By
common usage, a man's club is even more
private than his home; because in the one there

is only one host, who can take his own means
of protecting himself from unwelcome guests,

while in the other every member has an equal
right not to have forced upon him the society of

any one but that of his lellow members. For
this reason, it has become universal club law
that, except upon the rare occasions that a
club house is thrown open by deliberate res-

olution for some specific purpose, no outsider
has any business in a club who is not brought
there as the personal guest of some individual
member, on whom alone falls the duty of

entertainment ; and even this privilege it is

usually found necessary to guard against abuse,
for the comfort of all the members.

The time is fast approaching when bicycle
clubs must follow the practice of all other clubs
in this respect, and relegate their present usage
to the same limbo as that other outcome of the
universal brotherhood " fancy," the absurd old
custom of "saluting" on the road, now happily
dead, in this latitude at least. Whether they do
.so or not, the lime has never been that it was in

any way incumbent on House Committees to

play host to anybody but the members, to look
after whose comfort alone such committees
exist.

Your-s truly,

E. J. Shriver.

ON LEARNING TO RIDE THE BICYCLE.

Is it hard to learn to ride a bicycle? No, my
son, it is not. Was it hard for you to learn to

walk? Can't remember, hey? Well, it will be
just as hard to learn to ride as it was for you to

learn to walk. Yes, my son, this is true. You
will take headers and side falls at both opera-
tions. Funny, isn't it? but nevertheless true.

To learn to ride a bicycle one must be plucky
and be willing to tell a few lies. Here is an
illustration. "Well, how did you make out
down at the riding school to-day? get any falls?

"

" Not one," you say, all the time thinking how
you jammed your head into the plaster and
kicked the tire off the machine. "No, sir ! Not
one fall

; got so I can ride beautifully. One
more lesson and I will be an expert. This is

what ihe Professor said— not my words, but the

Professor's." My son, when I first mounted the

machine just imagine my thoughts. Was I long
mounted? No; I was soon biting the dust. 1

never saw so much wheel in all my life as I saw
at that moment. Wheel to the right of me,
wheel to the left of me, and a little wheel across

the small of my back. And do I call this great
sport? No, my son, to be frank with you, 1 do
not. But one must creep before he can walk.
The Professor gave me a lesson on how to fall

from the machine gracefully, and not as though
I wanted to clean out the place. This was a

very valuable lesson, and took one hour to learn

at the rate of fifty cents per hour. Well, can I

ride now ? Yes, my boy ; the art has been
accomplished and I am now a member of the

League and can scare all the horses I choose. I

do not as yet wear, any gold, silver or leather

medals for record breaking, but " time will tell."

It takes, as I said before, pluck, a good " double
grip" and plenty of " backbone " to ride a bicycle,

but it can be done: and if you intend becominga
bicyclist, be sure to buy and ride an " ordinary."
Don't place yourself under a bushel, where you
can't be seen, but mount a tall wheel and pedal

on to fame and fortune and up out of the way
of dogs— our greatest enemy, next to road hogs.

Yours,
George T. Morev.

THE WAKEFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.

In the spring of 18S3 six young men, all of

them riders, met and formed the Wakefield
Bicycle Club. After the club had been organ-
ized a few months the members began to look

around for suitable quarters for a club room,
and finally a small riding hall was hired in Con-
nell & Curley's block, which was occupied
during the winter of 1883. As spring advanced
and new members were coming in fast, larger

accommodations had to be secured, and the

club hired a large room in the same building,

vifhich was fitted up in a plain but substantial

manner. This soon proved too small, and the

club voted to lease two addiiional rooms, the

membership at this time (December, i8S5)being
about thirty, nearly all active members. It was
during the summer of 1886 that the old question

of larger accommodations came before the club

and the result was the club taking a long lease

of the whole upper door in the new Gould block,

consisting of six rooms, four of which arc occu-
pied by the club, the other two being let for

business purposes. The club's present quarters

are finely furnished, it having purchased a

piano, pool and billiard tables, parli r furniture,

etc. Since the club's organization there has
been but one assessment levied on its members,
which was for the purpose of (iuing up liie new
rooms. The club's annual ball occurs during
October, and the annual races in June and Oc-
tober. The club has run two minstrel enter-

tainments successfully, and is now rehearsing
for the third. The club colors are gold ami

purple, and the uniform dark green, with black
-tockings. The present membership is fifty-

seven, but will no doubt increase as the riding
season advances. It is not a League club,
although a majoriiy of its active members are
L. A. W. members. Visit ng wheelmen are
always sure of a cordial welcome at the rooms
of the Wakefield Bicycle Club. The officers for

1889 are as follows: President, Elroy N. Heath;
Vice-President, Edwin Sweetzer; Secretary,
Harry P. Hathorne; Treasurer, Fred E. D. Rob-
bins; Captain, Nat S. Rogers; First Lieutenant,
Albert W. Flint; Second Lieutenant, J. Henry
Wenzel.

CAMBRIDGEPORT CYCLE CLUB.

The Cambridgeport Cycle Club has made a
record during the past season that has been
most creditable, and that few clubs can equal or
excel. In the club room, on the road and on
the track, this organization has excelled, and
has secured the name of being one of the fore-
most of the active and enterprising clubs.
Owing to the indefatigable efforts of the officers

and members, the numbers of the members
have greatly increased, so that there was an in-

crease of twenty-four in nine months. The
membership numbered thirty-one April r, 1888,
and on January i, 1S89, it numbered fifty-five.

During the season there were seventeen runs,
averaging an attendance of fourteen men per
run. The first club run was held on Fast Day,
and twenty-two men turned out. The last run,
on November 12, was taken by twelve men.
During the season the club had a run to Provi-
dence and return on the same day. Eight men
started; six went over the route. There were
two runs to Worcester and return on the same
day. Six men went through on each run.
Other runs have been taken to Walpole, Sud-
bury, Wakefield, South Natick, Nahant, Point
of Pines and other places. In the race for the
Eastern Road Club Cup. in October, the club
scored even points with the Dorchesters. In
the run off, two men starting for each club.

Lieutenant Carman, of the Cambridgeport Club,
finished first, and the Dorchester men second
and third. Fay, of the Cambridgeports, took a
long header, and this undoubtedly spoiled the
chances of victory for his club. Tiie result was
again a tie. For lack of notice the club could
not get men to practice, so no team was started.

On August 31 the medal offered by President
Sanborn for the 25-mile club championship was
won by Lieutenant Fay, McLean a close second
and Bean third. On October 15 the club moved
into its present spacious home, 555 Main Street.

The opening night was on November 13. Many
prominent wheelmen were present, and the affair

was a very gratifying success. The officers for

the past year have been : President, J. S. San-
born; Secretary, E. P. Crig; Treasurer, George
D. Mason; Captain, W. T. Roop; First Lieuten-
ant, F. E. Gannan; Second Lieutenant, C. E.

Leach; First Bugler, J. R. Jacobs; Color Bearer,
J. E. Holmes.

—

Boston Herald.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel .'^nd Cycling Tr.\db
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D.C.]

Elmer E. Tufts, Springfield, Vt. Pedal for

velocipedes.

This patent consists of a treadle having its

body formed of wood and curved on both of its

sides alike, so as to form a bearing both for the
hollow and toe of the foot, in combination with
metallic plates applied thereto and rivets which
pass through the body and the plates.

Dated January 22,

Otto Unzickcr, Chicago, 111. Velocipede.
Francis W. Pool, Norwich, Conn. Tricycle.
Josepli McCoy, K.iltimoro, Md, Velocipede.
Frederick L. Johnson, Wallingford, Conn.

Bicycle Whistle.
Richard E. Bowen, New York, N. V. Veloci-

pede.

John W. Fowler, Brooklyn, N. V. Brake,
All bearing date of January 29, 18S9.

CYCLING.

Castiiers aiul-bookUecpcrs, vou sliould have one wl those
' Dailv Casli balance Hoiks." I( is ihc most h.inity, neal
anil labor savin); bo k made to ktop your cash stiaiRht,
Circulars on apphcation W, I.. Surprise, 5s Madison St.,
Mcmi>his, Tenn.
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SINGER & CO.'S 1889 MOUNTS,

The most noticeable of these is the Royal
Singer safety, with 30-inch driver and 26-inch
steerer. We have been riding one of these for

about six weeks, and will report further on it

shortly. The new pattern Singer safety is sim-
ilar to the foregoing, save that both wheels are
30-inch, which are preferred by many. The
novelty of the catalogue, however, is the Singer
safety for ladies, with double-tubed dropped
frame, 28-inch driving and 26-inch steering

tangent spoked wheels, dress guard, ball pedals,

etc. Of the other wheels described, the Apollo
safety, with direct butted spokes in equal-
sized 30-inch wheels (16 guineas) is as good
value as any in the market. In ordinaries,

a new pattern is presented in the Singer
bicycle, with 22-inch back wheel, ball-steering,

detachable hollow handle-bar, direct spokes and
International saddle. In tricycles, a new pat-

tern of the famous S. S. S. is presented at the
low price of 20 guineas, while a Special S. S. S.,

weighing 58 pounds complete, and by means of

a patented adjustable stay from saddle to steer-

ing pillar, convertible for either lady or gentle-

man, having brakes acting simultaneously on
front wheel and a.xle, is also shown. The
grand old Challenge ordinary, the machine
which successfully carried Hugh Callan from
Glasgow to Salonica on the occasion of his first

great tour, is now listed at 13 guineas, while
No. 2 is down at 10 guineas, a price which will

suit almost any purse. The tandem tricycle,

which, from the 18S8 pattern now in use, the
firm boast that they " have not heard of a single
case of breakage" is unaltered, as alteration
was deemed unnecessary. Altogether nineteen
different machines are catalogued.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

THE CRAZE FOR LIGHT SAFETIES.

Says the St. George's Engineering Co.'s 1889
catalogue :

" There is an unhealthy craze among cyclists for light
safeties, and unfortunately, this is fosrered to a very con-
siderable e.xtent by ' shopkeepers ' who advertise themselves
as manutacturers, but who actually get machines made by
any tin-pot firm who will make them to weight and price.
Whether they will stand a week's work is no consideiation
either to builder or re ailer. Intending purchasers should
carefully guard against such frauds by buying only irom
old-estabiished and well-known makers. Weight, we
admit, IS a very important factor n cycle construction ; but
strength is still more important, and we always respect-
fully decline to build machines to weight. Unfortunately
lor us, the large size of our tubes and rubbers makes the
'New Rapid' look much heavier than it really is; but it

will be found to compare most favorably and be actually
of less weight than other machines which look oounds
lighter."

Sports Afield^ a sportsman's weekly, published
at Denver, shows a commendable improvement.

The Kings County Wheelmen will have a
theatre party, February 9, at the Park, where
Robson and Crane will be seen in "The
Henrietta."

Good Advice.—Every vi^heelman should read
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review. It is one
of the newsiest and best wheel papers pub-
lished.— The I'rcss.

Mr. Ralph Temple has assumed the manage-
ment of the cycle department of the Western
Arms and Cartridge Co , of Chicago, 111. This
firm will handle high-class English and American
wheels. They already have a Western agency
for New Rapids and other makes.

Some one mailed us an English bicycle paper
published in London under the name of the
Sewing Machine and Birycle News. Among its

American news we find the following para-
graph, viz: "John W. Murray, editor of the
Times at Estacado, Crosby County, Texas,
recently rode 400 miles over Texas roads on a
bicycle, accompanied by his son " Is that not
fame? Perhaps the Queen read it ! And maybe
His Gracious Grace the Dook of Edinbro' ; or
His High-toned Highness the Prince of Wales

;

or His Serene and War-like Majesty the
Hemperor of Limburger Cheese ! There's no
lellin— they may have read it. And all this
time we've been associating with common
folks! But it's all over now. Hereafter our
head goes up. Our chest goes out. Our look
shall be lofty. Our step majestic. For we are
chic. Famous, and our name is known in
Vurrup.

—

Crosby County Mews.

'WITHIN A FE'W DAYS

Our New York State Agents will be able

to announce their location, and to show

wheels. We will have ready for the

season of 1889, in ample time to fill

Spring orders without -delay, our Or-

dinary and Safety.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, we are building our Wheels so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy of us. We are putting in

the Best Material without regard to

cost. We are using the best Skilled

Labor that can be employed.

Our Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities we have introduced many

features not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

Our Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

We are making wheels with plain forks

for those who wish them.

The Hanule-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under the handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The RiM is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of lirst-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary t(j

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADMITS

OF REPAIRS without REMOVING TIRE. NOTE
SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST

LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg- shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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George M. Hendee left for England and the

Stanley Stiow on Saturday last on the steamer
Gallia. It is reported that upon his return he
will be employed with W. W. Stall, of Boston.
It seems hardly possible that Hendee, who had
no intention two weeks ago of crossing the

water, should make the trip except for impor-
tant reasons. We are inclined to think that

Hendee is over in the interest of some house.
He will reach home February 11.

Mr. Charles E. Pratt sailed for Europe on
Saturday last. Mr. Pratt's trip abroad is said

to be in the private interest of Col. Albert A.
Pope.

The Elizabeth Daily Journal of January 24
publishes a two-column article on the necessity
of roads improvement. The plan proposed by
the residents about Elizabeth, Rahway, Plain-

field and other villa towns in the same neigh-
borhoods is to have certain main roads turned
over either to the County Board of Freeholders
or to some commission, and then roads are to

be built, maintained and managed by the
county authorities. MISS JESSIE OAKSS.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.
COMMENCING MONDAY, FEB. 11, 1889.

ladies' Sii-Day Bicycle Contest,
EIGHT HOURS PER DAY,

FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD.
Among tie entries are tlie following well-loiown Ctiampions

:

MISS JESSIE OAKS, Champion of England.
MISS ELSA VON BLUMEN, Champion i.ooo-Mile

Rider of the World.
MISS LOTTIE STANLEY, Champion 100-Mile Rider of

the World.
MISS HATTIE LEWIS, Winner of the late Six-Day Race

at Pittsburg.

MISS HELEN BALDWIN, of New York City.

MISS LULU HART, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

MISS JESSIE WOODS, of Alleghany, Pa.

MISS KITTIE BROWN, of Pittsburg, Pa.
MISS MAGGIE McSHANE, of Dublin, Ireland.

MISS HILDA SUALLOR, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Bar, Lunch and other Privileges For Sale.

BILLY O'BKIEN, Mauager, Police Gazette.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER BICYCLES
Hold the TTlTorld's Records

No. I Wheel, plain and cone-bearing, 50-inch $75
" 2 " ball-bearing, 50-inch 100

" 3 " plain and cone-bearing, 46-inch 75
" 4 " ball-bearing, 46-inch 100

"5 " ball-bearing, 50-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 6 Wheel, ball-bearing, 46-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 7 Volant Safety, 31 and 30 inch diameter wheels,

ball-bearing.' 115

1889
Catalogue Now Keady.

Sent Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

178 Golumbus Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.

HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE. BEST HILL-CLIMBERS.

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,
At Baltimore, October 10, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Ktngsland, riding the same

NeTv- Rapid Light Roadstei*,
On which he last year over the same course made World'S Road ReCOi:*d. This speaks vohimes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NSIKr RAPID
SPECIAL notice:.

To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in pari payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SElsriD E^OI?- O.A.T.A.LOC3-XJE-

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
ilB^ltixxxoiro, IVXci-
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 'Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 25 '*

CILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* ' • PERFECT

pOR S At E.—51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, half-
^ nickeled ; run about icxj miles; con $1^5. Price $95
cash. E. J. Baker, 72 William Street, N. Y. Citj-. 2-1

P"OR S.\LE.—A 57-inch Victor and 5---inch New Mail. '

^ both wheels in No. i condition. Will sell cheap or
exchanfre for two Safeties oi equal value, or 51-inch Special
Star. Address Lock Box 45, Bainbridge, N. Y. a-8

pOR SALE. — Veloce Columbia Safety, Kirkpatrick
* Saddle, ball pedals. Splendid condition. Price. $.00.
.Address Cbas. Kaltenhorn, 1^43 Gates Ave., Brooklyn. 2-1

1

\X/ ANTED.—.An experienced Wheel builder at once; must
be very fast. Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind. 2-22

IF t88^

.DmARIES.

nmDWooD's

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Ay.ANTED.—Bicycles, Single and Double Tricycles, and
'• Rover-type Safeties Machines must not be too much
worn. For suitable wheels good prices will be paid. Call,
or address. New York Bicycle Co., No. 8 Warren St. and
No. 4 East 60th St., N. Y. tf.

CPALDTNG'S $40.00 Tennis Set for $26.00 ; Four Slocum^ Special Racquet s, at $700 each ; One dozen Balls at
$4.00 ; One double Net. All in hard wood case. Brand
new, never been out of case. Address W. F. Wells, 159
Fort Green Place, Brooklyn. 2-1

MANUFACT CRERS OP

V ICTOR Safety,
For sale cheap.

883 pattern, in excellent condition.
O. Bartel, 360 Broadway. 2-1

VOOK, Lititz, Pa., takes Cycles in payment for books,
'-' S'ationery. organs, pianos and misceliane us goods.
List free. Rare bargains in second-hand Wheels. a-i

<i I_rlNTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson. Stamford,
Conn.

D.ARG.AINS.—48-inch .Am. Star, $20; 51-inch Am. Star,
*-' $20: 3^inch New Rival, ' new." $20; 52-inch Colum-
bia, balls, 540; No. I Springfield Roidster, $55; No. 2
Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled. $80 ; ^4-inch Expert
Columbia, balls, full nickeled, }8o; 48-inch Special Star,
balls, $75 ; 51-inch Special Star, balls, full nickeled, $75;New Rapid Safety, balls, nearly new. $11;. Full descrip-
tion on application. Address H. M White, Trenton, N. J.

VICTOR_SAFETY.
A BARGAIN.

One 1888 Victor Safety, new, but slightly shopworn, for
$110.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
241 Broadway, N. Y. City.

28

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST o(
*• New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sola this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $;r5 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston H umber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $ioo. Victor, Columbia,
Sinter, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street, Orange, N. I.

""Rub^'er^ BICYCLES
llres. Fictorj I'llct. Ourl'iirf

s A3 in—eeo 00 >36 00
'„ .U)ln.... SS 00 33 00
.; • -Win 60 00 30 OO
f* •Wii 4.'. 00 27 00
= j-=M 1. 40 00 24 OO
-*|i:'ii,.... »i 00 2 I 00
T ^ —

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
eP~ "^7"3:ri-te for F:c±ce Xxist;-

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

THE DANDY SAFETY
!l4-inch

WHEELS TIKES

I'x'ic©, S-iO-OO-
THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS'

S.AFETY MADE.
Secure agency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
INDIAXAPOLIS, IND.

M[I)WIN, HULBERT & CO..
26 West 23d Street,

ITE"^7\r -^CDIEUSI ciT'sr.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challengre Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SITN OKIES.

18S8 Si>x'±3n.g±±el<3- lioadLs-tex*
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing f100.00

Singer's BicTcles, Tricycles, Safeties and Tandesis.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

J", o'consrnsroi^.
Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,

845 SIXTH AVENUE,
Fir»t door from S. W. cor. 481(1 St., NEW YORK.

All kindsof Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A
full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-

tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THC "BP«?T" WMtSTLE.

3AFETY
BICYCLES

8K5D FOR CtTALOCirE.
Small iioyt' 20 in vhirli, with parallrl brtrlri;'' SIC OO
Lsrve Bo]ri'2l In., Willi hrak.' and mud guard'.. . 28 OQ
LadiPior .Men'i.V) m., bdi InarlnKil'b ih w lipcli, oO 00
1 adif.' or McniSO In, bSl br«rii ,;. Al, OVKK.. 76 00
"pJiSy'^' E. C. MEADHAM ARMS CO.

The moat c^nrenient, loudest and altojretlicr "ihst"
Call on the Market. Mouthpiece lo constructed that it can
easily be held by the lips. Price, 26 Cents.

WHITTEN, CODDING Sl CO.,
Providence, R. I.

A.V

ILLUSTRATED

IffAGAZINE.
OF

OUT-DOOR
RECREATION.

EDITED BY

WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. POND).

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABtEST A3IERICAN SPOKTIXG •WBITEBS.

Subscription, $2.00 per year: Specimen Copy, 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription Free—'Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i e., the icth, 20th, 30th. 40th, 50th, 60th,

70th, 8otn, 90th, 100th, etc ), will receive one year's subscrip-

tion free ! Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La balle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, Colombia, Dliampion. Star and

other BiCTcles and Trirjeles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exrep for interest. Prices
from S8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bi.uerht and sold.
Send for large iilnstrated catalog of
wheels and novelties in sundries with

,
full particulars of our terms f easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospective
Ahueiinan

Rouse, Haz.\rd & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, III.

BICYCLE RE PAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricj'cle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short
notice and prices reasonable.

BENNETT &. HALE,
112 Oz?au.ge StiX'eeij,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Sm'S DETACHABLE WM CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by uiail, 76 cents. For
Star Bicycle, 91.00. Discount to the trade.

t49 Wo'dirard .4 venue. Delroit. Mich.

"VsTEBB^S

AXD COLOGNE SPIRIT,
Sl'lRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Sod. 165 Pearl St. , New Yort

The BIIIInsR A Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-clasi tool in every respect.

For lale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
NOS. 24 & 26 VAUDEWATER STREET,

B tween Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S*ee
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

I

NEWYOEK BELTINGS PACKING CO.;

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for *

TENNIS SHOES.
Braucli House, (Jlilcaso : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E.&l^.T.Anlhony&Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scbmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^P"More than Forty Yean
Establishtd in this lint

^butimst.

iADWAY'S
;

READY RELIEF.
For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions,, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

y\.£>IS: I»OH. TCHOES
llllllllll(!£MillllllllllTIEWen^K

iiiimiiiiixvimii

PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.
Wenck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportifli dooJs,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

f/ r EARL&WILSON'S.
il MEN'S LINEN COLLARSANDCUFFS,

U'VX "ARE THE BEST"
^'A^ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Op posite V. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.

A book, "How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

ences to actual clients in your State, county, or

town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COr
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

TWriNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE. NEW YORK.

Week commencing February 4.

ROBT.MANTELLlB'lONBARS."

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

smwm^
^H

:kmkii^,¥
Nassai(,

Llw Yor
N.Y.

sfc-

Now is your time to liave your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SCHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
- Wleels Stored Mm tlie Winter at Eednced Bates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

^^HEIELS O^a-LIliEID IFOR .u^nSTHD 3D£3LIVEREID.
CHAS. SCHWALBACH,

Telephone '125 South. Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

t^

CO

ABAiS i SOFS TllTTlFRDTTI CEEIfiC SM
increases the '.low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PUKTG. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVOHS.
SliOToJ-O. "b© Q-n. sailo at ail "Wli-©©! in-eaa-'s I3:«»<a.Q.-ta.ax-t©x^.
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FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN.

A HEW COLUMBIA

LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.
PRICE, with "Double Grip" Bali Pedals, $135.

Tangent Spokes, Cold-Drawn Seamless-Steel Hollow Felloes, Columbia

Tubular Steel Frame with anti-vibrating Spring Fork, Ball-Bearings all

around, Bail-Bearing Socket Steering-Head, One-Piece Hollow Handle-

Bar, Improved Ewart Chain. Readily adjustable, in every essential

particular, to meet the requirements of any rider.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
Prbss or F. V. Strauss, sao-ia6 Walker St., N«w York.
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1889

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion.

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boys, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

The American Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Comprehensive SO-pajye Catalogue will be reaidy for mailing' February Itt.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Companv,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. :^C^«

OUR
Will be issued on March i, and will include all the latest

for the coming season. Send your name and address, and a copy will be mailed free.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

I 16 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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REPAIRS!
On or about February loth, 1889, we shall be in

readiness at

No. 4 East 60th Street, New York,
Near 5th Avenue entrance to Central Park,

to fill promptly all orders for Repair Work to Bicycles

and Tricycles of whatever description. Our shop will

be fitted complete with all the necessary Tools, Forge,

Lathe, etc , and our workmen will be competent.

II 1
F

I

A full line of Wheels for Renting purposes will be

kept constantly on hand.

NBVV YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No, 8 wahben street. No. 4 EAST 60th STREET.

^.

iiiiiiiii

<^.̂ Uptown Agents for

%^y
. A. L k ./

^
^'
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The Eade Bicycle.
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THE EAGLE is a Wheel of the highest grade, both in

quality of material and finish. It is built entirely of
Steel, either forged or drawn.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY MACHINE,
and will replace, without charge, any part returned to us within
a year which shows signs of imperfection in material or work-
manship.

All letters of application and inquiry which have been written us will be duly answered.
It has been impossible for us to reply promptly to a correspondence of over five times what we
anticipated. Agencies for the EAGLE are now being established with the leading dealers in

many of the principal towns and cities, and machines will soon be on exhibition and sale at their

places of business; also a full line may be seen at all times at our Central Ofifice at Stamford.
Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAniFORD, CONNSCT'ICUT.
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J^lsTTD

Cycling Trade Review,
PuUisUed every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Poreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

- $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row.

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper

are respectfully requested to examine its conients

and give us their patronage, and as far ds is con-

venient, aid in circulating the JDurnal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so fai'h-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

NEW JERSEY'S ROAD
BILL.

We can no longer believe in the old myth that

New Jersey is not a part of these "United

States," for her citizens have just taken a step

in the line of road-improvement which stamps

her as the most progressive State in this line.

A bill will shortly be introduced into her Legis-

lature for a radical improvement of the roads

throughout the entire State, a condensed sketch

of which is appended. The good work has been

largely brought about by the Elizabeth Daily

Journal. The full context of the bill may be

found in the Elizabeth (N. J.) Daily Jouj-nal.

We advise all who are interested in this work to

send for a copy of the paper.

A committee of the citizens ot Elizabeth, appointed at a
public meeting held January lo, made their report at a
meeting of prominent citizens and Legislative representa-
tives, held at the Elizabeth Cout House on Saturday last.

City Attorney Bergen chairman of the committee, dis-

tributed printed copies of the Dill, the princioal provisions
of which are as follows: that the Senate and General
Assembly of New Jersey enact : That, etc., etc. The Board
of Chosen Freeholders of any county in the State may law-
fully acquire, and it shall be lawful for them to assume,
control of any public road in their county, and that these
roads shall be known as "County Roads," and shall be
improved and maintained as provided f ir in the act for the
exclusive use of ihe public.
That it shall be 1 iwful for the board of freeholders to

cause said county loads to be gr.ided, paved with telford,
macadamized, or otherwise improved, for at least a width
of twelve feet in the centre thereof. AH such work shall be
done by contract.
The board of any county inay levy a special ta.\, which

in any year shall not exceed one-fourth of one per cent, of
the assessed valuation of ta.xablc property in the county

;

or they mav issue bonds of the county, bearing interest at
not more than five per cent, per annum, to be known as
county road bonds, to pay the cost of paving, macadamiz-
ing, or otherwise improving the said county roads.
One-third of the f xpensc of paving or otherwise improv-

ing any county road in the manner aforesaid sh ill be paid
by the cities, towns, townships or boroughs in or lhr()U<j;h

which any such pavement or improvement shall be made,
in amounts in proportion to the cost of any such pavement
or improvement in city, town, township or borough ; but
nothing herein shall be construed to exempt any such city,
town, township or borough from liability to pay its share
of the remaining two-thirds at such cost or interest.
That the Board of I'leehoklers shall employ a competent

engineer to survey the county roads, lo prepare specifica-
tions for pavements or improvcm nts, and to supervise the
work (lone and the materials used.
Alter such improvements have been completed, the same

shall be ke|)t in repair, at the expense of the county, and
shall be supervised by some competent person, selected by
the county board.

The bill, as a whole, was approved, and steps
were taken to have it introduced into the Stale
Legislature.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
CAPITAL BICYCLE CLUB.

Friday evening last, the Capital Bicycle Club,

of Washington, celebrated its tenth anniversary
in a befitting manner. Instead of going abroad
and banqueting in some place unhallowed by
tender memories, as has been the practice in

by-gone years, the club remained at home, and
the banquet was served in its own attractive

rooms. Good humor and sociability abounded,
and the faces of those present beamed with
happiness and satisfaction. Only one little

accident occurred to mar the harmony with
which the club glided swiftly and silently

through the inviting list, from the oysters to the

coffee. The salads were served in little recepta-
cles like miniature baskets, placed at each plate.

One of the members stripped off the green
paper with which his basket was lined and ate

it, supposing that it was lettuce. He had
gulped down several wads of it before his

neighbor discovered the mistake he was mak-
ing. No serious results are apprehended,
though the incident at the time created much
excitement.

Dr. Henry M. Schooley, chairman of the

Banquet Committee, discharged the duties

of toastmaster in a manner that contributed
much to the general good feeling. The Pres-
ident, Mr. Edson B. Olds, was unfortunately
absent, but he sent his annual address, which
was read by Dr. Gabriel F. Johnson, the well

known elocutionist. Mr. Warren L. Seely, who
was to have spoken to the toast, "The Club, its

first ten years," was also detained from the
festive board. He sent his speech, however, and
it was read by N. D.Cram. Mr. Chas. R. Dodge,
one of the early members of the club, read
what he claimed were poems written for the

occasion by Ella Wheeler Wilco.x", Walt Whit-
man, Jas. Whitcomb Riley, Amelia Rives
Chanler, and others. Mr. H. P. Goodwin
responded to the toast, "Our Prime Donne,"
and Mr. Joseph G. Faick spoke to "A Little

German." A controversy which has been going
on in the club for some time between the
extremely good and the extremely depraved
members, made itself manifest in these two
toasts: "Punch and Pin Pool" was dis-

cussed by Irving Williamson, and its opposite,
" Lemonade and Backgammon," by Mr. Doug-
las Dyrenforth. Mr. A. P. Smith responded to
" Our Toostrict Cormnissioners."
The last toast of the evening was "Burnt

Cork," the virtues of which, and of other corks
as well, were spoken of by Col. Thos. P.

Borden. During the evening the club glee
singers rendered several songs with their usual
spirit and feeling. Among the members pres-

ent were : Learning, G. F. Johnston, Low,
Balloch, Dyrenforth, S. E. Lewis, Williamson,
J. A. Boteler, Catlin, W. B. Greeley, Tower,
Schooley, Tipton, Barker, Clifton, F. M. Boteler,

W. S. Dodge, Grossman, Welsh, Graves, Shar-
reits, Wentworth, A. P. Smith, Demaray, Beall,

Ridgway, Burnett, Moran, Stott, Edmonds,
C. R. Dodge, E. R. Tyler, Rynix, J. Hall
Lewis, Stewart. Kauffmann, Berryhill, T. P.

Borden, J. McK. Borden, Wilson, Hausmann,
Allen, Olmsted, A. P. Greeley, Easton, Cram,
Jones, L. S. Bacon, Edmonston, Miller, Littell,

Hanna, Godwin, C. F. Bacon, Ide, Forney,
Loomis, FaIck, Fox and Hibbs.

ONE HUNDRED MILES AN HOUR.

BROOKLYN CLUB'STHEATRE PARTY.

Col. Sinn's Park Theatre was taken posses-
sion of by a merry theatre party, Friday even-
ing, Februciry i, seventy members of the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club attending in a body to

witness Rice and Dixey's company in the
"Corsair." The club colors adorned each man's
dress coat, and a souvenir programme, the gift

of the manager of the liicatre, was presented to

each one. Many and varied were ihe "gags"
sprung on the parly by the performers. After
the performance the party adjourned to Wil-
son's, where, in the private dining room, a sub-
stantial supper was provided. Happy speerlies
were made by Messrs. Spelman, Cole, Meeleer,
Raymond and Bancroft; also by the guests of

the evening, Messrs. Sinn and Richardson.
Allogether the affair wasone of the ir.ost success-
ful in the club's history, ihe credit of which
belongs entirely to the cointnittee in charge,
headed by Mr. H. M. Cole.

The bicycle locomotive, invented by E. Moody
Boynton, was tested at Portland, Me., February
I. The engine is being tested in the yard of the

Portland locomotive works. It is fitted with
ball bearings, and everything has been done to

reduce the friction toamin'mum. It is claimed
the engine will attain a speed of loo miles an hour.

An old Boston and Maine engineer, after a
careful examination and a few trial rides on it,

had only admiration to express.

Its smoothness of movement, especially its

freedom from any lateral motion, its indications

of reserved power and great possibilities in the

way of speed, all appealed to him, and he com-
mented with unexpected enthusiasm upon its

workings. Yet he regarded the test as not
wholly conclusive, for the reason that the short-

ness of the track prevented the development of

high speed, and left that for next summer's trials

to show. "I think it will be a great success,"

said he ; but when asked how he would like to

run one he said he would prefer to let some other

fellow try it first. But the verdict of the practi-

cal men is as favorable to the new invention as

is that of the general unscientific public.

With one quarter steam and a consumption of

fiftv pounds of coal per hour, the twenty-ton

engine was moved back and forth a majority of

times with the steam shut up, working by ex-

pansion. There was no friction whatever when
running straight. So accurately balanced was
it that the wheels, all of them wiihin half an
inch of the guiding beam, frequently stood en-

tirely still. There was no swaying whatever
from side to side; the smoothness, stillness, ease

and grace of motion were all that could be de-

sired. It was simply the bicycle running on
smooth steel, and pushed by steam to which
500-man power could be applied by increasing

the furnace fires. This machine has a wheel
8 feet in diameter, and two engines, each 12x14

stroke. From 550 to 600 revolutions or turns,

equivalent to 150 miles per hour, are its piston

speed and valve action. It is expected to take

four cars, each seating eighty-eight passengers,
100 miles per hour if necessary. The weight of

these cars is twenty-eight tons, or seven tons

each. It would require ten palace cars, weigh-
ing 400 tons, or five passenger cars, weighing
about half as much, to convey the same number
of passengers we carry with twenty-eight tons.

The name of the company is the Bicycle Equip-
ment Company.

FIRST TO BABYLON, 1889.

The rivalry of the Brooklyn Wheelmen to

reach Babylon first this year has been brought
to an end. That point Vifas reached on Sunday
last, February 3, by Newton F. Waters, B. B. C;
W. J . Masterson, U. C. C, and Harry R. Wickes.
Masterson and Wickes met at Schwalbach's at

half-past nine, and set out without makin.g
known their intended destination. Visions of

smooth frozen side paths, brought on by the fine

weather of the last week, were soon put to

flight on striking the Jamaica road, which was
found to be in horrible condition for bicycle

riding, and brought forcibly to the minds of

both the great need of a cinder path between
Brooklyn and Jamaica.

After an hour of jolting over ruts, and dodg-
ing rocks and brickbats, they reached Jamaica,
and found Waters impatiently awaiting their

arrival. Without slopping, the trio started, and
reached Hempstead in fifty-live minutes, ilespite

Ihe mud and ruts. At South Oysier Bay the

hard riding began to tell on Masterson and
Wickes, anti they stopped at a hotel and pro-

ceeded to lubricate. In about fifteen minutes
Waters, who had been about a mile in the load,

returned to see what had become of his com-
panions. They startcil again after a half hour's

rest, Juring which Waters "cussed " his friends

for loitering, telling theni ihat they would get

no dinner at Babylon unless they hurrietl. This

seemed lo put new life into ihem, anil no more
stops were made until Babylon was re.ichcd at

2:30. It is needless to say that they ale every-

thing set before them, ami it is indeed a wonder
tli.it Masterson left even the pl.Ues, sb ravenous
was his appciite.

After some discussion it was decideii to take

ihe train- home, as a terrific gale was blowing
from the West, which would have made it im-

possible to reach even Hempstead before dark.

Fkuriiauv 4, 1889. ROXY.
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MBRWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 WEST TWENTY-THIRD STREET, NEW YORK.

The accompanying ciit

represents Messrs. Mer-
win, Hulbert & Co.'s build-

ing, at 26 W. •23d St. The
firm moved into its uptown
store in May, 1887, and from
that time they have been
adding to their various lines

of sportsmen's outfitting, un-
til their several departments
are now complete in every
respect.

THE BICYCLE DEPARTMEIt r.

The Bicycle Department
occupies the entire top floor,

a well lighted room 25 .x 100
feet, with a well-varnished
floor, giving it a very invit-

ing appearance. The firm

has made arrangements to

push this branch of their bus-
iness, and have selected Mr.

A. C. DANKER

to manage it. Mr. Banker,
who is one of the famous
"2:38" Banker brothers, of

Pittsburg, is well known on
the racing path. As mem-
ber of the firm of Banker
Brothers he has had consid-
erable experience in the busi-

ness. Although resident in

New York but a short time,

he is already well known in

cycling circles. The firm has
this year been appointed

<;ENERAL EASTERN AGENTS OK
THE GORMLLLY >S: JEK-

FERY MI-(;. CO.,

and will push their American
cycles, of which they carry a
large stock, and will supply
dealers in their territory as
well as the retail trade. The
American cycles for this sea-

son will include the Cham-
pion and Light Champion,
both high-grade ordinary
bicycles, which are improved
in minor details for this year.
In second-grade ordinaries
are the American Challenge
and the Ideal ordinaries,
both of which will be prac-
tically unchanged for this

year.

THE RAMBLER SAFETY.

The Rambler safety has
been changed to an open-
(lont machine ; otherwise it

remains the same as last

year. Hy removing the
brace the frame will admit
of the wheel being ridden by
either a lady or gentleman.
The wheel is fitted with a
rear spring much more pli-

able than the spiral used last

year.

The Ideal Rambler is an
all-steel rear-driving safety.

It is modeled closely on the
Rambler, and will sell at
about $75. It has ball bear-
ings to both wheels. It is

well finished, and is ex-
pected to be very popular

with girls, boys and ladies.

It has a new drop-forged
steel chain which is per-
fectly noiseless.

Besides these wheels, the
firm will carry a large stock
of G. & J. tricycles and
G. & J. parts and sundries.

VICTOR BICYCLES.

The firm will also be up-
town agents for the Victor
cycles, including the safeties

and ordinaries.

SINGER & co.'s WHEELS.

The firm now have on
hand a line of Singer's cy-
cles, including the S. S. S.

tricycle, which has so long
been a favorite with the cy-
cling world.

THE SPRIiNGFlELD ROADSTER
BICYCLE.

The firm is also New York
City agents for the Spring-
field Roadster bicycles, in-

cluding ordinaries and the
safety.

Besides the line of cycles
enumerated above, an e.xten-

sive line of cycle sundries
will be carried, as well as a
large assortment of cycle out-
fittings.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co. are
prepared to completely outfit

in any branch of athletics.

Their base-ball, tennis, gym-
nasium, rowing, boating,
football and skating depart-
ments a.e complete, and
first-class slock at reasonable
prices may be selected. A
full stock of fishing and
traveling goods is kept on
hand, and among specialties

ar? the S ar Safety Razor,
small printing presses, travel-

ing ca>cs and a line of pho-
tographic goods. This year
the firm will issue a superb
catalogue which will be ready
in a few weeks.

In the line of bicycle out-
fittings the firm is especially

equipped. There are many
styles of uniforms; full length
cotton tights, full length
worsted lights, lisle thread
tights, knee tights, ranging
in price from 75 cents tofs;
cotton, worsted and velvet
trunks from 50 cents to $2;
finer worsted in heavy and
light grades, all colors, at

$5; sweaters of first and sec-

ond quality wools at $3.50
and Is.

A DARK ROOM FOR AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

An extensive assortment
of photographic goods is kept
on hand, and in connection
with this department a dark
room has been fitted up
which will be at the service
of all amateurs.

VICTORS
I
AMERICAN CYCLES ! SINGERS

G-EISrEI?,.A-X. E^^STElIl.3Sr IDEDPOT.

REPAIRS
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• FENTON'S FANCIES.

" His speech, in loftiness of sound, was rich, * * *

» ^. It had an odd, promiscuous tone.

As if he talked three parts in one
;

Which made some think, when he did gabble.
They'd heard three laborers of Babel."

Hudibras, Canto i.

The above lines seem so apt a reply to Mr.
Edward J. Shriver's rather discourteous letter

in regard to my writings concerning club hos-

pitality, that I hesitate to add anything further

to my answer, for fear that too many words
should ruin the effect. But I should like to

know for what reason Mr. Shriver assumes
that I was the individual who, although a
stranger, was not "taken in." Nothing in my
letter conveyed that idea, but I suppose that

this is a painful specimen of the "Great
Objector's" ponderous humor. I am an ardent
lover of the budding American humorist, and
shall watch with much interest for further

specimens of Mr. Shriver's wit.

By all accounts the entertainment and recep-

tion of the Manhattan Bicycle Club is likely to

be a very great success. For my part, 1 heartily

hope it will be, for the Manhattans deserve
some recognition of their enterprising methods
of managementand general " hustling " activity,

which many other clubs would find it advan-
tageous to imitate. I suppose that I have been
set down as an enemy by the Manhattans, but,

if so, unjustly. Like every other sensible man,
-I admire "go-ahead" qualities in an organiza-
tion, and the Manhattans are certainly blessed

with those characteristics in all they undertake.

The correspondents of the Bicycling IVor/d are
anything but a happy family. The situation in

the columns of that paper hourly grows more
interesting. All the Western correspondents
throw mud at one another, and when not
engaged in that pleasant employment are at

daggers drawn with the New York paragrapher,
who, nevertheless, seems to continue his work,
in just about the same style, entirely regardless

of his critics. It seems a pity that men should
engage in these silly quarrels, which after all

are of slight interest to the readers of the paper.

The New York and Atalanta clubs met for the

first time on the alleys of the former, on
Friday last. The New Yorks were defeated,

but enjoyed the society of their Newark
brethren very much indeed. These are the

two quid teams of the League, but the hearty
good feeling which prevailed showed itself in

the cheering which both teams gave each other
at the end of the game. Mr. Fred. Bingham, of

the Harlem Wheelmen, was an efficient umpire
of the game.

Notes of the Bowling League are scarce, but
it is an assured fact that the League is a success.

All the games have been well attended, and a
good deal of enthusiasm has been shown. Mr.

J. R. Blake has resigned as captain of the New
York team, and communications should, for the
present, be addressed to the team directly. The
Atalanta Wheelmen have requested that a meet-
ing of the League be called to settle the disputed
game between their team and that of the Harlem
Wheelmen.

January was a good riding month, take it all

in all. The Riverside, Manhattan and New
York clubs had a good representation on the
road nearly every day, and the unattached
turned out very strongly. Speaking of the un-
attached, it seems strange that with our large

number of flourishing clubs there should be
such a very large number of them in the city.

Membership in a club certainly confecs a great
many advantages on the wheelman. To men-
tion only one of them, the wearing of a club
uniform is a great protection against the on-
sla,ughls of the Parens Viae Americatius. There
is a wide difference between running into a
lonely cyclist in cutaway coat and long trousers
and the club rider, who can rely upon the assist-

ance of a hundred other "jays in short pants"
—as I heard a driver remark about us one day in

the park. Take my word for it, O ye unat-
tached, it will pay you to join a club, and right
away, too ! Some will tell you that it costs too
much to belong to a club, and that you don't get
your money's worth, anyway. To come down
to plain figures, do you think that two dollars a
month is very expensive for storing, insuring
and cleaning your wheel? Not all the clubs
charge as much as that either, but I have taken
the average as nearly as possible. You have
got six clubs to choose from, and they are

located in such a way that one of them must be
somewhere near your home. The following list

of clubs may be of interest to that class of wheel-
men who "never knew there were any clubs in

the city"—I've met them! Citizens' Bicycle

Club, West Sixtieth Street; Riverside Wheel-
men, Boulevard and io8th Street ; Y. M. C. A.,

Mott Haven ; Manhattan Bicycle Club, West
Seventieth Street; Harlem Wheelmen, East
124th Street ; and New York Bicycle Club, 146
West End Avenue. Of these the Citizens is the

largest, and the New York the oldest. All of

them are good, and you won't make a mistake
in joining any of them.

Fenton.

JERSEY CITY.

The total reported mileage of the Hudson
County Wheelmen figures up to 26,566 miles,

while the year before footed up less than 17,000
miles. So much for the mileage medals. The
leaders' mileages are as follows :

W. E. Eldridge. . 2,488 W. G. Wilson. . . . 1,163

J. E. Day 2,017 H. A. Benedict.. 1,148
E.T. McLaughlin 2,007
J. L. Robertson. . 1,451
Fred Keer 1,432
Frank Eveland.. 1,392
Wm. Muller 1,366

J. W. Cornwell.. 1,355

G. H. Short 1,144
T. F. Merseles. . . 1,115

Geo. H. Earl. . . . 1,039
H. F. Morse 1,027
G.E. McLaughlin. 1,000
E. P. Baggot 971

It is very pleasant for the H. C. W. boys to

read "The Eye's" remarks on the Hudson
County's last smoker. Glad Wyatt enjoyed
himself. Come again, Wyatt, and bring the
club.

Last Friday evening (February i) we had the
pleasure of meeting our Harlem friends in the
tenth of the bowling competitions. The Harlem
boys showed up with but nine men and the game
was deferred until almost nine o'clock waiting
for the balance of their team, but as the " comer
cameth not" the game was started. The result

of the game showed that the Hudson Counties
were victorious to the tune of 249 pins, which
goes to show that the game would have been
won by the home team even had the Harlem's
tenth man appeared, as it is quite unlikely he
would have made a score of 250 on strange
alleys. The following was the score :

HARLEM. . HUDSON COUNTY.
Parker 124 Grant , i

Lassell 126
Clark 126
Shaffer 132
Moynahan 124
Ridabock 129
Struthers 144
Eraser 113
Anderson 136

Stenken 129
Keer 155
Korth 135
Shone 128

Harthman 123
Tuthill 98
Soper 162

Earl 168

Eldridge 137

Total 1,154 Total 1,403

Referee, Dr. H. A. Benedict. Scorer for

H. W.. E. P. Baggot; tor H. C. W., E. A. Whit-
man. This gives the Hudson Counties the
lead by one game. Our next game will be with
the Kings Counties on our own alleys.

About thirty-five members of the H. C. W.
will attend the Elizabeth Wheelmen's entertain-
ment on the i2th inst., and, if Pennell doesn't
object, they will have their lungs with them.

Coaster.

DENVER.

The Ramblers had a club run every Sunday
during the month of January. So far this year
the weather has not interfered with our riding.

A number of the Ramblers covered over 300
miles last month, riding everyday. The writer

covered 300 almost to a dot, three miles being
the shortest distance traveled any one day and
forty-three the greatest.

We have not yet organized the State division
of the L. A. W., though we have more than
enough members for that purpose.
The wheelmen are at present working to organ-

ize a cycle track association. About 200
shares of stock will be issued at five dollars per
share. This will be capital enough to build the
track and keep it in oriler for the first year. Wliat
wheelman is there in the East who does not wish
to visit Colorado ? It is hoped that in a year or
two we may be in position to invite all Eastern
fast riders and to properly entertain them. This
cannot be done till we have a good track.

Ragde.
Denver, February 2, 1889.

CHICAGO.

A matter which has been agitating the wheel
circles of St. Louis and Chicago for several
weeks seems to be nearing a settlement. The
negotiations which have been pending for a

series of races between Lumsden and Stone have
resulted in an exchange of none too compli-
mentary letter." between Messrs. Brewster and
Garden, a number of disagreeable insinuations
by the former having served only to make Bob
more determined to force the St. Louis men to

make a match. He has accepted their terms,
which are that a i-mile race shall take place in

Chicago, a 5-mile in St. Louis and a road race

—

distance probably ten miles—at the historic

course at Crawfordsville, Ind. All the races
will take place in May.

The big tournament to be held during the

same month is the next important affair. Meet-
ings have been arranged, committees appointed
and matters pushed ahead as far as possible.

Another big meeting is to be held about the

middle of this month. Mr. Miles, who has
charge of the affair, has received a letter from
Mr. Ducker, suggesting that an arrangement
might be made with him to take the manage-
ment. It is uncertain whether this will lead up
to an agreement or not.

The Chicagos can no longer boast of being
"the only club in America with two club

houses." They vacated their rooms on Adams
Street yesterday, finding the expense of support-

ing two places too heavy. They are giving it

out that their reason for quitting was that the

building was formerly occupied by gamblers,
and has a bad reputation in consequence. A
very smooth story, invented, no doubt, by the

new Secretary, Sieg.

One of the most pleasant entertainments I

have ever attended was the party given by the

Illinois C. C. last week. The West Siders have
done things up in great style lately. The mile-

age record of 65,000 miles by thirty seven men,
which I see you printed lately, will compare
favorably, I think, with that of any club in

America. I have heard of nothing to beat it

yet.

Lincoln men have not got over talking elec-

tion matters yet. Poor Ned Oliver was the

most surprised man in Chicago when the result

was made known. Mr. Gerould, the new Presi-

dent, is connected with the Spalding establish-

ment, and his reception at the meeting on
February 12 will be a hearty one. Irwin, the

new Secretary, is also a popular man, and a

hustler, too.

Trade competition is brisk, too brisk for any
small fry to dabble wiih this season. House
has turned the Star agency over to the Western
Arms and Cartridge Company, whose cycling

department is in the care of his late partner.

Tom Roe. Some people think he was foolish to

part, but House can read the signs of the times

and knew that the bicycle business would take

more money to handle than he possessed, this

season.

Ralph Temple is assisting Roe. Friday after-

noon was "ladies' day" at their new riding

school, and the pair of them were all sweat,

smiles and knickerbockers.

By the way, I see Temple has circulated a re-

port that he has "assumed the management,"
etc. He jumped to conclusions too quickly. It

will be Roe & Temple, not the other way about.

Pauline Hall leaves us to-night, thank good-

ness. I haven't a word to say against Pau'.ine,

but some of our wheelmen have played the

monkey in a very sickening manner during her

visits. Taking one consideration with another,

it's a good thing she is going.

The .Eolus C. C. will hold a masquerade on

St. V^ilentine's day.

This week's Referee announces that a cyclists

signal corps is being organized in Chicago. If

so, it is being done very quietly, (or nobody
seems to know anything about it.

rhe South Side T. C, which is «;omposed

largely of ladies, paid a visit to Pullman last

niglit and spent a tnerrj time o( it.

Lumsden and Riggs rode a 2-mile race at

the Second Regiment games to-night, the for-

mer winning.
PKKi'iNt; Tom.

1
Chicago. February a, 1889.
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THE CARNIVAL AT NEW ORLEANS.

The numerous letters (in reply to the invi-

tation of the N. O. B. C ) asking about the

Carnival here prompts us to give you. in a
few words, a brief description of Mardi Gras.

Carnival this year commences February 28

and ends Marrh 5, during which time there will

be held some five or six processions.

Each procession consists of some twenty-five

or thirty cars, elegantly decorated, with charac-

ters on samein costume representing some sub-

ject ; each procession costing from $10,000 to

$20,000. The parades at nisjht, e.xcept Rex.,

are brilliantly lighted, and move through our
principal streets, folio- ed afterward with a ball.

These balls can be attended by invitation

only, costume de rigeur rigidly inforced.

In past years the Iliad, Atlantis, Lalla Rookh,
Ancient Mythology, etc., have been represented.

Mardi Gras day comes on March 5, the last day
of the Carnival, when the fun grows intense, and
the streets are crowded with costumed maskers.
At sunset all maskers must unmask. That night

some ten or fifteen balls take place.

Aside from the Carnival, New Orleans is filled

with placesof interest to the traveler. Our French
Market, Cathedral, Old Spanish Buildings, and
the French Quarters have been so vividly de-

scribed by the novelist. Cable, and others of

note, that a description here would be out of

place.

All wheelmen who will come here are re-

quested to bring their mounts with them, so as

to take part in the runs and tours that will take

place during Mardi Gras week.
7 he following rates are fixed for Carnival.

Tickets will be on sale from February 25 to

March 3, good to return until March 23 : From
St. Louis to New Orleans and return, $20; from
Cincinnati to New Orleans and return, $2i

;

from Chicago to New Orleans and return, $25.
Hotels St. Charles, Royal and Vonderbanck,
$2.50 to $5.00 per day. Good boarding houses
from $2.00 to $4.00 per day, Carnival rates.

If you are coming send me your name, and
by what route you will arrive, and what day you
will be here. In case you come and do not send
word, call at my office on arrival. I will then
secure accommodations for you, and invitations

to the mystic balls.

Fraternally yours,

Harry H. Hodgso.n, V. P. N. O. B. C.

WOODSIDE AND "WHEELING.

CITIZENS' BICYCLE CLUB MILEAGE,
1888.

The fourteen cyclometer records reported to

Captain Fontaine total 30,193, Mr. P. Harvard
Reilly leading, with a score of 6,700. The fol-

lowing is the records of the men who have rid-

den over 1,000 miles:

P H. Reilly 6,700
W. B. KruK 2,828
Elliot Mason 2,640
Philip Fontaine 2,600
L. A. Clarke 2,2:;©

W. G. Conklin 2,189
Franci.s Thaver 2,024
Thos. C. Smith 1,510
Dr. Brooks H. Wells 1,440
John C. Gulick i>44o
W. W. Mooney ... 1,254
Geo. A. Ash forth 1,726
Frank J. Pool (tricycle) 1,065
Henry Blake (tricycle) 1,027

Total 30,193

THE ASSOCIATED CYCLING
OF PHILADELPHIA.

CLUBS

The Associated Cycling Clubs have adopted
and forwarded to Governor Beaver the follow-
ing resolutions :

iV/terras, tl'i-i Excellency Hon. James A. Beaver, (Jov-
ernor of Pennsylvania, in his messaijc to the General
Assembly. January i, i88u, has been pleased to refer to the
want of a proper system of the law s (,'<>vernin(j the care of
the roads nf this commonwealth, and whereas his just criti-
cism of the deplorable condition of the roads in this State
will rccerivc the strong indorsement of all cyclers whose
lours are made over them; and whereas the message has
officially recoKnized the bicycle as among the vehicles to
be considered in connection with tnc improvements of our
bifihways; therefore be it

Retotved. That the Associated Cyclini^ Club of (Philadel-
phia heartily indorse the wisdom of Governor Beaver's
course in'calling the attention of the State Legislature to
the want of a better system of laws for the care of the
roads i 1 liii> State, and that they hereby acknowledge their
appreciation of his official recognition of the bicycle as a
vehicle.

AVi.'/7'c</, That the officers of this association be author-
ized to sign and transmit to Governor Beaver a copy of
the foregoing preamble and resolutions.

A representative of Wheeling has interviewed

Wm. Woodside, who has been visiting London.

On this side, we know that Woodside devoted

all his energy to decrying Temple and Morgan
and white-washing Rowe, whom he would have
us believe is a white-robed angel of innocence,
and was a lamb in a herd of wolves. Woodside
has maintained his role abroad, the result being
that Morgan and Temple are referred to by
Wheeling as "Morgan and his Hebrew satellite,"

while no blame whatever is attached to Rowe.
The interview reads as if some sharp pen-

driver placed Woodside on the stool of inter-

rogation, and then plied him with a series of

sharp, pumpy, impertinent questions, being
evidently in a hurry to bail out the shallow pool

of Woodside's information, and then show him
the door. And poor Mr. Woodside, in his

eagerness to blacken Morgan and whiten Rowe,
seems not to have perceived the position in which
the quick-witted Wheeling man placed him.
Woodside's statement that Rowe agreed to run

the fakes, never intending to carry out his part

of the contract, solely to get a chance to "get
even" with Morgan, is untrue. During the two
weeks succeeding the Down East fiasco, we had
more of his company than we desired, and we
asked him so many questions, and put the same
questions so often, that he forgot his "little

book," and clearly asserted that Rowe entered
into the fake agreement to win the first, lose

the second and ride the third as a rubber; but
having lost confidence in Morgan, he not only
won the first, but also captured the second race

and then "skipped." AH are to blame—the

originators, the aiders and the abettors of the
scheme; and in the mind of the distinctly sport-

ing character, Rowe is perhaps a trifle most to

blame for not having lived up to that code of

honor which is said to obtain even among
thieves. There, we have raked over the garbage
can ; let us shut down the lid.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE

RHODE ISLAND DIVISION MEET.

The Rhode Island Division, L. A. W., held a

special meeting in the Wheelmen's quarters, on

South Main Street, Providence, last Saturday

evening. Chief Consul Chas. S. Davol, of

Warren, in the chair. The Division meeting
was largely attended. It was voted to reduce
the annual dues of the Division from $1.50 to $1.

The latter was formerly the Division dues,

but was increased last fall under the new League
organization. It was at last night's meeting
placed at the original figure, in response to the

evident sentiment of a majority of the Division

members that the increase at this time was of

doubtful e.xpediency.

It was voted to make the annual Division all-

day run in August or September, and to go to

Newport by steamer and spend the day there.

Details were left with the Touring Committee.
The Racing Board were instructed to hold the

twenty-five mileStatechampionshipon the Roger
Williams Park track, if permission could be had
of the authorities. The annual Division Tour-
nament was left entirely with the Racing Board
as to date and place, as well as all details.

At a subsequent meeting of the Division Board
of Officers, Chief Consul Davol presiding, the

Board voted to establish a one-mile tricycle

championship in Rhode Island. The State

championships already established were one,

three and twenty-five miles bicycles. The
conduct of and arrangements for all State

championships in future were voted in the hands
of the Racing Board.

CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG ISLAND.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Cyclists' Union of Long Island, held on Jan-
uary 2g, i88(}, at the rooms of the Kings County
Wheelmen, the following committees were
elected to serve for the coming year :

Rights and Privili-ges Committee: F. G.Webb,
Chairman ; Bert. M. Cole, W. J. Finn.

Road improvements Committee: W. E.

Fuller, Chairman ; M. L. Bridgman, L. H. Wise.
Signed,

Bert. M. Cole, Secretary.

BkoOklyn, February 5, i88g:

GAMES TO BE PLAYED.
Harlem vs. Atalanta. Harlem, February 8.

New York vs. Harlem, New York, February 15.

Hudson Countv vs. Kings County, Jersey City, Feb. 15.

Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark. February 28.

New Yoik vs. Hudson Countv. New York. March i.

Kings County vs. Harlem, Brooklyn. March 5.

Hudson County vs Atala"ta, Jer-ey City, March 8.

Atalanta vs. New York, Newark, .March 14
Harlem vs. Hudson Countv, Harlem. March 15.

Atalanta vs. Hudson County, Newark, March 21.

G.\MES PL.VYF.D.

January 4—Harlem, 1,429; New York, 1,342.
January 5—Hudson County, 1,498; Kings County, 1,488.
January 10—Harlem, 1,346; Atalanta, 1,543. Draw
January 11—Kings County, 1,525; New York, 1,337.
January 15—Kings Countv, 1,432; Atal.inta, 1,328.

January 18—Hudson County, 1,350; New Voric, i,i5'>.

January 25—Harlem, 1,469: Kings County, 1,260.

Februar>- i—Atalanta, :,456; New York, 1,357.

NEW YORK vs. ATALANTA.

The game between these two clubs was
bowled at New York Saturday, February 2, with
the following result

:

NEW YORK. ATALANTA.
Nisbett 163 Miller 141
McFadden 174 S. Drabble 151
Sutphen 112 E. Halsey 139
Semple 133 Muchmore 131
Cambreling 109 Rummell 142
Moses 127 Murdoch 136
Daniels 116 Terbell 142
Shriver 129 Snow 129
Paynter 120 C. Halsey 183
Blake 174 Edwards 162

Total 1357 Total 1456

Umpire—F. L. Bingham, Harlem Wheelmen.
Scorers—W. A. Drabble for Atlanta ; H. G.
Hornfeck for New York.

NEW YORK vs. KINGS COUNTY.

The game between these two clubs was
bowled at the Kings County alleys, Tuesday,
February 5, with the following result:

KINGS COUNTY. NEW YORK.
Bedford 135 Nisbett 146
Nellis 137 McFadden 108

Anderson 159 Semple 158
Hall 158 Pendleton 123
Long 157 Daniels 123
Courtenay 124 Sutphen 151
Warren 202 Findley 95
Schwalbach 146 Moses 130
Bridgman 130 Pitman 133
Marion 115

Total 1463 Total 11 67

Umpire—T. C. Crichton, K. C. W.
Scorers--C. H. Madole, K. C. W.; J. R.

Stevens, K. C. W.

A HAND-BOOK ON CYCLING.

Mr. A. B. Barkman, of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, has compiled an excellent hand-book,
entitled :

" A Concise Treatise on Riding, Tour-
ing, Training and Racing," and judging from
the first proofs of the book, which we have had
submitted to us, we think the author has suc-

ceeded in producing a valuable addition to

cycling literature. A copy of the book may be
obtained upon application to A. G. Spalding &
Bros.

N. A. A. A. A. ATHLETIC GAMES.

A i>2-mile handicap will be held in connection
with these games at Madison Square Garden,
March 2, at 8 P. M. The prizes will be, first,

diamond ring; second, diamond scarf pin,

and third, gold medal. Each competitor will

receive a watch charm as a souvenir. Entrance
fee, 50 cents for each event. Close February
20, with the Secretary of the N. A. A. A. A.,

P. O. Box 3478, New York City.

A "combined" theatre party, consisting of

members of the L. I. W., K. C. W. and B. B. C.
will be given in Brooklyn, on March 22, at the

Park Theatre, the play being "The Pearl of

Pekin."
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NEW ORLEANS.

For the past six or eight weeks things bicycular in this

section have been unusually quiet, an extended period of

rain and mud-locked roads having- placed a decided damper
on our spirits, three successive rainy Sundays, the first

in years, having especially saddened the cycling heart ; but

the clear skies and bright sunshine of the past few days

have tended somewhat to revive our drooping feelings and
bid us hope for brighter days ahead.

R. G. Betts and C. M. Fairchild are the only members of

the Louisiana Cycling Club, numbering thirtv odd, to turn

in t'le mileage for the year just closed. The former rolled

up 5,316 miles, m 345 riding days; longest ride in one day,

226^ miles; largest total in one month, 727. The latter an
even 4,640 miles, riding days not noted; longest ride in one
day, 103 miles; largest total in one month, 1,018. These
are actual cyclometer figures, but both scores could be con-

siderably increased were the estimates of several per ods
during the year when the cyclometers were off added.
It is a pity that a full record of this club cannot be
secured. So many of its members use their wheels the

year round in going to and from business that their aggre-

gate mileage would mount pretty high. Betts and Fair-

child, however, are the only ones who possess cyclometers.

Negotiations have finally been closed and the New Or-
leans Bicycle Club is again installed in quarters. The new
club house is a neat and comfortable looking place, con-
veniently located uptown, at the corner of Prytania and
Valence Streets, and with a roomy lawn which will be exten-

sively used for tennis. It should prove a decided improve-
ment over their previousabodes. They expect to be fitted

up in time for the Carnival holidays, and a " racket" or two
is in store for visiting wheelmen, of whom quite a number
are expected.

Talking about the New Orleans Club calls to mind a very
deliberate untruth, embodied some weeks back in the letter

of the New Orleans quill-driver of a certain Philadelphia
publication, wherein it was stated that your humble serv-

ant never mentioned the N. O. B. C. without venting, in a
covert way, his personal spite and malice against that
organizatiin. The aforesaid q. d. already quite thoroughly
understands my ideas regarding this statement of his, but
in justice to myself I would here say that, though 1 am
proud to swear fealtv to a kindred organization, I enter-
tain neither spite nor malice against the New Orleans
or any other club, and if any distorted fancy that made
such a discovery in the few innocent paragiaphs that, in

my capacity as a correspondent, I have penned in relation

to that club, thev can hug the delusion and welcome. But,
to one who long ago realized that this world was plenty
big enough for two, maliciousness seems a pretty strong
word. It has come to a pretty pass, indeed, when a news-
gatherer must nesds suppress the truth, because, forsooth, it

may pinch the toes of the guilty one When he does that

he ceases to be a " faithful, impartial chronicler of events,"
and had better quit As for myself, though a member of

one organization, it has ever been mv endeavor to sink
party loyalty and give all a fair deal, " without fear, with-
out favor." If I have failed it is unfortunate, but in this

particular instance my '• spite and malice " consists in giv-
ing to the press a quite important item relative to a suit

brought by the N. O. B. C. against several erstwhile mem-
bers The suit ended in favor of the club, but the pro-
ceedings seemed "small," and, being so new to us all,

gave rise to no little unfavorable comment. Now my crime
consisted in putting this into print, which, it seems to me,
was any news-gaiherer's duty. It did not, however, re-

dound to the credit of the club, and, of course, created
quite a "breeze" in th.it direction There was a wail

;

" yours truly " was charged with " spite, prejudice," etc.,

etc., ad lib., bat a clear conscience let it cause him but
little worry. He still lives, and here repeats that, though
like other mortals he has his opinions, his 1 kes and dis-

likes, he bears no malice and desires to injure no one. 1 am
well aware of tl e love borne toward me by a certain little

set, and could tell considerable as to how the " feeling '

has been brought about ; but it is a long story and so full of

petty, despicable actions—and the public is not interested
in it, anyway
The Batson medal has been hung up awaiting dry roads,

and, oh ! how ihe " flyers " of the Louisiana Cycling Club
want to start that much-postponea series. Batson s con-
dition that all but one of the races be on the road has
proved a sort of Jonah.

So we arc to lose Bidwell and have Luscomb for our next
President ! Well, well, that's a pity, both ways. I think
I can say for the South that, though identified with the
League element that has not proved over-friendly to our
section, we recognize and appreciate Mr. Bidwell's work
and worth in other fields, and, with his closer constituents,
sincerely regret the loss that will be caused by his retire-

ment. As lor IMr. Luscomb, whenever I think of him I

recall the Mobile case, and that is enough. If hoping, or
the votes of the rank and file called for anything, I feel

sure that Mr. Jessup would "get there," feet, hands,
brain, whiskers and all. From whit Hodgson tells

me, however, and he seems posted and in a position
to speak, the oli Wells-.^aron matter still ranklcsin rertain
breasts and tends, or pretends, to count against the Penn-
sylvania nominee.

•
Bi.

NOTES FROM THE CITY OF
BROTHERLY LOVE.

It seems like the awakening from a long
dream to once more be able to take up my pen
and scratch off the few words I have at my com-
mand, and thereby endeavor to give cyclers

some trash to worry through; but of late my time
has not been my own, so no further apologies.

"Have you seen the new Columbia safety?
What! Not yet I Say, it's a beauty !" were
about the first words my friends who have old
wheels to sell greet nie with, and then follow
all the words of praise they have had imbued in

them by oilr worthy Columbia roi)ri-sentative,

Mr. H. H. Hart. The wheel has only been in a
few days, and I understand that a dozen orders

are already booked ; but don't be in too much of

a hurry, brother wheelmen; there are several

new safeties out this year, and all the old wheels
will have some improvements worthy of note.

Captain DeCato, of the Maryland Bicycle Club,

with a number of fellow members, visited the

city on Sunday, the 3d. By some mistake the

genial captain missed his men when starting out

for a ride early in the morning, and failed to

find them until late in the afternoon. It seems
that the men made for the Philadelphia Club
house, where they were most hospitably enter-

tained by the members, and taken out for a spin

on Lancaster Pike. Captain DeCato looked for

his lost companions at the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club headquarters without success, and then

took a run out the Pike as far as Wayne, but for

some unaccountable reason he missed the party.

I last saw him, however, in good hands, and
judge he had a good time thereafter.

Frank W. Kohler has returned to the city after

an absence on business of over a month, visiting

St. Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, etc.

He regrets that his time was so taken up that he
did not have time to visit some of the club

houses in the places at which he stopped.

The Century Wheelmen have purchased a
property at 1606 North Broad Street. They
have a very desirable house, 25 feet wide, with
a lot of 220 feet. It is their present intention to

alter the basement for wheel space, and utilize

the remaining parts of the house for parlors,

reading, billiard and pool rooms, and janitor's

quarters. The property cost $17,000—which
everyone says is a decided bargain.

On Friday evening, the 15th, the Pennsyl-
vania Club will hold their second smoker, which,
with the talent secured for the evening, promises
to be a success. Mr. Alf. Bracher, who is chair-

man of the committee, is untiring in his efforts

in this line, and deserves many compliments for

his worthy management.

Chas. L. Leisen and Joseph H. Lehman, I

understand, are the men selected by the Captain
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club for his First

and Second Lieutenants ; appointments to be
made at the next monthly meeting, to be held
on February 7.

Westfiei.d.

WILMINGTON.

The Wilmington Wheel Club will move into

new and better quarters next month. The new
rooms will be fitted up with the view of

encouraging more sociability.

The first reception and dance of the Wilming-
ton Wheel Club was such a social success that a
second one is being planned-for next month.

Frank Slothower, of this city, and J. B. Max-
well, of Middletown, both wheelmen, expect to

sail for the Bermuda Islands next month. They
will take their wheels along.

The new Victor agents in Philadelphia, Mc-
Daniel, Phillips & Crothers have leased the
big building No 821 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
near Hart's establishment, and they expect to

open for active business in a week or two.

Or the forty-four wheelmen, so far as heard,
whose mileage during 188S was 3,000 miles or
over, five of the number were members of the
Wilmington Wheel Club, which is surpassed by
only one club, the Illinois, of Chicago. The
average mileage of the thirteen memt)eis of the

Wilmington Wheel Club who have reported is

larger than that of any other club. Their aver-
age is 2,684 miles.

Since A. C. Banker, one of the famous brothers
of that name, has settled in Brooklyn, the
wheelmen ot the City of Churches have been
intimating in various ways that they would
challenge Wilmington's famous quartette to a
road race this coining season. These teams
may meet in the big 25-niile handicap road
race at Orange on Memorial Day. The South
End Wheelmen of Philadelphia also serve notice
of a challenge.

It is not a certainty that Dampman will race
this coming season, but I feel confident that the
Wilmington team will accept any reasonable
number of challenges, which will not require
the inembeis of the team to devote too much of

their time to keep in train, ng. In addilion to

the above, llu- Koading team is thought to be

itching to take revenge, and wipe out its defeat
of last fall.

At last even the slow-going, conservative ele-
ment which holds sway in Delaware is realiz-
ing the fact that our county roads are bad, and
steps are now being taken to improve the main
thoroughfare leading south from the citv. It is

proposed to raise $50,000 by taxation, with which
a stretch of road about fifteen miles long will be
put in excellent condition, giving wheelmen
and horsemen the opportunity for a pleasant
ride. In the city the same marked improvement
is visible. Our main street will be paved with
asphalt blocks, and with the increased agitation
for better streets the march of improvement goes
on.

The Pennsylvania "Liberty Bill," which you
published recently, failed to see the light and
was smothered in committee—a sad fate for so
virtuous a project.

Delaware.

TROY NOTES.

The Trojan Wheelmen gave a reception at
Harmony Hall, January 30, Maschke's orchestra
furnishing good music. On the programme
were some fourteen dances, which took until
midnight to finish. This club always give a fine
reception, as was testified by the merry party
present.

A friend, who knows, says the Trojan
Wheelmen give some of the finest socials in
the city. Geo. B. Friday, T. T. Chase and
Harry Snyder were the committee ; and R.
Vandenburg, W. R. Curry and T. T. Chase the
floor managers. I wish the boys would take a
little more interest in touring and better roads,
and let us see some of them out on their wheels
when the season opens.

I wonder how many new wheels Will Gardner
will have this year? He has tried almost every-
thing in the line, and I would advise him to try
a tandem safety this time ; for I think his wife
would be much pleased with it. She used to
ride very well, but the old heavy tricycles were
rather too much work for so small a person.
Now she could ride with pleasure on the
lighter wheels, and I hope she will be seen on
the road again the coming season.
Somebody told me Will left the Trojan

Wheelmen and joined the Troy Bicycle Club
last year. If it is true, the former club lost and
the latter gained a good member.

Last Friday the Troy Bicycle Club gave their
fifth soiree at Bicycle Hall, and a large party
gathered as usual to enjoy these popular dances.
An order of sixteen numbers was gone through,
Maschke furnishing the music.

Charles E. Wilson, a prominent member of
the Trojan Wheelmen, has been elected Vice-
Commodore of a new yacht club just organ-
ized. He has been very much interested in
yachting the past year or two, and owns a nice
little steam yacht. Last summer, in company
with friends, he took atiuinber of trips on the
Hudson, bringing home some fine photos,
taken by Grant, another member of the Trojan
Wheelmen.

There has been no cycle store in- the city
since Edmons went out of the business. It was
only a few days ago that a gentleman was
inquiring for such a place, and I think the
business would pay in connection with some-
thing else, if done for cash. Too many second-
hand wheels in stock does not pay.

Tom Iloyt, a former wheelman, did his tour-
ing last summer in a buggy with his better-half.
A very pleasant cou|)le they are, too. Tom's
smiles are ever present.

I was out this morning on my wheel, with
the thermometer lo*-' above, and a glorious ride
I did have on the smooth, hard ro;id. Try it

and see for yourself, my reader. 1 have ridden
every montii for years, and know it is good.
February 4, 18S9. Ornh Qua.

U'/ift-lhii^'s ri.'\>(vRQn\M\\'C, referring to the
1SS8 profession.il cyclist bunco game, says to H.
R. H., Wm. Woodside . "Which way does
public opinion in America go?" To which the
Celtic Lord, replies: "The same as K'/iffhtig"
That is: Temple, devil; Rowe, angel; which
is as amusing as it is untrue. Wonder if Woody
is going to take Hilly Rowe abroad this year?
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THE NEW YORK CLUB AGAIN.

A correspondent writes :

" Again I ask, what
is the matter with the New York Club?
In their match with the Atalanta Wheelmen,
at Newark, they only had eight ot their team
present, of whom two did not belong to the
regular team. At their own alleys on Saturday
last only eight of the team reported. On
Tuesday night, at the N. Y.-K. C. W. game,
they had only nine men against ten, three of

whom could scarcely be called bowlers."
We do not know what is the matter with the

New York Club. Their building is palatial,

but it may not be well situated. It is well ap-
pointed, but it may not be well heated. It s

Executive Board is able, but it may be that they
do not devote much of this ability to the ad-
vancement of Che club.

It is a question whether a bicycle club can
remain prosperous, or can become a social

cycling centre in a metropolis. The Massachu-
setts Club and the Boston Club have fizzled.

The average New York man has too many social

obligations to discharge to have much time for

a bicycle club. The Harlem Club has been
vegetating, but gives signs of a reaction. The
"Cits" rernain very quiet. The Manhattans
only are publicly active, and this maybe because
the club is young.
As a matter of fact, a club must be run on

business principles to be a success. The
governing body can only outline the work of the

club, and paid subordinates should carry out

this work. No bicycle club in New York has a

large enough income to meet the expense of

carrj'ing on a first class club house, say on the

scale of the New York or the Boston Athletic

Club. The difficulty might be solved if all the

clubs should combine and build a house in the

most convenient location ; and yet the peculiar

shape of Manhattan Island would make the

selection of a convenient site a most difficult

matter.

THE STAR SAFETY.

MACADAM STREETS FOR
NEWARK, N. J.

At a recent meeting of the Newark Common
Council, Alderman Ketcham introduced a reso-

lution, creating a sub-committee on streets and
highways, to investigate and report some inex-

pensive plan for putting down proper pavements
on Newark streets. The Alderman's idea is

that much of the money now spent on streets is

wasted. He favors paving the inner borders of

the street with trap block, for about four feet

along each curb, for heavy trafl^c, with telford

or macadam pavements in the centre.

The suggestion that the city should macad-
amize the dirt streets really involves no expense
to the city, because the amount saved in clean-

ing the paved streets of the mud now brought to

them from the muddy streets would be consid-

erable, while the cost of caring for the macad-
amized streets would be greatly reduced. The
request is modest— merely asking that Newark
should do for itself as»much as the country road
districts of Essex.

OUR JOLTING PAVEMENTS.

Shall there be a separate street-paving office

with a special issue of low rate bonds to pay its

bills? .Slayor Grant inclines to that view, and
favors a bill that has been sent to Albany to

accomplish that oljject. The matter is one of

great importance and needs to be fully scru-

tinized before a new departure is made. We
should be inclined to give the Mayor's preference
great weight. He is a famous roadster as well

as a diligent Mayor. As such he knows what
he wants, and what horsemen want, and what
the city wants. And from his desk in the City
Hall he has superior facilities for seeing how
best to accomplish what all desire.

One thing is certain : Mayor Grant can win
the tallest and most flourishing feather for his

hat if he can identify his administraiion—or
shall wc say administrations?—with a proper
repaving of the city.

—

Editoiiat in Evening Sun.

The annual banquet of the Massachusetts
Bicycle Club will take place at Young's Hotel
Tuesday evening, February 17, at 7 o'clock.

Members who desire to renew their connection
with the club at an expense of one dollar a year
and attend the dinner, can address Secretary
Charles C. Rider, 70 Kilby Street.

THE NEW LEVER SAFETY BICYCLE.

This new safety bicycle, a cut of which was
published in last week's Wheel, is the result of

several years' experience in the manufacture and
use of bicycles, and comprehends nearly all of

the salient data gathered during that period. It

possesses all of the advantages of rear driving-
wheels, and utilizes the advantages of the lever

and clutch driving mechanism, thus dispensing
with cranks and chain connections. The natural

position of the rider is maintained, while the

levers extend to within six inches of the ground,
thus making the mount or dismount very easy,

which alone give so rruch confidence to the rider

that the machine can be ridden with very little

practice.

The machine is easily controlled, and safe

from "headers" and other dangerous falls.

The steering is of the Rover style—very easy

—

and may be ridden with a little practice without
hands. The machine is comfortable to ride

upon, as it is provided with large double coil

springs and an easy spring saddle. The saddle
may be adjusted forward or backward, or up
and down, to suit any size of rider. The handle
bar also adjusts up and down to suit: hence the

machine is suited for small boys or large men
The brake is preferably applied to the front

wheel, where it will not throw mud, and the

machine can be stopped while descending the

steepest hill. It is fitted with our well-known
patent two-way silent ratchet, and, as the levers

pivot nearly in the middle, they almost balance;

hence only a very limber spring is required to

bring them back to position, which makes less

resistance to the foot and insures greater dura-
bility to the spring. It will be seen that the ma-
chine is driven from both sides instead of one
side, as in the case where a chain is used, and
we also preserve the independent action of the

levers.

The framing is made very rigid and braced
in the direction of the driving strain, because
any spring in this direction must be lost power.
The head of the machine is mounted with com-
pensating co'nes, and the rear framing is con-

nected by jamb bolts. The lower frame bars

are divided so as to support on both sides the

pivoted bearings for levers, these bearings hav-

ing balls and are adjustable, and are well cov-

ered from dirt or grit.

Both wheels are provided with mud guards or

shields. The rear or driving wheels are 32

inches diameter, and provided with the usual

plain bearings ot hardened steel, which in the

last eight years have proven so valuable. The
front wheel is 30 inches diameter, and is pro-

vided with our dust proof ball-bearing.

The front or steering fork is semi-hollow and
made from a solid steel forging, the head also

being solid except the upper portion in which
the handle-bar adjusts. The brake connections

also adjust up and down, and the principal

wearing parts are coned for adjustment to pre-

vent rattle. The wheels are direct spoke of our
patent drawn double butt-ended style. They
screw direct into the hub of the front wheel, but

the rear wheel is provided with the patent nut.

The rims are of solid steel, flat seated, and the

rubber of best Para, about five-eighths inches

wide, with rather a deeper section. Roller bear-

ings can be furnished for the rear wheels at an
additional cost of %\o, but are not considered

necessary. The machines will be finished in

blacK enamel, with some nickel trimming.
Price of machine, complete, including saddle,

tool bag, wrench, etc., $135.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

ORDINARY vs. SAFETY.

Editor of The Wheel :

The article published by "5678," expressing
his opinion of the merits of ordinary and safety,

I think is correct, and can only differ with him
slightly on those two "not essential" points.

I can see only one point in which the ordinary
has a very slight advantage over the safety, and
that is the " higher position and greater sense
of exhilaration," and that only in day riding;

but for night riding over strange roads I should
say the "lower position and greater sense of

securitj' " more than compensates for that, and
for a person who must do his riding at night I

cannot see where the ordinary possesses any of

the good features found in the safety.

I have ridden my safety over roads that have
tested the abilities of expert riders of the ordin-
ary, and have, as a novice, ridden them with
less fatigue and made better time than old
" ordinary " riders.

Regarding the accomplishment of riding
"hands off." Many makers claim their
machines can be ridden without hands, and
although I have had no opportunity of testing
any of those certain makes, I haven't the least

doubt but what, after the makers have had
more time to "perfect and correct" certain

erratic tendencies in their machines, you will

see as many cyclists riding safeties " hands off"
as they 710-v do ordinaries.

I think, under all circumstances, the safety is

the superior wheel. A comparative novice can,
with little experience and practice, ride over
rough country and keep pace with expert riders

of the ordinary without suffering any disagree-
able effects, and I do not know of but one case
where a rider of the safety has returned to the

ordinary, and, as " 5678 " says, he may have
been particularly unfortunate in the selection of

his mount. I believe that any experienced
rider cannot fail to appreciate the many excel-
lent qualities and advantages of a first-class

safety.

A Subscriber.

ORDINARY vs. SAFETY.

[Reported especially for The Whkhl anu Cvcling Tr^de
Rnviaw by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]
Elgenbrecht Olsen, Walkerville, Montana Ter.

Signal Bell.

Eugene C. Smith, St. Louis, Mo. Speed
Indicator.

George T. Warwick, Springfield, Mass. Form-
ing backbones and rear forks of bicycles from a

single blank.
Thomas B. Jeffcry, Ravenswood, III. Pedal

for velocipedes.
Winslow L. Fay, Elyria, Ohio. Tricycle.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold their

annual reception at their club house February 28.

While considering the merits of the safety, the

cause of its great and increasing popularity is

partly overlooked. All will agree that it may be
ridden in safety over roads ordinarily considered
ridable with much less experience than any
other form of bicycle, yet nearly all will agree
that it is harder to balance, as that term is

usually understood, than a higher machine, and
the steering is more sensitive and difficult.

The low and safe position of the rider may
more than counterbalance the extra sensitive,

ness of the safety, but will hardly account for

the fact that it may be learned in at least one-
fourth the time necessary with the high bicycle.

There is another reason not usually consid-
ered which accounts in great part for the facility

with which the safety is learned, and it may be
called the elimination of the fore and aft bal-

ances.
On all high bicycles it is as important and far

more difficult to obtain a knowledge of the fore

and aft balance as to know how to accomplish
the side balance.
A failure to understand the fore and aft bal-

ance on the ordinary makes the trailing wheel
a vexatious drag or precipitates the rider on his

head.
If the Star is ridden without attention to this

balance the strength of a dozen pairs of legs

and lungs is necessary to push it on an ordinary
run, or it drops the rider off behind before he is

fairly in the saddle.

Properly understanding this balance, the

rider on a high wheel probably travels with less

muscular exertion than a safety would require,

but there is absolutely no need of a fore and aft

balance on the safety, and with it three-quarters

of the trouble in learning disappears.

The safety may be improved when the weight
of the rider is placed almost entirely on the

driving wheel. Difficulties in construction seem
to have prevented the appearance of such a

wheel, though it is not improbable that it has
been tried and found wanting by some of the

makers.
G. A. S.

Mr. A. C. Banker is with Messrs. Merwin,
Hulbert & Co., as manager of their bicycle

depart Bient.
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Xast summer was my first cycling season: I

am a new rider and a new comer. Now I hear
some reader remark ;

" Here is a chap who does
not know what he is talking about." Well, per-

haps you're right, but I give my experience and
what I know about the "ordinary." I ride an
ordinary, the best machine made for comfort,

style and beauty, up out of the mud and away
from the dogs, where you can see over the hedges,

perchance you are touring in England, and
where you can breathe the free and pure air of

heaven. The safety is good enough in its place,

but as for comparing it with the "ordinary,"
they are as far apart as the East is from the

West. Of course those who have bought a safety

must praise it up and laud it to the skies, for one
costs money, They do not tell you of the jar

they ieel from riding over the hind wheel, the

mud slung all over you, and the keen enjoyment
of being down in the dust. Oh, no; they tell

you in this way :
" No headers for us ; no side

fall ; no getting tangled up in the spokes," etc.,

etc. Of course we thousands of riders of the
" regular " are glad 10 see this new machine,
for it makes more cycling, and this is what we
want, providing they all join the "League of

American Wheelmen." «

Last summer, three of us were on a tour up
near Poughketpsie. Two were mounted on
safeties, while I was on a 50-inch Columbia. The
middle of the week a rain storm set in, and con-
sequently the next morning the roads were
heavy ; bicycling that day for us all was a

failure—not much pleasure—but how fared my
companions? When we stopped at the next
hotel I was moved with compassion for my
fellow travelers ; they were covered with mud,
they were full of mud, but their machines
were a sight. Were they expatiating then
on the merits of the safety? Oh, no. They
were fit subjects for a Turkish bath, which
they indulged in after letting out the con-
tract with one of the porters to clean up their

machines. This is not a fairy story. I do not
say I came through without a scratch; but I was
in abettercondition than they. My suit was clean,

and my "bike" was in much better condition
than theirs. Safety machines are good enough
in their place, but to place them on equalitv with
the "ordinary" will be as big a job as to dam
the Niagara.

Geo. T. Morey.

J. K. STARLEY & CO.

This prominent English concern, formerly
known as Starley & Sutton, desire to make
arrangements with agents to place their goods
on the American market, or will fill individual
orders.

The product of the firm for i88g consists of the
Rover Safety, Light Rover, Popular Rover,
Universal Rover, Socket-Steering Rover, Spring-
Frame Rover, all gentlemen's safeties ; the
Ladies' Rover and the Rational Rover. The
ordinary bicycles are the Meteor and the Meteor
No. 2.

The Rover Safety is the wheel on which S. G.

Whittaker made over twenty-one miles on the
road. It has 30-inch wheels, geared to 54, direct

spokes, fitted with special tires for American
roads. The new Light Rover is some twelve
pounds lighter than the Rover. The Popular
Rover is a second grade safety, $10 cheaper
than the Light Rover. The Universal Rover is

a cheap grade safety, being $20 cheaper than
the Popular Rover.
The Ladies' Rover has 28 and 26 inch wheels,

geared to 51 inches, unless otherwise ordered.
It has adjustable ball-bearings, and is in all re-

spects a high-grade safety. 1 he Meteor ordi-

nary bicycles are first-class in all respects.

Agents wishing to communicate with the firm

can address them at the Meteor Works, West
Orchard, Coventry, England.

The Indiana Bicycle Company will handle the

Warwick wheels in Indiana.

Mr. T. Ryan, representing the St. Nicholas Mfg.
Co., was in New York on Saturday. This firm

is handling this year a very complete line of

boys' and girls' bicycles and tricycles of various
grades, styles and prices. The list includes a
high grade ordinary, a' men's safety, ladies'

safety, boys' and girls' safety, both adjustable
for length, and velocipedes, tricycles, etc.

Mr. R. Phillip GormuUy, President of the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., was in New York
a few dcyslast week. Mr. Gormully has been on
an extensive pleasure trip, and at the same time
kept the eye of enterprise carefully peeled, that
he might read as he rode. Mr. Gormully reports
the outlook of his concern for the year 1889 as
very promising. Their line has been improved
and increased, and they feel satisfied that thev
have wheels to suit all demands, from their

highest grade ordinary and safety to boys' and
girls' wheels. Their agents in New York will

be Messrs. Merwin, Hulbert & Co.

It is reported that there is a deal of " cutting
"

in the West; anything to make a sale is reported
to be the rule.

The English racing season will be inaugurated
April 13 by the London Athletic Club.

AN IDEAL ladies' SAFETY.
The steering so that a lady can take both

hands off the handle bars ; the handle bars fold,
so as to be more convenient for steering : it will
have an extra step on the front frame for mount-
ing ; lubricating holes that can be conveniently
got at ; detachable mud and dress guard, for
convenience of cleaning ; a clip and socket for
holding sunshade and bouquet on handle bar,
plenty of room between point of saddle and han-
dle bars for convenience of mounting, yet hav-
ing the handles brought sufficiently near to rider
to prevent the necessity of stooping ; detachable
luggage carrier behind, as a lady will mount
from the front ; the best soft rubbers on pedals,
and pedals made light and narrow ; the saddle
as far over the driving wheel as possible ; a re-

ceptacle for handkerchiefs and gloves, like a car-
riage basket— this would also carry a gossamer
waterproof ;

and the safety not over 30 poun4s
weight ; cork handles, instead of horn.

White Flower, in Wheeling.
The Novice—

" Now through the hedge * * •

Wild plunged the cyclist with all his force.
His brow in sweat, his soul in perturbation."—Pindar,

The Tourist—
" Thou art o'erspent with ihe day's fatigue
Of riding many a dusty league.
Sink then gently to ihy slumber."

—

Lottg/eilow.

The Racer—
" He started quick, and his heart beat thick,

« • * * «

The parting bell (last lapl, on his ear it fell.

And he did not turn to gaze,
But with panting breast, he onward pressed "

—Leyden.
The Scottish Cyclist.

Mr. W. D. Banker, the Pittsburg cycle dealer,

will be in town on the 8th inst.

MISS JESbii; OAKiiS.

MADISON SQUAEE GAEDEN.
COMMENCISG MONDAY, FEB. 11, 1S89.

Ladies' Six- Day Bicycle Contest,
EIGHT HOURS PER DAY,

FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD.
Among llie entries are tlie following well-tnown cnamplons

:

MISS JESSIE OAKS, Champion of England.
MISS ELSA VON BLUMEN, Champion i, 000-Mile

Rider of the World.
MISS LOTTIE STANLEY, Champion 100-Mile Rider of

the World.
MISS HATTIE LEWIS, Winner of the late Six-Day Race

at Pittsburg.

MISS HELEN BALDWIN, of New York City.

MISS LULU HART, of Brooklvn, N. Y.

MISS JESSIE WOODS, of Alleghanv, Pa.

MISS KITTIE BROWN, of Pittsburg, Pa.

MISS MAGGIE McSHANE, of Dublin, Ireland.

MISS HILDA SUALLOR, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Bar, Lunch and other Privileges For Sale.

BILLY O'BRIKN. MnniiEror, Police (in/ette.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER BICYCLES
Hold the ITITorld's Records

No. I Wheel, plain and cone-bearing, 50-inch lji75

"2 " ball-bearing, 50-inch 100
" 3 " plain and cone-bearing, 46-inch 75
" 4 " ball-bearing, 46-inch 100
" 5 " ball-bearing, 50-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 6 Wheel, ball-bearing, 46-inch 1 10

This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 7 Volant Safety, 31 and 30 inch diameter wheels,

ball-bearing 115

I 889
Catalogue Now Ready.

Sent Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

178 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.

HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE. BEST HILL-CLIMBERS.
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FIXTURES.

Feb. 8, 1889.—Entertainment and Reception of Manhattan
Bicycle Club, at Le.xington Avenue
Opera House, New V'ork Citv.

-Harlem vs. Atalanta. at Harlem.
Elizabeth Wneelmen's Dramatic Entertain-

ment, at Temple Opera House, Eliza-
beth, N. J.

New York v=. Harlem, at New York.
•Hudson County vs. Kings, at Jersey City.
National Assembly L. A. \V. Meet.
-.'Vtalanta vs. Kings, at Newark.
New York vs. Hudson County, at New

York.
N. A. A A. A. Games at Madison Square

Garden; ij^-mile handicap; entriesclose
February 20, with Secretary N. A. A A.
.A.. Games, P O. Box 3478, N. Y. City.

Kings vs. Harlem, at Brooklyn.
Hudson County vs. Alalanta, at Jen-iey City
Atalanta vs. New York, at Newark.
Harlem vs. Hudson County, at Harlem.
Atalanta vs. Hudson County, at Newark.

Feb. 9, I

Feb. 12, I

Feb. 15, il

Feb. 15, 1

Feb. 18, 1:

Feb. 2*5, I

Mar. I, :)

Mar. 2, i!

Mar. 5, 1

Mar. 8, t

Mar. 14, tl

Mar. 16, i;

Mar. 21, i:

WANTED! A "WHITE-CAP" ORGANI-
ZATION.

If all other means of getting the roads in

ridable condition fail, the wheelmen of America
had better form themselves into a huge ''White
Cap " organization and serve threatening notices
on the proper officials. Every cycler in Philadel-
phia has ridden out Lancaster Pike to the pretty
town of Bervvyn, and vye are all interested in

the approaches 10 it ; it was, therefore, with a
fiendish feeling of delight (born of long-suffer-

ing, and I hope forgivable) that I took up my
paper a few mornings since and read of a visita-

tion of the dreaded White Caps to this peaceful
little village. 'Among other warnings was one
sent to the road supervisor reminding him of

his neglected duties. Whether that individual
was particularly susceptible to warnings, or
recognized the unusual enormity of his crimes
and the just punishment that was due, I do not
know, but it was stated that he was the only
one among the number receiving the gentle
attention of the Cappers who immediately made
good his derelictions.

Here we have in our hands an effective and
immediate means of getting even vyiih the men
who are responsible for the thousand and one
bumps and holes that mar each furlong of our
many miles of roads.

I respectfiilly suggest to President Kirkpat-
rick that he issue a call for a special meeting to

orgaiiize immediately, and I herewith nominate
Dun, of Ohio, for Chief Capper, and Luscomb
for Letter-writer-in-chief.

Dun wouldn't need, a cap; clothed only in his

dignity and one of Wanamaker's five-dollar
ulsters, he could scare the skin off a snake.
Luscomb's reputation as a letter writer is

enough to warrant his election.

If that particular White Cap gets into trouble
I think the Pennsylvania Division should defend
him.— '' Perseus " in Sporting Life.

Thomas Stevens sailed from England for Zan-
zibar January 18.

Germany now has thirteen cycle papers, the
latest being Das Fahrrad {The Cycle).

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold their
annual election March 21.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club had a theatre
party at the Brooklyn Park Theatre on Friday,
February I, the play being Rices "Corsair."
The manager, Colonel Sinn, published a souvenir
programme, a handsome specimen of the typo-
graphic art. A dinner was given after the
theatre party.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club, of Richfield
Springs, are contemplating holding a 100-mile
road race in connection with their tournament
next season. The course is twelve miles,
around Canadarago Lake, and one of the finest
in the State. This will undoubtedly be one of the
road races of the coming season.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen will hold their
annual supper February 14. The club will
vote on the following list of officers on the i8th
the dale of the annual meeting of the club:
President, J. L. Spcirs ; Vice-President, C. H.
Tucker; Treasurer, C. I. Campbell ; Secretary,
B. T. Bruce; Captain. H. L. Perkins; First
Lieutenant, N. H. Gibbs; Second Lieutenant,
J. C. Uavis; Tricycle Lieutenant, G. R.
McAuslan; Club Committee, O. M. Mitchell,
J. O. Davis

;
House Committee, A. F. Titus!

S. L. Cooke, C. I. Campbell
; Librarian N

H. Gibbs.

ENGLISH CYCLE AGENTS' UNION.

The English cycle agents have formed a union,
with an e.Kecuiive body, and a programme for

their mutual protection. The policy of the union
has not yet been made public. It will attempt to

drive middle men and private agents out of the

cycle trade. These are men with businesses of

their own, but who make odd sales and thus
add to their income. A sample of the evil effects

of these private agents is shown in public
schools, where the master sells direct from thi

maker and pockets the discount, to the loss of

the local agent. Combination and loyalty are
necessary to make this union a success

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, Warwick Wheels are built so

that they •will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy them. Nothing but the

Best Material without regard to cost.

Warwick Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities there are many feat-

ures not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is an}^ strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

The Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

Plain forks can be had by those who
wish them.

The Handle-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under ihe handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADMITS

0/ REPAIRS without REMOVING TIRE. NOTE

SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST
LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
13 Murray Street, New York.

P. O. Box 2225.
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World's

)

ONE-HALF MILE,

1 miu. 9 2-5 sees, on the Road

!

ECLIPSING ALL PATH RECORDS.

FOR PRICE-LIST AND PARTICULARS APPLY TO

J. K. STARLEY & CO. (Late Starley & Sutton),

METEOR WORKS, WEST ORCHARD, COVENTRY.

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October 10, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

Ne^w Rapid Light Roadster,
On which he last year over the same course made Woi^ld'S Road ReCOI*d. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NSTTir RAPID

SF»KCIAL NOTICE.
To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEHSriD F'OI^ CA^T-A-IjOQ-TJE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
DBa^ltirxxoro, lK/£dL.
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Those who know them will rejoice that Mr.
Joshua Reynolds, of Stockport, N. Y., has a
' little three months old wheelman " in his

family.

Mr. Wilton Storm, member of the New York
City Board of Aldermen, writes us that the
nsolution introduced by him, providing tor

asphalting Madison Avenue from Twenty-third
10 Fifty-eighth Street, has been laid over, pending
the disposition of the resolution introduced at

Albany providing for the expenditure of

$2,uoo,ooo per annum for iniprovements in New
York City streets.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions. 25 "

W^

J
__ TICKETS, at $i each, for a special built Humber

' j'-' Tandem, nearly new; weig^ht 70 lbs. ; hollow rims.
To be drawn Feb. 15, 1889. j. E. S. DAYTON, 120 Quin-
nipiac Street, Fair Maven, Conn. 2-8

COME BARGAINS OFFERED.—We have for sale one
•-^ No. 2 Springfield, one No. i Springfield, one 52-inch
Victor Roadster, one 52-inch New Mail, one American
Safety, 52 to 5* inch reach; one 50-inch Challenge, one
54-inch Challenge, ''heap. tf

\^ANTED.—To e.xchan^e. a s2-inch '88 New Mail, in

/(rr/rt/ shape, for Victor Safety or si-inch Special
Star, or will sell low for cash. Lock Box 45, Bainbridge,
N. Y. 2-15

rANTED.—A 52-inch Victor Light Roadster, 188B
model; must be in very good condition and cheap.

Address E. Melvin, P. O Bo.x 3036, New York City. 2-15

pOR SALE.—A 52-inch Victor and 57-inch New Mail.
' both wheels in No. i condition. Will sell cheap or
exchange for two Safeties oi equal value, or 51-inch Special
Star. Address Lock Box 45, Bainbridge, N. Y. 2-8

11 IJINTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
^ ' and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson, Stamford,
Conn.

Y\^ ANTED.—An experienced Wheel builder at once; must
' ' be very fast. Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,
Ind. 2-22

\xrANTED.—Bicycles, Single and Double Tricycles, and
^ • Rover-type Safeties .viachines must not be too much
wfirn. For suitable wheels good prices will be paid Call,
or address. New York Bicycle Co., No. 8 Warren St. and
No. 4 East 60th St., N. Y. tf

.

Cycle Mechanic Wanted.
vyANTED.—A cvcle mechanic; must be thorough at

brazing and lathe work; permanent position to the
right party. Apply by mail only, with references, to this
office. 2-1

q

VICTOR_SAFETY.
A BARGAIN.

One 1888 Victor Safety, new, but slightly shopworn, for
$110.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
241 Broadway, N. Y. City.

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
* New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered (juaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beestun Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
ties, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor, Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all liccston Humbcrs. I.. H. Johnson, 401 and 401 Main
Street, Orange, N, 1.

Tires. Factor; I'ricc. Our Prico
a S2 in....8l6n OU $36 00'„ .Win 66 00 33 OO'
• • IK ill 60 00 30 OOa= .411 ill 46 00 27 00aolUi 40 00 24 OO
*;^e42lii.... to 00 2 100

if^^ /(m -f3

3AFETY
BICYCLES

«I!(D FOR (:«TALO(il'K.
'

•m«U Iliiy.' 2n in wIitIb, with parnlli-l bfurlrgi.. $16 00
I^aree lt<ivi'24 in., with hruki- And mud KiinrdM... 28
l^dlei or Mcn'i:>0 in., tiijl In nrinxito b'lh »II(t!i, eO 00
I adtfior.MeniSOln., bSll binrini;. AIJ OVER.. 75 00
"^

.iiSy'^' E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.

BIlLflTrS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» ' • PERFECT.

ILDWOOD'S
AN

ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY M

AGAZINE.
OF

OUT-DOOR
RECREATION.

EDITED BY

"WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. POND).

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Solt Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

New York Warehouse, 65 ReadO Street.

THE DANDY SAFETY
34-iuch

WHEELS

K-inch

TIRES

:E'i?±ce, S4:0.00.
THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS'

SAFETY MADE.
Secure ajfency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
lNl>IANAPOL,IS, IND.

M[RWIII, HUIBERT & CO..
26 West 23d Street,

iTEi"Vsr "z~oi?,is: cit'it.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 Si>3:?i33.gfielci I^oads-bea?
Plain bearing, 1175.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

Singer's Sicvcles, Tricvcks, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, EATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No secontl-hand machines.
Call and see our stock befoye purchasing.

J", o'coirnsroi^.
Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,

845 SIXTH AVENUE,
First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.

All kinds of Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A
full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-

tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

THE " BFST" WHISTLE.

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABLEST AMERICAN SPORTING WRITERS.
Subscription. $2.00 pet- year; Spc:ciiuen Co/>y^ 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription Free—Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i.e., the loth, 20th, sotli, 40th, 50th, 60th,

70th, 8otn, 90th, 100th, etc ), will receive one year's suiscrip-

tion free ! Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, Columbia, Cliamiiion. Star and

other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exo«p for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wlieel>

taken in trade and buught and sold.

Send for large illustrated catalog of

wheels and novelties in sundries with
full particulars of our terms f easy

jayments—of interest to every actual or prospectivf

A li^lman

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at §hort

notice and prices reasonable.

112 OaraozLge S-boreeti,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

mn DETACHABLE WiiW CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handle bars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lO-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Frice by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, Djll.OO. Discount to the trade.

C- 131. SI^ITH
'J40 Woodirnrd Avenue. Detroit. HIch.

andcologne spirit,
Sl'lPJTS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. . Mew Yort .

The Billings * Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Wei! n'l'l fnvnr;il>ly known on two continents.

The most convenient, loudest and altoKethcr "uest'
Call on the Market. Mouthpiece so constructed that it can
easily be held by the lips. Price, 25 C"«'iitH.

WHITTEN, CODDING &. CO.,
Providence, R. I.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Electrofype Company
HOS, 24 k 26 YAIIDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. -

,

NEW YORK.

Stereotyping' at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing PlHtes in extra hard metal. Nickel and Sf.ee

Facing. Plates mounted nn wood or metal.

NEWYOKK BELTING* PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

' tern for

i TENNIS SHOES.
Branch House, Chicago : W. D. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E.&i^.T.Anlhony&Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * ^
^ * INSTRUMENTS,

Apparatus and Supplies,

59J Broadway, N. K.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Schmid DetectiTe,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

1^^ More than Forty Yean
^,,^^^^_ Established in this lint

\_n-^^ o/bumust.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing
the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer
conti"^ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

60 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

uSIuJSIS: IFOJFl TH13
iiiiiiiiiinnauuiiniiimii^WEfrcK
imTnnT>?iflmuil

PERFUMES AND TAKE ISO OTHER.
Wenok'B Opera Bouquet is the latest.

SportiDi &00JS,

LOWEST PEIOES

21 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

y ( EARL & WILSON'S.
W M EN'S LI N E N CO LLARS AND CUFFS

^y^ "ARE THE BEST"
V'/^ FOR. SALE -EVERYWHERE.

lyrlNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Week commencing February ii.

THE TIGRESS.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less
time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

wices to actual clients in your StalJe, county, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW 4fc COr
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

m)mmL
^H

.KMIsll^¥
Nassa

LIW Yor
N.Y.
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Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SCHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
Wieels Stored during tlie Winter at Redncefl Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
Telephone 125 South. Frospect F^arU. Flaza, Broolvlyn.

Sold Evepjrwhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

ov^^^ADAMS^ TUTTI-FRUTTI '"S^T

CLUBS TRUMP

WHICH WINS?
CO

Alius 4 SOB'S TDTTl-FRDTTI CHEfflBC COM
..creases the .low of saliva and aids diRcscion. The (nim is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus prcvcilting excessive thirst.

PITKIE. PLEASANT. ALL FLAVORS.
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About the Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

It is new this season. Not untried by any means.

Its excellence the result of the thorough tests of

the Columbia experimental rooms, where merci-

less inspectors try each part, and then the parts

all together. It is every inch a Columbia. We

say it is the best Safety ever produced. A strong

statement, but no stronger than the strength of

the machine. All about it in the new Columbia

Catalogue for '89, which, by the way, is the most

comprehensive cycling catalogue published. It is

free to everybody.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

I'RBSS or F. V. Strauss, i3oia6 Walker St., Niw YoRX.
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AMERICAN CYCLES
FOR 1888

The American Champion.

The American Light Champion.

The American Safety.

The American Light Safety.

The American Rambler,
For Ladies or Gentlemen.

The Ideal Rambler,
For Boy.s, Girls and Ladies weighing less than 125 lbs.

The American Ideal Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

The American Challenge Bicycles, Tricycles & Tandems.

Our Ccmiprehensive 80-page Csitalugue will be ready for inailiug February 1st.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufaeturing Company,
222-228 nsr_ :FI^^^3Sri^LI3Sr STI^EET,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE.

——
< OUR • — '

188Q O^A^T^A^XjOG-TTB
Will be issued on March i, and will include all the latest

nxro-v^ESXjTiEss
for the coming season. Send your name and address, and a copy will be mailed free.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES.

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

, ,:"r.r.™' .,...,. smithville, n. j.
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REPAIRS

!

No. 4 East 60th Street, New York,

Near 5tli Avenue entrance to Central Park,

to fill promptly all orders for Repair Work to Bicycles

and Tricycles of whatever description. Our shop will

be fitted complete with all the necessary Tools, Forge,

Lathe, etc , and our workmen will be competent.

ES I
r

I

A full line of Wheels for Renting purposes will be

kept constantly on hand.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No, 8 WABBEN STBEET. No. 4: EAST 60th STBEET.

^.
^.̂ ITptown Agents for

%^.
. A. Ij. k ./

^
^'-
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The Eaele Bicycle
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T inHE EAGLE is a Wheel of the highest grade, both
quaUty of material and finish. It is built entirely of
Steel, either forged or drawn.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY MACHINE,
and will replace, without charge, any part returned to us within
a year which shows signs of imperfection in material or work-
manship.

All letters of application and inquiry which have been written us will be duly answered.
It has been impossible for us to reply promptly to a correspondence of over five times what we
anticipated. Agencies for the EAGLE are now being established with the leading dealers in

many of the principal towns and cities, and machines will soon be on exhibition and sale at their

places of business; also a full line may be seen at all times at our Central Office at Stamford.
Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONNIZCTICUT.
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Cycling Trade Review,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Offi ce at second class rates

Subscription Price, -

Poreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

-
. $1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news received till Wednesdny noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

f. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Parti Row.

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe-rsons receiving sample copies of this paper

are respectfully requested to examine its contents

and give us their patronage, and as far .is is con-

venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price. Si per year.

NICEST AND CLEANEST."

Allow me to compliment you upon your paper.

In my estimation it is by far the nicest and
cleanest cycling paper published, and I have
read and seen a great many.

Yours truly,

W. h. Renaud, Jr.,

President Louisiana Cycling Club.

Good Advice.—Every wheelman should read

T/ie IVheel and Cycling Trade Review. It is one
of the newsiest and best wheel papers pub-
lished. So say we all.— The Bicycle.

WE reproduce elsewhere a detailed report of

such features of the Stanley Show as will in-

terest American cyclists. In previous years we
have made it a point to reproduce detailed and

illustrated reports of the Show, because there was

more interest taken in foreign wheels than there

is at present. The American cycle trade has

developed rapidly, and as its product has en-

larged and improved, the interest in English

wheels has somewhat abated. Several English

houses, however, will be represented in this

country this year, and we have been careful

to enlarge on their styles.

The '89 Show has been more successful than

any ever held. This greatly increased interest

is gratifying, as it reflects what an enormous
growth of wheel interest is possible in our own
great country. The grand lesson of the Show
is that cyclists need no longer look for •startling

departures in cycles, for the great Stanley Show
has failed to produce any. The English cycle

trade seems satisfied that there are certain

general lineson which their wheels must be built,

and that perfection and strength in mechanical

construction and improvements in details and

finish must occupy their skill and inventive

faculties.

The novelties are the Rudge " Triplet," which

may be regarded as a " show " machine, and as

not likely to excite any general demand on

account of expense and the difficulty of getting

three men so constituted and situated as to bo

able to frequently ride together. It will very

probably rank in the cycling world very much

as an eight-oared shell ranks in the boating

world.

The " ordinaries " have been improved only in

detail, and no claims for startling inventions are

made. The "Rational" ordinarv, an ordinary

with large rear wheel and plenty of clearance,

will probably be fancied by a large class of

riders, who will not ride the low, but who will

gladly welcome additional safety on the high

wheel. Large orders are already booked lor

this style of wheel. " Rationals " will be

handled in this country by at least four concerns,

and we presume that many American riders

will inspect this new type with interest.

In safeties we again find no remarkable

departures. The manufacturers have devoted

their energies to minor improvements tending

to strengthen their wheels and to improve their

appearance. We find a number of first-class

firms using double-tube framing, for strength,

diamond-.^haped frames and direct plunger

brakes. In almost all cases the strengthening

rod is detachable, so that the wheels can be

ridden by ladies as well as by gentlemen.

Several makers, however, show safeties espe-

cially designed for ladies' use. In many cases

anti-vibration devices have been employed.

In tandem safeties, we find an increased

product, all of the prominent makers showing

them, but expecting an extremely limited

demand. The improvements are confined to

dropping the frame, so that either a lady or

gentleman may use the front seat—in one case a

tandem is built for the use of two ladies—and

in securing double steering without the rod

connecting the ends of the handle-bars.

In tricycles, improvement is seen in lightness

and finish. In both single and tandem forms

the Cripper pattern is the most popular. Some
attention has been shown to bicycles and tri-

cycles for boys and girls.

WE desire to say that we had no connection

with the six-day bicycle race now being held

at Madison Square Garden. Our name was used

as referee without our consent. We have not

spent more than an hour at the Garden, and then

only as a cynical spectator, not as referee. Wc
believe that the spectacle presented there is not

only hurtful to the sport of cycling, but that it is

degrading in its tendencies, and we sincerely

pity the unfortunate women who are compelled

to resort to such a means of livelihood.

THE question as to whether ladies' bicycles will

be largely used this season is an interesting

problem. Many cyclists object to their wives,

or sisters, or some other fellow's sisters, riding

bicycles on the score of impropriety ; others are

only waiting for the fashion, when they will

readily present their ladies to ride the two-

wheeler. We should be pleased to present the

views of some of our lady readers.

The Road Committee of the Long Island
Wheelmen, consisting of Captain Teller, First

Lieutenant Wise, Second Lieutenant Alden,
Third Lieutenant Halsey and President Mabie,
have adopted an elaborate system of recording
the club mileage for i88g, and are determined
that not a mile ridden by any of the club mem-
bers will go unrecorded. They have decided to

present "Century" medals, " Two-Tiiousand
Mile " medals, with an extra bar for each atl-

ditional thousand miles.

The Riverside Wheelmen of New York have
filed articles of incorporation. Tiie trustees

are : James L. Millvr, Henry E. Voorhecs,
Robert U. McChue, Robert F. Macoy, Elmer E.

Allen, Kdward V. Gambler, Sidney Schwab,
Alfred J. Menge and Edward A. I'owcr.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEET.

GRAND UNION HOTEL, NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 18.

The meeting will attract many of the most
prominent men in the League. The election of
officers will supply much of the interest of the
meeting. Messrs. C. H. Luscomb and George
A. Jessup will both be candidates, and though
Mr. Luscomb is backed by the majority of the
New York and Massachusetts representatives.
Mr. Jessup has a fighting chance. We have all

along supported the candidacy of Mr. Jessup,
and we hope he will be elected. We not only
think that Pennsylvania is entitled to its chance
at representation, but we think that Mr. Jessup
is personally, a good man for the chief execu-
tive office of the League.
Beyond the presidential contest, the officers'

reports and some schemes to relieve the present
financial position of the League will supply in-

teresting discussion.

JESSUP FOR PRESIDENT.

A prominent Scranton cyclist sends us the
following :

"Chief Consul George A. Jessup, of Pennsyl-
vania, as a candidate for the League presidency
is being pressed by some of the most conserva-
tive members of the League, and those who
from a personal acquaintance are assured of his

fitness for the position. Mr. Jessup enters the

field only at the earnest solicitation of his

friends, who are enthusiastic in their praises of

him, and who feel an interest in the League and
its future success. The personal magnetism and
genial qualities of Mr. Jessup are well known,
and the many interests of the League would
surely be safe under his leadership. While he is

conservative, he is at the same time possessed of

characteristics which make him at once popular
with all. If he should be chosen everything
would be harmonious, as his policy would be
such as the entire membership could sanction."

LONG ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
MILEAGE.

1888

The club mileage for the year, thirty-nine men
reporting, was 68,000. Messrs. Wise, Schmid,
Tunison, Schumacher, Teller, Kregerand Evans
won 2,000-mile medals. Messrs. Schmid, Tuni-
son, Schumacher, Monell, Wise, Kreger and
Alden were awarded Century medals. The
President's medal for the highest mileage was
won by L. H. Wise, with a record of 6,364. The
list of mileages is as follows :

L H Wise 6,364 W Palmedo 1.410
Wm. Schmid 5,613 L F Ballard 1,300
F M Tunison 3i42o W S Haw.thurst i.35«

Wm. Schumacher 3,069 GW Mabie 1,225

ESMaiiler 2,500 I W Hare 1,215

GG Teller 2,246 G M Halsey i,i7>

Robt. Evans 2,066 R W Horner 1,150

G W Kreger 2,031 J S Negus 1,150

A P Topping a.ooo F O Kdfjerton
,
i,no

C J Patterson 1,050 C L Healv 1,090

Wm. M Whitney 1,800 M Furst 1,050

FE Bogen 1.750 T Lamberson 1,010

E Thorp 1,732 J Isaacson 1,000

A S WilldigK 1,715 O E Parker 1,000

C C Alden 1.632 E B Hutchinson 1,000

E F Beecher 1,600 C F Lipman 1,000

C M Richards 1,600 G H Steele 1,000

B Monell 1,562 J Manne 1,000

J R Davies. 1,4^5 W J Clark 1,000

E W Starr 1.477
Total 68,000

BARK LOUD AND BARK TOGETHER.

There seems to be, just now, one of those

periodical awakenings in regard to a pressing

need of the tlay. which, like ihc ball, should be

taken on the hop. ami given a gentle shove for-

ward toward the desired end. Wo rofor to the

agitation for bettor routls and streets now going
on in dilTerent parts of tho country. Not only

municipal, but Stale authorities, have of late in-

terested ihemsolvcs in the great question of

highway improvemont, and if the big guns arc

opening fire, it scarcely behooves the lessor ones

to bo still and look on. It is tho policy for all

tho interested parties, both big and lililo fellows,

to bark as loudly as thoy can, and in concert if

possible, and thoy will not have anything to re-

proach themselves with, even if the agitation,

which will certainly result, ends in no apparent

tinincdiate good.

—

Amttuan AtliUU.
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Warwick Perfection Wlieels
Have More Genuine Improyemenis than

Any Other Wheels on the American

or European Markets.

Tliis Machine is Constructed of Wrought Steel Throughout. NO CASTINGS.
Sensitive Steering Overcome. As Perfect of Control as a Tricycle.

Adjustable for Height and for Steering. Adjustable Footrests. Spring Bearings to

Both "Wheels. SO-inch Wheels Geared to 54-inch.

THE FOLLOWING

Some of its Many Advantages.

ist.—A DIRECT ACTION PLUNGER BRAKE
whereby the hand does noi have to be removed from
the spade handle to appl)' the brake.

2d.—A SPRING BEARING AND FRAME TO
FRONT WHEEL whereby concussion and vibra-

tion are brought to a minimum.

3d.—ITS PEDALS have a perfect vertical adjust-

ment, and are perfectly dust proof.

4th.—THE HANDLE BARS are made from
tapering weidless steel tube, tapered internally so as

to give great strength at the part where required

—

i. e.,

at or close to the head—and will not break as is the

case with other handle bars.

5th.

—

THE RIM is made from one piece of sheet

steel, thickened at the bottom where the spokes are

connected.

6th.—THE SPOKES in case of breakage can be

quickly rep'aced (without sending to factory or repair

shop) by removing a nipple, which can be removed
from the outside of the rim without taking out the

tire.

7th.—THE RUBBER TIRE being made the

shape of a spherical triangle and covering the edges of

the rim, will wear longer and will run with less labor

than any other tire now in use, and are WARRANTED
NEVER TO COME OUT, being secured in the rim

by a flexible core, and are stretchless in their circum-

ference.

8th.—THE BACKBONE is made from \yeldless

steel lube, being tapered internally, and is four

gauges thicker at the part where the greatest strain

comes—namely, at the neck or head. Over 5.000 of

these backbones were made and sold in England last

year.

gth —THE FRONT FORKS are of the same well-

known perfection patent, thickened at the part where

the greatest strain comes.

loth.—THE BEARINGS are vertically adjusted

and are warranted perfectly dust proof, and will run

several thousand miles without oiling or adjustment.

nth.—THE SADDLE is a new departure from the unsightly coil springs used in other saddles. The springs used are India Rubber

Buffers, which take up concussion and vibration. The saddle will not stretch in case of its becommg wet, either from perspiration or rain.

It has, also, a new side rocking motion, and its ease and comfort can only be appreciated by its use. It can be adjusted to any wheel.

i2th.—THE SPADE HANDLES are detachable and of a new form, the grips being made to conform to the angle of the rider's body.

13th.—THE ENAMEL is of a high grade and polish, and cannot be broken with ordinary use.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS
A. KENNEDY-CHILD, Superintendent of Agencies.

,^^«5l-
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THE STANLEY SHOW.

The Stanley Show opened January 25. The weather on
the first day was clearing-. The attendance the second
day. Saturcfay, was 17 000. The exhibits are set on stands
covered with red baize, and decorated with the devices and
signs of the different exhibitors. While many wandered
from stand to stand, carefully examining: each exhibit,

knots of peop'e gathered round the novelties. One of the
most taking- of these was

T#f VllTTiN^0»i^ "SettfiaLg^

THE NOTTINGHAM SOCIABLE TRICYCLE,

which, althouErh the riders sit side by side, is about the
same width as a tandem tricycle. The seats are placed
over the wheels, and the left hand side, which is well pro-
tected, is intended for the lady.

Messrs. I. K. Starle\ & Co. had a machine of similar pat-
tern on their stand, as well as a new tandem bicycle, which
may best bedesLnbcd as the front wheel of an ordinary and
the rear wheel of a Rover.
AUhough every siand has a type of ladies' bicycle,

the makers shook ihe'r heads when questioned and doubttd
if there would oe any laree demand for thtm this year.
One of the best novelties in connection wiih ladies' safe-
ties is a saddle invented by Mr. Leni, which, by a neat
spring and hinge atlachrrent, can be lipptd for\\ard to

allow the fair rider to take her seat easily.

AMONG THE CURIOSITIES

is the West London Cycle Store's Water Cycle, which has
been successfully tried in a swimming bath and wil be
shortly launched on the Thames It cons'S's ol two metal
barrels about 18 inches in length and 12 inches in diameter,
and one hollow beveled wheel about 30 inches in d'ameter.
fitted logeiher by a Cripi erlike frime. The steering is

doi.e by the tront whtel with precisely the same move-
ment as an ordinary direct siterer, and the driving by
means of pedals fitted to the two barrels, upon which are
fixed, transversely, three narrow fins apit-ce, bent over well
toward the water they are designed to mtet. Thus the
frame is of the simplest description, and the whole need
only weigh a few pounds.

In an out-ot-ihe-way corner was the original bicycle
made on or before 1846 by Gavin Dalzell, of Lesmaghow.
It is last falling to pieces
A more modern invention is the Amph bious, or tricycle

boat. The parts of the framework if the boat are formed
ot the two wheels cut into halves. \\ hen on land the can-
vas is wrapped up to ftld the seat, the scul s are strapped
to the long b ckbone. The mach ne is somewhat of an
old-fashioned type, ihe two driving wheels in from, and
although when fully equipped it weighs 120 pounds, us
rale is six miles an hour.

SAFETIES.
The exhibit of safeties shows no startling departures

from 1888 wheels, the iinprovemtnt being in minor details
with a view of advancing toward perfection. '1 he unstayed
cross-frames have entirely disappeared, to be replacea by
stayed cross-frames designed to meet pressure in every
direction. Diamond frames are more in vogue than ever
and double tube Uames, calculated 10 withstand any re.i-

sonable ['res>ure, havc'been largely introduced. Jhe num-
ber of spring frames is not so large as was expected, but
those tnat are shown are practical and will be popular.
The St. George's Engineering Company s New Rapid

has been imi;roved in details. Tlie firm shows a No. 2

safety, with d rcit spokes and ctnire steering, which is

listed 'at a lower price than ihc regular safety.
Bayliss& Thomas cxiiibit a 19-pound weight Excelsior

racing safely, with anti-vibration fork to from wheel and
plunger brake to the driver.
Buckinijham Si Adam's dwarfs are fitted witha splendid

frame, diamond shaped, of light double '.ubing.
') he 'Claviger K" has a 4 -incli driver, geared 1058

inches, and 29-inch trailer, thus combining the safely of a
owarf and the advantages of an ordinary.
Sidney Lee shows a non-slipping safety, with a2-lnch

driver and 3C-inch steeiei, decidedly original iniippearance;
but its peculiar form will militate against it. success, no
matter how many g< od points ii may have.
The Cortis safety is a Star shaped ( rdinary with the

small wheel in froni. It is driven by long levers attached
to elongated forks, Some twelve inilies from the ground,
which are Akvi\ on to the regular cranks.
The yuadranl C(mipany ht a hand and foot brake lo the

Quadrant safety, which has been reduced snnic ten pounds
in weight. A racing wheel weighing undcriwciiy pounds
is shown. A spring wheel is fitted 10 one of the Quadrant

orr'inaries. It consists of a small wheel, made in the reg-
ular wav. attached to a larger rim, carrying the rubber by
means of sprirfgs.
The Psycho safeties are graceful in line and unsurpassed

in finish.

The Cycle Improvement Synriirate's plan for allowing a
rider to remain stationary on his safety, whereby a sort of
cradle attached to the mud guard is pressed on to the
ground by the left foot, seems simple and effective The
fitting is only the width of the pedals, so is not in the way
at all.

The Demon safeties are even lighter than the '88 wheels,
the racers weighing 17 pounds, semi-roadsiers 25 pounds,
and roadsters 35 pounds. Straight forks and plunger
brakes are the novelties in these wheels.

TANDEM SAFETIES.
Almost every maker shows a wheel of this type. The

double cross frame, suitable for two men only, has entirely
given wa to the front loop-framed machine, S" that a lady
may ride on the fnnt seau Tanrem saffties show a gen-
eral lessening of weight all mund and a strengthening of the
weak poinis of last year's wheels. The problem of double
steering without the use of a rod connecting both handle
b-ir ends on one s de has been solved by one or two makers.
The Ivel tandem has a novel double-steering arrange-

ment, consisting of a chain fitted to each side of tl e lower
extrtmity of the back steering pillar, curved round to the
shape of the frame on four rollers, to the nead of the frmt
forks. This enables a lady to ride in front with greatest
comfort, nothing at all being in her wav.
The peculiarity of the Swift tandem, exhibited by the

Coventry Machinists' Co., is a very small front -wheel,
which greatly reduces the length of the tandem. It is built
on verv graceiul lines.

Ttie Raleigh is about the lightest looking tandem in the
Show, and w< ighs about 65 pounds.
The Premier is very like the wheel of last year, except

that the lower portion of the front part of the frame has
been strengthened by a strong stay. The dout^le chain
here is still fitted, both sides of the driving-wheel thus
bearing the strain.
The Surrey Machinists' Co. are the bnlv peonle who

have catered for two ladies. The machine is graceful.
A very original wheel is J. K. Starlev & Co.'s Rational

safety tandem. It has a 48-inch front and 36-inch rear
wheel, the former being pedaled like an ordinary, the lat-

ter geared to 54 inches as a safety.
The Liehtning tandem weighs but 58 pounds as a light

roarister and 70 pounds as a full roadster.
One of the novelties among tandems is Hunnable's Acme

Convertible, which is but the length of a single and but a
little heavier. The from rider's cran'KS are placed as usual,
though the usual chain gives way to a couple of rods con-
ni cling the back and front riders' cranks to a Sun and
Planet sort of gear It is a complicated but somewhat un-
sightly arrangement.
The new Singer attracts much attention. A double lube

loop-frame and well boxed in chain makes the front seat
particularly suitable for a lady's use, and a front wheel
spoon and rear wheel band brake, accompanied by a ball

socket steering, about perfects a tandem single-tracker.
The Kudge tandem has a double-tube frame, and is thor-

oughly brai ed in every direction. The roadster is built so
that a lady may use the front seat.

ifMn' lA^^it/fw Sey£ fHAnE • st<r'

TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.
In tricycles there is no gtneral devel pment the bicycle-

steerer in both forms remaining the favorite. The "Rudge"
Iriplet, recently described and illustrated in these col-

umns, is the greatest novelty. The frames of tricycles
have been strengthened and at the same time simplified.
Remarkable improverat nlsare shown in hiUiren's cycles.
The large exhibit of military cycles was noticeable.

RATIONAL BICYCLES.
The " Rational " bicycles exhibited attracted much no-

lice, and the makers r< polled plenty ol orcers for the new
t\pe ; in fact, they setmed to think that there would be a
boom in " Rationals." The general features ol tiie new
type are la'ge rear wheels and plenty of clearance. In
many styles very narrow hubs have been lilted lo llic rear
wheels, giving a racing appearance. The new departure
will no doubt be warmly welcomed, all the advantages of
the ordinary being present, with increased safety. Not
only are " ordinary " riders taking up the " Rational," but
many recruits have come from the ranks of safety riders.

The Ivel ( ycle ( o show a very neat Rational with
curved hind forks and a sensible hub.
The Coventiy Machinists' Company's " King of Clubs"

has, by a slight alteration, been made into a ra116n.1l typo.
The Si George's Kngineering Co. show .1 new Rapid

Rational with a sc-inch hind wheel, and on the trcncral
lines of the new Rapid ordinary.

HUMBER & CO.
The gem of the I lumber exhibit is a Cripper tricycle,

m.idc for Major Knox-llolinos' six-year-oUl gr^iiuldaugli er.

It being a very perfect specimen ol a stnall tricycle. Their
tandem safety bicycle is suitable lor a lady ami gi nllcii an.
They also snow a safety with a strung frame, especially
mm e for lush roads. 'I heir exhibit toialsseventy v\lucls
I heir lightest safely for road work is ^4 pnunds, and one
with light (linihle-tiiliing is but a few pounds over thai
weight. A Riitioi al ordinary, with square forks and n-
i' ch back wheel, is also shown. The juvenile trippers
are marvels of cheapness and good finish.

* retKiia «£» - rtt urn 'n^yicrD" ^reirt^ ^f^ifiK.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., LTD.
U. S. BRANCH, BOSTON, MASS.

The feature of the Club e.xhibit is the ladies' safety,
which is fitted with tie best and most symmetrical dress
proti ctur seen at the Show, as the wires radiate with the
spokes. There is a second grade safety, balls all over.which
attracts tiurcl asers on account of its price. The Swift -No. i

safety with a spti g fork nd the No. i with large front
wheel are safeties of the > ighest rank. The firm also show
a Swift lignt roadster. The King of Clubs, which is the
name of thtir Rational ordinary, has a 24-inch rear wheel.
A non-convertible Cripper tandem tricycle, a convertible,
changeable into a Marlboro single al will, and a racing
tandem weighing 6t pounds are the leaders in tandem tri-
cycles. The tandem safety has two brakes and double-
steering, the latter very neatly designed, and with an ex-
cellent dress guard. The firm's '89 single trii ycle is the
Marlboro, with many improvements, and weighing but 60
pounds. A tricycle wi h a papier mache dress-guard is
especially put on tl:e market for ladies. A boys' safety is
also shown.

J. K. STARLEY & CO.
The novelty of this exhibit is a sociable, which can be

riden by two ladies or a lady and gemjeman side by side,
yet is much like the modern tandem in elfgance and light-
ness. In tr cvcles, the firm show an improved Rover, with
an anti-vibrati n cuiled spring. All the driving-wheels of
the kover safeties are 30 inches, but the rear wleel may be
30, 33 or 36 inches, according to fancy. A tricycle with
three bearings instead of four to the axle and a stay-rod
capable of being removed, for lady's riding, is shown. The
firm use a plunger brake on their 'Sgbicvcles. A tandem
bicycle wiih an ordinary bicycle front wheel and a Rover
rear wheel is claimed to be very speedy. The machine on
w hich Whittaker made a half mile in i.og 2-5 is shown with
pride.

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING CO.

U. S. AGENTS, CLARK CYCLE CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

The " New Rapids" are novel only in detail. The tncv-
cle wheels have been reduced in size to suit the public
ta-le. I here is also a cheap safety in the exhibit. The
wheels have been improved in numberless little details, but
no radical departures have been made, the popularity of

T#£ 'fj»JteE^r'* ^4ll.^r^^nY tttnTV

I he wheels making it unnecessary. The firm cxpecl much
of Release saddle, construcicd on the suspension print pie,

but more improved. The saddle can be adjusted back-
ward or forward and can be readily unshipped.

QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO.

This firm exh'b'i a number of .safeties Their famous
.andem lucyclc has been liithlcncd ihis year a"d now runs
with 36-inch and .'(vinch wheels. Thegroatesi m vcllv. not
only on the Quadrant stand, but possibly in ilic Show iisclf,

IS the Spring wheel, which e.iuses wiuideniieiu loevcrylnnly
who does not understand ilic snspcnsi Ml iiriiuiiilc. ihere
is an ordinurv felloe with rubber and .111 inner felloe to

which the spokes arc ailachcd, and between thesutwo fel-

loes are u sciies ol spiral springs, cveiy alternate one pull-

ing in a contrary direc ion,lo reki^i si c s ram; the rtsiill is

is l.ilion of vibration. .X i'o pound racing bicvclc and a
new .idjiisimeiit for the back wheel chain of ilic s.ileiies

uhnh now slido^i in a slot on the lind loik.aiul an entirely

uiiiodeled Quadrant s.ifeiy with a lo l biake, aic Irauircs

of this well^nown firiii for ifS,) In all, seventeen maclimci
arc shown, iiicUuliiig a bcauiilully nickeled safety tor a
customer in S|iain.
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IVEL CYCLE CO., LTD.

U. S. AGENTS, CRAYCROFT & CO.. PHILADELPHIA.

The novelty of this company's exhibit is the ladies' tan-

dem safety, which steers by chains underneath, avoiding a
connecting bar between the handles. Theieisalsoa Ka
tional ordinary and a ladies' safety, the latter weighing but

3;i pounds. All '8g Ivels are fitted with the wide bearing
to the back hub and a slot in the end ol the rear fr-rk to ad-
just the chain of the safeties. Among the other wheels
shown was one convenible into a tandem tricycle, tandem
bicycle, single tricycle and single safety.

LAMPLUGH & BROWN.
Tnese famous saddle makers have a strong exhibit and

show some new patterns Their new saddles are built on
sanitary lines and with the object of obviating perineal
pressure. A spring saddle, titled with rubber rings,

greatly reduces vibration, and will make a verv comfort-
able seat. A luggage-carrier frame, called the Forward,
for safeties, flexible and detachable, will no doubt create a
large demand.

SINGER & CO.

U. S. BRANCH, BOSTON, MASS.

This firm have a very large exhibit. The S. S. S. tricycle

of the popular Crippcr f ^rm will be the leader this as well
as last year. Th'S wheel has 30 inch drivers and a 28-ii ch
steerer, with combined brake, acting both as a spoon and a
band, with ball bearings all over, including the head. The
firm also show a cheap S. S. S. A special Sineer safety
looks a very high class wheel. All the Singer safeties are
fitted with plunger brakes, though a rear band brake can
be fitted to order. The S. S. S tandem safety is steered by
rods beneath, doing away with the rod connecting the
handle-bars. The miniature S. S. S. safety and the minia-
ture safety make first-class wheels for boys and girls The
S. S. S. tricycle may, by removing two nuts, be reduced to
half its width to enable it to pass through doors.

HILLMAN, HERBERT & COOPER, LTD.

U. S. AGENT, L. H. JOHNSON, ORANGE, N. J.

The ladies' safety exhibited by this firm is very highly
spoken of. Beside this wheel, the fo:lowing are exhibited ;

Roadster safety, weighing 38 pounds; rangent-spokcd,
well-finished ordinary tricycles ; new pattern safety, with
double-tube frame ; tandem safety for lady and gentle-
man ; tandem Cripper tricycle, with transparent wire dress
guard ; racing safety, weight igji pounds, painted in steel
gray color.

STARLEY BROTHERS.

U. S. ACTS., CAPITAL CYCLE CO., WASHINGTON, D. C.

This firm, notable for -.he superb finish of its wheels,
shows six ladies' safeties, with detachable stay-rods, so
that the wheels may also be ridden by gentlemen. A
beautiful 23-pound light roadster Psycho safety, beauti-
fully finished, and safeties with hand brakes, with spoon
brakes and with direct plunger brakes are also shown. A
tandem safety with detachable rod, six special light road-
sters with diamond frames, a special Crinper tricycle and a
ladies bicycle conclude the exhibit. One of the firms im-
provements is a small lug on the band brake, which acts
automatically to keep the leather band from • hanging or
dragging on the drum.

RUDGE & COMPANY.

U. S. AGENCY, BOSTON, MASS.

The exhibit of this firm, under the charge of H. W. Gas-
kell, is n-^table for excellence of finish and the fine group-
ing of the wheels. The feature of the exhibit is the " Triu-
let" on which the record of 2:184-5 was made. There is

also a racing Triplet weighing 7s pounds— the Roadster
weighs 120 pounds. Another novelty is the Quadricycle, a
single machine on the lines of the Triplet. '1 here is also a
youth's tandem, a racing bicycletie and a safet' bicycle
tandem driven by only one chain, and which has a 12-inch
throw with a leg action of only six inches. A safety tan-
dem for two ircn only, a standard bicyclette. a road-sculler
and a racing tandem safety driven by two chains are also
in Rudge's exhibit There is also a pretty ladies' safety,
with 24-inch wheel, with both the chain and hind wheel
being perfectly protected.

THE "CYCLIST" ON THE SHOW.
On all sides we found the manufacturers sanguine as to

the success of the Show, for the situation of which they are
in the main responsible. From their point of view the word
success means a profitable transaction of business to repav
them for the trouble and expense they incur, so, if they are
satisfied, then all must be content. In all probabi ily the
buyinp public thi- public who place orders for large or
small quantities of n achines—were not represented strong-
ly on Saturday, but the ends of advertisement were nerved
by the moral effect of this great exhibition upon the sight-
seeing public. To all wholly or partially ignorant of the ex-
tent of ihe cvclc manufacturirg trade and its auxiliaries,
the ranks of bright and gliltcrinymachines, the diveisity of
their patterns, the wonderful excellence of their finislv and,
above all, the vast amount of thought and inventive gen-
ius employed in thrir design and construction, must surely
prove the extent of an industry, and the magnitude of a
sport ani pastime which is the primary cause and main-
spring of the miracles of mechanical art to be found this
week at Suydcnham. The Stanley exhibition of bicycles
tricycles and accessories, which began in conjunction with
a.c.\\i\ihM 3.ni\ ,. nversatione \n what an evening contem-
porary terms an obscure hall in the N'oith of London, has
now, in th s its twelfth year, attained such dimensions'th.it
in or about all London no othrr place large enough and
suitable (or it can be obtained but the roof that sheltered

the first great exhibition of any kind in 1851. Year by year
this exhibition has grown and grown under the fostering
care of the excellent management ot such men as Turner,
Hult, Johnnie Pr ce, and last, but certainly not least, the

present able and energetic secetary. Jack Dring. That
things were in such a forward state on the evening of Fri-

day last—so forward, indeed, that by mid-day Saturday the
Show may have been said to be complete in its minutest
detail—is mainly due to the earnest work and energies of

the last-named gentleman, backed, of course, by the efforts

of the makers in their own interests. The whole aspect of
the exhibit goes to show a gradual narrowing of design
in all classes of machines, consequent upon the results of

practice and experience. Except i" one or two instances
it cannot be said there is any:hing absolutely new or
startling-, as has often been the case in former Shows, but
on all sides, from the largest manufacturers downward,
efforts to perfect in detail, to adopt known principles of
construction, particularly in the manufacture of the frame-
works of tricycles, tandems and rear-driving safeties, are
clearly evident. Indeed, it is a question whether the frame-
works of tricycles and safeties will admit of much greater
improvements while the motive force employed to pr pel

the machines is that of muscular power. The feature of

the stands at the Palace may be said to be in the matter of

safeties and tricycles, trussed crutch and diamond rames.
and rational ordinary bicycles, of which latter nearly every
prominent maker shows one or more specimens. From
the manner in which the makers have provided these speci-

mens it is clear that thpy expect a good demand for ih'S

machine during the coming season, but arguing from like

premi^es with respect to the lowlier snfety, it is evident
that they do not look for any reduction in the sales of rear-

drivers, which are in reality the strong point of the Show.

OUTLOOK FOR THE EAGLE BICYCLE.

A reporter of the Stamford Record has been
calling at the offices of the Eagle Bicycle Com-
pany, and the result of his interview is ap-
pended :

" I have more correspondence than I can at-

tend to," he said, "from persons all over the
country, inquiring about the Eagle wheel. Some
of them want to buy, some want agencies, and
some are inquiries about the advantages of the
wheel. There is no question with me now but
that the wheel will be the greatest success, and
the business of the company be a very large and
profitable one. Practical bicyclers all over the
country will want the wheel just as soon as they
once ride on it. Look at that letter ; there is an
order for three wheels from men all of whom
are bicycle riders. They say that the wheel is

the finest in every particular ever placed on the
market. The great desideratum of all bicyclers
has been 10 secure a wheel with all the beauty
and grace of movement of the ordinary, as it is

called by wheelmen, and in which that danger
which all riders fear, headers, is obviated. The
header really is the only danger in wheeling,
and in the Eagle such a thing is impossible.
You can ride over a stone wall, up or down a
flight of stairs on this wheel, and a header can-
not be taken. No wheelman cares about side
falls, because it is a simple matter to protect
oneself from injury ; rarely has a rider ever
been hurt from a side fall. In almost all ma-
chines which have been invented to overcome
headers there are serious objections which every
good rider is familiar with ; but in the Eagle
none of these exist. It is the most perfect bi-

cycle that has ever been invented is the univer-
sal indorsement of all wheelmen who have
examined the xvheel. There are no terrors to
the rider on the Eagle, and for speed it eclipses
everything."
"What are your prospects for business?" was

inquired.

"Very good ; in fact we will have all we can
swing at in a very short time. We are at pres-
ent making three hundred wheels, which will be
sent out just as soon as completed. We do not
wish 10 send them out too rapidly at first, until

we can get a stock ahead, and this may take
some time, though the Ames Manufacturing
Co. of Chicopee, Mass., one of the best con-
cerns in the country, can put a thousand men
on our work, it necessary immediately. Just as
soon as the three hundred wheels are completed
we shall probably order a thousand more made."

" How docs your wheel compare in price with
other makes?"

" Everything about this wheel is first-class,

and the price ranks with first-class wheels. No
better materials are put into a wheel than those
used in the manufacture of the Eagle. The
saddle is my own invention, and is as easy as a
cradle."

"Will you build a factory in Stamford?"
" That is a matter for further consideration

of the company, but at present we shall have
the wheels made at the Ames Manufacturing
Co., as any work turned out there can be relied
Upon every time."

IN THE "G. AND J." FACTORY.

Chicago, III., February 9, 1889.

Through the kindness of Mr. C. H. Smith,
traveling salesman for the Gormully & Jeffery
Manufacturing Co., I recently had the pleasure
of visiting the works of the tbove concern. I

found everything working in the very best of

style, in fact like clockwork, and a great many
bicycles, tandeins. tricycles, safeties, etc., of all

sizes ready for shipment this coming season.
Was shown the "Rambler" for 18S9 in all its

stages before completion and the high excel-

lence it attains after completion. It was with
much surprise that I watched Mr. Smith mount
one of these and -ride it in and out among the
machines, which are packed in closely, with
hundreds of mechanics all busily engaged in

some special part of the different styles of
wheels. The factory is the most complete in all

its details of ary I ever saw. A large office and
two salesrooms occupy the front half of the first

floor and the rear half is occupied by portions of
the factory, and the three floors above this arc

used exclusively for the manufacture and per-

fection of bicycles, tricycles, safeties, etc. I

found Mr. Gormully to be a very pleasant gen-
tleman, giving his whole attention to the office

and management of the concern. Mr. Jeffery
was also found at his post in the mechanical
part of the establishment, and greeted us with
a smile as he shewed us the new Rambler. He
gives his attention to the mechanical depart-
ment, and in fact it was remarked "that he is

the mechanic of the whole business." They
seem to think that safeties are the c"ming
wheels, and they are ready to supply the de-

mand with a first-class machine. I am quite

positive they are right from what I have heard
old riders remark. They all say :

" What's the

use of ' climbing ' up on a bicycle when you can
get on a safety much easier and make just as

good head way ? " It would be well worth the

time of any person interested in this line to visit

the works when in this city.

Ex-Memi3ek Detroit (Mich.) B. C.

THE WHEEL IN TEXAS.

Editor of The Wheel :

It is nearly one year ago since I first received
a copy of The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review, which determined me to become a
wheelman, if possible. I immediately procured
a wheel for myself and one for my boy " Hal,"
now thirteen years old. We soon learned to

ride our wheels, and during the past suinmer
enjoyed many a five and ten mile jaunt " between
times," and some real long ones, one of which
embraced a trip of nearly 400 miles over dirt

roads. At first our wheels drew sarcastic re-

marks from jealous and envious persons, but
their jealousy finally died out and is now re- •

placed by a genuine bicycle boom. Several
young men and lads here will ride cycles this

summer.
The plains country is perfectly level, and free

from hills and hollows. One can ride for 200
miles on the plains in one direction, without
ever once crossing a gulley or hollow; hence we
have the best bicycle country in the world, there

being neither sand nor rocks.

As "line riding" on ranches is expensive (it

requires one man and several horses to keep in

repair fifteen to twenty miles of wire fence), we
have been trying to get the ranch managers to

do away with horses on the plain? and to mount
their men on bicycles, which would greatly re-

duce expenses and add to the amount of work
done by each hand, thus reducing the number
of hands also. I believe it will be done yet.

The coming spring will witness a new era

with us here, and I hope to be able to send you
a few new. names of bicycle riders by May i.

My boy and myself arc the only bicyclists I

know of in this section at this lime. I have
hopes, however, of altering these figures the

coming season. I am in earnest in this busi-

ness, and intend to work without ceasing until

[ have succeeded in introducing bicycles on the

plains. 1 am forty-five years' old and ride a

46-inch wheel.
I am glad to sec that The Wheel is improv-

ing and is being well sustained. It is invalua-

ble to the wheelman and to the general trade.

May you succeed according to your merits is

the earnest wish of your Texas friend,

Jno. W. Murray, 'E6\\.ox Eslacado Neu'f.

EsTACADO, February 3, 18 g.
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FENTON'S FANCIES.

New York wheelmen hardly appreciate, I

think, the blessings which are given them.
Purely in the matter of opportunities for riding,

the cyclist of the metropolis is very far in ad-

vance of his Connecticut and New Jersey breth-

ren. Up in Hartford the wheelman lays his

faithful steed carefully away about the middle
of November ; the wheel vanishes from New
Jersey roads about a month later, but the New
York City riders keep at it pretty steadily

throughout the winter. During the month of

January it was possible to ride on twenty-three

days, rain and snow occurring only on eight out

of the thirty-one. February thus far has been
rather unpleasant for riding, but to date (12th)

wheeling has been possible on seven out of

twelve. We may not be blessed with good
roads, but certainly the clerk of the weather
favors us very highly in the days he bestows
upon us. Besides, as a matter of fact, all the

roads above the Park, such as Sixth and Sev-
enth Avenues, are very much better in winter
than in summer. That rather trying little hill

running up to McComb's Dam Bridge has been
climbed by hundreds of riders during the winter
season who could not get half way up in sum-
mer. So, as the minister said when he beheld
the cold mutton appearing on the table for the

third time in a week, " For what we are about
to receive may the Lord make us truly thank
ful." Surely New York riders are by no means
badly off in opportunities for indulging in their

favorite sport

!

The New York Club held a special meeting on
Monday evening, but particulars of the work
accomplished on that occasion have not reached
me as yet. One of the members took me to task
the other day for not oftener giving the club a
mention, but I told him there was really very
little to say. 1 would like to give my opinion,
however, on one of the recent actions of the

club. The initiation fee was recently raised
from $10 to $25, and in so doing I think the club
made a most serious mistake. The success of

bicycling in New York certainly depends very
largely upon the clubs and the keeping up of

their numerical strength, and the future as well

as the past should have been considered more
seriously before so radical and important a
change was made. The New York Club has
prospered during the past year principally be-
cause of the large increase in its membership,
but I fear that i88g will show no such swelling
of the ranks. Think it over, gentlemen. I hope
that you have not killed the golden-egged goose,
but I fear so.

Hawkshaw's remarks in the World in regard
to the women's 6-day race struck me as being
very just and to the point. Such affairs should
not be given encouragement by the attendance
of wheelmen. Races of so long duration as six
days are unpleasant exhibitions to witness any-
way, and have very little akin with racing J>er se.

As to 6-day walking matches, eminent physi-
cians will tell you that the winners are invaria-
bly men of very low mental calibre, who are able
to sink their own existence into that of a mere
machine. Look at the men who have had the
glory (?) of winning 6 day races, and you will

notice that they are creatures of very unintelli-
gent appearance and usually wearing a brutish
expression

; Hazat-l, Littlewood, Hughes, Fitz-
gerald, to take a few of the list. And now must
we ransack the corners of the earth to find
women sufficiently unintelligent to push the
record up twenty or thirty miles each year? I

trust not. Wheelmen certainly shoula not en-
courage any such sport (?), lest the outside pub-
lic should think that we have more brutes than
men, in our ranks.

A wheelman asked me the other day whether
the Rudge Triplet record of 2:18 1-5 had been
authenticated in any way. As I am not compe-
tent to answer his question, would you mind
doing so, Mr. Editor?

FkntoI'I.

[We do not know whether a record has been
claimed or not, but the trial was timed by men
of undoubted integrity and ability, and it is no
doubt correct.— Ei).]

CHICAGO.

Woodside was a figure at the Stanley Show.
He will shortly return to America.

The May tournament and exhibit and Mr.
Garden's third Tecoration Day road-race have
been the leading topics this week. The com-
mittee appointed two or three weeks ago to in-

terest local clubs in the tourney have been meet-
ing with success, three clubs having pledged
themselves to lend every effort to make the en-
terprise a success. Tom Eck has been here,

too, and talked himself up to a great pitch of

enthusiasm over what the professionals would
do. and how many miles they would ride. The
committee will conclude its labors on the 19th,

and on the 2oth will report progress at a genera!
meeting at the Grand Pacific Hotel. One re-

markable feature of the affair is the liberal man-
ner in which the dealers have promised to sup-
port it. Similar opportunities have been af-

forded them previously, but they have been shy
of the bait. This time they are in for the thing
in earnest.

Stone and Lumsden have at last come to an
understanding about the races over which they
have been quarreling for some weeks. They
have agreed to ride three races, one mile at

Cheltenham Beach, five miles at St. Louis and
ten miles at Crawfordsville, Ind. The latter

will be run on the road. Stone is a well-known
man, a son of Professor Stone, and brother of

the late Cola. He enjoyed a professional career
for two years ofter the " makers' amateurs " were
expelled, but was subsequently reinstated.

Lumsden's first effort was made last Decoration
Day, when he won the Pullman road race. He
was one of the three men who composed the

Chicago team which won the championship at

Buffalo, and wound up the season by wiping up
the earth with Stone et al. at Quincy, 111.

The Chicago C. C. isn't on speaking terms
with its captain, Tom Roe. Mr. and Mrs. Roe
mentioned that they intended to invite Pauline
Hall to the C. C. C. reception, and were in-

formed by the House Committee that Pauline's

room was preferable to her company. That was
three weeks ago, since which Tom has been
conspicuous by his absence. But Tom has a

crumb- of comfort! His name appears on the

Western Arms Co. letterhead as " Manager of

Cycling Department." He therefore considers
Ralph Temple crushed, and is happy.

I see by The Referee that the Chicago A. A. A.
have been unable to pay their rent and have been
ousted from their grounds. They possessed the

only cinder path in Chicago, which has been
under the care of old Bill Richards, who for

many years held the i-mile running record.

The handsomest salesroom in town is now
possessed by Mr. Stokes, who handles the War-
wick and Springfield wheels.

The Illinois Division meet will be held on
July 4, probably at Ottawa, 111.

Louise Arrnaindo left here Wednesday for

New York to ride in the six-day race. If it

doesn't turn out simply an exercise canter for

her, we of Chicago, who have seen her ride 840
miles on a i6-lap track in 72 hours, will be
greatly surprised. On an occasion like this,

where so many ladies are riding, I presume I

ought to be on hand at the Garden to make
good my assumed title of

PKKriNG Tom.

LONG ISLAND LACONICS.

CAN ANYONE DENY

That the new brooms are proving hustlers,

each and every one ?

That no signs of greenness hover about the

I'resideiUial chair ?

That the Executive Committee and Board of

Trustees still remain one and inseparable, and
that at Ica.st one man is wilder thereat ?

That the House Committee may be diminu-
tive, but gels there—even if the windows suf-

fer?

That our Saturday Nights bid tair to become
a constitution and by-laws, all by themselves ?

That we hope we may live long and enjoy
them, in .^pite of the exhilarating and scdurlivc
refreshmcnls provided ?

That the next caril manipulator will wait long
and Wearily f<rr another response?

'I'hat last month's gas bill \va\cd extremely
great, thanks to the nightly exertion of a few
heartless and limitless members?

That many and frequent billiard and pool
champions and fiends discover themselves
occasionally, but Wise and Alden are the com-
bination to play— (and pay)?
That Schumacher is out for gore this year

—

gloves and all— and we wish him many suc-
cesses ?

That our L. I. W., P. H., Y. M. C. A. and B.

A. A. member expects to salt several pounds
of medals this year, unless he is unfortunate
enough to train too fine? We wish him con-

tinned successl
That the Road Committee intend letting very

few miles slip through their sieve this coming
season?
That they are going to vvrork on the " stand

and deliver" plan, and 'tis folly to resist?

That the medal winners of last year have
adopted this motto: "Everything comes in

time to those who kick at every opportunity ?
"

Nyx.

BERKSHIRE, ETC.

Will Holly had an interesting experience with
a prettv Shakeress at Berkshire last summer.
According to their religion the ladies are not

to so much as look at any of the worldly people
—Will is awfully worldly 1—nor have any deal-

ings with them ; and when he called at a house,
pretending he and his partner were lost, he
could not catch the eye of the young lady who
answered his questions as to direction.

He says she persisted in looking down to the

ground all the time, and he failed in his attempt
to discover the color of her eyes. She was nice,

though, he said, and the house he peeped into

was scrupulously neat and tidy.

Small villages up in Shakerdom are called

families, and it sounded queer to be told that it

was miles to the next family wrhen there were
houses within sight.

There is no question but the Shakers, as a

people, are the most honest in this country, and
it is, doubtless, as well for them that they are

a little exclusive and keep outsiders at a dis-

tance, especially cyclers.

Holly and Lockwood spent their first annual
summer vacation awheel in a ramble through
portions of Berkshire, and were more than de-

lighted with their outing.

They were not only charmed with the scenery,

but the roads, which were mostly gravel, are,

when well made, the very best and easiest for

wheeling.
It was noticeable wherever they went that

the most respectable looking farm buildings

were in sections where the best roads were, and
the same holds good in any portion of the coun-

try. We have taken pains to note this fact

when on our own tours about the country for

years past.

There are miles of gravel being put on the

roads about Sound Beach and Riverside, near

Stamford, and we will enjoy the great improve-

ment through those pretty hamlets more than

ever this season.

There are indications of an awakening in-

terest in cycling matters in this vicinity, and
surely the better roads out of town are welcome,

even if the town does not show life enough to

do anything for the streets that are now in hor-

rible condition. Our Selectmen [mighty poor

selection I] were heard to say that they "did
not want the paving question agitated." They
evidently get money out of the present mire

that they would lose if pavings were used.
Stamson.

FIXTURES.

reb. 15, i88q.

rel>. 11. 188).

Fob, 18, i88ij,

Feb. ai, 1889,

heb. a3, 18S9
Miir. i,i88g.

M.ir. X, :889.

Mar. a, 1889.

M.ir. 5. 1889,

M.ir. S, iSS),

.Mar. ij, ikBo,

Mar. 10, 1B81].

M;ir. Ill, 1889

(lie

—New Yorl< v. Harlem, ;\l New Y>>rk.

—Hudson Couiuy vs. KiiiKs, at Jersey CitV-

— Naiion.il .\s.scmblv I-, A. \V. Mcci
—Reception and Dunce, at L. 1. \V. Cliih

liouse.
— .\talanta vs. KiniiSjai Newark.
-l'nivcr.s;vl Cvclinj; Club's Reception, al

Hro( klvii Institute.

-New Yori< vs. Hudson County, al New
York.

—N A. .\. A. A. Games at Madison S>)iiare

(larden; I'j.-mile liandicap; entrirscltwc
Kcliniarv jo, wiili Sciretarv N. A. A A.
A, tiamos, 1» O. II. <\ U7S. "N. V. City.

l>inKsvs. Ilailfin.at Hiooklvn.
— Hndson Countvvs. Aialaiil i, «t .lerscyCily
— .Vtalanta vs. Nov Voik.ai Ncwaik.
— Harlem vs. Hudson County, ai Harlem
--.Atalania vs. Hudson County, at Newark.

The Riversiile Wheelmen will hold a fair al

their club house, loSth Street and Western Moulc-

vard. New York, on rebru.uy 2^ and aS And
Match I and 2. Wheelmen are invited to call.
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MANHATTAN B. C. ENTERTAINMENT
AND RECEPTION.

If you should happen to run across two Man-
hattan men you will note them rush toward
each other and vigorously shake. They are

simplj' congratulating themselves on the suc-

cess of their affair, which took place at the Lex-
ington Avenue Opera House on Friday evening
last. The members of the committee having
the affair in charge have been known to steal

awa)" unobserved to have a good shake-hands
with themselves.
The affair consisted in the getting up of an

elaborate programme, in providing entertain-

ment, a dance and a supper. In no respects

did the committee fail, and as they sjrveyed
the brilliant scene presented in the Opera House
about midnight they might well feel pleased

—

nay, enthusiastic over their success.
The printed programme contained some in-

teresting reading matter, a sketch of the club's

history, a picture of the club house and several

original poems.
The entertainment v^as more interesting than

are usually given previous to receptions, and
was enthusiastically received by the audience.
After an overture by Schwab's orchestra. Mile.

Emillus, the "Champion Lady Cyclist" of

France, gave her refined exhibition on the bi-

cycle. The champion lady afterward material-

ized into W. S. Maltby. The Balzer Trio, Otto,

Fred and Emil, made harmonies upon a piano
and two violins, after which the renowned Mr.
Gus Schlesinger talked very wittily. Miss Ida
Belle Travis, a miniature soprano, gave a splen-

did rendition of " Under the Misletoe," securing
a recall. Then came a few moments with
Loney, who was very funny in an anecdotal
way.
Of the reception we cannot write too enthu-

siastically. The floor was crowded, but after

the first few dances there was comfortable elbow
room. The gentlemen were almost all attired

in evening dress and many of the ladies wore
beautiful evening gowns cut decollelc, the whole
making a pleasing picture, which changed at

every wave of the conductor's baton.

It is impossible to tell the names of those who
were present. The Manhattan members and
their friends were out in force; the Harlem
Wheelmen, Riverside Wheelmen, Hudson
County Wheelmen, New York Bicycle Club and
Acme Bowling Club were well represented.
During intermission supper was served to

over 200 people Cheers were given for the

clubs represented, for the Manhattan Club and
for Mr. L. A. Newcome, of the Harlem Wheel-
men, who is a great favorite with the Manhat-
tan bovs ever since a pleasant week spent at the
Buffalo meet. Mr. Newcome was compelled to

make a brief speech, but President Warwick and
Tup; Wiikel's representative were unequal to

the effort and declined to do anything but be
looked at.

The reception ended about dawn. The Com-
mittee of Arrangements were : Charles A. Shee-
han, D. H. Thistle, M. S. Goldman, J. A. Clair-

monte and Albert Shire. Only one unfortunate
event remains to be recorded. Chairman Shee-
han's numerous duties took so much of his at-

tention that the fair maid whom he escorted to

the rect-ption fell into the hands of the enemy,
and there is blood in the Secretary's eye.

THE ELIZABETH WHEELMEN'S EN-
TERTAINMENT.

On Tuesday evening last the Elizabeth Wheel-
men gave an interesting entertainment at the
Temple Opera House. The entertainment con-
sisied of a cycling drama in two acts, which
was enlivened at intervals by singing, humor-
ous sayings, and fancy riding on the wheel.
The audience was large and showed its appreci-
ation at various stages of the performance by
giving vent to bursts of applause. The Hudson
County and Atalanta Wheelmen were in attend-
ance, and, it may be observed, had their lungs
with them, as they demonstrated several times
to everybody's satisfaction.

In the first act the curtain rose upon a cyclists'

camp scene. The chief features of this act
were a demonstration of the joviality and good
humor that exist between 'yclists on such occa-
sions, and the manner in which they amuse
themselves. Much merriment was created by
*.he entrance upon the scene of two English-

men, one of whom could ride the bicycle and
the other (W. S. Maltby) who could not. The
one who couldn't finally succeeded in mastering
the wheel, but not until after he had convulsed
the house by his many and ludicrous attempts.

During, the first act the E. W. Quartette sang
" I Long For Thee " and " Vintage Song," Mr.
Edward Bagley sang a solo entitled " I Would
I Were a King," and a topical song written by
a member of the club. Mr. J. E. Searles created
much amusement by making a stump speech
entitled, "Around the World with Thomas
Stevens."
The second act showed the cyclists at a hotel.

Dinner was not ready when they arrived, but
the landlord informed them that two of his

friends, Mr. John E. Searles and W. S. Maltby,
would entertain them during the interval of

waiting. Mr. Searles, after amusing the audi-
ence for a short time with humorous sayings,
caused excessive laughter by making five suc-
cessive changes without leaving the stage—ap-
pearing as a fireman, a policeman, an old man,
an old maid and an Irishwoman. Mr. W. S.

Maltby was then introduced and received gen-
erous applause. He then proceeded to give his

wonderful exhibition on the bicycle and uni-
cycle. During his performance murmurs of

approbation were constantly heard among the
audience, which would now and then burst
forth in vociferous applause. This closed the
entertainment, which was a fair success.

TROY NOTES.

The second bowling contest between teams of

the Troy Bicycle Club and Railroad Young
Men's Association occurred on the evening of

the 4th inst. at Bicycle Hall bowling alley, be-
fore a large number of friends, many of whom
were ladies, very much interested in the result.

There were two games bowled, the bicycle
club's team scoring 910 to 637 in the first game,
and 964 to 712 in the second game ; a total of

525 pins in favor of the bicycle club. The
scorers were J. E. Chapinand William M. Tay-
lor.

I regret very much that Mr. George R Bid-
well has decided to resign from the office of
Chief Consul of this State, as a better man
never filled the position either in this or any
other State. Who has done more for the League
than he? He it is who ought to be ics Presi-
dent. Our Division has about 2,500 members
at present, which is over one-fifth the total

membership of the League, and this is due
mostly to the efficiency of our present Chief
Consul.

The Albany Wheelmen and Troy Bicycle
Club are on such good terms, why not have a
series of bowling matches just for fun ?

Last Friday night the Troy Bicycle Club gave
the sixth social of the season, but as I was not
there to enjoy the fun I can only say that I

have every reason to believe that it was just as
merry a party as is usually given by this club.

1 cannot say positively at the present time,

but I think the Pope Manufacturing Company
will open a good agency in the city if arrange-
ments can be made with a prominent hardware
dealer here satisfactory to both parties. It

seems queer that our large manufacturers have
not established agencies in the city where their

wheels could be seen to advantage by the pub-
lic. I hope something will be done by them to

boom wheeling when the season opens.
FtBRUARV II, 1889. OrNH QBA.

W. S Maltby has started out his advance
man. He will make an exhibition trip across
the continent and then sail for Australia.

The Warren Wheel Club, of Roxbury, Mass.,
held its regular monthly dinner and business
meeting at the Crawford House February 12,

I

President A. H. Wiggin in the chair. The club

was entertained by Mr. George H. Lang, zither

player. The two medals offered by the President

last spring for the two best road records made
by club members during the season of '88 were
awarded to Mr. E. E. Randall, a bicycle rider,

who made a record of 1,200 miles, and Mr. F. C.

Graves, a iricyclist, receives the second medal,
having made a record of 900 miles.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The New Jersey roads improvement bill has
been introduced by Senator Miller.

The people of Plainfield, N. J., talk gf calling
a public meeting in the interest of better roads.

The Manhattan Athletic Club are in commu-
nication with Windle, and he may represent the
club on the other side of the water this year.

W. D. Banker, of Pittsburg, has been in New
York during the past week. He was a constant
attendant at the Madison Square Garden race.

The leading newspapers of New Jersey are
warmly advocating the passage of the roads im-
provement bill published in last week's Wheki..

The Common Council of Newark. N. J., will

be asked by property owners and others to

macadamize the unpaved side streets of the
city.

T. A. Smily, formerly teacher with George R.
Bidwell, is in town for a few days. He has been
with Harry Higham, at Washington, for the
past year.

Denver wheelmen are much troubled by dogs.
One wheelman was bitten last week, and another
was thrown from his wheel by the onslaught of

a brute.

The Rutherford Field Club, of Rutherford,
M. J., an outgrowth of the Rutherford Wheelmen,
have already purchased a house, and are now
making efforts to obtain grounds for athletics

and cycle races.

Mr. T. Gerry, representing Holmes & Co., of

Boston, was in New York on Monday. He car-

ries a line of knit goods made up for cycling
and athletic men. Mr. Gerry will make an ex-
tended Western trip.

R. H. Davis, the Harvard crack, will spend
his summer vacation in Europe. He may do
some racing while abroad. He is very fast on
the safety and should .be able to gain some
honor on English paths.

Mr. George T. Stevens, manager of the Cov-
entry Machinists'Company's American business,
%vas in New York on Friday last. Mr. Stevens
appointed William Halpin & Co. New York
City agents for the "Club" wheels.

The members of the Massachusetts Bicycle
Club will enjoy theirannual banquet at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the iSth inst. The club is

now without any headquarters, but it is rumored
that a plan for securing a permanent hoine will

be advanced and discussed at the banquet.

The eleventh annual dinner of the Boston Bi-

cycle Club will be held at the Parker House on
the evening of February 23. The town club
members will join the cyclers, and a large at-

tendance is expected. The committee of ar-

rangements consist of E. C. Hodges, John R.
Chadwick and W. B. Everett.

CENTURY RUN, 1889.

A meeting was held at the Citizens' Bicycle

Club on Monday evening to consider the proj-

ect of holding a century run from New York to

Philadelphia some time during the coming sea-

son. The matter was placed in the hands of a

committee of five, representing New York,
Brooklyn, Newark, Orange and Plainfield.

Mr. W. W. Stall, of Boston, Mass., writes us

as follows: "George Hendee has practically-

signed with me for 1889, and has gone over to

the Stanley Show to do a bit of business for

me. We think we have a good man in 'Our
George.'" So do we, and we hope that both
Handsome George and Long Billy will count

1889 a success. Nlr. Stall has just returned from
the Montreal Carnival, by the way.

From Germantown comes the news, which
will be welcomed by all cyclers, of a new grand
avenue, which is to be opened from Township
line, or Wissahickon Avenue, to Ridge Road,
opposite the steamboat landing below Falls

Bridge. It is to be about a mile and a half

long, with a width of eighty feet, macadamized
the whole length, with no grade over five leet

to the hundred. It will afford direct communi-
cation, through magnificent scenery, between
Germantown and Fairmount Park.
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MR. E. I. HALSTED

We present above a fair likeness of Mr. E. I.

Halsted, of the Harlem Wheelmen and New
York Athletic Club. Below will be found a
sketch of his cycling career. Mr. Halsted is one
of the most popular cyclists we know of, being
modest in speech, courteous and oblig ng, and
having all the instincts of a gentleman.
Age, 23 ; weight (in racing suit), 152 ;

height,

5.10. Commenced riding May, 1885, using a

52-inch Expert Columbia While still a " novice,"

he was chosen as fourth man on the Harlem
Wheelmen tearm ; and in the first inter-club road
race, held in Brooklyn, Election Day, 1885, he
scored ninth place out of sixteen, thereby help-

ing the Harlem Wheelmen win the cup. In this

year his- mileage was 627. In i886 the Harlem
Wheelmen offered several medals for road
riding records, all of which were won by Mr.
Halsted, as follows : Century Medal (distance to

be ridden inside of ten hours), elapsed time for

the 100 miles, 8h. 35m. In this ride Mr. H.'s
left pedal-pin broke just as he was leaving
Tarrytown, and, although he had already cov-

ered forty-five miles, he stuck to his task and
rode from Tarrytown to New York City (twenty-
one miles) with one leg. Twentv-four hour
Road Record Medal was first won by H., with
151 miles to his credit; riding time, I5h.;

elapsed time, lyh. Two weeks later this medal
was taken from him by a fellow club member,
who rode 152 miles. As the mileage ball had
started to roll, Halsted prevented it from
gathering any moss, aad a few days later set

out to regain the medal. His intentions to cover
200 miles were good ; but the hilly roads be-
tween Poughkeepsie and Hudson proved too
formidable, and he was satisfied with 165 miles

;

riding time, i6j^h. Halsted also tried his

hands—or rather feet—at both road racing and

path racing this year. In the first race of the
defunct N. Y. and N. J. T. R. R. A. he was
riding a good third at the 15-miIe post, but
the effects of a severe header (the result of a foul
in the first half-mile of the race) caused intense
pain, and he had to ease up, although finishing

the full twenty-five miles. In the fall of this

year he took fourth position, riding a 54 inch
Expert. During this year his eleven races re-

sultfd in three firsts, three seconds and four
thirds—all ridden on a full roadster. Total
mileage for 1886, 3,602, with an average of 31 J^
miles per ride. In 1887 Halsted experimented
with a 51-inch Star, on which he covered about
1,200 miles. His longest ride on the "grass-
hopper" was from New York City to Philadel-
phia, July 4. This memorable ride convinced
him that for "all round" work he could get
better results from a crank. However, he tried

his luck in the third inter-club race, May 30,

1S87, on a 54-inch (!) racing Star, and up to the
26-mile post held sixth position, but dropped
out of the contest, as several of the light spokes
had broken and become wound around the
" drum," acting as a brake. During this year
he rode in ten path races, winning five firsts,

one second and three thirds, in one of which he
rode from scratch with Crist, Phil Brown, Sten-
ken and others, and made 2.44 2-5 (Crist's time,

2m. 38 2-5S.) on a racing wheel. Total mile-
age for 1887, 4,601 ; average ride, 31^ miles (as

in 1886), including on^ "century."
During the past year Mr. Halsted has spent

most of the time in Philadelphia, and although
we have seen little of him on this account,
nevertheless he has kept us reminded of his

existence, and he has proved himself an excel-

lent representative of the Harlem Wheelmen,
the New York Athletic Club and the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle Club, of Philadelphia. He has
competed in fifty-six races, winning thirty-nine

firsts, eleven seconds and two thirds. On ac-

count of the path work, his road mileage did
not equal last year's figures, showing a total ol

only 3,113 iiiiles—an average of 17 miles
per ride.

THE NEW HAVEN CLUB'S RIDING
RECORD.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cvcling Tr»de
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

Patrick Gallagher, New York, N. Y. Tri-

cycle. February 12, 1889.

This invention is a tricycle constructed with
a crank handle arranged in front of and above
the level of the seat ot the vehicle, and having
its bearings in adjustable arms pivoted to up-
rights on the frame of the machine and an end-
less chain connecting a chain-wheel on the

crank handle shaft with a similar wheel on the

driving wheel shaft, the combination with the

pivoted adjustable arm and the crank handle,
having its bearings therein, of a fly wheel on
the shaft of said adjustable crank handle, the

vehicle seat, the driving-wheels, a brake
adapted to bear on said driving wheels and a
hand lever operating said brake and arranged
for manipulation from one side of the seat and
in front of the latter and out of line with the

operating crank handle. '

Prominent among the various clubs whose
road riding records deserve especial notice is the

New Haven Bicycle Club. Its fast-st man, H.
C. Backus, rides a Star. He won the novice
race at Hartford in September, 1887, and in 1888,

though in poor condition, and having to contend
with a number of fast men, he made a very
creditable showing. G. A. Picket is another
of the fast men of the club. F. E. Weaver, who
is only nineteen years old, is the champion road
rider. He made the best time in the club team
road race, ten miles in 40}^ minutes, and holds
the road record from New Haven to Springfield,

70 miles in 6^ hours, and also the Century rec-

ord of the club, from New Haven to Springfield

and back to Cheshire, Ct., 130 miles in 13 hours.

J. M. Verhoff won the five-mile club handicap
road race last spring, in 23 minutes 25^ seconds,
having 3 minutes start. L. J. Parsons, is the

oldest rider, being fifty-seven years old, and
riding a wheel of his own make. John Fray is

the heavy-weight, weighing 200 pounds. He
rides every Sunday through the sea'^on. C. E.

Larom. Chief Consulof the Connecticut Division,

L. A. W., and Lawyer Jno. H. Whitting, Presi-

dent of the club, are strong road riders, as are

also T. J. O'Tell. A. N. Welton, S. C. Sperry, B.

E. Vann, A. G. Fisher, C. T. Bartlet, W .F. Per-

kins. Palmer Fields and others. The following

members have ridden 2,000 miles and over the

last season: C. E. Larom, 2,500 miles; F. E.

Weaver, 2.500; J. H. Whitting, 2,250; J. M.
Verhoff, 2,100; A. G. Fisher, 2,000; G. A. Picket,

2,006. Among the principal runs taken by the

club members was that of a party of eight to

Brooklyn, one Sunday by Saturday night boat,

wheeling down the island to Babylon with the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club boys. Frequent club

runs were made to Hartford, Bridgeport, Savin
Rock, Morris' Cove, Branford and Stony Creek,

The club is also moving along socially. Last

spring, when it moved to its present quarters, it

opened them with a social and musical entertain-

ment. The State Division L. A. W., held its

annual meeting last August, and the club enter-

tained the members. During the winter it had
several social gatherings. The membership is

fifty-five, and visiting wheelmen are always
welcome.

The Harvard B'cycle Club propose to hold a

race meet some time in May. The prizes will

be of unusual value and are expected to attract

riders from other colleges for the intercollegiate

race. The only long race on the programme is

a 3-mile handicap, for which the most valuable

prizes will be offered. All but three of the races

are open to all amateurs.

Messrs. Whitten, Godding & Co.. of Provi-

dence, are supplying bells, whistles and like

sundries to dealers, who will find it advanta-

geous to have their lists.

The Rutherford Wheelmen have changed the

name of their club to the Rutherford Field Club.

The Long Island Wheelmen will hold a recep-

tion and dance at their club house February 21.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER BICYCLES
Hold the World's Records

No. I Wheel, plain and cone-bearing, 50-inch $75
"2 " ball-bearing, 50-inch 100
" 3 " plain and cone-bearing, 46-inch 75
" 4 " ball-bearing, 46-inch 100
" 5 " ball-bearing, 50-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 6 Wheel, ball-bearing, 46-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 7 Volant Safety, 31 and 30 inch diameter wheels,

ball-bearing 115

IBea-cL'by^,

ID-ia.x*a,TD±l±ti;5r

.

1889

Catalogue Now Eeady.

Sent Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

178 Columbus Avonus, BOSTON, MASS.

HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE. BEST HILL-CLIMBERS.
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PENNSYLVANIA'S ROAD LAW
Harrisburg, January 29.—Senator McLain,

of Washington County, to-day introduced a

general road law. It provides that at the Feb-
ruary election of iSgo three road commissioners
shall be elected in each township in each county
of the State, to serve one, two and three years,

respectively. They shall divide the townships
into road districts and appoint overseers to

take charge and work each district on plans fur-

nished by the commissioners. It provides for

the election of a county engineer, who shall

have general supervision of the improvements
and of the wages to be paid and the number of

hours that shall constitute a day's work. The
levy for road purposes must not exceed ten

mills on each dollar's valuation, the money to

be collected by the County Treasurer and to be

disbursed by him through the several boards of

road commissioners. It also provides for the

laying out of new roads, and all things looking

to the improvement of county roads, the con-
demnation of gravel for the roads and other

matters'relating thereto.

OMAHA'S BICYCLE TOURNAMENT.

During the past week the Coliseum in Omaha
was the scene of a great three-hour si.x-day

bicycle tourney. The contestants were four in

number—viz., "Senator" Morgan^ Prince.

Knapp and Reading. The contest was very
close throughout, a few laps being the greatest

lead at any time. Prince managed to spurt in

first every night at the close, but failed to do so

on Thursday night because of an accident hap-
pening to his wheel. "Senator" Morgan there-

after tried to block Prince in his efforts to re-

gain his lost lap, but was foiled in his attempts.

Prince won by a half wheel's length, with Mor-
gan second, Knapp third and Reading last. The
total score for the six days was 304 miles and 8

laps. The tournament was a brilliant success,

fully three thousand people being in attendance
every evening.

Mr. J. B. Dalsell, a Scotchman, claims to have
invented and made the first velocipede, as dis-

tinguished from the " Dandy-horse," which was
propelled by striking the feet on the ground.
This wheel was made in 1846, and is probably
the first two-wheeled machine propelled by
pedals. It was much on the lines of the rear-driver

so popular to-day. The wheel will be exhibited

at the Stanley Show.

THE REFEREE.
Six Nlonthss for One Dollar.

The only Cvclinif and Athletic Weekly in the West.
Covers all the Western Territory and K'ves all the latest

and best news.
I^IT Look out for The Referee's Tournament in

May. .JSi
Advertisers referred to Messrs. Lindsay & Taylor.

THE REKEBKF. PUItLISIIINO CO.,

199 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

THE

i mm

^^: For Clul) llouHeR
' nnil Di-alrrs'

''i U'arcrooiriN.

This device is contidcnilv offered as the best thinfj of the
kind yet placed on the market. It is sma 1, cheap and dur
able.and holds the machine firmly without injury 10 the tire .

Only one umall piece fastened to the floor, offering little

obkttuctinn to the b'Oom in sweeping.
Properly plar ed, the stand svill hold any wheel from fifty

to sixty inches in size.

The pans are held securely by three sm.ill screws which
do not injure the floorer wall very much, an 1 are easily
removed or changed.

I'rlc© 50 0©33.ts-

E. N. BOWEN, 585 Main Street,
BUFFALO. N. Y.

CYCLING.

Cashiers and Bookkeepers you should have one of those
" Daily Cash Balance Books.' It is the most bandy, neat
and labor-saving book made to keep your cash straight.
Circbl rs on application. W. I.. Surprise, 55 Madison St.

Memphis. Tenn.

" The Brooks Hub Cyclometer is the greatest
favorite at our stores, and sells like the prover-
bial ' hot cakes.' It is a positive motion cyclom-
eter and has been subjected by us to most sat-

isfactory tests. They are reliable instruments
and give great satisfaction."

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,
New York and Chicago.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to be attained in all enter-

prises, Warwick Wheels are built so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will intduce his acquaint-

ances to buy them. Nothing but the

Best Material without regard to cost.

Warwick Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities there are many feat-

ures not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

The Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

Plain forks can be had by those who
wish them.

The Handle-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake js a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under the handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Mead is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADMITS

OF REPAIRS without REMOVING TIRE. NOTE

SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST

LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden ro,ooo miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
13 Murray Street, New York.

P. O. Box 2225.
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World's

J

ONE-HALF MILE,

1 min. 9 2-5 sees, on the Road !

EGLffSING ALL PATH RECORDS.

FOR PRICE-LIST AND PARTICULARS APPLY TO

J. K. STARLEY & CO. (Late Starley & Sutton),

METEOR WORKS, "WEST ORCHARD, COVENTRY, ENG.

ViTOD^ .A^Gr^AJJllsr I

THE CITIZEN'S CUP,

At Baltimore, October lo, 1888, by the Maryland Bicycle Club (second time). Road Race of Ten Miles. Twenty

Starters. The first man in was H. L. Kingsland, riding the same

Neiv Rapid Roadstep,
On which he last year over the same course made "Woi*ld'S Road ReCOI*d. This speaks volumes for the machine

after one year's hard usage. For speed, hill-climbing and durability no machine equals the

NEW RAPID

SF'ECIAL NOTICE.
To a limited extent we will accept other good machines in part payment for NEW RAPID BICYCLES, SAFETIES,

and QUADRANT TRICYCLES and TANDEMS.

SEHSriD IPOI^ O.A.T.A.LOG-'CrE.

THE CLARK CYCLE COMPANY,
33^1tiixxoro, IVId.
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W^

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS. I

Za Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

T7 >R SAI.E.—Xeiv 53-inch Columbia Light Roadster;
^ also 52-inch Rudge Li{;ht Roadster. Address E. A. P.,

22S West io5ih Street. 2-22

pOR S\LE.—54 inch Victor Light Roadster, in Rood
* order, with cyclometer, lamp and side attachmrnt.
$go.oo cash. Address W. S. MEAD, P. O. Bex 673, New
York City. 2-22

V WANTED.—To e.\c''ange for a Sirg^le or Tandem Tri-
*' c\cle, era Sifety bicycle, 5s inch Standaid Colum-

bia, balls, cow-horn bars ;
54-inch full nickeled

E.xpert, balls all over
;
50-inch Springfield Roadster, plain;

50 mch Springfield Roadster, balls, nickeled. Will sell 48-

inch .American Star, $2 '.oo; 51-inch American S'ar, $2000;
;o-inch Standard Columbia, $25.00. Send for list ol Second
hand Wheels. Address H. M. WHITE, Trenton, N. J.

2-15

CrOR S.\LE.—58-inch E.xpert. First-class condition.
^ $6000. Bargain. Address C. D. FORD, 145 West
i3Gth Street. New York City. 2-22

Vy ANTED.—A i2-inch Crank Bicycle. Must be good
^ * make. Address Bicycle. Reamstown, Pa. 2-15

pOR SALE.—An S S. S. Tandem Tricycle in first-class
' condition,with lamp, bell, saddle-hag and tools. Balls

all around. Owner selling in lavor of bicycle. This is a
great bargain and will repay inves.igation. Price only
$150.00. Can be seen at A. G. Spalding & Bros., 242
Broadway, Ne.v York City. 2-21

COME BARGALNS OFFERED.—We have for sale one^ No. 2 Springfield, one No. i Springfielo, one 52-inch

Victor Roadster, one 52-incli New Mail, one American
Safety, 52 to 51 inch reach; one 50-inch Challenge, one
54-inch Challenge ''heap. Geo. S. Atwater, 1206 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C. tl

AATANTED-To e.xchange. a 52-inch '88 New Mail, in

/(-r/Vf^ shape, for Victor Safety or st-inch Special
Star, or will sell low for cash. Lock Bo.x 45, Bainbridge,
N V. 2-is

AiyANTED.—A 52-inch Victir Light Roadster, 1888
•'' model; must be in very good condition and cheap.
Address E. Melvin, P. O Bo.x 3036, New York City. 2-15

<< pi INTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
•' ^ and Wales"; particulars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25 cents. Stamson. Stamford,
Conn.

VA; ANTED.—An experienced Wheel builder at once; must
'• be very fast. Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,
Ind. «-a2

rANTED.—Bicycles, Single and Double Tricycles, and
Rox'er-type Safeties Machines must not be too much

worn. For suitable wheels good prices will be paid. Call,

or address. New \ ork Bicycle Co , No. 8 Warren St. and
No. 4 East 60th St.. N. Y. _tf.

CEO. S. ATWATER & CO.,

Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles and Snplies,
Agents for ihe Celebrated Dart. Columbia

and Swift Cycles,

No. 120G Pennsylvania Ave, X. W., Washington, ». C.

To make ro m for our Spring Stock, we offer the follow-

ing Bargains. All machines on this list in good running
order. No "' wrecks.'

I Ladies' Dart bafety, perfect condition .. $115.00
I Viaduct Safety 80,00
I 51-inch American S'ar 30.00
151 ' " " 25.00
I 55 " Rudge Light Roadster, splendid

condition 75.00
I 56-inch American Rudge 50.00
I 56-inch Kritish Challenge special make... 50.00
I 56-in(h Club. New, slightly shop worn. . 75.00
6 Victor Tricycles, side steering, each 50.00

Any of the above machines will DesentC. O. D. upon
receipt of $10 00, to cover cost of Expressage, in case the

machine is not taken.
Gt-'O. S. ATWATER & CO.

Cycle Mechanic Wanted.
\liyANTEl>.—A cvcle mechanic; must be thorough t^.

"'• brazing and lathe work; permanent position to the

right party. Apply by mail only, with references, to this

office. 2-15

pURTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST ol
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties

and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias. 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered Guaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Beeston Humber Light Roadsters
$100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
Beeston Humber Crippers $160, were $185. New and
second-hand Experts, 'Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-

lies, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victor^ Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-

cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Beeston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $t6o. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Slock of Repairs for

all Beeston Humbers. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street. Orange. N. I.

BICYCLES
Kactorj rnte. Our Price.

I. ...0(10 00 r36 00a 00 33 00
so 00 30 00

27 OC

CILIOTT'S STEEL PEIS
ARE THE MOST
• '' » PERFECT.

nilLDWOOD'S MAGAZINE

w
AN

ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY iVl

OF
OUT-DOOR

RECREATION.

EDITED BY

"WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. POND).

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACl URERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Solt Rubber

;

Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal i

Rubbers, etc.

^f "^J7'a^±fce ±ojc JParice List-

New York Warehouse, 65 Reado Street.

THE DANDY SAFETY

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SKXD roil ( AT.iLO(;rf:.

.Smell llov.'io in kIpoI., with purallrl besrin^i.. $ie 00
Large B'l'v" '/4 in., wllli hr«kp sml inuil Kiinrrl. .. 28 OC

34-inch

WHEEIlS

K-inch

TIRES

Fx?±ce, S-iO.oo.
THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS'

SAFETY MADE.
Secure agency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
lNL»IANAPOLIS, IND.

MERWm, IIUIB[I)T & CO.,
26 "West 23d Street,

ISTE'VsT^ "STOI^k: oiT~5r.
AGENTS FOR

GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S
American Cliaini)ion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenjfe Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

1888 Sx>=»^i='=»-S*i®l<3. ^Roads-bear
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing $100.00

CONTRIBUTORS :

ABtEST A3IERICAN SPORTING WRITERS.
Subscription, %2.oo fcr year: Spccitnin Copy, \% cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
j

Subscription Free—Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

I for a single copy (i e., the loth, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 6oth,

i
70th, 80th, 90th, looth. etc ), will receive one year t subscrip-

j

tion free ! Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La balle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, Columbia, Clianipioii. Star and

otlier Bicycles and Tricycles'

on easy payments, without extra
charge exrep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken in trade and bcueht and sold.

Send for large iilustrated catalog of
' wheels and novelties in sundries with

1,1 I
full particulars of our terms f easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospective

whMtilinaD

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNETT &> HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Singer's Bicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SDITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasiti;;.

I.«'lic« of .Mcn'«SOin.. hill li> ariiig.!.. Ii. Ih vhc.l., 60 OC
ir.' or Mrn»;»ln., bill biarlnu- AI.l OVKK.. 7BOeI n't

«^>li8y'«' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.

J. o'consrnsroi?-.
Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,

845 SIXTH AVENUE,
First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW YORK.

All kindiof Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A
full assortment of Custom-made Boots »nd Shoes always
on hind at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-

tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit guaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

BELLS, LOCKS, LANTERNS,
SPOKES, SPOKE CRIPS,
WHISTLES, Etc., Etc,

Dealers will find it to their advantage to send
for net price list.

WIIITTEN, GODDING & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE Wm CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket restson brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handlebars. " C," Straps. " U " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried in a tool bag.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 c«"iit8. For
Star Bicycle, lil.OO. Discount lo the trade.

249 Woulwnrd .\ venue. Detroit. Mich.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE. ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. . Mew York .

The nilllngs A Spencer Oo., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Electrofype Company
Bos, 24 & 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Era-
bossing Pi'tes in extra hird metil. Nickel and S'ee
Facing. Plates mounted on wnori m metal.

NEWYOEK BELTINGS PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED,
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.r
Bruucli House, Hiiicasro: W. 0. Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E,&1^,T. Anthony & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

* * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. K.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scbmid Detective,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer Lenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up-

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine,

^^More than Forty Ytan
Established in this Unt

ff tusimst.

R
AOWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

conti-^ued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

.A.iS3Es: ipoii tjeiie:

t«»""'^«>j^gggiIin illlll>!>j(Lijll8tlltl[lKiilii!iHiii

WEFt^K
PERFUittES AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Weuck's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportli Cioois,

LOWEST PEIOES

12 1 FULTON ST
Send for Catalogue.

y f EARL & WILSON'S.
1 MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS,

^1% ' ' "ARE THE BEST"; .

P'/^ FOR: SALE EVERYWHERE.

TWIINER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Week commencing February is.

THE TIGRESS.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Opposite U. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no eubagencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent btisiness in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or pboto., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of

charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.

A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

tnces to actual clients in your State, county, or

town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & CO.
Opposite Patent Office, Wasliington, D. C.

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SOHWALBACH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
' Wlieels Sloreil duriE tlie Winter at Reduced Rates.

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
Telephone 125 South. Prospect F*ark Plaza, Brooklyn.

Sold Everywhere. Five Cents Per Bar.

CIS

oV^ADAMS' TUTTI-FRUTTI "Sfir;:?''

" CLUBS TRUMP

WHICH WINS?
CO

A1AMS i SOB'S TDTTIIRDTTI CHEIfliC GDM
increases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is now used by touring as well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the mouth moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURE. PLEAS.VISIT. ALL FL.VVOHS.

ft-hon 1 o t>e oia. aaae ett all ^'7'la.eol 3cn.eii.'8 ia:oa.c3.q.-u.acE«toi?«
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About the Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

It is new this season. Not untried by any means.

Its excellence the result of the thorough tests of

the Columbia experimental rooms, where merci-

less inspectors try each part, and then the parts

all together. It is every inch a Columbia. We

say it is the best Safety ever produced. A strong

statement, but no stronger than the strength of
*

the machine. All about it in the new Columbia

Catalogue for '89, which, by the way, is the most

comprehensive cycling catalogue published. It is

free to everybody.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

HiiKss OF F. V, Strauss, iio-ti6 Walkbr St., Nbw Vork.
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^yC^A^RKL THIE T^^TsTO ITE"^77 I?,E.A.Ii I3I^I^V^EE,S.

For 5o/s, ff/Ws or Ladies weighing under 125 pounds.

Almost an exact reproduction of the Rambler in principles

and lines.

LIGHT. HANDSOME. D'URABLE. STRONG.

ALL DEOP POEGED OE PEESSED SHEET STEEL

New and original forged Chain, absolutely noise-

less. A yielding spring which absorbs vibra-

tion and does not affect the steering.

Ball bearings all around in a double row in the

head.

Built Especially LigM for Ladies ilien so Or^erel

Price, Standard Finish, - $130.00
" Half Nickeled, - - 145.00

Full Nickeled, - - 150.00

<( n

Price, Standard Finish, with balls to both wheels, $05.OO
If desired with ball bearin{j;-s to crank axle, extra, - 8.00
" " '« " " ' pedals, extra. - 5.00

'• " " " head, " - - 5.00

Our 80-page Catalogue, the largest published, is mailed FREE.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
to ^2:^ AT. E*]r»,xi]s.Uxx ^t.9 C:;iiJLo^.@f09 Xll«

LARGEST AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES.
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IT IS A SIGNIFICANT FACT
That VICTORS win more road races than any other machines.

What does it mean ? Why, it means that the VICTORS are

of the proper stuff, properly put together, strong, Hght running and
thoroughly reliable in every respect. A VICTOR will give you
better service than any other wheel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Makers,
CATALOGUE FREE. ^30£

OUR •

18S9 O^A^T^A^XjOG-TTE
Will be issued on March i, and will include all the latest

IVrO^V^ESHiTIEiS
for the coming season. Send your name and address, and a copy will be mailed free.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

239 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE STAR
THE BEST ALL-AROUND BICYCLE MADE.

Perfectly Safe. No "Headers." Speedy.

THE BEST HILL-CLIMBERS AND TOURING MACHINES,

CATALOGUES FREE. ADDRESS

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

New York Salesrooms,

116 LIBERTY STREET. SMITHVILLE, N. J.
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THE

BICYCLE

STAND
For Club Houses

If and Dealers'

Warerooms.

This device is confidently offered as the best thing- of the
kind yet placed on the market. It is small, cheap and dur
able,and holds the machine firmly without ihjury to the tires.

Only one small piece fastened to the floor, offering little

obstruction to the b!Oom in sweeping.
Properly placed, the stand will hold any wheel from fifty

to sixty inches in size.

The parts are held securely by three small screws which
do not injure the floor or wall very much, an-i are easily

removed or changed.

DParic© 50 0©33.1js.

E. N. BOWEN, 585 Main Street,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

'WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.

Recognizing that Permanent Success

is the object to b.e attained in all enter-

prises, Warwick Wheels are built so

that they will give such satisfaction that

every purchaser will induce his acquaint-

ances to buy them. Nothing but the

Best Material without regard to cost.

Warwick Wheels are built on the most

graceful lines ; they are staunch ; they

will not give out, and Repairs will be

reduced to a minimum. Besides all

these qualities there are many feat-

ures not found in any other wheel.

Vibration is reduced, and the Safety will

be found to be less sensitive than any

other rear driver. It will pay you to

send for our catalogue.

On all Warwick Perfections the

handles are placed at the proper angle

to the body and give the best grip.

At all points where there is any strain,

the metal is thickest, so that fractures

are reduced to a minimum.

The Spring Fork absorbs vibration

and takes up the strain off the wheel.

Plain forks can be had by those who
wish them.

The Handle-Bars are thickened just

at the head to prevent breaking and

bending. They are quickly detachable.

The Brake is a Direct Action

plunger, the brake lever being curved

directly under the handle, which is more

effective and much prettier than the old

style.

The Head is covered by a neat dust-

cap, preventing dust and dirt from get-

ting into the steering centres.

The Rim is an improvement on the

former Warwick Hollow Rim, a rim that

is in great favor with many manufac-

turers of first-class wheels.

There is only One set of Spoke Holes

bored in the rim, thus making it very

strong, and making it unnecessary to

remove the tire when inserting new

spokes

METHOD OF FASTENING SPOKES, WHICH ADMITS
OF REPAIRS without REMOVING TIRE. NOTE
SOLID CORE IN RUBBER TIRE WHICH PREVENTS

STRETCHING. NOTE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF TIRE.

NOTE THE THICKENED RIM ON LINE OF SPOKE

HOLES ; ALSO THICKENED SPOKES AT POINT MOST
LIABLE TO BREAK.

The Tires are made egg- shape, giving

a longer line to absorb vibration. They

slightly project over the rims to prevent

wear and tear.

The Core on the centre absolutely

prevents stretching and keeps the tire

on the rim ; it is not necessary to use

cement, so tightly does it fit.

The Bearings are absolutely dust

proof and are adjusted vertically. The

bearings have a dust-proof cap, and the

wheel may be ridden 10,000 miles with-

out being re-oiled.

The Saddle is suspended on springs

and has a rubber buffer to absorb vibra-

tion. It has a side rocking motion

which will be highly endorsed by all

riders. The leather is non-stretchable.

The leather tool bag is underneath the

saddle. The saddle may be instantly

slipped from the backbone.

The enamel is of fine lustre and never

cracks.

The Safety is arranged on lines so

that either a lady or gentleman may

ride it.

It has all the features of the Ordinary,

and will give an easy seat and reduce

vibration to a minimum.

By means of a simple mechanical

device all sensitiveness is avoided.

It will pay you to examine our wheels.

Send for Catalogue.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
13 Murray Street, New York.

P. O. Box 2225.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER DIGYCLES
Hold the VETorld's Records

No. I Wheel, pliin and cone-bearing, 50-inch $75
" 2 " ball-bearing, 50-inch 100
"

.3 " plain and cone-bearing, 46-inch 75
" 4 " ball-bearing, 46-inch loo
" 5 " ball-bearing, 50-inch no
This wheel has tangent spolces and hollow rim.

No. 6 Wheel, ball-bearing, 46-inch no
This wheel has tangent spokes and hollow rim.

No. 7 Volant Safety, 31 and 30 inch diameter wheels,

ball-bearing. 115

ID-Li_x*aTD±l±"t;$r-

I8B9
Catalogue Now Keady.

Sent Free.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

178 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.

HEADERS IMPOSSIBLE. BEST HILL-CLIMBERS.
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The Eade Bicycle
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T inHE EAGLE is a Wheel of the highest grade, both
quaUty of material and finish. It is built entirely of
Steel, either forged or drawn.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY MACHINE,
and will replace, without charge, any part returned to us within
a year which shows signs of imperfection in material or work-
manship.

All letters of application and inquiry which have been written us will be duly answered.
It has been impossible for us to reply promptly to a correspondence of over five times what we
anticipated. Agencies for the EAGLE are now being established with the leading dealers in

many of the principal towns and cities, and machines will soon be on exhibition and sale at their

places of business; also a full line may be seen at all times at our Central Office at Stamford.
Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

CONIffi:CTICUT.
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cYCLING iRADE JVEYIEW,
Published every Friday morning.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Foreign SulDscriptions, -

Single Oopies, -

$1.00 a year.

- 6s. a year.

- 5 Cents.

Newsdealers may order through Am. News Co.

All copy should be received by Monday.

Telegraphic news Received till Wednesday noon.

Advertising rates on Application.

f. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor

23 Park Row,

P. 0. Box 444, New York.

Pe^'sons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its contents
and give us their patronage, and as far as is con-
venient, aid in circulating the journal, and ex-

tend its influence in the cause which it so faiih-

fully serves. Subscription price, $1 per year.

THE litigation hereto pending between Fran-

cis P. Prial and William Neumann, and

all other matters of difference between them,

have been satisfactorily and amicably settled.

Mr. Neumann relinquishes all claim of interest

or ownership in The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review and the entire business and good will

connected therewith.

OUR Washington correspondent makes some
reference to the desecration of streets by

horse-car routes. Many cities have had their

finest streets destroyed by the infernal " inves-

tor," who is out for " dividends" first, last and

always. Of course we are not objecting to the

pursuit of the nimble sixpence and the crispy "V"
—we all do it ; but the rights of other people are

so utterly ignored, that the cry of disgruntle-

ment which we find so general usually has some
foundation. In New York we have had two of

our Boulevards destroyed by horse-car lines.

Our Washington correspondent favors the

electric system, which does not deface the

streets, nor render them unridable.

OUR refusal to in any manner connect our-

selves with the race recently held in Madi-
son Square Garden is justified by the squall which

disturbed the serenity of its managers as soon

as a division of the spoils was attempted. The
magnificent rows of figures published in all the

dailies of Monday Jast, purporting to represent

the amounts paid the participants, now appear

to have existed only in the imaginations of the

show managers. The denouement was dramatic,

the principals being Miss Stanley and Manager
Troy. It appears that Lottie and the other girls

were under salaries—and not ver.y large salaries

at that—to ride in any race which Mr. Troy
should manage. Miss Stanley was further

promised, so she alleges, $500 in case she won
the Madison Square Garden event. Manager
Troy denied her statement, but after some legal

wrangling and attaching the receipts, Stanley

got away with .^aso or its ccjuivalent. It is to be

regretted that any cyclists were induced to lend

respectability to the entertainment by their

presence.

OUR valued correspondent and enthusiast, Mr.

Joshua Reynolds, strongly advocates the for-

mation of a ladies' division of the League. We
present his views in another column. We at

least think that this project is worthy the serious

attention of the League'.s "Cabinet."

National Assembly Meet.

The first meeting of the National Assembly

was held at the Grand Union Hotel, Monday,
February 18. President Kirkpatrick called the

meeting to order, thirty-six delegates being

personally present and forty-four being repre-

sented by proxy. Mr. Kirkpatrick at once

called for nominations for the office of President

of the National Assembly. George R. Bidwell,

of New York, nominated Charles H. Luscomb,

Chairman of the Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee. Mr. D. K. Trimmer, of Pennsylvania,

nominated Col. George A. Jessup, of Scranton,

Pa. Mr. Luscomb was elected by a vote of 58

to 20. James A. Dunn, of Massillon, Ohio, was
unanimously elected First Vice-President and

Sanford Lawton, Springfield, Mass., Second

Vice-President. W. M. Brewster, of St. Louis,

was unanimously elected Treasurer. After the

election of officers came the officers' reports.

The Secretary reported the total League mem-
bership, to date, to be 12,100 members. The
Treasurer reported a balance on hand of $336,

and a life membership fund of $304. The
Executive Committee referred to the unsatis-

factory condition of the League, and on their

recommendation it was voted to assess the

State Divisions of the League fifteen cents for

each member of the Division.

The afternoon sessipn was devoted to a dis-

cussion of the by-laws, which were harmonious

with the National Assembly Constitution.

The meeting was called to order about 10:30
A. M. by President Kirkpatrick, who, as Presi-
dent of the League, was temporary chairman of

the National Assembly. Mr. Kirkpatrick spoke
of the harmony and peace which existed in the
League, and stated that the best results had
been obtained by submitting all important ques-
tions to the League "cabinet." But little work
of a progressive nature had been accomplished
on account of the lack of funds. It would be
one or two years yet, said Mr. Kirkpatrick, be-

fore enough money would be had to undertake
any important work. The Chairman returned
thanks for the kind and cordial treatment he
had received from his fellow officers, and wish-
ing them God-speed, ended his term as Presi-
dent of the League amid hearty applause.
The Credentials Committee, Messrs. Emery,

Bull and Van Nort, reported thirty-six men per-

sonally present and forty-four represented by
proxy. The list of officers present is as fol-

lows :

California—Dr. J. W. Gibson, C. E. Larom
and C. L. Brockway ; District of Columbia

—

Geo. S. Atwater ;
Illinois—Edwin Oliver

;

Maine—Geo. E. Dow; Maryland—Albert Mott

;

Massachusetts—Dr. W. H. Emery, J. B. Seward,
C. S. Howard. Sanford Lawton and Howard L.

Perkins ; Missouri—W. M. Brewster ; New Jer-

sey—Dr. J. H. Coolcy, G. Carleton Brown and
Geo. C. Pennell ; New York—George R. Bid-
well, W. S. Bull, Dr. C. S. Butler, C. H. Lus-
comb, W. W. Share, Geo. Dakin, W. H. Dc
Graaf, J. Reynolds Adriancc and Fred. B.

Graves; Ohio—T. J. Kirkpatrick and George Col-

lister ; Pennsylvania—Col. Geo. A. Jessup, liar-

old R. Lewis, C. B. Holly. J. J. Van Nort and
Kirk Brown ; Rhode Island—C. S. Davol, How-
ard L. Perkins and George .S. Cooke ; .Secretary,

Abbot Bassett.

Dr. Butler moved that report of Credentials
Committee be read anti (iled. Carried.

Chairman Kirkpatrick called for nominations
for President.
Mr. Bidwell, Chief Consul of New York, nom-

inated Mr. C. H. Luscomb in a neat speech.

Mr. D. K. Timmer, of Pennsylvania, nominated
Col. George A. lessup, of Scranton. Mr. Brew-
ster, of Missouri, seconded Mr. Luscomb's nom-
ination, and Mr. Oliver, of Illinois, seconded
Mr. Jessup's nomination.
Committee of two appointed to count vote.

At this point Mr. Gerry Jones, of Binghamton,
N. Y., arrived.

Mr. Luscomb was declared elected by a vote
of 58 to 20. This announcement was received
with applause, and the newly elected President
took the chair and made a brief speech of thanks
for the honor conferred on him.
Mr. Atwater, of Washington, nominated Mr.

James R. Dunn, of Massillon, Ohio, for First

Vice-President ; seconded by Mr. Kirkpatrick ;

unanimously elected, the Secretary casting a

single ballot.

Mr. Sanford I.awton, of Springfield, Mass.,
was unanimously elected Second Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. Emery nominating him.
Mr. W. M. Brewster, of Missouri, was re-

elected Treasurer without opposition.

Secretary Bassett reported the League's mem-
bership as 11,948 on January I, 1889, and 12,100

on February 18. In 1887 the leading States ac-

cording to membership were : New York, Penn-
sylvania, Massachusetts, Ohio, New Jersey,

Connecticut, Illinois, Missouri, California, Mary-
land. In 1888 the rank of the States was : New
York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Ohio, Illi-

nois, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, Cali-

fornia, Missouri.
The Secretary reported that on February i he

owed the Divisions $995.33 ; to meet this liabil-

ity he had $467.19 on hand and $225 in claims,

on call, and this, together with the $300 due by
the Bicycling World Company March i, making
a total of $992.19, was almost enough to pay the

obligation. For the next four months there will

be no income and considerable expense, which
will leave a deficit at the end of the financial

year. The receipts for 188S were $14,610.50, in-

cluding $7,851 for renewals and $6 759.50 from

4,049 nevF members. Of the sum received, $6,-

427.16 was credited to Divisions.

The expenses of the Secretary's office for 1SS8

were $3,152.16. At the beginning of the year
the Secretary charged off $1,556.81 loss on the

Bulletin. The card-case account had shown
$181.20 profit. The Secretary devoted several

pages of his report to showing the necessity of

pushing the work of roads improvement. He
also recommended an improvement of the

League hotel system, and a celebration of the

tenth anniversary of the League.
Treasurer Brewster reported as follows :

Balance on hand January i, 1S88, $588.05; re-

ceived from Secretary, $600; received from Ohio
Division relief fund, $100; total, $1,288.05. Paid
out, $952.05; balance on hand,$336. Besides this

amount there is a fund of $304, received from
life membership, in deposit at the Continental

Bank of St. Louis.

Reports of the Membership, Rules and Regula-
tions, Rights and Privileges and Executive Com-
mittees followed, but revealed nothing of import-

ance. The report of the Rights and Privileges

Committee, Chairman Luscomb, was chiefly de-

voted to justifying the publication of the circu-

lar letter sent out by Mr. Luscomb last fall. Mr.
Luscomb, while admitting the breach. of com-
mittee etiquette, believed that the end justified

the means, and, speaking from that stand |ioiiU,

he completely exonerated himself, if one could

judge from the applause with which his dra-

matic reading of his report was received. It is

published on next page.
The Racing Board reported that it had been

deemed inadvisable to prohibit amateurs from
racing at meets at which professionals were
allowed to compete. The Board recommended
the appointment of handicappers in the various

sections of the country.
After some discussion it was moved and car-

ried that each Division be assessed fifteen cents

for each member on the roll, and thai each

Division shall be credited with any amount it

may have alrcaily contributed to the relict fund.

This assessment was declared absolutely

necessary to prevent the League trom bccoin-

ing insolvent.

After recess the i\u'eting rcconveneil at two
o'clock and spent the afternoon discussing the

by-laws presented by Dr. Butler. They were
adopted withbul minor changes. The impor-

tant feature of thorn, considering the present

condition of the League, was the increase of

Secretary Bassett's salary from $1,500 to Jfa.ooo.
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RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES COMMIT-
TEE'S REPORT.

To The National Assembly, L. A. W.:
GentlemeK—The Commiitee on Rights and Privileges

report that since the last annual meeting: numerous ques-
tions involvinfT ihe rights of wheelmen have been presented
for attention and advice.
That in several sections of the country, particularly in

Illinois, Minnesota and Pennsylvania, the Committee have
been called upon for information, where attempts have
been made to interfere by ordinance with the free use of
the streets by wheelmen. In all cases the Committee have
at once responded, furnishing all necessary information,
and stood ready to take an active part in the case should it

be desired or required.
There have also been brought to the attention of the

Committee several cases of assault upon wheelmen while
riding upon the public highways, and in answer the Com-
mittee have forwarded advice as to the proper method of
procedure, wth precedents and authorities.
Early in the year yourCommittee caused to be prepared and

printeda small pamphlet containing much useful and import-
ant information, stating the rights of wheelmen upon the
public highways and parks, and giving citations and opin-
ions from judicial decision in various parts of the country.
Copies of this pamphlet can be obtained at anytime from
this Committee or from the Secretary, and it is believed
that its compilation will prove of value to wheelmen in
their contests with hostile authorities, and with drivers and
horsemen who have not yet learned that the bicycle has
become a power in the land.

Your Committee Vave also been called upon to pass upon
several questions of construction of our laws, both as to
the selection of delegates to the National Assembly and the
election ot State officials caused by the transition stage of
our organization, and the absence of a complete and har-
monious code of by-laws.
There is not at pre ent any important litigation in which

the national organization is engaged.
It is recommended to the National Assembly that steps

be taken as early as practicable and politic, looking toward
the presentation of bills defining the rights of wheelmen
and the legal status of the bicyc le and tricycle by statute in
every State where the wheeling interest is sufficiently
strong to warrant it, and in this work the active aid and
assistance of the national organization should be e-xpended
and its influence concentrated.
This recommendation is made from the experience of the

Chairman of the Committee in New York State affairs,
arising out and in connection with the "Liberty Bill"
which passed the Legislature and became a law last spring.

MR. LUSCOMB EXPLAINS THAT CIRCULAR LETTER
At the time of the earnest and combined effort made by

the wheelmen when the fate ot that measure was in grave
doubt before theGovernor, the Chairman of this Committee
did not hesitate to throw all the influence of the national
organization in favor of that bill. With Chief Consul
Bid well, of New York, the Chairman of the State Com-
mittee, and ex-President Charles E. Pratt, of Massachu-
setts, the Chairman of this Committee attended at Albany
and rendered all the aid and assistance possible to secure
the signal advantage the signature of tne bill would grant
to the general cause of wheeling.
The question was close to an unusual degree, and every

argument possible was brought to bear upon the Executive
of New York State.
While in the Governor's hands, efforts were made through

all those' who were supposed to oe influential with him, to
induce him to see the importance of the bill, and the aigu-
ment least neglected and very frequently pushed was that
the signature of the bill would secure to the Governor the
support of the wheelmen.

1 his was not the promise of an individual, but the com-
mon and distinctly understood and approved representation
by many loyal wheelmen, using their best diligence to secure
the signature.
Whether this representation was the potential reason for

its approval or not, it is impossible to know. That it was
signed, and against strong opposition, is a matter of history.
This brings us in proper sequence to the action of the

Chairman of this Committee, who in November last sent to
the members of tiie L. A. W. residing in New York the
circular letter hereto annexed, and which has caused some
comment and criticism both favorable and otherwise among
our members.

It is proper to say that the other gentlemen upon the
Committee arc not responsible for the act of the Chairman,
as the circular was published and distributed without their
knowledge, solely and only, however, because there was
not time between the request for our support and its issue,

two days before election, to discuss the propriety of the
action in Committee and agree upon its detail and presenta-
tion. This was a technical violation of Commiitee etiquette,
to which my associates may rightfully take exception, but
the circumstances being urgent, the Chairman did not allow
delay to deleat the response, and upon his own respon-
sibility and over the signature of Chairman, to indicate that
it was an officer and not a committee, personally assumed
to .-idvisc the wheelmen to support one of two gentlemen
then candidates for thr office of Governor of New York.

Directly prior to the election, your Chairman was
specifically reminded of our promise of support made in the
early spring, and our action solicited.

The call placed our organization in this dilemma; Either
respond instantly, redeem our promise and gain all the ad-
vantage such proceeding would win in our coming leeisla-

lion, or prove false to our representations, and lose all the
force of^ united organization for the accompli.shmcnt of
future work.

It is useless to shut our eyes to facts, or to lose sight of
the primary proposition that the L. A. W. is organized for
something more than parades and mutual acquaintance.

'1 he purpose ol our association is to secuic and defend
the legal nghts of wheelmen whenever and wherever we
can, and by all lawful measures.
This IS the reason for the appointment of a national

committee on rights and privileges.
Wo ur<; not fi{;litiiiK I>lu> liattlcH upon highly

moral grouiulH ; we arc organized to demand and secure
our rights, and when we go into the enemy's country we
must employ weapons which llicy will feel. W«! can't
win victorieM l>y waving; bannurs with niottocH
on them.

Last November we were confronted wi;h a situation
which forced the political question to a direct issue. Sev-
eral times heretolore we have loaded our gun with great

pomp and display and c remony, and trained it on the
enemy. Now, the conditions demanded : Withdraw the
charge or fire the gun !

Gentlemen, I fired that gun, and I declare with all

the confidence that after-thought has added to careful con-
sideration and judgment, that it was the best thing that
could have been done for the future success of the L. A. W.
in legislation.

Remember, the circular was not partisan—did not ad-
vocate the principles of either political party, did not ask
support for a political party, but asked the wheelmen to
demonstrate their strength as an independent body, whose
influence must be considered as an ever-present political

(actor, by casting their votes for a public official who had
recorded himself as the wheelmen's friend by his official act.

Establishing our position as a voting organization makes
us a power which every public official recognizes and
respects

;
places in the hands of our representative^ the

most potent argument for the future legislation we seek,
for it IS the one which the politician most fears, and there-
fore most readily appreciates.

So, gentlemen, the Chairman of the Rights and Privi-
leges Committee saw before him what he firmly believed to

be a crisis of unusual importance to the L. A. W.,of
serious injury to us if we failed to respond, of incalculable
benefit if we seized the vantage ground by a bold and
aggressive move. Your Chairman felt that he would have
been derelict to his duty had he allowed so valuable an
opportunity to have been lost through irresolution or inde-
cision, and he acted without hesitation and threw the
whole force of the League's influence so far as lay in his
power.
That the action was radical and far-reaching in its nature

is unquestioned.
The motive and real reason for issuing the circular was

at first generally misunderstood by our members.
I can only hope that in the calmer moments of clear

thought, out of the excitement of a close contest, and with
a more careful analysis of the situation and the necessity
for active, aggressive and successful work by the L. A. W.,
vou will appreciate both the necessity and the wisdom of
the action, and taking a new departure, so vigorously ad-
vance the lines that every Legislature will feel your in-

fluence, respect your demands, and place upon the statute
books such enactments that the "road hog" and the
"town ordinance " shall be but the tender recollection of
the infancy of wheeling.

Respectfully submitted,
Charles H. Luscomb,

Chairman Rights and Privileges Com., L. A. W.
New York, February i8, 1889.

ANNUAL DINNER OF THE MASSA-
CHUSETTS BICYCLE CLUB.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club held its an-
nual banquet at Young's Hotel on last Wednes-
day evening. There was a large attendance of
wheelmen. The dinner was an excellent one.
After cigars had been lighted Col. Pope, who
presided, referred to his connection with the
club, and seemed hopefully impressed with its

future prospects. He reg^retted the inability of

the club to maintain its house on Newbury
Street, and announced that grounds had been
secured for the purpose of establishing an out-
door athletic park at Cambridge. If the new
Harvard bridge is completed this season the
grounds will be thrown open to the public. One
of the finest bicycle tracks in the country will

be laid there, and arrangements will be made
for holding bicycle tournaments.
Captain Peck, during the course of his ad-

dress, suggested that the club hold a reunion at

one of the beaches during the summer. After
Captain Peck's speech Col. Pope suggested that
the reunion be held at Marblehead, and it was so
decided.

Secretary C. C. Ryder stated that the banquet
was the means of bringing back to the fold

twenty-two of their old associates, and that the
membership of the club now numbered eighty.

Mr. Joy rendered some excellent songs, Secretary
Ryder, E. R. Benson, Carle P. Cubberty, Louis
Barta and others contributed vocal selections,

and the banquet was brought to a close by all

singing " Auld Lang Syne."

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION'S BUR-
LESQUE OPERA.

The Amateur Athletic Union's burlesque
opera of " Billec Taylor in Black," to take place
at the Metropolitan Opera House on Saturday
evening, February 23, promises to be something
grand. The orchestra of 100 pieces will be con-
ducted by Mr. H. J. Tyndale, of the Staten
Island Athletic Club. The cast is made up as
follows :

Billee Taylor Eugene Clark
The original " Billee Taylor."

Ben Barnacle J. W. Macy
Of the famous Weber Quartette.

Captain Flapper Wm. Vidal
Ul the Jersey City Athletic Club.

Sir Mincing Lane E. W. Johnson
Of the Brooklyn Amaranth Company.

Christopher Crab J. V. Burkman
Staten Island Athletic Club.

Arabella Emmet Drew
Of the Weber yuartcite.

Phoebe L. Bragdon
Prima-Donna Impersonator.

Susan Jas. Fisher
Elizabeth Athletic Club.

Eliza John W. Edwards
Ex-Prest. Staten Island Athletic Club.

Charity girls, peasantry, old salts, volunteers,
etc., will be composed of prominent members of

the New York, Staten Island, Orange, Eliza-

beth and Jersey City Athletic Clubs. Commit-
tee in charge consists of A. A. U. representa-
tives from the New York, Staten Island, Orange,
New Jersey and Pastime Athletic Clubs.

NEW ATHLETIC PARK AT CAM-
BRIDGE, MASS.

Notwithstanding the extent of its cycling
interests, Boston has never had a first-class

athletic park or bicycle track, but this long-feit

want will no longer exist if the plans of a syn-
dicate formed to build a new park, which will

contain a half-mile bicycle track, do not fall

through. From the Boston Globe we publish the
details of the new park, which we suggest be
called Columbia Park.

" To Colonel Albert A. Pope, President of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, and well-known
as one of the prime movers in athletics and
public improvement, is due the idea and con-
summation of this enterprise, which will do so
much for the pleasure and health of Boston
men. He has associated with him Henry D.
Hyde, Asa P. Potter, G. T. W. Braman, Henry
M. Whitney, Irving A. Evans, Samuel Brown,
Isaac F. Burr, A. D. S. Bell, Colonel Greenleaf
and others. All are well-known capitalists and
include in their number the controllers of the

West End land and railway companies and
other enterprising syndicates which have re-

cently done so much for Boston. It can easily

be understood that this venture, like so many
ot an athletic nature, cannot fail for want of

capital.

"The associates have purchased a tract of

land covering an area of about 1,000,000 square
feet in a location which could not well be more
desirable or easy of access. It is in Cambridge,
just beyond the lands now being improved by
the Charles River Embankment Company, and
is bounded by Front Street, Sidney Street,

Pacific Street and the Grand Junction Railroad.

Front Street will be connected with West Chester
Park by the new Harvard bridge, so the grounds
will be directly on one of the principal thorough-
fares between Boston and Cambridge. The
final plans have not yet been drawn. It is pro-
posed to cut a street through the company's
properly from Front Street to Pacific Street and
lay a line of horse-car tracks upon it. A depot
and waiting-room will be erected at the entrance
to the park. There will be entrances on each
of the other streets, with the main entrance on
Front Street, near the grand stand.

" Work is already being done on the land, and
it is hoped that in the summer the grounds will

be open to the public. It is calculated that these

grounds will in every respect ue the finest

athletic outdoor inclosure in the country.
" It is expected that Henry E. Ducker, of world-

wide bicycle tournament fame, will have entire

charge of the grounds.
"While it is intended that all sports will be

given a fair representation, the bicycle track

will be the principal feature of the grounds. It

is to be two laps to the mile, and will without
question be made the finest in the land. Mr.
Ducker is to personally superintend its con-
struction, and it is generally acknowledged that

there is very little in the science of track build-

ing which he has not mastered. The track will

be oval in shape, as this has been found to be

the best adapted to a high rate of speed.
" Mr. Ducker said to the writer recently that he

would be willing to stake his reputation as an
authority on cycling affairs that every short

distance record would be lowered during the

first tournament held on the track. He said

that his failure to make a satisfactory track at

Buffalo last year was because of lack of time

and capital. Neither will be wanting in this

instance.
" Inside the track a base-ball diamond will be

laid out, and a smaller track constructed for

foot races. The grand stand will be of hand-
some design and capable of seating 15,000

people. There will also be open seats for

thousands more. There will be half a dozen
courts on the tennis grounds, which will be laid

out on the most approved principles. A number
of small and conveniently fitted up houses will

be erected for the use of clubs. In short,

nothing will be left undone which good man-
agement and unlimited capital can provide."
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SAN FRANCISCO.

The riding season has been in full swing for

the past two weeks. The clubs have had their

first runs, and everything gives promise of a

splendid riding season. The roads are now in

fine order, and with such beautiful weather

wheeling cannot but be popular. The Bay
City Wheelmen's first run was to Camp Taylor,

a famous camping resort, twenty five miles from

this city. The scenery is grand beyond descrip-

tion, as the road leads through great redwood
forests, winding in and out through the over-

hanging foliage.

The atmosphere is clear and adds a zest to

riding that must be felt to be appreciated.

Although this is considered a hard ride, twenty-

six members participated, which shows that

club runs are still enjoyed in this part of the

country.

The California Road Racing Association for

1888 passed out of existence one evening last

week, when the delegates from the clubs met
and decided to present a trophy to the Stockton

Club, it having secured the second highest

number of points in the three races. The Associ-

ation furnished excellent sport last year and
should be continued this year; whether it will or

not is not known at present.

On February 22, a half-mile handicap bicycle

race will form part of the Olympic Club pro-

gramme. Entries are scarce at present, but they

will doubtless turn up before the day of closing

the entry list.

On the same day the Oakland riders are to

have a small race meet. They did not announce

it until the nth, so I presume entries and attend-

ance will both be small. There are five events

on the programme, all being handicaps except-

ing the novice. At the Bay City race meet on
January i, it was proved that handicap races are

the best, if the starts are fairly allotted. It was
also shown that the time a race is ridden in

does not interest the public when prominent
men are brought together, the mere fact of

them coming together in a genuine race being

enough to satisfy the public.

As one of the results of the January tourna-

ment may be mentioned the fact that the Bay
City Wheelmen have elected four new mem-
bers at each of the three meetings held since

then, and at the last meeting five applications

were received to be balloted for at the next

meeting. When the club was organized it was
decided to limit the membership to 100 ; acces-

sions to its ranks have been so numerous re-

cently that the limit will soon be reached. It is

said that this limit will not be raised, as the

club cannot do justice to a larger membership.

They would be difficult to handle in club runs,

and it is in them the members find their greatest

pleasure. The club in the past has been most

careful in its selection of new members, and in-

sists that all applicants shall be wheelmen in all

the term implies. The purely social element

has impaired the usefulness of too many cycling

and athletic clubs.

On Tuesday evening, the 19th inst., the

League meeting is to be held, at which time the

date and place of the annual meet and races

will be set. Los Angeles seems to be making
the greatest effort to secure the meet.

The Bay City Wheelmen held their third annual

fancy dress carnival last night, and that it was

a great success goes without saying. The hall

was crowded with friends of the members.

The programme consisted oi a grand entree. by
all the riders present. They rode onto the floor

in groups of fours, and after circling a.bout the

hall several times, dismounted and stood in

front of the stage. This was continued until all

were on the floor, when, alter circling about the

hall again, they rode off. The feature of the

entree was the riding of little Miss Devaney,

three years of age, attired in a quaint Japanese

costume and mounted on a miniature tricycle.

She quite won the ladies present by her skillful

riding. Eddy Mohrig, who is also a " midget,"

pleased the ladies by his riding on a full

nickeled safety, over which he has the most

perfect control. His father showed a very fine

road sculler which he has made for his own
amusement. It is a fine machine, and if its

type ever becomes popular his will be one of

the best ot them. It was ridden by S. Plum-

mer. Another feature was a dude who ap-

parently had not learned all about riding that he

might have, as he fell repeatedly and heavily.

much to the amusement of the audience. In
making his exit he nearly took out part of the

wall, but it was only our India-rubber rider, Bob
Tittle, and he apparently cannot hurt himself in

a fall.

The second event on the programme was a

bicycle drill by eight members of the club. That
it was appreciated was attested by the generous
applause it evoked. All the usual fancy move-
ments were gone through without a break, and
the drill all through was very well executed.

E. W. Adams next appeared, and gave one of

the best amateur exhibitions of trick riding ever
seen here ; he went through all the tricks from
the flying mount to the one-wheel act, and re-

ceived quite an ovation at its conclusion.

The grand march was a pretty affair. All the
participants were in fancy dress, many of them
being quite elaborate, particularly among the

ladies. The march was led by President Thomp-
son and a demure young lady with yellow curls.

Something familiar in her face soon revealed our
irrepressible Secretary, Frank Pierson. Many of

his friends did not recognize him, and if he
could have kept quiet he would not have been
discovered for some time ; but he could not
possibly keep quiet under any circumstances.

The lancers, as danced by the persons in fancy
dress only, made a pretty picture for any one to

contemplate, and no one enjoyed it more than
California.

San Francisco, February 13, 1889.

JERSEY CITY.

The Hudson Counties have still the good for-

tune to lead in the Bowling League. We played
our second game with the K. C. W. of Brook-
lyn, and scored another victory, the same result

as when we played on their alleys January 5.

Very little enthusiasm attended the game. The
following was the score :

HUDSON COUNTY. KINGS COUNTY.
Grant 166 Bedford 143
Stenken 104 Nellis ,. 97
Keer 129 Long 126

Korth 122 Schwalbach 153
Shone 120 Anderson 149
Hartmann no Crichton 112

Tuthill 147 Warren 136
Soper 137 Stevens 120

Earl 156 Bridgman 129
Eldridge 116 Raynor 118

Total 1,307 Total 1,283

SCORE BY FRAMES.
H. C. W.— 158, 293, 475, 597, 727, 843, 965, 1081,

II92, 1307.

K. C. W.—137, 272, 424, 535, 636, 730, 871, 1006,

1147, 1283.

Referee—Mr. J. R. Blake, N. Y. B. C.

Scorers—For H. C. W., Mr. Whitman; for

K. C. W., Mr. Bubier.

On Washington's Birthday the H. C. W. race
for the Benedict medal will be run. The race
is open to Hudson County members only who
have never won first or second place in any
race. As the medal has to be won three times
to become the property of a member, it will

doubtless be the means of bringing out some
new racing stock. Captain Day has selected a
mile straightaway on the Road Racing course,

Springfield Avenue, near Hilton. Our old

friends, the Elizabeth Wheelmen, have kindly
invited us to make their club house our head-
quarters.

I think before the season of i88g is very
much advanced there will be organized "The
New Jersey Team Road Racing Association."
As the name implies, only cycling clubs of this

State can become members. There arc plenty

of clubs in South Jersey who are anxious to cast

their lots with their Northern brothers.
The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club never fail to

score points when within their reach. Example;
Dr. Johnson and several other H. C. W.'s occa-
sionally appear on the " amatoorthcAtre stage,"
and last Saturday evening played at the Philadel-
phia Academy of Music, the Doctor enacting the
part of " Sir .Mincing Lane." Captain Supplee's
"angels" "got on to him with both feet," and
when the curtain went up In- was saluted by
two score of tlicni seated in the "bald head
row." They tried to impress upon his mind
that tiiey were there in the way of a handsome
floral gift, and the Doctor got -"hunk" by
naming his soldiers alter Papa Laing, Hufty
Lehman, Dicky Dallct and several other promi-
nent members of the P. B. C. Coastkr.

WASHINGTON.

While there is so much interest being shown
in regard to roads improvement, a strong public
sentiment should be worked up in the cities of
the United States against the further destruction
of beautiful streets by horse railroads, which in-

variably use cobble stones between the tracks.

The companies argue that it is necessary to use
cobble stones for this purpose, as they afford the
horses a better foothold.

The advent of the electric railway in this city

has opened the eyes of the people to what a
modern street railway should be. You can ride
over its tracks in your carriage or on your bicy-
cle without being disturbed in the slightest de-
gree. It has flat-grooved rails laid even with
the pavement, and the space between the rails

is concreted. The people are endeavoring to

have the other companies adopt this motive
power and re-lay their tracks on the latest scien-
tific principles, and it seems probable that this

will be done on some of the principal avenues
at an early day.

The District Appropriation bill provides for

the re-surfacing of Pennsylvania Avenue, the
principal thoroughfare in Washington, which
has become very wavy and uneven. It is hoped
that long unsightly lane of cobble stones down
the centre will be removed and the space be-

tween the car tracks paved with asphalt, as the

street railway company is contemplating the use
of electricity as a motive power. The centre of

the avenue should be raised, so as to throw off

the mud and water that now accumulates upon
it.

There will in a few years be more reason than
ever to call Washington " The Wheelman's Par-

adise." In addition to the miles of asphalt
pavement which are being laid every year, there

is a very good prospect of the appropriation be-

ing made to build a wide avenue to Mount Ver-
non, connected with this city by a memorial
bridge across the Potomac to the National Cem-
etery at Arlington. Although Mount Vernon is

only twelve miles distant, it can only be reached
overland by a roundabout ride of sixteen miles,

a large part of the distance through deep sand.
Nearly everybody, therefore, makes the pilgrim-

age by boat, which consumes the best part of a
day.

There will soon be fine roads laid out on the
" Potomac Flats," which are now above high-
water mark, and it is expected that we will soon
have a National Park along the beautiful banks
of Rock Creek. These driveways must in time
rival those of the Soldiers' Home in the affec-

tions of the wheelmen.

Washington's birthday was celebrated by the

Capital Bicycle Club in the usual manner, with
music, refreshments, etc. A grand time was
had, and, as each member was requested to do-

nate a book to the club library, that popular in-

stitution received a large invoice of modern
literature.

I wish to suggest to the correspondent who
complains of feeling completely used up for

several days after taking a long run, and who,

therefore, thinks long runs arc injurious, that

he try going to bed early. After taking a bath

and a light repast go to bed and sleep ten or

twelve hours at a stretch. Sleep is a sure cure

for almost anything, and Patti struck the key-

note of health when she advocated twelve hours

of sleep per day for mankind.
Tourist,
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TROY NOTES.

As mentioned in last week's notes, the Pope
Mfg. Co. is trying to establish an agency here,

which will show a good line of their well-known
wheels. Mr. Morton was in town and called on
one of the principal hardware dealers in the in-

terest of the above company, but I think noth-

ing was settled. A nice show window, display-

ing a first-class safety and tandem safety, would
attract quite a crowd and induce some of our
timid men to try the cycle.

I noticed the Telegram of the gth copied all my
notes from The Wheel of a late issue, showing
a spirit somewhat different from the Times.

Two or three years ago I enclosed to the Times
a fine article on roads and roadrnaking, which I

had clipped from the Bulletin when edited by
Mr. Aaron, and they of the editorial staff would
not let it see light. I have also noticed that this

same paper prints as little cycling news as possi-

ble, for some reason or other.

The Troy Times is a very fine paper, and for

that reason I am sorry to see so much prejudice
shown toward what is considered, by the best

authority, the most healthful exercise in exist-

ence.

I was reading Mr. H. H. Hodgson's letter to

The Wheel in regard to the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans last night, and it took me back to the

League meet in St. Louis, where I met that

gentleman. He seemed such a whole-souled
fellow that I cannot easily forget him, and I

have stored away with other cycling keepsakes
a blue badge of the Louisiana Division, which
he gave to the many friends he made during the
short time of the meet. Do you think I can for-

get the hospitality of the St. Louisians, either?

What a glorious excursion we had on the Miss-
issippi—and the reception at the Missouri Club
house—what fun !

And yet they say it does not pay to spend a
dollar a year to belong to the " League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen."

Bert Cole, a former member of the Troy Bicy-
cle Club, has the girl fever so badly that he has
virtually given up the wheel, and now he talks

against it as much as he used to favor it. On
the road he was a " scorcher," and at one time
did quite a little work on the race track. This,

I think, is one reason why he has not found
that true pleasure and benefit from the use of

the wheel that many of us have.

After nearly ten years of road-riding I enjoy
the wheel more than ever.

Bert is to be married in April, and I hope,
after he gets settled, he will show us how to ride

a tandem safety with his better-half on the front
seat.

The wheel, like many other good things,
should "be used and not abused."

Ornh Qba.
February 16, 1889.

NEW ORLEANS.

The rain continues to drop and our spirits to
droopen. There is nothing doing and news
items are scarce.

The Louisiana Cycling Club's contemplated
50-milc race failed to head. It was the intention
to make it "something big" and tempt the
Northern flyers to a trip down this vvay, but the
time was too short to thoroughly work up the
idea and it has been relinquished. The weather,
too, has been enough to put a damper on almost
anything.

I sec a correspondent of the Bulletin protests
against that sudden, unsatisfactory and unex-
plained shifting of the uniform contract, and, as
a loyal League member, I wish to back him up,
and lodge a protest and call for an explanation.
Reckon that's about all we'll do, though.

The fight for the League presidency has giverl

me a bit of food for reflection, and the idea has
dawned upon me that there is a little too much
one-man power vested in our ofTicials. Take
Louisiana, with its one vote, for instance. We
all know that a fair proportion of our mem-
bership takes little or no interest in these mat-
ters, but thosQ of us who do have not the slight-

est voice in the selection of the national offi-

cials. Our Chief Consul has sent his proxy to
a Luscomb man and Louisiana's vote will go to

that gentleman; and yet by actual inquiry I

know that Mr. Jessup is the choice of almost
every member with whom I have conversed,
and to tell the truth, I believe with Hodgson
himself, and his giving his vote to Luscomb is

purely from policy, not choice. Now, is this

either just or right to the rank and file ? I say no.

Is one man competent to speak for a hundred in

matters of this sort? I daresay Louisiana's case
is but a parallel with other States, and for one I

claim he is not, and surely the sentiment of

the general membership is entitled to some con-
sideration. We are entitled a vote or some say
in these matters. Don't you think so, Mr. Edi-
tor? It looks to me as if, so long as the present
method is pursued, "rings" and "combines"
will continue to "rule the roost" and every-
thing else. I think, if the League is to model
after the United States Constitution, that it

should be carried out still further, and elections

be held in each State and relegate the Board of
Officers into a mere electoral college. That
would be something like a fair deal.

Bi.
» »

BUFFALO.

The Bufifalos will celebrate their tenth anni-
versary by a banquet at the Niagara Hotel on
Friday evening. It is the pioneer cycling club
of the city, and contains among its members
some of Buffalo's representative business men.

So Henry E. Ducker is to leave us ; at least a
dispatch from Boston this morning announces
the forming of a syndicate in that city for the
purpose of laying out a park to be devoted to

sports in general, including a half-mile bicycle
track, and Mr. Ducker is to have charge of the
grounds. For the past month statements and
denials have been very numerous in regard to
this year's tournament. If the International
Fair Association does not hold a meet the
Ramblers will run a tournament of their own.
It is authoritatively stated that Ducker will not
be in charge of either.

E. N. Bowen appears to be proof against all

kinds of weather. Hardly a day passes but
that he is seen mounted on a safety, as he in-
variably uses the wheel between his residence
and place of business on Main Street. He re-
ports but few demands for ordinaries, the
majority seeming to prefer the dwarf.

Several contracts have been recently awarded
for the laying down of more miles of asphalt.
Thirty-eight miles of this pavement have been
laid down, and the close of next season will see
a total of 50 miles within the city limits, and
the proposed new Lakeside Park is almost an
assured fact. Buffalo, indeed, is a paradise
for wheelmen. The boulevard to the Falls and
the paving of Main Street, from Chippewa
Street to the docks, are among the possibilities
of the future.

The city papers have been publishing articles
on roads improvement; the Cbwr/^r especially
has been doing good wcrk. At the recent
meeting of the New York State Agricultural
Society, held at East Aurora, the question of
good roads received considerable attention.

The Zig-Zags hold their closing social at
Franklin Hall on Friday evening. This is the
youngest club in the city, and is composed of
enthusiasts.

The Ramblers are soon to lose two of their
most active members, John J. Wertner and W.
Hughson, who are going to California.

Zo.--
DENVER.

Denver, Col., February 16, i88g.

A few members of the Ramblers and Social
Clubs enjoyed a moonlight run on the night of
February 12. The Silver State Drum Corps
gave a ball at Brighton, twenty miles from here,
and some of the boys went down on their
wheels. They report the run as delightful in

the extreme, though those who stayed at home
smile at this assertion, as the wind howled
around the chimney tops in town at a lively
rate. The boys say it was on their backs both
ways. Well, I don't know. My observation
was that the wind swooped down from the sum-
mit of Long's Peak all night.

Our Cow Boy Marching Club, I expect, will

walk off with all the honors at the Inaugural.

They will be headed by the famous Cow Boy
Band, of Dodge City, and v^^ill no doubt attract
more attention than any other body in the. pro-
cession. Their war cry now is, "On to Wash-
ington." Their ranks contain a number of
wheelmen.

" Fenton " is a little inconsistent in his re-

marks. We notice that he jumps on "Nemo"
with both feet, but when some correspondent of
the Bicyling World does the jumping it is a case
of mud-throwing. I quite agree with " Fenton '

that this wrangling is a silly practice, but when
" Bragg" commences to prate on the standing
of his club, or tries to convince our Eastern
brethren that we were the first to " catch on " to
the jump pedal mount, or some other frivolous
matter, then it is time for somebody to sit down
on him, regardless of " Fenton's " fanciful dis-

pleasure. I hope the great West will not fall

from grace because one of our residents was
born with the power of wielding his pen by
hand only, without the necessity of his brain
directing the movement.

What has become of the Star Club? There
are a number of- Star wheels in town, but they
are never seen on the road.

Ragde.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE
GAMES TO BE PLAYED.

Atalanta vs. Kings County, Newark, February 28.

New York vs. Hudson County, New York, March i.

Kings County vs. Harlem, Brooklyn, March 5.

Hudson County vs Atalanta, Jersey City, March 8.

Atalanta vs. New York, Newark, March 14
Harlem vs. Hudson County, Harlem, March 15.

Atalanta vs. Hudson County, Newark, March 21.

GAMES PLAYED.

January 4—Harlem, 1,429; New York, 1,342.

January 5—Hudson County, 1,498; Kings County, 1,488.

January 10—Harlem, 1,346; Atalanta, 1,343. Draw.
January 11—Kings County, 1,525; New York, 1,357.
January 15—Kings County, 1,432; Atalanta, 1,328.

January 18—Hudson County, 1,350; New York, 1,150.

January 25—Harlem, 1,469; Kings County, 1,260.
February 2—Atalanta, 3,456; New York, 1,357.
February 5—Kings County, 1,463 ; New York, 1,167
February 15—Hudson County, 1,307; Kings County, 1,183.
February 16—New York, 1,293; Harlem, 1,205.

NEW YORK vs. HARLEM.

The game between
bowled at New York,
following result

:

NEW YORK.
Nisbett 177
McFadden 150
Moses 139
Findley 143
Weydecker 147.
English 118

Shriver 147
Paynter 117
Stott 155

these two clubs was
February 16, with the

H.A.RLEM.

Parker 158
Ridabock 102
Clark 120
LaSelle 155
Thomas 140
Shafer 126
Eraser 162
Quigley 103
Anderson 139

Total 1,205
Semple, New York

Total 1,293
Umpire, George H

Bicycle Club.

The scorers were: J. H. Charlotte, for Harlem
Wheelmen; H. E. Lansing, for New York
Bicycle Club.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cvcling Tr»de
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,

Washington, D. C]

Larus F. Carstensen, Bridgeport, Conn.
Bicycle.

Edward Thuemler, Chicago, 111. Bicycle.

Wm. E. Smith, May, Ark. Tricycle.

Thos. B. JefTery, Ravenswood, III. Veloci-

pede. Two patents.

All bearing date of February ig.

"Those of your goods (the Brooks Cyclom-
eters) that we have put out have given general

satisfaction, and for a cyclometer <ve had rather

handle it than any other make on the market.

We have had no difficulty with your goods what-

ever, and where they have been used have given

the best of satisfaction."

Springfield Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Only $5. Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.
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NEW WHEELS FOR 1889.

THB NKW MAIL SAFETY. WM. READ Sc SONS, BOSTON.

last year's wheel, being perfected in a few minor details

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons, who supplied last

year's demand for safeties with Ivels, an excellent
wheel, are out this year with their New Mail safety,
of which the accompanying cut is a fair representation.
The New Mail Safety is a rear-driver of high quality,
nothing being spared either in cost of material or
labor employed in producing this safety. The wheel
is clean lined, well braced, and the straight forks will

reduce sensitiveness. The Trigwell ball head, which
has been one of the chief merits of the New Mail
ordinary, is fitted to the safety, and for obvious
reasons is even a more valuable feature of the safety
than it is ot the ordinary, popular as it is in the tall

machine. The wheel is fitted with a spnng to the
front fork, which is simple, unnoticeable, and pre-
vents vibration. The wheel has a rear axle band
brake. The spokes are tangent, half-nickeled to the
intersections, giving the wheel a fine appearance
The saddle used is the Keystone, specially fitted for
a safety. It has no side or rocking motion, and thus
insures steadiness. Rear wheel 30, front wheel 32
inches

;
geared to 54 inches. Price, $135.00.

The New Mail is without much improvement over
With the New Mail ordinary and the New Mail safety, Messrs.

Their New York agents are Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales,Wm. Read & Sons are ready to supply any demand
300 Broadway.

The Swift Safety, the leading string of

the Coventry Machinists' Co.'s rear-drivers,

is improved in details over the 1888 wheel.
The frame is of the popular diamond-frame
type, strong and rigid, constructed of light

yet strong tubing. The front fork is curved
to give proper rise to its travel, and it is

attached to the trame proper by bicycle
centres, which are easily adjustable and de-

tachable. Longtapered hollow handle-bars,
with new style grip handles, are brought
back within the rider's reach, and are ad-

justable for height. The brake is of the
plunger pattern, hinged back of the fork,

and operated by a long, powerful lever un-
der the handle. Lamp bracket of spring
steel prevents vibration to lamp. Saddle-
post is hollow and adjusted by clamp screw,
and the saddle has a range of six or eight

inches fore and aft, a« well as up and down.
The chain is adjusted by very simple method,
and cannot fail to adjust properly and stay

where placed. Wheels are 30 inches in di-

ameter, and made up of club spokes, screwed
directly into solid steel hubs, and. as well as

the crank bracket and pedals, fitted with
Club ball bearings of acknowledged superi-

ority. Cranks are 6 inches long, adjustable and detachable, as necessary in this pattern Mud and chain guards are

applied to this machine throughout, and in such a manner that they cannot come loose and rattle as usual. The method
of application is radically different from any other make. Machine is supplied with best English saddle and cradle

spring, bag and tools complete. Weight, 45 pounds ;
geared to 57 inches ; finished in enamel, with nickeled trimmings.

Price, $135.00.

THE SWIFT SAFETY. COVENTRY MACHINISTS

THE SWIFT TANDEM. CUVEMK. .MACHINISTS* CO., BOSTON.

The Swift Tandem is of the same high grade as the single, and the valuable features of the latter are closely

followed. The machine is built to stand heavy strains. It was on this form of wheel that the Banker Brothers rode a

mile in 2m. 38s.

'£- - ^v
'^^^ King ot Clubs- is a type of the Rational ordinary. In this wheel

fC~ N^^ the reputation of the Club people is maintained, the wheel being of the
•^^— - highest grade, with every possible attention given to construction and

finish. The rear wheel has plenty of clearance, giving additional safety,

while its hub is much stronger than is usually found in ordinaries. This
wheel will be found suitable for riders who seek safety and yet do not wish
to abandon the tall wheel.

THE AMERICAN RAMBLER. CORMULLY & JEFFKKV MFC. CO., CHICAGO.

For illustration of this machine see cut on front page of this paper. The
Rambler for I 88q is suitable for use of cither a lady or gentleman. It is

improved over the '88 wheel in the driving chain, a new invention which
is remarkably strong and free from rattle ; in the cranks, which are of anew
design, and in the spring, which is more yielding and permits the seat to be

lowered, so that riders of a 46-inch ordinary bicycle can easily reach the

pedals from the saddle. Ball bearings are used in the head, crank, axle,

pedalsand wheels. The front wheel is 26 and the rear wheel 30 inches. The
tires are % inch, of the best Para rubber. The saddle and handle-bar aro

adjustable to suit therider. Ample guards are provided to protect the drcs-;

from mud and from contact with the wheels or chain. Vibration is much
lessened by an elastic spring connecting the uiipcr end of the rear fork with

the main frame, while its lower end is hinged thereto. The spokes ari-

double butt-ended, and screw direct into the hub. The driving wheel is

geared to 54, but 48 or 60 inch gearings will be fitted to order. Price,

standard finish, I130.00.

THE IDEAL RAMBLER. GORMULl.Y * JEFFEHY MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

This wheel is a duplicate of the Rambler, but reduced in size and wciglit,

and especially built for boys, girls and ladies weighing not over i?5 pounds.

The rider is well guarded from the wheels and chain. The liaiullc bar is

adjustable for height. The driving wheel is 26 inches, geared to 42'-.,, 4s'v

machinists' or 48^^ ; regular gear, 45^^ ; steering wheel 22 inches. Both wheels have

strong, doubly butted direct spokes. Price, standard finish, $65.00.
COVENTRY

,
liOSTON.

The features of Chicago cycling during the

past week have been the opening of the Lincoln

Club's gymnasium, the advent of a snowslorni,

the first of the season we believe, and the

Morgan-Ashinger 50-mile race, in which Mor-

gan fell, but riding heroically on, was defeated

by a lap only. Ashingcr's time was 2h. sSin.

15s.

Hicyclinjr Afeivs declares that it has never heard

of Amclie Rives, and characterizes her as a
" fair" Amazon. The Binr/ini^'- jVnrs people are

more dead than (luick if they have never hoard

of this briliiaiil American aiilhoress, who is

more gazelle than amazon. Wonder if tiie

/iicviliii,K' A''('7('.( i)cople have ever licanl of a

woman who called lu-rsclf Ceorge Eliot?

VIOLET LORNE ON LADIES' CYCLES
SHOWN AT CRYSTAL PALACE.

The Show of 1889 is chiefly remarkable, from
a feminine point of interest, for its amazingly
large exhibit of ladies' safeties, which, if the
supply represents anything like the actual de-
mand, are bidding fair to offer serious rivalry
to their relations of the three-wheeled type.
The adaptation of the bicycle for woman's use
has long loomed upon the cycling horizon, and
from time to time weird inventions, mostly quite
impracticable, appeared on the market, only to
sink back speedily into obscurity. It was felt

that any diversion of the ordinary type of bicy-
cle to feminine use must remain a mere eccen-
tricity of ingenuity, and would never have any
career of popularity. The introduction of the
safety altered the condition of affairs altogether,
and it was at once felt that this type of machine
had real capabilities for feminine adoption ; but
perhaps few but the most sanguine of the gen-
eral public ever anticipated the actual enthusi-
asm with which the new departure would be
welcomed. True, this enthusiasm has been far

more pronounced in America than on this side
of the Atlantic, owing to the superior advan-
tages of a one-track machine on the bad trans-
atlantic roads ; but the. safety has certainly
achieved already a most surprising amount of
favor in this country, and this year's Show
would seem to foreshadow a still greater success.

In ladies' tricycles there are no very start-

lingly new departures, last year's patterns being
only, in most cases, slightly modified to suit the
needs of the present time. At last, it may con-
fidently be declared, makers have grasped the
idea that a machine lor ladies' use may safely
be made far lighter than that for average mas-
culine handling, and the result is what we have
all been praying for for years past.

Messrs. Singer & Co. (U. S. Agency, Boston,
Mass.) have a specimen of their well-known and
always-liked " S. S. S." tricycle, fitted this year
with smaller driving wheels, and rendered suit-

able for feminine use by the detachable stay.
This machine, called the "Special," has a
lighter edition, with a single brake—the " Extra
Special Singer"—which is a good and pretty
machine for a lady's use. Messrs. Singer & Co.'s
chief novelty, however, is a particularly neat
safety, with an admirably guarded driving
chain, which ensures its name being no mis-
nomer.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper (U. S.

Agents, L. H. Johnson, Orange, N. J.) do not
appear to have wandered far afield into the
realms of invention since last year, except as
regards their new safety—a light and well-built
affair, as good as everything turned out from
the Premier Works.

Messrs. Starley Bros.' "Lady's Psycho"
fU. S. Agents, Capital Cycle Co., Washington,
D. C.) is a very pretty and graceful safety, well
calculated to tempt any woman to take to the
bicycle. It has plenty of clearance between the
seat and handle-bar, and its thorough chain-
gu.ard, made of .gimp (a mixture of catgut and
wire) stretching well over the wheel, is light

£.nd wonderfully neat.

The Ivel Cycle Company (U. S. Agents,
Craycroft & Co., Philadelphia) show a ladies'

satety tandem, which is remarkable for its

novel and improved steering, by which ihe rear
rider has perfect control of the machine, and
the lady in front is left free, by the absence of
the encumbering steering bar, to mount or dis-

mount from cither side—an immense gain.
The Ivel ladies' safety is a strong and business-
like machine, .veil adapted to a woman's use.
Tiiis make of machine has, as it is needless to

moiulon, always the steering wheel largest—

a

plan wliich has proved its own success. The
ladies' tricycle and tandem tricycle at this stand
(the latter suited to two ladies' use) are both
excellent machines of their kind.
The Swift safety (U. S. Agents, Coventry

Machinists' Co., HostoiO, which h.is been
atlorning the front page of this periodicahluriog
the last few weeks, is as good in reality as it

looked in print. Tiie dress-guard described by
me some time- back will meet witi> general
approval.— VioUl Lome in fiinr/iiii;- A'etvs.

IVit H'/ifel copies in full our account of "A
Visit to Cvcledoni," luui, as a well-conducted
paper should, acknowledges the source of the
same.— />'/V !'< ///li" A'tws.
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A LADIES' DIVISION, L. A. W.

Editor ok The Wheel :

The Bicycling World, in commenting on your
editorial in reference to my suggestion of a
" Ladies' Division of the League," says :

" It is said that a Ladies' Wheel League is a possibility.

It is further stated that it may amalgamate with the L. A

.

W. Why g'o through the formality, and why not join the
L. A. W. direct?"

As one who has taken pleasure in keeping
data in regard to the lady members of the
League, and as a staunch member of that or-

ganization, I would say that I still think a La-
dies' Division would be of benefit to them—not
as an independent organization, however, as
implied by the World.
To demonstrate this, there are a number of

ladies of my acquaintance who are now mem-
bers of the League, and have been for years
past, who joined at the time when the Btdletin

had a regular lady correspondent, or contained
articles of special interest to ladies.

These features of the official organ encour-
aged the belief that more would yet be done for

their especial benefit, and created in them a
feeling that they possessed an equal fellowship
with, and semi-independence of, the male fra-

ternity—providing, as it were, figuratively, a
corner of their own, in which they could go
apart to express their feminine views and dis-

cuss matters of dress and other things of inter-

est to them alone, and in their own way.
At that time a special League cloth was fur-

nished, which, though the color faded some-
'what, was otherwise one of the best and most
satisfactory dress materials for cycling that a
lady ever wore, as can be attested by at least

three different ladies who gave it a severe and
thorough trial. At about this time there were
102 lady members in the League, or an increase
of about 100 per cent, within a year. The Bulle-
tin was always opened and read, and the matters
of dress, wheels, tours, etc., were frequently
discussed through its columns, thereby increas-
ing the enthusiasm of the fair riders.

At the present time there is an entirely differ-

ent state of affairs. The Bicycling World neither
contains nor apparently takes an interest in

much that is feminine, so far as cycling is con-
cerned. The space controlled by the League is

so contracted and occupied by the necessary
notices (while the editors of the paper itself

seem to practically ignore or to care little for

the subject) that there is no inducement for

ladies to open and read it.

There appears no advertisement of the ladies'

cloth lately adopted by the League, the samples
of which seem inferior in quality to the former
cloth, no ladies' tours, no items of feminine in-

terest, no exchanges of their cycling experiences,
except as recorded now and then by some
wheelman observer.
This fact is more noticeable because I but

voice the opinions and regrets of tvery lady
member of the League that I know.

In connection with all this, the League has
apparently become so absorbed in political

matters that what little interest the ladies did
have in the organization has been destroyed.
Now, my theory of the formation of a " Ladies'

Division" is that it should be sufficiently in-

dependent of the main body to make it ex-
clusively beneficial to ils members, while they at

the same time would be enjoying the general
advantages of League membership; its govern-
ment to be administered by a chief lady for the
general division, to be assisted by a chief lady
in each State (all to be elected by its member-
ship), who shall collectively constitute a board,
empowered to regulate division affairs in con-
formity with League principles, but answerable
only to the Executive Board of the League
proper.
This " Ladies' Board" would deal only with

affairs, so to speak, which are exclusively their
own and not of the League proper, so that noth-
ing they would do could conflict with any of the
rules and by-laws of the L. A. W.
The chief officer would include among other

duties the editing of a ladies' column, and the
selection and distribution of matter to educate
and benefit. She would also keep a record of
membership, which (maintained separate from
the list of gentlemen) would in itself constitute
an element of strength, exert the largest possible
influence, and engender a pride that can only
come through separate organization. The object
of this Ladies' Division is obvious. It is to

increase among ladies who ride little or not at all

an interest in cycling
; to impress upon outsiders

the benefits and pleasures of the "wheel ;" to

inviteaccessions to its membership, and to supply
them with an influential medium for interchange
of ideas.

This, /or the ladies, the L. A. W. as now con-
stituted does not accomplish.

Yours fraternally,

Joshua Reynolds.
Stockport, N. Y., February 15, 1889.

THE CYCLISTS' UNION OF LONG
ISLAND.

Since the entertainment given by it, at the
Y. M. C. A. Hall, about the middle of Decem-
ber, the Cyclists' Union of Long Island has
appeared but little before the cycling public,

and there has been little or no indication of its

continued existence. Therefore, when it comes
before us with the request for its dollar dues for

the coming year, the inquiry naturally arises as
to what benefit is likely to accrue to its members
during this season.
Perhaps the greatest good an organized and

actively conducted association of any numerical
strength exerts is its negative influence in de-
terring any encroachment on the rights of its

members. Once let it be known throughout
Long Island that behind each individual wheel-
man stands an organized and aggressive union,
ready and financially able to see that all his
rights are preserved, and the frequent petty an-
noyances we now meekly endure will cease for-

ever. To effect this, however, it is necessary
to establish at least one instructive precedent,
and a very acceptable chance exists on the road
to Bath, a few hundred ya^ds from the Coney
Island Boulevard. To my mind it is very
important that something of this kind should be
publicly done under the direction of the Union,
and from his location and the vindictive spirit

that has prompted his operations, this Bath in-

dividual certainly deserves the first attention
;

if he is amenable to any law, I think he ought to

be prosecuted, and upon the first repetition this

season of his former outrages, I hope the Cy-
clists' Union will earn the gratitude of every
Brooklyn wheelman by making a summary
example of his case.

As regards the improvement of roads in our
vicinity, the Union has displayed some activity,

in spite of winter having put an end to actual
work. A committee has waited upon Mayor
Chapin, with regard to the unfortunate locality
known as Cobblestone Hill, and we understand
the Mayor to have promised it shall not be
neglected when the extensive operations on the
Brooklyn streets are begun. The Union was
also instrumental in obtaining a petition, signed
by several hundred wheelmen, published in the
JV. Y. World, advocating much needed improve-
ments in the same locality. In this direction,
however, the work of the Union has practically
been at a stand-still during the winter, and will

be for a couple of months to come.
There can be no conflict between the Union

and its older and diversified relative, the League,
and their relations should always be amicable.
The local union is prepared to direct and push
matters which we could not expect the national
League to father. We know from experience
that we cannot expect the League to descend
upon petty malefactors in our immediate vicinity,
unless the case be of national, or at least very
wide-spread importance, but we can and do ex-
pect the Union to make the cause of each in-
dividual its own, and that no appeal to it will go
disregarded.

It seems to me that, as between the League
and the Union, in view of the essentially local
and individual interests it is designed to serve,
the Union would naturally commend itself to
Long Island wheelmen as perhaps more worthy
of their personal support. There are many
sound reasons, however, why both should be
supported, and we think that the natural con-
sideration and fellowship the followers of cycling
should show will best find expression in hearty
support of both the local and national associa-
tions. Nvx.

Mr. Frank Hurkitt, editor of the Chickasaw
Messenger, published at Okolona, Miss., and
rnember of the Mississippi Legislature, pub-
lishes an editorial in favor of working the con-
victs on the public roads.

AN AMERICAN CYCLIST IN ENGLAND

I left Wolverhampton for Birmingham, thirteen
miles away, about lo a. m., and had a mean
pull all uphill to the big manufacturing city.

In the thirteen miles I don't think there is any
country at all. It is one manufacturing town
after the other, little dirty groupings of houses
with tramways running through them and
imparting a sort of metropolitan air. I staid
but an hour or so at Birmingham, and when I

passed out on the other side and set my face
toward Coventry, I left all bad riding behind.
It has been a picnic, a poem ever since. I was
told that the eighteen miles from Birmingham to
Coventry are very famous among cyclists, and
the route ranks as one of the best in England.
It was by far the best road I had come over yet,
but when the boys talk of its ranking next to the
Ripley road at London, they must not forget
that further south in Warwickshire around
Stratford-on-Avon and Warwick, there are
several roads that very nearly, if not entirely,
equal the Coventry road. The latter was so
good, however,, that I loafed the eighteen miles
in two hours, eating a wayside lunch and stop-
ping here and there to take in the scenery. One
thing on the road pained me immeasurably,
however. About three-quarters of the way to

Coventry there is a long, rather steep hill, with
a surface as smooth as a boulevard. I was
climbing it when a party of half a dozen riders
came down on their way to Birmingham. There
was only one safety rider and he was the only
one coasting. The others were either pedaling
down and risking a header, or hanging from the
saddle, their feet off the pedals. If this had been
in the Western States where cycling is new, I

wouldn't have felt so bad, but in the cradle of
cycling and at the center of the trade, alas ! the
thought was too sad to pursue. It was no doubt
old riders like that " who knew all about the
ordinary," who found the safety far superior.

If there is any place of interest to the cyclist,

it is Coventry, of which he has heard so much.
I was riding a Coventry wheel and it did my
heart good to see the making of cycles the lead-
ing industry of a good sized city. I was more
than ever impressed with the come-to-stay
character of wheeling. During the afternoon
and evening I did not see many wheelmen out
and expressed some surprise. "Wait," I was
told, "until to-morrow, Saturday, the cycle
factories close early in the afternoon and then
the riders come out like ants out of an ant hill.

Most of the riders here are employed in the
factories." So I staid over till the following day.
In the morning I visited the Rudge works. The
office is in one of the principal streets and is

quite an imposing edifice in red brick. Back of it

the factories stretch away, covering several acres.

There is no chance to get in without a written
order Guards in the company's gaudy uniform
stand at the gates and scrutinize every one who
passes in or out. I thought what magnificent
inventionsand improvementsare being perfected
there, something probably that will knock
Douglas spokeless wheel into a cocked hat and
astonish the world. I wondered if ihey took me
for a spy from an American concern. The
details of the factory have been set forth so often

in the annual catalogues, that they are familiar

to every cycler. But the men were very busy
that day, for they had just returned from a week's
vacation at the Isle of Man, where the company
had tendered them a grand blow-out, many of

the company's agents from various cities being
also on hand. At 3 o'clock the streets about the

factories began to fill up with the workmen, off

till Monday, and ten minutes later they covered
the sidewalks and overflowed into the streets.

Then there was " mounting in hot haste," and
bicycles, safeties and trikes, darted around the

street corners, as the riders hurried home to

prepare for a run into the country. There is no
such thing at Coventry as a "run into the

country " in the American sense. It is simply
a run from one town of historic interest to

another of the same kind. Think of starting out
for a four hours run on a road bordered by such
historically rich places as Kenilworth, Leaming-
ton, Warwick and Stratford-on-Avon. A stranger

is pursued by two conflicting emotions on such
a road; one to fly over the lovely road, at full

speed; the other to ride slowly and enjoy the

charming succession of brooks, meadows, lordly

avenues of trees and pretty hamlets. It was on
such a road that I started out that Saturday
afternoon, with the intention of making Stratford-
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on-Avon before night. After steering my way
through the throngs of workmen, I reached the

bridge mentioned by Tennyson in the opening

of " Lady Godiva !"

" I waited for the train at Coventry,
I hung, with grooms and porters on the bridge,

To watch the three tall spires."

I was looking back over the quaint old houses

picturesquely mingled with the new buildings

which mark the city's progress, and trying to

pick out from the many spires the three the

poet meant, when two wheelmen rode up, one

on a safety, one on an ordinary. I asked them
to point out the famous church tops and they

did so, and then I remounted and went with

them up the hill and away from Coventry.

When they heard I was from across the water

and was going to Stratford, they expressed de-

light at my company. When I came to leave

them, an hour later, I knew why they were de-

lighted. They were two very talkative fellows

from the Rudge factory, with many anecdotes,

reminiscences, and incidents concerning the

country, at their tongues' end, and the delight

they had was in finding some one upon whom
they could expend some of this conversational

wealth. Barring a few minutes spent in dis-

cussing the probable effect of American free

trade on the English cycling industry, the time

was consumed by them in calling attention to

the castles and estates we were leaving behind.

I was particularly interested in a little yarn

they spun as we gave a last look at Kenilworth
Castle and went on down the main street of the

little town of Kenilworth. Passing by a busi-

ness place of some dignity my companions
pointed to it and asked if I had ever heard of

the Earl of Aylesford. Why, certainly ; he died

in Texas. Yes, the same chap. Well, they

went on to say, the man who ran the shop we
had just seen was once only a poor peddler, but

he knew how to handle his fists. One day he
intruded upon the earl's estates, and the Earl

being in a happy mood thought he would dis-

play his fistic cleverness on the peddler, but the

peddler got the better of my noble lord and
gave him a good drubbing. When the Earl re-

covered he was so pleased with the peddler that

he searched him out and set him up in business,

and the poor hawker of a few years ago is now
a merchant well-to-do and respected. With
stories like this, with local application, we rode

the distance to Leamington, about ten miles,

where my companions stopped for the evening.

A pretty little town is Leamington, beautifully

laid out, and Queen Victoria once called it the
" Garden Spot of England," but after they have
told you all that, and then told you that just

beyond the trees a little further is the gray head
of Warwick Castle, and that from its summit
Stratford can be made out you don't care about
stopping. I didn't and went right on toward
Warwick. Before I knew it I was riding over

the Avon River, just below the castle, and look-

ing through the foliage at the grand old tower
as it appears so often in the pictures labeled

"Warwick Castle from the Bridge." I pumped up
the long hill into the town and was told that I had
passed the entrance and had tocoastdown apiece.

I spent an hour there, and then started for Strat-

ford. I asked a hackman at the castle the best

road. " If you takes the right-hand road at the

fork you will have a bloomin' high hill to climb."

So I went away determined to miss that hill, as I

had been having enough hills. At the fork I

thought I took the proper road, and, after about
a half hour's ride, made inquiries. I found I

had taken the hill road, and, not knowing it,

had climbed the great grade. The hackman's
idea of a hill is the general English opinion of

an ascent. Many tiities before and since I have
been frightened by alarming reports of fearful

hills in front, of me, and nearly every time they

have dwindled to gentle grades. As the sun

was nearing the horizon I descended from the

plateau on which I had been riding by a gentle

coast which led me down into the valley of the

Avon River, and by the time I got my feet upon
the pedals again, 1 could see, or fancied I could

see, the spire of the church where Shakespeare
is buried, gleaming through the trees. I hardly

knew I had been out from Warwick more than

twenty minutes, and here the eight miles had
been passed. It was then that I pulled out my
note-book and made these scraggly notes as the

wheel rolled without a jolt over the smooth
road: "Warwick—Stratford, both in scenery

and surface, best yet." I don't know whether
I was so exhilarated at the thought of being at

last at famous Stratford that everything took on

the rosy color of the sunset. I am inclined to

think not, for though I went over the distance
from Warwick to Stratford twice again, I found no
reason tochange my first impression. Stratford !

here you are just as I thought you would be—the

river flowing noiselessly by, the cattle lowing in

the meadows, and everything still and quiet.

But this picture suddenly changed, for, turning
sharply into Bridge Street, I found it quite full

of life, newsboys hawking the Birmingham
evening papers, groups of farmers up and down
the street, and an air of business and stir that

seemed altogether inconsistent with the dreamt-
of peace of Shakespeare's birthplace. After tea,

I would have liked to ride about in the rapidly

stilling town, but I could not with pleasure, as

my lampless machine at any moment might
catch the eye of a guardian of the peace. So I

polished it off a little, and put it away in the

stable. As I cleaned the dust off, I marveled at

the ease with which one can keep his machine
clean in this land of graveled roads. No mud
to be scraped off, only a light dust to be touched,
and your wheel is as bright as a dollar. I am
sure that my friends who used to know me as
the possessor of a muddy, dirty wheel would
neverTcnow me if they could see me now, always
astride of a shining steed that glistens like some
armored horse of feudal days. "No paving in

Stratford, miss?" I asked of the chamber-maid
that night. " Not a bit, sir. All as smooth as

the floor." " Thank Heaven !" I said and went
to sleep, to dream of riding all day Sunday
about historic Stratford. Traveler.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

'OLD HANKI PANKI."

Old Hanki Panki and Pickety Pum
Dwelt away on a Cannibal Isle,

Where the bee and the boa loudly did hum.
And the locust his legs would file.

Old Hank was short but his stomach was long,
And his word was laid down as law;

His praises the natives would loud sing-song.
And his wives watched the wag of kis jaw.

One day while he sat 'neath a shady palm.
And the monkeys gyrated o'erhead.

There suddenly came o'er this Southern calm
A shindig that quickly spread.

For into their midst o'er the sea-shell road.
Came a man on a wheel, and he whirled

Right up to the King, to his very abode
;

'Twas a rider bound right round the world.

Then giving a yell, the natives came round,
And listened in awe to the King;

The ribs and the chest of the rider did sound,
As his heart right and left did swing.

So Quickly to work the natives beean,
The rider to carve and to skewer.

And there was a feast throughout the land.
Of cyclist on toast k la tour.

' Oho ! " yelled old Hank, " bring up the wheel !

"

-And the crowd gathered round and stood near;
The drum did pound and the piccolo squeal.
As they wheeled up the wheel with fear.

With a whoop ! and a hop, skip and jump,
Hanki Panki at the wheel made a break,

Alighting on top he quickly did pump.
The wheel upright, strange to relate.

Straight away the wheel ran with old Hank,
Down a hill the old man sat erect.

Till at the bottom the wheel struck a plank.
And broke his infernal black neck.

At the inquest they held on the King,
They soon to a verdict arrived;

He fell on his neck from a thing
For the purpose especially contrived."

G.

LADIES' BICYCLES.

Mr. W. W. Stall, the well-known Boston
dealer, writes as follows in reply to our inquiry
on his opinions concerning ladies' bicycles :

" In the matter of the ladies' bike, while we
find a lot of enthusiasm on the question in the
South and West, we do not find much real bottom
to the boom in ladies' wheels in this section

—

that is, in the crowd with which I have been
traveling, representing the mass of the veteran
lady trike riders here. Sorr.e will take hold of

it in good shape, and if they make a ' go ' at it,

we shall see more converts in 1889, late in the
season, but the mass will not be reached for a
year at least.

"Am trying to coax Mrs. S. onto the two-
wheeher, but she is rather conservative and will

take a good bit of persuading. She has been
too well fixed in the way of a light trike to

make the change, to her so radical and uncalled
for, and thinks she will wail a hit and look into

the matter. We have had a landcm bike, ami it

went very well. Shall go in for that sure this

season. It is a good wheel on good going, but
the devil to run on soft roads— big weight and
small support, you know. If you tlon i hit the
side path you are worse ofl' than a three-wheeler."

The Pope Mfg. Co. is importing Psycho ladies'

safeties.

Elliot Mason, Pope Mfg. Co.'s New York
agent, reports trade as opening in good shape.

The paths of Prospect Park are open to cyclists

during the stormy season. This privilege is due
to Commissioner Luscomb's influence.

Mr. I. B. Roy has resigned as Treasurer of
the New York Club. It is rumored that Irving
Shaw will be re-elected to fill the vacancy.

The New Jersey County Road bill has not
yet developed any opposition in the New Jersey
Senate. Mr. G. Carleton Brown, Elizabeth B.
C, expects that the bill will become a law.

The American contingent at the Stanley Show
was composed of Charles E. Pratt, of the Pope
Mfg. Co.; Herbert S. Owen, Capital Cycle Co.;
George M. Hendee, of Boston, now with W. W.
Stall, but over on his own account ; Mr. George
S. Lippincott, of the H. B. Smith Machine Co.;
John A. Wells, of the Strong & Green Cycle
Co., of Philadelphia, and F. E. Belden, of Pope
Co.'s factory.

The fame of Hugh S. Grant, Mayor of New
York, as a roads improvement man has spread
over the water. We reproduce the following
paragraph from the Sewing Machine and Cycle

News :

New York has recently elected a new Mayor, named
Grant, and the cyclists of that c ty are delighted to find that
he intends to do something toward improving their
wretched pavements. He is said to be the only Mayor the
city ever had whose published ideas have risen above the
level of the cobWe The hopes of the wheelmen are based
on two paragraphs on pavements, which are a part of the
Mayor's annual message.

Mr. Herbert S. Owen, who was to have given
us his views on the Stanley Show, states that
our editorial and report in last week's Wheel
covers the entire field. He endorses our opinion
that makers have now settled upon general
forms, which are modified only in detail. Mr.
Owen is a firm believer in the future for ladies'

bicycles, and he will import the Psycho to sup-
ply this demand. The Psycho exhibit at the
Stanley Show was very highly commended. Mr.
George M. Hendee, after careful study of the
exhibts, selected a Psycho tandem for the use
of Mrs. Hendee and himself.

Tom Eck is going to settle down, and the
cycling circuits will know him no more, at least

for a time. Eck will go down to history as the
cycling Romeo. He is a living example of the
proverb which tells us that the river of true love
runs riotously in leaps and bounds, and he is yet
rarer as a specimen of a man who was compelled
to elope with his own wife, the general fashion
now-a-days being to elope with some other
party's wife. Eck will open a store in Minne-
apolis, as agent for the Gormully & Jeffery
wheels. We hope he will meet with the same
success which has attended the efforts ot Jack
Prince, who is now Mr. John S. Prince, of

Omaha, general manager of a $50,000 corpora-
tion, which owns the Omaha coliseum and a
flourishing cycle agency. Jack was a notable
figure on the American path. As one of the pio-
neer professionals, he was compelled to run in-

and-out races to eke out a scant livelihood. Jack
now lives in his own house and is a solid citizen.

MAMMOTH THEAIRE PARTY.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Clubs have combined
their forces and will hold a theatre party on
Friday night, March 29, at the Brooklyn Park
Theatre, to witness the "Pearl of Pekin."
Special arrangements have been made for all

the best seats in the theatre, and handsome
souvenir programmes will be given to every
cyclist. The price of seats will be $1.25, and
tickets can only be obtained by forwarding the
price of the seat to any member of the com-
mittee named below. Evening dress is re-

quested. Committee: Hcrt M. Cole, B. B. C.
Chairman, 126 South Elliott I'lace ; W. C. Ma-
rion, Ir., K. C. W., P. O. Box 2751, New York
City ; Michael Furst, 16 Court Street ; Charles
Sclnvalbach, K. C. W., Prospect Park Plaza;
Anluir vV. Smith, K. C. W„ SS5 Lafayette Ave-
nue ; G. G. Teller, I.. I. \V., dS William Street

;

)os. Mathews,. Ir., L. L W., 231 Gates Avenue;
\V. E. Fuller, B. B. C, ua St. Felix Street;
George Bancroft, B. B. C, 1{>3 South Oxford
Street.
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The aggregate attendance at the Stanley Show
was 79.365-

The C. T, C. recently held its general meeting
at London. The attendance was 56, out of a

membership of over 20,000.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold their

annual reception at their club house, 1255 Bed-
ford Avenue, Brooklyn, on Thursday evening,
February 28. This will be the event of the

K. C. W. social season.

Dr. E. W. Johnson, of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, will appear at the Amateur Athletic

Union's performance of "Billee Taylor," which
will be given at the Metropolitan Opera House
on Saturday, the 23d inst.

Dan. Albone, maker of the Ivel cycles, re-

ceived a telegram while at the Stanley Show
informing him that a son and heir had been
born to him. Dan will name his son "Stan-
ley " in honor of the Stanley Show.

Wanted, an Interpreter.—In conversation
with a H^/ieeltno^ Tepresentauve, Woodside makes
this statement; "They 'rounded' on me, but
I threatened to shake them and they cooled."
This is the patois of the pro. cyclist.

The members of the Nashville Bicycle Club
are in favor of combining with the local athletic

club, under the title of the Nashville Athletic
and Bicycle Club. It is believed that the com-
bine will form a strong club, and bring out new
interest.

A New York wheelman is having a rear-driv-

ing safety built to his own specifications, the
feature of which will be an attempt to avoid
steering sensitiveness. This he expects to

accomplish by having the front forks curve up-
ward or outward instead of downward, and,
running out beyond the centre of the hub of the
front wheel, connect with it so that the wheel
will drag instead of being pushed. He claims
that this will secure to the bicycle a castor prin-

ciple and that his object will be accomplished.
We believe this plan has been tried years ago,
but a patent has been applied for, and when the
new wheel is finished it will be illustrated and
described in this paper.

GOOD ROADS.

The Southern papers are again calling the at-

tention of the States and Counties to the gener-
ally bad condition of the roads in this section,

and urging that some improvement be made in

them. By the construction .of our railroads we
have greatly improved the means and reduced
the cost of transportation during the last few
years, but our bad roads have almost offset this

improvement, and act as a burden and tax on all

trade and commerce. It has been shown that

the cost of carrying a bale of cotton from the

plantation to the railroad station is frequently as

high as from the station to Europe. Our bad
roads entail upon farmers and merchants a tax

tenfold as high as the cost of keeping up good
ones.

In Georgia and Kentucky there have been
loud demands of late for the improvement of the
highways, and the agitation has spread to other
portions of the South.
The League of American Wheelmen has just

issued a very interesting pamphlet on the sub-
ject, showing the cost of bad roads, and calling

attention to the experiments recently made by
Prof. y. W. Sanborn, of the Missouri Agricul-
tural College, which show that on a moist dirt

road a force equal to 487 pounds was necessary
to move a load of 3,665 pounds, or 57 per cent,

more than was needed to move the same load

on a gravel road, having a grade of one foot in

twenty-eight. On a level gravel road the force

needed was only one-fourth as much as on the

dirt, and on a plank flosr but one-seventh as

much power was required as was needed in

moving the load over the dirt road. This made
no allowance for energy wasted by the horse in

pulling his feet from the mud, and in lifting

them over the little elevations always before
them on a muddy road.

Taking a gravel road, costing say $2,080 per
mile, running on each alternate section line, the

costs to the sections adjoining, in the way of in-

terest, will be 19.5 cents per acre. Cannot our
farmers afford to pay this much for the sake of

having hard, smooth roads every day in the

year from their doors to the market town?

How many loads must each haul to save
enough in the time and wear of men, horses,
harness and wagons to equal the interest, as-
suming that a fair day's work should average
fifteen miles of hauling and be worth $3 per
load of whatever weight?
The subject is really not open to argument.

Every one recognizes the benefits and economy
of good r6ads, but their cost has hitherto stood
in the way. Here, of all parts of the Union,
they are most needed, and could be most easily

constructed. The land, being level, will require
none of the cuts and grading as in the West, and
gravel can be obtained easily and at small cost.

As for the dirt roads, our winter rains and the
sticky condition of the clayey soil make them
" terrors " indeed, during our rains, rendering
hauling impossible at certain seasons of the
year, and expensive at all times.
We know of no matter that can be agitated to

greater advantage than that of good roads. It

is well enough to build more railroads to trans-

port our products ; but they will yield but a
portion of the benefit they ought to, unless they
are supplemented by roads extending through
all portions of the South. The South, which is

attempting so many great undertakings, should
attack this serious problem—the construction of

better highways. — Editorial in New Orleans

Times-Democrat.

CYCLING.

Cashiers and Bookkeepers, you should have one ol those
" Daily Cash Balance Books." It is the most handy, neat
and labor-saving book made to keep your cash straight

.

Clrculrs on application. W. L. Surprise, 55 Madison St.

Memphis, Tenn.

The Universal Cycling Club will hold a re-

ception at the Brooklyn Institute on Friday
evening, March i.

Mr. Kirk Brown, who was at the N. A. meet
on Monday, paid a flying trip to Boston and left

New York on Wednesday.

Mr. Edwin Oliver, representing the Gormully
& Jeffery Manufacturing Company, is in New
York for a few days on an extended business
trip.

KING OF THE ROAD LAMPS.
THE BEST AND MOST POPULAR ON THE MAEKET.

STILL FURTHER IMPROVED FOR 1889.

IDoj^L't IFail -bo See otxx" Z^Te-^=^7^ Sa±eti;5r an-d. T3r±C3rcle Xja,a=CL]ps

HOLDS TEN HOURS OIL SUPPLY.

Front View, Sbowinf; Glass.

Ant i -Vibration Spring.
Instantaneously Detachable Reflectors.

SIDE SLIDE FOR LIG-HTING-.
Back View, Showing Sprinp.

ALL PATTERNS OF BOTH HEAD AND HUB LAMPS
FULLY DESCRIBED IN OUR 1889 CATALOGUE.

IW^THE TRADE are cordially invited to send for our Descriptive Discount Sheet,

now ready.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO., Baltimore, Md.
SOLE TJasriOTEID ST.A.TES -A.GI-E3SrTS-
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World's

J

ONE-HALF MILE,

1 min. 9 2-5 sees, on the Road

!

ECLIPSING ALL PATH RECORDS.

FOR PRICE-LIST AND PARTICULARS APPLY TO

J. K. STARLEY & CO. (Late Starley & Sutton),

METEOR WORKS, WEST ORCHARD, COVENTRY, ENG.

ISl JlJW "R- A -PTT-)

TloSbdL&'bejo^ 40 l"bs-
Jlixglxij I^oad-sijex*, 36 l"bs.

QTT_A-ID:E?,.ik.ISrT.

IFox* T,f=i.c=\ -y siJO-dL GrenzLtilexxianzL, ox* t}-^7^o

Lacixes-

1889 PATTERNS NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,
WASHINGTON BRANCH:

90S Pennsylvania Ave. BALTIMORE, MD.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 'Words 15 Cents

1

Two Insertions 25 "

pOR SALE.— For the next few weeks, to make room for
^ new goods, two ^ -inch, from $25 to $65; three 48-inch,

§45 to $65; eight scinch, $40 to I90 ; five 51-inch, $35 to

$95 ; six 52-inch, ?25 to $9; ; three 53-inch, $75 to $95 ; four-
teen 54-inch, $25 to $90; one 55-inch. $So ; three 5c-inch,

$60 ti> $80. Above machines have got to go at some price,

so come at once and get a bargain, or send ff^r list.

3-1 HOWARD A. SMITH.
T7OR SALE.—Lady's Ivel Tricycle; new last September;
' used but little; in perfect condi'ion; weight about
55 lbs.; lightest and easiest running lady's machine made

;

balls all around. Can be ridden by gentlemen. D. W.
Barker, 112 St. Felix Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 3-1

\/'ICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER.—4S.inch, 188S model; in
^ perfect order; only ridden 200 miles; with cyclometer

;

a bargain at $90. Can be seen at A. G. Spalding & Bro=.,

241 Broadway, New York City, or address Elmer Skinner,
227 Cumberland Street, Brooklyn. 3-1

A GENT'S TRICYCLE.-'With ball bearings, adjustable
•'^ seat, good hill-climber. Purchased 1S87, in England,
from the makers, Coventry Cycle Co. A bargain at $50
cash. In good condition. Times, Milwaukee, Wis. ti

piCYCLE FREE.—Send us the names of ten persons
'-' who talk of buying cycles this year and you can have
T/ie BicvcU free for one year. Address Bicycle, West
Randolph, Vt.

pVCLOMETER WANTED.— First-class condition for^ Victor wheel Send particulars and lowest price to

J. D. H. Jr., P O. Box 113, New York City.

rr(-)R SALE.—New 53-inch Columbia Light Roadster;
-* also 52-inch Rudge Li^'ht Roadster. Address E. A. P.,

228 West 105th Street. 2-22
pOR S.ALE.—54 inch Victor Light Roadster, in good
* order, with cyclometer, lamp and side attachment.
$go.oo cash. Address W. S. MEAD, P. O. Box 673, New
York City. 2-22

prOR SALE.—58-inch Expert. First-class condition.
• $6000. Bargain. Address C. D. FORD, 145 West
130th Street, New York City. 2-22

pOR SALE.—An S. S. S. Tandem Tricycle in first-class
' condition,with lamp, bell, saddle-hag and tools. Balls
all around. Owner selling in favor of bicycle. This is a

freat bargain and will repay investigation. Price only
150.00. Can be seen at A. G. Spalding & Bros., 242

Broadway, NeA" York City. 2-21

COME BARGAINS OFFERED.—We have for sale one
--' No. 2 Springfield, one No. i Springfielo, one 52-inch
Victor Roadster, one 52-inch New Mail, one American
Safety, 52 to 54 inch reach; one 50-inch Challenge, one
54-inch Challenge, '"heap. Geo. S. Atwater, 1206 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C. tf

<i T-TINTS to Prospective Cycling Tourists in England
•* ' and Wales": par'iculars they most want to know

;

from start to finish. Price 25c. Stamson, Stamford, Conn.
\A7 ANTED.—An experienced Wheel builder at once; must

' beveryfast. Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,
Ind. 2-22

AXfANTED.— Bicycles, Single and Double Tricycles, and
'''' Rover-type Safeties Machines must not be too much
worn. For suitable wheels good prices will be paid. Call,

or address, New York Bicycle Co , No. 8 Warren St. and
No. 4 East 60th St., N. Y. tf.

CEO. S. ATWATER & CO.,

Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles and Supplies,
Agents for the Celebrated Dart, Columbia

and Swift Cycles,
No. 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N. VV., Washington, D. C.
To make rojm for our Spring Stock, we offer the follow-

ing Bargains. All machines on this list in good running
order. No " wrecks.'

I Ladies' Dart bafety, perfect condition .. $115.00
I Viaduct Safety 80.00
I 5t-inch Americjn Star 30.00
151 " '* '* ... 25.00
I 55 " Rudge Light Roadster, splendid

condition 7500
I 56-inch American Rudge 50.00
I 56-inch british Challenge, special make... 50.00
: s6-inch Club. New, slightly shop worn.. 75.00
6 Victor Tricycles, side steering, each 50.00

Any of the above machines will be sent C. O. D. upon
receipt of $10 00, to cover cost of Expressage, in case the
machine is not taken, GKO. S. ATWATER & CO.
Th-URTHER REDUCTIONS IN BARGAIN LIST of
^ New and Second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles^ Safeties
and Tandems, which must be sold this spring. Victors and
Columbias, 48 to 54 inch, fine condition, $75 each. Taken
in Exchange for New Wheels. We are selling at Less than
Actual Cost. Every Machine offered (juaranteed Sound.
No wrecks. Brand-new Bceston Humbcr Light Roadsters

t
100, were $150. Ditto Racers $50, were $140. Brand-new
eeston Ihimber Crippcrs $160, were $185. New and

second-hand Experts, Victors, Rudges, Mails, Rover Safe-
tics, Special Stars, from $50 to $100. Victon Columbia,
Singer, Marlborough and Beeston Humber Cripper Tri-
cycles, from $30 to $125. Rudge Meteor and Bceston Hum-
ber Tandems, from $65 to $160. Discount to dealers. Write
for New List, just out, and let us know what you need.
Exchanges and Instalments. Complete Stock of Repairs for
all Beeston Humbcrs. L. H. Johnson, 401 and 403 Main
Street. Orange. N. L

New ACME 'QIQYCLES
Foctorj VxSvi-. Our Price
...WBO 00 $36 00
... r.r. 00 33 00
... 60 00 30 00
• *•' 00 27 00
... 40 00 24 00
... 8.'> 00 2 1 00

3AFETY
BICYCLES

KKMI I'Olt CAT.VI.OOIK.

Small Hoy.' -JO in wh-rU,
l.an;!' l)i>yii'V4 In., with limit
l,nilli.-.>r .Mon'n.TO.ii
l.iidi.-. or Men's .'n In

ST.
-\ix

GIllOTT'S STEEl PENS
ARE THE MOST
* ' • PERFECT.

|0F 1889.

DINARIES.

miLDWOOD'S TlffAGAZINE.

w ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY ffl

OUT-DOOR
RECREATION.

EDITED BY

'WILL WILDWOOD" (F. E. POND).

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUKACl CIRERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
1^" VC^3r±-t© foar JParic© ILis-b-

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

THE DANDY SAFETY
24-inch

WHEELS

K-inch

TIRES

I'3:?±ce, S40.00-
THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS'

SAFETY MADE.
Secure agency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street,

iTE'v^r "x-oi^k: cit"X".
AGENTS FOR

GORMUJLLY & JEFFERY'S
American Champion Bicycle.

American Light Champion Bicycle.
American Challenge Bicycle.

American Ideal Bicycle.
American Ideal Tricycle.

American Challenge Tricycle.
AND SUNDRIES.

18S8 Si>3r±33.gf±©lcL I^.oaca.stex'
Plain bearing, $75.00 |

Ball bearing fioo.oo

Singer's Sicvcles, Tricvcles, Safeties and Tandems.

BICYCLE SUITS, STOCKINGS, HATS, SHOES, ETC.

Over 100 new machines on our Bicycle floor,

on sample. No second-hand machines.
Call and see our stock before purchasing.

J. o'consrnsroi?-.
Practical Boot and Shoe Maker,

845 SIXTH AVENUE,
First door from S. W. cor. 48th St., NEW 'YORK.

All kindsof Foreign and Domestic Patent Dressings. A
full assortment of Custom-made Boots and Shoes always
on hand at Reasonable Prices. Orders of every descrip-

tion promptly attended to and a perfect fit fjuaranteed.

LAWN TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.

pJigyS'E.C.MEACHAMAPMSCO.

BELLS, LOCKS, LANTERNS,
SPOKES, SPOKE CRIPS,
WHISTLES, Etc., Etc.

Dealers will find ii to their advantage to send
for net price list.

WIIITTEN, GODDING & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

contf<ibi;tors :

ABLEST AMERICAN SPORTING WRITERS.
Subscription. $2.00 per year; Specijnen Co/>y^ 15 cts.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Subscription >'vcf—Every tenth order, enclosing 20 cts.

for a single copy (i e., the loth, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th,

7othy8oth, goth, 100th, etc ), will receive one year s subscrip-

tion free .' Mention The Wheel.
Address WILDWOOD PUBLISHING CO.,

166 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Victor, Columbia, Chanipion. Star and

other Bicycles and Tricycles

on easy payments, without extra
charge exoep for interest. Prices
from $8 up. Second-hand wheels
taken In trade and bought and sold.

Send for large illustrated catalog of

wheels and novelties in sundries vyith

I
I , , full particulars of our terms > it easy

payments—of interest to every actual or prospcctivf

.viit^iiBan

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
WE have the most complete Repair Shop in

New England, devoted exclusively to

Bicycle and Tricycle Repairing, Brazing and
Small Machine Jobbing. Work done at short

notice and prices reasonable.

BENNKXT &. HALE,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SMITH'S DETACHABLE LU&SA&E CARRIER.

(Patent applied for.)

"A," Bracket rests on brake spoon. "B" 'B" Hooks over
handle bars. " C," Straps. " D " passes under brake spoon.
Weight, only 4 ounces. Can be carried m a tool bajf.

Will carry a lo-pound dead-weight and not sag. Send
stamp for circular. Price by mail, 75 cents. For
Star Bicycle, $1.00. Discount to the trade.

249 Wondnard Avenue. Detroit. Ulcli.

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPJENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when closed.

Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forced of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-

ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength,

warranted a first-class tool in every respect.

For sale by all Cycle m^inufacturers and dealers.
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Raisbeck Efecfrofype Company
NOS, 24 & 26 VANEEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building- above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S'.ee

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

NEWYOEK BELTING 4 PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Branch House, Chicago : W. D.Allen & Co., 151 Lake St

E. &1^,T, Anthony & Co,
Manufacturers and Importers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC * *

^ * INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus and Supplies,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole proprietors of the

Patent Satchel Detec-
tive, Scbmid Detecti-pe,
Fairy, Novel, and Bi-
cycle Cameras, and sole

agents for the Celebrated
Dallmeyer tenses.
Amateur Outfits in

great variety from $9.00 up- .

ward. Send for Catalogue or

call and examine.

^^ More than Forty Ytart
Established in this lint

0/ Irumust.

R
ADWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

For Sprains, Bruises, Backache, Pain in the

Chest or Sides, Headache, Toothache, or

any other External Pain, a few applications

rubbed on by the hand act like magic, causing

the Pain to instantly stop.

For Congestions, Inflammations, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Pains in the

Small of the Back, etc., more extended, longer

continued and repeated applications are neces-

sary to effect a cure.

50 cents per bottle. Sold by Druggists.

uA.szsi DPon. i-m:

We fTCK
«- .JHiiiiiGiiiitgituninnin

PERFUMES AND TAKE NO OTHER.
"Wencb's Opera Bouquet is the latest.

Sportlni Goois,

LOWEST PEIOES

121 FULTON ST
Send for Cataloffue.

Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Patent
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our Office is Op posite TJ. S. Patent Of-

fice. We have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence can transact patent business in less

time and at less cost than those remote from
Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo., with descrip-

tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not cue till patent is secured.
A book, "How to Obtain Patents," with refer-

mces to actual clients in your State, covmty, or
town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW & COr
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

J/ { EARL& WILSON'S.* -^

^ i M EN'S LI N E N CO LLARS AN D CUFFS,

Pni^'X '^'^ R E TH E- B EST"
\:^'M FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

jyrlNER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE. NEW YORK.

Week commencing February 25

My Sweetheart.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

IFOI?. CYCLES-
Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

w^mm^

"^'^v^Zm^}

Now is your time to have your Wheel Overhauled.
Send it to SCHWALBAOH, and Have it Done Well.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PARTS. SKILLFUL WORKMEN.
Wleels Stored during tlie Winter at Rednced Rates,

New Mail, Columbia and Club Wheels Always in Stock.
PARTIES GOING TO BERMUDA AND OTHER PLACES SHOULD WRITE

FOR PARTICULARS REGARDING HIRING RATES FOR
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TANDEMS.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH,
Telephone 125 South. Prospect F*ark Plaza, Brooklyn.

Sold Everyivhepe. Tive Cents Per Bar.

. us

CO

AIABS 4 SON'S TDTTIIRDTTI CHEfliC SOU
ncreases the .low of saliva and aids digestion. The Gum is novy used by touring .is well as racing

wheelmen, and it keeps the moiuh moist, thus preventing excessive thirst.

PURV:. PLKASANT. ALL FLAVOltS.

SlxoixlcL "toe oxjL sa.Xo at; all "^Ixoel aaxoax's I3C©a<3.<i-ULaa?-tox^
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far fivelie vents the Columbia cycles have been upon the market

twelve jjenrs they have occupied a front rank position, ^wehe jjenr!^

of statistics show that there are more Colnmbias in use in the United

States than all other makes of high grade machines combined, ^or twelve

Qenrs the Columbias have stood the test of the road and the path, ^or

twelve ^ears the best mechanical experts in America have been unanimous

in their unsolicited statements that the Columbia machines are the best

mnde ajj il^ill^s, and reach as close to the mechanical perfection line as

modern mechanical skill has been able to go. It is easy to make claims,

and printed claims 'nay be as thin as the ink which covers the paper.

^tfe brand claim made for the Columbia cycles is that they are in every

respect the finest made, and the most durable machines which modern

mechanical skill has produced, and this claim is backed by twf^lve veiiv^^

of experience and by the opinion of unprejudiced mechanical experts and

the majority vote of American wheelmen, ^he ^ahtmbin ^dtalagtte should

be in the hands of every ivheelman. It is free to everybody. (PO(PE

MFG. CO., (Boston, Jlew York, Chicago.

Hkbis av F. V. Stbaum, iao-ia6 Walker St., New Yosk.










